CAMPAIGN UPDATES
(Please see Twitter’s @JamesMeroney2 & @JamesMeroney, for all the latest!!!)
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INFLUENCE
The following results were achieved the past six years, mainly from our Twitter account:
(And your not knowing of them only shows you weren’t in the loop of the many VIP’s who did)

♦ Significantly changed American Christianity, as well as American politics, the past four years.
♦ Recruited on more than six occasions to run for President, as a Republican, by the first mega
pastor spokesman to the media from Trump’s Evangelical Council, before I switched parties,
upon his win (explanations at Twitter’s @2020Victory, and our book, Christians for Trump).

♦ Significantly framed the issues and debate of the 2016 Presidential election.
♦ Ideas warmly embraced by many (if not most) U.S. VIP’s, and politicians on both sides of the
aisle.

♦ Perhaps the first #NeverTrump Republican, well before that phrase was generated, and the
candidate he fears the most (which his actions and occasional words prove).

♦ The reason Trump said he thinks he’s a pretty honest guy (responding to our website’s slogan),
and, “The only thing I worry about is that some total unknown that nobody ever heard of comes
along,” and his wife said she’s most bothered by “book writers” (a term our Twitter site has used
for years)

♦ Provided the successful strategy outline for Trump’s near miss 2020 campaign (detailed at
Facebook’s James.Meroney.378), only to combat Socialism—never in support of him. I actually
changed lifelong parties, the day he won, until the day AOC arose, advocating Socialism.

♦ Policy ideas ‘lifted’ by about seven 2016 Presidential candidates, and about six by Trump.
♦ Contacted Mike Bloomberg and Howard Schultz for campaign funding, who then tried to take our ideas for
their own Presidential runs—but God wasn’t having it! Ask Oprah! (“direct hit”)

♦ Why Elizabeth Warren started her campaign with a homespun video of dead air, to ‘go grab a
beer.’

♦ Over 65 national news articles generated by our online posts, usually via NBC (also CBS and
NYT).

♦ Approximately 90 proven accurate predictions (documented in our writings).
♦ Over 4,700 new product ideas strewn throughout our four main books (for free), and two
innovation marathon speeches, demonstrating how to innovate, and including creation of up to
100 such products.

♦ Authored over twelve books, ranging from politics, business, innovation, idioms, religion,
prophecy and architecture (See: Linked-In, James Meroney, for all titles).
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INFLUENCERS
The following heroes have significantly encouraged our efforts at U.S. politics reform:
(Feel free to ask them who they were speaking of; use polygraphs, as needed)
"One of our next generation of Republican leaders, one who may not be as well-known
as I am today, one who has not yet taken their message across the country,
one who is just getting started, may well emerge as being better able
to defeat the Democrat nominee." –Mitt Romney (January, 2015)
There are other people in my party with a new vision that may well be able to take us in a new direction,
which I find to be ideal and appropriate. –Mitt Romney (~4/20/21)
Manchin won't support filibuster reform because we need "a new era of bipartisanship." (~4/7/21)
Today Show (4/20/21, paraphrased)
Hoda Kotb: Let me give you a hypothetical candidate for 2024. This hypothetical Republican is proimmigration, pro a path to citizenship for undocumented workers, pro-DACA, pro reasonable gun control,
pro education funding for public schools—does that person have a shot in 2024?
George W. Bush: Sure, yeah. I think it depends upon emphasis. I think the emphasis is integrity, and
decency, and trying to work to get problems solved…that person has a shot, yeah. I think ‘proimmigration’ isn’t the right way to put it. ‘Pro-immigration’ basically means let’s just open up the borders,
and nobody’s really for that. You can’t have a country that has open borders.
“Your passion for effecting change is deeply inspiring, and as you continue looking for
ways to spur progress across the country we both love, know Michelle and I will be
standing alongside you every step of the way.”
–President Barack Obama email (May, 2018)
“…I encourage you to remain an active participant in helping write the next great chapter
of the American story. We need your courage and dedication at this critical time,
and we must meet this moment together as the United States of America…”
–President Joe Biden letter (9/13/22)
“…I am inspired by the putpouring of support and the commitment of people like you
to restoring our democracy and building back better…” –President Joe Biden letter (8/8/22)
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Campaign Signs
(These metal ~3’ x 4’ signs will be taken all across America; See: ‘Campaign Itinerary’)

Far Away Signs & Banners:

AmericanAnswers.org
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Pledger Concepts
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Pledger Concepts

Religious
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Religious
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Religious
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Media
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CAMPAIGN ITINERARY
The following is the tentative schedule of public events we desire to attend, to promote our political
solutions by educating the public of our website’s existence (and content). Funding will determine where
we go and what we do, and we encourage anyone to make that available, to work us as hard as humanly
possible, as “The Hardest-Working Political candidate!” We will also frequent the busiest major traffic
congestion areas in major cities, prominent or nearby universities, and large white and black churches, if
time permits! All book sales from 2023-2024 will be put into the campaign.
NOTE: We will utilize the least expensive methods for achieving these ends, including much vehicle
driving across America. The left-justified events are our prime targets, and the right-justified ones in
green are possible add-ons. We probably have 300 others, elsewhere, for 2024, if we miss any in 2023.
Finally, the date question marks indicate exact 2023 date(s) must be confirmed, when such confirmation
is possible. Many of them were based upon 2022 data, or unavailable 2023 data, to-date. A plane-only
Jan-Jul itinerary follows, if such were funded, as this author must work, despite campaigning! Thanks.

Cost Estimates
(The Least-Expensive Effective Presidential Campaign—EVER--From a Historic Cheapskate!)
Hotel:
$130/night (some have free breakfast, refrigerator & microwave; higher in NYC, etc.)
Food:
$50-60/day
Tolls:
~12-15 each?
Parking:
$20-30 for 2-3 hours, each?
Car Rental:
$2,778.15 (for 2 months, booked early); $80/day
Clothes Washing: $15/week
Flights:
$150-230 per trip (quite price varying)
Gasoline:
$3.50 for 26 mpg miles (quite price varying, per region/state, & car rented)
2-Year Total:
$300-500K (we start WELL before any totals are promised, & continue as funded)

JANUARY
Road Construction (DPS/DOT)
Hillsong Concert
Casting Crowns Concert
Garth Brooks Concert (https://garthbrooks.com/performances)
Harry Styles Concert
Keith Urban Concert
Ariana Grande Concert
Jan 14 (Sat)
Miss Universe, New Orleans (7pm?), Jan 14
Jan 15 (Sun)
Houston Marathon, Houston, TX, Jan 15]
EAST COAST TRIP
(FLY, THEN DRIVE)
(20 days)

Jan 16 (Mon)
FLY: Charlotte, NC (Interstate 77 in South Charlotte)
(3.3 hours)
Liberty University, Lynchburg, VA?
(3.75 hours)
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Christian Broadcasting Network, VA Beach?
Jan 17 (Tues)
(3.25 hours)
DC (6-9:30 Woodrow Wilson Bridge)
Jan 18 (Wed)
DC
Jan 19 (Thur)
(1.3 hours)
Baltimore (I-695 6a, 4pm)
(2 hours)
Philly (676 between I-95 and I-76, 6-7:30)
Jan 20 (Fri)
(2 hours)
NYC (7-9, Taconic State Parkway)
B'nai Jeshurun, New York City?
Jan 21 (Sat)
Jan 22 (Sun)
NYC
Jan 23 (Mon)
NYC
Jan 24 (Tues)
(1.75 hours)
Yale University, New Haven, CT
(2.3 hours)
Jan 25 (Wed)
Boston (6-10; 4-7; I-93 southbound from Mystic Valley Pkwy to McGrath Highway at 7am)
(.25 hours)
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Jan 26 (Thur)
(2.3 hours)
New Haven, CT
(1.75 hours)
NYC
Harlem Apollo Theater?
(4 hours)
Jan 27 (Fri)
DC (Southeast Freeway)
AARP headquarters, DC
Jan 28 (Sat)
Jan 29 (Sun)
DC
Jan 30 (Mon)
(2.1 hours)
Richmond, VA
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(3 hours)
Fayetteville, NC
(1 hour)
Raleigh (I-40/I-440 Interchange)
Raleigh Capital Blvd busiest Triangle Highway
Holy Name of Jesus Cathedral, Raleigh, NC
Jan 31 (Tues)
(3 hours)
Myrtle Beach

FEBRUARY
Feb 1 (Wed)
(3.75 hours)
Savannah, GA
(2 hours)
Jacksonville (I-95)
(2.5 hours)
Tallahassee
Feb 2 (Thur)
Destin/OFF
Feb 3 (Fri)
Destin/OFF
Feb 4 (Sat)
Chinese New Year Festival & Parade, San Fran, Feb 4?
Chinese New Year Fair, San Diego, Feb. 4?
FLY? NHL All Star Game, Sunrise, FL, Feb 3-4
(6.75 hours)
Tallahassee Marathon, Tallahassee, FL, Feb 5
(2.5 hours)
Jacksonville Marathon, Jacksonville, FL, Feb 3-5
WEST COAST TRIP
FLY, THEN DRIVE

(Feb 5-15; 11 days)
Feb 5 (Sun)
FLY: Grammys, Crypto.com Arena, Los Angeles, Feb 5
Airport? (LAX)
UCLA?
Feb 6 (Mon)
San Diego (Eastbound I-78, between Rancho Santa Fe Road & Mission Road)
St Joseph Cathedral, San Diego, CA
(1.5 hours)
Feb 7 (Tues)
Riverside (6-8am; Escondido & Riverside Fwys; intersection of 60, the 91 & 215 Fwys)
Trinity Broadcasting, Tustin, CA?
(5 hours)
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Feb 8 (Wed)
Pebble Beach Golf, Carmel, CA, Jan 31-Feb 6
(1.5 hours)
San Jose (7-9; 3-6, Interstate 580 & Interstate 68
Google headquarters, Mountain View, CA
Apple headquarters, Cupertino, CA
Feb 9 (Thur)
(.5 hours)
Stanford University, Stanford, CA
(.75 hours)
San Francisco (7-8am traffic to Bay Bridge)
Golden Gate Bridge?
University of San Francisco?
Feb 10 (Fri)
(8.2 hours)
Vegas
Feb 11 (Sat)
Vegas (8-10; 4-7; I-15)
Vegas Strip
Feb 12 (Sun)
(4.2 hours)
Super Bowl, Glendale, AZ
Feb 13 (Mon)
Phoenix (I-10 Seventh Street exit to the eastbound 16th, 6:30-8?)
(1.5 hours)
Tucson, Arizona (7-9, 3-6; Speedway Blvd just east of Interstate 10)?
Tucson Yousef Mosque
Islamic Center of Tucson
Feb 14 (Tues)
(4.5 hours)
Texas border (near El Paso)
Feb 15 (Wed)
(9.3 hours)
Home
Feb 16 (Thur) OFF
Feb 17 (Fri) OFF
Feb 18 (Sat) OFF
SOUTH TRIP
(Feb 18-Mar 4; 15 days)
Feb 19 (Sun)
FL State Fair, Lake Orient Park, Feb 9-20
(1.2 hours)
Feb 20 (Mon)
Orlando (I-4 west of Orlando)
(1 hour)
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Daytona 500, Feb 20?
Feb 21 (Tues)
Mardi Gras Feb 21 (Fat Tuesday)
Feb 22 (Wed)
New Orleans (7-9; 3-6; Interstate 10 & U.S. Route 90)
Tulane University?
Feb 23 (Thur)
New Orleans (OFF)
Feb 24 (Fri)
(1.5 hours)
Baton Rouge (7:30-9:30, Horace Wilkinson Bridge; I-94 or I-75)
Feb 25 (Sat)
(2.5 hours)
Mississippi Blues Marathon, Jackson, MI, Feb 25
(5.5 hours)
Feb 26 (Sun)
Atlanta Marathon, Atlanta, GA, Feb 26
Feb 27 (Mon)
Atlanta (I-285, 6-7am)
Emory University?
Feb 28 (Tues)
FL Spring Break

MARCH
WWE
MMA
UFC
Mar 1 (Wed)
Miami South Beach (I-95, 7-9am)
Miami cruise ship dock area
The Shul, Miami
Mar 2 (Thur) FL Spring Break
Tampa, FL (7:30-9:30; 3:30-7:30; avoid Hillsborough Ave & popular I-275 exits)
Mar 3 (Fri)
Destin
Mar 4 (Sat)
Little Rock Marathon, Little Rock, AR, Mar 5
University of Arkansas, Little Rock?
(5 hours)
Home
MIDWEST/NORTH TRIP
(FLY, THEN DRIVE)
(Mar 5-19; 15 days)

Mar 5 (Sun)
FLY: Colorado Springs, CO (6:30-8:30; I-25)
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(1 hour)
Mar 6 (Mon)
Denver (Fri 5-6, I-70 west)
University of Colorado, Denver?
(7.5 hours)
Mar 7 (Tues)
KS city—Mar 9-12, 2022 Mens Big 12 Basketball Championship; Lawrence (Jayhawks)
Omaha (90TH & Dodge St.)
(2 hours)
Mar 8 (Wed)
Des Moines (I-235)
(3.5 hours)
Mar 9 (Thur)
Minneapolis, MN (7:30-8:30; 4-5:30; I-94)
(6 hours)
Mar 10 (Fri)
Chicago (Th 7:30-9, I-90/I-94)
Navy Pier
Mar 11 (Sat)
St Patricks’ Green River, Chicago
Chicago Blackhawks
University of Chicago?
(3 hours)
Mar 12 (Sun)
FLY: Academy Awards/Oscars, Dolby Theater, Los Angeles
Islamic Center of Southern California, Los Angeles
Mar 13 (Mon)
LA (I-405, 4-7pm)
Hollywood Walk of Fame, UCLA, Mar 13
Los Angeles Kings?
Mar 14 (Tues)
LA Marathon, (Mar 14-18)
Mar 15 (Wed)
FLY: Detroit
Detroit Red Wings?
Mar 16 (Thur)
(2.75 hours)
Cleveland (I-480)
(5 hours)
Mar 17 (Fri)
Louisville
(2.5 hours)
Nashville, TN (7-9; 4-6; I-24, I-40, I-65, & I-440)
Mar 18 (Sat)
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(7 hours)
Branson, MO (Highway 76)
Mar 19 (Sun)
(6.5 hours)
Home
Mar 20 (Mon)
Mar 21 (Tues)
Mar 22 (Wed)
Mar 23 (Thur)
Mar 24 (Fri)
Mar 25 (Sat)
Mar 26 (Sun)
Mar 27 (Mon)
Mar 28 (Tues)
Mar 29 (Wed)
Mar 30 (Thur)
Mar 31 (Fri)
NCAA Women’s Finals, AA Center, Dallas, Mar 31-Apr 2?

APRIL
Apr 1 (Sat)
FLY: Covenant Health Knoxville Marathon, Knoxville, TN, Apr 1-2?
(2 hours)
BGEA (Franklin Graham), Asheville, NC
Apr 2 (Sun)
Ironman 70.3 Texas, Galveston, TX, Apr 2
THEN:
TX Motor Speedway, Apr 2
Apr 3 (Mon)
March Madness, NRG stadium & Rice University (Apr 1, 3)
Apr 4 (Tues)
AL State Fair, Birmingham, Apr 1-10?
Apr 5 (Wed)
Apr 6 (Thur)
Apr 7 (Fri)
Apr 8 (Sat)
Apr 9 (Sun)
Apr 10 (Mon)
Apr 11 (Tues)
Catholic NCEA, Dallas, Apr 11 (Apr 11-13)
Apr 12 (Wed)
Apr 13 (Thur)
Apr 14 (Fri)
Apr 15 (Sat)
FLY?: Newport Marathon, Newport, RI, Apr 15
22

Apr 16 (Sun)
Apr 17 (Mon)
FLY: Boston Marathon, Apr 12-15
Boston (Route 28 north of Boston, in Cambridge, Somerville, Medford and Stoneham)
Boston Bruins?
Apr 18 (Tues)
DRIVE? LDS General Conference, Independence, MO, Apr 18-22
Apr 19 (Wed)
Apr 20 (Thur)
FLY: Cochella, Indio, CA, Apr 14-23
Apr 21 (Fri)
DRIVE: X-Games Summer, SoCal, Apr 22-24?
Apr 22 (Sat)
DRIVE: Salt Lake City Marathon, Salt Lake City, UT, Apr 22?
Salt Lake City (Route 201 West)
Apr 23 (Sun)
FLY?: Ms America, Montville, CT, Apr 24?
Talledaga 500, Apr 23
Apr 24 (Mon)
Apr 25 (Tues)
Apr 26 (Wed)
Apr 27 (Thur)
DRIVE?: NFL Draft, Kansas City, MO, Apr 27-29
Kansas City (I-435)
Apr 28 (Fri)
Apr 29 (Sat)
FLY: Illinois Marathon, Champaign, IL, Apr 29
Apr 30 (Sun)
Oklahoma City Marathon, Apr 30
OKC (I-44 toward Tulsa)

MAY
May 1 (Mon)
FLY: Pittsburgh Marathon, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, May 1?
Carnegie Mellon, Pittsburgh, PA
Pittsburgh (I-376)?
May 2 (Tues)
May 3 (Wed)
May 4 (Thur)
Austin (7-8; 3-5; I-35 or MoPac near downtown; southwest near MoPac & Hwy 290)
Austin 6th Street
National Day of Prayer, May 4
May 5 (Fri)
Cinco de Mayo, San Antonio River Walk, May 5
23

Alamo
San Antonio (McAllister Freeway, between Stone Oak Parkway & Loop 1604)?
May 6 (Sat)
FLY?: Kentucky Derby, Louisville, KY, May 6
Louisville (I-64)
Rotary Convention, Atlantic City Tropicana, May 5-7
May 7 (Sun)
FLY: Flying Pig Marathon, Cincinnati, OH (6:30AM)
Hall of Fame Marathon, Canton, Ohio (4:45-7AM, downtown), May 5-7
Cincinnati (I-75)?
THEN:
Hall of Fame Marathon, Canton, OH (4:45-7AM, downtown)
May 8 (Mon)
May 9 (Tues)
May 10 (Wed)
May 11 (Thur)
Country Music Awards, Ford Center, Frisco, TX, May 11
May 12 (Fri)
Dallas and Fort Worth, Texas (7-9:30; 3-6:30; Woodall Rogers Fwy)
PBR Finals, Ft Worth (Dickeys Arena), May 12-13
May 13 (Sat)
DRIVE: Ed Sheeran, NRG Park, Houston, May 13
May 14 (Sun)
FLY: Billboard Music Awards, Vegas MGM Grand Garden, May 14
May 15 (Mon)
May 16 (Tues)
May 17 (Wed)
Volvo Ocean Race Series, Newport, RI, May 16-17
May 18 (Thur)
FLY?: The PGA Championship, Oak Hill East Course, NY, May 18-21
May 19 (Fri)
Wilmington Grand Prix Bike weekend, DE, May 19-21
May 20 (Sat)
Blue angels, Seymour Johnson AFB, NC; Wings Over Wayne Air Show, May 20-21
DRIVE?: Preakness, Baltimore, MD, May 20
Johns Hopkins (Baltimore)?
May 21 (Sun)
FLY: Salt Lake City Marathon, Salt Lake City, UT, Apr 22?
University of Utah (SLC)?
May 22 (Mon)
Salt Lake City: Temple Square (I-15 4-6pm)
May 23 (Tues)
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May 24 (Wed)
Blue Angels, USNA, Annapolis, MD | U.S. Naval Academy Fly Over?
United States Naval Academy?
May 25 (Thur)
FLY: Cleveland (I-480)
Pan Am Masters games, Cleveland (July 12-21)
Carnegie Mellon, Pittsburgh, PA
Cornell University, Ithica, NY
May 26 (Fri)
DRIVE: Buffalo Marathon, Buffalo, NY, May 26-28
May 27 (Sat)
Charlotte Marathon, Charlotte, NC?, May 28
Charlotte (I-77)?
May 28 (Sun)
FLY?: Indianapolis 500, Indianapolis, IN, May 28
Notre Dame, IN
May 29 (Mon)
Iron Horse Bicycle Classic, Durango, CO, May 28-30?
May 30 (Tues)
May 31 (Wed)

JUNE
NBA Finals & Championship, June 1-16?
NHL Stanley Cup, May 2-June 22?
June 1 (Thur)
June 2 (Fri)
FLY: NV State Fair, Carson City, June 2-5?
June 3 (Sat)
June 4 (Sun)
June 5 (Mon)
Trans Am Bike Race, Astoria OR, Jun 5? (6am)
June 6 (Tues)
June 7 (Wed)
June 8 (Thur)
June 9 (Fri)
June 10 (Sat)
June 11 (Sun)
FLY: Lake Placid Marathon, Lake Placid, NY, Jun 11
Belmont, Elmont, NY, June 11
June 12 (Mon)
DRIVE: Tony Awards, Radio City Music Hall, New York City, June 12
June 13 (Tues)
Southern Baptist Convention, New Orleans, June 13 (June 13-14)
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June 14 (Wed)
June 15 (Thur)
US Open Golf, Los Angeles Country Club (June 15-18)
June 16 (Fri)
June 17 (Sat)
June 18 (Sun)
June 19 (Mon)
June 20 (Tues)
June 21 (Wed)
FLY?: Kiwanis Convention, Minneapolis, MN, June 21-24
University of Minnesota?
June 22 (Thur)
FLY?: Masons Convention, 500 Canal St, New Orleans, June 21-25
June 23 (Fri)
NBA Draft, NYC Barclays Center, Jun 23?
June 24 (Sat)
FLY: Philadelphia Triathalon, June 23?
University of Pennsylvania?
June 25 (Sun)
FLY: NJ State Fair, Augusta, June 22-July 9
Princeton University?
Atlantic City Boardwalk
Cathedral Basilica of the Sacred Heart, Newark, NJ
June 26 (Mon)
June 27 (Tues)
June 28 (Wed)
June 29 (Thur)
June 30 (Fri)

JULY
July 1 (Sat)
July 2 (Sun)
DRIVE?: Blue angels, Oklahoma City, OK | Tinker AFB Star Spangled Salute, July 2
(.5 hours)
Oklahoma University, Norman, OK?
July 3 (Mon)
FLY: WA State Fair, Puyallup, July 1-3?
(.1 hours)
University of Washington, Tacoma
(.75 hours)
Seattle (6-8a, I-5; overpass?)
Amazon headquarters, Seattle
July 4 (Tues)
FLY?: Macys July 4th Fireworks Show, New York City, July 4
26

James Coney Island Hot Dog Eating Contest, July 4
July 5 (Wed)
July 6 (Thur)
DRIVE: Shriners Convention, Charlotte Convention Center, NC, July 2-6
July 7 (Fri)
July 8 (Sat)
July 9 (Sun)
July 10 (Mon)
DRIVE?: Tennis Hall of Fame open, Newport, RI, July 10-17?
July 11 (Tues)
July 12 (Wed)
FLY?: ESPY, Los Angeles Dolby Theater, July 12
July 13 (Thur)
CA
July 14 (Fri)
CA
NAACP Convention, Boston, July 14-20?
July 15 (Sat)
DRIVE?: CA State Fair, Sacramento, July 15-21
California State University, Sacramento?
July 16 (Sun)
Salt Lake City
July 17 (Mon)
FLY?: Cheyenne Frontier Days, Cheyenne, WY, July 17-26
July 18 (Tues)
Black Leader Conference, July 17-21, Ridgecrest, NC
July 19 (Wed)
July 20 (Thur)
FLY: DE State Fair, Harrington, July 20-29
July 21 (Fri)
FLY: ND State Fair, Minot, July 22 (July 21-29?)
July 22 (Sat)
FLY: Ragbrai Bike Ride, Sioux City?, IA, July 22-29
Congressional baseball game, july 22, 2022, nationals park
July 23 (Sun)
FLY?: Ironman 70.3 Ohio, Sandusky, OH, July 23
July 24 (Mon)
FLY?: Ironman Lake Placid, NY, July 23
July 25 (Tues)
FLY?: VFW National Convention, Phoenix, July 22-27
LULAC National Convention, July 25-30?, New Mexico?
July 26 (Wed)
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July 27 (Thur)
Free Methodist Church Convention, Orlando, FL, July 25-28 (9am)
July 28 (Fri)
July 29 (Sat)
LCMS Lutheran Annual Convention, Milwaukee, WI, July 29-Aug 3
Onefest, Chippewa Falls, WI, July 28-30?
July 30 (Sun)
July 31 (Mon)
FLY: MT State Fair, Great Falls, July 28-Aug 5?
(2.75 hours)
University of Montana (Missoula)?

AUGUST
(Aug 1-Sept 5)
Aug 1 (Tues)
Jehovah’s Witnesses Regional Convention, Birmingham, AL, July-Aug
Auburn University?
(1.5 hours)
Montgomery, AL (Pettis Bridge, 30 miles away)
Aug 2 (Wed)
FLY: OH State Fair, Columbus, July 27-Aug 7 (do capital)
NFL Hall of Fame special day?, Canton, OH, Aug 2023 (1 week)
FLY: IN State Fair, Indianapolis, Jul 29-Aug 21 (do capital)
Aug 3 (Thur)
FLY: Chamber Convention, SLC
Aug 4 (Fri)
FLY OR DRIVE: Sturgis, SD, Aug 4-13
Aug 5 (Sat)
DRIVE MIDWEST AREA?
MT State Fair, Great Falls, July 28-Aug 5
Aug 6 (Sun)
Aug 7 (Mon)
Aug 8 (Tues)
United Steel Workers Convention, Las Vegas, NV, Aug 8-11?
Aug 9 (Wed)
Aug 10 (Thur)
Aug 11 (Fri)
MO State Fair, Sedalia, MO Aug 11-21
Aug 12 (Sat)
IL State Fair Aug 12-22, Springfield (do capital)
Davenport, IA
(4 hours)
IA State Fair, Aug 12-22, Des Moines
Aug 13 (Sun)
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IA State Fair, Aug 12-22, Des Moines (do capital)
FLY: Festival of India in Duluth, Georgia, Aug 13?
Aug 14 (Mon)
Aug 15 (Tues)

DRIVE NORTHWEST AREA?

Aug 16 (Wed)
WY State Fair, Douglas, Aug 16-20
(3 hours)
Rapid City, SD
(4.3 Hours)
Aug 17 (Thur)
SD State Fair, Huron, Aug 17-26
FLY: TN State Fair, Nashville, Aug 17-26
(2.6 hours)
Aug 18 (Fri)
TN State Fair, Nashville, Aug 17-26
KY State Fair, Louisville, Aug 18-28
Aug 19 (Sat)
FLY: VT State Fair, Rutland City, Aug 16-20
(1.75 hours)
Albany
(1.75 hours)
CT State Fair, Bridgewater, Aug 19-21
Aug 20 (Sun)
(2 hours)
RI State Fair, Richmond, Aug 16-20
(2 hours)
Harrisburg (do capital)
(2.3 hours)
New Haven, CT
Aug 21 (Mon)
PA State Fair, Meyersdale (Somerset Fair), Aug 20-28
(3.5 hours)
Charleston, WV (do capital)
(2 hours)
Aug 22 (Tues)
WV State Fair, Lewisburg, Aug 12-21
(4.5 hours)
Annapolis, MD (do capital)
(1.2 hours)
Aug 23 (Wed)
Dover, DE (do capital)
(2.5 hours)
Trenton, NJ (do capital)
(4.2 hours)
Aug 24 (Thur
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NY State Fair, Syracuse, Aug 24-Sep 5
(5.5 hours; via Hershey, PA)
Aug 25 (Fri)
MD State Fair, Lutherville/Timonium, Aug 25-28, Sept 1-5, 8-11
Aug 26 (Sat)

DRIVE NORTHEAST AREA?

Aug 27 (Sun)
Blue angels, Lincoln, NE | Guardians of Freedom Air Show, Aug 26-27
Aug 28 (Mon)
FLY: NE State Fair, Grand Island, Aug 26-Sept 5
(5.75 hours)
Denver
Aug 29 (Tues)
Denver, CO (Do capital)
(1.75 hours)
CO State Fair, Pueblo, Aug 26-Sep 5
FLY: To NYC
Aug 30 (Wed)
FLY: US Open Tennis, NYC, (Aug 28-Sept 10; ladies Aug 22-Sept 11
Aug 31 (Thur)
FLY: Video Music Awards, NYC, Aug 31

SEPTEMBER
Grambling State vs. Southern, New Orleans
A & M vs Texas
Texas vs OU
Sept 1 (Fri)
NH State Fair (Hopkintom), Contookook, Sept 1-5?
(1.5 hours)
Dartmouth University, Hanover, NH?
Green Mountain Stage Race, Burlington, VT, Sept 1-4?
Sept 2 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
FLY: MI State Fair, Novi, Aug 31-Sept 8?
Sept 3 (Sun)
FLY: MN State Fair, St Paul, Aug 24-Sept 4
NFL
Sept 4 (Mon)
FLY: Labor Day, Mall of America, Bloomington, MN, Sept 4
Sept 5 (Tues)
FLY: ID State Fair, Boise, Sept 4-12
Portland, OR
(7.5 hours)
Sept 6 (Wed)
OR State Fair, Salem, Aug 27-Sept 6
(1 hour)
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Portland (I-5, 7:30-8:30)
Sept 7 (Thur)
Sept 8 (Fri)
UT State Fair, SLC, Sept 8-18?
Salt Lake City (I-15 4-6pm)
Sept 9 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Sept 10 (Sun) NFL
Sept 11 (Mon)
FLY: Emmys, Microsoft Theater, Sept 11
Sept 12 (Tues)
Sept 13 (Wed)
FLY: VA State Fair, Doswell, Sept 1-22?
Sept 14 (Thur)
Sept 15 (Fri)
Sept 16 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Sept 17 (Sun) NFL
Sept 18 (Mon)
AL State Fair, Birmingham, Sept 16-25?
Sept 19 (Tues)
Sept 20 (Wed)
Sept 21 (Thur)
Sept 22 (Fri)
Sept 23 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
FLY?: I Heart Festival, Vegas, Sept 23-24
Sept 24 (Sun) NFL
Sept 25 (Mon)
AZ State Fair, Phoenix, Sept 23-Oct 30?
Sept 26 (Tues)
Sept 27 (Wed)
Sept 28 (Thur)
MA the Big E State Fair, West Springfield, Sept 27-Oct 1?
Sept 29 (Fri)
Sept 30 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Sept 31 (Sun) NFL

OCTOBER
ICMCI International CMC Business Consultants Conference, Oct
MLB World Series
Oct 1 (Mon)
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Oct 2 (Tues)
Oct 3 (Wed)
Oct 4 (Thur)
Oct 5 (Fri)
Oct 6 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Wichita Marathon?, Oct 9?
(4.75 hours)
Branson, MO (main drag events)
Chicago Marathon, Chicago, IL, Oct 9?
Newport Marathon, Newport, RI, Oct 9?
Oct 7 (Sun) NFL
Oct 8 (Mon)
Oct 9 (Tues)
Oct 10 (Wed)
Oct 11 (Thur)
Oct 12 (Fri)
Oct 13 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Baltimore Marathon, Baltimore, MD, Oct 15?
Oct 14 (Sun) NFL
Oct 15 (Mon)
NC State Fair, Raleigh, Oct 13-23?
Oct 16 (Tues)
SC State Fair, Columbia, Oct 12-23?
Oct 17 (Wed)
Oct 18 (Thur)
Oct 19 (Fri)
Oct 20 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Niagara Falls International Marathon, Niagara Falls, Ontario/NY, Oct 23?
Oct 21 (Sun) NFL
Formula 1 Grand Prix, Austin, TX
Oct 22 (Mon)
Oct 23 (Tues)
Oct 24 (Wed)
Oct 25 (Thur)
Oct 26 (Fri)
Oct 27 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Oct 28 (Sun) NFL
Oct 29 (Mon)
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Oct 30 (Tues)
Oct 31 (Wed)

NOVEMBER
MLB World Series, Oct 28-Nov 5?
Go Big Red Tailgate, Lincoln, NE
Nov 1 (Thur)
Nov 2 (Fri)
Nov 3 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Harvest America, So. Calif, Nov 3?
Breeders Cup, Santa Anita Park, CA, Nov 3-4
Nov 4 (Sun) NFL
Nov 5 (Mon)
New York City Marathon, New York, NY, Nov 5?
Nov 6 (Tues)
Nov 7 (Wed)
Nov 8 (Thur)
Nov 9 (Fri)
NHRA Finals, Pomona Raceway, Pomona, CA., Nov 9-12
Nov 10 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Nov 11 (Sun) NFL
Nov 12 (Mon)
Charlotte Marathon, Charlotte, NC, Nov 12?
Diwai, Cary, NC, Nov 12
Richmond Marathon, Richmond, VA, Nov 12?
Diwali, Times Square, NY, Nov 12
Nov 13 (Tues)
Nov 14 (Wed)
Nov 15 (Thur)
Nov 16 (Fri)
Nov 17 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Philadelphia Marathon, Philadelphia, PA, Nov 20?
Nov 18 (Sun) NFL
Nov 19 (Mon)
National Dog Show, Philadelphia (Nov 19-20)
Nov 20 (Tues)
Nov 21 (Wed)
Ohaire Thanksgiving, Nov 21
Nov 22 (Thur)
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Nov 23 (Fri)
Best Buy/Target/Walmart Black Friday?
Nov 24 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Philadelphia Marathon, Philadelphia, PA, Nov 20?
(.5 hours)
Villanova University, PA?
Macy’s Thanksgiving Parade, NYC, Nov 23
America's Thanksgiving Parade, Detroit, Nov 24?
Nov 25 (Sun) NFL
Nov 26 (Mon)
Nov 27 (Tues)
Nov 28 (Wed)
Nov 29 (Thur)
Nov 30 (Fri)

DECEMBER
Dec 1 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Memphis Marathon, Memphis, TN, Dec 3?
Memphis (Poplar Avenue & Ridgeway Road)?
Dec 2 (Sun) NFL
Dec 3 (Mon)
Dec 4 (Tues)
Dec 5 (Wed)
Dec 6 (Thur)
Dec 7 (Fri)
Dec 8 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Jacksonville Marathon, Jacksonville, FL, Dec 11?
(4 hours)
FLY: Palm Beaches Marathon, Palm Beach, FL, Dec 11?
Dec 9 (Sun) NFL
Dec 10 (Mon)
Dec 11 (Tues)
Dec 12 (Wed)
Dec 13 (Thur)
Dec 14 (Fri)
Dec 15 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Dec 16 (Sun) NFL
Dec 17 (Mon)
Dec 18 (Tues)
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Dec 19 (Wed)
Dec 20 (Thur)
Dec 21 (Fri)
Dec 22 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Dec 23 (Sun) NFL
Dec 24 (Mon)
Dec 25 (Tues)
Dec 26 (Wed)
Dec 27 (Thur)
Fiesta Bowl, Phoenix, AZ, Dec 27
Dec 28 (Fri)
Passion, DFW, Dec 28-30 &/or Jan 3-5?
Dec 29 (Sat) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Dec 30 (Sun) NFL
Orange Bowl, Miami Gardens, FL, Dec 30
Dec 31 (Mon)
Sugar Bowl, New Orleans, Dec 31
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Abbreviated 2023 Campaign Trail
The following is the bare bones minimum of public activities with our political signs. Hundreds more
such events are possible, to be added in, including from August 2023-July 6, 2024 (and up to November,
2024, as needed). Funding will determine the final tally attended.
JANUARY
FLY: Miss Universe, New Orleans, Jan 14
FLY: Winter X-Games, Aspen, Jan 27 (Jan 27-29)
FEBRUARY
FLY: Super Bowl, Glendale, AZ, Feb 12
Mini Trip 1 (Feb 28-22)
DRIVE: FL State Fair, Lake Orient Park, Feb 19 (Feb 9-20)
DRIVE: Daytona 500, Feb 20, 2022
DRIVE: Mardi Gras Feb 21, 2023 (Fat Tuesday)
MARCH
DRIVE: Spring Break FL Beaches, Mar 2-6 (Feb 25-Mar 5)
FLY: St Patricks’ Green River, Chicago, Mar 11
Navy Pier, Mar 12
FLY: Academy Awards, Dolby Theater, Los Angeles, Mar 12
Hollywood Walk of Fame, UCLA, Mar 13
APRIL
DRIVE: March Madness, NRG stadium and Rice University, Apr 1, 3
NASA & Major Houston intersections, Apr 2
DRIVE: Catholic NCEA, Dallas, Apr 11 (Apr 11-13)
Mini Trip 2 (Apr 2-5)
DRIVE: Masters Tournament, Augusta, GA, Apr 2 (Apr 3-9)
FLY: Boston Marathon, Apr 17
FLY: NFL Draft, Kansas city, MO, Apr 29 (Apr 27-29)
MAY
FLY: Asian Pacific Islander Heritage Month Celebration, Seattle, May 1?
FLY: Cinco de Mayo, San Antonio River Walk, May 5
FLY: Kentucky Derby, Louisville, KY, May 6
FLY: Rotary Convention, Atlantic City Tropicana, May 7 (May 5-7)
DRIVE: Country Music Awards, Ford Center, Frisco, TX, May 11
FLY: Billboard Music Awards, Vegas MGM Grand Garden, May 14
Mini Trip 3 (May 17-21)
FLY: The PGA Championship, Oak Hill East Course, NY, May 18-19 (May 18-21)
DRIVE: Preakness, Baltimore, MD, May 20
FLY: Indianapolis 500, Indianapolis, IN, May 28
JUNE
FLY: NBA Finals & Championship, June 1-16?
FLY: NHL Stanley Cup, May 2-June 22?
Mini Trip 4 (June 10-11)
FLY: Belmont, Elmont, NY, June 11
Tony Awards, Radio City Music Hall, New York City, June 11
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FLY:
FLY:
FLY:
FLY:
FLY:

Southern Baptist Convention, New Orleans, June 12 (June 11-12)
US Open Golf, Las Angeles Country Club, June 15 (June 15-18)
Kiwanis Convention, Minneapolis, MN, June 21 (June 21-24)
Masons Convention, 500 Canal St, New Orleans, June 22 (June 21-25)
NJ State Fair, Augusta, June 23 (June 22-July 9)

JULY
FLY: Macys July 4th Fireworks Show, New York City, July 4
James Coney Island Hot Dog Eating Contest, July 4
DRIVE: Shriners Convention, Charlotte Convention Center, NC, July 6 (July 2-6)
FLY: ESPY, Los Angeles Dolby Theater, July 12
FLY: NAACP Convention, Boston, July 14 (July 14-20)
FLY: VFW National Convention, Phoenix, July 23 (July 22-27)
DRIVE: LULAC National Convention, July 25 (July 25-30?), New Mexico
FLY: Free Methodist Church Convention, Orlando, FL, July 27 (July 25-28; 9am)
FLY: LCMS Lutheran Annual Convention, Milwaukee, WI, July 29 (July 29-Aug 3)
AUG-DEC
(See same schedule, above)
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TENTATIVE 2024 SCHEDULE
(NOTE: Red is best; Green next, then Black)
(Unless otherwise indicated, flight is most reasonable, given spacial proximity)
JANUARY 2024
East
Sugar Bowl, Superdome, New Orleans, Jan 1
Cotton bowl, Thursday, Dallas, Jan 1?
Comerica Bank New Year's Parade, Dallas, Jan 1?
West
Rose Bowl, Pasadena, CA, Jan 2?
Rose Parade, Pasadena, CA, Pasadena, CA, Jan 2
Local
FCS national championship, Toyota Stadium, frisco, TX, Jan 8
Unite 2023, Grand Prairie, 7pm (TX Trust CU Theater), Dallas, Jan 12?
West
National Western Stock Show & Rodeo, Denver, Jan 11-22
Israel Adesanya Fights, UFC Apex, Las Vegas, Jan 14
Local
Daystar—bedford, TX
Ft worth stock show, Jan 13-29
Houston Marathon, Houston, TX, Jan 15
West
Portland Rose Festival, Jan 20?
Lunar New Year (Seattle), Jan 22-Feb 5?
Becky G concerts, Los Angeles, CA; Crypto.com Arena, Jan 22
East
St. Paul Winter Carnival, MN, Jan 26-Feb 5
Conference of US Mayors, DC, Jan 8
West
Sundance Film Fest?, Jan 18-23?
Globetrotters, Moda Center at the Rose Quarter, Portland, OR, Jan 21?
Winter X-Games, Aspen (Jan 27-29)
East
Miami Marathon, Jan 29
Globetrotters, Jan 29, 2023 Propst Arena At the Von Braun Center, Huntsville, AL
FEBRUARY 2024
East
Ground Hog Day, Gobbler's Knob, PA 6am, Feb 2
West
Surf City Marathon, Huntington, Beach, CA, Feb 5
Jason Aldean Concert (Feb 9, Scotsdale AZ)
East
Mercedes-Benz Marathon, Birmingham, AL, Feb 12-13?
Farm Machinery Show, KY Exhibition Center, Louisville, Feb 15-17
West
American Intl Motorcycle Expo, Las Vegas Convention Cntr, Feb 15-16
Local
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Austin Half Marathon, Austin, TX, Feb 19?
Cowtown Marathon, Fort Worth, Texas, Feb 26
West
Vegas Marathon, Feb 26-27?
Rose Bowl, Jan 2, 2023, Pasadena, CA, Jan 2
MARCH 2024
East
Little Rock Marathon, Little Rock, AR, Mar 5

The Players Championship, Ponte Vedra Beach, FL., Mar 7-12
Detroit St. Patrick's Parade, Mar 17
Shamrock Marathon, Virginia Beach, VA, Mar 17-19
Milwaukee Saint Patrick's Day Parade, Mar 17
St. Patrick’s Day, Chicago, Mar 17
West
LA Marathon, Mar 19, 2023
East
Miami Tennis Open, Mar 20-Apr 2
United Nations, NYC, Mar 22-24?
The Carolina Cup (horse race), Camden, Mar 28
West
Lucas Oil NHRA Winternationals, Pamona, CA, Mar 30-Apr 2?
Local
NCAA Women’s Finals, AA Center, Dallas (Mar 31, Apr 2)
APRIL 2024
West
Mormon Annual Conference, SLC, Apr 1
East
The Charlottesville Marathon & Half Marathon, Charlottesville, VA, Apr 1?
Local
Irving Marathon, Irving, Texas, Apr 1
Ironman 70.3 Texas, Galveston, TX, Apr 2
Local
TX Motor Speedway, Apr 2?
East
Masters Tournament, Augusta, GA (Apr 3-9)
Globetrotters, Mon 7:00 PM Mississippi Coliseum, Jackson, MS, Apr 10
West
Cochella, Indio, CA, Apr 14-23
National Association of Broadcasters Show, Vegas, Apr 16-19
East
Patriots Day, Boston, MA, Apr 20
Mountains to Coast Ride, Oriental, NC, Apr 28
NHRA Four-Wide Nationals, Concord, NC, Apr 28-30
White House Correspondents Association Dinner, Washington Hilton, Apr 29
MAY 2024
Fiesta de Los Angeles (Cinco De Mayo), April/May
National Day of Prayer, May 4
East
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Rotary Convention, Atlantic City Tropicana (May 5-7)
Wilmington DE Grand Prix Bike Weekend, May 19-21
West
Armed Forces Day Parade (Bremerton, WA), May 20?
East
NASCAR Championship, North Wilkesboro, NC, May 21
Cleveland Marathon, Cleveland, OH, May 21-22?
West
Iron Horse Bicycle Classic, Durango, May 28-30?
Local
TX United Methodists, Houston, Hilton Hotel America, May 28
JUNE 2024
East
NHRA New England Nationals, Epping, NH, June 2-4
Tupelo Elvis Festival, Tupelo, MS, June 4-7
Bonnaroo, Manchester, TN, Jun 11-14
West
Trans Am Bike Race, Astoria OR, June 5?
East
Southern Baptist Convention, Indianapolis, June 11-12
West
US Open Golf, Los Angeles Country Club (June 15-18)
East
College World Series, Omaha, NE, June 16-25
NAACP Atlantic City?, June 20?
NBA Draft, NYC Barclays Center, Jun 23?
JULY 2024
Teamsters Meeting
East (DRIVE)
Monster Truck, Monster Jam World Finals XXII, Nashville, July 1?
Jehovah’s Witnesses Regional Convention, Birmingham, AL, July-Aug
Fair St Louis, MO Fair, July 2-4
Mt Rushmore, July 4?
Taste of Chicago, IL, July 8-10?
Pan Am Masters games, Cleveland?, July 12-21?
NAACP Convention, Boston (July 14-20?)
MLS (soccer) All-Star Game, DC Audi Field, July 19
Congressional Baseball Game, Nationals Park, July 22?
West
LULAC National Convention, New Mexico (July 25-30?)
East
LCMS Lutheran Annual Convention, Milwaukee, WI, July 29 (July 29-Aug 3)
West
Comi-Con, July 19-23, San Diego
East
EAA Airventure Oshkosh, WI, Jul 24-30?
Free Methodist Church Convention, Orlando, FL, July 27 (July 25-28; 9am)
AUGUST 2024
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West
Seafair, Seattle, Aug 5-7?
East
NFL Hall of Fame Induction, OH, Aug 6?
West
United Steel Workers Convention, Las Vegas, NV, Aug 8-11?
Ride to the Rockies, CO, Aug 14
East
Major League Soccer Championship, Aug 19?
Little League World Series, South Williamsport, PA, Aug 20-30
West
Burning Man, Black Rock Desert, NV, Aug 21-Sept 7
East
Coke Zero Sugar 400, Aug 26, Daytona, FL
US Open Tennis, NYC, Aug 30 (Aug 28-Sept 10; ladies Aug 22-Sept 11)
SEPTEMBER 2024
Local
A & M vs Texas Football
East
AFL-CIO 45th Constit Convention, Holiday Inn & Convention Ctr, Kearney, NE, Sept
West
Wydaho Rendezvous Mountain Bike Festival, Grand Targhee Resort, Alta, WY, Sept 2-4
Miss America Pageant, Atlantic City, NJ, Sept 13
East
Iron Bowl, Sept 20?
OCTOBER 2024
East (DRIVE)
26.2 with Donna Marathon, Jacksonville, Florida, Oct 1?
Talledaga, FL, Oct 2?
Twin Cities Marathon, St. Paul, MN, Oct 2?
Charlotte NASCAR, Oct 9?
Wichita Marathon?, Oct 9
Chicago Marathon, Chicago, IL, Oct 9
Baltimore Marathon, Baltimore, Maryland, Oct 15?
West
Ironman Waco, Oct 15?
East
Niagara Falls International Marathon, Niagara Falls, Ontario/NY, Oct 23?
West
Philly Bike Expo, Philadelphia, PA, October 29-30?; Play Station Experience, Vegas, Dec
NOVEMBER 2024
Aspen Opening Day, Oct 23?
Vail Opening Day?
Aspen Opening Day?
Dew Tour
East
Indianapolis Monumental Marathon, Indianapolis, Indiana, Nov 5
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OTHER VENUES
(Some possibly added in, if time)
99U (creatives), NYC, June 3-5?; AARP Life@50+ Convention & Expo, Vegas, Jan 11; Alpine Valley
Music Theatre –2699 Co Rd D, East Troy, WI; American Manufacturing Strategy Summit, Houston;
American Royal World Series of BBQ, KS City MO, Oct 2-5; Amplify Fest, Benton, AR, Aug 19-20;
Anime Expo, Las Angeles, July; Ascend Amphitheater – 310 1st Ave S, Nashville, TN; Avenue of Roses
Parade; B2B Marketing Exchange, Scottsdale, AZ, Feb 24-26?; Bethel Woods Center For The Arts, 200
Hurd Rd, Bethel, NY; Big Fresno Fair, Oct 5-16?; Big Ticket Festival, Gaylord, MI, June 23-24; Biotech
Showcase, San Francisco, Jan 9; Business Professionals of America National Leadership Conference,
Anaheim Convention Ctr, CA, Apr 26-29; Blossom Music Center, 1145 W Steels Corners Rd, Cuyahoga
Falls, OH; Blue Angels (https://www.blueangels.navy.mil/assets/docs/schedules/show-2023.pdf); Bridge
Day, New River Gorge, WV, Oct 17; Bristol Fourth of July Parade; Brooklyn Half Marathon, NY, April
23; Cabin Fever Reliever 5K; MO, Feb 28?; Canandaigua Music Arts Center –4355 Lakeshore Dr,
Canandaigua, NY; Foxfield Races, Charlottesville, VA, Apr 25; Chicago Auto Show, McCormick Place,
Feb 11-20; Christian Music Day, Charlotte (Carowinds), NC, Sept 20?; Colorado Springs, Festival of Lights
Parade? Dec 4?; Columbus, OH; Comerica Bank New Year's Parade, Jan 1?; Consumer Electronics Show,
Las Vegas Convention Center, Jan 5-8; Country Stampede, Topeka, KS, July 13-15; Creation Festival,
Shirleysburg, PA, June 21-24; Crosby Theatre, 301 Opera Dr, Santa Fe, NM; Cumberland Caverns, 1437
Cumberland Caverns Rd, McMinnville, TN; Cycle Zydeco, Lafayette, LA, Apr 12; Delaware: Tacos N'
Ritas 5K, May 2?; Dew Tour; Dillon Amphitheater –201 W Lodgepole St, Dillon, CO; Discover Boating
Chicago Boat Show, McCormick Place, Jan 11-15; Disney Parks Christmas Day Parade; Disney Princess
Half Marathon, Orlando, Feb. 26; Dixie Vodka 400, Miami, Oct 23; Dreamhack; Duke, Durham, NC; E3
Gaming, Los Angeles, June; Easter Parade, NYC, Mar 31; Fantasy Fest, Key West, FL, Oct 23-Nov 1; Flag
Day Parade, Appleton, WI, June 10; Florida Citrus Parade; Future Food Tech, San Francisco, Mar 16; GA
World Congress Center Authority, Atlanta; Ganesh Temple, 45-57 Bowne St, Queens, NY; Gasparilla Half
Marathon, Tampa, FL, Feb 25-26; Gorge Amphitheatre, 754 Silica Rd NW, George, WA; Gracefest,
Lancaster, CA, Sept 10?; Grand Review of the Armies; Great American Beer Festival, Denver, CO, Sept
24-26; Great Circus Parade, Manchester, TN, June 21-24; Greek Theatre, 2700 N Vermont Ave, Los
Angeles, CA; Harlem Apollo Theater?; Hearst Greek Theatre –2001 Gayley Rd, Berkeley, CA; Hillfest,
Ipsswich, NH, July 15; Hills Alive, Rapid City, SD, July 15-16; Hollywood Bowl, 2301 N Highland Ave,
Los Angeles, CA; Hollywood Christmas Parade; Huntington Bank Pavilion at Northerly Island, 1300 S
Linn White Dr, Chicago, IL; International Day of Happiness 5K; KS, March 20?; Ironman 70.3 Arizona,
Tempe, Oct 16?; Ironman 70.3 Atlantic City, Atlantic City, NJ, Sept 10; Ironman 70.3 Augusta, GA, Sept
24; Ironman 70.3 Chattanooga, TN, May 21; Ironman 70.3 Des Moines, Des Moines, IA, June 11; Ironman
70.3 Eagleman, Cambridge, MD, June 11; Ironman 70.3 Maine, Augusta, ME, Sept 30; Ironman 70.3
Memphis, Memphis, TN, Oct 7; Ironman 70.3 North Carolina, Wilmington, Oct 15?; Ironman 70.3
Oceanside North America TriClub Championship-SW, Oceanside, CA, Apr 1?; Ironman 70.3 Ohio,
Sandusky, OH, July 23; Ironman 70.3 Pennsylvania Happy Valley, PA, July 2; Ironman 70.3 SteelheadNorth America TriClub Champion-Midwest, Benton Harbor, MI, July 25; Ironman 70.3 Va's Blue Ridge
North American TriClub Championship-SW, Roanoke, VA; Ironman 70.3 Wisconsin, Madison, WI, Sept
9; Ironman California, Sacramento, CA, Oct 23; Ironman Chattanooga, TN, Sept 24; Ironman Lake Placid,
Lake Placid, NY, July 23; Ironman St. George, UT, Oct 28?; Jeffersontown Gaslight Festival; Jones Beach
Theater, 895 Bay Pkwy, Wantagh, NY; Joyfest, Charlotte, NC, Aug 6?; Joyfest, VA, Doswell, VA, July
13?; Kentucky Derby Festival; Kettle House Amphitheater, 605 Cold Smoke Lane, Bonner, MT; Kickin
Cancer Walk, LA, Nov 13; Kingdom Bound, Buffalo, NY, July 24-26; Kingsfest, Doswell, VA, June?;
Knob Creek Machine Gun Shoot, West Point, KY, Apr 10-12; Lafayette Welcoming Parade of 1824,
Philadelphia, PA; Lake Tahoe Outdoor Arena, NV, Highway, 50 Stateline Ave, Stateline, NV; Leader Bank
Pavilion, 290 Northern Ave, Boston, MA; Lifest Music City, Music City, TN, July 28-30?; Lifest Oshkosh,
WI, July 6-9; Light the Way, Springfield, MO, July 7-8; Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival, Moscow, ID, Feb
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25-28; Livin’ Out Loud, Gothenburg, NE, Aug 20; Lolapalooza, Chicago, Aug 3-6; Love Run Philadelphia
Half Marathon & 7.6K, Philadelphia, PA, Mar 26; Maine Lobster Festival, Rockland, ME, July 29-Aug 2;
Mandalay Bay Beach, 3950 S Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV; Mangum OK Rattlesnake Derby, Apr 2426; Merriweather Post Pavilion, 10475 Little Patuxent Pkwy, Columbia, MD; Milford Oyster Festival,
Milford, CT, Aug 15; Milwaukee, WI; Summerfest (music) Jun 22-24, 29-Jul 1, 6-8; June 24-July 5?;
Modex Logistics, GA International Convention Cntr, Mar 11-15; Motor Magic Festival, Minot, ND, Aug
30-Sept 1; Myrtle Beach; National Cherry Blossom Fest, DC (Mar 20-Apr 16); National Independence Day
Festival & Parade; National Leadership Conference, Anaheim, Apr 26; National Women's Half Marathon
& 8K, D.C., May 7?; Nature Valley Bicycle Festival, Menomonie, WI; NCAA Women’s Finals, AA Center,
Dallas, Mar 31, Apr 2; Neptune Festival, VA, Sept 29-Oct 1; Net Roots Nation, Chicago (political liberals),
July 3-15; New England Boat Show, Boston, Feb 15-19; New Hampshire Highland Games Festival, Jan 1?;
New River Gorge, WV; Bridge Day, Oct 17; Newport Jazz Festival, RI, July 29-31?; North American
TriClub Championship-SW, Indian Wells, CA, Dec 4?; NY Boat Show, Jan 25; NY Build Expo, NYC, Mar
8; Nyias (NY auto show), Jacob J Javitz Convention Cntr, Apr 7-16; Off the Charts, Cavalier, ND, Aug 2021?; Oil & Gas Council North America Assembly, Houston, Oct; Olympic Trials, Indianapolis, June 27July 1; Onefest, Chippewa Falls, WI, July 28-30; ; Opening Day at Del Mar, Del Mar, CA, July 16; Orange
County Convention Cntr, Orlando, FL; Oyster Festival, Milford, CT, Aug 15; Pacific Northwest Sportsman
Show, Portland, Feb 15-20; Peach Bowl, Atlanta, GA; Pebble Beach Golf, Carmel, CA, Jan 31-Feb 6;
Philadelphia Welcome America Festival, Jun 19-Jul 4; Play Station Experience, Vegas, Dec; Pointfest,
Cedar Point, OH; Power Gen International, Orlando, Feb 21; Progressive Insurance St. Louis International
Boat Show, Feb; Promise Keepers & Reapers; Punkin Chunkin, Dover, DE, Nov 6-8; Reading Classic, MD,
Jan 27; Reno Air Races, Sept 11-15?; Reno Rodeo, June 15-24; Resound Festival, Bethany, MO, June 910; Retail Innovation Conference & Exhibition, Chicago McCormick Place, June 13-15; Risefest, Sheldon,
IA, June 9-10; Rock & Roll half Marathon, New Orleans, LA, Mar 4-5; Rock ‘n’ Roll Washington, Sept;
Rock 'n' Roll Arizona, Jan 13-14?; Rock 'n' Roll Atlantic City, May; Rock 'n' Roll Clearwater, Oct 1-2?;
Rock 'n' Roll Las Vegas, Feb 25-26; Rock 'n' Roll San Antonio, Dec 3-4?; Rock 'n' Roll San Diego, Jun 34; Rock 'n' Roll San Jose, Oct 8-9?; Rock 'n' Roll Savannah, Nov 5-6?; Rock 'n' Roll Washington DC, Mar
18; Rock the Park, Charlotte, NC, Sept, 22; Rock the Smokies, Pigeon Forge, TN, Aug 27?; Roller Derby
Championship?, July & Aug; Ruoff Music Center, 12880 E 146th St, Noblesville, IN; Rutland Halloween
Parade, Rutland, VT, Oct 29?; Salem, Keizer Holiday Lights Parade, Dec 22?; Salute 2 America Parade,
Jefferson City, MO (11am), July 4; Saratoga Performing Arts Center, 108 Avenue of the Pines, Saratoga
Springs, NY; Shoreline Amphitheatre, 1 Amphitheatre Pkwy, Mountain View, CA; Small Business Expo,
St. Louis, May; Social Media Week, NYC, May 5-7?; Sonrise, Virginia Beach, VA, Sept 13-15?; Soulfest,
Northfield, MA, Aug 3-5; Soundset Fest, Minneapolis, May; Space-X Launch, Jan?; Spinx Run Fest
Marathon, Greenville, SC, Oct 28-29?; Spirit Come Festival, Mason, OH; Spring Awakening, Chicago,
July 8-10?; Springtime Tallahassee; Sri Venkateswara Swami Temple, IL, 1145 Sullivan Rd, Aurora, IL;
St Joseph Cathedral, San Diego, CA; St. Jude Rock 'n' Roll Nashville Marathon, Nashville, TN, Apr 22-23;
St. Patrick's Day Parade, Scranton; Starlight Parade, Portland, Sept 30?; Street Rod Nationals, KY
Exhibition Center, Louisville, Aug 3-5; Summerfest (music) Milwaukee, WI, Jun 22-24, 29-July, 6-8; Sun
City Music Fest, West Palm Beach, FL, May 4-7?; The Arnold Classic, Columbus, OH, Mar 5-8; The
Barbecue Festival, Lexington NC, Oct 24; The Brooklyn Beach Half, 10K, 5K, Brooklyn, NY, June 4; The
Fast & Furriest 5K, MA, May 17?; The Oregon Brewers Fest, Portland, July 22-26; The Pavilion at
Ravinia Festival –418 Sheridan Rd, Highland Park, IL; The Carolina Cup (horse race), Camden, Mar 28;
Thrivefest, Fargo, ND, Aug 27?; Torchlight Parade, Seattle, July; Tucson Yousef Mosque; Texas United
Methodists, Houston, Hilton Hotel America, May 28; Universal's Superstar Parade; Uprise Festival,
Shippensburh, PA, Sept 15-16; Vermont Brewers Festival, Burlington, VT, July 17-18; Wacanid Ride, ID,
Sept 12?; WBENC (women’s business), Atlanta, June 25-27?; Weekley Brothers Davie Pro Rodeo,
Southwest Ranches, FL, Nov 11?; West Point, KY; Knob Creek Machine Gun Shoot, Apr 10-12; World
Agri-Tech Innovation Summit, San Francisco, Jan 14-15; World Business Forum; World’s Oldest
Continuous Rodeo, Payson, AZ, Apr 2?
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CENTRIST THIRD PARTY PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN
(Posted @JamesMeroney2; 5/30/22)
Get ready to have your sinful socks blown off your stupid, stumbling feet, Washington D.C.!:
A centrist party is going to be started, however God causes it, and it will be a completely logical, rational
and moral administration—NO exceptions. It will be fair to all, hate evil, and require justice.
Its preference is both major parties learning to get along and pass laws. But it will have zero patience for
any bullhonkey from ANY politicians—period! It will shush up and call out every lie, question dodge,
idol, bias, flip-flop, act or word of hypocrisy, sucking up to donors or favored constituents, and educate
the public every time any politician sins. Period; no exceptions!
And it will NOT favor the rich or the poor. It will NOT favor business or labor. It will NOT favor black
over white, or vice versa, or male over female. It will be led by the intensity and righteous indignation of
Jesus Himself, turning the tables on the money-changers posing as religious!
That means ALL public sin, evil and stupidity will be targeted for being stopped, in all the divisive,
hateful, destructive and extreme words and behaviors of BOTH major parties' extremists!
It will allow an agenda that proposes to Congress what conclusions to work toward, in open debates of
good public policy. BUT it will only allow three months for such debates, per issue, with multiple issues
being discussed. It may take more than three months to finalize laws, but any failure to actively and
sincerely be pursuing common ground and compromise will result in edicts both parties will then have to
challenge in court.
Idiots are single-issued; fools and mentally deficient human beings. We are going to address every major
crisis that befalls America, and they are all going to begin to be fixed in the first term of this
administration, and more so in its second, and beyond (i.e., multiple if not landslide wins by the Common
Sense Centrist Party).
When I say all hell is going to be unleashed on Washington D.C., even as the kindest Cabinet in
American history will be gathered, here is the behavior you will see/witness from those members:
Going to Congress, regularly, to ensure they’re handling their business. Phoning and dining with
Congress members, and forcing polar opposite members to dine or play mutual sports or engage
mutually-enjoyed entertainment together, to build relationships. Meeting the media regularly, to discuss
progress, call out evils in politicians, rebut lies, and keep the public focused on what good and just policy
is.
To prove this is no dictatorship, members of this Cabinet will regularly meet with the public, and handson help solve problems, not just pass laws, but involve themselves in the lives of everyday Americans.
No more ivory tower aloofness, or safety in luxuries, devoid of real life public pulse-taking!
It is with great sadness that this third party approach is necessary, but face reality/deal with the real! This
party welcomes everyone who is not extreme: Traditional GOPs (like my Reaganesque self), moderate
Democrats (including Biden), independents, moderates, the politically disinterested, and all but Socialist
lefties and Trumpism far righters.
Those two extremes MUST be always taught to lose elections, and by a landslide, by this mainstream
middle centrist third party. There will be much disagreement between its two ends (Democrat and
Republican), but not as much as between the two major parties’ two extremes.
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I guarantee you, if I get funding to advertise my views on this matter, I will run for President even as early
as 2024. I am also committed to 2028 and 2032, as it takes time to educate the public! But, this cause
will not lose, cannot lose, and must not lose. God is behind it!
PLEASE have the patience to read the following (I hope to make it in video form, for all the illiterate and
non-readers in America). The agenda of the Common Sense Centrist Party will be as follows, and this
agenda will literally be placed on Congress' Capitol Hill gaveled desk, day one, as their job description
blueprint:
After three months, I, or anyone else from this third party who wins office, will make executive orders on
every level of government that applies, to require these solutions to be implemented as law, or be sued in
court to stop them! IT IS TIME for ‘We the people’ to make our government work right!
Therefore, in zero priority order, these edicts will be offered as agenda, then executive orders, and I will
challenge any other American to debate them anytime, or try to stop their becoming law, as you will lose
in any debate of them!
TAXES. Fair to all. That means no loopholes or exceptions. That means the pain is equal to all; not the
percent. The rich aren’t favored. No one pays in nothing. Anyone with an agreement to pay nothing has
to renegotiate that deal, over time! NO rich person ever pays less than the bracket they fall into, by any
maneuvers, and certainly never pays a smaller percent than average workers. And taxes will be kept to a
minimum of whats required to keep our government afloat, doing needed vs. luxurious things.
IMMIGRATION. America only allows in people we have jobs. Innovation and efficiency will rule the
day (I’ll personally be involved with businesses, making that happen). Other nations will NOT steal our
intellectual property, and if they try to, their computers will be fried. Businesses will treat their
employees rightly, or be fined and punished. Leverage in wage negotiations will be equaled by
government laws!
Fair wages will not be manipulatable by tricks only business has access to. I wrote a chapter on tricks
labor can engage, as with government, to make things fair, and justice will come to those negotiations.
NO one will be discriminated by any criteria (race, gender, age, disability, nationality, etc.), or by
undiscoverable reasoning by H.R. departments, kept in secret. The good ‘ol boy nepotistic favoritism of
my buddies in my clique will be ended, for the best qualified. Period. No exceptions.
EDUCATION. No child will fall thru our nations cracks. Poor areas will get equal education with the
rich! All will succeed, as far as their natural God-given talents will carry them, and the academically
challenged will get the help they need, or be put in trade schools, and taught how to succeed, spend
wisely, and live within their means.
Schools will NOT become soft targets for mass shooters. ALL doors will be locked and fortified to not
be able to be kicked in. Windows, gradually/over time, will be bullet proof, or have glass shattering-proof
wire mesh on them. Every public school, over time, will have one main entry, with a safety corridor of
two entry access, with metal detectors at the first entry, and no access to the second if alarms go off. Xray tech to detect homemade plastic guns will also be installed. Uvalde, TX, will not be repeated.
PUBLIC SAFETY. All soft targets in America are encouraged to implement similar solutions! Malls,
grocery stores, public gatherings outdoors, churches, sports events and rock concerts, etc. This brings us
to:
GUN CONTROL. With fair due process for every American, these laws will be put on the
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books: Red flag. Any mentally ill persons deemed by professionals to be an imminent and
serious/documented/proven risk to self or others will NOT be allowed to buy any weaponry, thru a
national database. That restriction ends, the day their psychiatrist releases that restriction!
Every U.S. gun owner will prove their knowledge and skills at firearm use and safety best practices at
home. Those new to buying guns will pass a course or test, proving the same. Every gun will have a
serial number on them, so cops can trace them in crime investigations. Gun show and homemade
weapons get zero loopholes from these reasonable laws!
Background checks will be required for all gun purchasers. A criminal past will not preclude ownership,
but forcible use of guns in the commission of a crime will prevent legal purchasing! Government needs
to know who owns AK-47s and automatic weapons, and the like (just as cops know every car owner, in
case a hit-and-run happens, and witnesses describe the culprit’s vehicle).
Gun-grabbing will be illegal, but at least governments will know where they are located, and guns sales
reported, so govt knows when they change hands. Local governments and schools and businesses can
decide whether to arm personnel for self-defense and public safety.
POLITICS. Politicians will be fined for lying, deceiving, dodging questions, flip-flopping without
sincere reasons, spinning, favoring only their party and demonizing opponents. The fines will be large
enough to impact, according to their wealth! A $1,000 fine doesn’t
hurt a millionaire!
Civility in debates will occur, but the archaic Robert’s Rules of Order, or British-like formality of debate
rules must give way to more efficient and effective means of conversing and dialogue in public policy
debates! Grandstanding must end, as with soap boxes for personal career advancement. Pork must also
be outlawed, or at least made fair to all states. Law-making must again become Congress' business, and
not constant scandals and costly "investigations." Congress is NOT the FBI or CIA. Pass good and just
laws, or quit!
Term limits I oppose, but sanctions with teeth must befall abusers of power, inside traders, cow towing to
funders/donors, luxury perks for D.C. politicians, bribery, and all the CRAP ‘We the people’ know
happens all the time, in dark, back room deals, and fancy dinners with PACs and lobbyists. FULL
disclosure of all those meetings is deserved by the American public.
MILITARY. The U.S. military has to be the best in the world. Our technology can’t ever be surpassed
by anyone, and we have to have the capability to shut down anyone threatening another nation, or our
own! Ukraine should NEVER have taken this long to resolve, or cost this many innocent lives!
ABORTION. A national standard will be made codified law, with the heartbeat as the new viability
standard for cut off, except for vegetative state babies, and mom's life. Period. Plan B and contraception
will be legal in every state, but NOT to be used after two weeks of a heartbeat being detected. That gives
women two weeks to decide what to do, with informed consent.
And the procedure has to be humane, and unpainful for the innocent, when used to save a mother’s life!
Cruel and unusual punishment of the innocent is unconstitutional, don’t you know! NO state will be
allowed to ban all abortions, or prevent rape and incest victims from being able to freely choose what they
want to do as a result of becoming crime victims!
Third trimester and after birth abortions will be illegal in all states, and even second trimester after two
weeks of heartbeat detection. NO ONE will be charged with murder, be it the mother or the doctor!
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There will be no rat out laws rewarding narks with money for tattling on women getting abortions that are
legal up to two weeks after a heartbeat! Extremes will be dealt with, in every policy area!
GAY MARRIAGE. I opposed it. I oppose homosexual sex, personally. I did all I could to disallow
Obergefell. But the government will NOT undo its ruling! Gay marriages are here to stay! Individuals
may not like those relationships having the government stamp of approval as a "marriage," but America is
not going to undo every law enough people feel needs the foundations of society uprooted over!
There are a proverbial million other topics that common sense good laws must address, and if D.C. can’t
do so voluntarily, this third party will by edict, which endless lawsuits can seek to stop, even up to a FAIR
and unpoliticized court and SCOTUS system!
I have written common sense centrist common ground policies for almost every issue America faces.
Three months into a term, they will be signed into Executive orders, if D.C. can’t learn to conduct its own
business ‘We the people’ pay them handsomely to perform.
If any Dem or GOP donor bundling group likes these solutions, and those at http://AmericanAnswers.org,
I welcome your contacting us post haste for 2024! I’ll happily take on tRUMP and Biden, if that’s
needed!
We have better ideas and solutions, hands down. I will also run for either party, even in 2024, but I will
never kiss the a-s of any Christian Cabal leaders, or radical left Socialist, or tRumpster types.
I will debate Biden or tRump, or both, happily, anytime, any day! The media will NOT allow me on,
because they favor one party or the other, and because I’m only well-known by VIPs—not the common
man.
Advertising can change that in three months! Greed, selfishness and ego have to one day give way to
what’s right for America, and whats right is at our website! Please fund me!
And, literally, to every rich donor who refuses to act, wanting their idolized party to win power, over right
and just principles ruling the day in America, no matter which party label is attached, may God judge you
to death, prematurely! That’s a prayer! I’ll run for Dems or GOP, the next three cycles.
IF I’m ever able to get this message to enough people, who aren’t selfishly seeking to profit or gain power
for themselves (apart from a cabinet position), a viable thirrd party is still even possible for 2024! I rarely
find such moral people in America, anymore. Prove you still have some integrity.
I sincerely believe God is going to judge America in a more serious fashion, soon, if our nation doesn’t
repent of our many heinous free-willed sins! This isn’t about religion, or going to church! It’s about
morality and common sense! God heal and help our struggling nation!
See also: AmericanAnswers.org’s Campaign Updates, pp. 1191-1198; Books Update, pp. 1117-1118;
Political Solutions, pp. 10-13
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PRESS RELEASES—FOR IMMEDIATE DISSEMINATION

God Wants This Man To Be President!
And many VIP’s on both sides of the aisle do too! Bold claim; factual statement. He’s
been recruited to run over six times, by evangelical leaders—twice as a Democrat,
which he became after Trump’s victory.
One of our next generation of Republican leaders, one who may not be as wellknown as I am today, one who has not yet taken their message across the
country, one who is just getting started, may well emerge as being better able to
defeat the Democrat nominee.
–Mitt Romney (January, 2015)
Your passion for effecting change is deeply inspiring, and as you continue
looking for ways to spur progress across the country we both love, know Michelle
and I will be standing alongside you every step of the way.
–President Barack Obama email (May, 2018)

Mr. Meroney is Mr. Trump’s number one nemesis and re-election challenge, because he is:

 The person who has most changed American politics and Christianity the past four
years.
 The only candidate with demonstrably the best political ideas and solutions, both in
quality and quantity.
 The only Democrat who can secure much of Trump’s 81% WASP base (who inspired
his evangelical council, and whose own pastor was that group’s first spokesman to
the media).
His ideas were in the public domain well before Trump’s campaign, and several were
lifted by the same.
With eleven books now complete, and anxious to throw his hat in the ring, he is
prepared to discuss common sense solutions to any major problems America faces, and
can be contacted at AAorg2020@gmail.com. Please do so soon, because…

It’s Time For David To Slay His Goliath!
Thank you! Sincerely,
James Meroney, JD/MBA/MDiv/BBA+
America’s Honest Politician (AmericanAnswers.org), and
The World’s Most Innovative Man (4,700+ new product ideas strewn across four of our
books)
 The reason Donald Trump sought to undo the Supreme Court standard for public figures
suing for libel, and mentioned people ‘writing history,’ to which I responded, history
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story recounting aren’t written until years after events occur.
 The reason Melania Trump said ‘book writers’ are one of her top three challenges, as
FLOTUS.
 The reason Mark Cuban twice hinted at his own Presidential run.
 The reason Howard Schultz is engaging his touted run and ‘recruiting’ press tour.
 The reason for Elizabeth Warren’s video dead air minute to go grab a beer.
 The reason Elizabeth Warren called for all Democrat candidates to refuse billionaire
money.
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Why True Christians Should Consider My Candidacy
 I have been a lifelong Republican, and changed parties in protest of the ignorant and
immoral ‘baby Christian!’
 God led me the past 11 years to write 11 books, and 2 websites, and my positions don’t
change, no matter the party! Trump’s own Evangelical Council spokesman said I’ve led
our nation the past 4 years, by my writings.
 God used me to change a top 10 mega church, and many others thereafter, via Twitter.
Because some pastors bristle that their church practice could be biblically criticized,
some of them oppose my having done so.
 God called me to run for President in March, 2015, and that mega church witnessed the
power that evening.
 The Christian pastors who supported Trump sought me to run before and even after him,
6 times.
 I have… been a Christian since age 8, and a committed one since age 18, and Southern
Baptist since childhood; done the most important work of evangelism most of my adult
life, as well as discipleship; an M.Div. seminary degree in missions and evangelism, and
advanced studies at Dallas Seminary; been a Youth Pastor and Bible College Professor
on Evangelism and the New Testament; written a 5,000-paged New Testament
Commentary and Topication, over ten year’s time.
 This website’s button, Will You Live Forever?, is the best summary of the Bible’s top
priorities—anywhere.
 My political ideas trump Trump in more fully addressing the full counsel of God on
political issues!
 For the most part, every good decision Trump has made originated with myself, so
jettison his evils.
 Trump’s so-called ‘Christian’ positions are so easily debunked as ‘successes:’ Judicial
activism, which liberals get slandered for, was engaged to slant the Supreme Court
rightward, and that is not justice, but sinful bias.
 God says He will bless a nation that honors Israel, but not one that shows favoritism, or
overlooks her sins.
 If Roe were overturned, there are still 3 exceptions doctors can’t be forced to prove one
qualifying for, and women are still going to seek unsafe, back alley coat hanger
abortions, and government can’t allow that danger! I have 3 better ways to reduce the
number of abortions, than bans which don’t work, or cause other problems.
 God says homosexuality is a sin, but He never teaches Christians to hate gays. The socalled Christian political activist ‘leaders’ are dead-set on targeting only two sins, for
political gain, and that is NOT holy!
 God is neither a political conservative or liberal, despite what TrumPastors may say, but
only for good vs. evil. If you read our ‘Dirt of the Christian Cabal’ chapter, at
AmericanAnswers.org, their many sins are exposed!
 Political conservatism has many biblical flaws (detailed at our website), so honor Christ
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in your politics!
 Anyone who has never asked God’s forgiveness for anything, has never been saved, as
that is what salvation is!
 The behavior listed in our Facebook post, The Case Against Trump, tell ANYONE with
Christ inside and a working conscience, supporting a man of that type is an anti-Christian
decision, and hurts God’s reputation.
 A person who says they were a Christian, then handlers call him a baby one, is reverse
human growth direction; anyone whose favorite Bible verse is ‘an eye for an eye’ has
never read the Sermon on the Mount’s refinement; when you call Second Corinthians
“Two Corinthians,” your familiarity with our religion is very shallow.
 As America’s Honest Politician, and The World’s Most Innovative Man, I have listed all
skeletons I could recall, and the only one my critics will camp out on is a single, untrue
statement I made when clinically depressed. It is fully explained at our website, and more
than made up for by a miracle God let me experience.
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Washington D.C. Can Be Fixed—Easily & Quickly!
God literally knows we need it! The answer is a return to common sense and not so
common common decency. Taking what’s good in both parties, and rejecting the bad,
placing principles over party or personal ambition, America can again be the shining light
for all to see!
Neither party has all the answers, or is perfect, and the constant bickering and polar
opposite policy aspirations are getting us NOWHERE but divided and dysfunctional!
Unity need not be uniformity, but common ground will only be found in common purpose
of D.C. actually producing results for our tax dollars spent!
My way or the highway aims only lead to gridlock or undoing the opponents’ victories!
Bang for the buck is achieved when BOTH sides get something they can claim for their
constituents. This IS common sense!
Let me give you a few examples: Extreme left wants our world saved from a crisis blown
out of proportion, while the extreme right cares nothing of ozone depletion if it cuts into
their profits. NEITHER extreme is acceptable!
Extreme left wants the rich to pay for all our debts, and new expenditures they propose, and
the extreme right wants even more tax cuts, which is the exact opposite! No one wants to
pay for the mess we’ve ALL allowed irresponsible politicians to get us ALL in!
And on new entitlements, the left wants poorer folk to have free healthcare, family leave,
daycare and college. NOTHING in life is FREE, but air! The no-cost to some comes at a
cost to others, who rightly feel NO obligation to fund people who spend more than they
take in!
Extremes! They will be the death-knell of our great country, if cooler heads don’t prevail;
AKA, common sense logic! Hatred of Dems by GOP’s, and vice versa, has reached a
feverish pitch, and soon violence could ensue.
The great Abraham Lincoln witnessed where that can take a country, and ensured that it
would NOT in the future. We who love this country are NOT ‘gonna move away from it,
so secession into two separate nations, or another Civil War are out of the question. So it is
up to us to find ways to peacefully get along.
I have just completed an 11 year quest for the answers to our many problems, and a means
of their implementation, resulting in publishing 4 political books of 11 books total. The
very same God I mentioned at the beginning of this speech is the one Who gave me these
answers, and if you agree they’re better than other things offered—by leaps and bounds—I
hope you’ll join me in following His will for myself in an effort to see those ideas
implemented in 2020.
My name is Jim Meroney, and all those ideas can be found at AmericanAnswers.org.
Thank you! Oh, and by the way, we have over 4,700 new product ideas strewn among four
of those books—for FREE, and beginning June 19th, I will consult any Fortune 500
company, for free, as well as any poorer persons, on how to have a better life for less.
Please take me up on this offer, as The Worlds Most Innovative Man, aspiring to become
Americas Honest Politician on that date. Again, thank you.
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Short Version
D.C. can be fixed—easily and quickly, using common sense to find common ground for the
common good. As a lifelong Republican, now Presidential candidate (turned Democrat
upon Trump’s win), I’ve written four of my eleven just released books on this topic, and
everyday Americans and VIP’s on both sides of the aisle agree with me!
The solution is taking the good of all sides, and rejecting their bad; get the best of both
worlds, without Kumbaya unity, or bad compromises; enough politicians committed to
principles over party or personal ambition (to broker power between extremes) can make
this happen in 2020 (details at AmericanAnswers.org)!
Our political books detail this solution, and answers for all major topics, so win-win can be
negotiated by ‘The World’s Most Innovative Man.’ Incumbents get what they crave
(retained cushy jobs), and more importantly, ‘We the people’ get what we want—the best
bang for our bucks (not typical Washington productivity, for which we’d be fired).
The only alternatives are gridlock, or undoing opponent achievements (AKA, ‘Ping Pong
Politics’—switching horses every few years, hoping for better results); not acceptable!

‘Ask not what your country can do for you; ask what you can do for your country.’
That is patriotism!
Full press release: https://americananswers.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Book-Updates.pdf, pp. 64, 73.
All by God’s grace alone!
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The Case Against Trump
1. Don’t reward bad behavior is a lesson even Kindergartners know.
2. Win-at-all-costs is a lesson NO good parent teaches their kids.
3. The end justifies the means is a lesson no moral person adheres to.
The GOP is NO LONGER the party of thinking over feelings, values, or the religious right,
given all these sins (disqualifying, and beneath the dignity of the office, especially when 16
others had more intelligence and integrity):
MOST Hispanic illegals are rapists and criminals; Mexico will pay for a 50 foot (’beautiful’)
wall; Mr. Khan has not sacrificed; I can’t say I respect women; You can grab a women’s __
if you’re a celebrity; George Bush didn’t keep us safe; Favorite Bible verse is an eye for an
eye; Never asked God’s forgiveness for ANYTHING, but he’s a “Christian;” Now, one year
later, he’s a “baby Christian;” I know more than the generals about ISIS; Pro-choice all his
life (until it could gain him votes); Punish the aborting woman; Bomb the sh_ out of them;
Tell them to go f_ themselves; Used the ‘P’ word in public (at his rally) Blood was coming
from Megyn Kelly’s wherever; I want to punch that guy in the face; I could shoot someone
on a New York City street and lose no support; I’ll pay your legal bills if you beat/punch that
protester; POW’s are losers; I couldn’t serve in the military from an ankle spur that I can’t
recall which foot it was on; Mocked a disabled reporter; Ted Cruz’s dad killed JFK; Birther
on Obama, Cruz and Rubio; I alone can fix it; I have the best words; I have a great brain;
Russia didn’t invade Ukraine.
In sum, divisive, caustic, egotistical/boastful, lower-than-advertised intellect.
All by God’s grace alone!
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Introduction Speech
Hi, my name is Jim Meroney, and I am four-degreed lawyer, and candidate for President
of the United States, who MANY VIP’s know well, but you probably don’t. For the past
four years, the Lord has been guiding events in America, OFTEN through what He had me
write (or predict) on Twitter (now made into 1 of 11 books, available at
AmericanAnswers.org).
Mr. Trump’s first Evangelical Council spokesman said I’ve been leading our nation all
that time, and noted how powerful a presence was in his mega church when God called me
to this. That group sought myself to run six times, well before he began his campaign,
and twice after I changed parties from being a lifelong Republican, the day Trump won.
Many of his winning ideas came from me!
So what are these solutions which BOTH sides in D.C. warmly embraced, for fixing our
divided and dysfunctional system, and which caused Mitt Romney to say in 2015:
"One of our next generation of Republican leaders, one who may not be
as well-known as I am today, one who has not yet taken their message
across the country, one who is just getting started, may well emerge
as being better able to defeat the Democrat nominee."

And Barack Obama to write in 2018:
“Your passion for effecting change is deeply inspiring, and as you continue
looking for ways to spur progress across the country we both love,
know Michelle and I will be standing alongside you every step of the way.”

And even Howard Schultz to like, which I told him of, seeking funding last November?
Getting enough politicians committed to principle over party or personal ambition to find
common ground through common sense, for the common good. Taking what’s good
from any view, and rejecting the bad, so We the people get the best of both worlds,
through balance and justice, with no favoritism or bias, so both sides get win-win.
Extremes only lead to gridlock, or undoing an opponent’s achievements.
It’s time for D.C. to have the productivity you and I are required to have, or throw ALL
WHO ARE bums out. So let’s give them the MEANS to solve problems and get things
done, using the solutions found at our website, AmericanAnswers.org—which has
wisdom second only to the Bible itself, by God’s grace alone. My name is Jim Meroney,
and if you can find better ideas anywhere else, in quality or quality, PLEASE vote for
them! Thank you.
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Americans Can’t Afford To Be Ignorant!
We live in a globally competitive world, and you will not survive if you refuse to learn!
AmericanAnswers.org offers the best of the world’s greatest minds. It includes:
 The best thinkers’ ideas on business and innovation.
 The best thoughts of presidents, political pundits, and other wise men and women.
 We expose tricks politicians use to manipulate you, and lessons on how to think logically
and debate effectively, in ‘Political Tricks.’
 If you believe our world could be done better, read ‘Global Good.’
 If you want sound, COMMON SENSE reasoning for political positions that unite our
nation, read ‘Christians For Trump,’ and ‘Life Tweets.’
 If you are a Millennial, and want wisdom on studying, getting a job, and success in life,
read “Youth and Teens,’ and ‘Life Tweets.’
 Any American can get more excited about our nation by reading ‘Americana.’
 There is even information on comedy, advertising, music, futuristic cars, psychology,
leadership and investing.
 And finally, if you want all the gory details of how Trump’s Evangelical Council started,
and the UN-Christian antics they deployed, read ‘Christians For Trump.’
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Wisdom Is Worth More Than Wealth
(Pv. 16:16)

Introducing the greatest accumulation of wisdom since the Bible was canonized… Eleven
books in eleven years, on the most important topics of life, written by one of the wisest
men on our earth (‘America’s Honest Politician’), only because he follows the wisest Man
to ever have walked our earth!
AmericanAnswers.org
The best (and possibly largest) accumulation of wisdom, short of the Bible itself.
If you can find better political ideas and solutions—vote for them!
Will You Live Forever?
(button, on this website)
The best summary of the most important subjects of life, fully documented.
Wit & Wisdom: Don’t Speak About Politics or Religion
(A Voter’s Manifesto)
This book virtually controlled the events of American politics the past four years.
Dumb as a Donkey, Fat as an Elephant:
Common Ground Through Common Sense for the Common Good
Over 2,00 unique, new products ideas inside–FREE!
What politicians don’t want you to know, and what and why they believe as they do.
Christians for Trump: Is God a Democrat or a Republican?
The secret behind Trump’s unexpected victory (and key to his coming defeat); FREE at
AmericanAnswers.org.
The Way Things Ought To Be: A Global Vision for a Better World
Over 500 unique, new products ideas inside–FREE!
A doable vision for a better world, and correct policies on issues A to Z.
Building a Billionaire Business: Proven Principles to Propel Profits
Over 500 unique, new products ideas inside–FREE!
How to make any business better—unless yours is perfect.
Design Your Future: Innovation Strategies for the 21st Century
How anyone can become more creative (written by ‘The World’s Most Innovative Man’)
Idioms for Innovators and Immigrants
How anyone can quickly understand America’s insider’s language.
New Testament Color Charts
An easy way to understand every book of the Bible’s New Testament.
The Gospel According to God: A Biblical Refutation of Lordship Salvation
How to go to Heaven, and not Hell, fully documented.
Discern Your Future: Practical Prophecy for an Unsuspecting World
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Over 500 unique, new products ideas inside–FREE!
How you can know what’s going to happen in the future.
Advanced Prophecy Handbook
How to understand Bible prophecy well.
Architecture Aficionado
Get inspired by some of the best architecture in the world!
See also: Facebook (Jim Meroney), @JamesMeroney @2020Victory @ImMadTooEdwin @Pledgers2020
@PledgersARCHIVE @BuildBetterBiz @ProphecyForYou
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COMMON SENSE POSITIONS
1. Economy
I am going to spare you a lecture on economics 101, because I don’t want you to change
proverbial channels! Those interested in those details will be referred to other writings of
ours.
The far left believes government makes the economy work well; the far right thinks the
private sector alone makes it work well. Government sets rules & restrictions & businesses
fight rules & restrictions, all in the name of profit. So who’s right?
In theory, the more money businesses have available to them, the more things they can do
to grow, so taxes are a restriction to their growth. But we all pay taxes, not because we
couldn’t be financially better off without them, but because running our country costs
money. As with our video on taxes, we always want them as low as needed, but usually
not as low as some want, because some consider them evil, or just needed to protect people
& their assets, through the military & police force.
Theory extremes range from trickle down to trickle up, the former being rich people peeing
on poor people—the latter being the peasants sticking it to the elites. Justice, and the Bible
itself teaches government shouldn’t favor either group. An ideal economy is where
everyone has enough to survive—no severe poverty, but people are also free to achieve
their God-given potential, which includes their moral potential, which means giving back,
when life has been good to you. Our video on the rich addresses that issue.
Which regulations are good to cut, or add, depends on who you ask. Any cuts celebrated
by conservatives, as helpful to business, should never do harm to employees, workers and
consumers—that is you and I, or We the people.
In short, when you define a good economy as people rich enough to have investments
getting portfolios valued higher, by actions of the government, you have sinfully favored
the rich. And when you use that same government to artificially and unjustly enrich poorer
people by forcing businesses to pay them more than they’re worth, you have sinfully
favored the poor.
Balance is in order, and since economics is a more complex subject than many Average
Joes enjoy, if not fully understand, I will refer you to our other writings on the subject,
especially our book, entitled Building a Billionaire Business. Rest assured, if a political
conservative or a political liberal is excited about any proposed economic plan, one side—
usually their opponent—is getting Scrooged somewhere. Payback and vengeance—the
sinful duo of modern politics. For example, Obama gets imperfect healthcare passed, then,
Trump un-does it, in response to it being seen as a penalty to business. Balance is usually
the right way, as truth is usually found between the extremes.
2. Education
The toothpaste is out of the tube, so in a globally competitive world, America needs a
world-class education system. We need the best brains here, however we get them—by
import or in-house. In the information age, students who fall behind or fall through the
cracks are all but destined to a life of poverty. With these goals in mind, here are some
common sense solutions to making our system top of the heap:
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We need the best teachers paid better than others (as with those teaching in more dangerous
school environments), less bureaucrats; we need to consider utilizing technology for the
best teachers to teach many students online, live or recorded. Junior colleges are a great
way for poorer people to get the education they need, and I wouldn’t oppose accredited
home school and self-taught college. Struggling students should receive the tutoring, help
and teaching style they best learn from (perhaps online, by centralized experts), and any
needed motivation incentives, including help overcoming any at-home challenges
distracting them from their full academic potential. Even with all that being said, many
students are not geared toward college (around 2/3rds don’t earn one), so vocational
training in stable, long-term market-needed skills is essential, as with teaching students
how to start successful businesses.
The far left wants big money pumped into education; the far right wants even less taxes
going for any cause. As you have seen, the solutions I have espoused often don’t require
‘mo money, but working smarter rather than harder, to get the best bang for our buck,
rather than maintaining an often failing grade status quo.
3. Entitlements
No government program should suffer abuse, waste or fraud. On Social Security and
Medicare (i.e., earned entitlements), the money is running out, everywhere you look, and it
is irresponsible for people who don’t need these programs to benefit from them, even
though they paid in. And if their financial situations change, they should have all benefits
fully restored. I know this is breaking a solemn promise from our government, but our
government also is in a routine habit of over-promising, via politicians seeking election to
cushy jobs with perks for themselves!
For all others seeking Social Security, they should be offered the choice of lesser payments
or later qualifying age ranges, and the younger generations need to be taught that the piggy
bank has been broken, and many politicians have been caught red handed with their hands
in the cookie jar, so unless we find ways to re-fund Social Security, their best advice is to
save often and save early!
I knew a wonderful person, in the past, who bragged how Medicare paid for a total knee
replacement, fully free of charge, and he owned three houses! The problem of that
injustice to taxpayers was not his, but the systems! Someone has to tell all someone’s that
the emperor has no clothes, and we can’t keep looking to Uncle Sam to make up the lack in
our intake and outgo! I love that we have a system of unemployment insurance, as when
you are out of a job, that doesn’t mean you have to be totally out of luck!
Regarding hand-ups vs. hand-outs, poor people in America have it better than poor people
almost anywhere else! Welfare, section 8, food stamps. Medicaid—these are privileges
society did not have to offer you. Be grateful we have a safety net for our fellow
countrymen! But far left politicians offering “free” college, daycare, family leave and
healthcare is fiscally and morally irresponsible! Nothing in life is free, but the air we
breathe. Someone pays, and that someone is taxpayers. If you are not their child or
relative, or in their employ, they do not owe you a penny. It is charitable of them to help,
and they should, but voting for politicians who promise the moon, so they can get elected—
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even knowing the other side will not let those promises be enacted—is irresponsible
citizenship!
Government should help poor people be empowered to be able to afford life’s necessities,
and I have written many things on overcoming poverty, and how to get those four perks on
your own, in the private sector, but seeking a politician as Santa Claus, or Robin Hood,
when money doesn’t grow on trees, is a sinfully weak way of learning how better to
manage your own life and obligations! I have even written extensively on how to live
large, paying puny. Poor people—for whom I have great mercy, relating fully to them,
writing 11 years without pay—need to be the smartest consumers, and unless one has fully
maxxed out these skills of living frugal and buying smart, they have no moral right to seek
any aid from anyone else.
4. Green Energy
The far left would seek Garden of Eden clean air, even if it bankrupts U.S. businesses,
while the far right would pollute us into cancerous black skies, if business profit could be
had. Neither of these extremes are acceptable or reasonable. Terms like the Green New
Deal and Paris Climate Change Accords come to mind. Often, activists exaggerate or
minimize the danger, with over- or under-kill solution suggestions.
The common sense solution is to target the worst polluters, fine law violators large enough
for them to obey our laws, help and incentivize non-law violator large polluters cut their
emissions, through incentives and new technologies. Beyond the big spewers, over time,
technology can lessen all our carbon footprints, just as catalytic converters in vehicles
ended dark smoke belching out our exhaust pipes in the 1970’s.
Carbon capture is a promising future technology, and as green technology advances, in the
future it will be a viable alternative to gas guzzlers, when the price is competitive, and cars
fueled thereby can be refilled as quickly and prevalently as our current gas station on nearly
every street corner. So long as car prices are about the same, miles per proverbial gallon
and power, speed and fuel tanks are equivalent, there’s no reasonable reason for consumers
not to adopt cleaner alternatives to fossil fuel—when the technologies are online.
Most Americans don’t take joy rides, purposely wasting gasoline. And in many states, and
certainly in Texas, most people aren’t going to bike to work, when temperatures are hot and
distances are long, and traffic is ferocious. Many people who own vehicles don’t want to
ride public buses, and their life schedules don’t line up perfectly with others, where ride
sharing works for them. And most people are not like the Hollywood actress who wipes
with 4 toilet paper squares, maximum! We have to be reasonable in what we expect people
to do. Michael Phelps is known for advocating turning off your water faucet while you
brush your teeth. These are reasonable suggestions, as with recycling, and other measures
for individuals!
But ultimately it is tackling the largest polluters, and it is up to business to develop
technologies to make consumers deplete the ozone less, because we the people usually
don’t build our own cars, or other climate impacting products—we simply buy what is
offered in the market!
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As I wrote on the Twitter hashtag, #HowIHelpThePlanet Demand oil drilling has
technology that disallows blowouts, oil in waterways, or it draining into the ground, and
require pipelines to be sealed to the point they can’t harm our ecology, though they have a
right to exist. OPPOSE the Green New Deal, because harming if not bankrupting
American businesses is NOT how our government gets enough revenues to do things that
actually lessen pollution. You can do virtually NOTHING with broke businesses!
5. Gun Control
The far right fears government confiscating all guns—no more hunting—and the far left
dreams of doing just that. Guns are great for self-defense, and the right kinds of hunting.
They are terrible in the hands of criminals, terrorists, and mentally disturbed people. In
both instances, the gun is but a tool—the users differ in the morality of their intentions.
I am not opposed to people owning guns! In fact, no matter how activists may clamor to
seize guns, or have gun-free zones, the government will never find everyone’s gun, and
people would make them at home, even using 3-D printers, and gun free zones, if ever
breached by people with evil intent, only means innocents become sitting duck targets.
Reasonable gun laws are not for the good gun owners, but the bad gun possessors, and if
requiring gun owners to undergo background checks, register their serial numbers (which
helps in tracking stolen weapons, or eliminating suspect weapons in crime investigations),
and proving they have the skills to properly use and store their arms, why would any lawabiding gun owner not be willing to suffer a bit of inconvenience, to make it harder for the
others?
Gun show and online sale loopholes are ridiculous, in this regard, not because law-abiders
are suspect, but because of the evil shenanigans of the other types! Background checks,
gun serial numbers registered, no gun show or online loopholes, proof of gun skills training
(or its equivalent).
Even assault rifles can be used for good or ill. When wild hogs in Texas ravage farmers’
crops, it’s even been proven helpful to allow them target practice from helicopters, to thin
the herd. But incidents like the mass shooting in Las Vegas show they can also be used and
modified for evil ends. In that regard, and especially in light of the work of Millennials,
who are most directly impacted by school shootings, I have suggested metal detectors at
school entrances, or separating the reception area from such doors, with cameras to detect
incoming threats.
Even outer perimeter areas need sensors and cameras, as every potential killer approaches
public schools from some direction, initially breaching their campus border boundaries.
There are many other solutions to gardening schools (and other places where groups
congregate, like churches (and sports stadiums), which I have written about, but we all
must be vigilant, not believe government alone can protect us all, all the time, and if you
see something, say something. Self-defense is not evil; ignorant lack of preparation is.
6. Immigration
In a word, America needs the people our economy needs, and no more. You can have too
few and too many. If we let in everyone who wants to come here, we couldn’t house or
handle them all. No one begrudges people wanting a better life, but Americans built
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America to what she is today—the envy of the world, economically and in other areas. We
have to first protect the jobs and wages of our own. Other countries have to fix their own
economies &things which cause their citizens to want an escape, like violence and
tyrannical and corrupt politicians. We can help, but not by harming ourselves.
For skills of jobs American’s don’t want to do, we need a faster and cheaper immigration
process, to legally immigrate poorer people. No one should be allowed to drain our safety
net in the process, as they did not pay in. Helping refugees is a humane, humanitarian
move, but should be temporary, again, unless our economy needs their skills.
Over-immigration, combined with over-outsourcing, hurts Americans from the top to the
bottom of the social ladder. And we have laws for a reason, so VISA overstays are lawbreaking, just as illegal immigration is trespassing, and we should neither encourage nor
reward law-breakers.
Dreamers came here as dependent kids of illegal parents, so they were innocent. They
should be granted citizenship. Their parents should pay back taxes, fines, and go to the end
of the line in seeking legal entry.
My wife and I once had a daycare lady watch my twins, for years, who rarely saw her
husband, south of the border, and they had to pay thousands and wait years for them to be
united, here, legally. NO one, including immigrants, can say if you can swim across the
Rio Grande, you deserve the same citizenship right as that honorable couple! And
manipulating interpretations of our law to say people who touch ground in America, then
birth a baby, are entitled citizenship from that baby being used as a pawn Anchor Baby!
And finally, on a 50 foot, ‘beautiful’ wall, well before trump proposed such, I clamored for
controlled borders, but through virtual vs. brick and mortar means. We need more
technology and more personnel to ensure everyone who comes here comes here legally.
Lasers, GPS, drones, rapid response teams with helicopters, sensored borer boundaries,
cameras, and night vision heat-sensing technology. A physical wall can be burrowed
under, frilled through, jumped over (with the right technology), or just circumvented by
going around our East and West costs to enter from a different direction.
The Statue of Liberty is a beacon of hope for all people, but she is not blind to the injustice
of people trying to force their way in, when America has sovereignty, and just like every
other country, has a right to decide who enters and who does not, though never based on
racial or ethnic discrimination, as we are the melting pot of the world.
I’m pretty sure, if you haven’t been living under a rock the past few years, you already
know what extremes both sides have come up with on this issue of immigration, so I will
leave you with these good ideas, so your mind doesn’t get cluttered with all the bad ones
circulating about.
7. International Relations
If any nation lacks a strong military, they risk losing their nation, because evil regimes
exist. America’s strong economy is needed, to fund a strong national defense.
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Every nation also has a right to national sovereignty, but that does not mean they have a
right to violate international rules of behavior. The U.S. will never become a pawn of any
international tribunal, though they can be improved and used for many good purposes.
American needs good working relationships with as many nations as possible. Our G-20
and NATO allies are gold, through mutual benefit, and need to be expanded. At the same
time, there will always be rogue nations, who get attention, if not respect or recognition by
bad behavior. We must always treat them cautiously, and never forget their P.R. stunts
don’t mask evil intentions.
America has not always done things right, in international relations, and much ill-will has
been generated in certain circles by any arrogance, favoritism, or sheer dominating of
others, using our economic & military might. Ultimately, this backfires, as nations unite to
fight the BIG bully. But, overall, America has done more good in the world than any other
nation in history, & we only lead others when we are leaders in integrity.
I have written much on how nations can peacefully get along, & means & rules by which
that can be achieved, especially in our book, The Way Things Ought To Be: A Global
Vision For A Better World. If common sense and common decency were merely applied,
the world could be run a whole lot better!
8. Poor
To start off, let’s all agree not all poor people are the same, where they deserve to be
lumped into the same opinion of all. How people become poor differs, also, morally and
circumstantially. There is a huge difference between a hard-working single mother and a
loser player who impregnates his girlfriend, then remains unemployed in order to avoid
child support. And laziness is a sin.
That all having been said, no one likes to see anyone living in severe poverty or hunger,
especially innocent children! So for all of them, I offer these helpful tips to lessen their
expenses to stretch their dollars even further, as increasing job skills through further
training takes time, but bills do not delay needing paying.
First, ensure you take full advantage of all charity, church and government programs to
help you. They’re there for the taking, so take advantage of them, but don’t abuse them.
Second, make it your goal to become self-sustaining in X amount of time, either through
overtime, an additional part-time job, lessening expenses or enhancing your earning
potential through retraining.
Let’s deal with the biggies: On homes, you don’t have to own, but if you do, Redfin
charges only 1 percent to use their realty services; if you can put enough down for a down
payment, you can avoid PMI charges (private mortgage insurance); if you can pay your
mortgage every 4 weeks, or one extra payment a year, you can reduce a 30-year mortgage
to around 23 years. Consider what many families (especially from other countries) do—
have mom and dad, grandma and granddad, and any others you can tolerate live with you,
to share expenses and maybe even daycare chores. If you have the space, you could rent
out a room, or if you’re young, have roommates. Ultimately, if you’re single, you can live
in a cracker box (otherwise known as an efficiency apartment), especially in the less
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expensive parts of town, and stay out on the town a lot of the time (like when we book
cheap hotels and mainly sleep there).
On transportation, I once met a Dallas homeless man who used electronic scooters to get to
work, and said even public transportation can be expensive. If you can befriend a friend in
the business, car auctions are a cheap way to get a car. People from Mexico often haul two
of them behind their best vehicle, driving south through Texas. Used cars can show Car
Fax reports of their wreck and owner history, and always have a mechanic inspect it before
you buy, as you can’t trust sellers to be honest—they are incentivized to put their best foot
forward. Carpooling and ride sharing are also ways to reduce this expense.
Clothes-wise, women seem better at mixing and matching, but you do not have to be a
fashionista—just cover your birthday suit in public, so dress for success, but no need for
those duds to be the latest and greatest! Goodwill and even garage sales or especially fancy
neighborhood estate sales are a great source of wardrobe accessorising!
Food-wise, being a coupon expert, searching free websites on Google, are an excellent way
to reduce costs, as is buying in bulk at Sam’s Club, Wal-Mart, Aldi and Dollar Tree (I did
not say Dollar General or Family General). Growing your own garden is also a great DIY
(do-it-yourself) solution to reducing your grocery bill!
Health insurance is an excellent quality racket, as far as you are concerned, because very
few medical personnel are incentivized to reduce costs to patients, when insurance
companies set rates below which they won’t be repaid. Try to stay in the best shape you
can, and buy catastrophic insurance for worst-case scenarios. There are charitable clinics,
and less expensive medical care venues (my wife worked for one in Katy, TX), who care
about your plight.
Generally, always shop around! The people who say you burn up any savings driving
around are usually over-charging you and know when certain items are out of season, for
cheaper costs. And get your car repaired at reputable places in less respectable areas of
town. It can save you thousands, over the years—if they know what they’re doing. Why
should you pay for fancy overhead? Just get ‘er dun, and fix what’s wrong!
Finally, concerning college expenses, students can rent books at rates cheaper than buying,
or share a copy with peers, scan pages in their phones, or even borrow professor’s extra
copies (as my son has done). But the BIG elephant in the room is the tuition costs and
room and board. I highly recommend you doing what I did—junior college the first 2
years, a study abroad summer in a poorer nation, and utilizing every rule the school lists in
their policy manual, to pay full price for the least number of credit hours humanly possible.
I did that at Baylor, and a staff lady told my son she wanted to meet me, because that first
of its kind approximate ½ to 2/3rds cost of regular parent payments impressed her. It was
pulling teeth to eventually get 3 college deans to agree with this lawyer that I was rightly
applying their own rules, but we now have the sheep skin to prove it can be done. Have
your kid do well in community college, or their transfer may not be as successful in its end
result institution.
For more, practical tips on almost all expenses you will ever incur, please read our chapter,
Living large, paying Puny, in our book, Dumb as a Donkey, Fat as an Elephant, hopefully
freely available at your local public library (as are their computers), soon.
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9. Rich
There are a lot of extreme attitudes toward the rich, from credit to blame, so I want to settle
the score on the side of objectivity. First, not all rich people are the same! And not all rich
people get that way legally or ethically, though most do. So to lump them all into one
general category is a mistake. Where we can make clear moral distinctions, like between
rich people who are quite philanthropic, and chinchy misers who give little-to-nothing to
others, despite their excess. Even god commands rich people to be generous at giving back
(I Tim. 6:17-19), but statistics show, on average, they give 1 percent of their income away,
while average Joes give 3 percent, on average. Apparently, the addiction to luxury and
pampering oneself and one’s family is harder for many of them than the rest of us.
The American Dream is often unstatedly defined as getting rich, but there are
responsibilities connected with privilege. Do not be fooled: Those who sign the Giving
pledge have done a great service to society, but if and only if they legally bind themselves
to implement it—not just do so as a P.R. stunt to allay the public’s rightful disdain of
hoarding or greed. And those who legally avoid taxes should not be allowed to do so! We
establish tax brackets based on fair, shared sacrifice, as well as anticipated revenues our
government needs, which is now a mere pipe dream, as our national debt may never be
balanced.
So what are the positives and negatives of rich people in our midst? Economically, it’s
beneficial to have the bulk of the world’s rich here, rather than elsewhere! On balance,
they provide a healthy and good function to keeping a first rate nation that way, and not
slipping into a banana republic. They are the investors in businesses and our future
advances; they won businesses and hire workers, and they usually pay the high costs of
experimental new products, until the masses can afford them, and drive prices down. It’s
also easier to be generous when you have more than you need, so they are a great source
for charitable donations.
On the negative, or more responsibility vs. privilege side, they get most of the perks of life,
you and I will rarely if ever experience. They get private schools, Ivy League degrees and
connections, the most lucrative jobs, the gated communities with no pot holes, the heavy
security and police protection (and short response times), the access to power and lobbyists,
the luxuries, cheapest borrowing interest rates, and fanciest places at elite restaurants.
No, the rich do not have it bad, so if or when any of them complain their taxes are too high,
or that they pay for most of our government’s bills, it’s hard to have too sympathetic a view
of that suffering.
10. Taxes
When it comes to taxes, it’s the old Goldilocks parable—we need not too much, not too
little, but just right. But where you strike that balance is where the devil is in the details, as
are activists, lobbyists and politicians. Everyone should pay their fair share. Ten percent
of nothing is not the same as ten percent of more than you’d ever need—even if you earned
it. No secretary should pay the same as her rich boss, and tax loopholes should not exist!
We establish tax brackets for a reason, and our progressive taxation system operates on the
understanding that the more one benefits from society, the more they have and can
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contribute back to that society; or, as the Bible says, to whim much is given, much is
required.
At the same time, no rich person should ever be taxed into the middle class. They should
not be punished for their achievements, but do the right thing in addressing their
responsibilities—not just their privileges, derived from being in this great nation.
As to the nearly 50 percent who don’t pay in, every American should have some skin in the
game, because it’s too easy to clamor and vote for unjustly spending other people’s money,
when you have a rent car mentality of lack of ownership. You can’s squeeze blood from a
turnip, but you can require some compulsory civic service, as token repayment of getting a
free pass on not having to pay taxes.
I am not stating specific income bracket changes, but favoring the poor (like with Trump’s
over-done tax rebate) is neither just nor something religious people should support, based
on Levit. 19:15. Conservatives love to keep all their money, but God says pay up! The
goal is to only tax what we need, not what we want, but no matter how you slice it, with a
$22 trillion debt, we’re arguing irrelevant issues, when we have spent ourselves nearly into
the poor house, by politicians protecting all of our innate selfishly sinful desire to care little
about others, if we can’t personally benefit from such expenditures.
I have written other details on fair taxation, and actions people take to avoid the tax man,
which should be banned, but this general overview argues for a fair share from everyone,
while avoiding the extremes of too much or too little.
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THE SOLUTION!
(11/13/18; @JamesMeroney)

THIS is current state U.S. politics: Red vs. blue extremes. EVERY issue is contested with polar
opposites! BIG vs. small government and taxes, abort or don’t, green energy or oil & gas, closed or open
borders. You cannot move forward insisting on two opposite "worldviews!" Congress passes few
impactful laws, and you get either secession, gridlock or domination, then un-doing what a predecessor
party passed. In short, this is IDIOCY!
Party worship is demanded—rubber stamps who love party and hate opponents. Two parties alone.
IDIOCY! People run for office promising things, but their promises are B.S.! As unique or valuable a
politician may Bbe in their election, ALL they Rareis a vote for their party! ‘Control’ (of power) is the
goal, so you can shove your party’s values down America’s throat, and especially rub it in the face of the
other side. IDIOCY!
Parliamentary procedure rules get used to the ruling party’s advantage. NOTHING matters!
Whatever achievements you "win" will be un-done… they are TEMPORARY! In the process, talk radio
and sinful Christians get mindless dupes angry, as do leftist extremist activists. SOMEHOW some IDIOT
believes this will cause something good to occur in the end, if you merely rile up enough people to vote
for your side, so its achievements can be un-done by the other party!
You are on a rat race treadmill of STUPIDITY, America. Perhaps the politicians get cushy jobs, with
perks/benefits, but few others gain anything, for all the money, time, energy and angst. Your politics is a
FUTILE waste of time!
Obamacare, Trumpcare; Rich taxes lowered, then raised, as with business regulations. You have no
middle ground, for you are set in your sinful, extreme ways! You enjoy the drama because you care less
that anything gets done. FOOLs we are!
Idiots accept this current state system. Everyone who loves it IS the enemy of our nation! Why vote?
NOTHING changes! Gridlock or domination is ALL your vote gets you! You OUGHT to just tend your
business/job, and ignore politics, right? WRONG, due only to one exception: Common ground, based on
logic/common sense IS possible!
Extremists will clamor against it, call it all sorts of bad names, because they DON’T love America
if they like status quo, and they get pay off making NON-thinking people agree to join their dead-end
extremist movements that, even if successful, ONLY lead to gridlock, or temporary domination!
You can continue down your STUPID path, that the world mocks and rightfully laughs at, or you can
choose a better path. I’ve been a GOP since voting age (and before), and a Dem since CHUMP won. The
question, are you a D or an R is asked like are you a human or an animal? Two clear-cut answers. This is
ASININE "thinking!"
I am, and you should be, ONLY for good policies, wherever they come from. If any politician opposes
good policies, kick them out, and oppose them like they’re the devil, because they are, because the devil
wants evil policy!
Good policy is USUALLY found between the two errant extremes, NOT because you compromise, but
because you vote for good policy, no matter which party advocated it first! Extremists have
highly paid pundits who WILL say good policy is debatable, and this can’t work, and one side must be in
charge/control, no matter if a majority of politicians just want good policy passed.
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LIES, they’re paid to concoct, to defend status quo (or, better, their side), because their wealth and fame
are tied to riling up idiots!
They do NOT care about America. They are traitors, in politics for self-advancing financial and fame
gain! 100 percent ignore them! The Limbaughs, Levins, Hannitys, and left-wing activists who may
represent some good emphases, at times, but whose real game is stirring up trouble and division, and
insisting on my-way-or-the-highway! Pastors and religious talk radio has these same evil ilks, as does the
left, with any media types who are ONLY for extreme left policies.
‘COMPROMISE’ is a weak word, as is ‘moderate!’ I don’t compromise things I believe in, and I’m
intense in what I believe in. You just have to intensely believe in GOOD things that work! Polar extreme
opposites DON’T WORK, and usually aren’t good!
It’s NOT good to clean our environment at the expense of killing businesses that employ Americans! It’s
good to clean the environment, but bad to harm business, if business is run good. Businesses run only for
rich elites are bad!
EVERY issue America faces has good and bad solutions. And our three political books detail for you
EXACTLY what’s good and bad. They do NOT favor either party! Where Dems have good ideas,
implement them, and where GOPs do, do the same! Give and take.
If we’re ‘gonna be immature babies, and tit-for-tat idiots, decide which issues are big, medium and small,
which side has the best solutions, and give GOPs a win, then Dems, alternatively, as you pass laws, big to
small, to fix problems within budget, and get things done in D.C.!
I HOPE to insult you so deeply that you hate me, and take action with this statement: If you disagree with
this plan, you are evil, stupid, and the enemy of America! If America adopts this plan, EVERY current
politician in D.C. could keep their cushy jobs, indefinitely! They LOVE that, and we the people/public
will love it, too, because good things get done, and progress happens, instead of temporary domination,
un-done later, or gridlock, and divisive (even violent) animosity.
Remember, extremist pundits WILL oppose this, because their livelihoods are dead set in our targets, to
be shown for the evil that they are.
This is NOT Kumbaya unity, and hand-holding. There will be debates and arguments on what best
solutions are. And this does NOT negate all extremists! They bring attention to good things that are
needed, they just can’t be objective in seeing any good in their opponents.
Social media is exacerbating this problem! Humans are mere ideas and data you can ridicule and target,
because we aren’t conversing face-to-face. If we did, you’d learn that Nancy Pelosi is not Satan, nor
Rush Limbaugh—neither are they gods to be idolized!
You’d see we all share so many things in common! Some people BENEFIT from division! Idiot
extremist pastors, who DON’T represent God, get media coverage that increases their tithes, for example.
ALWAYS follow the money trail!
Extremists sincerely, or for financial incentives, hold firm to their dogmatic dogmas. EVERY
American NEEDS to see extremists as rightly bringing attention to an under-served issue, but rarely, if
ever, deserving to have their way, because there’s always an opposite extremist group, and they can’t both
win, forever.
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To repeat, current state U.S. politics ONLY leads to gridlock, or temporary domination, which gets undone later. If you believe this is good for America, you arebad for America! America doesn’t face just a
few issues to solve, and the people don’t always clamor for what’s best for America, but themselves!
Wisdom has to rule America, but that requires wise, informed voters, demanding good solutions and NOT
being party robots, and NOT being single-issue voters, or straight party, necessarily, but accepting a way
that works, and rejecting status quo, handily, in 2020! #JustDoIt!
Update: Specifics
HOW do you get that message out to the general public, so they clamor for it being implemented? HOW
do you get our main book published, so it can be promoted as the solution? I am open to answers,
because once they are found, they WILL be implemented in 2020. I am all ears.
Thinking out loud, if an amazing treasure was hidden in a barn, somewhere, and one discovered it,
they would alert others to such find. Media book tour, starting in January. That takes it being published,
even if just on Amazon. Funding comes when you convince people of the ideas, and ask for their
donations.
We are currently filing with the FEC, after we secure an employer ID with the IRS. They were closed,
yesterday, but will be called, today, to answer a question or two. Once those two hurdles are overcome,
we will specifically seek enough funding to start a campaign, with a manager, after buying our second
website, publishing our YouTtube videos , and having the funds donated to do a book tour and public
speaking, Jan-June, 2019. Then we announce, and the campaign is ON.
Amazon may have to be how Wit and Wisdom (our main book) gets published, as we have ZERO
intention of dealing with agents too stupid to see what it’s already achieved! Maybe just submit
to publishers directly? I haven’t the interest or energy to be a marketer! I’ve got to work, and it’s a skill I
apparently can’t learn. I’m a teacher. Teachers are NOT marketers.
And exactly how that June campaign will be run is already in the hands of several VIP’s! I don’t even
care that they will surely pass them on to political opponents in the party I’ll be running for, because you
can’t keep up with these ideas, or do what I do, by God’s grace alone; NOT arrogance—I know God
alone can pull this off, and as He led me to do this ~Mar. 23, 2015, and NO ONE can stop His call’s
fulfillment, even myself. #Faith
I can’t even get out of it, at the times I want to, because it’s NOTHING I ever aspired to! I’ve grown to
LOVE debating, now that I have beliefs worth arguing for! I don’t even practice law because it’s so
argumentative. I like peace, but many experiences of being bullied, even recently, have made me
READY to kick tail against idiotic ideas on both sides!
I’d rather write, but that’s pointless, if it remains a treasure hidden in a barn, somewhere. It will NOT, as
I just detailed every step I need to take. We are open to any and all advice and donations, once that IRS
form get approved. Thanks.
P.S.
I DESPISE modern politics! IF I didn’t have 11 books complete, three of which have solutions that blow
away all competing ideas, I would just sell books, and retire, and never have any involvement in politics,
ever again, except to organize a viable third party in ten years.
I HATE politics, because it’s SO idiotic. Good people get corrupted to party and power worship, under
threat of losing cushy, showy jobs, and who wants to go to all that trouble and public scrutiny for a 2- or
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4-year job? We have the solutions to all of this! Sometimes I wish I didn’t, because politics is so
boringly stupid!
That message alone could land you on the map. Finalize it with grammar clean-up, then push it with the
media. Make it a 30-second spiel, a magazine article, etc.
Independents MUST rise up! RINO GOP’s and non-leftist Dems! We are the vast U.S. majority!
Extremists yell loudest, but they haven’t thought through where their ideas lead, as I did this morning.
NON-GOPs and NON-Dems; third parties… Everyone who is NOT extreme can cause a LANDSLIDE
victory in 2020, for the GOOD!
Mainstream majority middle! It’s NOT "moderates," who are tepid in their zeal, and wishy-washy in their
beliefs! It’s principled realists/centrists, who understand good solutions, and that common ground exists
(and that extremes are usually wrong), and who want things to get done, and have a working brain and
conscience!
Let the extremists yell. Analyze what GOOD is in their rants. See the GOOD in both extremes.
Understand why extremists are so angry, but never let them rule, or America will have Civil War number
two, and secession (or just gridlock, or temporary domination that gets un-done later on). There are no
other options! Duh 101
A voter who can get riled up over one or two issues is a FOOL! That’s all that needs to be said.
It’s GREAT that extremists feel so passionate about abortions being evil, or the poor escaping poverty!
GO DO SOMETHING TO FIX THOSE THINGS, but quit thinking voting for politicians will be the endall solution! There is ALWAYS about half of America that will oppose your single-issue cause! Be its
solution!
Politicians are NOT gods or saviors, and they DON’T have magic wands! They are mere COGS in a
system of gridlock, domination, un-doing achievements, division, hate, riling up idiots, secession and
violent civil war. If you don’t believe this, re-read today’s message, and debate me, publicly. It’s ALL
true!
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WE THE PEOPLE
(12/13/14)

Congress: We the people see through your heat vs. light; your drama vs. productivity; your good cop/bad
cop so incumbent advantage keeps you in power, appeasing bases!
We the people see gridlock for what it is. A tacit admission you think things are as good as they can get.
They are NOT, U.S. Congress.
We the people are NOT stupid, just TIRED of your games. Let the voice of the people rule LOUDER,
and have a back-up career Plan B if you DON’T!
We the people will NOT allow politics-as-usual in 2020, just as that date symbolizes clear vision. D.C.
must and will CHANGE for the BETTER!
This IS a shot across the bow, as the majority in America are tired of politics-as-usual. YOU stay rich
and in power with status quo, but WE will fix that in 2020.
LOWER the debt, FIX the economy (NOT just for the rich), empower the poor to get OFF Welfare,
destroy ISIS, only let in who economy NEEDS, etc.
Increase green technology as we wean to less oil use in the longer term, truly help the third world achieve
self-sustained economies; let no one starve to death.
Encourage all with $12 million or more to sign and DO the Giving Pledge, and be more philanthropic
during their lifetime, and stop the ego of Forbes’ List billionaire status.
Allow NO abuse of our system of entitlements, and NO waste, no bureaucracy and no buying votes by
giving out freebies without even token civic service repayment requirements!
Make American education number one in the world again, BEAT China's economy vs. throwing up our
hands in defeat, make American business number one in profits and morals. Be America/number one
again!
We the people MUST unite to assert our power AGAINST every partisan politician and every BAD
policy, issue-by-issue/one issue at a time! Voters must get their heads out of the sand!
Politicians are OUR servants; WE are their bosses. It is NOT like that today, but it is in the Constitution,
and must be in 2020. They FAKE acting like our servants.
The system is BROKEN. ONLY politicians (and those benefitted by it) reply, "long live the system."
FIX the system in 2020, U.S. voters, or you get what you DESERVE!
MOST Americans turn off and tune out of politics BECAUSE it’s SO negative and seemingly unfixable.
It is NOT, but will stay the same if you do NOTHING, American voter!
Update: Divided States of America?
(12/19/15)

We the people are NOT 100 percent divided! We are united against BAD politicians, BAD policies,
gridlock, BAD unity and manipulating D.C. drama with little-to-NO productivity!
We the people are NOT inferior to politicians in knowledge or solutions! We do NOT believe their words
about public ‘service,’ where that power is OURS!
We the people will NOT let politicians LIE to us anymore, waste OUR money, stay in power forever and
have NO accountability. Too often the wolves are in charge of our hen house (White House and state
house)!
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NO back room deals on anything but top secret military strategy! Sunshine laws for EVERY detail, so
NOTHING slips by us. We the people are united!
No slandering your opponent and no government lies. Hefty fines or lose your position with too many of
such instances! No more NON-moral "leaders!"
NO MORE non-transparent lobbyist meetings. FULL disclosure! NO MORE party loyalty at all costs
rewarded by positions, parties and money! In short, morality.
NO misleading TV ads during campaigns. No more ruining workers and the middle class for big business
money to keep your campaigns afloat, politicians!
Our other political book SOLVES vs. salves ALL these issues and ~110 more with common ground,
common sense NOT beholden to Democrats or Republicans 100 percent! READ it soon.
In some respects, WHO CARES who's the President? Without Congress with the will to override vetoes
or pass good legislation, we're SUNK as a nation.
You start with ‘We the people!’ If THAT majority is FOR positions, anyone can serve in D.C. if they
uphold GOOD policies the people are educated to in 20/20+.
[READ our book for an EASY and EFFECTIVE way to CURE D.C.,
and its climate of problems in 20/20. 2016 will be transitional. REJECT status quo D.C.!]
The ONLY ones who LOVE status quo are those most benefitted by it. Is your life great? Is the
economy humming for you? Do you LOVE politicians’ RESULTS? NOT most of us!
DON’T tune out of politics, or politicians WIN. The system CAN be fixed! America is the MOST
innovative country in our world’s history! We the people can FIX this!
Businesses improve products and services ALL THE TIME. It's TIME to improve how politics gets done
in America. It's a laughingstock, internationally!
DO our book. Other GREAT ideas exist with We the people, and we invite EVERY one of them to be
contributed at http://AmericanAnswers.org. #WeThePeople
Common sense yields common ground. For example, you can’t spend or credit card your way out of debt
or a low-wage job and into riches! Common sense WORKS! #JustDoIt, Washington politicians!
WE do NOT need another novelty President; WE did black, we're considering woman and reality TV.
Try BETTER ideas! THAT's what WORKS. Are we do-do's?
Common sense says you never pay ransoms, appease dictators, ignore problems (like Social Security and
our debt), become a debtor to China as our master!
Common sense says government CAN’T do a lot to fix an economy, as an economy is the collective of all
private (and public) business decisions! Obama proved that!
Common sense says you DON’T reward BAD behavior or you encourage more of it. You DON’T
empower laziness or ignore strugglers! #CommonSense. See our book.
Common sense says give freebies and people flock to receive them, but SOMEONE has to pay for them!
And if our education system isn’t world-class, America will LOSE!
GROW some common sense, U.S. politicians. We the people use it ALL THE TIME, and we live in the
real world vs. fantasy land. WE have bills to pay!
Common sense says if the rich have NO payback obligations and some people are jobless or severely
poor, money they need must come from somewhere vs. out of thin air or off a money tree.
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Common sense says there are no free lunches, and hand-ups, not handouts. Teach a man to fish and he
can eat for a lifetime. #CommonSense! #JustDoIt, politicians!
Common sense says if business’ only purpose is profits, they'll do anything to get profits, absent
boundaries the people and their government impose, conservatives.
Common sense says if market rate is MUCH lower than union-demanded salaries, the rust belt will LOSE
to outsourcing!
Common sense says if you loan money for homes one could never repay, you don’t lend them sub-prime
mortgages, nor do legitimate politicians support such lunacy! They DID!
Common sense says you DON’T reward bankers who, in part, CAUSED that mortgage crisis to get
BONUSES or to be bailed out of their own BAD decisions by the middle class! Duh 101.
Common sense says you DON’T so withdraw from Iraq and Afghanistan that you allow ISIS to fill that
void, no matter how much war fatigue America feels!
Common sense says you don’t drill baby drill with NO concern for the environment, or push 100 percent
green energy before the technology has matured! DUMB policies!
Common sense says a flat tax primarily benefits the rich—those least needy of another monetary benefit
from government and who can afford taxes the easiest.
Common sense says ending the minimum wage would HURT workers more than help a few workers on
North Dakota oil fields, Sean Hannity and Newt Gingrich! Duh 101.
Common sense says ending the estate tax ONLY benefits the rich, and HURTS society from LOST
revenues when our budget can hardly be met as it is!
Common sense says most people CAN’T make tweets this fast on so varied of subjects with clarity unless
God be with them. Such is my claim. Can most politicians claim the same?
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FIX THE SYSTEM
(8/12/14)

Washington politics NEED to be cleaned up, and our book shows exactly how to—easily! Here's just a
taste of its common sense reasoning(s)...
DON’T put faith in parties 100%, but principles, and ONLY support politicians so committed to them that
neither party can dissuade them from what’s right for our country.
It has been said that you have what you tolerate. Democrat or Republican? Either/or? No! BETTER
RESULTS, or throw all the bums out! Reform is NEEDED!
IF you DON’T have knee jerk thinking, you’ll notice that our positions balance BOTH parties except if
their position has NO good in it. It’s called objectivity. Take the good, reject the bad.
Our books, Dumb as a Donkey Fat as an Elephant and Wit and Wisdom detail the good and bad of both
parties, and offer solutions to choosing the lesser of two evils with NO third party.
No other country is as widely or historically admired. MAKE HER admirable in the future. Our new
generations CAN’T abandon this American value!
We are the light on a thousand hills, and though NOT arrogantly, WE must rise to lead this world into a
BETTER future. We, Americans, have VISION!
The GREATEST weakness in the American Dream is idolizing the love of money, with LITTLE social
pressure to generously give back (i.e., only promoting selfishness).
Democrats are GOOD on protecting the environment and animals, helping the poor, opposing racial and
job discrimination, helping the elderly, decrying greed and being for equal pay.
The GOP is good on ~economics, national defense, law and order, opposing at-will aborting, lower debt
and advancing democracy. Praise the GOOD!
Democrat strategic advantage (vs. conservatives): Ask them publicly if they regularly evangelize vs. just
vote against abortion and gay marriage.
GOP strategic advantage: Close the borders, no amnesty, EASIER immigration and effective welfare to
IMPROVE lives, skills and improve the economy.
I’m NOT against Democrats or Republicans—just against their bad policies. No one should support
those. Define good and bad by principles—not your feelings or money interests.
82 percent of us are sick of what D.C. spews, with embarrassingly POOR results. WHEN will WE do
something about it? How long will we be doormats or ostriches?
We ALL know how BAD Washington politicians can be! The majority wants them to change, but what
will WE do about it? They ONLY follow OUR clamorings.
Bankruptcy, second-world standards, weakness, strife—if not civil war. These are NOT ambitions any
noble nation aspires to, or path we should go down.
WE spend too much, empower laziness, offer no opportunity to millions, then complain if our taxes are
used to keep them from dying. Foolishness!
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The economy is ~stalled, the Middle East is ablaze, Russia's rising, our debt is crippling, China's beating
our tails; QUIT ignoring FACTS, citizens!
ACTION is needed, and ONLY action will help America! Our government is FAR too wastefully large;
china's kicking our tails. WHY do we take it so peacefully?
You can and should respect honorable public servants, but with ideological intransigence, fighting and
gridlock, there are less of them around today!
DON’T let HIGHLY paid politicians (often rich lawyers) tell us that current state is the BEST we can do.
We're the greatest nation in the history of THIS planet.
Clever politicians do JUST enough to make you FEEL they’re working, then agitate you enough to make
you think you need them. Great snake oil trick—if you’re DUMB!
No matter WHAT Presidential candidates say to you, soon 99% of them REVERT to party line once in
office! WE have to change party lines where they are NOT good.
Politicians who only address issues at the "right time" (i.e., just before elections) should be paid
accordingly—PART-TIME!
When we the people vote in politicians who are more concerned with our country than their personal gain,
America will personally gain. Until then, God help us!
We are obsessed with personalities in politics, though ALL of them just spew the same policies of their
idol—their party. How dumb can we citizens be?
We're trying to be clever with a first African-American and woman President. Try common ground
principles based on morality and common sense. That WORKS!
So long as your attitude is that politics is the professionals' department, life will cost you more, and your
freedom to make decisions will be less, and America will NOT be number one again.
ONLY a do-do fully supports every policy their political party espouses, usually because they protect
their money, or help them get more money from others.
'We the people' need representatives to speak TRUTH and morality to D.C. politicians, no matter the cost
or backlash—to say ‘bring it on, party loyalists!
It’s time to view American politics as a good thing that we can respect and be proud of, and judge it by its
ACCOMPLISHMENTS. Lead the world that area too, USA.
It’s time to kick tail and clean house in D.C. IF you’re qualified and a MORAL American, join the
"Pledge class" in 20/20 to broker power between parties’ extremes!
Political common ground begins when we admit the TRUTH—that NEITHER party is perfect, and that
neither will get all that they want forever. Duh 101.
Solutions are with common sense principles you and I live by every day. They are NOT with people with
famous names, or who are rich or telegenic, but with good policies!
Un-naive reconciliation, communication, honesty and rightful intentions can solve MOST of our
problems with a little effort exerted by us ALL; just do it.
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Go to dinner with someone from the opposite party tonight. See that they're human, and MOST of them
want the best for our country.
Get rid of the bad, and keep the good in both parties, or third parties will be inevitable. America should
LEAD the world economically, politically and militarily—but ~doesn’t.
The majority is in the middle, but we're not given centrist options, as every issue is addressed by polar
extremists for publicity and lobbyist money.
Ninety+ percent of Americans constitute citizens and consumers. We HAVE numbers to change a system
favoring and pampering SPOILED elitists! Just do it!
DOING the right thing is ALWAYS more important than SAYING the right things. DO NOT accept
ONLY good words, "WE the people” political consumers!
Choose to refuse to be manipulated by either party’s red meat issues that cause you to STOP thinking of
better alternatives to their pabulum—offered daily.
QUIT re-hiring failed politicians. Hire new blood with BETTER ideas, who aren't worshipping parties or
political career. That's common sense!
Speeches WON'T cut the mustard. Talk is cheap. ONLY actions achieve.
FORGET your party and vote ONLY for good policies. INSIST that your candidates defy party bosses
when their policies are bad. Do something, America.
IF you’re content that our debt could crater our country, China OWNS us, and the dollar WILL keep
losing value as we print funny money—KEEP the system.
IF you’re content that even the E.U. is moving away from us toward independence, due to our WEAK
foreign policy—KEEP the system/status quo.
IF you’re content that our economy has STUNK since 2008, unemployment is still HIGH, and MANY
have stopped looking for work—KEEP the system.
IF you’re content that executives fare VERY WELL, as workers they get rich off barely get by, and are
told to accept third world wages—KEEP the system.
IF you’re content with REGULAR gridlock, demonizing, extremism, and well-paid politicians who do
VERY little, and primarily tow party line—KEEP the system.
IF you’re content with politicians and government LYING to you, spinning, wasting your money, buying
votes with your tax dollars, and getting rich off evil—KEEP the system.
IF you’re content with just pursuing your own career and family happiness, as America drops to NOT #1
or its historic leadership status—KEEP the system.
IF you’re content with our country having struggling poor in the richest nation on earth, and some people
abusing the system and NOT working—KEEP the system.
IF you’re content that Social Security WILL run out, and our YOUTH will be stuck footing the bill, and
the rich getting richer or complaining taxes are too high—KEEP the system.
But IF you’re DIS-content with our political system, vote for ‘Pledged Politicians’ in 20/20, and DO
something to improve our nation, ASAP.
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I believe almost every issue can EASILY be resolved if there is the will, money, and sincere
determination to use common sense to find common ground.
Just as God led me to attack top problems in His Church, I may be led to do same concerning America’s
top problems. Parties are NOT the answer!
Americans want quick, easy answers, as we are busy, and disinterested in disrespected politics. Our book
provides just that—easy, fast SOLVING of problems
You name me traits the citizenry wants from D.C., and it’s already in our book. My other 12 books verify
that I tell truth and don’t lie!
“We the people” can create a better future and society with LITTLE extra effort on our part, if we wise
up, unite, and, most importantly—ACT!
The MAJORITY in the U.S. are NOT extremists, right or left. That IS a winning formula for 20/20—a
year with symbolic significance. Do we see clearly?
For MORE common sense, common ground SOLUTIONS, see our books, Dumb as a Donkey, Fat as an
Elephant, Wit and Wisdom and http://AmericanAnswers.org!
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CONSERVATIVES, CENTRISTS & LIBERALS
Today in American society, there’s a lot of us vs. them, and win-lose thinking. Political
extremists seek to dominate and own the other. There is much division, fighting and
hatred. The thinking goes, that if you’re not fully with us, you’re for the enemy. There is
no middle ground, or common ground sought. You’re either a self-sufficient rugged
individualist, who picks himself/herself up by your own boot straps, or an it takes a village
advocate.
Compromise is a 4-letter word. Always oppose, take the opposite view, and never agree.
Everything is deemed a core conviction, because we need bold color distinctions between
the two parties. My way is the only American and patriotic way, and the only one the U.S.
Constitution allows (even though people vote differently, and the Supreme Court hasn’t
invalidated their votes).
Morals and logic play zero role, if it detracts from pushing our agenda, to shove down
America’s throat, because we can, because we (sometimes) won. Media attention focuses
on the most extreme and bullying figures (Ex.: AOC and Trump), because the loudest
mouth gets the grease. ‘F your feelings’ is even a value some espouse, as if common
decency has long since gone out the window.
Are correct/right public policy positions truly polar opposite, or might that assertion come
more from less intelligent and less moral extremes within our midst? This chart may help
answer that question (Lib as Liberal; Mid as Middle; Con as Conservative):
Abortion
Con: No abortions, by force of law
Mid: Maximum minimization of abortions, through planning, safe sex, Plan B within 3
days of unprotected or unplanned sex
Lib: Any and all abortions, anytime
Economy
Con: Low taxes and booming stock market means the economy’s good
Mid: Lowest taxes possible. No freebies unpaid back by civic service. Economic growth
for more jobs and higher wages
Lib: Increasing wages, jobs, and entitlements means the economy’s good
Energy
Con: Fossil fuel got us where we are, and should never be abandoned
Mid: We will always need oil and its derivatives, but make it cleaner and pursue green.
We don’t have the infrastructure to fill up car batteries, as with gas stations, or drive as far
Lib: Pro green energy, anti-oil
Entitlements/Poverty
Con: No freebies
Mid: Welfare needs to be reimagined to only empower self-sufficiency, in a reasonable
amount of time. All government subsidies must be paid back by civic service, if money
isn’t available
Lib: As many handouts as voters can vote for
Free Speech/1A
Con: Conspiracy theories and lies are OK by the media and politicians
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Mid: Speaking the truth is what is needed, and lying or kooky theories ought not be
advocated. Ignorance is harmful
Lib: Fake news and conspiracy theories need to be cancelled/censored
Freedom
Con: Freedom means doing whatever you want to do, and government has little-to-no say
so
Mid: God has government to curb men’s evil impulses, and it holds a responsible role by
just laws it passes. Freedom is the right to do peacefully do rightly
Lib: Bigger government, sacrificing some freedoms, is a better society
God
Con: Pro-God, in word and political platform
Mid: Religion in politics ought to elevate the discourse, and make public policy morally
better and more just
Lib: Not all are anti-God, but minimize Him through separation of church and state
Government (Ex.: masks & vaccine)
Con: Government is inefficient, wasteful, bad, and just needs to leave me alone
Mid: Much of government is inefficient and wasteful, and that must end, as with favoring
groups or deciding winners and losers. But, government as an institution is not innately
evil, or God initiated an evil institution
Lib: Government is good, does good, and is to be trusted as in our best interest
Guns/2A
Con: The Constitution guarantees any citizen arms-owning
Mid: Used safely and legally, guns are a good thing, and can deter evil. Severely mentally
ill and the criminally minded ought not to be able to get their hands on arms
Lib: Restrict or confiscate those killer machines
Immigration
Con: Limit it, as America has rapidly and massively become too multi-cultural
Mid: Allow in only those who our economy needs, and none who are coming seeking
freebies, having never paid in
Lib: Let almost anyone in, so the poor and less educated ones will vote Democrat
International Relations/Democracy
Con: Isolationism, nationalism, populism, and pull back from global superpower and
policeman roles
Mid: The U.S. needs to remain the world’s sole superpower for good and morality, and if
international bodies won’t step up for justice, we also often have to play the world’s
policeman, as there is much evil in our world
Lib: Appease and use diplomacy for rogue nations; fewest-to-no wars
LGBTQ
Con: Hate or hassle gays, in business, as they’re different/weird
Mid: All people are made in God’s image, and deserve respect, but in loving the sinner,
you need not and should not love the sin (either perversion or confusion)
Lib: Celebrate aberrant sex and gender confusion—be proud of it
Military/National Defense
Con: Pro BIG and strong military
Mid: The military put their lives on the line, for our freedom. However, not everything all
of them do is always honorable (like rapes, and other abuses we saw in Viet Nam, etc.)
Lib: Lessen our military, and use more diplomacy
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National Debt
Con: It’s bad, so just increase it some
Mid: Our national debt is too high
Lib: It’s no big problem, so increase it a lot
Police
Con: Pro police/Back The Blue
Mid: Most police are heroes. The bad apples need to be identified, and plucked from the
tree. Police brutality is wrong
Lib: Defund the police, over brutality, and alleged systemic racism
Taxes
Con: Lowest taxes humanly possible
Mid: As low as needed, given reasonable and streamlined government expenses
Lib: As high taxes as you can get away with, especially against the rich, so government
can do more
Wealth
Con: The rich are society’s heroes
Mid: The rich are not heroes, nor the poor foes. There are good and bad in both
categories. Praise the good, and decry the bad
Lib: The poor need most of our attention, as a society
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WHAT GOD WANTS IN POLITICAL LEADERS
In 2016, this question was obviously rarely if ever answered by pastors from pulpits. How can we know
what type people God wants/prefers to lead nations? He made it quite clear to the Israelites in Exodus
18:21 (and there’s no textual reason that this verse should not apply in our generation). The traits for
whom a Christian should vote are… people who:
1] Are Capable. Able, qualified, have plans and ideas, and a track-record for achieving their aims.
2] Fear God. A healthy, humble respect for our Maker. Not a mocking, dismissive attitude
toward the Lord or His values.
3] Are Trustworthy. Have proven themselves to be honest, and worthy of the public trust.
4] Hate Dishonest Gain. Disapprove of people earning money dishonestly, and who are not in
office to personally profit themselves.
Noah Webster said, “When a citizen gives his vote to a man of known immorality, he abuses his civic
responsibility, and betrays the interest of his country.”
Even the largest denomination in America, in 1998, passed the following resolution:
“Be it finally RESOLVED, That we urge all Americans to embrace and act on the conviction that
character does count in public office, and to elect those officials and candidates who, although imperfect,
demonstrate consistent honesty, moral purity and the highest character.” —Southern Baptist Resolution
(Adopted at the 1998 convention in Salt Lake City, UT)
“Character does matter. You can’t run a family, let alone country, without it. How foolish to believe
that a person who lacks honesty and moral integrity is qualified to lead a nation and the world!”
—Dr. James Dobson (1998)
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TABLES WILL TURN IN D.C.!
(11/8/19; @JamesMeroney, 11/8/19)

Since I don’t give a darn about current state politics, and the impeachment fiasco, I’ll say if ever elected,
EVERYONE in D.C. is ‘gonna be told before media, ‘you’re all a bunch of crooks and liars, unless
proved otherwise, and you are heading to hell on a fast track!’ MANY selfish, bad
apples with NO morals!
Washington D.C. is the sin capital of America; NOT Vegas or New Orleans! Jesus is coming to overturn
your corrupt money-changing ways! EXPECT judgment in 2020. There are some good people, but just
read the headlines; there are NO rules enforced, on either side. Hypocrites and sinners abound!
IF a person is willing to lie, they're willing to do just about anything. Re-read that until you grasp it—if
ever! Explanation, for the slow of mind: If you can cover over all evils, by lying about them, you’ll
become an expert liar rather than a repentant rehabilitated human being!
I Cor. 15:34 and I Pet. 4:3 are the VERY Bible verses Washington D.C. needs to hear—LOUDLY! “War
has rules, mud wrestling has rules, but politics has no rules.” —Ross Perot Texas Truth (RIP) II Cor.
13:12 You were warned, politicians! #2020
I read Ecclesiastes, yesterday. Fearing God is often mentioned there, and what is lacking in Washington
D.C.! LOOK what happens when man cares nothing about God and His certain judgment: Rom. 3:18
and Judg. 21:25. Washington D.C. needs a bias-neutral judge! Politicians ignore morals, and even
voters!
You are NOT a leader to do what your constituents want, but just a pasty wanting a cushy job, and reelection! Leaders do what’s right, and lead vs. follow constituents' polar opposite extremist whims, on the
right and left! You either influence people, or people influence you, as a FOLLOWER! DON’T ELECT
FOLLOWERS!
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JUST STOP IT!
(3/3/17; Facebook’s Jim.Meroney3)
I have a message addressed specifically to every D.C. politician on both sides of the aisle, extending to all
other American politicians and even beyond, to American voters who get wrapped up in our culture and
political wars, at least every voting season. When it comes to rude, excessive, demeaning, cussing,
insulting, behavior that tears opponents down, has no open-mindedness to hear anyone else’s perspective,
and basically makes a fool of themselves in the cause of acquiring power, as Nancy Reagan might say:
JUST STOP IT!
I understand that ‘politics is war,’ but as Ross Perot stated, even wars have rules. We saw about the
lowest politics can get in 2016, namely at the behest of one person, and most rational citizens were
appalled and incensed at the incivility. Some defended by the statement, ‘we’re not electing a pope,’ but,
as you’d expect, that statement completely misses the point! We were electing someone to lead our
nation, and the hundreds of examples where leadership did NOT display itself truly made this the year
America elected a well-under or even unqualified President.
On the politician’s side, there are obviously not enough or severe enough ethics rules preventing such
common place antics as lying, misleading, slandering, and doing everything in ones power to get one up
on the ‘enemy.’ In the not so ‘old days’ we labeled these things ‘dirty tricks.’ If this year was precedent,
nothing is off limit in our future. And with the foxes in charge of the hen house, there’s little chance of
any changes—unless the people put their collective feet down.
On the voter’s side, this sort of behavior often comes from the extreme ends of the scale, usually targeted
against the polar opposite extremists. It is unbefitting of our nation, degrades well below gutter level,
rarely influences anyone to change, and often makes a fool of yourself and your reputation before God
and man.
And even when one party wins, and one party loses, this stupidity often continues with the following three
abuses of the Founding Father’s checks and balances concept:
1. Domination, Decimation and Revenge. When a party regains control, they often take that victory as
saying all voters have mandated there to be only one party, and the loser virtually has no role and should
be ignored. Sometimes, the party out of power is run into the ground with pay backs by ‘winners,’ who
seem to never realize that power does not last forever, and turnabout can be fair play when they are later,
when they are in the same position. This back and forth power exchange, year to year, we call Ping Pong
Politics.
2. Full-Time Intentional Gridlock. Do you remember any cases in the recent past of any party
specifically strategizing not so much to propose good legislation, but simply to oppose seemingly
everything the opponent party’s president proposed, with the express intention of making their presidency
appear to have failed? This is morally wrong, and voters demand that Congress pass laws to ban such
wrongs by force of law. This is not the same as blocking bad legislation, which is actually a service to
humanity.
3. Continual Demonizing and Fighting. Many politicians throw out the red meat in election years, fight
each other most of the other time, and basically get paid to accomplish little to nothing. This end game is
justified as standing for the politician’s constituent’s interests, but if constituents on opposite ends of the
scale have advocates doing both of their bidding, in theory at least (and often in practice), nothing gets
done!
Let’s be both clear and transparent. Most politicians are lawyers, and they are trained to argue one side of
an issue and let a jury or judge decide who wins. Justice, and seeking common ground with an opponent
are totally foreign concepts to attorney-think. The problem is, attorney-think has permeated Washington,
and there are no judges or juries there, except ‘we the people’ every two to four (or six) years. So voters
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are left with a situation in which a lot of heat is generated but not a lot of light. These things have not
always been this way.
There was a time, not so long ago, when politicians reached across the aisle and banded together on bills
that shared common values. Now days, Washington is run more like the Hatfield’s and McCoy’s, and the
pay backs and retaliations and long memories never seem to end. The opponent is not merely an
adversary, but an enemy—something evil that must be attacked and annihilated at all costs.
Perhaps, in part, with the rise of talk radio (which has much lower requirements for objectivity than true
journalists), this caustic spirit permeates voters, too. Just scan social media, and you see pictures and
comments no one in their right mind would have the backbone to do or say about another if they met them
face to face (or maybe they would, in which case I’m telling that type of person you need to JUST STOP
IT). We can battle and debate issues, even point out flaws and faux paux and anything truthful (though
negative) about anyone running for public office, but the day you believe all your views are perfect, you
can lean no more, and anyone differing from you is evil, is the day that selfishness has started destroying
our country, and our moral decay has started eroding the fabric of our United States.
It’s OK—even normal (or ‘natural’)—to get heated about important subjects, even to argue, and perhaps
even name call occasionally (depending on the term), but 2016 was an infamously bottom barrel year for
Americans acting civil, as they engaged legitimate public dialogue seeking to influence the other side. At
least those of us old enough to have been around awhile know that this was a watershed low year in
national politics, and Millennials and the younger generation need to know it was abnormal, unusual,
wrong, and not the way many Americans of past generations envisioned our politics ‘evolving.’ No
matter how much of it was inspired from the very top, adults of voting age still have self-restraint and
consciences, if they choose to use them. I pray, for the good of our country, that we all do so at least a bit
better next time. Not Polyanna goody-two shoes morality police type political interactions (perhaps like
the Carson campaign), but not to the level that was stooped to this year to secure power!
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POLITICAL PARTIES’ GOOD & BAD
At election time, you rarely hear pundits say anything but ‘my party good, other party bad’ all day long,
and in as excruciating detail as will fill up a 24-hour news cycle. However, as Mark Cuban recently
noted, better ideas are out there, as opposed to status quo—where two tribes basically remain on their own
island, demonizing their neighbors.
If you accept that no political party is 100% perfect, and they all could use some (if not much)
improvement, lets briefly assess where two or three of sample positions stand, both positively and
negatively:
Liberals
Positives: Against animal abuse and over-pollution; for worker’s rights and decent pay, and for helping
the poor and society’s strugglers (elderly, etc.).
Negatives: Over-taxation and regulation, big government, high taxes, waste, abuse and bureaucracy.
Conservatives
Positives: For business success, a strong economy and national defense, law and order and smaller
government.
Negatives: Can be every man for himself, (mainly) the rich get richer (with no obligation to help others
with any of their excess, keeping it all for their family), only helping the poor and strugglers if you feel
like it, and too small government.
Moderates
Positives: Bridging the gap between extremes, and seeking to get legislation passed (i.e., get things done).
Negatives: Can be wishy-washy, have no core, be compromisers or career opportunists (Ex.: by siding
with ‘the enemy’).
Computer technology transfers mutes' thoughts into SIRI-vocalized speech (i.e., no need for sign language).
Cops NEED all-in-one (dual) Tasers and guns in one, so they can QUICKLY trigger above or belowwhichever's needed in the circumstance, to save lives! Egg nog flavoring for water. Electric rolling shoes.
Fake snow, or snow base (for ski resorts when mother nature doesn't cooperate). Fame Seekers TV show
(where everyone gets their 3 minutes of fame, after screening for quality). Fastest sports shorts ties for easy
public restroom access (push buttoned draw string). Fire fighter fire-proof goggles to detect humans (by
infra-red or otherwise). Fire fighter X-ray technology to see into a fire to find bodies (before determining
life-saving access route). Fireplace fire that actually transmits heat, without a fan, beyond just near the
flame. Free Uber, among citizens, with account credit when you give others a ride. 4-glass walled standalone business in middle of mall corridors (vs. gadget and nick nac carts with accosting salespersons). GPSbased beeper & SIRI voice tool tells the blind where obstacles are, and warns when too close. Half-sleeved
shirts and half-sleeved pants for weather not too hot, not too cold. Heated jackets (Conner's idea). Heated
portable mattresses. Heated snow ski gloves. Pray to receive Jesus for the forgiveness of ALL your sins
(John 3:16). Homes made of fire-retardant materials (for California, especially). Homes that can rise, in
case of a flood. Jogger's rain clothes (to stay dry and warm). Laser beeper shotgun (when on target). Lawn
mowing shoes and socks that don't get grass stains. Milk flavoring for water.
For extensive coverage of exactly what both parties believe, where they are right, wrong or anywhere inbetween, and ways to bridge those gaps so that common ground can be found with common sense
solutions for the common good, please see:
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Dumb as a Donkey, Fat as an Elephant: Common Ground Through Common Sense for the Common
Good, Wit and Wisdom: Don’t Speak About Politics Or Religion, The Way Things Ought To Be: A
Global Vision for a Better World, and:
http://AmericanAnswers.org (online ‘soon’)
@Pledgers2020
@ImMadTooEdwin
@PledgersARCHIVE
@2020Victory
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THE CASE AGAINST DONALD TRUMP
(Originally posted at Facebook/JimMeroney on 11/22/16)
1. Win at all costs is a lesson NO good parent teaches their kids.
2. Neither is being a bad sport (which summarizes ALL of Trump’s whiney campaign).
3. The end justifies the means is not a lesson any moral person adheres to.
4. You NEVER reward bad behavior is a lesson even Kindergartners know.
5. You have what you tolerate, and you must be willing to tolerate Chump antics in future
politicians.
6. The GOP is NO LONGER the party of thinking more than feelings, with UN-thinking
Trump!
7. The GOP is NO LONGER the party of values voters! Hillary Clinton ran a MUCH
more moral campaign, despite her several faults.
8. The GOP is no longer the religious right party, as even non-religious voters see the
hypocrisy and power idolatry of Christians voting for Trump! It also gives Jesus a
bad name.
9. If you put all the sins and gaffes of the past five GOP nominees together (including their
time in office), it DOESN’T compare to Trumps campaign—much less four years in office!
10. Trump ONLY divided the GOP and the nation further. He is NO uniter, at all!
11. The GOP’s chances at expanding their tent to minorities is harmed for a LONG time
with Trump!
12. What Trump did and said for 7/8ths of his campaign was the real deal! Faking
presidential and knowledgeable is OTHER people controlling him, to be acceptable.
13. Trump’s behavior in the primary IS his credentials for why he became the GOP
nominee against sixteen BETTER-qualified people. He CAN’T live down all he FREELY
chose to do and say. No one put a gun to his head and said act like a fool and a buffoon.
HE ALONE caused his OWN presidential backlash!
14. If policy alone matters (i.e., not personal temperament), Kasich, Cruz, Rubio and Bush
had policy down pat when Trump had FEW ideas (i.e., up until his last three months of the
campaign)!
15. If policy is all that matters, you could have voted for a trained chimp, robot or even
Hitler, because he was wise enough to HIDE his evils until he got in power.
16. Voting for ALL down-ballot Republicans was the ONLY wise Republican choice, as
Donald’s campaign HURTS the GOP’s reputation with minorities (and others) for quite a
while.
17. I expect president Trump to change into what more people always wanted, but if you
believe a political charlatan and chameleon with the core he’s demonstrated, you will
believe anything, and you did drink the Kool-Aid!
The Evidence Against Donald Trump
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By his OWN admission (i.e., actions and words), the following paraphrased evidence of
Trump’s unfitness for office is offered as Exhibit A (NOT in priority order). It is ONLY an
executive summary—MUCH more could be presented:
Sue-happy (NBC, Ms. America, Telemundo, and threatens to against sex abuse accusers).
MOST Hispanic illegals are rapists and criminals.
A Mexican judge can’t be fair to me.
Lies that Mexico’s President never discussed the wall payment on his photo op trip to
Mexico.
We will have a deportation force.
Mexico will pay for a 50 foot wall.
I am calling for a complete Muslim ban.
Mr. Khan has not sacrificed.
I saw Muslims cheering after 9-11.
I can’t say I respect women.
Women are pigs and dogs.
You can grab women’s __ if you’re a celebrity.
I’d liked to nail Princess Di.
Ms. Piggy.
Miss housekeeper.
Has been a Democrat (and contributed to them) all his adult life.
George Bush didn’t keep us safe.
Jeb is as dumb as a box of rocks.
Look at Fiorina’s face.
There’s a lot of material to work with with Rand Paul.
Little Marco.
I’m going to spill the beans on Cruz’s wife.
He couldn’t be elected dog catcher.
Serial adulterer.
Serial divorcer.
“Two” Corinthians.
Favorite Bible verse is an eye for an eye.
Never asked God’s forgiveness for ANYTHING, but he’s a “Christian.”
Now, one year later, he’s a “baby Christian.”
His own pastor hardly knows him.
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I know more than the generals about ISIS.
Pro-choice all his life.
Punish the aborting woman.
Bomb the sh_ out of them.
Tell them to go f_ themselves.
Used the ‘P’ word in public (at his rally).
NEVER apologizes.
The cast of Hamilton should apologize to Pence (something Trump’s incapable of doing
himself).
I assure you my hands are not small, nor other parts of my anatomy.
Blood was coming from Megyn Kelly’s wherever.
I’d date my daughter if it was legal.
Of course women flirted with me—it’s to be expected.
The great thing about me is I’m SO rich.
I’m so handsome.
Six foot portrait of himself paid for with charity donations.
Had NO detailed plans until the last three months of his campaign; only it will be great,
yuge,
we'll look into that, believe me!
Levy 45 percent tariffs on China.
Sell federal lands to foreigners to pay off our debt.
Default on loans from China to pay down our debt.
There may be riots in Cleveland.
I want to punch that guy in the face.
I could shoot someone on a New York City street and lose no support.
I’ll pay your legal bills if you beat/punch that protester.
POW’s are losers.
John McCain and Mitt Romney are losers.
I was for the Iraq War before I was against it.
Skipped a GOP debate for a vet fund raiser (to make up for his gaffe), and the media
pressured him to pay up.
I couldn’t serve in the military from an ankle pain/spur that I can’t recall which foot it was
on.
Ted Cruz’s dad killed JFK.
Birther on Obama, Cruz and Rubio.
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Everything is rigged (elections, the media, GOP primaries) or unfair.
If the GOP is not "fair" to me I may go third party (the man who started all the unfairness,
and was ONLY unfair to every rival).
Would never release his tax returns.
Eighteen years of paying NO taxes.
Would never prove his Wharton class rank.
I’m my only adviser.
I alone can fix it.
I have the best words.
I have a great brain.
Daddy’s little $1 million loan to Donnie (and he’s the champion of the little guy?).
Four (or more) bankruptcies.
Unpaid illegal alien laborers.
Outsourced many of his products.
Paid off a golf shot winner debt from charity funds.
Settled Trump University lawsuit.
Putin is my green room buddy/pal.
Russia didn’t invade Ukraine.
NEED I SAY MORE?
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BUYER’S TIPS
Having lived $3,000 shy of eleven years off one salary, in the richest zip code in Texas, I
know how to get the best bang for my buck/stretched thin dollar. I will now reveal to
poorer Americans many tricks I picked up, excerpted from our book, Dumb as a Donkey,
Fat as an Elephant. –James Meroney (America’s Honest Politician)

LIVING LARGE, PAYING PUNY
(Helping the Poor & Others)
Watch your pennies and the dollars will take care for themselves.
Out of debt, out of danger.
There is no dignity quite so impressive, and no one independence quite so important,
as living within your means. –Calvin Coolidge
I’m like “Yo, that’s fifty dollars for a t-shirt,”
Limited edition, let’s do some addition,
Fifty dollars for a t-shirt, that’s just… ignorant
I call that getting swindled and tricked… by business.
–Macklemore (Thrift Shop–clean version)
‘It’s Not Having What You Want, But Wanting What You Have’
–Sheryl Crowe (Soak Up The Sun)

Especially the poor on Welfare need to learn these tricks for living at their same level for 10 to 20%
less. Over-spending just makes other people rich, and makes you poorer. With a little effort and
research, rather than working more hours (or years), spend more wisely.

INTRODUCTION
$85,000 is the amount over which satisfaction is not significantly increased, because
below that figure
people are working to make ends meet. –The United Stats of America (TV show)
43% of Americans spend more than they earn.
75% of Americans would be totally bankrupt within one month of losing their job.
$15,799 is Americans’ average credit card debt. –Jarrett Stephens (5/25/14)

A recent DFW conservative talk radio ad on car leasing said that no matter how much
money you have, you still don’t want to pay more than you need to, and another asked ‘do
you make enough to pay more than you have to for insulation? Even the rich like to save
money.
Living within (or beneath) your means–whether a government or individual–may not be
sexy, but is the most reasonable way to live. A moderate lifestyle is practical and the best
defense in an economic downturn. You may risk not looking as “cool,” but you’re
certainly smarter to do so. As the adage goes, thrift is a good revenue.
Live within your means at [age] thirty, and stay there… It’s about establishing a
permanent standard of living, one that’s both comfortable and affordable, rather than
constantly chasing
an escalating standard of living… Live by the cool, die by the cool.
Conspicuous consumers owe their existence to the fact that
having money and stuff has come to mean they’re cool.62
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In America, the average annual spending per household is $50,486 (U.S. Census) and
our consumer debt is $2.5 billion (Today Show). If the recent economic crisis has taught
us anything, it is that we need to get our spending in order.
As much as 30 percent of the world’s resources are consumed by Americans,
who represent just 5 percent of the world’s population.63

An empowered and educated public is the best defense against political or economic abuse
(along with competitive alternatives). Like management consulting has focused on
profiting by cutting expenses, living cheaply helps especially the poor, so there’s not so
much pressure of the rat race to riches. Learning contentment and how to make the
smartest purchasing decisions are especially crucial skills for the poor to learn (as most of
them will never earn more than $50,000).
This section is designed especially to help those struggling during hard times, without
having to sew their own clothes or milk a cow for their dairy needs. You need not be
miserable and have no enjoyment to be able to do live off what you earn. These
recommendations will save you a minimum of 10%, without any noticeable reduction to
your standard of living.
Please note: You can offer your own money-saving suggestions at our website
(www.AmericanAnswers.org), so people around the world can unite with a warehouse of
information on cost-saving measures. Feel free to get specific by mentioning the best
place(s) and times to buy certain products or services in your area. Please note that this
author receives zero remuneration from any source for any recommended business or
service.

PRINCIPLES
Just as the principles of mathematics don’t change with the size of the problem, basic
economic
principles do not change with the size of the economy.64
Use it up, wear it out, make it do or do without. –Rev. J. John

In today’s economy, a dual-income family is essential (except when daycare costs closely
resemble the income potential of the less-skilled spouse). Also consider:
► Barter/trade (use Barter Kings TV show methods; Ex.: Use Craig’s List, deflate the
value of the opponent’s assets, some products can make your business money,
capitalize on statements indicating opponent has to sell, over-sell your product’s value–
hype, sell to the weaker party between a married couple, sell the emotional appeal of
helping someone who is needy, travel to the respondent (and have a TV show camera
crew to get them to agree to a bad deal to get on TV–joke), ask–“do we have a deal?,”
and then just wait–don’t be the next to speak).
► Ignorance literally costs you money. Ex.: At my kids’ dentist, I have paid between
zero to 75 cents to $5 for parking, all based on the opportunities afforded me (at the
time), but especially my learning that area of town (i.e., being ‘in the know’). I even
shopped orthodontic braces to compare private with the more public practice prices
(i.e., dental college) after two private dentists confirmed that school was a great deal,
and I saved money doing so. Another example: Aldi’s (grocery) eggs come from the
same chickens and distributor, but cost less. Smart. The difference is likely bigger
overhead vs. greedy, evil executives marking them up to earn greater salaries (though
that is possible). Businesses can be upstarts, hurting for business, the owner can be
seeking an expensive vacation–you never know till you know. Even in real estate they
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teach the 4 D’s of when you can buy at below market rates: Death, divorce, disability
(Ex.: huge medical bills) and distress (Ex.: job loss, etc.)
► Buy used.
► Buying high quality usually costs more.
► Comparison shopping costs time and gas money, but the alternative is to let them get
away
with it by never protesting over-pricing.
► Do it yourself unless you can’t, don’t want to or your hourly worth is greater than
hiring out.
► Do without (self-restraint).
► Don’t pay service providers (or contractors) all up-front, and only pay for completed
stages. (Catch a Contractor, 4/13/14)
► Forgiven debt.
► Gifts from others.
► Host a group or neighborhood garage sale (you’ll likely get first dibs).
► If it sounds too good to be true, ask, ‘What’s the catch?’
► If you have your heart set on a particular brand, be ready to pay through the nose.
Lesson:
Be negotiable about which product to buy, and you’ll usually find the best deal.
► In general, the lower a company’s overhead, the lower should be the prices.
► Inheritance (if so lucky).
► Insurance claims and warranties (I got a car engine repaired after outdoor rat chewing
damage).
Not all retail “sale” signs are legitimate. Ask the clerk if it was ever sold on regular
price, and for how long? –Today Show (7/24/13)

► Over time, costs generally come down (economies of scale). Lesson: Wait, and prices
will get cheaper.
► Remember Wal-Mart, dollar stores, garage sales, EBay and charities.
► Sell your valuables (especially those you rarely use; go through what you already own,
stored away).
► Shop around, and decide on your acceptable quality level.
► Unchecked habits waste money.
► Your income has to cover the entire costs of your life, and the sooner the better.
► If desperate for small cash, donate blood or go to the local day labor site. Don’t use
payday advances or car title loans–if you can help it.
► Sadly, those who need to be smartest in their purchases (the poor) often aren’t.
► Wartime government poster: Use it up, wear it out, make it do or do without.
Savings credit, part-time job and/or take in someone’s child (i.e., foster care; or
daycare?). –Today Show (10/23/12)

Testimony.
Writing most of these books over a nine year period, our family lived on one income in the
wealthiest county in America. It wasn’t easy, but, using these methods, it can be done. It
also worked, like nothing else could, in engendering mercy for those who earn less than the
American average of less than $60,000 a year.
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SPECIFICS
Appliances: Consumer Reports give great advice on value.
Books: Library (they can conduct inter-library transfers of almost any text), Ebay, Half
Price Books, used book stores (on-line or not). Paperbacks cost less than hardbacks–Duh
101.
Calendars: Free calendar at Sam’s Club pharmacy.
Car buying–See: Transportation
Car insurance: Shop car insurance (know your state’s minimum coverage requirement–
higher deductibles reduce premiums, if you’re a good driver, and don’t get traffic tickets).
Car repair: Price around, then test them for an honest person, and consider repairs in
lesser parts of town. Some decent replacement parts can be found at salvage yards (or
aftermarket retailers). Maybe consider DIY (if so inclined).
Car wash: DIY, self-service car washes, look for discounts or coupons at car washes.
Cheaper housing: Used RV, apartment, tent, public housing.
Church: Consider sweat equity work, as well as direct (and I prefer earmarked) giving.
Record and take your tax deduction.
Clothes: Find sales and coupons. Relatives’ hand-me-downs. Buy whites in January, mix
and match clothes, hand-me-downs from family.
College/Education: Junior/Community college the first 2 years. (Ex.: $500 tuition/13hour semester). See also: American Public University, and read: https://bit.ly/2ybyjKe
Comparison shopping: RedLaser and ShopSavvy (by scanning item’s bar code). 99
Great Ways to Save, pp. 21-29, AARP Bulletin (Washington, D.C.), July-August, 2013
Computers: Free computers are usually available at the local public library. Dell offers
student discounts.
Consumer products: SweetJack.com (emails ‘best’ deals); possibly Groupon.
Coupons: Use and collect coupons (needs to be easy/convenient),trades and barters,
Groupon.com (and similar companies), Smart phone app gives best prices and downloads
electronic coupons. Shopsaavy.com is excellent for getting best prices off smart phones.
See also: RetailMeNot and CouponCabin.
Daycare: Find a recent immigrant wanting a place to stay or a job, or a neighbor who
watches several kids. Neighborhood stay-at-home wife daycares, grandparents, Vacation
Bible School.
Dental: Dental care is available through dental colleges at a reduced rate (usually the latest
techniques). Many dentists offer loss leader cleanings and x-rays (and you could move
from one to another as sales are offered).
Electricity: Leave windows open (when cool enough), use ceiling fans, wear fewer
clothes around the house (or more in the winter).
E-mail: G-mail (free, as with many others).
Entertainment: Six Flags annual drink cup (hide it when not in use, in bushes vs. rent
lockers, annual pass for $50.
Exercise: Free sports, such as jogging, basketball, walking, stairs, rocks in back pack up
hills). Exercise at home vs. paying for an annual gym membership.
Eye Glasses: $6.95 frames from ZenniOptical.com; America’s Best ($69 for two frames
and
an eye exam!), or GlassesUSA.com.
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Food/Groceries: Flipp (free app). Use coupons, shop around and know prices. Use
rebates and buy in bulk. ALDI, Sam’s Club, Wal-Mart (price-matching policy), Costco),
Coupon Moms book. Don’t throw out the average $500 a year in food. Drink more water.
Join www.thegrocerygame. com–this move alone should save you $85 a month.
Remain flexible to other brands… Remain flexible to other stores.
Look for loss leaders. Try store brands.65

Free credit monitoring: CreditSesame.com.
Free products: Freebie-Depot.com, MrFreeStuff and Shop4Freebies.com.
Funeral: Low-cost funeral planning companies exist. Cremation without a casket (or
fancy service) is usually cheaper.
Furniture: Some people recover chairs and couches in lieu of buying new ones.
Gasoline: Price around. There are sometimes discount gift cards, maybe drive slower.
Gas Buddy may help.
General products: Wal-Mart (or ~K-Mart, Target). Dallas Convention Center products
road show, confiscated police and airline product sales. Liquidation.com.
Gently-used stuff: ShopGoodwill.com (national on-line auction).
Gifts: Buy at sales, or possibly EBay. Ex.: Movie tickets, $10 iTunes card, nicely-framed
photograph, mittens, homemade cookies, travel guidebook for upcoming vacation, flash
drive. Grapevine magazine, p.12 (Winter 2011: BibleTeachingResources.org), adapted
from www.moneyunder30.com.
Gift cards: Beware of their value reducing over time without use.
Gift-giving: Buy at sales; possibly EBay.
Haircuts: Women can get haircuts at more male-oriented shops (Ex.: sports Clips reduced
$70 cost to $16).
DIY–it’s not that hard, except for your own neck area (for which you can borrow a friend).
Health insurance: Go with no insurance or catastrophic only? (risky).
Home remodeling: Take advice from related TV shows, like Flip This House or Flipping
Vegas.
Housing–See: Mortgages & rent
House painting: DIY–You can rent sprayers at home improvement stores, and DIY can
save you $ thousands.
Insurance: Possibly consider term life insurance. For all types, shop around.
Investments: Index funds over actively managed funds (can save you up to 80% annually,
often with consistently better results).
Internet: ATT 1 year high speed internet ($15), AOL free trial CD for 1 month use.
Investments: Always use employer matching retirement programs, no-load fee firms
(though more limited selections).
Lawn care: DIY, use a needy immigrant or hire a teenager (at least for their summer job).
Legal services: Pro bono attorney services do exists (not in great numbers).
Life insurance: Term insurance can be cheaper than vs. whole life (but has set durations).
Loans: Search out government loans and grants.
Magazines: Some people read magazines at Wal-Mart or Barnes & Noble.
Medical: Health clinics (if no insurance; likely even cheaper in run down areas of
town),non-profit clinics, Care Now and Minit Clinics, buy pills in Canada (if near the
border), free hospital health check-ups, Don’t use an ambulance unless you must (Ex.: life
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depends on it; just drive fast with flashers on), Astra Zenica and Niaspan may help with
pill/medicine costs.
Mortgages & rent: Pay two half-mortgage payments per month (or one extra full
payment a year–requested to be “added to principal”) to reduce a 30 to a 23 year loan,
consider foreclosed homes, rent if not staying more than a few years. Real estate bought
after death, divorce, disease, or distress (the 4 D’s). Get a 15 year mortgage (if you can
afford it). Eliminate PMI (principal mortgage insurance) on your home when you have
20% equity. Hire a Realtor at half commission (they do exist–ask! You may do more
labor and get less service).
Negotiate down your rent if realtor “comps” say you can. Get a smaller place if you
need to. Some people rent out rooms for extra income. Renting all your life may be
the smartest move. –Suze Orman (Nightline, 3/8/11)
Never underestimate the power of an all-cash offer. –Flipping Vegas
Never let a seller know how much you like their home. Always point out the
negatives.
–Flipping Vegas (12/1/12)

Movies: Library (inter-library loan), Redbox, Blockbuster kiosks, Cinemark mid-quality
theaters, dollar theaters, NetFlix, maybe outdoor theaters, always matinees and senior
discounts. Bring your own popcorn (in baggies), and drink dollar store colas before and
after. Don’t pirate movies!
Oil change: DIY or seek coupons.
Pet euthanization: SPCA or local city services (I found a range between $10 vs. $700
with a vet).
Pets: Skip every other month or groom your own a little in-between haircuts. Luv My Pet
discount vet services. 800-PET-MEDS (discounted pet pills).
Phone: Basic Talk, Magic Jack, NetTalk.com, Vonage, Metro PCS, Trac Fone (claims to
be the cheapest cell phone service in America), perhaps consider Metro PCS or Virgin
Mobile).
Phone numbers: (800) 373-3411 (free phone number information).
Pools: Dig your own pool hole (check with the local authorities to not cut buried electrical
wires). Big Lots and K-Mart often have very inexpensive plastic pool specials.
Property taxes: Find lower ‘comps’ and problems with your home or property, and fight
to have them lowered at the tax office. Some people bundle their cases with professionals,
but that’s an extra fee.
Reading glasses: Dollar bifocals (self-help method).
Restaurants: Take-out food avoids the need for a tip. Look for specials and coupons.
Kids eat free restaurants (or coupons on their weak business nights). Dininghalfoff.com
(though expensive restaurants starting out, so not real cheap).
Retirement: Take Social Security at the earliest age 67–try to wait till 70 (Suze Orman,
Nightline, 3/8/11)
Sales/Deals: Black Friday sales, shop sales.
Services: Commercial electricity (PUBinc.com) or Whitefence.com (residential). Keep air
conditioning at 80 degrees in the summer, 69 in winter (adjusted to more extreme when
away at work). Wear light/heavy clothes in summer/winter. Use overhead or set-up fans.
Leave windows open when possible. Spritz down in the shower. Water sprinkler off when
it rains.
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Shelter–See: Mortgages & Rent
Speeding ticket: Check into probation/deferred adjudication or take a defensive driving
course (it also may reduce your insurance premiums). You can hire an attorney (but it will
cost you ‘mo money).
State: Some businesses email $10 off automobile state inspection coupons (Ex.: some
Goodyears).
Taxes: Tax help is sometimes available at libraries. Tax guide/savings books are also at
the library. H & R Block sometimes prepares 1040EZ’s for a very low cost (or free?). Tax
deductions and itemizing (consult expert one time, or free online or in the latest book),
deduct job search expenses. Get credit for donating unused items to charity.
Tax-free shopping: State sales tax holidays.
Television/TV: Cable TV (shop deals–Dish Network $24/month, 2 years), free TV (not
satellite or cable–we did it for 20 years). Liquidation.com. SlingTV.com.
Transportation/Car buying: New Cars: Buy at end of month and especially end of
model year (where dealer has large stock overage). Never pay sticker price. Ask for their
cost (actual invoice) plus a small mark-up. Don’t be dead set on any particular model or
color. Beware of the trade-in balloon (good trade in value means less discount on the car,
or vice versa). Quality usually lasts longer and costs more. Buying a new car costs
between $2000-3000 as soon as you drive it off the lot. Better to buy a low mileage 2 year
old car (with a Car Fax report and/or having a mechanic check it out). Texas hold ‘em:
Don’t sell your car till the wheels fall off. Korea is touting a $2,000 car. Use flex fuel
cars, use public transportation to down car expenses (or carpool), bike to graduate school,
moped or motorcycle (vs. car), shop credible online scalpers for concerts and sports events.
Oil changes: Look for loss leader sales. SnafuScan (~$10 for checking a used car’s true
value).
Travel:Megabus.com (fares starting at $1). Shop around, and seek coupons. Use Priceline
(yours truly as 25 year user). For their Name Your Own Price feature, tricks exist (such as
having a back-up hotel with a 24 hour cancellation policy, bidding the last 3 days before
need, reviewing their regular prices and bidding 65% below, to start, if they recommend
upping your bid by $15 to be able to re-bid, you can usually get it for $5-10 more the next
day), Express Deals may be necessary at very popular venues, keep adding different
locations you’d be OK with as you re-bid, call hotels to ask what areas of town are more
dangerous, start high on star levels, then reduce to what you’d accept, call the hotel
immediately if you win a bid to request bed, microwave and refrigerator upgrades–they’re
free), etc.
Vacations: Own an RV (over time, saves on hotel costs), consider a timeshare (vs. full out
ownership), borrow friends’ vacation homes, rent a lake house (vs. buy), friends’ vacation
home joint ventures, etc.
Oyster.com helps you avoid fraud. Vacations (Budget Rental for $230 unlimited miles for
a week). On vacation, see capitals, museum, hikes and parks on vacation. Eat out less
(restaurants cost 3-5 times more). Seek Google free vacation tourist attractions, Arthur
Frommer’s Budget Travel magazine, HomeExchange.com (save hotel and restaurant costs
on vacations). Some people buy an RV or camper to eliminate future hotel costs.
Venues for deals: Garage sales (Ex.: drum set for $200), NBC DFW article archives
2009-2010, Ebay, Amazon, 99 cent/dollar stores, search Google for “free,” buyers’ club,
watch “Downsized” TV show. Beware: Dollar General often means generally things cost
a dollar–often not, unlike many of their competitors. Some people trade or barter services.
Vets: Low cost vet clinics at Petco.
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Websites: www.addoway.com, i-ella.com. cheapism.com, dealradar.com, decide.com,
jewelmint.com, sendthetrend.com, solesociety.com –Today Show (11/4/11)
How to Get ‘Mo Money: Get a better job, or a raise/promotion; work over-time, etc. See
also: Employment section in our book, Building a Billionaire Business.
Testimony: Writing most of these books over 3.5 years, we lived off about an average
American income in the wealthiest county in America, using these methods, so it can be
done. It was extremely difficult, granted.
Moral Challenge: If the wealthy use these principles, are they smart or greedy? I strongly
encourage them to only use them to give the savings away to the poor!
Priceline Methodology
(for the lowest price)
I run the risk of my family vacations costing a bit more by telling you these secrets (or
Priceline changing their algorithms to counter these methods), but I guess it’s more
important to help people than merely help yourself. This may not be exhaustive, but it’s
lengthy:
1. Secure a back-up hotel at a price you’re comfortable with that has a 24-hour (or less)
cancellation policy.
2. Look at all hotels within the star category you desire on Priceline, and note their
normal rate (and range).
3. Identify what lower star levels you will accept, and identify what areas of town you
would consider. I call a few hotels to identify the ‘bad’ areas to avoid. Bump down
only if you have to (i.e., to fit your budget).
4. IF you bid between 5 days to 1 day before travel, you can bid low in the beginning and
daily creep up, if needed (maybe start at 60% below list price, or more). Unless it’s
high season, you’ll get the lowest rate when they need you more–toward the end (if
they have vacancies).
5. If you are flexible, re-bid the same day in a different area or lower star rating
(flexibility helps your case).
6. Take notes on what you bids each time, to learn how to strategize your next bidding
day (i.e., what worked and especially what didn’t).
7. Do not get nervous as your trip get closer and you have no hotel with Priceline. I have
booked an entire Colorado vacation as we drove through that state the day of arrival
(borrowing business offices at highway-side hotels).
8. If they ever offer to accept your bid if you’ll raise it by $15, you may be near to finding
price agreement (or their bottom, though it could go even lower as pressure to fill
vacancies rises, with time). I NEVER up-bid $15, and have very rarely paid that price
(or lost out completely).
9. As soon as you win a bid, call the hotel and ask what the bed situation is and ask to get
the bed situation you want. I always also ask for a refrigerator and microwave, and if
they offer free breakfasts. Don’t broadcast your winning offer, lest others follow your
lead and raise prices.
10. Always remember to cancel your back-up hotel reservation on time.
Tips for Trips:
► The closest thing you can come to picking a hotel is if there are just a few at your star
rating, differently priced, and you bid a percentage below the one you are targeting.
► In popular resort areas with limited hotels, you might consider Priceline’s Express
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Deals (paying a higher rate) or booking within an hour and a half drive of your chosen
destination (Ex.: snow ski season, Grand Canyon, etc.).
► I have found that the lowest deals they advertise from real customers are NOT as low as
they could have gotten. I NEVER advertise the price I got, as I want to continue
getting great deals in the future. The more people who know, supply and demand
teaches the higher the rates will go.
► Only ONCE in nearly fifteen years have I been stuck with only one king-sized bed for a
family of five (bring or ask for many sheets and blankets, in such case), and only
ONCE have I gone to a really ‘hairy’ (risky) hotel and only ONCE did I ‘win’ a hotel
that I really wish I had not won. Star rating has a lot to do with that track-record.
► 4- and 5-star hotels often offer the best discounts, but sometimes charge for parking.
IF you maintain the attitude that we’re only here to sleep AFTER we do our fun
vacation activities, you’re sure to save a lot of money using these methods.

Action-pack your vacations. Doing so makes a shorter stay (which is less expensive) feel
longer. You may have to budget the day after to recover. Free or inexpensive activities
can be filled in to make the trip more full (Ex.; state parks or scenic sight-seeing). Dollar
meals at McDonalds or Wal-Mart (cooked in hotel microwaves) also save expenses, as
with many snacks purchased at dollar stores (Ex.: Dollar Tree; Dollar General often means
generally a dollar, and Family Dollar sometimes just benefits the family that owns it).
Example: I once traveled 6,675 miles in 8 days, saw 8 east coast states (and Canada, and
snow skied) in 1.5 days, and on our recent Taos ski vacation my son snowboarded at night,
both sons skied 2 days, then tubed at night and snowmobiled before leaving the last day.
We once drove through the night to get to Taos and cut out a one day hotel stay bill (our
boys could ski refreshed the day we arrived as they slept through the travels).

BUYING RULES
♦ Don’t buy impulsively. Learn to ask yourself, ‘is there a cheaper or free way to do
this?,’ then do some research (internet, book or asking experts or others questions; Ex.:
ACT test prep for free vs. $600 or $400).
♦ The best value is not always the best deal (i.e., lowest price).

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Small savings add up, and larger ones are fewer (as there are fewer large purchases).
If something seems too good to be true, ask what’s the catch.
Shop prices (Ex.: milk at 99 cents a gallon).
Buy in bulk (don’t let it expire).

Often, buying on-line is cheaper, as many times taxes aren’t charged, and their overhead
can be less.
♦ Stretch your dollar (Ex.: hair grow tonic used in smaller amounts or less frequently or in
specific areas).
♦ Look for price wars (Ex.: gasoline).

♦ Buy when businesses are hurting for business (Ex.: CompUSA going-out-of-business
sale).
♦ Off-prime locations are often cheaper (Ex.: hotel hidden behind main street-facing retail
units; quieter, too!).
♦ Stockpile good deals.
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♦ Emergencies breed monopolistic pricing (Ex.: medical). Keep your head–just because
you have a crisis does not mean you suddenly also gained a wad of extra money.

♦ Don’t be too trendy. ‘Fashion’ is someone in New York telling you what is paid for is
no longer valid, so you’ll buy their offerings again. Advertising barrages you to buy.
Don’t buy-in.

♦ Is there a free or cheaper way to do this, and do I need or just want it?
♦ Negotiate–ask if can pay less. There are books on negotiating techniques at the library.
♦ If you hear someone selling on quality, not price, rest assured you are probably going to
pay more.

♦ Don’t keep up with the Jones’.
♦ Live beneath your means.
♦ I always tell my kids, when you over-pay, or buy what you don’t need or really want
(and can afford), you get poor and make others rich (something we don’t want to do).

♦ Convenience costs: usually more money.
♦ You get what you pay for is generally–usually but not always–true. Sometimes you
actually do find a bargain or ‘steal.’
♦ High tech product prices go down over time (as with most items).

♦ Ignorance may be bliss, but it’s expensive and hurts.
♦ Eat before going to the grocer, and clean out your garage or closets before window
shopping at the mall, you don’t have to ‘have it all.’
♦ Don’t accept the businessman’s line, “the time and effort you spend shopping around
you burn up in gas.” It is sometimes true, but often reinforces his profit margins.

♦ ‘Cheap,’ ‘frugal,’ ‘stingy’ or ‘smart’ can be just a semantics game. Don’t be rude or get
ripped off.
♦ Research shows you spend less when you pay with cash, then on debit, and lastly with a
credit card. (Today Show, 2/23/11)
♦ “Do for yourself what you could have others do for you.” –Pete Liebman

♦ The best deals are often not publicized, lest many people flock to them and drive up the
price.
♦ My mechanic says use synthetic car oil and change/flush transmission oil very 80,000
miles and cars will last well beyond what you ever imagined.
♦ Be wise (say, smart) with your finances–not foolish (say, stupid; Lk. 16:8). NEVER tell
an insurance company you’re comparison pricing with what you’re currently paying.
They can jack up their rate so long as their quote is lower than what you pay, and you’ll
never know what they should have quoted you.
Sample Budget Items:
Item
Housing
(mortgage/rent)
Car
Food

Amount
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Services (electricity,
gas, water)
Taxes
Medical &
Insurance
Clothes
Entertainment &
Vacations
Gasoline
Gifts
Etc.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Websites
www.Saveology.com
www.Billshrink.com
www.Lowermybills.com
http://moneycentral.msn.com/content/SavingandDebt/P62572.asp
Best months to buy certain products (list):
www.the33tv.com/news/links/sfl-orl-0814storetips,0,1833904.story
Save $1000 in 30 days challenge:
http://www.iwillteachyoutoberich.com/blog/announcing-the-save-1000-in-30-dayschallenge/
Grocery stores and other retailers:
www.aldi.com, www.save-a-lot.com, www.andersonmarket.com,
www.wholefoodsmarket.com, www.traderjoes.com, www.Sam’sclub.com,
www.costco.com, www.bjs.com, www.walmart.com
www.target.com, www.kmart.com
Savings and how-to guides:
ww+w.thriftyfun.com, www.makeyourownyogurt.com, www.moneysavingmom.com,
www.ota.com
www.organicearthday.com, www.naturallygrown.org, www.frugalliving.about.com,
www.hillbillyhousewife.com, www.yankeegrocery.com, www.asknumbers.com,
www.omega3faq.com
www.standeyo.com
Bakery outlet directories:
www.bakeroutlets.com, www.gwbakeries.com, www.bimbobakeriesusa.com
Other resources:
www.clarkhoward.com, www.ultimatecheapskate.com, www.msn.com, www.amazon.com,
www.commissaries.com, www.upromise.com7
News Story
When to shop for best prices (NBC 5 DFW)…
Christmas decorations after Christmas, at season’s end, big ticket (know why it’s on sale,
and
when), TV (Spring/April), new furniture (Memorial Day, Labor Day, July 4th), when new
merchandise arrives (Ex.: furniture), cars (Sept., when new models are arriving), holiday
airfares (buy early vs. last minute), discount magazines, sisters of savings (matches
coupons).
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Books
The Millionaire Next Door, by Thomas J. Stanley
Stop Acting Rich… and Start Living Like a Real Millionaire, by Thomas J. Stanley
The Coupon Mom’s Guide to Cutting Your Grocery Bills, by Stephanie Nelson (she’s
saved about $85,000
over 16 years with her grocery-buying techniques)
Money 911, by Jean Chatzky
Living Rich for Less, by Ellie Kay
Magazine Article
Save $5,000 a year article from Simple Solutions magazine (January, 2010)…
Entertainment tickets: Zebratickets.com
Refurbished I-Pods: Apple.com.
Snow skiing: Liftopia.com
Videos: Titletrader.com
Food Co-ops: Coopdirectory.org
Coupons: Couponmom.com, ecoupons.com, ask stores if they match competitors’
coupons.
Taxes: Appeal your home tax bill.
Homes: Consider refinancing (if 2% change?),
Free media: Skype.com, lingo.com, voip.com.
Home Insurance: Instill safety devices (smoke detectors and dead bolts), increase
deductible.
Transportation: Stop aggressive driving ($397 saved annually), take quickest route (not
necessarily shortest, accounting for red lights and stop signs), car check-up, inflate tiers to
number on door inset or driver’s manual–not the number on tire itself, low-value cars
(kbb.com) take car’s value X 10 and compare to comp and collision. If less, drop collision.
Clothes: Brand named better priced at stores offering variety (Ex.: department stores);
email subscriber discounts (not advertised) at Nordstroms, Neiman’s and Saks, ex.); ask
manager for a 10% discount of paying cash.
See also:99 Great Ways to Save, pp. 21-29, AARP Bulletin (Washington, D.C.), JulyAugust, 2013
Conclusion: A company could greatly succeed making all these savings tips automatic as
a downloadable smart phone app, as convenience need not always be your trade-off for
savings. Also, occasionally splurge and pamper yourself, lest you suffer from what the
NBC Today show calls “Frugal Fatigue.” –Today Show (2/23/11)
Happy Closing Notes: At least air is still free!
About the time we can make the ends meet,
Somebody moves the ends. –Herbert Hoover
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ADVICE FOR POORER PEOPLE
As part of this Presidential campaign, we will advise poorer people on how to live better
for less, including training and education, job search and interview skills, dress for success,
networking, how to advance at work and identify what you’re most gifted at. A major
immediate solution, is to learn how to buy things at the best value. Often, those needing to
be the wisest shoppers are never taught these things in schools, even as the rich have
money to burn, yet sometimes employ these techniques. This section is offered as what I
would tell anyone I’ll meet on the campaign trail, if I don’t get the time to do so in person.
The dates are from when these messages were posted on Twitter (@JamesMeroney), and
these chapters are excerpted from our book, Wit and Wisdom: You Can’t Speak About
Politics Or Religion!
Primer for the Poor (Part I)
(9/15/17)

Something the far right can’t seem to grasp: If you deport ALL illegals, U.S. businesses
can hire them in their native nation! You have to out-skill them, and at the same or lower
rate (which Americans can’t do).
We’re also not inclined to often move to other nations with great economies. If your
lower-skilled in the U.S.A., in a global economy, you’ve got to learn to start a successful
business, buy smarter, or take a second job, and learn to successfully invest!
Here’s what all poor people in the U.S.A. need: An online co-op for leverage buying in
bulk power! A buyer’s aggregation app, that allows you to pre-plan needed products so the
group buys at lowest price, based on their huge numbers. Many other tips are in our book,
Dumb as a Donkey, Fat as an Elephant. DIY (i.e. do it yourself) skills also help (i.e.,
training).
The poorest in America will continually have competition, as other nations catch up,
economically and educationally! The U.S. poor NEED to be put front and center, as
teachers’ targets for best practices at study skills, test-taking techniques, retention and
motivation! Let no one fall behind, or through the cracks.
America celebrates sports winners, but economically, society HAS to deal with losers, or
elites have it all, and others die of starvation. We need no outlier extremes!
Primer for the Poor (Part II)
How can the poor live better, withOUT taxpayers subsidizing them more? Move in with
family. Indian- and Chinese-Americans do it all the time (i.e., shared costs).
Mexican-Americans do so sometimes, also. Buy a fixer-upper, or a foreclosed home. Rent
is money down the drain. Find what you’re uniquely good at that business will pay you to
do.
Work harder and smarter. Do more with less energy exertion, by knowing the tricks of the
trade. You’re competing with a global labor supply! You need skills.
Consider moving out of the country, where expenses are less, and your skills are needed.
It’s hard, but could be temporary. Don’t expect that Uncle Sam can bail you out from
globalism’s effects!
If you have a lower IQ, you can get smarter. Motivation may have to come from
desperation—being tired of being tired of being poor.
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Lower your standard of living! Use Amazon, there’s a free TV device I’ve heard of, try
ride sharing, bike to work, solar powered air conditioning—if you can afford the initial
investment outlay.
Bury your house six feet under for 60 degrees indoor temperature, year round. Grow a
garden—it’s free food, after the initial investment. Buy a cow and chickens, if so inclined.
Resale shops and garage sales, for clothes. Eat and exercise so healthily that you get sick
the least amount of times. Use community share boxes for toys and books.
Take staycations. Drive your car until the wheels fall off, unless all major systems start
breaking down beforehand. It’s cheaper to buy a new transmission than a new car!
Find all business discount services, like subsidized electricity for qualified low incomed
folk. You can do this; acting ignorantly, or without knowledge, won’t bring success! Have
knowledge.
Use fans, if you have no A/C. Use fireplaces with efficient blowing heat, if you can’t
afford central heating and air. Open screen doors and windows, when temperatures allow.
#JustDoIt
NEVER consider a kid an employee (i.e., one who can bring income to the family), but an
expense that you shouldn’t have if you can’t afford it! Sex need not end up with one, if
you think/act smart! #JustDoIt
Catastrophic- and term life insurance should be viewed as essential! Avoid events like that
which that can bankrupt you! Learn to invest, and start early. Learn!
For more ways, go to the library—for free—and read our book, Dumb as a Donkey, Fat as
an Elephant, once it’s released. DON’T be an unnecessary tax burden.
Anonymously report crime in your neighborhood. You need the safety, but not the
retaliation! Call and consider cops your friend vs. enemy!
Utilize charities and churches. Use all available government programs and job training.
Learn a marketable skill for the longer term, and be willing to retrain!
Vote for the political party that has your best interests in mind! Self-interest is not
selfishness, and selflessness is not doormatism. Always educate yourself.
Have latch key kids at age 10-12, with technology to watch them from work, and an alarm
system to alert cops if there are any dangers. Have your kids be in a study group!
Keep your kids busy, and use after-school programs. Teach them values—be smart, work
hard, do right, respect others, don’t do drugs. Go to church!
Expect no one to help you. Learn the joy of not needing anyone to do so. Take the bull by
the horns, and make your life as great as it can be with your talents.
Trust God. Distrust man, mainly. Know that every business wants to profit off you, and
fight back by buying smarter! No business is there to teach you how to do so (that would
be self-defeating)!
Have cheap enjoyment and entertainment. Free sports, dollar movies, or RedBox. Family
games. Go to the park. Walk Ur dog. Ride bikes. Enjoy life, despite your poverty.
And, most importantly, READ James 2:5, Luke 6:20 and John 3:16 (in the Bible). Borrow
one or go to the library if you can’t afford one.
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You may break into an abandoned shack, if you’re homeless. As an aside, after 17 years,
most states give it to you under squatter’s rights.
Bathe/shower, use deodorant, abandon any victim mentality, do your hair, and shave. Be
READY for a better life that you’re now qualified to earn by yourself!
You can always homestead (if you’re good at hunting, and have self-sufficiency skills).
Consider dual family living quarters (if zoning laws allow). There are solutions with OUT
government!
Cut your own hair. I do (and did my kids’, until two years ago). Many smaller tips are in
our book. Hang around smart people to learn what they do, and how they do it! (I Cor.
15:33)
Find a mentor who has or hasn’t gone through poverty—it DOESN’T matter! The
knowledge is key. Volunteer at a business until they see you’re worth hiring! You have
solutions you must use!
More for poor in other countries: Build a community water well, if the whole area is
broke! Build outhouses, if there’s no sewage.
Telecommute if you can (it saves car costs). Ride share. Live near your work, if you have
no car, and it’s available. Have a community garden and livestock, if feasible. Trade
services vs. pay money (i.e., barter). SO many solutions exist.
Join the military. You see the world, rarely face combat, and often get college paid for.
Then get out—employers LOVE vets’ work ethic! There are life-long V.A. perks, too!
Move to a state with a better economy! Ride a train safely and illegally if you have to.
Don’t drink, especially if you can’t handle it. That only keeps you down!
Encourage a safe street corner for drugs to be transacted, away from your community and
its kids. Be your own home security, with gun skills, and related law knowledge.
Keep your lawn mowed, and home painted, and appliances working. Pride in ownership
helps your attitude! Study do-it-yourself training skills on YouTube.
Home school, if you can, and use online great teachers (especially if you work from home).
Texas has FREE high school ("K-12"). One parent could teach many kids, as second
income, if legal.
Have older students tutor younger ones in the neighborhood, in exchange for something
they value. Be creative. Win-win creativity is out-of-the-box.
For example, you mow your neighbor’s yard, in exchange for grocery delivery. Use your
skills and assets, and utilize your neighbors’, in a mutually beneficial arrangement.
Avoid letting poverty depress you, as pills and doctors are an expense you don’t need. If
you hate going bald, Propecia for $1 a month is online, I am told.
NEVER give into anyone saying you must own $200 sports shoes, designer named clothes,
or the latest car model. They don’t pay your bills! Scr_w them!
Car repairs can be expensive! Find a neighborhood part-time mechanic you can trade
services with (and I DON’T mean sexual favors—ha ha). You have the tools you need.
Advance. Improve. Be your best. Do something. Life can and will get better—if you do.
This is NOT PMA psychobabble! I just gave you INFORMATION vs. positive B.S.!
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P.S.: However you can make contact, endear yourself to a rich person to do any work for
them you know how to do—even for free! THAT can really take you places.
EVERY business owner loves a smiley, friendly, hard-working employee, and if their
business is doing O.K., they can usually find room for such a person; be that person!
THAT is MY prescription for the poor, to counter Bernie’s free healthcare and college and
any subsidized daycare. If states want to offer free community college, they are free to do
so, but NEVER expect one dime from another state to help you pay for it. And we return
to the Civil War discussion we began with!
P.S.: Home heat can be FREE, if you can expend enough to tap into geothermal below
your house—a one-time cost with lifetime benefits! I’m TRYING to help you—the poor!
Hidden (vs. unsightly) clothes lines eliminate clothes dryer costs. Gather rain water to use
it for your garden. Many products make you self-sustaining, if they’re if affordable.
Mixing clothes outfits stretches the wardrobe, and sharing between mom and daughter (if
similar sized). Hand-me-downs for the ‘youngins! #CommonSense
If you don’t know English, you must learn it to make it decently in U.S.A. I’m sure there
are free tools online, and at the library—where computers are FREE. You need
KNOWLEDGE!
Obamaphones exist. No need for the latest and greatest! I have an emergency cell
phone—NOT a smart one. Unlimited landline phones can be $12 a month! ATT and TMobile.
I use a used laptop—‘refurbished’; it cost me ~$150, and I’ve had it for four years. When
you’re in a wreck, it’s LEGAL (many places) to spend the check as you see fit!
I got all my cars up to speed with one, recently. And when insurance tells you your car is
totaled, that’s NOT necessarily the case. We got one fixed after my wife totaled it, and
used it for four YEARS thereafter. Buy Honda!
You can buy used cars; no need to waste $3,000 driving a new one off the dealer’s lot!
And dealers are usually much higher costing for car fixes. KNOW these things!
Buy season passes, as with Six Flags (or snow skiing, if you live in ski country). Use
frequent flyer/user programs. Always ask if businesses will take a lower amount!
Use coupons for groceries. Online groups can teach you how to maximize them. Our book
gives links. Use propane, if natural gas is too expensive.
Let rain storms wash your car, when they come. Use your community pool. Do sports that
require little-to-no equipment—jog, basketball, football, etc. KNOW these things!
Have neighbor high schoolers be in a room with your under-aged students, after school, in
exchange for something they benefit from (for free babysitting).
DVR educational (and entertaining) TV shows, and watch them when you’re not at work,
basically free! Use clinics for medical needs, and home remedies, taught online.
Utilize FREE medical screenings at hospitals, Sam’s Club and charities. My wife worked
for one of those in Houston, so I know they exist! You’ve got to live SMART!
Living on a boats is a possibility (i.e., no HOA costs). Some people I know live at their
business, and don’t report it to the government; ILLEGAL in Plano, TX! Tax dodgers!
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AARP offers free tax preparing for people at least my age, because I now use them every
year (at the library)! There are always ways to get by in U.S.A. Think!
I know NOTHING about homeless shelters and soup kitchens, but I’m sure they have
policies, and can help some people in the short-run. You need to KNOW life tips!
Senior centers are exorbitant, usually. Die in your home if you can—it’s the best way; and
be cremated. Funerals and caskets can be expensive! Why burden your family?
Hand write a will and medical power of attorney! Examples are likely online. If you don’t
help yourself, why would you think many others would do so?
Supposedly there are $2 rides, through MegaBus. I hear it’s more like $30—cheap
vacation. Planes to Europe will cost $100 from DFW starting next year! Wow Air!
LEARN!
Buy and vacation off season; follow sales (buy whites in January; buy cars in August, or
end of year). Public schools SHOULD teach these things! One catch-all course!
I’m NOT diminishing the struggle of the poor. I’m educating them how to live better with
worse. Plan for the worst, and pray for the best. That’s good strategy!
Free legal help is out there, too. You may have to look hard. Friendship West Baptist
promotes such services as a ministry in South Dallas, for example.
Read Dale Carnegie’s How To Win Friends and Influence People, from your local library.
It will help you do better (and Zig Ziglar books). I’m trying to help.
Do you want a FREE dog or cat pet, vs. up to $1,000+ retail? ‘Empty The Shelter,’ in
August, is now NATIONAL! It’s how we got our jewel of a dog!
You can even get one as a guard dog, for free in-home security. They are an expense,
however. Live within your means. Learn, and apply idioms. We have a book for that,
also! Find it at your library.
One gal told me that car dealers usually have inventory of repaired cars people
abandoned—for cheap. Same with buying loaner- and demo cars—cheaper than full price!
NEVER pay sticker price for new cars. 30,000 to 50,000 miles are where the best used
cars should be bought, with a free Car Fax report that they haven’t been damaged, or
totaled.
That’s how we got our favorite car, which my wife later totaled. When you’re in a wreck,
use the check to get a friend in the business to fix it for cheaper, to get more things
repaired. Knowledge is power!
My wife’s van has a junk yard back door that no one would ever know of. I know, because
I shopped the row of salvage yard businesses in Grand Prairie, TX!
And when a business says they’ll save you money, DOUBT it! I called an insurance
business and gave them misinformation on what I pay, and they quoted me more than I
really pay.
Many are trained to quote you just below what you are paying—NOT as low as is possible.
Business is ALWAYS wanting as much from you as they can get—DON’T yield, and
never surrender!
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Beware of outlet mall pricing. You think they’re cheaper, but you have to know your stuff
and shop around! An educated consumer is the best defense to greedy people in business!
I get my cars repaired on the 'bad' side of town. They have lower overhead, so offer better
prices. The trick is finding honest and capable ones.
Beware of ‘up-selling;’ You buy a service, and they suggest an add-on, or upgrade. Do you
REALLY think it’s because they care about what you want or need? No—profit!
Unlimited soft drinks for $1 are at McDonald’s. We buy burgers elsewhere, then drink
there. Be smart. The poor have to be smarter than us all. Often, they are not. That’s not
taxpayers’ problem!
Videos used to be available at the library, for free. Rent the classics that educate you on
how heroes became such—biographies. Watch PBS' Martin Luther: The Idea That
Changed The World, and History’s The Men Who Built America.
Imitate success. Don’t reinvent the wheel, at first. Have mentors. The poor in U.S.A.
need today’s message more than hand-outs! Get educated. Readers are leaders!
Finally, government NEEDS to allow college graduation exams for home schooled
students! Online education is one of the cheapest way for the poor to go to college—which
is now an economic necessity.
Poor’s Solutions
(Unpublished)

Maximize your skills and education, work a second job (motivation), rely more on church,
friends and family, earn your GED, learn job search and interview skills, dress for success,
interview training, identify yourselves and band together, protest outside large corporations
and gated communities and inside rich neighborhoods, protest companies with over-paid
executives, national shame campaign against businesses and executives, protest and
boycott companies with over-paid executives, national shame campaign against over-paid
executives (and complicit Boards of Directors), lobby, shame, advertise, seek Public
Service Announcements, vote, expose the issue (using the media), personally convince
others, hold signs, buy billboards, push for tax increases on non-philanthropic rich, boycott,
buy-cott, consumer unionization, price shopping app, Twitter inform of abuses (Ratigan’s
idea), organize a third party, expose CEO salaries, push for laws possibly regulating the
bases of executives’ salaries and bonuses, live frugal, attend job skill training, seek
government help to start a business (Ex.: SBA), larger companies could hire an additional
2% (though they’re not in the business of being nice/charitable), etc.
Fixing Poorer & Poorer-Performing Schools
(8/9/17)

COMPLETE foolishness! School grades are by skill/talent, and earned by merit vs.
political favors or mercy! RIDICULOUS! http://fxn.ws/2vMVayE
The answer is helping any struggling minorities catch up—NOT advancing them as underqualified! It’s also not doing nothing for them, just hoping and saying, ‘work harder!’
Those who watch regularly know I’ve called for every public school to be equal in its
quality education, however that result gets achieved! #Equality
Let’s address changing this condition. What can poorer schools do to ensure their
graduates succeed? Let no one fall through the cracks.
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Help those who academically struggle, with special tutoring and teaching to their learning
style. Enforce discipline, and no tolerance for bullies.
Ensure their home life is safe and nurturing. Provide safe relaxation and entertainment
after school, and that they all have three squares a day.
Help single parents ensure their kids study, make it to school, and are motivated (vs.
depressed by sometimes depressing conditions).
Take kids on a school field trip to dream how their lives can be (Ex.: Tour nicer areas of
town). Ensure cops keep their streets and neighborhoods safe.
Use charity efforts to help instill pride in ownership, by paint, repairs and landscaping.
Regulate drug transactions where they are safe and honest, fair dealings (though illegal).
NOT encourage mainly sports or music as their way out, but encourage them that they can
go to college, and provide reasonable interest rates to loans for such!
Career training for job search, resume writing, interviewing, dress for success, connection
development/networking, and, above all, enforce employers NOT discriminating in hiring!
Get surrogate dads (i.e., mentors) where dads are absent. Discourage the ‘baby mama’
syndrome in favor of both parents being involved in their offspring’s lives!
Have churches even more involved in communities for these changes, as with charities and
government. Dallas and Oak Cliff have some that do this EXCELLENTLY—I’ve been to
one of them three times!
THIS is what I mean by 'change these conditions.' You have what you tolerate. DON’T
tolerate less than what other Americans receive! You are an equal!
It’s easy for white America to be subjective or ego-centric, and forget that any struggle in
America! They NEVER see it. Or their political theory just says work harder, and get a
job!
That political philosophy allows them to never lift a finger to help; self-reliance and
personal responsibility are their mantras.
I ALWAYS say go visit a barrio or ‘hood before you develop any political positions on the
subject, as reality trumps theory. I’ve NEVER gotten any conservative to take me up on
that offer!
P.S.: There are methods which private businesses teach to help any students’ grades
improve. Those need to be accessed in public schools, for any American struggling
students, anywhere!
Increase teacher pay at poorer schools? I’m not sure. Research would show if it’s a
problem to attracting the same quality as in richer areas.
You know richer areas just go private school to keep academic advantages. YES I DO,
which is an unfair loophole, yet conservatives say the opportunity is "equal."
ALL these details demonstrate white privilege, even though political conservatives deny it
exists, and whine about reverse discrimination. VISIT A ‘HOOD before speaking.
It’s HARD for humans to get outside themselves, and be objective! Your experience is
similar to your social circle(s) in life, so you assume all is well everywhere else.
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Christians, of all people, SHOULD care about these matters the MOST! Their Jesus did,
and they claim He means something to them—NOT just to grow church businesses!
Social and economic justice. This DOESN’T mean anyone is paid MORE than they
deserve, but that society ENSURES everyone becomes their best, and NO job
discrimination.
Political conservatives ALWAYS say, ‘individual responsibility.’ It’s easy to say when
your life’s grand, and you’re raised rich! The easiest thing to be is a conservative in a
white-dominant society.
You can’t tell me one raised in a gate communities has as equal opportunities as one in a
‘hood or barrio! Legally, yes. Reality is a whole other matter! Equal?
FEW white people would move to a ‘hood or barrio to have their kid graduate high in class
rank to get into college! That’s proof they suffer worse schools, OFTEN! (8/2/17)
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Poorer Blacks Rising?
(A message personally given to Rev. Freddie Haynes, in his DFW church office)
I’m NOT black (did you notice?), so I’m NOT sure this is true, but if you see the hashtag
#ImWithKap, then see THIS article (http://bit.ly/2xvglCa), and the confederate statue
removals, you’ve got to wonder if a larger and deeper-seated movement is afoot that whites
just can’t understand?
It seems to me, starting with our Civil War, blacks are STARTING to collectively say,
‘we're tired, and we're NOT ‘gonna take it anymore!’
NOT celebrities, rich and professional sports star blacks, but they are the ones whose jobs
can garner attention for their struggling fellow brethren. But just exactly what would they
be decrying?
I drove through a rich neighborhood last evening, and asked myself, ‘why are most of the
owners white, and why is it NORMAL for me to experience that statistic, but many if not
most blacks expect poorer conditions?’ Whites, for the most part, will ALWAYS parrot,
‘higher education and hard work’ (because that’s how they achieved it).
But what I REALLY think is going on is that the collective black psyche in America is now
starting to say more clearly (still, quite ambiguously, sadly), that America started with
slavery, got prosperous (in large part) through slavery, and we have NEVER adequately
addressed the implications of those FACTS on its negative outcomes for even modern-day
blacks!
We believe Lincoln freeing them, or Johnson telling them so, much later on is enough to
solve the problem, but the problem is much bigger than just getting released!
WHY do you think so many black communities suffer black-on-black violence and murder,
as Charles Barkley alluded?
WHY so much crime, and so many blacks in jail (or prison)? Is it a DNA thing, like the
book, The Bell Curve alleged decades ago? Science has disproven its theory!
You have to take a generational and centuries-long perspective, and see that modern chaos
and displeasure all tie back to pre-Civil War slavery!
Whites SO quickly parrot, 'get over it—you weren’t even there.' But the culture, traditions,
expectations, laws (i.e., inheritance, nepotism, hiring discrimination, property rights, etc.)
are all based on all races in America being on an equal footing and a level playing field.
BUT ARE THEY?
When you give whites a head start of between 246-400 years (http://bit.ly/2itARjO), when
America has only officially been established for 241 years (i.e., 1776), or even if you say
slavery ended with Lincoln, legally (1862), or Johnson pragmatically (1965), either way
you do the math, whites are advantaged here!
As I ALWAYS say, go visit a ‘hood or barrio! I drive by one when traveling to Houston,
and wonder to myself HOW people can live like (i.e., tolerate) that?
We whites tell stories of how joyous many blacks are, despite their circumstances, and how
amazing that trait is. Perhaps the collective soul (through TV, education, internet, and
wherever) is waking up to OUR normal, and asking why theirs is so different?
Me thinks, perhaps, there’s just a faint cry that could be peaking into a crescendo to say,
‘we’re NOT ‘gonna take it any longer.
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You whites are ‘gonna start learning or feeling our pain, as we do NOT accept present
living conditions, and we are not just ‘gonna forgive and forget what happened in our past,
for we, alone, suffer its consequences!
You, as heirs of the good side of the one-sided bargain are aloof to our struggle. You refer
to us as disgruntled, lazy, never satisfied people (pardon the musical backdrop:
Http://bit.ly/2irsDIM), but we are saying NOT so much that cops are all bad (because most
aren’t), but that the fact that we encounter them so often is merely symptomatic of the
FACT of life too many of our people experience daily, that white culture IGNORES.’
Professional athletes CERTAINLY do not have that struggle—they’re paid millions. It is
racial identity with their fellow black strugglers—using their platform to attract the
media—which is why they’d get involved, because it’s a higher principle than just what’s
in it for me, for those celebrities have all they need!
It’s the struggle… it’s the civil rights struggle that’s gone on for decades, that now says,
‘we will NOT take bearing the consequences of our slave past alone and totally, as the
beneficiaries of that system suffer NONE for their racial ancestors’ criminal system!’
This DOESN’T mean all whites were for slavery, or had ancestors with slaves. It DOES
mean that the white race in America profits from a ~200 year head start, and that disparity
has GOT to end, to some extent, but it WON’T, so long as those benefitting from that
historic foundation don’t acknowledge those advantages!
And some are now starting to say, ‘we found our voice, we’re now finding allies, and we
are NOT ‘gonna let white culture continue to ignore the plight of our fellow black brethren
who you so callously drive by, and wonder how they can tolerate (if not even be happy
under) such deplorable conditions. Enough’s enough!
I DON’T know if today’s message hit it on the head, or missed it by a mile, but my
conjecture is that God awakened me at 3 am because He sees it as it is. Am I right?
Be it hundreds at the NFL headquarters, Kaepernick, and ~13 Cleveland Browns, Rev.
Frederick Haynes boycotting the entire NFL this season, or Confederate statue protests, I
DON’T think the issue is that statutes cause black blithe, or the NFL is discriminatory
against blacks.
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I rather think it is that those are ways to symbolically voice frustrations, and get public
attention to the cause, more than Kap merely being at loggerheads with the NFL owners, to
bring the conversation to a larger level! Black Lives Matter didn’t do it sufficiently
enough. What’s it ‘gonna take to get the struggle to be paid attention to by a majority of
whites?
Some groups renounce MLK’s peaceful protest methods, and say it will take violence. We
saw in South Africa, they have some evidence that that can succeed.
May I suggest to my fellow white Americans (and even KKK types) that there’s a growing
disdain for the centuries head start, and their ancestors did NOT come here of their own
free will!
There’s ZERO point in white supremacist attitudes, when whites brought them here, by
FORCE—against their wills!
D'nesh D'souza (ever the brown-noser of whites), loves to say, ‘not all slaves were black,
nor all slave owners white.’ Statistically and percentage-wise, that’s a needle in a haystack
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argument, or pointing out the speck in the black citizen’s eye, while there’s a log in your
own white peer’s eye.
All we are saying is give peace a chance, and we shall overcome? No. All I am saying is
that white people, like myself, need to understand that our opportunities for wealth are
NOT exactly equal as the same percent in the black community. May an MLK type rise to
say this more passionately and eloquently, but may he rise SOON!
Poorer Whites Abandoned?
(8/24/17)

We’re going to broach another controversial topic, NOT for shock value (I Tim. 6:4), but
because it’s needed…
Reading the hashtag, #OurFutureIn5Words, Trumpsters STILL believe DT will make
America great again.
They hated Obama’s years! They hate multi-culturalism, diversity, Socialism in any form,
degree or percent, Obamacare, taxes, Political Correctness, America weakened
internationally (i.e., 'lead from behind'), and they blame Obama for all these.
They hate illegal immigration, and American jobs outsourced, and insourced to immigrated
foreigners. They feel the nation their ancestors settled and established is being given away
to everyone else, as if others can rightly stake claims to their nation.
Liberals will reply that Americans stole it from the Indians, and forced blacks to manually
establish it. The arguments continue, but unity can’t be had until you hash that out, and
agree on facts (and morality).
It is TRUE that people born in the U.S.A have been screwed by over-outsourcing and overimmigration, but globalization caused that need in America.
Unless you keep up, educationally, no one can save you from that demised job and wage
prospect! It’s NOT a BAD thing for good, talented and smart people immigrate to
America!
I’d rather have them here, than competing with U.S. businesses, or them being hired
elsewhere by U.S. businesses!
America will NEVER be 1950 again! Things change. You must adjust and change,
yourself! Unless you’re willing to move to China or India, be a twenty-first century
employee and job candidate!
Don’t hate politicians and liberals and big business for your own lack of keeping up! You
decry Welfare, but are essentially asking for government help for yourself—SAME
THING!
If you want to be part of the party that parrots self-reliance, get a twenty-first century
education and job market skills! Quit griping.
You can blame Obama, say his blackness caused all these races to immigrate here, but it’s
job skills that win the day for U.S. business, and they’re going to hire the best for the
cheapest, so you have to be one or the other! You can’t be the most expensive or worse
and just complain all the time. Re-educate!
And for anyone who so hates America that they’ll disrespect our great land, LEAVE! It’s
OK to try to improve her, but if all you do is complain—LEAVE, please.
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ANALYZE the core of those arguments by American-born citizens. Others are taking over
our country. That’s ONLY allowed if U.S. businesses hire them!
They DON’T hire for social experiments or political agendas! It’s a global world now.
You compete with every other person on the planet. You’ve got to keep up, Americans!
That’s why I’m for U.S. education being number one and the world class leaders. That’s
why I’m for the best talents in the world being here vs. elsewhere.
That’s why I’m for America gaining the tax revenues from the best businesses and their
employees vs. other nations getting them. It’s a competitive world now… WIN, America!
USA#1! Bye.
P.S.: Government HAS to start addressing ALL U.S. citizens who fall through educational
or economic cracks! It is intolerable to do less! Vote accordingly in 20/20!
And it is NOT America against any other nations. It is America doing what every other
self-interested nation does—putting its citizens first! That’s reasonable!
America has historically led that competition. Other nations are quickly catching up, or
trying to surpass her. Win again, U.S.A.! Effort, smarts and innovation!
Helping Poorer Blacks
(7/4/16)

African-Americans: PLEASE NOTE how LITTLE Chump has to do to make your life
better if taking down one Confederate flag qualifies a Senator as VP. That helps you
NONE!
#BlackLivesMatter The GOP running Herman Cain, then Ben Carson is ALSO just
WINDOW-DRESSING in addressing poverty in the black community!
Increasing minimum wages actually HELPS many of your lives as TANGIBLE policy, as
with Welfare, when NOT abused or over-helping!
Helping blacks succeed in academics using every tool possible, including helping poor
schools have equal access to tax funds helps #BlackLivesMatter.
Helping end gang wars, making drug transactions SAFE, giving them role models to make
up for single mother struggles, pride in community efforts.
Showing poor minorities what’s possible for them, identifying and nurturing their talents,
NEVER letting one fail or be socially promoted HELPs #BlackLivesMatter.
HIRING equally-qualified blacks, especially if at a white-dominated business with many
white candidates HELPs #BlackLivesMatter, as with motivation and job search training.
Pride in community work HELPS #BlackLivesMatter, like painting and repairing homes,
mowing yards, cleaning up graffiti, and fixing broken appliances.
Training youth how to write a resume, job search and interview skills, how to save money
and budget HELPs #BlackLivesMatter—NOT window dressing political moves!
NOT shipping away so many U.S. jobs, or importing so many foreigners so all job losses
trickle down to the black community HELPS #BlackLivesMatter A LOT!
Rich people signing the Giving Pledge, and NOT hoarding or clamoring to end the estate
tax ultimately HELPs #BlackLivesMatter. ‘Mo money used for BETTER purposes.
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Rich people IMPLEMENTING the Giving Pledge in this life vs. waiting till they die
HELPs #BlackLivesMatter, like Warren Buffett, that nasty liberal—NOT!
Businesses HIRING poorer black persons and training them with skills, vs. shipping jobs
overseas HELPs #BlackLivesMatter—NOT political WINDOW DRESSING!
Pro sports and rap music should NOT be the main ways blacks escape poverty for riches!
Tell me how "lower taxes" helps them anytime soon!
That helps the rich and business owners. It may help blacks LATER, if businesses get
more sales with less tax expense, but they may also just robotize or outsource more!
.@LouisFarrakhan @RevJJackson @TheRevAl PLEASE read my last few tweets, and
see if you agree, sirs. Thanks! #BlackLivesMatter to God, EQUALLY!
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BUSINESS CONSULTING
As part of this Presidential campaign, we will securely and freely (i.e., no charge) consult
any Fortune 2,000 corporation based in America on strategy, efficiency, growth, solving
challenging problems, R & D/new products, advertising or architecture. Simply contact us
to set up a confidential counsel (AAorg2020@gmail.com). Beyond out three books on
business, innovation and architecture, our MBA and BBA, Big Four Fortune 500
Management Consultant background, 4,800 new product ideas, and two innovation
sections, one on business and one on advertising (at this website), the following innovation
Facebook chapters should give any American executive the confidence that they have
nothing to lose, and everything to gain in taking me up on this offer. –James Meroney
(The World’s Most Innovative Man)
NEEDED INNOVATIONS (Part I)
Giving women roses for sentimentality/romance is a waste of money, though important…
make technology that’s aesthetic, to make them last long! Maybe as a potted plant. If
we’re serious about conservation, new homes should always install the tool that makes hot
water immediately available at the tap, so no waste waiting for colder water to sift through
the pipes!
Toilets need to sense the water level needed, depending on number one or two (two needs
more). My Houston neighbor had a sensor that set off the sprinkler only when the grass
was dry. That’s better conservation than just setting days to spray, irrespective of rainfall!
Home sprinklers in fires should be targetable, to avoid expensive items. Can fires be put
out by huge air fans, like a blanket smothering them? The water solution can destroy wood
furniture and decor.
Smoke detectors are great, but why can’t we have fire detectors, as smoke takes longer to
detect, AFTER fires start! They can be too late, if there’s no in-home sprinkler system,
waiting for smoke to be detected.
Professional tennis used to have a line violating detector machine (Cyclops); pro basketball
needs it, instead referees eyeballing it. Here’s a cheaper version: inout.tennis/en/index.htm
You can always innovate a cheaper or more expensive version of anything! Instant replay
is an improvement to professional sports games.
There’s a product in Cali that keeps grass stunted growth, so no lawn mowing is ever
needed, but manufacturers bought up the patent. It would save tax dollars at public parks!
Invent a substitute product!
Why do we see so few robotic lawnmowers? Make it real-sized, vs. Roomba, or even
tractors, that can sense humans, and other objects in the way, like rocks or toys, so it goes
around them. Why must I mow my lawn, or pay a lawn guy? These things are possible!
A de-weeding Roomba is needed. Automatic lawn spreader, also. And dog poop scooper
upper. Assume laziness, and invent its answers into existence! Edging and bush trimming
are a pain. Have robots do it, programming in the look you want the bushes to look like
when finished! Could grass be stunted at edges, so blades never grow to need edging?
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Leaf blowers and suckers, and snow plows and ice scrapers as automatic (i.e., no human
action required)! Do you know how miserable it is to shovel a snowy driveway? It’s why
I’ll never move up north. Been there, done that, age 5-13. Fix negatives with technology!
I want a robot to walk my dog, and never allow her to risk fights with other dogs! I don’t
mind walking with it, but she zig zags after every smell—SQUIRREL (ADHD)—and it
ruins my pace for exercise.
I HATE seeing rabbits crushed by car tires. Automatic sounds could alert them when
they’re detected by cars, to hop out of the way! Squirrels? Maybe not so much. NOT at
all for rats! Kids also run into streets, sometimes!
We have 4,700+ new product ideas strewn between four of our eleven books, for free,
available at AmericanAnswers.org. The GREATEST speech to make YOU innovative is
in our book, Designing Your Future. An excerpt is at that website! READ! Think!
Create! Invent! It’s YOUR future at stake.
You also need to read "Presidential Vision," at the "Books Update" button at
AmericanAnswers.org. You will never read anything like it! We have the best ideas!
Provably! Chump can’t hold a candle to all we've written the past eleven years! He even
steals some of them. #Weakness!
NEEDED INNOVATIONS (Part II)
I’m NOT ‘gonna turn any of these into products, as I have my best 100 for myself, so I’ll
add to my innovation credentials with the following PRODUCTS OUR WORLD NEEDS:
Bomb, gun and knife detectors at school entrances (#StudentSafety first!); Businesses
could use it, too, to avoid hold-ups!
Plastic gun detection from 3-D printers would need X-ray from afar capability (privacy
concerns if humans vs. machines see the images). A terrorist hijacker had a shoe bomb.
Remote X-rays are needed by business, like body scanners at airports, from outside schools
and businesses!
I saw a gentleman with a backpack and Middle Eastern heritage, two days ago, at the mall,
and wondered how any business owner could know if his stash was innocent or culpable?
We must have the technology I’m describing! Suicide bombers DON’T flaunt those vests
before entering public places! We’re NOT ‘gonna frisk every customer! Scan remotely!
Box cutters have been used for terror, as with machetes and chemicals. ALL these have to
be detectable by the innocent public. Any article, product, chemical on one’s person has to
be exposed, to keep everyone safe. Privacy concerns could be allayed by blurred images of
scanning technology. Safety trumps privacy, if there’s a tradeoff.
How can you stop mass shootings? You never know which person with guns plans evil
intent. You can scan crowds for who has guns. If one’s not on watch list, criminal record
or mental history, you can’t identify suspects! We’ve ‘gotta have scan/X-ray technology,
even for crowds, done en masse, vs. individually.
Anthrax wouldn’t be detectable by X-ray scanner, or the chemical Kim Jong Un's two gals
used on his brother. You’ve got to monitor manufacturers, and who buys these items from
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them! Never put it past enemy nations to use any method to disrupt America’s economy,
businesses, politics and peace!
Maybe sensors can detect those WMD chemicals. My Houston inventor friend may
already have technology for that. Guns need remote shut off capability by authorities, like
shutting off stolen car engines, for emergencies (but not to disarm militias). Private
property issues, but it could help when weapons are used for evil, vs. hunting!
If we had technology to detect evil intent (i.e., brain scans), we could thwart crimes and
terror. Privacy concerns with Big Brother knowing your thoughts. I’d love technology that
read my thoughts, and put them on the laptop without typing! You design around
objections, with technology and law-making!
I find it impossible to believe human trafficking can continue! Technology to see through
building walls would identify where the victims are! Every privacy concern can be
overcome when no human sees the results, but authorities get the video if a crime is
committed.
It would be amazing if some technology identified a rape (yelling woman?), and zapped the
culprit where it hurts, with no pain to the woman! Maybe a mini Taser worn by women at
the waist line, hidden? Program in trigger words, unique to that gal! If she ever utters
them, it zaps anyone in front of her; very unique code words she’d never say in normal life!
Wife beaters have women over a barrel, if they aren’t independently employed, or wealthy,
as they go homeless if they leave. So they’re scared to report, as they have to live with
them afterwards! Bully Beat down would be one good solution! If you jail them, any
unemployed wives are harmed. A public video of an assault would stop some!
Abused women need hidden cameras, maybe government-supplied, to catch the males redfisted. The embarrassment of being seen on a website or news broadcast may cause friends
and family to host an intervention, or his work peers shunning may change his evil ways!
Women’s shelters aren’t a great long-term answer.
Drugs to render women unconscious (Ex.: date rape; Cosby) need detecting on first dates;
perhaps a tool women carry in their purses, disguised as a stirrer or straw? Any boss who
uses sexual innuendo or pressure should be recorded; by the woman or business? What
goes on behind closed doors is how creeps get away with proverbial murder. His word vs.
hers isn’t strong in court.
Maybe smart phone apps can record all meetings in private, then erase if no issue. Some
states disallow recording without notifying others. Maybe hidden cameras in her blouse?
Change bad laws that empower pervs.
The sports reporter female who had a perv watch her naked in a hotel room could have
used technology that detects all human bodies within 20 yards! Scanning X-ray technology
has to be a product of our future! Peeping Toms exist, and deserve an eye gouge when they
do!
Home intruders who hide out, lying in wait, could be detected, if home security scanned
every inch to find things out of place/out of the norm, so no one returns home with an
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uninvited "guest," like Jon Benet Ramsey, possibly did. We need more precise, better
technologies!
Women have been killed jogging alone near White Rock Lake. Self-defense classes are not
enough, as men are often stronger, no matter your skills. Mace, pepper spray and Tasers
are one idea. Instant flares, and an automatic 911 calling device in one’s purse, and a very
loud alarm might scare them off. Minimize these products to fit on her person! A gun
never hurt, unless over-powered. That’s dangerous, because men can often overpower
them.
Uncircumventable/infallible polygraphs would really help America, monitoring eye
movement, pulse, heartbeat and breathing changes. Court cases could be expedited, and
cheap! We claim to want to know ‘the whole truth!’ Use technology to do so.
It would be amazing to have a tool when a politician lied, the alarm would go off, tied to
their breathing, eyes and heart/pulse, worn as a gadget, like a wrist watch! We’d see many
silent politicians!
There’s got to be a way to catch identity thieves and hackers. I’m a dinosaur, but if
scientists can catch them, penalties need to be much harsher, for deterrence. Anti-hack
viruses that ruin their computers! Reverse electronic funds transfers where when they use
another’s plastics, their bank account gets drained!
White collar thieves need to be jailed—no lighter sentences than armed robbers! Design
Your Future! It starts with envisioning a better world.
Bee detectors, as with poisonous snakes, and Zika-carrying mosquitos. Scanning
technology is so needed, like we have American Sniper guns and sites that can see a mile
away; scan remotely, including license plates of motorcycles cop cars can’t keep up with.
Drones need to hone in on GPS bar codes for exact locales of 911 callers, immediately, if
an incidents in progress. It shouldn’t depend on the caller’s words, but cell signal!
Can you imagine a robbers in your home, you pick up the phone, and a Taser- and cameralaced drone is outside, with cops announcing warnings, via microphone. They’d need to
film through windows, or have robots able to knock down doors. Immediate response mini
helicopters could whisk actual cops to the scene at 100 mph, or more, landable on front
lawn. Feasible jet packs would help, too! Instant response.
I want less murders! First 48 shows so many (often) black youths killed, often for drugs.
If you can’t convince people of life’s value, or to control their emotions, control their guns
or how they perform. Victims need tools that deflect bullets to take a different trajectory!
Something you wear on your person. NOT flak jackets. If the tool detects any gun, it
disables it, or knocks it out of the possession of the criminal, by Taser or a shot net,
instantaneously. This isn’t sci fi, but what designers and engineers need to be creating,
today!
The Vegas shooter’s room should have been able to be X-ray scanned by hotel
management. Privacy matters get allayed by technology doing so—not humans! If guns
are detected, humans get involved (or bombs, knives, etc.).
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Cops need technology that shoots out all four car tires, if criminals escape, so drivers aren’t
killed, but are stopped. Shoot the gun/Taser, and it uses infrared technology to target the
four tires.
Cops need wild animal net shooting technology, to seize criminal runners, if they ate too
many donuts to keep up (joke)! This technology exists, usually used in animal removals,
from helicopters.
Police caps should be bullet-proof, as with face masks they can see through—protect brain,
heart and lungs, by flak jackets, face mask and helmet. They wouldn’t be as threatening if
they has no gun or billy club in hand! Their lives are more important than those of
criminals! Innocents vs. guilties, on a morals analysis.
Their cars need bullet-proof glass and doors, if costs can come down. Our military need
this same technology for face, heart and lungs! You can survive anything but a bomb, or
those parts being hit. Make bomb detectors (IED’s). Japan has technology to detect an
earthquake two seconds before impact (seismographs). Surely we can detect weapons
threats! Metal and plastic parts, scanned for weapons’ shapes.
Bullies need to be put in their place. Victims don’t want to be identified as the nark/rat, so
have a school system where cases get reported, then administrators say it was on camera?
(lying issue). Monitor accused bullies, when near victims. Have victims carry technology
to record incidents.
Cheating on tests can be detected by cameras scanning eyes lurking onto others’ papers, or
you have temporary partitions around every desk, during tests. It’s NOT hard to solve! It
would be like a voting booth surrounding you as you test-take.
Steroids tests are random, in sports. If we oppose cheating, make technology able to detect
it in breath blows. Blood tests are more intrusive. Saliva analyses are less invasive.
Random is the element of surprise, but you can’t take suspects off the test list once they’ve
been tested. Cheaters repeat bad behavior, often! Evil people get creative with new drugs
you can’t detect.
Purses with remote control alarms would help catch purse snatchers! Noise, or smoke, or
red dye, like money bags for bank robberies. Technology is the answer to so many
problems, and are the future of our economy. College STEM graduates have a great
economic future in America! I can think of many more products to be made!
We have airplane black boxes and beacon signals for ~40 days. If a cow is rustled, the
owner should be able to remote activate the imbedded bar code to send off waves, to detect
their location by GPS, so you can jail the thieves, and return the cattle to their rightful
owners. Invent the future!
Children get molested. Why can’t underpants and shirts have alarms, if anyone gets near
their privates? We already have suit ties with blinking lights and sound makers—I own
one. Just take good ideas and make them better, and have better applications! Electronic
chastity belt-like normal clothes! Just do it!
Adult women’s bras and panties could have the same, so if a colleague or boss gets near
their rear, or privates, everyone hears about it, literally, by a loud alarm. Securitized
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clothing—a new market yet to be developed. Smart clothing; cameras and recording
devices imbedded. Think futuristic, and get rich!
Prostitutes and the homeless are vulnerable to attack. Arm them with technology that
keeps that from being a danger, as they sleep, or when they work one-on-one in private
venues! Panic buttons imbedded in a working women’s attire, even when disrobed, as a
bracelet or necklace. Can you envision like this? Try it!
Shank detectors in jails. Underwear that alarms if a criminal is being attempted raped in
jail (forcible removal sensing). Smart underwear. Fights detected by cameras and listening
devices everywhere in prisons (privacy concerns in bathrooms and sleeping quarters).
Why not technology, or an app that detects stuff in your teeth, bad hair days, or zippers
undone, like a modern, electronic MIRROR? Why not smart car batteries? They don’t go
dead for no reason, or overnight, unless something drains them, you should be warned
about. They can say when the power is LOW! They usually do, by sluggish startups!
If you want more than 4,700 new product ideas, for free, or training on how to be more
innovative, see four of our books, available at AmericanAnswers.org, and “Innovation Mini
Marathon,” there, and our book on Innovation (Design Your Future). I’ll be doing this for
free, full-time, for U.S. businesses, from June 19th forward, as a political campaign.
NEEDED INNOVATIONS (Part III)
I’ve said/claimed that when the Lord inspires me, I can improve most any product, solve
most any challenge, or create most any new product to meet a need or desire. My problem
is thinking of problems, or products to fix. Here are samples, to PROVE such a claim:
Couch: Heated or cooled cushions, and massaging, reclining, water-proof/stain resistant,
storage area under the cushions, changeable color (electronic couches), fur-lined, elevated,
where they project from wall (open space below), and programmable to your favorite
settings, per seat and person.
Cars: Crash-proof, flood-proof (sealed joints), rear bench heated or cooled, internal roll
bars for safe roll over crashes, cockpit crash proof (like dragsters), collapsible bumpers
with resistance that protects metal body parts in wrecks, locks respond to fingerprint or eye
iris (security),
security alarm that phones 911/cops (glass breakage, etc.), dashboard alerts you to any part
going bad (like low oil, trans or steering fluid, lack of Freon or anti-freeze, brake fluid,
battery getting weak, tires low on air, or tire treat too low (we already have this
technology!), alarm for
seniors who leave blinkers on too long (Buicks have this), alarm if parallel parkers get too
close to the curb, or telling driver how many inches they are off, two horn volumes, for
gentle nudge vs. crowbar needs, when people are extremely rude.
Chairs: Body-conforming structure, customized to an individual, and adjustable firmness
seat cushions (like sleep number beds for your butt). Motorcycle: Sleek roll bar to save
your body on falls, or metal pieces that keep you from scraping on the ground if you topple
over while moving (let the cycle absorb the pain), louder horns, and radios, and massaging
seat, that
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heats or cools (summer or winter use), lockable wheels (if you break-down, or are out of
gas), so people can’t carry it off, with a loud alarm if your fingerprint isn’t authorizing its
moving (and immediate 911 phone call robo-calling for theft alert).
River rafts: Thick enough to withstand sharp rocks, handles for stability, possibly
seatbelts, that un-do if it tilts too far (so you aren’t trapped upside down), automatic- and
immediate inflatable vests if ‘man overboard’ (who wasn’t wearing a life vest)—single
button push, and it inflates, as you’re wearing it, and rudder for emergency turns.
Can openers: Fancier shapes/aesthetics, new bold colors, let it sense a can approaching that
you set down, and it positions onto the can’s lid (vs. a handle you secure the can top to).
Dress suits: Air-conditioned and heated (DUH!), adjustable fabric patterns and colors, as
with
ties, white shirts that don’t choke you, but look like they do.
Cushioned cliff jumping Zorbs, that don’t pop on impact; Roller coasters downtown in big
cities, that connect skyscrapers; Circular mirrors that don’t distort reality; TV sets that are
shaped like an extended oval (little in life is rectangular, to our eyes!); Hammock: Heated
and cooled, and
attached fan, able to be rocked by a machine, and rolls 360 degrees, with a seatbelt.
Punching bag that punches back (computerized and random); Microwave that senses when
an item is done (vs. user having to know how long to cook it); Backyard pool with sensors
when anyone’s full body is under water more than 25 seconds (drowning alerts);
Swimming fins with automatic/motorized propellers (ocean diving application); Swimming
backpack that has motors to propel you (like an underwater jet pack); Water shoes with
holes in the bottom (vs. all rubber), so they drain and dry faster, yet provide protection.
Snow skis that are 1.5 feet long, or 15 feet long, for whatever benefit; Air bag snow suits
for older folk, when they take big falls, skiing.
Laptops that type what you think, hands-free. TV’s that you speak to, and they do as you
say, like good children (turn on, name show you want, etc.)… NO remote controls.
An internet of TV’s, so people the world over can communicate through TV’s, like on the
internet, but seeing live stream who they’re speaking with, with conference call capability
to see an entire group, so businesses can have meetings of employees who all work from
home (virtual conferencing).
Speak-to car and hand-held radios, where you name the song, or station, and if that song is
airing anywhere in America, it finds the station (national radio menu); Reverse feature on
car radios, where you can repeat a song you just heard (like TV’s with rewind, as you’re
viewing); National TV sets where you can watch any newscast from any U.S. city (or even
globally).
Built-in Handi-wipe box area near home bathroom T.P. roll brackets, for those who want to
be cleaner. Swing sets with automatic/motorized push, and with seat belts, that allow safe
360 roll overs! They have a swivel, so they swing in many directions, vs. only fore and aft!
I can do this for months on end, in the right leading of God, and with impetus of products
or problems brought to my attention. As you saw, it’s NOT just making improvements, but
completely new products. Coming to U.S. businesses June 19th, for FREE! I can’t do it if
God isn’t leading! I believe He will, as it’s His plan.
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SAME with almost any job function, or business. Let me experience it for an hour or so,
interviewing key players, and I’ll fix problems, make it work better, give you new product
or service options, or tools to make workers’ lives better and/or more productive. No
candidates running can do that, thanks to God!
I just spoke with a good amigo worker, who LOVES my campaign, and on six issues he
chose, I told him common sense solutions that aren’t party favoring, but the right things to
do, where both sides get wins, justly, and America wins. He wants to work for me (no
money—yet). Intelligence and integrity sells!
Why should you ever have to tie a tie twice? Make them adjustable, but set in position!
Could belts be built into pants? Shoes need air cushions that mechanically blow air to your
foot’s bottom! Cooling, float feeling, and less stress on joints, or callouses, possibly.
I want shoes to open up like a Venus Fly Trap, then automatically lock in when the foot’s
set in place! I don’t want to tie laces! Why can’t my shoes massage my feet as I walk, if I
want them to? Smart shoes. Why aren’t kids’ shoes adjustable? Why must parents buy so
many pairs of shoes, as kids grow? Make shoes exteriors changeable.
Sports headbands need to cool sweaty heads—NOT just absorb sweat! Why can’t bikini
swim suits be custom shaped by computer scanning body parts? Everyone has unique
curves and part sizes, that can vary (leg lengths, etc.). Bring out people’s BEST look, vs.
being boxed in to standard shapes and sizes.
Hearing aids have advanced, from what I see, to be smaller, and less obvious. If we can
make phones and computers smaller, can’t those be nearly invisible, in the future? Can’t
some machine deduce if any bod part has any genetic problems? Diseases should be
inexpensively diagnosable early on, by inner scans!
When I was a young teen, Popular Mechanics showed 70mpg cars. OBVIOUSLY some
car company bought up that patent, as that would be great for limited natural resource
usage! We brag if new cars get 35mpg! That was way back in the 70’s. We’re
"progressing?" Backward advances!
I’ve heard ladies on TV say bras are cumbersome, and cut into shoulders. Must this be?
Why not cushier straps? Fix problems! They now have undies with holes in them; sounds
free'er, but not sure I needed air down there(?).
Clothes need to fashionably protect against sun exposure! Neck, forehead, face. I’m told
by a NON-expert that cataracts can come from sun exposure. IF true, I’m wearing
sunglasses every time it’s summer!: nei.nih.gov/news/briefs/uv
Wrinkles come from age, lacking moisture and sun exposure. NO women like them; avoid
sun, but still look fashionable! Sun screen is smelly, sticky and hard to apply… FIX IT!
Even sprays require help for your back… make a back sprayer applicator!
We have wall spritzers of aromas in homes. Why not that for cologne odor for men,
throughout the day, as needed. No one wants to stink, they just inattentively let
themselves, IMO. Perfume, as well, for females. Body #Spritzers
Make water taste like a pizza and hamburger, and I’ll be skinny! Is that so hard for science
to do? I just want the taste; it could be cardboard or Styrofoam, as long as it fills me up
and tastes good. I’d swallow a pill if it bloated up in my stomach, to shrink the space!
I mean this literally: Skinny people, like my wife, have a DNA strand people need
synthetically manufactured so my types can take a pill—the goal is to feel full with little
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intake. Hair loss needs to be fixed, scientifically! I’m NOT speaking temporary
replacement fixes, but prevent it occurring. Discover why it happens!
Why can’t a drone carry me to my work place? Nebraska Furniture Mart has AMAZING
massage chairs, that get most parts, but they’re ~$5,000. How could we get those prices
down to $600 for the masses? U.S. products sold in third world nations are new economic
opportunities, if they get educated and skilled.
Can’t we make an automatic zit picker for teenagers? Ear and nose hairs out of whack
need to be known by some people. A face scanner could inform them. Why can’t a
machine customize finger nail painting, with unique designs, like art work? Let people
express themselves, and match their outfits! Customized products!
When your shoes invariably get muddy, why is it a pain to get them clean, and why does
their top have to get wet when you do? Protect the cover, and spray the bottom until it’s
clean! Home shoe polishers are needed, where a tool does all the work! Keep your hands
clean. A buffer, as well. Lock in the shine with sealant.
What you don’t know WILL cost you! Wart removals can cost hundreds, or as little as $23
or $50. IGNORANCE over-spends, then asks others to help pay bills, through tax dollars.
Our book, Dumb as a Donkey, Fat as an Elephant teaches poor folk many tricks for buying
smart, and getting the best bang for the buck. Why should you be helped if you don’t?
Bathing dogs is a hassle… splatter/shaking, runs away from blow dryer, faucet so low you
have to use a cup. FIX PROBLEMS! No one wants to sit on a public toilet with germs.
We now have automatic seat covers! ebay.com/i/332964890695 Did you know that?
What you don’t know limits your innovation skills!
NO worker should ever have to sit somewhere, and wait for the hours to pass by, if
business isn’t busy. Allow them to discretely watch TV, hear radio, or surf the net! You
bore employees, you lose employees! #CommonSense Monotony can cause burnout, and
high turnover. Make jobs more interesting! Life’s hard enough, as it is.
My son’s feet used to smell. Someone said use white sox; it worked, for some reason.
KNOW things, and your life gets better! Stay ignorant and your life’s worse. Common
sense applies to employee relations and dating! It’s the answer to most everything. You
can’t be a dictator boss and expect loyalty, long-term!
My friend designed a wallet that’s NOT as fat in your pants seat, for the same contents as
other wallets. It’s now his full-time job! Savvy Caddy. One decent idea, and you can get
rich, as we see all the time on Shark Tank. I’m teaching you how to get that one idea—it’s
a skill you can learn. It’s my specialty!
And now that I’ve THOROUGHLY PROVED I’m The World’s Most Innovative Man,
PLEASE read our four political books, and you will learn the best solutions, and best way
to fix D.C., quickly and easily. PLEASE vote for me, so they can be IMPLEMENTED, for
D.C. is broken! @Pledgers2020 God’s David against Goliath! America’s Honest
Politician.
INNOVATION & BORDER TECHNOLOGY
Can you anticipate the future of businesses and products? I can, for most any type. You
list it, I’ll tell you; NOT ‘gonna do it for free, here, but I’ll give a little hint on just a
handful of products:
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Shoes: Self-tying, automatic (smart shoes); Cars: Wreck-proof defensive systems;
Transportation: Expandable highways in drive time; Homes: All appliances selfoperating/robotic, and possible rooms collapse when not in use, to save energy, as furniture
absorbs/goes into floor storage areas; MANY more details per category are possible for me
to discern, but NOT until June 19th, 2019, for businesses, in private, with no trade secrets
disclosed!
Every city and many towns have assets they could harness for tourism, to increase their
economy! Architecture, nature and unique structures or machines/amusement rides could
help struggling towns bounce back, if locals wanted that. EVERY world landmark could
be imitated in America, to draw global tourism here.
I want snow skiing in Texas! I want a man-made mini ocean near desert areas, like North
Texas, scenery-wise. And for green energy, trees should be uprooted and replanted—never
cut down.
Oceanic waves could be harnessed for electricity, as it has FREE energy constantly rolling!
Wind power is in Ardmore, OK, and Amarillo, TX… expect it anywhere winds are
consistent. Same with drilling into the mantle lava of the earth’s inner crusts, for heat.
Japan bullet trains get alerts two seconds before large earthquakes, to stop them so they
don’t derail. The more you learn about what man is already capable of doing, the more you
can extrapolate next steps!
I’d love to see above ground bullet trains that can’t be interfered with by anything or
anyone, so they are non-stop, coast-to-coast. DFW is getting air taxis in a year or two. We
already have self-driving cars. Expect 18-wheeler long haul truckers to be out of a job one
day!
We have radar to detect hail and tornado likelihood. Expect lasers or sonar machines that
can rattle hail to reduce its size and damage, and huge coolers to even out clashing
heat/cold air patterns/streams, which increases bad weather potentialities.
Tornados should be stoppable by huge, portable wind machines. Earthquakes could be
HARD to reverse, but with more science study of their triggers, and underground
technology, perhaps new inventions can lessen tensions which set them off. Think big, or
stay within your little box.
Trains should never be derailable, or subject to objects on the tracks. Cameras or sensors
could detect that. I’m watching a TV show that just said the Japanese have a train
dedicated line with zero crossings—exactly what I said I want in America, so nothing
slows down LA to NY travel. Smart people produce our future! Elevated tracks!
Common sense, to me.
Texas has welcomed the world, here. All arteries need to be double-stacked, one day, with
the upper level having few exits, high speeds, and only heading to the outer regions!
Underground roads are becoming possible, via Elon Musk, so long as they don’t flood, or
crack with earth quakes.
Our southern border could,
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1. Detect any trespasser (camera, heat-detecting infra-red, sensors on the ground, as in
Texas’ Big Bend),
2. Automatic warning announcements in multiple languages blare out,
3. Drones are immediately dispatched, camera-equipped,
4. Tasers on them can be used, if migrants don’t turn around and enter legally processed,
5. Mini helicopters (even non-human piloted) can be an instant response team to bring
crew to shoot nets to lasso intruders, or physically detain them in custody.
If the numbers are large, all this equipment and manpower would be exponentially needed.
Even invisible electric fences could deter border crossings, with signs and broadcast
warnings, as people approached. Dogs have this technology in people’s backyards,
underground! You cross the border, warned, you get a mild shock, big enough to make you
not move forward. You received sign and sound warnings!
Seismographs and sonar could detect illegal tunnels being dug to enter, and water pipes
along the border, in which some people hide out to enter. We have listening devices able
to detect such personnel in our drainage pipes! This is NOT a 50 foot "beautiful" wall
Mexico would pay for.
The Rio Grande can be patrolled to keep all violators out, and it doesn’t require boats and
gasoline, but satellites and AWACS detection for its hundreds of miles. Instant response
drones with Tasers, and mini helicopters, so warnings are given, before Tasers or shot
netting gets deployed, until quick response teams of humans can arrive.
ALL this takes innovative thinking. You’re NOT ‘gonna build a fence or wall down the
middle of that grand river! You can’t expect criminals will always use expected routes!
Law-breakers are creative, if not smart. We need fully-monitored camera views anytime
crossings are detected.
Drones can be automated to respond, not even using human pilots. Even one mile away
from our southern border, we can see from the air when people are approaching! That’s
advanced warning. If they’re just fishing, fine. Expect the worse, and prepare for the
worst with deterrence technology!
If they want to force masses of people to the U.S. border, for every action there needs to be
an equal and opposite reaction, of technology and/or manpower. Flood our border with
thousands of people breaking in? Have enough Tasers or armed personnel with rubber
bullets to keep them from succeeding.
Where fencing can steer them to more concentrated break-in points, and doesn’t ruin
scenery, add to what we already have. I mocked Ben Carson suggesting armed drones on
the border, as we are not ‘gonna kill unarmed civilians, but armed people with Tasers and
rubber bullets, and drones, are not lethal, and would deter. They could also drop leaflets on
how to be legally processed.
The money CHUMP would waste on a wall that you can burrow under or make technology
to fly or jump over, or drill through, would be better used instituting a system as I have just
described.
Put captured people in unpleasant jails, before deporting them, and word will spread that
it’s NOT a good idea to try to get here illegally! Refugees are processed differently, but
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NOT allowed in, until approved. It doesn’t matter to border patrol—NO ONE is allowed
through any border, without permission.
You’d be amazed what we can do to find hidden drugs in vehicles legally seeking entry!
Drug-sniffing dogs, X-ray, well-trained guards, noting suspicious activity. I’m for ZERO
tolerance drug or human smuggling through ports of entry!
I want technology that sees into every vehicle, and can see through hidden metal
compartments, or drug-filled tires, because I’m SURE much contraband gets through daily!
That means U.S. lives ruined! Mass scanners, ground or air supported, are needed for every
vehicle. No one is not a suspect, even frequent flyers, as those are who drug lords target, as
with other people you wouldn’t suspect (Ex.: kids, and the elderly).
Make the technology very quick, and non-traffic flow intrusive. I have an inventor friend
in Houston who made technology to detect 5+ types of WMD’s on the Houston ship
channel vessels. I’m sure such can be done at our borders, for smuggled drugs and
humans!
It shouldn’t be up to hunches of the border patrol agents, or over-worked drug-sniffing
dogs. Scan every vehicle on the market into computer memory, and any variation from
manufacturer’s specs raises suspicion. Zero tolerance for those three crimes: trespass,
drug or gun running, and human trafficking.
Even money heading south can be detected, and may be suspicious of gun runners, or it can
be family members sending bounty/booty home… investigate with technology, to ensure
it’s NOT the former! Total control!
Have one entry lane for frequent flyers who flash a tag or badge, though their vehicles still
get scanned. They get fast egress and ingress, but we don’t assume they can never be
corrupted, for the right amount of money, south of the border. VISA overstays must be
tracked/traced, as well! WE determine who comes here!
BUSINESS INNOVATIONS
(5/4/19)

HERE’s the problem with work—it’s often repetitive, boring and unfulfilling, often for low
wages. I can invent products or policies to fix that, for most any job! If there’s downtime,
where no inventory needs to be made, shelves are organized, floors and bathrooms clean,
and supplies stocked, but no customers, why must any worker be forced NOT to use the
internet, watch TV, or hear the radio? That’s STUPID!
Even studying for college should be allowed in such situations. Managers should have
ZERO tolerance for those distractions to slow down or prevent work from being all
completed, though, under threat of docked pay. Let’s take given jobs: WHEN I start my
political campaign, I’ll recommend to any business policies, products or motivational tips
to get more out of their work force, for the same wages, and more enjoyment and
fulfillment for those employees. I can do that for most any business.
You’ve got to have them like—NOT tolerate—work, owners! Make your work place FUN
for workers! Ambiance and amenities! If you have a boring assembly line job, add music,
or headphone music (if allowed), or artwork/sculptures that make it look more like
Disneyland, or live stream scenes from across the world. Offices with no windows NEED
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wall screens with the outside world projected onto it, live! White walls are depressing,
especially with no nature or windows. Virtual windows would fix that.
Square cubicles are stupidly BORING. Functional; NOT aesthetic. Let people choose the
shape of the desk they work at, and its size and color, and height, materials, and DON’T
organize them like sweat shop grids of sardines smashed into a rectangular room! Circular
and curved walls. Heights to your floors. Varying height ceilings. ARCHITECTURE!
Build nature into your interior—a mini park at the gathering or eating area! Let people eat
like in a park. Bring nature in and man-made out. Why can’t workers work outdoors, with
the technologies we have? Virtual meetings! Forget air travel… 3-D images of every
participant, like Disneyland did of characters in a room, with virtual handshakes you can
sense/feel, long-distance! Virtual reality interactions, where people elsewhere use cameras
to show participants their offices, or land they’re considering, or product, where others can
touch it remotely. Duplicate its features (materials, colors, shape, weight, so 3-D image
allows no travel costs).
Break times OUGHT to allow ping pong, pool, free colas, popcorn, gyms (i.e., exercise
equipment). As people are working, adjustable desks allow them to walk in place, on mini
treadmills. Stationary bikes, too. As long as the output is quality, how you get it shouldn’t
matter to executives, and making it better for employees reduces turnover and hiring costs!
Office buildings HAVE to be among the MOST boring! Square. Interior decorating is
many of their only solution! Think 2050, and work backwards! Windowed rooms get best
deal. Bring fun to all others, through the many ways I just listed. Make computer screens
50"! Have speak-to keyboards! Rounded computer screens. Tiered rows of cubicles,
where people can see others, vs. feel cooped up in their own little worlds all day.
Make bathrooms more fun, and clean! Robots should clean all toilets and urinals,
whenever one is finished. Sanitary. NOT just white-walled. Stalls are boring! Have a
screen on the wall, perhaps. Use toilet paper with pictures on them… cartoons, heroes
faces, landscapes. Trigger the imagination of workers as they endure mundane jobs!
Urinals could have games where, if you hit a moving target, you score points. Your boss’s
face could be a high score! You’ve got to be more creative to make more money, bosses!
Think!
Why are toilet seats hard? Why not cushier? Massaging? Warm or cold, depending on the
outside temperature? Their shape is boring. Make them look like Lazy Boy recliners!
You make ONE toilet stick out over a parking lot, with two-way mirror windows, so no
one can look in, but an opaque floor, you’ll have LINES to use that toilie!
Want to encourage creativity? You have to collaborate in the same space. Make it a
creative venue. Take your team to nature, or awesome architecture, or a business with
great new products (i.e., an adult gadgets store). You want people to be maximum
productive? Offer breaks that rejuvenate work, like power nap hammocks. Maybe even an
on-campus hot tub or sauna or freezing closet-sized room.
A masseuse machine for shoulders, or even work at your computer in a massaging recliner,
if productivity doesn’t lapse. A massaging butt seat on chairs. People get carpal tunnel,
that lessens productivity. Massage their arms and wrists.
Eye strain causes break down in vision. BIG computer screens—life sized! Let people do
their work from a hammock, using speak-to computers, or headset microphones to tell a
huge computer screen what to do (vs. a mouse or index finger cursor-guiding pad).
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Let professionals wear whatever they want, unless VIP’s are coming, or they’ll be video'd!
PJ's, shorts, swim suits (if appropriate); tuxedos, Halloween costumes. ALL that matters is
productivity and enjoyment—NOT rules that restrict! Attire does NOT determine attitude!
Create dress suits made of shorts, and short sleeves, and half ties, loosely fitting around the
neck. Uniforms, generally, degrade a human! That’s a cookie cutter blue collar look! NO
professionals wear those, but cops and the military, where it’s needed. Don’t make
workers wear stupid looking clothes that lessen their self-worth or innate dignity, like shirt
or button mottos, “Happy to help,” if they’re NOT.
Name tags can be degrading! Maybe an employee doesn’t want everyone knowing their
name. Give workers DIGNIFIED, fulfilling work places. We spend most of our lives
working there! Make it fun to go to work, and something people look forward to.
You may not be able to pay them more, but you can make life more enjoyable for them.
Smells matter! Wouldn’t you want to smell freshly baked cookies, rather than what you
smell in normal offices? Fragrances, flavors of the day. Offer food, as perks. A team
achieves a goal, and order-in pizza occurs. It’s NOT a pay raise, but it incentivizes!
Cubicle walls are far too high, like jail walls. You have to yell or phone to make human
contact, except with those behind you. This is NOT conducive to human fulfillment! If
isolation brought productivity, put your employees in a padded white cell! People like
human contact, and to be appreciated, and noticed. Plaques are a farce. Only a fool values
a $10 plaque, when $100 speaks louder of your appreciation. PERMANENT perks are
even better, like having a work environment as I’ve just described. Those exist every
day—not one moment in time, like awards.
Tie bonuses to goal achievements! Have actual advancement and growth opportunities for
those with abilities to rise. NEVER pit three people for one job, but maximize every
employee’s full potential, and ability to add to the bottom line, and reward them
accordingly.
I couldn’t work in most current state businesses, as they’re snoozers! Blame that 100
percent on uncreative management. Trash cans? Why can’t a hippo-looking robot go
around to eat what’s put in people’s cubicle cans? That’s FUN, and funny! Robots could
bring cold drinks or snacks, vs. employees walking to vending machines. Robot servant
butlers. You want maximum productivity? Make your business a maximum desired place
to work! MOST of them are NOT!
Meetings are BORING! If nothing else, you’ve got to have rock and roll in the background
of PowerPoint presentations, and the lead speaker in a clown suit, mascot outfit or a
Masked Singer outfit (or at least able to tell an occasional joke). Your stuffy suits are
MUNDANE! Speakers are usually not interesting—just disseminating data, and only
donuts get people to come.
Use idioms, word pictures, graphs, interactive feedback, ask for workers’ input, and NOT
just by suggestion boxes that you ignore. Interact. Value people. Reward the stars. Fire
the bums. Business is NOT that difficult!
I was NEVER taught any of these things, even with a marketing-management major and an
MBA! I can even make law firms less like a high-pressure mortuary! Libraries are usually
snoozers. Doctor’s office only favor doctors, with cattle calls where you wait in a waiting
room for hours, to cater to doctors. That’s NOT consumer-friendly! NO WONDER
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patients are called patients—they require so much patience. I can fix all these problems! I
will when I run!
Cops should be able to speak ‘gun, Taser, pepper (spray), rubber (bullets), net (shooting),’
and one tool dispenses of what that one-word command asked for. Why make them fumble
around for five different gadgets, in the heat of the moment? One tool, five weapons of
varying risks of fatality!
My dentist used to have cartoon characters and flowers on the ceiling. Why not 5-10
minute YouTube videos I want to watch, as he drills, pokes and prods in my mouth?
Earphones to link me to its volume and sound? THINK OF THE CUSTOMER, or you are
BAD at business, even if you’re an executive!
Wal-Mart’s security guard told me the law disallows them touching thieves. Drones locked
in on suspects should follow them until their vehicle license plate is filmed, or cops can
arrive.
Payless Shoes is, in part (I hear), closing many stores, because employees can’t stop
thieves. That is INSANE! Citizen’s arrests are legally valid, last time I checked!
Why not a traveling candy store that arrives once a week at a corporate office? Any candy
you’d ever want is available, like ice cream trucks do for kids, at parks and other public
venues? Get the kid back into the more boring/mundane adult. Kids enjoy life, and have
energy! Work mustn’t become play, but it need not be dreaded, because fun is banned!
I have FUN writing. It’s work most people can’t endure. Even Sean Hannity said he’d not
write another book—too much work. You’ve got to do work you enjoy, or the pay must be
excellent! Most jobs’ pay isn’t excellent, so find means to make jobs more enjoyable,
management!
A robot should fold clothes after consumers try them on! Retail can be SO rough on nonmanagers. Roombas should do the floor sweeping, and every product bar-coded so doing
inventory isn’t so mundane. Self-checkout that can’t be stolen from is needed, too.
Retail is usually boring, even as a customer! One rectangle with a window at the rear, with
rows of goods, laid out like Lubbock (i.e., a grid of rows and columns), all racks the same
height (often silver metal); departments segregate age and gender. We can do better than
this, folks!
Use curved areas, stages/staggered height floors, themes in walls and decor, and other
innovations I listed earlier (Ex.: smells, sounds, virtual outdoors, live streaming scenery,
etc.). We consumers accept such mundane experiences of life! Demand more. You have
what you tolerate. Business is about making enjoyable experiences for clients. Make it
such for workers, too, UN-creative management!
GENERAL INNOVATIONS
I want an app that gives all real time prices within five miles, on every item I’d buy!
DON’T let businesses over-charge you, and reward those who make your life better, for
less! I want all medical costs known, so I can comparison shop. In short, current state
sucks by comparison to what I can envision; don’t you agree? I want to speak to my TV,
and instantly see any old movie or TV show, and speak to my radio, and hear any song I
want to hear.
I want live rock concerts 3-dimensionally replicated in my living room, smaller scale!
IMAX view and Bose sound, live, anywhere the event is occurring, for a price. Just do it!
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Sam’s Club will pick items businesses order. Cell phones can pay for your order at
McDonald’s (Apple pay?). Home delivery is available for almost any item, soon by drone,
from Amazon. SOME people can envision the future. The others will PAY for the future,
vs. benefit from it, financially.
I want instant travel that’s safe; that means I can be flown to my sons work, to see how he’s
doing, faster than my car can take me, like a drone or jet pack or mini chopper that goes as
fast as humans can handle, without G force damage. The FAA can control air lanes, using
GPS coordinate technology!
I don’t want to go to an airport to fly to the mall for an item, then return home (or a train or
bus station). My car should fly, but I don’t need that much space! I saw a drone, one day,
above my back yard, and one in Big Bend. maybe 12 feet long, dark, and it looked like a
missile. I want to ride that to go do errands! We already have flying motorcycles, and will
soon have air taxis in Dallas: (link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXWs1WvOYhc)
(link: https://www.dallasnews.com/business/technology/2018/05/08/uber-getting-plansground-air-taxis-dallas-los-angeles) dallasnews.com/business/techn
Make them cheap, by selling millions of them (economies of scale). Make our future Tony
the Tiger GR-R-REAT! #Innovation Hire The World’s Most Innovative Man, to make
dreams reality! https://www.dallasnews.com/business/technology/2018/05/08/uber-gettingplans-ground-air-taxis-dallas-los-angeles I don’t want ants or flies in my home! Why can’t
sensors alert me, or better, zappers kill them before they enter? Same with fleas on my
dog.
If advertisers want to get to consumers, play music or TV or movie scenes from their
childhood, or show products from back then, or celebrities! Those make emotional hooks!
Make a crash-proof Indy 500 ride—I’d do it! Make a crash-proof parachute—my wife
would do it. BOTH of those are our dreams/bucket list items. Why have to rick injury or
death? Technology can simulate the experience, safely! Just let me drive 250 mph, safely,
and I’m happy! I’ll pay something for it!
WHY aren’t their ski lift gondolas from one area of town to another? That would be fun!
Park in a mall, go over to another shopping area, then have a return trip. Same with short
work commutes! Plano to Dallas gondola rides to work. It lessens drive time traffic! A
bullet train for the same purpose, for public transportation from the suburbs to downtown,
non-stop. People would pay for that!
It’s the stops that ruin trains to downtown! Underground, non-floodable or bombable
tracks, sealed off from the outside world with access by elevator mine shafts! Elon Musk
technology, for work transportation, fast and safe!
Why can’t ships go 100 mph, in knot equivalence? Too big of waves? Design around that
so they’re grooved, to have a stealth shape to minimize water disruption. Hover crafts can
do that, like Huey planes that land like a helicopter, and Bell Helicopter choppers that have
blades that shift from an old airplane look to traditional horizontal spin (tilt rotor). And
why can’t individuals own that for single passenger/pilot commutes? Mini choppers, to get
you quickly to work.
Motorcycles weaving between backed up traffic are unsafe and illegal, but LET them ride
the shoulders, safely, in such cases! Smart cars make sense, but look like stupid cartoon
jokes! Just shrink a normal-looking car! They don’t have to look so foolish. I could
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design more attractive aesthetics, easily! They look SO dorky, though I like what they’re
for! It’s their LOOK that ruins them, and their price! FIX IT!
Motorize bikes for short work commutes, if rain proof, air-conditioned and heated! Same
with motorcycles. I’d LOVE a series of gondolas you can switch direction from at transfer
pods, going above major arteries. Make them safe, where you can’t jump or fall out!
It would be cool if BIG cities constructed man-made rivers, to canoe to work, like Venice!
Even tubes (above or below ground) that shoot you like banks used to have for your money
out in a pod, to shoot back to the banker. Use magnets and vacuums, as those technologies
did. FIX traffic jams by technology/innovation! I GAVE you the ideas! Just Do IT!
I HATE the idea of living near my work, bit some people like living in condos and
skyscrapers abutting employer facilities! You never escape thoughts of work, to me! It
sure saves commutes! THIS area of my city does that, via apartments, etc.:
shopsatlegacy.com Some people like living in skyscrapers, with no yard, in downtowns!
Anything people like, that lessens commute times!
Pollution concerns can be solved by better technology and engineering (green energy and
carbon capture, etc.). You accept current state, but even it’s ‘gonna change, anyway. Why
not adapt and thrive? —The World's Most Innovative Man!
Some people might work more productively in a warmer or cooler environment. Discover
which is which, and adjust their work environment accordingly! If it provably increases
productivity, why wouldn’t management do anything to make workers more effective?
#CommonSense It’s individualized to needs.
Why not single person hover crafts, for commutes, able to fly over businesses and yards,
and not be in traffic flow lanes. If landlocked, and you can’t expand lanes, you’ve ‘gotta
have new technologies to create virtual roads to work! How could you boat to work? Hot
air balloons, or mini blimps? Invent these! "Disruption" is a key to business, today. Rethinking current state and assumptions.
Uber, Amazon, Ebay ALL thought differently from incremental improvements! "How
could" questions help! How could we eliminate any workforce, by Uber self-driving cars?
Robots and drones for Amazon does the same! Think!
HOMES OF THE FUTURE
Why can’t homes of the future have conveyor belt stairs (vs. expensive escalators),
retractable roofs, hail shooting lasers (roof-mounted), speak-to windows open (i.e., smart
windows), temperature gauge knows your preferences when weather changes, or ay nights
(vs. days), so you never touch any dials settings, Roomba lawnmower, sprinkler system
knows when lawn is dry or too wet, so it automatically starts or stops (speak-to local
watering rules, to avoid breaking), beds retract into the wall, as do dining tables, for
replacement gym equipment (dual purpose rooms), toilet cleans itself, as with the tub and
shower, TV makes a wall of the great room (or man cave), speak-to cabinets open when
you needed things in the kitchen, tubs have hot tub and jets capability, and the shower can
double as a sauna.
The attic is fully utilized, where a computer tracks where every item is, for easy access.
The lawn has sensors whenever anyone approaches within ten feet, with cameras to
identify friend or foe, by facial recognition. Smart pantries know all items, if expiration
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dates have passed, or new inventory is needed (along with smart refrigerators in the
kitchen).
Laundry has buttons for type clothes inserted, then it sets knobs and liquids needed, you
keep filled (i.e., it alerts you when they run low), and the dryer knows the settings and time
length, depending on the types of clothes you insert in.
Garages have oil-absorbing floors that don’t get dirty, and the space above vehicles is
utilized, though still is aesthetic, and sensors guide you into crowded spaces. Automatic
edgers slide down concrete lanes, along grass borders, from below ground, able to sense if
any objects in the way (like human parts).
People program in meals for the week, and smart machines determine if all ingredients are
already owned, or need ordering. Fireplaces self-start, by remote control or buttons, and
you can speak aloud, and your stereo system starts, playing what you command. Your TV
can project on any wall in the house, even in the bathrooms, and doggie doors are secure
from thin intruders.
Sinks self-clean, too. Roombas do all floor clean functions. Trash cans empty into outside
garbage cans, by your robot, who also empties the dishwasher. Massaging recline couches
are standard fare, and all exterior doors are fully secure from being kicked in.
All windows are monitored by security system, if any glass breaks. No critters/bugs enter
sealable home entries, including zappers of any June bugs, roaches, flies, ants or rats. An
alarm light alerts owners if any termites begin any structural damage. Any flooding is
alerted, as well, and fire alarm batteries alert when they’re going weak, vs. endlessly
LOUD, until replaced, when dead.
Tree trimming by remote length arms with mini buzz saws on one end, workable from the
ground or ladder, by laymen. A robot/Roomba identifies and sprays only weeds in the
yard—no grass blades. Same with fertilizing (i.e., automatic). Chores are basically
eliminated by technology, so you can R and R (rest and relax) between work, and enjoy full
weekends!
Remote control channel changers can never be lost, as speak-to technology sets off an
alarm if you misplace them. Tubs know exactly how much water and what temperature for
every family member, and are able to identify who is who, by sensors. Smart tubs; same
with the shower(s)’ temperatures, and strength of water flow.
Smart toilets know if a small or large water flush is needed; NO wasted water. You speak
'shave,' and the master bathroom faucet starts hot water. You speak 'toothbrush,' and cold
water starts. A dog washing handheld sprayer is available in the tub, and there’s an
outdoor rear door shoe sprayer for muddy shoes. A smart outdoor grill starts upon
speaking to it.
A robot washes and dries your cars, in the driveway. It could be a sprinkler and mop flaps
system in the garage, that slides out, like professional car washes, then fans air dry your
vehicles, afterwards. Bushes get trimmed by the same tools as tree trimmers, with long
arms you control from the ground, with a camera for high up tops.
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For innovation, more generally, the greatest technological advancements would be to
expand every natural resource we use, to have four to five times their use, by mixing them
with other materials or chemicals, for the same strength, with less materials used. Use stuff
to fill in, that we have an abundance of. We need technology so we can recycle everything.
Beds need to be you sleeping on air, or suspended on pressure points. Anti-gravity smart
beds scan your body, and adjust any coils by your exact body shape, as you switch
positions or sides. What was bad about water beds? Fix it! Bring back old technology,
reimagined, like trash compactors for homes.
Ladders need to be safer, though lighter, via stronger materials, wider bases, no tip over
capability, and less steep incline by longer reach, with bottoms that are securable to the
ground (no slide), or they imbed into grass. Fix all home appliances' negatives and
problems!
Beds need to be heated or air conditioned—pillows as well! Even massaging, by
compartments (vs. cheap ones in hotels, like in the Planes, Trains movie). Smart dressers
open drawers on command, and have inventory to identify sock pair colors you order up, or
which alert you when they’re short of undies, bras, etc.
Houses self-wash exteriors, to lessen the need for painting, and the sprinkler system
includes foundation watering in hot seasons, so they don’t crack. It’s automatic, as needed,
vs. owners using manual soaker hoses. A robot power washes the driveway and sidewalks,
as needed. We humans do little but relax.
Upstairs laundry chutes go directly into a downstairs laundry chute, either by location
above, or tubes like banks used to have to send cash deposits to banker behind windows.
Closets get organized by clothes types and colors, for easy dressing, and you speak what
you need, and racks circle around with a blinking light or noise by outfits you requested
(using technology professional cleaners use to circulate completed clothes). Tie racks work
the same way, as you speak out color or style you desire. Tools actually serve us—their
creators. Shoe racks operate this same way, under your bed or in your closet.
Automatic doggie door opens when it identifies your chip-implanted pup wanting ingress
or egress, and a yard Roomba picks up its poop. Cars alert you when your gas is low, by
light or noise, and an extra mini gas tank exists if you ever run dry on the road! Our future
is bright, via technology/innovations!
TVs allow people in the same room looking at the same TV set to see and hear different
channels, to share the same couch, but customize their viewing, perhaps by virtual reality
glasses and earphones. No one wants to see two to four shows at one time, as current
technology can do. That’s confusing, and sound only applies to one TV show!
Robots can do carpet cleaning, like the machines you rent from Wal-Mart. Butler robots
can serve you snacks or drinks as you watch TV (popcorn, mixed drinks, etc.). Couches
have individualized seats, for heat, cooling, massage or reclining. Everyone gets a
customized experience of life.
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GADGETS OF THE FUTURE
In recent decades, we have seen such previously unimaginable changes as clear plastic
tooth straightening trays vs. metal braces, and Super Glue used on cuts, instead of
sutures/stitches (or lazy rivers at baseball stadiums). What other products or
procedures/services will exist a decade from now, that we can’t even fathom today? I have
offered well over 4,700 new product ideas throughout our books and writings, and offer the
following to stimulate you to create your own business by applying the creativity
stimulating techniques taught in our book on innovation, Design Your Future: Innovation
Strategies for the 21st Century.
3-D mirrors; 3-D TV; Actual body colored non-see through bikinis; Adjustable bathroom
sink pedestal heights (for taller people not to stoop as much); Adjustable scene/picture wall
hangings in frames (computerized); Adjustable shower jets (for a massage as you stand);
Adult plates with compartments, to keep foods separate; Aerodynamic, non-scratching car
roof bike racks (and theft proof); Aesthetic and functional use of space above the kitchen
table and island (possibly removable, if furniture is rearranged); Air-conditioned and heated
bikes, with no water splashing to ruin clothes for commuters; An app to save all software
passwords collector, which deletes them all if handheld/cell phone is reported missing or
stolen (self-destructing, unrecoverable file); ATM machines that drone deliver funds to your
GPS location; Automatic air bags for falls climbing or hiking; Automatic dispensing
toothpaste tube; Automatic paper towel dispenser for kitchens; Back-mounted dog umbrella;
Battery-powered microwave (for tailgating); Body part target specific air bags (avoids
passenger’s face); Breast-looking and shaped baby bottles; Built-in padded bras (save the
cost and hassles of implants); Butt and back massaging stadium seat cushions and seat backs;
Cabinets above refrigerators extrude the same distance as the depth of that appliance; Car
tire hole fixer hardening goo (as you drive); Ceiling vents blow dust off ceiling fans, from
atop; Cheaper ambulance services, by trained and certified Uber drivers, for non-life
threatening conditions; Combination musical instruments (Ex.: harp on a guitar body);
Combine sports (basketball on ice, or tennis basketball or golf basketball net/rim); Cop lasers
that stun and stunt criminals’ actions, long distance; Cushioned and heated snow ski chair
lifts; Cushioned camping mattress; Cushioned hammocks (heated and cooled); Custom
clothes hangers fit individual clothes’ shape and size; Custom colored and shaped ice cubes;
Custom designed Band-Aids (artwork); Drones take up and release kites; DVR for radio
songs or shows (car or hand carried versions); Electric teeth flossers; Ergonomic (handconforming shaped) computer mouse; Expandable toilet seats (for larger sitters); Fashionable
hats that actually protect your forehead and neck from sun rays; Flip top microwave;
Flippable jet skis (somersaults, for X-games); Flying skateboards; Form-fitting clear plastic
car seat covers; Front pack to balance out a back pack (i.e., less structural strain); Functional
caskets for burial vs. funeral, that only fit the corpse size (vs. roomy); Garage doors open
upon identifying your care; Give back and taxation options to Monopoly board game (i.e.,
also instill less selfish and more realistic values in youth); Gooey peanut butter inside
chocolate candy (not ungooey, like Reece’s); Ground-based gutter cleaner vacuum at the end
of a long arm; Heated and coolable toilet seats; Heated snow ski gloves; Home automatic TP
(toilet paper) dispenser; Home ceiling lights turn on, off or down as a human enters the room
(this technology exists at the Exxon building at Dairy Ashford at I-10, in Houston, via
sensors); Home doors open automatically upon sensing approaching humans (like glass entry
doors at retailers; lockable, for privacy); Invisible headphones (for the inner ear); Jet pack
for hiking; Ladder grips for top attachment (for safety); Long distance fuzz busters; Mirrored
hair dryers and straighteners (so you can see what you’re doing behind your head); Motorized
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canoes; Motorized ocean shoes; Motorized paddle boards; Pray to receive Jesus for the
forgiveness of ALL your sins! (John 3:16, the Bible); Motorized surf boards (get you to the
waves faster than paddling); No button shirts with buttons just for looks; No zipper pants;
Parachute drop ride at amusement parks; Pier pile driver technology to be miniaturized to
make an automatic hammer (no human motion, but not a nail gun); Potted plant sensor alarm
(when under fed/watered); Powerful air-blown tooth flosser; Push button automatic car jack;
Robot gathers up practice shot tennis balls; Roll down from ceiling hard plastic tub shower
curtain doors (seals all leaks); Rubber cushioned boat dock edges; Safe pickup truck bed
seating and cover (i.e., space not wasted when not hauling materials); Self-cleaning home
trash cans; Self-driving cooler; Self-driving luggage; Self-rolling skewers in outdoor BBQ
grills; Self-sharpening face razor blades; Self-sharpening saws (like knives sometimes can
be sharpened by pumice, or can openers); Shoes with built-in half inch cushioned comfort
soles; Skateboard brakes (hand button controlled); Smart baseball caps (house blue tooth, or
Wi-Fi hot spot, undetectably); Smart tooth brush (precision adjusts speed and angle and
firmness, based on specific tooth shapes); Softer or harder boxing gloves; Speak-to automatic
dispensing dog leash (releases more, or retracts for less length, as needed); Speak-to cash
registers (only works for identified and authorized employees); Speak-to home fan speed and
direction adjusting; Speak-to lamps for homes (turn on, down or off); Speak-to living room
light adjusting; Specific targeting automobile back seat air conditioning vents; Top (vs.
bottom) spinning blender blades; Touchable/feelable 3-D holographs (for virtual business
meetings); Tub with floor slanted to the back (i.e., less water for the feet); Umbrellas shaped
for one’s torso (i.e., more form-fitting); Unbreakable car hotwiring encasement; Upside
down secured home foot rack, so you can hang, to relieve back strain and get blood
circulating; Varieties of veggie drinks and smoothies; Very long fishing poles, supported on
shore; Yard hoses retractor (like air pressure lines at QT gas stations, or vacuum cords).
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2014-2015 BEST TWEETS SUMMARY
Our @JamesMeroney tweets have been used of God to change American politics and
religion, beginning in 2013. The BEST posts from 2014-2015 are summarized here, as
evidence of ideas available to and used by 2016 Presidential candidates (documented in
our book, Christians for Trump), and seen by many if not most VIP’s. The best posts
from 2015 forward are in that book and our book, Wit and Wisdom. Other exemplary
posts are found at @ImMadTooEdwin, @pledgers2020, @pledgersARCHIVE,
@2020Victory (especially in their liked sections). Please see also out videos on YouTube
(AmericanAnswers.org) and speeches on Facebook.
Note: Lesser valued posts are listed after the best series are presented (‘Less Potent
Tweets’), and more can be found in the liked section of @JMeroney1.
Disclaimer
When I use the Bible, concerning political issues, America is NOT a theocracy, but I’m
answering Barack Obama’s question, "Which passages of Scripture should guide our
public policy?" (1/17/15)
Abortion
We are against most abortions, morally, but understand the procedure has to be made
safely available, in certain circumstances, for the public safety of the woman. We have
written a just national standard for if Roe were overturned (at our website; See: If Roe
Were Overturned), allowing red and blue states to differ (state’s rights) on a range
between a month after heartbeat or awareness of pregnancy, and viability, with exceptions
for rape, incest, and the life of the mother.
An embryo heartbeat occurs in 1.5 months, it feels pain in 2 months; IF you’re personally
pro-abortion, watch 3 videos called "Silent scream," on YouTube! (1/18/15)
I am personally against MOST abortions, especially for contraception, but am for
women’s right to safely do that which they will choose, though it’s immoral. (2/23/15)
MOST abortions are for contraception, and that is morally WRONG. You can argue the
case for the mother’s life, incest and rape, but it’s still killing a life in process. (1/23/15)
It IS killing a human-in-process, but NOT murder, like Hitler's holocaust! IF it were,
killing abortion doctors would be moral (i.e., preventing murders). It’s NOT! (1/18/15)
Any Christian who clamors against abortion, but does not even more so evangelize, is a
HYPOCRITE (a sin), as at least poor embryos go to heaven! #Republicans (9/23/14)
Anti-abortionists NEED to converse with pregnant women considering it, and proabortionists NEED to see a video of what that procedure is and does! DO it! (1/27/15)
America
There is nothing wrong with America that cannot be cured with what is right in America.
–
Bill Clinton (9/8/14)
America has ALWAYS been the leader of the pack, and the moral foundation for a
peaceful and prosperous world. DON’T relinquish that status, and responsibility.
(12/16/14)
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America SHOULD again LEAD the world through a STRONG military, as well as
economically (vs. China), and ETHICALLY, helping the global poor! LEAD! (12/4/14)
Lead in integrity! Lead economically, militarily, culturally, in innovation, but most of all
in integrity. Rise from your sleep, and God will shine on you. (1/28/15)
Selfishness will ultimately signal our end as nation if we don't re-assert common values,
and the good of our nation above all else. #JustDoIt! (12/16/14)
America is an idea. It’s not left or right, but right or wrong. America has always been on
the side of right. –Bono (paraphrased)
American Dream
The American Dream is ultimately SELFISH if not balanced with significant give back to
the poor! You can’t take it with you, and you are NOT going where you think! (11/11/14)
American Exceptionalism
WHO put a man on the moon, ended polio, won two world wars, ended slavery, invented
MOST items the world uses daily? WHO? I’m NOT an owl, here. (1/28/15)
Thomas Edison was America! Henry Ford, Rockefeller, Carnegie, Wright Brothers.
EVERY nation got their standard of living from the US. Get that lead BACK! (2/9/15)
The Polio vaccine, first man on moon, usually number one in the Olympics, the NBA,
NFL, Hollywood, Silicon Valley, World Ware 1 and 2. What more need I say
(NOTHING)? WakeUpAmerica! (2/9/15)
Arabs & Muslims
The Arab Winter MUST turn again to the #ArabSpring! The people are rising to demand
better lives from their governments! The U.S. stands with all freedom-lovers! (1/23/15)
Business
U.S. business should be number one, globally, and when we re-assert that position, the
U.S. should be the most ethical and merciful nation on earth! In victory, magnanimity!
(1/7/15)

I WANT U.S. businesses to LEAD the world, but NOT just for their elite executives and
shareholders, at the cost of jobs and wages. That's NOT America! (11/27/14)
I LOVE U.S. business, even big business! I just HATE any of its evil deeds. I WANT
U.S. business number one and better than China, but ONLY if they act rightly thereafter.
#MoralMBA (12/14/14)
I’m for U.S. business being number one, but NOT dominating, or taking advantage of
other nations for their resources. That IS patriotism—supporting morality! (12/25/14)
Capitalism
Capitalism is BEST system, but NOT perfect! There are many biases toward those
already with money, it can be selfish, and charity is an insecure source for the needy.
(12/2/14)

Letting the rich get richer, with ZERO obligation to use any excess for society is NOT
moral, or a workable policy, GOP. God dishonors selfishness! (9/23/14)
Charity & Giving Back
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"What we have done for ourselves alone dies with us; what we have done for others and
the
world remains and is immortal. –Albert Pike
We respect Billy Graham, Mother Teresa and Ghandi. Why? Will anyone respect the
legacy you live when you die—which can happen at any time. DO something BIG!
(10/8/14)

In 2011 the top 20 percent contributed, on average, 1.3 percent of their income to charity.
The bottom 20 percent donated 3.2 percent of their income. –The Atlantic
NEVER give anyone money, directly, but, like Bill Gates, you can store up a goof afterlife
future (IF you are saved), and bless mankind, vs. just pamper yourself, rich people!
(1/15/15)

China
China is kicking America's tail in business. That OUGHT not be the case. TRUE
Americans WON’T let it continue forever. We KNOW U.S. tradition and history!
(2/9/15)

Church
Following is a thumbnail look of the hundreds of exhortations we have U.S. pastors on
implementing top biblical priorities, mainly in 2014. Our 2 websites, free book and Wit &
Wisdom book detail so many more!
Two hours a week at a religious building is NOT the Christian life! It’s ONLY the cherry
on top of an intimate 24/7 walk with Christ. #TRUTH! (11/14/14)
II Chron. 7:14 Lord, bring us revival, lest we die under the weight of Your deserved
judgment (and/or Tribulation)! Heal our land! USA #1! (2/13/15)
Preach-and-be-paid is NOT a description of a pastor's Bible job description! They HATE
me for this statement, but it’s TRUE nonetheless. #TRUTH (11/14/14)
Why do I camp on pastors? (Eph. 4:11-13 and I Pet. 5:1-5) Ducklings follow lead of
mother, duck as I told Second Baptist, Houston. See “Church Conflicts,” at our website.
(1/11/15)

One sermon a week is all God mainly wants from me to demand 10 percent from my
people, RIGHT? No relational discipling or evangelism outside my building!
(SARCASM) (11/13/14)
Churches run like a business should be taxed like a business, as ONLY fair to the U.S. tax
payer. You see these as threats to pastors’ money? NOT if they trust Christ! (9/28/14)
College
College costs have risen 1120 percent since 1980—the highest segment in our economy.
Ivory Tower (movie) PARENTS must FORCE college tuition change! (12/2/14)
Conservatives
The main issue I disagree w/cons over if taxes (vs. just charity) funding a reenvisioned
Welfare that ONLY stops severe poverty, temporarily, while making them self-sustaining.
IF charity alone could do that, that would be ideal. And college and healthcare need to be
made affordable for the poor [and middle class]. (6/9/19)
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If conservatives would create an EFFECTIVE program to help the poorest succeed, and
support the Giving Pledge (between 20-50 percent donations), I might consider being one.
#GOP (12/11/14)
Conservatives say God wants you to maximize your potential. He’s MUCH more
interested in your MORAL best than your financial best! See our website's Bible on
money section! (12/25/14)
Most conservatives DON’T complain about taxes used to help the poor because they’d
rather send a check! It’s a moral-SOUNDING smoke screen, and could be sent anyway!
(12/27/14)

You RARELY hear a conservative use words like "give back” or “make a difference,"
because those are labeled the evil word “liberal.” Jesus DISagreed with 'greed! (1/10/15)
Consumers
Black Friday shows the power of we the consuming people! We need an app, or grass
roots movement to organize the masses for specific purchases for better deals! (12/2/14)
WHEN consumers have EQUAL par leverage in transactions (i.e., with business), THAT
competition will make business better, if conservatives believe their own rhetoric about
competition’s benefits! (12/2/14)
Democrats
Jesus had MERCY vs. disdain for the poor, but also said any lazy poor ought not eat,
unless they’re willing to work. Public policy should reflect those sentiments! (11/11/14)
Division
One continuing problem… we don’t want to be around anyone who disagrees with us.
We have to pull this country together, to push this country forward. –Bill Clinton
(9/15/14)

Key contentious political issue are abortion, gay marriage [LGBTQ], entitlements for the
poor and curbing greed, through tax laws. Expect the greatest battles here. (9/8/14)
The four MOST-contentious U.S. political issues (i.e., red meat for bases) are gay
marriage, abortion, taxing the rich and [government] helping the poor. MOST of these
now favor Democrats. (12/8/14)
Economy
I’m FOR an economy that’s good for all, NOT one that’s just good for elites, with
government over-helping the poor and the middle class getting the shaft, privately and
publicly! (1/30/15)
Anytime the economy improves ONLY for the rich (by stocks, OVER-layoffs and
outsourcing, robotics, etc.), that is NOT a good economy. (12/13/14)
Our economy is pyramid, with the best jobs atop, and even if every poor person graduated
college, many would be taxi drivers thereafter. –Anonymous (12/13/14)
Inequality and disparity are WRONG terms. The rich getting richer helps FEW others,
which is the problem, with little give back, and fighting more taxes 100 percent (i.e.,
SELFISH)! (1/20/15)
Education
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U.S. education MUST be world class, SOON, so U.S. business doesn’t UN-patriotically
outsource, and increase U.S. unemployment, and the need for more taxes! (2/9/15)
Poor-performing students should be helped (Ex.: motivation, tutoring, classes more
interesting). Social promotion hurts them handling their future [in the real world].
(1/14/15)

Every poor-performing school should get a maximum of three years to change that.
Identify bad administrators and teachers, and put them on probation. Financially reward
the best. (1/14/15)
Entitlements & Welfare
ALL government help should be temporary, make self-sustaining possible, and require
token repayment by civic service! No over- or under-helping! (9/23/14)
NEVER over-help anyone, or you engender laziness and dependence, forever. Never help
anyone long term, unless they have a physical or mental disability where the absolutely
CAN’T work. (12/15/14)
No one should EVER have living expenses fully paid for by government, UNLESS
they’re mentally or physically incapable of working at all! Only [temporarily] supplement
the others. (1/15/15)
At the same time, Welfare MUST actually empower the poor to be successful, with
needed job and budgeting skills, motivation, interview, attire and resume skills. (1/28/15)
Even if only done PRIVATELY, GOP, MENTOR the poor, gang members and those on
Welfare to be MORE-qualified job candidates, then HIRE them! (12/23/14)
Equal Pay
EQUAL PAY FOR EQUALLY-QUALIFIED JOB ACANDIDATEA! Justice. If LESSeducated, LESS experienced, or they work LESS hard, they should earn LESS; otherwise,
EQUAL PAY! (2/27/15)
Evangelism
The Bible teaches that EVERY person is to hear the Gospel, and Christians are to TELL
it. WHO is MORE responsible for the lost people near their building than pastor-leaders?
(Eph. 4; I Pet. 5) (12/27/14)
To Hell with you is EXACTLY what pastors’ non-deeds say to lost people, before God. I
love you SO much, but only if you’ll visit my business? That’s HATRED! Evangelize!
(9/23/14)

Extremes & Extremists
To be a pure liberal or conservative, you must assume EVERYthing your opponent does
or is for is WRONG, then think of reasons why, and spin EVERYthing positive and your
way. (12/14/14)
Political extremists on the right and left get most of the media coverage, and should have
the LEAST of the public's respect on MOST of their issues! (9/23/14)
Foreign Affairs
The U.S. owes no one a handout, even in foreign aid, but from mercy we need to be
strategic in our best national interest, knowing "BRIC" [Brazil/Russia/Iran/China] is trying
to beat us. (12/25/14)
Free Speech
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If the freedom of speech is taken away, then dumb and silent we may be led, like sheep to
the slaughter. –George Washington
Gay Marriage
I was for state’s rights and gays contracting every right equal with straights, and was one
of the first to call the Church to fight it going national. At the same time, I accepted
SCOTUS’ decision, and don’t believe it ought to be overturned. Christians must love the
sinner—not just hate the sin.
Expecting Christians to accept gay marriage is like asking a Jew to start serving baconwrapped shrimp, or a Muslim to have dogs in his backyard. –Mike Huckabee (2/1/15)
Gays WILL have long-term relationships, and the Church CAN’T change that. It IS a sin,
and abomination, and NO law can change that, even the Supreme Court. (11/14/14)
I also said they may be born with a propensity, like kids of an alcoholic, but saying 'it’s
who I am' excuses any decision-making, or self-restraint! (2/23/15)
I also said you can’t often change them to be straight, even with Christian counseling. I
also said not all gays are unsaved. I knew a fellow brother (my wife's friend). (2/23/15)
I also said homosexuality is one of about twenty abominations in Levit. 18… NOT the
only one, and said that gays, today, are not usually in your face, as in the Sodom and
Gomorrah days! (2/23/15)
At the same time, gays are NOT lustfully in your face about it, as in Lot’s day, and there
are about twenty other abominations in Leviticus that the religious right NEVER speak of.
Hypocrisy (sin). (1/25/15)
God LOVES gays. How do His people show love to them? God LOVES aborters. How
do we show it to those we don't talk about concerning aborting? Huh? (1/25/15)
Gay activists have worked the past twenty years. What have the moral and religious
done? Chase mega churches and mega salaries, with our eyes OFF the ball! (2/22/15)
I also said IF the public saw a video of abortions, gay sex and the death penalty, they'd be
fully informed before they make their position decisions! TRUTH. (2/23/15)
I also said if you’re ‘flaming,’ you’re ‘gonna have less acceptance, socially, and there’s no
need to come out of the closet, publicly. Just live your life, not picking fights. (2/23/15)
Giving Pledge
Based on I Tim. 6:17-19, I call upon every member of Forbes’ billionaire list to sign the
Giving Pledge, and be generous NOW! (9/10/14)
No one can EVER tell me Bill Gates and Warren Buffet are morally the same as rich
conservatives who ALWAYS cry “taxes are too hi,” and “don’t force me to help the
poor!” (1/13/15)
Charity in today’s dollars: Carnegie, $7.2 billion; J. Rockefeller, $7.1 billion; J.
Rockefeller, Jr., $5.5 billion. Today’s money HEROES are Bill Gates and Warren
Buffett! (1/15/15)
Willingness to sign the Giving Pledge [equivalent] was evidence of a right heart with God
[by an evil vs. good rich person], at salvation, and he would distribute it DURING his
lifetime! (Lk. 19:8) (1/16/15)
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Make money, or make a difference? Both/and, priority-balanced. Being poor allows little
change, and the rich changing little is being poor; Sign the Giving Pledge, billionaires.
(1/15/15)

99 percent of what I have will go to philanthropy. Huge fortunes that flow in large part
from society should be returned to society. –Warren Buffett (11/28/14)
Global Vision
ALL heads of state: Do GOOD by your people! You will be judged by God on whether
you made their lives better, the same or worse. Choose BETTER, today! (2/14/15)
EVERY country's government is responsible before God to provide an economy sufficient
to sustain ALL its citizens; others will help, but the duty is YOURS! (1/7/15)
EVERY human needs food, water, shelter and clothes, which ALL cost money. No one
should die of starvation or preventable disease (if not too costly), and all need JOBs!
(2/14/15)

EVERY nation needs to be safe, healthy, have a decent education system and economy,
and start no violence with anyone else. Is your nation like that? (2/14/15)
NEEDED global laws: No nation invading or land stealing/grabbing, no aggression,
violence or war initiation, no tax havens or money laundering. (2/14/15)
The globe SHOULD oppose severe pollution, greed, severe poverty, terrorism, crime,
violence, hatred, slavery, human smuggling and ALL [at least major] sin problems.
(1/11/15)

It’s EVIL for dictators and others to siphon off foreign aid to personal bank accounts, as
your people starve, and God sees all. You WILL be judged, evildoers. (2/8/15)
Government
Our government must learn to do more with less, just as business and individuals have
done for DECADES. Efficiency, effectiveness, and NO bureaucrat attitudes. (1/28/15)
The U.S. government NEEDS to be run exactly like a business, with the ONLY exception
being that we allow no one to severely suffer poverty as a result. UncleSamsBusiness!
(1/27/15)

An audit of our entire federal budget MUST occur, to identify all places for cutbacks, and
NOT politicize that process (Ex.: Dems on the military, and the GOP on entitlements).
(1/28/15)

Green Energy & Climate Change
Increase green technology, as we wean to less oil use in longer-term; truly help third
world nations achieve self-sustained economies; let no one starve to death. (12/13/14)
IF conservatives would invent spill-proof drilling and pipes, I’d be behind ‘drill baby
drill’; oil spills kill your argument that brown energy is good for society, as it’s good for
business! (2/11/15)
Healthcare
DON’T repeal Obamacare—reform it’s bad points, GOP! REQUIRE civic service
whenever you give freebies. NO free lunches. The poor need health insurance! (11/7/14)
The GOP should FIGHT to revise vs. repeal Obamacare, offering MINIMUM needed
care, and requiring token civic service payback, vs. just handing out freebies! (12/9/14)
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Immigration
Allow in whoever our economy needs, including exiles of religious or political
persecution, but ONLY if they get jobs and pay taxes—drain NO social services, and steal
NO American’s job. (2/9/15)
By "close our borders" I mean 100 percent secure them from any trespass; NOT that no
one else would ever be welcome to immigrate here anymore; it’s America’s choice [not
outsiders’]! (1/10/15)
Innovation
Convenience is a major innovation method. Make products that save money and time,
make work easier, more fun, cheaper, and folk will buy them. See our innovation book!
(12/20/14)

California needs infrastructure to suck ocean water through pipes or hoses to forest fires,
in the future. For BIG, recurring problems, we must think and solve BIG! (9/16/14)
Create drones with the capability of targeting human shield captors, even killing them
while avoiding the innocent. Dream, imagine, LEAD, U.S.A.! USA#1 (2/12/15)
Bullet-deflecting planes; planes that can hover (we have that); lasers that can hone in on
specific targets, even when they serpentine. Imagine. (2/12/15)
Shootable nets to grab illegal drug runners before they plunge vehicles into the Rio
Grande, thus escaping our "authority" [we have this technology for capturing wild
animals!] LONG arm of the U.S. law! Imagine. (2/12/15)
A U.S.-based one-time world’s fair could center innovation here. I have 4,500+ products,
seeking investors. Email, if interested. @WarrenBuffett (1/23/15)
Live-streaming webinars could showcase Shark Tank products at a one-time, U.S.-based
world’s fair. Interested in investing in my 4,500+ products? @mcuban (1/23/15)
Why not an X Games bike race on a glacier, or down a snow-packed ski mountain (if they
don't already do so)? #RedBull X-treme is X-citing! (12/27/14)
Iran
WATCH Iran. Its PEOPLE are good, in MOST cases, but hardliners rule, politically, and
often religiously (always wanting nukes against the Jews). VERIFY ALL! (2/8/15)
Ten years from now Iran is free to pursue nuclear weapons? Israel gets a decade-long
lease on life, and you really think they'll honor it for ten years? That’s NAIVE! (2/27/15)
Israel
Has Israel done wrong things? YES. Have any of their Arab enemies? YES. You
CAN’T do tit-for-tat forever, keeping score, and doing Mt. 7:3 vs. Mt. 7:12! (1/27/15)
BOTH SIDES have sinned and been wronged. It’s HARD to forgive when your relatives
have been murdered! But neither side is leaving, and we can’t have all-out war. (1/26/15)
BOTH sides are guilty. Get PAST pointing fingers, and find common ground and winwin, as you live in the same venue, like divorcees with partitions (and with peacekeepers).
(2/9/15)

NON-violent Arabs are on equal footing with Israel, but if you ever oppose the Jews when
they are NOT doing bad, you have to deal with God protecting her, too. (1/15/15)
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Do NOTHING to provoke other nations! Jews have done wrong; Palestinians have, as
well. Neither side is 100 percent morally perfect. Peacefully co-exist, vs. engage war.
(2/8/15)

Leadership
"The quality of a leader is reflected in the standards they set for themselves." –Ray Kroc
(McDonald's founder) #Business #Leadership (1/11/15)
"Leading from behind" is political spin for FOLLOWING! Allowing others to join your
lead (i.e., coalition-building) is different. #CommonSense (1/22/15)
Leadership isn't a popularity contest! @EdYoung #Leadership101 (10/20/14)
Legislation
Any bill MUST be funded, or make it illegal to vote for it, and every bill must either be
read, or have a laymen summary version where ALL negatives are identified. (1/28/15)
Liberals
I don’t disagree with many liberal aspirations—just how to pay for them! I’m for the
good in any position, and against the bad. Funding is the hang-up! Taxes should be the
least needed, and the private sector pick up the rest. Our debt is too high, and government
is too BIG! Fair share taxes are needed, and the poor pay sweat equity (vs. having any
freeloaders on the system). (6/9/19)
MANY liberal aspirations are morally unassailable, but HOW do you PAY for them
without IM-morally robbing the rich? Voluntarily, after minimum needs are met!
(12/27/14)

Lordship Salvation
We have an entire book refuting Lordship Salvation, and 1/4th of the Appendix of Will
You Live Forever? (at this website). This sampling does not even do the subject justice,
in its brevity, as the issue is so important for Christians.
Lordship Salvationists DON’T say salvation is a FREE gift by faith in Christ alone, for
FEAR that’s not doing enough. It’s NEVER by doing enough (i.e., works). (12/27/14)
EITHER Jesus teaches you must commit to live all your life for Him, in ORDER to
receive a FREE gift, or you receive it, then desire to out of gratitude! (12/25/14)
Lordshippers use others' doubts of your salvation to "motivate" from FEAR.
Saviorhooders encourage good deeds BECAUSE you’re certain you’re saved! (1/4/15)
This is NOT to say one can be saved if their attitude is to get it, then ignore it, for
conviction does NOT think like that. But no one is saved by law! (12/25/14)
A NEW generation of Zane Hodges and Charles Ryries NEEDS to rise, for a false Gospel
has dominated U.S. churches form three decades, and that’s too LONG! [Even Dr. Ryrie
told me so] Grace/Sola fide (12/25/14)
Dr. John MacArthur began that belief in the 1980's, by HIS admission, to curb sinfulness
in the Church. Law (false doctrine) is ineffectual for that. (12/25/14)
Charles Ryrie, Chuck Swindoll, Charles Stanley, Zane Hodges, Bill Bright, and MANY
others believe as I do. Majority rule doesn’t make a view TRUE. (9/11/14)
Media
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Anyone who ONLY listens to mainstream or alternative (talk radio) media can RARELY
be objective! Balance them, and find the TRUTH amidst propaganda. (12/14/14)
There OUGHT to be a law that NO media outlet is allowed to broadcast any lie. When
MSNBC says ISIS is being defeated, and FoxNews says NO, someone is lying by
inaccuracy. (2/11/15)
Minimum Wage
Newt Gingrich advocated eliminating the minimum wage. Do you REALLY think that
was so employers would pay MORE? Ending the estate tax hurts [strained and
depleted/needy] U.S. coffers. (9/8/14)
Morals
To educate a person in mind and not in morals is to educate a menace to society. –
Theodore Roosevelt Ask not what your country can do for you… (JFK)
You shouldn’t try to offend, but there’s a DIFFERENCE between EMOTIONAL and
moral offense. NEVER offend morally, but living so WILL offend emotionally,
sometimes! (2/23/15)
Associate with men of good quality if you esteem your own reputation; for it is better to
be alone than in bad company. –George Washington
National Debt
Over-spend, under-spend. How about just right spending? Too big or too small
government? How about just right government? Balance, prioritized! (9/23/14)
NATO
NATO needs expanding to all freedom-loving nations, and freedom-hating leaders need to
wise up to do best by their people, before God! You’ll be judged. (2/8/15)
North Korea
North Korea is like a temper tantrum'd two-year old. He lives in luxury, as his people
SUFFER. Cry NOT for more help. Fix your system, @KimJungUn_Ar [Kim Jung Un]
(1/23/15)

Police
Cops have a TOUGH job, and decisions made in the heat of conflict are almost like those
in war. We must defer to their judgment, without clear evidence otherwise! (12/4/14)
Cops need technology to identify from a distance who’s armed in their cars, so there are
fewer cop killings! You can’t tell intent (yet), to avoid being run over. That’s technology
that’s coming? (2/12/15)
Robocop suits are needed to protect the brave folk on thin blue line. Criminals are
showing their TRUE, immoral character, and deserve the full extent of the law! (1/6/15)
OF course cops and the military should have technology to see through walls, and the
right to use it, but ONLY when a crime is suspected, with strong evidence. No
snooping/unnecessary privacy violating [or revealing]. (2/12/15)
Political Parties
NEITHER party is perfect, and voters should be allowed to ONLY vote for good policies
they believe in, vs. their vote representing full party support! (9/15/14)
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I’m pro-GOP where the GOP is moral, and pro-Dem where they are moral. Above all,
choose moral legislation and legislators! You CAN’T, 100 percent, in our present system.
(9/8/14)

Social problems are addressed by Dems; financial problems by the GOP. We need
BOTH! You can’t, with clear MORAL conscience, just be for one party 100 percent,
though many do. (11/30/14)
The GOP has a harder sell to the poor and [lower] middle class, youth and minorities; few
will be real rich, and you could be one of them if you vote for us? That doesn’t sell to the
majority! (12/2/14)
The GOP will ALWAYS say business can do no wrong, and needs less taxes and
regulations. TRUTH is that business is NOT always right, and has more money than the
average citizen. (2/13/15)
For abortion and gay marriage, the GOP locks up religious right moral voters, but on
helping the poor and decrying greed, Dems ALSO lock up moral voters! (9/15/14)
Political Solution: Pledgers
Businesses improve products and services ALL THE TIME. It's TIME to improve how
politics gets done in America. It's a laughingstock, internationally! (12/19/14)
"We would all like to vote for the best man but he is never a candidate." –Kin Hubbard
AMEN! Vote 4 Pledgers in 20/20; the least-smelly option! (1/7/15)
EVEN if your political party wins one round, sooner or later you’ll lose, so radical policies
will be overturned, so DON’T pass them from the start! Common sense. (9/30/14)
It’s TIME We the people assert our RIGHTFUL power. Demand politicians act ethically,
or FIRE them all. Your boss makes you do so, voters! #DoTheRightThing! (1/7/15)
DEMAND Better! You get what you tolerate, so you get what you deserve when you
tolerate status quo in D.C. #RiseUpAmericanVoters! #WakeUpUSA (12/23/14)
If YOU accept status quo U.S. politics, and UN-productivity, you DESERVE status quo
results. The power belongs to YOU, the voter, vs. politicians. #WeThePeople (12/8/14)
D.C. MUST be cleaned up by common sense. That’s my mission, ONLY with the efforts
of "We the people," and normal people running for office in 2020. (1/30/15)
There is GOOD in BOTH parties. Keep the good, reject the BAD, and if our politics
ONLY support selfishness, America is SUNK, like the Roman empire! (1/13/15)
Solutions are NOT found in parties or personalities, but principles! We don’t need the
next novel gendered or raced President, but BEST ideas ONLY. Duh 101 (9/23/14)
No one can do it alone; we NEED 33 minimum Congress candidates, and NOT a third
party. Just sign our pledge (on our new website), and vote common sense in 2020.
(2/16/15)

Get enough politicians in D.C. committed to those policies to FORCE good change by
their sheer numbers, to broker power for the common sense of the American people!
(2/13/15)

FIX PROBLEMS. Stop making a lucrative career keeping them going, U.S. politicians, or
we will FIRE you in 2020! Business does it EVERY DAY! You rarely do. (2/19/15)
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The mainstream majority middle is NOT extreme. Extremists deserve a voice, are
sometimes right, but usually need to be moderated. #ThinkBetterPolitics (9/15/14)
ONLY pass GOOD policy and legislation, and we the people WILL re-vote in any who
do, from any party! Put country ahead of your careers, politicians! (12/9/14)
#DoTheRightThing. Find common ground through common sense! Let it NOT be said of
us our generation dropped the baton, and let down future generations. (12/16/14)
Do the right thing. Common sense politics. Reasonable, balanced policies. Practical
solutions. Fixing problems. No unrealistic idealism. (2/12/15)
Shared power is NOT needed, nor dictatorial administering. Collaborative by checks and
balances against evil, not against everything! #Bums (11/14/14)
BOTH sides should retain core values, vs. be compromising hypocrites, but find common
ground based on truth and common sense. See our book for that! (11/13/14)
Personalities mean NOTHING. RIGHT principles are long-lasting, even longer than a
career politician's lifetime. IMPLEMENT RIGHT POLICIES, Dems and GOPs! (1/10/15)
END extremism, at least for one term, to show voters PROGRESS, and let them decide if
gridlock and fighting is longed for again, or SOLUTIONS to problems. (2/13/15)
EXPECT status quo D.C. if you’re too busy or dumb to demand better, U.S. voters! "You
get what you tolerate!" (O.S. Hawkins, quoting a Dallas politician) (1/6/15)
Political Tricks
Gridlock, dominate your opponent, demonize, good cop/bad cop, while all the cops stay
on OUR dole, with LITTLE productivity! May God judge her, soon. (1/30/15)
Politicians
"When you want to help people, you tell them the truth. When you want to help yourself,
you tell them what they want to hear." –Thomas Sowell
I believe MOST politicians go to D.C. innocently intending the best, and are good people,
otherwise. But the slimy cesspool D.C. political culture HAS to CHANGE! (1/29/15)
If YOU got paid what a D.C. politician gets paid, you would BE FIRED IMMEDIATELY
if your productivity was as LOW as theirs! #ThrowTheBumsOut Not all are bums.
(11/13/14)

No lies by politicians, no getting filthy rich by being a public "servant," no politics only
for the rich and famous, no extremism, no political careers prioritized over America.
(2/12/15)

Politics
82 percent in America are disgusted with the way Washington works (Today Show stat),
so WHAT ARE WE (the people) GOING TO DO ABOUT IT? See our book for answers!
(9/8/14)

82 percent (1 to 2 years ago). That’s a SUPER majority. What more do you need, to start
being fed up with Washington, fellow voters? Heads in the sand don’t help! (2/13/15)
Ping Pong Politics switches horses every few years, HOPING for better results from
another party. Track their track record… it’s abysmal! (12/19/14)
Bi-polar/Ping Pong Politics switches horses every few years, hoping for better results.
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Principled politics will NEVER suffer that instability! (11/13/14)
Poor & Poverty
You can’t persuade me a brown kid born to a poor single mom in the South Bronx has the
same opportunity as a white kid born to a rich family in Scarsdale. –Bob Beckel
(11/27/14)

The poor need only a minimum humane existence. After that, they need skills to earn
more, vs. handouts; NOT permanent subsidies. Teach them to fish, vs. fish for them!
(2/1/15)

The solution to poverty is NOT giving the poor money, but better skills, a job,
budgeting/spending advice and dress, motivation, resume and interview skills! (1/6/15)
Train the poor with better, needed job skills, and how to prepare a resume, interview,
network, dress professional and be motivated. That’s BETTER than handouts! (2/9/15)
The poor pay ZERO taxes, because they barely make it. REQUIRE civic service as token
repayment. The rich are the only ones with excess, still able to keep their lifestyle!
(1/26/15)

Go LIVE a week in the "projects" (like the book, Black Like Me), and see how inspired
you’d be if that’s what you saw. 24/7, white brethren of mine. (12/14/14)
Presidents
We NEED the personality of Ronald Reagan, and charisma of Bill Clinton, and the
HONESTY of honest Abe and cannot tell a lie Washington. Good 'luck' with that TALL
order! (12/22/14)
Being rich, photogenic, and having a famous name are NOT office credentials! The best
ideas and a commitment to implement them at all costs ARE! (1/24/15)
We NEED the integrity of Billy Graham, looks of Brad Pitt, and ideas of Albert Einstein,
but like Forrest Gump elections are like a bowl full of chocolates... (12/22/14)
Public Policy
On some issues Dems are morally right, and on others, GOP's. Sometimes both are partly
right, and sometimes both are wrong by percent. ONLY keep the good, and reject the
bad! (9/15/14)
Therefore, the top ten issues for 2016 SHOULD be growing the economy, strong national
defense, immigration and Welfare and Social Security and political ethics reform…
(12/15/14)

GOP: FIX the economy, lower debt, close borders, drill safely, help the poor be
independent, defend against ISIS, better education. Common sense politics! (11/5/14)
UNITE to DEMAND the GOP revise Obamacare, lower debt, NO amnesty, close borders,
or you LOSE power, @SeanHannity @RushLimbaugh @MarkLevinShow @GlennBeck
(1/7/15)

Race
Enslave blacks for centuries, then with the stroke of a pen all is forgiven and equal in
opportunity and education? MLK Jr. would NOT agree with that! (11/11/14)
Economically, in America, on average, would you rather be born black or white? THAT’s
the challenge conservatives like to believe doesn’t exist, or matter. (11/29/14)
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Regulations
And lower business regulations ALL depends on which regulations! Some would HARM
consumers, some DO wrongly harm business. It’s too general to just parrot ‘lower
regulations!’ (1/26/15)
Religious Right
The quicker the U.S. WASP church demands integrity from BOTH parties, with their
votes, the quicker D.C. will be cleaned up. They WON’T, as they love money more.
(1/7/15)

The religious right NEEDS to be religiously RIGHT! Evangelize number one, disciple
relationally, body life and social ministry, especially helping the poor. (12/19/14)
The religious right should NOT abandon positions on abortion and gay marriage, but add
helping the poor more, and decrying greed and hoarding selfishness! (12/19/14)
In MANY ways the WASP Church was caught off guard chasing mega money, as their
political influence waned, with most folk in America NOT for a ban on abortion or gay
marriage. (12/19/14)
Though founded on Judeo-Christian values, the U.S. is NOT a theocracy, so though
Christians seek to influence our laws, majority rule and the rule of law rule. (9/10/14)
The black church is in pocket of Dems; WASPS are in the GOP's pocket. Has God's
church been divided? YES, by man's sin; NOT by God. THINK! #Politics #Religion
(10/16/14)

Revival
We can PRAY for revival, but FOUR steps are in II Chron. 7:14, NOT just prayer (the
easy part). Do you REALLY want it? How badly? Show that in DEEDS and priorities!
(1/12/15)

I 100 percent believe revival will NOT come to the U.S., but judgment, if U.S. pastors
DON’T evangelize 100 percent of their nearby lost people, or adopt ‘EDBS’ priorities
SOON. (11/30/14)
Rich & Wealth
When you work hard, take risks, get a higher education, and maximize your skills, and
achieve GREAT wealth, ALL legally, you earned it—it’s your property. (11/30/14)
“It is high time that the ideal of success should be replaced by the ideal of service.” –
Albert Einstein Pretty smart guy—listen to him. #Wisdom (1/13/15)
“A man is called selfish not for pursuing his own good, but for neglecting his neighbor’s.”
–
Richard Whatley (Gen. 4:9; Gal. 6:2, 5; II Cor. 8:14, etc.) (1/15/15)
“A man who dies rich dies disgraced.” Andrew Carnegie was the first wealthy American
to get bit by the philanthropy bug, to do good with his money. @History [History
channel] (1/23/15)
Rockefeller, Carnegie and Vanderbilt were GREAT philanthropists! Today’s rich are
often greedy hoarders—NOT Gates or Buffett. Sign the Giving Pledge! (1/23/15)
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It’s NOT evil to be rich, but can be a sin for you. It’s evil to keep all wealth for yourself.
Conservatives idolize money, and spin that as moral, and are economic Darwinists.
(11/29/14)

It’s TIME EVERY American STOP idolizing rich people, and asking what they make vs.
asking what percent they give back to society, no matter WHO they are! (12/15/14)
I WANT the U.S. rich succeeding, even more in America, but ONLY if they are morally
good, vs. selfishly rich. NEVER so much that you’re no longer rich! Balance. (10/16/14)
I have ZERO opposition to anyone being rich IF (and only if) they generously give back
to society (I Tim. 6:17-19). There’s NO need for them to become middle incomed!
(12/5/14)

The Devil can make you rich (Mt. 4:9). It’s not the amount, but its priority, how it was
gained, and how it’s used that makes the difference! Being rich is NOT a sin, but can be
for you. (12/7/14)
Rush Limbaugh
EXCELLENT idea of MERIT-BASED foreign aid by @rushlimbaugh. NO money given
to those opposed to U.S. policy and interests. Duh 101. Common sense! (2/5/15)
@RushLimbaugh: I STRONGLY encourage you to read I Tim. 6:17-19, and see how
your great excess could help society, LIKE Bill Gates and Warren Buffett, more than
token percents
donated to charity. (12/14/14)
I’ve said it before, I formally invite @RushLimbaugh to go with me to a project or
"hood," to see REALITY vs. the small percent who fit imaginations [stereotypes] in his
big head! (12/13/14)
Social Security
And FUND Social Security by extending the qualifying age, DON’T pay folk who
DON’T need it [even though they paid in, since promises were overdone], and lower
payments for any who can use less. (1/25/15)
Talk Radio
WHEN are we ‘gonna get a mainstream GOP talk radio show? They LET radical
conservatives do their dirty work, then VOTE against them all the time! I’d do it.
(12/8/14)

Taxes
You can’t discuss lowering taxes on any entity until our DEBT gets REDUCED, @GOP
@DNC! China OWNS us, and is number one, NOT us. FIX our economy NOW!
#Politics (12/9/14)
Tax to the max, or thin to the min? NO! Medium-sized government. It’s NOT sexy, but
hype and hoopla is NOT how our nation is to be run! Logic is more important than
emotion. (11/7/14)
Taxes are STEALING whenever government spends more than it needs. It has a Godgiven right that’s NOT stealing, before that point (Rom. 13:6). (2/13/15)
America' rich CAN afford to give more, some MUCH more, but NO rich person ever
needs to be middle class again, to over-help any social causes! Balance. (10/22/14)
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Terrorism
The likely number one reason we have terrorism is U.S.' presence there [in the Middle
East], to protect oil interests and Israel. We MUST continue to do so, but consider BOTH
parties! (2/12/15)
Tithe
II Cor. 8-9 describes Christian giving, led by God. Ten percent tithing was the Jews’
national theocratic tax, MUCH going to the poor, vs. buildings and salaries, primarily.
(12/27/14)

United Nations
The U.N. NEEDS an international force to fight terrorists. We LET the Rwanda genocide
happen, now this? KILL ALL terrorists NOW! http://t.co/kE2VASjXdX (1/25/15)
Voters
A people that values its privileges above its principles soon loses both. –Dwight
Eisenhower
#MoralsMatter #DoTheRightThing Mic. 6:8; Jn. 3:16 (1/13/15)
The biggest future political divide in America will not be Republicans vs. Democrats, but
the big corporate Wall Street complex vs. the middle class and the poor. –Robert B.
Reich (paraphrased) (2/1/15)
If you had the productivity of most politicians in D.C., you’d be FIRED. You are the
hiring authority, U.S. voter. Do a better job in the personnel department! (9/23/14)
Evaluate EVERY policy, and ask ‘Is this 100 percent evil or 100 percent good?’ It’s often
a range, though both sides act as it theirs is 100 percent good. #PartisanPolitics (12/13/14)
War & National Defense
Dove or hawk? Dove, UNLESS other groups or nations threaten the U.S., or our allies'
security! Then win at all costs. Is this that hard? #AmericanSniper [movie] (1/20/15)
Light-weight military uniforms that prevent soldiers from being killed via bullets or
bombs… think next generation of technology, and get the Pentagon on it. (2/12/15)
Workers
All labor that uplifts humanity has dignity and importance, and should be undertaken with
painstaking excellence. Happy pre-Martin Luther King day!
U.S. worker: Be the best that you can be, today. U.S. business executive: Be the best
boss you can possibly be to your employees, today! Be just, do right, work HARD—all!
(1/28/15)

Workers of America MUST wise up, unite and fight! You’re letting business run all over
you, as conservatives support that system, since it’s elitists that their philosophy benefits.
(11/11/14)

LESS POTENT TWEETS
Disclaimer
I’ll ALWAYS tell you negative and the positive, for our standard is TRUTH, which sets
you free, even if it’s negative! (Jn. 8:32) You don’t have to be religious to see common
sense. (1/13/15)
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WELCOME to the hot seat of objectivity and TRUTH. IF you don’t read our tweets
bottom to top, you'll usually MISS their meaning, and a doctorate in life! (3/20/15)
Abortion
Most, if not all abortions are sin, but NOT murder, until the child is born. They are the
killing of an innocent, whose life began at inception. TRUTH. (12/19/14)
The Bible even distinguishes when one is born vs. not born yet (Jn. 1), though life begins
at conception. There’s more culpability the longer you wait, but it’s all still killing.
(1/18/15)

Abortion for contraception is also sin, as are MANY acts, and the killing of a life (in
progress, began at inception), which receives legal rights at birth. (12/16/14)
We hide abortions and the death penalty and gay sex, to avoid the TRUTH. THINK about
what the Supreme Court may soon force us to accept as being the same with a hubby and
wife! (2/13/15)
One is less culpable, but still morally culpable for killing an embryo, even for the life of
the mother, incest and rape, but NO bans—only private discouraging of aborting.
(10/16/14)

I’m even for government DIScouraging abortions. Where would you label these NONtraditional, unpolarized positions? Common sense and moral. See our new book for more
details! (10/16/14)
I personally understand why a woman might abort, though it’s a BIG sin, especially for
contraception. We CAN’T have back alley, unsafe abortions, by a national ban!
(10/16/14)

For a momentary lapse in judgment, MANY women will take the Morning After pill, or
abort, vs. endure 9 months of discomfort, cost and emotional strain. (1/23/15)
Government has a legitimate safety interest in protecting against back alley abortions, but
policy should ALSO discourage abortions' numbers! (Cf.: John Kerry’s view) (12/16/14)
America
I DON’T accept that America's best days are behind her! Only traitors and spies who
haven’t assimilated parrot that cr_p! DON’T believe it! USA #1, forever. (2/9/15)
The U.S. needs to compete and WIN, in world-class education, and the U.S. needs to
compete and BEAT China, economically. Number one is our tradition, and we’re
PROUD of it! (1/14/15)
Me, me, me self-centeredness WILL ultimately end our nation’s leadership position, if not
nation, if prophecy doesn’t intervene, first. A MORAL and spiritual revival is needed.
(12/23/14)

America: Love it or leave it; greatest nation on earth, and in man’s history! Leader of the
pack. City on a hill. Thousand points of light… any questions? (2/20/15)
American Dream
@radiotalkmike Gallagher said the American Dream was to make as much money as you
can (NO mention of give back). How is that different from greed? (I Tim. 6:17-18)
(10/15/14)

Arabs & Muslims
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Arab leaders: Females are EQUALS! (I Cor. 11:11; I Pet. 3:7) Let them learn, dress how
and go where they want, and to be raped is evil, even if NO witnesses! (1/27/15)
Saudi women should be able to drive cars, have no need for four male witnesses to a rape
claim; Muslim women SHOULD get education, and the “jihad” concept IS in Quran.
(1/20/15)

Bullying
Bullies attack fat, tall, skinny, nerdy, eyeglasses, out-of-staters, socially awkward,
unstylish—
Cliques, requiring conformity, or they withhold friendship. SINNERS! (11/13/14)
Business
I am ALL for U.S. businesses being as successful as possible, but NOT if that comes at
the expense of their hard-working employees, or by overpaying executives! (1/14/15)
At the same time, business is NOT a charity. It exists to make profit. HOW it achieves
that, and what it does with such profits is the concern of us ALL. (9/8/14)
MBA programs should stop teaching that business' only purpose is profits, and that
economics is an amoral discipline. Law-abiding is ALSO a function, and employee and
client care. (12/1/14)
IF you believe business is ONLY beholden to shareholders, it’s O.K. to Scrooge
employees, clients, and society. #ConservatismGoneAmuck THINK about it, MBA's and
executives!
(12/13/14)

Every over-paid executive causes clients to pay more, and workers to earn less. Start
wising up, consumers and employees. The U.S. is NOT just for elitists! (12/13/14)
This DOESN’T mean business should ever over-pay, but DO reward the ones who helped
the company be successful—NOT just executives! #CommonSense (12/23/14)
MANY people are needed by business at minimum wage jobs, indefinitely. You can
move up, but those jobs need filling. Hence, business likes illegals' cheap wages.
(12/13/14)

Business says the economy will improve if there are less regulations and taxes, but
government’s bills MUST be paid and some businesses would "Scrooge" the customer
without laws! (12/2/14)
Business is NOTHING without workers, and there would be no business without owners
and management. We NEED each other! We’re inter-related, like it or not, Dems and
GOP! #FightThenUnite #USA (12/25/14)
Business always hires the best-qualified is a MYTH. Schmoozing, networking, name
dropping, connections, who you know discriminates against many blacks, etc. (11/29/14)
Capitalism
I OPPOSE Communism, everyone being paid the same, taxing the rich into the middle
class, but I support modified Capitalism that allows NO severe suffering! (12/25/14)
Charity & Giving Back
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We can’t help everyone, but everyone can help someone. Democracy is worth dying for
because it’s the most deeply honorable form of government devised by man. –Ronald
Reagan (9/8/14)
EVERY charity should FULLY reveal all executive salaries, and the percent that
ACTUALLY goes to intended donation recipients. It’s NOT supposed to be a way for
those NOT struggling to get rich! (1/7/15)
China
How did China rise? Servicing America. How can America rise again? Servicing China,
etc. #BusinessTips (1/20/15)
Why does China KEEP lending to America? Are they FOOLs, or are we printing so much
funny money that idiots never notice that it’s not worth as much; one or the other, or
both/and? (1/27/15)
Christian Social Ministry
Christians are SUPPOSED to advocate (and vote) for MORAL public policies, but usually
just vote Dem or GOP. Help the poor, down greed vs. just be anti-abortion and gays.
(11/29/14)

Church
NO church I’ve heard of does relational discipling targeted to reach ALL members, and
FEW use laymen’s spiritual gifts during the worship service! (11/30/14)
Mega pastors OFTEN getting rich off a NON-New Testament required "tithe." Churches
run like a business SHOULD be taxed, as that’s UNfair to other taxpayers. (11/27/14)
Mega pastor salaries are why many won’t speak out on this. Circle the wagons, in bed
with the greedy, and loving the lifestyle; say Osteen and other FRAUDs. (12/25/14)
When a mega church opens other multi-sites, do they siphon off members from smaller or
struggling churches and pastors? (yes) DO YOU CARE? (11/13/14)
The Gospel of health and wealth is an example of the prophecy sign that apparent
Christians accumulated teachers in accord with their OWN desires! (1/2/15)
College
Good colleges NEED more competitors, but it takes decades to build a reputation (hence,
a quasi-monopoly). There is no incentive to lower cost; price caps needed? (2/5/15)
It’s HIGH TIME payers of tuition (i.e., parents) or loan takers clamor for lower tuition
rates! Grass roots pressure publicly, if not withholding your student going. (1/28/15)
Communism
Corrupt governments could pay off dictators/corrupt officials enough to survive until
death, then take rightful control of the government, for peace and prosperity. (1/23/15)
Conservatives
“Let everyone sweep in front of his own door, and the whole world will be clean.” –
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe PLUS one to two little deeds for OTHERS! (2/20/15)
It’s easy to tell those less-advantaged to make their own opportunities, but conservatives
and the rich have access to education and funds the poor often DON’T! (12/15/14)
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Any American agreeing with the fictional Gordon Gecko (i.e., ‘greed is good’) is NOT a
good American, even if they cozy up with the church for moral cover! (9/23/14)
Greed, hoarding, selfishness, idolatry, worldliness and materialism justified by “being
your best?” Be your MORAL best, too, conservatives and the religious right. (11/28/14)
Conservatives also teach that the ultra-rich can keep all, or donate and they're moral
because, it’s private property. God doesn’t see it that way, in His word! (I Tim. 6: 17-19)
(1/15/15)

Conservatives brag that the rich help society with jobs and investment. DON’T be so
quick to defend them, as they do so to make themselves RICHER. Do they do anything
for FREE, to help others? (1/22/15)
Conservatives call government concern for the seriously poor “Socialism.” That would,
by definition, mean they are for antisocial-ism. Gal. 6:1-5 balances the whole with the
partial! (12/25/14)
Conservatives NEVER address how all individual decisions meld together to help or hurt
society as a WHOLE; myopic focus just on the individual. (12/13/14)
Democrats
Jesus cared for the poor. Some U.S. businesses would abandon America if offered a better
tax and regulations deal. Are we as patriotic as we claim? (9/8/14)
Dems do more to help the poor, worker, unemployed, outsider, elderly, jailed and to decry
greed, but the WASP Church calls them ANTI-religious. "HOW convenient," as church
lady would say. (1/7/15)
Dems ALWAYS say give tax payer money to others by force, spend more, our debt be
d_mned. They’re bankrupting our kids’ future. WHO cares? I do, for one. (2/13/15)
Division
DON’T let what divides us divide us. Let our common heritage and values UNITE us just
enough for debate without discord. Bipartisans WILL stay elected. (12/13/14)
Economy
Compete, don’t dominate. Win, then help. Get wealthy, then give back. Meet your
needs, then others’. Is this so hard to figure out, humans? (yes) (1/11/15)
Beware when anyone says economics is an amoral science, for IMMORAL practice is
sure to (often) follow. They taught that in MBA and BBA school. (1/13/15)
At the same time, our society does best when the world’s money/rich stay here, so I want
taxes on individuals and businesses as low as possible. Medium-sized government!
(1/14/15)

Disparity is from some being ABLE to earn a lot, and many NOT. Justice is when you are
paid what you deserve and are worth—NOTHING more. It’s called "market rate."
(1/14/15)

Income "disparity" is combatted, in part, when you see that ‘what the market will bear’
means owners pay what they want, if there are more workers than jobs. (1/23/15)
Entitlements & Welfare
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[It would be great] IF charity could secure no severe suffering, all for no tax dollars used
for the poor, but it is very random and fluctuating, so it can’t be 100 percent relied on.
(1/14/15)

Why should handout recipients NOT vote to keep them, and not care how they got paid
for? It’s NOT moral, but it’s financially logical. We MUST change Welfare! (12/22/14)
Evangelism
FIRE your pastor if he won’t LEAD his members to 100 percent evangelize ALL nearby
lost people, ASAP! Revival is needed. It starts with pastors (II Chron. 7:14). (12/25/14)
HOW would God warn the lost world, one last time, to receive Jesus, or It’s all over, when
His church won’t perform that function? Give me an answer! (9/28/14)
Extremes & Extremists
Conservatives and liberals are both KILLING our country, either by extreme policies, or
stalemate heat with no progress, wasted money and salaries! (11/14/14)
Foreign Affairs
Can wealthier nations help teach others to fish, or should they be just enjoying life and
keep ignoring them? And can we do it on a smaller budget, as we have HUGE debt?
(2/19/15)

We [America] DO stick our noses in chaos elsewhere, as our world needs peace and
mediators, and our military can help achieve it better than others. We never take land!
(2/8/15)

BRIC is trying to compete with the U.S. and her trade partners. KICK THEIR B-TT! For
the ignorants, that’s Brazil, Russia, Iran and China. STOP being so igno; U.S., LEAD!
(2/9/15)

Gay Marriage
Treat all gays EQUAL with ALL others! NO discrimination. TRULY love them. Expect
they WON’T change their decision and tendencies. God loves ALL. (2/13/15)
IF anyone loved gays, they’d want the best for them, encourage them as people, advise
them from harm, and defend them against all hateful acts, below… (2/23/15)
Love the sinner hate the sin. Dems love gays; GOP hates the sin. It’s BOTH/AND,
WASPS and black church! Duh 101 (1/25/15)
Anyone who treats gays as second-class citizens is sinning; or who won’t hire them
(except in small business with physically CLOSE quarters)! (2/23/15)
‘Homophobic’ means you FEAR gays. Christians (and others) who oppose gay marriage
are scared of nothing, and no one if they’re right with God; they just oppose sin. (2/23/15)
No one should have to violate their religion to service gay couples, UNLESS they are the
only business option in the area! This is common sense. (2/23/15)
The GOP OUGHT to be crafting a law that no small business owner working in tight/close
physical quarters must hire a gay person, with a religious objection. They WON’T.
(2/25/15)

Giving Pledge
The Giving Pledge attitude and behavior was the first sign that another rich man had
received eternal salvation through Jesus! (Lk. 19:1-9; Jn. 3:16) (9/10/14)
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Zacchaeus pledged up to 50 percent, as did Bill Gates and Warren Buffett (99 percent).
Those who aren’t sure they’ll retire have MUCH less obligation than you, by ability!
(2/19/15)

The @MarkLevinShow mocks Warren Buffett for being godly, and being generous as
acting stupid. ALL money idolaters think like that, until Hell comes. (Rev. 21:8)
(11/11/14)

.@BillGates and @WarrenBuffett do what they do because THEY have consciences.
SELFish rich people have seared theirs, but God sees it, "successful" one's! (12/25/14)
Empower the poor with your EXCESS, to be self-sufficient. Rarely give money directly,
and ONLY temporarily, if so. Educate, motivate, train and give job skills! (12/4/14)
People owning more than $15 million are MOST responsible, morally, to help solve
society's problems, as they can MOST afford to, with no lessening of their standard of
living! (1/7/15)
IMAGINE how much better our world would be if billionaires relinquished Giving Pledge
amounts in their lives. See how your money benefits others, before (vs. only after) you
die. (1/15/15)
I CAN’T help but believe that those with more money than they’d ever need to reach their
end of life (i.e., the rich) have the most responsibility with that excess. (2/20/15)
If big business and the world's rich do NOT gain a heart of generosity, and every act they
engage must create proven profit, our world is SUNK! #GivingPledge (11/11/14)
Government
Government is NOT to favor rich or poor, but that’s EXACTLY what BOTH parties DO!
Levit. 19:15 MUST be the people's rallying cry in America! #Justice (1/13/15)
Small government hurts all people receiving any assistance, and big government punishes
achievers, and nearly bankrupts us with excessive debt. #CommonSense (1/14/15)
I can HARDLY think of one arena in which the feds do a commendable job, except our
military, postal, highways and police forces (FBI, CIA, etc.). (1/28/15)
Green Energy & Climate Change
100 percent energy independence means the U.S. LOSES her influence in THE [Middle
East] region where terrorists originate. LESS than 100 percent is needed for U.S. global
'power!' (2/27/15)
Healthcare
If McDonalds charges $10 for a Big Mac, people go to Wendy’s or Burger King. You
CAN’T do that with healthcare or college. Governmental interest in their industries.
(2/5/15)

Immigration
The U.S. WELCOMES the persecuted, those wanting to get ahead, and others, but NOT
slackers seeking handouts! That's NOT traditional America, at all! (10/22/14)
America owes no one American citizenship! We are a GENEROUS people, by CHOICE,
and your livelihood is your government's concern—MAKE them be competent! (10/22/14)
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NO illegal should be gifted with citizenship, but go to the END OF LINE on a path, and
CLOSE THE BORDERS NOW! YOU DON’T REWARD bad behavior.
#CommonSense (11/27/14)
It’s ALSO unfair to all who immigrated legally to allow amnesty, and reward
MISbehavior, and treat them equal with law-abiding immigrants! #CommonSense
(1/22/15)

Iran
Some in Iran governance will NEVER abandon desires to wipe Israel off the map.
Vigilance is needed, to always track secret ops having that aim, Israel. (2/14/15)
Israel
I guarantee you the Middle East can get better! My book says how (none 100 percent
until Jesus returns). I’d be happy to implement ideas the Lord gave me to help. (2/18/15)
Palestinians have been outcasts in camps FAR too long, and deserve a "state" (i.e., a
permanent place) that is NOT a threat to Israel. #CommonSense (1/22/15)
Liberals
Liberalism may have good intentions, but idealism costs more than society can pay for in
reasonable taxes. Champagne tastes needing a beer budget. (11/29/14)
Liberals are GOOD on wanting serious pollution gone, no severely suffering poor, the rich
to give back, no animal abuse, and needed immigrants allowed in. (11/30/14)
Liberals look at the whole/collective/big picture; conservatives look at the individual. All
individuals make up a collective reality you can’t ignore! (11/30/14)
Liberals want pristine air quality, no matter the cost to business’ profits, workers paid
more than they deserve, and handouts with zero payback. Evils. (11/29/14)
Liberals want even distribution, conservatives want elitists to keep it all. God says no
suffering poor, then be as rich as you can, with give back (I Tim. 6:17-19). (11/11/14)
Lobbyists
It’s morally CORRUPT how money influences our politicians, as LEGAL BRIBERY!
Money is NOT speech, but funds it, Supreme Court! [If so, throw up a wad of cash and
ask passers-by what your message is] (9/9/14)
Lordship Salvation
Even then, Lordship salvation pastor congregations are primarily carnal. They NEVER
address that inconsistency that it DOESN’T work! Grace alone. (12/25/14)
Saviorhooders have COWERED to majority pressure of allegations we teach loose living.
DON’T let the Devil tarnish the TRUTH, TRUTH believers! (1/5/15)
And it’s amazing that Calvinists are Lordshippers! Those who say God does it all, man
NOTHING, require so much from man to do when he is to do nothing? Foolish! (1/5/15)
Minimum Wage
The economy’s NOT just to bless investors, owners and executives. Consumers and
employees WILL wake up, and I’ll help sound their alarm clock. I’m for GOOD business,
NOT bad. (9/27/14)
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IF minimum wage were abolished, as @Newt_Gingrich suggested, do you think business
(always looking for more profit) would pay folk more, or less? THINK! (1/15/15)
Morals
Laws don’t make acts moral or immoral before God, but only define acts citizens can and
can’t do. Pass moral laws, as righteousness exalts a nation. Pass moral laws, as
righteousness exalts a nation. (10/10/14)
North Korea
200,000 in concentration camps, 16 million mal-nourished, $800 million spent on nukes,
received $200 million in U.N. foreign aid. #TheInterview #NorthKorea Evils, if correct
stats! (2/22/15)
Police
I’m pro-cop and anti-criminal acts, but also pro-criminal rights and anti-excessive force
and police brutality. ALL sides—do the right thing! #Ferguson (12/6/14)
Political Correctness
Isn’t P.C. really man seeking to be "good?" Less water waste in toilets, not offending
feelings, not discriminating, recycling resources, etc.? (1/15/15)
Political Parties
The GOP favors the rich, Dems favor the poor. We NEED a party that ALSO represents
the swing voter middle class and independents, SOON! Rebel against the system. (2/5/15)
GOP targets whites, WASPS, the South, the rich, big business; Dems the poor, minorities,
the North East and West, unions, environmentalists, gays and aborters. ALL are
Americans! (12/25/14)
Dems are for labor; GOP is for business. Business can no more make it without labor than
labor makes it with no employer. Can’t we all just get along? #RodneyKing (9/23/14)
Dems see the BIG/holistic picture. Conservatives call this ‘collectivism’ or ‘central
control,’ but all it is is thinking about all individual decisions' effects on all. (1/14/15)
Political Solution: Pledgers
Every LEGITIMATE business improves itself and its products and/or services. D.C.
politics stays the same old broken system because WE the people do nothing different.
(1/8/15)

The system is BROKEN. ONLY politicians reply, "long live the system." FIX the system
in 2020, U.S. voters, or you get what you DESERVE! @Pledgers2020 (12/13/14)
EITHER pro-business or pro-worker. I’m pro BOTH. EITHER pro-business or pro
downing serious pollution? I’m for BOTH. Pro-whites or pro-minorities vs. BOTH.
(11/30/14)

I am NOT anti-conservative or anti-liberal; just ANTI all bad in their political
philosophies. I’m not a moderate, but a principled independent. (11/30/14)
I am NOT anti-rich, but anti-NON-philanthropic rich. I’m NOT pro being poor. Work
your way out, and if you’re lazy, you don’t deserve to eat! (II Th. 3:10) (12/14/14)
I am NOT opposed to government using limited taxes to prevent any severe suffering of
poverty, and I’m AGAINST greedy rich who hoard it all! (2/23/15)
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Dem or GOP? How about taking their good and rejecting their bad? I tell you HOW, in
Dumb as a Donkey Fat as an Elephant (book). (9/23/14)
Objective, impartial, neutral, fair mediator(s) are needed. Balanced solutions by win-win,
and creating common ground; you can’t move forward without forgiveness. (2/8/15)
GROW some common sense, U.S. politicians. We the people use it ALL THE TIME, and
we live in the real world, vs. fantasy land. WE have bills to pay! (12/19/14)
PRINCIPLES trump party or personality, and our book has superior positions on issues.
DON’T be distracted from that truth by a slew of GOP candidates! (1/20/15)
‘We need more bipartisan leaders who stand up for common sense solutions.’
@GabbyGiffords (9/20/14) Well said! DON’T blame your opponent; work together.
(9/30/14)

Common ground is NOT conceding to the other side. Win-win finds good wherever it can
be found. Bad compromise is BAD. #CommonSense politics! (1/11/15)
Win, then give back. Win, but don't dominate. Get rich, but not selfish. See
@ImMadTooEdwin for more such ideals we should be able to agree on. (2/16/15)
Control of Congress does NOT mean dominance, and the President is NOT god! WE pay
for BOTH parties, or want our money BACK! FOOLISH D.C. Hatfield’s and McCoy’s!
(1/16/15)

Dems and the GOP DON’T need Kumbaya unity, but open-mindedness to win-win
solutions, after debate, willing to be convinced, vs. intransigent pro party! (12/19/14)
Cooperation is capitulation? Then NOTHING will get done, if voters hire dodos who
think like that! Compromise no moral values, but get 'er dun! (9/23/14)
Bipartisan cooperation is NOT acquiescence to the other side, but debate and mutual effort
to find good policies. The GOP is NOT Obama’s servants! (12/9/14)
HOW LONG will YOU suffer fools Gladly? TIME to throw ALL the bums OUT! We
the people are the power behind the throne! @Pledgers2020 (11/13/14)
I am calling for any qualified, red-blooded American committed to MORALS to run for
office in 2020! Principles trump party. #CommonSense. I’m willing, too. (1/14/15)
I wouldn’t vote for anyone of any party if their ideas weren't BETTER than those in our
new political book, WHEN those ideas are made public, so there’s NO excuse. (1/7/15)
BOTH parties FEAR a viable third party, and I’ve NEVER suggested one, but We the
people MUST unite to common sense policies. See our political book, soon. (12/25/14)
Payoffs, legalized bribes from lobbyists, schmoozers, kiss-ups, sell outs (political
prostitutes), kickbacks, pork, biases 2 supporters, etc. (12/25/14)
Politicians
“90 percent of the politicians give the other 10 percent a bad reputation.” –
@DrKissingerPhD I am not a politician, and my other habits are good also. –Artemis
Ward (1/7/15)
Politicians are regarded about the same as the lawyers most of them are, and used car
salesmen. There’s a REASON. #CleanUpWashington in 20/20! (12/19/14)
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We need the expertise of SOME career politicians, and the ideas and energy of newbies,
but if any get entrenched in BAD habits, #ThrowTheBumsOut, voters! (1/28/15)
It's TIME politicians are REQUIRED to take a lie detector before the public is has a
chance to vote for them! I’d submit to such! END corruption. (2/12/15)
IF politicians would engage a joint sports activity, be in the public eye as they commune,
letting the people hear if they’re sincere, PROGRESS would occur! (1/11/15)
In many ways politicians try NOT to solve big problems, fearing they’ll be out of a job if
they did! Could you have a job, working like that? (12/19/14)
Politics
“War has rules, mud wrestling has rules—politics has no rules.” –Ross Perot (A WISE
Texan!) “Where have all the leaders gone?” –@LeeIacocca (1/7/15)
Demonize the opponent, win at all costs, lie, deceive, waste money, never give in on
anything. THIS is modern politics, and THIS MUST change! #USA (12/13/14)
Checks and balances is NOT a synonym of gridlock! See both sides of an argument, be
open-minded, convince and choose the BEST alternatives every time! (12/21/14)
Poor & Poverty
God cares about the poor. If your political philosophy never does, God is opposed to you.
God is greater than money, and if He’s not to you, you are NOT the party of God, GOP!
(10/16/14)

The lazy poor should NOT be given handouts. The productive poor need only a
temporary hand-up. Both need empowerment to self-sufficiency. #CommonSense
(11/29/14)

And IF you can’t afford a kid, DO NOT birth a kid! And IF you don’t know hygiene or
disease prevention, GET AN EDUCATION! You can’t keep living stupid. (2/20/15)
“In a democracy the poor will have more power than the rich, because there are more of
them, and the will of the majority is supreme.” –Aristotle
Presidents
We've had Washington, Lincoln, JFK, Reagan, FDR and Clinton. WE DESERVE
BETTER CANDIDATES WITH BETTER IDEAS! Require it in 2020! #Pledgers!
(2/19/15)

Public Policy
Do right, get along, let none severely suffer, be at peace, steal no one’s land, and fix
problems is a summary of our political messages. Just Do It! #NIKE (2/13/15)
EVERY good idea we should do, if we can afford it. If we can’t, prioritize, and privatize
what we can’t. Common sense is far too uncommon, today! (2/11/15)
A GOOD economy, no severe suffering, no waste in our programs, lower debt, good
education,
let in who our economy needs, strategic foreign aid, ethical politicians. (1/14/15)
On welfare (IF it gets reformed), ending SERIOUS pollution, minimum wage and equal
rights for women, I’m a liberal. I’m NOT skitzo, but MORAL. #DNC (12/11/14)
Race
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@WilliamJBennett discusses how the @GOP can get more black voters. When you’re
poor, competing against ACTUAL monetary help is near impossible (i.e., Welfare)!
(12/11/14)

The U.S. has legalized, and significant racial segregation exists by wealth and venues.
Gated communities, college costs, etc., keep many whites from ever seeing ‘hoods.
(11/30/14)

Any black culture of ‘education is white’ must change, as with white culture of good 'ol
boys, schmoozy networking to connected insiders! Both/and! (11/28/14)
I’m NOT for whites abdicating the best companies and jobs, but for give back, profitsharing with employees, and lessening overpaid executives’ pay, to bless MORE folk.
(11/28/14)

Religious Right
“Religion is first of their political institutions.” –Alex DeToqueville (Democracy in
America, paraphrased) #America #ReligionAndPolitics #USA (11/10/14)
Christians should ALWAYS support good and justice, and oppose and fight evil,
anywhere it’s found, even in politicians who support our views! It’s called ‘objectivity.’
(9/17/14)

IF U.S. Christians evangelized and discipled FULLY, prayer-backed, MORE people
would choose NOT to abort as much, or engage in as much homosexual behavior!
(12/27/14)

To keep a clear Christian conscience, one MUST remain independent, willing to consider
right candidates from BOTH parties, if their positions are RIGHT! They rarely are.
(12/11/14)

IF the WASP Church decried greed in practice and words, helped the poor, solved other
social challenges, world-wide, they’d regain some political influence. (12/19/14)
DON’T think the GOP has a moral monopoly on political policies. Jesus wouldn't 100
percent be Dem or GOP, nor should U.S. believers be! #Stand4TRUTH (12/7/14)
If you’re a committed Christian, you CAN’T be conservative, without also being a social
liberal, UNLESS you’re a BIG charity donor (and NOT just to church). Duh 101
(12/11/14)

For a Christian, you’re either anti-abortion and gay marriage, or anti-greed, and pro
helping the poor. I REJECT these FALSE political choices! You should too (with which
the Bible agrees). (12/25/14)
The white church is GOP; the black and liberal church is Dem. Has God's body been
decapitatedly segregated in America, for political power? YES! Political harlots.
(11/13/14)

For abortion and gay marriage the GOP locks up the religious right moral voters, but on
helping the poor and decrying greed, Dems ALSO lock up moral voters! (9/15/14)
For abortion and gay marriage the religious right will IGNORE the GOP's errors of
idolizing riches, and letting the poor suffer, IF charity can’t help enough. (10/16/14)
Black Christians care about fellow blacks’ survival. Whether others abort or marry the
same sex is LESS relevant to economic survival, which GOP policy DIDN’T address.
(1/25/15)
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And the WASP Church in bed with materialistic policies, in the name of abortion and gay
marriage, ceases to be biblical in calling out such moral issues! (11/28/14)
Republicans
The phrase ‘greed is good’ was SUPPOSED to be a humorous distortion in a movie.
UNfortunately, it has been taken LITERALLY by MANY in America, today! (12/14/14)
And ONLY vote for good policies, vs. bad. @MarkLevin is right that many mainstream
GOP’s JUST say slogans, and rely on the brand to sell them! #NeverAgain! (12/5/14)
Revival
Revival WILL tarry unless and until U.S. pastors start to DO ‘EDBS’ priorities (in my
'opinion'), no matter how many prayers we 'send up.' (II Chron. 7:14) (1/11/15)
Rich & Wealth
The rich must live more simply so that the poor may simply live. –Mahatma Gandhi
(Cf.: I Th. 4:11)
The rich getting richer HURTS others, to the degree their excess is all hoarded, or used to
make them richer by business reinvestment. #WakeUpAmerica Extremes HURT!
(11/14/14)

The VAST majority of Americans of ALL colors are no longer accepting that a few
elitists—often white and male—have it made, as many others struggle! (11/28/14)
A grass roots movement is needed to use public peer pressure to have ALL global
billionaires SIGN and DO the Giving Pledge! Selfishness is a SIN. (1/7/15)
Bragging on very rich folk as heroes and idols is a sin the U.S. is VERY guilty of! Love
of money, idolatry, materialism, and the Church SHOULD decry vs. engage this. (9/23/14)
Any rich person whose attitude is ‘unless I get a lot richer, no one poorer than me will get
richer in "MY" company (or country)’ is selfishly evil. (1/12/15)
By Bible definition, is being rich always being "successful," the rich who give back
significantly and the poor are all failures, conservatives? (Pv. 30:8) (12/27/14)
Rich whites have connections, Ivy League, networking/schmoozing, contacts, daddy can
hire them, trust funds, favors… in a word, “ADVANTAGE.” (1/31/15)
Inheritances, trust funds, Ivy League networking, good 'ol boys clubs, etc. Don’t tell me
everyone in America has an equal chance at getting rich! #Democrats (11/29/14)
The rich have lawyers and accountants, loopholes, tax havens and offsets. The poor get
Welfare and Medicare, maybe subsidized college. WHAT ABOUT THE MIDDLE
CLASS? (1/26/15)
Rush Limbaugh
More and more @rushlimbaugh's suggested two-country (red and blue) solution looks
reasonable. I wouldn’t support it, but it’s looking more reasonable! (1/16/15)
Achieve and be your best, Rush Limbaugh? God asks you to achieve His purposes and be
MORALLY your best, too, vs. JUST acquiring money. (Lk. 12:20; I Tim. 6:17-19, etc.)
(12/13/14)
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Rush: MENTOR one black youth. Teach/coach and motivate him or her to be the
financial success you say is available to any and all. That would be a great START.
(12/13/14)

Bottom line, I personally challenge Mr. Limbaugh to fund software to predict how tax cuts
to all taxpayers REALLY impacts our economy and Treasury! (1/26/15)
Russia
I am 100 percent behind the GOOD Russian people, which are the majority! Any nation
must hold "leaders" accountable to only do GOOD actions, vs. INVADE neighbors.
#Ukraine! (2/15/15)
Talk Radio
Hannity’s denial you’re the party of rich, or questioning how to define it is WEAK, and
people see RIGHT THROUGH the myths! Money, guys, is what people NEED, NOT
words! (1/31/15)
#SeanHannity says wealth redistribution has HURT blacks, and the everyman for himself
economy he selfishly craves. Help the rich to help the poor? (11/27/14)
Taxes
Government will ALWAYS increase if liberals are in charge, but it’s already too big, so
we MUST solve problems off PRIVATE donations, and REDUCE America’s debt!
(12/5/14)

Laws must change to disallow any rich person paying a lower percent in taxes than the
average working stiff, as Warren Buffett suggested; Abusive favoritism! (10/16/14)
Why should any rich person have a LOWER tax rate from working stiffs who may never
retire? We need their money, not their selfishness. #GivingPledge (11/29/14)
The poor CAN’T pay money, but sweat equity civic service (mandatory) IS in order, and
NO tax loopholes for the rich or business! Fairness/Justice. #BetterPolitics (12/25/14)
ACCEPT medium-sized government, Welfare is NOT going away, many rich do hoard
too much, no poor person should severely suffer, or be OVER-helped. (1/30/15)
Terrorism
The WORLD must/needs to unite against ALL terrorists; track their EVERY move,
communication, money and recruitment, and give them NO let-up until ALL are dead.
(1/7/15)

A world prison for terrorists, and a world militia force (beyond just peace keepers) to fight
to end skirmishes where ALL nations have skin in the game. (2/20/15)
Tithe
Did U know ten percent tithing is NOT taught in the New Testament, for Christians?
God's Spirit MAY lead you to a HIGHER (or lower) percent. Do what HE says! (1/4/15)
Torture
By ‘torture’ I DON’T mean waterboarding, sleep deprivation, loud irritating music,
fastings, spread finger slaps, throwing people into fake walls. (12/9/14)
United Nations
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The @UN could play a HUGE part, so ALL nations do their "fair share”, and especially
concerning teaching them to fish, vs. keep paying to give them fish; and to end genocide.
(1/20/15)

The U.N. has PROVED [to be often] anti-American. Small nations can unite to get power
they could never wield on their own, and U.N. respect wanes in the process. Defund it?
(2/17/15)

Voters
"The most perfect political community is one in which the middle class is in control, and
outnumbers both of the other classes." –Aristotle
Bad politicians are sent to Washington because of BAD decisions by the electorate. We
don’t throw bums out because too many of us are patriotic bum steers. (1/24/15)
If you LIKE gridlock, waste, fighting, UNproductivity, impractical polar opposite
idealism, DO NOTHING DIFFERENT, but DON’T complain, because you caused it.
(12/23/14)

NO WONDER voters tune out! Busy lives, politicians lie to them, and nothing seems to
change. WHY BOTHER? Do ALL politicians want long-term careers in D.C.? YES!?
(12/13/14)

Politicians DON’T believe YOU will vote for them if they cooperate with the other side.
When either side has GOOD policy, support ALL who support it! (12/5/14)
Workers
I EXPECT unions to rise in America, and eventually, a ban on outsourcing, so companies
may just move away. Solve that. ("i" means God in me can). (1/23/15)
World’s Policeman
World’s policeman? NOT by desire, but often by necessity, as the sole superpower. Lead
ethically, but "L-E-A-D," as @JohnMcCain said. #JustDoIt (1/26/15)
America will NOT take anyone’s territory, or be the military initiator. THAT'S why we
have to be the world's superpower (plus we pay for it more than any others). (1/19/15)
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INVENTIONS
DOCTRINE OF INNOVATION
(4/1/20)

America was built from innovation. "From the first moment of independence, the United
States has been dedicated to innovation as a way of government and a way of life." –
Robert Kennedy
"Innovation is the key to America's long-term global economic survival. You're either
changing and improving, or your competitors are. …Innovation is the central issue of
economic prosperity." –Michael Porter
Education is the foundation to innovation. "America's experience, like many others,
teaches us that fostering entrepreneurship is not just about crafting the right economic
policy or developing the best educated curricula. It's about creating an entire climate in
which innovation and ideas flourish." –Joe Biden
American education must foster innovative thinking. "Americans thinking that America
will continue to lead the world in innovation and quality of life without some quick and
serious educational improvements are dangerously delusional." –Dean Kamen
If American business chooses to rest on its historic laurels, America will lose. "One of the
symptoms of an absence of innovation is the fact that you lose your jobs. Everyone else
catches up with you. They can do what you do better than you or cheaper than you." –
Neil deGrasse Tyson
Shark Tank notwithstanding, "Nearly all of the advances in structural & aesthetic
innovation is coming from abroad." –Arthur Erickson
The great American business man said it best (RIP), "Out-innovating them is the way to
beat China. And to do everything that we do in this country to support innovative policy,
that drives innovation and new products and more jobs and creates jobs." –Jack Welch
Business persons take risk, but they're also very risk adverse. Just look at how the stock
market reacts to the uncertainty of the coronavirus.
Because of our success, it's easy to simply dance with the one that brung ya, and milk the
golden calf dry, never innovating much, or letting other nations do so, then making knockoffs of proven winners, using Chinese labor and cheaper materials. This is not leading,
but following, and, as one expert said, other nations catch up (partly by taking our
education back home, college educating here, and working in U.S. companies awhile), and
the future belongs to the innovators!
LOOK at that TV show, Shark Tank. Those are NOT old ideas, but creative, useful and
new ones that investors invest in!
"We know that the nation that goes all-in on innovation today will own the global
economy tomorrow. This is an edge America cannot surrender." –Barack Obama
“In the private sector, there is always innovation. There's always change. There's always
improving productivity, and if you're not leading that, you'll be passed and ultimately go
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out of business. So there's an urgency to constantly update and renew and to rethink your
enterprise." –Mitt Romney
So if you listen to the people speaking to the future of American business, innovation and
entrepreneurship are our future—NOT living in the past, with all its great achievements,
because,
"You can't allow tradition to get in the way of innovation. There's a need to respect the
past, but it's a mistake to revere your past." –Bob Iger And "The only way you survive is
you continuously transform into something else." –Ginni Rometty
INNOVATION HOW TO’S
(3/30/20)

"I think frugality drives innovation just like other constraints do." –Jeff Bezos
"A winner is a dreamer who never gives up." –Nelson Mandela
"Learning and innovation go hand in hand. The arrogance of success is to think that what
you did yesterday will be sufficient for tomorrow." –William Pollard
"There’s a way to do it better–find it." –Thomas A. Edison
"If you want something new, you have to stop doing something old." –Peter F. Drucker
"If you have always done it that way, it is probably wrong." –Charles Kettering
"Innovation is seeing what everybody has seen and thinking what nobody has thought." –
Dr. Albert, Szent-Györgyi
"What is now proved was once only imagined." –William Blake
"You can’t solve a problem on the same level that it was created. You have to rise above it
to the next level." –Albert Einstein
"Innovation requires an experimental mindset." –Denise Morrison
"Nothing is impossible, the word itself says—I'm Possible!" –Audrey Hepburn
"The only way to discover the limits of the possible is to go beyond them into the
impossible." –Arthur C. Clarke
"Governments will always play a huge part in solving big problems. They set public
policy and are uniquely able to provide the resources to make sure solutions reach
everyone who needs them. They also fund basic research, which is a crucial component of
the innovation that improves life for everyone." –Bill Gates
"Imagination is not only the uniquely human capacity to envision that which is not, and
therefore the fount of all invention and innovation. In its arguably most transformative
and revelatory capacity, it is the power to that enables us to empathize with humans whose
experiences we have never shared." –J. K. Rowling
PRAGMATICS
(3/29-30/20)
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When the Lord moves me to be creative, I believe almost any problem can be solved, in
conjunction with experts! He RARELY so moves, but I have evidence for when He has.
As a starting point, derive confidence in what can be achieved by what mankind, humbly,
has already achieved!:
We’ve sent a man to the moon; raised a city area to avoid floods (Galveston). LOOK at
American ingenuity, and how blessed we are to have a cure for what ails us, in so many
ways!:
Warts? https://tinyurl.com/ydczrmej
Hemorrhoids? https://tinyurl.com/ybtrgj8f
Cough? https://bit.ly/3bv0IPh…
If you never complain, or can’t spot problems, you aren’t ‘gonna be very good at
innovation, as it’s often improving current state! My couch pillows get soft, over time. I
don’t want them to, as it’s harder to get up, when you’re older, fatter, or both. Fix it! I
shouldn’t have to buy a new one.
Envisioning perfection is another way to innovate, as is learning what exists, and crosspollinating ideas between disciplines, piggybacking off good ideas, and asking 'is this
smart?,' When you do activities naturally/by habit. Get our book on Innovation, to learn
more.
Interjection: Clever—my daughter's high school teachers are having a parade around
neighborhoods, to greet their little darlings at their homes! Coronavirus
https://tinyurl.com/yd8sjqal
We NEED technology that captures vehicle exhausts, and either converts them (carbon
capture), or neutralizes them. Is this impossible, scientists? And if you say ‘yes,’ have
you explored every option, or thought outside the box, yet? Keep discovering. It can be
done, IMO (in my opinion).
If trees are the natural solution to pollution, yet we keep deforesting, why not have forests
above our towns and buildings, where we develop over existing trees and forests? Flatroofed buildings with mini forests atop them? This keeps the functionality and the
aesthetics.
If Miami is indeed sinking/flooding, send that water to areas of the U.S., through
temporary (or permanent) pipes, to develop new lakes and ponds, and a stockpile watering
hole for wildfire eradication, regionally! Turn lemons into lemonade. No more droughts,
using excess water from "climate change" water level rises!
Is it possible to build a ski resort north of DFW, IF it started a mile up (cold climate), even
if snow-making machines were used? Can we turn landfills into energy, capturing their
incineration into heat energy that never enters the atmosphere?
Can wind farms power cars? https://tinyurl.com/ycvh6cd2
Coal is dirty, nuclear is dangerous, and its waste is toxic; fossil fuels are finite, dirty and
can harm air and water. Why can’t everything, eventually, be renewably green-powered?
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LIST the barriers, and solve them. Wind, solar, geothermal. Oil companies can transition,
even now, as Exxon-Mobil is starting to do.
America NEEDs a disease Mecca building, staffed by the world’s expert scientists, to
eradicate cancer, obesity (a pill!), heart disease, stroke, Alzheimers, paralysis, blindness,
deafness, and every other malady, like we did Polio. Any business negatively affected by
their end treated like typewriter.
I’m NOT a 100 percent or zero percent climate change believer, but to the extent pollution
is causing bad things, we need a consortium of scientists to develop remedy technologies!
If nothing else, it’s spewing cancer-causing chemicals into what you breathe. Businesses
WON’T stop it without affordable technology to do so.
Poverty is easy to solve, if we control population explosion, and the poorest are given bare
essentials of survival—something to live in, and education on farming enough to have a
garden to dine off of, and a fresh water well (and outhouse) for their area. The West
throws away things others could use as mini huts!
Every a junk yard, which has sold off all parts, merely crushes them for scrap metal
money. Before they’re crushed, they could be homes for the world’s indigent, IF the price
for the recycled metal is less than a government would pay for it as living quarters, though
distribution would be costly; bad idea!?
EVERY human alive already has a home of some sort, excepting the homeless. At night,
they sleep somewhere, and somewhat protected from the elements. If there’s any
exception, dig a hole as a man-made cave, or make a thatched hut from tree branches and
twigs. African tribesmen hunt and have towns!
EVERY human needs clean water, a place to poo (away from food), and vaccines against
fatal disease, and somewhere to lay their head. (I Tim. 6:8) Beyond that is luxury, as to
mankind’s duty to itself. CAN science and technology solve our limited natural resources
problem? Minerals are finite. China is making islands.
Have we fully explored living under the ocean, or developing its resources? Moon mining
seems ludicrous, to me. You have to deal with the hand you’re dealt, which is our tiny
green orb. Things we throw away have to be converted to new uses, as are resources
aren’t unlimited!
I am fully for meat eating (Mk. 7:19), but fully against the abuse of animals. Can’t
science make veggie substitutes for everything we otherwise eat, so we grow our food
base more than slaughter it? Wouldn’t that be less cruel/nicer, long-term, and partially vs.
fully?
You do NOT have to have a funeral ceremony at a business, with a casket (~$10K+)!
There ought to be public land where ashes can be scattered, or bodies buried for $100, for
the indigent and homeless, with or without any type gravestone marker. Let your memory
be online, and in the hearts and minds of friends and family.
America has water and sewer systems/pipes, nation-wide. Why can’t all factory waste
NOT spew from atop their buildings, but enter an underground tunnel/pipe connected to a
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national energy utility, to use that crud to produce electricity, containing and converting it,
if science can find a way?
You cannot innovate around God’s seal, trumpet and bowl judgments! Absent that, man
can designs around natural disasters! Seismic technology should already tell scientists
pockets of pressure build-up at tectonic plates and fault lines. Drill into it for geothermal,
and to relieve the stress! #GreenEnergy
You can’t stop acts of nature/God, but you can know they’re coming, and prepare
accordingly! California has building adjustments and structure springs to compensate for
an earthquake, and most modern building codes require hurricane resistant structures, near
oceans! Expect and plan against damage!
Tornadoes will come! Surely we know more than tornado alley spots where they
usually/traditionally/historically occur. Weather reports even warn us hours before, as
meteorologists know the conditions for them to occur. Either strengthen your structures,
or reverse their impact, like reverse wind technology inside a tornado.
Hurricanes will come. Why not funnel the water to reservoirs, connected to shoving that
water to where it’s needed (previously described)? Why not an adjustable sea wall, so
Galveston hurricanes ONLY send the water to rivers and the ship channel—NOT
endanger civilization and homes?
There are levies and the Panama Canal. We’ve done engineering feats that could prevent
Houston being flooded again (as my first owned home was, in Hurricane Harvey). The
money and will is not there. The ability is. We think this a freak storm, unexpected to
repeat!
Cali wildfires WILL happen in August+. Count on it. Why do we keep doing nothing
about fixing it, as I’ve said for YEARS?:
California needs infrastructure to suck ocean water through pipes or hoses to forest fires in
the future. For BIG, recurring problems we must think and solve BIG! (9/16/14)
Why can’t Cali use technology to use that massive nearby ocean water for non-potable
uses? GE has technology that de-salinates. Solutions exist. (4/21/15)
Year in and year out Cali has wild fires. WHEN will government or business (or both, in
partnership) get SERIOUS that pipelines from ocean water to all nearby regions is
NEEDED infrastructure improvements? They say insanity is doing the same thing
expecting different results! EXACTLY. #NapaFire (10/9/17)
In an ideal world, an oil pipeline system for water would be on tap to end forest- and Cali
wild fires quickly, sourced from nearby ocean or water buildup. (8/31/17)
Such is the nature of man, that I'll bet Houston and Cali will NOT create the infrastructure
to FIX the future hurricane and wildfire danger, once things return to business as
usual/status quo! (10/16/17)
…Cali forest fires—I’ve already said the answer is sitting right there in the ocean! Tap
the water by underground pipe systems. You KNOW it’s ‘gonna happen again. Invent
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wind deflectors, and technology to avoid mud slides. You have no choice. Disasters are
your only other alternatives. (1/13/18)
Wildfires are thwarted by rain, water or retardants; or open, dirt fields. There’s
technology to seed clouds to make rain! https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_seeding…
Infrastructure in Cali could make access to ocean water be immediate, and state-wide!
Retardants require way too many plane drops to be very effective. #Solutions (9/26/18)
Natural disasters are INEVITABLE! They WILL occur. You KNOW wildfires WILL
occur in Cali in 2019! Guaranteed. WHAT are you doing to prevent or lessen their
damage, government and business? Hurricanes, tornados, drought, tsunamis, hail—ALL
are coming in 2019. This ISN’T prophecy, but common sense! (12/28/18)
DIVERT their flow! Capture their mass underground. Require their runoff to flow to
oceans in paths that avoid people and structures. They WILL happen! What are WE
doing, knowing that FACT? Asbestos is dangerous. Can we make fire retardant materials
for Cali casas/homes? I’m no scientist! (12/28/18)
IT IS irresponsible to NEVER build pipelines to the ocean, KNOWING every year these
fires occur! It's hardly news anymore. FIX the lack of water problem! Trump renews
threat to cut wildfire aid to California https://fxn.ws/33bTKuD #FoxBusiness (11/3/19)
Wildfires: Underground pipelines connected to the ocean are needed for Cali
infrastructure. SURELY their cost is LESS than the destruction and devastation we have
all witnessed the past 8 years (5 summers?)! The water's there to put out the fires, but
NOT accessible to fire fighters! (4/17/20)
Earthquakes: Surely scientists know the pressure points, fault lines, and historic regions
that erupt, from seismic studies, etc. Couldn’t pressure be released, through drilling into
those pockets to relieve some tension, and use the released energy convertable into fuel?
High stress explodes! (4/17/20)
Tornadoes: Circulating wind turbulence. COULD we invent something to reverse the
spin, to nullify/neutralize its devastation, by slowing the spinning to a crawl or stop? Airdropped chemical or machine (giant fan-like device or drone)? Undoing the swift-moving
spin is the key! (4/17/20)
Drought: Miami is sinking, supposedly sea water levels are rising, from melting ice caps.
We have pumps and pipes! Drain the unwanted excess to deserts, or drought-plighted
regions, like we transfer oil from Houston (Pasadena/Deer Park) to the rest of the nation.
It all takes money! (4/17/20)
Huge hail: Couldn’t we use lasers to shoot it down, like we have missile defense
technology? It’s not a huge problem, so no need for such extremes. Maybe if a comet
were facing us! Tornadoes pop up quickly, but meteorologists see the signs of danger,
with enough time for us to react. (4/17/20)
Tsunamis: Is there any conceivable technology we could devise to dissipate the direct
direction they travel, once triggered, so their well breaks up into every direction, or gets
channeled out back into the open waters/ocean? Quick response would be required, like a
mini bomb. (4/17/20)
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Ice: How could we invent machines to melt ice, but not damage the roads, in winter?
Same with huge snowdrifts (blown hot air?). It’s one thing to make earthquake-resistant
structures, but, ultimately, you can’t stop mother nature’s destruction! Try to stop the
disasters at their source! (4/17/20)
IF vehicle emissions are causing the temperatures to rise, over time, can we invent a
counteracting force that freezes emissions, or at least neutralizes their heat? Catalytic
converters helped reduce pollution. Can we reduce it twice as much, with new
technology? Carbon capture? (4/17/20)
It’s AWESOME that we have warning alarms just before disasters strike! Now take it to
the next logical step, and devise technology to thwart them, ameliorate their negative
impact, or even prevent them, if any factors aid in their occurring. Ex: Water available
for expected droughts [as previously described]! (4/17/20)
Insurance is a great and easier solution to natural disasters. You either pay in enough to
cover their clean-up and re-building, or you spend money on infrastructure to lessen their
impact. Or you can ignore them, and moan and groan when they hit. (4/17/20)
Ideally, every natural disaster/act of God is an energy source, if captured! Geothermal is
way under-utilized, as magma way down deep is always churning, and the steam power
could be tapped into all over the world! It doesn’t even pollute; solar and wind, as well!
They all cost investment money! (4/17/20)
We need automatic, instant response drones to breaking natural disasters, carrying
technology that can avert or alleviate most if not all of their devastating forces! (4/17/20)
Continuing
Before you get your hopes too high, selfish greed will not allow this envisioned future,
and/or Bible prophecy will intervene, sometime. Rev. 18 indicates a GREAT global
economy, about four years into the Tribulation, though there are still (poorer) workers, so
we KNOW climate change WON’T end our earth.
So long as our collective attitude is humble, and dependent upon God, vs. ignoring Him
and relying on man (Ps. 60:11), our future is ultra bright (IF you’re personally going to
heaven; otherwise, all this is in vain—John 3:16). The tower of Babel’s destruction shows
that arrogance will get us in trouble!
Absent those disclaimers, can you imagine a world with no old diseases (vs. new ones
we'll tackle), viruses, pollution, wars, and natural disasters we can’t design against or
around? The past 150 years of America tell me we can innovate past all obstacles there
are no laws of physics or nature preventing!
God says wars will happen! You’re NOT ‘gonna end them all. (Mt. 24:6; Ecc. 3:8) They
happen when conflicts arise between groups/nations, and politicians won’t compromise,
and one side feels they can win the argument by force. Equal military capability can
thwart that (deterrence), vs. perceived weakness.
NO U.S. warrior being killed is the ultimate goal, as with cops, and coronavirus-fighting
docs and nurses! List all ways our army get killed, and design around them (bomb, bullet,
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WMD, missiles, etc.). You KNOW those artillery are coming. Create technology to
thwart or stop them in their tracks!
Robots and drones can do the close, hand-to-hand front lines combat! Some politicians
won’t surrender/raise the white flag until enough of their people, or friends and family and
assets are destroyed. STUPID! (Lk. 14:31) Ego and delusion/over-confidence.
Do we need a global fighting force to end wars before they get outa hand? Sovereignty
issues arise. A global military of people from all nations would help all nations have skin
in the game in enforcing reasonable global laws, and fairly-shared costs! As I’ve said:
The world needs an objective, multi-national global military force, perhaps U.N.-related,
so the U.S. doesn't foot or fund all the actions or blame. (8/31/13)
Currently, it’s The West vs. Communism, still. One-world government is prophecy’s evil
future. Until then, these two factions need to broker in honesty over conflicts of
resources, territory, human rights, etc. At worst, ignore, and peacefully coexist, as hated
enemies. No bloodshed or business-harming computer attacks.
I want to research ending cravings, as I KNOW how to lose weight: Lots of water, more
fruits and veggies, more exercise, healthier (and LESS) foods, eat slower, and wait 20
minutes to feel full. Knowledge is NOT my problem. You’ve got to want to do all those
things, and be willing to suffer some!
I want a TV channel where I can watch any popular show from any other nation, with
audible English subtitles (i.e., no need to read them). We NEED easy, quick, cheap
substitutes for all fattening foods (cake, Coke, cookies, pie, pizza, potato chips). NO ONE
has time or interest in prep work, and it’s a YUGE market for new products!
Scrolling the TV channels, if you were a painter or roofer, Little Giant Extreme has
amazingly innovative features! The TV show Cheap Eats helps people on a tight budget,
as we all eat. Many video programs allow exercise workouts that maximize muscles used,
in minimal time.
Can’t science figure out how to speed up the message signals between our stomach and
brain, or cut off the hunger cravings with a pill or patch, like a gallon of water 20 minutes
before eating partly does? I’m willing to be a guinea pig to test such breakthroughs. A
pill to feel full—a YUGE market! I’ve advocated for innovative solutions for years:
New bar drink combinations: Just mix/combine existing ingredients in new ways! Use
their titles, and combine them, like Branjelina combined two names. New combos, new
products! List all words, and let computers randomly match them, then sort through them
for good ideas! #Innovation I’d like a job in that business! (1/17/18)
Does your neighborhood have one of these? https://tinyurl.com/y8kmk2z3… Why not?
You’ll get greater resale value if you install one. Could golf could be made more
interesting, to me? Impossible! But try timing it with a clock countdown! Jog between
shots! Sport/more athleticism. #Innovation Bowling? Add moving obstacles! (1/17/18)
And: https://tinyurl.com/y9x3slu2 https://tinyurl.com/ycaaca52… Study the seven+
wonders of the world; analyze what makes them so great, then build another one, so little
states, like Idaho, get some recognition, and tourism. #Attractions and business. (1/17/18)
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I want Texas to have a town on the coast that’s like Hawaii. Am I asking too much?
Make technology to keep the brown water and sand away. That would boost tourism.
Imitate Cali's ability to snow ski within two hours of surfing! A man-made surf area in the
ocean, then indoor ski resort in Houston. Think BIG! (1/18/18)
Food #innovation: Non-GMO, fancier bread options, healthier, organic, pre-packaged
(sent to your door), aware of peanut butter allergies (and noted/warned on packages), more
demand for accurate disclosures of ingredients, etc. Always be improving society!
#Foodies (1/19/18)
Check out this no check out solution: Inside Amazon’s surveillance-powered no-checkout
convenience store http://tcrn.ch/2mXUuPR via @techcrunch #Innovation (1/21/18)
Why can’t cameras located at businesses be accessible from home, so I can shop, live, and
have a robot retrieve what I select, and a drone deliver it home? I like seeing what I’m
buying (unless I know the product well), and touching it can be helpful (like assessing
fresh fruit). (1/21/18)
Why can’t I have 'on-demand' past TV shows on any subject—not just what has recently
been seen? If I wanted to learn about the Korean War, right now, I should be able to say
‘Best Korean War summary show,’ and watch it before my kids awaken! The future can
be so much better than the present! (1/21/18)
Underwater city. Could we, and why would we? (1/21/18)
My son and I saw this innovation at the border of Oklahoma, yesterday, in a little
convenience store! I joked with the owner, that even big city Big D doesn’t yet have this
Howard Hughes amenity! Can you really catch a disease of the rump? It’s a COOL new
product we played with twice... http://brillseat.com (3/9/18)
How do we shape our tomorrow? We see its ideal form in our minds, and then we begin
to chisel it, to reveal new possibilities. –PurePoint Financial TV ad For more on
#Innovation, see our book, Design Your Future: Innovation Strategies for the 21st
Century, at AmericanAnswers.org (8/29/18)
Six Flags DFW is coming up with a huge loop coaster. That won’t get my boys and
myself back. What would is a London Eye one (as in Las Vegas), or one that rises and
falls in a swivel 'S' shape, or curls itself down to earth, in dizzying circles. They already
have a dual loop Shockwave, though this innovation would loop BIGger. (8/30/18)
I want a home robot, programmed to know where every item we own goes/belongs, and
anytime that item is NOT in its proper place, it retrieves the item and returns it to where it
goes. Customize it to make exceptions, like when you’re using the product, or will be
soon. #Innovation #JustDoIt, inventors. (9/26/18)
Drones NEED back-up propellers and motors, so they can never fail, and drop down and
hurt anyone. #Innovation Did you know there are robots smaller than the thickness of a
strand of hair? The University of Texas Southwest got in the Guiness Book of World
Records for inventing it. You have to KNOW things! (9/26/18)
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I want technology that reverses a robocall, to ring their headquarters with repeated
callbacks, to hassle the humans behind them as much as they hassle we the public!
#Innovation If I knew where their offices were, in DFW, I'd take an M-80 firecracker to
interrupt their business day! (9/26/18)
Drones NEED to fly NOT by propellers, but like Harrier jets and hovercraft (or the
Jetson's). #Innovation The fancier, more complex a product gets, the more maintenance
and repair bills will be forthcoming, like luxury automobiles. Some manufacturers design
things to fail, prematurely (called functional obsolescence)! (9/26/18)
Ladies’ purses need hidden, built-in GPS tracker technology, in case they’re ever snatched
off their arm, lost or stolen. A robber should NOT have the upper hand, and through
technology, the citizenry should be able to fight back against thugs and crooks, to make
crime NOT pay! #Innovation Think better. (9/26/18)
Home toilets need two water flush levels, for obvious reasons (Hint: #1 requires LITTLEto-no water, and we conserve resources by designing smarter products)! Using four sheets
of TP (as one Hollywood celeb does) seems a DUMB (and stinky) way to save the Rain
Forest. There are better solutions! #Innovation (9/26/18)
Drought? SO easy to fix! We have OCEANS on three of America's four sides.
Infrastructure (underground pipes) can solve that! But, conservatives, EVERYTHING
COSTS MONEY. Not just money in your bank accounts! HUGE sponges could help
lower flood damage, dropped from the air. Think BIG! #Innovation (9/26/18)
Falling rocks block highways near mountains? Can you think of technology that could
ameliorate that, or detect loose rocks? I CAN! What about landslides and mudslides?
How about trees ready to fall, with too much rainfall, like here?:
https://abcnews.go.com/US/year-girl-swinging-hammock-dies-treecrashes/story?id=58066006… LEARN how to think creatively. (9/26/18)
15 Most Common Causes of Death in the United States. Where you live has a lot to do
with how you meet your Maker. See our list of the 15 most common causes of death in the
United States, including Diabetes mellitus and heart diseases. –
Health.howstuffworks.com
…Wind problems have occurred in downtowns, where skyscrapers cause gusts, and
blocked sun shadows have made other buildings more in the dark. That’s all a matter of
government city planners and architects and engineers planning a better and more
beautiful future. Now let’s do that in politics! #Innovation (11/28/18)
Have you driven by DULL church buildings? Would you—all things being equal—ever
step foot in there? What if their exterior architecture was exciting, interesting and
aesthetic/pleasing to the eye… even cutting-edge? Would that say anything about what
you might find inside? #Innovation #Church (11/28/18)
Wouldn’t you LOVE a BIG BOX store with moving walkways, like at airports, or who
offered you snap-on skates, to make your experience more fun and fast? Lowes, Home
Depot, Sam’s, Wal-Mart, Costco. Keep it safe, have courtesy rules, but don’t make us
hike when we’re Rambo shoppers! #Innovation (11/28/18)
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Drones and robots could be used to listen to, study and communicate with the unreached
people groups, 2,200 languages of which have no access to the gospel, to make it safer for
the missionary translators!; livestreaming TV camera and screen attached. #Innovation
#Church #Pastors #Missionaries (12/2919)
#HowIHelpThePlanet By insisting landfills be made into man-made mountains people
can safely hike I climb, that are aesthetic, and import rocks to make climbs challenging
(perhaps even snow skiing if they reach high enough). All, over time, as they pile higher!
#Innovation vs. waste! (4/21/19)
If cars were equipped with technology that wouldn’t allow them closer than three feet of
any
vehicle before or aft, intersection stops could peel out and be more efficient, and drive
time traffic could fly at 80mph in the left-most lane, with no slow Joes allowed there!
#JustDoIt! #Innovation Fix it NOW! (4/27/19)
Ladders need to be safer, though lighter, via stronger materials, wider bases, no tip over
capability, and less steep incline by longer reach, with bottoms that are securable to the
ground (no slide), or imbed into grass. Fix all home appliances' negatives and problems!
Homes of the future. #Innovation (5/5/19)
Why should humans pick up dirty whites, and take them to the laundry room? Laundry
chutes from the second floor exist, or a robot can do the nasty/dirty work of life! Why
have Americans abandoned Lazy Susans, trash compactors, and home intercoms?
Resurrect products for new markets! #Economics #Innovation (2/9/20)
It is negligence for helicopters to not have instant blow-up THICK and huge air bags,
below deck, which automatically deploy when motors stop and propellers cease to spin!
#Innovation Parachutes many feet above the props could still get caught in them (deadly),
I would think. (1/28/20)
If money was unlimited, I’d want a remote starting computer, by speaking 'turn on' aloud,
anywhere in my home! I HATE waiting for it to warm up. I could say 'Word’ and 'file
name,' and my document would be there for me. ‘Shut ‘er down’ would make it shut
down, without pushing any buttons! #Innovation (2/8/20)
I want livestreamed free tribute concerts from home, at Legacy Hall, when the band is not
my ideal, so I can work when the songs are boring or unknown, like would have been the
case tonight. I want livestream pictures of beautiful scenes, live, the world over, on my
computer! #Innovation (2/8/20)
Why can’t there be a pill that expands in your stomach, with water, to make you feel full?
Why can’t there be home IV's, to insert water so you feel full without having to drink the
nasty stuff? Why did we USED to have intercoms in homes, but we haven’t modernized
that, or trash compactors? Odd! #Innovation (2/8/20)
It would be SO easy to make a device that sets off an alarm anytime anyone in public
invades your six foot personal space under social distancing outbreak circumstances!
Maybe a simple app on your smart phone. #Innovation (3/17/20)
Continued
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Just think of where we've come the past decade, with but three examples: We would not
be surviving Covid-19, at all, had we not developed an online marketplace, where we do
business in a virtual world (Amazon, Ebay, company websites, etc.).
We can even get some goods home delivered by drone or robot, or businesses NOT the
USPS (UPS, Fedex, Amazon, etc.). We even get food delivered safely to our home, with
the innovative advent of Uber Eats, GrubHub and DoorDash; virtually unheard merely of
a decade ago!
Then think of the transformative idea of virtually every major product people want,
housed in one central location, like Sam Walton envisioned into reality, then taken virtual
by Amazon (leveraging that huge buying power to secure lowest bulk costs, passed onto
consumers, to grow behemoth businesses; CostCo and others following suit, LATER).
And finally, who would have thought of using existing things to create an entire industry,
like re-thinking how people already commuting can make money, and cut into the then
taxi business, in the form of Uber and Lyft? Innovative ideas! Disruptive ones!
"Everything begins with an idea." –Earl Nightingale And these game-changer ideas
came from breaking the mold, upsetting the apple cart, and thinking outside the box! “In
tech communities, we consider disruption the way to lead to innovation.” –Ayanna
Pressley
“A disruptive innovation is a technologically simple innovation in the form of a product,
service, or business model that takes root in a tier of the market that is unattractive to the
established leaders in an industry.” –Clayton M. Christensen It ALL begins with
education!
As possibly the smartest man ever said, "Imagination is more important than knowledge.
For knowledge is limited, whereas imagination embraces the entire world, stimulating
progress, giving birth to evolution."
So it is how we teach our youth to think, to use knowledge, and to envision a brighter
future, which will bring about that better way forward, by risk-taking, imagining, and
breaking free of the mental constraints which bind us. May America always lead in that
pursuit!
Many kids have vivid imaginations. The problem is, they don't have a vast knowledge
base. So IF we teach innovation skills in elementary school, that foundation will truly pay
off in college, but especially graduate school! “Learning and innovation go hand in
hand.” –William Pollard
"Innovation is the specific instrument of entrepreneurship. The act that endows resources
with a new capacity to create wealth.” –Peter Drucker (5/30/20)
New entertainment: Mud wrestling meets roller derby. I have NO idea the specifics, but
sport in 2040 won’t be as it is, today. Start designing now. (1/13/18)
I ‘wanna know why you can’t add a motor attached to one wheel of a wheelchair, as a
cheap way to motorize them. I list two other methods, in our TwitteResearch section, that
cost more money. That’s an innovation method… the same functional result at varying
price points! #Innovation
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I want a kitchen trash can that either beeps if I throw recyclables in it, or actually separates
recyclables in a different compartment or trash can, when I simply throw it in. I’m no
expert, and I don’t clean (to deter rodents) or sort trash (like the good wife does—yuck).
Creative! Is tailgating a violation of the six foot rule (~humor). [Church service held
outdoors/parking lot, before members in parked cars]
Mega churches could use a parking garage and public parking lot to have cars observe a
worship service, maximizing space, safely (even exit cars in the garage, 6 feet away), as
that’s more in-person than online. For example, the Cowboys practice field parking lot.
#Togetherness and public outreach.
Piggybacking is an innovation method, like I used a post about pastors preaching to cars in
a small parking lot (during coronavirus), and adapting the concept to a larger church
crowd, using a parking lot. Mall parking lots would also be ideal. #Innovation Drive-in
movie theaters, also.
Closed circuit radio capability is available for fancy Christmas lighted homes, for passing
by vehicles. Couldn’t that also be used to get a sermon to the parked car crowd, during a
pandemic, in a large parking space, where you see each other, and the stage, then hear it
on the radio?
A church in California has had drive-in church for decades, NOT due to coronavirus! It
seems VERY impersonal to me, and unbiblically distant from being able to apply the “one
another's,” if a crisis didn’t force such circumstances! You can’t even speak to your
neighbor!
CAN YOU IMAGINE what a sense of God's creation you would feel during a worship
service at this quaint, architecturally sophisticated icon church I've been to in Arkansas? It
might distract some from the sermon!?

Have you ever been inside this chapel at the Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs?
MAYBE you could concentrate on the sermon, after several visits.

Wouldn't you visit a church service at least once, simply die to the architecture, if they
didn't allow you to look inside it for its architecture, weekdays?
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Businesses sometimes use draws to lure customers—either sales, attractions or loss
leaders. AutoZone actually honored their lifetime warranty for me, with used brakes
exchanged for free, recently! Endless free pads, but not installs. That engenders loyalty,
or at least return store visits.

EVERYONE compares, or judges the quality of your offer, in business, so you need to
know what your competitor is doing and offering, as people will drive a bit further if the
difference is significant.
And we CAN'T forget Nebraska Furniture Mart, when speaking of business and
architectural excellence!

On the way to Lake Texoma to see bluebonnets, I saw a car with a scrolling ad/sign, atop.
If he was also a Uber driver, he could earn a double income! I also saw quality
architecture for a coming Black Gold Harley Davidson dealership. That business often
knows how to attract through #Architecture (at newer stores)!
Just as they have a pedal piece for the bottom of public doors, so you can open them with
your shoe, they need that for door handles, where you can open them with your elbow! In
a pandemic, it helps to have sensored public bathroom dispensers—soap, water and
towels, and automatic toilet seat covers, as an Oklahoma shop had today.
The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge but imagination. –Albert Einstein
Update
(4/1/20)

One of the principles of being creative is being willing to be different. I saw a wagon, the
other day, that had a roof, to keep the kid from getting sunburn. From a distance, it looked
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like an upside down table atop it. It looked weird/dorky, but it was VERY smart! Smart
trumps stylish, with creative. Why risk sun exposure?
Another innovation principle is to observe and analyze/ask questions. Take a bathroom
sink… could water come out silently? Is there any value in the hot being separated from
the cold (like in the old UK sinks)? Why not a sensor handle for cold and hot, as with
what’s used for liquid soap? They have a gadget for hot water to start immediately upon
startup (no more waiting for warmth)!
Why didn’t they offer a lukewarm feature, vs. having to turn on both handles? We NEED
water sensors at home, to keep it NOT running when hands are scrubbing with soap/not
rinsing, to preserve that precious/scarce commodity. How can you keep sinks from
clogging, or needing Drano? A wider pipe? Observe and analyze/identify problems.
If you look on Twitter (“inventions,” “innovation”), you’ll see a FEW good products, and
many dumb ones. Businesses mainly only fund those sure to be mass marketable. MANY
gadgets would be beneficial to a small group, but the cost of production won’t payback
investors in time, so it would be small niche/cottage industry.
I’d like a Big and Tall category for every category, as I edged the yard, and the edger
makes tall people bend to reach the weeds/grass (i.e., back ache). Businesses go with the
normal/average, with inventions/R and D. I’d love a fully Big and Tall products business,
online, to sell to tall Texans, and others around the world!
Have you seen society adjusting or conceding to obesity, vs. fighting it, in the form of wii-i-i-der chairs at minit clinics? They’re more comfy, than sitting like a sardine, even
though I don’t need them, as you can sprawl out more, though they’re less efficient for
room capacity, and are giving into the epidemic.
There’s an entire store devoted to BIGger women, in the mall—Lane Bryant. Just because
a business doesn’t go with the norm, doesn’t mean there’s no money to be made in niche
markets! Too many competitors, though, and the market would be saturated. Victoria’s
Secret caters to svelte-shaped females—a shrinking breed.
Businesses want long-term staple goods/product, vs. one-hit wonders, to add to their
product line, because economies of scale kick in with enough sales beyond just the early
adopters. With online businesses, some business in the world could manufacture almost
any good product idea, and sell to the world, and find a market.
Analyze bikes… what’s imperfect? Only one seating position. Hard seats. No speak-to
gear shifts. No air bags or A/C, or rain protection. No chance in a wreck with a car. Tires
shouldn’t go flat, for any reason. A bigger rear tire could use gravity to propel you
forward, beyond mere pedaling.
What’s boring about books? PERIPHERAL INFORMATION! The first sentence usually
tells you what the paragraph is about. You can usually squeeze most books into the 1/4th
or less concrete information you really want to know, vs. filler material! Summarize it,
and let our eyes know the important stuff, to skim read it fast!
What’s wrong with shoes? They need built-in massaging, heat/cool, dirt-resistance (and
waterproof materials), and adjustable heels, so gravity can propel you forward, if you’re a
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jogger. Multiple designs would be possible through a changeable skin/exterior; automatic
self-tightening strings (or other means)!
Nikola Tesla sometimes discussed his method of working, and said he received what he
called flashes of inspiration... some of his cryptic words imply he was somehow in touch
with other worlds. Source: UFOs—Uncovering the Truth (background noise TV show).
Why can’t chairs and tables have height adjustments, for tall or short people? I’ve
crammed my knees, before, under tables, but I’m sure "little people" have craved sitting as
equals at a table, without sticking out, if chairs adjusted upward! Keep the table the same
height, and adjust to peoples’ needs.
My couch needs three firmness levels! I work at a couch, and my back gets sore, because
I want a "what's your number" sleep number COUCH! Massage, heating and cooling
would also be awesome. DON’T think your ideas are too outlandish, as, with time, they’ll
be mainstream! Proof is everywhere, compared to 1950!
There are SO many NEW business opportunities for people in our American economy!
All it takes is one good idea! You have to learn how to come up with them! It’s a skill, I
think I’ve virtually mastered, through the Lord, as The World's Most Innovative Man.
Popcorn and gum are the only things, besides water, that fill me up with few calories.
There need to be five more choices! Variety is the spice of life, and all work and no play
makes a dieter bored! Watery fruits, veggies and salads, apparently, fit the bill, though
they don’t fill you up for a long time.
Subjective inventions are products you feel are great, but few others do. Specialty
inventions appeal to a wider but not wide market, like shoes for those with one leg shorter
than the other by 1/8th inch, larger toilet seats and pet cage cleaning by robot. Worldwide, the market could sustain one custom business.
Tubs: Hard; showers mold/get dirty walls; no one likes to clean tubs. They have no
jets/bubbles, for massages. They need to sense who’s getting in, to set the temperature to
their preferences. Scum should be off the walls, by a chemical after one’s done,
automatically.
If you think "contrarian," not act contrary, you devise more innovations. Don’t follow the
crowd, if you’re into design, at least while you’re designing. Innovation is unique, doing
something different. It requires change, improvement; better, cheaper, faster, safer, easier,
or some new benefit!
If you need any impetus to help you believe better is possible, and even you can invent,
just STUDY/look intensely at the following examples (all but the pictures viewable by
their Twitter search terms listed, below):
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The most important inventions to come from each state, in one map
http://marketwatch.com/story/the-most-important-inventions-to-come-from-each-state-inone-map-2017-06-23
TwitteResearch
Disabled
Fireproof elevators for those with disabilities who can't escape via staircase
Never forget the amazing invention for disabled people that was the 'KANGAROO CAR'!
Motorcycle adapted for disabled on wheelchair
Very very helpful invention
This incredible invention allows wheelchair users to swim in the ocean!
See the fabulous work of this years UWE Product Design and Architecture Graduates
online
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Governments
Inspiring and imaginative invention that could help clean the world of land mines.
Because necessity is the mother of invention, has developed #SkySpotter
Chinese state media praises country’s “4 new great inventions”
Indian #inventions for the specially-abled to make the world a better place
Green
22 inventions that are saving the earth
16 innovative inventions helping to reduce our dependence on #fossilfuels
Another continuous renewable source of clean energy from ocean.
Did you know turbines can harness wind energy from passing cars?
New Invention Generates Electricity “Out of Thin Air” – Offers Clean Energy 24/7
London is powering its buses with coffee
Can we have more beautiful inventions like these?
Continental title won by @StRegisMaldives
@Dezeen http://bit.ly/2vFKFtI #architecture
As #ClimateChange Accelerates, Floating Cities Look Like Less of a Pipe Dream
A Smart Floating Farm, designed by Forward Thinking Architecture
7 ways architecture can tackle climate change
Check out Waste Shark; an aquatic drone that cleans the oceans.
Save the planet right at home with these 11 green inventions
These simple inventions (and one insect) are the seven sustainable wonders of the world.
Water Architect Koen Olthuis on How to Embrace Rising Sea Levels Green #architecture
is …paving the way for a more sustainable future through design:
These underwater lawnmowers are making rivers cleaner and healthier
…by the time we find a way to reduce this it will already be to late.
Homefront
Parents' life will become so much easier with these invention
…inventions will make parenting (slightly) easier
This home robot chef is the future of cooking.
Panasonic created a fridge that drives to you when called
This kitchen invention takes away the worst thing about peeling fruit
This smart #robot clears your mess no matter how cluttered the room
This robot folds your laundry automatically.
What a simple but effective invention.
This strange invention will prevent your drain from getting clogged
This invention started as a third grade science project
Flossie wanted to thank @BinStrap for the ‘Bin Straps’
Plant your whole garden in no time with these inventions!
This Lawnmower cuts around 360 degrees.
Delta Faucet Voice IQ Technology - Command Your Kitchen: https://ift.tt/2M5zT99
Medical
This 50-year-old NASA invention might be able to destroy cancer cells
This Breathalyzer Claims To Detect Lung Cancer
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As times call for an unwavering attentiveness to personal hygiene, we’ve found some
gadgets
Israeli invention to help combat cholera epidemic in Cameroon
Israeli invention for remote imaging of smuggling tunnels leads to unexpected spin-off
…it allows people who have suffered a stroke to engage in rehabilitation exercises.
…pairs Google Street View with a stationary bike, that is helping people suffering from
Expecting mothers can sleep on their bellies with the Cozy Bump pillow!
3d printed ultra sound for a blind mother.
After a soldier lost her left ear in a car crash, Army surgeons were able to grow
I've never touch doorknobs if I can help it and this is a great invention!
8 Medical Inventions Created by Nurses
Here are 5 health and medicine inventions from 2017
Roadways
Yorkshireman Percy Shaw laid the first "cats' eyes" along a road near Bradford
Never believed such inventions could work outside Labs!
This innovative road barrier is a potentially life-saving invention
Find out why Michelin's Vision concept tires are one of TIME's 25 Best Inventions
Rolling into the #weekend like these gentlemen testing out 'Dynasphere' wheels
This innovative invention protects your car’s door from accidental damage when opened
Safety
Would you trust this #parachute and jump?
Bambi Bucket® is a registered #trademark for a collapsible fire fighting bucket
These girls came up with a genius invention — a straw that can prevent date rape
These inventions will help you survive natural disasters.
The future of high speed pursuits? via @thepopomedic on tiktok
Seafaring
7 Vessels That Have Taken Naval Architecture To New Heights
This is such a cool invention – and it might just save the world's waterways
Five trailblazing inventions that uncovered the ocean's deepest mysteries
We want your underwater gadgets inventions
Social Conscience
Bill Gates is backing the waterless toilet of the future
It's camelTrainis a portable water purification unit
‘Mother of Invention’ created ingenious way to track down human trafficking victims:
8 teenage inventions that could save the world #Innovation from the young
Sports
This awesome invention is basically a treadmill rock climbing wall
'Surf' around the golf course on these sleek inventions
5 Cool Bike Inventions for Cycling
This ridiculous bike invention wants to keep you dry
World's largest bicycle parking garage opens in Utrecht
Revisiting what is, without doubt, one of the greatest inventions of our time
The smallest usable bike.
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This invention will warm your heart
This invention is the new jet ski and we want one
Cleaning up after a tennis game doesn't have to be tedious
Protection reimagined. The VICIS ZERO1
Possibly the most pointless invention ever, but I simply must have this
One of the greatest rugby inventions ever
Technology
This kit lets any bike to ride on water. Watch full video on YouTube
We each came up with an invention to try and run across the water!
…testing kids' ideas and inventions! Future generation of innovators
9 Stunning Luxury Recreational Vehicles That Rival Most Homes
Simply blink and start recording - new smart contact lenses can take photos
#MichaelJackson received a US patent for the shoe invention used to create the anti-gravity
Here are 7 inventions revolutionizing farming
This handheld printer can print on almost anything
The Mini Power is a genius new invention
This gravity-defying robot can climb walls.
Travel & Transportation
We need this type of invention sooner than later
This invention is a combination of a hang glider and a plane
These travel inventions are perfect for summer
These 5 inventions were made for the avid traveler
Summary/Overview
The 66 Best Inventions of the Past 66 Years
These inventions are living in the year 3018
24 Genius Inventions That You Will Surely Wish Were Everywhere
6 Real Inventions That Would Seem Over The Top In A Movie TECH
Bournemouth CEO speaks about bringing James Bond-style inventions to market
The tireless proto-everything genius Norman Bel Geddes had a lot of unrealized inventions
This high school dropout has built some of the most creative inventions you'll ever see
TIME's new cover: These are the 25 best inventions of 2017.
26 Brilliant Inventions That'll Save You So Much Time...
Tiny but terrific. Inventions simply keep getting awesome.
…how everyday #problemsolving leads to incredible inventions!
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ARCHITECTURE
(4/4/20)

When I was in graduate architecture studies at the University of Illinois, some young dude
accused me of arrogance, because I had so many ideas on paper. I gently suggested maybe
he was insecure, because he had so few. Was I to limit my numbers, because he was less
creative? NO way Jose!
I want to see a glass-walled structure on a mountainside cliff, not accessible except by an
elevator and associated tunnel, so it looks like it projects from the mountainside,
“naturally.”
I have seven or more cassettes of new song snippets, I awakened to in my head, over the
years. If you want to invent, make a song, or design architecture, I suggest you immerse
yourself in what's already been done, until your mind takes it from there! #Innovation
learn picture and sound thinking!
If you need any impetus to help you believe better is possible, and even you can design
architecture, just STUDY/look intensely at the following examples (all but the pictures
viewable by their Twitter search terms listed, below):
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Gardens, Landscapes & Common Spaces

190

Light & Shadow

Sculpture & Art

191

192

Staircases, Windows & Pools

193

Bridges & Ramps

194

Churches (& The Like)

195

General Structure Styles

196

197

198

199

Homes

200

201

202

Architecture is an expression of values–the way we build is a reflection of the way we live.
–Norman Foster
Update: Green Architecture (10/10/20)
Recycling and reusing (Ex.: used shipping crates) doesn’t have to look unpleasing, but can
be modern and aesthetic…
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TwitteResearch
Buildings
Crescent moon tower, dubai
Back to the @LouvreAbuDhabi! By far the best place to spend the weekend
The World’s Major Apple Stores
Photographed: Shigeru Ban and Jean de Gastines' Solar-Powered Seine Musicale
8 Excellent Examples of What Innovative 21st Century Schools Should Look Like
#blackandwhitephotography and #architecture on trainstation
Happy Cinco de Mayo! Explore the best architecture and design from Mexico
#FeaturedProject: White Clouds by POGGI Architecture + MORE Architecture
Jean Moulin High School / Duncan Lewis Scape Architecture
The key venues for the 2018 FIFA World Cup
East China Normal University Affiliated Bilingual Kindergarten | Scenic Architecture
Homes
Just take a look at these conceptual houses curated by @Architizer
You dream it, we'll design it #architecture #homedesign #luxuryhomes
A split-level, single-family home in Ascot Vale
Hide Out / Dan Brunn Architecture
Less Is More #architecture #minimalism (Apr 2, 2017)
7 of the Coolest Rooms You Can Stand In
Mirror Houses by Peter Pichler Architecture
The Seasteading Institute's floating cities
Cornwall Gardens | CHANG Architects (May 1, 2017)
Hotels
Inside the World’s Most Amazing Hotel Architecture
Incredible #hotels! #architecture
5 buildings that show the power of modernist architecture:
Nature
Are you an architecture #student or #academic? Send your projects
A selfie point 450 metres atop a gorge that's completely made of... glass!
China’s architecture is unreal... A community pool
Nendo looks to ancient Japanese tombs for first landscape architecture project
This Japanese architecture will blow your mind
From ski jumps to winter retreats, check out the best architecture designed for snow
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Products
When an architecture & psychology class teamed up, their whole school benefitted
KXIV Designs Adidas Ultraboost Sneakers Inspired by Herzog & de Meuron's
Technology
Swimming in the sky - Embassy Gardens pool side flats now released
Flying House #residential
Tilting “performance architecture” house spins 360 degrees http://bit.ly/2bgEphl
This House Follows the sun! #designthinking #architecture #architects #homebuilder
This is what I call flexibility #stage
Inspired by Middle Eastern culture and modern architecture, neWWave
Travel
Copenhagen: a perfect mix of history and modern, cutting-edge architecture.
Love the architecture of cities in McQuarrie's art.
Our #Venice #architecture presentation at the @NatnlArtsClub
If you are not getting #playwithdocker architecture based on Swarm in Swarm
Walkways
Amazing forest park features treetop pathways that double as giant trampolines.
Watch this fantastic & enormous water walkway in #China
Sart Canal Bridge in #Belgium
Summary
Global architecture awards
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Appendix 1: Natural & Man-Made Beauty
(AKA Beauty & Building)
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Appendix 2: National Highlights

@historylvrsclub
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@NatureIsLit

@bigridge68

@diomedes66

@TheRoadsWeRoam
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Appendix 3: Rock & Roll Hall of Fame
(5/3/20. 3/28/21; @JamesMeroney2)
If a live three-hour TV show hosted these, I GUARANTEE you an audience you can
hardly believe! (Cf.: American Idol, The Voice, Name That tune)
Best Music Ever
(~1973-1983)
Cat Stevens—Oh Very Young (Another sad song)
HERO and role model of my life! Dan Fogelberg—Looking for a Lady https://youtu.be/zjiKDO—
f7Yc
THE song between me and my mom, she told me. RIP, hero! Bette Midler—Wind Beneath My
Wings https://youtu.be/0iAzMRKFX3c
Another sad love song. Michael Bolton—How Am I Supposed To Live Without You
https://youtu.be/YFood_bTOX4
Sailing Takes Me Away https://youtu.be/L4f8snpAcrg
Al Stewart—Time Passages https://youtu.be/Q2g0hrrKLNw
Another song bemoaning fathers' inability to bond with their kid. Mike and The Mechanics—The
Living Years https://youtu.be/eMYz0CU_PPU
Can't forget the sad song about father—son broken relationships! Cats In The Cradle—Harry Chapin
https://youtu.be/KUwjNBjqR—c
A GREAT song on marital contentment and thankfulness. Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young—Our
House https://youtu.be/tKYjUn—SBcg
One of my top 10 all—time songs! Tears For Fears—Head Over Heels https://youtu.be/CsHiG—
43Fzg
On the joys of youthful love. MUST have come out between 1970—74, as I recall my GF of those
days. #PuppyLove Carpenters—We've Only Just Begun https://youtu.be/__VQX2Xn7tI
YET another sad song about one not reaching his full potential, settling. Loggins and Messina ~
Pathway To Glory https://youtu.be/Qwy1I_B6t—Y
Amazing song about one to-soon parted by disease, then death! Cushman and West—American City
Suite https://youtu.be/Xq0Cbtj_utY
Another sad song. Sorry he's gone too soon! RIP. Jim Croce—I'll Have To Say I Love You In A
Song https://youtu.be/bCteGIv9nSQ
WHAT a tribute to one's wife! Sorry he's gone! RIP John Denver—Annie's Song
https://youtu.be/RNOTF—znQyw
I will argue against anyone who can recommend a better decade for music than mid-70's to mid-80s.
We moved from soft rock (Bread, Carpenters) to harder but classic—not hard rock (Zeppelin,
Aerosmith). That mid-decade evolved us from simplistic to not overdone, but more complex.
Further proof I LOVE unrequired love songs, as all four of these popped in my mind as I'm working.
Richard Marx—Right Here Waiting https://youtu.be/S_E2EHVxNAE
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I NEVER realized how much I love heartache songs! The 1970's were FULL of sad songs, as Elton
said. Carole King—Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow? https://youtu.be/GLA7sanwnN8
I guess I LOVE songs of heartbreak, and one-sided unrequited love(?) Bonnie Raitt—I Can't Make
You Love Me https://youtu.be/nW9Cu6GYqxo
An old song I REALLY love, I heard at the mall two months ago. The LYRICS are SO
tender/fragile (and sad)! Two ships passing in the night. James Ingram—I Don't Have The Heart
https://youtu.be/x65ZPd11gxY
I LOVE music and the information available free on the internet! Alexa is playing If I Could Read
Your Mind, which brought childhood feelings from Champaign, IL, and Google confirms it came out
the year we would have moved there. In the old days, all information you needed was in an
Encyclopedia!
Bruce Hornsby and The Range—The End of the Innocence
Aerosmith—Dream On
Al Green—I'm So Tired of Being Alone (Great heartache consoling song)
Al Stewart—Time Passages
Loggins and Messina – Pathway To Glory
Boy Meets Girl—Waiting for a Star to Fall
Bruce Hornsby and The Range—The Way It Is (Rightly mocking prejudice)
Bryan Adams—Have You Ever Really Loved A Woman
Harry Chapin—Cats In The Cradle
Beatles—Eleanor Rigby
Happy birthday, @ladygaga. Your finest moment, IMO: Celine Dion, Andrea Bocelli, Lady Gaga,
Lang Lang, John Legend perform "... https://youtu.be/SYJCYr1I—Sk
Colbie Caillat—Try
Dan Fogelberg—Same Old Lang Syne (Another SPECTACULAR sad song. Listen to the LYRICS!
Would-be love).
Eric Carmen—All By Myself
Ingrid Andress—More Hearts Than Mine (My all—time favorite country song—I only know three)
Jean—Michel Jarre—Fourth Rendez—Vous
Joe Walsh—In the City (More stressful in suburban vs. rural life)
Journey—Lovin', Touchin', Squeezin'
Loggins and Messina—Thinking of You
Michael Bolton—How Am I Supposed To Live Without You (Love songs and sadness)
Michael McDonald—I Keep Forgettin' (Love is blind)
Mike and The Mechanics—The Living Years
Led Zepplin – Going To California
Richard Marx—"Angelia"
Richard Marx—Hold On To The Nights
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Lynyrd Skynyrd – Simple Man
Van Halen – Why Can’t This Be Love?
Survivor – I Can’t Hold Back
Tears For Fears—Head Over Heels
Elton John – Your Song
Phil. Collins—A Groovy Kind Of Love https://youtu.be/HsC_SARyPzk
Barry Manilow—Weekend In New England
Def Leppard—"Pour Some Sugar On Me" https://youtu.be/0UIB9Y4OFPs
U2—I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For https://youtu.be/e3—5YC_oHjE
"The End of the Innocence"—Bruce Hornsby https://youtu.be/BF55Bd7n3bo
AWESOME outdoor concert, when the oil market had tanked! Jean Michael Jarre—Rendez—vous
Houston https://youtu.be/GYio7l7B940
Serenading song my oldest son went to sleep to as a babe. Yanni—"Enchantment"_1080p
Michael Bolton—When a Man Loves a Woman https://youtu.be/MUuNDb—nm5M
Richard Marx—"Angelia" https://youtu.be/QP_VCAIHKAU
AWESOME song, getting REAL! Eagles—Heart of a Matter https://youtu.be/r3i0gI—lOag
Dan Fogelberg—Song From Half Mountain
Christina Perri—A Thousand Years https://youtu.be/rtOvBOTyX00
Colbie Caillat—Try https://youtu.be/GXoZLPSw8U8
Lukas Graham—seven Years https://youtu.be/LHCob76kigA
I got engaged within three weeks of meeting my wife. Happy 29th birthday on Feb. 1! 29 happy
years of marriage. #Galveston trips tune... Survivor—I Can't Hold Back
https://youtu.be/GaMcsKtBDwE
Love, as I know it. Synergy: one plus one equals a thousand, when you're in love. Air Supply—
Even The Nights Are Better https://youtu.be/BRx58DgOxeg
Sadness of a lost loved one. Christopher Cross—Think of Laura https://youtu.be/Y0UXsl_5fdA
Total transparency of an open heart in love. Air Supply—Here I Am
https://youtu.be/1qYH0R5o5vw
The PEACE of nature, outside the concrete jungle. Three Dog Night—"Out in the Country"
What every woman wants to hear, IMO. Billy Joel—Just the Way You Are
https://youtu.be/HaA3YZ6QdJU
Billy Joel—Just the Way You Are
Love struck. Paul Davis—I Go Crazy https://youtu.be/Oj4jXavFbOc
Sadness and sorrows from lost love. Peter Frampton—Lines on My Face
https://youtu.be/yaXGf9HgjkA
The longing for love. Foreigner—Waiting For A Girl Like You https://youtu.be/AoBWyFrnv3g
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THE solution for politics (as the lyrics say). Rush—Closer To The Heart
https://youtu.be/kyhW2v0NDM0
Takes two to tango. Seals and Crofts—Get Closer https://youtu.be/rBUHdy8g8S4
Shared dreams uniting couples. Jefferson Starship—Miracles https://youtu.be/7m8izf—oXY4
Relational and sexual joy. You Make Loving Fun https://youtu.be/uJo3Rq5Fubc
Sadness, missing your love. Bill Withers—Ain't No Sunshine https://youtu.be/CICIOJqEb5c
People LOVE songs about love! Three Dog Night—An Old Fashioned Love Song
Longing for lost love. Barry Manilow—Mandy https://youtu.be/AvGpvQbkccE
Expressing relationship love. Lionel Richie—Three times a lady https://youtu.be/RaFJcJO3RH4
AWESOME song of love. Kenny Rogers—Lady https://youtu.be/ZYRfUoR9Q4Y
THIS is true love—consistent commitment. Kenny Loggins—Please Come to Boston
https://youtu.be/TedXFSUUboY
REALLY missing my musical momma. In tears.
My second favorite country song (of the three I consciously know): Brett Young—In Case You
Didn't Know https://youtu.be/7qaHdHpSjX8
Probably my favorite three dog night songs, as one transitions from their dating: Pieces of April
https://youtu.be/8JA1XAmzbnw
Loss felt if you lose love. The Chi-Lites—Oh Girl https://youtu.be/pjN8huzS2Nc
What we're all looking for in love. Neil Young—Heart Of Gold https://youtu.be/Eh44QPT1mPE
Lynyrd Skynyrd – Simple Man (Momma wisdom)
Inner (and outer) beauty expressed. Joe Cocker—You Are So Beautiful
https://youtu.be/WvAr9umnZ54
The centrality of love. The Story of my Life—Neil Diamond https://youtu.be/xnmXv3x—lEE
Love long worn. Neil Diamond and Barbara Streisand—You Don't Bring Me Flowers
https://youtu.be/NxmkoG6dayM
Sad songs, torn in two directions. Lobo—How can I tell her https://youtu.be/EvDl3w8JVFg
Heartbreak songs. Operator—Jim Croce https://youtu.be/3RA4MykPm4s
The longing of the soul... Love (though heartache often found, instead). Carly Simon—That's The
Way I Always Heard It Should Be https://youtu.be/Ux7HgO9QhAc
One of my FAV songs! Romance and heart break. Pure Prairie League—Amie
https://youtu.be/V4mCiYQeU_s
High school theme song of all male students under one teacher, whose roommate was a Playboy
bunny (or maybe it was her—can’t recall; some association with UT, and maybe Farrah Faucett).
Old age forgetfulness! Van Halen—Hot For Teacher
One of Reginald Dwight's finest, of hundreds. Elton John—Goodbye Yellow Brick Road
https://youtu.be/RZ3Bb4UsXhU
Elton John—Goodbye Norma Jeane
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THE problem with humanity: BORN sinners. John 3:16 Billy Joel—We Didn't Start the Fire
https://youtu.be/eFTLKWw542g
Top 10 all—time songs! Hotel California https://youtu.be/811QZGDysx0
Harmony! Eagles—Seven Bridges Road https://youtu.be/hufU6MIS2vw
Top 10 all—time songs, IF you pay attention also to the lyrics! #Profound The Eagles—The Last
Resort https://youtu.be/gZAUn—un—Yc
Heartbreak songs by my FAV group in high school. Bread—Aubrey https://youtu.be/kqXek853SDE
Beautiful song.
Heartbreak songs. America—Daisy Jane https://youtu.be/2JYuuk4L2Vc
Romance. Bee Gees—Lonely Days https://youtu.be/ipwWbZnpgiI
Top three bands, IMO. Journey—Faithfully
AWESOME romance song! Survivor—High On You https://youtu.be/fxhueyC70cU
My wife and my number one dating song, day tripping to Galveston, during our three weeks before
being engaged. Survivor—I Can't Hold Back https://youtu.be/GaMcsKtBDwE
Boy Meets Girl—Waiting for a Star to Fall (An awesome romance song!)
One of the top two songs (NOT singers)—ever! Singing the Beatles at a Baylor Chapel at
Homecoming (Let It Be) See : Twitter
One of the top two greatest songs—ever! Led Zeppelin—Stairway To Heaven
https://youtu.be/QkF3oxziUI4
Celebrating the hard work of the working man. Jackson Browne—Roadies https://youtu.be/_—
vGa0vQBEA
More love songs for a new day. Jefferson Starship—With Your Love https://youtu.be/Gyp0f8L5nd4
Political opposites pose a conversation, and their meanings often pass each other by: Chicago—
Dialogue https://youtu.be/gje_0OMj4h4
The biblical truth of this song: Image is nothing; only a mirage! Styx—The grand Illusion
https://youtu.be/ZW8TlrYhBxk
The insecurity we can feel in dating, especially if we perceive any variant leverage or advantage in
the relationship, or differences in feeling's intensity. Abba—Take A Chance On Me
https://youtu.be/—crgQGdpZR0
Glen Campbell—Galveston https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZTbTHlTmDX8…
Genesis—Throwing It All Away
Cat Stevens—Wild World and Moonshadow
Twenty One Pilots—Heathens
Deep Purple—Smoke on the Water
Pink Floyd—Comfortably numb
The Rolling Stones—Angie
Rod Stewart—Maggie May
The Who—I Can See For Miles
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Steve Miller band—Jet Airliner
Eric Clapton—Tears In Heaven
Bruce Springsteen—Born in the U.S.A.
Yes—Roundabout
Bee Gees—Lonely Days
Carole King—Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow?
Boston—Peace of Mind
Update #1: Best Songs
(5/17/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I will argue against anyone who can recommend a better decade for music than mid-70's to mid-80s.
We moved from soft rock (Bread, Carpenters) to harder but classic—not hard rock (Zeppelin,
Aerosmith). That mid-decade evolved us from simplistic to not overdone, but more complex.
WHO do you list as the top three all—time bands? 1. Beatles; 2. Led Zeppelin; 3. Journey; 4. The
Eagles
BEST #Chicago songs: Saturday in the park, Just you and me, Dialogue, Hard to say I'm sorry
BEST #DefLeppard songs: Love Bites, Pour some sugar on me, Foolin, Photograph
BEST #Journey songs: Faithfully, Lovin, touchin, squeezing, Open arms
BEST #Aerosmith songs: Dream on, Sweet emotion, Walk this way, Last child, Jaded, Rag doll
BEST #FleetwoodMac songs: Landslide, You make loving fun, The chain, Go your own way
BEST #EltonJohn songs: Candle in the wind, Your song, Levon, Funeral for a friend, We all fall in
love sometimes
BEST #Eagles songs: Hotel California, Seven bridges road, The heart of the matter, Wasted time,
The last resort
BEST #LedZeppelin songs: Stairway to heaven, Going to California, Babe I'm ‘gonna leave you,
Over the hills and far away
BEST #Beatles songs: Hey Jude, Let it be, Eleanor Rigby, Blackbird
Update #2
(5/18/21; @JamesMeroney2)
WHAT are your top three all-time favorite songs? Mine include Hey Jude, Stairway to Heaven and
Hotel California. Perhaps oddly, THIS one is also in my top 10 (along with Cats in the Cradle):
Tears For Fears - Head Over Heels (Official Music Video)
WHAT are your FAVORITE songs by Heart, Billy Joel, Kansas, Styx, Peter Frampton, The
Rolling Stones, John Denver, Carole King, James Taylor, Yes, Boston, Foreigner, ZZ Top, CSN,
Lynyrd Skynyrd, ELO, Van Halen, U2 and Steely Dan? Some of the #BestBands
Update #3: Modern Masterpieces
Christina Aguilera—Say Something
Adele—Hello
Bruno Mars—Just The Way You Are
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Bruno Mars—When I Was Your Man
Christina Perri—A Thousand Years
Coldplay—A Sky Full Of Stars
Disturbed—The Sound Of Silence
Ed Sheeran—Castle On The Hill
Gotye—Somebody That I Used To Know
Imagine Dragons—Demons
John Legend—All of Me
John Mayer—Say
Kelly Clarkson—Because Of You
Lorde—Royals
Maroon five—Girls Like You
The Chainsmokers and Coldplay—Something Just Like This
The Weeknd—Save Your Tears
Twenty one pilots—Heathens
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The BEST Stuff We’ve Ever Written
(AmericanAnswers.org)
12 Priorities (p. 1)
12 Principles (p. 1)
Political Issues (pp. 3-9, 10-13)
Political Tricks (pp. 2-3)
Principled Politician’s Pledge
Pledged Politicians Campaign (pp. 1-2, 4, ~12-16)
Books
Americana (pp. 9-14)
Architecture
Futuristic Cars (pp. 43-46, 52-55)
Motivation (p. 58)
Advertising (p. 59)
Comedy (p. 61)
Youth & Teens (pp. 2-8, 44)
Innovation Mini Marathon (all)
Campaign Updates
Will You Live Forever?
Speeches (pp. 56-100)
Open Letter (p. 1)
The Case Against Donald Trump (pp. 85-88) Why Evangelize? (pp. 68-81)
Poor (pp. 101-113)
On Hell & On Heaven (pp. 82-86)
Business (pp. 114-132)
Evangelism Methods (pp. 130-133)
Innovation (pp. 114-134, 165-201)
250 Apologetic Answers (pp. 134-255)
Architecture (pp. 165-201)
Why Read the Bible? (pp. 274-283)
Music (pp. 209-215)
Principles of Biblical Interpretation (pp. 282-281)
Covid-19 Blueprint (pp. 256-359)
Why be Totally Committed to Christ? (pp. 293-309)
Ukraine Blueprint (pp. 418-464)
Quiet Time: Why Have & How-To’s (pp.312-315 )
Old Testament Summary (pp. 465-528)
Best Scripture Memory & Reading Schedule (pp. 316-317)
New Testament Commentary (pp. 529-628) The 18 Most-Important Discipleship Topics (pp. 337-471)
Apologetic Answers (pp. 632-650)
New Testament Book Analyses (pp. 657-678)
New Testament Subject Matter Outlines (pp. 700-742)
Christian Apologetics (pp. 629-631)
BEST chapters of Facebook, Christians For Trump, Campaign Updates & Books Update:
See chapters with an asterisk (*) at Index of Our Many Writings (pp. 202-240)
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INDEX OF OUR MANY WRITINGS
The ‘Bible’ of Public Policy & Political Doctrine
(Semi-Exhaustive; * indicates author’s suggested BEST reads)

Legend:
AA (AmericanAnswers.org & Tab/Button)
CFT (Christians For Trump book, on this website), page #s may be off
CU (AmericanAnswers.org Campaign Update)
CU-FU (Facebook Updates at Campaign Update, Topical Section Name)
BU (AmericanAnswers.org Books Update)
James-3 (Facebook James.Meroney.3)
James-378 (Facebook James.Meroney.378)
James-9 (Facebook James.Meroney.9)
Jim-3 (Facebook Jim.Meroney.3)
Jim-5
WYLF (Will You Live Forever? button on this website)
The Most Important Message You May Ever Read (Jim3-94)

ABORTION
*Abortion (BU-168, 189, 198)
*Abortion (Part I; BU-1392)
*Abortion (Part II; BU-1403)
Abortion (Part III; BU-1435)
Abortion Addendum (James378-262)
Abortion Add-Ons (James378-240; CU-FU, Abortion)
Abortion Anecdotes (James378-67; CU-FU, Abortion)
Abortion Argument(s) (BU-404)
Abortion Ban Laws (BU-407)
*Abortion Ban Questions (BU-704)
Abortion Bans Are The Only Moral Choice? (James378-104; CU-FU, Abortion)
*Abortion Extremes (Part II) (James378-259; CU-FU, Abortion)
*Abortion Flow Chart (BU-734)
Abortion Intricacies (CU-FU, Abortion)
Abortion is Murder, & Not In the Constitution? (BU-415)
Abortion Medley/Cornucopia (James9-41; CU-FU, Abortion)
*Abortion Marathon (James378-103; CU-FU, Abortion)
Abortion: One Important Issue Among Many (CU-FU, Abortion)
Abortion Q & A (CU-FU, Abortion)
Are All Abortions the Same? (BU-726)
Badness of Bans (BU-171, 195)
Ban All, or You Support Abortion? (BU-401)
Ban as Band-Aid? (BU-372)
*Bans Fix the Problem? (BU-708)
*‘Bortion Bans? (James378-106; CU-FU, Abortion)
*Can Pro-Life be an Idol? (BU-732)
*Causes of Unwanted Pregnancies (BU-701)
*Changed Circumstances? (BU-724)
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*Christian Involvement in Abortions (BU-728)
Christians & Abortion (Part II) (CFT-709)
*Considering Abortion? (BU-368)
Defunding Planned Parenthood (CFT-1332)
End Abortion? (CU-FU, Abortion)
*For Abortion in Deed vs. Word (& Vote)? (BU-710)
*GOP or Dem on Abortion? (BU-715)
*Healthcare Rights End at Another’s Rights (BU-401)
Heartbeat Headaches? (BU-411)
*Heartbeat Laws (BU-920)
*How Do You Lessen Abortions? (James9-136; CU-FU, Abortion)
How Do You Lessen Abortions? (BU-694)
*How To Lessen Abortions (BU-404)
*If Roe Were Overturned (BU-397)
If Roe Were Overturned (I) (BU-703)
Jane Roe Or Jane No? (James3-14)
Jesus & John Wayne (BU-887)
Jesus Said Cram Your Values Down Society’s Throat? (BU-402)
Man on the Street Questions (BU-741)
**More Taxes, Less Abortions? (BU-722)
*Most Conservative is Most Holy? (BU-736)
On Abortion & Gay Marriage (CFT-354)
*On Abortion (BU-394)
Only The Innocent Get a Say? (BU-404)
Pandering With Pipe Dreams On Abortion & Freebies (James378-234; CU-FU, Abortion)
Partial Birth, Partial Truths (CFT-919)
Plan B Within 3 Days (BU-701)
‘Plan Parenthood’ (James9-52; CU-FU, Abortion)
*Post-Roe National Standards (Part I) (BU-705)
**Post-Roe National Standards (Part II) (BU-718)
Pro-Life Means Endanger Women? (James378-47; CU-FU, Abortion)
Pro-Life Update (Jim5-1)
Pro-Life vs. Pro-Death; Pro-Choice vs… (BU-193)
Right to Have State’s Rights (BU-385)
*Roe Alternatives (James378-57; CU-FU, Abortion)
Roe is Unconstitutional? (BU-376)
Roe Was Illegal? (BU-415)
Roe, Roe, Roe (CU-FU, Abortion)
Roe, Roe, Roe Your Party’s Boat? (James9-156; CU-FU, Abortion)
*Roe Was Unconstitutional? (Part I) (BU-712)
**Roe was Unconstitutional? (Part II) (BU-719)
*Safe Sex (BU-375)
The solution to abortion, except when violated; Plan ahead!
SCOTUS & the Constitution (CU-FU, Abortion)
*SCOTUS Considerations (BU-702)
Sex Marathon (BU-367) WHY should govt decide between a ma’s life & her baby’s life”
*Smart Sex (BU-369)
Stacking SCOTUS (CU-FU, Abortion)
State Laws Represent State Majorities? (BU-706)
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*Super Precedent (BU-723)
*Texas Law Going National? (BU-707)
The Bible, Abortion & Homosexuality (CFT-1155)
Two Abortion Extremes (James378-249; CU-FU, Abortion)
Unassailable Abortion Logic! (CU-FU, Abortion)
*Update #1: Abortion Appendix (James378-235)
*Update #2: Abortion Intricacies (James378-236)
Update #3: Abortion—One Important Issue Among Many (James378-239)
*Was Roe Illegal? (James378-101; CU-FU, Abortion)
*What Do Bans Trigger? (BU-724)
WWJD to the Woman at the Well? (BU-713)
Would You Cheer at a Funeral? (CU-FU, Abortion)
*You Don’t Have to Abort (BU-699)

ADVERTISING
*Advertising Methodology (AA, Architecture-56)

AMERICA
*America: Ended Or Reconciled? (James378-264)
America First (CU-FU, America)
America: You have Issues! (CU-FU, America)
American Values (AA, Wiz-Dumb-44)
Americana Pictures (AA, Americana-9)
America’s Need for Revival (Jim5-52)
*Capitalist America (James378-91)
*How to Heal America (BU-1469)
*50 Top U.S. Values (AA, Americana-2)
*Mount Rushmore Speech Excerpts (Jim3-52)
National Highlights (BU-149)
Repent, America! (CU-FU, America) Repent, America! (James9-124; CU-FU, America)
*United We Stand, Divided We Fall (CFT-1189)
*What’s Good About America? (BU-742)

APOLOGETICS
*A Christian Apologetics Argument (James378-205; CU-FU, Apologetics)
*Apologetic Answers (BU-1272)
*Apologetic Answers (Jim3-2; BU-582; BU-1272)
Eternal questions for the curious
Apologetic Answers To 250 Questions (WYLF page 134+)
Apologetics (BU-1292)
Atheists & Apologetics (CFT-568)
Bible Skeptics (Jim5-19; CU-FU, Apologetics)
*Faith & Reason (James378-214; CU-FU, Apologetics)
*Contemplation (James9-121)
Big picture evidence & questions from life observation
Faith, Fact & Fantasy (CU-FU, Apologetics)
Religions & Apologetics (CU-FU, Apologetics)
Why Believe Jesus is God? (James378-7; CU-FU, Spiritual)
Why Believe the Bible is God’s Word? (CU-FU, Spiritual)

ARCHITECTURE
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Architecture (AA, Architecture+)
*Architecture Aficionado (book, at AmericanAnswers.org)
Natural & Man-Made Beauty (BU-146)

ARGUMENTATION & DEBATE
Arguing with Amateurs (AA, Political Tricks-61)
Arguing With Idiots (Jim3-39)
Constructive vs. Destructive Criticism (Jim3-19; CU-FU, Morals)
Distinctions For Dummies (Jim3-20)
*Figures Of Speech (AA, Immigrants-43)
Making Distinctions (AA, Political Tricks-57)
On Logic, Distinctions & Accuracy (AA, Political Tricks-59)
‘Slanguage’ (AA, Immigrants-42) Common phraseology in colloquial American diction
*The Value Of Logic (AA, Political Tricks-51)

ART
Art Pictures (AA, Architecture-31)

AUTOMOBILES
Futuristic Cars (Parts I & II) (AA, Architecture-40, 49)

BIBLE
Believers In The Bible (AA, Wiz-Dumb-72)
*Bible Basics (James378-166; CU-FU, Bible)
Bible Book Structures (James9-97)
Bible Commentary (BU-743)
Bible Day: Psalms (BU-16)
Bible On Wealth (Specifics) (James9-181)
*Bible Reading 101 (James378-193; CU-FU, Bible)
Bible Viewed From a Political Angle (CFT-669)
Bible Wisdom (BU-768)
*Bible Wisdom (Part I) (James378-231)
*Bible Wisdom (Part IV) (James378-228)
Biblically Illogical Lordship Salvation (James9-98)
*Crazy Acts!? (BU-978)
Ecclesiastes (BU-786)
Ecclesiastes Excerpts (James9-120, 196)
Ephesians Excerpts (BU-801)
James Jewels (BU-802)
*Job Description (BU-788)
Jonah & Peter (BU-282)
Mini Bible Commentary (BU-511)
Mini Bible Topication (BU-530)
New Testament Analytical Outlines (BU-625)
*New Testament Book Analyses (BU-625)
*New Testament Book Arguments (BU-575)
New Testament Chapter Summaries (BU-664)
*New Testament Color Charts (book, at AmericanAnswers.org)
New Testament Executive Summaries (BU-575)
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New Testament Memory Tips (BU-575)
New Testament Section (BU-575)
New Testament Structural Analysis (BU-703)
*New Testament Subject Matter Outlines (BU-672)
Practical Principles From Psalms & Proverbs (James9-95)
Proverbs (BU-782)
Proverbs On Prosperity & Poverty (James9-180)
Proverbs: Extolling Wisdom (vs. Foolishness) (James9-191)
Psalms (BU-777)
Psalms: A Study Of David (James9-197)
Sad Songs Say So Much (Job & Ecclesiastes) (BU-363)
Sanctification in the Bible (CFT-1353)
Select New Testament Insights (Mini Commentary) (BU-511)
*Select New Testament Topics (Mini Topication) (BU-530)
*The Living & Written Word Of God (James9-53; CU-FU, Theology) Christ & the Bible
The Wisdom Of Kings Solomon & David (James9-195)
*The Worth of Wisdom (CFT-1179)
Why Read the Bible? (BU-17)
*Why Read The Bible? (James3-40)
*Why Read the Bible? (WYLF, page 273)
World Class Wisdom (BEST tweets) (CU-FU, Bible)

BIDEN
Biden Business Blackout? (James378-129)
Biden His Time for Socialism? (CU-FU, Biden)
*Biden Is a Liar, & a Socialist! (James378-81)
Biden Is Not Bernie? (James378-49)
Biden’s Bads (James378-85; CU-FU, Biden)
*Biden’s Blessings (James378-150)
Biden’s Blunder (Afghanistan Withdrawal) (James378-247)
Biden’s Blunders (Jim5-23)
Biden’s ‘Economic’ Plan (James378-56; CU-FU, Biden)
Biden’s Big Three (James378-50)
Biden’s Socialism (James378-151)
*Bidenomics (James378-68; CU-FU, Biden; CU-FU, Biden)
*Breaking Down Biden’s Bullhonkey (James378-78)
Empowering Evil (Jim5-5)
Biden started left, then moved more to the middle
*Jekyll Hydin’ Joe Socialism (James378-89)
Joe Biden’s Inauguration Speech Excerpts (Jim5-39)
J-O-E Spells A-O-C (Jim5-2)
Joey-Come-Lately (Jim5-9)

BULLYING
Bullies: General & Specific Responses (AA, Youth & Teens-26, 28)
On Bullying (James9-171; CU-FU, Morals)

BUSINESS
*Building a Billionaire Business (book, at AmericanAnswers.org)
Back To Business Basics (CU-FU, Business)
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*Business (James3-70)
Tips to make your business better
Business (BU-1347)
Business Consulting (BU-51)
Business (AA, Business-1)
*Business Tips (Jim5-28)
*Building a Better Business (CFT-696)
How to make your business better
*Business Basics (James9-201; CU-FU, Business)
Business Run As Us vs. Them (vs. As A Family) (James9-151)
Business Tips (CU-FU, Business)
Buyers & Sellers (James9-108)
Advice for both groups
*Deathly Debt (BU-809)
*Defining a Good Economy (BU-807)
*Free or Fair Markets? (BU-812)
History of Management-Labor Relations (BU-803)
*How to Have the Best Economy (BU-803)
How You Make Money Matters (BU-811)
*I-Robot (AKA, The Game Of Life) (James378-137)
*It’s Not Personal it’s Biz-Biz Before Pleasure (BU-240) Biz profits end customer service?
Justice At Work (CU-FU, Business)
*Motivation: Why We Buy (AA, Architecture-55)
*Pro Business & Pro Worker (James9-11; CU-FU, Workers)
Pro-Business (BU-802; BU-FU, Business)
Robots, Business & Prophecy (CU-FU, Business)
*Slimy Salesmen (CFT-1137)
The Best-Qualified Get Hired? (James9-6)
Wall Street Woes (CU-FU, Business)

CAPITALISM
Capitalism & Christianity (BU-823)
Capitalism & Conservatism (BU-822)
*Capitalism’s Challenges (BU-821)
Capitalist America (CU-FU, Capitalism)
*In Defense Of Capitalism (James3-22; CU-FU, Capitalism)
*Pure or Bridled Capitalism? (BU-822)
*Unbridled Capitalism (& Life Perspective) (BU-824)

CHURCH LIFE
(See also: Apologetics, Churchianity, Evangelism, Lordship Salvation,
Politics & Religion, Spirituality, Theology)
Biblical Church (I) (BU-873)
*Apostle-Less Evangelism (BU-859)
*As Goes the Church, So Goes the Culture (BU-889)
Calvinism & Arminianism (BU-836)
Calvinism or Arminianism? (BU-838)
Catholics & Protestants (James378-102; CU-FU, Politics & Religion) Where we differ & how we
can unite
Christ & Culture (CFT-704)
How carnality made Christians voting for Trump easy
Church (Part I; BU-1385)
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Church (Part II; BU-1432)
Church Growth & Other Issues (BU-20)
Church Message 1: Christian Nationalism? (BU-877)
Church Message 2: The 5/10/13 Problem (BU-880)
Church Message 3: Evangelism Then & Now (BU-882)
Church Message 4: Carnality Condemned (BU-884)
*Church Mess-Of-This-Age (Mess-Age) (BU-876)
Church The Way It Is Supposed To Be (BU-1494)
Church Unity (BU-852)
*Christian Victory (Described) (BU-852)
*Churchianity vs. Christianity (I) (BU-865)
*Denominations (BU-842)
Denominations & Charismatics (BU-847)
Do You Like Church? (James9-145)
*Doctrine of Healing (BU-850)
Emotion Sermons (Jim5-58)
*Gospel Starts With GO! (BU-853)
How Church Works (James378-180; CU-FU, Church) The right way to practice church
How Revival Can Come (James9-17)
If Only the Lost Knew of Christian Omission! (BU-864)
If Revival Broke Out (BU-888)
Is Your Pastor Evangelistic? (BU-863)
Leonard Ravenhill-isms (James9-134)
*Modern Church Deficiencies (BU-885)
Millennials & Church-Going (BU-21)
Missing Ingredient in American Christianity—Relational Discipleship (BU-553)
On Boring Church (James9-138)
The causes & cures for this ailment
On Boring Church (I) (BU-869)
Parishioner Priorities (James9-48; CU-FU, Church)
What laymen care about
Pastors & Revival (CFT-1339)
Pastors Are to Lead in Evangelism (BU-860)
Permanent Solutions (AA, Life Lessons)
Practical Prophecy Events (BU-834)
*Prayer, Answered (BU-890)
Revival or No Survival! (CFT-1063)
*Sermon to U.S. Pastors (CFT-1100)
Logic on why full evangelism has to happen
Sermons on Emotions (BU-841)
Small, Struggling Pastors (BU-69) Jesus’ #1 concern is for the least, that there be no lack
The Cure For The Church (James9-141)
Judgment if the Church doesn’t repent, IMO
The Danger of False Doctrine (BU-841)
*The Gospel (BU-852)
The Gospel (Explained) (BU-856)
*Tithing? (BU-850)
*Various & Sundry Doctrines (BU-835)
What if the Bible is True? (BU-840)
What If the Church (BU-875)
What Is a Church? (James378-177)
God’s answer, vs. man’s traditions
Why the Great Commission Doesn’t Get Done (BU-863)
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CHURCH GROWTH
*Biblical Church Growth (BU-896)
*Church Growth Man’s Way (BU-902)
*Church Purge (BU-895)
How to Maximize Your Church (BU-894)
*Small Church Church Growth (BU-899)

CHURCHIANITY
An Indictment Of U.S. Christianity (James9-212)
Business Men Or Pastors? (James9-104)
Church-As-A-Business (BU-27)
Church-As-A-Business’ #1 Crime (BU-22)
*Churchianity vs. Christianity (BU-89, 184, 188, 199)
Churchianity vs. Christianity (James378-179)
Churchianity’s Effects (BU-187)
Dumb or devilish is NOT a good rep for our Lord!
Church Growth & Political Power Idolatry (James9-175)
Church Or Business? (James9-122)
Church Rebuke (James378-170)
Problems in the Church
Fake Christianity (James9-60)
Less than revealed versions of the religion
First vs. Last Church (James378-176)
The first churches out-performed us
Money & Ministry (James9-140)
Old Testament & Christians (James9-127; CU-FU, Theology) How Christians apply the
Old Testament
The Apostasy (James378-178)
Christians supporting sin in politics is heresy
The Myth Of Churchianity (Mk. 7:8) (Jim3-66)
Unbiblical church is disobedience

COMMUNISM
*Calling all Communist Citizens (BU-908)
*Communicating to Communists (BU-906)
*Communism & GOP Policy (BU-904)
Defeating Communist Dictators (BU-909)
*Opposing Communism (BU-904)

CONSERVATISM
Accusations Against Conservatives (BU-942)
An Expose of Political Conservatism (CU-FU, Conservatives)
*Business Conservatives (BU-915)
Can You Handle The Truth? (James9-30)
Trump voters loved MY ideas!
Caustic vs. Common Sense Conservatism (James9-16, 22)
*Caustic vs. Compassionate Conservatives (BU-916)
Censoring Conservatives (James378-58)
Big tech decides what’s true?
Cherry-Picking ‘Constitutional’ conservatives (CU-FU, Conservatives)
Christians & Conservatism (James9-168)
Must believers be political conservatives?
Cold Cons vs. “Compassionate Conservatives” (James9-149)
*Condemning Caustic Conservatism (James378-217)
Cons vs. Commies (BU-938)
Conservatism (BU-1424)
*Conservatism & Big Oil (BU-926)
Conservatism & Country (BU-933)
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Conservatism & Wealth (BU-1471)
Conservatism is Patriotism? (BU-925)
Conservatism vs. Christianity (Part I) (BU-927)
*Conservatism vs. Christianity (Part II) (BU-938)
*Conservatism’s Credits (CFT-779)
*Conservatism’s Downside (James378-226)
*Conservatism’s Evils (James378-185)
Conservatism’s Negatives (CFT-354)
Conservatism’s Negatives (James378-184)
*Conservatism’s Negatives (BU-934)
Conservatism’s Positives (CFT-356)
Conservative Assumptions Analyzed (CU-FU, Conservatives)
Conservative Champions: The Rich (BU-937)
Conservative Extremes (BU-943)
Conservative Family Values (BU-919)
*Conservative Kryptonite: Centrism (BU-918)
Conservative Mantras (BU-937)
Conservative Negatives (BU-1365)
*Conservative Values (James378-237; CU-FU, Conservatives)
Far rights’ wrongs
Conservative Worldview (BU-86)
Conservatives & SCOTUS Picks (BU-940)
Conservatives & The Poor’s Costs (James9-21)
Conservatives & Welfare (CFT-785)
Conservatives Seceding Upon A Biden Win (James378-188)
Constitution & Conservatism (BU-921)
*Constitutional vs. Political Conservatism (James378-73)
Two types of conservatives
Core of Conservatism (Part I) (BU-934)
Core of Conservatism (Part II) (BU-940)
*CPAC Mess or Message? (BU-929)
Cynicism in Conservatism (BU-928)
Disney vs. De-Satanist (BU-1361)
*Evils of the Far Right (Part I) (BU-912)
*Evils of the Far Right (Part II) (BU-920)
Far Right & Trumpism (BU-1416)
Far Right Failings (BU-1443)
Free Speech Threatened? (Jim5-34)
‘I’m a Conservative’ (CFT-901)
Your identity is not in your political ideology
Is Political Conservatism Selfish? (James9-89)
Kanye Kraziness: Boo, Not Ye-a! (BU-1476)
Mad Son Caw-Thorn In the Flesh (Jim5-51)
No Nuance Conservatives (BU-923)
Pansies Persecuted? (Jim5-65)
Political Conservatism & Wealth (James9-184)
Positives of Political Conservatives (CU-FU, Conservatives)
Pro-Conservatism (BU-917)
*Radical vs. Reasonable Conservatives (James378-223)
Saying You’re A Conservative (James9-157; CU-FU, Conservatives) The often praised,
and loaded term has baggage
*Ten Commandments of Conservatism (CFT-1152)
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The Far Right’s Needs (BU-1373)
The Sins & Stupidities of Conservatism (CU-FU, Conservatives)
What Conservatives Believe (Including on Race) (CU-FU, Conservatives)
*What is Freedom? (Jim5-54)
*Where I Oppose Extreme Conservatism (BU-945)
*Where The Right Is Wrong (BU-943)
Why Conservatives Get Hated (CFT-1213)

COVID-19
America 2.0? (Jim3-69)
How America may emerge/be changed by Covid
Coronavirus & Race Relations (Jim3-41)
Covid & BLM abuses, for politics
*Covid Blueprint Summary (Part I) (Jim3-45)
Covid-19 Blueprint (BU-201)
Covid Mandates? (James378-241)
Frustration Through The Roof (James378-2)
Covid common sense
Mask Mandates & Anti-Vaxxers (James378-263)
Pandemic Presidents (Vaccine Dissemination Plan) (Jim5-41) How to get the vaccines out
Rules & Rebels (Jim3-21)
Rules should be opportunities, not barriers to success
What Covid Can Teach Us (Jim3-24)
Why So Slow, & How To Speed It Up? (Jim3-60) Gov’t response like Manhattan Project

CRIME
*Confronting Crime (James3-23)
Law & Order? (James3-51)
Jail must be just
Law & Order, & Orderly Taxes (BU-220) Down crime, & the ‘crime’ of tax avoidance
*Learn the Law (Jim5-7)
Ignorance of the law is no excuse for its violation
Looting (Jim5-62)
Mass Shootings (BU-1459)
Stockton Serial Killer (BU-1475)
Tribute to Baylor’s Liza Fletcher (BU-1469)

CULTURE & SOCIETY
Dallas Mavericks (BU-1376)
Hookers & Druggies (James9-44)
Secularizing Of America!? (Jim3-16)
*Word To The World (James9-55)

How life can be bettered for these two groups
Is the Great Commission literal?

DEBT
Deadly Debt (CU-FU, Conservatives)
Debt & the Size of Government (CU-FU, Debt)
National Debt (CU-FU, Business)

DEMOCRATS
Blooming Idiot Or Bloomberg? (James9-94)
Bloomberg Blunders (James378-62)
Dem Win Or Dim-Witted? (James9-42)
Socialism will spilt, if not end, our nation
Dems & the Poor (Jim5-67)
Democrat Dumbness (James378-65)
Extremists endanger America
Democrat Strategy for 2016 to 2020 (CFT-830)
Democrats & Liberalism (BU-1466)
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Democrats’ Dilemma (Jim3-83)

Socialism isn’t how you cure Capitalism’s ills

ECONOMY
*A Good Economy (BU-210)
A good economy is good for all
A Good Economy (James9-205)
A Good Economy How To’s (BU-209)
AI & America’s Economic Future (Jim3-85)
AI & America’s Economic Future (CU-FU, Economics)
*America’s Economic Future (Jim3-87)
*Centrist Economic Theory (BU-206; CU-FU, Pledgers)
Centrist Economic Theory (James9-207)
Conservative Economic Theory Is the Answer? (BU-203)
Deadly Debt & Economics 101 (James9-1; CU-FU, Debt)
Economic Common Sense (James9-45; CU-FU, Economics)
Economic Issues (BU-204)
Is conservative fiscal policy always best for all?
*Economic Sanity (Jim3-4)
*Economics 101 for Poor People (Jim5-44; CU-FU, Poor)
*Ethical Economy (James9-61)
*Flood Sideways (Centrist) Economics (BU-1488)
*Future Economics & Employment (BU-214)
*Government & Economics (Jim3-82; CU-FU, Economics)
*How To Have a Good Economy (CFT-890)
*How To Power Through Poverty (James9-2; CU-FU, Poor)
*Politics & Economics (CFT-968; CU-FU, Economics)
Politics & Economics (James9-204)
*‘Religious Economics’ (James378-107; CU-FU, Economics) How to make our economy
more moral
The Economy & Inflation (BU-1348)
*The Value of Money (BU-460)
How long will blind faith in unbacked currency last?
Trade & Protectionist Tariffs (Jim3-18)
Trickle Down On The Little Guy (James9-3, 168; CU-FU, Economics)
Trickle Down: Trick or Ear Tickle? (CU-FU, Economics)
*When Is The American Economy Doing Well? (Jim3-86; CU-FU, Economics)

EDUCATION
*College Education (James3-68; CU-FU, Education)
How to succeed in college
Education Extremes (James3-42)
*Education Extremism (CFT-833)
The pressure for grades brings high stress
*Education In America (James3-43)
Beating the system of education
Test-Taking & Book Reading Skills (AA, Youth & Teens-43)
*The American Education System (James9-100)
How to graduate the best students
The American Education System (I) (BU-949)
*2020 Commencement Speech (James3-16; CU-FU, Life Lessons)

ENERGY
*Chicken Little Climate Clamorers? (James378-94)
Climate Change Catastrophe (James9-77)
Let libs solve it
Climate Clamorers (CFT-762)
Common sense on cleaning up the environment
Climate Clamoring (CU-FU, Energy)
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*Energy Common Sense (James378-61; CU-FU, Energy)
Going Green Costs Green (James378-75)
Green Energy & Black Gold (BU-218)
*Make Green Off Going Green (James9-115)
*On Green Energy (James3-58) We need more in the future; it must be reliable & efficient

EVANGELISM & DISCIPLESHIP
Developing a Discipleship Lifestyle (BU-863)
Easy Evangelism? (James378-162; CU-FU, Evangelism)
Evangelism (James9-131; CU-FU, Evangelism)
Theology of biblical evangelism
*Evangelism Education (BU-564)
*Evangelism Theology (WYLF, page 258)
*Evangelism Tidbits (Part I) (BU-964)
*Evangelism Tidbits (Part II) (BU-985)
Excuses for Non-Evangelism (BU-988)
*Fifty Reasons To Evangelize (WYLF, page 69)
Global Evangelism (James3-61)
*Global Evangelism (BU-955)
*Global Evangelism (I) (BU-974)
Gospel Starts With Go (James9-43)
Global Great Commission! (James378-268)
Global Great Commission (BU-1334)
Hell-O Or Hell-No? (James9-146)
What will await your death?
How To Evangelize (James378-174; CU-FU, Evangelism)
Biblical evangelism
*How Will You Look Back From heaven? (BU-984)
Incomplete Evangelism (BU-961)
Minimum Standard for the Church (BU-950)
Missional Ministry (CFT-1330)
Worldly churches don’t godly prioritize
Moral Evangelism (BU-979)
*On Hell (WYLF, page 81)
Pastors’ Evangelism Excuses (James378-171; CU-FU, Evangelism)
Post-Evangelism!? (James378-269)
Post-Evangelism? (BU-1336)
Prayer & Answer (BU-958)
*Sermon I’ll Give at YOUR Church (James378-173; CU-FU, Personal) Why evangelize?
Speak or Burn? (BU-954)
*The Duty of Every Christian (BU-986)
*The Evils of Evangelismlessness (BU-100)
The FULL Gospel (James378-175; CU-FU, Theology)
*The Gospel (James3-19, 38)
All you need to know to go to heaven
The Gospel In History (James9-14; CU-FU, Theology) God’s good news through the ages
*The Life of Jesus (BU-987)
*The Most Important Message In The World (James378-172; CU-FU, Evangelism)
Church: Evangelize!
*The Ninety-Nine & One? (James3-28; CU-FU, Evangelism) Low expectations bring low
results
The World’s Greatest Crisis (CFT-1175) Under-evangelism guarantees some people hell
To Go Or Not To Go? (James9-69)
Tribute to Billy Graham (CFT-1187)
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*Urgent Call! (James378-266)
*Urgent Call! (BU-981)
Will Any Church Reach All Nearby Lost? (BU-956)
Word to the World (CU-FU, Evangelism & Discipleship)
World Missions (BU-968)

FULL evangelism is job one!

EXTREMISTS
*A More Biblical Society (BU-996)
*Bridging The Great Political Divide (James9-40)
Cancel Culture (CU-FU, Extremes)
Con vs. Lib (BU-989)
Conservative & Liberal Extremes (James9-170; CU-FU, Extremes)
Cons vs. Libs (James9-113)
Core of Extremists (BU-994)
Donation Nation Or Donation Fatigue? (James9-96)
Evils of Extremists (BU-996)
Extremes (BU-1465)
E-xtremes Are E-vil (BU-1457)
Extremes & Impeachment (Jim5-49)
Extremes are Evil! (CU-FU, Extremes)
*Extremes’ Errors (BU-993)
Extremist Think & the Need for a Third Party (CU-FU, Extremes)
Extremists & Compromise (BU-993)
Far Right Errors (BU-1001)
Hate (& Fight) Your Enemies? (BU-992)
*Hated Extremist Policies (BU-993)
*If Extremism Continues (BU-1000)
Lessons for Liberals (BU-1002)
*Liberal Thinking (BU-995)
Peaceful Coexistence (James9-123)
Polarizing Politics (James378-224)
Regional Politics (James378-141)
Religious Extremism In Politics (James378-248; CU-FU, Politics & Religion)
Secession (Jim5-50)
Sinfulness in ‘Xtremists (BU-998)
Slamming the Far Left (BU-1001)
Slamming the Far Right (BU-1003)
Stifling ‘Xtremists (Jim5-42)
War Cry? (Jim5-45)
Is Civil War possible?

FOREIGN POLICY
Afghanistan (CU-FU, Foreign Policy)
Christian Foreign Aid Policy (BU-228)
*Christian Foreign Policy (BU-306; CU-FU, Foreign Policy)
*Christian Foreign Policy (vs. Worldly Wordlview) (James9-183)
*Communist Chinese (James3-10; CU-FU, Foreign Policy)
*Conquering Communism (BU-235)
Democracy (Jim5-21)
Every human deserves to be free!
*Devilish Dictators (James3-17; 9-56)
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Dictators: The West vs. Communism Christian Foreign Policy (CU-FU, Foreign Policy)
Evil Regime (& Liars) (Jim5-6)
Foreign Policy Faux Pas (BU-277)
Fair & firm foreign policy is always in order
Foreign Policy: Then & Now (BU-308)
*Global Foreign Policy (James9-107)
Military Conflicts & International Relations (CU-FU, Foreign Policy)
*Naughty Nations? (James9-102)
*On The Palestinian Problem (James3-57)
*People of North Korea (James378-46; CU-FU, Foreign Policy)
*Reining In Rogue Nations (BU-237)
*The New Cold War (James3-25)
Ukraine (BU-1341)
U.S. Foreign Policy (James378-160; CU-FU, Foreign Policy)

GIVING PLEDGE
*A ‘You Problem?’ (BU-355) The only person ultimately concerned w/your wages is you
Giving Fatigue (James378-16)
Moral Musings Regarding Government (CFT-952)
Where Have All The Money Trees Gone? (BU-232)

GLOBAL VISION
A Post-Globalization World (BU-1046)
Earth 2.0 (Jim3-61)
*Foreign Policy (BU-1016)
Generating Global Good (AA, Global Good-1)
Global Economic Cooperation? (BU-1041)
Global Economics (BU-1044)
Global Foreign Policy (BU-1006)
*Global Governments (BU-221)
Global Needs (Vision) (BU-1010)
*Global Rights (James9-50; CU-FU, Global)
*Global Vision (I) (BU-1045; CU-FU, Global)
Global Vision (CFT-874)
Behaviors all sane nations should agree to engage
Global Vision (BU-218) Striking correct balance between green & black TX tea (energy)
*Global Vision (James9-182, 189)
What the world needs now
*Global Vision Specifics (James9-182; CU-FU, Global)
How poor nations can rise
*Globalism & U.S. Workers (BU-1042)
*Globalization’s Impact (BU-1040)
History as His Story (BU-1014)
*International Law & order (BU-1011)
*The Way Things Ought To Be (book, at AmericanAnswers.org)
Meeting the Globe’s Needs (BU-1039)
Naughty Nations? (BU-1009)
*Reining In Rogue Nations (BU-1015)
*Strong Man Summits? (BU-1035)
Syria-Sly (BU-1004)
*The New Cold War (BU-1006)
*Third World Solutions (BU-232)
*Ukraine War Precursor Message (BU-1018)
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Worldview: The State of the World (CU-FU, Global)
*Wouldn’t It Be Great? (BU-494)
What if’s for a what could be world

GOVERNMENT
*A Sensible Safety Net (James378-38)
*Compulsory Civic Service (James378-41; CU-FU, Pledgers) Why you should consider it,
for lower taxes
*Defund Welfare? (James378-76)
Do Something, Nothing, Less Or A Lot? (James378-36)
*Fair Share Taxes (James378-39)
Human Rights (& Wrongs) (CFT-895) Reasonable vs. extreme (or lacking) human rights
John Lennon’s Government Systems (James9-193; CU-FU, Government) Reasonable
aspects of “Imagine”
Maslow's Hierarchy Of Government Needs? (James9-46; CU-FU, Government)
Mob Rule? (James378-84)
Political Systems (James9-164; CU-FU, Governments) Pos & neg of all major systems
Reimagined Government Systems (BU-303)
*Streamlined Government: How Government Can Do More With Less (James378-40; CUFU, Government)

GREEN ENERGY
Green Energy Solutions (BU-1052)
Make Green Off Going Green (BU-1049)
Sustainable Self-Sufficiency (BU-1050)

GUNS
*Gun Control & Healthcare (CFT-876)
NRA Nuts? (BU-1056)
On Gun Grabbers (James3-56)
Wild West Or Sitting Ducks? (James3-52)

Extremes in the gun control debate

HEALTHCARE
Affordable Healthcare (James378-88; CU-FU, Healthcare)
Capitalist Healthcare (BU-1058)
College & Healthcare (James9-192)
Depression (Jim5-43)
Disease & Death (Jim5-64; CU-FU, Political Issues) Unite over ending diseases &
ameliorating acts of God
Fair Healthcare? (BU-1057)
*Healthcare & Higher Education (James378-53; James9-162)
Healthcare For The Poor (CU-FU, Healthcare)
Healthy Healthcare? (CFT-885)
Everyone has bodies with needs that cost money
Heart Healthy (James378-83)
Keep your body in healthy shape
Medical Breakthroughs (BU-1060)

HOMELESSNESS
*Handling Homelessness (CFT-881)

HUMOR
*Comedy Methodology (AA, Architecture-58)
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Home-Made Humor (AA, Architecture-61)

IDIOMS
Common Sense Idioms (AA, Political Tricks-40)
Idioms Analysis (AA, Immigrants-1)
Idioms & Morality (AA, Immigrants-32)
Idioms & Politics (AA, Immigrants-38)
*Idioms for Innovators & Immigrants (book, at AmericanAnswers.org)
*Interesting Idioms (AA, Immigrants-29)

IMMIGRATION
Assimilate in America the Great (BU-1063)
Fair Immigration (BU-1967)
How to Secure the Border (BU-1064)
Immigration (James3-62, 72)
Who should be here, & who should not?
Innovation & Border Technology (James9-203)
Immigration (BU-1344)
*Immigration Idiocies? (CFT-903)
Immigration Intelligence (BU-349)
Unbiased, logical/rational immigration policy
*Immigration Nation (James3-33)
Immigration Policy (Part I) (BU-1061)
Immigration Policy (Part II) (BU-1062)
*Immigration or Infiltration? (CFT-907)
On Immigration (BU-227)
Better solutions than just a wall
Texas Border (BU-1062)
The Politics of Immigration (BU-1067)
Theory of Immigration (BU-1061)

*INNOVATION
(Note: This is my FAV topic, so I think they’re ALL good!)
Business Innovations (BU-62)
Business Innovations (James9-151, 194)
*Design Your Future: Innovation Strategies (book, at AmericanAnswers.org)
Gadgets of the Future (BU-95; CU-99)
Gadgets Of The Future (James9-187)
General Innovations (BU-68)
Global Innovation (BU-1088)
Homes of the Future (BU-67)
Homes Of The Future (James9-188)
Ingenuity (CU-FU, Innovation)
Innovation (James9-202)
Innovation & Architecture (BU-1073)
Innovation & Border Technology (BU-60)
Innovation Ideals (BU-1070)
Innovation Insights (AA, Innovation-1)
Innovation Marathon (CU-FU, Innovation)
Innovation Mini Marathon (AA, Innovation Mini Marathon-1)
Innovation Mini Marathon (BU-222)
*Innovation ‘Ted Talk’ (BU-1075)
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Innovation Tidbits (Part I) (BU-964)
Innovation Tidbits (Part II) (BU-1088)
Inventions & Architecture (BU-111; CU-139)
Inventions For ‘Acts Of God’ (James3-18; CU-FU, Innovation)
Needed Innovations (James9-202)
Needed Innovations (CU-FU, Innovation)
Needed Innovations (Part II) (James9-199)
Needed Innovations (Part III) (James9-198)
Needed Innovations (Parts I) (BU-51)
Needed Innovations (Parts II) (BU-52)
Needed Innovations (Parts III) (BU-56)
*Needed Military Innovations (BU-1082)
Problems & Technology (BU-1069)
Solving Problems (BU-1090)
Surfside Condo Collapse (BU-1083)

ISRAEL
Israel (CU-FU, Israel)
Israel Idiocy Policies (James378-165; CU-FU, Israel) Extreme positions that are both
unhelpful
*On The Palestinian Problem (James3-57; CU-FU, Israel)

LAWS & LEGALITIES
Precedent is a Present (& a Prescription) (BU-1477)
U.S. Legal System (AA, Political Tricks-49)

LAWS & ORDER
Confronting Crime (CU-FU, Law & Order)
Defund the Police? (BU-1125)
Cops & Discipline (BU-1127)
*Crime & Culture (James378-115; CU-FU, Law & Order)
Gabby Petito (Day 13) (James378-261)
Gabby Petito (Day 12) (James378-260)
Gabby Petito (Day 11) (James378-258)
Gabby Petito: Day 10 of 10 (James378-256)
Gabby Petito: Day 9 (of 10) (James378-255)
Gabby Petito: Day 8 (of 10) (James378-254)
Gabby Petito: Day 7 (of 10) (James378-253)
Gabby Petito: Day 6 (of 10) (James378-252)
Gabby Petito: Day 5 (of 10) (James378-251)
Gabby Petito: Days 1-4 (James378-250) Insights garnered us over 1.5M views in 26 days
Law & Order (James378-117; CU-FU, Law & Order)
Police Pontifications (BU-1126)
*Pro-Police (Jim3-88)

LEADERSHIP
*Leadership vs. Followership (BU-414)
On Leadership (AA, Political Tricks-66)

LGBTQ
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Christians & the LGBTQ Community (BU-126)
Don’t Say Gay (Jim5-77)
Ganging Up on Gays (BU-370)
Love the sinner, hate the sin, as we are all imperfect
*Gay Balance (BU-407)
*Gays & Government (BU-382)
God Hates Gays? (James378-86)
Good To Gays? (James3-24)
*LGBTQ Solutions (James378-116; CU-FU, LGBTQ)
Machismo, Manliness & Gays (BU-157)
Morals & Sex (BU-414)
*Normalizing Sodomy (BU-414)
The Unpardonable Sin? (BU-126)
*Toward Peaceful Co-Existence (#Ellen) (BU-130)

LIBERALISM
‘Bernie Bums’ (James9-7)
Mooches are unbecoming of a great country
Big Tech Raises A Little Heck (James378-219)
Cancel Culture (Jim5-75)
*Democrat Power Depends on Dependency (BU-1095)
Godless Liberals!? (James9-54)
Leftist Lineup (Jim3-65)
Expected Dem candidates of the future
Lessons For Liberals (AKA, how to live within your means) (James9-15; CU-FU, Libs)
Liberal Aspirations (James378-232)
Is global unity voluntarily possible?
*Liberal Ethics (James378-72; CU-FU, Liberals) What’s ethical & unethical in liberalism?
Liberal Extremes (BU-1093)
Liberal Logic (James9-4; CU-FU, Liberals)
*Liberal Lunacy (James378-71; CU-FU, Liberals)
*Liberal Values & Morals (BU-1094)
Liberal Worldview (Jim3-31)
Liberals & Business (BU-1092)
Liberals Hate America? (BU-1095)
Liberals’ Lame Lies (James378-203)
Liberalism & The Poor (James9-90)
*Liberalism’s Liabilities (CFT-940)
Michael Moore’s Turkey Talk (James9-91)
Talk politics at Thanksgiving?
Milliberals Against Capitalism (James3-11)
Why youth may not find Capitalism good
Politics 101 (BU-1092)
Squawking of the Squad (James378-48)
The Far Left (BU-1471)
*The Inmates Want to be in Charge of the Asylum & Prisons (James378-64)
The Left’s Negatives (BU-1372)
The Logic Of Liberalism (James9-167; CU-FU, Liberals)
The Milliberal “Thought” Process (Jim3-91; CU-FU, Youth)
*The ‘Thinking’ of the Left (James378-54; CU-FU, Liberals)
2024 Liberal Lineup (Jim3-43)
Expected players

LIFE LESSONS
America’s Solution (AKA If revival Broke Out) (CU-FU, Life Lessons)
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*Hell vs. Heaven (BU-28)
Sober truth about your eternity
How To Go To Heaven (CFT-611)
How To Avoid Hell (CFT-612)
*Advice For Poorer People (BU-38)
Assorted Anecdotes (AA, Wiz-Dumb-64)
Common Sense for Uncommon Citizens (AA, Life Tweets-3)
Day Of Doubt (James3-13)
Father’s Day (CU-FU, Life Lessons)
Forty Foundations To Fortune (AA, Youth & Teens-2)
*Heroes Of The World (AA, Wiz-Dumb-42)
How’s Your Future Looking? (James378-6; CU-FU, Theology)
False afterlife theories
Job’s Job: Humbling Forgiveness (James9-112)
Life Lessons (CU-FU, Life Lessons)
*Life Lessons Learned (AA, Youth & Teens-4)
*Motivational Methods (James9-128)
Motivational Methods (I) (BU-1096)
Notable Personalities (AA, Wiz-Dumb-43)
Hero human beings
On Investing (AA, Political Tricks-68)
On Psychology (AA, Political Tricks-65)
Philosophy Of Life (AA, Wiz-Dumb-65)
*Practical Pointers (AA, Wiz-Dumb-57)
Rules of Life (AA, Immigrants-36)
*The Gospel (WYLF, page 59)
The Greatest Need (James9-179)
*The Purpose Of Life (James9-119, 190)
Troublesome Trials (James3-36)
Undeniable Facts Of Life (AA, Youth & Teens-5)
*What Must I Do To Be Saved? (James3-37)
Why Believe Jesus is God? (James378-7; CU-FU, Spiritual)
Why Believe the Bible is God’s Word? (James378-8; CU-FU, Spiritual)

LORDSHIP SALVATION
Biblically Illogical Lordship Salvation (CU-FU, Life Lordship Salvation)
*Christians’ Will In Sanctification (BU-559)
*Discipling or Lordship Salvation? (BU-785)
Lordship Or Saviorhood? (BU-554) Describing the 2 theories on salvation requirements
Lordship Salvation (BU-243) Rush Limbaugh’s sisters opinion on salvation requirements
Lordship Salvation (BU-1411)
Lordship Salvation Analysis (BU-247)
*Lordship Salvation & Calvinism (BU-537)
Lordship Salvation Commentary (BU-1521)
Lordship Salvation Errors (WYLF, page 474)
Lordship Salvation (Rebutted Yet Again) (James378-190; CU-FU, Lordship Salvation)
Lordship Salvation (Refuted Again) (James378-183; CU-FU, Lordship Salvation)
Lordship Salvationists’ ‘Gospel’ (James378-191; CU-FU, Lordship Salvation) Full
commitment’s required for heaven?
Lordship Salvationists’ ‘Logic’ (James378-113; CU-FU, Lordship Salvation)
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Lordship vs. Saviorhood Salvation (James3-34; CU-FU, Lordship Salvation)
On Lordship Salvation (BU-839)
*Sanctification Addressed in Evangelism (BU-566)
*The Gospel According to God (book, at AmericanAnswers.org)
The Gospel & Lordship Salvation (BU-668)
The ‘Logic’ Of Lordship Salvation (James3-63; CU-FU, Lordship Salvation) Theological
rebuttal based on logic
The New Testament From a Free Grace Perspective (BU-688)

MEDIA
Fairness Doctrine? (James378-17)
Journalism 101 (James378-19)
Report the facts, absent the slant
Media Madness (Jim3-80)
Media Propaganda & Human Scum (James9-153)
Squeeze the Middle Class (BU-205) Poor want things; rich want tax breaks; middle works
& pays taxes

MENTAL HEALTH
Stop The Stigma (James9-159)

MILLIBERALS
*Cancel The Cancel Culture! (Jim3-57)
*Millennialiberals (BU-437)
Milliberals & Capitalism (Jim3-35)
Milliberal Protesters (Jim3-25)
*Milliberal Think (Jim3-44; CU-FU, Youth)
Protests Are Not Your Answer (Jim3-50)

The greatest generation didn’t do so great!?

MINIMUM WAGE
*Bad Bosses: Living Wage or Living Hell? (CFT-651)
*Fair Or Living Wage? (BU-215)
Is it fair to not be able to live off what you make?
Minimum Wage (CU-FU, Political Issues)

MONEY & WEALTH
Almighty God Or Almighty Dollar? (James9-208; CU-FU, Rich) Christians can serve
God or gold
American Materialism (James3-64)
Are You A Sardine? (James9-82)
Giving Pledgers are life’s heroes!
Bible or Constitution? (BU-1233)
Carnality, Cash & Conservatism (James378-270)
Dear American Rich Person (James378-93; CU-FU, Rich)
Devil's Darwinian Dollars (James9-24)
How money often gets abused
Do Not Favor The Rich (James9-152)
Eat the Rich? (Part I) (BU-1217)
Eat the Rich? (Part II) (BU-1234)
Elon Muskrat Love (Jim5-61)
Fashion & Fortune (James3-60)
Clothes don’t make the man; heart character does
Frugally Filthy Rich (BU-1231)
Giving A Tithe, Giving Yourself, & The Giving Pledge (James9-99)
Taxes or tithes?
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Historic Rich (BU-1227)
How To Get Rich (YES, An America-Baiting Title) (James378-11; CU-FU, Rich) God’s
view of wealth
Idolize Idolaters? (James3-41)
Are rich people innately heroes?
In Go(l)d We Trust (BU-356)
Does America trust God or gold more?
Is The American Dream Biblical? (James378-126)
Just Act Humble? (BU-1232)
Labor Agreed to Peanuts? (BU-1236)
*Labor Day Lessons: He With the Most Toys Wins? (CFT-938)
Living In The Laodicean Church Age (James9-18) Is the American Dream worldliness?
Money & Morality (BU-1463)
Money Madness (James9-178)
Use your wealth virtuously
Money vs. Materialism (BU-1221)
*On The Giving Pledge (James9-177; CU-FU, Rich)
Poor vs. Rich (Part II) (BU-1234)
Principles of Prosperity (BU-356)
Punish, Praise Or Parity For The Rich? (James9-106)
Rage Against the Machine (Rich)? (BU-1359)
Responsibilities Of The Rich (James9-169)
God’s requirements for rich people
Responsibility of the Rich (BU-1213)
*Responsibility Of The Rich (James9-118)
God’s requirement for rich people
*Rich Are Robbers? (BU-359)
Rich End Poverty? (BU-1213)
*Rich Get Richer (CFT-1068)
Is that fact good, bad or indifferent?
Rich People (James3-66)
Consider how you use your excess!
Rich Responsibilities (BU-1215)
Rich Rules (BU-1218)
Rich vs. Poor (Part I) (BU-1220)
Riches & The Bible (James378-158)
Ricky Ricardo & Rico Suave (James3-6)
So You Want To Be Rich? (James378-132; CU-FU, Rich)
*The American Dream (CFT-1153)
The American Dream: God’s Will Or Man’s? (James9-86)
The American Nightmare: God’s Will (Jim3-37)
The Fiction, Affliction & Addiction of Affluence (BU-1466)
The Haves & The Have Not’s (James9-10; CU-FU, Rich)
The More Evil vs. Good Rich (BU-1223)
The Problem with Wealth (BU-1229)
The Pursuit of Happiness (I) (BU-1231)
*The Rich (Jim5-30)
*The Rich & Charity (BU-1225)
The Rich & Politics (James9-209)
The Rich & Rights (James378-145)
The Rich & Socialism (BU-1215)
The Rich & Taxes Or Giving Back (James9-12)
The Rich Get Richer (BU-1216)
The Rich Get Richer & the Poor Get Poorer (CU-FU, Rich)
The Rich: Heroes, Hams Or Mere Humans? (James9-110)
The Rich Rule!? (BU-1220)
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Too Rich for My Blood (BU-1217)
Wall Street Woes (James378-59)
Wealth (James3-71)
Why Give Back? (BU-1233)

Is Wall Street 100% moral? (as if)
Does God’s definition of success match yours?

MORALS
*Be Good (CFT-664; CU-FU, Morals)
Be Good! (Jim3-75)
Best Of Philosophers (James378-243)
Bible Ethics (AA, Wiz-Dumb-49)
*Christians & Ethics (BU-1106)
*Christians & Morality (James9-154; CU-FU, Theology)
Christians & Sin (BU-1107)
Commercial Theft (James378-221)
How to stop shoplifters
Common Sense Morals (BU-131) Were rules meant to be broken; are you only sorry
you got caught?
Common Sense Morals (CFT-360)
Idioms prove what they are
*Common Sense Morals (CFT-745)
Logic agrees with what is right
Critics & Criticism (CFT-417)
Destroy Evil! (BU-1339)
Doggone It! (James9-163)
Damning disdain for Neosho Missouri Beagle skinner
Ethics Complexities (BU-76)
Evils (CU-FU, Morals)
Forgiveness (James9-135)
Get Mad At Evil! (James378-161)
God’s Hated ‘Family Values’ (James378-14)
Bible doesn’t teach family values?
Good & Evil (CU-FU, Morals)
Individual Instruction (BU-94)
Why every Christian needs to be tutored in Christ
*Life Summary (Jim5-32)
Life’s key needs
Little Proverbs (CU-FU, Morals)
Moral Musings (AA, Wiz-Dumb-50)
Morals are not purely subjective
Morals & Common Sense (BU-1474)
*Morals & Sin (BU-75)
Morals & the Bible (BU-997)
Morals, Logic & Selfishness (James9-83)
*Morals Manual (BU-1102)
Morals Matter (James378-149; CU-FU, Morals)
*#MoralsMatter (James378-133; CU-FU, Morals)
Morays Aren’t All Eels (James3-4)
Morals are not purely subjective
Natural Law (BU-1106)
On Goodness (CFT-1479)
On Goodness (I) (BU-999)
On Goodness (James378-163)
On Morals (CFT-363)
Examples of rules that describe doing the right thing
*On Motivation (James378-245; CU-FU, Life Lessons)
Power To Change (Jim5-17)
Public Morals (CFT-1043)
Rest for the Weary? (CFT-1051)
Rules & Morals (BU-1106)
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Rules Are for Fools? (BU-131)
Sex-Travagance (Jim5-70)
Consider your spouse when you are dating
*Sin Excuses (BU-1101)
Struggles of the Saints (BU-285) Paul’s sufferings make our troubles pale by comparison
Stop Doing Evil, & Do Good (James378-3; CU-FU, Morals)
*Tell The Truth (Jim5-18)
The Heart Of The Matter (Jim3-79)
Watch over your hear with all your energy
The Purpose Of Life (James9-119; CU-FU, Life Lessons)
The Source of Hatred (CU-FU, Morals)
*The Theology of Sin (BU-82)
What the Bible says about sinning
Un-Christian Christian Carnality (BU-1108)
Wants vs. Needs (Jim5-26)
We All Know The Rules (James9-20)
To know rules is not to want to obey them
Why Be Good? (CU-FU, Morals)
Why So Much Evil in the World? (CU-FU, Morals)

MOTIVATION
Heroes of the World (AA, Wiz-Dumb-42)
Notable Personalities (AA, Wiz-Dumb-43)
Motivation (CU-FU, Life Lessons)

List of exceptional human beings

MUSIC
Music (AA, Architecture-62)
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame (BU-150)

NATIONAL DEBT
Deadly Debt (Jim3-90)

PARENTING
Fatherly Advice (BU-1449)
Tips For Teens & Pointers For Parents (AA, Youth & Teens-13)

PERSONAL
A Conversation with God (Jim5-55)
Prayer on things escalating out of control
A Day in the Life (CFT-634)
Writing on riches on earth vs. in heaven
*Additional Impact Evidence for Christians For Trump (BU-505)
Call to Politics (CFT-504)
*Campaign (James3-65.5)
Our qualifications for office
Campaign Itinerary (BU-72; CU-101)
Campaign Promotions (BU-1483)
Changed Parties (CFT-509)
*Church Campaign Message (BU-814)
Church Conflicts (CFT-737)
Encounters I’ve had trying to get churches to obey God
*Campaign Sermon 1: EDBS Priorities (BU-815)
Campaign Sermon 2: Revival (BU-816)
Campaign Sermon 3: Commitment (BU-818)
Comparisons (CFT-352)
Political positions distinguished from others
Credentials (CFT-616)
Dates (CFT-292)
*Do Others Have This Type Presidential Vision? (BU-292) Evaluate leaders’/pols’ offer(s)
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*Executive Orders (James378-127; CU-FU, Pledgers) Needed common sense executive
orders
Famous Drop-Bys (CFT-553)
*Government by Executive Order? (Jim3-78)
*How @James Meroney Was Used By God to Change American Politics & Religion
(Jim3-10; CU-FU, Personal)
How Twitter site @JamesMeroney was used by God to change American politics and Religion
(CU-FU, Personal)
Job Experiences (BU-253)
My work life, more like the first half of the life of Job
Judgment (CFT-878)
If the Church fails, all others have no hope
Me, A Democrat? (BU-1368)
Most Good Ideas of Trump Came From yours Truly! (CU-FU, Personal)
My Campaign, & #MoralsMatter (James378-138)
‘My’ Ministry (CFT-94)
*My ‘Notoriety’ (BU-255)
*My Candidacy (BU-150)
My Future as a Democrat (BU-472)
*My Future as a Republican (BU-473)
*My Political Campaign (BU-287)
*My Political Party Background (Jim3-81)
*My Political Story (James9-25; CU-FU, Personal)
My Sacrifices (CFT-620)
My Sins (CFT-618)
My Skeletons & Muscles (BU-253)
My Skeletons & Muscles (CFT-626)
*My Story (AKA, Who The Heck Is This?) (James9-70; CU-FU, Personal)
My Story (CFT-68)
How I got thrust into politics, via Twitter & gay marriage
My Sufferings (CFT-624)
My 2020 Vote (James378-79)
#NeverTrump Voting for Trump (James378-51; CU-FU, Personal)
*Our Coming Political Campaign (James378-12; CU-FU, Pledgers)
Pastor Year(s) (CFT-502)
A year of national exhortations to a stadium full of hearers
Perfect Murder (James3-73)
How my mom lost her life
Personal Political Highlights (Jim5-38)
Political Results (Indications of Impact & Influence) (CFT-124, 201)
Political Years (CFT-293)
How God used our tweets to initially change politics
Predictions (CFT-529; CU-FU, Personal)
Presidential Plans (CFT-215)
God led me to the idea of running for office
Presidential Vision (BU-292)
*Press Release (BU-*256, 265)
Press Releases (BU-7)
Questions Of My Candidacy (BU-260)
Recruiting (CFT-544)
Repeated (Summary) Testimony (CFT-264)
How God got me on the map with VIP’s
Spiritual Background (CFT-615)
My life with Christ, detailed
Spiritual Results (CFT-116)
The Church & Trumpian Conservatism (BU-83)
*The Day I Became ‘For’ Trump (BU-442)
The Past Three Years (CFT-73)
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The Perfect Murder (CU-FU, Personal)
True Stories, Bro! (James9-143)
Turned Political (CFT-503)
Twitterfest (CFT-500)
Two And a Half Years A Democrat (BU-479)
Why I Was #NeverTrump (CU-FU, Personal)
Yanny Or Laurel? (BU-254)

Turn the tables on Washington, D.C.!

PLEDGED POLITICIANS
A Coming Political Campaign (James378-12; CU-FU, Pledgers)
*Alternatives To Pledgers (Jim3-14; CU-FU, Pledgers)
And Justice For All? (James9-87)
Politics needs to seek justice!
*Centrism vs. Conservatism (BU-1122)
Centrism vs. Extremes (BU-1401)
*Centrist, Conservative or Liberal? (Jim5-11)
*Centrist Economic Policies (BU-1124)
Centrist Policies (& How to Achieve Them) (BU-1115)
Centrist Safety Net vs. Socialism (BU-1120)
Centrist Third Party Presidential Campaign (CU-1)
Clean Or Clean Out (‘Drain’) The Swamp? (James9-76)
Clean The Barn (CFT-760)
*Common Ground For A Combative Congress (AA, Life Tweets-9)
*Common Ground From Common Sense (AA, Political Solutions-10)
*Common Sense Positions (BU-11)
Common Sense 2020 (James9-173; CU-FU, Pledgers)
Constitutional Considerations (Jim3-3)
*D.C. Results Alternatives (AA, Political Tricks-2)
Democrats & Centrists (BU-1118)
*Extremes in 2020 (CFT-834)
How both sides can gain win-win
Extremists Divide The United States (James9-33)
*Fix The System (Jim3-13)
Gridlock Alternatives (AA, Political Tricks-32)
*Harmony or Enmity? (CFT-879)
I Am (CFT-898)
Your political party is not your true self/identity!
I Am Not A Moderate! (James9-38)
Identity Politics & Millennials (CFT-900)
*Just Stop It! (Jim3-9)
D.C. needs to end all its ignorant & intentional sinfulness!
Midterms, Middle Ground & Morality (BU-1489)
Moderates (BU-1119)
Moral vs. Immoral Compromise (BU-1121)
*Needed Executive Orders (BU-1117)
Negotiation Tactics To Win-Win (AA, Political Tricks-33)
No Socialism, No Trump 2020 (James9-172)
*Open Letter To Every Voter (James9-71)
What you need to know before you vote
*Pledged Politicians (Jim3-15; CU-FU, Pledgers)
Pledged Politicians Campaign (AA, Pledged Politicians Campaign-1)
Pledgers & Justice (BU-1120)
Polar Opposite Politics Is Poop (James9-32)
*Political Parties’ Extremists (James9-20)
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*Political Parties’ Good & Bad (Jim3-12)
Proper Positions Primer (AA, Political Solutions-14)
*Repent, Washington D.C. (James9-59)
*Tables Will Turn In D.C.! (James9-111)
Tables Will Turn in D.C.! (I) (BU-1110)
*The Need for Pledged Politicians (BU-1123)
THE Solution! (CFT-5)
D.C.’s deliverance can come!
*The Solution To American Politics (Jim3-47)
*The System Is Broken (James9-161; CU-FU, Politics)
Third Party Needed (BU-1110)
*12 Priorities (AA, 12 Priorities-1)
*We The People (Jim3-6)
A description of our rights & responsibilities
What Compassionate Conservatism is Not (CU-FU, Pledgers)
*Why I Voted for Trump (Jim5-37)

POLITICAL ISSUES
Equal Pay (CU-FU, Political Issues)
Free Speech Threatened? (CU-FU, Political Issues)
Infrastructure (CU-FU, Political Issues)
Prioritized Problems (BU-1374)
Sex Pervs (BU-1371)
Various Topics (BU-1356)

POLITICS
America’s Future? (James378-212)
*A Viable Third Party (BU-312)
*AmericanAnswers.org (website)
American Issues (AA, Wiz-Dumb-2)
AOC, Biden, Nikki & Pence (BU-1128)
*Black & Blue Over Blue vs. Red (James9-165)
Blue Collar Trump Loyalists (James378-169)
Broken American Politics (James378-121)
*Cancel Culture (BU-1136; CU-FU, Extremes)
Cancel Cancel Culture (Jim5-36)
*Cancel The Cancel Culture! (Jim3-57; CU-FU, Politics)
Centrist Politics (BU-1131)
*Character & Politicians (CFT-702)
*Christians & Conservative Politics (BU-82)
Common Ground for Combative Congress (AA, Life Tweets-9)
Common Ground from Common Sense (AA, Political Solutions-9)
*Common Sense (BU-488)
*Common Sense Politics (James9-47)
Common Sense Positions (BU-11)
*Current State Politics (BU-286)
*Current State of U.S. Politics (Jim5-59)
*Current State U.S. Politics (BU-1133)
Dear Don Letter (James378-37) Rebutting Don Winslow wanting GOP’s to vote for
Biden
Dear John Letter (James378-32)
Rebutting a lib attacking Christian political views
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*Dear Peggy [Noonan] (James378-1)
There is hope for a revised GOP
Debating Fiercely, Yet Morally (James378-77)
Democrats’ Socialist Evils (BU-469)
Dialogue, By Chicago (James3-7)
Divided States of America (BU-313)
*Dumb as a Donkey, Fat as an Elephant Be (book, at AmericanAnswers.org)
Evils of Extremism (BU-418)
*Extreme Extremism (BU-65)
Extremes Are Evil! (James9-35)
Extremism in Politics (BU-1131)
Extremists (Part I) (BU-320)
Extremists (Part II) (BU-321)
*Extremists on Poverty & Immigration (BU-323)
Fix the System (CFT-259)
Gaffe-AGAIN!!! (James378-30)
Refuting Jim Gaffigan on tRUMP & Obama
Georgia & Trump (James378-215)
Good & Bad Politicians (James378-187)
Government, Justice & Business (James378-208)
Gridlock Alternatives (AA, Political Tricks-32)
Healthcare & College (BU-212)
If You're Not For Justice, Leave Your Religion Out Of Politics! (James9-37)
Judicial Activism is Wrong—Only for Democrats? (BU-395)
Left vs. Right, vs. Right vs. Wrong (Jim3-40)
Liberalism vs. Conservatism in 2020 (BU-486)
Life is Politics? (BU-1133)
Make It Hit Home! (James9-116)
*Morals In Politics? (James378-110, 206; CU-FU, Politics)
More Independent Source (AA, Political Tricks-25)
*Negatives & Positives of Liberals & Conservatives (BU-357)
*No More (BU-491)
Pathetic American Politics (James378-213)
Polarized Politics (James378-199)
Polarized Politics & Wealth Redistribution (CFT-964)
Polarizing Politics (James378-224)
Political Door Knocker (BU-1359)
Political Extremes (James378-192)
Political Parties’ Good & Bad (CFT-237)
Political Party Praise (BU-398)
Political Sins (BU-1130)
Political Tricks (AA, Political Tricks-4; CU-FU, Politics)
Political Tricks in Action (AA, Political Tricks-28)
Politics (James9-202)
Politics (Jim5-31)
Politicians: Flip-Flop or Repentance? (BU-1133)
Politicians: Saints or Sinners? (BU-1443)
Politics (BU-1351)
*Politics & Morality (BU-1135)
Presidential Personalities (AA, Presidential-31)
Pundit Pontifications (AA, Pundit Pontifications-1)
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Red State, Blue State (CFT-1048)
Right vs. Left Extremes (CFT-1483)
Right vs. Left Extremes: AOC vs. Jeffress (BU-305)
Right-Winged Source (AA, Political Tricks-21)
*RINO’S Have Horns That Jab! (James378-195)
Sedition: A Capital Offense (James378-220)
Simpleton Slogans (In Politics) (James378-198)
Stacking SCOTUS (James378-98)
*The Core of American Politics (2021) (Jim5-48; CU-FU, Politics)
The Evils Of Politics & Religion (James378-196)
The Logical Extension of Extremism (James378-108)
*The Need For A Third Party (James9-176)
The New Comicon?: Commies & Cons? (James378-218)
Is conservatism selfish?
The Obama Challenge (CFT-225)
How religion applies to politics
The Road & Political Systems Are Broken! (James3-27)
*The Solution: ‘The Terrific Twelve’ (James378-211; CU-FU, Pledgers)
The Supreme Court & Constitutionality (CFT-1172)
*The Way Things Ought To Be (book, at AmericanAnswers.org)
Theological, Fiscal & Social Conservatism (CFT-1181)
To Hell In A Hand Basket (James3-31)
Is America a ‘Christian nation?’
Twitter Twits (Jim5-10)
My one censorship experience
Two Questions (James378-222)
Mental & moral challenges of the far right
Two Sides Of The Same Coin? (No) (James9-63) Both political parties have two sides
*2014-2015 Messages (BU-488)
Unity Amidst Diversity (James378-210)
Unity In Diversity: The Two-State Solution (James9-109)
Voters: Problem or Solution? (CFT-1190)
*Washington D.C.—REPENT!!! (James9-36; CU-FU, Politics)
#WashingtinDCSlogans (AA, Political Tricks-30)
We the People (CFT-256)
*We The People (BU-489)
What I Believe (CFT-357)
*What Is Conservatism & Liberalism? (BU-85)
*Wit & Wisdom: Don’t Speak About Politics or Religion (book, at AmericanAnswers.org)

POLITICS & RELIGION
(See also: Apologetics, Church Life, Churchianity, Evangelism,
Lordship Salvation, Spirituality, Theology)
Activist Pastors (James9-64)
Apostasy For Power Idolatry (James9-175)
Trump’s disqualifications for office
Ban God? (BU-1340)
Biden & ‘Christian Values’ (James378-20)
Carnality, Cash & Conservatism (BU-1337)
Champion Character! (James9-25)
Morals are more important than political power
Christian Issues (CFT-236) Abortion & gay marriage USED to be the WASP’s only ones
Christian Nationalism (Part I; BU-1430)
Christian Nationalism (Part II) (BU-1446)
“Christian” Pastors For Trump (James9-93)
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‘Christian’ Political Issues? (CFT-713)
*Christian Political Issues (BU-832)
Christian Social Inaction? (CFT-710)
Christians & Politics (CFT-725)
Christians & Trump (James378-143)
Christians’ Civic Duty (BU-201)
Church and State/God and Country (James378-44)
Conservatism & Christian Nationalism (BU-1493)
Conservatism Is Christ-Like? (BU-1449)
Deceived White & Black Christians (James378-164)
*Do Your Religious Values Match… (AA, Political Tricks-41)
Evangelicals For Trump 2020 (James378-21)
#FakeChristian (BU-1485)
Franklin Graham & Christian Nationalism (BU-1483)
Franklin Graham Comes To Church (James9-137)
God Is A Political Conservative? (James9-185)
God Wrote the Constitution, Dan Patrick? (BU-1444)
Godless Democrats? (BU-1473)
How Christians Influence Society (CFT-889)
Is Christ A Political Conservative? (James9-66)
Is God a Conservative? (CFT-909)
Is God’s Church Divided? (BU-825)
Jack Graham: Trump sycophant (BU-1496)
“Jesusland” (James378-182)
DO NOT equate Christ with Christians, 100%!
Morals In Politics? (CU-FU, Politics & Religion)
Objectivity: Degrees of Pro-Trump (James378-18)
Political Conservatives & Southern Baptists (BU-828)
Political Pastors (James9-61)
Politics & Morality (Jim5-57)
Politicized Pastors Are Problematically Polemic (James9-31)
Politicizing Billy Graham? (James378-26)
Power-Prioritizing Preachers (Jim5-63)
Religions & Apologetics (James378-186)
*Religion & Politics (James378-139)
Religion in Politics (AA, Political Tricks-41)
Religious Liberty Threatened? (Jim5-35; CU-FU, Politics & Religion)
*Responses To Franklin Graham & James Dobson (James378-225)
The Bible & Governing (BU-831)
The Bible & Liberalism (BU-831)
The Mainly Man-Made Production, “The Renewal” (Jim5-68)
The Morality of Power (Jim5-66)
The Way Forward (James378-140; CU-FU, Pledgers) Common sense common ground
politics
Tied At The Hip: Pastor Jack Graham & President Donald Trump (James378-216)
TrumPastor Tricks (James9-68)
TrumPastors (James9-92)
WASPs For Trump 2020 (James9-155)
WASPs Reproved Trump? (James378-79)
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*What God Wants In A Politician (James9-104; CU-FU, Politics)
Which Party & Positions are God For? (CFT-1201)
White & Black Christians (CU-FU, Politics & Religion)

POOR
*Advice For Poorer People (BU-38)
Clowns Or Champions? (James9-174)
*Dear American Poor Person (James378-43)
Elon Musk’s $6B for the Hungry Poor (CU-FU, Poor)
Fixing Poorer & Poorer-Performing Schools (BU-43)
*Getting Out Of The ‘Ghetto’ (Jim3-26; CU-FU, Race)
Give Me Your Poor, Or Give Me Your Wallet? (James9-49)
*Handling The ‘Hood (Jim3-23)
Handling the Hood (BU-1139; CU-FU, Race)
Healthcare For The Poor (Jim3-62)
*Help, Don’t Hinder Or Favor The Poor (James9-150)
Helping Poorer Blacks (BU-49)
Helping The Poor (James378-134; CU-FU, Poor)
How To Help the Poor (Jim5-25; CU-FU, Poor)
*Living Large, Paying Puny (BU-25)
Living Large, Paying Puny (Summary) (BU-337)
Mr. Roger’s Neighborhood? (James9-80)
On Income Disparity (CU-FU, Politics)
*Open Letter to the poor (BU-1151)
Parties, Race & Poverty (BU-339)
*Perspective for the Poor (BU-242)
Pity, Protect Or Punish The Poor? (James9-28)
Pointers for the Poor (BU-1154)
Poor People (James3-67; CU-FU, Poor)
Poor People Are Successful? (James3-9; CU-FU, Poor)
Poor Pragmatics (BU-1146)
*Poor’s Solutions (BU-43)
*Poor’s Solutions—Moral vs. Immoral (BU-326, 345)
Poor & Politics (BU-1149)
Poor & Race (BU-1141)
Poor & the Hood (BU-1138)
Poor & Workers (BU-1137)
Poor, Race & Secession (BU-1145)
*Poor Solutions (Part I) (BU-1137)
Poor Solutions (Part II) (BU-1150)
Poor Youth, Minorities & Adults (BU-1155)
*Poorer Blacks Rising? (BU-46)
Poorer Whites Abandoned? (BU-48)
Poverty is Not Inalienable (BU-1136)
*Poverty Problem (CFT-1028)
Poverty Proof (BU-1138)
*Primer For The Poor (James9-160)
Primer for the Poor (Part I) (BU-37)
Primer for the Poor (Part II) (BU-38)
Principles of Poverty (BU-355)
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Proverbs+ on Poverty (BU-1150)
Rich vs. Poor (Jim5-60)
Society & the Poor (BU-1142)
*Solutions For Poor People (James3-67)
Slum Success (BU-332)
The Hood (Described) (BU-1147)
The Poor, The Young & The Restless (James9-8)
Wallowing In the Weeds (BU-346)

PROPHECY
*Advanced Prophecy Handbook (book, at AmericanAnswers.org)
*Bible Prophecy (James378-152; CU-FU, Prophecy X 2)
Bible Prophecy & Favoring (vs. Blessing & Honoring) Israel (James9-186; CU-FU,
Prophecy)
Bible Prophecy in the News (James378-131)
Current Events & Bible Prophecy (CFT-814)
*Discern Your Future (book, at AmericanAnswers.org)
Politics & Prophecy (CFT-975)
Practical Prophecy (James9-200; CU-FU, Prophecy)
Present Prophecy (CU-FU, Prophecy)
Prophecy Applications (BU-308)
Prophecy Chart (CFT-1553)
Revelation Realities (James9-129)
Signs of The Times (BU-1331)

RACE
*A Letter to Black America (BU-1174)
African-American Achievement (James378-114)
All Are Equal, But Some Are More Equal? (Jim3-28)
All Lives Matter? (Jim3-67)
*America’s Number One Need (BU-350) USA needs best-trained workforce in the world
America’s ‘Systemic Racism’ (James378-35)
The system is not racist; pockets exist
Be less White? (CU-FU, Race)
Be Like Martin: Color Blind (MLK) (BU-1179)
*Birds Of A Feather (BU-340)
People often like hanging with people like them
*Black & Poor are Not Synonyms (James378-70)
Black Like Me? (James9-51)
“Black Sovereignty” (Jim3-42)
Wrongful abuse of black seeking respect
Blackout (Boycott) Black-Owned Businesses? (Jim3-58)
*Civil Rights Website & Executive Orders (Jim3-73)
Charles Barkley was Right, Again! (BU-1179)
Check Your Privilege? (James378-23) (James378-28)
Confederate Flag Abuses (Jim3-38)
*Coronavirus & Race Relations (Jim3-41)
Current State Race Relations (BU-1178)
Defund Police for Social Workers & Social Services? (James378-25)
Economic Justice? (BU-1170)
Facts For Friendship’s Freddy (CFT-519)
Freddy’s Fomenting Falsehoods & Fanatacism (Jim5-12)
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Football’s Failure (Jim5-3)
Balance was needed in NFL politicking!
Freedom, Justice, Racism & Change (James378-22)
Good Cop, Bad Apple Cop (Jim3-27)
Heart Character vs. Skin Color (Jim3-49)
Hope & Change? (James378-31)
Liberals & Race (BU-1181)
Make America White Again? (Jim3-22)
Martin Luther King Jr. Politicized? (James378-34)
*Milwaukee Bucks Coach: You Are No Expert! (James378-24)
*Minority Matters (CFT-950)
On Black Lives Mattering (James378-33)
On Identity Politics (BU-1160)
Pitiful in Portland (Jim5-4)
Police Brutality & Race Riots (BU-307)
Police Brutality & Self-Defense (James378-29)
Poverty Pimps, Race-Baiters & Human Haters (Jim3-54)
Race & Immigration (BU-340)
Race & Poverty (James9-5)
Race & the Human Race (BU-1170)
Race—Amber Guyger & Botham Jean Case (BU-360)
Race-Bait, & You Catch Dumb Fish (James3-32) Dumb-down pundits inspire dumbness
Race Idiosyncrasies (BU-1176)
Racial Extremes: Kommon Sense for the Klan (BU-1181)
*Racial Realities (BU-433; James378-60)
Racial Reconciliation (Jim3-77; CU-FU, Race)
Racial Reconciliation? (Jim3-48)
Racial Reconciliation, or Revenge? (BU-1161)
Racial Righteousness (James378-96)
Random Race Rants (BU-1166)
Random Race Writings (BU-1156)
Reparations? (BU-1164)
Signs of the Times (James378-267)
Sporting Bad Trouble (Jim5-8)
Stereotypes vs. Statistics (BU-457)
Systemic Racism? (James3-1)
Systemic Racism? (I) (BU-1158)
#TalkingAboutRace (Jim3-36)
The Final Chapter: A Conversation with God!? (BU-1498)
The Man’s Keeping Me Down (Jim3-30)
The Myth Of The Minority (Jim3-53)
The Race for Race-Baiting (James378-55; CU-FU, Race)
What BLM Should Have Promoted (BU-1162)
What Do You Have To Lose? (Jim3-29)
What Jesus Said About Race (James378-112)
*White & Black Christian (James3-55)
White Angst? (“Fragility”) (BU-1165)
“White Blessing?” (James3-8)
White Christmas (BU-1175)
White Lies On Black Lives? (Jim3-32)
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Whites & Politics (James9-23)
Whites are Privileged? (BU-1175)
Whites Own: All Others Beg, Borrow, Steal Or Rent? (James378-42)
Whites Hold Blacks Back? (Jim3-92)
Why Are So Many POC’s Poor? (BU-1472)
Woke or Broke? (BU-1172)

REPUBLICANS
**American Exceptionalism (& Race) (BU-1203)

Debate Me, Chris Salcedo! (James9-158) HIPPOS (hypocrites) want unity with RINOs?
Division in the GOP (BU-1193)
*GOP House Video: Economics & Conservatism (BU-1210)
*GOP Unity: McConnell on Herschel (BU-1208)
Family FEUD: On GOP In-Fighting (James3-30)
Far Right Far From God (CFT-842)
*Georgia Senate Runoffs (James378-146)
GOP & Race (BU-1201)
GOP & Socialism (BU-1206)
GOP Advice (BU-1195)
GOP Advice (James378-136)
GOP Beating Socialism (BU-1189)
GOP Common Ground (BU-1184)
GOP Day of Reckoning (Jim5-27)
*GOP Division (James9-126)
GOP Division (BU-1183)
*GOP Family Reconciliation/Reunion (Mt. 12:25) (BU-482)
GOP Honesty (BU-1183)
GOP on Voting (BU-1185)
GOP Problems (James378-147)
GOP Split (Part I) (BU-1191)
GOP Split (Part II) (BU-1197)
GOP Two Sides Transparency (BU-1996)
*GOP Unity? (Jim5-33)
GOP vs. Socialism (BU-1188)
Gutless GOP (James378-257)
RINOs vs. HIPPOs (Hypocrites) (CU-FU, Republicans)
*Silence is Complicity? (BU-1210)
*Silent Sheep Or Shrewd As Serpents? (Jim3-70) Why GOP was silent over 45’s many
sins
Tea Party vs. Party Establishment (James378-109)
The Called & the Called Out? (BU-1207)
The GOP & Taxes (BU-1383)
Where HIPPOs Differ From RINOs (Policy-Wise) (CU-FU, Republicans)
Where The Republican Party Can Unite (James378-233; CU-FU, Republicans)

‘RURAL’ AMERICANS
Country Folks (BU-1371)
Farmers & Ranchers (James378-135)
Farmers & Ranchers (CU-FU, Country)
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RUSSIA & CHINA
Putin on Ukraine (BU-1238)
Russia & China (BU-1238)

‘RUSH LIMBAUGH
*Lamebaugh Lies (James378-181)
Legacy Of Limbaugh (James9-29)
*Limbaugh Lies (Part II) (James378-201; CU-FU, Conservatives)
*Limbaugh Quotes (Rebutted) (James378-202; CU-FU, Conservatives)
*Limbaugh: Rebutted & Buttressed (James378-227)
Limbaugh vs. Leftists, Dem Centrists (& Even GOP Centrists) (James378-209)
Limbaugh’s Need (James378-204)
Limbaugh’s One Year Passing (Jim5-73)

SECESSION
Secession & Socialism (BU-1243)
Secession Sampling (BU-1240)
Secession Solution (BU-1239)

SOCIALISM VS. CAPITALISM
“America’s Wealth Is Just Not Fair!?” (James378-15)
*AOC’s MMT Economics (BU-459)
Being Anti-Social with Socialists? (Jim3-63)
Biden Bucks? (BU-1250)
Capitalism or Socialism? (BU-999)
Capitalism, Unbridled Capitalism & Christianity (BU-436)
Christianity, Socialism & Capitalism (James378-10)
*Combatting Socialism (James378-122, 159; CU-FU, Socialism)
Countering Socialism: Build Back Broke? (BU-1268)
*Current State Politics: Socialism (BU-1260)
Defunding Republicans (BU-1248)
Democrat Freebies Sin (James378-13)
*Democrat Rashida Tlaib Proposes Disastrous Cash Giveaway… (BU-454)
Dems & GOP’s 2024 (BU-479)
Earn Your Keep (Jim3-51)
Entitlement Mentality (BU-1256)
Freebies For Freeloaders (BU-341)
*Giveaways?: Hand-up vs. Hand-out! (BU-422)
Go Back To Your Corrupt Countries (BU-354)
Government Isn’t Your Daddy! (BU-1248)
Hand-Ups Or Hand-Outs? (BU-343)
*Healthcare, Daycare & Do You Care About College? (James9-79)
*Hernan (Her Nanny State) Cortez vs. Capitalism (BU-329)
If Socialism Were To Win (Jim3-84; CU-FU, Socialism)
*Is Socialism Moral? (James3-20; CU-FU, Socialism)
Jeezy Cheezy—Freebies Aren’t Free! (James9-85)
Justifying Socialism (BU-1262)
*Law & Order, & Orderly Taxes (BU-220)
*Millennial Mathematics (BU-250)
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No Socialism, No Caustic Conservatism (James9-13)
*Milliberals Against Capitalism (James3-11; CU-FU, Youth)
My Position on Socialism (BU-1265)
*Olympic-Sized Vision (James378-265) Justice thru bridled Capitalism—NOT Socialism
Pope-ing or Popping Off? (CU-FU, Socialism)
Refuting Leftist Socialism (BU-1266)
Rich Off the Backs of the Poor? (BU-1270)
Right vs. Left Extremes: AOC vs. Jeffress (CFT-1074)
Robinhood Robbin’ for the ‘Hood (James378-142)
Satanic Socialism (James378-157)
Secession & Socialism (I) (BU-1265)
Selling Socialism? (James378-125)
Silly Socialism (BU-1247)
So You Want A Handout? (James378-27)
Socialism (BU-1453)
*Socialism: A Clear & Present Danger (James378-82; CU-FU, Socialism)
Socialism & Poverty (Jim5-46)
Socialism & the Bible (BU-1255)
Socialism & the Poor (James378-118)
*Socialism is Compassion? (BU-1265)
Socialism is Socialism—Democratic or Autocratic! (BU-454)
*Socialism vs. Centrism (BU-417)
Socialism, Anti-Socialism & Capitalism (BU-417)
Socialism, Anti-Socialism & Capitalism (CFT-1139)
Socialism Disincentivizes Hard Work (BU-1249)
Socialism Misunderstandings (Part I) (BU-1248)
Socialism Misunderstandings (Part II) (BU-1256)
Socialism Opponents Aren’t Selfish (BU-1252)
Socialism Solutions (BU-1264)
Socialism’s Sins (James378-92; CU-FU, Socialism)
Socialism’s Solution: Stealing (James378-111)
Socialism vs. Anti-Socialism (BU-1249)
Socialism vs. Conservatism (BU-1251)
Socialism ‘Xtremes (James378-90)
Socialist America & the End of Capitalism? (James378-5)
Socialist Infiltration? (Jim3-55)
Socialist ‘Justice’ (James378-156)
Socialist Schemes (James378-74)
Socialists & Black Activists (James378-69)
*Strategy Message to Socialists (BU-1244)
*Sustainable Self-Sufficiency (James9-114)
Take Your Socialism & Shove It! (Jim3-56)
The Engineer, The Evangelist & The Entrepreneur (James3-26)
Three characters I met
The Media & Socialism (James3-12)
*The Problem(s) With Capitalism (BU-430)
The Rich Made You Poor? (BU-1269)
The Safety Net & Personal Responsibility (CU-FU, Socialism)
Tips For the Poor (BU-1257)
*Unconstitutional Socialism? (BU-1277)
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*What the Bible Teaches On Socialism (BU-425)
*What’s Wrong with Socialism? (BU-283)
Work For vs. Vote For a Pay Raise (BU-1253)

SPIRITUALITY
*Asleep In The Light (James378-197)
Paul’s life compared to Laodicea
Biblical Church (II) (BU-1307)
Biblical Church (BU-24)
Compare this description to that of any local church
Biblical Church (James9-142)
Biblical Church Growth (BU-29, *62) Size increase NOT using God’s ways is unblessed
Biblical Church? (CFT-673)
Errors in church practice
Body Life (BU-17)
How church is to be practices, with involved laymen
Body Life (James9-132)
*Body Life (I) (BU-1307)
Calling for Commitment (BU-116)
Christian Carnality (BU-120)
Christians & Ministry (James378-155)
Church Commitment (BU-90)
Church Needs (James9-19)
Church Priorities (James378-167; (CU-FU, Church) (CU-FU, Politics & Religion)
Commitment (James9-133; CU-FU, Theology)
Committed Church (BU-90)
*Contemplation (BU-1290)
*Conviction & Faith-Walking (BU-119)
Disipleship (WYLF, page 333)
*EDBS Priorities (BU-174, 196)
EDBS Priorities (I) (BU-1296)
*Faith & Works (James378-144; CU-FU, Theology) Do deeds prove one has faith? Does
faith never act?
Faith vs. Hope (CFT-838)
*Faith, Fact & Fantasy (James9-210)
God’s Top Priorities (AKA, God’s Will) (Jim3-74; CU-FU, Spiritual) EDBS priorities
explained
Hell for One Sin? (BU-1341)
How to Be Led by the Spirit (CU-FU, Spiritual)
How To Obey God (CFT-892)
Hypocrisy vs. Spirituality (James378-119)
Identity & Inheritance (WYLF, page 376)
*Inheritance & Identity In Christ (BU-561)
“Let The Church Be The (Biblical) Church!” (James9-139)
*License, Legalism Or Liberty? (BU-554)
*Man’s Lostness (BU-1310)
*Open Letter (WYLF, page 1)
*Pointers For Prayer (WYLF, page 285)
Relational Discipleship (BU-553)
*Sanctification Exegesis (James378-120; CU-FU, Theology)
Schemes Of Satan (James378-154)
Sermons vs. Discipling (James9-130)
Southwestern Seminary (BU-1478)
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Spiritual Warfare (Jim3-76)
The Afterlife (BU-1296)
The Core of Christianity (BU-89)
The Doctrine of Sin (James378-87; CU-FU, Theology)
The Final Chapter: A Conversation with God!? (BU-1498)
The Gospel (CU-5)
*The Missing Ingredient in American Christianity (BU-553)
*The Need For Discipleship (James378-189; CU-FU, Theology)
*The Need For Discipleship (Part II) (James378-200)
The Trinity (BU-1298)
*Various & Sundry (James9-125)
*Walking by Faith (James378-128; CU-FU, Spiritual)
What About Carnal Christians? (James378-194)
What If The Church… (James9-117)
How Christians could impact society
Who Are You, Christian? (BU-560; CU-FU, Spiritual)
Who Are You, Christian? (James3-46)
Who Should Be a Pastor? (BU-1300)
*Why Be a Disciple? (BU-1302)
*Why Be Committed to Christ (BU-72; CU-FU, Spiritual)
*Why Be Committed To Christ? (James3-39)
*Why Be Totally Committed To Christ? (WYLF, page 292)
*Why Have A Quiet Time? (WYLF, page 311)
*Why Read the Bible? (BU-1304; CU-FU, Spiritual)
World Religions (BU-1313)
*Will You Live Forever? (at this website)

TAXES
Taxes (CU-FU, Taxes)
*Fair Share Taxes (BU-441; James378-96)
*On Taxes (Jim5-76; CU-FU, Taxes)
Tax Cheats (Jim3-64)
Tax Dodgers & Despisers (CFT-1151)
Tax To The Max Or Thin To The Min? (James9-101)
*The Trouble with Taxes (CFT-1173)

How they should be levied

TERRORISM
*Bombers & Mass Shooters (CFT-693)
Killing innocents is irrational
Borderline Shooting: NOT a Borderline Issue! (CFT-694)
Taliban Takeover (James378-238)
*Terrorism Tactics (BU-463)
Evil tactics of terrorists

THEOLOGY
Christians’ Will In Sanctification (James3-45; CU-FU, Spiritual)
Doctrine (WYLF, Part VI, 404)
Doctrine of Discipleship (BU-115)
*Doctrine of Evangelism (BU-106)
Doctrine of Sanctification (BU-108, 549)
Does God Heal? (James9-88; CU-FU, Theology)
Salvation vs. Sanctification (CU-FU, Theology)
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*The Deity Of Christ (James378-207; CU-FU, Theology)
Evidence that Jesus was God
The Doctrine Of Sanctification (James3-50; CU-FU, Spiritual)
*The Gospel (James3-19, 38; CU-FU, Theology)
The Poor, Sick Gospel of Health & Wealth (James378-153)
What Is Salvation? (BU-1455)
*What Must I Do To Be Saved? (James3-37; CU-FU, Spiritual) How to avoid hell & go to
heaven
*Works & Salvation (James378-244; CU-FU, Theology) Will Christians evidence their
conversion in deeds?

TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION
*Rules of the Road (CFT-1091)
Texas Traffic (Part II) (BU-303)
Traffic (CU-FU, Traffic)
*Traffic & Complaining (Jim5-29; CU-FU, Traffic)
*Traffic Congestion (James3-65; CU-FU, Traffic)
*Traffic Troubles (CFT-1183)

Solving slowdowns & stupidities

TRUMP & TRUMPISM
*A Message To Donald Trump (Jim3-33)
Anti-Trump & Moral Courage (James378-168)
Basic Needs of Trump’s Base (CFT-1380)
Blue Collar Republicans (CFT-1382)
Bore Me To Tears! MORE Trump advice? (Jim3-93)
Christian Credibility Supporting Trump (BU-67)
Christianity’s Harm (BU-71)
Cult, Choice Or Commendable Practice? (James9-26)
Donald Trump (CFT-1446)
Donald’s Defenders: Standards Or Slander? (James9-73)
*Excerpts of Donald J. Trump’s 2020 GOP Presidential Nomination Acceptance Speech
(James378-45)
Far Right/Trumpism (BU-1318)
Final Farewell? (Jim5-24)
Forgive & Forget? (CFT-845)
Less-Educated Republicans (CFT-1391)
Morals Regarding Chump (CFT-1459)
*More Trump Campaign & Debate Strategies (James378-52)
Mount Rushmore Speech Excerpts (Jim3-52)
My Predictions & Analyses On Impeaching Trump (James9-78)
My 2020 Trump Advice (James3-2)
Never Forget (James9-65)
No Accountability, No Unity (Jim5-40; CU-FU, Republicans)
People Opposing Trump (James378-66)
*Pied Piper? (James378-124)
Pre-Trump Policy Tweets (CFT-251)
Saving a Trump Presidency (CFT-1487)
Sow the Wind, Inherit the Whirlwind (Jim5-47)
Stand Up to Trump (BU-1318)
#ThingsYouShouldNotSayOutLoud (CFT-1184)
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To Defeat Donald Trump (James9-27)
*Trump Advice (Part II) (Jim3-68)
*Trump Advice (Part III) (Jim3-72)
Our ~three months of help, in 2020
*Trump Advice (Part IV) (Jim3-89)
*Trump Advice (& Criticism) (James378-99)
Trump & the Bible (BU-1467)
Trump ‘Cult?’ (BU-1319)
Trump Debate Prep (James378-100)
Trump Denounced White Supremacy? (James378-80)
Trump Foreign Policy (BU-1315)
*Trump Presidential Achievements (BU-469)
Trump Presidential Hoof-In-Mouths (BU-468)
Trump Tips (Jim5-15)
Trump advice, before I advised Biden
*Trump Tips & Taxes (James378-63)
Advice offered to counter AOC’s group’s rise
*tRump To-Do List (Jim5-16)
My advice for 45, to hinder Socialism, though against 45
*Trump Trouncing (James378-148)
tRUMP is a “baby Christian?”
Trumpism Is Not Conservatism Or Republicanism! (James9-34)
Trump’s Pandemic Response (James378-105)
Trumpsters (BU-1316)
What Would You Do? (James378-4)
Why 81% Of WASPs Voted For Trump (James9-103)

UNITY OF THE NON-FAR RIGHT
*Finding Common Ground with AOC’s Squad (BU-1325)
*Landslide Against Far Right (BU-1327)
*Olympic-Sized Vision (BU-1323)
Opposing the Far Right (BU-1327)
Unite with the Left? (BU-1327)
Uniting Against Far Right Extremism (BU-1378)

WELFARE
Christians & The Safety Net (James9-206; CU-FU, Politics & Religion)
Entitlements & Economics (Jim5-69)
Safety Net & Personal Responsibility (James9-166)
The Morality of Our Safety Net (BU-210)
Wealthcare (BU-439)

VOTERS
Voter’s Rights (CU-FU, Voters)
Voters: We the People (CU-FU, Voters)

WISDOM
Can You Think? (Jim5-74; CU-FU, Personal)
Thinking is hard, but essential
Presidential Profundities (AA, Presidential Profundities-1)
Top 100 Global Thinkers (Summarized) (AA, Pundit Pontifications--33)
Truth vs. Disinformation (Lies) (Jim5-14)
Truthful Tweets (AA, Wiz-Dumb-67)
2014-2015 Best Tweets Summary (BU-85)
*Wisdom From A Third Grade Drop-Out (James3-5; CU-FU, Life Lessons)
Life lessons
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Wisdom Is Worth More Than Wealth (Pv. 16:16) (Jim3-11)
Wisdom of the Ages (AA, Wiz-Dumb-2)
World Class Wisdom (BEST tweets) (Jim3-48)

WORKERS
*America’s Working Class (James378-23; CU-FU, Workers) How to fight for your rights
Blue Collar (CU-FU, Workers)
Justice at Work (James378-123)
*Living Wage (Jim5-71; CU-FU, Workers) What’s a fair wage? Why does biz owe more
than they can pay?
Middle Class (CU-FU, Workers)
On Working Stiffs (James9-9; CU-FU, Workers)
The Value of a Job (James378-97)
Workers (CU-FU, Workers)
Workers & Employees (James3-69)
How non-management can advance

YOUTH
*Advice For My Children (AA, Youth & Teens-9)
Boomers Or Busters? (James9-39)
How to bridge the generation gap
*How To Have The BEST Life (AA, Youth & Teens-36)
*How To Make It As A Millennial (James9-84; CU-FU, Youth)
How Youth & the Poor Can Rise More Rapidly (BU-1470)
Message For Millennials (Jim3-7)
Honest talk to the younger generation
Millennial Magic (James9-81)
How to make it & what to do with politics, Gen XYZ
Millennial Priorities: Gun Control & Climate Change (James9-58)
Millennials Message (AA, Youth & Teens-49)
OK Boomer (James9-72)
Wisdom has no expiration or marination date
Teen Tweets (AA, Youth & Teens-45)
Wisdom Quizdom (AA, Youth & Teens-13)
Women’s Rights & #MeToo Era Rules (BU-385)
*Yearnings For Our Youth (James9-105) Our next gen of leaders can make America better
Yearnings for Our Youth (I) (BU-1328)
*Young Whipper Snappers (James378-130)
Business 101 explained to employees
Youth Achieving Success (BU-936)
*Youth & Dating (Jim5-72; CU-FU, Youth)
See Also:
Websites
WillYouLiveForever.org (now a same-named button on our website)
AmericanAnswers.org (including ‘Books Update’ and the book, Christians For Trump)
Books
Wit & Wisdom: Don’t Speak About Politics or Religion (A Voter’s Manifesto)
Dumb as a Donkey, Fat as an Elephant: Common Ground Through Common Sense for
the Common Good
The Way Things Ought To Be: A Global Vision for a Better World
Building a Billionaire Business: Proven Principles to Propel Profits
Design Your Future: Innovation Strategies for the 21st Century
Practical Prophecy for an Unsuspecting World
Advanced Prophecy Handbook
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Idioms for Innovators & Immigrants
The Gospel According to God
New Testament Color Charts
Architecture Aficionado: How Anyone Can be Inspired to Admire
Twitter (posts and especially likes at…)
@Pledgers2020
@2020Victory
@ImMadTooEdwin
@PledgersARCHIVE
@BuildBetterBiz
@ProphecyForYou
@JamesMeroney2
YouTube (Search ‘AmericanAnswers.org’; several videos)
Facebook
Jim.Meroney.3
James.Meroney.3
James.Meroney.9
James.Meroney.378 (present posts)
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COVID-19 BLUEPRINT
Introduction
Someday, my long recitations on the Coronavirus will be added to Facebook’s
jim.meroney.3, as a testament to INFERIOR plans and ideas of all people running for
president in 2020, and to show the ineptitude of D.C. to act in fast, rational ways, by
comparison. (3/24/20)
Please Note: If you will take the effort to compare what we have written, to related news
stories and political decisions made, by comparing date-stamps, you will see there were
approximately 50 of such events impacted or predicted by our posts on Covid-19
and the racial unrest/uprising (some in italics). Also, we interchange ‘Covid’ with
‘Corona…,’ for variety’s sake.
Also note: There are eight mini messages, strewn
throughout, directly related to the events of their day of writing.
February 2
#NoMeat_NoCoronavirus No illegal and unsanitary meat processing, no Coronavirus!
And do you believe China will be fully forthcoming?
February 4
ANY who see this post, PLEASE make 2/5/20 a day of prayer for America! We are
heading down a dangerous road, and our house is divided over a cliff of no return! If God
doesn’t bring revival, He will surely bring our deserved judgment!
America NEEDS a humbling, from our arrogant party fighting. I pray God beings it! We
have not been weaker since the Civil War. If our enemies unite, we can’t handle that
many fronts of attacks, if the sharks sense and see the blood I see from our self-inflicted
wounds! Sad day for America.
Lord, just between You and me, as I sleep, can You PLEASE tell me why the Tribulation
hasn’t begin, yet? America is begging for judgment! Are our sins not piled high, and
deep and wide enough? PLEASE answer me in my dreams, I pray! Very odd, and
overdue! #Confused (Isa. 55:9)
February 23
I met an amazing black couple, at dinner, last evening. The wife LOVES the Bible, and
said she’ll read my spiritual website. They BOTH said there’s no fear of God in America
anymore. I said judgment is coming, and 45 has evilly divided our nation. They agreed,
and laughed. Great older couple, wearing matching clothes. (2/23/20)
February 27
I can be 100 percent wrong, but wouldn’t America identify all people with Coronavirus
entering America, immediately force them into quarantine, and have robots meet their
needs, and they stay there until they’re provably over it? NO spread seems inevitable, to
me, if we did that perfectly! China caused it—NOT the V.P., or 45.
Unless Coronavirus carriers enter America undetected, it’s impossible that an epidemic
could happen, UNLESS the virus carries through the air, for miles. If government allows
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anyone infected into America, without immediate quarantine, we’re incompetent, as
they’re like armed terrorists, until they’re disarmed of the virus!
February 28
Coronavirus-proof mask manufacturers would be a GREAT investment, today! Even as
you use due diligence not to get it, this virus is a reminder that anyone can die at any time!
Be prepared to meet your Maker! Pray, today, to receive Jesus. Jn. 3:16, the Bible.
February 29
Two U.S. cases of Coronavirus from non-visitors to Asia are MOST troubling! If it can
be spread by being within six feet of an infected party, you may never know how to
prevent its spread, if anyone slips through the border cracks! Those cases are ground one
for preventing an outbreak!
March 2
CDC releases a patient BEFORE their positive test result. Has to find the person and put
them back in quarantine AFTER they had contact with the public
https://tinyurl.com/ya4dsna8
March 5
There’s always tension between bold courage/faith, and wise caution/self-discipline. I
mall walk fast, almost every day, and am 60. CDC Coronavirus guidelines technically
don’t apply to me, and you have to live your life, so I just stay a little further away from
those I pass, and keep going.
It WAS interesting, mall walking today: One guy coughed and spat into a trash can, so I
moved to the other side, and anytime two or more people were heading for me, I shifted
over to another route. I have NO problem dying of Coronavirus, if I’ve taken reasonable
precautions. Jn. 3:16
March 8
I have NO problem with the V.P. being in charge of Coronavirus, IF he’s relying on
science and medical experts! He doesn’t strike me as the literal one to be in charge of the
response, but can be the one responsible for ensuring the experts are in charge. THAT
was my point—NOT that he can’t delegate the duty well!
On busy weekends, HOW do you know people flooding the malls didn’t just arrive from
visiting a nation where Coronavirus is more rampant? In many ways, you just trust God,
and go on about your business, behaving as wisely as you can, but knowing He’s
ultimately in charge. I’m still fast mall walking!
March 9
It's a HOAX! Why is everyone panicking over something that is nonexistent?
(SARScasm) https://tinyurl.com/yc6mb3bv
Conservatives say ‘NO’ to the very concept of government ever spending one more dime,
then vote for Coronavirus response funding. They’re NOT consistent with their practice
(vs. theory—hypocrisy), and what’s needed is debt reduction, and only necessary and
reasonable spending, toward a balanced budget, ASAP!
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As we see, especially today (‘Black Monday’), you NEED all citizens emotionally
invested in the success of the economy, because non-shareholders often aren’t, until they
receive pink slips! The upper half has to see that the lower 44 percent benefits, too, from
an UP (bullish) economy, vs. being 100 percent selfish. #MoralEconomy and just wages.
The MORE the upper half ONLY cares about profits and capital gains, and the more
workers get laid off as a result, the more government has to step in, which is cheaper than
businesses paying wages, but is getting NO production from the tax money spent! That’s
dollars spent with NO return on "investment." DUMB public policy.
Anything that harms investments harms our economy, overall, which eventually hurts
your job security! Liberal policies seemingly always cost money, which is money NOT
then available for businesses to boost our economy, but businesses need to be run morally
vs. selfishly, mainly for the elites and rich, or NO ONE else will care.
Wise investors, like Warren Buffett, have always taught that you only risk in the stock
market that which you are willing to lose. If you are fretting over the market crash, you
have too much at stake and caught up in the uncertainty of that avenue. (I Tim. 6:17)
[Response to an inquirer:] You may not like Trump (as I don't), but he was not in charge
of Wuhan, China, where the Coronavirus began. #Trumpdemic #TrumpCrash You may
even criticize some of how he's handling it, but what EXACT steps would any other
president have done better? There may be some—list them!
[Private account:] Not cut 80 percent of CDCs budget for pandemics/epidemics in order
to give his donors the tax break they fought so hard to have.
[Response to an inquirer:] Is that cut actually/literally slowing down any response to the
outbreak, given the $8 billion approved by all Congress persons but Rand Paul?
March 14
At the mall, a crazed or stupid stranger tried to fist bump my youngest son, got rebuffed,
then chased after my two sons, so security was alerted. In a Coronavirus age, what crime
could he have been charged with? Attempted murder seems excessive. I’d have punched
him out, and asked questions later. Terrorism?
It’s ODD and inconsistent when government steps in and doesn’t, and when businesses
decide to err on the side of caution, vs. don’t, in a Coronavirus time. Taos is shutting
down in 1.5 weeks, and we saw the Rolling Stones tribute band last evening, though few
people were there, compared to normal. AWESOME ski trip and mountain hike!
Make price gouging illegal, or at least during emergencies/crises, when a product is
needed, and in short supply! If Congress can act swiftly to find $8B for Coronavirus
response, they can pass this law quickly, too!
A Christian D.J. said he believes in free markets, then wondered if two small bottles of
hand sanitizer for $300 was wrong? Price gouging for needed vs. luxury/wanted things is
wrong, as his female host and even he agreed. Freedom of markets has limits! There’s no
competition with limited supply! (3/6/20)
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I'm FOR free Coronavirus tests, but Bernie isn't the right spokesman for that, as he always
wants everything free, paid for by tax payers. Biden was a MUCH better spokesman for
that call. Money grows on trees, to Bernaldo. (3/14/20)
Mar 15
People are QUICK to criticize public officials for anything less than perfect, but that’s
politics! What matters is do they do the best they can, under the circumstances, and do we
learn from our experiences and any mistakes?
America has learned from observing China, Italy and nations' responses to Coronavirus,
and scientists are learning on the fly, the details of this particular threat. There are still
things we don’t fully comprehend.
But what lessons we can learn, for future application, including (generally; experts can
provide specifics) the value of hand washing, six feet of separation/social distancing,
ending public gatherings, sanitizing things and areas with many germs, changing our
interaction means (handshakes/hugs, to fist bumps, now to elbow taps).
Sleep is always valuable at the onset of any illness. Coughing and sneezing into your
elbow—not your hand.
We’ve also now determined who needs to go to the E.R., or a doctor, vs. having an 800
number you call to make that call/determination. We see how important tests for the virus
are, and how people can infect others, not even knowing it, if they don’t yet have
symptoms that tell them they’re sick.
Quarantining, publicly and privately, and protecting medical workers from exposure, and
the lack of value in face masks. We’ve learned the importance of politicians telling the
TRUTH—be it good or bad—and we’ve seen that the stock market can be more
negatively impacted with no certainty of any planned response, than trying to deceive
them with positive platitudes.
America has many other lessons we will still learn, like the importance of bipartisanism in
funding our outbreak response, paying for tests to be free to those who are ill, funding for
people who the virus has crippled, economically, the value of having laws in place to
prohibit price gouging, and even concerns about such diseases being used by terrorists
(Ex.: rogue nations sending out infected human actors to infect enemy populations, like
suicide bombers).
We’ve learned about travel bans, port, border and airport protocols needed to keep
infected people OUT of America, tracking outbreaks, keeping perspective on how many
are affected, get sick, die and recover.
In short, we are all learning many of these things as we go—not from prewritten
government response plans that only now could we write. So when we look back on this
Coronavirus, just like guerrilla warfare in Vietnam, let’s learn our lessons, so next time,
we do better.
The BIGgest problem with Coronavirus spreading seems to be technology and science's
inability to identify who has it, until the symptoms become obvious (incubation period).
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That is something ONLY technology/innovation can fix! An invisible, potentially deadly
enemy, otherwise! #Innovation
Don't Go Out to Brunch Today? [trending topic] SIX FOOT RULE! I just rearranged
WalMart's customer waiting room seating, to separate the benches, as we get our oil
changed/tires repaired. #CommonSense
Spiritually, Coronavirus is a test for believers to discern the distinction/difference between
faith in and presumption upon God! #Wisdom It also should be a wake-up call that every
human needs to pray to receive Jesus for the forgiveness of all their sins! Jn. 3:16, the
Bible
Some life lessons man learns mainly if not exclusively from experience, with lessons
learned in hindsight. Such seems to be the case with Coronavirus. Ebola was somewhat
analogous, but it’s incubation period seems shorter or more visible, and symptoms less
confusing with a cold or the Flu.
The BIGgest problem with Coronavirus spreading seems to be technology and science's
inability to identify who has it, until the symptoms become obvious (incubation period).
That is something ONLY technology/innovation can fix! An invisible, potentially deadly
enemy, otherwise! #Innovate
Be it Coronavirus, or a helicopter or airplane crash, you NEVER known when you will
die—only that you will. Be ready to meet your Maker, by being in His eternal family! Jn.
3:16, the Bible. You can KNOW you'll be in heaven (like my friend, below) vs. hell!
48 percent of Americans DON’T depend on Chump or VP to fix it, but know MANY
scientists, medical personnel, hands-on airport screeners, governors, mayors and common
sense behaving citizens will whip the epidemic! DON’T misunderstand what the poll
means! Government is MUCH bigger than one man!
I spoke with a 7th Day Adventist business owner at mall, who wondered why we weren’t
worried about catching the Coronavirus, then proceeded to advocate the medicinal
benefits of garlic and turmeric. I said when God calls me home, if I act with
caution/wisdom, say nice things about me at my funeral. (Jn. 3:16; Phil. 4:6-8)
HERE’s the range of reactions to Coronavirus, from polar extremes to rational reactions in
the middle: Fear/panic—caution—hope/confidence—unconcerned ignoring. Don’t go
where angels fear to tread, stick your head in the sand, or curl up like a baby!
#CommonSense with faith in God.
Conservatives always favor local to national control. Even if it’s from ignorance as to
what to do, top down rules about Coronavirus seem much less effective than the varying
local responses, as infection rates differ! Local is better, in this case, based on
circumstances, in my opinion!
I expect that Congress will pass bills to compensate people adversely affected by lost
business and income from the Coronavirus, and few could complain about that, especially
if they live paycheck to paycheck, as no one chose to endure these losses. #SocietalDuty
Centrists use reason.
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Even my twins' two schools have different policies concerning online education from the
Coronavirus! One is leaning toward semester-long, as the other (a college four blocks
away) is not, as the threat is low, says their website. Different strokes for different folks!
Time will tell which is better.
Bars and Restaurants simply need to apply the six foot rule. I realize actual bar areas
would space customers out where few would get served, but people can use tables, or
stand, or have singles tables, but use common sense, and stay six feet away from crowds
or strangers.
There are rumors that the Coronavirus was man-made, and some may wonder why one
political party is much more concerned than the other, but the GOP is pro-commerce, and
citizens not buying at businesses could hurt the economy, and Chump’s re-election
prospects, if you’re cynical about some peoples’ motives.
I have ZERO reason to believe terrorist sleeper cells wouldn’t purposely seek to get
infected by Coronavirus, then come in close contact with as many Americans as humanly
possible, before they die or recover, as they already do suicide bomber activities! The
Feds/FBI must be vigilant!
The ODD stranger who approached my sons in the mall, Friday, wanting a double fist
bump, has been banned for good from the mall. I’m glad, because I was looking for him,
yesterday, before we learned that from the security guards (ready to punch or prosecute).
#Coronavirus
March 16
BIG government tendencies!: De Blasio urges 'nationalization' of key industries, calls
Coronavirus outbreak a 'war-like situation' https://fxn.ws/33nwJ8O
The Coronavirus is forcing us to engage the barn raising community caring we all admire
in the Amish, but we independent Americans RARELY want to engage, especially when it
requires us funding citizens not our family or in our employment! Let it pull us together
from our division.
It was IR-responsible for Jerry Falwell to say AIDS was Gods judgment (especially upon
gays), and no one knows for sure, especially with Wuhan human explanations, but I have
for MONTHS been warning that God's judgment was imminent, and feel no need to say it
again. LOOK how often:
Our Warnings of Impending Judgment
(See also: April 14)

God, forgive the U.S. church for NOT evangelizing, but that's SELFISH! We want the
blessings, not the responsibilities. Judging us is MORE needed! (4/30/14)
GOODNESS does NOT rule America, nor the God of the Old and New Testament much,
anymore. It's more Ichabod… left to our own devices for our SINs. Judgment is coming.
(5/30/14)

Judgment IS coming on the U.S. church. NOT sure Ebola or ISIS are the mediums, but
certain in my heart pastor little evangelism is the main reason! (10/2/14)
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I’ve said more than three times judgment is coming on the U.S. church before the Rapture
and I never ceased to warn pastors of it before it came (soon). Go evangelize 100 percent!
(11/9/14)

Judgment is coming to America. The watchman tells you; your blood is on your hands if
you don't heed. Eze. 33 @JoelRosenberg His is to tell, not convince. (1/17/15)
Wake up, America. Either your redemption, or your judgment draweth nigh. What we do
with our society largely determines which it shall be, in my opinion. (4/30/15)
25 years after Amos warned Israel, judgment decimated their nation. Timing and means
are ALL up to God. I just tell and warn you. Judgment IS coming! (11/30/16)
Judgment IS coming to the WASP church in America for neglecting the top four priorities,
yet having the time to vote for the most sinful president in 50+ years! (5/21/17)
There LITERALLY is NOT ANY HOPE for our country, if or since our politicians refuse
to live ethically! Judgment IS upon America! I truly hope the Tribulation begins soon,
and God’s wrath starts in Washington D.C. #CrushAllBums, Lord, ASAP! Wipe them
out in ways that no one can doubt that You did it! (10/6/18)
…He [God] did not destroy their [physical] lands! This is EXACTLY Americas current
state, politically! You are BOTH wrong, you BOTH need to change your behavior, and
start getting along enough to get things done in D.C.! I’ve already warned you judgment
is coming to America. (3/22/19)
The Bible is VERY positive, but can you imagine if you had promised so many great
things for your children, and they never bothered to ever investigate or take advantage of
them? I believe judgment is coming to the U.S. Church, relatively soon! We virtually
ignore God's word, save for sermons! (8/30/19)
Washington D.C. is the sin capital of America; NOT Vegas or New Orleans! Jesus is
coming to overturn your corrupt money-changing ways! EXPECT judgment in 2020.
There are some good people, but just read the news headlines—there are NO rules
enforced on either side. Hypocrites and sinners abound! (11/8/19)
I am NOT ‘gonna give solutions. I simply pray God gives America revival or judgment,
soon. Judgment begins with His people, so if they choose to continue to reject II Chron.
7:14, LET THAT JUDGMENT BEGIN, lest we lose our nation, and prophecy begin in
full. God’s deluded people; ALL prophesied, and you watched it. (12/13/19)
Bars and restaurants in states that ban them being open should petition for outdoor service,
indoor tables separated by six feet, start takeout and delivery/catering. Can’t we keep the
economy going with creative ways to do things as we used to, especially with the internet?
Think, people.
If I were a business owner, like a gym, I’d police my business to require guests to not
work out within six feet of others. If business isn’t proactive about preventing virus
spread, government will destroy your profits/income! Smarter is to self-police, so you
don’t get shut down completely. Think, or lose out! DUH.
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I had a lady (rent car employee) sit down right next to me, today, returning our rent car,
and I immediately stood up, moved away and said, "social distancing." It’s
EMBARRASSING how long and how many times people have to hear Coronavirus health
rules, before they ever implement them! #Enterprise
My son and I have a BFF employee at mall's Microsoft store. Yesterday, they shut ALL
glass wall doors but one, then their employees swarmed the entry! I told them they’re
scaring off customers, looking like they pounce on them! They changed. Why didn’t
management teach them that? #CommonSense!
SEVERAL mall stores have shut down. I told my son, business people KNOW there are
costs to have a business operating (electricity, payroll), and if they aren’t getting enough
customers through the door, they’re losing money to not shut it down. Some stores are
cutting back hours of operation—McDs, Walmart, etc.
Every American needs to heed Bill Clinton’s book, and get ‘back to work!’ Do it in a safe
way, from home, as much as possible, but we all need an economy that’s healthy! Three
of us are now working from home, and the two others are doing school from home. Very
unifying to a family! I LOVE it; pets do too.
Why can’t fans and the vents used in Bar Rescue that suck out cigarette smoke be used to
make public gatherings in small businesses safe from Coronavirus, IF used in conjunction
with six foot rule, disinfecting things people touch, and maybe even open doors and
windows? U.S. business should NOT be shut down!
There’s a YUGE, temporary market for making work at home feasible through
technology, and catering to entertainment and food needs of people who actually shack up
in their abodes, living in fear! Businesses that require your attendance need to apply the
six foot rule, wash hands, and NOT come to a halt! Overreaction.
I still regularly mall run. Yesterday, a business alarm went off, at an oversized female
clothiers, from a garment tag, and I joked with the female customer, Coronavirus alarm.
She thought it was so funny! You ‘gotta laugh, to ease some tensions, sometimes.
One thing I don’t hear government officials saying is we ought to be using latex gloves! I
touched a Sam's Club checkout terminal, touched an elevator at a tribute band concert, and
anything many people touch has better chance of germs! Just get used to the new look,
until the crisis has passed—won’t.
The experts AMAZINGLY disagree! One said pets can’t get Coronavirus; another said
maybe. One said you can’t re-catch the virus for two years, if you’ve had it; another said
you can and/or you can have relapses. If you don’t know facts, simply shut up! You do
more harm trying to look knowledgeable with bad information. [A tiger got Covid!]
What technology could detect Coronavirus before the symptoms show up (during
incubation period)? THAT is the number one invention needed in our world, today!
Today, Sam's Club had a very long line checking receipts. I joked with an older gent that
they must be also be taking temperatures. That was irresponsible, to not have more
checkers, so that many people weren’t lined up with in less than two feet of the others!
Business still behaving stupidly. Open air isn't more mitigating?
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March 17
From what I saw on TV, and with Trump saying it was ~painful, I know my positive type
A Flu test, 1.5 months ago, was the SAME procedure. Doctors shove a long, stiff but
cottony swab far into your nasal cavities. I told the gal we won’t be friends if you do that
again. #Coronavirus testing
At today's primaries, if anyone is not obeying the six foot rule, or any election officials are
not outside with bullhorns, instructing the same, all who don't do that are simply, provably
fools! It's 100 percent accurate to call it the Wuhan virus!
I used my long-sleeved shirt-covered elbow, and a bathroom paper towel to push an
elevator button last weekend. Even door handles/knobs are frequently touched! Things
you can do right now to stop the spread of Coronavirus. https://fxn.ws/33lPI3F
Business innovation, and supply and demand!... the virus may shut down sales, or may
just alter where we make them: Amazon to hire 100,000 people to handle Coronavirusinduced online https://tinyurl.com/t563u6f
Bring on the Texas summer heat!?: Will humidity stem spread of Coronavirus? It’s too
early to say, but one specialist is hopeful - ABC News - https://abcn.ws/38P8GAM
Online education will teach students how much time in their school week is wasted or
spent on things other than academics! My son learned that, with college courses his senior
year! Expect more hackers to try to disrupt U.S. business, moving more to
telecommuting/working from home!
Perhaps America needs a national emergency plan, to seamlessly keep everything
seamlessly going, with another outbreak, including SAFE ways for people to work who
can’t work from home (mask and uniform innovations), and restaurants to split up table
proximities, etc. Mandatory six foot rule everywhere.
What you see with Coronavirus is ORGANIZATION and leadership in local venues, to
protect ALL people in their jurisdiction or employ. The U.S. church MAINLY just
encourages individualistic evangelism efforts, NEVER coordinated to ensure ALL are
reached, or any unnecessary overlap avoided. Not our "business model."
NO ONE has addressed groups of 10, or under 50 or 500, when applied to malls, where
people are spread out over blocks if not miles, especially Mon-Fri. Weekends are
obviously more problematic for keeping six foot distance. NO security guards or cops
enforce that rule. No legal authority to do so!?
It’s weird... three weeks ago, back three months, my sons and I used to sit in the excellent
massage chairs at Nebraska Furniture Mart, and I’ve asked employees twice how often
they disinfect them. The answer was always a laugh, AKA never. I’ll bet that’s changed,
now! #Coronavirus
Places you need to disinfect: Door knobs and handles, keyboards, hand rails, elevator
buttons, cash registers, etc. Anywhere people touch something often, or cough or sneeze
residue can or does touch. #Coronavirus
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Hairdressers, nail salons, etc., need protective clothing innovated, so they can keep doing
their jobs, even amidst an outbreak! Medical personnel should NEVER be infected for
doing their jobs serving the sick! Needed #Innovation
It would be SO EASY to make a device that sets off an alarm anytime anyone in public
invades your six foot personal space under social distancing outbreak circumstances!
Maybe a simple app on your smart phone. #Innovation
March 18
The Mall FINALLY made some Coronavirus changes. They’re not opening at 7 am, but
noon, so we mall joggers now exercised under the outdoors parking lot, as I, for one,
refuse to have another skin cancer surgery, "walking" in the sun!
NEXT time There’s an unvaccinated virus pandemic, America should be fully ready, so
NO aspect of our economy slows down, and NO ONE is endangered! NO pro sports
postponed, but audience wears gloves and has masks that 100 percent prevent disease
transmission! Same with ALL business people work close to others at!
We have oil reserves for emergencies. America may need the same for masks, gloves,
disinfectant and test kits, if not pop-up hospital tents and rollaway beds, for any future
pandemic.
WITH pandemics, fool me once, shame on me; fool me twice, shame on America not
learning her lessons! It easily could reoccur.
There are jobs where people can’t be six feet away from others. ALL others need a backup work-from-home quick transition, for future outbreaks. There’s NO rational reason
why people need to lose jobs, wages or profits because of a future virus if we innovate and
educate from what Covid has taught us/U.S.!
If nothing else, bio weapons' threat makes a National Plan B necessary! Every entity
(state and local governments/small and large business/mall/colleges and
schools/church/sports stadiums, etc.) now knows what works best for them! There’s NO
reason to believe this won’t happen again! FOOLs repeat their folly! (Pv. 26:11)
I find it a miraculous blessing that technology has already allowed so many people to
adjust to working at home, within hours (like my wife), and business to have arisen where
food delivery by vehicle or drone already exist!
A coming virtual economy needs to be viable for next time, including social interaction
with peers, live (Skype, Zoom and Facetime conference call), virtual reality glasses, etc.
We NEED the ability to smell, see, hear, taste and touch, remotely, for even more real life
interaction from far away! 3-D printers and 3-D holograph imaging, the solutions are
right at our fingertips for a virtual economy.
EVERY job function should be able to be performed, remotely, in cases of emergency, by
new technologies! Even assembly line workers, but not just by robotic replacements.
Virtual arm movements to assemble, from home or in person, with safe virus-resistant
uniforms yet to be invented. #JustDoIt
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Restaurants have finite guest seating space. You can’t eat through a mask. Russia has UV
ray destroying of Coronavirus, and so should we, including maybe lasers! Maybe
restaurant floors allow checkerboard floor raising/lowering six feet, safely? There’s not
one challenge from virus we can’t design around!
Our present telecommuting trend, for Coronavirus, has already reduced pollution, and it’s
saving my family a decent amount in old car repairs and weekly gasoline costs, not to
mention my wife now has five more hours/week with her kids. She’s been seeking a work
at home change of position more than one year! AWESOME!
You even get a tax lessening if you use your home for your workplace, enough months per
year, depending on what portion of your home is devoted to such. Any lack of socializing
forfeited can be substituted with technology! My wife should FEEL her colleagues are
right there next to her, virtually—sight and sound!
Technology can even create a virtual conference room, that perfectly imitates real life
room at one’s work, where all employees sign in to the teleconference. Our imaginations
haven’t even begun to see how real life can be replicated by 3-D virtual reality technology
for working at home! LESS TRAFFIC JAMS, too!
Restaurants could have plastic walls separate tables, with food served from above, to
retain maximum capacity, minimum exposure, and maximum socializing, as you rarely
speak to neighboring guests anyway! You just see them eating next to you. Technology
to the rescue, for every industry in a viral outbreak crisis! Innovate.
Two dinosaurs struggled, griped, groaned and fought, and in about 45 minutes, my wife’s
full-functional, professionally amenitied workplace/office was up and running last eve!
ALL that’s missing is the social interaction with her peers. Brady Bunch-like grid of faces
with voices—all that’s missing.
People like to pass on their circumstantial fears! Folk with underlying conditions are at
risk, and anomaly others, but you don’t focus on the needle in the hay stack of organ shut
downs in youth! Our neighbor nurse says it’s just a bad Flu, and FEW are impacted and
MUCH misinformation abounds! Talk radio is rightly mocking shutting down an entire
economy!
They said talk to the people who lose jobs, income and business equity vs. just those
whose loved ones have died. TOTALLY AGREE. The panic is nonsense! A city just
shut down a restaurant we frequent, today. Phobia is an attack on the U.S. economy!
How could indoor sports stadiums be safe? Gloves and virus-proof masks or helmets. I
don’t believe any venue needs to be shut down, for any virus, if right technology is
developed! We need to be more concerned about WMDs and bio warfare, and the first
five seal judgments of Rev. 4-6! MUCH overreaction in America today.
It’s AMAZING to see claiming Christians literally scared about Coronavirus! That’s
walking by sight, and NOT trusting what God has said. He did NOT say 'do not fear,'
unless a virus hits! You really see peoples true colors come out in a crisis. Government
as god crowd clamor for protection! No faith in God.
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On my wife's insistence, son and I walked the mall OUTDOORS, in their covered parking
lot. I am NOT concerned about doing so inside, but now that she has a chronic cough, the
nurse so insisted. Maybe for two weeks, maximum; maybe less!
Today was the first day in my adult life, where I asked myself, what would I do if I had
nothing I was obliged to do, and there was no answer but work (and watch First 48). My
writing has been a life-long fulfilling achievement I can’t top.
March 19
Fascinating 1.5 hours at Sam’s Club, getting paper essentials. Carts pre-filled with TP
[toilet paper]; paper towels close by. Enter 10 at a time. Limit one per customer. Line
beyond the building. Had to be there one hour early to be number eight. One guy didn’t
know six foot rule, though had seen the meme of man wearing six foot donut.
Radio says Dallas' 10 person group limit to be enforced by cops, with fines and up to six
months in jail. Frisco still has bars and restaurants open, while nearby cities have limited
occupancy, often by half. Efficiency and consistency argues for same laws; freedom and
local needs argues against such.
One guy in line said Coronavirus can be airborne for up to three hours. The amount of
misinformation is astonishing! I met a conservative, whose default argument to the list
below was, "that started with Obama." An ADULT, blaming vs. taking responsibility!
That’s NOT being an adult, and is often UNtrue (lie)!
MOST of America is 45 days behind this benchmark; Seattle and a few other places even
closer to this anticipated great and coming day!: China to report first day to this
anticipated great and coming day! China to report first day of no new Coronavirus
infections since crisis began https://tinyurl.com/ybfe5hq8
You learn from watching others successes and failures! America has deemed China's
Coronavirus response drastic/radical, but if it works faster to end new cases, than in Italy
or Iran, you ‘gotta give credit where credit's due, and learn the needed lessons!
Someone could make a quick killing printing T-shirts that read, Six Foot Rule, and had an
icon/image, maybe the donut-wearer. At Sam’s Club, there was literally not one person
out of 50 who was obeying that rule! ONLY because we were outside did I only complain
once. They own NO TV or radio?
A guy in line feared with supply shortages, prices would rise, and remain high, as business
like it that way. I told him for once in my life I believe BOTH parties' politicians will
fight price gouging remaining after the crisis is over, as MUCH pressure for normalcy to
return. He hoped I was right.
China has NO new instances, the same day Italy has deadliest day. What China did the
past few months, that Italy hasn’t, if in the same timeframe, could tell you what Italy
needs to do better! Compare actions and timeframes from start to changes, positive or
negative! #CommonSense
Do Coronavirus tests tell patients if they’re infected, if they have NO symptoms? If not,
we need new technology and tests to determine immediately when one gets infected. Any
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technology we could develop to see the virus on surfaces, like The First 48 can see old
blood stains in the dark, with ultraviolet light?
NO medical worker should ever die, from treating Coronavirus! It doesn’t matter that
they have agreed to be subject to that risk! Unless all safeguards are in place to protect
their health, we are irresponsibly endangering the very people keeping us safe. AKA
ASININE! #CommonSense
Checkerboard table placements, or six feet away, outdoor seating (even on sidewalks and
business roof): Tom Colicchio discusses how Congress can help the restaurant industry
https://tinyurl.com/ya7rkkyb
Parking lots, sidewalks, business roofs, nearby grassy areas. Bars and restaurants
DESERVE laws to allow them to safely serve patrons at FULL capacity! Waiters can
deliver to these more remote venues! NO reason for closures. ASININE and unjustly
discriminatory vs. those two businesses.
A virtual ambiance can be created for restaurants seating @remote venues. Video on
temporary walls, mirroring what’s inside, even live streamed. Take half your tables
outdoors, if weathers OK, and get back to business as usual, and later sue local
governments that forced closedowns! Vote such politicians out of office.
IF you are a regular restaurant consumer, you OWE it to local businesses to NOT stop that
habit! If they are implementing safeguards, you are the problem if you cease eating out!
For the good of America, don’t punish their owners and employees from irrational fears—
IF they’re safe!!!
AMAZING! The media's full-time phobia reports have caused my eldest son to now not
even be willing to walk outdoors, under the mall's parking garage, today. WIMPY, and
irresponsible journalism! I will go there, and may even go inside, to spite this unjust
economic attack on America!
I COMMEND you for NOT succumbing to fear and intimidation, to put Frisco bars and
restaurants out of commission! Reasonable steps for safety are what we need-not hysteria!
PROUD of my neighboring city! @JeffCheney [Frisco, TX mayor] Heroes! Don’t harm
employees and owners, if businesses are run safely!!!
I eat out ~once every 1/4. I know people who eat out three times a week. They are
UNpatriotic if they lessen that frequency, so long as the establishment's run healthily and
safely, given the virus threat. May everyone who changes that habit have their own lives
boycotted, to feel the pain!
My sons and I ate out three times in three days, last week, so we have don’t our patriotic
duty of keeping our habit of one time every three months, and then some. We will not
screw our fellow Americans, under phobia about getting a virus, if their businesses are run
safely and healthily! Do your part!
A guy in line, today, said if you get it you get it, though you behave right to avoid obvious
behaviors that expose you more. That is the common sense of the everyday American
worker and hero for our great country! He was an oilfield worker. Trust God, act safe,
and be ready to meet God if you die!
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Many Christians believe crises in life draw lost people to church, or to seek God, or
salvation.
1. They were NEVER ordered to do that, but Christians were ordered to fix that need in
their lives.
2. I doubt many do that, as it’s Gods sovereign conviction, not bad circumstances, that
draws.
I'd like to know if church donations have dropped with this Coronavirus. Live streamed
church services are not the same as in-person, and I suspect their offerings are more akin
to summer/ August giving droughts!
I just had fear-addicted Dallasite hate my commendation of Frisco’s mayor. I said if
restaurants are run safely and healthily. People can’t READ when they’re overcome with
emotion and phobic hysteria!? I’ve detailed EXACTLY what bars and restaurants need to
do, so won’t even engage her idiocy! Time-waster.
Restaurants NEED temporary pop-up tents, for outdoor seating, the size of revival tents.
Patriotic Americans WILL frequent hurting businesses, just as idiots, all the time on
Twitter, want to boycott businesses if any emotional offense is ever felt! Do your patriotic
duty, folks!
Drive through and takeout and delivery service or catering are always available, for
businesses to show support for fellow Americans in the service industry! Uber Eats,
DoorDash, etc., exist, to keep everyone safe! I have severe empathy for bars and
restaurants, and I ~do not drink alcohol! They’re singled out.
I only wish my family could eat out more, to patronize bars and restaurants! My son has a
part time gig at one, and he’s fine, not working, as he has a backup career job with me, but
think about those who do not! You go into many other closed quarters business all the
time, and the six foot rule keeps you safe!
Every local government that shuts down bars and restaurants OWES it to those businesses
to host a go out and eat party for the citizenry, for open air catered meals the patrons pay
for, in a public venue/park, every night until the virus has passed! Lawmakers OWE it to
those employees and owners!
Politicians with ZERO brain power make total bans on restaurants and bars, AS IF
Coronavirus targets certain businesses, and there’s nothing ownership can do to ameliorate
dangers of transmission! VOTE THOSE BUMS OUT OF OFFICE, restaurant owners and
employees! Unfair singling out. Immoral.
Dallas residents: Come eat out in beautiful Frisco, and see what you've been missing! If
you obey the six foot rule, and the establishment has separated tables at least six feet,
enjoy a great meal, and do your patriotic duty to that hurting industry!
DESERVED governmental intervention!: Police show up at Louisiana church that was
defying Coronavirus state order https://fxn.ws/2xcMPWA
When government (politicians) LIES, no matter how pure their motives, citizens
RIGHTLY doubt what they say! Now Texas shuts down bars and restaurants, state-wide,
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NEVER explaining why the six foot rule is NOT sufficient! They may be hiding facts,
fearing a panic. WE deserve the TRUTH!!!
First it was groups of 500, then 50, now 10, in Texas. I understand evolving
understanding, but I’m starting to DIS-trust what politicians say about Coronavirus,
because people have motives to hide negative truth, including political ones! I ONLY
support truth-telling, vs. evil LIARS!
IF Coronavirus isn’t airborne, the six foot rule should work everywhere. Laws could be
passed to YUGEly fine all violators everywhere. There’s NO valid reason to shut down
so many businesses, unless someone is lying or politicians fear not enough enforcers of
such needed laws! People want ANSWERS.
IF politicians fear Coronavirus can remain 72 hours on a surface, laws can be passed to
force bars and restaurants to wipe every table, door handle and chair seat after every
customer, and obey six foot rule. I had a dupe tell me he hadn’t even heard of such a rule,
but saw memes displaying it!
HOW can you KNOW about a person wearing a cardboard circle, to keep others five feet
away from you in all directions, and not understand the dopey product was made to
enforce a six foot safety range? He even mentioned "personal space." Put two and two
together, folks!
My pharmacist joked with me about how many people were congregating outside Sam’s
Club, NOT obeying the six foot rule! I joked back, these people have never heard of a TV
or radio. We both had a good laugh, but it’s NOT funny. Idiocy kills! College isn’t
required to behave smart! DUH.
IF Coronavirus is NOT airborne, college kids at the beach are NOT in danger, if they
don’t cough or sneeze on someone. The six foot rule is to protect strangers from ingesting
that residue. The "not airborne" line might not be true, but politicians are scared to tell the
public, lest panic.
If the 10 people or less rule, plus the six foot rule have scientific bases, every cluster of
kids at a beach, with less than 11 friends, if located six feet or more away from another
group, should be totally safe! You’ve got to wonder how much science politicians know
or are telling us!
Mad Max Superdome ghost town: BOTH of my sons were agreeable to mall walk, and
90+ percent units were closed; those who weren’t, whose managers I saw, awaited higherups to give the word. The A/C was amazing, and needed (summer heat has begun).
EXCELLENT exercise venue; not even 50 customers inside!
EVERY business that can’t stay open 100 percent of normal hours NEEDS government
economic help—period! It’s NOT just restaurants and bars. This would be a GREAT
time for Alibaba to steal market share from Amazon, as I’m told they’re only shipping
items essential to virus-related needs, IF true.
I won’t make light of this, but it must be extremely terrifying to think you could catch
Coronavirus, then die and your life is over, on this earth, but you have zero idea what
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would happen to you next! I can’t imagine the terror, unsure things will be good for you,
thereafter! Jn. 3:16
My son’s college is moving to all online, and daughter’s high school, as well, so it’s SO
exciting and unifying to have my entire family at home, "working.” The most familyfriendly silver lining, in busy, splintered lives. Saves my car trips to campus, twice dailygas and repairs! Positive in negative.
My speech path daughter toured to grad schools, and I asked about telemedicine, and they
said that’s new and they weren’t into it much, yet. Maybe now? Were they worried about
Coronavirus symptoms?
IF SO, release them back to where they came from!!!: "Powder kegs": Calls grow for
ICE to release immigrants to avoid Coronavirus outbreak https://tinyurl.com/yancxbrd
March 20
I have watched three TV shows filmed from home, due to the Coronavirus, and I must say
it seems we could use technology to make the look of their professional set be projected
behind them on a green screen at home. Is that improvement that hard? Live PD main
host really looked hokey.
Prosecute all four!!!: [Private account:] Four US senators sold stock after sensitive
briefings in January about threat of coronavirus, sparking concerns that they put
safeguarding their private finances before their duty to protect public health: Inhofe,
Feinstein, Loeffler, Burr.
My wife even mentioned how wonderful it is to have all our family in one place! Jobs,
school, college and church activities really have a busy family splintered, but we LOVE
all the ducklings back in the nest, sort of like Alaskan Bush People! We love our kids!
Always ‘wanna live near them.
Count me as one of the 55 percent of Americans [who believe Trump’s doing a
decent/good job with Covid, per a poll]. He has NOT done a perfect job, and went from
hoax to national emergency, but, under the circumstances, his change in tone and
seriousness/maturity is more like that of an adult, which is a welcome change, after three
years of embarrassing foolishness.
Can someone explain to me how public groups of 10 are safer than larger numbers, IF
THE 10 ARE ALL TOTAL STRANGERS? Maybe that number is ASSumed to be
friends and family? And if any of the 10 are asymptomatic, how's that small size help the
others' health safety? #Coronavirus
Welcome to my world!? I’ve worked out of my home since 2006, and in 1996 (15 years),
and NEVER considered myself socially cut off, as I get out as much as anyone else, after
hours, and speak to people all the time, during the work day. Apart from colleagues, the
functions you do are work.
For all you students just beginning the experience of online education, you will
QUICKLY realize how much time at school is unproductively NOT academics-related!
My college-attending high school senior learned it’s up to 3/4ths of your day, wasted, if
you only want the learning!
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I am NOT looking to turn the Corona crisis political, as it’s time to heal, unite and fight
our common enemy. But if people on either side want to make things such, and avoid
vigilance at defeating that enemy, to score points for November, I’ll always fight against
evil politics on both sides.
By our unofficial count, 35 stores remain OPEN at the Stonebriar Mall, Frisco, TX.
About that same number of customers were walking there.
NEEDED new technology: Tools providing people the ability to detect unseen viruses on
surfaces (and in bodies), and to eradicate their harm by killing their potency, with
chemicals, laser, ultra violet rays, or whatever else scientists can come up with (like night
vision capability).
I asked one mall vendor why he was working today. He said, we have rent due. Asked if
he'd made any sales the past week, he said none. Unless he owns the business, he's paying
payroll and overhead, to remain open! Better to be negotiating new terms with mall
management, under present circumstances!
WHO'S TO SAY new viruses won't naturally arise (as from BAD hygiene/animal
slaughter techniques), or be deviously developed by enemy nations? America needs
everything we're lacking, that has caused this pandemic to be more of an intrusion than it
would be if we had those things!
I want America to have a Plan B immediate response for every job, workable safely, or
from home, and the technology to detect and destroy any virus, on surfaces and inside
people. THIS is the lasting lesson from the #CoronaCrisis, as new ones will surely arise,
innocently or evilly!
My inventor friend in Houston has a machine (he sold to the government) that can detect
at least five WMD threats on incoming ships in the HOU ship channel. SURELY
scientists can invent an alarm tied to microscopic detection of viruses, scannable from a
distance. I believe this can be done.
IF Clorox or hand sanitizer/disinfectant keeps people safe from Coronavirus, SURELY
their contents (especially with hi alcohol proof) can be sprayed on all surfaces a new
machine detects as possessing such viruses, perhaps robots involved in that clean-up
process(?).
IF Coronavirus isn’t airborne, avoiding cough or sneeze or spit droplets in the mouth or
eyes is critical, as with hands interacting with it, then touching the face in those areas (eye,
mouth, nose). HOW can masks NOT be helpful, as we’ve been told, to prevent you
ingesting those on your face?
I have a backburner suspicion we aren’t sure Coronavirus is airborne, or we know that it
is, but fear telling the public. I do NOT believe all the cases of a positive test came from
hands touching facial parts, or mouth spittle entering another's facial area by cough or
sneeze! Doubter.
Lives in "air particles" means airborne, right?: Coronavirus lives for hours in air particles
and days on surfaces, new U.S. study shows https://tinyurl.com/whfj2ho
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You tell me you’d be safe living side-by-side with a person seriously sick from
Coronavirus, if you washed your hands, never touched their hands, and nothing ever
projected out of their mouth, to enter your system through facial oracles, like eyes, mouth
or nostrils. SURELY it’s airborne contagious!
You can’t tell me Coronavirus' swift global spread was SOLELY from international travel,
mainly on airplanes! I believe it’s in the air (airborne), just as no normal person would
enter the room of a very sick person, without protection, even if they never touched them!
#CommonSense
IF what the "experts" are telling us is true, that groups of 10 are safest, and people can
have Coronavirus and not yet show symptoms (incubation period), HOW is groups of 10
safe, if you don’t know if any of them are infected and asymptomatic? That’s irrational,
and defies common sense!
My wife’s a telephonic nurse. I would have a YUGE problem with her treating an Ebola
patient-in person—without serious protections I was certain didn’t endanger her, and I’m
sure I’d be about as concerned if she had to treat folk with Coronavirus! PROVE
HEALTHCARE WORKERS ARE SAFE! Unfair, otherwise.
The U.S. government has LESS than a stellar reputation/track record for sending in people
where angels fear to tread, then LATER acknowledging the situation wasn’t healthy, like
agent orange exposure, or accepting that cigarettes don’t because cancer. PROTECT
HEALTHCARE WORKERS from Coronavirus!
America doesn't need even more people we may have to test for Coronavirus! We can't
even rightly serve existing citizens!
Trump immigration agenda rolls on: Coronavirus threat fuels new border crackdown
https://fxn.ws/2vE35jh
I believe there is MUCH overreaction to Coronavirus, from fear authorities can’t enforce
the six foot rule! I was going to take my sons to Turner Falls, today, but it’s closed, even
though there needs be ZERO contact with any hikers closer than six feet, even 60 feet!
That’s DUMB and draconian.
Some talk radio host (I can’t recall who) said if we succumb to the pressure to quarantine,
nationally, the Democrats will use it as a model for implementation vs. any who deny
climate change. Extreme, wrongful phobia!
March 21
Covid-19 is NOT like Ebola, as to its fatality rates! MOST people who get it recover! So
far, the Flu has killed more people in America in 2020 than the Coronavirus. But that can
change, with more infections. It’s NOT certain death! MUCH of what we’re doing is
acting like it’s airborne sure death!
People over age 60, or with underlying medical conditions are more susceptible to death
from Covid-19, but Ebola endangered everyone, and the Flu can hit anyone (USUALLY
not fatally). The contagiousness of Coronavirus is an area I believe science hasn’t 100
percent proven, as NOT airborne! It’s reasonable to ask why.
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Experts say 10 or less is a safe number for gatherings, and why that changed from 500, to
50, to 10 (if asymptomatic folk could be in the 10, unknown by NE), or why six foot rule
is best, or why masks don’t prevent it. We the people simply demand FACT Sand
explanations! Government isn’t reputed for truth-telling 100 percent.
There’s a decent chance the experts don’t know all those answers, from scientific research,
as the virus is new, so they’re observing Italy, Iran and Chinas responses, and making
rules, accordingly, but NOT knowing scientifically exactly what rules would be the best, if
they had more time!
Then you get a doctor like Fauci arguing with the wind that people are saying for
government to do nothing—just let people die. NO ONE ever said such! They simply ask
these experts to explain their rules, scientifically, and how they know what they claim,
with only three months of experience with this new virus! Don’t LIE.
We don’t know for sure, we are discovering that information would be HONEST answers
to some of the public’s questions of the Covid authorities! That requires humility, and a
belief that if you tell the people the truth, that’s better than lying to them!
Fear of panic, stock market collapse, or lost elections have 100 percent ZERO to do with
"leadership" telling the citizenry the actual factual truth! When someone starts by calling
a pandemic a hoax, then calls it a national emergency, EVERYONE has a right and
obligation to question everything claimed by such an administration, as it lies, as a
HABIT! #TRUTH
I’m all for adage, err on the side of caution, but I’m against erring based on false claims!
When the government puts business and peoples livelihoods at risk of bankruptcy, based
on information they do not know to be scientifically accurate, anyone SHOULD have a
problem with that, as overkills NOT to be based on opinions!
Unless and until the American people know with certainty, from scientific proof, that 10
people is the optimal public group size, staying at home spreads it the least, six foot rule is
best distance, and it isn’t airborne at all, the frequent rule revisions rightly appear suspect,
with evolving knowledge.
HOW can that evolved knowledge be based in science? Are tests being conducted to
prove Coronavirus isn’t airborne, or masks do or don’t work, it can’t be breathed in,
cough/sneeze or handshakes are only transmission means, five day incubation period, and
do we yet know why most recover vs. die? Too early!
#WhenThisIsAllOver Howie Mandell will look like the smartest guy in the nation
(germaphobe).
I am ASSUMING this is because so many people come there from so many places!
Seattle USED to be the hub, as people come there from afar. Epicenters aren’t occurring
in middle America. Foreign travel seems to exacerbate the spread!
Shall we expect a population explosion/baby boom, nine months from now, which is NOT
what our world needs, but you know human nature!?
Car companies are REALLY changing business-as-usual working for your sale! Ford
seems to be making the largest sacrificial stretches to earn your hard-earned dollars.
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Robot disinfects train in Hong Kong—EXACTLY what I called for days ago (retweeted
proof, following): Video: Robot disinfects train in Hong Kong.
https://tinyurl.com/yaxnm4bq
Robot disinfects hospital room with a zap https://rb.gy/6on26a
What the feds can be doing about Coronavirus: Use means for detection, implement
protocols to identify everyone at risk entering America, support vaccine makers, prep
quarantine centers (as needed), program robots to tend to victims, have zero tolerance of
any infected entering America! Common sense; Duh 101 (2/28/20)
I can be 100 percent wrong, but wouldn’t America identify all with Coronavirus entering
America, immediately force them into quarantine, and have robots meet their needs, and
they stay there until they’re provably over it? NO spread seems inevitable, to me, if we
did that perfectly! China caused it—NOT the V.P., or 45. (2/27/20)
Restaurants have finite guest seating space. You can’t eat through a mask. Russia has UV
rays destroying of Covid, and so should we, including maybe lasers! Maybe restaurant
floors allow checkerboard floor raising/lowering six feet, safely? There’s not one
challenge from virus we can’t design around! (3/18/20)
#QuaratineLife Rediscover Redbox, now about twice as expensive. (3/21/20)
I'm a Christian myself, but I CANNOT condone this. In all good conscience, Hobby
Lobby should CLOSE if his net worth is that beefy: [Private account:] Hobby Lobby
owner David Green is telling store managers to stay open despite the pandemic because
his wife had a vision from God. He also warns they'll all have to "tighten their belts"
soon. His net worth is $6.4 billion—hourly employees don't get paid sick leave.
#COVIDIOT
March 22
They [government authorities] also knew what supplies they uniquely had, or needed.
There was also a required delay time, to observe how other nations handling the problem
addressed it, and how effective those measures were [mid-January to early March]. You
can’t rush that learning curve. There were many things we had to learn about the virus,
and still are.
Efficiency and organization/coordination across so many government levels couldn’t be
ensured, and wasn’t always needed, but could be next time, especially since we don’t live
in a dictatorship, like China, where the feds tell everyone else what to do.
This also gave mayors and governors MANY chances to shine, which many of not most
did. In an ideal world, we'd have the cure, wed know if it’s spread airborne, wed see
symptoms immediately upon infection, wed know how deadly it was, vs. waiting months
to see majority don’t die of it, but elderly and immune compromised often do.
Mini Message #1: Lessons Learned
In that NON-existent perfect world, masks would be available only to medical workers, then
the public, as with respirators, gloves, etc., so those most closely and regularly in touch with
the sick were most protected.
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These are needs for the NEXT outbreak, but you have to deal with reality, in the current
one! You can’t cry over what could’ve been done, in hindsight, if the equipment numbers
didn’t exist!
I, for only one, wish the government had, from the very start (late December) been 100
percent truthful and transparent, and said what they didn’t know, but were exploring! The
truth shall ALWAYS set you free! Jn. 8:32
Worries about panic, stock market responses, or re-election prospects have ZERO to do with
telling the public the TRUTH, good or bad, so people and entities can deal with the real.
I’m sure pundits will be criticizing America’s responses for years, but with a new
phenomenon, you often fly blind for a while, and try to buy time to catch up.
Now, let’s hit a few specifics: We’ve learned, in a free society, edicts are NOT always
obeyed, absent enforcement! Hoarding TP [Toilet paper], a Louisiana church refusing not
to corporately worship, teens at FL beaches ignoring social distancing.
Some people WON’T do the right thing for the good of us all, unless forced. Dallas is
finally forcing the six foot 10 person public groups rule, today, with fines and radio said up
to six month jail time possibilities.
IF—and I strongly emphasize "IF"—those rules are based in science, that’s a good thing!
Politicians must show us the science reports! The six foot rule appears to have been around
for a while, and based on how far most cough and sneeze droplets fly (even though in the
deep South, seed spitting contests break that measure by a large margin).
PROVE to me that the Coronavirus is NOT spread airborne! We see news articles, even as
recent as yesterday, of new positive test cases with NO travel or close contact history! HOW
ELSE could they have been infected, but touching objects with the virus on them, or that
it’s airborne, to some extent (and I don’t mean droplet spewed airborneness, but breathing
in the virus, wind-shifting it’s locations)?
The public deserves and has a right to know everything our government knows, as we’re a
government by, for and of the people! It was funny, that that very same Dallas vicinity
FINALLY started analyzing how rules were coming in conflict!
A radio D.J. laughed that you could have a pick-up basketball game, but no spectators, any
of the 10 are asymptomatic, how that small number helps the other nine. Your circle of
friends and family know you best!
You also usually know your closest friends and family members’ inner stuff, so you’ll
usually talk about if you’re sick, and the grapevine is fast in those circles. That’s why I
believe the 10 person rule is in place. Message End.
You trust your very life to living under same roof as sick people, but strangers you know
nothing of! What am I saying? SCIENCE must rule all rules and responses, and unless
we have the time to let it gather accurate info, officials NEED to tell the public we do not
fully know! Honesty above all.
Report: By the time borders were shut, and international travel restrictions imposed, it
was too late. See why. https://rb.gy/lil4uy
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I want to know exactly what happened in Wuhan, which started all this mess: Where,
when, how and why! How The Virus Got Out Why and how did the virus start? What
actions did someone do wrong, etc.? Are we certain the meat market was the sole culprit?
Inquiring minds want to know.
WHY are we hearing little-to-nothing about prosecuting the for Congresspersons for
insider trading? Is law enforcement subject to short attention spans of the public, or do we
allow special treatment and a two-tiered system for elites? #Burr and company @DNC
@RNC @ABC @CBS @NBC @CNN #Fox
[Private account:] Everyone wants to, but the same procedure took a long time for
previous epidemics.
I believe the reason Trump is not yet enforcing the Defense Production Act [DPA] is,
1. Coronavirus is usually not deadly,
2. He's giving businesses time to act without force, and,
3. We don't yet know if you can breathe in the virus, vs. only by droplet or touch
transmitted. I could be wrong.
Would you lay beside and cuddle with a significant other who had Coronavirus, if you
both wore masks? This question goes to our belief on masks' efficacy and the virus'
airborne capability!
It's MUCH easier to address Coronavirus on a small scale (school district, city, county,
state), than nation-wide! Comparing Trump's vs. Cuomo's response is NOT apples-toapples, but an orange to a bag or oranges!
Dallas NOW has a limit on (hoarding) toilet paper rolls individuals can purchase at one
time. WHAT, if anything, prevents them buying a few hours later, or by another family
member, or at another business establishment? @JudgeClayJ I LOVE your "selfish vs.
sacrifice" distinction!
IF you want to find regular six foot rule violations (social distancing), just check out the
check-out lines at any nearby grocer, @JudgeClayJ Even the workers never warn, or
physically tell or move customers from tailgating, when they get busy! #DUMB
Now is NOT the time to engage political favoritism in who the feds bail out! No one,
business or individuals, caused Coronavirus to come to America, and ALL are losing out,
financially. This is NOT Socialism, as it is NOT government helping anyone pay their
bills, because they can’t live within their means!
Anyone who’s EVER studied logic or debate understand the trick of responding to
questions or criticism by arguing from extreme opposite, like Trump’s doctor acting angry
AS IF anyone ever asked for NOTHING to be done to protect people from Coronavirus.
It’s called reductio ad absurdum, OR straw man argument!
My wife’s Sunday School/Bible Fellowship is being conducted by group Facetime. That's
creativity and adjusting! I think maybe the online/live stream church crowd seen as
violating Heb. 10:25 argument may now fade into oblivion, in Christian circles!? Church
is even more than personal, in-person assembly!
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I feel for the churches and pastors who had not invested in live streaming capability (small
and medium-sized), as to attendance, giving, and the potential church hopping of members
who now may check out other options! #Church #Christians #Pastors [T.D. Jakes and a
few others volunteered to help, a few days later]
I would BET the audience size of Sunday morning TV preachers INcreases in the
Coronavirus time-frame. My wife just suggested it, when nothing good was available on
TV. We're resorting to a CD of Charles Billingsley, perhaps from the 1990s!
I will be proven to be 100 percent incorrect, "I'm sure," but something within me believes
the Coronavirus outbreak in America will NOT be a horrible, Italy-like event, with
hundreds of thousands dead. Maybe it’s how much America has to fight it with, and how
many are fighting strongly? [132,000, BEFORE the resurgence from lax social
distancing, as of 7/5/20]
#AfterTheVirus we have to have inventions to open public doors without touching
(already existing), self-disinfecting escalator handrails and restaurant tables (we already
have automatic toilet seat covers), plastic-covered elevator buttons, etc. Will we just
return to status quo?
It would be shrewd, #AfterTheVirus, to have a national stockpile of respirators, gloves
and safe masks, in preparation for the next epidemic, like we have oil reserves for
emergencies. But will we just return to business-as-usual?
It is BRILLIANT to flatten the curve/slow the spread, so science has time to develop a
cure or vaccine against Coronavirus! I'd rather live in America, than any other nation,
facing any pandemic! Our innovation, science, money and brains are inferior to NONE!
#America number one.
It would make sense to design PPE and face masks of two to three layers, so openings
allow breathing, but staggered grids disallow any substances getting through holes
blocked by lower layers! Three layers would be ideal, like a rat maze for fluids to get
through!
HOW do protective face masks protect people from droplets entering the eyes? Rhetorical
question; obvious answer that they do not. Restaurants need blow-up or pop-up outdoor
ambiance walls for emergency use to serve during pandemics! NO NEED to shut down,
next time, with sanitizing.
The Coronavirus is just a precursor to the coming seven seal judgments of God, and the
world's governments will not nearly handle them as well as we have or haven’t, to date!
~Rev 6-8. Man can’t invent against that punishment of God.
Experts say SOAP, scrubbed for 20 seconds, is as effective as anything else. Who would
have known everyday products could serve such a BIG purpose? America may even need
a national stockpile of soap and toilet paper, for the next outbreak. WHO can know if or
when the next one will come?
HERE are the various jurisdictions we all have learned need to control their own
environment, during an outbreak: Federal, state and local/city government, schools, malls,
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businesses, sports, weddings, funerals, parks/public areas, border entries, airports, etc.
WE ALL PLAY A PART!
One size does not fit all, in response to Coronavirus. In states with NO cases, total
shutdown would be irrational, even as it might be rational at epicenters! THIS is why
local control always needs to be weighed into any future national policies! Efficiency and
consistence vs. need and available supplies.
IF we’re serious about virus transmission, we need to invent touchscreen everything, that
senses your finger point vs. requiring actual touching, like at public elevators. Wearing
gloves is reasonable, and maybe they’ll make them look like real hands, for less sticking
out like a sore thumb.
Stay strong, @RandPaul Prayers and best wishes!: Senator Rand Paul has tested positive
for COVID-19. He is feeling fine and is in quarantine. He is asymptomatic and was
tested out of an abundance of caution due to his extensive travel and events. He was not
aware of any direct contact with any infected person.
IF you still frequent business, you’ll SOON tire of having to concern yourself with
touching door handles, when technology already exists to have them open by sensor!
They even have SUV that opens by your foot passing by a sensor. NO ONE needs to risk
touching a virus, when technology can save us from so many dangers.
WHY? If it's not airborne, social distancing works for the outdoors!: Boris Johnson: Stay
at home... But of course I want you to go parks, stay two meters away from each other.
Terrible, awful, irresponsible communication. This can’t go on.
Waldo is everywhere!: Today in Tesco's U.K. Can you spot the #COVIDIOTS

Italy and Corona: https://rb.gy/yeuqud Chinese businesses and Coronavirus:
https://rb.gy/6yt2yl
A #60Minutes guest says forgivable loans are needed by small business, to keep workers

working, off the books after two years, as mass layoffs hurt people pushed to the sidelines,
and the crash in 2008 took ten years to fully recover from, to get Americans back to work.
@60Minutes
Judge @JudgeClayJ has done a wonderful job addressing Coronavirus in Dallas county, in
my opinion! I LOVE his non-knee jerk objectivity, just the facts, mam, non-emotional
approach with compassion for all. Why is the mayor silent? MUCH prefer Clay as
spokesperson, anyway.
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March 23
Coronavirus being airborne is "plausible:" Will Coronavirus survive airborne? How long
does it last on surfaces? Are men more likely to die? Burning questions on COVID-19
https://tinyurl.com/y7lds74g
WHAT HAPPENS inside the social distancing six foot rule, that could infect someone?
Probably NO strangers kiss strangers, and not that many cough or sneeze into the open air,
unguarded by one's arm or hand! We are all but admitting close contact means
Coronavirus is airborne!
WHY do I feel safer living 12 miles from the nearest Coronavirus infected family, than if
they were in my neighborhood? I wouldn't normally EVER come within six feet of them,
either way! It's because Coronavirus is airborne, to some extent, in my opinion. Why fear
someone NOT near you?
If 30 people in your 'hood came down with Coronavirus, you would panic, but NOT
because you fear you were ever within six feet of them! ALL these natural fears we
possess are because we know it’s intuitive that Coronavirus isn’t ONLY transmitted by
spit or touch within six feet, IMO [in my opinion]! #CommonSense
STOP all the B.S. partisanship in the two IMPERFECT parties, and get a bill passed that
is fair to all. I can broker that, if you fools in D.C. can't get your acts together!
#DemocratsAreDestroyingAmerica #GOPSlushFund @GOP @DNC @CNN @ABC
@CBS @NBC @FoxNewsAlert DO what you're paid for!
Reading our website (and its associated file) could be one of the BEST ways to spend your
virus stay-at-home time, besides reading the Bible! http://AmericanAnswers.org and Will
You Live Forever? Ignore the author and his ambitions. #SundayThoughts Neil Diamond
#Floridalockdown #CoronaCrisis #QuarantineBookClub
Business will, OF COURSE, get 'mo money than workers, as business lost more than
workers! Workers don’t need or deserve a windfall, nor business, which needs to be
restricted from using bailout money for anything other than lost profits from closings or
cutbacks! EVERYONE negatively impacted gets something.
WE THE PEOPLE credit you with fighting for your opposing constituencies and selfishly
and vehemently advocating their cause. Congrats!? Now, PASS A BILL! ACTION, not
party promotion (politics) #DemocratsAreDestroyingAmerica #GOPSlushFund @GOP
@DNC @CNN @ABC @CBS @NBC @FoxNewsAlert
Mini Message #2: Design Your Destiny
To design a better future, you first have to envision it. We can EXPECT another pandemic,
man-made or otherwise? I’ve called for a Plan B economy America can switch to
IMMEDIATELY, so There’s, ideally, NO economic disruption.
What would that look like, and what would it take? For one thing, ALL retail that requires
clients to see inventory/product in store NEEDS cameras where they can search every aisle
and shelf from home, then robots gather their list and ship it, preferable by drone (Ex:
Hobby Lobby).
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There’s ZERO reason why any store must close for any period of time! Those with online
sales can be ordered from online, already? I’ve already discussed blow-up or pop-up
ambiance for restaurants, outdoors, or with six feet between tables, via adjustable floors,
checker boarding, or plastic walls between groups? I’ve also spoken of sanitizing, and
identifying virus' on surfaces, with alarms.
WHAT industries are currently HARMED by the Coronavirus? Gyms, churches, nail
salons, barbers, malls, etc. We NEED uniforms that 100 percent protect vs. transmission in
tight/close quarters, like DDS surgeries!
Virtual teamworking technical specifics were also addressed, and a TV ad indicates
Microsoft is already working on that (though I’m speaking of VR where what you see, feel,
hear, taste, smell and touch is almost exactly replicating real lifer back at the office)!?
I’ve spoken of remote control of robotic arms to do such functions as UPS package loading
in trucks, or manufacturer assemblage on the line, from home? I’ve addressed TV sets
virtually replicating actual ones, from home, via green screen and projected images behind
the actors/talking heads.
Savannah Guthrie is the ONLY one, so far, coming even close to that concept, and it’s
excellent for current state! It’s corny but temporarily quaint to see where celebs on TV live,
but it gets old after one take!
Keep the company image and make it professional, as she’s trying to do! We’re invariably
‘gonna get closer than six feet in public, in crowded shopping aisles. Virus protection suits
that are NOT much different from everyday clothes, are needed!
IF a new pandemic is ONLY transmittable by droplets, gloves that look like your exact
hands, custom made, and face masks that cover mouth, nose and eyes, as I previously
described, would do the trick. No more need for social distancing (but mandatorily worn)!
We’d have national stockpiles of masks, testing kits, sanitizer, gloves and ventilators,
especially and first and foremost for medical workers. NO ONE should do their job, risking
life and limb, except our great military, who?
I’ve already designed tools to protect from harm, like Robocop yet approachable uniforms,
all direct combat by drone, or in such protective suits (bomb- and bullet proof), robots on
the front lines, etc. Cops, as well, need such protection, while remaining approachablelooking. Why should first responders have to risk death, if technology can be designed, as?
As I’ve said:
Robocop suits for prison guard-especially smaller females-should be mandatory, as 60 Days
In shows they often don’t enter, except in force, but watch through windows and cameras.
HOW can you break up fights from the outside? Your there to keep law and order/peace,
safely NOT endangering your own health!
MANY other inventions I can come up with for you, if I learn the industry it'd be applied
to, but, in general? I’ve addressed what’s immediately needed, including touchscreen
everything, sensing your touch without ever touching! Public doors that open by sensor, as
with handles, so less viral surfaces!
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Use UV ray robots, as with new chemicals and maybe lasers, to destroy viruses. For
example, if SOAP can kill Coronavirus on your hands, and we design tools to detect viruses,
zap them where they are found, with whatever kills them, like 70+ proof alcohol content
sprays of sanitizer, etc.
I’m NOT addressing medical solutions, as that’s NOT my forte, but products to make the
U.S. economy NOT skip one beat, the next time a pandemic arrives? I’ve also documented
many of the actions government and business on all levels have done, this go round, so next
time we do it faster, cheaper and more perfectly. Message End.
By the way, whatever happened to showing sports on TV, with only essential personnel in
the actual stadiums? Was that not beneficial for keeping athletes in shape? Probably no
money in it, and the 10 person and six foot rules put that idea to bed! I saw one high
school football game that way.
#BailOutPeopleNotCorporations because people need to be subsidized long enough to not
have a job anymore, because their corporation didn't get a bailout (SARCASM).
March 24
WHAT GOOD is calling oneself a 'wartime president' if one won’t implement the Defense
Production Act when it's needed, to keep ALL medical personnel safe? Empty rhetoric.
One wonders, or has to hope tRUMP wouldn't be as anxious to re-open our economy if
this were 1 to 2 years into his administration, instead of threatening his re-election!
[Rallies]
It’s RIDICULOUS our economy is shut down when the solution is required six foot rule,
gloves, and double masks with goggles, backed by $1,000+ fines and/or six+ months in
jail, and enforced by deputized citizens with cell phones. Why bankrupt America, when
OPTIONS like these exist? Emergency.
IF Coronavirus can’t be transmitted by anything but touch or spittle, 10 person public
groups and six foot rules WOULDNT be needed if people used helmets, two-layered
masks with visors, goggles and gloves. ~EVERY U.S. job could still be being worked,
after DPA forced business to give us enough of all these!
IF tRUMP was serious about keeping our economy going and our nation safe, he would
invoke the DPA to manufacture enough masks, ventilators, gloves and visors/goggles for
every American to be able to go back to work as soon as they received them, and a bailout
wouldn’t be needed—just medical cures pursued.
Stimulus money could better be used to repay manufacturers who produced under DPA
and to pay for such supplies going to all. NO ONE would have to miss work, if we did
this smart. If we’re willing to use shelter in place, isn’t this a better way, that keeps our
economy going and keeps people safe? (yes!)
Republicans: Let's find a way to get America up and running again. Democrats: Let's
NEVER work again to tank the economy for good! #GeneralStrike
This #GeneralStrike is ASININE! Rich people can stay afloat, quite indefinitely; workers
cannot. This has to be the DUMBest proposal I've seen all year! We need the bailout of
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everyone, until Covid is over, or the protections to get back to work safely. Idiocy
KILLS, and bankrupts!
#GeneralStrike is an insane idea! In every industry it can be done, employers will simply
hasten automation and robotics, and the working class will be left flat-footed, needing to
immigrate to another country that still has jobs. Intelligence is not a monopoly among
business executives!
#GeneralStrike is blaming the wrong entity (business). Businesses are not screwing
workers, by obeying insane edicts from government! Better spend your time calling
Washington D.C., and telling those morons to unite for a bailout bill TODAY, party
promotion be damned! Think, folks!
Business can simply import foreign labor at lower rates, with Trump expanding VISAs
and immigration policy, for businesses to combat a DUMB #GeneralStrike idea! You're
mad that things are bad. Don’t act FOOLishly just because you’re frustrated. Behaving
SMART applies to ALL Americans.
IF you REALLY want to #ReopenAmerica (as I DO), I have detailed EXACTLY how to
do so, safely and immediately! Just read my past 60 tweets, bottom to top. It is NOT
difficult, but it IS stupid not to! Why kill the golden goose when you don’t have to.
That's MORONIC politics—DUMB!
It'd be cheaper and better to spend stimulus money paying for stuff that keeps everyone
safe from Covid, in public, with NO restrictions on any activities, and repaying business
that immediately manufacture those products, using the DPA, with serious penalties for
any violations, citizen, cops and military-enforced.
Richer folks in America NEED to learn the lesson that when an economy is primarily
determined 'successful' only when portfolios rise, you instill rebellion, as shown by this
#NotDying4WallStreet hashtag. No vested interest, no concern for your 401Ks tanking!
That’s human nature, and reasonable.
HOW can one be for workers and business, as I am? EASY. Understand ALL of the
following! WITHout business, workers are unemployed and broke/homeless. So business
is essential to any nation! MOST workers aren’t ‘gonna start a business, or if they do,
most business fail in first three years. So America needs business! I’m 100 percent for
business! (2/26/20)
Rich people don’t hire people from the goodness of their hearts, and unless they’re stupid
(excepting business required functions), they profit off employees. WHY should a CEO
or founder reap all the perks, when workers contributed to that success? Give profit
sharing bonuses! Is a law-required? (2/29/20)
I LOVE seeing workers and employees UNITING to say America is NOT just for the rich,
execs and business owners. May common sense reign supreme! (11/7/12)
Liberal EXTREMISTS would put businesses OUT of business in the name of zero
pollution or over-paying workers. THINK before you vote! (9/8/14)
Be pro-business when it behaves good—NOT bad. Be pro-workers when they behave
good, NOT bad. Time for a house cleaning in Washington D.C.!
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Poor sweat equity/rich give back/business do right/workers work hard and church do
EDBS. A winning formula. Do the right thing campaign needed. (8/1/14)
I LOVE seeing workers and employees UNITING to say America is NOT just for the rich,
execs and business owners. May common sense reign supreme! (11/7/12)
When business ONLY cares about execs and shareholders, government HAS to step in, to
right the wrongs! Their JOB is just laws-NOT favoring business or workers! If business
behaved justly toward their employees, government intervention would not be needed. Do
so, business people! The problem is many care less about justice-just money. (2/26/20)
Practical application: Workers, be your best in how you work, as to quality and intensity,
but expect to be paid better when you do, and if you aren’t, quit, or clamor politically!
Employers: Treat your workers well, and reward hard work. Don’t just bless yourself,
financially! This IS common sense! (2/26/20)
BETTER productivity from happy campers, employers! And if one works harder, pay
them harder! That’s ONLY fair. (Col. 4:1) Hiring for salary so you can work them more
than 40 hours is an evil business trick! Avoiding overtime, and their per hour wage
lowers. DO you KNOW THESE THINGS, employees and workers? (2/9/20)
Employers are commanded by God to do justice to all workers, fearing Him Who is every
man's Boss! (Col. 4:1) Servant leadership and regarding employees who do good is also
how God says they’re to work-not threateningly, or ruthlessly! Eph. 6:7-9; Jas. 5:1-6
Unfair wage leverage is EVIL! (2/4/20)
U.S. workers want better wages? Work smarter and harder, NOT necessarily longer
hours! Make your company money, or save them money! Encourage profit sharing, as
it’s just/fair. You helped them get those profits, off your backs! Be against immigration
glutting the labor market! Think! Get better skills! (2/26/20)
Any human hiring a lawn boy will pay as little as possible. Business is no different, and
they’re NOT evil for so doing. The leverage has to be equal, which is where government
intervenes as a referee for justice. Workers NEED more leverage in America, to counteract all these business-favoring deeds, that were… [legal, but anti-American worker]
(2/26/20)

Coming, and MUCH worse than Coronavirus: (Rev. 18:10c-f) “Woe! Woe to you, great
city, you mighty city of Babylon! In one hour your doom has come!” #EconomicBabylon
UNjust #SacredCow
The natives are restless with your politics-as-usual stunts delaying the stimulus package,
@DNC @GOP Have you seen the #NotDying4WallStreet #GeneralStrike
#ReopenAmerica #StayAtHomeOrder hashtag trends? We’re TIRED of your games.
Single-focus legislation! Just do it. CommonSense
Wars take time; the Coronavirus doesn’t take nearly as long, so businesses (GOP
constituents) are NOT ‘gonna take well to him implementing the Defense Production Act,
disrupting their operations for a temporary need! They deserve serious repayment if he
does such! He also wants their vote/support!
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You can’t tell me Coronavirus' swift global spread was SOLELY from international travel,
mainly on airplanes! I believe it’s in the air (airborne), just as no normal person would
enter the room of a very sick person, without protection, even if they never touched them!
#CommonSense
One guy in line said Coronavirus can be airborne for up to three hours. The amount of
misinformation is astonishing! Met a con, whose default argument to the list below was,
"that started with Obama." An ADULT, blaming vs. taking responsibility! That’s NOT
being an adult, and is often UNtrue (lie)! (3/19/20)
IF Coronavirus isn’t airborne, six foot rule should work everywhere. Laws could be
passed to YUGEly fine all violators everywhere. There’s NO valid reason to shut down
so many businesses, unless someone is lying or politicians fear not enough enforcers of
such needed laws! People want ANSWERS. (3/19/20)
Lives in "air particles" means airborne, right? Coronavirus lives for hours in air particles
and days on surfaces, new U.S. study shows. (3/20/20)
You tell me you’d be safe living side-by-side with a person seriously sick from
Coronavirus, if you washed your hands, never touched their hands, and nothing ever
projected out of their mouth, to enter your system through facial oracles, like eyes, mouth
or nostrils. SURELY it’s airborne contagious! (3/20/20)
Would you lay beside and cuddle with a significant other who had Coronavirus, if you
both wore masks? This question goes to our belief on masks' efficacy and the virus'
airborne capability! (3/22/20)
WHY do I feel safer living 12 miles from the nearest Coronavirus infected family, than if
they were in my neighborhood? I wouldn't normally EVER come within six feet of them,
either way! It's because Coronavirus is airborne, to some extent, in my opinion. Why fear
someone NOT near you? (3/23/20)
This trending term, "Borders," is arguing that viruses don't respect borders. If you ignore
HUMANS crossing borders, and just say viruses go where they please, and don't respect
borders, you are arguing that Coronavirus is airborne (as I assume it is, in part). (3/23/20)
Coronavirus being airborne is "plausible..." Will Coronavirus survive airborne? How
long does it last on surfaces? Are men more likely to die? Burning questions on COVID19. (3/23/20)
Call me a skeptic, but unless most people infected by Coronavirus are kissing others,
unknown that they’re infected, airborne HAS to play some part, as I NEVER see anyone
sneezing or coughing in public, without covering their droplets! (3/23/20)
WHAT HAPPENS inside the social distancing six foot rule, that could infect someone?
Probably NO strangers kiss strangers, and not that many cough or sneeze into the open air,
unguarded by one's arm or hand! We are all but admitting close contact means
Coronavirus is airborne! (3/23/20)
ONLY if you’re 100 percent Coronavirus proof safe (masks/goggles/gloves), IF it’s NOT
airborne (as we’ve been told), where any #StayAtHomeOrder unreasonably harms
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business' or individuals' economics, peaceful civil disobedience, in numbers, can’t be
overthrown! Just sayin,’ NOT encouraging.
HOW could anyone get infected if they wore gloves, masks and eyewear, if Coronavirus
isn't spread by airborne means? Inquiring minds want to know! #CoronavirusLockdown
We the people do not fully trust authorities or even scientists saying Coronavirus is only
transmittable by contact or spittle! If we knew they were 100 percent accurate, the six
foot rule and 10 person or less groups rules would not be needed, with proper clothing to
prevent its spread!
Many people with underlying conditions are retired anyway. Why pi-s away an economy
for those of us under age 61, with proper protections? Even a bailout will take some time
to recover from. People should be able to work, if the virus isn’t airborne, if face and
hands are covered!
If Coronavirus can’t be spread, except by direct contact or spittle, we have all we need to
go back to work safely, with faces covered, even by shirts, and glasses/goggles, and any
gloves we own! six foot and 10 person rules be damned, if it’s not airborne, and we use
precautionary measures!
Why should ALL of Dallas country be shutdown for ~80 infected people? Force them to
stay quarantined, and since it’s not airborne, the rest can go back to work, protecting face
and hands. I am for Clay Jenkins' logical tone, but his solution may be overkill! Be
reasonable in tone, and solutions!
If you don’t know you’re infected, don’t touch anyone or spit on them, by cough or
sneeze! Wear gloves, masks and eye covering, and it should be impossible for you to
infect people who are right in your face, because we’ve been told Coronavirus is not
airborne. Practice what you preach.
What could Dallas county and city government do if uninfected people went back to work,
faces and hands covered, en masse? Who can they tell who lives there, or merely works
there, if the numbers are huge? Force people to wear that protection. Lies that it’s not
airborne are the main danger we preach!
Even if you’re infected, but don’t know it (asymptomatic incubation period), the "experts"
say you can’t infect anyone without touching or spitting. Gloves, goggles and doubled-up
masks prevent those to transmission means from happening! No one should have to miss
work over Coronavirus.
If technology made it impossible to touch or spit on another, Coronavirus couldn’t spread.
If Marshall Law required everyone to be so protected, under threat of severe fines or jail
time, the curve could be flattened without shutting down our economy! Why’s this so
hard to do, using DPA and enforcers?
If you ‘wanna see who has leverage and who has little power, have NO bailout plan, and
see that the rich fare well and the rest will riot, loot and destroy the entire American cash
cow! #Doomsday in other words, D.C., pass that damn stimulus bill, stripped of any other
topics in its contents! @DNC @GOP
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Government should identify every infected victim (privacy law and Scarlet letter
concerns) who’s being quarantined, and their neighbors will ensure they never leave the
house! Put a 14-day countdown chart on their garage door. Do this for everyone who gets
infected or has symptoms. #StopTheSpread
EVERYONE in the media, politics and medical establishment that I've read says it’s not
airborne, or minimally so. I don’t happen to believe that, because we can use protection
against droplets and touching, but we’re still told to stay away from people. That makes
NO sense to me!
IF Coronavirus isn’t airborne, why are we concerned with droplets/water ingestion, as that
would end up in your stomach-NOT your lungs. You BREATHE in bad chemicals, like
cigarette smoke, bad things happen to your lungs! #CommonSense
https://youtube.com/watch?v=YkADj0TPrJA… In The Air Tonight - Phil Collins
Let’s go off assumption that Coronavirus is airborne. The Defense Production Act should
be used to make tests, so people who are NOT infected can go back to work! The ONLY
people who should be quarantined are infected people! You have to identify who they are.
A FOOL’s system acts like everyone is, from lack of knowledge—current state.
The FASTEST way back to economic recovery is Defense Production Act used to have as
many tests as needed for everyone to learn if they’re infected, then enough
masks/goggles/gloves for all NOT infected to go back to work, post haste! Reimburse all
business for changing their product produced; little bailout is needed.
#ReopenAmerica My past 45 tweets show you exactly how, safely, for the least cost, and
doable in the least amount of time. DON'T EXPECT WASTEFUL, SLOTHFUL
POLITICIANS TO APPLY THIS KNOWLEDGE!
IF Coronavirus IS airborne, wind patterns would spread it, so we'd need a whole new array
of clothes and products to keep working people from being able to be exposed. If you can
breathe it into your lungs, they'd have to work in pristine environments! MUCH BIGger
problem to solve.
Many car washes are shutting down, until the crisis passes, and several cleaners are
adjusting hours. MANY Texas business owners hate the word 'Coronavirus,' and may
view it as a Democrat conspiracy, the way they’ve been responding to me. We Texans
want to get back to business!
I’d summarize today, both by phone and in person, as the day Americans got quite testy
over this crisis! People are fed up with the 'sacrifices,' experiencing cabin fever, feeling
negative about things, and quite on edge. Maybe some are getting depressed? Time for
D.C. to FIX the stress.
China reopened to the public, today. They are about 45 days ahead of America, but had a
worse problem, and more drastic measures to confront the crisis, so be encouraged that
that is the latest date we should expect to have to wait, God-willing and we all follow the
rules.
"Corporate welfare" is a MYTHICAL term! NO company asks Uncle Sam to help them
pay their budgetary expenditures! They DO ask for aid when a crisis hits the economy
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they didn’t cause! Entitlements are exactly the opposite—wanting bailouts because you
spend too much, or earn too little!
If you are a liberal, and hate business and love workers, your ONLY choice, to be
consistent, vs. a hypocrite, is to quit your business-hired job, start your own, or live off the
land! Otherwise, be grateful a business gave you a job, and STFU! I love them BOTH!
If a seriously airborne WMD were released in America, the U.S. economy could feed all
citizens by take-out drone deliveries! We NEED these Plan B and see contingency plans,
like gears on a car we quickly shift into. #Coronavirus as precursor.
A one month pause in the economy doesn't kill the economy, or it was an anemic house of
cards to begin with!
[Private account:] Glenn Beck says older Americans should return to work: “Even if we
all get sick, I would rather die than kill the country.” https://rb.gy/nfmscx
SINGLE ISSUE BILL ONLY! NO PORK, just progress to help suffering Americans!!!
Everyone over age 60 should be the LEAST and LAST to go back to work, outside their
home, Glenn Beck, especially if they have underlying health conditions!
Nationwide, consistent public policy is less important than correct public policy! Shutting
down counties with no Coronavirus and with much of it is consistent, but stupid. Efficient
communication of bad public policy is less valuable than more cumbersome
communication of good ones.
Currying WASP and pastor votes, while endangering their lives if the threat hasn't passed
before then, with packed pews? BRILLIANT! [Private account:] Who suggested Easter?
Who suggested that day? THE PRESIDENT: I just thought it was a beautiful time. It
would be a beautiful time, a beautiful timeline. It’s a great day.
Partially true, but you should stop being mute: Biden criticizes Trump's Coronavirus
response: 'He should stop talking' https://rb.gy/2vznla [#ClosetCandidate]
Enforcement of the 10 person group and 6 foot rule is why governors and mayors shy
away from doing the right thing. DEPUTIZE trustworthy citizens with cell phone
cameras! BETTER is require protective clothing in public, after the DPA is
TEMPORARILY used to ensure we have all we need. #Wartime
It would be cheaper and better to spend stimulus money paying for stuff that keeps
everyone safe from Corona, in public, with NO restrictions on any activities, and repaying
businesses that immediately manufacture those products, using the DPA, with serious for
any violations, citizen, cops and military-enforced.
March 25
Good luck getting China to pay up that which they rightly owe the world for their inept
handling of the crisis that began on their soil!
Thank God it's not $6 trillion, as was touted last evening! [Stimulus bill]
[Private account:] A clip explaining the $2 trillion deal between lawmakers and the White
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House to address the economic impact of the Coronavirus. https://tinyurl.com/ybkk988k
#StimulusPlan
I REALLY thought lawmakers had all lost their ever-loving minds, when reports
circulated about a $6 trillion bail out deal! SO grateful to awaken to see that D.C. hasn’t
gone bat crazy over what this crisis should actually cost our economy! #Relief
I must say, the more we read of famous people getting the Coronavirus, though some may
endure some painful days, the recovery rate makes it much less dramatic than if one got
diagnosed with stage for lung or pancreatic cancer! Well wishes to them all! Prince
Charles
Democrats are saying Pelosi's wish list was bargaining chips to concede. STOP SUCH BS
TACTICS and deal with the real (as Congress, apparently, did, overnight). Tricks don’t
convince educated adults to work with you, but honest and fair dealing! And some
wonder why Dems reputed for wanting BIG government.
CONGRATS, and GREAT news ($2 trillion bill). I'll bet Wall Street significantly,
positively responds upon news of that agreement!!! @GOP @DNC
Wanting government (TAX PAYERS) to 'help' with your bills is irresponsible. Expecting
government to act in ways that allay economic downturns is responsible behavior! The
economy helps us all, including you having a job. Having your bills paid ONLY
helps/benefits you! #Socialism
We’re ALL in this together/interconnected. When the stock market tanked, the rich got
soaked, but only 1-2 weeks later that impact impacted your job! When the rich do well, so
do your job prospects, and vice versa. You RARELY see a poor man hiring people. Pure
facts of how an economy works.
I’ll bet the Coronavirus has stimulated many evil ideas in the minds of our enemies and
terrorists, as it’s disruptive, costly and fear producing effects have done more than a temp
electricity grid blowout could ever have! More things for the feds to be on guard about!
Even ricin dissipates!
Does anyone see the Dems advocate for workers number one, in the #StimulusPlan, and
the GOP for business, number one, when it's BOTH/AND, NOT either/or, and we NEVER
need one side without the other, as they’re two sides of the same UNITED States coin? If
you can’t see that, you like modern day unproductive and destructive politics.
Easter is an ARBITRARY date to set, as the virus ends when it ends! Easter is one of two
BIG religious holidays when churches get more visitors than normal, which is probably
why tRUMP chose it, to appeal to pastors and parishioners for votes! #EasterMassacre
Playing to constituents!
#IKnewIHadCabinFeverWhen the glory of having all my family members working at
home morphed into the need to get a break from any stress that can cause.
CHUMP just made a $2 trillion deal with the Democrats, which, I guess by cultish
definition makes him a RINO, for cooperating with "the enemy"?! @realdonaldtRUMP
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YEA!!! Prosecutions forthcoming: Investor sues Sen. Richard Burr over stock sales
ahead of Coronavirus pandemic - ABC News - https://abcn.ws/2Uyaau5
Prosecutable as attempted assault, like we have attempted murder, or making terroristic
threat, IMO. https://tinyurl.com/y8lc98pd [Pew-packing in a pandemic]
Men accused of coughing on people, then claiming they have Coronavirus
https://rb.gy/o3d4tb [See our post on such constituting terroristic threat]
#NeverForget "Hoax" to "national emergency!," said the one who claims to be yugely
smart. (3/25/20)
The economy will be fine, a few months down the road! Most resilient economy on earth,
and the strongest. People are more important than important profits! YOU WILL BE
OLD ONE DAY, TOO, IF YOU'RE LUCKY!: Fox News’ Brit Hume: It’s ‘entirely
reasonable’ the elderly would want to die to save the U.S. economy
shttps://yhoo.it/3aicAUp
A dead doctor or nurse here, a dead doctor or nurse there, and MAYBE I’ll start behaving
like the war time president I claimed to be-implementing the Defense Production Act—as
I never could be in a real war, because of my feigned ankle spurs, even though I have
military prep.
Until this Coronavirus lasts long enough that Wall Street is medium-term panicked, I can’t
risk ticking off my business friends by making their businesses produce the supplies the
medical field needs, but Ill "LOOK" like a wartime president if I simply mention the
Defense Production Act.
March 26
I originally said 45 was adequately handling Coronavirus, and I even gave him the
rationale of federalism as explaining his virtual inaction. I will update my comments by
saying his NOT implementing the DPA now registers him a C- or D+ for his handling of
this crisis! Profits over people.
There is ZERO (literally none/nada/nothing/zilch) value in authorizing the Defense
Production Act and never using it, EXCEPT he probably used it as a threat, to get on the
fence business to voluntarily switch the products they manufacture, from fear had go
through with that threat if none responded!
Because he worships money, and does everything for self, he’s NOT ‘gonna tick off his
base/constituency of business owners by USING that act he authorized, even though docs
and nurses DESPERATELY need tests, masks, ventilators, beds and gloves, TO NOT
RISK DYING THEMSELVES! Money is greater than God and people, to 45! (Mt. 6:24)
IF Chump had NOT deemed Coronavirus a HOAX (for several days), and LIED about its
severity (he told the truth to GOPs, three of whom sold shares of stock as a result, as with
one Democrat) for several weeks, and had actually implemented the Defense Production
Act, people would NOT have died in the same numbers they have!
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IF a president ACTUALLY cared about human beings' lives ("pro-life"), and cared that
our economy tanked, which harmed everyone, $2 trillion emergency relief would NOT
have been needed, had they simply done all of these things, ASAP:
1. Tell the public the TRUTH about Coronavirus and its eminent danger, FROM THE
START.
2. Reassured the country that it would be defeated, because every effort would be utilized
to implement plans that addressed every sector of society-nationally, state-wide and
locally.
3. The scientists would have ruled the day as to any and all policy decisions.
4. The Defense Production Act would have been implemented within one week of its
authorization, after polling how many businesses would freely decide to convert their
manufacturing process; maybe even sooner.
5. EVERY first responder would have been given ALL supplies needed, by eminent
domain, before asking them to treat the infirmed and infected!
6. Scientific tests would have been IMMEDIATELY conducted to prove whether the
virus could be spread by close contact (airborne) or only by touch or ingesting saliva
droplets.
7. EVERYTHING else that America has endured the past 1.5 months would have been
determined by those facts, be it shelter-in-place, six foot rule/social distancing, 10 person
or less groups in public, and any business closures, essential or non-essential!
IF America had forcibly made every asset we had available to the medical community, so
we KNEW who was infected and who wasn’t, we could have isolated the former and
allowed literal business-as-usual economic activity for the latter, had incubation/
asymptomatic people been identified and quarantined from the start. Hindsight is 2020.
But NEXT time such a crisis befalls America the great, let's understand that extremely
temporary "Marshall law" as I just described, with serious fines for violators, even
enforced by deputized citizens with cell phones, the unarmed military and national guard
COULD crush the curve.
MUCH faster, save 401Ks, our economy and everyone's jobs MUCH sooner, and disrupt
lives with cabin fever MANY less days! You prioritize! Every business with related
capabilities geared to making all the protective and preventative devices we NEED,
ASAP, and ALL existing assets we have for those supplies FIRST going to those in harm's
way, just doing their jobs!
This future plan cannot rightly be used to compare Trump's responses, as the virus was
new, but 'fool me once, shame on you; fool me twice, shame on me' applies, next time—or
until 45 DOES these things.
The $2 trillion bailout could have cost a lot less, and people could have remained on the
job, if that plan had been executed, and we had protective uniforms for every person
working at a business, who interacts with other people. Yet another thing the DPA could
have generated, and DIDNT! [NOTE the date stamps:]
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What the feds can be doing about Coronavirus: Use means for detection, implement
protocols to identify everyone at risk entering America, support vaccine makers, prep
quarantine centers (as needed), program robots to tend to victims, have zero tolerance of
any infected entering America! Common sense Duh 101. (2/28/20)
You may not like Trump (as I don't), but he was not in charge of Wuhan, China, where the
Coronavirus began. #Trumpdemic #TrumpCrash You may even criticize some of how
he's handling it, but what EXACT steps would any other president have done better?
There may be some-list them! (3/9/20)
Make price gouging illegal, or at least during emergencies/crises, when a product is
needed, and in short supply! If Congress can act swiftly to find $8B for Coronavirus
response, they can pass this law quickly, too! (3/14/20)
Terrorists (Ex.: Rogue nations sending out infected human actors to infect enemy
populations, like suicide bombers). We’ve learned about travel bans, port, border and
airport protocols needed to keep infected people OUT of America, tracking outbreaks,
keeping perspective on how many are affected. (3/15/20)
HERE are the various jurisdictions we all have learned need to control their own
environment, during an outbreak: Feds, state, city, schools, malls, businesses, sports,
weddings, funerals, parks/public areas, border entries, airports, etc. WE ALL PLAY A
PART! (3/22/20)
It'd be cheaper and better to spend stimulus money paying for stuff that keeps everyone
safe from Covid, in public, with NO restrictions on any activities, and repaying business
that immediately manufacture those products, using the DPA, with serious penalties for
any violations, citizen, cops and military-enforced.
WHEN can Chi-town residents use the bathroom, dear leader?: Chicago cracks down
over Coronavirus, tells residents don’t go on long runs or bike rides
https://fxn.ws/2xoLiNq
**LOOK** Covid-19 can be detected BEFORE people display symptoms. THAT
MEANS if America had enough tests, we could identify EVERY infected person,
quarantine them all, under severe penalty for leaving, and still keep the economy
humming. We are acting in IGNORANCE! We’re causing our own losses.
IF you walk or bike one extra foot, you can get infected or infect others. Anything less,
you and others are safe. ASININE!!! So the six foot rule keeps people safe, but only if
it's not used on long walks or bike rides? Got it: Chicago cracks down over Coronavirus,
tells residents don’t go on long runs or bike rides https://fxn.ws/2xoLiNq
Dr. Fauci says Coronavirus/Covid-19 may be a recurring, seasonal virus in the future. It
does NOT have to be as disruptive, once a cure or vaccine is found, but more like the Flu,
IMO!
Gov. Cuomo has done a decent job for his state, but now he's politicizing the bailout
package! Liberal types can NEVER be satisfied with how much they bleed tax payers,
and government can never be big enough. Be grateful D.C. agreed to pass the bill. Pigs
get fat; hogs get slaughtered.
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CAN YOU BELIEVE that in this modern time, anywhere in the world people elect such
DUMB people to "lead" them? #Amazing: Mexican governor says poor are 'immune' to
Coronavirus - ABC News - https://abcn.ws/39nxccq
I LO-O-O-O-OVE living in my home county, Collin County! The governing authorities
have, for the time being, restricted allowable economic activity to ONLY essential
businesses, then deemed every business essential! We LOVE business in my home
county, and we love living here! #TEXAS
I just saw the most amazing thing I've seen in 2020: @Franklin_Graham's gospel
presentation TV ad on A & E, in-between First 48 episodes, tied to having no fear from
Coronavirus, as Jesus will never leave or forsake His people. SO AWESOME! Wish I
could send in money! #Deserving!!! (3/26/20)
They are our enemy! We need to diversify manufacturing nations, seeking an exit from
red China, ASAP, IMO: China cashes in off Coronavirus, selling Spain $467 million in
supplies, some of them substandard https://fxn.ws/2UjV9Np
The Coronavirus, this is their new hoax. We have it totally under control. It’s one person
coming in from China. One day, it’s like a miracle, it will disappear. When you have 15
people within a couple of days it’s going to be close to zero. We really think we’ve done a
great job in keeping it down to a minimum. I like this stuff. I really get it. People are
surprised that I understand it. No, I don’t take responsibility at all. –Priorities America
(TV ad summary)
The main host of Live PD Wanted has a MUCH BETTER background to his show, with
perspective of three walls, color, centered on him, with good, natural props. A great
upgrade from last week! Analyzed, it’s mainly a slight adjustment of the camera-less on
ceiling, more of computer monitor.
For any media filming actors from home, this traditional architecture tool on perspective is
extremely helpful in determining props, set walls/ceiling and camera angles on the host
(adjusted to whatever angle is desired). (3/26/20)

March 27
As you see from unemployment numbers, the consumer runs our economy. If you aren’t
doing things that cost money, or buying things that cost money, business aren’t making
money that partly pays for employees, so they get laid off, until money starts coming in
again. Economics 101
In almost any economy, SOME sectors flourish as many fail. Essential services industries
are flooded with business and needs for employees, but only so long as the economy is out
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of balance. Ex.: groceries, internet service, home delivery, medical. Bare necessities can
be bought online, then delivered.
Thomas Massey is an A-hole, for endangering ALL D.C. politicians to travel back for a
vote whose outcome is already known! Selfish, attention-seeking, anal rule adherer!
IRresponsible!
Also needed: Respirators, ventilators, testing kits, gloves, temporary beds. WHY mention
the Defense Production Act if you're not 'gonna use it when it's needed? (3/27/20)
#FridayThoughts Scientists need to learn what it is in animals that (experts say) prevents
them getting Covid-19! Put that in humans (some already act like animals)!
Necessity is the mother of invention. Burger King has app to pay from home, with
minimal contact at pick-up, and one company promises to deliver to your door, if you
don't want the personal contact. Even Lincoln vehicles will be delivered to home, as you
have babies to care for.
Innovation: One pizza joint has taken advanced online reservations and amusement park
fast pass concepts to a new level, bypassing pick-up lines. If you order online, you can
simply walk in and be served. Another has a portal, you insert ID/debit, and take your
pizza from the vending machine.
Little Caesars pizzas are "never touched after" cooking, and available by "non-contact
carryout" and free delivery. Businesses getting creative in how to serve the client's needs.
When are drone deliveries coming to my front door, kept warm/insulated throughout the
flight? #Innovation
Did you know, with slumping sales, the time businesses need money the most is when
they often have to reduce prices the most, like the current need to incentivize people
taking out restaurant food? ‘Gotta do what you’ve ‘gotta do to cover as much overhead as
humanly possible!
IF Coronavirus will be seasonal, we NEED fast food chairs and tables with removable
paper covers, after every meal, like public rest rooms have seat covers, between sittings,
rather than having to sanitize/scrub down everything, all day long!
I suggest the World Health Organization name future viruses more like NOAA names
hurricanes, and NOT endanger a business (Corona beer) from guilt by association, among
phobic fools! I looked up why it was so named, and the Coronavirus's definition, but no
rationale was given. BAD choice! (3/27/20)
No six foot rule is possible in a public elevator, mASSie! https://tinyurl.com/y8872vlj I
guess Thomas Massie couldn't have gotten his 15 minutes of fame without a public vote in
the chamber, but he also, hopefully got his 15 years of retirement by so doing!
YEA! Proud of my inventor Christian CEO! https://rb.gy/rzzqjd [My Pillow CEO speaks
at White House]
YEA! Good job, @realdonaldtrump: Trump invokes Defense Production Act to force
GM to make ventilators after stalled talks https://fxn.ws/33PaVTC
March 28
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Once we have a Coronavirus vaccine, we won't have to sanitize everything under the sun;
at least until the next pandemic! Businesses and governments need to, even now, be
inventing and producing enough needed (medical) supplies, expecting more in the future!
Don’t WAIT until it hits!
Why is it the more liberal cities (NYC, LA, Seattle, and these)?: https://rb.gy/hye5gd
Why is it the more liberal cities (NYC, LA, Seattle, and these)?: Three cities where
conditions may worsen next week... https://rb.gy/hvp39l New Orleans, Chicago, and
Detroit likely to see conditions worsen next week, Surgeon General says
MANY people don’t do right unless cops give them tickets, or they’re fined or jailed.
People who FEEL healthy don’t think they’re spreading Coronavirus. TESTS alone will
prove to people if that feeling is accurate or complete, dangerous delusion!
#TestThePopulation We do the Census to the nation! (3/28/20)
You would TRULY not believe how many Americans STILL cannot comprehend or
haven’t heard of the six foot rule! I have said that three-word phrase, loudly, at least six
times in the past three days, and I’m NOT "nice" about it, as stupidity kills. They’re
endangering my family, so I let them know I’m angry.
HOW can everyday Americans help first responders and especially the medical
community? STAY INSIDE, or obey the six foot rule and wash your hands! The fewer
people end up in hospitals, the sooner those workers can have less dangerous and more
normal lives return, as THEY DESERVE RELIEF. And it helps patients!
It’s obvious some people want to blame DJT [Trump] for the negative effects of Covid,
for political gain! He has not acted perfectly, and could have done things better, for which
he deserves criticism, but this epidemic should NOT be used for politics, but what’s
needed to have the least die!
Tests make the invisible enemy visible! Every American can be a carrier. Without tests,
you act and make policy decisions in ignorance, stabbing in the dark. Once one shows
symptoms, you know who is a danger to others. It’s the incubation period that’s our
greatest danger—TEST everyone [accidentally deleted post]
Goals for the next pandemic: Everyone tested, as soon as it’s identified and shown to be
seriously contagious and deadly. Quarantine everyone who's sick. Enforce six foot rule
with zero tolerance/severe penalties. ONLY do such measures until the threat has passed.
And control entry to America 100 percent! Duh 101
Goals for the next pandemic: 100 percent supply of whatever quantity is needed for
masks, gloves, ventilators, respirators, sanitizer, beds and test kits, fast track drugs and
vaccines (as has happened with Covid), businesses able to continue safe operations, with
NO slow- or shutdowns! Be ready next time.
Goals for the next pandemic: EVERY entity have 'red phone' instant coordination with
every contact they’ll need, between schools, city, county, state, national, and implement
"guidelines" per need (hi, medium, low). NO business is considered "nonessential" if it
can be run safely. Be ready next time.
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Goals for the next pandemic: DPA used very soon, if any products or supplies are
lacking, to flatten the curve. Have feds IMMEDIATELY monitor what original nations
are doing, what works and what doesn’t. Politicians ALWAYS tell the truth from the
start, as negative as it may be, with confident we’ll overcome.
We should NOT have to have another national bailout, next pandemic, IF we learn the
lessons of Covid-19, and act like Boy Scouts—Be prepared for another one! In the past
two weeks? I’ve detailed almost everything we’d need to have this type success next
time, but ONLY if we FIX what’s broken!
[What have we learned] …in the past two weeks? I’ve detailed how NO U.S. business
needs to be slowed down by a future pandemic ("Plans B and C"). IF we just wait until it
happens, because it may not, we will have learned little of the lessons this experience
should have taught us! It costs money, but bailouts are costlier!
WHEN you look at excellent architecture, inventions, scenery and hear beautiful music,
you can be inspired that life is good, can be better, as can man. We can make a much
better future, and the proof is in the pudding of the images I've retweeted all weekend!
Focus on the good.
March 29
There are things that could have been done better, in handling the onset of the Covid-19
outbreak in America, but it is mainly in hindsight that we now know what they were!
Cutting CDC money, sending PPE to China, saying it will be over soon were decisions we
will ALL be second-guessing!
Implementing DPA, passing $2 trillion relief fund, travel restrictions and late-to-the-party
devising national guidelines were GOOD things this administration has done, in handling
Covid-19. Asking governors to be deferential, poo pooing severity, arbitrary Easter, and
others were bad.
The Democrats would have an 'October Surprise' smoking gun if there was proof Trump
destroyed specific, detailed, thorough plans for handling a pandemic, which plans would
have saved hundreds if not thousands of lives! @DNC @GOP
If ANY medical supplies are being distributed by the feds, as personal or political favors,
by favoritism, that is abhorrent! They need to be spread fairly, according to need and size
of problem-NOT political party or sucking up to or criticizing the dictator! 45’s DUTY!
Little Marco.
I hope and plan to not address Coronavirus again!? I’ve said my peace, and exhausted my
creativity for solutions, absent medical ones I have NO expertise in. It’s really up to
implementing good ideas, doing so wisely and efficiently, and learning our lessons so next
time isn’t so devastating to America!
WHEN you look at excellent architecture, inventions, scenery and hear beautiful music,
you can be inspired that life is good, can be better, as can man. We can make a much
better future, and the proof is in the pudding of the images I've retweeted all weekend!
Focus on the good.
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The American people deserve to know EXACTLY what the CDC [Center for Disease
Control] personnel were doing PRIOR to the budget cuts, which could or could not have
helped stem the tide sooner with this Covid-19/Coronavirus!
Mega churches could use a parking garage and public parking lot to have cars observe a
worship service, maximizing space, safely (even exit cars in the garage, six foot feet
away), as that’s more in-person that online. Ex.: Cowboys’ practice field parking lot.
#Togetherness and public outreach.
Closed circuit radio capability is available for fancy Christmas light homes, for passing by
vehicles. Couldn’t that also be used to get a sermon to the parked car crowd, during a
pandemic, in a large parking space, where you see each other and the stage, and hear it on
the radio?
A church in California has had drive-in church for decades, NOT due to Coronavirus! It
seems VERY impersonal to me, and unbiblically distant from being able to apply the one
another's, if a crisis didn’t force such circumstances! Can’t even speak to your neighbor!
I know a certain mega church whose parking lot is large enough to hold an outside
worship service to cars, without ANY cost of renting public parking space. Put a stage
outside, with a P.A. system, and invite the neighborhood in the northeast church
messaging sign area!? #Outreach
FREE videoconferencing platform in a quarantine age: Zoom.US
Just as they have a pedal piece for the bottom of public doors, so you can open them with
your shoe, they need that for door handles, you can open with your elbow! In pandemic, it
helps to have sensored public bathroom dispensers-soap, water and towels, and auto toilet
seat covers, as Oklahoma shop had today.
March 30
Let's give Mr. Trump some credit-he can change policies, when needed, to have the best
thoughts and words as a second thought! Easter morphs into end April minimum:
https://rb.gy/vqloow (3/30/20)
Talk is cheap. Ventilators are not: [Private account:] Trump, on Fox and Friends, talking
about the availability of ventilators in New York: "New York should be fine. They should
have more than enough." Gov. Cuomo said he anticipates needing 30,000 ventilators
when the outbreak reaches its peak.
Your tax dollars at work: CBS News @CBSNews California received "170 broken
ventilators" from federal government, governor says https://cbsn.ws/2UsOS21
60 Minutes reports the U.S. military may be called upon to relieve front line doctors and
nurses, and nurses may be conscripted (like the draft) to help in the fight against
Coronavirus. AWESOME article on 5th gen native Houstonians spouse, teaching
leadership by courageous vulnerability!
[Private account:] It's a miracle it might have to come to that, since people cannot
comprehend, or choose to disregard the six foot warnings! Low IQ, or broken moral
compass!
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(Picture from unidentified Twitter account)
A news report, last evening, showed Democrats mainly want shelter-in-place, and
Republicans want back to work. That’s because the GOP is GENERALLY for people
who make money/profit, and Dems mainly work jobs, so their income is more set, than
with a business doing better, making owners richer! (3/30/20)
They lied about their efficacy, so public wouldn’t hoard them, so medical workers could
have those they needed, IMO. You can’t say they achieve nothing! Tucker [Carlson]
blasts feds over medical masks, says 'stop lying to us' about why we shouldn't buy them
https://fxn.ws/2WUBFRp (3/30/20)
#WhenThisIsAllOver Howie Mandell will look like the smartest guy in the nation
(germaphobe). (3/21/20)
March 31
FREE Taco Tuesday at Taco Bell! Businesses are using workers holding signs to inform
that they’re open. Part of advertising is education against assumptions, as if every
business is closed down. #Frisco Aldi has installed Plexiglas barriers between checker
and customer. #Safety
The new way of showing "love your neighbor as yourself" is following the six foot rule.
DUMB businesses don’t adjust. We got ice cream cones at Braums, and the place didn’t
have a list of all flavors available! That’s their attraction, and you couldn’t see bins from
outside the ordering window. If you’re ‘gonna remain open, how costly would it be to
make a list with pictures?
It would be SO EASY to make a device that sets off an alarm anytime anyone in public
invades your six foot personal space under social distancing outbreak circumstances!
Maybe a simple app on your smart phone. #Innovation (3/17/20)
Is Charles Barkley out of quarantine for possible Coronavirus/Covid-19? [He later does a
~scriptless cameo on SNL]
Just think of where we've come the past decade, with but three examples: We would not
be surviving Covid-19, at all, had we not developed an online marketplace, where we do
business in a virtual world (Amazon, Ebay, company websites, etc.).
We can even get some goods home delivered by drone or robot, or businesses NOT the
USPS (UPS, Fedex, Amazon, etc.). We even get food delivered safely to our home, with
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the innovative advent of Uber Eats, GrubHub and DoorDash. Virtually unheard merely of
a decade ago!
April 1
Did I just hear NBC say Covid-19 only infects through the mouth and eyes? That would
mean booger pickers are safe, and booger flickers aren't dangerous, right? This may
sound like an April fools, but inquiring minds want to know, for another person, of course.
Coronavirus Transmission Clues: The Nose Knows https://rb.gy/zog6ob
My neighbor is a nurse, and his hospital has NO Coronavirus patients. Why are patients
maxxing out certain hospitals, when they could be spread out, to ease the burden? Maybe
all hospitals are full at epicenters, but Dallas is opening convention center when
Plano/Frisco has few-to-no Covid sufferers!
There should be NO bidding up prices for needed medical equipment to combat Covid-19!
It might not yet rise to the level or price gouging, but you do NOT get a windfall off
others' sufferings! #CommonSense @NBCNightlyNews
I LOVED seeing Walmart have floor notices about social distancing, and even blue
squares on the floor for where to stand, to remain six feet away from your neighbor.
#Innovation
I’m guessing "Certified Covid free" will ~soon be a notice posted outside retail
establishments and restaurants, once science knows how to prove the case, where
customers can sue if anyone dies, relying on that status. It would help customers return to
business as usual, as we want.
What is the Evolutionist's explanation for why people don’t want to die, if it’s a natural
part of life? Man wasn’t created to die, but to live forever, yet we all share a reticence to
face our mortality, and we take all precautions to not let Covid-19 kill us, for good,
biblical reason!
If we have or had sterilizable face masks, for safe re-use, I can see people using ingenuity
to have lips sync'd to when you speak, and computer matched to your actual face,
especially if masks become some new norm, post-virus. #Innovation
April 2
One purporting to be with the national GOP phone polled last evening, if 45’s Coronavirus
handlings approved or disapproved. I said not terrible and not excellent. Likely won’t be
tallied, as they ‘wanna force you into a position contrary to what you believe, if it’s
neither extreme, hoping party loyalty will choose approve.
We cannot do all the good that the world needs, but right now, the world needs all the
good that we can do. To everyone working to keep America strong—thank you. –
Nature's Bounty TV ad
April 3
In times we need his song the most! RIP Bill Withers. https://tinyurl.com/y9teej29 [Lean
On Me]
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THIS is evil, wrong and sin!: USS Theodore Roosevelt commanding officer relieved of
duty, acting Navy secretary announces https://fxn.ws/2UZK4QH
THIS is evil and unpatriotic: Florida emergency management official says 3-M selling
masks to foreign countries: 'We're chasing ghosts' https://fxn.ws/348hW1W
Stupid and extreme! He's nowhere near anyone else: Malibu paddle boarder arrested for
violating stay-at-home order https://fxn.ws/2UDmL0b
If Covid-19 is ONLY transmissible by saliva in the eyes and mouth (not even nostril), it is
ASININE to require citizens to stay indoors 24/7! There's something if not many things
our government is not telling us! LIARS, no matter how holy they may deem their
motives. Sinners!
IF America had been hit with a nuclear bomb, and radioactive fallout abounded in the air
for months, shelter-in-place orders would be totally reasonable! Is Uncle Sam afraid of a
panic, so they'll lie about Coronavirus being airborne, believing you can’t handle the
truth? Overkill to Covid!
I've never seen business and our military so willing to put human lives in death's way, as
with Coronavirus (healthcare and grocery workers) to do any needed task, excepting war,
when even then they use machinery and aircraft to limit their exposure to direct facing of
death! EVIL! Pro-life?
You can call first responder and teacher jobs a calling, just like ministry used to be such,
when the money wasn’t great, but I doubt medical personnel ever envisioned being
"called" upon to risk death to do their jobs! I literally would prevent my wife going back
into frontlines!
IMO, science doesn’t yet know enough to say how to 100 percent prevent being infected
with Coronavirus! Why else would healthcare workers be getting it, IF we 100 percent
knew precautions to prevent that? You can say people are unknowingly infected, or it’s
airborne, but government won’t tell us (which is EVIL).
Is six feet apart enough? COVID-19 droplets may travel up to 27 feet, MIT researcher
says https://rb.gy/zqyqhp
Study suggests new Coronavirus may remain on surfaces for days
https://tinyurl.com/ycrvjqjq
NO known travel or contact with infected people!: Four new Coronavirus cases in Pacific
Northwest suggest community spread of the disease https://rb.gy/7t3mv8
Are you ‘gonna tell me farmers and ranchers have to shelter in place, with state-wide
mandates, as if they can’t harvest, or feed their animals, or that they’re endangering
anyone, when their nearest neighbors are sometimes miles away? Inane overkill!
#Lockdown #ShelterInPlace overreach
Some people are OBVIOUSLY politicizing the Covid-19 outbreak, to slander Trump
(blood on his hands), in how he’s handling the shortage of supplies. The GOP won’t fall
for it. I am FOR forcing businesses to make them, but it takes time to meet demand! You
can’t speed up manufacturing time!
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Does it make sense for 100 businesses to retool and be forced to make needed medical
supplies, temporarily, rather than a lesser number that can meet demand, all being fairly
paid back by the feds? Why put out so many owners, for a short-term need, if fewer, fulltime are enough?
Arresting a sole paddle boarder is nanny state nonsense! Rules have to have reasons, and
the punishment must match the crime! WHAT HARM WAS HE DOING TO ANYONE
ELSE? If Cobid-19 can’t be transmitted to fish or animals? Just showing you can, from
power arrogance, Cali! STUPID enforcing!
Dallas is citing/warning but not ticketing violators of the six foot rule. WHAT SENSE
DOES THAT MAKE, if there’s no punishment for endangering others' lives? There’s a
lot of under- and over-rules making and enforcing from a frenzied state of NON-thinking
politicians, in some pockets.
This is as good a time as any to say if you're not using one of your cars, as much, with
Covid-19, drive it around 5-10 minutes every 2-3 days! Battery needs it, if I recall, from
when we had for cars and only two drivers. Mechanics know the details. Better: alternate
vehicle use!
If I had a deadly, contagious disease, and was told it could ONLY transmit by spit within
six feet of another, I’d ‘wanna get out and about, travel and be outdoors and live my life,
while being safe to everyone else, wearing a mask, as living quarantined the rest of one's
life is impracticable.
VERY WEIRD! Last week, when I was suggesting a church use secular music in their
bell tower, before Easter, I intended to add 'Lean On' Me (song), but don't think I had
room in the post, besides You've Got a Friend. See next retweet for context. Now the
author dies. #Wow
IF a certain church occasionally programmed its bell tower bells to play modern secular
music that wasn’t sinful in its lyrics, might that attract some new visitors? (especially
known songs relevant to enduring tough times, given Covid-19) You’ve got a friend, etc.
#Innovation
IF true, the ONLY (evil) reason would be to profit excessively off a crisis: Admiral
defends federal government sending medical supplies to the private sector
https://rb.gy/2xnpyu
April 4
I HOPE he's right! WHY do scientists always seem to have bad hairstyles (Ex.:
Einstein)?:
Immunologist says he has a possible cure for the Coronavirus https://fxn.ws/2JzC2Jj
April 5
A Nazi TV show, just now, says Hitler likely was researching using mosquitoes to carry
malaria (bio terrorism), and concludes, the only thing keeping nations from bio terrorism
is the certainty of revenge, as with nukes. AHCHD Coronavirus should teach us all that
lesson!
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GWB!: George W. Bush in 2005: 'If we wait for a pandemic to appear, it will be too late
to prepare' - ABC News - https://abcn.ws/2xKHlTr
April 7
Fauci says life may never return to before, at least without a vaccine. I TOTALLY
disagree, IF we make the right inventions and do the right things!? I’ve already listed
every invention needed, and they’re NOT complex—we just need them for every
American. Pessimism isn’t needed at this time, if ever!
HOW can you get infected going to a grocer, wearing gloves, goggles/glasses and a mask,
IF Coronavirus is NOT transmitted airborne? If the virus is on a product, and we wipe
them down, where’s the rick/danger? There are ONLY two conclusions—we don’t know
enough about the virus, or it’s airborne/breathed in!
Is anyone addressing how science experts have been WRONG or LIED? No masks
needed-now suggested. No animals can get Covid-19; now a zoo tiger. When you 100
percent put trust in humans, and don’t think critically, you’re the one who is playing the
fool! Have to trust, some, when can’t examine evidence yourself.
WHAT is overkill/overreaction vs. caution? IF you err on the side of caution,
overreaction IS possible, and it’s when you KNOW things, yet take action inconsistent
with what’s known. When you don’t know things, yet, caution is better, though our
economy can’t be 100 percent ignored for safety! Design around problems.
PROVE to me Coronavirus DOESN’T exist in our homes, or that it’s safe to be within six
feet of people you live with, who aren’t infected, and aren’t asymptomatic. We ALL live
like stay at home flattens the curve and six foot rule doesn’t apply inside our homes. I’m
NOT doubting the claims, but show PROOF!
I want PROOF that Covid can be transmitted if a person has a mask, gloves and goggles,
or not! Airborne, or carrying the virus on what you touch are the two ONLY logical
conclusions possible for how it spreads under those conditions! Can we invent products
for laymen to detect the virus, remotely?
Can we invent a product that alarms or lights up or speaks when an areas 100 percent
disinfected from Covid-19? Private citizens need to know where it is, IF it’s NOT
airborne, as in identifying surfaces infected with its presence. I believe people can devise
such machines/tools, with time and research.
HAS science YET told we the people how the virus started, and what’s happening to
prevent a recurrence of new viruses? WHAT keeps Covid from ending, when it’s passed,
vs. recurring, seasonally? Why does it resurrect? Scientists NEED to explain these
things to us, soon! Knowledge is power.
We need products that ensure nurses, docs, firefighters, cops and the military do NOT risk
life or health to do their job! There are answers, many of which? I’ve already detailed,
except for the fire personnel. Need fireproof uniforms! Technology is the answer to this
new phase in America's life!
HERE’s the problem: Any product that doesn’t make Wall Street enough profit doesn’t
get built, unless government/tax dollars step in! Conservatism HAS to have been dealt a
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serious blow, when even conservatives are now receiving checks from Uncle Sam, when
their theory opposes any help from anyone, especially money!
The rich are the ONLY people able to help others, much, financially, as Coronavirus has
shown us! The poor are poor, and the middle class living pay check to pay check (80
percent of Americans are), so selfish hoarding HAS to become socially unacceptable, and
giving back more popular and praised! #JustDoIt
I honestly believe IF death tolls rose much higher than they will, Americans would take
more seriously consideration of eternity/afterlife, simply naturally. As it is, I’m not sure
how many infected with Covid are contemplating what happens next and where they’ll go,
if things turn fatal.
The most amazing story that has been UNDERreported is the name and testimony of an
aged Italian clergyman who got Corona, handed out Bibles in the hospital, died, himself,
but influenced those around him and the doctors in ways only God could have done!
AMAZING time for evangelism!
EXCELLENT! @Franklin_Graham: @SamaritansPurse Our medical team in New York
City is working around the clock to care for dozens of critically ill patients with the
#Coronavirus. https://sampur.se/3dSSUZg
IF America doesn’t have enough supplies (as we don’t), you HAVE to ration supplies, by
priorities of need. People unlikely to recover are equally valuable and needy, but NOT
equally deserving of limited supplies. You can’t discriminate against the elderly or
disabled, and states with bigger needs get higher priority.
Biden said Trump is passing on responsibility to governors and local governments.
America is a patchwork of varying amounts of Covid infections! One-size-fits-all is NOT
the wise way! A national plan would have to address differences! Local authorities know
their needs MUCH better! Wow!
It’s EMBARRASSING that liberals and mainstream media act like NO ONE will shelter
in place, in states where it’s not mandatory, unless their governor orders them to! People
aren’t suicidally seeking to die, and not even such edicts guarantee 100 percent
compliance! And stay at home doesn’t even literally mean that!
I want PROOF people in states NOT under a state-wide order to shelter-in-place are acting
more irresponsibly than people in the other states! That’s the unstated ASSumption, but I
seriously doubt those states are behaving as we did before Coronavirus! I can’t travel
there, so report on it, media!
I ‘wanna know if people in states with NO shelter-in-place orders—IA, ND, AR, WY,
UT—are obeying six foot/social distancing, no groups greater than 10, and no handshake
rules. I DOUBT most of them are acting irresponsibly, though there are fools in every
group. Do you really make bad/unsafe decisions unless a governor says not to?
Hospital doors become hells doors. People are dying every day, the world over, not just
from Corona. WHAT happens to them (NOT their body) thereafter? Immediately, either
heaven or hell! You do not cease to exist, though your bod ends. Hell for all who never
received Jesus. Heaven for all who did. Have you? It’s a free gift! Jn. 3:16
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Once people enter hospitals for Covid treatment, EVANGELISM OPPORTUNITIES
HAVE ENDED, for any but patients (or courageous doctors and nurses)! That means if
you care people may be heading to hell, you can ONLY give them one last warning before
their symptoms get severe, church!
Hell is REAL and coming to ALL who have never prayed to receive Jesus for forgiveness
of ALL their sins. Good luck with that—you were warned here, OFTEN! (3/17/15)
I HATE seeing Joe Biden making Coronavirus political, pandering to African Americans,
AS IF they have ANY more likelihood of getting Covid-19, or dying therefrom! Hospitals
are NOT turning away patients because of color and Coronavirus doesn’t target races!
Catering for votes! WRONG timing. [And I was for him, at the time]
NBC reports African-Americans harder hit from Covid-19, but it is due to poor access to
testing and working on the frontlines. Aren’t tests free? Objective would say the poor are
harmed most, and people working closest to the public, WHATEVER THEIR RACE!
The virus doesn’t target skin color!
Saying blacks are significantly more affected by the Coronavirus, than others, needs proof,
nation-wide, vs. in pockets of places (Chicago, etc.), PROVEN reasons (did they disobey
the six foot rule more), and did they have underlying conditions, and how do they compare
to other poor and youth?
Saying blacks are more affected by Covid than others COULD be implying a racial
susceptibility to disease, which I do NOT agree with. Many other races also don’t have
access to testing, and more than one race works with the public in low pay retail joints.
We don’t know enough!
April 8
EXCELLENT idea—two lanes of carts, sterilized (with quarters already in them), and
returns @ALDIAmerica Educating sign was too small font (couldn’t read it fast), so I did
opposite, and enforcer was distracted. Face shields put on a broken cash register at
Preston Rd., Frisco TX, so workers are unsafe.
New invention needed: Bin you put your groceries in, temporarily, when returning from
the store, that neutralizes any viruses, so you can then put them up, and don't have to
individually wipe them down with sanitizing toweletts! (4/8/20)
I HOPE this pandemic is teaching us ALL: Worker-you may hate your job, but look
where you are without it! Be thankful. Business owners: You may have ignored
customer service, but look where you are without them! And governments not the devil,
conservatives, or God, liberals! LEARN. (4/5/20)
I'm sure the economic adviser's extensive medical training authoritatively came into play.
(SARCASM, for those who would side with him) (4/6/20)
[Private account:] NEW: Inside the White House Situation Room yesterday, economic
adviser Peter Navarro got into a heated dispute with infectious disease expert Dr. Anthony
Fauci over the efficacy of the antimalarial drug hydroxychloroquine. Details here:
https://rb.gy/ztoFlu
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IF we had ALL the medical personnel and supplies, we WOULD have LESS deaths, but
we would still have MANY deaths, because we have no cure, people still infect,
unknowingly, and NOTHING any politician can do will change these FACTS, including
more money! #Coronavirus Covid-19 (4/6/20)
More questions on Covid vs. blacks: NBC said they’re 30 percent of the population, but
are they 30 percent in every state or city or neighborhood? NO! Covid epicenter started
in Seattle, then moved to LA/NY, and now CHI. Those urban cities are more culturally
diverse than say the south, or middle America...
Of the people on Florida Spring break beaches, Mardi Gras and the U.T. students in
Mexico, of their percent black, are those patients suffering more severely if they’re black?
I suspect NOT! Are people interpreting stats without analysis, for politics? Are they
saying hospitals in black areas of town do a worse job?
Blacks are more prone to sickle cell anemia. Are we to conclude from these reports that
Covid has a special affinity to harming blacks, like that disease has? Unlikely people will
conclude that!
The richer, more educated areas of town have major ability and incentive to not get sick,
for FREE meaning they can stay off work for a time, and not have to get out, and be more
exposed. They can even order in food! Maybe that’s a cause?
People having to work, until ordered not to by their governors? I do NOT believe blacks
disobeyed social distancing more than others, but you’d have to know for sure.
In my own neck of the woods, Dallas county is much more leading the virus
victims/patients than the three other more affluent surrounding counties. First, that county
houses our two major airports, which is most likely how it first spread here (or, less so,
cruise ship passengers).
That’s in that county. It’s BAD if anyone get sick or dies of Covid, and it’s BAD that
blacks are often among the least paid, generally speaking, but to say they die much more
of it than others has to be studied, before you can make any conclusions as to why!
Epicenters are mainly in more diverse areas, at present!
Rural areas are not nearly as affected. As I first noted, it’s mainly in Liberal cities, for
some reason. You have to learn the reasons! ASSuming it’s from less access to testing or
minimum wage jobs is an ASSumption, and it can be debunked by learning that MOST
people of ALL colors lack testing, and minimum wage workers come in all shapes, sizes
and colors!
WalMart MAY have more black workers, per capita, than nurses and docs, but it ALL
depends on WHICH WalMart! South Dallas will be a majorly different demographic in
percents than North Dallas, where Covid is less prevalent, as it didn’t come north first.
Why is it the more liberal cities (NYC, LA, Seattle, and these)?: Three cities where
conditions may worsen next week... https://rb.gy/hvp39l New Orleans, Chicago, and
Detroit likely to see conditions worsen next week. (3/28/20)
WHAT’s the percent who die vs. recover, of Covid patients who are liberal women,
Hispanic, homeless, Southern, minimum wage workers, urban vs. rural, Indian, Asian,
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black, white, LGBTQ? IF we’re only ‘gonna study black death percents, you have to
make comparisons, per groups’ percent represented in America.
VERY responsibly, local NBC clarified that the problem with so many blacks dying of
Covid-19 is underlying conditions, and historic lack of access to healthcare, which also
affects their much shorter life expectancy. This explains that it is NOT Coronavirus
unjustly attacking a/one race!
April 9
I am VERY excited to announce our latest chapters on Inventions and Architecture, at
page 111 of http://AmericanAnswers.org Campaign Update button! If these chapters don't
inspire you, you may be dead! Our Coronavirus blueprint message will take MUCH
longer to edit and add there!
April 10
We’ve been burning the midnight oil, and achieved more than I planned for the week,
going crazy with a work-related project, so the boys and I are heading to the great
outdoors, today, wherever we can find to hike, all parks being closed. There are still
places, and OK is NOT a shelter in place state.
My daughter raced to buy a prom dress, months ago, and got her cap and gown, yesterday,
but I don’t know HOW the school will do the prom! I can envision a parking lot with
blasted DJ music, with strict six foot rule enforcement, and many enforcers. I hope we
didn’t speed so frantically for nothing!...
CRAZIEST night securing a product—EVER! 85 mph race to the far reaches of Ft.
Worth, after family got directions to the wrong business, but daughter got her beloved
prom dress, two minutes before the store closed. We had to have driven 100 miles, with
two detours, as we RARELY go to Ft. Worth. We BARELY made it! (1/24/20)
Free Good Friday concerts: 4 pm, See: http://GoodFriday.com (Lauren Daigle), and TV
TBN 7pm see (multiple groups, and Max Lucado). GOOD watching and listening on
Good Friday! Jn. 3:16, the Bible Happy Good Friday.
The U.S. Surgeon General said blacks and Latinos should "avoid alcohol, tobacco and
drugs." Alcohol is NOT evil, in moderation! JESUS drank it on earth, and it WAS
fermented! I guess white people are allowed to do drugs and smoke; we're just singling
out these two racial groups? #Stupid
When ANY public official tries to sound "hip" with certain groups, vs. using common
English, they LESSEN the value of their content, like an adult would speak down to a
child! Big Mama Stop trying to "relate," and start to educate! One way people are
dividing our nation!
I would agree with this woman, except on a bias in healthcare! Maybe an absence of
healthcare, but NO ONE on the front lines is treating blacks or Hispanics with Covid-19
ANY different, and I BEG her to prove otherwise! They're ALL suffering patients!:
[Private account:] Things like: Disproportionate representation in essential service jobs
(unable to practice social distancing) - historic economic and housing issues (which make
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social distancing difficult) - bias in the #healthcare system (which hurts care, hurts trust,
and worsens outcomes).
THAT is the reason for these disproportionate impact! The more exposed anyone is, the
more likely they get infected! Duh 101: “A study found that 75 percent of front-line
workers in the city — grocery clerks, bus and train operators, janitors and child care staff
— are minorities. More than 60 percent of people who work as cleaners are Latino, and
more than 40 percent of transit employees are black.” https://tinyurl.com/yar5nveasy
"Systemic racism" is NOT an explanation for why more blacks are dying from Covid.
ANY poor person and ANY person with underlying health problems will have less access
to healthcare, or ability to fight Covid-19, respectively. NO white person is using the
Coronavirus to rid the U.S. of minorities!
Looking back, it’s amazing how God prepared my family for this virus! My church
attending became online, ~six months ago; son left high school for online college. I work
from home, have cut my own hair for years, and I got the Flu in March. Not a lot has
changed, but family together more.
April 11
Saturday Night Live should be quite interesting, tonight, filmed from actor's homes!
I truly believe the number one reason America can’t yet open up the economy is that
government rightly can’t trust that all citizens will observe the six foot rule, and we don’t
have enough enforcers to physically make sure they do so! I believe we could, if the
people could be trusted; can’t 100 percent.
IF my daughter’s high school placed markers on the school parking lot, six feet apart, and
had admin and volunteers policing that distancing, a great D.J.-accompanied senior prom
could be had, and they could leave one at a time, remaining six feet away, under threat of
even a police presence.
I got my car oil changed, yesterday, and I was at a McD’s. Technically, the six foot rule
gets broken all the time, even as people try to obey it! You can’t hand people food six feet
away without an extending product, and the guy inserted a tool in my dashboard as I sat in
the driver’s seat. That’s NOT six feet!
If we’re ‘gonna actually obey a six foot rule, a product has to be designed to allow bags of
fast food food to be "handed" to customers in cars, remotely! And IF oil changers are
‘gonna do the same, the tool must be left outside the car for the client to insert in his fuse
box himself!
Technology that would gently tase anyone who got within six feet of another would
certainly allow the American economy to re-open quickly! Just sayin'.
I went into Tom Thumb grocery, to get my state inspection sticker. People LITERALLY
do NOT wait inside or outside, until a person has fully exited, before starting to enter, thus
violating the six foot rule. The force of law-threat of fine or jail time, is needed, if it’s that
important to obey!
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A major thoroughfare with offset businesses is now flooded with signs right near the curb
that they’re open for business. SAD that already hurting entities have to spend money to
advertise that fact! They had banners, yard signs and the slippery when wet sandwich
boards, copying each other.
*NEWS FLASH:* I’m not black, last time I looked. But the Surgeon General’s
comments have me wondering if African-Americans sit around drinking and doing drugs,
seated right next to their buddies, then smoking a cigarette. I have NEVER heard of such
social events! Am I missing something?
I’ve never taken illegal drugs, but? I’ve been drunk a very few times. Is it that you think
so stupidly in that state that you won’t follow the six foot rule? I’ve never smoked a
cigarette, but I know it doesn’t affect ones thinking, like that. WHY must blacks abstain
during Coronavirus?
The Surgeon General being black has NOTHING to do with this, but I'd take Dr. Fauci's
medical opinion over his, any day! The former is OFTEN a mouthpiece of Chump
propaganda, while the other fights hard to just remain a factual scientist, despite political
pressures to do otherwise!
Covid-19 is transmitted by drinking alcohol, taking drugs and/or smoking cigarettes and
cigars, according to the Surgeon Generals latest discovery, apparently. I don’t even think
blacks share those things/items with others (i.e., spit swaps)! What about double dipping
tostado chips?
POOR blacks and browns lack of healthcare access has NOTHING to do with death from
Covid, UNLESS lack caused an underlying condition they had before they got infected!
You don’t get asthma, obesity or heart disease from lacking healthcare, but you keep those
conditions longer or more intensely!
People over age 60 are at greater risk of getting Covid because that’s when your bod starts
getting all these wonderful ailments, that weaken your immune system, or general health.
Why blacks die more than others isn’t because they’re older, but science could tell us the
reason(s). CONDUCT A STUDY!
BRILLIANT Covid innovations: Tom Thumb (grocery) encourages shoppers to NOT
start until 10 am, so the elderly and those with underlying medical conditions can shop
before then, for two hours (and covered debit machines in cellophane). Awesome
adaptation! (4/11/20)
Max Lucado was AMAZING last evening! He even, literally said, perhaps—I’m not
saying it is-this Coronavirus is Gods way of giving man one last chance to respond to the
gospel; listen to Rick Warren Monday eve, for an Easter—inspired message! Two great
heroes of mine Gods using greatly! Good Friday Worldwide:
https://tinyurl.com/ycy3xp3k
Franklin Graham's Easter service, tomorrow. Michael W. Smith is SURE getting around!
Pastors and church leaders, thanks for tuning in to yesterday's #GlobalPastorPrayer. We
may be apart, but we’re not alone. We may be separated, but we’re not isolated. If you
missed it, visit http://easterpastorprayer.com for the full video available in 12 different
languages!
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April 12
ANYWHERE the six foot rule is obeyed, that should be the end of the dispute!: DOJ:
'Expect action' on government regulation of religious services amid COVID-19 outbreak
https://fxn.ws/2Xr9Eku
April 13
And that's with several nations sheltered-in-place!: [Private account:] When I hear people
like Bill Bennett (Book of Virtues) say things like “If only 60,000 Americans die...” it
sickens me. The 22,000 we lost is already bad. Not “If.” Yes the Flu kills anywhere from
8k-30K annually” but #COVID-19 has killed that many in a month.
Today was the first day in my adult life, where I asked myself, what would I do if I had
nothing I was obliged to do, and there was no answer but work (and watch The First 48).
My writing has been a life-long fulfilling achievement I can’t top. (3/18/20)
April 14
U.S. Governors: DO WHAT'S BEST and SAFEST FOR YOUR OWN STATES'
RESIDENTS—PERIOD, and at the time you prayerfully feel it's right!...
CHUMP's concern is the economy humming again before the election, so he has a better
chance at re-election! AS USUAL, self number one (OPPOSITE a disciple of Christ).
#DictatorTrump "Baby Christian" Pharaoh, more so than King Cyrus!!!
You will notice I have NEVER said one word about how to solve Coronavirus/Covid-19,
or how to re-open the U.S. economy. Never will! CHUMP has to do some things without
advice!
Sheltering-in-place with the family has taught me the problem I always had as a child—
you want the lifestyle a parent working creates, but you don't want them away working all
the time! My boys keep wanting a sports break, and complain I'm on the laptop all the
time. Odd dilemma.
My wife has been a nurse since I first met her. They deal with terminally ill people, but
RARELY if ever with people who can infect them with a deadly illness or virus. They
don’t risk death, to do their jobs, often. ABSOLUTE HEROES in this pandemic. FAR
beyond the call of duty! #Props
EVIL waste, even if financially smart! DONATE!: The real reason grocery shelves are
empty https://rb.gy/gsfcby
Revival’s NOT coming to America. When a nation favors the rich (tRUMP) or poor
(Bernie), don’t expect God’s blessing! I’ll help you NONE, with money vs. I’ll steal your
money, by pandering politicians. Judgment vs. blessing is coming! LOOK how long?
I’ve said selfishness will kill America! Will any listen? Likely NOT (2/23/20):
I pray God either heals America, or judges us! IDIOTS worship party, like wanting zero
facts about Chump on Ukraine revealed, or Biden's son there! I want full transparency,
and neither party means anything to me-only truth and righteousness. Judgment is
deserved if no revival! (II Chron. 7:14)
Advanced Twitter search the word, “Judgment’ at @JamesMeroney,
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To see how often I warned that a judgment was coming.
Judgment is prophesied, so it will occur. I’m a just God. I’m not ‘gonna unjustly punish
My people; I’m letting them pile their guilt to the rafters, so when it comes, NO ONE can
credibly believe anything BUT that would be forthcoming! So You’re letting man be
man, like Rev. 22:11? EXACTLY—why do you think? (5/20/19)
Judgment of almighty God is coming to the U.S. church, soon, as we take half-hearted
commitment lightly, like a common cold, when He says I am your number one, or you are
a sinfully rebellious apostate! We don’t care! We LOVE this world-hardly even consider
the next, or the actions related thereto. (7/9/18)
God ALWAYS warned mankind before He sent judgment. He does NOT send it as a
surprise, but it will be a surprise because CHRISTIANS will NOT warn and educate lost
people, much less tell them how to avoid it and hell. Sinfully and selfishly asleep at the
wheel! Judgment vs. revival is coming. (12/6/19)
I am NOT ‘gonna give solutions. I simply pray God gives America revival or judgment,
soon. Judgment begins with His people, so if they choose to continue to reject II Chron.
7:14, LET THAT JUDGMENT BEGIN, lest we lose our nation and prophecy begin in
full. Gods deluded people; ALL prophesied and you watched it. (12/13/19)
April 15
Me, me, me always marketed as good, and blame others for any bad. Egoist!: Trump
deflects blame, but ensures his signature is on COVID-19 relief checks
https://rb.gy/zk7vy8
New GOP spin: Trump innocent, as others caused his one month" virtual inaction. On
Coronavirus, China and WHO show they’ve learned little after 2003 SARS outbreak
https://fxn.ws/2Vc8d89
SKITZO: Hoax-National emergency; ONLY China travel ban and let governors do all (I
take no responsibility)-I decide when economy opens; For ME, ME, ME reelection focus,
when he takes heat for AVERAGE Coronavirus response, blames WHO, and takes credit
for money by signing bailout checks https://rb.gy/bayz6n
45 blaming the World Health Organization FAILS to account for his inaction in February,
as we ALL knew things were BAD in China, and we had to have a totally closed-off
nation from anyone arriving with the virus, JUST AS I said at such time. Containment
FAILED, then failed miserably.
You CANNOT blame Trump for the Coronavirus, but you CAN blame his slow-toinaction for one month, when he was calling it a "hoax." #Facts World Health
Organization
THE blame solely lies with China, for Covid-19, and their cover-up of how widespread it
was becoming, it’s bat origins, and their failure to prevent potentially infected people from
leaving their premises, mainly on airplanes! World Health Organization
Chump cutting back our American budget's funding for virus protection DID NOT HELP
the pandemic's spread across America, though I've seen zero evidence he trashed plans
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that could have organized our response, once he took action, one month after the fact.
World Health Organization
HOW can the World Health Organization do more to warn of the dangers of Covid-19,
when a head of state is calling those fears a "hoax?"
BECAUSE the Dallas mayor says tonight is the designated evening to show appreciation
to healthcare workers, my family has been told by an insider you show up at shift changes,
6:30 or 7:30 pm, at the nearby hospital. Will honk, wave, pray and thank, if they can hear
us.
There will be more nasty viruses. You can’t be behind the eight ball in
readiness/preparedness, so we repeat Coronavirus's devastation, medically and financially!
Lessons learned MUST be applied, and science has to always be on the ready to combat it
early, with vaccines and the like!
A political conservative wrote a book that when the U.S. runs out of oil, American
ingenuity will take over to solve our problem. CAN YOU IMAGINE, like Covid-19,
ALL transportation came to a screeching halt, until an alternative fuel could be devised,
nationally? FOOLishness!
I can’t believe Max Lucado on TBN ad during The First 48 ("turn to Him"), and Bishops
Jakes, earlier! BETTER than the actual show!
April 17
#BatAppreciationDay Thank you for Covid-19?
If vaccines are required to not be harmed by Covid-19, can we-NEXT TIME-have
immediate response research to create them, as soon as reports emerge of any deadly
virus, anywhere in the world, as we live in a globally connected world, given our ease of
travel? #NeverAgain like 2020.
It’s AWESOME that we have warning alarms just before disasters strike! Now take it to
the next logical step, and devise technology to thwart them, ameliorate their negative
impact, or even prevent them, if any factors aid in their occurring. Ex.: Water available
for expected droughts!
Insurance is a great and easier solution to natural disasters. You either pay in enough to
cover their clean-up and re-building, or you spend money on infrastructure to lessen their
impact. Or you can ignore them, and cry when they hit.
Ideally, every natural disaster/act of God is an energy source, if captured! Geothermal is
way under-utilized, as magma way down deep is always churning, and the steam power
could be tapped into all over the world! Doesn’t even pollute. Solar and wind, as well!
They all cost investment money!
IF groups of 10 or less, consisting of friends and family, stay at least six feet away from
all others, WHAT'S THE PROBLEM??? Mainly enforcement is what's lacking!
We need automatic, instant response drones to breaking natural disasters, carrying
technology that can avert or alleviate most if not all of their devastating forces!
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In places where the six foot rule can’t be obeyed, masks, gloves and goggles should be
required, until the virus passes. In places where the six foot rule isn’t violated, no such
need. Enforcement is what’s lacking, as we could do business-as-usual if these conditions
existed thoroughly!
A device that recorded any and every time a human came within another, within six feet,
and automatically fined them upon such violation, would help with safe Covid-19
enduring, while preserving our economy! Fine big enough to deter. If business requires
closer quarters, device NOT used.
In business's where there are close quarters, if masks, goggles and gloves were required,
why couldn’t those businesses open soon? Where workers are thus protected, but
customers can encroach on their six feet personal space, you need serious fines for
consumers violating employees space!
If you want to get really anal, have devices that set off loud alarms, whenever a person
invades another’s six foot space. How do you ensure everyone wears and uses the device,
or they don’t disable it, if on a smart phone? We can’t have enough cops, etc., to enforce
six foot rule everywhere!
If smart phones were equipped to measure six foot distance violations with camera/video
and such pics could be sent to the police, people would know if you violate another’s
safety range, a large fine is coming your way, but ONLY during deadly contagious virus
outbreaks—not any other time.
WHY are friends and family safe to hunker down with, if people don't always know where
they contracted Covid-19, and without testing, we don't know who has it, pre-symptoms?
IF you don’t do your research, you’ll stay cooped-up, indefinitely! Enterprise has a near
half price rental offer and there are state parks open in certain places, if you research!
I had a lady (rent car employee) sit down right next to me, today, returning our rent car,
and I immediately stood up, moved away and said, "social distancing.” It’s
EMBARRASSING how long and how many times people have to hear Coronavirus health
rules, before they ever implement them! #Enterprise (3/16/20)
Enterprise Rent-a-Car now has curbside service, apparently the only way you can pick up
a car, to keep customers and employees safe. WAY late! I noted a problem, there, last
vacation, one month ago.
April 18
This spat between Cuomo and Trump is mainly extreme politics of Liberal vs.
conservative! Liberals label states’ rights disorganized hodge-podge/patchwork, and cons
label federal power as power grab, overreach, one size fits all and centralized control.
Negative labels to slander the opponent. The FACTS are:
The Constitution favors states’ rights, except where it clearly/"explicitly" authorizes
federal intervention! SCOTUS has interpreted issues requiring consistent laws, nationwide (law school course, "conflicts of law" and "Constitutional law," if you’re interested).
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Some issues "rise to the level" of needing uniformity (sliding scale), but what makes states
unique is what our Founders also wanted to preserve, as we have neither autonomous
states, or authoritarian feds, but both/and, depending on the need, defaulting to states’
rights, unless SCOTUS or Congress change that document, where it explicitly lists limited
federal rights.
In pragmatics, states DIFFER in which can open safely, soon! In states with few
residents, in rural areas, little social distancing violations are likely, as opposed to New
York City. Until close quarters can be made safe, in business transactions, Wyoming
would be expected to open its economy much earlier than New York! CommonSense
Just realize politicians are usually lawyers, or use their ideas to slander the opponents’
deeds. They could call Mother Teresa a bleeding heart do-gooder, or a responsible
business person a selfish, greedy S.O.B.! Politics.
Oklahoma's Beaver's Bend State Park is open and amazingly refreshing in beauty!
Unfortunately, due to foliage/leaves, our one main hike had zero visual reward (lookout
view), before you turned around.
Sir Paul, Sir Elton John and the Rolling Stones, for my generation: Paul will join
@GlblCtzn from 8pm ET tonight for One World: #TogetherAtHome This will be a
historic moment of unity to support COVID-19 healthcare workers. Check out how you
can tune in: https://glblctzn.me/2xFbpj8
AWESOME! And an awesome governor! (Forgive the contract violation, please).
[Together at home, at church]

By far the best song of the night! Must see TV! [#TogetherAtHome]

https://tinyurl.com/yazqv9kb
April 20
Could professional sports stadiums and movie theaters be equipped with plastic guards
forehead- and arm rests? Hi school football stands would need bring your own pop-up
plastic protective tent, IF viruses aren’t airborne transmitted, but only by spittle.
Expensive conversions IF we fear new outbreaks.
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I've never been there, I'm not even sure there's one around me, but that would be the
FIRST restaurant I would choose to dine at, once this pandemic ends! AWESOME act,
not mere words or gestures of kind intentions! AMAZING! @ShakeShack [Gives back
it’s morally undeserved bailout money, legally given from stupidity]
Liberals are using this crisis to push for open borders and universal healthcare! IF
America needs low-skilled labor to harvest our crops, have a low cost, fast track to
citizenship! NO NEED to be illegal! And I’m for all being covered, but paying for it by
required civic service-NOT free! This virus is RARE!
THIS is the time when you see the yuge difference between rich people who are liberal or
moderate vs. conservative! WATCH to see how much, if any, cons give to anyone when
it's needed most, as they CLAIM they only hoard because they hate government forcing
them to give back!
I’ve NEVER believed Covid-19 is ONLY transmitted by saliva (or touch it, then touch
your face, which means saliva, ultimately), but if that’s proven true, EVERY tight quarters
space could have masks, gloves and goggles, so we get back to work and attending sports
and entertainment events!
I'll bet it's killing Chump to not be able to host his cult rallies! People are saying his press
briefings are turning into such; I wouldn't know—I don't listen to them, but if true, the
media is giving unfair, free advertising, and they SHOULD Stop Airing Trump's Briefings
immediately!
Just like motorcyclists who wear no helmets should refuse all tax payer backed medical
treatment for head injuries, if they crash.

(Picture from unidentified Twitter account)
What's her last name? People deserve to know! And what trailer park in those counties?
I wonder who she's voting for next November. (sarcasm): Everyone meet “Go to China”
Karen from either Highlands Ranch or Colorado Springs Co
twitter.com/Brian_of_Judea…

(Picture from unidentified Twitter account)
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I don’t believe science has a full proven case for Covid-19s transmission, or gloves, masks
and goggles would be legally mandatory of all, and we could all just get back to work and
be about our lives! You can even make two-layer masks, that don’t absorb spit. Airborne
MUST be disproven!
It is EVIL how small businesses are being treated like second-class citizens, and how the
federal aid has been all but withheld from them by jerk banks, government allowed—
period!
At this point, in many states, the burden of proof has shifted to those insisting on
sheltering in place to prove we cannot open the economy back up safely, with mandatory
masks, gloves and goggles, until the virus has left our great nation!
Bill Gates spoke of equitable distribution of Covid vaccines. Every nation is first
responsible for ensuring the safety of their own citizens! And it’s NOT Americas job for
tax payers to fund the poor nations! Their governments must get their economies up to
speed. We'll be merciful.
I said people are using Covid for politics! Someone [Mark Cuban] recently said minimum
wage should be $15 because when people can’t buy essential goods, you have no
economy. WE HAD AN ECONOMY 1.5 MONTHS AGO, with minimum wage AS IT
IS NOW! Total and complete hogwash, to equate an emergency with normal times!
They OUGHT to require masks, goggles and gloves, for worker and/or patron, if it can't
be both (like hair stylist unable to work with those obstructions)!: BREAKING:
Governor Kemp has announced that businesses such as gyms, barbershops and bowling
alleys can reopen for operations on Friday, April 24th. Theaters, social clubs, and
restaurants will be allowed to reopen on Monday, April 27th.
MUST SEE video unretweetable from http://FoxNews.com (DUMB inability to retweet
feature, or dumb me?!): Gen. Keane: Pandemic cover-up leading to 'most significant
assault against Xi regime'
IF the majority in Georgia wants to serve as canaries in the coal mine, to prove or disprove
how bad this virus is and how quickly or slowly it gets transmitted, their results could help
our entire nation! They can choose to risk life and limb as science guinea pigs. If
numbers rise, STOP, ASAP.
GREAT (sarcasm). My wife's doctor is out of business (for now), because of no small
business loans! My kids go there, and I do, on rare occasion. Screw the government
helping mainly the big guys. I avoid them at all costs, anyway, but my family doesn’t!
tRUMP wants to sign the checks bailing out America, but doesn't want any blame for the
FAILURE for them to cover small business. How convenient, and typical of him; all
credit, no blame, irresponsible baby!
April 21
We pulled a double [work hours], yesterday, so visited Cedar Hill State Park, for hiking,
today. I'd forgotten the one area of DFW that has hills, when I learned Hebrew at Summer
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Institute of Linguistics. Refreshing green hills, though park views and trails were only
average. We saw T.D. Jakes’ church, too.
Select few people are complaining the federal response to the Coronavirus was
disorganized, as to testing, money and supplies. It’s an emergency! You don’t do it
perfectly when you do it efficiently, and speed was of the essence! A lottery [Cuban’s
suggestion] would be unfair to the losers; abuses of money should be prosecuted, later.
And seamless/coordinated federal and state responses to who supplies what is ASSuming
those entities are not real independent, or have all the time in the world to coordinate.
Feds, mainly, pay for what states cant. States, mainly, order the supplies. The bidding up
of limited supplies was EVIL!
And HOW would the feds "fairly" treat every state, as they all had differing needs? Give
the exact same number of beds or PPEs to states with few and many positive Covid cases?
Is that smart? Give more to a needier state, and others can call that favoritism! Mainly
pay for what’s not state covered.
The RIGHT thing was to get the total supply where most needed, for the least cost, and
balancing accounts could follow later! As there were NOT enough of what’s needed.
Rationing was required, at times, in deciding who got what. Inevitable, though shameful,
with limited supply. Just do your best.
It was ASININE for the feds to be bidding against the states for anything, jacking up the
prices in the process! ALL states should have coordinated a bulk/leveraged purchase, paid
their percent of what their state got, and the feds reimburse their share, especially if states
hadn’t enough money for the need.
You can’t have that type organizing/planning under the gun/deadline of immediate needs
in an emergency! Conference call at best. Process wasn’t the need, but putting out the
fires, and states best know their unique needs. D.C. isn’t to dictate each states response,
like subservient serfs!
My wife’s concerned about attending May 8 Pink Floyd tribute concert, as we don’t know
enough of the safety, yet. WEAR A MASK! Why does no one speak of cough or sneeze
entering people’s eyes? (goggles needed)? Isn’t it saliva, etc.? Even touching your face,
you can rub your eyes, if never entering mouth.
I am NOT one who goes around narking on people who aren’t doing horrible things, but I
can tell you compliance with wearing face masks, in a Texas state park hiking trail, was, at
best, 50 percent! Are people ‘gonna patrol and monitor/enforce? I guess Texans have a
hard time obeying Big Brother? It’s not that hard.
April 22
WHY are we hearing little-to-nothing about prosecuting the for Congresspersons for
insider trading? Is law enforcement subject to short attention spans of the public, or do we
allow special treatment and a two-tiered system for elites? #Burr and company @DNC
@RNC @ABC @CBS @NBC @CNN #Fox
Las Vegas: https://rb.gy/xzaz0m [Mayor refuses to give Covid safety guidelines to
businesses]
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IF Covid-19 is ONLY transferred by cough, sneeze or touch, and only through your
mouth—not eyes—Las Vegas would be safe to allow casinos to jam pack, IF strict
enforcement/zero tolerance was enforced for wearing face masks. I DOUBT slot
machines can be six feet apart, as too many.
Arrogance kills; here, potentially many people! Egoist-in-chief: Doctor who questioned
hydroxychloroquine says he was punished for speaking out https://rb.gy/ieg8vm
GOOD decision!: McConnell says Senate 'not interested' in sending money to states
trying to 'take advantage' of Coronavirus https://fxn.ws/2xQ8O6B
Some pundit, interviewed on TV, said there’s NO logic to re-opening economies, right
now.
Try this: Americans need money to survive, and that money comes from a job or a
business that has customers. You have NEITHER with it shut down! #CommonSense,
economically vs. medically speaking.
April 23
Vegas casinos would need either clear plastic separators, air-conditioned masks, or masks
in a very cool venue, as masks get hot, over time! I guess we'll see what they come up
with, when there this summer.
Vegas (and other tight quarters facilities) should also require forehead scan thermometers
for admittance/entry! Even if one hasn’t Covid-19, WHO wants to play slots sitting next
to one with an obvious sickness (and casinos OFTEN have seniors, who OFTEN have
underlying medical conditions).
Fashionable head shields with plastic face covering are BETTER than masks, because you
can breathe, and speak less muzzled! I had to raise my bandana a few times, the other
day, while hiking, just to catch my breath, fully, vs. suck in the cloth with heavy
breathing! Tinted, it'd lower skin cancer.
Coronavirus has taught us we can now switch on a dime to a virtual economy, if it recurs,
or another virus arises. What’s needed are technologies to protect people in physical labor
jobs, who can’t telecommute/work from home, by phone and/or computer. When they’re
100 percent safe, NO virus will harm economy!
I retain my belief that everyone would be safe wearing goggles, gloves and a mask, no
matter how close they stand to another person (even an infected one), if we the people
prove to scientists Covid-19 is or isn’t airborne. You can’t get your spittle on another if
sufficiently covered/protected!
Homes of the future may need a disinfecting outdoor, backyard shower, that sanitizes
anyone potentially exposed to a virus (especially on the job), to protect their F and F living
inside. PPEs also need to be re-useable, by sterilization, vs. wasting/throwing them all out
after one use! #Innovation
I SUSPECT—don’t know—America will return to business-as-usual, with FEW-to-no
changes to hygiene, once the Coronavirus is declared receded! If so, as long as we’re
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prepared if another pandemic occurs, that’s NOT a failure (learn your lessons). NO
NEED to over-do it, if the threats small, or we can respond quickly.
Don’t know how serious the rules get enforced, but a worker was fully exposed to virus,
working at the second check-out counter nearest the exit, at Preston Rd, Frisco, Texas
locale, because the closest lanes roller squeaks, and has for a long time. Risk-taker, or
lawsuit if she died? @ALDIAmerica
April 24
[Responding to a person clamoring for Universal Basic Income, like another said the
Covid bailout is an entitlement and Socialism:] If it’s their money, why are they asking
Congress for it? If you paid in, your money is now the government's, and it goes for their
bills. Life guarantees no one an income, without WORKING. Unemployment comes
from having worked. The Covid bailout comes from lost income from an act of God.
For people using a pandemic emergency to clamor for universal basic income, I have three
questions: Where are your parents? Where were you taught anyone owes you a living,
via taxes? Why haven’t you milked Welfare, if you're that desperately destitute?
Handout/freebies entitled crowd!
LiberaLogic: The CoronaCrisis has proved the deficiencies of American Capitalism,
because, just like every other nation with every other governing and economic style, we
all suffered financial loss as a result. AKA, an irrational conclusion!
A lady in my neck of the woods is opening her hair salon, because if small business loans
aren’t coming through, people have to work, to survive! TOTALLY RATIONAL! You
can’t expect everyone has a nest egg for rainy days, or that the feds can keep paying
people—it’s ‘gotta be earned at work!
Trump LIES 'all the time!' Angry that the media held his feet to the fire, he SAYS he was
joking about Lysol ingestion, but the actual video shows how serious he was, even
confirming what was NOT true with his (embarrassed) nearby medical experts! Pv. 26:19
(for the "Christian" DJT).
April 25
Daycares present a unique problem, as you can’t fully control kids! Teacher-to-student
ratio will be smaller, main job enforcing six foot rule, or keeping face masks on. Best is
one parent works from home, or put them with grandparents, until virus passes. If cant,
latchkey with neighbor kids and one stay at home parent? (4/25/20)
Prisons are another thorny business venue, as the cells are tight quarters with a roomie,
and the general areas aren’t much conducive to six foot social distancing rule! Senior
centers seem to be often transmitting through workers, as you can avoid the main
congregating areas, but often have a roommate.
College dorms will become problematic, if student return, as they have common showers,
roommates, and at normal eating times, many people congregate in the meal areas. Face
masks may be here for quite a while, as about the only safe way to be near another, when
forced by the venue you're at!
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There were OBVIOUSLY failures to enact controls on disseminating bailout money to the
right recipients! That is abuse of taxpayers, our debt and small business and your money
will soon be so devalued, as states seeking federal funds is because they’re mainly just
printing unbacked dollar bills!
On the VERY sad side of this crisis, Lean On Me may be the summary theme song, but a
strong second will be a lyric in the Carole King song (and, on the whole, it was a very
good year for the undertaker), or Beatles' Eleanor Rigby died in the church and was buried
along with her name; nobody came.
Texas is using advanced reservations to limit state park attendees to their manageable
social distancing capacities, lest everyone with cabin fever overtake them en masse!
Before the hot heat hits, it’s a GREAT way to get some fresh air, and get your mind on
serene nature, and leave city stress!
WHY stay cooped-up? Fun Saturday day trip. We support business!!! Just had an
outdoor lunch in the only place in Texas where it' legal—Colleyville (my sister's
hometown).
April 27
I was AMAZED how smooth/seamless, professional, high quality and organized
American Idol was last night, doing solos from home! The backgrounds varied in quality,
but most of the singing was also excellent! #AmericanIdol The Voice wasn’t live from
home; my wife says duet/duo duels are at hand.
Subliminal influencing on enjoyment and/or quality often occurs with professional TV
background to sets! A gal on American Idol sang on a lake in Canada, and all I can
remember is how beautiful her natural "set" was! In some way, that can influence some
people's vote, I'd think.
National TV outlets could report from all U.S. highlight venues, to promote travel (when
safe), and the U.S. economy, and pride in the U.S.A., like Mt. Rushmore, Grand Canyon,
Highway 1, the Colorado Rockies, Florida beaches. Promote optimism, and hope for our
coming shut-in’s end. Use the best architecture, as a mobile set, as well.
Before Texas is back to normal, I KNOW it's costly, so likely won’t get done, but I’d
LOVE some local TV station to report outdoors from ALL the major Texas landmarks!:
Alamo, Capital, Galveston, NASA, Enchanted Rock, San Jacinto monument, Palo Duro
Canyon, etc. See if it increases ratings.
I've BRIEFLY read our governor's plan for re-opening Texas. It seems SO well thought
out, rational, organized, iterative/cautious, and science and data driven! It’s
EXCELLENT, from all I've read (which isn't a lot, but enough to say it's awesome).
I’d love to see a feel good report on the various images/patterns people use for their face
masks! Creativity stimulation. I’m sure people have gotten quite unique, and made
homespun (and bought professional) masks, and this could promote wearing them, until
they’re not needed, if ever. #MediaArticles
I’ve become a bit of a fan of the Jimmy Fallon home edition show, not having watched
much in studio, since Leno retired. I LOVE the intimacy of getting to know people
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outside their polished comfort zones, and his wife and daughters help humanize it, along
with homemade graphics.
A certain church I know is REALLY reengineering their ministry to parishioners! We had
a drive-by visit for my daughter’s birthday, today, who dropped off a yard sign for seniors,
and planning a safe in building worship practice using TVs already in many of the rooms.
An amazing adaptation, as with Zoom.
One of my wife's BFF's (bridesmaid in our wedding) told us about this, before it occurred,
as she attends there. VERY early on church creativity. South Main Baptist Church
Virtual Choir – Hallelujah Chorus https://tinyurl.com/y7tyz2gn
Blue Angels and Thunderbirds to honor Coronavirus responders with flyovers
https://rb.gy/61ooy9
In Coronavirus battle, scientists have teamed up with billionaires for COVID-19
'Manhattan Project': report https://fxn.ws/3eWm2PP
April 28
Our dog needs flea and tick pill (Bravecto), but heart test required, first, and Petco's Vetco
clinics are only by reservation, far away. #Dilemma Why can’t they be bookable at
normal intervals, as before Corona? @Petco Medical needs don't wait.
Finger's crossed my youngest son can get his scheduled wisdom teeth extraction midMay! He has some pain, especially when chewing, as it's way over-due. Medical issues
don't wait for viruses to leave!
April 29
Arbor Hills [Park] was amazingly beautiful for a walk, in shaded overgrowth, with limited
parking spaces and few wearing masks, as we Texans can think and make right decisions
without being told what to do in a nanny state. It’s my wife’s day off, so we hiked the
entire hilly premises. FEW hills in DFW—zero in Houston.
April 30
This is NOT RIGHT, just as unproven phobias acted upon are not right! Know the
science, and work safely!: Republicans press re-open strategy as Coronavirus digs into
Midwest https://tinyurl.com/ycbsu2rz
The pictures I saw showed most people being very responsible in setting up shop six feet
apart. The fact that there were many doesn’t negate that! Enforce with fines-beach patrol!
DUMB overkill!: Newsom to close all California beaches, state parks over Coronavirus:
memo https://fxn.ws/2WdU9tU
Blame Cali beach closures exclusively on CA governor, as you limit capacity and enforce
rules! The pics I saw showed most people being very responsible in setting up shop 6 feet
apart. The fact that there were many doesn’t negate that! Enforce with fines—beach
patrol! That’s DUMB overkill.
If parents are having troubles with home schooling, WHY aren’t the schools doing their
jobs? If the kids were at the physical school building, it would be their job to handle those
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struggles, on the clock, and though they were virtual, they’re still full-time on the clock,
remotely!
A person in Texas questioned why restaurants had to be 25 percent capacity, when they
can’t be profitable until ~50 percent occupancy. IF a restaurant can maintain six foot
distances, I TOTALLY AGREE! If they can’t, I totally DISagree. Square footage has a
lot to do with it, and processes to stay safe-masks, sanitizing, etc.
SAME with Texas churches. Some churches can socially distance and some cant!
Individuals have to be wise enough to know the law may allow them re-opening, but that
doesn’t mean they have to, and they shouldn’t if they can’t do so safely. Gyms, bars and
close quarter establishments CAN do this safely!
Here’s procedures I’ve seen business use to open safely: Required masks of customers
and workers, limited capacity, reservations (to control entry), separate tables/seating/
casino games by six feet), sanitizer (or machines to do so), forehead scanners, cellophane
covered cash registers and pay online.
Businesses have used these procedures to stay safe from Covid: Curbside pickup service,
retail to go, home delivery, draped off separation of business egress and ingress, separated
used vs. cleaned shopping carts, limited hours only for the elderly, six foot markers on the
floor, checking out.
And plastics manufactures have to be raking in the dough, as I’ve seen clear screens pop
up at my grocer, bank, convenience store, and almost everywhere business are open.
Many varieties and shapes and quality and strength levels. Anywhere customer service
occurs! NOT at Dollar Tree—only cellophane checkout.
Sweden had NO shelter in place, for anyone but elderly. Time will tell, but it seems like a
good strategy, in areas where infections aren’t out of control. Their medical experts know
your body’s immunity defenses activate with some exposure to the virus. Dangerous risk
if you catch it full blown!
I asked a neighbor, would you hug a person with Covid-19, if you both wore a mask? We
both knew the obvious answer, because it’s NOT transmitted just by cough and sneeze! A
DOG got it, being around three infected family members, and how many people sneeze or
cough on their pet? VERY FEW!
TEMPORARILY, restaurants could separate tables by six feet, and use outdoor dining,
and require online reservations, to avoid lines! Built-in benches would require every other
table to be used, as with built-in stools at bars. Temporary tents could expand capacity,
with air conditioning.
Clear plastic walls could allow restaurants to be safely at full capacity, if egress was
organized and rules strictly enforced. Block off seated customers, except when ordering
or being served, and tables can stay as close as they always were! Bar Rescue ceiling
vents can suck out impurities.
A local restaurateur is planning regular wipe downs after every client visit, masked
workers, NO actual menus (online only, as with payment). A GA hair salon NBC
showcased had MANY wise processes to do their job safely!
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Daycare is the ONLY business I can’t think of solutions for, but even they could use
parent consent leashes, playful masks (cartoon pics), separated play areas-sterilizednetting or plastic walls to keep kids apart, limited capacity or more workers for
enforcement. Verbal warnings/disciplining can train them these temporary needed
behavioral changes.
As governor Abbott insinuated, we may always have some exposure to Covid-19, from
time to time, like the Flu, as it’s not going away completely (he says). We’re either
‘gonna change how business does business, or a vaccine will allow business as usual, as
we handle Flu deaths, though Flu's less dangerous.
It’s COMMON SENSE airlines require masks of all employees! Can’t believe it took so
long for that to become the rule! They work in tight quarters, like so few other businesses.
It’s the very nature of stewards/stewardesses they walk a tightrope getting up and down
those narrow aisles!
I want scientific PROOF a person can’t get infected with Covid, if they wear a mask!
Have a guinea pig volunteer hug several people who are infected, all parties masked!
Make it a prolonged hug, and day in and day out companionship event in close quarters,
no one else around! Airborne.
"Experts" say don’t touch your face. If Covid is on your hands, and you touch your face,
but it never enters your mouth, what’s the problem, if science "experts" say it’s only
transmitted by cough, sneeze or touching it (which requires the touch to get into your
system, somehow)?
Only to me, I'm TIRED of the term, "social distancing." I prefer "safe socializing."
SAME content, but a less awkward a term. [mirroring ‘safe sex’]
Plastic walls/cubicles, perhaps lowered from the ceiling, could allow gym aerobics classes
to continue, physically spaced out like before Covid! Bar Rescue vent, on the ceiling,
could suck out the impurities. EVERY business can adjust to Covid, in the form we
always experienced!
IF a gym Spinning class relied on proximity to be profitable, you could allow rows of
clients to populate from the back forward, enclosing them in individual plastic pods, as
they mounted their machines, then add in the remaining rows! There’s NOTHING
business can’t do to counteract Covid, IMO.
Technically, churches, daycares and restaurants are trying to fit in the same amount of
people with six foot distancing. A clear plastic or glass floor could allow double
occupancy in the same square footage, six feet separated! Build upward, as outward is
landlocked/confined and cover outdoors!
People are LIKELY willing to eat out early and late! Have a company policy that guests
can’t dine, but can eat, so they’re limited to a reasonable time to eat, and space out dinner
time from 4 pm to midnight, so restaurants can be profitable, and consumers are more
disciplined in when they eat out.
ROOFs of some businesses can also serve as eating venues for restaurants, if covered by
temporary tent (see-through, flexible walls/windows) and fans (or enclosed tent with A/C,
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as Salsas Tex Mex, Frisco, Texas has done for years. Expand above, roof or second clear
floor, seven feet up, if there’s room.

Removable plastic cubicles with one door, with hinges, could end ALL problems in tight
quarters, temporarily or permanently! Let the air impurities flow upwards, and have Bar
Rescue cigarette smoke removing vents suck out all impurities. "America 2.0" is possible,
if needed! Innovate.
Cali COULD have passed a law that six foot rule applies, even swimming in the ocean. I
again saw the video of their sandy beaches, and I’d be furious, if I lived there, that they’re
being punished for obeying the rules, just because there were a lot of people, in number,
MOST staying six feet apart.
It’s COSTLY to dig a second floor for restaurant, as basements, and not feasible at sea
level, or burrowing through concrete foundations! You have to serve upwards, or offer
plastic separators, if you ‘wanna keep maximum capacity, soon, safely! Cubicles are the
cheapest, or tent-covering roofs!
Food processors could stay open if they required masks, goggles and gloves, tested
temperatures upon clocking in, had plastic separators, had testing of the suspected sick,
worked 24/7, with smaller workforce per shift, sanitized the work desks and assembly
lines, and banned sick folk working.
Name me a business type, and I can design around their danger of Covid disrupting
operations! Haven’t I just proved that fact, to all who read? There’s NO reason for
Americas economy to be shut down! Physical jobs are the challenge! Intellectual ones
operate from home, well! Solutions exist.
Public transportation: Require masks to embark, separate by rows, if not full, add plastic
separators to headrests, if you want full capacity, and armrest separators, when multiple
people sit on one seat. IF Covid is permanent, changes will cost business to return to
normal, safely!
Daycares are most challenging business to design around Covid. WHY isn’t virtual
reality being used for Zoom business meetings, so the look is exactly as it was back at the
building? Can’t green screens replicate TV sets behind news anchors working from home,
if return to normal is not possible?
Business people make money! That’s their skill, and it helps us all! Americans NEED to
start seeing Covid-19 as an opportunity to gain market share, by innovating new ways to
get customers from competitors who are slower to adapt! Your investment outlay has
payback, if permanent change is needed.
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Businesses might want to add temporary hand washing units to their establishments-not
just Purell dispensers. Face masks can be made to not allow any particles to enter through
their pores, and creatively have any image on them that you can imagine, including
replicating your own face. Innovate.
Vacations? DRIVE, if you’re scared about air travel! We have every intention in going
forward with our summer plans, as we won’t be sardined up in a plane. You see amazing
things, it bonds your family, rent cars get used up-not your vehicles, and it’s cheaper than
air travel. Do an extended road trip!
Six Flags could add plastic separators to their roller coasters, or any rides where six foot
distancing isn’t possible. Mall cops can truly behave as cops, by enforcing six foot rules!
I EXPECT my mall to do so. They’ve told me they’re there to keep people shopping, but
safety's a new job task!
Bars would be POOR pick-up places, if plastic separators were installed, or stools placed
six foot apart! Masks that prevent Covid ingestion would be the answer to that dilemma,
as with gloves, IF it can be transferred by touching your face, though it never entering
your nose, mouth or eyes.
How safe/protective are face masks?: https://rb.gy/gno0uw
Common Sense says healthy people are no danger to any others! In our present situation,
that means people NOT infected with Covid, symptomatically or asymptomatically.
When people get tested, they can get infected right afterwards, so testing DOESN’T prove
one healthy forever of Covid. Things change.
IF tests showed all people NOT infected, they would be safe to open business as usual, to
all like-certified people! By now, Covid doesn’t survive on surfaces, weeks after
quarantine, so says science. If all who are infected, make them stay inside, and the rest
can return to normal. Help the quarantined.
Science NEEDS to do a study of the efficacy of exposure to the Coronavirus, causing our
bodies’ antibodies to develop resistance, as with non-senior citizens in Norway! They risk
death and suffering, if it gets serious, but we may have medical solutions by the time they
get infected and seriously ill.
OF COURSE There’s another way to virtual graduations, just like popular mega churches
do—MANY ceremony times, on one day, in large venues they usually are held at anyway.
Baylor has ceremonies by degree, and high school could do it by A-F, G-M, N-Z last
names, if they’re not lazy! #NBC
Even in mega churches, it’s NOT impossible to instruct people to enter buildings single
file, with limited doors of ingress and egress, standing six feet apart until you get your
seat, marked as six feet apart, reserved for families by size of number of members
attending, as at high school graduations.
Judge Clay Jenkins said churches could host ceremonies in parking lots, if the cars stayed
one parking spot away, for "social distancing"/safe socializing. Will NASCAR require
their racers to remain six feet apart? (JOKE on inconsistent and/or irrational rules).
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If face masks were mandatory, in various places, WHY would the six foot rule or 10
people maximum per group rules bee needed? Asking scientists to be honest and
consistent, and not engage overkill!
I'm getting the feeling car dealerships' TV ads have either jump started
CONTINUAL/ongoing sales, or, more likely, they're assessing whether they work during
a pandemic, as they were flooding the air waves, in the early days of shelter-in-place, but
now, not so much. #Advertising
May 1
Mini Message #3: Safe & Working
When you work, you get paid, so you have money to live on, because life costs money!
Want proof? Creditors still ask for their owed money in the form of bills you receive in the
mail every day. Everything you do or use costs money.
It shouldn’t take a rocket scientist to know that people have two have jobs, and shelter-inplace prevents that for people with physical labor jobs! That MUST change post haste!
Safety on the job is first and foremost, front and center, and need not require continued
quarantining (unless you’re in the heart/epicenter of a major outbreak).
Management’s first duty, even over profits, is policing good policy ensuring safety, like the
six foot rule (where possible), masks, gloves, goggles, sanitizing Fluids, scrub downs of all
physical surfaces, minimizing group gatherings, staggered shifts, or shortened work days
(extending through Saturday?), online reservations and payment, occupancy reduction, paid
time off for sick people NOT to come to work and harm others, home delivery or curbside
pickup, Plexiglas shields separating customers from employees, air vents to suck up/out
impurities, as much open air or air circulation as possible, even working outdoors, if
possible. Message End.
Stonebriar Mall now has devoted approximately 40 prime parking spaces for curbside
pick-up. They are closest to a main entrance, so priority is signaled for safety! EVERY
business can open safely! Unless Covid has corrupted Americans brains and creativity,
APPLY that truth to your business, today/ASAP!
God, REBUKE Your people, PLEASE! In the tRUMP era, Your people have apostatized,
and run headlong away from Your beliefs regarding behavior! Forgive us, lest something
worse than the Coronavirus rightly befall us! (I Pet. 4:17)
Perfect face masks, gloves, and never touching another person's face are THE answer to
America returning to work! PROVE Covid can’t be ingested through a mask, then wear it
every day, until told otherwise. Even social distancing wouldn’t be necessary, absent the
touching prohibition!
Coronavirus: Amid New York's unused hospital beds and ventilators, critics point to mass
waste and mismanagement https://fxn.ws/2VX7VCB
Does a mask negate the scientific need for social distancing? There's more to that
question than you will notice at first glance! If masks work, no need to be so far away. If
they don’t, why are we told to wear them? Inquiring minds want to know the TRUTH!!!
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The longer states wait to open up, the more humans are causing other humans' suffering—
NOT Covid! Work and shop safe, but an economy doesn’t work when people don’t work,
and my concern is NOT for how Trump looks on the economy, but people having money
to live on! Nothing more, or less.
[Private account:] I've still yet to hear ANYONE who's for this preposterous lockdown
tell me how we're going to pay for our bills, food, etc.? We can't just keep printing paper
money you ginormous idiot sticks. At what point will those with functioning brains
realize this?
May 2
HAS ANYONE NOTICED, prisons/jails and senior centers are OFTEN where Covid
outbreaks occur most? Underlying conditions and forced sardine conditions. WHY do
the rest of us have to live like we live there? Open up America, SAFELY! There are
logical solutions for ALL businesses! Duh101
IF my daughter’s high school placed markers on the school parking lot, six feet apart, and
had admin and volunteers policing that distancing, a great DJ-accompanied senior prom
could be had, and they could leave one at a time, remaining six feet away, under threat of
even a police presence. (4/11/20)
WHY can’t there be a TV special of the greatest Christian music hits of all time, on
@TBN, and raise money for relief of suffering Christians, world-wide? Expand your
audience/market, like country music is doing, tonight! I'll hear songs I've never known,
on Garth Brook's Facebook Live.
Do face masks really reduce Coronavirus spread? Experts have mixed answers.
https://rb.gy/k4fits
To Curb Coronavirus, What’s Behind The Wearing Of A Mask?
https://khn.org/MTA4MTA0Mw
Can a face mask protect me from Coronavirus? Covid-19 myths busted theguardian.com
Unless and until Covid leaves, or significantly lessens, you can be 100 percent safe and
healthy and broke/bankrupt, or you can be as safe and healthy as can be/humanly possible,
and have your bills paid, if not become rich. The government money tree is a MIRAGE
that will also kill/bankrupt America!
A sermon on creativity, no less! https://fellowshipchurch.com/weekend-messages/… [my
topic, at the one sermon I heard, live streamed, rewarding their re-opening, safely, early
on]
For the people who say they only care about policy, there is a YUGE market for Christians
who are politically conservative, to evangelize them, when they defend Trump, and never
call out his MANY sins! Franklin Graham has already used FoxNews for that purpose,
several times! YEA!
May 3
I have been posting for 2/3rds of a week the BEST rock songs per group (sometimes
multiples per group). JUST LIKE another World’s Fair inspired innovation and unity, if a
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live three-hour TV show hosted these, I GUARANTEE you an audience you can hardly
believe! MORE to come, some lesser.
Texas had BETTER end the state park capacity restrictions, in the next month, or so, as it
makes an annual pass TOTALLY useless, it is open air, and the state is losing MUCH tax
payer revenue potential by so doing! NO DANGER of six foot rule violations with so
FEW attendees! @GovAbbott
As much as I have recently posted about classic rock music, it will be interesting to watch
American Idol, to see if their online abilities and graphics change, at all, from an initial
excellent quality, last weekend! I finally made my lasagna dish for the family, today.
Time to munch out.
There are regular, near-by hikers and bikers to Texas state parks, who use it as their
exercise venue. Apparently, they are hogging day pass reservations, as capacity
limitations have been POORLY considered! NO ONE outside the regulars get access to
our whole states parks, if didn’t book early.
SO FAR, Sweden is destroying America, in handling Covid while maintaining normal life
and an economy! IF America is number one, as I believe and we claim, we are LOSING
to them, being such scaredy cats, as we kill the golden goose, and especially the
survivability of millions, unnecessarily! Change it.
I don't know if state park rangers are logging EXITS, but the minute they occur, the
website should open up day pass slots for the remainder of that day, as it’s VERY
competitive, and many locals are booking it up for exercise, as I would if nearby; LESS
tourism and travel, @GovAbbott.
My wife’s doctor friend says Covid could be around for ~two years, because studies show
it dissipates when ~70 percent of the populations been infected, so immunity rises enough
to quell it. AGAIN, Norway is the model number one, and we ‘gotta get out there and risk
some exposure, lest we have WEAK immune systems.
China almost fully locked down, and ~45 days later they’re opening up for business.
America has yet to fully lock down, and can’t afford to, now. Our model can’t be China
but after-the-fact Sweden, as much as possible! We don’t expect zero deaths from the Flu,
so we ‘gotta expect some from Covid, sadly.
I have NEVER taken a Flu shot, since I was 18 (that I remember), and this year was the
first time that burned me, and I got really sick for two days. Exposure to viruses builds up
bodies’ natural defense mechanisms; you ‘gotta assume not being exposed makes you
very endangered for the next virus, right?
May 4
Mini Message #4: On Business Reopenings (New Normal or Old Normal?)
Reality check: America has a choice to make, whether we will accept a "new normal," of
fear and worry, or whether we'll return to normal, by innovation and wisdom! The rich lost
investment value, but are fine. Millions lost jobs, and are un-fine.
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HOW LONG can government keep printing worthless money and the Liberal rich give
money donations to sufferers and first responder needs, in exchange for deserved credit or
publicity for such good deeds?
IF Sweden and China BOTH are able to return to normal, having used OPPOSITE
containment approaches (elderly alone shut in vs. everyone to a person), where’s that leave
America? You’d think we’re 45 days behind China, but we didn’t follow their model, so
you’d be wrong.
We’re stuck in the in-between of Sweden and China, and wise actions and innovation are
our best route! I don’t think we need a new normal, but a revised normal that acts smart,
but as we used to! It’s ‘gonna take some time for vaccines to be available to all, so what do
we don in-between?
One group (more liberal) says test, trace contacts and shelter in place until vaccines exist.
That model is 100 percent UNworkable, economically, medium term! Maybe a month, and
the whole engine of our economy breaks down!
The other group from the beginning has called the pandemic a hoax, or myth, or over-reacted
to, and would have embraced the Sweden model (vs. the big government control model of
China). YOU can wait around, sitting on your hands going stir crazy with cabin fever and
claustrophobia.
I choose not to, at this point—a point where relief checks have MISSED 20 percent of our
population, many small business (cause Congress STUPIDLY allowed immoral theft by
BIG business, not smart enough to make control mechanisms against such, WASTING
money, increasing debt, and ruining the dollar’s value for months if not longer.
It’s one thing for politicians to say governments ‘gonna take care of you. It’s quite another
when they FAIL at that task, at which point rational Americans conclude if it’s to be, it’s up
to me, and fight the establishment disallowing business to reopen and people to get back to
work!
One TEXAS lady was forced to end her business reopening, and we’ve seen the many
protests at capital buildings, usually violating the six foot rule and sometimes using guns as
intimidating factors. The answers are NEITHER the Liberal or con models of hunker down
or return to normal, and pretend a deadly virus has passed! AS USUAL, the right answer is
in the middle!
ALL of the below are what are needed:
1. Fast track vaccines and drugs to ameliorate the virus effects (currently happening).
2. Until the virus is being defeated, by vaccine, drugs or enough Americans having been
exposed to it (~70 percent), the old normal is not 100 percent replicatable, which means we
the people have to act wise and use technology that we have, or can develop-see CDC
guidelines.
BUT, how do we transition, when some say the virus can last two years, or return in the
Fall? Do we have to totally redesign America and how we do business, and adjust to a "new
normal?"
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Vaccines WILL come! Drugs to combat Covid WILL come. 70 percent of the population
having immunity exposure to the virus WILL come, in ~two years, one doctor said, recently.
But WHEN? Not soon enough, so the transition period will involve three phases-initial
steps outside your bunker (home).
Business gradually re-opening, likely in stages/percents, to see how they impact hospital
work capacities, and customers finally comfy that it’s OK to return to life as normal. HOW
do you hasten and facilitate stage three? Wise decisions and technology, because drugs and
vaccines take time to develop, but our economy can’t wait on them!
They do not seem to know as much as they purport to. Now back to my point: Until cures
exist, make your business and personal life as normal as you know normal was, three months
ago, by following all the rules you’ve repeatedly heard in various forums!
Venture out, safely, and realize our country’s very life is at stake, if our economy doesn’t
recover, relatively soon, and that takes you and me returning to normal life, safely! It may
take some courage, and some risk will be involved, but unless you want a 100 percent
online/virtual society, medium term, you ‘gotta leave your bunker and open your business
and open your life to the way we were! Message End.
Some exposure to Covid; those who get it and recover, and those who get or exposed to it,
and never know, is GOOD for America, as the virus remains if not enough people develop
antibodies, vaccines or other cures being still a ways off. It’s the seriously ill and deadly
versions that we must avoid at all costs.
That’s where testing can be useful, as 100 percent testing alone would solve it, which isn’t
feasible. Also, tight quarters, like jails and senior centers, and all over 65 and those with
underlying medical conditions—THAT is the portion of our population we need to be
most concerned with. You may get Covid.
Your odds are VERY small, but it can kill! Those facts instill fear! They needn’t, if you
live safe and smart, out in the real world, vs. cooped up, awaiting a magic bullet still
months away!
The largest percent of infected folks recover, and the percent who get Covid is VERY low,
because we’ve taken smart steps to keep them to a minimum.
But we can’t sustain sheltering in place, economically! We can resort to either political
extremes' ideal (the rich fare fine, and screw everyone else vs. government help everyone
with the rich’s money, or debt damaging funny money), or be rational. I choose to be
rational—how about you?
P.S..: You CANNOT unproductively WAIT for a Covid cure, financially, if you’re not
rich! You ‘gotta take life into your own hands. Nanny state has obviously failed to help
every citizen, and every business, and we can’t sustain that model! The U.S. had the
BEST economy in the world, three months ago. Return to it, safely.
I, for one, will NOT be a hypocrite! I will be in a mall, tomorrow, having had to wait four
extra days to have that privilege, and unless morons shut down existing plans, I will be at
a public tribute band concert this weekend! Be fearless, not reckless, and be wise and
safe! GET America ECONOMY BACK, ASAP.
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You can make the U.S. economy ALL online, and its workforce all AI robotics, if you
want to wait until January for a vaccine. BUT (and it’s a BIG Bertha but), you will RUIN
the financial lives of MILLIONS, and the suicide rate will likely escalate, as a result, as it
did in the great depression.
In less than three weeks, this economic depression will be 100 percent man-made, and
Covid can’t be blamed for any of it—just starting it, as we are using such LACK of
thinking and creativity, that’s on us! FOOLS we are, if we let our economy suffer much
more! Own your ineptitude!
This pandemic will teach open-minded conservatives the value of the government (and
it’s help), and will teach open-minded liberals the value of self-sufficiency, and a vibrant
economy. Do either of those types exist (i.e., open-minded)?
IF masks worked, we wouldn’t need the six foot social distancing rule! If Covid-19 can
be breathed in, and NOT just by cough or sneeze droplets, even the best masks won’t
work. Me fears it’s airborne, and masks don’t really (100 percent) protect people, but the
authorities don’t want to tell you!
Data do not back cloth masks to limit COVID-19, experts say https://rb.gy/p7wm07
SARS-CoV-2 escapes cotton, surgical masks of infected https://rb.gy/wwibn9
COVID-19: How much protection do face masks offer? https://rb.gy/gno0uw
Face Masks for Coronavirus (COVID-19) https://wb.md/2UTW9It from
https://rb.gy/eymvt2
Face masks may help slow the spread of COVID-19. Learn about the types of masks,
which type you should use and how to wear it properly. Mayoclinic.org
https://tinyurl.com/yc44to3h
Learn how a face mask can protect you against the Coronavirus (COVID-19), materials
you can use to make a mask, and how to wear and clean it the right way. webmd.com
https://tinyurl.com/y738c59k
Stonebriar Mall OFTEN pipes in great background music, for shoppers/ I guess that’s the
closest thing I’ll get to church or concerts, for yet another month.
Da-n! Arkansas’ Pinnacle Mountain’s rise to the top is closed, while other trails are open,
because you can’t social distance on those trails, said the park ranger. You can if people
behave responsibly! Government/politicians don’t trust the people, because some among
us are untrustworthy, so they can’t—that’s on bad eggs.
I’m getting TIRED of these TV ads and articles about businesses donating for Covid
relief, NOT that it’s NOT good, and needed, but it’s ONLY required for patients/victims,
and medical personnel, via protective gear and cures. The rest of us can work safely,
presently, if we weren’t so non-thinking!
DO I HAVE to explain why a donative economy is unsustainable? If NE1s existence is
dependent upon others' work, you disincentivize them working. And even rich people can
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experience charity fatigue! Every American has to live within their means, and it’s
possible on any income! #Undisciplined! (5/3/20)
If you wait for Covid to be perfectly safe, MANY U.S. business and employees will go
out of business or bankrupt, respectively! "No risk no reward." You have to think about
your long-term career viability more than a remote danger you’ll get ill, if you follow all
the safety guidelines! America—get back to work, post haste! (5/3/20)
Americans (not survivalist indigenous tribes in places in Africa) NEED money to survive,
which exactly means a J-O-B, or its equivalent substitute-money from government or
donations. An economy is NOT made up of donations or government freebies! As Bill
Clinton wrote, time to get "Back To Work," safely! (5/1/20)
Most everyone is enjoying seeing usually rich people and business give back to needy
people, as we’re in an EMERGENCY, but it’s NOT a sustainable economic paradigm, as
hyper liberals would want and envision! Our great economy (the envy of the world) lets
people EARN/work for their own bills, NOT needing help. (4/28/20)
Some pundit, interviewed on TV, said there’s NO logic to re-opening economies, right
now. Try this: Americans need money to survive, and that money comes from a job or a
business that has customers. You have NEITHER with it shut down! #CommonSense,
economically vs. medically speaking. (4/22/20)
I’ve worked from home, full-time, for well over 12 years in a row. I’m hyper cabin
fevered, and I’m USED to being home all weekdays and weekends! I have NO IDEA
how you people used to commuting to a job site are not pulling your hair out! If I weren’t
so bald up front, maybe I’d try that!
Weird new habit, in quarantine. Work nearly every day, and nap for 1.5 hours, late in the
afternoon, for energy for a night shift. Just bought pumice stone, to remove callouses,
caused by so much walking, as that habit resurrects tomorrow, happily!
Businesses are NOT ‘gonna invest in Covid ameliorating technologies, if they’re unsure
it’s ‘gonna stay around! They don’t throw down money for temporary needs, but longterm gains. So we mainly have to make do with what’s already produced, and adapt
products to our needs. Can’t prove Covid will hang around!?
A fix for the six foot rule is needed, as churches and stadiums and buses and taxis and
lines at stores USUALLY require closer proximity, when busy, and opening the U.S.
economy means popular business get busy! Perfect masks would do the trick, as with
gloves. UNable to breathe another’s air or spewed "droplets!"
From what I’ve read, Covid molecules are much smaller than pores in masks, that allow
you to breathe with them on. THAT is what innovation has to address. EITHER selfcontained air breathed, or a maze of openings Covid can’t break through, but you can
breathe through! #Innovation Technology to the rescue!
May 5
No one is speaking of future fatal viruses. Are we ‘gonna keep ruining our economy,
every time these occur? That’s STUPID! America has to learn the lessons on how to
adjust to a safer economy! Business don’t spend money for such, if they’re not certain
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they’ll occur. Governments have to, when not enough profit for business's ROI [return on
investment]!
America needs an INSTANT game plan to switch over to viral mode, economically, for
the next pandemic! Well LIKELY just let another Cali forest fire come, before we change
our infrastructure, as an analogy, just as Houston hasn’t changed risking another
Hurricane Harvey. HOPING no repeat! Smart?
Enemy nations—Russia, China, Iran-could develop new viruses, in a lab! WILL America
be pro-active, to prevent such national security contingencies, or just assume since we also
develop the same, mutually assured destruction will deter them releasing such into the air
near our great homeland?
Liberalism's "morality" is every American (and ~others) guaranteed life's essentials, and
then some, no matter if they work, or are physically or mentally disabled, by forcibly
taking money from people who live responsibly. God disagrees with that definition!
(Gen. 3:19; II Thes. 3:10)
Conservatism's "morality" is every American for himself, financially, society helping no
one struggling, and the rich hoarding all excess or being ruthlessly greedy is OK, because
they have freedom and it's their earned property. God disagrees with that definition! (I
Tim. 6:17-19; Gal. 6:2, 5, etc.)
May 6
I saw a tweet, yesterday, that said "You see, Trump doesn’t care about our lives, because
his re-opening America will because deaths.' GOVERNMENT IS NOT YOUR DADDY!
It’s NOT God, nor is it there to serve your every whim! You are to take care of your own
family, but you ‘gotta be allowed to do so by government! Don’t be a morally SICK
dependent. [If unnecessary].
‘Let everyone sweep in front of his own door, and the whole world will be clean.’ –
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe NOW is the time you see any value in family,
neighborliness, charity and church, as many Americans (millions?) are at the doorstep of
bankruptcy and starvation, because they can’t earn a paycheck.
Mini Message #5: Pull Your Own Weight
Daddy always told you save for a rainy day! That adage should be modernized to save for
a pandemic or viral day, or month, or quarter! 80 percent of Americans don’t, or cant!
$1,200 isn’t ‘gonna last you the time many governors are forcing you not to work!
Printing funny money WILL collapse the dollar as the world’s reserve currency, by
devaluation, if we continue FAKING IT, that we can afford Uncle Sam to subsidize the U.S.
population!
Already, 1/5th haven’t gotten one red dime in six weeks, and millions of small business. If
you think government is your Savior, you aren’t ‘gonna get saved/rescued!
It is time EVERY American CEASE believing Dems or GOPs are there to serve your
interests, or financial needs or whims, and learn to live independently, grabbing the bull by
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the horn and learning to live within your means! NOT a society that doesn’t care for its
members, but NO ONE owes you a living, especially tax payers!
You ‘gotta be an adult and make it on your own, with a LITTLE help from your friends, in
the form of charity and a responsible safety net system that’s ultimately based in justice,
NOT mercy, so people are helped back on their feet by handups, NOT handouts!
Get off the reservation and work a j-o-b! It’s ATROCIOUS that a Dallas resident was
FINED $500 for every day she went to work to FEED HER CHILDREN, and I think some
jail time! FOOLS of a politician and judge in cahoots. I want to say a cuss word toward
those two men!
WITH vain imaginations and foolish speculation they dream of a state of being/existence
where everyone just waits out the storm, safely ensconced in warm, comfy abodes, but
NEVER CONSIDER how those citizens pay for that lifestyle, because life costs money, and
$1,200 isn’t ‘gonna cut it, and the Treasury doesn’t have a surplus, like we saw in Bill
Clinton’s day! Message End.
It’s RIDICULOUS how STUPID people are acting during an emergency—total
EMOTION! WHY can’t you think, when you’re fearful or worried? It makes ZERO
sense that PPEs aren’t safely RECYCLED for additional uses! Where’s the
ecology/recycle crowd? YUGE, unnecessarily wasted money!
Thanks to our front line workers for your hard work!!!! #BlueAngelsFlyover
#BlueAngels #COVID-19 #Coronavirus

(Picture by Texas Back Institute)
IF masks and/or the six foot rule are the safest way to avoid Covid, ENFORCEMENT is
needed and there’s NO business that can’t operate within those guidelines, EXCEPT
where people have to work shoulder-to-shoulder! Self-contained masks are needed for
those business, ASAP, via the Defense Production Act! We are making excuses from
FEAR!
May 7
I have never heard of a liberal who couldn’t come up with 100 great projects government
could do to make our nation better for the least and lowest! TAXES are how these pet
projects get paid for, or dollar devaluing debt or QE-3 printing. They want the rich NOT
to be rich, it seems!
Government cannot afford to keep funding Americans doing nothing, to be safe! ALL
who can work from home should, ASAP! The others MUST be kept as safe as humanly
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possible, including new technologies being developed, but YOU have to be responsible
for your own bills, by working-NOT government!
Unless some miracle drug or vaccine arises soon, we cannot afford, as a nation, to keep
waiting, hands folded, for relief from Covid's dangers! America has ALWAYS designed
around dangers, through innovation! Now is NO exception! As Bad Grandpa would say,
"let’s get back to the d*mn game."
Business, the rich and celebs (telling us to stay indoors) donating MILLIONS is an
UNsustainable economic model! There’s ZERO return on investment, or value creation
emptying all our coffers so people can stay at home, idle! You don’t price gouge in a
pandemic, but ALL Americans need to work!
I have yet to hear one news report verifying what a doctor friend said, that the more a
population gets any exposure to Covid, the faster it gets eradicated in that society, because
about 70 percent or more start getting antibodies started to fight these foreign objects,
strengthening immunities.
What news SHOULD be balancing Covid coverage with: Recovery percents and
interviews, the lives of the majority NOT in hospitals (but indoors), creative working from
home, business' adjustments to a 'new normal,' inspiring scenery and inventions, people
venturing out, medical remedies and ways to make money.
You know me—I LOVE intellectual challenges! Sports stadiums and bars require near
arm-to-arm seating! The ONLY rational solution is masks and Plexiglas separators
between arm rests or bar stools-period. Otherwise, NO getting back to normal or normal
profits, unduly suffering business owners!
And for restaurants with built-in tables or booths, Plexiglas barriers on their headrests, and
walls of movable Plexiglas panels between tables are the ONLY quick way to maximum
occupancy! They can have bases on the floor, blocking space closer than six feet between
tables! Solutions are out there!
High schools will need hall lane markers, like highways' dashed lines! Hall monitors will
need to enforce six foot distancing. MORE lunch times will lessen occupants. Class
rooms will need desks separated, or Plexiglas separators (costly), or more classes, smaller
teacher-student ratios.
Popular classes will be the challenge. Unpopular 1s can EASILY separate students.
Maybe you limit numbers who enroll in every class, and force students into classes with
unpopular teachers (and make them be better at teaching, as is needed, anyway)! Closed
sports venues need Plexiglas separators and masks.
I LITERALLY had a park ranger at Pinnacle Mountain, say "the upper trails can’t social
distance." LIE! Make signs requiring such, pass laws fining for violations, have cameras
and park rangers monitor. You simply WAIT until a group coming down gets through
narrow passages! @AsaHutchinson
State parks don’t need 25 percent occupancy restrictions! It’s OPEN AIR! NO place
could be safer than outside, where wind ~dissipates dangers! Make social distancing
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warning signs, have cameras and park rangers do some monitoring, even drones with
cameras. FINE major violators. Mother Nature!
Americans do not long buy mercy products. We buy what we need and especially want.
Instead of trying to have us buy things to help business stay open, go back to normal,
safely!? I’ve bought my LAST restaurant meal in plastic, eaten at home! LESS fulfilling!
Let us dine-in, SAFELY! THINK how!
The GREATEST need in America is masks that disallow ANY Covid molecules being
breathed in or out! There are ways! The Defense Production Act SHOULD be being used
to force mass production of re-designed masks that allow that outcome! Then, ANY
venue is safe, even with new viruses! [In the context of our suggested protections]
WHY would ANY politician ALLOW people who have put their entire lives and energies
into building up a business, fail, because of a STUPID government edict? You can’t
replace them, quickly, and all that investment down the drain, because people are too
stupid to live safely amidst Covid?
YOU WILL NEVER HAVE MONEY and YOU WILL NEVER HAVE A J-O-B, if an
employer doesn’t hire you, UNLESS you are willing to start a business! Therefore, every
laid off American should be clamoring for government to allow businesses to succeed,
post-haste, safely! It’s in YOUR self-interest!
The unknown is NOT fatal! We are treating Covid like infected people are everywhere!
THEY ARE NOT! Because we don’t know which is which, we are unduly punishing
totally healthy people and businesses, in SPECULATION that they might get it, though
MOST patients RECOVER! #IdiocyReigns
Safe and broke, or cautiously safe, and bills paid or rich. THOSE are America's two
choices, especially when some have said Covid may last until Fall, two years, or even
decades. Technology will catch up. Until then, follow the rules, and SAFELY get back to
work! Fear is killing our economy—NOT Covid, now.
I'd BET, if you listed every hospital in America, even if a second wave happened, or
Covid lasted 2 to 10 years, the time until a cure exists has HUNDREDS of hospitals NOT
maxxed to capacity, especially in middle America, where overrun cities could transfer
patients! America is NOT maxxed out everywhere!
No-risk masks, anti-Covid drugs, and vaccines are number one American priorities. Don’t
we have enough business, docs, research scientists, robotics and other assets to unite the
fight to a few select solutions, where, working 24/7, in shifts, a cure can come way earlier
than next January? C'mon, this is America!
A Manhattan Project effort is needed, to solve Covid—PERIOD! HOW can it take until
January, at the earliest, to have a vaccine? It’s almost like some people want this misery
to last, so Chump will have blood on his hands, and a bad economy, come Nov 3rd!
Collaboration vs. competition!
Robots can replace MANY physical labor jobs, which expose "blue collar" workers to
Covid, more than we workers at home! That may lessen the positives, and keep people
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safer, but causes serious unemployment, with not much for them to return to! Make their
jobs safe, vs. lay them off!
Dallas salon owner Shelley Luther speaks out after release from jail: 'I couldn't bring
myself to apologize' https://fxn.ws/3c9PJv3
May 8
WITH the bankruptcies, unemployment and suffering, I HOPE we've learned, for next
virus or wave, we cannot afford to lock America down, again! We have to switch to safer
practices, though safely, but the show must always go on, with our economy, or we all
hurt greatly! Be smart, NOT emotional.
Most of us are sheltered-in-place, cabin feveredly bored to death. Why NOT volunteer to
SAFELY do your former job (if laid off), for 2 to 4 weeks, so business can stop the
bleeding, and we can all get back to business, and life as it was 6+ weeks ago? You’re not
paid anyway, and it could save your paying job, long-term!
WHY is it seemingly part of some people's 'human nature,' that any popular item
invariably ends up being thrown out in public places? I saw perhaps three face masks in
and outside the mall, yesterday. Ever heard of a trash can? Is it that much trouble not to
litter? Amazing ineptness.
May 10
Mini Message #6: American Business 2.0
The poor need their basics met, and Covid has to have taught us that government and
business and the rich's merciful generosity have limits, so we must all prepare ourselves to
meet our own needs, financially, lest we become burdens to others, through decisions WE
make (vs. acts of god we can’t control).
Let business learn their role in hiring people, and let all others learn their role in supporting
vs. condemning business for succeeding, for when it fails, so does your job and income!
Now, again, as we turn our gears toward business, which profits us all (mainly by
employment), we need to think whether our assumptions have exceptions!
Non-business owners often fail to venture out, as entrepreneurs, for fear that established
business have a head start advantage, so how could we compete? But that type thinking
didn’t impact the likes of Amazon, Uber, Ebay, and Walmart, in its inception! Those trail
blazers thought differently!
We often think there are three maximum major players in an industry. Those three already
exist, in most industries! Lowes and Home Depot (NOT builders square); but smaller niches
exist for the likes of Ace Hardware.
And who’s to say a completely novel idea of a warehouse for home repairs can’t arise, and
knock those two leaders off their perch, maybe by robots informing guests on product
locations, lower ceilings (less warehouse feel), higher class ambiance, including a coffee
bar, NOT laid out in a grid, perhaps with an attraction for the kids? Think DIFFERENTLY!
You see McD’s, Wendy’s and I’ll ask a second time (I RARELY repeat things)—HOW is
one confident they’re safe, when they get a negative Covid test, when you can be infected
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thereafter? The test result does NOT protect you, like immunity! Experts aren’t even
perfectly sure having gotten the virus means no recurrence. Message End.
Is there SCIENCE that open air is safe from Covid, as opposed to Texas requiring masks
in its state parks? A gal from Longview told me masks aren’t needed outdoors (at an
Oklahoma park). That’s an OPINION, and counter to Governor Abbott on Texas state
parks! Knowledge is better than ignorance and feelings/opinions! Facts!
I’m NO expert on this, but it seems a BAD TIME for investment firms to be advertising
on TV, as they OBVIOUSLY had ZERO foresight that portfolios were going to take a
YUGE hit, due to Covid!? I’ve seen three or more, and I just laugh, except for the one
who is free, or gets paid when you succeed.
It is EVIL, and should be illegal, to fire anyone whistleblowing against evil practices, like
firing people for concerns over Amazon Covid-19 responses in their warehouses—
PERIOD!
May 11
Let’s address global pandemic responses:
1. NO nation should EVER be allowed to have one break out, and NOT immediately tell
all others of the problem! No cover-ups, destroyed evidence or lies can ever be allowed
by any nation or government officials!
2. Every nation needs a right response. Hopefully experts will analyze Sweden, China
and America’s response, and make global recommendations for the next virus which may
befall us all!
3. Every nation needs enough supplies to get through a pandemic as safely as possible.
That means every nation needs an economy doing well enough that they can afford the
assets they need to safely come through this pandemic.
DARN! WIMPY! Legacy Hall just cancelled Journey, Pink Floyd and KISS tribute
concerts, AS IF you can't control public gatherings to stay six feet away. I'm ‘gonna find
a good state park in another state to go to, as Colorado Bend State Park is booked up!
(5/4/20)

Legacy Hall can safely operate via distancing tables, making outdoor areas more used for
eating, and having delivery of orders from the restaurants on the Northern end, who have
narrow hallways and the lines back up, crowding access! Order-takers can be used away
from the business!
I’m assuming 25 percent occupancy rules will still be in effect for Legacy Hall restaurants,
so six foot rules should only be an operations problem on their north end, or the crowded
seating near the bar on the south end. These challenges are NOT insurmountable. Have
seats safely outside!
If someone had a moon roof, or convertible car, or van with wide doors, they could lay
back in their own vehicle on the top parking garage floor, and eat their legacy hall meals
and hear the concert, if they miss being in the first 25 percent to arrive! SO many ways to
stay safe and live smart!
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Literally, concerts can be heard in the 5th floor parking lot, so takeout meals can be
carried there, and people can enjoy food and music in the parking garage! That means
MORE than 25 percent in sales, while obeying 25 percent occupancy rules! READ MY
PAST FOUR TWEETS, @LegacyFoodHall for maximum legal business.
I have NO time to read this, but it benefits them to keep the economy tanked, and to blame
45 for both Covid and a bad economy he bragged was the greatest! Duh 101: Liz Peek:
Coronavirus reopening – Democrats resist, Americans persist. Here's why
https://fxn.ws/3fDlhvm
May 12
Supporters backed a judge who JAILED a DFW woman for SAFELY opening her
business when the law disallowed that, because she needed to, for family and employee
economic reasons, arguing they support obeying the law. The ruling was excessive, and
NOT legally required—FINES exist! Civil disobedience.
Trump was NOT being racist, but saying China’s responsible for starting the virus and
lack of testing materials, hoarding or having a head start with them, being the virus
originators! Reporter being Asian-American was simply circumstantial. I AGREE that he
evilly brags about competitions!
Mall walking fast, yesterday, I needed to sneeze (i.e., a sun-soaked upper floor). There
were people relatively close by. Under this pandemic, doing so into my elbow was not
enough for me to think they'd feel safe, so I put my T-shirt over my head, bad gut fully
exposed. Extreme times!
HERE are ASSumptions of "experts:" You don’t know who’s infected, and no one knows
if they are, asymptomatically.
1. We healthy folk know we’re OK.
2. We know that of friends and family, or we wouldn’t lock down with them.
3. Others know the same about themselves!
4. ONLY all others are the danger; all others return to normal.
Asian Americans have ZERO to do with Covid's origination! Wuhan, China DOES! To
have them even in the same sentence is as ludicrous as anyone blaming me, when some
American does something stupid while traveling abroad ("ugly Americanism")!
Nationality of origin, generations past!
Judge Clay Jenkins wants things both ways/to have his cake and eat it too! He wants
lockdowns, opposes @GovAbbott's Texas re-opening, but also touts his Tesla, so
@ElonMusk will move his business to Texas! IN-consistent, contradictory and
opportunism! PLEASE COME TO business-FRIENDLY Texas, ANYWAY!
This pandemic is showing us starkly, the difference between competition and
collaboration. Competition means one wins at another’s loss (like Cali would lose if Tesla
moved to TX). When ALL people need to live, eat and survive, one nation's "win" can’t
afford another ones physical loss of life.
Versatility in the amazing band coming soon to Plano: Robots that disinfect facilities may
soon be needed, at night, in public places like airports, at least long enough to make the
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traveling/consuming public feel safe. WalMart has one that autonomously takes
inventory! It automatically stops, if humans get too close. AWESOME innovation.
I believe there is MUCH wasteful over-cleaning against Covid-19! IF technology allowed
remote identifying of where the molecules were, we could have much more targeted
sanitizing! Science and inventors need to set this technology as a goal they actively aspire
to create!
I believe this news conference (that I’m NOT watching) is more official CYA, and stating
the obvious, than news worthy! OF COURSE people may get Covid, if they get out of
their homes and near strangers. But government is NOT funding cooped up people
anymore, and 80 percent in America live pay check to pay check!
We have two or more drugs that may make Covid less threatening to patients, plasma
from Covid survivors, masks and social distancing, and other measures. Vaccines would
be great, but until then, OTHER solutions are required, to work safely, as just named. Be
smart, and go work, America!
California WAY TOO SOON punished wrongdoers (without warning and fines) for overpopulating beaches. Governors say loosened restrictions could be tightened. It’s up to
citizens to do this reopening rightly, NOT arrogant, stupid people taunting death, disease,
and government as the bad boogie man!
Our mall bathroom roped off every other sink and urinal, and had signs with habanero
pickles pic, saying wash your hands like you just cut habaneros, and need to take out your
contacts. Ironically, THIS song was in Muzak background: https://rb.gy/dsphsu (Never
‘gonna survive all this).
IMO, ever since Dr. Fauci got Brad Pitt to play him on SNL [Saturday Night Live], he’s
become a tool for the left, star struck by media fawning. SCIENCE would observe
Sweden, China, Italy and Germany (and Georgia), to see what things they do right and
wrong, reopening economies—NOT fearmonger boogie men scenarios!
WITH out perfect and 100 percent testing results made public on all tested (which will
likely NEVER occur), we’ll NEVER know how many got it, and recovered-only those
who die, by morgue counts. "Experts" have changed their story SO often on a second
wave, or lasting 2 to 10 years. WE don’t KNOW ENOUGH.
No matter how horrible Covid-19 could become in the future, people have to work to
survive/ stay alive (NOT to make rich others or businesses rich), especially since
government has only given 80 percent of them $1,200 for two months, and 80 percent of
them live pay check to pay check (i.e., no nest egg)!
Robots that disinfect facilities may soon be needed, at night, in public places like airports,
at least long enough to make the traveling/consuming public feel safe. WalMart has one
that autonomously takes inventory! It automatically stops, if humans get too close.
AWESOME innovation.
May 13
It’s ~3 am, and you know what that means! I think it was the Dallas mayor who said, 'you
can’t just snap your fingers and everyone gets back to work.' Trump may say that but I
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NEVER did! BUT, most of America CAN return to employment immediately, with the
SAFE technology and procedures? I’ve laid out for three weeks!
Let’s go over them for the slow of thinking: The Defense Production Act used to
manufacture self-contained air in face masks. Until then, masks, goggles, gloves, six foot
distancing (where possible), Bar Rescue-like air vents in ceilings, sanitizer and scrubbing
surfaces, and forehead temperature scanners.
Quarantine any with symptoms, or testing pos. Until there’s a vaccine, we medically have
two drugs in testing to remedy symptoms, and plasma from ex-patients, and vaccines in
development utilizing even robots and computers to speed up the proving up process.
Plexiglas between everyone required to be near another parroting, be it stadiums, meat
processing assembly lines, airplanes or like venues.
Mini Message #7: Economics & Pandemics (Back To Work!)
Governors are implementing 25 percent occupancy plans, then 50 percent, cautiously
observing death rate trend lines as we go (as such reopenings CAN, "at the snap of a finger"
be reversed)!
You observe other nations' reopenings, to see what works or fails (SWEDEN, Germany,
Italy, China, et al). Massive testing and contact tracing are a liberal’s DREAM, as they
allow BIG government to control everyone, and waste what little money Uncle Sam has
left, as with constant fear-mongering by politicians and other officials, and TV ads
constantly stay at home.
Congress is considering $3 trillion more relief money, hopefully getting business off the
hook for any liability for acts of God, except where an employer forced any worker into
knowingly infected areas, for non-essential work.
Our national debt is going through the roof, our economy IS the Great Depression, and your
money in your purse and wallet is SOON ‘gonna be worth less than water, or the paper it’s
printed on, as the feds PRINT UN-BACKED CURRENCY, like you could do with a
sophisticated Xerox machine (counterfeiting), or borrow from our enemies, at interest—
China!
The answer/solution is NOT THAT, by SAFELY getting, as Bill Clinton wrote, "Back To
Work." That mayor used a logical fallacy technique to make FOOLs think he was speaking
smart! It’s called, in layman’s terms, an argument from extreme, or straw man.
Be angry at a position NO ONE is taking! Fight with the wind. Get people mad with your
madness at a FAKE enemy, and pretend they exist. Say "some people say or think" so-and
-so, then make a mockery of a foolish concept no one’s advocating!
Political pundits and paid hacks/activists have done that in saying a 100 percent Covid-free
nation, zero cases in rural areas because farms and ranches are so spread out, and magical
miracle cures from eating Lysol or cramming light up peoples butts.
THESE are DEBATE STRATEGIES to get ‘we the people’ to be angry at a fake enemy,
because NO ONE is advocating such stupid claims! It’s a DISTRACTION! Don’t fall for
it. And YES, there are far righters who have IRresponsibly tried to be the macho man and
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defy anything BIG bad government says about safety rules, and now that Colorado
restaurant lost their license to remain in business, there.
STUPIDITY is NOT the answer, either unsafely returning to work, or mocking calls to get
back to work, AS IF people are to do so UNsafely. You average Joe American patriots
NEED to catch on to political tricks politicians use to stir you up and to advocate for things
they want!
I have a YUGE list of them at http://AmericanAnswers.org, entitled Political Tricks! Don’t
let professional politicians treat you second class, or manipulate U, or insult your God-given
intelligence, by using rhetorical methodologies against your God-given common sense!
NO ONE expects anyone to go headlong where angels fear to tread, unprotected, to earn a
living! But liberals WANT a tanked economy, until Nov. 4th! @RealDonaldTrump is
being played, by fearmongerers, IMO!
Leftists ACT like Ebola is in the air, everywhere! FEW people get Covid; MOST who do
recover! DID YOU KNOW testing can be politicized? The GOP is incentivized to test
less, so the number infected seems lower than it is. Dems are incentivized to run TV articles
highlighting death stats, and tests used to show many more infected!
When the test results aren’t to their liking, they say (as was said in Dallas, recently), we
don’t know the exact numbers, because private companies don’t all report. Then quit stating
SCIENCE is leading your decisions, when feelings are! Fact or fiction, politicians?
Message End.
In some parts of our great nation, where weather permits, business's windows can stay
open, to circulate the air, and doors can remain open, if bugs aren’t a problem! There are
SO MANY solutions, and if you never try, it’s a self-fulfilling prophecy that you stay in
lockdown, FEARING Covid could rebound!
HAVE YOU NOTICED that, for a liberal, kindness always involves giving away money,
and it’s always toward the poor, especially non taxpayers? Even determining if any given
rich person is a "good person" is usually determined by whether they publicly give away
large amounts!
Regarding WASTED tax money due to Covid-related spending: “You never want a
serious crisis to go to waste. And what I mean by that is an opportunity to do things that
you think you could not do before.” ―Rahm Emanuel
Once there’s a Covid vaccine, would you take one? I probably wouldn’t, as I don’t even
get a Flu shot. If Covid becomes more like the Flu, as 70 percent of Americans get
antibodies working against it, it may not be needed, but I’m sure there will debates about
mandating it, like immunizations.
Trump would be wise to vie for the election to be moved past Nov. 3 (more time for the
economy to recover). I’m SURE the Dems would fight that, despite a national emergency.
I like good traditions, and favor keeping it just the way the Founders designed!
At this time, I have ZERO interest in America economic competition vs. other nations, or
even U.S. state vs. state. My number one concern is people able to pay their bills! Cali
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may delay rent payments, but food, insurance, car payments, electricity, and a host of
other bills can’t be allayed! They need money.
My job has zero problem with summer being quarantined, so ALL my opinions herein
expressed are NOT for my personal benefit, but that of the masses! God has graciously
set up my family to be living like quarantined times for 12+ years! Let’s learn self-interest
and selflessness vs. selfishness skills.
The MORE America makes changes based on Covid-NOW-the BETTER we will take the
impact of other viruses! We either have a Plan B immediate go-to status for our lifestyles,
if viruses arise, or we adapt to their possibility, with permanent changes based on Covid.
More viruses could come.
IF you have NOT yet taken this Covid quarantine time to consider your eternity, there is
NO BETTER TIME! You have NOTHING you have to do, and the certainty of your
demise/ death/mortality has to be being felt more today than usual, no matter your age!
Read and do Jn. 3:16, the Bible!
My mall protocol: Stay six feet away from all that I can. Pull out my bandanna if a crowd
blocks my way. Motion people from a distance who aren't obeying right of way rules.
Verbally rebuke people who still come near me, violating my personal space, and maybe
turn them into security.
FOOLs behave foolishly. Duh 101: [private account:] A Karen Goes Berserk at Red
Lobster on Mother's Day (YORK, PA) Woman upset that she has to wait three hours for
food from Red Lobster on Mother’s Day when the restaurant has a reduced staff.
Pundits keep telling us Covid is evil, bad and deadly—beware! Is there ANYONE still
living under a fossilized rock that doesn't know that? Just because states are reopening
never changes that fact. Living smart and cautious is how you bridge those two realities—
NOT fear or foolishness.
My eldest and I ENJOY bringing happiness to small business owner friends of ours,
welcoming them back, and showing unity with mall workers who have to work there,
showing them they are not alone in the risk of Covid. We also trust God wouldn't lead us
to a horrific end, as we walk wisely!
May 14
Unsigned year books. A sign of the Covid times! [My daughter’s]
YEARS, if not decades from now, when we can look back at Covid-19, and be glad its
darkest days have passed, I hope some humorous and/or sarcastic shock jock will make a
parody of this song, entitled, 'My Corona!" https://rb.gy/nilf8b
May 15
ALWAYS complaining, critical, negative, and ALWAYS about how government isn't big
enough to pay all possible bills! #Libtard!: Cuomo: The PPE shortage has now become a
testing supply shortage https://rb.gy/ikil1w
An NBC medical expert believes he caught Covid through his eyes. It's also possible it
was through his mask, as reports I've posted say the virus molecules are so small, they can
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penetrate the pores in masks that allow us to breathe through them! We need science
PROOF and research tests! [He liked my tweet congratulating his recovery]
IF Covid-19 is ONLY transferred by cough, sneeze or touch, and only through your
mouth—not eyes—Las Vegas would be safe to allow casinos to jam pack, IF strict
enforcement/zero tolerance was enforced for wearing face masks. I DOUBT slot
machines can be six feet apart, as too many.
Eye wear is relevant because "experts" say the virus spreads by "droplets" and those can
get in your eyes, nose or mouth: [Private account:] Why do they want to know, when the
virus IS spread by airborne means. Y'all washing those gloves the moment you come in?
Your mask an actual mask, or a bit of cloth? Eye wear not relevant here.
HOW do protective face masks protect people from droplets entering the eyes? Rhetorical
question; an obvious answer that they do not. Restaurants need blow-up or pop-up
outdoor ambiance walls for emergency use to serve during pandemics! NO NEED to shut
down, next time, with sanitizing. (3/22/20)
Pass a law that TRIPLE masks are required everywhere in public, and end the six foot rule
and 10 person max group size! ANY mask, even homemade, can keep small Covid
molecules from getting through, when the pores are overlapped by three layers! We’re
now afraid of our own shadows! #Embarrassing (5/4/20)
I'd use the Defense Production Act to design a round these problems, and make them
available to everyone in close quarters employment, so ALL can get back to work!:
Respirator masks protect health but impact performance: a review
https://tinyurl.com/y9zygaqg
Businesses might want to add temporary hand washing units to their establishments-not
just Purell dispensers. Face masks can be made to not allow any particles to enter through
their pores, and creatively have any image on them that you can imagine, including
replicating your own face. Innovate.
Data do not back cloth masks to limit COVID-19, experts say https://tinyurl.com/uaod4tg
Let’s go over them for the slow of thinking: The Defense Production Act used to
manufacture self-contained air in face masks. Until then, masks, goggles, gloves, six foot
distancing (where possible), Bar Rescue-like air vents in ceilings, sanitizer and scrubbing
surfaces, and forehead temperature scanners...
Good policy ensuring safety, like six foot rule (where possible), masks, gloves, goggles,
sanitizing Fluids, scrub downs of all physical surfaces, minimizing group gatherings,
staggered shifts, or shortened work days (extending through Saturday?), online
reservations and payment, occupancy. (5/1/20)
Food processors could stay open if they required masks, goggles and gloves, tested
temperatures upon clocking in, had plastic separators, had testing of the suspected sick,
worked 24/7, with smaller workforce per shift, sanitized the work desks and assembly
lines, and banned sick folk working, (4/30/20)
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Mask and goggles argues for light-weight helmets for medical personnel, or anyone
having to be in close contact by their work requirements, as I suggested be done for hair
stylists!
[Private account:] Food processors could stay open if they required masks, goggles and
gloves, tested temperatures upon clocking in, had plastic separators, had testing of the
suspected sick, worked 24/7, with smaller workforce per shift, sanitized the work desks
and assembly lines, and banned sick folk working.
Bars would be POOR pick-up places, if plastic separators were installed, or stools placed
six foot apart! Masks that prevent Covid ingestion would be the answer to that dilemma,
as with gloves, IF it can be transferred by touching your face, though it never entering
your nose, mouth or eyes. (4/30/20)
You have to be able to comfortably breathe-not sweat or suffocate, especially when
yelling at sporting events, and filter out all impurities, with self-contained air we breathe,
so it gets to no others, and we get no others air. Can’t we invent face masks with this
capacity, if we haven’t, already?
How safe/protective are face masks?: (4/30/20)
I would wear the lightest-weight helmet, as stuff can still enter your openings from below
the neck or around the mask/ear entry areas! Georgia salon owner on returning to work:
'We're at extreme risk' https://rb.gy/67smbd (5/4/20)
The difference between a fearmonger and people trying to keep Americans safe is whether
the persons support going back to work, with safe protocols (even by force of law, if
needed), or they only support lockdowns, or science that warns of medical dangers, and
NO word about economics.
N.Y. Gov. Cuomo says a phased-in reopening does not mean the Cornoavirus problem has
ended. THIS IS STRAW MAN ARGUMENT FROM EXTREME, and a red herring,
people! It’s a political TRICK! NO ONE thinks it’s 100 percent over and gone! FALSE
concern and a distraction to exude anger or "concern!"
THAT, by SAFELY getting, as Bill Clinton wrote, "Back To Work." That mayor used a
logical fallacy technique to make FOOLs think he was speaking smart! It’s called, in
layman’s terms, an argument from extreme, or straw man. Be angry at a position NO
ONE is taking! Fight with the wind.
Anyone who has EVER studied logic or debate understand the trick of responding to
questions or criticism by arguing from extreme opposite, like Trumps doctor acting angry
AS IF anyone ever asked for NOTHING to be done to protect people from Coronavirus.
It’s called reductio ad absurdum, OR straw man argument!
Testifying doctor said "I fear" and Winter "could be" the darkest in history.
SPECULATION, NOT science! I fear, and heel, I assume, I think, I worry, it could, it
might, it’s possible. These terms have NOTHING to do with scientific studies have
proved that _! MD degree opinions aren’t SAME!
FAIR distribution of vaccines to tens of millions? you don’t divide total number by 50
states, but multiply that total by every states' percent of population, and states give them
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first to those most in need (compromised immune systems)! THAT’S THE ONLY FAIR
WAY, @RealDonaldTrump, until we have more.
Let’s be completely practical/real—EVERY country is first responsible for caring for its
OWN people! That DOESN’T mean they don’t care about other nations! Citizenship
matters! Competition for Covid vaccines is needed by ALL people, but NOT all nations
will do the research, as can’t afford it! Duh 101.
Intellectual property rights for the over 100 vaccines under development, worldwide, and
profiting are issues that we will face in the very new future! Businesses (vs. governments)
do NOT make drugs as charities, and America has enemy nations we don’t want to steal
our patents by hacking—for a reason!
CONGRATULATIONS, Slovenia!!! #BeSafe: Bloomberg Markets @markets Slovenia
declares an end to its Coronavirus epidemic, opening its borders to E.U. citizens
https://bloom.bg/2T7Ar2t
I LOVE Live PD's new background look!: …I’ve addressed TV sets virtually replicating
actual ones, from home, via green screen & projected images behind the actors/talking
heads. Savannah Guthrie is the ONLY one, so far, coming even close to that concept, and
it’s excellent for current state! It’s corny but you do what you have to do, and work with
what you’ve got. (5/23/20)

DO the Blue Angels use autopilot, to perform their maneuvers, or manual pilot skills?
This would make their precise, dangerous maneuvers much less dangerous, and a little less
dramatic, or risky. I've always been told it was manual! @TODAYshow
Several businesses declaring bankruptcy just shows you not all businesses have war
chests, to endure two months of zero revenues! Our economy works when everyone who
can works, and slowdowns and shutdowns HURT us all—business owners, employees and
workers! You’ve ‘gotta have technology to work through pandemics.
Liberal-leaning politicians clamor for testing, but tests are NOT 100 percent perfect, there
aren’t enough for all Americans, and every day after you’re tested, you could still get
infected, requiring even more tests. It’s an EXPENSIVE, imperfect and impractical
solution, though it has some benefits for some people, for some time.
Quality of motives vs. actions: We ALL ‘wanna keep people safe, but you can’t do so by
forcing them to go bankrupt! 1,000 Ways To Die TV show proved the many ways danger
exists in real life, and perfection is the enemy of improvement. People have to work, and
need to be as safe as humanly possible—BOTH!
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When I was on a high school basketball and football teams, I believe there were 10-12
basketballs and over 35 footballers. Three of 10 would be max allowable infected, 4 of
12, and 10 of 35. Enough for second string, so team quality of play isn’t negatively
impacted. Enjoy swabs crammed down your sinuses daily!
HERE’s the PROBLEM with science vs. government. Medical personnel are paid to only
care about keeping people safe from exposure to disease! Their job isn’t to worry how the
patients survive quarantine. Government has to also care about income depletion from
lockdowns-NOT scientists! LIFE is BOTH!
I’m PURELY speculating, and may be 100 percent wrong, but I think I heard JC Penney,
Sweet Tomatoes and these are risking bankruptcy: https://rb.gy/wg8ufp it’s SAD
livelihoods have to be so disrupted, because America was NOT prepared for this
pandemic, like they WERE in the 50s about atomic bomb threats!
ALWAYS REMEMBER that there are TWO separate/different types of bankruptcy! The
term strikes fear of ending, among laymen, but one type is in-between closing forever,
where debt gets reorganized, and creditors are forced by court to wait, or take less, so they
can stay OPEN, restructured!
ALL talk about businesses NOT profiting until 50-75 percent full occupancy only
reinforces the FACT that the federal bailout has been NOT perfect and badly mismanaged
as to meeting essential needs, AS PROMISED! Government IS choosing winners and
losers, by inept execution of CARES Act! FIX IT!
This current, ongoing debate between right and left extremes of open up economies vs.
stay in lock down are, philosophically, Constitutional arguments about the people's rights
to life vs. their rights to liberty and the pursuit of happiness! That great document is NOT
divided!
I kidded the manager at @DollarTree, today, whose credit card reader was wrapped in
cellophane, if I touch it with Covid on my finger, how does that Saran wrap protect the
next guy? He chuckled with me, and said, "what are you 'gonna do?" The answer is
WIPE IT DOWN AFTER EVERY USE!
Restaurants, salons institute Coronavirus surcharges, causing social media backlash
https://fxn.ws/367tBzd
May 16
A doctor said he contracted Covid, despite face mask and gloves. Weren't we told masks
were, so you can’t infect others? In other words, they're NOT to keep you safe! There are
so many contradictions in the messaging of the "experts!" Stonebriar Mall was pretty
busy, so I used a mask.
I’ve heard pundits imply anyone can get Covid, proven by people who are rigid in
following the rules still getting the virus and contemporaneously admitting they flew on a
crowded airplane. Not everyone flies on a crowded plane, so the argument that if it
happened to me, it can happen to anyone fails.
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I 100 percent/completely believe medical experts sincerely desire people's safety. The
purity of their desire is NOT questioned. The problem is their expertise pertains to
physical health-not economic health. People have BOTH arenas health—not just one.
Avoid foolishness or fear extremes! Faith and wisdom about 10 (or security guards, or the
national guard), as the six foot rule was being violated between total strangers, quite often,
and, at most, half the people were wearing masks! @GovAbbott Law violators.
May 17
Mini Message #8: Rules & Rule-Breakers
There’s a group of Americans, size undetermined, but sizeable in some venues, who
absolutely will not obey the six foot rule, come hell or high water. These are a curious
bunch! They probably come in various forms, but from my observation, there seem to be
common characteristics, of which there are several.
I have witnessed the anti-government crowd, who must believe 'freedom' means
government has NO rights under God to make or pass any laws, because freedom comes
from God (which WRONGLY makes government, somehow evil, opposite what God says).
Then there are the preoccupied, either with shopping glee, or smart phone staring.
Obviously, young kids stray from their parents, and this is more human nature that we can’t
fully stop, unless it’s from incompetent parents.
There are excusable times that the sheer number of folk in any given area necessitate a slight
deviation from six feet, just to pass or get by, but I’m talking of the consistent and willful
violators! Police lenience, here in DFW, has NOT helped the problem, when all they ever
do is warn or cite, but never take to court and actually fine!
Plus, there’s never enough authorities to enforce the rules, and we’ve even seen physical
violence for merely insisting on masks, when you’re too close to another human. It’s either
stupidity, selfishness or both.
I saw so many of these folks, yesterday @the mall, I started wondering what’s going on in
their brains? Do they believe they’re immune from Covid, or it’s not serious, or just because
they feel healthy they believe everyone else (strangers) around them is too, especially with
fewer cases in my county? What exactly is going on in their brains? I’m not sure, but
whatever it is, zero enforcement of rules is what emboldens brazen disregard for the law!
I ALWAYS support civil disobedience to morally bad or stupid/excessive, or poorly-crafted
laws, with unintended consequences, but staying six foot from a stranger, or wearing a mask
is NOT such a law, @least until we’re sure Coronavirus has dissipated to safer levels!
Is it a political statement, that Covid is a hoax? Is it a death wish? Is it, like one gal said, if
I get it I get it and God will surely heal me attitude? WHAT IS IT, PPL, because any
claiming Christian who displays such behavior is NOT behaving as God would have them
do-period! Carnal Christianity/self as lord, all other authorities be damned.
The one cop at the mall I saw and spoke to (saying thanks for your service-except when I
speed; joke) "pulled over" No one that I ever saw in one hour! Is he, just like security
personnel have told me, just there to make sure nothing happens that would lessen sales?
What’s the purpose of an unheeded six foot rule?
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Are they afraid of riots? And what type human would riot, or get violent, because another
human simply did their job of enforcing a rule that we need at this time, to save some people
from their own stupidity? I guess I’ll never understand these people, because I’m not sure
comprehensions possible! Message End.
And enforce the ones already on the books!: Velshi: Congress should be subject to
stricter laws against insider trading https://rb.gy/nqbglr
AMEN!: Newt Gingrich: China let Coronavirus spread – Communist Party should be held
legally liable and pay damages https://fxn.ws/2zMj1Bu
But I won't cry for yesterday There's an ordinary world Somehow I have to find And as I
try to make my way To the ordinary world I will learn to survive. —Duran Duran
One Senator said her state has one of the highest payouts for forgivable loans to small
businesses, at 2/3rds. That means 1/3rd of them—the lifeblood of our economy-could
face closing, or for sure severe layoffs, if not bankruptcy restructuring, from
INCOMPETENT program administering.
Let’s tell a flat-out fact: Many people are simply tired of hearing all the news coverage on
Covid. That DOESN’T mean have none, doesn’t mean we don’t care, doesn’t mean it’s
not a serious problem, and doesn’t mean the dangers gone away. But overdoing things
engenders backlash, to live our lives in peace!
IF malls don’t start requiring masks for all, or enforcing the six foot rule, on weekends, I
will NOT be back (on weekends) for two months! I may give them one last chance, and
I’ll certainly only show up early. Weekdays are no problem!
T-shirts stating "KEEP SIX FEET AWAY FROM ME, OR ELSE!" may be needed, in
public places, or red ball caps saying "Social Distancing." TWICE I extended one of my
arms, to indicate to on-comers you better not get closer than that! AMAZING stupidity at
semi-crowded mall on weekends!
May 18
Reba McEntire, paraphrased: In these hard times, turn to God, and let your faith be in
charge. Rediscover why you're here. Slow down and smell the roses, and spend time with
your family. HEROIC words of wisdom, sister! @reba #TodayShow
At least until churches can legally handle full capacity, http://BrushFire.com is a free
service to establish reservations, to limit occupancy, IF your event is free. Pastors are
having to learn many new technological and business things, during Covid! #Pastors
#Church #Christians
NO ONE can prove where a person contracted Covid. Therefore, lawsuits are not lay
down hands, if one gets it, and sues a business. Therefore, all businesses should open up,
follow CDC guidelines, and legally be banned from Covid lawsuits. Continual full
sanitizing isn’t practical, for all!
I don’t believe new normal is long-term, but transitional. Poor businesses need the most
help. The others can afford the costly safety measures, and reduced customer capacities.
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ALL will be needed on the other side, or unemployment will skyrocket! Business owners
are employees without a business.
If the media is going to continually report the number of Covid infections and deaths, and
say they MUST report the number who recover, and report how many people die of the
Flu and cold, every week, for PERSPECTIVE/TRUTH/FACTS!
EVEN WITH A VACCINE, another pandemic virus can come! Contact tracing, testing
and vaccine dreams are Pollyanna solutions, when we must have a Plan B economy, ready
to go live and activate immediately, when another hits, even when Covid’s over! Be
working toward that now, as you open to make money!
Air-conditioned and heated face masks where you breathe your own air, and which
completely encase your face, eyes, mouth and nose, with light-weight, non-restrictive
materials is what we need! And with vocalization capacity that isn’t muzzled. Those
would solve ANY future outbreaks! Innovate.
Subjectivism views the world through the lense of your own experience. THIS is
probably why Cuomo treats others as he needs to treat New Yorkers. Too close to the
action to see the light in other places!?
May 19
SO GLAD to see you recovering well!!! @curefinder [He Twitter ‘liked’ this post]
May 20
Things I DIDN'T miss during the pandemic: SLOW drivers in the left lane, and people
who see red, octagonal signs at intersections, and think they read PARK vs. STOP!
#SameOldOldNormal
May 21
If anyone gets Covid from violating social distancing rules, couldn't an Evolutionist argue
that's natural selection, culling through the dumber genes? Asking for a Creationist.
(5/21/20)

GOOD Now open restaurants more! CDC now says Coronavirus 'does not spread easily'
via contaminated surfaces https://fxn.ws/2TmSrWP (5/20/20)
SMART cop on TV: Are masks unconstitutional?
1. That document is not a suicide pact, and,
2. Your rights may end when they start infringing on my health. WHY is such common
sense so uncommon? ENFORCE THE (social distancing) LAW, until the law is not
needed anymore!
May 22
Terrorism charge against man cops say spit and coughed on them and claimed to have
COVID-19 https://tinyurl.com/y6wpbknb
May 23
I don’t believe minorities are innately intellectually inferior to whites! One report said 70
percent of Covid cases were in what I colloquially call blacks and browns. It HAS to be
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their jobs! I DOUBT it’s often their behaviors, or that they’re sicker than whites, on
average, by any large percent! Research.
African Americans comprise more than 70 percent of COVID-19 deaths in Chicago,
officials say https://tinyurl.com/ybxnmnqn
I am MOST appalled that companies on the financial edge are having to close, like Pier 1
and others. They, obviously, didn’t successfully adapt, in decades past, which is on them,
but the workers go unemployed, because a pandemic wasn’t smartly addressed in ways
business could continue through it!
May 26
That same Seventh Day Adventist was SHOCKED we had mall walked for three weeks,
and asked if we ever wore a mask. Then we observed him selling, unmasked, two feet
away from another unmasked customer. The contradictions are glaring! NO Covid
precautions, thinking us brave using six foot distancing.
Will garlic help prevent Coronavirus? https://wb.md/2yxP4F5
Liberal (vs. moderate and conservative) youth have been energized by attention online,
trying to fundamentally change America to Socialism, and now imposing their moral
standards after the fact, extremely, like wanting people fired for one act they hate (Fallon).
They can’t keep a job by that one sin standard!
May 28
I believe economic recovery will be SLOW in America. People have to feel safe and
comfy getting back to their routines, and jobs that allow them to buy in the first place are
few and far between, compared to before. Catch 22-need the job to get out there and
spend, which is required before jobs return! #Dilemma!
A fool of a lawyer (IMO) convinced a business owner I pass by every day, to sue the state
of Texas for lost profits using the Taking clause of our Constitution. Acts of god are not
taking, and government took NOTHING of his without compensation, like grabbing land
with no remuneration. He'll FAIL miserably!
I mourn the loss of J.C. Penney’s, Tuesday Morning, Pier 1, Hertz, and a host of others, as
they represent JOBS, and businesses that were at least making a profit for their owners!
The pandemic is very Darwinian (dog-eat-dog, survival of the fittest businesses), but our
human response is very Intelligent Design (caring for one another, considered adaptation
and innovation, etc.)!
MANY people are BAD at making distinctions and comparisons! The Texas Supreme
Court working a 40+ hour a week job, online, vs. voters voting for one hour, in-person, is
NOT hypocrisy! And hypocrisy would be those Justices voting NOT in-person! Is law
school required to educate people?
Anyone who can work at home is being wise, to lessen closer quarter gatherings! NOT
hypocrisy. Plus, there are usually two weeks of early voting, and day of, lines can stretch
around, six feet apart! No need for voting to take much longer than normal.
June 15
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It is HORRIBLE that 24-Hour Fitness and Chuck-E-Cheese are cutting back or closing! I
blame poor government procedures for not re-opening sooner, safely, with fierce penalties
for violating social distancing (just as I suggested well before states opened), and soon
after Georgia!
Covid cases may be rising, in some places, NOT due to increased testing, but the economy
needs to be fully opened, and laws and enforcement force safe social distancing!
Otherwise, for any we lose to stupid decisions made, that’s just the sad consequences of
bad decision-making! Be smart.
You DO have to be careful hanging around conservatives, as? I’ve meet with two groups
of them, recently, and they don’t social distance, and do hand shake. NOT SMART
behavior! (GMA reporting higher Coronavirus statistics in certain states, and Trump’s
Tulsa event asked to be cancelled). Just be safe!
June 23
I'll wear a mask, as I've always been willing to do, if any Texan is about to invade my safe
personal space! ABC News Live https://tinyurl.com/y79ba53j
A GREAT innovation would be mask-like nostril plugs that block Covid’s entry and exit,
and sticky mouth covers that allow breathing, so a "mask" ONLY covers the mouth's
surrounding tissue, vs. bulky, ugly, awkward face masks that cover so much more of a
person's face and head! #JustDoIt!
For the time being, America is going to have to learn to create weather conditioned
outdoor spaces for events, with tele-screens/amps/cooling fans/heaters and some covering,
so crowds can attend events, outdoors, to socially distance and attend public events, ~like
Woodstock. #Innovation
HOW could sports stadiums be fully packed and fully safe? Newly-designed light-weight
helmets that self-contain all breathing, with zero gaps for breath to escape; synthetic
gloves, and eating and drinking only in reception areas where six foot social distancing is
possible—as with bathrooms.
You have handled Covid near perfectly, by iterative phases! Mandatory masks are much
more reasonable than a second economy shutdown! If Texans won't do right, forced face
coverings still allow our great economy to function-NOT shelter-in-place orders!
@GovAbbott Safety from death.
June 24
People violating social distancing should be fined! Some people are risk takers, others
delusional about the dangers, still others have a false faith in God's protection through
presumption, and finally, others are just dumb, or live under a rock not knowing the rules,
apparently!
June 25
[Gov. Abbott:] That’s why, today, I signed a directive with a new requirement for
Nevadans and visitors to wear a cover their nose and mouth with a mask or face covering,
when in public space, whether publicly or privately owned. This directive is effective on
Friday.
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Evidence Face Masks Reduce Oxygen Level https://tinyurl.com/y7bc6pkf
My son's college has a professor on Facebook proving the same result, with a machine.
He said 19-23 was optimal, then records about a 17 when masked. We need better
technology and new
machine. He said 19-23 was optimal, then records about a 17 when masked. We need
better technology and new inventions—FAST!
#CommonSense, since there aren't enough government personnel to enforce six foot rules!
Rick Scott, Marco Rubio suggest public should wear masks https://tinyurl.com/ybcl5x96
FACT IS, not that we have to choose to die for the economy, but that we will die, if we
don't behave smartly! You cannot operate a country without an economy! Case in point:
Many banana republic nations, like South Sudan, et al.
June 27
Bars and restaurants HAVE to be given legal permission to occupy all parking space
outdoors, until Covid’s gone, to dine outdoors, and have 50 percent or more occupancy!
@GovAbbott Make mask wearing mandatory, state-wide, as with this solution for bars
and restaurants! MANY will go out of business, otherwise!
My frustration is through the roof with people’s asinine inability to think! America has to
have an economy when Covid is over, and every American needs an income source!
FEW can endure months off staying sheltered in, making NO money! New technology
and common sense are the answers for fully working, safely!
Even in close quarters jobs, safety is possible! Test people for Covid, temperature checks,
gloves, masks, goggles, Plexiglas barriers, mandatory hand washing, two-week quarantine
for all infected, air purifier machines that filter out bad and pump in fresh air, open
windows, work outside!
The fact that the feds have hardly utilized the Defense Production Act is NEGLIGENCE!
I could design a light-weight helmet where you breathe your own air, purified by machine,
if necessary, with no room for escaping air, or lesser oxygen, air conditioned so you don’t
sweat! FOOLS are in charge!
We have to endure Covid until a cure/vaccine, early Jan at earliest, unless it mysteriously
disappears! We could have another pandemic, or resurgence of Covid. Isn’t is wise to
plan business to prevent another crisis crippling our economy, NOW? You’re just ‘gonna
HOPE for a positive future?
IMITATE SUCCESS. LEARN and GROWITH EXPAND YOUR
KNOWLEDGE/STUDY! Europe has flattened their Covid curve, and is back to business.
This is a competitive challenge for America to retain number one economy, by doing what
they did to be successful, freedoms TEMPORARILY be damned, for safety and economy!
I mall walk five times a week. I’ve NEVER worn a mask, because I'm safe-I don't get
near strangers, and I talk loudly/rudely, or even get physical with my arms outstretched if
any FOOL tries to invade my safe space! Stupid people don’t deserve the freedom to
infect others and ruin our economy!
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People didn’t die defending American freedom, and the U.S. Constitution wasn’t written
to establish men’s freedoms, all to be summed up as one’s right to not wear a mask, and
the right to ruin an economy and potentially kill others, by clamoring for that one right to
live unmasked! Reread until you understand!
Stupid is as stupid does. Right now, many states and Americans are behaving quite
stupidly, spreading Coronavirus inadvertently, but willfully and ignorantly, believing their
lack of intention to do so makes them moral, as they do so anyway! Irrational and
irresponsible. Selfish, too!
June 28
RACISM: Humans hating humans because of skin color. VERY FEW Americans hate
black people, but some DO despise the violent ones! I ALWAYS stand with cops who
rightly enforce the law, just as I did in McKinney, Ferguson and Minnesota against violent
rioters, or runners from justice!
Wearing a mask is better than sheltering America back in place! #CommonSense Would
you rather have your 'freedom' and go broke with a stifled economy, or be a bit
inconvenienced, but able to make money? The answer is OBVIOUS!
June 29
ALL THE MORE REASON for all U.S. businesses to make permanent, but cheapest
adjustments to keep workers and customers safe from any virus. Self-contained helmets,
using the Defense Production Act would be the best thing we could do, but likely won’t!
NOT forward thinking!: Flu virus with 'pandemic potential' found in China
https://bbc.in/3dDjdS0
June 30
Society has decided driving a vehicle a certain speed gets fined; not using your blinker
gets fined; not replacing a burnt headlight gets fined. But people who endanger others
with a deadly virus by not social distancing or wearing a mask don’t get fined? DEATH
and illness are worse.
I had an older lady walk within one foot of me, yesterday, at Walmart, from behind and
unbeknownst by myself beforehand. I literally said to her, "what that frick, lady? Social
distancing!" WHAT A MORON! She had much room, was tending to an even older
person, as I was in line. A fool!
It's STUPID overkill to shut down beaches! RESTRICT numbers, and make beach patrols
and cops police social distancing. Overkill is not justice, and is dumb! It's throwing out
the baby with the bath water, and proves many politicians aren't smart or creative enough
to craft laws; that’s their JOB.
FINALLY required in Covid-heavy TX counties: Here’s procedures I’ve seen businesses
use to open safely—Required masks of customers and workers, limited capacity,
reservations (to control entry), separate tables/seating/casino games (by six feet), sanitizer
(or machines to do so), forehead scanners, cellophane covered cash registers and pay
online.
July 1
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Politicians in states like California (that opened up late), as opposed to Texas, basically
said we don’t trust the people, so we’ll decide for them, rather than letting the people
experience whether they’re responsible enough to not need adult supervision. The spikes
in Texas proved to the citizenry they can’t be trusted, but at least they had the freedom to
discover that on their own. (Unpublished tweet)
July 3
There were a handful of fools, violating the Texas mask law, at Wal-Mart. A VERY
simple solution is have one cop show up and cruise through the checkout area, not even
having to give warning tickets, but just speak with people to see how deep their ignorance
goes.

July 5

"Science" has NOT been as certain as liberals claim it is, supposedly by its very by nature.
A white dude in the mall, today, balked that ‘we have to wear masks, until they learn that
it’s not needed.’ There have been so many changing findings concerning Covid, NO
WONDER conservatives are edgy about science, and required mask-wearing!
Report: VIRUS IS AIRBORNE. Repeat, the #SARSCoV2 coronavirus is airborne.
Epidemiologists & aerosol Scientists have been saying it for months. Now 239 scientists
have penned a letter to @WHO, coming out next week, demanding WHO
acknowledgement. Implications? https://tinyurl.com/ycpxczvu
Please note my history of suspecting Covid was airborne (by advanced
Twitter search, or even many times mentioned in this very chapter).
Now add Galveston, and Florida! Make reservations for parking space, or first come, first
served number counter life guards and beach patrols. Overkill is stupid and unjust!
Lottery system? Solutions exist! I'd swim in a face mask, for Destin’s beauty!
Galveston installed parking meters, a few years back, on the sea wall. WHY couldn't the
beach patrols (who use 4-wheelers) ask all beach combers to hold up their printed parking
receipt, and anyone else be asked to leave? TOO LOGICAL! @GovAbbott
@CityOfGalveston WASTED sun and fun!
People in public places (Ex.: malls) who are walking, and/or walking rapidly, and
observing social distancing SHOULD be exceptions to the mask rule, as it's HARD to
breathe, if you do any strenuous exercise! @GovAbbott
Primative hygiene and evil regime! Barbarian and draconian! ONLY economically
advanced!: Authorities in the Chinese region of Inner Mongolia are on high alert after a
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suspected case of bubonic plague, the disease that caused the Black Death pandemic, was
reported Sunday. https://tinyurl.com/y8m8gvya
These six or so exceptions are BRILLIANT, and further proof @GovAbbott is handling
Covid WELL! He also let the people prove they cause the mask requirement, by too much
irresponsible behavior. Freedom has to learn responsibility!
July 10
If American LOST her global reserve currency status, QE3/printing money's impact on the
dollar's value was explained to the general public, or China stopped letting America
borrow, we would have a much-needed economic and debt wake-up call. One of these
MAY be God’s next judgment on America.
July 11
Legal loopholes emasculate laws' value! A Frisco cop told us a person has to be doing
something else, for cops to detain them for not wearing a mask, and the mall security said
business' management enforces—they do not, lest they lose their job. The honor system is
STUPID! @GovAbbott
BEFORE lockdown, ENFORCE with fines, for anyone in any Texas business not wearing
a mask, @GovAbbott! The honor system and grace are an abused joke (ignored law, by
some).
July 12
People who hate wearing masks, because it blocks their face, need to have someone
design a see-through mask, made of clear cloth fibers!
Even if it's not light-weight helmets, face masks can be redesigned to be able to breathe,
have no escape gaps, &even be air/conditioned. It is the tightness, and firmness on the
face that causes discomfort, sweat, &difficulty breathing. They can be firmer, structurally,
for such
July 14
Stipulate a Jan. 2021 vaccine. MONTHS after everyone is vaccinated (at huge cost).
We’re talking ~one year from Covid’s start until our economy recovers, waiting on that
fix! Mandatory masks are a fix for RIGHT NOW, until better technology fixes it. And if
another pandemic, nine MORE months for a vaccine?
The money wasted for a second stimulus check WOULD HAVE BEEN wiser spent
developing Covid-proof masks you can get full oxygen from (self-contained), speak
normally through and not sweat from wearing, using the Defense Production Act! I
recommended that almost two months ago! It’s common sense!
Society RIGHTLY gets mad at looters and rioters destroying businesses, but they can
bounce back, with insurance, but people too selfish to socially distance or wear masks are
ruining people's entire life's calling, by bankrupting restaurants (etc.) to express their
sinful, selfish "freedom."
July 30
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It’s looking JUST LIKE I predicted: America seems to be deciding that a vaccine for
Covid is ALL we need, AS IF no new virus can shut down our economy for 6+ months
ever again, which virus-proof helmets & masks could allow us to endure without ruining
our economy again. #STUPID!!!
Aug 3
.@realdonaldtrump and @JoeBiden SHOULD be able to agree, our economy can’t sustain
people not working! Mandatory nation-wide masks, NO bailout if people won’t work, and
the Defense Production Act to produce virus-free protections. Businesses and individuals
are going broke, and our debt is already too HIGH!
Testing and "contact tracing" are NOT the pre-vaccine solutions, but mandated masks, and
especially virus-proof masks and helmets, for FUTURE pandemics to be unable to shut
down the American economy, using the Defense Production Act! I've said this MANY
times (boringly provable on any advanced Twitter search).
A third judgment is coming, and I’m starting to believe it will be economic. God has
NOT gotten our collective attention, even though THOUSANDS of Americans have died,
MOST of whom fell into a fiery eternity. Revival has been shut off; it WON’T occur.
#Ichabod! II Chron. 7:17 Blame Christians’ lack of top priorities!
I would BET you (gentleman’s type only) America isn’t vaccinated fully before May
2021. Had leadership followed my DPA (Defense Production Act) self-contained
mask/lite helmet suggestions, the U.S. economy would have been at full bore WELL
before then! I, personally, call that negligence. (10/2/20)
We offered four solutions to handle Covid's negative impact on buying: Mask mandate
(ONLY excepted at home with own family, if 6 feet distancing is allowed, and outdoors
within reasonable distance); light, self-contained helmets or breathable face covering
masks, hurried vaccine (which 45 DID),and& stopping its entry to America, early on, as
we did with Ebola. (10/3/20)
Families are usually hurt first, when income source is cut off, then businesses that are
successful. Stimulus checks increase national debt, but the SAME money invested in
virus-proof head coverings would help even if another pandemic arises, and gets workers
working as soon as they’re invented!
Oct 30
EVERY job and business loss falsely blamed on Covid could have been saved, had
government taken my Mar-April advice to use the DPA to produce self-contained lightweight Covid-proof, air-conditioned, NOT muzzled voiced helmets! It was a BAD
decision NOT to!
Oct 31 (@JamesMeroney2)
It’s ignorant, dumb and irresponsible to say someone is wearing a mask to be politically
correct! The words of a FOOL!
Coulda, shoulda, woulda! High tech masks or light-weight helmets would have ended all
this misery, you damn fools, using the Defense Production Act. But, who am I for anyone
to listen to, fools?: It’s looking JUST LIKE I predicted—America seems to be deciding
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that a vaccine for Covid is ALL we need, AS IF no new virus can shut down our economy
for six+ months ever again, which virus-proof helmets and masks could allow us to endure
without ruining our economy again. #STUPID!!! (7/30/20)
HOW do we get thru 1.3 years ‘til Dr. Fauci says Covid may be gone?
1. Accept that many will die, if they don’t stay safe.
2. New and current therapeutics widely disseminated.
3. Shutdowns only in severest cases in small venues.
4. Folk will violate face mask mandates, but they still could be useful.
5. It’s never too late for self-contained breathing masks, using the DPA, or not (we'll need
them next outbreak or virus!).
6. Warp speed dissemination of vaccines, once produced. Line up administers in drivethrough, multi-lane huge parking lot venues, for the most rapid injections!
7. My wife's doctor friend said herd immunity was a real phenomena, so if enough people
get sick, or (God forbid) die, science can tell us if that will help ward it off for the rest of
us. [See all posts on Covid Blueprint, May 4, 2020]
8. Quarantine or segregate those most susceptible.
DO THESE EIGHT THINGS ALL AT ONCE! I would!
Nov 1 (@JamesMeroney2)
THE way to return to normal is to be 100 percent safe, using every means that keeps you
NOT exposed to Covid. That TRUTH being stated, discover all the means of remaining
safe, have zero tolerance for being endangered, and then you can go about your business.
Zero means zero, however!
Masks, gloves as necessary, six foot distancing, no large groups, hand sanitizer,
quarantined people at risk (elderly or compromised immune systems). IF these factors are
strictly adhered to, every business could fully function. Problem is, rules violators! They
ruin it for us all!
Nov 2 (@JamesMeroney2)
Biden wants uniform, nation-wide standards. That’s one-size-fits-all STUPID! What if
there’s no outbreak in one town, but the standard is all small towns do so and so
behavior(s)? The rules apply where the cases are mild, medium and massive. THAT is a
common sense standard! NOT Big Brother overkill, swatting a fly with a sledge hammer!
Biden says we need a plan, we need to get control on Covid. He says more money for
testing and contact tracing. That’s wasteful! When you have symptoms, you test! My
dad got near someone with Covid, and the clinic said re-test four days later! I had said test
early, before it can grow. WRONG! 1f you have symptoms, test immediately. Contact
tracing is anal and Big Brother tax dollar wasting hyper control.
Again, IF anyone was exposed, and they get symptoms, they’ll experience symptoms.
They should be tested four days after exposure, but if the first person tests positive, they
can tell all they had close contact with, IF they knew their names. If they didn’t, contact
tracers can’t figure out anonymous names, either!
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Biden doesn’t even offer penalties for mask wearing violators! Trump has recommended
masks—I see NOTHING new under the sun with Biden’s call for a plan vs. actually
having a plan!
"We need to get control of the virus" is NOT a plan, @JoeBiden! Masks are already in
place, as with PPE and testing. Vaccines and therapeutics are in process. You only add
contact tracing and more money for testing! What about relief funds for financial fallout?
You FOLLOW Trump, LATE!
Mask suggestions have stopped NO ONE committed to civil disobedience! ONLY
@Baylor University has mask enforcers, that I've ever heard of! Masks aren't perfect, but
they could be designed to be so, very simply! You could breathe well, sound normal
speaking, and zero virus spreads!
Nov 17 (@JamesMeroney2)
Enforce mask wearing, 6 foot distancing and 10 person maximum close quarters indoor
events, with $500 fines per violation, and you will get control over Covid! The answers
are SO simple! ZERO need for any shutdowns! A nation run by fools, at present!
Freedom lovers, bad people and arrogantly self-centered people ALL need enforcement to
get compliance to Covid protocols. No punishment, no fear of noncompliance! I’ll
probably NEVER drive the exact speed limit, without cops everywhere. Many people
don’t change without negative consequences!
Freedom lovers, bad people and arrogantly self-centered people ALL need enforcement to
get compliance to Covid protocols. No punishment, no fear of noncompliance! I’ll
probably NEVER drive the exact speed limit, without cops everywhere. Many people
don’t change without negative consequences!
I GUARANTEE you Sugarland, Memorial, Kingwood and River Oaks (maybe Katy and
Seabrook) in Harris County don’t have high Covid rates compared to other areas! WHY
the disparity? I didn’t say they had zero cases, but not as high as elsewhere. Economics
plays a role I can’t understand, yet!
Education is often tightly tied to economic achievement. It doesn’t take a college degree
to comprehend 6 foot rule, masks and small gatherings. I want science to tell me why
poorer areas and ~counties usually have higher Covid cases. The virus doesn’t target
pocket books or diplomas!
IF Covid cases rise in any rural area or county, I want science to tell us why! They often
aren’t college educated, but they have gritty common sense. They also aren’t usually as
poor as citys' poor areas. WHY would it spread where there’s much open air? Inquiring
minds wanna’ know!
Actions and attitudes HAVE to explain areas where Covid cases are rising! it’s NOT
innate to your education level or economic status. Do poor people behave differently from
richer folk, or take riskier behaviors? Is it the close proximity of their living quarters?
What of rural areas?
MUCH tax money has been WASTED on testing and contact tracing! If anyone violates
protocols, then feels any known symptoms, THEN they need testing, and everyone knows
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if they came within 6 feet of strangers, so do your own FREE contact tracing! Selfquarantine and test THEN! Wasted money!
Covid fatigue is why it is expanding. You do not have to suffer or die from fatigue! Go
about your normal business, safely, as we don’t have that long ‘til vaccines, and risking
death is a terrible way to rebel against fatigue! HUGE medical bills if hospitalized, I’d
imagine, as well.
Greg Abbott is being practical and realistic! People can’t stay cooped up indefinitely;
they have lives to live and jobs to perform/money to make, and businesses to save. If
people don't take personal responsibility, they risk getting Covid! @GovAbbott THEIR
choice; government isn’t forcing that!
NBC talking about people ignoring Covid warnings. SO expected and reasonable! People
can’t live in lockdown, and endure financial loss indefinitely, with Congress offering zero
second payout! You behave smart, and take what comes! You don’t hide in a cave,
fearing existence! Mature adult decisions.
With Texas Covid cases rising, my family has now resorted to "what did they do wrong?'
questions, whenever we hear of any Texan getting infected!
Nov 18 (@JamesMeroney2)
Covid fatigue is why it is expanding. You do not have to suffer or die from fatigue! Go
about your normal business, safely, as we don’t have that long until vaccines, and risking
death is a terrible way to rebel against fatigue! There are HUGE medical bills if you’re
hospitalized, I’d imagine, as well.
MUCH tax money has been WASTED on testing and contact tracing! If anyone violates
protocols, then feels any known symptoms, THEN they need testing, and everyone knows
if they came within 6 feet of strangers, so do your own FREE contact tracing! Selfquarantine and test THEN! Wasted money!
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PANDEMIC PRESIDENTS
(Vaccine Dissemination Plan)
(1/20/21, @JamesMeroney2)

46 (Biden) CAN’T fix our economy until he fixes Covid! Solutions are SO easy! Identify
where the batches are, let any 65+ year old and front lines worker get it, first come first
served, with proof they got it, and have thousands of nurses administer them in huge
public places! You guys are so dumb, sometimes!
If ANY vaccines EVER wasted/lost/thrown out, someone in government service MUST
be fired! I swear it’s infuriating to see how poorly vaccines have been administered.
Open the floodgates for any to get one 65 or older and proven first responders and
frontline workers! Parks, stadiums, parking lots!
EVERY city where vaccine batches exist calls on everyone trained in giving shots, pays
them by tax money, to spend two weeks off job to vaccine everyone needing it first
(elderly and those most exposed by job function). I could get 1/4th to 1/2 of America
vaccinated in one month! The challenge is the others.
Logistically, if vials are in one room, dispersing them to nearby shot venues is the
challenge! One box of vaccines getting to a HUGE parking lot of cars happens by people
running to vaccine candidates, using drones, bikes, skateboards, or Segways, so their
efficacy doesn’t wane as they get to them!
You take a parking lot, make as many car lines as can fit, use above-car level means to
assembly line batch boxes to shot givers, and tell cars to peel out once vaccinated! Cops
direct traffic of all vaccinated exiting the venue! It’s SO easy to do! WE ARE fricking
morons!
If you have to, use walk-up open-air clinics, but 6-foot distancing is more likely violated
than runs of car lines. EVERY pro sports stadium's parking lot SHOULD be being used
for mass vaccinations! Our economy doesn’t recover fully until we do things like this.
What FOOLS we can be!
Mall parking lots are a lesser solution, as they have business to conduct. Pro sports
stadiums are mainly busy nights and weekends. Small towns may have to drive to big
cities! If you want to be safe, there’s some sacrifice required, as vaccines are mainly in
the big population centers.
I’m speaking to infants: If one 18-wheeler load of refrigerated Cokes is to get to that
many drinkers, you do NOT have them surround the truck's exit door! You position them
in a YUGE circle (or in lines), and have personnel walk it to them, swiftly, with cops
preventing hysteria. THESE are vaccine solutions!
I would force vehicle lines, and inspect them so none of them can run out of gas (gas
indicators), and have one needle sticker per line, replaced whenever they tire, and make
Covid vaccines as fast as humanly possible. Workers need gas masks, for the exhaust
fumes, in enclosed or structure-surrounded parking lots.
You CANNOT vaccinate masses with FEW needle stickers! That causes log jams!
EVERY large city could pick out-of-town venues of grass, so spacing out hundreds of
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nurses is possible. Pay the land owner for borrowed, or any damaged lawn. Make lines,
but hundreds of them, so there’s not hours of waiting!
There are times I want to cuss, on this forum, but I don’t think I ever have! It’s SO
STUPID how America has administered Operation Warped Speed’s purposed end-game
of vaccine administering! The mental deficiency/abnormality (I WON’T use the ‘R’
word) is SO unnecessary! WHY so much money spent for so little results?
HOW would ANYONE give out free Cokes from one truck, safely, in one venue? Black
Friday teaches us how NOT to, with runs on stores! You NEVER have vaccines that
centrally located! Secretly, warehouse them across cities, and require lines vs. mass
rushes to the needle stickers/nurses/phlebotomists.
Senior centers are a no-brainer. Get their census/membership numbers, and send that
number of vials! Even jail birds need vaccines IMMEDIATELY, because they live in
tight quarters! The elderly, front-line workers, first responders and the imprisoned (them
NOT before these others, as they’re in punishment).
For round two, IF science says people age 18 and below are less vulnerable (I don’t
know), everyone but NON vulnerables get the second stage of vaccines, in the exact same
process of dissemination! You have to track who has been shot, who needs a second shot,
and disallow third vaccines, via technology tracking vaccine records.
Trump, quite frankly, did a pretty BAD job of vaccine administering, but Biden, as Chuck
Todd says, has to do a plan like this, or he will be just as culpable. Maybe make a national
excused day off, for willing citizens to be vaccinated, over a 1 to 3 month timeframe. This
is called having solutions!
IF you SEE this map, BIG cities take up a very small portion of our landscape! Get them
vaccinated first! They have the fastest way to vaccinate a herd immunity majority! Small
towns may feel it’s unfair, but it’s logical! YOU can travel, as getting the masses
vaccinated soon is priority one!

If, or once, there are already enough vaccines for all Americans, it’s incompetence that all
who want them haven’t received them! I don’t want one, for now. IF EVER it’s do we
throw out this vaccine or vaccinate someone least needing it, err on the side of
vaccination! We have DUMB disseminating!
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POLICE BRUTALITY & RACE RIOTS
Please Note: If you will take the effort to compare what we have written, to related news
stories and political decisions made, by comparing date-stamps, you will see there were
approximately 50 of such events impacted or predicted by our posts on Covid-19 and the
racial unrest/uprising (some in italics).
Background
#BlueLivesMatter #BlackLivesMatter #BrownLivesMatter
#WhiteLivesMatter #AllLivesMatter Duh 101 False divisions for political
gain! (5/3/20)
May 1, Ahmaud Arbery shot dead by two white men in Georgia; May 25,
George Floyd killed by a Minneapolis policeman’s knee to his neck; June
15, ‘Central Park Karen’ calls 911 to report a black man threatening her for
enforcing dog leash law rules.
“If you have a problem figuring out whether you’re for me or Trump,
then you ain’t black.” —Joe Biden (5/22/20)
May 7 to 15
Report: Georgia shooting of Ahmaud Arbery spurs outcry https://fxn.ws/2L53Be6
Comment: EVEN had he been a murderer, the killers were OFF DUTY (IF cops?), and
should have followed and called for on-duty backup; TOTALLY unjustified! NO
probable cause!
There are Good Samaritan laws, where well-intentioned help of victims can end you up in
jail if you accidentally because more harm, from lacking skill! Citizens are NOT to do
cops' jobs, especially with the ‘he's black, so he looks like a black suspect’ excuse! The
two men initiated the arms/guns against Ahmaud Arbery.
If Ahmaud Arbery HAD been conducting home robberies, the two arrested men were
NOT active police—one not at all! They are citizens, and I’ll bet Georgia laws disallow
using guns to effect citizens' arrests! They SHOULD have called 911, kept following, and
let the police do their jobs/investigation.
When you initiate violence against an innocent (i.e., a person NOT attacking you), and
they get the upper hand, self-defense claims are weighed against the mitigating
circumstances that you started the ruckus, and you are the one who brought arms to the
situation! Juries rarely let you have your cake and eat it too.
The attorney for Ahmad Arbury's murderers has three YUGE obstacles: The dad was
NOT a cop, anymore, or on duty. Even if robbery HAD occurred, private citizens chasing
suspects is discouraged by government, and guns are excessive force to use against an
unarmed man. Call 911, and stay back/follow!
May 22
AS IF everyone in any given race thinks exactly the same (which they don't): [private
account:] "You are not black if you don't think right" is a hell of a take by Biden.
May 26
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UN-true! Cops investigate facts, and don't have preconceived conclusions until then.
That's their training, even though a handful of bad apples exist. It is NOT violence to dial
911. That statement is asinine!: [Private account:] The Minneapolis choking video is
why the Amy Cooper [Central Park ‘Karen’] video matters. Calling the police with a
fabricated threat is an act of violence. [And there are already laws for filing false police
reports]
As I told my youngest son, the other day, as to obedience, it matters not if a cop is making
an illegal command. Comply, and if it’s illegal, you can sue, later, and make some money
by being abused. They have guns, and it’s safer to comply, even if you’re 100 percent
innocent, until things get sorted out!
Race, race, race. You can tell the political season's heating up, and that damage control is
in effect, to cover for Biden's "you aren’t black" comment. DON’T SEEK VALIDATION
by being a member of any group, but being yourself, your best, and pleasing God! Live
independent! #BeBest
@JimmyFallon is a racist, because he was involved in a COMEDY SKIT 20 YEARS
AGO, even though his band is made up of predominantly if not exclusively BLACK
musicians!? Got it. Liberalism is more infective than Covid-19! #LiberalLogic
I don't wish bad on anyone... Just lose their job and dog. Got it: [Private account:] I
don't wish bad on anyone. But the results of #CentralParkKaren crying wolf in these
trying times (losing her job and losing her dog) is exactly what it's going to take to stop
this bad, and frankly illegal, behavior. I don't care what you've been taught, please.
Dog trampling greenery as problem depends on specifics! A man startling her, coming
out of the woods COULD have been perceived as a coming attack. Any false claims to
the cops can be charged as making a false report. Losing your job for describing the race
of that man is unjust overkill! #Karen
Free speech ISN’T a synonym for responsible speech, but that’s its intent, though
government compliance isn’t always being responsible. It also has at least one limit…
yell fire in movie theater. Private businesses can also set rules on their platforms, as
business is their domain, vs. the public square.
May 27
No generalizations/painting with a broad brush, exaggeration, untruths or stereotyping
contrary to the evidence and facts going on here, right? THINK vs. emote! All-ornothing conclusions from the few bad eggs. Where has our education system gone
wrong?: [Private account:] Cops are garbage. Because cops can lie in an investigation
there are innocent people in prison and everyone reading this tweet is innocent of murder
but that will NOT stop you from going to prison for murder. THINK people. JC. Oh, and
I CAN’T BREATHE means YOU'RE KILLING ME, @ACLU.
The Louisiana prosecutors of Archie Williams should be FIRED! He should also be
compensated for every one of his 37 years of wrongful imprisonment! @LouisianaGov
#AGT @AGT #AmericasGotTalent
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Bad cops DO exist! Perhaps it’s the power of the badge that goes to their heads? Maybe
lack of lawsuit threat from governmental immunity? Maybe they get jaded from all the
evil they witness. Whatever the cause, police chiefs MUST rein them ALL in, lest ALL
get negatively tarnished.
I’m ‘gonna address this ‘Make Whites Great Again’ cap of the befallen fool of an officer:
Many other racial groups believe Caucasians can never say one word about any successes
of people with their skin color, because they have it best in America.
That’s partly true, unless they get slandered or wrongly stereotyped, lumped into a
homogeneous group simply by skin color. NO racial group all acts or thinks the same! I
have little in common with "red necks," or the hoity-toity crowd, which are often
significantly white.
We have black history month, presumably because every day would celebrate white
achievements, in history classes, and because they have been under-represented in their
achievements. But for equality, why not a Latino-American history month, as with Asian
and Indian, and every other culture group? I am for that!
The Trump type who would wear such a ball cap believe over-immigration has made
America less white by percent. That’s 100 percent true, but not provably a problem!
They simply bemoan the days when America was almost fully white, with slavery heirs
here too! They fear losing a political majority to angry minorities.
May 28
A fool of a lawyer (IMO) convinced a business owner I pass by every day, to sue the state
of Texas for lost profits using the Taking clause of our Constitution. Acts of god are not
taking, and government took NOTHING of his without compensation, like grabbing land
with no remuneration. He'll FAIL miserably!
The state of Texas government did NOT because the harm to Texas businesses! Covid
did! One of government's Constitutional duties is to care for the health and safety of its
citizens. It is NOT Frisco-like for a Texas business owner to be a whiner, but a winner.
I’ll NEVER eat at that establishment!
I believe economic recovery will be SLOW in America. People have to feel safe and
comfortable getting back to their routines, and jobs that allow them to buy in the first
place are few and far between, compared to before. Catch 22—need the job to get out
there and spend, which spending is required before jobs return! #Dilemma!
Reports are the Minneapolis cop had been cited 12-13 times, with NO disciplinary actions
ever taken. Getting away with things emboldens sinfulness! Just look at 45! The code of
silence in the thin blue line is NOT one of Respect and brotherhood, but of evil
complicity, and must be abolished, ASAP!
Riots with physical violence and property damage come from angry folks who have zero
vested interest in the things they destroy! Constructive protest would yield better results,
but that is NOT what we’re seeing in Minneapolis. They're hurting their own because of
being heard CREDIBLY!
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The security head agreed with us, that mall patronage is about back to where it was, preCovid, especially on weekends. Two sets of couples looked at my son, askew/strangely,
when he extended his arm to show they were passing too close, and I said "six foot rule."
FOOLs I will always fight, verbally.
Julian "FIDEL Castro" is claiming every police headquarters in America always lets rogue
cops off the hook, with zero disciplinary action for any infractions! The system (vs. a few
bad apples) requires this interpretation of his B.S. Post! It’s a conspiracy against the
public; LIAR!
Julian "FIDEL Castro" is starting a PAC to support extreme leftists, TODAY! What
better time for YOU to expose the following, racist, extreme and UNtrue post of that fool,
to discredit his PAC seeking things you and I agree on opposing, like U.S. Socialism?
@POTUS @realdonaldtrump
The FEW bad apples DON’T represent you! THANKS for your service! @PlanoPolice
@Allen_Police @FriscoPD @MckinneyPolice @CarrolltonTXPD @DentonPolice
@Addison_PD @DallasPD @RichardsonTX_PD @GarlandPD
NO logic to irrational emotionalism!: [Private account:] Let’s burn down Target and
McDonalds who have been open and taking care of us during this panic. Let me guess
“They got insurance.”
WHY AREN’T rubber bullets being used against every criminal looter and violent rioter?
Get some frickin’ control! If tear gas doesn't stop them, use Tasers @Jacob_Frey YOU
are responsible for this getting out of hand, when you don’t authorize methods that curb
the violence! UNimpressed!
I HOPE you have deployed the National Guard, in anticipation of a second night of
destructive violence! To NOT do so is negligence, if you recall Ferguson. YOU are
personally responsible for this evening, if you don't! @GovTimWalz Lawless rebels are
in charge?
There is NO justification for riots, but I’ve read two+ ATTEMPTED rationalizations…
slavery (NO ONE alive was involved), and the Philadelphia Eagles’ victory (video would
say if that was predominantly whites). Protest is NOT a synonym for riot, which goes
further to physical violence, harm, damage and looting/theft.
The ONLY thing oppressing ANY American is C or less grades in high school, excepting
sex trafficked women! If famous black civil rights "leaders" do NOT conn the
Minneapolis riots, they are emboldening them by any silence! Jesse, Al, Louis and the
LIKe (or ILK, depending on if they do).
My Consistent Policy (Ferguson tweets off live police feed):
It’s IMPOSSIBLE for the Missouri governor to over-protect #Ferguson and the
surrounding area to prevent violence and damage. They can't read minds, and are charged
with public safety! (11/19/14)
St. Louis cops—go to #Ferguson! All nearby military, too! Homeland security and FBI.
Where is government control for safety and order? Failure! (11/24/14)
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McDs, Liquor Market looted; #Ferguson. Fox news cam destroyed by masked THUG,
live. ARREST all criminals in Ferguson! Send more cops! (11/24/14)
I’m EMBARRASSED how PASSIVE #Ferguson cops are! USE batons, Tasers,
overwhelming force of numbers—CONTROL IS NEEDED! ARREST someone! Care
about your town’s businesses! (11/24/14)
Where’s the Missouri National Guard? Looks like reactionary vs. proactively kicking butt
vs. thugs (on Hannity and O’Reilley). FORCE! #Ferguson (11/24/14)
Citizens and business owners of #Ferguson should take to the streets with a defensive
posture, and armed by Second Amendment firepower! Help cops save your city!
(11/24/14)

#Ferguson cops would be foolish to assume CRIMINALS won't come back when the
sunlight Leaves, and darkness hides their ugly actions! Vigilance. (11/25/14)
Check TIME and date, as with #Ferguson tweets where I predicted a second night of
violence, but no such warning the third day forward! My tweets stay unchanged.
(11/30/14)

Police scanner website during Ferguson riots had the following regularly: NOG, in word
(spelled out) chimps, Dawn of Planet of the Apes. (11/30/14)
Also on Ferguson cop scanner ustreem was "what white build blacks destroy." There IS
animosity beneath the surface—you can’t cure what you deny. KFC is NOT being
looted/run on watermelons in Ferguson/want to be treated civilized, act civilized (which I
agree with)/burning Black Owned Businesses. (11/30/14)
A riot is the language of the unlawful and unruly. –Jim Meroney (MLK wasn't always
right!)
St. Paul police scanner (Facebook, past two hours of posts): Walgreens on Grand...
Looted Napa auto 1200 on University... On fire Furniture barn on fire inside and outside
Smoke and Fire at the UPS Store on University Avenue. First Grand Liquor on Grand
Ave. Just had its windows smashed in. Noodles and Company windows being broken out
on University and Hamlin. Bricks are being thrown off bridges over the highways. TJ
Max is on fire. Midway. Hitting Discount Tire again on University. Looting Footlocker.
Officer’s being attacked by rocks and bottles at Verizon.
There are MANY videos on TV and social media, with EXCELLENT facial detail
pictures of the looting criminals. Prosecutions SHOULD be forthcoming! Facial
recognition technology, or local news broadcasts can identify many of the culprits!
@Jacob_Frey @GovTimWalz
AS IT SHOULD BE! #SelfDefense: [Washington Examiner/@dcexaminer:] Video
appears to show armed citizens protecting businesses in St. Paul after businesses have
reportedly been looted and burned down during riots over George Floyd's death in
Minnesota.
Those who pay few-to-no taxes have a rent car mentality toward public property!:
[Private account:] Damaged St. Paul police car.
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SHAMEFUL and sucking up to look P.C.! And they are NOT protesters, but riotous
thugs!: Report: Steve Carell, Seth Rogen among Hollywood stars donating to bail out
Minneapolis protesters. https://tinyurl.com/ydbp7fvq
May 29
I am MUCH less interested in Twitter, now that Jack $#@$ has deemed calling in the
National Guard glorified violence! I don’t want to turn to Facebook, but I’ll read 45's
executive order in detail, and D.C. Politicians need to nip this censorship/non-free speech
agenda advocating in the bud soon. [The week I began making preparations for starting
Facebook James.Meroney.378]
If the National Guard being used is glorifying violence, what is it that those violent rioting
THUGS have been doing in person and online, justifying violence. Just read the trending
term, “St. Paul!” They defy anyone to tell them it’s unjust or wrong. Hint: IT'S
UNJUST and WRONG! Stick it!
Protests over #GeorgeFloyd’s wrongful killing are right. Violent ones are wrong!
Whether the bad cop gets charged is probably ‘gonna hinge on intent—it’s very hard to
prove he intended to kill the victim. People are calling George "innocent." If there was
evidence of a suspected crime which caused his arrest, he was NOT innocent.
Cheering on rioting thugs, and instructing them to cover their faces, so cops can’t later
arrest them from video identification (a post I read, yesterday) is ‘glorifying violence!’
IF using our National Guard to restore peace is glorifying violence, WHAT ARE all the
UN-warned against tweets that are justifying and encouraging violence in Minneapolis, or
for criminals to cover face to avoid prosecution? KEEP THE SAME STANDARD FOR
BOTH SIDES OF THE AISLE! @Jack
It’s imperfect, but the best in the world U.S. justice system does NOT make decisions
based on public opinion, or rioter threats! Whether the fired cops get charged will be a
matter of whether they legally deserve to be—not pleasing violent, loud mobs, and that’s
how it should be!
MANY Americans do NOT want to know this TRUTH, but charging George Floyd four
complicit killers is a matter of three things—Minnesota and federal laws, evidence of
intent, and a jury or grand jury deciding merits of facts and circumstances for taking to
trial! Sovereign immunity MAY also play in.
Jesse Jackson (if I recall) asked when is a knee to a neck intent? That is the EXACT legal
question in question! The act was illegal, but intent is the issue in murder charges;
otherwise, it’s negligent homicide, or may fall to even lesser charges, of deemed out of his
scope of duty.
IF YOU WANT ZERO CHANCE OF EVER BEING HURT OR KILLED BY ANY COP
OF ANY COLOR, DON'T EVER DO OR PARTICIPATE IN ANYTHING THAT CAN
REASONABLY BE SUSPICIONED TO BE A CRIMINAL VIOLATION. I told my son,
yesterday, that's why he's never feared being arrested—NOT due to his skin color.
ANY police officer who EVER pulls anyone over solely due to their racial profile/color
NEEDS to be kicked off the force, post haste! Cops are legally required to have probable
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because of a crime's commission, or they can’t pull you over, legally, absent a warrant!
KNOW THE LAW.
Be careful, however, as it’s legal for a cop to find any law infraction to justify a further,
through the windshield search of your vehicle, which is why tail lights out are often used
as justification, and probable because is found after the pull over!
Trump SHOULD have worried less about rhyming, and said, ‘if looting continues, rubber
bullet shooting will commence!’ Thinking that rhymes garner media, or make things true
is as valid as ‘if the glove don’t fit you must acquit’ B.S.! Blood dried shrinks leather
gloves! Duh 101, OJ
I'm GLAD I posted the dictionary definition of ‘THUGS,’ this morning [See posts,
below], as I KNEW the term would elicit wrongful definitions by people uneducated as to
its dictionary meaning! Violent people is an accurate description of SOME of the
"protesters" in Minneapolis, observing their ACTIONS!
PERFECT term to use for protesters who take things too far, and violent is what makes
one a THUG, according to a dictionary definition (politically neutral)! READ more, opine
less! Vi·o·lence behavior involving physical force intended to hurt, damage, or kill
someone or something.
And for the P.C. Crowd, who thinks this term only gets used for select races' violent
members (which is UNtrue), online dictionary: thug /THəɡ/ Learn to pronounce noun 1.
A violent person, especially a criminal. "He was attacked by a gang of thugs"
pro·test noun /ˈprōˌtest/ 1. A statement or action expressing disapproval of or objection to
something. VS. ri·ot /ˈrīət/ Learn to pronounce noun 1. A violent disturbance of the
peace by a crowd. #CommonSense 101
Even "heated" (emotionally-charged) protests are legal. NOT threats of harm to others,
looting, breaking, fires, etc. BUSINESS OWNERS DID NOT KILL GEORGE FLOYD,
DAMN FOOLS WHO ARE ENGAGING THUGGERY IN MINNESOTA. I’m glad I
saw even black business owners armed to the hilt to defend their property!
I will investigate the details, but how the National Guard let people destroy a police
station is beyond me! Can you imagine how many criminal and even murderous
lawsuits/cases will now lack evidence toward convictions (if evidence was stored within
that joint)? #FAILURE!
DICTIONARY DEFINITION: mur·der /ˈmərdər/ the unlawful premeditated killing of
one human being by another. "Premeditated" could be disputed! LEGAL MATTERS:
"Lawful" depends on the state's criminal statute(s), or any applicable federal law. "Intent"
could be disputed! #GeorgeFloyd
THIS is why I do NOT label abortion "murder," but killing! If you don’t know the law,
you really should keep your uninformed opinions to yourself, though I know people
won’t!
(a) Whoever, without intent to effect the death of any person, causes the death of another
by perpetrating an act eminently dangerous to others and evincing a depraved mind,
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without regard for human life, is guilty of murder in third degree... Sec. 609.195
Minnesota Statutes
EVEN third degree murder, in Minnesota, would be hard to convict upon! "Depraved
mind" would be the term in question! Protesters are seeking higher degrees of murder!
GOOD LUCK with that, unless DA's succumb to political or mob mentality pressures!
The cop DID illegally kill a man!
The neck knee is illegal for MN cops to use, a report said. The police have their own
disciplinary procedures for code of conduct violations! Likely never ever working as a
cop again, when that’s your experience and skills, IS punishment! Does LEGAL justice
require anything further?
~Informal law treatise on the use of deadly force in MN (vs. excessive force, or police
brutality): https://tinyurl.com/y9j2pyv9
Cops are legally and morally allowed to kill criminal suspects-of ANY race-when they
reasonable fear for their lives, under the circumstances! NOT every death at the hands of
a police officer is wrongful, like George Floyd's was! The color of the suspect is
irrelevant! KNOW the law.
I want to know what behaviors of George Floyd made the killer cop think he needed to be
restrained by a knee to the neck! Was he physically resistant? Did he throw punches?
NOTHING justifies it, but what led up to this killing? VIDEO (or testimonies), please!!!
There are MANY abuses and misuses of this term. So, for the intellectually-challenged,
here’s the dictionary definition: rac·ist ˈrāsəst a person who shows or feels discrimination
or prejudice against people of other races, or who believes that a particular race is superior
to another.
NO American should EVER be killed by ANY cop, if they are unarmed, and their
behavior is not a realistic/reasonable threat to the life of the officer detaining them—
period, no matter the suspects color! George Floyd’s killer has ZERO excuse! SAME
with Amhaud Arbery's rogue vigilantes!
Juries and grand juries are particularly/especially deferential to cops, in close cases, as
they risk their lives for public safety, and good public policy is to not lose the limited
number of police. It’s called the THIN BLUE LINE for a reason! YOU make split
second, life or death decisions!
God heal our nation! We may be beyond help! (II Chron. 7:14)
EVEN IF one rogue cop started the physical destruction, ALL the other people who have
looted, set fires, harmed businesses, made threats, endangered cops and civilians, by their
illegal riots are GUILTY, and every one of them should be jailed in the next two weeks,
after identifications are made! NO excuse.
Manslaughter is the ONLY alleged charge that could pass legal muster, as third degree
murder's premeditation and mental state were NOT in play! UNfortunately, the MN
statutes site can’t connect, presently, or I’d analyze if even that charge will stick. It was
working this morning! #Odd
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LEGAL definition of MN manslaughter is NOT online, presently, but an attorneys
summary is (less authoritative, unless exact statutory language)—"In the state of
Minnesota, manslaughter can be defined as a crime of extreme passion or negligence."
The trier of fact determines what’s 'extreme.'
Negligence is clear/obvious, but whether it was extreme depends on other factors (juror’s
opinion, circumstances, intent). Three other equally-trained cops witnessed this, so none
of them thought it unreasonable, so it being extreme negligence might not stick-or they’d
have stopped him.
Gross negligence is extreme indifference to or reckless disregard for safety of others. It’s
more than simple carelessness or failure to act. Its willful behavior done with extreme
disregard for health and safety of others. It’s conduct likely to because foreseeable harm.
Negligence vs. extreme negligence will be linch- (vs. lynch) pin, if there’s ever a criminal
trial. The standard is the reasonable prudent person thinking an act to be extreme, and the
evidence hurdle is beyond a reasonable doubt that he acted with extreme negligence. The
jury will be critical.
Political and public sentiment/court of public opinion, in Minneapolis, may blow up
everything I just accurately deduced, which would be a travesty of justice, but can happen.
BEST to drag it out as much as possible, until emotions subside. Scapegoat
vengeance/overkill isn’t justice!
I would take it to a grand jury, then, if they say it's ripe for a lawsuit, utilize a bench trial,
as getting a fair trial in Minneapolis would likely be impossible! Request a change of
venue. Obviously, from the law I’ve read and videos I've seen, manslaughter is the
WORST he’ll face. [absent politicization of the trial, as I said elsewhere]
Bench trial preferred, as layman don’t understand legal distinctions, as well as judges, like
negligence vs. extreme negligence. Haven I been harping on Americans understanding
distinctions, for about two weeks? Feelings don’t make laws apply!
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RrkVyXFsx6Y… Facts and evidence!
BIG problem is, since Trayvon case, many people have parroted/memorized "I can’t
breathe." The cop could have thought George was saying that to get out of custody! I
hiked and was faint, recently, and said I’m dying. That got my sons to act, and offer me
some water. A jury decides if it was extreme negligence.
Killer cops’ WORST problem, that WILL trip him up, is the knee to neck, I’ve read, is
OUTLAWED by Minneapolis police policy. Scienter (knew or should have known)
argues he violated that, so I presume a first or second degree manslaughter conviction, 510 years, by Minnesota ranges (15 is the MN maximum).
Atlanta Mayor Bottoms conns rioters in fiery speech: "You are disgracing our city, you are
disgracing the life of George Floyd"
[Private account:] Protests calling for #JusticeForGeorge are now in 13 cities across the
country: NYC, NY - Milwaukee, WI - Houston, Texas - Fort Wayne, IN - Washington
DC - Atlanta, GA - Kansas City, MO - Denver, CO - Las Vegas, NV - San Jose, CA Detroit, MI - Boston, MA - Chicago, IL
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There are protests in Minneapolis, MN, St Paul, MN, Atlanta, GA, San Francisco, CA,
Washington DC, Detroit, MI, Orlando, FL, Omaha, NE, Junction City, KS, Denver, CO,
Elkhart, IN, Los Angeles, CA, NYC, NY, Las Vegas, NV, Milwaukee, WI, Louisville,
KY, Houston, TX, Phoenix, AZ, Fort Wayne, IN, and more.
Watch exclusive videos leading to officer's murder charge in Floyd death
https://tinyurl.com/y8g9ye79
THE MINUTE any American cop is afraid to defend himself/herself against death, for fear
the suspect might die and generate riots, is the day America loses the limited # of cops, by
unneeded death or lack of people signing up! LESS SAFE America! Police: NEVER let
that happen! You are our lifeline!
The nation-wide riots simply show people's true colors, and anyone who would join in on
them shows they are NOT civilized citizens! Peace and safety requires the thin blue line
to restore law and order, and if you resist, EXPECT PAIN (like a gal in my
hometown/Houston learned)! #Deserved!
When people riot, vs. peacefully protest, THEY PROVE THE NEED FOR POLICE
taking control over law-breakers! The exact thing those rebels are opposing is the exact
thing they need. It is NOT evil "violence" to restore the peace from destruction and
chaos! It’s restoring peace, law and order!
May 30
Cops do NOT know what weapons a person has in their possession, until one has been
thoroughly frisked, and their vehicle searched; and do you know how quickly hands up
can change to reaching for a weapon? THESE dangers NEVER befall any cop amidst
anyone NOT suspected of a law violation—EVER!
I have zero to say about any politicians in any city with riots, as they’re ALL 100 percent
incompetent at their jobs, as zero rubber bullets, Tasers, or buckshot has left any gun,
YET! You do that, in a MASSIVE show of force and you’ll start restoring order. People
have to feel the pain and weight of the law. WUSS mayors!
Do these liberal mayors believe city destructions the cost of people venting? If cops
started harming rioters, do they fear a gun fight? They be justified using lethal force,
then! NO city with riots is protecting their citizens or their property. ALL such mayors
NEED to be ousted from office.
Cops just standing there, peacefully flanked, is USELESS, watching the mayhem and
taking little actions but a little tear gas! Not even water hoses, or shot wild animal hunting
from helicopter nets to capture the culprits. Show of force is NOT use of force. Let your
cities burn, fools!
Urging peace in Minneapolis is USELESS, dumb a-s! They’re NOT heeding your
suggestion! FORCE is needed. I have nothing more to say on the matter. Just let the
liberal cities burn to the ground, and like Covid, Darwinism is prevailing. Embarrassing
lack of leadership in those towns and cities!
SMARTEST PEOPLE IN MINNESOTA!: Business owners in Minneapolis have armed
up to defend their businesses and property from looters.
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You start attacking the Mayo Clinic, and MAYBE the idiot Minneapolis mayor will start
getting rough with the hooligans, take off his mask, stop urging peace, and start making it
happen! Peace is achieved by a big stick as deterrence, not unwilling to be used, as
window dressing! Idiot mayor!
EVERY American is deemed innocent until proven guilty! Cops have ZERO right to
racially profile. Legally, they cannot pull over a vehicle or stop pedestrians without crime
suspicion (probable cause). Any cop who ever violates that law should be fired on the
spot! No one is guilty by race.
At graduation, last evening, I spoke with 10 cops, thanking them for their service, and
telling them one bad apple has zero reflection on the 800,000 other cops in America! The
racial makeup of those I spoke with ranged about as much as humanly possible, as this
isn’t about race, but morals! PEACEFULLY protest!
IF there are ZERO consequences for rioters, they are emboldened to continue! Concern
for future prosecution is OBVIOULSY zero deterrent! Cops, military, National Guard,
and others NEED to put these THUGS in their place, by massive force in #s and
weaponry! Do so IMMEDIATELY, LOSER lib pols!
Are deputized armed militias needed to seize control of are cities? (no). Rubber bullets,
Tasers, water guns, debilitating quantities of mace, gun shots in the air, batons USED vs.
held, netting and bean bags shot from a gun (like a lasso), handcuffs, tackling people
before, warning megaphones!
Business owners in every U.S. city/downtowns SHOULD be hiring armed security guards,
in force, awaiting their front doors and windows, with weaponry sure to deter, in large
enough numbers that crowds disperse, at least from their business! It’s irresponsible not
to. #Emergency situation
Castle laws are NEEDED in every U.S. City! AKA, you try to break into my home or
business, and if I shoot you, no matter how that harms U, I am legally justified. Rioters
would be shot on sight, legally. Aim at the legs, first, but by all means, defend against
unlawful violence! THEY chose to risk harm!
There are some s trying to make this out to be are government police forces randomly and
unprovokedly targeting innocent American civilian citizens, like they do in Communist
countries! RIOTERS are not innocents, and are military and police did NOT start the
violence! They just end it! It’s their JOB!
You can argue property can be replaced, but people can’t be, but there have to be
consequences for criminals ruining others' property! Less than lethal force is ideal, but
what civilian business owner owns that? IDIOTS who so argue are saying let the
destruction continue, as you can’t do anything about it!
Property is NOT as valuable or important as humans, but EVIL humans have to be
stopped from taking another’s property they have no right to! NO business owner wants
to risk their life defending their business with force that might be overthrown, in which
case their lives are at stake! Self-defense rights.
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PLEASE send in ALL nonessential military and national guard members, to every rioting
hot spot, and use water cannons, rubber bullets, Tasers, batons, mace, tear gas, shot bean
bags and nets, and do what inept politicians aren’t achieving! @POTUS
@realdonaldtrump Re-establish peace, law and order!
IF YOU HAVE TO, use inscription to amass enough force of armed military to quell these
riots! I would volunteer, if there was a successful plan to put them down. All I see is
inept mayors and governors, letting the violence play itself out! @POTUS
@realdonaldtrump Seize the moment!
SWAT teams all across America should be forced to travel to rioting hot spots! No one
wants one cop killed, and SWAT has the best protection! One week maximum, and peace
would be restored, nation-wide! @POTUS @realdonaldtrump This rioting is
unacceptable! JAIL EVERY RIOTER! Video them for later identifying.
NEEDED rioter control tool (net guns): https://jstor.org/stable/20094889?seq=1
Nonlethal options for cops against rioters: 4 Essential Non-Lethal Weapons Every Officer
Should Carry
Today, more officers are choosing to carry non-lethal weapons in the field. Here are four
non-lethal weapons that every officer should carry. info.veltye.com
HAVE YOU NOTICED, cowards attack at night, so their faces are less identifiable. If
these inhumane rioters had any b-lls, and belief in their violent cause, their feigned
righteous indignation would allow them to riot and vandalize during the daytime. They
are UNcourageous pansies and wusses!
I am NOT for any rioter being killed, but if, in the process of apprehension, deterrence and
capture, any happens to die, that was THEIR initiation and choice! If any rioter uses any
weapon to resist lawful arrest, all bets are off as to their safety, or even living! THEIR
choice!
You do NOT restore peace and order amidst violent rioters by mere pleas to please be
peaceful, Minneapolis mayor! You have to force the matter, as those criminals are using
force against the peace and safety of citizens in YOUR charge, and their property!
@Jacob_Frey Fight fire with fire. YEA!!!
JUST IN: Minnesota Gov. Tim Walz announces he is authorizing "full mobilization" of
the state's National Guard. Walz calls it "an action that has never been taken in the 164
year history of the Minnesota National Guard." https://abcn.ws/3diInWI
I 100 percent support any and everyone defending the Alamo from any criminals' attacks,
using all force necessary! #TexasProud How does one join your group? Fifth generation
Texan (one of the first 53 families to own Texas). @ThisIsTexasFF GOD BLESS YOU
defending the Alamo!
…I once made plans to join minute men on So Texas border, but they required having
own gun. I’m 100 percent serious America will have second Civil War, if AOC ideas
prevail. (6/4/19)
WISH #Ferguson was five hours away. My sons and I want to come to support black and
white cops, as I almost went to border for the Minute Men, decade ago. (11/24/14)
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Collateral damage and "human shields!" If you're stupid enough to bring a child to an
unruly protest, they may get maced! I called Seattle's police line, TO COMMEND THE
@SeattlePD OFFICERS protecting the citizenry, but it's a voicemail dead end, from
message box full, JARED CAMPBELL.
I hope someone is "contract tracing" to see how many of these people get Covid from this
event! [Dallas protest, et al]
You do NOT have to support Derek Chauvin to support the police taking all necessary
measures to restore peace and order! I certainly don't. You also don't have to RIOT to
show support of George Floyd, nor should you, as you DESERVE a criminal record for so
doing! JARED CAMPBELL
KILL THOSE B*STARD HOOLIGANS!!! [Thugs beat a Dallas man wielding a
machete, as self-defense, after being pelted with rocks]
CAN YOU IDENTIFY THIS LOCATION, @DallasPD, because I'm wide and awake, and
if I do identify it, I'm 'gonna come down and stop those thugs myself, if you don't!
May 31
I’ve read so many STUPID tweets that interstate locations were picked so they could
segregate races! No, POOR AREAS are the cheapest way to spend taxpayer money,
which is the responsible thing to do! If anyone lives there, they get displaced. Lesson:
Work hard not to be poor!
KEEP UP THE GREAT WORK, @Telemundo! There are so many unruly youth
slandering you as missing the point of the violence. That's the point—there is no point to
violence (vs. protests). Never watched you, before, but more inclined to, with sub
captions. GRACIAS MUCHO Telemundo!
The model song for people dredging up things from decades ago, to WEAKLY try to
justify rioting. [Get Over It, by Don Henley]
@UnivisionNews! There are so many unruly youth slandering you as missing the point of
the violence. That's the point—there is no point to violence (vs. protests). Never watched
you, before, but more inclined to, with sub captions. GRACIAS MUCHO Univision!
Every last one of these lowlifes! Hang them hi, Harry! That's attempted murder, and I
live in DFW, ready to help defend him (but no address, and now he's in the hospital). This
is NOT Dallas, but the criminal element!
@GovAbbott CHARGE THEM ALL WITH ATTEMPTED MURDER!: [Private
account:] And saving videos of all these thugs!! @SecretService @FBI @DallasPD
Charge them all with attempted murder! I am ready to get in my car, if the address is
known. I'll bring those slugs to the PD (citizen's arrest)!
Let's destroy property, attack cops, injure civilians, block streets, loot and start fires, then
maybe the police and civilians will care about us not wanting to be killed when we are
suspected of a crime. Makes sense? 100 percent NO! You ONLY make everyone want
you arrested, not peacefully.
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HE HAD EVERY RIGHT TO DEFEND HIS PROPERTY WITH WHATEVER
WEAPON WAS AVAILABLE TO HIM!: Police: Victim In Viral Assault Video In
Dallas Confronted Protesters With Machete To 'Allegedly Protect His Neighborhood'
https://tinyurl.com/yatjsd4p
[Activist pastor’s sermon listened to online streaming:] Preach about BOTH wrongs—the
killing of George and the violent riots! Bias and partiality is a sin! PREACH AGAINST
THIS, @fhunscripted!
.@fhunscripted has a sermon 'we can't breathe...,' tomorrow, when the 'we' is ONLY the
handful of people who have wrongly been unable to breathe from police brutality—NOT
the 'we' who will be preaching or listening. FALSE use of that wee little word, 'we!'
It is preaching that segregates people into racial group identities that is fueling racism and
its claims! Feeling for people who can’t breathe is godly. Trying to get AA's to all feel
under attack, unable to breathe, is divisive! @fhunscripted Rom. 16:17 ALL injustice is
evil!
If you can get a constituency angry, to get their vote or tithe, by stirring racial unrest, you
are earning corrupt votes and filthy lucre! There is a strong tone of 'white man bad' in
Haynes' sermons, as I’ve visited there five times. I like the man, but he needs to repent of
biases!
IF a person is going to use weapons to defend property, they better be willing to use them
when the mob arrives, lest that weapon be turned against you and mob rule! Self-help is
not legally encouraged, but when the cops don't show up, sometimes it's all you have
remaining.
Hot pursuit IS self-defense. Chasing potential trouble makers to protect a neighborhood
may be the only way you get them scared off enough to leave, but isn’t self-defense.
Better to let the cops handle it, than self-help.
TELL ME ONE BUSINESS OWNER WHO KILLED GEORGE FLOYD. Hence, the
nonsense of this unlawful violence! Criminals on the loose, needing to be caught,
captured, convicted and incarcerated, post haste!
If whites wanted to get violent, WHAT would they tear down? Are black-owned
businesses identified as such? WHY are looters and thugs attacking businesses, whose
owners they don't even know the race of? ASSuming they're all white owned! Racial
Profiling of innocents!
I pray for and cherish the soon-anticipated day that the police and military restore peace,
law and order, and prosecutors prosecute vandals and riotous criminals to the FULL extent
of the law. Pray for George Floyd's family! RIP! #SundaySermon
You can't legally attack a person for holding a weapon, even if what you allege is true!
Instigation and initiation of violence. Try passing the LSAT before you opine!
Is a Helter Skelter race riot in the making, or will our honorable police gain control, soon?
Inquiring minds want to know! #ThinBlueLine #PoliceLivesMatter
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Grab a legal dictionary and read the definition of "hot pursuit." Lack of knowing the law
is why people are causing such mayhem!
Citizen's arrest, castle doctrine, hot pursuit, self-defense, initiating violence and justice vs.
revenge... ALL these legal and moral matters need to be taught in public high schools, in a
civics course, pronto!
In war, you do not telegraph your future moves! Cops tear gassing the unruly are not
stupid enough to always inform the media, lest they broadcast that immediately, and the
rioters disperse, so the tear gas has no effect! #CommonSense Enter at your own risk!
Criminal COWARDS hide their face/identity, to cover for their violence! George Floyd
protest updates: Police arrest almost 1,700 people across 22 cities in 3 days - ABC News https://abcn.ws/2XNBLJg
I am NOT for the media being hurt by cops, but when you are on the front lines, collateral
damage can occur, and that's an inherent job risk you freely choose to undergo, reporting
from the front lines. Godspeed and good health to any and all media harmed by doing
their jobs! Hazardous #DomesticTerrorists (not "domesticated").
HOW ELSE are you going to capture the violent, riotous CRIMINALS among the
protesters, who run away like cowards, and cover their faces/identity? Totally valid and
smart maneuvers!!! GREAT "minister," using God's name in vain. Test the spirits! (I Jn.
4:1)
"The government gives them the drugs," for a start! Last time I looked, drug dealers were
(criminal) private citizens!: [@fhunscripted:] Thank YOU! Dr. Jeremiah Wright is
STILL RIGHT!!!! As a matter of fact listen to the WHOLE SERMON and tell me where
he lies!!!??? This nation owes it to itself to listen to Dr. Wright AND repent for how he
was demonized!!
LISTEN LIVE at ~10 am, today, to see if any trouble is subtly incited, implied or
innuendo'd, or whether he takes the biblical high road, as a PASTOR, and preaches peace
and racial reconciliation: https://friendshipwest.org/live-stream.html… @FHUnscripted
@swbts @CBSnews @ABC @NBCnews @FoxNewsSunday @CNN
Word to the wise: If you want to know if any serious inciting may subtly go on, it would
be at the 8 am service, as it is not live streamed to the public. They often have two
separate sermons! WHY would you say anything legally dangerous in the more public
service, if you’re wise?
THANKS for your service and stay safe! @Atlanta_Police @bostonpolice
@DCPoliceDept @Austin_Police @SFPD @SPPDMN @NYPDCT @CincyPD
@houstonpolice @SeattlePD #LouisvillePolice @SacPolice @PortlandPolice
@BakersfieldPD @Chicago_Police @ColumbusPolice @fortworthpd @DMpolice
@DenverPolice @DetroitPolice @CT_Police @PhoenixPolice @Mem_PoliceDept
@MilwaukeePolice #KansasCityPolice #SanJosePolice @nusaLVMPD
@FortWaynePolice @IMPD_Chief #BackTheBlue #BlueLivesMatter
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Just as, for a while, I was impressed with Judge Clay Jenkins' handling of Covid-19, I am,
so far, impressed with @ChiefHallDPD for her words to the media! She has a hard job,
currently!
(Paraphrase) "Race-based policies in the corporate boardrooms killing black people every
day." THIS IS A NEAR PERFECT DIRECT QUOTE OF A LADY SPEAKING NOW
AT FRIENDSHIP WEST BAPTIST CHURCH! WHAT business policies, sister?
#Crickets!
There's a racist panic and medical segregation that makes being black a preexisting
condition. It's open season the prey—black people (@FHunscripted paraphrased). Needle
in the haystack percent of bad cops made into the whole molehill mountain!
I’m hollerin' at white and black preachers with white theology, as you’re white sheep in
blackface; systemic injustice. White evangelical preachers accused of benefitting from
and advancing racism against blacks, by @FHunscripted. He says they started racism.
Dredging up centuries ago slavery!
Blacks can’t breathe because cops police blacks and protect whites, public policies, don’t
get enough school money, food insecurity/deserts and not enough access to healthcare.
You criminalize black people because you don’t recognize blacks' humanity. You are still
on our necks. Summary of @FHunscripted [Pastor Freddie Haynes]
Thou shalt steal (loot). Next week's Friendship West Baptist Church sermon. Don't judge
me for looting, because I can justify sinning, as a pastor, because my parishioners and
deacons won't hold me accountable or in check, from complicit sinfulness or ignorance!
@FHunscripted
CAN’T WAIT! One son found a posting to bring weapons to assault cops, at 205 West
McDermott, 3 pm forward. I informed Allen Police, but they already knew. Despite
being suggested not to attend, we probably will. NOT IN MY NECK OF THE
WOODS!!!
You obey moral government laws. It was illegal to kill George, and it’s illegal to riot as a
result! two wrongs don't make a right. Civil disobedience is against immoral laws. The
killer cop didn’t even obey a moral rule on police procedures! You’ll get nowhere with
me-read the website!
Can ANYONE explain how "systemic racism" is the problem Antifa is whining about,
when ONE COP wrongly killed a man, and every white person in America that I have
ever seen has condemned that deed? Asking for people with IQ's. ‘But the KKK.’
#IAmAntifa
It looks VERY respectful, not unruly, and even trying to retain social distancing! THIS is
an improvement! [Picture of peaceful protests in Santa Monica]
DO YOU KNOW of one American cop who has said what was done to gentle George was
good? I'm not sure what these protests are seeking to achieve! Policies don't support what
killer cop did. Enforcing discipline for bad cops and ending the code of silence is about
all that could be done.
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A PREACHER, no less, today said business and government policies have their boots on
black people's necks. YOU ARE FREE! Have been since the Emancipation
Proclamation, before you were ever born. LIVE LIKE IT. Don’t do crime and cops will
leave you alone. Get a job and education—that’s it.
I was doing errands, and as I drove I asked my daughter to look at every person or car she
could see (most would be white), and asked her to show me ONE incident of any of those
people holding any black person back from their fullest potential. It was rhetorical, as the
answer is obvious!
Justice for gentle George (I’m horrible with names I don’t use regularly) is whatever the
law and a lawsuit come forth with! Protests have ZERO to do with what a jury or judge
will decide, and riots have ZERO to do with justice for George!
Who thinks many cops support Gentle George's death, the minute you get robbed or
mugged, you will still call them, as their job requires them to overlook your foolish,
negative assumptions about them!
In every state that has the Castle Doctrine, shooters should shoot looters—period!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Castle_doctrine… If you can’t do the time, don’t do the
crime, and if you don’t want to be shot, don’t break into another man’s property! To any
protester (NOT rioter).
White supremacists and white haters need to meet up somewhere and duke it out until the
last man is standing! Stop all the pussy-footing around. If you’re both going to cling to
your evil extremes, settle it once and for all! Thanks! —The reasonable majority.
WHO CARES? That's TOTALLY legal self-defense of property. Worried that a criminal
got consequences? What has happened to this country? Decisions have consequences!
GO J R!!! [Private account:] @TheRealJRSmith J.R. Smith Beats The Hell Out of
Alleged Car Vandalizer During L.A. Protests http://dlvr.it/RXkFHK
How many of these idiots will get Coronavirus by not social distancing?
#ThinningTheHerd?
You call it 'peacefully protesting' (implied innocent). You're peacefully BREAKING THE
LAW, blocking traffic! You wouldn't care because any job you MIGHT have isn't
happening on Sunday! Boo hoo: [Private account:] A semi truck full of gas tried running
us over while we’re peacefully protesting on 35W bridge. #Protests2020
#Minneapolisprotests #GeorgeFloydProtests
To ANYONE whose protest involves stopping traffic, fighting, rock throwing, making
fires, looting, breaking into businesses, or spitting on police: IF you try to reply to any of
our posts, our message to you will always be the same: "SCREW OFF, and enjoy your
needed time in jail!"
Absolutely "appropriate." It's the violent ones that merit police intervention!: [Private
account] In several cities, images emerged of police officers joining demonstrators during
their protests over the death of George Floyd, marching with them and kneeling in
solidarity. One police chief told @ABC "it's a partnership with the community."
https://abcn.ws/3covGIy
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"Machete Man." Hope to meet you one day, as you are a HERO to peace-loving
Texans!!!
GET WELL SOON! Most people in the DFW area are thinking and praying for your
quick recovery, as you did the right thing by trying to deter damage and destruction!
@HarrierMagnus
First time I've ever retweeted 45!: Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump
LAW and ORDER!
[Private account:] #DallasSword man came forward: "I felt a strong feeling that it was
better to let myself meet the danger head on rather than wait for it to come seek me out.
This was probably foolish rather than brave, in hindsight. But it is what I thought at the
time"
Just because MLK said something does not make it gospel/true! Riots are not the
RIGHTFUL language of the unheard. –Jesus 101 Jesus > MLK!
MLK's son is saying one bad cop means the institution needs purging, and that cops
killing blacks "keeps happening." VERY RARELY! It is a human life, but the frequency
is so small, you can likelier be struck dead by lightning! America needs no more
humanity! It’s one bad cop. Fuzzy math!
Remember what EVIL politicians have coined as a phrase for their strategy: "Never let a
crisis go to waste." MLK's son is pushing everything but the kitchen sink, as public
policy, because ONE BAD COP KILLED ONE GOOD MAN. Democrat strategy!
Killer cop had 18 infractions, but were they all related to his hating blacks? (DOUBTFUL)
These activists are trying to say his racism was obvious to all, tolerated, and motivated his
killing. This is political agenda advocacy AGAINST the spirit of his great pastor dad,
MLK!
Even @MelvinCarter3 [St. Paul mayor] is trying to say these infractions came from
racism, and racism caused gentle George's death. Would the good mayor want every
black suspect's rap sheet proof of their latest charged crime? Huh? Now he's saying vote
(BIASED democrat strategy and agenda-pushing)!
You do NOT speak moral truth, with your catch phrase, peace but not patience—Jesus
taught BOTH! (probably even the lesser, MLK). TRUTH is greater than rhymes and
alliterations! READ MORE BIBLE, and be less sinfully biased to push liberal agendas by
"never letting a crisis go to waste!" @MelvinCarter3
The BEST way to ensure no cop ever kills another black man who is not trying to kill
them is to adopt a universal standard that all criminal suspects must interlock their fingers
behind their heads, until instructed otherwise. NOT hands up! The police’s safety is
preeminent.
GREAT stereotyping of all blacks as broke (especially given taxpayers provide Welfare).
NOT a truthful post, but politically skewed! Police don't stomp them—ONE BAD COP
DID. Be more professional and accurate!: [Peter Daou @peterdaou:] People with no
money, no jobs, no healthcare, no hope. While billionaires mint money and buy
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politicians of both parties. Then police stomp their brothers and sisters, kill them in cold
blood. WTF DID YOU THINK WAS GOING TO HAPPEN?
EVERYBODY KNOWS #BlackLivesMatter as much as and equal with all other lives!
Riots are NOT how you convince the small percent of Neanderthals living under a rock!
People don't value as much people who don't value others or their property as much as
normal people! Duh 101 #CommonSense
I asked my oldest Millennial if he had ever heard of the beliefs these riotous youth are
advocating, in public school or college, or online. He said NO. The parents of these
youth MUST be complete moral and educational failures, OR they have rebel children!
A political pundit said blacks feel hunted by cops. Your feelings are irrational! HAVE
YOU EVER HUNTED? You track them identify them, and when they’re in your sites,
you aim and shoot! You don’t pull them over, walk up to them, ask for ID and insurance,
Mirandize them, and interrogate them!
In my 60 years, I’ve NEVER had an official incident with any cop, except speeding. If
you aren’t speeding, don’t run a red light, or have a tail light out, I’d have to ride with you
to see if people are targeted by cops for driving while black, because I don’t believe it, if
behaving right.
There’s a FALSE NARRATIVE (lie) going around misusing the FACT that human life is
more important than property, by PRETENDING gentle George's life requires property
damage, because structures can be rebuilt, but not his life. Political tricks of evil pols and
lawyers! Deception sin!
NO MATTER WHAT, NO cop will EVER take lethal self-defense off the table of options
legally available to them if they reasonably fear their life is in jeopardy by a criminal
suspect of any color-period. Protests and even riots will ever change that. You would
have the same position! Kick butt!
Can you say Covid spike?: Boston 25 News/@boston25 Hundreds of protesters took to
the streets Sunday to march four miles from Nubian Square in Roxbury to the State House
in Beacon Hill. Sky 25 captured this footage of the massive crowd that had gathered
during the protest. #boston25 #BostonProtests #GeorgeFloydProtests #Boston
June 1
(Related article: Facebook’s Jim.Meroney.3 #27, Milliberal Protesters)
I’ve said the ONLY things good that can come out of all this is:
1. Universal agreement on interlaced fingers behind one’s head, on every police stop
involving a crime suspect, too.
2. Better screening against racist cops (if that’s possible), and better procedures for
ridding police forces of the same. But HOW do we know who the real racists are, and
how do we know these handful of evil killings were racist, or because the white male hates
black people?
MAYBE a required hi school civics course could ROLE PLAY police encounters, so
private citizens could FEEL and experience a day in the life of a cop on the beat!?
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EVERY encounter could be your last, and anyone who can hurt you needs detaining,
which ISN’T synonymous with arrest! Get a dictionary!
Ahmaud Aubrey could have sincerely been people suspecting a crime, and fearing for
their lives when it turned violent, as he was strong (though they NEVER should have been
following him for apprehension, but calling 911 to investigate!), and the killer cop in
Minnesota could have thought he needed to subdue a flee-er, or strong man gentle George,
until he got handcuffed, though eight+ minutes with knee to neck is total incompetence!
My point is these are rare events, single culprits and victims, and NOT representative of
the 880,000 other cops in America (as far as we can discern through the interviewing
process—no one says I want to be a cop so I can legally kill black people!).
Were the other three cops guilty of anything? The LAW BOOKS decide, before a jury
applying the facts and evidence—NOT rioters! Their training and police procedures will
have a lot to do with answering that question, but I suspect by their inaction, their instincts
were focused on staying safe from on-lookers, and/or that they didn’t see anything so out
of the ordinary to intervene!
Plus, there IS that code of silence to always have your partners back, as they’re in the
trenches together, fighting for their very lives, as a regular job hazard/danger/risk, so who
can blame them for not turning on a fellow cop who’s there for them in tense situations
24/7? Arm chair quarterbacks are who!
People NOT in the line of fire. People who have never passed the police academy, and
know ZERO what their training taught them to do in such circumstances, if it even teaches
that subject! Pundits and opiners!
de·tain /dəˈtān/ keep (someone) from proceeding; hold back. Keep (someone) in official
custody, typically for questioning about a crime or in politically sensitive situations ar·rest
/əˈrest/ seize (someone) by legal authority and take into custody. [Upon required probable
cause]
prob·a·ble because reasonable grounds (for making a search, pressing a charge, etc.).
Ev·i·dence /ˈevədəns/ the available body of facts or information indicating whether a
belief or proposition is true or valid. LEARN, people!!! Being dumb is NOT a virtue
(AKA not a good thing)!
Cops have every right to observe whatever’s in your vehicle, thru the windows! Beyond
that, you have to give consent, and if you don’t, they can get a warrant and force you to
(detained until they do), IF there’s probable because a laws been broken or crimes been
committed. Respect their authority! DUH.
Simply amazing!: [Private account:] Heard about a protest in Van Nuys tomorrow…
Protests should not be taking place in low income/ family communities full of
undocumented allies!! Do not attend a protest in a low income area!!!!! Do not bring
police attention/ possible ICE attention to neighborhoods like Van Nuys!!
Amazing!: [Private account:] Van Nuys really can’t handle any looting. I’m all for the
cause, and I’m 100 percent with standing up and fighting for change but y’all ‘gotta
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remember where you’re at. This isn’t Beverly Hills and most businesses are family
owned. We ‘gotta stick together.
Don’t loot or attack the poor, or illegal aliens (our allies in poverty; or crime?); just attack
white and rich areas. Doing so is being for a cause and change. THIS IS THE
INTELLIGENCE LEVEL OF ACTUAL AMERICANS! It’s shocking. No IQ and no
morality. Maybe Covid can thin the herd!? #WOW
When you fail to realize/recognize that you're in a war, at best you get behind, and at
worst, you lose the war! @POTUS @realdonaldtrump This civil unrest is nothing short
of vigilante criminals seeking to Make America Gutted Again! Stop it, at all costs, please,
sir! Thank you!
NBC reports in some cities, the protesters are overwhelming police capacity to control.
National Guard, then U.S. military, then inscription, then militias! EVERY law enforcer
in America ordered to hot spots, if their area's under control/peaceful! ONLY options!
#CommonSense @realdonaldtrump
Apparently, the Insurrection Act of 1807, vs. Posse Cogitates Act, @POTUS
@realdonaldtrump SIMPLE step to cross all the T's. (6/1/20)
#RaceWar in the works? It WOULDN’T be racial, but ideological, more like a cultural
civil war, as I have said on so many occasions!
In many ways U.S. culture STILL politically divided over Civil War (race, from slavery;
South vs. North, conservative vs. liberal). #MoveForward (12/11/14)
We are NOT red vs. blue, but red, white and blue. The Civil War has been over for
CENTURIES! Unite against our TRUE enemies and SOLVE problems! (1/6/15)
It will be Civil War, Secession, or wise Americans deciding to bridge differences between
far right and left. Are we smart enough to do the latter, America? (1/27/17)
Let the extremists yell. Analyze what GOOD is in their rants. See the GOOD in both
extremes. Understand why they’re so angry. But never let them rule, or America will
have Civil War number two, and secession, gridlock, or temporary domination that gets
un-done later on. There are no other options! Duh 101 (11/13/18)
The great Abraham Lincoln witnessed where that can take a country, and ensured that it
would NOT in the future. We who love this country are NOT ‘gonna move away from it,
so secession INTO two separate nations, or another Civil War are out of the question. So
it is up to us to find ways to, peacefully. (4/4/19)
P.S.: If we’ve learned anything from the American Revolution and Boston tea party,
people who pay taxes can have enough, where it’s too much, and they literally fight back!
People who ‘wanna gun grab are more often the people who ‘wanna wallet grab, as well,
through Socialism attempts. A second Civil War is possible. (4/12/20)
Let’s go over what makes one suspicious! Odd dress, behavior (unusual/out of the
ordinary), especially for that neighborhood, or people fitting the description of witness
identification traits, or taking actions appearing to be a crime; running from cops also
looks guilty! Race is irrelevant!
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Other suspicious activity: If local cops know their patrol precinct is predominantly one
race, the existence of another raced person they do not know by surface recognition can
spark suspicion, like a red headed honkey in Oak Cliff, Dallas. Why is he here? Can be
100 percent legitimate, but they may inquire.
What makes anything suspicous? What’s out of the ordinary! Just like government
officials study real deal dollar bill, to identify fake currency, cops are trained to
OBSERVE their beat the way it ordinarily is and operates. What’s DIFFERENT gets their
attention, including your inspection sticker color/date!
And cops have EVERY legal right to use a minor infraction to inquire about more serious
violations, if nothing else gives probable cause. They just need a reasonable reason to
detain you, and a broken headlight is a law violation that can justify further inquiry! If
you’re guilty, drive a clean car.
NOT ALL COPS ARE GOOD AT THEIR JOB! I get it!: I encountered the WORST,
least-experienced ignoramus of a cop, in Waco, who gave me NO ticket, but wasted my
time insulting me, and if I’d have had any more presence of mind I’d have turned him
INTO his superior. State trooper idiot! My sons thought him 100 percent
UNprofessional, too. Hick! (11/4/18)
Even Morning Joe is saying the not-legally-educated LAYMAN term "murdered", about
gentle George. That term has elements, including intent, and often premeditation
(depends on the state). Not every killing is a murder, and there are DEGREES of both—
first, second and third!, @JoeNBC LEARN!
If Covid can’t keep an economic resurgence from happening well before Nov 3rd, rioters
think they can harm the economy through looting! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS Evil
political tactics, to say the economy sucks, on our enemy's watch. Lying criminals!
Abe Lincoln unified America AFTER the Civil War. During the heat of battle is no time
to discuss unifying, when your enemy is seeking to kill you and break things! Peace talks
are brokered, which can lessen tensions, internationally, or after law and order has been
restored, civilly. #Control!
MANY more black males are going to be killed by cops, as with those in other races who
are stopped for crime suspicion, who ever act fidgety, where fears or suspicions of
violence and physical harm to police arise. The ONLY way to end that is suspects
comply, and aren’t a physical risk to them.
Two cops I spoke with said ‘three steps forward, two steps back.’ Minneapolis killer cop
harmed his fellow brothers in blue! I told them it is zero reflection on them, or the
800,000 other men and women of the thin blue line. #BlueLivesMatter
Gregg Popovich is right that unity is needed, but now is not the time to discuss how, when
violence is not yet quelled, and he is wrong saying 45 is deranged, right that he says 45
does everything for self, and wrong to say 45 should say the BLM term, vs. its concept
that all are created equal.
In our highly politically polarized environment, 45 saying BLM phrase appeases a radical,
organized activist group, as the term has been coined to represent a select PAC-like
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agenda. All lives matter doesn’t single out any race over cops or other races. OF
COURSE blacks are equal with everyone else.
Obama needs to concern self with own hometowns violence vs. JUST cops with black
youth! #AllLivesMatter (Equally)! #Chicago https://tinyurl.com/ycmbfs26 (7/6/15)
"Black lives matter, white lives matter, all lives matter.” –[Martin?] O’Malley
REASONABLE comments rejected by UNreasonable id_ots. #ALLlivesMatter (7/18/15)
#BlackLivesMatter, white, brown, yellow and red lives also EQUALLY matter!
#AllLivesMatter. We hold these truths... that all men are created EQUAL. (8/23/15)
#BlackLivesMatter is an IMPORTANT sub-set of #AllLivesMatter! The former is NOT
saying that NO ONE else matters but don’t discount black people! EQUALS! (10/15/15)
People speak of "identity politics." They post about black violent crime stats. If you lived
in areas where many of them did (Ex.: gang-infested, poverty-torn), with little hope of
leaving, you might get frustrated enough over time to not take it anymore. NOT
justifying, but explaining. #AllLivesMatter (10/28/17)
EXCELLENT WORK!!! @JonnyBones: When the police are out-manned, patriots stand
up! Violence is not the answer, but protests are just fine! UFC fighter Jon Jones takes
spray cans away from ANTIFA.
My oldest son and I just went to the Frisco Texas protest march to tell every cop working
the scene, "thank you for your service." We didn't see anyone else doing so, though they
could have been there silently. We wore our Texas flag and America flag shirts. It was a
peaceful march, yelling ‘BLM.’
I told my son and neighbors, I wouldn’t join a march or protest, as the legal system is in
place to produce justice, and nothing can influence or speed it up, nor should it. I told my
son, I can bark at a fence, loudly, even with several friends, but I am not affecting change
by so doing!
June 2
(Related articles: Facebook’s Jim.Meroney.3 #26, Getting Out of the ‘Ghetto,’
25. Good Cop, Bad Apple Cop,
24. All Are Equal, But Some Are More Equal?, and
23. What Do You Have To Lose?)
GOOD, and I'm not ‘gonna read to learn the criminal's race, as I don't care! #Irrelevant:
South Philly gun store owner guarding shop overnight shoots, kills armed looter: report
https://tinyurl.com/ycp2mxq9
NO CONTROL! TIME to send in the U.S. military there! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS
Your administration should monitor online posts, get warrants for IP addresses, and arrest
people advocating violence and harming cops! Organizing of riots is happening on
Twitter, like ISIS used the internet. @POTUS @realdonaldtrump Set up an account
where we can turn them in!
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I LOVE my centrist Democrats, but have to say, their wing nut extremist leftists
BENEFIT, politically, from this unrest, including mayors who aren’t in control. It riles up
emotions, and makes the U.S. economy worse! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS Not
motivated to curb it quickly! They have a rent car mentality!
You shoot a cop, may you die! George Floyd protests: Rioters target police across US; 4
shot in St. Louis, one in Vegas, Bronx hit-and-run caught on video https://fxn.ws/3dro5dI
KILL looters and cop targeters! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS #NYC
AWESOME act! @FloydMayweather: Floyd Mayweather Offers To Pay Funeral
Expenses For George Floyd’s Family
@BETnews: Three funeral services will be held to honor the life and legacy of George
Floyd in Houston, Charlotte, and Minnesota.
Soundtrack for current America: Burn Down The Mission - Elton John (Tumbleweed
Connection) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EdEQkRq_xrw
There’s a PROBLEM with cops shutting down peaceful protesters before curfew times
start! VIOLENT ones are another matter. I attended a peaceful one, yesterday, mainly to
support good vs. bad cops, and in case it turned violent, as an observer/witness. Peaceful
protests are people's right!
AMEN! Responsible messaging, @TheRevAl: Rev. Al: Don't use George Floyd for
anything other than justice for George Floyd https://tinyurl.com/ya4p4tf9
GREAT JOB!, @KenPaxtonTX: FoxNews article impossible to retweet, or copy and
paste the web address (STUPID): "Texas AG puts looters, rioters on notice: 'You'll be
prosecuted under federal law.'"
Year after year I call for approachable Robocop protection for police vital organs, and
water lines connected to the ocean, for California wildfires, yet every year these two
solutions get ignored, to the fatal peril of human beings. DUMB! (Pv. 26:11) (1/1/20):
Robocop suits needed to protect the brave folk on thin blue line. Criminals showing
TRUE IM-moral character and deserve full extent of the law! (1/6/15)
Same with U.S. cops. Heart, lung and head protection that LOOKS approachable and
normal vs. Robocop. Have you NO imagination about our needs? Hire me then!
(2/12/15)

I spoke with cop, today saying I’ve suggested approachable Robocop suits for them—she
said I'd before that. They’re NOT dumb—are their bosses? #BlueLivesMatter (7/24/16)
The solution to cowardly cops is Robocop suits! NO cop should have to lose their life to
do their job. They can be made to be approachable, if designers get involved, but
protecting their face, heart, head and lungs is essential/required. I’ve said this for
YEARS. Scott Peterson on the Today Show. (6/5/18)
…approachable Robocop suit that protects brain, heart and lungs! It’s UNfair to make
them risk life, to pull someone over, not knowing what’s in the car! You ‘wanna have NO
cops? Keep allowing them to be gunned down by criminal devils! They should NEVER
be murdered—use technology to ensure that outcome! #CommonSense (9/4/19)
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#AllLivesMatter 'Black lives matter' SHOULD worry less about a catchy phrase, and be
renamed, don’t kill nonthreatening blacks! VERY FEW Americans deny black lives
matter! The issue is stopping the killing of any and all criminal suspects not imminently
endangering any cops' life! DUH
Declaring a National Day of Prayer for police safety would be in order, IMO,
@realdonaldtrump @POTUS
George Floyd's family attorney, once again, is a complete incompetent! You apply facts
to the law statutes, given the evidence and their elements. There really are differences in
the quality of law schools, apparently. Disbar this moron!
Riots are an outward sign of righteous anger, says the so-called lawyer representing
George Floyd's family (Benjamin Crump). LOSER! Needs to be disbarred!
#FaceTheNation That’s sinful anger, fool!
Mob rule is not U.S. law. Protesters can’t and anything but laws being enforced. We are
a nation of laws. You may want killer cop lynched, or the other three hanged, but your
wants are not the law of the land-the law of the land is. Duh 101 for the lower IQ'd!
Dr. Tony Evans Shares His Thoughts on George Floyd https://tinyurl.com/y7xvvvry
kcbi.org
If one cop shot one looter in the leg, they would all disperse, and I'm not speaking of
rubber bullets, at this point, or any venue but where the riots have gotten out of control,
@realdonaldtrump @POTUS #Deterrence and consequences for illegal and immoral
actions!
Do your talking at the ballot box (gentle George’s brother) means vote, like Biden said, if
you don’t, you ain’t black! It also assumes Trump is FOR police brutality against
innocent blacks. If this is how s think, they have no IQ! American education is broken;
unable to think/analyze!
If you DON’T stand up to bullies, you empower bullies. It’s TIME for silent majority to
push for common sense and fight extremes! Wake UP, America! #Revival (3/26/16)
The silent majority has spoken. A new Morning Consult Poll finds that 58 percent of
Americans want the military brought in to help police deal with riots, with 30 percent
opposing the measure.
There SHOULD be a George Floyd Memorial Day, rather than a virtually useless blackout
day, that many have noted achieved nothing, but make participants feel good about
themselves. HONOR THE MAN—DON’T PROMOTE racial differences, or get people
looking at everyone by their race!!!
Slavery was wrong, but no matter how hard liberals try, I feel ZERO white guilt, as my
ancestors weren’t involved, I wasn’t there, it was CENTURIES ago, and I haven’t done
one thing to keep any black person down, or hold them back from their full potential
achievement!
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WHO CARES? Whatever it takes to restore law and order!: [Private account:] Asked
who they’re with, these guys say only that they’re with “The Department of Justice.”
[Lincoln Memorial guarded]
If that's the way it has to be, to protect our hallowed institutions, because of decisions or
rioters, so be it. Sad that it's fallen to this low, but that was their decision! [Lincoln
Memorial guarded]
For the first time and week in your Presidency, I give you a solid 'A!' #realdonaldtrump
@POTUS #Congratulations!
If you ever need to reinstitute the draft, only for the riotous crisis, please let 60 year olds
participate! @POTUS @realdonaldtrump #PatriotDuty
IF YOU SUPPORT OR ARE AT ALL SYMPATHETIC TO THE RIOTERS and
LOOTERS, DO NOT REPLY TO OUR TWEETS, OR YOU WILL BE BLOCKED, OR
REBUKED TO THE POINT OF EMBARRASSMENT. Thank you.
Mike Mullins [Democrat politician]: ‘Our citizens that riot, set fires, break things, hurt
people, shut down freeways or threaten cops' safety should and will be treated as the
enemies of America that they are!’ Any MORON would know why!
Even our great U.S. Constitution has provisions for AMERICANS who turn on our
country! If the Founders knew there could be enemies from within, why can't mere Mike
Mullins figure this out?
100 percent WRONG! They can protest, but it was desecrated last evening, and they're
ensuring that isn't repeated. DO YOU VALUE AMERICA and her historic symbols,
because your tweet doesn't indicate it! Free speech; NOT the right to conduct violence.
#CommonSense and the law of the land! [Account bemoaning Lincoln Memorial being
guarded as a ‘desecration’]
It is SAD how the violence and riots have all but swamped thoughts of George Floyd's
horrific and unjust death! Instead of us all uniting to conn it, and work to never see it
repeated, we are divided into the violent vs. peaceful Americans! #Ignorance
When anyone clamors for "change," historically, it usually involves Robinhood politics—
steal from taxpayers to give me a better life, using Uncle Sam to do my bidding.
WELFARE IS ALREADY OVER-DONE mercy vs. justice... period!
RIP! #Tears #BackTheBlue #BlueLivesMatter Thank a cop, today!!!: A retired police
captain was killed during a looting overnight at a pawnshop in St. Louis. David Dorn was
passionate about helping young people and would have forgiven those behind the violence
on the city's streets, his son says. https://cnn.it/3creJgv
Looters are destroying businesses that were already suffering from Coronavirus. Now
hardworking business owners, including many business owners of color, are watching
their "life savings" get "destroyed." https://tinyurl.com/y7kfpgnm
[Private account:] Cut off 100 percent of all social welfare until the riots stop!!! I
guarantee the people will self-police when the moms and dads of these kids stop getting
handouts.
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TIME for you to remind America that before all these racial events, Joe Biden told a black
man you aren't black if you don't vote democrat (paraphrased). In other words, the all
blacks need or support handouts LIE, and stereotyping! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS
In a non-political environment (a normal lawsuit), SECOND DEGREE MURDER would
increase the cops chances of acquittal, as harder to prove premeditation and intent. But to
appease the clamoring masses, he'll probably be a scapegoat, as the evidence does NOT
merit this charge! #Politics
The number and percent of any race killed by cops has ZERO to do with their number in
society, or percent of the population, but how many commit crime, or raise probable
because that they have—PERIOD!!! That number or percent is action based, vs. racebaited. https://tinyurl.com/y8yko7zz
If you only knew police policies, FEW of them need changing, but good ones need
enforcing! I doubt any of them allow for killing a suspect that’s not threatening a cop’s
life with action! HOW can a policy change identify racists on the force, or in hiring? Lie
detectors? Truth serum? #BlackoutTuesday
African-American lives have value, and that value is EQUAL with all other human
beings! GOD values them, and Christians do too! The ONLY people who think blacks
aren’t fully human, but are to be devalued as lesser/second class, are racists and white
supremacists, which we conn! #AllLivesMatter
People who MOUTH 'BLM' want you to agree with them on things that term means! It
does NOT just mean state publicly that African Americans' lives have value!
OBVIOUSLY they do-there’s no reason to state the obvious, but you do need to ensure no
cops think them second class citizens! They are NOT! DUH.
And owning a Confederate flag is NOT proof anyone is a racist! When they were
becoming rare, I bought one, ~three years ago, because two of my relatives were in the
Confederate army, and I honor my heritage, which involves ZERO slavery, or support
thereof. Southern pride, with hatred of America's slavery!
I call for EVERY cop who hates blacks to disclose that on your employment application!
I’m for lie detectors, to smoke this attitude out, to keep it off are police forces! And
DON’T limit it to one race—can’t have any cops hating any groups, or that bias can skew
how they treat suspects! #CommonSense
I don’t know how you identify white supremacists, unless they hold organizational
meetings, or publicly claim they are such! You can’t lump any others INTO that group,
simply because they support all good cops! KKKs, apparently, still exist, but I’ve never
met one that acknowledged it—I’ve tried.
Justice reform? Unless you have national sentencing guidelines, verdicts will vary. But
most lawsuits have unique facts, and juries are humans, so they don’t group think the
exact robotic same as to what’s a just penalty! You wouldn’t even worry about long
sentences if you never did a crime!
When cops get killed by criminals, do people protest and march on their behalf, except
honor lines as hearses roll by? Doesn’t mean those things are wrong, but when ANY
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innocent is killed, it is a tragedy, because #AllLivesMatter #BlueLivesMatter
#BlackLivesMatter and all colors in-between!
All good cops deserve are support. That’s what I mean by #BlueLivesMatter I oppose
police brutality, and any criminal endangering a cop. I’m for treating every race as equals,
not one better than another. That’s why I say #AllLivesMatter and #BlueLivesMatter, as
blue isn’t a normal color you think of.
THANKS for your service and stay safe! @DenverPolice @DetroitPolice @CT_Police
@PhoenixPolice @Mem_PoliceDept @MilwaukeePolice #KansasCityPolice
#SanJosePolice @nusaLVMPD @FortWaynePolice @IMPD_Chief #BackTheBlue
#BlueLivesMatter #BlackLivesMatter #BrownLivesMatter #WhiteLivesMatter
#AllLivesMatter Duh 101 False divisions for political gain! (5/3/20)
#AllLivesMatter—EQUALLY. #BlackLivesMatter was started NOT to say they’re more
equal, but under-valued, especially when they’re three times more likely to be treated
aggressively at a cop stop. Then #BlueLivesMatter started, in case any truly ever
disrespected the thin blue line who keep us all safe. (10/30/17)
Race relations are nearly as bad as in the water hose George Wallace days!
https://tinyurl.com/ycpg8l2c #TimeToHeal! #BlueLivesMatter #AllLivesMatter
(11/15/16)

QUIT shooting our cops! I DON’T care what your reasons are. You are heading to an
eternal, DESERVED hell, needed SOONER rather than later. #PoliceLivesMatter!!!
(1/8/16)

I’ve said before, as non-confrontational-looking Robocop uniforms NEEDED for our men
and women in blue. THEIR safety is number one concern! #PoliceLivesMatter (9/1/15)
WHO works car wrecks/murders/robberies/keeps are cities and are streets as well? It’s
NOT those who flaunt are laws and law enforcers! #PoliceLivesMatter (10/1/15)
June 3
(Related article: Facebook’s Jim.Meroney.3 #2, The Man’s Keeping Me Down)
#BlueLivesMatter #DavidDorn RIP, hero!!!

I’m SO SICK of this B.S.! Killer cops only clear intention was to ensure gentle George
didn’t get up to be a threat to their safety. NO autopsy proves he wanted or intended
death! NO INTENT I PROVABLE! I have NO IDEA why it took him eight+ minutes to
handcuff him, and only he can answer for that delay.
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Removals of Confederate statutes are only going to because MORE division from the
South. The North won. Rubbing it in our faces will only spur further racial strife, as
people misinterpret honoring history and culture. This Southerner vehemently rejects
slavery. Stop the in your face!
When ANY cop fears he'll/she'll go to prison for defending his life, in split-second close
calls, you not only de-moralize the thin blue line, you likely make it thinner, as cops will
retire, or less people will volunteer to serve. DUH 101
There is likely zero change needed to any police policies. I seriously doubt any manual
says kill blacks when you can, or target them! It’s enforcing existing policies that has to
change. Disciplinary options from fines, to unpaid time off, demotion, scolding/sanctions,
and firing.
IF cops have to change policing practice, blacks need to change crime practice! Many
AA’s [African-Americans] NEVER engage any crime, but in hot spot areas that has to be
patrolled, YOU BRING ON the cops' presence by your free-willed criminal decisions!
Repent of your sinfulness, juvies and career criminals.
EVERY Democrat politician on TV addressing riots is suggesting voting Democrat in
November is the answer. Politicizing of a crisis is EXACTLY why I think whites,
Indians, Asians, WASPs, hard-working Hispanics, and many others are ‘gonna REJECT
all the crap that comes from that vote and politicizing of this tragedy!
If there’s a riot in Dallas this weekend, I’m going to attend to help out any cops spread too
thin to be able to seize control! I will ask if they need help, if ever faced with that
situation, and if they do, I’ll obey ANYTHING they order me to do. I almost went to the
Alamo and Dallas last weekend.
Calls for "change" are like calls for love, progress, hope, etc. Ambiguous, undefined pipe
dreams, without specifics and plans. One Instagrammer RIGHTLY noted, 'no justice no
peace' is incitement to rioting and violence, and RIGHTLY changed it to "no peace, no
justice!" #WordsMeanThings!
One female was physically assaulted for saying "all lives matter." NO white person I
know needs, wants or cares one iota about anyone else thinking we matter, because we
know we do, because we have healthy self-esteem. That’s what people insecure about
needing constant validation NEED!
45 has divided Americans, a lot, Mr. Mattis, but the current state of division was SOLELY
caused by each and every protester who became physical or violent! NOT any peaceful
protesters. That division is between law abiding citizens and criminals, and SHOULD
exist! Good division! (Lk. 12:51)
HERE’s the "change" protesters need to ENUNCIATE. Better police policies for taking
physical control of resistant suspects who aren’t threatening their very lives, like kicking
their legs out from beneath them if tackling or bear hugging/wrestling isn’t possible.
NO arrests without probable cause; detaining for questioning, even in handcuffs, is legal.
In other words, cops obeying the law. Police policy to prefer Tasers to guns, if ever a
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NON split second decision. Cops wearing light-weight bullet proof vests whenever
feasible...
HUGE spotlights on cop cars for night pullovers. Megaphones given to cops, so no
vehicle occupant ever doesn’t hear or understand their commands. And fines paid to
people who are illegally commanded by cops, during detention or arrest process. And
finally, any cop suspected of being a "racist" must submit herself/himself to polygraphs, to
show that leaning.
Also, we need an easier firing processes knowing cops’ job rap sheet of infractions—a
range of discipline from verbal reprimand, fine, unpaid time off, demotion, then firing.
THIS is what "change" means—it’s NOT ambiguous!
In the old days it was the cops vs. the crooks. Now it’s many blacks vs. the cops. Those
blacks aren’t pro crooks, but anti-police brutality. Also, I HOPE they know cops do have
the legal right to take physical control of unruly situations-as much force as is needed to
restore the peace.
For any American to be mad at cops is as asinine as any American being mad at blacks,
because one shot a cop in Dallas, last summer. This is the ultimate STEREOTYPING—
the very thing politically correct people always tell everyone else not to do. Judge a man
not by color of skin or uniform.
#LiberalThink and fuzzy math: HOW DARE Trump consider invoking the Insurrection
Act, when last time it was invoked it was only one city, but now it's for well over 20
cities!
Some politicians and pastors derive power by presenting an enemy/foe/boogie man for the
followers to get riled up against, to cling to their leader, like any who say the big bad
white man is putting and keeping anyone down!
Vengeance, scapegoating, anger and sending strong messages are NOT justice, though
I’ve said sometimes pols allow mob rule politics to determine sentencing, to appease the
squeakiest wheels. It’s unfair, unjust and wrong, but they don’t care that one’s wronged if
the anger subsides thereby!
I know FACTS offend many people in America, but those people are an offense to
America!
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Protesters keep clamoring for "change"—which means status quo is bad—but NEVER
specify the laws needing to be passed! THAT'S IGNORANCE! I doubt there are ANY
police policies on the book that allow white officers to unjustly use force, or target black
crime suspects! Prove me wrong.
Derek Chauvin did wrong—period! He has already lost a career he was solely trained for.
Justice is not in the eyes of the beholding mobs, but the judicial system! For a bad
mistake, people want him tarred and feathered. His firing was part of justice. The
COURTS determine the rest!
Controversial, but are standard is, IS IT TRUE? When people watch TV news reports of
crimes, it, UNfortunately, it’s OFTEN a black suspect. If you disbelieve, or call that
racist, OBSERVE/test sample for three weeks. Like Larry Elder said, the AA community
needs to tackle deadbeat fathers, and this!
From the time a cop pulls you over to you being outside your vehicle, cops risk drivers
having guns under their seat, n glove compartments, or on the passenger seat! Grabbing
them takes only seconds. REMEMBER THAT NEXT TIME YOU COMPLAIN
THEY'RE FIDGETY QUICK TO GET VIOLENT!
However, an officer who uses force when it is not called for, or who uses more force than
is necessary to perform his or her job, might cross the line into police brutality.
http://NOLO.com The definition is NOT in the eye of beholding citizens' opinions or
feelings!
NBC video just said every peaceful protester has a right to peacefully protest. 100 percent
TRUE, and legal. However, government can limit how long and where you do so, or
require permits, especially if there has been violence, so tear gas used to call it a day is
NOT evil, but sometimes necessary.
A noose or hooded white sheet are racism symbols—NOT the Confederate flag!
@RandPaul https://tinyurl.com/ybr439ll I’m ~ready to BUY one! Stupidity reigns!
(6/23/15)

It’s AMAZING that liberals had NO problem with confederate flag or didn’t even know
that 'racist symbol' existed until just about a week ago-sarcasm. (6/25/15)
There will ALWAYS be idiot minority who abuse Confederate flag for racist white
supremacy! Can’t ship them to non-existent Nazi Germany. @wsbtv (7/30/15)
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MANY tweets SUPPORTING Confederate flag as HISTORY, NOT racism. DEEP roots,
as our family member was one of the 53 original Texas landowners, post-Mexico.
(10/11/15)

THE CONFEDERATE FLAG IS NOT RACIST! Thousands of Southerners DIED
fighting for their way of life, now northerners ‘wanna white-wash history? (6/15/16)
If anyone ever hung white hooded sheet or rope noose, I’d probably call the cops!
Southern pride is NOT same as slavery loving! Confederate flag. (6/15/16)
One exception: For four hours we considered Trump when the Confederate flag was
under attack and Robert E. Lee High School renamed. I bought a flag instead! (9/11/16)
Our Confederate flags is my honoring my GGGG grandfather and his son, who were in
the Confederate army. I’m 100 percent glad slavery ended, but you can’t force people to
end their workforce with zero compensation! That ruins their livelihood, so people go to
war! Duh 101 And not one relative of mine ever had slaves. (5/16/19)
Again, NBC is touting "change" needed. NO DETAILS! People are busy, working.
They are not doing one thing to put any black person down. You are pushing a FALSE
NARRATIVE! Go watch people on their jobs. Race is a non-factor to them!
@TODAYshow Justice is color blind! ALL are equal!
I have zero bias against any race of person, but I do have bias against people's
BEHAVIORS, bad attitudes and unbiblical values. That is how it should be. You EARN
my opinion of you, as do I of your opinion. Treat everyone equally, but don’t be gullible
with the jerks assumed to be good people!
June 4
Police chiefs nationwide are ‘gonna have to figure out why any lethal police brutality
occurs! Are the punishments not high enough, rules not enforced, or are peers
discouraged from stopping it, lest that be seen as lack of cohesion/division? I know NO
ONE in America who is for it ever happening!
Excessive force by cops is VERY RARE, when you compare incidents to the number of
police encounters with civilians! Its occurrence is also NOT whenever a civilian FEELs
physical acts were offensive or not needed! Public NEEDS to learn the law on the subject.
As MANY stupid opinions! IGNORANT.
Gentle George’s attorney says one cop said he has no pulse, and refused to get off him for
three more minutes. IF that is provable evidence, I agree his increased charge is justified,
and I support it NOT being first degree murder, lest he go Scot free. I want verification
that that conversation occurred!
An NBC expert RIGHTLY said cops get to use physicality in ways civilians can’t, and get
benefit of doubt, and don’t ‘wanna plea to misdemeanors or endure jail time for just doing
their j-o-b! Cops have every legal right to touch you if you don’t comply, with enough
force to be the victor in the arrest struggle!
I disagree with Drew Brees, but I'm fed up with fools trying to disallow free speech if it
doesn't agree with their leftist/liberal agenda! My next retweets PROVE I was for Kap’s
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kneeling protest, until it became unuseful and dragged on too long!
#DrewBreesIsCancelled Censorship and propaganda.
Whites have NO incentive to fix poor black neighborhoods. Government and others
NEED to change that problem! Status quo for a century more? Intolerable. #Kap
(8/25/17)

And finally, if any red-blooded American HATES the kneeling, carry or wear an
American flag to NFL games! I’d NEVER begrudge that response! But, do you ever do
one thing to help poorer blacks not be that way in perpetuity? If not, you missed their
entire point. Dumb on you. (9/27/17)
The @NFL would be FOOLish to NOT issue a rule that kneeling is encouraged and
allowed, before or after the national anthem, but not during, given this bogus problem!
Kneeling fixes LITTLE, but is free speech. Cowboys had it right, before they got it
wrong. Balance interests! Duh 101 (10/9/17)
I’ll say again, NFL kneeling protests have run their course! They are not wrong, they are
not fixing any problem. The public got the message—NO ONE is leading the push to
specify needed change. Hence, if no one kneels again, I’m good with that. Kneeling
helps NO ONE in the hoods get a better life! ACT. (10/9/17)
I must say it again, burning or stomping on the flag is disrespecting the flag, and spitting
on the ground or knocking over tombstones in Arlington National Cemetery is
disrespecting our military! NOT exercising free speech rights by kneeling at a NFL game!
Only DO-DOs think otherwise! (10/9/17)
Christians arguing that America should be like Jesus, who mean full of freebies, do not
know what the Bible says! Mt. 25 shows short-term relief/help, but II Th. 3:10 opposes
handouts, medium and long term (dependence on others). The Bible teaches selfsufficiency as the goal of maturity! WE HAVE WELFARE [and Jesus didn’t go around
demanding out money; He was poor, too]
Government freebies are quasi-legalized THEFT, so NO Christian can support
government sanctioning stealing sin (as looting is also stealing!). Welfare is unjust, but
merciful. Society needs the safety net, but to be fair, it should be tokenly repaid by civic
service! Section 8, Medicaid, food stamps, et al.
WHY does any taxpayer owe any other American one dime, stolen by force if the U.S.
government? IF any taxpayer has wronged you, SUE THEM, and if you win, they’ll pay
up! If you can’t live within your means, get more means or spend less, or have less kids.
Your dollar-stretching problem isn’t anyone else’s problem!
OF COURSE protests are fine—its legal free speech! Violence and rioting are NOT fine,
and are illegal!: Rebuking Trump, Obama and Mattis speak in favor of protests
https://tinyurl.com/ycg5pulj
I’ve read several posts about Vidor, Texas having racist cops. If true, this is
INTOLERABLE! PLEASE go to their Gould Park Community Center protest this
Saturday at 3 pm, and bring the media! @TheRevAl @RevJJackson @LouisFarrakhan
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If you are SERIOUS about change, take busloads of unarmed black protesters to Vidor,
TX, 3 pm Saturday (Gould Park Community Center), to see if alleged racists get violent!
I'LL GO if you do! @GMA @ABC @FoxNewsSunday @TODAYshow
@BarackObama LIGHT SCARES AWAY DARKNESS! Just do it.
WHY DON’T both of you men meet at Vidor TX's protest, Saturday at 3 pm (Gould
Park), and finally repent of not being willing to reconcile, as racial representatives, as I’ve
called for you to do for years! @FHunscripted @RobertJeffress (proved by my next
retweets you’ve rejected)
I've been to BOTH of your churches SEVERAL times! If we CLAIM to be Christian
brothers, MEET IN PRIVATE to get to know each other and air out/discuss your political
differences! It's OFTEN like the old beer ad—tastes great, less filling!
#CommonGround! @RobertJeffress @FHunscripted (12/11/18)
.@RobertJeffress ought to suggest ways to end severe poverty vs. just say lower taxes!
@FHunscripted ought to suggest ways to lessen at-will abortions for poorly planned
sex/contraception! MEET TOGETHER IN PRIVATE! Frederick has offered MANY
times to arrogant Robert! Pride sin! (11/12/18)
Will you both agree to spend half a day touring Dallas' MLK Blvd area and a nearby
Planned Parenthood, on a FACTS exploratory and observation mission? @FHunscripted
@RobertJeffress I'll drive. I also WON'T hold my breath, or wait by the phone, or
monitor my emails! Christian #CommonGround (11/12/18)
Christians should ever be working to make their political party more morally perfect!
@FHunscripted should care about abortion more, and @RobertJeffress should care about
ending severe poverty in America more. The fact they don’t says party is worshipped
over God, in their politics! Job 6:25 (3/19/19)
WILL YOU GO to Vidor, TX's 3pm Saturday protest, to expose any KKK-types, and
promote unity, reconciliation and healing. Light dispels darkness! PROVE the problem
exists (it's a supposedly/reputedly "racist" town). #RacialReconciliation @RevDrBarber
@TalbertSwan @MaxLucado @RickWarren #MichaelJordan @LebronJames
@taylorswift13 @Kaj33 @StephenAtHome @SethMeyers @FallonTonight
IF you want real racism ended, you can’t keep barking at the wind, yelling at straw men!
You go to where they probably exist, and TALK, get to hear and know each other, and
find common ground! Protests are SYMBOLIC. Face-to-face conversations are
ACTION. Go to KNOWN KKK hot spots! Duh 101
These are ALLEGED racist groups. Activists and celebrities who are outspoken in the
safe places of public protests NEED to go to these organizations, and TALK!
#HumanContact I will go, but most wussies will not-they just bark at fences!
https://splcenter.org/hate-map/by-state… You’re pansies, if scared!!!
LIE DETECTORS CAN DISCERN MOTIVES! If leftist mouthpieces REALLY want
change, and NOT just to rile up votes for Biden, they will go to Vidor, and all these
organizations, and talk. My guess is they will NEVER attend! https://splcenter.org/hatemap/by-state… Sin-full #Hypocrites speak LOUD, and don’t act!
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Report: Hugh Jackman criticized for sharing photo of a protester hugging a police officer
https://fxn.ws/370c1NU
I see why non-liberals remain quiet, don't hashtag, talk to the media, or express their
views, the way there's a propaganda dictatorship to only allow ideas consistent with that
ideology. Why fight with them, when you can just vote? NO WONDER polls were
wrong in 2016 that Trump would lose!
EXACTLY the correct balance, @tonydungy! Free speech with pure motives, and
variety/difference of opinion, disagreed with agreeably! HERO, telling it like it is!
“Drew Brees can’t be afraid to say that and we can’t be afraid to say, ‘Ok, I don’t agree
with you, but let’s talk about this.’”
CORRECTION: "Poverty pimps" Shows you how little I listen to talk radio: LIST
specific demands these race pimps (as talk radio calls them) are wanting. Welfare is far
enough, so don’t have any hand out. Cop brutality ended-GREAT! Fair jail sentencing—
GREAT! No race discrimination in hiring—GREAT, but you already have that law.
Anything else, for all this commotion? (6/4/20)
These IDIOTS that boycott good businesses because they donate to campaigns of people
they hate are BAD for American business. They will not have jobs, harming businesses
over political crying, as Covid has killed many already! STUPID spoiled whiners.
It is NO WONDER conservatives default to talk radio and FoxNews! They get pummeled
by the main street media, constantly. I don’t agree with them on every issue, but these
riots have shown me I am more at home with them than with the Democrats' radical base!
Worship litmus tests!?
Liberal talking points are that the U.S. military is being positioned and /or used against
American citizens. They FAIL to mention it’s only the violent ones, who are behaving
traitorously, or that they’re ONLY backing up cops where the looting is out of control!
HOW CONVENIENT! Narratives!
Sir: You are ONLY protecting American citizens and their property, by enlisting all law
enforces humanly possible, including the U.S. military! ANYONE who would object to
that SUPPORTS those people and things being attacked, like ISIS/enemies would!
Treasonous! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS
Democrats are forced to defend and justify the rioters, because they are being violent and
destructive due to a black man's unfortunate and unjust death/killing! Since that’s a core
constituency, ANYTHING GOES! Their rationalizations have been amazing, moral
failures and treasonous! SHAME.
Just confirmed with youngest son, he’s never heard one word of leftist bull crap doctrine,
in any location, or classroom. Is it a left and right coast blue state matter? He has been
BLESSED, and if any college professor tries to sway him into it, a lawsuit will ensue!
JUST teach your subject!
I DESERVE A GOOD OR GREAT LIFESTYLE, because I was born, and I’m in
America! Pay me to do nothing (GBI) [Global Basic Income], to show me I have human
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dignity and value/worth. My incompetent parents didn’t raise me right, so I’ll vote to
force taxpayers to do their job! #Liberalism sins and traitorous beliefs!
The core sin is ARROGANCE, which empowers entitlement mentality. P.C. [Political
Correctness] lessons on self-esteem gone amuck. Give everyone a trophy, so we feel good
about our lack of achievement, so we’re used to being rewarded for achieving nothing, so
we aren’t ashamed asking for freebies.
Some idiot on TV just said until we feel George Floyd was our brother, son, cousin,
change will not come. That is self-deluding! MOST black people are not under death's
danger from cops, and cops don’t "feel" any black person but violent suspects are a threat
to them, nor whites!
Because of these destructive LIES of America haters, that we have 'systemic racism,' and
Socialism needs to steal from taxpayers, I am voting for Donald J. Trump! Don’t ask me
to defend anything he does or says, as this is a protest vote. Five voters live here!
@realdonaldtrump @POTUS
You cannot disprove a negative. White people get accused of being racist, because of
their skin color, and are made to carry the burden of proof that it’s untrue, when most of
us are just living are lives, working and obeying the law. I fight this LIE and public effort
to make innocents seem guilty!
I suggest every law-abiding taxpayer own a gun! After this presidential go-round, I see
the AOC crazies coming for your wallet, and you may have to defend your property, or a
civil war could ensue, and those without arms are the least prepared! Liberals want your
money, by looting or voting! #Jealousy
Covid hurt the U.S. economy; riots have hurt many businesses, which harms the economy.
Liberals want to have free healthcare, daycare, college and family leave, off taxpayers'
dime. THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM IS UNDER ATTACK BY LIBS WHO WANT TO
TEAR IT DOWN, as supposedly "evil." DEFEAT THEM!
[Private account:] This is f***ing ridiculous!! Burn down your own house!!
#NashvilleProtests
If cops are enforcing the law, ending riots, and you see they’re coming in force, don’t go
up to them to chit chat, dummies! That man had lived long enough to know this common
sense fact! Officer Torgalski Bleeding Not the time to interact with them, unless you’re a
fool! Doing their job.
Libs/progressives/leftists (NON-moderates) and their young recruits think cops have no
right to touch anyone, or if they do it to be gentle. That’s NOT what force is about! And
they quickly have to take action—no time to individually assess who are innocent
bystanders. Seizing the situation.
And collateral damage is ALWAYS just that-damage; casualties of war. Harmed,
damaged, injured. It’s unfortunate, and it should be kept to a minimum (ideally zero), but
if you’re in their vicinity, you’re wise to run away and live to fight another day, if you’re
prone to be a rebellious rebel!
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And these CRAZY libs love to argue people in a riotous crowd were innocent, or
pregnant, or little kids or old people, AS IF the police target the vulnerable! Next they’ll
argue they were poor, or LGBTQ! You are the enemy of peace if you remain on scene!
LEARN something to stay safe! #CommonSense 101
Finally, "unarmed" does NOT mean undangerous and no threat! People can be
strong/muscular, know karate (or the like), have hidden weapons on their person, or be
vets who know the four Marine moves I know to kill people with your bare hands. HOW
would any cop know their suspects capabilities?
Another term for you Milliberals, if in the course of duty: Governmental immunity
describes the various doctrines or statutes that provide federal, state, or local governments
immunity from tort-based claims. –Cozen.com AKA, "sovereign immunity,"
Unfortunately, you take a victim in the state they find themselves in. That cop found a
law resistant old man who couldn’t stably stand on his feet, with a small push, but the law
for civilians is the aggressor has to consider that possibility beforehand. Cops are another
matter!
Young libs have no idea what war is like! We are fighting a war against domestic
terrorism, presently-it just hasn’t been declared by either side. You kick a-s and take
names later! It’s not politically correct. People who know nothing about police rights to
secure situations are dumb!
I absolutely abhor that the police have to take heavy-handed measures to secure the peace,
but the cops never forced anyone to break the law and endanger people or property! YOU
BROUGHT ALL THIS ON YOURSELF, looters and rioters! It’s how you restore order
from chaotic rioters!
NBC only mentioned it [police officer David Dorn shot dead] today, in passing, saying
two police officers were shot. NEVER spoke of it being fatal for this hero! #TodayShow
Somehow, I think the era of paddling in school (corporal punishment), at least for athletes,
has sissified an entire generation as to the cop's legal rights to seize control of bad
situations! We were paddled in football, and no psychological damage ensued. It teaches
self-discipline!
Do Milliberals even know Marshall Law is legal, in extreme situations? We’re not even at
that point, nor are we likely to get there. The more these protests get violent, the more it
could be used. Curfews are being ignored, because lawless ones are ARROGANTLY a
law unto themselves.
June 5
(Related article: Facebook’s Jim.Meroney.3 #20, White Lies on Black Lives?)
I am, and always have been and always will be, for all races, and against all violence, to
others and others' property! I'm GLAD president @realdonaldtrump has not allowed
lawlessness to flourish and get more out of control! How you stop violence is not pretty,
but necessary—DON’T DO CRIME!
IF YOU HAVEN'T FIGURED IT OUT, ALREADY, ABC, CBS and NBC are antiRepublican and especially anti-Trump! And FoxNews is anti-Democrat. Literally, if you
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haven't figured this out, already, you are a bona fide slow learner, hardly capable of
discernment, SADLY!
I believe adrenaline and fear/worry, in tense situations, is why killer cop put knee to neck
against gentle George, and two "good 'ol boy' vigilantes hunted down Mr. Arbury. Heat of
passion, from emotionally-charged situations. That’s why right training has to become
second nature/habit!
Self-defense, police right to use force, and the castle doctrine are seriously in dispute, this
week, as POLITICS and mob rule are unjustly making scapegoats of some cops and
private citizens, merely defending against violent law breakers! A nation NOT of laws
(but feelings) falls!
A vote for Trump will SURELY now be labeled as a vote for racism—not a vote for law
and order, and peaceful protests. THIS is the TRICK of evil political manipulators of
rhetoric and narratives! DON'T BELIEVE THE LIES! #Lawyers!
White, red, yellow, tan, and all other non-black Americans of this generation, and several
past, have not done ANYTHING to make any black American poor—period! If you
believe this lie, you will NEVER take personal responsibility for your own actions or
inactions! We want to help, but aren’t to blame.
Our Founding Fathers found wisdom in addressing proper responses to insurrection, and
SCOTUS has addressed police excessive force. Anyone ever offended by support of these
tools available to defend against threats to public safety has issues with SCOTUS and the
Founders. Tough calls!
THAT is wrong! Police brutality is determined on a case by case basis, unless patterns of
behavior can be categorized into a banned procedures list!: [Private account:] Officers
pepper-spray this 15 year old girl, then as she kneels, motionless, blinded, and threatening
nobody, they KICK HER IN THE FACE [Video]
THAT is wrong: [Private account:] They choke 'detainees' until they pass out. We need a
whistleblower to out their training practices. #PoliceBrutalityPanic #PoliceReform
#WeveSeenEnough
THAT is wrong, immoral and abusive: [Private account:] Tear down mass incarceration
brick by brick. Tear down and defund the police, the court system, the prison system and
especially the private prison system.
Cops do not always have the luxury of firing off warning rounds, to deter criminals.
When riots break out, sometimes shooting at legs is required, preferably with rubber
bullets, but they work with what tools they’re given.
Though the U.S. military is the last resort, last resort starts when all other available forces
are being out-manned, losing the fight, or otherwise seriously losing more control and
violent disorder. Their presence doesn’t necessitate use of their firearms, but also
nonlethal weapons.
Liberal police and rioting doctrine says let the looters vent, including turning a blind eye
to violence and property destruction, until they rescind, or long enough for them to get it
out of their system. This is UNfair to business owners and the peaceful public's rights!
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[Have I had second thoughts about supporting military intervention in quelling riots, or
rubber bullets? I know they are emergency measures, so under the violent circumstances,
they had to be options, but they are not usually needed, except in extreme circumstances.
Maybe some doubts, at times. More specifically, NO, but an unease at the serious blow
back 45 is undergoing. That is not doubt, but regret at his pain, for merely threatening its
use! Wrong use of words, on my part]
The difference between just doing their jobs and police brutality can be how intensely they
push you out of the way when you are obstructing their activity! That small difference is
why the legal system gives deference to them, lest they have to be perfect, and no one sign
up to do the job!
With all the trending terms and hashtags, WHERE ARE CONSERVATIVES to be found
on social media? I’m looking for a new outlet! If they’re here, they sure stay the silent
majority, a lot of the time! Want to know better places to post! [Yet another reason
Facebook James.Meroney.378 was created]
Police brutality instances are probably MAXIMUM three percent of all police encounters
in America. That three percent can represent maybe a hundred, or two-probably less.
When caught on camera, libs and left-wing media just air those videos, and incite bad
feelings from skewed perspective on statistics! EVIL!
Since no one’s perfect, liberals focus on small percent of times cops behave badly and
imperfectly. Their POLITICAL goal is to convince more people that all cops are bad.
They’ll NEVER say that, but it’s implied, by their NEVER balancing those images with
the 80+ percent of times they do their jobs well—NOT sexy!
The mobs demanding perfection from cops, even though, hypocritically, they aren’t
perfect themselves, both morally and even in their own jobs (if they have one). When
anyone is compared to perfection, flaws get exposed. You wouldn’t risk your career to be
required to be perfect, so be the same toward cops!
There is a rush to judgment and to extremes, in punishing rogue cops! The more
egregious the malfeasance, the more firing is in order. Short of that, or historic patterns,
ranges exist from verbal reprimand, unpaid time off, demotion and finally, firing. Mobs
run straight to firing!
Liberals calling to defund the police is even more ludicrous than Ted Cruz calling for
ending the IRS! DID YOU KNOW some people say crazy things, just so the media will
cover them/give them attention? Hurts their reputation, but crave media exposure! It’s a
trick to get coverage!
Most Americans believe black lives are equally valued as all others! I simply reject the
BLM slogan, as it has been hijacked from a militant philosophy of the fist-raising black
power movement, and has some radical agendas beyond pure insistence upon Respect of
all AA's. THAT I am FOR!
Police brutality will need to be specifically defined, for every conceivable circumstance!
Mobs will insist on perfection, and not give deference the law gives to the judgment of
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cops on the scene. That’ll make being fired a regular job risk, or endangering your life
with lessened self-defense.
You NEED to know this! When cops arrive on a crime scene, especially in an area with
high crime stats, if the culprit has been described by a witness as being a certain color,
EVERYONE on scene of that color MAY be the suspect or his/her cohort, until proven
otherwise. Investigating commences!
In circumstances where cops are far outnumbered, in investigating an alleged crime, they
have every legal right to detail all who may be suspects, even with handcuffs or plastic zip
cuffs, for their safety, until the facts get sorted out! LEGAL, vs. "police abuse."
People lie; criminal suspects lie. You can be near the scene of a crime, and resemble a
described suspect, and cops can’t prove you’re telling the truth that you weren’t involved.
Let them do their job of investigating, and hopefully all will work out in your favor. I’m
obviously watching Live PD, in background alone.'
WE THE people should NOT leave them alone! It got so bad in South Africa that an
uprising occurred, and the privileged class was overthrown (Apartheid era ended). I’m
NOT calling for that, or over-taxation, or making the rich pay for everything, but they
MUST learn to be generous, per God. (10/26/19)
U.S. Capitalists have one overarching need… to ensure more Americans join in prosperity
of the rich elites. If they don’t, a South Africa-like uprising is expected, politically if not
uncivilly! Greedy rich people are causing this backlash of hatred vs. GOP’s. Repent!
Philanthropic ones are innocent. (6/3/19)
AMAZING UNITY! It’s TOTALLY unfair to fire people for political reasons, when
they’re just following orders!: All 57 of the members of the Buffalo Police Department's
Emergency Response Team resigned Friday from the unit which responds to riots and
buffalonews.com
What cop force is legal? If you’re in their way to do ordered job, whatever’s needed,
within reason, by normal standards in that field. They can touch and push you! If
resistant, billy clubs aren’t toys—they can use them. They can tackle, and if you punch
them, expect enough fist fight to get you under control.
BLM is clamoring for equality. They already have it, legally! In what ways do they
FEEL they don’t? Equality’s not having the same neighborhood amenities, but equal
access to education, policing, etc. There ‘gonna have to be very specific in what changes
make them feel equality has been achieved.
IF you live in a crime-ridden neighborhood, you’re ‘gonna get increased cop presence! If
you think that’s profiling, or targeting, UNequal to other neighborhoods, MOVE OUT,
because cops would be unwise to spend resources where crimes rarely reported! They
keep track of historic crime statistics!
When criminals are looting, setting fires, disrupting thoroughfares, breaking glass, turning
over cop cars, PHYSICALITY will ensue from cops, to nab them and nip the problem in
the bud. That is NOT evil, nor is it being violent, but using the force necessary to get
things under control!
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Tear gassing peaceful protesters is wrong, UNLESS they are disobeying reasonable cop
commands, like obeying needed curfews, or limited areas for free expression. If a
peaceful crowd refuses a cops order, even by doing NOTHING, they’ve become
lawbreakers, failing to comply! Consequences.
EXCELLENT! Every city should adopt all good policy changes, locally, or possibly
nationally: City of Minneapolis agrees to ban all chokeholds by police
https://tinyurl.com/ybojwt85
Al Sharpton LITERALLY says white people have their knee on blacks’ necks in
healthcare, education and business opportunities (in gentle George's eulogy). LIES! Sue
any discriminating employer! EARN enough money to buy health insurance, or belt
tighten! Study the information school gives out!
Is it legal to shoot someone trying to break INTO your house? Depends on your state! Is
it moral? If you reasonably fear for your life, under the circumstances! Is property worth
killing a thief over, if cops can’t arrive in time? People differ on the answer! #CastleLaw
People work all their lives to grow established businesses, and invest their life savings in
them. It’s NOT fair that RIGHTLY angry people vent/take frustrations out on innocents
who didn’t kill gentle George, and cops must stop such damage and looting, even with gun
fire. Count the cost before doing crime!
As with every race, there are rich, poor, and everything in-between. I mall walk,
~everyday, and the black folk I see are not hurting. This is NOT one race downtrodden!
NO ONE has a knee on the necks of the black folk who don’t live around here! IMITATE
the people I see daily! #Successes enjoying life.
Milliberal think: I can't believe that old boomer was so mad that we were hurting his
business by interfering with his legal right to earn a living. Wow, America sure is
screwed up. McAllen (great state of Texas)
American businesses have, primarily, been crushed by the two+ month national shut-in for
Covid. For any protester to damage or interfere with any business, as they're barely out of
the gate again, is the height of rudeness and evil! Your rights end where others' rights
begin, like your right to protest vs. a business owner's right to earn a living. McAllen
HERE’s the problem with BLM and why I DON’T say it spelled out: We passed a mini
protest of theirs. Son had All Lives Matter poster in the car, raised it, and a black gal gave
us the finger, while a white gal and I gave each other a peace sign.
It is a fascist and to parrot their organizations' name or they get angry and hateful vs.
peaceful! All African-Americans' lives have value, or are equal with everyone else!
That’s what ALM [All Lives Matter] means—we’re treating blacks as equals by including
them in ALM, not treating them unequally.
And its slogan worship! That gal probably concluded we were racists because we DON’T
bow to anyone telling us we have to say the exact same concept with their rhetoric! The
masked white gal got it.
The other gal had the heart I oppose in that organization, which is why I won’t mouth their
idolized slogan, though we believe the same, and I risk her thinking negative of me in a
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civil democracy vs. dictatorship, protests usually have opposing sides, who fight for their
ideas in the public marketplace.
This ilk rejects anyone having any differing words, even though we share the same values
and aren’t opposing their belief. That ignorance I will NEVER be in agreement with!
AWESOME!!!: Countdown to curfew in Atlanta [Police force doing the Macarena dance
video]
Cops can be trained and can do better, but the public HAS to err on the side of cops, in
gray area disputes, as the more we make their job not worth the risk, the less safe we ALL
are! In split second choices, they have to be perfect, or arm chair activists want their
being fired! You be one! (10/3/19)
As Mark Davis said today, NAME ME ONE PERSON who doesn’t believe black lives
matter-Straw man! NBC spoke of women needing to not feel inferior. Minorities and
women are equals with men! GET OVER thoughts anyone’s out to get you and move on
with your life! My daughter doesn’t feel inferior!
https://youtube.com/watch?v=cWditrKW43o (10/4/19)
Not only do I oppose boycotting businesses over politics, I oppose extreme measures, like
calls for firing people for most single incident errors, like Laura Ingraham. America
NEEDS to start learning moderation and iteration! There are OTHER disciplinary actions,
like money penalties+.
June 6
(Related article: Facebook’s Jim.Meroney.3 #19, A Message To Donald Trump)
To show how UNracial I am, just had biker gang-likely mainly white-cross intersection
when I had the green, so I proceeded and made 14 of them stop and obey the law,
temporarily, after one of them and I exchanged gestures of disapproval. ARROGANT law
breakers who continue left unstopped!
Christians are SUPPOSED to believe the TRUTH—not lies! I’ve heard them say
everyone has some racism in them. PROVE IT, from Scripture and in real life in the life
of every real person! That is a LIE!
They’ve also said BLM (spelled out) is analogous to firepersons running to a fire vs. to all
homes. FALSE ANALOGY! If GOD says all men are created in HIS image, Christians
aren’t to change that message to hide from its fact! YES, black lives are the focus and
need, presently, but how quickly some Americans forget just 4-5 years ago, when BLM
was an organization's title, and cops were killed by people holding those signs!
British drinking songs have been "Christianized,: by changing the lyrics, but 'Heil Hitler"
CAN’T be Christianized, just like BLM will always be tied to riots and cop killings after
Ferguson and in downtown Dallas! The FACT that black lives have always mattered is
TRUE!
It is too late to change the slogan, but you don’t have to bow down to saying it, when it
represents such evil in those two+ incidents! Black Lives Are Important, Blacks Have
Value, Blacks Are Equals. I’d be for ALL these slogans, but BLM is forever tied to actual
cop killings, and 'Heil Hitler' can’t be made to be good, 4-5 years later!
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HOW SHORT-TERM ARE OUR COLLECTIVE MEMORIES? If my weak memory
serves me correctly, BLM was either associated with Black Panther movement personnel,
or militant sort of like it. NOT MLK type activists, but the more violent ones!
https://tinyurl.com/nq3ys9f
For that reason, forgive me if I resist being told exact words anyone tries to force me to
mouth, but though I fully agree with the content, I will not give militant cop killers the
satisfaction of hearing me mouth their mantra, as I oppose cop killers and violence, to
achieve your legitimate racial ends!
P.S..: It’s NOT "racist" (a term we NEVER specifically describe) to not like every human
you meet! The violent protesters of ALL colors are not people I’d Respect or ‘wanna
associate with much, and that’s OK! You may not even like everyone you are family
member with, like weird uncles! That’s VERY different from racism!
June 7
If you can’t morally differentiate a self-sacrificing public servant, who risks their life daily
to protect and serve from a person who with probable because is under suspicion of a
crime, you do not deserve to avoid the judgment of God.
And if you can’t morally discern the difference between a tragic, horrible accident from an
intentional, willful assault, you do not deserve to be warned of that judgment. Finally, if
you are so stiff-neckedly ignorant that you can’t distinguishing the one bad apple from the
good bunch, you deserve what is coming! Good luck, America!
June 8
TOTALLY moral to know ALL the facts, before making a moral martyr of a person being
detained or arrested for yet another crime/rap sheet addition (though he needn’t DIE as a
result, unless threatening police lives)—IF YOU CAN’T DO THE TIME, DON’T DO
THE TIME!
RE: Dan Patrick on Jesus as the solution to racism… Christians in politics should live
godly and let people know of their faith, but in a democracy, the people don’t want
politicians touting any one religion (Establishment clause, and separation of church and
state), or for legal fairness, Muslims and Buddhists will push that for solutions. We say
"God."
June 9
(Related article: Facebook’s Jim.Meroney.3 #18, Racial Reconciliation?)
As to police brutality, any cop who ever kills any crime suspect, when their life was not in
imminent danger, must lose their career, forever, and any police force who teaches unity
to the point other cops on look at such evil must also be punished.
And as a local talk radio pundit rightly noted, any police union which so ensures job
stability, that it keeps people on the force who should not be on the force, has become a
detriment to good policing (Mark Davis). Choke holds, except to spare the cops life,
should be outlawed, as with knee to neck, except to save the cops life.
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Why wouldn’t Tasers (or the other two officers standing guard) have dissuaded gentle
George from any resistance long enough to hand cuff him and put him in a squad car, IF
justified, even hog tied, if needed, rather than crushing him to death, because you can?
One+ million bond will one day tell us.
We'll just go by the honor code, that criminals will self-police, and turn themselves in
when the police are defunded, thinks Asinine On Cocaine/AOC. Maybe no one will
commit crime, once the evil overlord cops are ended! Crimes are committed because
police exist, apparently. IDIOT!
June 11
No matter who you are, or what color you are, you will NEVER be killed by ANY cop
(it's impossible!), if you never do anything to attract them to your life and lifestyle—
period! This applies to all persons/every American, so APPLY this truth, if you don’t
want to risk death!
ANY police policy that bans any procedure HAS to have the phrase added, "unless the
officer's life is at risk," as a disclaimer, as anything goes if that is what a police person
ever faces, God forbid!
Statistics are what they are! You can boycott A & E, want every cop show taken off TV,
but who commits crime in what amounts, and by racial category is public knowledge,
good or bad for your biased political side! At the same time, stereotypes are not facts, nor
skewed perspectives.
CRIMES: https://tinyurl.com/y9hzfteq
PERCENTS: https://tinyurl.com/ybkku7au
Germany was wise enough NOT to whitewash or sanitize its horrific past! I’ve been to
Dachau. They don’t tear down historical symbols, but they certainly DO offer them as
horrible reminders to never repeat! #NeverForget Liberals are wanting Civil War
remnants hidden, so ignorance reigns.
America has not been perfect, but we acknowledge our problems and failings, and work to
fix them, and we are-by far-the greatest nation at behaving good. It’s about time that we
pass laws that if people are anti-America, and live here, they get kicked out! #Insurrection
#Traitors Enemies!
Some people are calling for Martial Law. We’re NOT at that point, but we do need
security to protect public property, nation-wide. Why are such hooligans not arrested?
@POTUS @realdonaldtrump Screw state's rights. If governors are incompetent, the feds
can restore law and order, and NEED to!
Lord, bring on our deserved punishment(s), for our national sins and divisions, post-haste,
I ask, and SOON! #Judgment
Maybe its church and good parenting, and a conservative school district, that has kept my
three kids from progressivism!? How are other kids spared that hogwash, with bad
schools, parents, or no church? #WOW GIVE ME FREE THINGS because I DON’T
WANT TO WORK, and I LIVE HERE and HAVE NEEDS! Entitled.
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Liberals have been trying to gen up the black vote from way far back, using Coronavirus
(and ILLEGAL Confederate monument tear downs, before), and then really kicked it into
gear when Biden misspoke! They know that's their core constituency, who was ho hum
about closet candidate Biden!
Initial political efforts to stir racial strife to gen up votes: "Systemic racism" is NOT an
explanation for why more blacks are dying from Covid. ANY poor person and ANY
person with underlying health problems will have less access to healthcare, or ability to
fight Covid-19, Respectively. NO white person is using Corona to rid us of minorities!
(4/10/20)

PUSH the issue, expecting lawsuits! Send in National Guard and /or U.S. Military in
MN! @POTUS @realdonaldtrump This is an assault on public property, of which all
Americans have ownership (at least taxpayers). ZERO TOLERANCE! Kick their butts,
and they can’t vote, once arrested, possibly.
These protesters are unemployed, poorly paid (or in unneeded quarantine, anyway), or
liberal organization paid rebels. NO ONE who works for a living, and pays taxes protests
that long for anything. Dregs/scum of the earth with nothing better to do! How are their
bills paid? Welfare?
Let blue states form their own union, and install Socialism. NO red state taxes will go to
them, nor will many smart businesses. Give freebies out the wazoo, until you go
bankrupt. That nation's credit rating will fall; NOT red states' union/nation! Purple states
can fit in-between.
June 12
KICK THEIR ASS!: [John Cardillo:] Miami PD isn’t playing around with the savages.
This is how you handle them: [Video]
GREAT JOB, @MiamiPD! These are violent law-breakers, with zero Respect for
authority, illegally hindering traffic flow, and owed zero names or badge numbers; just the
trouncing they rightly received by your marvelous police force of ALL colors! God bless
you! Miami PD #Justice
June 13
That's NOT compliance! [Video] You risk whatever comes, thereafter!: [Private
account:] Update: Trigger Warning — Atlanta Police killed a man on University and
Pryor Rd at Wendy's. Apparently, it was a traffic stop and he was DUI. He was shot three
times in the back. SMH! #BlackLivesMatter
The "Karen" in San Fran had every legal right to want cops to ensure vandalism wasn’t
occurring, if she didn’t know the person tagging the wall, or its rightful owner! That’s the
police’s job to figure out details, by interrogating! No violation, no problem! See
something say something!
10 Florida SWAT officers quit unit over ‘political climate’: report
https://fxn.ws/37sqLFu Annie, get your gun! NY Times op-ed clears up 'Defund the
police' confusion: 'Yes, we mean literally abolish the police' https://fxn.ws/2UAPEK4
June 14
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(Related article: Facebook’s Jim.Meroney.3 #16, #TalkingAboutRace)
I cannot say this clearly enough… America is headed to some troubling waters. Covid
and race rioting were JUST the beginning! The WASP church WON’T repent, and the
black church is militant and inciting riots, in many cases.
There is zero reconciliation, zero top priorities taken literally, thoroughly and seriously,
and THAT ALONE is why you are seeing all the symptoms, expressed and explained by
natural means, like bats causing Covid, and gentle George's death causing rioting.
Those are secondary, penultimate causes! Symptoms vs. root causes. In every way
known before God, these problems and many more likely to come are the result of
American Christianity DENYING and refusing to do Gods EDBS priorities urgently and
thoroughly-PERIOD. Good bye; good luck!
I take Covid-19 thing back, in that I ADD Covid-19 more possibility-If cops are ‘gonna
get fired for doing their job to apprehend or stop fleeing criminals, they will quit in such
significant numbers, your safety and possessions will be at the greatest risk in Americas
history, as yet another possible coming judgment!
DO NOT COME TO ME WITH YOUR OWN PROBLEMS, I believe the Lord is now
saying to us, NOT that He doesn’t answer prayer, but during a judgment, mercy is NOT
shown! Relief from judgment doesn’t come until it’s over, just like there's no relief from
hell's punishment! Jn. 3:16, the Bible
In many ways these protests and riots are a shakedown for $! Not yet from taxpayers, but
it sure worked from the NFL and Michael Jordan! It’s what Jesse Jackson has done for
decades, with large businesses! Guilt richer folk INTO giving freebies, and voting for
government to do the same! Appalling.
The majority of whites aren't thinking about other races, or even their own, AS IF it's a
homogeneous group (it isn't)! They're busy earning a living, then having fun, doing
chores, exercising and relaxing. Some might think we keep some people down. We're
working!
And the LEGAL standard is if the cop reasonably believed his life was at rick/in danger,
given a tool he could not specifically identify from a distance. That's EXACTLY why toy
guns now have to have an orange tip! People can shoot on their knees!
It doesn’t matter your color. If you resist a cop, they can legally kill you if they
reasonably believe their life’s in imminent danger, and even afterwards, if in the heat of
the moment. Don’t resist, or do anything that gets a cop to want to question you!
#CommonSense #TalkAbourRace
We live in an information age, and a service economy, in America. If you aren't good at
those two skills, you aren't going to make a lot of money, no matter your skin color!
#CommonSense
From the time a cop pulls you over to you being outside your vehicle, cops risk drivers
having guns under their seat, n glove compartments, or on the passenger seat! Grabbing
them takes only seconds. REMEMBER THAT NEXT TIME YOU COMPLAIN
THEY'RE FIDGETY QUICK TO GET VIOLENT!
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An AA pundit said 'that could have been me,' but CONVENIENTLY left out she doesn’t
fall asleep in fast food drive-through's, high on PCP and or drunk, fight with cops, or try to
Tase them! NO analogy to relate to at all, except the race! It COULDNT have been her—
LIE.
Didn't Biden say of Obama, "first mainstream African-American who is articulate and
bright and clean and a nice-looking guy. I mean, that's a storybook?" Ex-CNN anchor
Soledad O'Brien: Network exec told her to only have the 'right kind' of black guests
https://fxn.ws/37swECR
June 15
A STUPID "police expert" pundit on TV said the GA suspect wasn’t endangering anyone
with a lethal weapon-the stun gun. Hey fool—what if he'd been successful at his intent,
debilitated the officer and gotten his gun? IDIOTS are making angels and martyrs out of
the world’s worst! Media's FOR it!
Police pundits on TV AREN’T legal experts!: ‘Hot pursuit’ refers to the urgent and direct
pursuit of a criminal suspect by law enforcement officers, or by belligerents under
international rules of engagement... Such a situation grants the officers in command
powers they otherwise wouldn’t have.
CONGRATS, America! We no longer have democracy or a nation based on laws, but
mob rule. Time for the law-abiding citizens to take to the streets, as the squeaky wheel is
getting all the liberal politicians to fire police just doing their jobs!
FOOLS believe crime charges against police can’t be politicized, as if firing a cop or
saying its homicide, in GA, is legally accurate. Cops are going to resign in droves, as mob
rule vs. grand juries are pressuring our justice system. That’s NOT legal, liberal
politicized FOOLS!
GMA says the dead man’s wife "feels" it was a crime to shoot him in the back. Well
make her America's Attorney General, because she has a feeling! Feelings decide laws,
now.
June 16
HERE are images of racial extremists, BOTH of whom HURT America by their singlemindedness to supremacy:

(Pictures from unidentified Twitter accounts)
Some IDIOT posted that guns shouldn't have been at the New Mexico statue. That's
because they want the right to break the law without consequences. They also wrote
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humans are more important than property. NOT if the humans are acting sub-human!
#SelfDefense includes property! Taxpayers own public property.
June 17
Unless cotton was the MAIN reason America's economy became so great, no one can say
we got rich off the backs of slaves. If you have read history books, or viewed The Men
That Built America, it was the Industrial Revolution that brought us into prominence,
many moons LATER!
RE: Tim Kaine—Isn’t it great that the U.S. almost had a V.P. who doesn’t know history,
and has never read a Bible, AS IF slavery didn’t exist even as far back as Israel and the
Egyptian pharaohs! It’s like Ben Carson saying Islamic religion began with Abraham's
two sons, vs. with Mohammad. Leaders have to know stuff.
ISN’T IT AMAZING metal statues-N various forms-haven’t hurt a fly in HUNDREDS of
years, but suddenly they’re offensive to MORONS? If tearing down history markers
makes them happy, they really aren’t needy of or complaining about their own economic
failures, blaming the way back past!
These protests are MAINLY result of decades of lib indoctrination in public schools,
teaching young skulls full of mush that America is evil, the white man stole, looted and
killed slaves, Indians and Mexicans, immorally and illegally, and we have to un-do history
while we’re quarantined from work.
It’s HILARIOUS that the MSM and people on social media call statue destroyers
"peaceful protesters," but people carrying guns are the opposite! In liberal meccas, where
politicians refuse to use police, armed militias seem to be the only legal remedy avail to
peaceful, law-abiding society!
June 18
If a criminal is willing to fight with cops, Tase them, potentially steal their guns thereafter,
or run away to possibly endanger others, DON’T BE SURPRISED if you get shot in the
back! Aiming at legs isn’t always possible in the hot pursuit. COMPLY, and there's no
problems! [RE: Geraldo]
Juneteenth
[Responding to an honest tweet saying ‘progressive policy is best for black people’:]
Progressive/liberal policy IS freebies paid for by people who are not free to receive them,
but have to work to pay for them—period! (taxpayers) NEVER ONE WORD about
making good grades in school and working hard thereafter! NEVER. Yet some are
stereotyped as being "lazy!" Hmm.
Let's be point blank honest: To the extent there are KKK and white supremacists in
America, these riots and protests are stirring up their vote, and Trump needs them. That
MAY be why his rallies started in Tulsa—the scene of Black Wall Street's burning.
Insider strategists would know.
Your because can backfire! Remember that, protesters! A valid, good, moral because of
social justice can backfire, where people get so sick of your message and methods,
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employers and society in general may start holding these interruptions to traffic and
business AGAINST you! Self-defeat!
June 20
The media calls protesters "peaceful," but ALWAYS fails to label them "illegal lawbreakers," when they interrupt business operations, or disrupt traffic flow! It is NOT just
the violent protesters who are the problem, but these law-breakers! Protest LEGALLY—I
support that right!
Cops RARELY if ever drive around looking for a black person to pull over, having to
come up with legal justification to implement that evil desire! Cops pull over people
behaving suspiciously, or doing or saying things cops know are illegal. Color is NOT
what they’re targeting.
I could do about anything, walking down a public road, and not get a cop to pull over, as I
know the law and am not going to break it! Even when I take gospel signs, publicly, I’ve
NEVER had any cop seek to fine or detain me, and I’ve spoken with about five, so far! I
know the LAW!
Moral lesson: You are not responsible for the sins of others, including your relatives! It's
irrelevant and unrelated to 2020 what some evil white people did to enslave some black
people. It was evil, but it was not our actions in this generation! Dig up their graves and
fight them!
The great Tulsa police are doing EXACTLY what you promised, making you a man of
your word on this issue! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS Critics would complain that you
were weak if she wasn't hauled off! (Mt. 11:17); just want to be negative and criticize!
Trespassing @TulsaPolice
QUITE depressing what's happened to or become of our great land, with extremists' voices
louder than reason, and racial division near Civil War days! I still haven't figured out
what God's third judgment is going to be, but it is sure to come!
NBC Nightly just showed mansion and slum-ish neighborhoods in Tulsa, and labeled it
"inequality." The rich WORKED for it, and if the poor folk are qualified for the rich's
jobs, but lost their opportunity due to skin color, that's inequality! DUMB term about
results having to be "equal!"
June 21
SAT and ACT are EXCELLENT weed-out measures for college aptitude, more so than
class rank or GPA! There are MANY ways to fudge GPAs, like taking easy teachers or
classes. No wonder parents illegally bribe colleges, it’s so competitive, with many great
brains immigrating into America!
If a predominantly black hi school had most students scoring A’s and B’s, half of them
would be in the lowest class rank half! How are the lower half ever ‘gonna escape
poverty—if they suffer from it-with class rank considered, or GPAs able to be
manipulated by easy classes or teachers?
Class rank and GPA has to compare apples-to-apples with every high school senior in
America, or biases and unfairness occurs. Every predominantly black school NEEDS to
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prepare juniors for excellent ACT or SAT scores, if they plan to attend college! Make it a
required course! Duh 101
June 23
Whites NEED to provide QUALIFIED blacks 100 percent EQUAL chances at good pay
and blacks must be the best job candidates vs. be victims forever! Both/and! (6/24/15)
IF you’re Southern and racist your inconsistent/hypocrite as whites primarily brought
slaves from Africa. Can’t bring them then hate them and want them to leave! (6/28/15)
Article about NJ said they use community policing and talking down/deescalating
situations after police force defunded and remade. ALL cops already do that, when they
can! When they face a gun, you can’t risk your life hoping talk will convince crooks not
to shoot! #Idiocy Shoot to kill!
An IDEAL technology would be a smart gun only police can get their hands on, that
literally hones in on a gun and hand of any criminal seeking to threaten cops with deadly
force! No one prefers the criminal dead, so technology should be created to shoot the gun
out of their grasp!
Important time in America's history to look to dictionaries, as FOOLs wrongly use this
term for everything they dislike: rac·ist a person who shows or feels discrimination or
prejudice against people of other races, or who believes that a particular race is superior to
another.
Anecdotal evidence that liberals, through the MSM [so-called ‘mainsteream media’], were
trying to push a racist narrative well before George Floyd, probably because Biden was
said to be not energizing the base, much. #YouAintBlack (i.e., my response to a media
report:) "Systemic racism" is NOT an explanation for why more blacks are dying from
Covid. ANY poor person and ANY person with underlying health problems will have less
access to healthcare, or ability to fight Covid-19, respectively. NO white person is using
Corona to rid America of minorities. (4/10/20)
June 24
(Related article: Facebook’s Jim.Meroney.3 #10, “Black Sovereignty”)
The ONLY legit police bill would say cops can only shoot to kill if reasonably believe
their life is at risk; people with three questionable incidents on their record must be
reprimanded, and firing is never off the table; no choke holds, and cops must intervene if
police brutality’s occurring.
It's BEYOND ludicrous that Seattle is now run by mob rule and violent terrorist ands!
Zero accountability, laws don't matter; the person in charge is an uncredentialed BLM
head. This is not America, but an illegal hostile takeover/coup. Arrest and punish;
DON'T negotiate, FOOLs!
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(Picture from unidentified Twitter account)
June 29
That bent metal gate sure shows peaceful, non-physical/un-violent un-angry intent, right?
(sarcasm, for the protesters who might not figure that out) https://fxn.ws/2NI8R8J
#FoxNews

June 30
Coach K said 'just say the words, "BLM," it's not political.' This is a lie and a trick!
Saying exact words is tyranny, and he's too UN-informed to know the politics behind it!
"African-American lives are VERY valuable, and equally so with all other humans!"
Mike Krzyzewski @dukebasketball
People who say all lives don’t matter until "BLM" fail to see, black lives already do
matter, and do so for MOST Americans! Cops RARELY IF EVER harm anyone not
suspected of a crime! Don’t do bad things, and they leave you alone, 99.99 percent of the
time, if not 100 percent! YOU initiate their involvement!
People are not allowed to free speech by the far left! They're deemed traitors to their race
for thinking for themselves! That is racism, fascism and division. Terry Crews is entitled
to his own opinion, and the phrase "Uncle Tom" is as bad as the N word!
If African-Americans/blacks/people of color (whatever the climate change/global warming
term of the day is) want better lives (as I want for them), be better-qualified job
candidates! If you already are, sue discriminators through the EEOC! That's the law of
the land! #JustDoIt!
July 1
Mob rule ‘peaceful protesters’ trespass, trample gated community gates, step on private
property, issue verbal threats to homeowners, cry when armed self-defense occurs (calling
it the immoral action), and think they decide if a mayor should resign, because they’re
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quarantined or unemployed people lacking education, with time on their hands, who can
use social media to organize their posse. (Unpublished)
The ONLY group in America who aren't allowed to say or do anything are whites,
because of a historical cultural advantage? FEEL FREE to call Trump the honkey cracker
who is orange! It's funny! Call females ‘Karen,’ but never another cultures name.
Double standard! ‘No justice, no peace?’
@realDonaldTrump: ....horrible BLM chant, “Pigs In A Blanket, Fry ‘Em Like Bacon”.
Maybe our GREAT Police, who have been neutralized and scorned by a mayor who hates
and disrespects them, won’t let this symbol of hate be affixed to New York’s greatest
street. Spend this money fighting crime instead!
July 2
(Related article: Facebook’s Jim.Meroney.3 #3, Heart Character vs. Skin Color)
The fact that statistical disparities/inequalities exist between white and blacks in America
doesn’t prove any white people caused them, or that any institutions are causing them!
EVERY group of every sort has disparities from every other group! Find the core
problems, and fix them!
Except for unions, wages are individually negotiated, so if you are being paid less than
someone with exactly the same qualifications, you need to evaluate how good a negotiator
you are, or aren't!
People who MOUTH 'BLM' want you to agree with them on things that term means! It
does NOT just mean state publicly that African Americans' lives have value!
OBVIOUSLY they do—there’s no reason to state the obvious, but you do need to ensure
no cops think them to be second class citizens! They are NOT! DUH.
African-American lives have value, and that value is EQUAL w/all other human beings!
GOD values them, and Christians do too! The ONLY people who think blacks aren’t
fully human, but are to be devalued as lesser/second class, are racists and white
supremacists, which we condemn! #AlllivesMatter
Slavery was wrong, but no matter how hard liberals try, I feel ZERO white guilt, as my
ancestors weren’t involved, I wasn’t there, it was CENTURIES ago, and I haven’t done
one thing to keep any black person down, or hold them back from their full potential
achievement!
In our highly politically polarized environment, for Trump to say the BLM phrase
appeases a radical, organized activist group, as the term has been coined to represent a
select PAC-like agenda. All lives matter doesn’t single out any race over cops or other
races. OF COURSE blacks are equal with everyone else.
Mob rule is not U.S. law. Protesters can’t demand anything but laws being enforced. We
are a nation of laws. You may want killer cop lynched, or the other three hanged, but your
wants are not the law of the land—the law of the land is. Duh 101 for the lower IQ'd!
#AllLivesMatter 'Black lives matter' SHOULD worry less about a catchy phrase, and be
renamed, don’t kill nonthreatening blacks! VERY FEW Americans deny black lives
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matter! The issue is stopping the killing of any and all criminal suspects not imminently
endangering any cops' life! DUH.
The BLM movement is really asking, do we value all races of cops, or criminal suspects
of all colors more, if it's one or the other, &how can we make it less one or the other? It's
ALL about how you arrest or detain a suspect without risking being killed or killing!
Ideals vs. reality.
July 3
One female was physically assaulted for saying "all lives matter." NO white person I
know needs, wants or cares one iota about anyone else thinking we matter, because we
know we do, because we have healthy self-esteem. That’s what people insecure about
needing constant validation NEED!
It’s AMAZING that liberals had NO problem with the Confederate flag [or statues], or
didn’t even know that 'racist symbol' existed until just about a week ago-sarcasm.
(6/25/15)
The picture of cops mocking a choking that killed an unarmed black man has convinced
me that there does seem to be a white supremacist/racist problem in police departments
more frequent than I had ever known. Elijah McClain You don’t get a badge to empower
your sinfulness. CHARGE THEM.
July 4th
Mount Rushmore Speech Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXD4zPY4Ai0
Mount Rushmore Speech Transcript: https://www.rev.com/blog/transcripts/donald-trumpspeech-transcript-at-mount-rushmore-4th-of-july-event
SUCH an EXCELLENT, timely and needed speech, last evening! It was your finest
moment! I couldn't be prouder of you and our great country. The Founding Fathers have
to be, as well! NOTHING America has done wrong compares to all we have done right!
HOW would America's enemies seek to destroy her? USE HER LAWS AGAINST HER,
by importing their agents to America, under any lie of an excuse to gain U.S. citizenship.
Then, vote her into oblivion! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS That is a silent insurrection
and coup. DON'T LET IT HAPPEN, sir!
#ProudToBeAnAmerican As imperfect as we are, we're still the most compassionate and
generous nation in history, and we've lifted up more people from poverty and for
democracy! PLEASE move away if you hate her, from only focusing on our faults! Go
experience real poverty! #NotWelcomeHere
You NEED to have diagnostic tests for all new immigrants that weeds out America haters,
people wanting freebies, or to vote for them! NO MORE importing hatred, or the power
to vote for it! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS "Freedom" doesn't mean you allow your
enemies in, as sleeper cells! Great group of people! (SARCASM)
Common thread of America-haters: Democrat (young, black, LGBTQ, not in America
many years, or old and ex-hippie type from the 60’s). LOOK FOR YOURSELF—don't
take MY word on it! Oh, and entitled/spoiled handout-seekers of all colors. THIS is the
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Democrat base! Add haters of the wealthy, and people wanting open borders.
@realdonaldtrump @POTUS!
July 5
WATCH this FoxNews video!: @DennisPrager: America is not a racist nation. "This is
a non-racist country, though there are racists here." 100 percent TRUE!
https://news.yahoo.com/dennis-prager-america-not-racist-015123668.html
@DennisPrager (paraphrased) said we're in a civil war; I pray it doesn't get violent, but
liberals must learn that their enemy is not conservatives, but the far left, who are
destroying even their liberal values. They must be defeated, or America will be defeated!
One or the other.
Black Africans come to America, and they’re smarter than the faculty at Yale, because
they’d be suicidal or stupid to come here if it was a racist nation! –@DennisPrager Jews
did NOT have to manufacture racist incidents, to prove it happened in Hitler's Germany!
Liberals are not leftists.
"If you deny we are in a civil war, your head is in the proverbial sand." –@DennisPrager
(on FoxNews video, TODAY)! We're saying the exact same thing(s)!!!
I don’t listen to talk radio more than 12 minutes a week, at most; usually three. If I recall,
@DennisPrager has the Ultimate Issues hour, and he and Larry Elder are the BEST at
being objective, so I’m ‘gonna look up his slot times, and start trying to listen in, even
when at home!
An article said segregation is why blacks have so much poverty. It ENDED 56 years ago!
If you can’t move on up in 56 years, you're ‘gonna retire poor! It’s ALL about job skills!
EEOC laws disallow race used to discriminate! The education and job training of blacks
HAS to improve, post haste!
I’ve said this for YEARS (proven by tweet search)… it’s how poor folk SPEND their
limited money that keeps them from advancing into the middle class! I know from
personal experience, as I’ve written for 12.3 years, with zero money given me to do so. I
KNOW how to spend wise, and stretch a dollar.
If your outgo exceeds your income, then your upkeep will be your downfall. –Bill Earle
TEACH THIS IDIOM in poor area public schools! Repeat the adage until it's fully
understood, and teach them to be the smartest purchasers in America! I could teach the
class, and do at our website!
HAVE the blacks in South Dallas speak with the blacks in North Dallas, to see how they
got to where they are! THAT is how you get the lower half to start living how the other
half lives, on the other side of the tracks, as people call it. College is a BIG factor, or rich
parents!
POOR BLACKS: TALK to blacks in richer areas of town about their profession,
education, and tips they have for you to escape poverty! Go to a restaurant, mall or
church! Make it a high school educational field trip!
July 6
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The ONLY Americans who MIGHT feel SOME "white guilt" are descendants of slave
masters. Even that is somewhat irrational, as they had nothing to do with it. If they want
to make amends, they’re free to do so. The rest of America just wants all Americans to
fare well, especially slave heirs!
I encourage EVERY business owner in America, to hire the best-qualified job candidate
you are offered, irrespective of their race or gender choice, and to pay them fairly, and
remember that they have bills to pay which your offer (usually alone) will cover. Do right
by your employees.
July 9
The absolute DUMBest people in America are people who rejoice when others advance,
financially, because of their skin color, or when symbols get destroyed, which gain them
ZERO extra dollars in their own pocket books. Vicarious FOOLS! Examples: Joy Reid,
and statue removals. DUMB!
Fair-Or-Con (Farrakhan) said liberal blacks have to stop seeking whitie doing things for
them and do it for themselves, and Fred Haynes is constantly saying the liberal black
community has to patronize their own! The BLM head says he wants "black sovereignty!"
LET THEM HAVE IT! NO more access to business, BUT B.O.B.s (Black Owned
Businesses)!
NO white, Asian, Indian or Latino business owner EVER hire ANYONE who's
sympathetic to BLM rioters and traffic blockers! ONLY do business with everyone else!
It’s time these youth FEEL the consequences of what THEY are clamoring for! The white
man is evil? DON’T HIRE or let them in your business!
I know one Hispanic family, and they are very hard-working, BUT they vote Dem. Dem
stands for get FREEBIES! I know many Asians and Indians, and the ones I know do NOT
seek freebies. America has GOT to weed out ALL who vote for freebies, or REQUIRE
civic service repayment for them. That’s justice!
If a cop came to a non-taxpayers house (~44 percent of the population), and confiscated
your I-phone, you'd be mad! You own it; that's stealing. They have no right to your
property! That’s EXACTLY what taxpayers say to freebies voters! Government is
taxpayers only, financially! You’re thieves!
44 percent of Americans (a MINORITY percent, under 51 percent) are public freeloaders,
and thieves of taxpayers! They justify it by saying it’s not fair others have life better, or
they pay me too little. You are blaming hard-working successes for your own ineptitude
and failures! That’s NOT a mature/adult decision!
The far left does not care about morality, or God! They just want freebies, period! They
don’t even go to the trouble to rationalize why they’re owed it. EVIL politicians say vote
me into a cushy job and I’ll give you things GOPs and rich Dems will pay for, with ZERO
explanation why they have to
July 11
[All this day’s responses were to a post supporting attacking businesses:] Tear up your
OWN businesses! EVERY business that was looted, burned and firebombed had ZERO
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to do with George Floyd's unfortunate and illegal death! You're attacking phantoms,
which is what emotionalism does.
VERY FEW U.S. businesses today started 400 years ago! Most are much younger! Many
people have made decent businesses in one generation! Slavery had nothing directly to do
with YOUR life. Don't embrace excuses, but opportunities to be your best!
Oldest US companies: https://tinyurl.com/yb8hzqu2
MOST Fortune 500 companies didn't even exist in the early 1900s, when slaves were
FREE! https://fortune.com/fortune500/
Aug 2
There, LITERALLY, is an assault on white people in America, by innuendo, trying to tie
them all to slavery, and trying to cancel the America they and black Americans MAINLY
built, and it’s NOT coming from Asians or Indians, but activist political liberals pro
Socialism and government freebies!
Our church is hosting listening sessions to see anything they can do to be more sensitive to
African-American members. I would be shocked if any major changes resulted, as it is
VERY a-racial, but I don’t know how it is to experience life from their perspective;
interested to know.
Aug 3
I GUARANTEE YOU @FHunscripted is NOT going to host a listening initiative to see
how their racial hatred stirring negatively affects parishioners who are NOT black (yes,
there were a handful, the 6 times I've visited), UN-like my predominantly white, a-racial
church! That’s NOT the agenda!
Aug 5
This election season, many prominent Dem-leaning people are all too happy to MISdefine "racism" and "white supremacy" for political gain! In MOST cases where racism is
alleged, it is not that, but emotional frustration at one's own failure(s)! They NEED
healthy self-esteem/confidence!
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UKRAINE BLUEPRINT: HELL WEEK
(See also: Ukraine War Precursor Message, at ‘Books Update’ button,
AmericanAnswers.org)

Background
(2/4/22; @JamesMeroney2)
Watching the Olympics, the Chinese Uyghurs are showcased. I'M TIRED of mere media
reports of evils in our world, and denials by EVIL people, forcing others to prove claims.
(NBC) Excuse me... China WILL be lectured to about human rights, because the EVIL
regime is satan-deluded to call good evil, and vice versa! EVERY nation MUST decide if
you are more for evil or for good, and choose to unite against evil! FAR beyond NATO.
It must balloon! Say NO to evil.
Russia and China are enemies of America! HOWEVER, there is always prayerful hope
for change. FOOLs would expect it, or believe it will occur. You have to deal with evil
people as evil people, and NOT be naive that you treat them like normal or even good
people! Distrust but be open.
Trust but verify MEANS distrust! ANYTIME you corroborate anything, you AREN’T
taking one at their word. It’s WISE to verify, but don’t call it trust . Call it hear but verify.
DEEDS don’t lie, for long; words lie. Deeds can back up lies, but you can’t fake deeds!
Always follow the deeds (and money?).
This ISN’T a mystery, or some confusing who dun it? EITHER China is persecuting
leaders of the Muslim Uyghurs, or they are not. World: Let's stop acting like we can’t
know who's lying! An independent tribunal could prove one wrong! It’s WRONG to
falsely accuse, so prove what’s true!
UPDATE #1
(2/5/22; @JamesMeroney2)
We live with Communist Cuba at our back door. Russia can live with a free Ukraine, next
door!
I Hope The Russians Love Their Children Too
Scenes from "Trinity and Beyond - The Atomic Bomb Movie" mixed to the song
"Russians" by Sting.
I heard an NBC reporter say Russia and China don’t get influenced by any entities or
countries, which means they do what they want. By the deeds they sometimes do, you
learn morals aren’t a consideration, but only actions that keep their politicians in power,
and advance their countries' interests!
UPDATE #2: Personal Prayer
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(2/25/22; @JamesMeroney2)
[From an unpublished but Twitter-posted prayer] …There’s NO reason to hold back,
because My people choose NOT to change. WHY should I wait any longer?
No reason at all! TODAY, things are EXACTLY like Mt. 24:38 Seemingly NO ONE
sees any Bible prophecy precursors taking place before our eyes!
YES, global blindness—judgment! Justified.
[Prayer:] YOU could kill that b-stard! WHY do You never seem to intervene in the
affairs of man, anymore, like You used to, in the Old Testament? Doesn’t Your heart
break, too?
I told you the answer. NO ONE will find the coming Tribulation Unfair! "Sin will be
increased." I predicted this!
Someone should take Putin out! and NOT out to dinner, unless it's dinner in hell!
[Prayer:] Is THIS the third judgment You told me was coming?
Probably.
That answer isn’t accurate!
You know.
You’re not ‘gonna say, because You’re not ‘gonna tell me when it will end, right?
Correct.
So if it remains longer-term, it was that judgment, right?
Correct. YOU have to wait and see!
THIS was DFW talk radio nut [often good, but far right], Rick Roberts. YET, stupid,
sinful fake "Christians" will still listen to him, losing ZERO credibility, because they are
in a political far right: Local talk radio says Ukraine is much to do about nothing, and
America has no interests in being there. IF Putin invades, will he say he was wrong? The
far right ALWAYS seeks to twist everything negative, unless their heroes do the actions!
He says an invasion doesn’t pass the smell test.
THIS was *ucker Carlson's quote [Below], YET fake Christians will continue to listen to
him, losing NO credibility with cult members in the far right! The Apostasy! The Grand
Delusion. READ Thessalonians, lost, hellbound religious idiots!
HYPER subjectivism of the far right! Unless it affects me, me, me, I don't give a damn
about it--like about other people! [Personal account:] "Has Putin ever personally dumped
poison into my tea? Has he ever jailed me in a gulag? Has he murdered my friends and
family for criticizing him?"
Day 1
(2/25/22; @JamesMeroney2)
ANYTIME war [or extended crises] breaks out, I automatically go to @CNN. I can’t
recall any other time I've watched them, but they are around-the-clock on site reporters,
and they have been EXCELLENT on this Ukraine crisis!
The greatest, strongest nation sits by, wringing its hands, WATCHING Ukraine fall. A
SHAME and an EMBARRASSMENT! @JoeBiden @POTUS THIS event will go down
in INfamy, on YOUR watch!!! WORDS are NO substitute for WEAPONS!!!
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We stand up to bullies, and stand for democracy rings HOLLOW, when we stand afar
back, watching, supplying and funding the Ukrainians to all those claimed things
themselves!!! @POTUS @JoeBiden
Our military know what they got into, and volunteered! GLAD they did, but it's tough
sometimes America is pro-Israel? HOW are we showing that to the President of
Ukraine??? Talk is cheap. Ecc. 5:7-9 @POTUS @JoeBiden
Report: The Ministry of Defense says that UK sea, land and air forces have arrived to
reinforce NATO in the…
CRUSH PUTIN! NO holds barred. I'd be for taking him out, but people can be wimpy
(and some pesky laws exist). WE LOVE #Ukraine!!!
GO Poland!!! #HEROES [Private account:] Thank you #Poland for offering 4,000,000+
Ukrainians entry into the country, including pets!
REAL Russians MUST topple Putin!
#Ukraine Poland NATO Finland
IF this Ukrainian issue settles, significantly, this was NOT the promised third judgment!
That’s why the Lord told me "probably." May should be a crucial month!
And nations are ‘GONNA keep violating these norms, so international military would be
helpful, cause many regimes won’t stop their evil unless someone more powerful forces
them to. This ISN’T one-world government, but all moral nations demanding the rebel
ones comply to reasonable rules or pay the price! (10/11/18; @JamesMeroney)
NATO, the U.N., Western nations/G-20, the U.S. military—all these are resources to
protect the violently persecuted anywhere. Public will has to be there to intervene! That’s
why I called for a U.N. military force funded and manned from every nation likely three+
years ago. The solution for the persecuted is ensured safety. (10/29/17;
@JamesMeroney)
The U.N., or its replacement, SHOULD negotiate with nations who abuse their people,
backed by military threat if it continues. SINCE its rules allow evil nations to block such
progress, either change the rules or change your membership! If the G-8 pulled out of the
U.N., for a new entity, it would be fixed! (10/29/17; @JamesMeroney)
IF a nation’s government sanctions genocide/persecution, what can other nations do?
Petition the World Court/vote sanctions at the U.N./covert operations for toppling/regime
change, ally nations for boycotts against them, or military action? Do we have to accept
some nations’ evils? NO! Sovereignty has moral bounds. (10/29/17; @JamesMeroney)
ALL free nations must unite to help the people everywhere who WANT to be free to be
freed. Military as the last resort, but not decades longer. Democracy. (1/23/15;
@JamesMeroney)
To be in check to not ‘wanna dominate a neighbor. An overwhelming world
police/military force made up of members of all nations could help with that! (10/8/17;
@JamesMeroney)
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True, many nations under-pay for needed military actions, in money and manpower. But
the U.S. MUST LEAD! It’s our heritage/nature, and future; peace through STRENGTH.
(8/7/15; @JamesMeroney)
God says wars will happen! You’re NOT ‘gonna end them all. Mt. 24:6; Ecc. 3:8 They
happen when conflicts arise between groups/nations, and politicians won’t compromise,
and one side feels they can win the argument by force. Equal military capability can
thwart that (deterrence), instead of perceived weakness. (3/30/20; @JamesMeroney)
I don’t like Putin sending his military craft close to ours! He may not like our buttressing
his former USSR nations via NATO. TALK it out! Duh101 (7/4/16; @JamesMeroney)
A global military of people from all nations would help all nations have skin in the game
in enforcing reasonable global laws, and fairly shared costs!
https://britannica.com/topic/International-Court-of-Justice… It CAN’T just single out
rogue nations, but give them something, too, or they won’t cooperate! You’ve got to
convince them to good. (10/11/18; @JamesMeroney)
There are several crazy, rogue and Communist nations out there. Citizens, control your
politicians and military! http://bit.ly/1FhUAFA #Venezuela #Russia #Iran (3/14/15;
@JamesMeroney)
So long as the U.S. DOESN’T have trade agreements with smaller nations, BRIC and our
military enemy nations will seek to expand clout, bringing them into the fold. (4/18/17;
@JamesMeroney)
FORTUNATELY, and answer to prayer, it APPEARS this is NOT the real deal that
triggers prophecy. BUT, time will tell more certainly. It’s likely the feeling you have
with BIG, global conflicts, and I said it was most likely not to—just a feeling. Time will
tell! It’s looking better for peace. [the day after it started, with fierce Ukrainian resistance]
I’m most likely 100 percent wrong, but my personal opinion is that this is the big one.
Yes, I mean prophecy-triggering events. I’m usually right, in my intuition, so I’m NOT
predicting, guaranteeing, or even saying I’m right. I could very well be wrong. BUT, it’s
ironic timing with what God told me.
Fearmongering fool. A BLUFF. America should have blown his ass off the map, already!
We are such wimps!
WIPE IT OFF THE %^&*ING FACE OF THIS EARTH! Missile strikes! [Private
account:] Be a darn shame if “something” happened to Vlad’s palace.
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Day 2
(2/26/22; @JamesMeroney2)
BOO HOO, fools! You follow a mad man, because the military training teaches you to
not think for yourself! May you die, and rot in the grave, for forsaking your fellow
countrymen and your own homeland! Report: Russia forces 'frustrated' by 'determined
resistance' of Ukrainian forces
F*CK the Russian government and military. GO TO HELL—NOW!!!
Hitler happened because no one would kill Adolf, or stop the bully when he first started
invading. @JoeBiden @POTUS DO YOU SEE THE PARALLELS???
My heart is broken and I've been in internal tears, three times in the past two days, for the
current human condition! #Ukraine
In the historic words of the Ukrainian heroes (RIP), Putin, "Go F yourself!"
@KremlinRussia_E #GFY will be a battle cry till you die!
America could send stealth bombers and F-16's and END this crisis in Ukraine! I AM
ASHAMED of our response! DON’T even whine to me about the SAD possibility of
losing Americans in the effort! If a U.S.-friendly nation fighting Communism isn’t in
OUR interest, NOTHING is! #Selfish! @POTUS
[Private account:] I find it annoying that President of Ukraine, Volodymyr Zelenskyy is
conveniently referred to as a former comedian on social media and the news. He has a law
degree from the Kyiv National Economic University, his father a cybernetics professor
and mother an engineer. Now he's a hero.
HERE IS HOW LONG I HAVE BEEN TELLING @potus @JoeBiden WHAT SHOULD
HAVE BEEN DONE! 3.5 months ago!!! I DARE you to find ANYONE else with this
early a call, and Uncle Joe STILL won’t engage the world's greatest military in Ukraine,
just near it…
[11/14/21, @JamesMeroney2:] SEND OUR TROOPS NOW!!! @JoeBiden @POTUS
Ukraine says Russia amassed 100K troops near border, Blinken raises 'real concerns' of
invasion https://foxnews.com/world/ukraine-russia-troops-border-blinken-concernsinvasion… #FoxNews
Bullies ONLY speak bully. Sanctions are like a gnat in their face. The great U.S. military
could decimate Putin and his troops, in no time, and demoralize this attack! Our heroes
volunteered to risk life and limb. Democracy is under attack. That’s OUR national
interest. We'd kill Hitler!
America’s reputation as the world's sole super power is at stake/risk! @POTUS
@JoeBiden YOU are causing Russia to believe we have lost the will to remain such!
Send bombers and destroy the Russians, or you are an UN-American traitor! A swift,
decisive defeat.
THIS response could destroy your re-election chances, even though I could care less!
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@POTUS @JoeBiden I know career politicians are OFTEN most concerned with that. If
this statement doesn’t get you to use our troops, may Russia start cyber-attacks aimed at
such WEAKNESS!
America could STOP Russia in one day or less, with a well-planned, overwhelming
bombing campaign of Russian troops! WHY is Russia itself not being attacked, as
retaliation? @POTUS @JoeBiden
I'M ASHAMED OF AMERICA'S INVOLVEMENT, TO-DATE 62% of Americans
Zelenskyy With friends like that…
IF Biden doesn't involve the U.S. military, SOON, I'm blocking his Twitter account,
which I only do for extremely rude people, and MAGATs. @JoeBiden @POTUS
GROW A PAIR, Joe! BOMB Russian troops—NOW! @JoeBiden @POTUS
YOU are proving Putin RIGHT, that America didn’t have the nerve to remain the world's
sole super power, by NOT engaging our troops in Ukraine! @POTUS @JoeBiden Am I
to thank you? HELL NO!!! (I Cor. 11:17)
#HeyPutin As the Snake Island HEROES told your brain numb stooges, "GO F--YOURSELF!" @KremlinRussia_E
Words and sanctions are of LITTLE use, in war! Like the WISE Ukrainian lady told the
media-on CNN: When someone breaks into your home, you don’t use sanctions on their
bank accounts—you beat their a-s! BOMB THE HELL OUT OF RUSSIAN TROOPS!
@Potus @JoeBiden
JUST three days ago, talk radio/far right was demeaning Ukraine as a corrupt, third world
outpost state. DO NOT BUY INTO THEIR OPPORTUNISTIC SUPPORT OF
#UKRAINE. Like most politicians, they just follow majority sentiment at the time, even
if contradictory of earlier positions! #NoCore
WHY ARE RUSSIAN MILITARY, COMMAND and CONTROL and INTELLIGENCE
FACILITIES NOT BEING BOMBED BY THE WEST? You DON’T just take attacks on
the chin you fight back and go on offense! @POTUS @JoeBiden #UkraineUnderAttack
#Ukraine
POWER IN NUMBERS. The effeminate degenerate Putin cant arrest everyone who
might come out! [Private account:] The main street in St Petersburg, Russia. The crowd
is chanting "No to War!" "Shame!" and "Ukraine is not our enemy!"
Ukrainians should shove metal bars into tank treads! Fuel trucks should be shot/set
aflame. If you can’t kill tank inhabitants, destroy their ability to move, or be refueled!
U.S. should bomb major Russian assets in Ukraine, and shoot down any Russian planes
over Ukraine! NO excuses!
BLOW UP THEIR TANK TRUCKS LIKE THEY BLEW UP YOUR OIL TANKS!!!
No more warnings about this Ukrainian war cry's cuss word! [F Putin meme]
NOT possible, so he'll just crack down on them! They MUST overthrow him.
[Suggestion Putin could save face with his people]
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Day 3
(2/27/22; @JamesMeroney2)
NO TIME FOR NEUTRALITY, in the fight of good vs. evil! [Switzerland protest video]
CNN interviewee says we have to do what we can to stop Putin. BOMB THE HELL OUT
OF HIS TROOPS! It is NOT that complicated!
NO TIME FOR NEUTRALITY, in the fight of good vs. evil!
BLACKWATER!!! [FoxNews article Zelensky seeking volunteers]
I’ve refused to write this for 3 days, and haven’t even told my fam, but I seriously
considered going to Ukraine, but finances and the need to work prevented any further
plans. I figured someone over there would supply me with weapons. ALL I can do is prod
Joe to be more fierce, sadly!
The ENTIRE world NEEDS to plan against Russian retaliation, and prepare for the fact
that Putin won't stop till he takes Kiev! TEMPORARY Ukraine victories are
TEMPORARY! USA NEEDS to turn the tide! @POTUS @JoeBiden
#BloodOnYourHands if no involvement!
The supply chain of Putin's army is what you attack, @JoeBiden @POTUS No food or
fuel, no war!
A CNN expert fears expansion and nukes if the U.S. gets physically involved. Putin
would be defeated, with all the world against him! His own people and army would
prevent his setting off nukes. NO ONE killed or stopped Hitler for so long. History is
repeating itself from FEAR of consequences!
IF you are scared of Gog, disguise U.S. war planes with Ukrainian logos! Drone strikes
on Russian fuel trucks would NOT be identified as American. IF the U.S. gave Ukraine
tank-busting missiles, WHO’S TO SAY who set them off? @POTUS @JoeBiden Use
disguise/deception if fearful. We’re at WAR!
Putin is already crazed. If nukes could ensue if the U.S. gets militarily involved—HE
CAN USE THEM NOW! His inner circle must turn on him! I don’t think they want
nuclear war initiated or incoming! Blind faith military dupes sometimes wake up! “I hope
the Russians love their children too.” --Sting (-er missiles)
I 100 percent DISagree with Biden keeping Americans out of this conflict! SO, since he
won’t, give Ukrainians tank destroying weapons, and jet shooting down missiles, and
teach them how to use them by all but pulling their triggers! @POTUS @JoeBiden I
mean TODAY! Not three days from now. IMMEDIATELY!
You have NEVER seen me write about sanctions. I don’t plan for medium-term, when
short-term is where its do-or-die for Ukraine! It’s pacifism and appeasement to NOT
acknowledge Ukraine needs an overwhelming arsenal of U.S. weapons U.S. personnel
man, and simply tell Ukrainians how to trigger them.
THIS IS COMMON SENSE! Russia wants Ukraine and Kiev. It wants their government
ousted. ANYTHING and EVERYTHING every nation has to prevent those aims MUST
get to Ukraine today, or three days hence, MAXIMUM! FAST delivery needed! NO
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holds barred. @POTUS @JoeBiden Like the accelerated vaccine development I
exhorted to your predecessor [46 – 1/45].
There is zero time for Ukrainian soldiers and civilians to be trained! Get them the
weapons needed, disguise U.S. troops in Ukrainian garb, and have our heroes tell them
when to pull the trigger after U.S. personnel do everything to make those weapons
successful! @JoeBiden @POTUS It’s war.
NO sane person would EVER blame anyone who would have shot Hitler, even if doing so
violated international law. "War has no rules," but winning! If YOU don’t prevent
Ukraine falling to Russia, your legacy is set, IMO! @POTUS @JoeBiden And it’s NOT
a pretty one! Blood on your hands!?
Stealth bombers disappear about as quickly as they appear. NO ONE is going to believe
Ukrainians can be trained to fly them! Have a Ukrainian as co-pilot, and use what assets
we have at our disposal! @JoeBiden @POTUS Face laws later. The world would cheer
you for defeating Russia!
If the Ukrainian crisis hasn’t convinced the most radical U.S. liberal, America needs the
world’s most awesome weapons, military and technology, so NO evil dictator can ever
successfully retaliate, through hacking our grid, nuke missiles, or air-sucking fire flames,
or any other weapons—period.
America does NOT use our superior military to attack others, start wars, or selfishly
advance only our interests! We use them for defense, and for peace in the world. I
APOLOGIZE, WORLD, that we aren’t doing that, presently! NOT a time for weapons
restraint! @POTUS @JoeBiden #Ukraine
Putin already violated international law. Worrying that the U.S. military involvement isn’t
legal is crippling chances at victory for the good guys! You fight fire with fire, and bullies
only react to being stood up to! I believe reports of Ukrainian resistance will end in
LOSING THEIR NATION! [Temporarily, as I say elsewhere]
HOW are YOU going to extract the puppet Ukrainian government Russia installs as a
result of inept measures by the greatest military nation on earth? @POTUS @JoeBiden
TELL Americans that plan, in your SOTU. You OWE Ukraine knowing how they’ll
recapture their nation!
The U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. says "we hope Russia will find a way to return to the
negotiating table." THAT IS INEPTITUDE, to not observe his deeds, and see we are at
war, and hope you can negotiate with a crazy psychopath. #WEAKNESS!!! @CNN
@CSPAN
"Aw, too bad; isn’t that terrible; shucks; I’m so sorry that happened; that’s a shame."
THESE ARE THE WORDS OF THE WHITE HOUSE, just a few days down the road, if
America won’t intervene, militarily. EMPTY WORDS! #UkraineRussiaWar #Ukraine
#RussianTroops
KILL the F^$#%ing B^%$#@, Putin!
THIS would be a GREAT time for regime change in Russia! The Russian people, and the
Russian military, can be run not from fear or force!!!
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MANY cultures (and politicians) care about "saving face," rather than honest repentance.
I do NOT believe the meeting between Russia and Ukraine will end the crisis, EXCEPT if
a way out for hellhound Gog is given, that lets him save his insane and humiliated face!
#Ukarine Ego over all.
Hearing that SAME U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. on NBC (Chuck Todd), ALL she will
ever mouth is we did everything perfectly, said in more humble word choices, even
though EVERYONE SEES those words are untrue! Propaganda by the Biden
administration. Spin everything positive! BS!!!
When someone is armed robbing your house, you don’t inquire of their bank account, or
make written statements with your neighbors! @POTUS @JoeBiden
U.N. Resolutions and sanctions ARE "feckless," as Chuck Todd implied!!!
HOW TO TOPPLE PUTIN:

Under threat of a gun to their head, gulag camps, jail time, or sincere delusion of beaten
down old folk who like being ordered to do everything they ever do. Report: RUSSIA
POLITICS: 83 Percent Russians Approve Putin as President
These SUPPOSED peace talks give Putin time for food and fuel to catch up with
weaponry. @NATO NEEDS to use that very same timeframe to reinforce the Ukrainians
with any- and everything they’d ever need to thwart this unprovoked assault! DON’T let
up, or be deceived by "peace, peace."
YOU have to LEARN how liars promulgate that craft: Putin said don’t arm civilians, or
more collateral damage could occur. He has NO concern for civilian deaths! He wants
LESS resistance! Liars offer you a turd wrapped in a pretty bow, as their claimed
intentions! Sin-full LIARS!
Russian people: Your corrupt government cannot handle crowds that are too large.
Action step: Go outside and protest in masses too large for your crooked cops to be able to
stop! Duh 101 #CommonSense
Human Rights groups and the @UN NEED to monitor the punishment meted out against
Russian citizens protesting the UNjust war! There MUST be a global fighting force to
break in and release such prisoners, manned from every free country! STOP injustice, by
force! #NIKE (just do it)
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BOMB the HELL out of the convoy heading toward Kiev! @JoeBiden @POTUS Make
that road full of pits that tanks and trucks cant roll through!!! DO IT NOW, neo-pacifist!
The BIG elephant in the room is America's military might NOT being used! NEVER be
an ostrich, NOT mentioning the elephant in the room! That's called self-delusion!
With Russia's WMD, flame throwers (suck oxygen out of the air), chemical weapons, etc.,
it seems ignorant that CNN is asking a Ukrainian gal if they are armed well enough by
other nations! Wait till he brings out the BIG guns. Water pistols against armed robbers!
ARM ‘EM TO THE HILT!
DON'T EAT anything the Russians offer, or shake hands! They have poisons, and
chemical weapons transferrable by touch! @ZelenskyyUa
NE YIZHTE nichoho, shcho proponuyutʹ rosiyany, i ne potyskayte ruku! U nykh ye otruty
ta khimichna zbroya, yaku mozhna peredaty na dotyk!
НЕ ЇЖТЕ нічого, що пропонують росіяни, і не потискайте руку! У них є отрути та
хімічна зброя, яку можна передати на дотик!
Monster thugs! Go To Hell. Sorry, I didn’t have to tell you that; it's already certain, unless
you repent! Report: Police in Russia have detained more than 2,000 people at anti-war
protests following the country's invasion into Ukraine. https://cbsn.ws/3sozIvR
Day 4
(2/28/21; @JamesMeroney2)
People don’t fear a NATO response, because it’s ONLY Ukraine fighting! Hence, even
Belarus is threatening to join Russia! They BOTH need the fierce force of the American
military power to shut down all their evil ambitions, including whoever else joins us and
Ukraine! Human fighters—not just money and weapons!
I believe we’re deceiving ourselves with over-positivity on Ukraine's resistance successes,
and the Ruskies are deluding us so they can regroup, with "peace" talks, which buys them
time. They have superior trained manpower and weaponry. You can’t teach newbies to
use certain U.S. weapons, quickly. USE the U.S. military!·
I am 100 percent behind Biden's gathering allies' for unity of purpose. I DISagree with no
U.S. boots on the ground, or in the air! I also DISagree with sanctions being so slowly
escalated. FORCE repels force; nothing less! Putin’s troops must be demoralized by
NATO’s response, militarily! DUH!·
All these statements and posturing actions that say "we condemn Russia" are WEAK!
What bullies respect is strength! Overwhelming power. Hiroshima ended a War (and I’m
NOT suggesting using nukes), and Shock and Awe devastated Saddam's reaction. NOT
sanctions and statements of hand-wringing!·
It is NOT a matter of military escalation, to involve U.S. military personnel! It is justly
fighting fire with fire! Russia is far more of a threat to Ukraine and civilians, and the
attacks must be stopped. WHO can do that the quickest? DUH. Use your assets! Why
be hamstrung? That’s DUMB!!!·
YEA!!! They need manpower and woman power! Report: #Denmark 🇩🇰 becomes the
First European Country to let volunteers join foreign brigade in Ukraine 🇺🇦.
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YEA! Boots on the ground!!! Weapons require humans, usually [automated robots
excepted], and well-trained ones! Duh 101. Report: Latvian parliament unanimously
authorizes Latvian nationals to voluntarily fight in Ukraine.
There’s NO WAY Russia should have air superiority over Ukraine; 100 percent
INtolerable! @POTUS @JoeBiden Use heat-seeking missiles to down them all! SUCH
pansies we are. Nukes don’t have to be used, by either side, but this conventional war is
only taken seriously by the Ruskies, it seems.
SHOOT THEM DOWN, @POTUS @JoeBiden Report: Russian aviation has gained air
superiority over the entire territory of Ukraine - Igor Konashenkov, Russian defense
ministry spokesman.
Ukraine NEEDS:
1. Tank-destroying weapons
2. Supply trucks’ gasoline tanks penetrated (fire)
3. Jet-downing missiles
4. Drones to destroy key Russian assets.
Green horns WON’T be trained for most of these. SEND OUR TROOPS! @POTUS
@JoeBiden It’s IRresponsible NOT to! They’re experienced with these!
The Power of the Molotov Cocktail.
https://www.technologyreview.com/2011/02/04/89133/the-power-of-the-molotovcocktail/
Russia has AREADY sent to Ukraine fire thrower oxygen-sucking machines! Escalation
would be America bringing something more horrendous. Fighting fire with fire would be
bringing equipment that thwarts everything the Ruskies bring, and ending their ability;
NOT so much its overkill.
I swear politicians can be so stupid! There’s a convoy of supply trucks to gas up Russian
assets. SET EACH AND EVERY ONE OF THEM ON FIRE! That’s what they did to
the Ukrainian airport fuel tanks, or gas lines! Decapitate their ability to power their
weaponry! #CommonSense They’re sitting ducks!
The Russian supply truck convoy, NOT on the move, is EXACTLY what Japan did in
Pearl Harbor! They attacked sitting ducks. WHY allow them to get on the move? They
hold the key to gassing up tanks! Maybe even feeding troops. They’re there for the
taking. Light them all up! They’re full of gas!
Russia MUST pay (i.e., be forced to) all expenses for returning Ukraine to her state before
this unjust invasion! ALL repairs, replacements, and even compensating for innocents
killed, IMO! The World Court, and other international tribunals. Putin is a war criminal;
he’s NO different from Hitler! END/off him.
Logistics seems to be America’s excuse for not getting our armaments to Ukraine fast
enough. Necessity is the mother of invention. Use ALL our HUGE airplanes to carry
armaments there! Guppy-shaped bloated military aircraft. Use our entire arsenal. Ships
ARE too slow, and land is not possible.
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Send America’s drones to Ukraine! NOT all of them, but one aircraft could being 50 of
them at a time. A half-day flight, maximum. Let U.S. experts fly the drones, even from
America. Arm them severely, and be strategic in what assets we take out. Let Ukrainians
be OK'ing it, so it’s "their" action.
We hear "rumors of war" with Belarus. They’re right next to Ukraine, geographically.
What is NATO ‘gonna do to counter this additional influx of personnel and weaponry,
immediately injected into the war theater? You can’t wait days, or just squeeze Russia,
financially! Fight fire with fire!
I EXPECT Adolf Putin to send massively more personnel to Ukraine, after "peace" talks
fail. I believe he’s re-grouping, and doubling down. LIARS use ruses. The ruse is he has
to re-group, as his planning wasn’t up to par. He needs time to get it closer to par!
What’s NATO’s response???
To EVERY fool typing "#abolishNATO," literally, go move to Russia! [Trending
hashtag]
I HOPE China, North Korea, Iran and Venezuela's governing officials SEE that evil exists,
is bad, shouldn’t be chosen, and that NATO and The West do NOT want war with them,
but to find ways to peacefully coexist! You NEED to be good to your people; NOT just to
you and your cronies! LEARN this lesson of life!
I guarantee you (IMO), U.S. nuclear weapons were secretly raised as to alertness level.
They'd be FOOLs to announce that, which increases tensions, but I’d bet they’re more on
alert today than two days ago, by internal memo required to remain classified. I don’t bet,
but it'd be a ~safe one/bet.
I’m going to sleep, BUT America must have such military capability and weaponry, that it
would be impossible for America to ever be harmed by any means, by an enemy nation,
then sell that capability to all NATO members! Nukes as not even a threat to us.
#Innovate till we get there, SOON!!!
P.S.: Have you ever watched all those Hitler military engineering TV shows? What a
joke! If that UFO-like technology existed, we'd see it used in Ukraine, by advanced
nations (like America and Russia). Pipe dreams! NOT real. #Innovate it into existence!
American superiority is NEEDED! #NIKE/JDI [Just Do It]
When you make military defense plans based on fear of threats from crazy nuke owners,
they and evil are in charge, and are calling the shots—NOT goodness! The bullies and
inmates are in charge of the asylum. That’s EXACTLY what happened with 16 other
GOPs, in 2016! Fear and [critical thinking debilitating] shock over BLUSTER.
America used A-bombs to END EVIL! Pearl Harbor was an UNprovoked evil
assault/aggression! America and her allies won World Wars I and II, not by joint, public
statements, and squeezing bank accounts, but by fighting back.
I do not believe Adolf Putin wants world domination, like his predecessors in crime, but
America and the West (including NATO nations) END evil! Bullies start it; good people
end/finish it!
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Bullying is arrogantly and forcibly seeking to enforce your will on everyone else,
especially if they don’t want, but oppose it (like stacking SCOTUS right-ward, by electing
a Hitler-like bully). GOOD people fight evil!
Rules of engagement, and of war are all nice and well, and in an ideal world, all involved
would follow them! But Adolf Putin has proved he has NO concern for them, so why
hinder ourselves at victory chances by obeying laws he spurns, like having no NATO
agreement with Ukraine?
America intervenes, for GOODness. It’s our nature! It’s what we’re both respected and
hated for (hated by evildoers). We even do it if not everyone pays their fair share for their
own defense! The Marshall Plan, helping in defense of European nations during World
Wars—that’s what we do! It’s what’s made U.S./us the world’s sole super power. It’s a
responsibility more than a privilege!
WHO ELSE has the assets to get the job done? (money, manpower and machinery). EVIL
is facing our world, with parallels to Hitler that are UNdeniable. Now is the time. Will
we step up and meet the times, the way we always have?
When you allow words and gesturing actions (signals) determine what you do, produced
by evil, threatening (even crazy) bullies, WHO'S IN CHARGE, AND SETTING THE
DIRECTION OF THE FIGHT? The good guys or the bad guys? Obviously, the latter!
That’s NOT how life should be!
When Adolf Putin willfully and militarily invaded Ukraine, all bets were OFF as to
international rules for relations! The fact that Ukraine is NOT a NATO nation means
little; a mere technicality! The world’s peace and safety, and the existence of democracies
from tyrannical regimes are now at stake, and the good guys must win.
Of course, deluded, self-deceived, evil lying people always believe they’re the good guys,
and this battle is ultimately spiritual, because we are clearly fighting evil, as we unite to
fight Putin, and any of his military too stupid to never think.
IF America doesn’t, or can’t, ensure Zelenskyy's life, and that of his inner circle, WE ARE
NO LONGER A SUPER POWER. Just sayin', @JoeBiden @POTUS IT IS EVIL to sit
idly by, in the face of active evil! [Response to a @TODAYshow article]
Please READ these Bible verses on the evil of passivity in the face of active evil! Money
and weapons are NOT all America has to offer Ukraine, but SKILLED, experienced
personnel! America number one, and morally so; NOT selfishness, Mr. President, and
Catholic @JoeBiden @POTUS

https://openbible.info/topics/doing_nothing_in_the_face_of_evil…
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I AM CERTAIN America has technology that could rapidly set aflame all the fuel trucks
in the Russian convoy, in a matter of minutes, like a drone or two shooting bullets that
spark fires, as they are flown or programmed to rapidly move down the line! @POTUS
@JoeBiden #Ukraine
Literally, one or two F-16’s or stealth bombers that rapid fire used GPS-bullets to shoot
each and every supply truck's fuel supply could strafe them all enough to set most of them
aflame! Swoop in and run, before you’re even noticed! @POTUS @JoeBiden #Ukraine
Quick, clean and decisive! And unexpected.
If Russia wants to argue that America isn’t at war with her, and hasn’t declared it, we
could argue that Ukraine isn’t, either, but Russia IS, declared or not. America can’t
legally fight for Ukraine, but helping them can be them managing everything we do for
them, IMO. Our personnel and weapons which they supervise.
It’s REAL hard to argue that the U.S. is violating international law to defend Ukraine,
when Russia is violating it by starting a war! Which is worse? Which precipitated which?
Obvious answers! Russia doesn’t care about international law, so they have no standing to
care it we never violate its spirit to defend innocents!
If you’re REALLY concerned about law violations, send every Ukrainian-born American
in our military! If Russia wants a war with NATO and the U.S., over its invasion of
Ukraine, Putin will have more trouble than he ever imagined! The Russian people and
military would need to halt this/their crazy man.
THIS is the PERFECT time for North Korea, Venezuela, Cuba, Iran and China to LEARN
that the rest of the world means them no harm, even if they keep their form of
government! Just be more humane to your people! IF not, the entire world opposes you.
Dictators won’t relinquish power and money, freely!
SHELL LIKE HELL BACK! Is @POTUS @JoeBiden impotent??? Report: Russia,
Ukraine meet for talks; Russia shells Ukraine's second-largest city: LIVE UPDATES
https://foxnews.com/live-news/russia-invasion-ukraine-belarus-live-updates…
The U.S. military, Blackwater, private volunteers from all countries CAN go aid Ukraine,
militarily. Covertly, the U.S. military can assist. With an innocent democracy at stake,
and unprovokedly attacked, I really don’t care about law technicalities! Ukraine is a
virtual NATO member, in spirit!
Peace talks logic:
1. NO one gets what they want, because they violently forced their way into a sovereign
country 2. Russia could have promises of no military attacks, unless they’re preparing for
war against others
3. Russia's buffer is a strong military to defend their own nation
4. EVERY nation is free to decide if they want to be ruled by another
5. Never reward bad behavior! Putin gets NO territory stolen by force
6. Putin continues the war, and America and NATO finish what he started
7. I don’t think we can just let Putin go home, unpunished!
8. Saving face for Adolf Putin would be VERY difficult.
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If he ceased and desisted HIS war, and re-paid damages incurred, maybe a peace deal
could be reached. Acknowledgement of wrongdoing and a promise to never again invade
anyone would be better. Good luck with that! He’s an EVIL man-iac!
THIS would be a GREAT day for North Korea and China to learn the somber meaning of
"evil," watching Russia invade Ukraine, and the world's response! Open your mind that
100% control and power over people is NOT good, but evil. Can a leopard change its
stripes? EVIL gets punished! DUH.
Send 400 NON-Ruskies to kill Putin! Report: Kremlin sends 400 Russian mercenaries
into Kyiv on mission to assassinate Zelenskyy. https://www.foxnews.com/world/kremlin400-russian-mercenaries-kyiv-assassinate-zelenskyy
If Zelenskyy is assassinated, or Ukraine falls, lay that ENTIRELY at Biden's feet, for
ineptitude! We could have stopped this!
@JoeBiden his time
Pokey @POTUS
#Ukraine
@RichardEngel is 100% RIGHT! WHY would any sane nation sit by and let them move
forward toward Kiev? That could be political and national suicide! Let the pacifists fight
on the front lines! Richard Engel
It AMAZES me that Ukrainians seem in disbelief the Russians are coming (with MORE
ferocity), like when they were in denial when they came about a week ago. Civilians with
guns can’t match a crazy man with weapons and nukes, and his inner circle who are scared
of him NEED to off him! Save the world!
PLEASE READ below, as I fear for your life! Praying for your courage! @ZelenskyyUa
ПРОЧИТАЙТЕ, будь ласка, нижче, бо я боюся за ваше життя! Молимося за вашу
мужність! PROCHYTAYTE, budʹ laska, nyzhche, bo ya boyusya za vashe zhyttya!
Molymosya za vashu muzhnistʹ!
We're waiting and watching (physically, vs financially), as Rome is about to burn!
#GUILTY!
DO CHRISTIANS SEE that every body that gets killed in Ukraine, Ukrainian or Russian,
immediately faces God in judgment, if we hadn't effectively evangelized them
beforehand? Answer: PROBABLY NOT. Their words will say they do see. Their deeds
make liars of them!
I spread out the blame for Ukraine and Kiev's fall (if not Zelenskyy) to ALL who
criticized @RichardEngel—NOT just you! @POTUS @JoeBiden
SEND OUR SPECIAL FORCES TO PROTECT ZELENSKYY, now/this moment/before
the Bachelor is over! @JoeBiden @POTUS HIS blood will be on YOUR hands if he is
killed! #Ukraine Richard Engel
I am CONSTANTLY shocked how people with brain cells observe things we ALL know
where they’re trending, and do NOTHING, like the 40 mile Russian convoy is just
vacationing in Ukraine. DESTROY THEM, like happened at San Jacinto, before they kill
Ukrainians! PREEMPT! @POTUS @JoeBiden
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We have "leadership" that is STUCK ON STUPID! WHO in their right mind thinks the
40 mile trucker convoy in Ukraine is protesting mandates? They’re there to conquer a free
nation and kill people and destroy things! @POTUS @JoeBiden Putin may want
America drawn in by these sitting decoys!
I have said, MANY TIMES for U.S. to do everything but pull the trigger, or have
Ukrainians order them to, submissive to their leading, but the 40 mile convoy MUST be
decimated. Putin doesn’t care if he loses all those soldiers. He’s probably baiting
America into the war. Join surreptitiously! DUH!
Send U.S. drones for Ukrainians to destroy the 40 mile convoy. WHO can prove who
flew them? Our fingerprint would be on ANY we sent to the Ukrainians, through
borrowing! Teach them to fly them, or have them order our personnel to fly them, as
volunteers. @POTUS @JoeBiden
I do NOT believe the commanders and line level military with actual hands on Russia’s
nukes would release them, if Putin ordered them to, simply because the U.S. directly
helped Ukrainians destroy the 40 mile convoy. They KNOW he’s crazy and dangerous!
@POTUS @JoeBiden They are NOT crazy!
Our top generals stay in constant communication with Russia's generals, especially those
in charge of their nukes! There’s NO WAY those conversations would ever imply
America wants a nuclear war, as that would be mutually destructive! Their leader is
deranged. Love country over dictators!
I SEVERELY PRAISE all the Russian billionaires who have courageously (and fiscally)
decided Putin has taken things too far, so they will buck him! Total respect! #Ukraine
I wonder to myself if young Russian military "grunts" are having buyer’s
remorse/misgivings about killing their cultural relatives, so they purposely run out of gas?
Better to become a prisoner of war than to die a suicidal death for such an EVIL dictator
who only cares about Self.
Kill Putin!!! #Ukraine
Mr. Xi SEEMS like a very Americanized person (business suits, decent hair, smile). I
HOPE and pray he is observing how crazy behaves, and takes a step back from uniting
with Putin. The West would WELCOME a good relationship that never threatens
violence against us and China! @MFA_China @TheChineseGovt
I HOPE and pray Kim Jung Un is observing how crazy behaves, and takes a step back
from uniting with Putin. The West would WELCOME a good relationship that never
threatens violence against us and North Korea! @NCNKorea @korea_myongil
@korea_songil
DO YOU SEE how positive it can be when the world unites for peace? YOU decide if it
continues! North Korea, China, terrorists, Iran. It's a BEAUTIFUL thing. Soak and
breathe it in, presently. Very different cultures, able to peacefully coexist and unite
against evil! #CommonSense
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JUST LIKE some whites often WON’T go visit very poor neighborhoods (neg), Putin
WON’T go see firsthand the dead bodies he caused (negative; though whites DIDN’T
cause poverty). Aloof detachment is how psychopaths can sleep at night and live with
themselves, when no one else wants to! #Ukraine
Does NO ONE know some people act crazy, as a threat, or to keep others away? Crazy
like a fox, or loco? IF Putin’s crazy enough to set off nukes, those around him aren’t
crazed like that! I know a Cambodian who escaped the Khmer Rouge's AK47s, by acting
crazy. It worked; he’s alive!
When animals go crazy, or rabid, humane humans put them out of their misery! I PRAY
someone in Putin's inner circle, or military, or both, prioritize world peace over mindless
loyalty to a madman! Save your own country's global reputation. Consider its far future
before others!
One week of total nationwide protests in Russia would bring Putin DOWN, IMO. Every
major city. Every citizen who can afford a week without pay. So many that the cops can’t
arrest them all, and may see they relate more to the citizenry than a madman who pays
their bills! #Pray for it!
COMMUNIST "leaders:" Your citizens don’t want to be oppressed! That is the takeaway YOU should be learning from watching Ukraine's resistance! They may be too
scared to tell you, but what human likes other humans being scared of them? ONLY
demonic ego trip monsters!
CAN YOU IMAGINE Russia with a democratically-elected President? RETURN to the
imaginative skill you had as a Kindergartner (and pray)! #Ukraine youtube.com
IMAGINE. (Ultimate Mix, 2020) - John Lennon and The Plastic Ono Band... JOHN
LENNON. GIMME SOME TRUTH. THE ULTIMATE MIXES. The Very Best of John
Lennon.36 tracks completely remixed from the original multitracks in Stereo, 5.1 and...
I believe Ukraine is gone (falls) in ~one week. My wife agrees. It’s beyond sad,
unnecessary, and I will FOREVER hold @JoeBiden @POTUS responsible for this
avoidable calamity. I AM SORRY, UKRAINIANS. America let you down, from
selfishness. We are NOT heroes. I APOLOGIZE FOR AMERICA! #Evil!
I do not plan to write anything here, for quite a while (by MY standards; ended up being
one horrible night during my sleep), in respectful memorial for all lives unnecessarily lost
in Ukraine, because Biden wouldn’t use Americas great might to save a fellow democracy.
See you on the other side of my great grief! #SHAME, USA! Evil!
Mt. 24:39; II Tim. 2:4; I Cor. 12:26; II Cor. 1:5-6, 8:15
Day 5
(3/1/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Track them! In this day of modern technology, very little can escape the public's and
government's eye, unless in the privacy of one's own home! #ZeroTolerance for people to
escape justice concerning Ukraine! Report: Russian oligarchs move yachts as U.S. moves
to 'hunt down' and freeze assets.
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[Our friend] India sucks, on this issue. Hug Hitler!? Sounds like EVERY U.S. and EU
nation needs to end all business ties with India! NO outsourced jobs to that destination.
Choose sides, and priorities! Evil or good? Money or morality? Report: India puts
national interest first to stick with Russia https://on.ft.com/341I9nn
F Putin; he MUST be killed, folks!!!
WHERE are the reinforcements? WHERE’S the cavalry, in Ukraine? WHERE is this
supposedly "great" sole super power? Is EVERYONE stupid, watching the slow, coming
onslaught, and just watching; not thinking to themselves, we can stop this; we have the
ability!? America’s response is ANATHEMA [to me].
I will be rude: Ukrainians NAIVELY thought Russia wouldn’t invade them. Back in
November, I did NOT think that way. NOW, they think they’ll BEAT Russia! Maybe
years down the road. They are looking at GREAT loss, and their positivity is NAIVE
denial! They need HELP, @POTUS @JoeBiden
America knows where Putin's nukes are, and likely where he is. U.S. needs to attack the
40 mile caravan. IF the U.S. sees any indication Putin is actually ordering nukes, attack
those facilities before he is successful! @POTUS @JoeBiden THIS IS NOT ROCKET
SCIENCE! Prevent his evils! USE the military.
Update: How To Avert World War 3
Writing can be easy or hard, depending on the person and topic. It’s easy for me, but
NOT on this topic. There’s a pragmatic side and a prophecy side. I’ll address the latter,
and harder side first. Russia, one day, will move south, heading to Israel, for her riches.
This is EXACTLY what Pat Robertson was referencing, yesterday! It will be a race
between a coming one-world/global leader, and Gog (Russia’s head of state, at such time),
and will end in Armageddon, and Christ's physical/bodily return. I’ve written all about it
in parts of two books.
ALL nations will unite against God, and head to that war zone, where they will be
defeated by Christ's literal return. However, that battle is at the end of a 7-year period.
The Battle of Gog, by my and many experts' calculations, is LIKELY right before the
middle point, when that person seizes literal control of all nations, through bribes and
military conquest.
His revealing to the world occurs even further back toward present day history, 3.5 years
earlier ALL believers are suddenly disappeared (taken up to heaven, directly), and a 7year peace deal is brokered by that person, who previously seizes power by usurping three
E.U. heads of state.
The chaos of millions of people instantly disappeared causes the calamities that allow his
rise, and violence against Israel, mainly from enemy Arab countries, and gives need for
his peace settlement.
The ‘kings of the East’ (i.e., Asian countries), will also come to that gathering for
Armageddon, toward the end of this 7-year period, which is why China's current-day rise
is so important, as with Russia's (Gog, and Magog, its ruler). That is ALL you must know
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about Bible prophecy, to understand the coming hell on earth that will befall all who
aren’t taken away/out/Raptured.
People will still be able to secure heaven for their eternal future, but it will be much more
difficult than today, with violent persecution by that one-world leader. It’s wisest to
prepare while it’s NOT difficult. John 3:16, the Bible.
So how does this relate to Russia and Ukraine, today? WHERE or HOW does prophecy
intersect with life? First, it’s always right to do the right thing, even as you learn about
prophecy. So no matter what precursor events transpire, your response should always be
to do the right thing!
The answer is two-fold. IF, by chance, our understanding of Daniel, Ezekiel, I-II
Thessalonians and Revelation has historically been completely wrong, and was more
figurative, there’s a slight chance Gog could be heading to Israel today. That is NOT
likely, but always possible. I believe
It’s a precursor.
It’s MUCH more likely that it is for a time at least 7 years ahead of us, if not much longer
in future history. We will know which if Russia heads to Israel, and is allowed to do so, in
God’s sovereign plans. I would bet against that happening, with this current Ukrainian
crisis!
SO, how to avert WWIII…
1. FOCUS! The ONLY issue is ending Russia’s evil attacks on Ukraine! NO other
countries need any involvement in their own lands, with war, or it escalating or spreading!
We all simply must unite against the Ukrainian invasion. That’s the scope; NOTHING
more!
2. I believe Putin has his 40+-mile truck convoy to tease America (maybe also NATO) to
attack it, to draw us into his war! We will NOT be so drawn in, unless that convoy takes
offensive actions! At that point, our defense of Ukraine would NOT from initiating
conflict with that convoy (though we SHOULD assist Ukraine in doing so, whenever
feasible), but to defend against its being used for what it’s there for.
There’s NO problem doing so at any time, but Putin will use an attack on sitting trucks as
provocation! I believe that’s one major reason why they’re sitting there.
I have advised they be taken out by fighter jets, bombs or drone strikes, by Ukraine, or
even U.S. with Ukraine, or any other countries. It’s BETTER to do so when they are
offensively used, vs. neutrally sitting, but it’s a judgment call, as they must be taken out,
either way.
3. NO ONE can predict or fully control the orders Putin, gives or how or if they are
obeyed! He does appear crazy, but very likely also satanically inspired, as Pat Robertson
tried to say, without full explanation.
NO MATTER WHAT anyone else does, he could order nukes set off—at any time!
WHO can say what would trigger him? He has MUCH bluster, but also many nukes.
4. The nations of the world uniting against him, economically and diplomatically
[excepting India] is a GREAT thing, and wonderful unity). I don’t, personally, think it
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phases/dents his plans/ambitions! I think he wants Ukraine, and will sacrifice the lives of
all his military front line soldiers, to get it, no matter the collateral damage!
I don’t know why he is that adamant/committed to that end, but he seems to be. That
means the world must decide if he can have Ukraine, or not. I can’t imagine anyone but a
few KOOKY GOP’s who say let him have Ukraine!
So how do you thwart him, without triggering World War Three (WW3)? WE can’t stop
his triggers! WE can’t tip toe up to him/walk on egg shells, and let him dictate the shots
on what WE do! If he’s crazy enough to release nukes, ONLY his inner circle, the people
manning the nuclear warhead computers, and/or his military or funders/oligarchs can
influence stopping that!
The people of Russia can’t do a lot to stop his pulling that proverbial trigger! BUT, we
are 100 percent united with them [at least the youth and protesters], as is all the world,
excepting India, apparently (its government—NOT its people).
I have written about "saving face." Others call this offering off ramps. Putin desperately
needs those, but I don’t think he’s inclined to take any! He wouldn’t be content losing his
own initiated war, paying penalties for so doing, and gaining zero territory for his
trouble(s)!
WW3 is averted by EVERY nation committing to peace, in this situation, and NOT
allowing any legitimate or illegitimate or even opportunistic settling of scores to be
brought into THIS conflict! Leave those for another day! This is too big a powder keg to
make a statement against any lingering/ historic grievances (like China with Taiwan, Tibet
with India, Iran vs. Israel, etc.). Leave this one alone!
We ALL need unity toward opposing Putin taking Ukraine—period! Like I started out
saying, FOCUS! Nuclear armed nations: Keep them at bay! You KNOW how terrible
they are! DON’T use them. If you feel a need to threaten to, to feel big and powerful,
check your sinful ego, but DO NOT USE THEM—period!
I guarantee you America has every intention of ensuring every peace-loving nation has the
technology to fend off nuclear attacks, and I am FOR you ALL getting that. It won’t
happen overnight!
Overnight is what we are FOCUSING on: Ridding Ukraine of Russia's assault—period!
EVEN IF (as I assume WILL occur), Ukraine falls to Putin, the great and heroic people of
Ukraine will NEVER allow that victory to stand, long-term! A TEMPORARY win, only.
So USE this moment to fix what’s wrong! Unify against evil. Even Communist
countries, JOIN the family of nations who reject war and love peace and prosperity! DO
THE RIGHT THING toward your people (human rights), and we won’t even demand you
change your form of governance!
EVEN Russia has a future! If they rid themselves of this evil (namely Putin, and his
empowering cronies), even if you choose to remain Communist, you have a bright future,
IMO!
And now, back to my original subject: Global unity of ALL nations (Russia included)
will NOT come from a voluntary agreeing to opposing evil and war in Ukraine, and
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choosing peace, but THAT global unity begins 3.5 years after all Christians are
miraculously evacuated from our earth!
Voluntary agreeing to co-exist and not imitate Putin is holy. The one-world government
"unity" will come by military force (conquest) and land bribes, by one man who will rise,
and take over nations, then reward people loyal to him with those spoils, till half-way
through that 7-year period, when he will have miraculous powers, rise from a literal death
(or near death) experience, and force all people to worship him, and only be allowed to
conduct business transactions if they take his 666 emblem/sign/mark/symbol on their
forehead of wrist.
That’s 3.5 years AFTER all Christ believers are GONE! Russia’s war with him occurs
just before that mid-term date. This may be complicated, but it is necessary to explain!
Application:
1. Do the right thing!
2. ONLY focus on ridding Ukraine of Russia
3. Prepare for a crazy man who may use nukes
4. Rid the world of that crazy man, if he doesn’t return to his senses (whoever is able)!
5. Give him MANY off ramps/ways to save face
6. Destroy the convoy, and shoot down planes; bomb tanks and destroy incoming
missiles.
I believe America has a great responsibility to do that, in tandem with NATO and
Ukraine! To whom much is given, much will be required! The goal is ending Russian
aggression. That is our ONLY focus, folks! Don’t go A-D-D on me! FOCUS!!!
Blessings.
NEVER BELIEVE anything Putin says, like the Russian defense ministry warns of ‘highprecision strikes’ in Kyiv. If their lips are moving, the lies are flowing. Like tRUMP,
they say words everyone wants to happen, knowing that they won’t. Precision won’t be
their M.O., but bulk chaos and violence!
I did NOT want to write that message, only because prophecy is quite a detailed if not
complicated subject! Lost people will go through it [the Tribulation], but they deserve to
be warned, and have some clue about what’s going on. @DallasSeminary should be
teaching this to the world! I have work to do! DO SO/#NIKE!
JUST to be very precise, I’m saying:
1. Take out the 40 mile convoy
2. If you have or need time to do so, wait till they take a more offensive posture, like
moving into Kiev, or striking targets there
3. Use drones and jet fighters
4. America assist in this operation, even if alone, along with Ukraine
Update #1
YEA! Howard and I see eye-to-eye on this one! [Howard Stern wants Putin dead]
I EXPECT Russian missiles, jet bombs dropped, chemical weapons (possibly), torture
(possibly), limited nuclear deployment (possible), flame throwers used (they allegedly
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already have been), brutal/unprecise shooting, destruction and civilians killed by Russia.
America must prevent this!!!
Tanks, missiles, bombs, air superiority, drones, WMDs, chemical warfare, flame throwers,
even nukes. I put NOTHING past the crazy man! If his inner circle can’t be reasonable,
or his military, America and her allies MUST stop his aggression. He has nothing to lose!
USSR was ~all lost [in his mindset]!
I do not listen to SOTU speeches. Often, I read summaries, afterwards. If Biden doesn’t
get Russia solved, inflation and gas prices won’t get solved! Inflation is from the
pandemic and its associated supply chain shortages. The Ukraine crisis will escalate gas
prices, and inflation! SOLVE UKRAINE NOW!
Let’s address pansies' phobias: If you’re too tough with Putin, all-out world war and
nuclear annihilation will occur.
1. That’s always possible, even if we do nothing
2. Sane people exist in Russian leadership. Hitler showed, they don’t always act to
prevent insanity's results!
3. You can wait for economic sanctions to harm Putin enough to curb his ambitions, but I
don’t think he will relent until physically forced to do so!
4. NO ONE is saying decimate every Russian troop in Ukraine. Just decimate his major
offensive capabilities, so THEY get demoralized.
5. I do not believe nukes will all be set off, or even a majority of them! I think someone
near to him would prevent that, even if by assassination, or disobeying orders! I also
believe America and NATO would intervene to prevent them being able to launch; if
possible, NONE launch.
6. I believe getting TRUTH to the Russian people would help the powers that be prevent
crazy man from ordering nukes released! They deserve to know the facts about reality in
Ukraine!
7. IF nuclear war is the next step for Putin, if any defense against his troops is waged, we
have to hope our NATO and U.S. technologies is good enough to minimize damages, if
not prevent their release, by jamming nuclear codes, or bombing their silos, or shooting
them mid-air (still nuclear fallout problem, though).
My point is how do you control a crazed maniac? Physically! The proverbial straight
jacket! I have told MANY clients (as we discuss politics), a committed person can’t be
stopped from aborting or breaking into a secure home! They PLAN when you’re away,
learn your security system, have a quick entry, learn where your goods are, and break into
windows, or break down doors!
That means, if Putin is so angry about the USSR being broken up (i.e., losing the Cold
War), and feels all his neighbors are going democratic/free, he doesn’t have much to lose,
even if imitating Hitler, and starting a third world war! He’s aging, and wants Russia’s
rise at all costs! That (and he) is dangerous!
ALL countries could offer to pay his military and inner circle, till he could be replaced!
We could also agree to securing Russia’s peace from all neighbors (unless Russia plans
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wars). We can agree to their remaining Communist (they NEED to be good to their
people, however; human rights!).
We can even let them back into the family of nations, with Putin deposed, and NOT
replaced by a KGB type. Gorby, or the like. We can work with them to un-do their
damages to Ukraine, and allow them to retain an economy, as they pay back families of
the deceased, and repair structures. The Marshall Plan comes to mind.
But they cannot retain Putin in power! He is a powder keg, a nut job, and a pariah/danger
to the entire world. It’s those who benefit from associating with him who must be
convinced that the world will treat them right if they abandon loyalty to him; NOW!
#JustDoIt!
Update #2
I must continue another topic: Tanks, WMD/chemical weapons, torture, air strikes,
missile launches and bombs are coming to Ukraine, IMO! That nation does NOT have the
training or defense capabilities to withstand such assaults! The world must supply all of
those, NOW, including manpower.
You could hand a proverbial CHILD a missile launcher, but if they’re not trained, skilled
and confident from experience that they can rightly use it, accurately aim it, it can fail, or
even hurt innocents! ALL the weapons the world gives Ukraine NEED experienced
personnel using them!
WHO can say/prove who was controlling a loaned drone? I say every nation but Russia
send your weapons-armed drones to Ukraine, fly them remotely (out of country), and
DESTROY Putin’s war capabilities in that nation. Do it quickly and decisively, starting
NOW! NO delay!
@POTUS @JoeBiden
ONE last thing: I detail LOGICAL proposals. EMOTIONS get involved with many
people, including politicians. ALL planning MUST account for both emotions, and
literally crazy and unexpected decisions by Putin! Contingency planning for ALL
possibility scenarios! Worst case and lesser cases!
If you’re mad/crazy, or just fully committed to your cause, you can justify ANY of your
decisions. Whether Ukraine and company takes out the 40 mile convoy sitting or moving
doesn’t change Putin’s decision(s). He also has bombs and planes and missiles! Prepare
for ALL contingencies. IMO, he’s committed!
I think Putin WANTS U.S./NATO to attack his sitting convoy, to justify (in his mind)
full-out war, including globally, if it spreads! Total chaos! He feels backed into a corner,
losing many USSR satellites! He wants the glory years restored, at any cost, IMO. When
that convoy attacks is better timing for NATO and the U.S. to join in.
Putin also wants ANY nation that will to splinter from our global alliance, like India. He
wants division in our resolve, like jettisoning him from U.N. FOCUS on the NEED—
Ending his assault(s) on Ukraine. DON’T engage issues that can divide. The goal is NO
Russian forces or weapons harming Ukraine! EVERYTHING ELSE is secondary, and
can be dealt with later!
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Russia, the country, may soon have a new head of state. DON’T punish innocents, if you
can help it. They’re in fear of bucking the tyrant! Depose the tyrant! Aid all his loyal
personnel to buck him too! C'mon.
EVEN IF we got Russia out of Ukraine, these issues exist:
1. Restoring Ukraine for all damages, including lost lives compensated by Russia
2. Putin’s still in power. That will always be a threat to the entire world, now that he’s
shown his true colors! The world must aid him being deposed.
Unless there are HUGE Ukraine developments, I am now in full-out editing mode. I can’t
keep defeating that goal [no more writing], by writing more! I’m here, just busy!
#CommonSense solution!: Sen. Joni Ernst presses on Biden to ramp up US oil production
amid Russia-Ukraine war https://foxnews.com/media/joni-ernst-biden-oil-productionrussia-ukraine…
I WILL break in that Zelenskyy and I 100 percent agree, from what he told CNN:
1. Ukraine can’t handle Russia, alone, and,
2. Americans SHOULD care about Ukraine, as this is an assault on democracy! I love and
pray for this man! #Tears #HERO!!! May God buoy you and yours, sir!
THANK YOU for #CommonSense, @howardstern! Putin MUST be deposed, if not
killed!
Update #3
l LOVE LOGIC! Hold hypocrisy accountable! If the world was not a bunch of LIARS,
they MEAN this statement, and if you MEAN this statement, you'll NOT let Hitler #2 do
what Hitler #1 did, because you MEAN #NeverAgain. This isn’t complicated! Do what
you say. Apply slogans! Duh 101 Report: @ZelenskyyUa: To the world: What is the
point of saying «never again» for 80 years, if the world stays silent when a bomb drops on
the same site of Babyn Yar? At least five killed. History [is] repeating itself.
I’m PRETTY SURE it's Ukraine's air space that is in danger!!! Report: U.S. bans
Russian aircraft from American airspace. https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/01/us-bansrussian-aircraft-from-american-airspace.html?__source=sharebar|twitter&par=sharebar
Provocateur! Report: Russia holds drills with nuclear subs, land-based missiles - ABC
News I MUST say, before bed: When Russia is destroying a nation, before our eyes, and NO
ONE sends their military to help, unity in NATO, financial sanctions and providing ammo
ISN’T enough! YOU are watching the end of a nation, for awhile, and doing NOTHING
to stop it, physically! Get involved!
It’s EMBARRASSING to hear pundits say "it’s sad, a shame, wrong, unjust, an atrocity,"
and NOT help Ukraine with skilled warriors to use America’s sophisticated weapons.
Two Bible verses come to mind: Heb. 12:4; Jas. 2:16 America has a MORAL obligation
to defend Ukraine, or we’re hypocrites on democracy!
NATO IS SCARED of Putin! That’s ALL you can conclude, with nations NOT sending
their military. BLOOD is on your hands just WATCHING a neighbor die, and many of its
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people! OBSERVERS! Only so many Ukrainian civilians can learn sophisticated
weapons instantly, and you can over-arm and under-man their resistance!
Day 6
(3/2/22; @JamesMeroney2)
These STUPID media reports of legitimately brave/courageous Ukrainians
"bracing/preparing" for more intense Russian attacks is almost like a person stuck on a
train track bracing for impact. How much more can you brace to be the victim? THEY
NEED ARMED REINFORCING HUMAN BEINGS!
Bully beatdown is how bullies get drawn down! It’s NOT by words, threats, joint
statements, squeezed pocket book. Physical violence that wakes them up that they
MIGHT not be able to manhandle everyone they want, especially in united form of ALL
NATO backing Putin down/standing up to him. #CommonSense DUH
God, help these moron politicians! It’s like they’re supernaturally stuck on stupid! HOW
can people made in Your [God’s] image be so stupid and evil, watching and observing a
nation be decimated, and possessing the answer they’re cowardly withholding? JUDGE
THEIR SORRY A-SES!!! #Ukraine
Wussified politicians FORGET Russia is NOT the only nuclear armed nation, and that
America won BOTH world wars, and that we are the sole super power, and we used to not
allow evil and bullies to prevail, and we used to stick up for the little guy/underdog.
HOW WE HAVE FALLEN! Wimp, @JoeBiden @POTUS
NATO is ARROGANTLY saying IF you can’t join our special club, to hell with you, but
we’ll cheer for you. I don’t want The West intervening with every little dust up, but THIS
is the security of the world, and democracy is at stake. A U.N. military is NEEDED for
small rivalries. I’ve said this for YEARS!
The world is betraying Ukraine; particularly wealthy Western nations, which were
telling... Ukraine to build rule of law... democracy... but when Ukraine is being executed
before the eyes of the world... they’re saying sorry, we can’t even protect you from
Russian bombs. –Daria Kaleniuk [on @CNN]

[My Houston home of the same name, drawn by myself,
and used for graduate architecture studies admittance]
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I am checking out (to edit), because there's nothing I can do, except pray! Biden is stuck
on stupid, and NATO is content allowing Hitler number two to rise, because of some
stupid rule or lack of a document. #NeverAgain? As Adolf might say, BULL
SHEISTER!
I KNOW I threatened that I would block Biden's Twitter account if his ineptitude got too
serious, in Ukraine. I can’t for the life of me find the tweet, but I just did what I said I
would! #ByeByeJoe!
Democrats have CERTAINLY EARNED their well-known reputation for pacifism and
appeasement/weakness! #Ukraine
HOW MUCH MORE DOES RUSSIA HAVE TO DO UNTIL @POTUS and @NATO
will physically intervene? F Putin? F your tepid involvements! SEND YOUR DAMN
TROOPS!
WHERE THE HELL are the tank busters, drones, bombs, fighter jets, anti-missile shields
the West supposedly is sending to Ukraine? Ukrainians also have to be experienced at
using them! The world is watching, but also sitting idly by, watching Russia decimate a
nation and heroes! EVIL.
There are times when the Serenity Prayer applies! I can’t do anything to convince
politicians to get boots on the ground, or enforce a no-fly zone, so my watching of CNN
and writing here will wane, as its too tragic seeing things occur, and people do NOTHING
to change outcomes! UGH!!!
The West is going to get hand blisters and sore throats from hand wringing and
complaining about how terrible things are in Ukraine! DO something! SEND YOUR
MILITARIES! Duh 101.
Ukrainians need to start organizing their insurgency plans, for how they will gain back
government control, once a puppet politician is installed by Russia! (IMO)
It’s detestably hilarious that people are speaking of rules of war (Geneva Conventions)
being violated by Putin. DUH—That’s what he is. No holds barred destruction and evil.
You think condemning and criticizing international law violations phases a crazy person?
That shows YOUR ignorance!
Blah blah blah Blinkin. A speech that just proves lawyers can write "pretty" words that
say NOTHING new or helpful, EXCEPT when he finally trudged through the B.S., and
addressed the questionably hearing Russian people. Pats himself on the back for a
prediction two weeks ago, I made four months ago!
Blinkin press conference summary: Milk toast.
America's anti-nuclear weapon technologies:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_national_missile_defense#:~:text=Three%20s
horter%20range%20tactical%20anti,%2D3%20can%20intercept%20ICBMs…
The attitude, values or psyching self up skill of many cops and military, in the battle/under
fire, is what keeps people like Russia's cops and military from independent thinking,
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questioning, or listening to their conscience. Critical thinking and morality are blocked
out, to gung-ho go get ‘em attitudes! EVIL!
The good man, Marco Rubio, says Putin's craziness or not is irrelevant. I am saying he’s
sober and thoughtful as can be, but his intensity and evil aims are the work of a crazy man.
Some insane people can be quite intelligent and full-functioning! Crazy like a fox; NOT
having lost his faculties.
RE: Rubio on Putin, there are two definitions of ‘crazy.’ It’s objectively crazy to think
you can invade a free country and destroy the nation and kill its people. That’s NOT the
same crazy as people who have lost their faculties. They can be the same, but there’s a
scientific/medical, and a colloquial definition.
I’m NOT giving up on Ukrainian’s resolve, but on writing to help solve the crisis, because
outside nations refuse to get their militaries involved. I DO believe the case will be in
vain, till they can resurrect, later. My disgust is with America’s response, then NATO’s-NO BOOTS ON THE GROUND.
EVEN my son, watching civilians pass by a tank, said "why don’t they break the windows
and kill the inhabitants?" Physical violence is the only way to swiftly end this crisis!
Civilians AREN’T trained, but other nations' militaries ARE! I’ll NEVER forgive nations
letting Ukraine fall!
Is it liberalism’s disbelief in spanking, where they take that errant belief to adulthood, in
war? Military personnel, even if disobeying orders, re-calculate when faced with
overwhelming force that makes them believe they’ll die in a losing cause! THAT is what
Ukraine NEEDS! DUH!
Two HUGE problems exist:
1. There’s NO credible way for Putin to save face.
2. He wants Ukraine, dead or alive, as a nation (for whatever reasons). Either way, he'd
ONLY relent if his own safety were in danger, or his career were at stake! MAKE THAT
HAPPEN!!! #Ukraine
I have NO doubt the Ukrainians will control Ukraine, in the future! They will NOT
tolerate Russian stooges in power, there, forever! I simply believe that in-between
scenario was avoidable, with outside military helping them take on and defeat the
Ruskies! I can’t help when my advice is spurned!
So you’re telling me the experts in the CIA have no clue how to sneak U.S. military
personnel into Ukraine, for covert ops, or to make them dress if not look like Ukrainian
soldiers, to do special forces operations? I’ll NEVER believe America is that
incompetent! #Ukraine
EVEN with CIA operatives and covert/undercover special ops in Ukraine, the U.S.
military’s skills and experience using our great weaponry is needed! Civilians and even
the Ukraine military can’t train fast enough for advanced weapons that they may never
have used! Why aren’t we targeting Putin, covertly? (even though illegal)
IF America has spies in Russia, imbedded, they should be identifying inner circle cronies
of higher up military who would kill their rabid leader! America needs to be broadcasting
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(penetrate airwaves) that we'd ensure all got paid, till a new president was installed! NO
jobs lost, or perks, under a new regime.
People NEED to watch at least one hour of a History film summing up Hitler's military
campaign! Had ANYONE within 30 feet of him killed him early on, MILLIONS of lives
would have been saved (like Hiroshima saved lives). WATCH VALKYRIE movie, or a
documentary on the History channel!
Putin’s inner circle and loyal military don’t want life to change! Don’t let it change, for
them, if one (or several) of them takes out the monster. It’s risky, if anyone talks to the
wrong person, but isn’t the sacrifice for your nations reputation worth it? Even if a
martyr, a HERO forever for Russia!
I am going to retweet an image I was NOT going to retweet (next post), because too few
people are taking the death of MANY Ukrainian innocents, cruelly, as just the cost people
have to tolerate! It’s of a Russian, but he has family, too. It’s all unnecessary, and force
must END it! [Graphic image not found]
Some are worried about provoking Putin. Irrational people take anything as provocation/
triggers. Get the U.S. military flying drones that Ukrainians sit next to, dress them as
Ukrainian, have our weapons manned by the best experienced expert, commanded by
Ukrainians, in disguise as NOT Americans! DUH!!!
I'm NO war hawk! I believe in deterrence. Madmen bullies only speak and respect
strength! Putin will NOT pull back, IMO, unless he has to (forced to). You have to list
ways to force him to! Threat to his life, career, or certain military failure in Ukraine! I
can’t think of other ways.
WHO can watch this, and say, let's let this play out for some time? FOOLS! Only
FOOLS!
Is it that hard to send drones into Russia that face recognition and infra-red track Putin
down, even with X-ray to see through concrete? There's not even any violence befalling
that county, at home, except against citizens, by police. Does our CIA know where the
target is located?
Day 7
(3/3/22; @JamesMeroney2)
The world learned NOTHING from the experience of Hitler and Operation Desert Storm,
apparently! It’s NOT that Putin intends several states overrun, but America USED to
thwart even overturning ONE nation! NOT anymore! #SHAME #Ukraine
Something wrong with the world today
God knows it ain’t His!
Something wrong with our eyes.
Putin's alive and Ukraine's on fire
Ans NATO doesn’t STOP his tries;
Livin’ on the edge
youtube.com
Aerosmith - Livin' On The Edge (Official Music Video)
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REMASTERED IN HD!Listen to more from Aerosmith: https://lnk.to/AeroBestOf
Explore the incredible history of Aerosmith here: https://www.udiscovermusic.com/ar...
Every day I awaken and learn Putin is not yet dead is another day the world has failed,
IMO. #Ukraine IF ONLY HITLER HAD BEEN ASSASSINATED BY SOMEONE IN
HIS INNER CIRCLE, millions of people would have been saved! NO Ukrainian deserves
death, no matter how the numbers differ. PERIOD!
Putin stands NO chance, medium-term! He will be jailed as a war criminal, at the least!
His life or career or both are over, if he stops the war, so an off ramp, in his mind, doesn’t
exist, IMO! Sometimes you step into it so deep, you can’t get out. He has, IMO!
Nuremberg trials!
IS THERE NOT ONE RATIONAL OR MORAL MEMBER OF Putin's inner circle, who
can save their nation, and many lives, by ending this madman? Are they ALL that
cultishly devoted to evil and never thinking for themselves? Low IQ, hellhound ones?
#Ukraine
WHERE IS THE WORLDS FORMER SOLE SUPER POWER?
If ANYONE will pay the costs, and supply the intel, I will go over there and destroy the bst-rd myself! Show me how to track him, how to fly a drone, and how to fire its weapons.
We NEED another Soleimani strike on the evil madman! Willing, but untrained and
unfunded. END Hitler #2!
IF NATO needs volunteers they’ll fund and train to man weaponized drones, after
tracking the madman's movements, to pull a Soleimani strike on Hitler #2/the mad man
destroying European peace, GIVE ME A CALL!
I’d imagine Poot-in is moving from bunker to bunker, surrounded by guards, and rarely
seen in public, outside TV broadcasts. His own people should be hunting him down!
1. Inner circle;
2. Military;
3. Civilians.
FOR THE SAKE OF THEIR NATION, he has to be deposed, or dead! DUH.
IF Putin’s NOT Magog, his demise or death were only precursors! I DON’T believe he’s
heading to Israel. I also don’t believe he’s Magog, but he could be. Time will tell. The
spirit that came upon him to do this dastardly deed is VERY similar to what will occur in
Gog/Russia! Precursor.
Do I think Ukraine Wars the third judgment Gods been warning me of for over a half a
year? Probably. It all depends on how long it lasts, and how severe it gets. If it can end
soon, NO. If Ukraine gets destroyed, and Putin possess that land for any time, YES;
Much worse than Covid and BLM riots.
I have to ask this, for concern maybe not everyone sees life as I do: DO U.S. PASTORS
SEE THE EVIL AND STUPIDITY THEY UNLEASHED, PROMOTING THE
DIVISIVE, CAUSTIC, SIN-FILLED TRUMP IN 2016? The world has gone almost
literally to hell, ever since! "You made that."
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I am NOT a good barometer, as I NEVER watch @CNN, unless war or extended crises
breaks out, but when they address the SOTU, SCOTUS pick, or CHUMP crime charges, I
change channels! I want live coverage of Ukraine! WHERE ELSE IS IT COVERED?
I’ve NEVER watched Fox and Friends but it’s addressing Ukraine, today, so I will. Firsttimer.
There is a STRANGE willingness for Communist nations to do evil! NO belief in God
must mean no belief in any accountability, if the U.N. or U.S. don’t punish them.
Ignorantly HELL-bound, with NO fear of God or hell in their future! #WhereIsPengShaui
(12/18/21)
In America, politicians' evils are contained by media exposure and the people's votes.
HOW do Communist dictators' evils get curbed, when the people can’t hold them
accountable, and the media’s their ally? Outsider nations, diplomatically, economically,
or militarily. People do evil when free to! (6/17/21)
If Zelenskyy is assassinated, or Ukraine falls, lay that ENTIRELY at Biden's feet, for
ineptitude! We could have stopped this!
@JoeBiden his time.
Pokey @POTUS.
#Ukraine
I return to editing, because NO ONE IS DOING ANYTHING TO STOP PUTIN, in ways
that will win! America has the ability. We are facing our least "finest hour!"
#istandwithrussia deposing or destroying their so-called leader.
Nuclear missile disablement technology, remotely, has to be America's priority one! Be it
Iran or North Korea. BOMB those facilities, if intel EVER says they’re nearing use!
Better is drone or electromagnetic pulse, or hacking! We need technology that can MELT
their nukes-carrying missiles! USA #1 (12/25/21)
Blinkin was touting having predicted our current scenario in #Ukraine, before the U.N.,
two weeks ago. We are WAY ahead of the curve, here! (proven)...
Nov 15, 2021
Russia and China don’t care what America thinks about the imminent Ukraine invasion or
their missile test in space! ALL the Biden administration does is express disgust, and
wring their hands. THAT IS APPEASEMENT, and AGREEMENT FOR IT TO
CONTINUE! @POTUS @JoeBiden (12/15/21)
…He [Putin] resents Gorbachev and Perestroika, as a loss through compromise, just like
hard liners on the right, in America, see any working with the Democrats (NOT liberal
ones) as a loss. Many people don’t accept losses as good sports. They seek revenge, and
regaining what was lost! (6/11/21)
…is NOT going away, and will NEVER have any good intentions for the Wests' future or
survival—period. Re-read that till you either enlist, fund only pro-democracy and promilitary politicians, or go join the Communists, and leave free America, as one day you
could be a war enemy combatant! (6/11/21)
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…to reunite the Soviet Bloc, IMO. BOTH are seeking other nations to placate and help,
so as to join their economic and military union opposed to America and the West (former
E.U.). I believe they’ll side with Arabs, against Israel, and ALL these present-day
activities will very likely culminate. (6/11/21)
…in a literal war against Jesus, called Har-Mageddo, or more commonly as Armageddon.
Gog and the kings of the East gather together on that plain, knowing Jesus will be
physically returning, and their satan-inspired rebel plans will no longer just be spiritually
inspired, but physically. (6/11/21)
Isn't it a shame there's not one country or one military that could end this bloodshed in
Ukraine? (SARCASM) @POTUS @JoeBiden
Impeach Joe Biden for NOT ending Russian aggression!!!
PLEASE PRAY TODAY to ask Jesus to forgive all your sins, based on His death on the
cross covering them before God, and receive Him into your heart, based on this
information! Time is of the essence! I want to see YOU in Heaven! John 3:16, the Bible.
Receive your Messiah!
@ZelenskyyUa

I am having a HARD time editing, because Ukraine is much more on my mind. Also,
messages from a year ago are so difficult to compile. I can’t believe God has nothing I
can do to help end the bloodshed in Ukraine; only pray! #AMAZING!
U.S. (and NATO) F-16’s should be shooting Ruskies out of the skies of Ukraine! Russian
missile launchers should be destroyed. Russian tanks should be being bomb-busted!
THIS IS COMMON SENSE! "Leaders" seem stuck on stupid. I am SORRY for YOU,
for America’s impotence, #Ukraine! @zelenskyyUa
I will say, ONLY so long as it holds, I am 100 percent impressed with China's Xi's
restraint, and not condoning Russia's aggression! Kim Jong Un has voted approval. Iran
is quite quiet, as well, which is AWESOME (unless I missed an article on their response).
THANK YOU XI!!! #Peace!
U.S. pastors: IS THIS IT? The start of the end of the world? Is God's 7-year Tribulation
about to begin, soon? WHY DO SO FEW OF YOU EVER PREACH ON THAT???
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Even so come, Lord Jesus!!! Rev 22:20
youtube.com Passion ft. Kristian Stanfill - Even So Come (Live)
Official Live video of “Even So Come” from Passion: Even So ComeGet Passion’s Latest
Album “Follow You Anywhere” Here: https://passionmusic.lnk.to/followyoua...
Poland is AMAZING!!! SUCH kind, compassionate people! Taking in millions.
Lord, please intervene, and end this war, by starting the Tribulation! Let the Rapture
occur, but what has to happen is power, to end Russia's insane tyrant. Slay him, please!
NO human has the balls, it seems! I’m willing, but unable. Kill him; heart attack, or
whatever!
I find it OBVIOUS that Your third judgment is transpiring! Even if peace were declared,
today, what’s already transpired is far worse than Covid or the BLM riots. IF You delay
prophecy, WILL Your people globally evangelize, now??? I am not one who believes so;
just return to business/status quo.
EVERY Christian, the world over, MUST pray NOW, for peace in Ukraine. IF YOU
DON'T, never mention His Name out your filthy mouths!!!
WELCOME, friends and allies!!! [Moldova and Georgia seek admission to NATO]
Georgia & Moldova applied to join the EU today, following Ukraine’s lead in response to
Russia’s invasion. But as always with enlargement, there are deep misgivings in Brussels
about how to proceed @Sam1Fleming and I explain https://ft.com/content/4bf864d895ae-4d95-82b3-9b2c9eee845d… @FinancialTimes
This afternoon, I was a little angry with God, about Ukraine, and said why are You
allowing this, without intervening? THIS song came to mind, in reply, as America has the
ability to prevent everything that has happened the past 2-4 days!
https://youtube.com/watch?v=b_RjndG0IX8… God bless America; He HAS!
CORRECT! @LindseyGrahamSC [agrees Putin must be taken out, by Russians, to him]
@CNN generals and military experts have been EXCELLENT and on point! One just
said NATO and AMERICA will have to escalate their involvement. People are deciding
based on FEAR, because Putin has nukes. WE HAVE THEM TOO, and he's out of
control, and destroying things and people, you damn fools!
America has to know exactly where Putin is. BBB; NOT Build Back Better but bunker
busting bomb(s)!!! @JoeBiden @POTUS Knock him out of his insanity misery!
I have faith in the Ukrainian's spirit, but NOT in their ability to destroy Goliath, having
just a few stones in their slingshots! @CNN Time for NATO air strikes. To hell with the
consequences.
How many Ukrainian people have to needlessly die? How many assets destroyed? How
many ignorant Russian grunts must die? How much risk from nuclear plan shots? How
much more chaos, till someone says enough is enough? HUH? NATO and the U.S.A.
alone hold the answers to these questions!
Isn't it a shame that there's not one country or one military that could end this bloodshed in
Ukraine? (SARCASM) @POTUS @JoeBiden
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If YOU can’t figure out what needs to be done with a "man" who'd authorize his troops
firing on a nuclear power plant, YOU are a FOOL! @JoeBiden @POTUS HOW MUCH
MORE must Ukrainians endure? God gifted America with the ability to do what’s
needed! USE His blessings, dumb A. @POTUS @JoeBiden
Time for a needed song! I believe there have to be some sane Russians who are close
enough to Putin to end his madness, who can see this is so far out of control!
youtube.com Sting - Russians (Official Music Video)
REMASTERED IN HD!Music video by Sting performing Russians. (C) 2005 A&M
Records#Sting #Russians #Remastered
Day 8
(3/4/22; @JamesMeroney2)
Putin is now the enemy of all mankind. --Michael Khodorkovsky (paraphrased, on
@CNN) #Ukraine
WHAT KIND OF SATANIC POSSESSION is one into to straight-faced kill innocents,
destroy all they have built, lie to your people, control what they learn, initiate all this, care
nothing about your soldiers, and hate life, humanity & the world?
#NoFlyZoneOverUkraine STOP Hitler Putin
Zelenskyy has the perfect solution, IF the Ukrainian military can expertly fly weaponized
jets coming from other nations. NATO and America don’t engage Russia, and air control
gets established. #NoFlyZoneInUkraineNow #UkraineUnderAttack
EXCELLENT Blinkin speech! NATO relationships, unity, cooperation, and historic
beliefs that no nation can control another (paraphrased). @CNN NO NATO airplanes
over Ukraine is a MISTAKE, however!
IF Ukraine doesn’t have enough fighter jets to shoot down Russian jets overhead, bombs
will continue. Technology for missiles shot down & tanks destroyed are needed, but what
drops from the air can destroy whats on land! Drones, iron dome, anti-aircraft weapons,
and planes are ALL needed!
MOMENTUM has to shift to advantage-Ukraine! That will NEVER happen if NATO and
U.S. don’t give them MUCH more volunteers and weaponry, to shoot down all Russian
bomb-equipped jets, missile launchers, and tanks! WMD and flame throwers crushed by
drones, also needed! #Ukraine #TurnTheTide!
IMO, maybe even before all unarmed civilians leave #Ukraine, Putin will cut off
electricity, airports, ports, communications, water, food and target symbols that
demoralize a culture, even if just many less important structures, to cause hope to fade.
Demoralize and strangle living conditions.
Bombs and missiles land from the air! Missiles launchers can be crushed; missilelaunching ship sinking is harder, but usually from the air (save for subs). Ukraine NEEDS
protection from the air! They can ~handle the ground game! They NEED air superiority
technology/planes, and trained personnel.
I believe (meaning I could be wrong) Russians PURPOSELY shot recklessly, but also
knew how NOT to set off nuclear reactors, as a show of terror/threat, without going full
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force at destroying it to cause another Chernobyl. Putin WANTS outsiders thinking he’ll
do anything; that causes fear.
When Putin, selectively, attacks certain valuable structures, it makes Ukrainians think
nothing is off the table, like a FEW architectural or historical structures, civilian targets.
It’s sample testing what he MAY do in the future, to cause fear that nothing’s safe, IMO.
It’s ALL about fear!
Being somewhat unpredictable is a Putin strategy; keep ‘em guessing. Never have a
predictable pattern, lest it be identified and defended against. The TOP defenses are:
1. Bombs
2. Missiles
3. Tanks
4. WMD rises to top, if used once
5. Select terror-inducing targets/unthorough targeting
This seems to be an ego power grab operation, as Putin laying waste to and decimating all
of Ukraine would be acceptable to him, as it’s hate-based. He gains little, but rubbled
territory, but it puts the world on notice of what he may do, gives him a buffer, and makes
WEAK people fear him.
Putin has NOTHING to gain from such talks [DIRECTLY WITH Zelenskyy] , unless he's
losing leverage. He is NOT, due to America and NATO's folded hands, on air space and
boots on the ground! So the carnage continues!
If a mass murderer were on the loose, authorities would NOT close his bank account,
make public condemnation statements about him, or ask him to stop. If he was found,
especially just after his latest act, the cops would shoot him, and if he lived or died, it
wouldn’t matter for public safety.
Blinkin: Global "support" for Ukraine is EMPTY, hollow words, when what they need is
weaponry, air support, and trained/experienced and expert personnel!!!
If a woman was being beaten and raped, publicly, NO self-respecting male would stand by
and yell at the abuser, or cancel his bank account! They would STOP the aggression!
#Ukraine is a PERFECT analogy!!!
A military man on @CNN says America is doing "all we can." LIE! He says it's been SO
successful. TELL THAT TO THE FAMILIES OF DECEASED #UKRAINIANS! He
says Putin may aspire beyond Ukraine. OF COURSE HE MAY, BECAUSE AMERICA
AND NATO ARE MAKING VICTORY LOOK SO EASY, AS NO [no fly zone
enforcing] planes or personnel! UGH.
Biden secured global reserves release of oil from IEA, says a pundit on @CNN. WE
HAVE THE OIL! Drill it! #Ukraine
You need CONSENSUS; not unanimous unity among allies, on what we do with Ukraine!
GHWB garnered a coalition of nations to expel Saddam from his invasion. He DIDN’T
wait around till all allied nations agreed to Operation Desert Storm! #Ukraine
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HOW LONG will Biden surrogates just parrot "we have crushing economic sanctions,
which take time, and are constantly consulting with our allies on what more we can do?"
Force needs force brought against it! #Ukraine
OH NO! NATO condemned more criminal acts by Putin. Shiver me timbers. I’m SURE
Hitler will second-guess his mania. (SARCASM) #Ukraine He broke international laws!
I’m SURE he'll re-think that, as murderers care about laws! (SARCASM)
Anticipated Biden comments [at press conference]: We’re doing all we can, in
consultation with our partners, to support the BRAVE Ukrainians, and our economic
sanctions are fierce, and doing their job to CRUSH Putin, to tell him this aggression WILL
NOT STAND.
UPDATES
(3/4/22)
I guess NATO and the U.S. are just going to allow Ukraine to be a land mass of pure
rubble. If you're not in our exclusive club, to hell with you (but we'll clap for your
president, tout your countrymen's bravery, and condemn Putin)! With friends like that,
who needs enemies? #Ukraine
(3/5/22)
I DISagree with the military interviewee on @CNN, who says advantage Ukraine if urban
warfare happens, because Putin will decimate their land before it would get to that. They
plan to destroy so many buildings, the people will get deterred from continued resistance,
IMO. (3/5/22)
It is proving a negative (an impossible task), to, in hindsight, claim America and NATO
were right to not militarily intervene, because that would start a third world war. NO
ONE can know or prove that claim, but for political reasons, they will always raise it in
perpetuity, IMO.
Be it Iron Dome, armed drones, heat-seeking anti-aircraft missiles, or fighter jets, ANY
Russian plane that drops bombs MUST be taken out! IF you call that controlled skies, or
a no-fly zone, dopey pols can debate the label. Bring that reality to #Ukraine Shoot down
missiles, too!
Please read "Hell Week," page 354+, at http://AmericanAnswers.org, Campaign Update
button. I think it will bring you encouragement! You don't need any more courage.
@ZelenskyyUa
Drill domestic oil like crazy, release our strategic oil reserves, and get BIG AG on
steroids, to flood the U.S. market with food, ONLY 'till this crisis is over!!
Be it iron dome, armed drones, heat-seeking anti-aircraft missiles, or fighter jets, ANY
Russian plane that drops bombs MUST be taken out! IF you call that controlled skies, or
a no-fly zone, dopey pols can debate the label. Bring that reality to #Ukraine Shoot down
missiles, too

MESSAGE TO ZELENSKYY: Tactics
Respected sir, @ZelenskyyUa: I do NOT write this because I want to, as:
1. I was asleep early, and,
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2. I advocate for BIG picture strategic solutions to keep you and your nation alive.
However, I feel compelled to try to help you tactically (next few tweets). It’s NOT what I
do!...
My concern is for your countrymen and yourself. I honestly believe everything I wrote,
previously, is how you survive and maybe even win, long-term. BUT, NATO won’t
"help" like they ought, so I have to adjust to trying to help you in ways NOT in my
skillset.
IF you have communication with citizens (TV, radio, internet, phone calls), you can still
steer the resistance! I foresee Putin bombing or shooting until many structures are
destroyed. You all cannot hold emotional ties to what was, but what can and will be-a
NEW Ukraine! You can build back "better!"
You NEED fighters, to thwart Russian ground troops. But you need others who would
specialize in conducting a coup of any puppet regime. Specially-skilled infiltrators, who
may even be marksmen or snipers. You also need organizers, who can rally the people,
and keep open lines of communication.
It’s always possible things could go another way (if Putin returns to his sound mind), but,
absent that, your people cannot just endure all the pain, and never gain momentum! YOU
are doing rightly in all you seek from NATO! Everyone quits/gives up when no chance
exists.
Hitler number two WANTS your people beat into surrender/white flag. They have proven
human life means nothing to them. EXPECT them to say the right things, and do the
wrong things, like target civilian targets and innocents. They WANT you all discouraged
and defeated, emotionally!
A PLAN encourages HOPE! KEEP pursuing strategic solutions from NATO. But IF they
keep ignoring your real needs, to physically intervene (even deceptively toward Russia),
you must have essentials for all you keep safe to not get killed!
Safe access can’t be relied on! Either night runs or armored vehicles must funnel food and
water to your fighters (as with weapons). You probably need to FOCUS on cities you
refuse to lose, and not fight everywhere. Let them have a few feathers in their cap
victories, TEMPORARILY, so you have more manpower in critical areas.
DO NOT believe Kiev is your country’s soul. Y'alls indominable fighting spirit is your
nation's soul, and that can’t be snuffed out, even if any or all pretty and historic buildings
in Kiev are ever reduced to rubble.
NO ONE wants to become a prisoner of war, in a corrupt regime that lets my college hero
(Brittney Griner) face 10-15 years in jail for vape machines, MAYBE having hemp oil;
maybe trumped up. That’s SO unjust, YOU can’t expect ANY justice or morality from
these ghouls/monsters! You have to fight and kill them.
AMBUSH. Hidden snipers, like American Sniper Kyle, strategically placed and hidden.
You need communications to teach laymen where trip wires and IEDs are placed by the
Ruskies. Your people are doing AMAZING at preventing access by blowing up bridges
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and making barriers out of welded steel star-shaped barriers! You might even blow up
any access areas where tanks can smoothly go over. Chasms/craters.
ANYTIME the Ruskies are bunched up, even if Kamakazi attitude of suicide bombers has
to be adopted (i.e., martyrs), the entire unit has to be taken out, while they’re sitting ducks!
I noticed their tanks are now spreading out. Those are NOT agile! Their turrets spin
slowly/bulkishly, and only aim in one direction! Approach them from behind, and wear
camouflage that fits int the scenery. Or use the Turkish(?) drones to drop arsenals that
blow up tanks.
You NEVER know which towns they will target next. YOU decide your must-have
venues, then have anti-aircraft missiles hidden from public view, but aimed at the skies,
and use radar (if still operational) to track their ETAs.
Your people must have electricity, as it is snowy winter. DO NOT allow all power plants
to be captured, if you can help it. Choose the FEW that can stay working, even if Ruskies
take all others. I don’t think nuclear meltdowns are in y'alls future, but even if they are,
you can’t stop that, if overpowered, and it MAY wake up the sleeping Giant of NATO to
finally engage the fight, so that would NOT be bad for you; just the world's air quality and
cancer risks.
Short-term, your people would suffer from it (closest proximity), but it would DRIVE
NATO's involvement in the war! So would, IMO, many cities flattened to rubble, or
serious numbers of innocent deaths (one is too much, but NOT to NATO).
Have two groups: Fighters and Reclaimers. The latter will reclaim ownership of YOUR
land for YOUR people, and rid YOUR land of oppressors, later, if they take over (only
temporarily). Select the finest people for that latter job, skilled in stealth and killing
many, in hand-to-hand combat.
You can’t build more basements! No time, draws attention of the devils from Russia, and
takes away labor from the fight. Existing bunkers and basements are where all women
(who AREN’T fighting), elderly and youth must stay, but they have to be in touch with
the outside world, and you, and have necessities.
Centralize enough to make that efficient, but not so central that one bomb could kill them
all. You may never get humanitarian corridors. Since millions will not leave, safe
delivery of food and drink has to occur, expecting NOTHING from NATO, but any that
comes as a cherry on top.
I don’t know your fighter jet or war ship or tank capabilities. But all weapons other
nations are supplying MUST secure safe travels of food and medicine deliverers! You
also HAVE to gain at least one significant psychological victory over the Russians.
They aren’t demoralized enough for Hitler number two to sit down for peace talks. He
believes he has upper hand in leverage. FOCUS your country’s efforts at one large win, to
start. A demoralizing defeat for the devils.
I don’t know how you get your information, but NATO has satellites with cameras. They
can tell your military where the enemy is and moves, updated regularly. You all are in
defense mode, rightly so. BUT, you have the numbers!
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I KNOW you are getting great support from NATO, so funnel it to strategic targets.
DON’T feel you have to defend the entire nation, for now! You can always get it back
later.
As I said, I am NOT a tactician! If I were on the ground, with info on the reality you were
facing, I could help more. But BIG picture solutions are your best hope. I’ve provided
that; NATO just won’t follow all of them. So I’m TRYING, feebly, to help you—AS IF
NATO will never intervene.
DON’T expect civilians to become marksmen. I’d bet it’s HARD for them to know who
to shoot, if Ruskies are even not in fatigues! Errors will occur! Ruskies can disguise
themselves as Ukrainians. It’s complicated. Have them target obvious targets only!
Anyone attacking Ukrainians or structures, and wearing Russian uniforms.
I believe Putin will send even more troops and weapons. I believe his aim is a flattened
country, to break your will. So have two groups—one for now and one for the future; gain
a few motivating victories, PRAY something occurs that gets NATO into the conflict, or
causes Hitler number two to consider peace talks (lost leverage).
You have the numbers of personnel, most untrained laymen. Use the skills they bring
from their careers! It’s NOT shooting, but it’s a valuable asset to your nation! You need a
long haul endurance plan, meaning if you can fight it out, and not quit, though you could
lose "all" your structures, you only lose if you give up.
Maybe even instruct people to set off a nuclear power plant, to get NATO involved, if
things get so bad you feel you will lose it all! NATO has to help you! The Good
Samaritan didn’t prevent the robbery (he wasn’t on the scene, then), but that parable
teaches EVERYONE is my neighbor, as Mr. Rogers would say.
YOU are an honorary American, a neighbor and a virtual NATO member! I will NEVER
abandon you, with everything in my being, which isn’t much; just writing.
Stay safe, keep on the move, be smart (fellow lawyer), and KEEP nagging NATO to pick
up a gun and help a fellow human being. LET CNN air as much of the carnage as
humanly possible! Those images have impact! Tell y'alls story to every news outlet you
can. The world adores you! Use that support!
IF I were there, I’d give you better advice. I pray for you. I love you in Christ. I will give
you every idea I am given to help you in this fight. It’s atrocious that you are having to
fight alone, as a nation, excepting a few volunteers! History will remember that sin,
forever!
Have some military personnel train crowds of laymen on accurate killing with weaponry,
while staying safe! If there’s ANYTHING I can do to help, DM me. I have nothing to
offer but what I have. God bless your people! @ZelenskyyUa #NeverForget END Mr.
Hitler number two, ASAP, world! DUH 101.
P.S.: Fear is what Russia is trying to instill in your people, by random targeting (so they
never predict what comes next). THIS IS YOUR LAND! It will NEVER belong to
Russia! NO ONE on this earth will ever let them rule it forever! I’m avowed that this will
be the case for you Ukrainians!
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Prayer: Lord, be with the great Ukrainian people! Strengthen them, uphold them,
encourage them, help them through trials, give them peace. DESTROY the devil’s man,
and all who empower him, miraculously, if needed. PLEASE bring an end to this unjust
atrocity. Show Yourself powerful, soon!!! #TEARS! God, HOW can these innocents
remain at death’s door, daily? Intervene!
Answer: I would, if your nation would use the blessings I’ve given them.
Prayer: I know, but they’re fools. Judge us for our selfish timidity! Amen. #Ukraine
#TEARS! God be with #Ukraine, and destroy Putin, ASAP! You did so to other evil
Pharaohs! (Ac. 12:18-25) Bring justice to this situation (and help me get over not being
able to help more!). MOST infuriating! Keep innocents safe! In Jesus' Name, amen.
Can’t sleep for the tears over Ukraine. HOW can God not directly intervene? Bad man
complaining! How does He tolerate it continuing?
Answer: I don’t. YOUR American people won’t go over there and end it all.
Prayer: Sorry. True! Chickens! Selfish. NOT "friends" to the ones who die!
ICHABOD and ANATHEMA!
IMO that 40 mile convoy is the best and maybe only target for demoralizing the Ruskies!
Once it splits up, killing MANY devils will be harder, as not centrally located. WHY
HASN’T ANYONE DESTROYED THAT ENTIRE LINEUP OF SITTING DUCKS. So
damn stupid! Martyrs may need to! HEROES! Duh 101.
FORGET if you’re a Christian... The world needs to pray for peace in #Ukraine!; NOT
just God's spiritual children! II Chron. 7:14 [Left for vacation]
(3/7/22)
The Bible teaches two heads are better than one, and wisdom consults wise counsel.
Having heard talk shows, these issues arise:
1. Having heard Blinkin, HOW would anyone know any Russian jet over Ukraine was
there for any other reason than destruction, in a war? Any neutral or positive purposes?
2. The air space above Ukraine belongs to the Ukrainians! The Ruskies have zero right
determining who’s in it or for what purposes!
3. De-escalation was discussed. WE haven’t even escalated, yet! Simply defense! NO
Russia attacks on THEIR homeland!
4. An AZ politician aspirer said the U.S. doesn’t have the stomach for war. Do we have a
choice, if Russia finished Ukraine, I would suspect that win can inspire other neighbors
not yet in NATO, as NATO didn’t get humans involved in Ukraine!
5. If you HEROICALLY volunteered to enter our military, you knew the risks! That’s
what makes your decision heroic! One guy said Afghanistan withdrawal emboldened
Putin, as America lacked a desire for war, and it was a weak exit. 100 percent TRUE on
the weak exit! It’s VERY convenient to want the perks of being a "brave soldier," then
beg not to ever risk being harmed, aspiring GOP pol in AZ!
Sending Polish-housed Russian planes to Ukraine, that they know how to fly/use, is
BRILLIANT, with American personnel covering Poland's defense need, as to jet fighters.
#CommonSense
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(3/10/22)
Local Arizona news interviewed a lady originally from Russia, who said the only answer
to the Ukrainian crisis is for Russia to no longer exist in its present form. Just to talk
about it, or ask questions, would land them both in jail 10 years! Its system is oppressive,
and LIES.
The subject of oil-supplying nations has put the world's focus on evil, oppressive
government regimes, like Russia, China, Venezuela, Iran and Saudi Arabia. HOW does
one human being believe they can treat their people so harshly, and hoard national natural
resources revenues? No fear of God!
NO human, or humans, or their heirs, family or acquaintances have any inalienable rights
to rule any country! Your DNA is NOT special, before God! And NO such so-called
leader(s) have ANY basis upon which to treat those in their care evilly/harshly, or rule
through fear, vs. respect!
The great Russian people are routinely LIED to by their state-run media. The government
cracks down on oppositional information sources, and wants its people subject to a tyrant.
The police disallow any criticism of their worshipped devil-man, Putin! THIS IS A SICK
CULTURE, folks!
~10,000 rubles/year for the average bear, while Adolf Hitler number two owns more than
$200 BILLION. TELL ME THIS IS RIGHT! He has NEVER done one thing to earn that
much money! Just STOLEN it off oil royalties! He does NOT own Russia's land or
mineral rights, Russian people! WAKE UP! It’s ALL yours!
Governments were God's idea, to establish peace and tranquility. NEVER was that to be
through heavy-handed means, of so-called "strong men."
I had the most amazing conversation with a hotel mechanic gentleman, yesterday! He 100
percent stated everything I've said about Ukraine, and America’s need for PHYSICAL
involvement! One day he felt he had to break up a fight between an abused wife and her
arguing, threatening and physically menacing husband. He said he couldn’t hold back and
watch it!
I told him how I brought a hit-and-run driver to a cop's arms, after he was fighting two
who forced him off the road, and he was getting the upper hand.
IT IS NOT "ESCALATION" TO DEFEND YOURSELF with enough force to get the
upper hand and defeat a bully! America ended the Second World War by overwhelming
fire power dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It’s EMBARRASSING how impotent
America looks, in helping our FRIENDS in Ukraine! SO scared nukes will be set off!
Let's play out THAT scenario: IF anything NATO did would trigger Hitler number two
sending a nuclear missile anywhere, the right response would be to:
1. Seek to shoot it down
2. If Unsuccessful, seek to communicate with him, internationally, BUT if one more
came, or especially any more came, defense would be required, meaning at least one send
by us to his location!
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And God forbid if he sent many, or even all, more of ours would need to be sent, and the
world’s end would likely come.
It would take the self-control and patience of Job to absorb one nuclear missile, without
retaliating! Two to three would need at least one sent in response. More than 2-3, and
America would be REQUIRED to wipe Russian completely off the face of the earth, while
trying to shoot down all incoming missiles.
My point is the SAME as the gal interviewed, locally! Russia, as we now know it, cannot
continue to exist in its fascist tyrannical form! SHE said it was a menace to world peace,
and a threat to all people, everywhere; NOT just democracies! I believe satan has filled
Mr. Putin's heart!
My Hispanic mechanic friend agreed that when a dog is rabid, you shoot/kill it, from
MERCY, to get it out of its misery, and for the safety of ALL around! America is 100
percent turning a military blind eye to Ukraine!
Russian planes were feared to be able to be shot down by Russian assets already
in Ukraine. IF that’s actually the case, ARM THEM with whats needed to take those air
defense mechanisms out. WE ARE 9 to 10 days LATE, and behind the 8 ball, from when
I said action should have been taken!
My mechanic friend agreed the 40 mile convoy being allowed to remain un-blown-up is
like WATCHING mass murderer gangs preparing their weapons of choice, outside your
home, and moving slowly towards your front door! America is merely WATCHING a
bully gain the upper hand, because IDIOTS FEAR "escalation!" PUTIN IS THE
ESCALATOR, you DAMN fools! Was Hiroshima escalation?
WHY was George W Bush able to repel Saddam from successfully invading his
neighboring sovereign country, Kuwait? HE DID NOT MAINLY FREEZE Hussain's
assets, and issue collective statements of condemnation! HE TOOK DECISIVE
ACTION! And the invasion was ended in short order!
NOT today, as FEAR/phobias of legitimately horrendous nuclear weapons ALLOWS
PUTIN TO GET AWAY WITH MURDER, have his way with Ukrainian innocents, and
let the frog boil to death, with his slow and steady wins the race advances! I have NEVER
thought he wouldn’t win, for awhile! America is LETTING him!
Does Biden have something against the country that gave his son the ability to survive,
quite well, financially, or does Putin have dirt on sleepy Joe? IT’S A MIRACLE how
Zelenskyy has to concoct lawyer's arguments for why his innocent people shouldn’t be
allowed to be slaughtered!
I’m also beside myself with the ineptitude of Biden's lack of involvement in protecting
Ukraine! YES we’ve sent MUCH money and weaponry, but NOT the right stuff, or
amounts, and no expertise (personnel) that have helped gain momentum enough to repel
the onslaught!
Russian planes and missiles should NOT be allowed to land, now that Putin’s objectives
are clear: Kill anyone, and leave them no place to return home to, if they have escaped.
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The longer that’s American foreign policy, to ALLOW Ukraine to fall to a mad man, the
less I will tweet on the subject! I don’t cast pearls before pigs!
And SINCE Ukraine is certain to lose, even after awesome SELF-resistance (few outsider
personnel assisting), other nearby NON-NATO nations have ZERO reason to believe
they won’t be next!
And WHO gives one darn if POOT-IN considers any action provocative or NATO
involvement? He chose to trespass and kill and destroy his neighboring nation, for no
valid reason! His opinion means NOTHING, except WHEN he will decide to set off
nukes, which would doom his very existence!
The inmates are in charge of the asylum, AS IF only Russia has nukes! HE alone is
calling the shots, as the world sits idly by, in a quandary in how to stop him! WHERE IS
THAT CLAIMED SOLE SUPER POWER? Super man is NOT ‘gonna magically swoop
in to save the day!
(3/12/22)
Reports are Putin is win-at-all-costs determined. A loss could RIGHTLY hurt him, in
every way you can imagine (politically, financially, etc.). A stalemate would be a victory
for Ukrainians! I expect Hitler #2 to use even more drastic measures, if he feels he’s
losing "bigly!" WMD.
(3/13/22)
I AGREE with an expert on @CNN , that Putin has no off ramp, now. Too much damage
and too many lives lost, to just walk back a mistake. That means I don’t expect him to
ever negotiate in good faith, but to save face, to simply destroy a land he may
TEMPORARILY possess.
You HAVE to expect Ukrainian politicians get abducted, and used for bargaining chip
clout, as with Baylor's/WNBA's female center! We are NAIVE to think Putin cares one
iota about any rules for war! "All's fair in love & war." "Winning" (at all costs). -Charlie Sheen. STOP the naievete!
HERE is how Putin "thinks," IMO: If the Ukrainians have no food, water, heat or
medicine, or any assets to return to, and run short on weaponry, they will surrender.
Therefore, do everything to bring that result about, without triggering nukes-TIMID
NATO to get involved. #Ukraine
(3/15/22)
I have been wondering if Zelenskyy would ever exaggerate or lie about damages and death
details, to make his case for help NATO hasn’t offered. I HOPE he remains a man of
character. I also can see if you arm civilians, Russians can’t know who the combatants
are, unless holding a gun!
The sadly funniest warning I have ever heard is when Zelenskyy STOOPED to NATO’s
weak posture, and said,’ if you don’t stop this, you’re ‘gonna be sanctioned like never
before.’ That’s like telling a bully you’re ‘gonna turn him into the school librarian.
Weakness emboldens tyrants! WIMPY!
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Blinkin IGNORANTLY makes a rush to judgment that any U.S. air strikes would start
WW3. I just can’t endure these hand wringers! ALL he promised is Ukraine won’t enter
NATO anytime soon, but will be independent longer than Putin will reign. NOT because
America ends his reign! #Weakness from FEAR!
I’ve NEVER in my long life seen people mainly on defense, plugging holes of the Titanic,
when offense in #Ukraine is needed. Firefighters, undertakers and first responders just
keep taking it on the chin! TAKE THE DAMN FIGHT TO THEM, and America must
repent of NOT helping you get the upper hand!
LATE, LATE, LATE! BLOOD is on YOUR hands for such foot-dragging!
@POTUS @JoeBiden. I said send troops in NOVEMBER 2021! #SlowJoe
Biden to announce $1 billion in military aid to Ukraine
https://foxnews.com/politics/biden-to-sign-bill-sending-1-billion-in-military-aide-toukraine… #FoxNews
Joe Biden WAITS till the capital city of #Ukraine becomes under siege, to have the cogent
non-senior moment thought that PERHAPS Zelenskyy wasn’t crazy, and actually needed
more help, as people were actually dying, as innocents. ANATHEMA with such
"leadership!" #SlowJoe
Barney "Rubble" Biden! #Ukraine Allowed the country to be DECIMATED, and STILL
has YET to supply what would back down a bully (NOT just money, sanctions and
bullets).
I am NOT 100 percent behind #PullOutOfRussia, but support any businesses that do. The
PEOPLE shouldn't suffer, and economic pressure will NOT stop a dedicated madman
from his evil desires for death and destruction. Window dressing Band-Aid to a cancer
needing excising!
How in the hell is NATO and U.S.A. claiming we are for Ukraine, and clap for their
President, while daily news reports show Russia continuing on offense? Ludicrous lies!
WE have the ability to put an end to this! Have we LOST the "super" in our power!
#SHAME!!!
Punish innocent Russian people, and they may side with Hitler number two, as WE are
ruining their lives, to punish HIM! #PullOutOfRussia crowd. Engender anger as unjust
punishment of wrong culprit! Russian people hurting from sanctions, but they may be
rallying to Putin.
(3/16/22)
I am SO tired of people saying the Russians are bogged down! THEIR OBVIOUS PLAN
is to tear down/shoot/bomb almost everything to rubble. NO NEED to kill everyone, as
the elements will do that, if no safe place to escape natural death from the elements!
It is AMAZING the people of Russia don’t ALL unite against their government, at least
those who know the truth, vs. brainwashed by satan and the lies of their media! Truly
amazing to see they can’t figure out they have enough people, if they ALL did so. The
dumb people would stick with Putin.
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I will forever disagree with the fools who are scared a third world war may break out if
America provides certain military assistance to #Ukraine! It can be covert! SUCH
STUPID so-called "leaders." IF Russia responded by attacking America, we would stop
him in his tracks in such actions!
@CNN's stating Russia's nuclear arsenal as larger than Americas, as a reason to NOT
protect #Ukraine enough to end the madness. THAT is madness!
1. I don’t think Putin would use nukes, before chemical!
2. If he used one, he'd be warned. More than one, blown off the map, as a nation.
I DON’T believe Putin would use any, or many nuclear weapons! I also believe some
people in Russia would prevent his seeking to do so. I think he’d use chemical weapons,
first. He escalates! I also think if he sent one, small one, he’d wait and not send more,
gauging reactions! He’s NOT stupid.
IF the U.S. government has LIED to us, America is NOT prepared for incoming nuclear
weapons. Maybe that’s why they’re so scared of defending #Ukraine in ways that back
down a bully! They could EASILY have LIED, so nuclear-armed enemy nations would
think we can guard against them! LIARS?
War with Russia is attacking assets and personnel in Russia! It is NOT preventing Russia
from illegal actions against an innocent nation. FOOLS are in charge of the asylum!
@ZelenskyyUa Zelenskyy: SORRY to tell you pundits are considering you emotional—
zealous, courageous, but essentially stupid, cause stupid people think attacking Russian
planes not in their own airspace starts a world war. What started the war was Russian
planes in YOUR air space.
Russia: USA, keep your nose out of our business
USA: Keep your nose out of Ukraine's business
Russia: Ukraine is not USA
USA: Ukraine is not Russia
Russia: That’s between us and Ukraine
USA: Not if we have a say; they’re our friends! We do have a say!!!
(3/17/22)
IF you observe Russian officials, they are the epitome of satanic evil. They deny
responsibility for killing innocents, they do tit for tat when rightly punished, they espouse
lies, make up stories about Nazis in #Ukraine, they hate, don’t deal in reality and do
wicked deeds! #SIN
The next BIG challenge will be #Ukrainian refugees' jobs, strain on economies, need for
resources, and unfairness of Poland (et al) handling most of them. Can’t just have jobs
and houses blossom over night! ALL of NATO has to do and pay their part/portion!
Stalemate is ideal; If can’t, a win for #Ukraine is required! Crazy bullies don’t back
down, unless FORCED! Losing, or check mate neutrality (stalemate) It MAY cause
sincere #Ukraine compromise/negotiations, or Hitler number two might devise more
drastic ways to stem that tide(?)
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IMO, a win for Ukraine is secondary ambition to a draw, as we see KGB Putin never
accepted his Cold War loss. He'd just wait for a more opportune time. Even with
stalemate and negotiations, he'll likely come back for a second bite of the apple, more
prepared, next time!
In one sense, NOT being member of NATO hasn’t hurt Zelenskyy #Ukraine one bit!
When they’re back on their feet, some token repayment would be appropriate, especially
to the far over-taxed with this bill U.S. of A.! ‘Gotta resurrect them first! Rebuild better.
And MUCH self-defense military build-up!
NO ONE knows what Hitler number two's intentions are, but you would be UN-wise not
to be preparing for invasion of nearby non-NATO nations, nuclear attacks, chemical, and
even small NATO nations! Anti-nuke capabilities are needed by ALL NATO nations and
our allies!
WHAT do Xi and Putin share in common?
1. Large economies
2. Masses of people
3. Central control Communism, by edits/dictatorship
4. Atheism I promise you these things are integrally tied!
No God, no morals to speak of, and hence, status quo aggressive tendencies for them
BOTH!
The HILARIOUS thing is when you deal with godless atheists like Putin, he and Xi are
constantly seeking to build ties to poor (Africa infrastructure) and also Middle East (oil
pipelines and efficient trade routes) nations, but how dare NATO try to coddle Ukraine!
Fair play, fool/Magog!
Just heard a military man on CNN say there’s no such thing as no fly zone lite. LIE! You
agree on air vectors/coordinates for safe flights for humanitarian flights, and shoot down
any violations! Limited in scope, but needed. DON’T LET YOUR GOVERNMENT
EVER LIE TO YOU!
DID YOU KNOW people can look you straight in the eye, smile, and confidently lie
through their teeth? Just because someone has a position of authority, DON’T naively
believe what they say! A CNN guest expert, last week, said America is doing all they can.
People FREELY lie, in America!
I’ll NOT call people naive, but it is surprising how many pundits show surprise Putin
attacks the weakest of society's structures, like hospitals and schools. HE WANTS TO
BREAK UKRAINAINS' WILL. The people have wills—not just the military. He wants
them ALL to surrender! This is 100 percent expected.
DO YOU KNOW why Putin/Hitler number two MAY use chemical weapons? He is
emboldened by there being no force to stop his ambitions, short term (NOT saying
Ukrainians aren’t fighting, but a quick defeat for him could have been had if America had
intervened like was had in Kuwait).
(3/20/22)
It’s clear to me Communists have NO intention on accepting democratic rights for their
people, because dictators LOVE the money and power. Unless they are forced, they won’t
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change. Their people are the number one source for such force! HOW can they, going
against their military?
I LOVED the Ukrainian Ambassador's LOGIC and analogy, on @CNN: When someone
is armed robbing someone, society doesn’t ask the what body parts they want to give up,
to stop the assault. They call the cops (concerning calls for Ukrainian "concessions" to
appease the criminal, as the victims)!
In light of China uniting with Saudi Arabia, for oil, America has to (no choice) drill
everywhere, with NO leaks or blowouts, and develop green energy to the max, so cars
refill in minutes. We have to be totally self-sufficient, as conservatives used to call for,
individually! NO choice.
(3/20/22)
I 100 percent AGREE with a military expert on @CNN , that it's better to fight a war
against Russia in Ukraine than on our own home turf. Hint: We're already at war, as
Zelenskyy rightfully noted. ALWAYS win any war you’re in, Vietnam taught us!
IF Zelenskyy dies, it will 100 percent be @POTUS @JoeBiden's fault! America has the
ability to end this war!
(3/21/22)
Calling Putin fully cogent, calm and normal, NOT ill, is like saying I can break into my
neighbor’s home, ransack it, and because I do so peacefully, there’s nothing wrong!
Russia hasn’t had ANY damage in a war it’s in! We all just watch Ukraine’s destruction,
hand wringing, as gawkers!
(3/22/22)
I don’t think people can see how evil is prevalent in Communist governance, and how the
outside world owes it to our fellow human brothers and sisters to bring them deliverance!
You talk about WW3. That’s NOT needed, to force dictators out of power! Their masses
MUST rise up! Martyrdom.
I would have NO PROBLEM if Communist citizens were free from fear of repercussions
of retaliation, if they answered a poll on whether they’d rather experience freedom, when
it was accurately described to them. They might not yet know a better life could be
theirs!? Take the poll!
WHO GIVES ONE DAMN ABOUT YOUR UPCOMING VIDEO CALL WITH THE
EVIL PUTIN? Get our troops over to #Ukraine, post haste. Monitoring the situation
ONLY means hand-wringing after the fact, to the Ukrainians' detriment, from YOUR
procrastinating negligence! @POTUS @JoeBiden @NATO (12/4/21)
Xi clamps down on Hong Kong and pressures Taiwan: These are mere birth pangs! Xi
STATED his intention to expand influence, globally! America will NOT speak Chinese,
or ever bow to the evil whims of a Communist super power, or let our world and allies
down, in opposing human rights abusers. (7/4/21)
(4/2/22)
I’m SO PROUD of y'all's attack on the Russia’s oil facilities, unconfirmed (wink, wink)
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@ZelenskyyUa (4/1/22; @JamesMeroney2): I’ve NEVER in my long life seen people
mainly on defense, plugging holes of the Titanic, when offense in #Ukraine is needed.
Firefighters, undertakers and first responders just keep taking it on the chin! TAKE THE
DAMN FIGHT TO THEM, and America must repent of NOT helping you get the upper
hand! (3/15/22; @JamesMeroney2)

BACKGROUND TWEETS
There is a STRANGE willingness for Communist nations to do evil! NO belief in God
must mean no belief in any accountability, if the U.N. or U.S. don’t punish them.
Ignorantly HELL-bound, with NO fear of God or hell in their future! #WhereIsPengShaui
(12/18/21)
North Korean citizens NEED to storm the government headquarter buildings, en masse,
KNOWING many will be slaughtered by beholden military personnel. IT IS
INTOLERABLE that you are so subjugated by a beastly boy-man, and stooge dupe
loyalists, who alone enjoy life! TAKE THEM ON!!! (10/28/21)
Think about the people of North Korea! Consider their lives! Food in short supply.
Living in fear. Dressing and speaking like pawns of the government. Hyper punished for
the least offenses. Slave-like squalid conditions! THE WORLD owes them rescue! WE
tolerate this continuing! De-nuke ‘em. (12/25/21)
America needs technology to thwart EVERY offensive weapon of all of our enemies, like
electromagnetic pulse and hacking (China), North Korea nuke missiles, Russian poisons,
anthrax, even Ebola used as a weapon, etc. Defensive posture able to withstand anything!
#Innovation (11/27/21)
I want Taiwan to join NATO! (10/2721)
IMO, NOTHING any U.S. President will ever say to Putin or Xi will ever change their
mind on their global ambitions and support of evil practices! You can be nice, tough, or
inbetween, but pressure alone will do anything-economic, military, and ~~~diplomatic
(WEAK). (6/9/21)
It would be an INTERESTING thing to learn Xi and Putin's real intentions, and poll their
citizenry to see what they really want of their lifestyle, if Communist dictators were out of
the picture! I want someone to commission such a study! Lie detectors for those two men
(NEEDED)! Liars. (6/13/21)
Supersonic speed missile buster tech is needed, anytime any enemy sets off nuke-carrying
missiles! Speeds we can’t even conceive of, leaving NATO nations and destroying them
while over enemies' territory! Sonic boom concerns must be allayed, as well!
#Innovation (11/25/21)
(11/27/21)
EVIL regime! Defeat it!
businessinsider.com Putin is 'deadly serious' about neutralizing Ukraine, and has the
upper hand over the West, former... "You've got to take it seriously because Russia has
crossed the Rubicon many times before when people said they wouldn't," one expert
warned.
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THE CONDENSED OLD TESTAMENT
My dad wrote this summary, after he read through the Bible with me as a young teenager,
with a desire that I would read God’s word.
Note: Red indicates my highlighted concepts. The most pertinent insights in bold red I
found in these chapters: Ex. 4, 24; Num. 24; Deut. 13; I Sam. 18; I Ki. 4, 22; II Ki. 21-22;
I Chron. 29; II Chron. 9, 29; Job (nearly all red insights, namely teaching God blesses
good & curses evil is not the entire story!); Ps. 5, 7, 9, 16, 19, 24-25, 33-34, 37, 53, 94-98,
103, 112, 119, 132, 139-141, 145; Pv. 3; Ecc. 5, 7; Isa. 1, 5; Jer. 1, 28; Ezek. 7, 14, 34;
Am. 5; Jon. 3; Hab. 1; Zeph. 2, 10; Mal. 2.
Genesis
Ch 1: Creation
Day 1: Light/day; darkness/night
Day 2: Vapors separate sky form ocean
Day 3: Earth & sea formed (plant life)
Day 4: Sun, moon & stars (for light in the night)
Day 5: Animal life
Day 6: Mankind (Adam)
Day 7: Rest
Ch 2: Seventh Day Explanation
Garden of Eden. Woman from Man’s rib.
Ch 3: Temptation from the devil (snake) to Eve. Tree of knowledge. Why are you
hiding? Eve – mother of life.
Ch 4: Birth of Cain & Able. First murder. Lord accepts Abel’s offering, but not Cain’s.
Ch 5: Generations of Adam
Shem, Ham & Japheth – three sons of Noah.
Ch 6: God is unhappy with man & floods the earth. Noah takes two of every animal &
his immediate family.
Ch 7: Noah gets in the ark with his sons & their wives & his wife.
Ch 8: God sends winds to settle the flood. Three months later waters receded. Mountain
peaks appeared. Noah sent out a raven & a dove. Raven never came back; dove did, with
a dry twig.
Ch 9: God told Noah & his sons to re-populate the earth. Every beast will be afraid of
him. Never another flood: Rainbow was the sign of this. Murder is forbidden by God.
Noah died at age 950.
Ch 10: Generations of Shem, Ham & Japheth spread into different lands after the flood.
Many generations.
Ch 11: In Babylon people wanted to build a temple-tower to bind them together, & keep
them from scattering. However, God scattered them all over the earth, & gave them many
languages (confused them). Shem’s descendants included Abram.
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Ch 12: God promised Abram he’d make a great nation. During a famine, Abram went to
Egypt & told the Egyptians his wife was his sister, in order to save himself. The king was
plagued by the Lord, & gave Abram back his wife.
Ch 13: Lot & Abram split up their land, because here were too many flocks, herds &
people. Lot took all of Jordan, because of the plentiful water; that land included Sodom &
Gomorrah. God’s promise to Abram was renewed.
Ch 14: Five kings, including those of Sodom & Gomorrah, rebelled against King Chedor-laomer & three other rulers. King Ched-or-laomer captured Lot, plundered Sodom &
Gomorrah, & took Lot captive. Abram attacked King Ched-or-laomer’s army, defeated
them, & captured Lot.
Ch 15: God blessed Abram, & confirmed His covenant (multiply seed & live in Canaan).
God told Abram his descendants would be oppressed as slaves for 400 years, but after that
his descendants would return to Canaan in peace.
Ch 16: Sarai, Abram’s wife, was barren, so her maid, Hagar, bore Abram a son, Ishmael.
Sarai said it was Abram’s fault Hagar was pregnant, & with Abram’s permission she beat
Hagar. Hagar ran away, but God found her & told her to return to Sarai & have her son,
Ishmael, meaning God hears. God said Ishmael will be against everyone, & everyone
against him.
Ch 17: Abram received the covenant. God changed Abram’s name at age 99 to Abraham
(Father of all nations). Circumcision of males eight years & older became the symbol of
their covenant with God. Sarai’s name was changed by God to Sarah. God promised
Sarah a son (Isaac) when she was 90 years old.
Ch 18: Three men appeared to Abraham, representing God, & told Abraham Sarah will
have a son. Sarah laughed. God rebuked her. The Lord told Abraham he would spare
Sodom & Gomorrah if He could find in Sodom anywhere from fifty to ten righteous
people.
Ch 19: Two angels (in the form of men) appeared to Lot, & encouraged Lot to leave
Sodom before it was destroyed. Lot, his wife & two daughters went to the city of Zoar.
The Lord rained fire & brimstone on Sodom & Gomorrah, & destroyed them. Lot’s wife
disobeyed God & looked back on the burning cities, & was turned into a pillar of salt.
Lot’s daughters later slept with him to preserve his seed, after getting him drunk. At this
time, he & his daughters stayed in a cave in a mountain, because they feared Zoar would
be destroyed like Sodom & Gomorrah.
Ch 20: Abraham journeyed to the city of Gerar, & once again told someone (Abimelech,
king of Gerar) that Sarah was his sister. King Abimelech took her to be his own, but God
told him she was Abraham’s wife, & he returned her to Abraham. Then God healed
Abimelech, his wife & his maids so they could bear children.
Ch 21: Sarah receives the ability to conceive, & births Isaac. Abraham circumcises Isaac
on Isaac’s eighth day, as God commanded, when Abraham was 150 years old. Sarah saw
Hagar’s son mocking, & tells Abraham to drive her & her son out. Abraham is distressed,
but God says listen to Sarah. God will make a nation of the son of the maid. Abraham
sent them away, & they wandered in the wilderness of Beersheba.
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Ch 22: God tells Abraham to go to the land of Moriah to sacrifice his only son, Isaac. On
the offering, Isaac asks Abraham where the lamb was. Abraham says God will provide
Himself a lamb. Abraham lifts a knife to slay him, & the angel of the Lord tells him not
to. He fears God, & sees a ram caught in a thicket. He names the place The Lord Will
Provide. Since Abraham did not withhold his only son, God will greatly bless him, & all
nations will be blessed trough his seed.
Ch 23: Sarah died in Hebron (Kirjath-arba) at 127 years old. Abraham mourns, then
speaks to the sons of Hath, asking for a burial plot (cave of Machpelah). Ephron the
Hittite gives him a field with a cave in it (that faced Mamre) for 400 shekels.
Ch 24: Blessed Abraham’s oldest servant is sent among Abraham’s relatives, the
Canaanites, to find his son Isaac a wife. Rebekah, a beautiful virgin, born to Milcal (the
wife of Abraham’s brother Nahor) appears, & serves water to the servant, his band & their
camels. An angel had gone with them to make the trip successful. The servant prays that
the right female would serve his band/caravan. After meeting with her family, they ask if
she will go with that servant, & she agrees (then marries Isaac).
Ch 25: Abraham wed Katurah & had six children. Abraham died at age 175, & was
buried with Sarah. Ishmael died at age 137. Isaac had two sons, Esau & Jacob. Esau
traded Jacob his birthright, for stew.
Ch 26: During a famine, Isaac went to Gerar. He tried, as his father did, to protect
himself by saying his wife, Rebekah, was his sister (he told Abimelech). Abimelech
found out, & wouldn’t touch Rebekah. Isaac became rich in Gerar. Isaac dug several
wells in Gerar Valley. Then he came to the city of Beersheba. King Abimelech came to
him to make a treaty. Esau, in the meantime, when he was forty, married two wives.
Ch 27: Jacob stole the blessing Isaac was to give Esau. Rebekah disguises Jacob (her
favorite son) like Esau, & Jacob told old & blind Isaac that he brought venison, but really
brought lamb. Esau hated his brother, & was going to kill him upon the death of his
father. Rebekah heard about the plot, & sent Jacob to his uncle, Laban, in Haran.
Ch 28: Isaac told Jacob to go to Haran & marry one of his cousins (Laban’s daughters).
On his way he had a dream that God promised to multiply his seed. The dream took place
at Bethel (Luz). He named the city Bethel, meaning house of God. Jacob vowed to make
God his Lord if He’d look after him. He vowed to give a tenth of all he had, or would get,
to God.
Ch 29: Jacob came to Uncle Laban’s (Rebekah’s brother), & fell in love with his
daughter, Rachel. Laban deceived Jacob, & gave him Leah, his oldest daughter to wed.
Jacob worked 21 years for his father-in-law. After 14 years he married Rachel. In the
meantime, Leah had four sons (Reuben, Simeon, Levi & Judah, meaning “praise”).
Ch 30: Rachel & Leah bore Jacob several children. Then Jacob decided to return to his
own country. Jacob took the stronger of Laban’s goats and sheep with him. Jacob was
one of Rachel’s sons.
Ch 31: Jacob saw Laban was turning against him, so he & his wives secretly left. Rachel
took Laban’s images without his knowledge. Laban caught up with Jacob & his family,
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but couldn’t find the images (idols) because Rachel was sitting on them. Laban & Jacob’s
men made a rock boundary between the two families that both would respect.
Ch 32: Jacob sent as peace offering to Esau in the form of animals. Then he split his
band in two, fearing Esau & his followers. A man (God) wrestled with Jacob til dawn,
after Jacob sent his family across the Jordan River. God changed Jacob’s name to Israel,
after touching Jacob’s thigh, & putting it out of joint.
Ch 33: Jacob met Esau, they embraced, & Jacob gave his animals as a gift. Jacob
introduced his family to Esau. Esau returned home, & Jacob bought some land, made a
camp, & erected an altar to God.
Ch 34: Dinah, Leah’s daughter, was raped by Shechem, the son of Hamor, the Hivite.
Jacob’s sons, Simeon & Levi, told Shechem & Hamor that if they & the males in their
band were circumcised, all would be forgiven. The two sons deceived Shechem &
Hamor, for when they were sore from the circumcision, they killed all the men & took
their wives, children & goods.
Ch 35: God told Jacob to return to Bethel (Luz), & built an altar there. God promised
Jacob a nation of his seed. Rachel died while having her son, Benjamin, after the family
traveled to Ephraph. Prior to their departure, God re-named Jacob “Israel”. Jacob had a
total of twelve sons. Then Jacob (Israel) traveled to Hebron, where Abraham & Isaac
lived, & there Isaac died at the age of 140.
Ch 36: Gives the generations of Esau.
Ch 37: Jacob dwelled in Canaan. Joseph, Jacob’s son of his old age, was loved more
than the other sons by Jacob. He gave Joseph a coat of many colors. His brothers hated
Joseph. Joseph dreamed his brothers, the sun, the moon & the stars would obey him. His
brothers envied him. Later, Joseph was sent by his father to get his brothers who were
tending sheep in Shechem. When he caught up with his brothers, they were in Dothan.
They plotted to kill him, & drop him into a pit. His brother, Reuben, persuaded them not
to kill him—just cast him into the pit. His brothers, except for Reuben, then sold him to
the Midianites, killed a goat, put the goat’s blood on Joseph’s coat of many colors, & then
convinced their father that Joseph was dead.
Ch 38: Judah, one of Jacob’s sons, had three sons by a Canaanite woman named Shuah.
The Lord slew the firstborn, who was wicked, & the second born, who had intercourse
with the firstborn’s wife. Judah promised the wife (Tamar) of his firstborn son that she
could have his third son for a husband, when she grew up. In the meantime, Tamar
deceived Judah by dressing up as a harlot, & Judah had intercourse with her. He was mad
when he found out how he was deceived by Tamar, but forgave her when he realized he
hadn’t given her his third son for a husband. Tamar had twins by Judah.
Ch 39: Joseph prospered in Potiphar’s household, & was overseer of all Potiphar’s
belongings. Potiphar’s wife fell in love with Joseph, & tried to trick him into sexual
relations. He refused, but she convinced Potiphar that Joseph tried to have relations with
her. Potiphar put him in prison, but God helped him. The jail keeper put Joseph in charge
of other prisoners.
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Ch 40: The Pharoah’s chief wine taster & chief baker offended the king, & he put them in
prison with Joseph. The wine taster & baker dreamed, & Joseph interpreted their dreams
correctly. The baker was killed by Pharoah, the wine taster released.
Ch 41: Joseph interpreted the King’s dreams about seven fat & seven skinny cows, &
seven plump wheat heads & seven shriveled wheat heads. The seven fat cows & seven
plump wheat heads being destroyed by the seven skinny cows & seven shriveled wheat
heads meant seven years of prosperity, followed by seven years of famine. The king
believed Joseph, & placed him in charge of Egypt’s farming, as suggested by his servant,
the wine taster. Joseph married the priest’s daughter, & had two sons, Manassah &
Ephraim. He was thirty years old when he married.
Ch 42: Jacob sent his sons to Egypt to get food. Joseph recognized them, & told them he
would provide for them if they returned to their father & brought their youngest brother,
Benjamin, back. Benjamin had remained with Jacob. Joseph held Simeon as hostage.
Ch 43: Jacob (Israel) let all the brothers return to Egypt, & they dined with Joseph.
Ch 44: Joseph planted a silver cup in Benjamin’s bag, & loaded the brothers up with
food. Then, after they left Joseph, he sent his men to catch up with the brothers & search
them for the cup. The brothers agreed that if Joseph’s men found the cup in one of their
bags, “that” brother would become a servant to Joseph. The men found the cup in
Benjamin’s bag. Then Judah, the oldest (one of them), pleaded with Joseph to keep him
as a servant, instead of Benjamin.
Ch 45: Joseph & Pharaoh sent all the brothers to bring Jacob (Israel) out of Canaan, to
Egypt.
Ch 46: Israel had a vision from God, at Beersheba, on the road to Egypt. God promised
Israel his seed would multiply into a great nation. Jacob’s seed was enumerated in this
chapter. Joseph & his father met in Goshen. Because the Egyptians didn’t like shepherds,
Joseph told his family to say they were cattle traders.
Ch 47: Joseph provided food during the famine, for his father. He also traded the people
corn for money, bread for cattle, & finally bread for themselves (servants to Pharaoh).
The people gave a fifth of what they grew to Pharaoh. Jacob was to die at age 147, but
prior to his death he asked to be buried with his father.
Ch 48: Before his death, Israel (Jacob) blessed Joseph & his sons. Jacob laid his right
hand on the head of the youngest, Ephraim. This displeased Joseph, because Jacob told
him Ephraim would be greater than Manasseh, the oldest. Jacob told joseph both would
be great & multiply, but that Ephraim would be the greatest. He told Joseph that God
would bring him (Joseph) again into the land of his fathers (Canaan).
Ch 49: Jacob called his twelve sons together & told them how their lives would unfold in
the future. Then he died.
Ch 50: Upon Jacob’s death, Joseph’s brothers were worried Joseph would get revenge on
them. Joseph told them he wouldn’t hurt them. Joseph died at age 110.
Exodus
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Ch 1: Seventy people in Jacob’s family went with him to Egypt. Their descendants were
very fertile, & grew rapidly. A new king came to the Egyptian throne, & wanted to put an
end to the Israelite population boom, so he made the Israelites slaves. Pharaoh ordered
Hebrew midwives to kill all boys immediately after birth. The midwives disobeyed, &
left the boys alone. The king summoned the midwives & asked why the boys were not
killed. The midwives said they were born too rapidly to stop them. So Israel multiplied
into a great nation, & God blessed the midwives, & gave them children. Pharaoh ordered
all of his people to throw new born Hebrew boys into the Nile River.
Ch 2: Moses was born into the house of Levi. Pharaoh’s daughter allowed Moses’
mother to nurse the baby, & then the mother took Moses to the Pharaoh’s daughter to
become her son. When Moses grew older, he set out to see how bad his fellow Hebrews
lived. He saw an Egyptian knocking down a Hebrew. Moses killed the Egyptian & hid
him in the sand. He also stopped two Hebrews from fighting, & one of the Hebrews knew
about the Egyptian murder. When Pharaoh heard about the murder, he ordered Moses to
be arrested & executed. Moses ran away to Midian. While there, he was sitting by a well,
& seven daughters of the priest of Midian came to water their flocks. Shepherds chased
the daughters away, but Moses defended them, & watered the flocks. Reul, the priest,
invited him to dinner, & gave him one of his daughters, Zipporah, to be his wife. She later
had a baby named Gershom.
Ch 3: God spoke to Moses through a burning bush, & told him to lead the people out of
Egypt, into the land of milk & honey. God knew the Egyptians wouldn’t let them go
except under heavy pressure. God told Moses He would pressure Pharaoh into letting the
Israelites go. He also told Moses that the Egyptians would give the Israelites gifts when
they did leave.
Ch 4: Moses told God that the Israelites wouldn’t believe him (that he was to lead them
out of Egypt), nor his story about the burning bush. God gave him a rod to turn into a
serpent when he dropped it (so they’d believe him). God also told Moses if he would put
his hand inside his robe, next to his chest, he would have leprosy. When he did it again,
his hand was normal. This was another miracle to use as proof for the Israelites that
Moses was to be their leader. God also gave Moses the power to turn the Nile River to
blood. God gave Moses his brother Aaron to be his voice. He told Moses He would be
with him. Moses got his father-in-law, Jethro’s permission to go to Egypt.
Ch 5: Moses & Aaron told Pharaoh to let the people go, to have a feast in the wilderness.
Pharaoh, instead, would not give the Israelites straw to make brick, but still demanded
they make the same number of bricks. Moses & Aaron confronted God with their
problem.
Ch 6: God re-reviewed His covenant promise that He made to Abraham, Isaac & Jacob.
He promised Moses He would deliver he & the Israelites out of Egypt, into Canaan. God
told Moses & Aaron to speak to Pharaoh, & urge him to let the children of Israel go. The
families of Israel are listed.
Ch 7: The Lord told Aaron (age 43) & Moses (age 40) that Pharaoh’s heart would be
hardened against them. He told Aaron to throw his rod down in front of Pharaoh so it
would turn into a serpent. Aaron did so, but so did all of Pharaoh’s wise men. However,
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Aaron’s serpent ate up the wise men’s serpents. Pharaoh’s heart was hardened. The Lord
told Moses to touch his rod to all the water of Egypt, & turn it into blood. The magicians
of Egypt did likewise. Pharaoh’s heart was hardened.
Ch 8: God told Moses to tell Aaron to stretch his rod over the streams, rivers & ponds, &
cause frogs to come upon the Egyptian land. Pharaoh’s magicians did likewise. Pharaoh
told Moses & Aaron that if the Lord would take away the frogs, he’d let the Israelites go.
But he didn’t. Then the Lord told Moses to tell Aaron to stretch out his rod over the earth,
so that there would be lice throughout Egypt. Aaron did this; the magicians couldn’t.
Pharaoh’s heart was again hardened. The Lord told Moses to tell Pharaoh that he either let
the Israelites go, or flies would plague the Egyptians. The Jews in Goshen would be
protected from the flies. The Lord did plague the Egyptians; Pharaoh told Moses & Aaron
he would let them go if they’d get rid of the flies. But, again, after the Lord got rid of the
flies, Pharaoh’s heart was hardened.
Ch 9: God, once again, told Moses to let the Israelites go, or the Egyptian cattle would
die. Because of Pharaoh’s hard heart, all the Egyptian cattle died. The next judgment by
God was to bring boils on Pharaoh, & the boils, mingled with fire, destroyed man, beast,
herbs & trees in the field.
Ch 10: The next plague God sent by Moses was locusts that covered the earth. But, once
again, Pharaoh’s heart was hardened. The next judgment was in the form of a thick
darkness over Egypt for three days. But, once again, Pharaoh’s heart was hardened.
Ch 11: Then God brought another plague – killing the firstborn of the Egyptian men &
beasts (males). And, once again, Pharaoh’s heart was hardened.
Ch 12: God told Moses & Aaron to tell the Israelites to take an unblemished lamb, kill it,
& sprinkle its blood on the two side posts & upper door post of their houses. Then the
Lord told Moses to tell the Israelites He would “pass over” them when He slayed the
firstborn of the Egyptians (Feast of the Passover, or unleavened bread). The Lord killed
all the Egyptian firstborn at midnight. Then Pharaoh let the Israelites go, after they
received silver, gold & raiment, as promised by God, from the Egyptians. The Israelites
had resided in Egypt 430 years. The unleavened bread, in remembrance of the Passover,
was only to be eaten by circumcised males.
Ch 13: God told Moses to tell the Israelites all firstborn sons & male animals (donkeys)
belong to God, but can be purchased back from the Lord. God led the Israelites out of
Egypt by a cloud in the day, & fire by night. They took Joseph’s bones with them through
the wilderness of the Red Sea.
Ch 14: God hardened Pharaoh’s heart, & he pursued after the Israelites with chariots &
horsemen. The Israelites were afraid, but God told Moses to stretch the rod over the sea,
& divide it so the Israelites could travel on dry ground. God protected the Israelites by
placing the cloud & fire between them & the Egyptians. Then, through a strong east wind,
He divided the sea (made two walls of water). When the sea returned to its original
strength, after Moses stretched his hand over it, the sea swallowed up the pursuing
Egyptians. The Israelites feared & believed in the Lord.
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Ch 15: The Israelites praised God through song. After three days in the wilderness, they
found water to drink. They blamed God for this. God showed Moses a tree which, when
cast into the bitter waters of Marah, were made sweet. Then the Israelites came to Elim,
where there were wells of water, & palm trees.
Ch 16: The people became hungry in the wilderness of Sin, & blamed Moses & Aaron.
However, God provided bread from heaven. The Lord commanded the Israelites to gather
bread for six days, & on the sixth day gather enough for the Sabbath (day of rest). The
children of Israel ate manna (bread) for forty years, while in the wilderness.
Ch 17: When the Israelites left the wilderness of Sin, they came to Rephidim, & had no
water to drink. Once again, God, through Moses, provided the water. Then Amalek,
Esau’s grandson, fought the Israelites. Moses sent Joshua to fight Amalek. As long as
Moses held up his hand, the Israelites won the battle. Joshua finally won out.
Ch 18: Jethro, Moses’ father-in-law, visited Moses, & learned of the Israelites’ flight
from Egypt. He convinced Moses to choose able men to help him judge & teach, with
Moses judging “great matters.”
Ch 19: God told Moses to tell the Israelites that if they obeyed God’s voice, & kept His
covenant, then Israel would be a holy nation. The people agreed to obey. The Lord spoke
to Moses & told him He’d come in a thick cloud upon Mt. Sinai, & warn the Israelites not
to even touch the mountain, or they’d die. Only when the trumpet had a long sound
should the people come up come up to the mountain. 643542348
Ch 20: The Law (Mosaic Covenant)
a. You may worship no other God but Me.
b. You shall not make yourselves any idols.
c. You must never bow to any image, or worship it in any way.
d. You shall not use the name of God your God irreverently.
e. Remember to observe the Sabbath as a holy day.
f. Honor your father & mother.
g. You must not murder.
h. You must not commit adultery.
i. You must not steal.
j. You must not lie.
k. You must not be envious of your brother’s house, or want to sleep with his
wife.
Ch 21: The Law is explained to Moses, from God. This includes judgments relative to a
master & his servant, as well as injuries to servants.
Ch 22: God continues to explain the Law relative to rights of property & crimes against
humans.
Ch 23: Continuation of the Law of chapter 23. Also, the judgments relative to the land &
the Sabbath are mentioned. The three national feasts are noted, along with instructions &
promises concerning the conquest of the promised land.
Ch 24: God invited Moses, Aaron, Nadab, & seventy elders of Israel to worship Him (all
at a distance, except Moses). Moses was to go near to the Lord. The Israelites accepted
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God’s judgments, as stated by Moses. Peace offerings of oxen were sacrificed to God.
Moses, the priests, & the elders worshipped God. After seven days, Moses went up into a
cloud covering Mt. Sinai, to talk to God for forty days & forty nights.
Ch 25: God told Moses, in the mountain, that the Israelites should build a tabernacle
(sacred temple), & an ark to house the Ten Commandments.
Ch 26: Details of constructing the tabernacle.
Ch 27: Details of constructing the tabernacle.
Ch 28: Aaron & his sons’ priestly garments are identified.
Ch 29: The details of the priesthood of Aaron & his sons are outlined.
Ch 30: More details concerning the tabernacle, including who may worship there.
Ch 31: The workmen for the tabernacle are mentioned, & the importance of keeping the
Sabbath, as the day of rest, is stressed.
Ch 32: While on the mountain, the Israelites, with Aaron in command, broke the law &
sacrificed to a golden calf. Moses intervened between God & the Israelites. Moses, when
he saw the Israelites sin, broke the tables containing the Ten Commandments. Moses
separated those on the Lord’s side, & they slew 3,000 of the others, including relatives.
Moses once again pleaded with God to forgive the Israelites. Instead, He plagued the
people who sinned against Him.
Ch 33: God told Moses to continue the Israelite journey toward the land of milk & honey.
God told Moses He would be with the Israelites on the journey. God told Moses no man
would see God’s face, & live.
Ch 34: Moses, at God’s request, made two more tables of stone for the Ten
Commandments. The Lord renewed His covenant with Moses, saying he would drive out
the inhabitants of the Promised Land, & destroy their altars, images, etc. He mentioned,
again, the importance of the feasts, & the restfulness of the Sabbath. Moses spoke to the
people using the Ten Commandments.
Ch 35: The Sabbath is a day of rest. The Israelites were to willingly bring gifts
(offerings) to the Lord. The Lord, through Moses, called two men out for their
workmanship & teaching ability.
Ch 36: The Israelites brought more than enough raw materials for the sanctuary. Ten
containers were made. A tent for the tabernacle was made of eleven curtains of goats’
hair. A covering of rams’ skins & badgers’ skins covered the tent. Boards formed the
sides of the tabernacle, along with sockets & bars, overlaid with gold. An inner veil was
made of linen, with cherubims. A linen outer veil was also made.
Ch 37: Bezaleel, one of the two called out men, made the ark, the mercy seat, the table of
shewbread, the golden candlestick, the incense altar, & the holy anointing oil.
Ch 38: Bezaleel also made the altar of burnt offering, the laver of brass, the court & the
gate of the court. Helping Bezaleel was Aholiab, an engraver, workman & embroiderer.
Ch 39: The holy garments for Aaron were made.
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Ch 40: Moses set up the tabernacle. The cloud of the Lord covered the tabernacle by
day, & fire by night.
Leviticus
Ch 1: The Lord speaks to Moses about the burnt offering.
Ch 2: The Lord speaks to Moses about the meat offering.
Ch 3: The Lord speaks to Moses about the peace offering.
Ch 4: The Lord speaks to Moses about the sin offering.
Ch 5: The Lord to Moses about the trespass offerings.
Ch 6: Trespass offering & restitution (making amends).
Ch 7: The law of offerings; the trespass offering. Th law of the burnt, meat & sin
offerings.
Ch 8: Consecration (make holy) of the priests.
Ch 9: The priests begin their ministry.
Ch 10: The strange fire of Nadab & Abihu (two of Aaron’s sons).
Ch 11: A holy God – a holy people: Their food.
Ch 12: A holy God – a holy people: The law of motherhood.
Ch 13: A holy God – a holy people: Leprosy.
Ch 14: A holy God – a holy people: The law of the leper’s cleansing.
Ch 15: A holy God – a holy people: The imperative (importance) of cleansing.
Ch 16: The day of atonement (making amends/reconciliation).
Ch 17: One place of sacrifice (the door of the tabernacle).
Ch 18: The relationships of God’s earthly people.
Ch 19: The relationships of God’s earthly people, continued.
Ch 20: The relationships of God’s earthly people, continued.
Ch 21: The relationships of the priests. The physical disqualifications of a priest.
Ch 22: The Lord told Moses to tell Aaron & his sons that if they did any kind of unclean
act, they should separate themselves from the holy things of the children of Israel; they
should not profane God’s holy Name. Sacrifices must be physically perfect.
Ch 23: The feasts of God are described: The Sabbath; Passover; unleavened bread
(memorial feast); first fruits; wave loaves; trumpets; tabernacles.
Ch 24: The oil for the light in the tabernacle; offering the shewbread as a memorial to
God; the penalty for blasphemy (abuse or contempt for God or sacred things).
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Ch 25: The law of the land (Canaan): The Sabbath year; the year of Jubilee (rejoicing);
the redemption (buying back) of the inheritance; the poor brother & his redemption.
Ch 26: The law of the land: Conditions of blessing; warnings of chastisement; scattering
of the Israelites among the heathen; the Abrahamic covenant remains, despite the
disobedience & scattering of the Israelites.
Ch 27: Laws concerning dedicated persons & things. Three things that are the Lord’s
absolutely: Firstborn ox or sheep, any dedicated thing, all the tithe (10th) of the land, tree
& beast.
Numbers
Ch 1: Moses was commanded by the Lord to number the people of Israel.
Ch 2: Moses was told by the Lord to arrange the Israelites’ camp.
Ch 3: The Lord spoke to Moses stating that the sons of Aaron (Nadab, Abihu, Eleazar &
Ithamar) would be the priests (Nadab & Abihu died before the Lord, however). The tribe
of Levi & the families of Levi were assigned, & given their tabernacle responsibilities
(God told them to Moses). The firstborn male children (one month & older) & the
firstborn cattle of the Israelites will be substituted for the sons & cattle of the Levites (who
belong to God).
Ch 4: The Lord told Moses the responsibilities of the sons of Korah, Gershon & Merari.
He also explained to Moses the responsibilities of Eleazar, one of Aaron’s sons.
Ch 5: The Lord told Moses how to handle those who were defiled (unclean).
Ch 6: The Lord gave Moses instructions for the Nazarites, who were separated & made
holy to God.
Ch 7: The princes of Israel (princes of tribes & heads of their households) brought gifts to
the Lord.
Ch 8: The Lord told Moses how to cleanse the Levites.
Ch 9: The Lord gave Moses instructions concerning the Passover. The cloud covered the
tabernacle by day, & the appearance of fire by night. When the cloud was over the
tabernacle, the Israelites camped; when it moved, they moved.
Ch 10: The Lord described to Moses the development of the silver assembly trumpets &
their use. The Israelites journeyed from the wilderness of Sinai to the wilderness of Paran.
Ch 11: Events are listed in the Israelites journey from Sinai to Kadesh-barnea: (1) the
fire of the Lord at Taberah (the Lord was angry); (2) the flesh pots of Egypt (only manna
to eat); (3) the complaint of Moses (where will the flesh come from to feed the people?;
(4) the seventy elders (they will help Moses give flesh to the people for a whole month);
(5) two of the men in the camp, Eldad & Medad, prophesied; (6) the quails were brought
from the sea by the Lord for the Israelites to eat, but He also sent a plague upon the
Israelites, because they had despised the Lord for not providing flesh to eat.
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Ch 12: Miriam (Moses & Aaron’s sister) & Aaron spoke out against Moses, because he
had married an Ethiopian woman. The Lord defended Moses, & made Miriam leprous for
seventy days.
Ch 13: Under the Lord’s direction, Moses sent spies from each of the twelve tribes, to
Canaan; they reported a land of milk & honey, but one of fearful giants.
Ch 14: The Israelites believed they would die when they reached Canaan, but Moses,
Aaron & two of the spies (Caleb & Joshua) told the people Canaan was a wonderful
country. The Lord told Moses & Aaron that no Israelite twenty years or older, except
Caleb & Joshua, would enter Canaan. The rest would die beforehand. The Israelites’
children would safely enter Canaan. The Israelites would not turn back into the
wilderness, as God commanded them to do (they were to wander forty years), but instead
went to the Promised Land. The Amalekites & Canaanites attacked them there.
Ch 15: The Lord tells Moses what the Israelites are to do in the way of offering to God
when they reach Canaan. The Lord commanded Moses to have a man stoned to death
who was collecting wood on the Sabbath day. A tassel and a blue hem attached to the
clothes of the Israelites was to remind them of God’s commandments.
Ch 16: Kohath (son of Izhar, grandson of Kohath, & a descendant of Levi) conspired
with Dathan & Abiram (sons of Eliab) to incite a rebellion against Moses. The Lord made
the ground swallow them up, & everything that belonged to them. Then He sent a plague
that destroyed 14,700 Israelites who accused Moses & Aaron of killing the Lord’s people.
Ch 17: The Lord made Aaron’s rod “bud” so the Israelites would know that Aaron was
God’s chosen leader.
Ch 18: The years of wandering: Aaron & the Levites are confirmed in their privileges &
responsibilities, by God.
Ch 19: The years of wandering: The ordinance (rule) of the red heifer.
Ch 20: The years of wandering: (1) the death of Miriam; (2) Moses takes the rod, &
though disbelieving, struck the rock, & made water out of the rock for the people; (3) the
king of Edom would not let the Israelites pass through his country; (4) Aaron died on the
top of Mount Hor.
Ch 21: Experiences of the Israelites in the wilderness are recorded.
Ch 22: Experiences of the Israelites in the wilderness are recorded.
Ch 23: God will not let Balaam, son of Beor & a strong believer in God, help Balak, king
of the Moabites, fight the Israelites.
Ch 24: Balaam & Balak separated after Balaam made it clear that “what the Lord says,
that will I speak.”
Ch 25: The Israelites committed sin with the daughters of Moab. The Midianites ended
up being the sacrifice to God, not the Israelites.
Ch 26: The new generation of Israel was numbered.
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Ch 27: The law of the inheritance is defined. Moses was prepared to die; Joshua took his
place.
Ch 28: The order of offering to God was given to Moses, by God.
Ch 29: Continued (order of offerings).
Ch 30: The law of vows is outlined.
Ch 31: The judgment of Midian is described by God to Moses.
Ch 32: The tribes of Reuben, Gad & Manasseh (half-tribe) settled in the sheep country
east of the Jordan River.
Ch 33: Summary of the journeys of the Israelites, from Egypt to Jordan.
Ch 34: Preparations of the Israelites, under God’s direction, to enter Canaan.
Ch 35: The cities of refuge are described.
Ch 36: God gives Moses instructions concerning Israelite inheritances.
Deuteronomy
Ch 1: The failure of the Israelite people at Kadesh-barnea, & in the wilderness to trust
God & His leaders, Moses, Aaron, Caleb & Joshua.
Ch 2: The wanderings & conflicts of the Israelites in the wilderness are discussed.
Ch 3: Continuation of chapter three.
Ch 4: The new generation of Israelites (young Israelites) are taught the lessons of Sinai.
Ch 5: The new generation is taught the Mosaic covenant (God’s commandments).
Ch 6: Continuation of chapter 5, including the Great Commandment – “Thou shall love
the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy might.”
Ch 7: God commands the Israelites to be separate from the other nations, & promises
them victory over their enemies.
Ch 8: God gives the Israelites warnings.
Ch 9: Warnings, continued.
Ch 10: Warnings, continued.
Ch 11: Warnings, continued.
Ch 12: God, through Moses, gives the Israelites certain conditions under which God will
bless the Israelites in the Promised Land.
Ch 13: Moses tells the Israelites how to recognize false prophets.
Ch 14: Moses tells the Israelites what they can eat & not eat, & how to tithe their corn,
wine, oil, & firstborn of their herds & flocks.
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Ch 15: Moses describes the Sabbatic year (end of seventh seven agricultural year) –
every debtor will be released from his debts; open your hand wide to your brother, to the
poor, & to the needy, in the land; free the slaves.
Ch 16: Moses tells the Israelites to observe the Passover every April. He also describes
the feast of weeks, & the feast of tabernacles. He also tells the Israelites that three times a
year all the males are to give to the Lord as they are able. Judges & officers shall judge
the people.
Ch 17: Moses tells the Israelites that idol worshippers will be stoned to death. The
priests, Levites, & judges will settle controversies. Moses tells the people how to select a
king.
Ch 18: Sacrifices to the priests are described. Idolatrous practices are forbidden.
Ch 19: Cities of refuge are described.
Ch 20: The law of warfare is described.
Ch 21: Investigation into the death of a slain man is outlined, as are domestic regulations
(concerning a captive woman who becomes the wife of an Israelite). The Israelites are
told how to deal with a rebellious man.
Ch 22: The law of brotherhood is outlined by Moses. A wife who was a virgin when
married is protected from false accusations concerning her virginity; one who is not a
virgin will be stoned.
Ch 23: Different regulations are outlined by Moses to the Israelites.
Ch 24: The Mosaic law of divorce is described, as well as various regulations.
Ch 25: Different regulations are outlines by Moses to the Israelites.
Ch 26: The law of the offering of the first-fruits is explained.
Ch 27: Moses tells the Israelites to write the words of the law on great stones in Mount
Ebal, when they enter the Promised Land. The blessings & curses from Mt. Ebal & Mt.
Gerizim are explained.
Ch 28: Moses discusses the conditions of God blessing the Israelites in Canaan. He also
discusses conditions under which the Israelites will be chastised. If the Israelites disobey
God’s laws, in Canaan, He will scatter them among the nations of the earth.
Ch 29: The Palestinian Covenant between God & the Israelites is explained by Moses to
the Israelites.
Ch 30: Palestinian Covenant continued. A final warning is given the Israelites by God
though Moses.
Ch 31: Moses advises the priests, Levites & Joshua for the last time. God warns Moses
the Israelites will break His covenant.
Ch 32: Moses recited a song to the whole assembly of Israel. Moses tells the people to
obey God’s commands.
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Ch 33: Moses blessed the children of Israel before his death.
Ch 34: Moses died after the Lord showed him the Promised Land. He was buried in a
valley in the land of Moab, & Joshua became the leader of the Israelites.
Joshua
Ch 1: Joshua is commissioned by the Lord to lead the Israelites into Canaan (Promised
Land), & he assumes command.
Ch 2: A story is told about Rahab, the harlot/prostitute, & how she protected the Israelite
spies in Jericho.
Ch 3: The Israelite crossing of the Jordan River is described.
Ch 4: Two memorials to the Lord (reminders of Him helping the Israelites cross the
Jordan River) were erected by the Israelites, one on the west side of the Jordan River, the
other in the middle of the Jordan (set up by Joshua).
Ch 5: The second generation Jews (those entering the Promised Land) were circumcised.
From this point on the Israelites ate of the fruit of the land of Canaan, instead of the manna
they ate in the wilderness.
Ch 6: Jericho is conquered by the Israelites.
Ch 7: During the siege of the city of Ai, Achan, one of the Israelites, took some of the
spoils of the city, disobeying God’s orders. When Joshua & the Israelites discovered this,
& realized Achan’s disobedience of God’s orders caused the Israelites to lose the battle of
Ai, they stoned Achan & his family to death.
Ch 8: After Achan’s death, God let the Israelites conquer the city of Ai. Then Joshua
built an altar to God, & wrote on the stones a copy of Moses’ law.
Ch 9: The Israelites, after the Gibeonites deceived them, made an agreement not to
destroy them.
Ch 10: The Israelites defeated the invaders of Bibeon. The Israelites destroyed the cities
of Makkedah, Libnah, Lachish, Eglon, Hebron & Debir. Joshua destroyed all that
breathed.
Ch 11: The Israelites, under Joshua, conquer the rest of Canaan.
Ch 12: The kings of Canaan, which the Israelites defeated, are listed.
Ch 13: The Lord tells Joshua how to divide up the Promised Land.
Ch 14: Joshua gave Caleb a portion of the Promised Land. Caleb & Joshua had been sent
by Moses, along with other spies, to seek out & report on the Promised Land (Canaan).
Only Joshua & Caleb had returned with a favorably optimistic report.
Ch 15: Joshua gave the tribe of Judah a portion of Canaan.
Ch 16: Joshua gave the tribes of Manasseh & Ephraim a portion of the Promised Land.
Ch 17: Manasseh’s portion of the land is detailed.
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Ch 18: The tabernacle is set up at Shiloh; seven of the tribes received their inherited land.
Ch 19: Continuation of the land divisions mentioned above.
Ch 20: The “cities of refuge” are designated.
Ch 21: The Levites receive their portion of the land.
Ch 22: The children of the tribes of Reuben, Gad & the half tribe of Manasseh built an
altar to God in Gilead, on the other side of the River Jordan.
Ch 23: Joshua gave the Israelites his last advice about remaining faithful to God’s
commandments.
Ch 24: The Israelites agree to continue serving God. Joshua died at age 110.
Judges
Ch 1: The Israelites did not drive out all of the inhabitants of Canaan; several tribes
became servants of the Israelites.
Ch 2: Reviews the Israelite invasion of Canaan, & the death of Joshua. Judges (13) led
the Israelites through the Lord’s direction. Because the Israelites did not obey all of God’s
commands, He refused to allow them to drive out the nations of Canaan.
Ch 3: Othniel, Ehud & Shamgar were the first, second & third judges, respectively, of the
Israelites. The Israelites obeyed God’s laws under the leadership of the judges.
Ch 4: Deborah & Barak were the fourth & fifth judges, respectively.
Ch 5: Deborah & Barak sing a song praising God.
Ch 6: After the leadership of each judge, the Israelites sinned in the sight of the Lord.
Gideon became the sixth judge, & he destroyed the altar of Baal, where the Israelites were
worshipping.
Ch 7: Gideon (Jerubbaal), through God’s direction, prepared the Israelites for battle
against the Midianites. Gideon defeated the Midianites with 300 Israelites.
Ch 8: Gideon asked the leaders of Succoth & Penuel (cities) to feed his army of 300 men,
but they refused. After another battle, Gideon returned & tore the flesh of the men of
Succoth with thorns & briers. He also beat down the tower of Penuel, & killed the men of
the city. After Gideon’s death, the Israelites once again turned from God & worshipped
Baal.
Ch 9: Abimelech, son of Jerubbaal, conspired to be king of Israel.
Ch 10: Tola was the seventh judge; Jair the eighth. Then the Israelites began
worshipping Baal, again. They became slaves of the Philistines, & the children of
Ammon.
Ch 11: Jephthah became the ninth judge. Jepthah’s daughter was burned to death as a
sacrifice to the Lord. Jepthah had promised to burn to death the first person to greet him
from his house if the Lord helped him defeat the children of Ammon.
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Ch 12: The son of Ephraim became jealous of Jepthah’s successes, & then the men of
Gilead, led by Jepthah, defeated the men of Ephraim. Iban, Elon & Abdon became the
tenth, eleventh & twelfth judges.
Ch 13: The children of Israel did evil in the sight of the Lord, again, & became slaves of
the Philistines for forty years. Samson was born to Manoah & her husband.
Ch 14: Samson became the thirteenth judge. Samson slew a lion, & gave a riddle to the
men of the village of Timnath to solve.
Ch 15: Samson caught 300 foxes, tied their tails together, set fire to them, & burned the
Philistine’s grain to the ground. He also slew 1000 Philistines.
Ch 16: Samson married Delilah, & she deceived him into telling her the secret to his
strength – his long hair. He died at the hands of the Philistines, after they blinded him.
He did regain his strength enough to pull down the pillars of the temple of the Philistines,
& destroy 3000 Philistines. He judged Israel 20 years.
Ch 17: Micah, who lived in the hill country of Ephraim, paid a priest from Bethlehem to
work for him.
Ch 18: The tribe of Dan, after slaughtering the inhabitants of the city of Laish, lived in
Laish. They worshipped Micah’s idols, which they stole from him, before killing the
residents of Laish.
Ch 19: A gruesome story is told about a Levite & his girlfriend, who lived with him.
They went to Gibeah, where a group of sex perverts raped her. She died, & her husband
the Levite cut her body into twelve parts, & sent one piece to each tribe of Israel.
Ch 20: The men of Israel (eleven tribes) fought against their twelfth tribe, which included
the men of Gibeah, & virtually destroyed them, because of what happened to the Levite’s
girlfriend in Gibeah.
Ch 21: There was great mourning among the remaining eleven tribes, for the tribe of
Benjamin. The few remaining men of the tribe of Benjamin married girls from Jabeshgilead & Shiloh.
Ruth
Ch 1: Ruth, after the death of her husband & father, decided to stay with her mother-inlaw, Naomi, rather than return to her parents.
Ch 2: Ruth gathered grain from Boaz’s (an in-law of Naomi) field.
Ch 3: Ruth proposes to Boaz.
Ch 4: Ruth marries Boaz.
I Samuel
Ch 1: Hannah, Samuel’s mother, became pregnant with Samuel (she had had no children)
only after she told Eli, the priest of Shiloh. That she would dedicate her firstborn son to
serve God. After Samuel was weaned from his mother, she turned him over to Eli, so he
could serve God through serving the priest.
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Ch 2: Hannah prayed a special prayer to God. Eli’s own sons were very evil. A man of
God reprimanded Eli for honoring his sons more than God, & told him because of his
sons’ evil, they would die.
Ch 3: Samuel became God’s prophet-priest.
Ch 4: The Philistines defeated the Israelites in battle, & took the ark of God. Eli fell
backward off a seat, after inquiring about the ark of God, & he died an old man after
judging Israel forty years.
Ch 5: The ark of God became a curse to the Philistines.
Ch 6: After the Lord caused great destruction among the Philistines, because they had
taken the ark, they took the ark to Joshua the Beth-she mite. The Lord killed seventy of
the men of Beth-Shemesh, because they looked into the ark.
Ch 7: The ark was brought to the house of Aminadab in Kirjath-jearim, where it stayed
for twenty years. The children of Israel quit worshipping the gods Ashtaroth & Baalim.
The children of Israel gathered at Mizpeh, & admitted their sins against God. The
Philistines attacked the Israelites at Mizpeh, but were defeated. Samuel judged Israel all
the days of his life.
Ch 8: Israel demanded a king replace Samuel, when Samuel became old. His sons had
not followed in their father’s godly ways. The Lord told Samuel to provide the Israelites
with a king, but told him to tell them the problems they were going to have with a king.
Ch 9: Saul was chosen by God to be king.
Ch 10: Saul is anointed king.
Ch 11: Saul defeats the Ammonites at Jabesh-gilead.
Ch 12: Samuel asks the Israelites, in his old age, if in his lifetime he has wronged the
Israelites, & they say he hasn’t. Samuel warns the Israelites to obey God, even though
Saul is king. The Lord, through Samuel’s intercession, sent thunder & rain upon the
Israelites, during the wheat harvest, to show His power (normally there is no thunder or
rain at this time of year).
Ch 13: Saul called the Israelites together to fight the Philistines. When Samuel did not
show up in Gilgal, where the Israelites gathered for battle, after seven days (as he
promised), Saul offered burnt offerings to God. Samuel told Saul he shouldn’t have done
this, & that his kingdom would not continue.
Ch 14: Jonathan’s great victory over the Philistines is described.
Ch 15: Saul’s incomplete obedience to God is discussed.
Ch 16: The Lord tells Samuel David will be the next king. David is made king (anointed)
by Samuel, & is then brought to Saul by his servants, to play the harp for Saul when he is
depressed.
Ch 17: Goliath defeated Israel. David is sent to Saul’s army to see how his brothers are
getting along. David defeats Goliath in battle.
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Ch 18: A love covenant is made between Jonathan & David. Saul is so jealous of
David, he tries to kill him, twice. Michal, Saul’s daughter, becomes David’s wife.
Ch 19: Saul attempts to kill David, again, being very jealous, but David escapes with
Michal’s help. The Spirit of God protects David.
Ch 20: Jonathan protects David from his father, Saul.
Ch 21: David flees to Abimalech (the priest of Nob), & to Achish (king of Gath).
Ch 22: David’s wanderings & dangers are discussed.
Ch 23: David’s wanderings & adventures are discussed.
Ch 24: David shows mercy to Saul, in a cave in the wilderness of Engedi, by sparing his
life.
Ch 25: Samuel died. David requested food for himself & his men from a man named
Nabal in Carmel. David & his men had never hurt the shepherds or sheep in Nabal, but he
refused them food. His wife, Abigail, gave David & his men food. Later, Nabal found
out about it, had a heart attack, & died. Abigail became David’s wife, as did Ahinoam of
Jezreel. Saul gave David’s other wife, Michal, to a man named Phalti to be his wife.
Ch 26: David spares Saul’s life a second time.
Ch 27: David lost his faith in God continuing to save him from Saul, so he went to live
with the Philistines, specifically to serve Achish, king of Gath.
Ch 28: David went with the Philistines when they went to battle the Israelites. The witch
of En-dor, through her powers, brought Samuel back to life, & he told Saul his army
would be defeated by the Philistines, & that Saul & his sons would die.
Ch 29: Achish listened to his men, & wouldn’t let David fight alongside his men, against
the Israelites (David might turn on the Philistines).
Ch 30: David avenged the destruction of Ziklag, where David & his men’s wives, sons &
daughters were taken captive by the Amalekites. David & his men defeated the
Amelekites, & regained their lost possessions (families, etc.).
Ch 31: Saul dies in the battle with the Philistines, by committing suicide.
II Samuel
Ch 1: David hears of Saul’s death, & mourns the deaths of Saul & Jonathan. David had
tried, many times, to get Saul to stop trying to kill him.
Ch 2: David is made king of Judah; Abner, captain of Saul’s army, makes Ish-bosheth,
Saul’s son, king of the other eleven tribes (not Judah). The Israelite armies of David &
Ish-bosheth engage in a second Israeli civil war, with David’s army being the victor in the
first battle.
Ch 3: Abner deserted Ish-bosheth & joined David, with the idea in mind that he
eventually would be commander-in-chief of all the Israelite armies (twelve tribes).
However, Joab, one of David’s sons, murdered Abner without David’s knowledge.
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Ch 4: Ish-bosheth is murdered by the two captains of his raiding bands.
Ch 5: David became king over all Israel (twelve tribes) at age 37. He was king of both
Judah & Israel for thirty-three years. Jerusalem was made the capital of the united
kingdom of Israel. Several children were born to David in Jerusalem. David, again,
defeated the Philistines, this time in two battles.
Ch 6: David brings the ark to Jerusalem.
Ch 7: David desires to build the Lord’s house, & Nathan the prophet tells him to go
ahead. God promises David’s sons (one of his sons) will rule after his death, & he still
built a temple to God. He promises David’s descendants will rule for generations to come,
& that they will live in the homeland God has selected (Canaan), & will never have to
move. David worships God, & prays to God.
Ch 8: David’s kingdom is fully established.
Ch 9: Mephibosheth, Jonathan’s lame son, goes to live in David’s palace.
Ch 10: The Ammonite-Syrian war against David & Israel ends in defeat for the
Ammonites & Syrians.
Ch 11: David’s great sin is described, where he has Uriah the Hittite killed in a battle in
which Uriah is placed on the front line. David did this so he could have Uriah’s wife,
Bathsheba, for his own.
Ch 12: David repents of his sin. Solomon is born to David & Bathsheba. David & Joab
capture the city of Rabbah.
Ch 13: Ammon, one of David’s sons, raped Tamar, the sister of David’s other son,
Absalom. Absalom has his servants kill Ammon; then he flees to Geshur.
Ch 14: Joab, through the use of a wise woman, recalls his son Absalom, & forgives him.
Ch 15: Absalom, deceivingly, obtains the love of the ten tribes of Israel for himself, at his
father’s expense. He gets the tribes to rebel against David, & David has to flee to
Jerusalem.
Ch 16: Ziba, the servant of Mephibosheth, Saul’s lame son, deserts his master
(Mephibosheth) to become a part of David’s household, & obtain Saul’s belongings.
Shimei, the son of Gers, curses David. Absalom enters Jerusalem with the people of Israel
that have joined his force.
Ch 17: David’s counselor (or advisor) Ahitophel, gives Absalom correct advice
concerning the upcoming battle with David, but David’s servant, Hushai, gives Absalom
incorrect advice (tricks him). Because Absalom follows Hushai’s advice, Ahitophel
commits suicide.
Ch 18: David’s loyal tribes (Judah & Benjamin) battle the other 10 tribes at Mt. Ephraim;
Absalom was slain by Joab (David’s chief officer), & David grieves because of Absalom’s
death.
Ch 19: Joab criticizes David for grieving for his deceitful son, instead of David’s men
who had fallen in battle. David returns to Jerusalem, as king of the Israelites.
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Ch 20: Joab murders Amasa, captain of Absalom’s army. A man named Sheba rallied
the tribes (10) of Israel together to revolt against David’s kingdom, but Sheba ended up
being beheaded, & the revolt was suppressed.
Ch 21: Three years of famine under David’s rule ended when David turned over to the
Gibeonites seven of Saul’s sons (not Mephibosheth), & the Gibeonites hanged them,
because Saul had slain the Gibeonites when he was ruler. The Israelites once again fought
with the Philistines.
Ch 22: David’s song, after the Lord rescued him from Saul & all his enemies.
Ch 23: The last words of David are recounted, & the mighty men that served him are
mentioned.
Ch 24: David sinned in numbering the people of Israel & Judah (he ultimately had in
mind harming them). David chose as punishment one of three choices God gave him –
three days of plagues. Then David bought the threshing floor of Arsunah the Jebusite, in
order to erect an altar to God.
I Kings
Ch 1: David begins to lose his strength, because of his age. Adonijah, the Haggith, plots
to seize the kingdom. Nathan & Bathsheba plotted to have David approve Solomon as his
heir (king), instead of David’s fourth son, Adonijah.
Ch 2: David tells his son Solomon to keep the Lord’s commandments. David dies after
reigning over Israel forty years. Solomon becomes king & had Adonijah, Joab & Shimei
(enemies) killed. Abiathar was removed from the priesthood. Benaiah was made chief
captain of Solomon’s army, & Zadok priest.
Ch 3: Solomon made an alliance with Pharaoh, king of Egypt, & marries one of his
daughters. Solomon prayed to God for wisdom in leading the Israelites, & he received
this wisdom as evidenced by how he handled the two prostitutes who wanted a decision of
which was the mother of a surviving baby.
Ch 4: The princes of Israel during Solomon’s reign are listed, as are the twelve officials
of his court, who obtained food from the people for the king’s household. Solomon’s
wisdom excelled that of any of the wise men of the east.
Ch 5: Solomon, during his peaceful reign, was able to prepare to build the Temple,
through an alliance with Hiram, king of Tyre, who provided cypress & cedar for the
Temple.
Ch 6: Solomon begins to build the Temple, & the dimensions & materials of the Temple
are detailed (took seven years to build).
Ch 7: Solomon took thirteen years to build his own palace, which is described in detail.
A man named Hiram from Tyre, a skilled craftsman in bronze, provided many of his
bronze works for the palace.
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Ch 8: The Ark of the Covenant of the Lord was transferred from the tabernacle of Zion,
city of David, to the Temple. Solomon gives a blessing after the prayer, & then all the
people sacrifice before the Lord, & rejoice.
Ch 9: The Lord appears to Solomon, a second time (first time in Gibeon). & warns he &
the Israelites to follow His laws. Solomon was very energetic, & his fame spread. Hiram,
for his work, got twenty cities in Galilee, but they were a wasteland.
Ch 10: The queen of Sheba visits Solomon to learn of his wisdom & wealth. Solomon
receives much revenue & splendor.
Ch 11: Solomon’s heart was turned away from God. God becomes angry with Solomon
because he worships other gods, & God chastises him. Solomon dies after ruling in
Jerusalem forty years.
Ch 12: Rehoboam succeeded his father Solomon as king. However, he didn’t listen to
the older counselors of his father, who told him to treat the Israelites well. Instead, he
listened to the young men he had grown up with, who told him to be a harsh king. The
kingdom became divided, with Rehoboam ruling over Judah & Benjamin (tribes), &
Jeroboam ruling over the other tribes. Jeroboam destroyed the religious unity of the
nation (Israel), by having the Israelites sacrifice to idols he made, instead of going to the
Temple in Jerusalem.
Ch 13: A prophet told Jeroboam not to continue worshipping at the false altars he had
created. God paralyzed one of Jeroboam’s arms, & split one of his altars apart, as a sign
that the prophet’s words were true. However, the prophet later disobeyed God’s command
not to eat anything or drink water at Bethel, & subsequently the prophet died (killed by a
lion). Jeroboam persisted in doing evil.
Ch 14: Evil was brought upon the house of Jeroboam, by the Lord, because he disobeyed
God. After reigning 22 years, Jeroboam died. Rehoboam reigned 17 years in Jerusalem,
& did evil in the sight of the Lord. Shishak, king of Egypt, attacked & conquered
Jerusalem, & stole everything. Rehoboam died, & was buried in Jerusalem.
Ch 15: Jeroboam’s son, Nadab, became king of Israel upon his father’s death.
Rehoboam’s son, Abijam, became king of Judah upon his father’s death. He sinned in the
sight of the Lord. When he died, his son, Asa, became king of Judah. There was war
between Asa & the king of Israel, Baasha. Asa later died of old age, & his son became
king of Israel. Baasha, son of Abijah, from the tribe of Issachar, plotted against &
assassinated King Asa of Judah, who was not a good king, & worshipped idols. Baasha
killed all the descendants of King Jeroboam, as the Lord indicated would happen. There
was continual war between King Asa of Judah, & King Baasha of Israel. Baasha rules for
24 years, & worshipped idols.
Ch 16: Baasha & his family were destroyed by God, because they sinned. Elah, Baasha’s
son, was the next king. Next was General Zimri, who had charge of the royal chariot
troops, & who killed Elah. The next king was the commander-in-chief of the army,
General Omri. Omri also worshipped idols, & when he died his son Ahab became king.
Ahab was even more wicked than his father.
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Ch 17: Elijah, the prophet from Tishbe in Gilead, predicted three years drought in Israel.
A widow feeds Elijah as the Lord tells him she will, & later Elijah, through God’s help, is
able to bring the woman’s (widow’s) son back to life (he had been sick & died).
Ch 18: Elijah goes to meet Ahab. He meets Obadiah, who is a believer who is out of
touch (lost contact) with God. Elijah challenges the prophet of Baal & Jezreel to have
their gods start a fire under a sacrificial young bull. Then the people believe in God, &
Elijah kills the prophets of Baal & Jezreel. Elijah then asks the Lord to bring rain to the
famished land.
Ch 19: God provided food for Elijah, after he escaped from Jezebel, who threatened to
kill him for killing the prophets of Baal & Jezreel. Elijah talked to God on Mt. Horeb, &
God told him to anoint Hazael king of Syria, Jehu, king of Israel, & Elisha to replace
Elijah as prophet.
Ch 20: Ahab, with God’s help, defeats the Syrians in battle, the Syrians led by King
Benhadad. He also defeats them in a second battle. However, Ahab sins by sparing the
life of King Benhadad.
Ch 21: King Ahab desired to purchase Naboth, the Jezreelite’s vineyard, but Naboth
didn’t want to sell it. Jezabel, King Ahab’s wife, had Naboth killed. Elizah tells Ahab he
& all his family will be destroyed. Because Ahab humbled himself before the Lord, the
Lord told Elijah He would not destroy Ahab’s family until after Ahab died.
Ch 22: For three years there was no war between Syria & Israel. King Ahab’s 400
heathen prophets told him God would make he & King Jehoshaphat of Judah victorious
over the Syrians (Syria occupied the Israeli city of Ramoth-gilead). Then King Ahab
asked for Micaiah, son of Imlah. Micaiah was a true prophet of God, & told the two
kings they would meet disaster if they attacked the Syrians. King Ahab had Micaiah
thrown in jail. The soldiers of King Ahab & King Jehoshaphat were defeated by the
Syrians, & King Ahab was killed. Ahaziah, King Ahab’s son, became king. Jehoshaphat,
king of Judah, died after reigning in Jerusalem (Judah) for twenty-five years. He obeyed
the Lord, while king, except he didn’t destroy the shrines in the hills where the people
worshipped. Ahaziah, King Ahab’s son, reigned over Israel in Samaria, but sinned, as his
ancestors did.
II Kings
Ch 1: Moab rebelled against Israel after the death of Ahab. Ahaziah, king of Israel,
became ill, & sent messengers to ask Baalzebub, god of Ekron, if he would get well.
However, three times Elijah the prophet interceded the king’s messengers, & the Lord
destroyed two of the messenger groups, sparing the third when their leader asked Elijah to
spare their lives. Elijah did tell the king he would die from his illness. Then Ahaziah
died, & his brother became the new king (Jehoram).
Ch 2: When Elijah the prophet was taken up into heaven by a whirlwind, the spirit that
was upon Elijah came upon the prophet Elisha, as Elisha had requested of Elijah. Elijah
had great faith, & was able to use the Spirit of God that was in Him.
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Ch 3: Jehoram, son of Ahab, ruled over Israel. Moab, king of Mesha, rebelled against
Israel. An alliance was made between Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, Jehoram, king of
Israel, & the king of Edom, so they could fight the Moabites. Jehoshaphat told the other
kings they should inquire of the prophet Elisha, if they would be successful against the
Moabites. Elisha told them the Lord would make them victorious over the Moabites, but
only because of the faithfulness of Jehoshaphat. The Moabites were defeated in battle.
Ch 4: The prophet Elisha helped a widow pay off her husband’s debts by providing
enough olive oil for her to sell & repay the debt. A Shunemite woman, because of her
help that she gave to Elisha (comfortable quarters during his travels) was rewarded with a
son n her old age. The son, when older, had a headache, & died, but Elisha restored his
life. Elisha also got rid of poison in some wild gourds, that some young prophets were
eating, & fed 100 men with a sack of fresh corn & twenty barley loaves.
Ch 5: Elisha heals Naaman, the commander-in-chief of the king of Syria’s army, of his
leprosy. Gehazi, Elisha’s servant, sought material goods (clothes & silver) from Naaman,
as a reward for Elisha’s healing of Naaman. However, Naaman had told Gehazi not to do
this, & as punishment Gehazi & his descendants become lepers.
Ch 6: Elisha recovered a lost ax head in the Jordan River by throwing a stick into the
water. Elisha told the king of Israel of the Syrian’s pans to have war with Israel. Elisha,
with God’s help, blinds the Syrians as they seek him out in the city of Dothan. He leads
them blinded to Samaria, the capital of Israel. The Syrians were given their sight back, &
were sent back to Syria. However, the Syrians came back & attacked Samaria. The king
of Israel blamed all Israel’s problems on Elisha & God.
Ch 7: Elisha promised food to the famished Syrians, & the Israelites would have plenty
of food the next day (od made the whole Syrian army retreat, fearing an attack from the
Israelites, Hittites & Egyptians. Elisha’s prophecy was fulfilled, that said the Israelites
would have plenty of food the next day (the Israelites ransacked the Syrian tents after the
Syrians retreated), & that the king’s officer who had come to arrest Elisha would be
knocked down & trampled to death by the Israelite people seeking food.
Ch 8: Elisha predicted seven years of famine, & the woman whose son Elisha brought
back to life is told by Elisha to leave the country because of the famine that is approaching
(for seven years). When she returns, King Jehoram restores her original land to her.
Elisha predicts Hazael, servant of the king of Persia, would be the next Persian king. He
became king by killing the present king. Joram, son of Ahab, reigned over Israel at the
same time that Jehoram, son of Jehoshaphat, reigned over Judah. The Edomites revolted
from Judah, as did the people of Libnah. Ahaziah, son of Jehoram, became king of Judah.
He fought the Syrians with Joram, son of Ahab. Joram was wounded.
Ch 9: Jehu, son of Jehoshaphat, became king of Israel, as the prophet Elisha had
predicted. He killed Jehoram, who was king of Israel. He also killed Ahaziah, king of
Judah, & had some eunuchs throw Jezebel out of a window, & kill her.
Ch 10: Jehu has Ahab’s seventy sons & the rest of his household & friends slain. He also
killed the brothers of King Ahaziah, of Judah. Jehu lets Jehonadab, son of Rechab, live.
Jehu, next, exterminates all Baal worshippers in Israel. The Lord promises Jehu’s children
will follow him as king. Hazael, king of Syria, conquered some of Israel. Jehu followed
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in the footsteps of jeroboam in worshipping golden calves. When Jehu died, Jehoahaz, his
son, became king.
Ch 11: The descendants of King Ahaziah of Judah, except for Joash, are destroyed by the
queen, Athaliah, mother of Ahaziah. Joash became king over Judah, with the blessings of
the high priest, Jehoida. Athaliah, the queen mother, is executed. Jehoida, the high priest,
made a covenant (agreement) with the king (Joash), the people & the Lord to destroy the
house of Baal, & its altars & images. Joash was seven years old when he became a king
of Israel.
Ch 12: Joash reigned forty years in Jerusalem. While he reigned, the priests were
diverting money (contributions) for the repair of the Temple into their own hands. Joash
stops this, & has the Temple repaired. The Syrians take Gath & Joash gives the Syrians
sacred objects & gold in the Temple, to prevent them from capturing Jerusalem. Joash is
slain by his servants, & his son, Amaziah, becomes king.
Ch 13: Jehoshaz reigned over Israel as king for seventeen years. Jehoshaz asked the Lord
to help him defeat the Syrians, which the Lord did. However, Jehoshaz & the Israelites
continued worshipping the goddess Asherah. Then Jehoshaz died, & Jehoash, his son,
became king of Israel. Then Jehoash, after doing evil in the sight of the Lord, also died.
Elisha the prophet becomes ill, but is visited by Jehoash before either dies. Jehoash
doesn’t have the faith to follow a command of Elisha. Then Elisha dies. When the
Moabites invaded Israel they buried a man in Elisha’s tomb, & he immediately came back
to life.
Ch 14: Amaziah, son of Joash king of Judah, became king of Judah. There was a war
between Israel (Jehoash was king of Israel), & Judah, with Israel winning, & breaking
down the wall at Jerusalem (Judah). Jeroboam II succeeded Jehoash as king of Israel.
Then Amaziah, king of Judah dies. Jeroboam II was a sinful king; when he died, his son
Zachariah became king of Israel.
Ch 15: Azariah reigns over Judah, but had leprosy because he let his people sacrifice &
burn incense in high places (hills). He was succeeded on the throne by his son, Jotham.
Zechariah reigned over Israel in the meantime. He was an evil king, & when he died
(killed by Shallum, the son of Jabesh), Shallum became king. Pekah, son of Remaliah,
killed Pekahiah & became king of Israel. In the meantime, Jotham, son of Uzziah, became
king of Judah. He was a good king, except for letting the people sacrifice & burn incense
on the hills of the shrines. He did rebuild the upper gate of the Temple. His son, Ahaz,
became the new king of Judah.
Ch 16: Ahaz (son of Jotham) reigned over Judah. Syria & Israel invaded Israel. Ahaz
obtained the assistance of the Assyrians in fighting the Syrians & Israelites. The
Assyrians took Damascus. Ahaz died a natural death, & was succeeded by his son,
Hezekiah.
Ch 17: Hoshea, at this time, ruled over Israel. Ten of the Israelite tribes were carried into
captivity by the Assyrians, because the Israelites had begun worshipping pagan gods, as
well as the Lord. The king of Assyria sent Babylonians to inherit the cities of Israel, but
they too worshipped pagan gods, as well as the Lord.
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Ch 18: In the meantime, Hezekiah became king of Judah; none of the kings before or
after him were as close to God as he was. He was victorious in battle over the Philistines.
The Assyrians invaded Judah. The king of Assyria sought to terrify the defenders of
Jerusalem. Rabshakeh, a representative (general of the army) tried to convince the people
of Judah that the Lord would not help them in a battle with the Assyrians.
Ch 19: Hezekiah asked Isaiah the prophet to ask God to disapprove Rabshakeh’s words
& threats. Isaiah told Hezekiah’s messengers that the king of Assyria, Sennacherib, would
be killed, & the Assyrians would not be victorious over Judah. Hezekiah prayed to God
that He save the people of Judah from the Assyrians. God destroyed the Assyrian army, &
King Sennacherib of Assyria was assassinated by his two sons. His son, Manasseh
(Esarhaddon) became king of Judah.
Ch 20: Hezekiah becomes very ill, but is healed by the Lord through Isaiah. Hezekiah
then shows the treasures of his city (Jerusalem) to visiting Babylonians; God tells Isaiah,
& he in turn tells Hezekiah that after Hezekiah’s death, the Babylonians will be taken to
Babylon. Upon Hezekiah’s death, his son, Manasseh, became king.
Ch 21: Manasseh was an evil king, worshipping idols & killing innocent people. God
said through the prophets because of this evil He was bringing a great evil on Jerusalem &
Judah. Amon was also an evil king, & was assassinated by his aides. His son, Josiah,
becomes the new king.
Ch 22: Josiah was a good king, following in David’s ways. The laws of Moses were
discovered in the temple by Hilkiah, the high priest. When the law was read to Josiah, he
realized that the people (ancestors) in Judah had not followed God’s laws. A prophetess
named Huldah said that evil would be brought upon Judah, but only after Josiah’s death.
Ch 23: King Josiah read Moses’ law to the people. He then made a covenant with the
Lord to keep His commandments. Josiah changed many of the evil ways of the Judeans.
The Passover was celebrated under Josiah’s rule for the first time in a long time. Josiah
was killed in a battle with the Egyptian king. His son, Jehoahaz, became king. He did
evil, & was later jailed by the Egyptian king. His brother, Jehoiakim, became king of
Judah.
Ch 24: King Jehoakim paid tribute to Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. When
Jehoakim died, his son, Jehoiachin, became king. Jerusalem was under attack by the
Babylonians, & many of the strongest people were taken into captivity. The king of
Babylon appointed Zedekiah, king of Jehoichin’s great uncle, as the new king of Judah.
Ch 25: Jerusalem & Judah fall to the Babylonians, & Judeans are exiled to Babylon.
Nebuchadnezzar made Gedaliah governor of Palestine in Judea. Gedaliah is murdered by
Ishmael, & all the men of Judah fled to Egypt. King Jehoiachin was released from the
Babylonian prison.
I Chronicles
Ch 1-9: Gives the genealogies (descendants) of Adam.
Ch 10: Saul’s overthrow & death are discussed, along with his sin, for which he lost his
kingdom.
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Ch 11: David becomes king over Israel. The leaders of David’s army are listed.
Ch 12: All the tribes & leaders of Israel that joined David to overthrow Saul as king are
mentioned.
Ch 13: David sought to bring the Ark of the Covenant from Kirgath-Jearim in Judah, to
Jerusalem, in Israel. However, Uzza, one of the two men who drove the cart holding the
ark, touched the ark to keep it from falling, & died before God. So the ark was left at the
house of Obededom the Gittite.
Ch 14: David defeats the Philistines in battle, twice, & had many wives, sons &
daughters while he was king.
Ch 15: The priests & the Levites underwent ceremonies of sanctification preparing to
bring the ark home to Jerusalem. David then brought the ark home, but Michal, David’s
wife & Saul’s daughter, despised David for dancing in the street.
Ch 16: David offered sacrifices to God when the ark was brought to Jerusalem. He
ordered a choir to minister before the ark of the Lord. David gave a psalm of
thanksgiving. David appointed ministers, porters, priests & musicians to minister before
the ark.
Ch 17: David wanted to build a house for the ark, instead of a tent. But God told him that
his son (Solomon) would do this, & that David’s heirs would rule over Israel. David
worships God, & prays.
Ch 18: David’s kingdom was fully established, & David was a just king.
Ch 19: The Ammonite-Syrian war against Israel is described (David & Israel victorious).
Ch 20: David’s army defeated the Ammonites & Philistines in battle.
Ch 21: David sinned by taking a census of the people of Judah & Israel. David chose as
punishment from God, three days of a deadly plague, which killed 70,000 men. David
then bought Ornan the Jebusite’s
threshing floor so he could set up an altar to God.
Ch 22: David prepared material for the temple, which was to be built at Ornan’s
threshing floor. David instructed his son, Solomon (whose name means “peaceful”), to
follow God’s commands, & also told him it was his God-given duty to build the temple.
Ch 23: David makes Solomon king. The David divided the tribes of Levi into judges,
temple guards & musicians. He divided the tribe into three main divisions (Gershom,
Kobath & Merari).
Ch 24: The priests (descendants of Aaron) were placed into two divisions named after
Aaron’s sons, Eleazar & Ithamar. These two divisions were further divided, & each group
carried out Temple duties.
Ch 25: The number of offices of the singers & musicians of the Tabernacle are outlined.
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Ch 26: Guards for the temple, & men on charge of gifts brought to the Temple (for God)
were given their assignments (they came from the tribe of Levi). Others were appointed
public administrators & judges.
Ch 27: David’s captains, officers & the princes of the twelve tribes are listed.
Ch 28: David gives advice to Israel & Solomon, & tells Solomon the instructions God
gave David for Solomon to follow, in building the Temple. David encourages Solomon
to build the Temple.
Ch 29: David asks the entire congregation to give themselves & their wealth to God.
The princes & people offer willingly. David gives thanks to God, & prays. The people
make Solomon king. David dies in old age, after ruling over Israel forty years.
II Chronicles
Ch 1: Solomon became king. When God appeared to Solomon, one night in a vision,
Solomon asked God for wisdom in ruling God’s people, & God gave him wisdom.
Ch 2: Solomon prepares to build the temple.
Ch 3: Solomon begins to build the temple. The dimensions & materials of the temple are
mentioned.
Ch 4: The temple, continued.
Ch 5: The Ark of the Covenant is brought into the temple; the glory of the Lord filled the
house of God.
Ch 6: The sermon of Solomon. Solomon’s prayer of dedication.
Ch 7: The glory of the Lord filled the temple. Solomon sacrifices in the temple, &
rejoices. God appears to Solomon, & cautions he & the Israelites to follow God’s
commandments.
Ch 8: Solomon’s energy & fame seemed limitless.
Ch 9: The queen of Sheba visited Solomon, & learned how great his wealth &
wisdom were. Solomon received gold, silver, ivory, apes & peacocks from other
countries. Solomon died after reigning over Israel in Jerusalem for forty years.
Ch 10: Rehoboam, Solomon’s son, became king, but he was more cruel to the Israelites,
than his father. Jeroboam, the son of Nebat, who had fled Egypt, returned. The tribes of
Judah & Benjamin were ruled over by Rehoboam; the rest of the tribes were under
Jeroboam.
Ch 11: Rehoboam fortified his kingdom against Jeroboam. Jeroboam rejected the
worship of God.
Ch 12: Rehoboam began doing evil in the sight of the Lord. Shishak, king of Egypt,
invaded Judah, conquered Jerusalem, & took the temple treasures. God did not let the
Israelites in Judah be completely destroyed, because the king (Rehoboam) & the leaders
admitted their sins to the prophet Shemaiah. Rehoboam died at 58 years of age, after
ruling in Jerusalem seventeen years. His son, Abijah, became the next king.
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Ch 13: War broke out between Abijah, king of Judah (Rehoboam’s son, & a descendant
of David) & Jeroboam, king of Israel. Abijah, because he followed God’s commands,
won the battle, & Jeroboam was never strong again. Jeroboam died. King Abijah became
very strong, & had many wives, sons & daughters.
Ch 14: King Abijah died, & his son, Asa, became king. Asa, with God’s help, defeated
the army of the Ethiopians with Asa’s troops from Judah & Benjamin.
Ch 15: The prophet Azariah tells the king (Asa) to keep following the Lord’s
commandments. Asa does this, & there is peace during his reign, until the 36th year.
Ch 16: In King Asa’s 36th year, war was declared by King Baasha of Israel, on Judah.
Because King Asa asked the Syrians to help him in the war, instead of God, the prophet
Hanani told King Asa that from now on he would have wars. Asa became ill with a
serious foot disease, & died in the 41st year of his reign.
Ch 17: Jehoshaphat, Asa’s son, became the king of Judah (& Benjamin). He began
following the Lord’s commandments, destroying idols & beginning a nationwide religious
education program. He became a very powerful king.
Ch 18: King Jehoshaphat of Judah made an alliance (agreement with King Ahab of
Israel. The prophets of King Ahab lied & told him his army & that of Jehoshaphat would
be victorious in battle against the Syrians. Micaiah gave a true prophecy, stating that the
two king’s armies would be defeated, & King Ahab would die, & this is what happened.
Ch 19: The prophet, Jehu, rebuked (criticized) King Jehoshaphat because of his alliance
with King Ahab. Jehoshaphat restored order in worship in Judah.
Ch 20: Judah was invaded by the Moabites, Ammonites & Menuites. Jehoshaphat prays
to God for help. God tells Jehoshaphat, through Jahaziel, the son of Zechariah, that Judah
will be victorious. Judah defeats the invading armies (actually they defeat themselves, by
fighting among themselves). Jehoshaphat returns triumphantly to Jerusalem. He was a
good king, except that he didn’t destroy the idol shrines on the hills, nor had the people of
Judah followed God.
Ch 21: Jehoram, Jehoshaphat’s oldest son, became king of Judah when his father died.
He became king at age 32, & reigned eight years. Both Edom & Libnah (tribes) revolted
from Judah, successfully. Jehoram led the people of Jerusalem in worshipping idols. God
told Jehoram, through the prophet Elijah, that because he led the people of Judah &
Jerusalem in idol worship, & had killed his brothers, the Lord would destroy Judah with a
great plague, & Jehoram would die from an intestinal disease. He died from this disease
at age forty, but was not buried in the royal cemetery in Jerusalem.
Ch 22: Ahaziah, youngest son of Jehoram (his older sons had been killed by Arabs), was
named king of Judah. He helped Jehoram, king of Israel & son of Ahab, in a war with
King Hazael of Syria. God punished Azahiah for his alliance with Jehoram (he had
followed the evil advice of Ahab’s family). Jeho (son of Nimshi) killed the family &
friends of Ahab & King Azahiah’s nephews, the princes of Judah (Azahiah was also
killed). Joash was the only son of Azahiah who wasn’t killed (hidden away by his aunt).
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Ch 23: Joash, to continue the line of David, became king over Judah. Queen Arthaliah,
his mother, was executed. Jehoida, the priest, led the people in destroying the temple of
Baal (idols & altars), & in following the Lord’s directions.
Ch 24: Joash (Jehoash) was seven years old when he became king, & he reigned forty
years. He was able to please the Lord, all during the lifetime of Jehoida the priest, who
died at age 130. Joash repaired the temple through taxes on the people. After Jehoida, the
priest’s death, the princes of Judah convinced King Joash to worship idols. Zechariah,
Jehoida’s son, was stoned to death for trying to get the people to follow God’s will. God’s
revenge was taken out through a Syrian invasion that defeated Judah. Joash was wounded
in the battle, & was later killed by his own officials. His son, Amaziah, became king.
Ch 25: Amaziah killed the men who killed his father. Then he went out & defeated the
Edomites in battle. He did this after a prophet told him to send home some hired troops he
had from Israel, which he did. When King Amaziah returned from defeating the
Edomites, he began worshipping their idols, instead of God. He then declared war on
King Joash (son of Jehoahaz, grandson of Jehu) of Israel. King Amaziah’s army was
defeated, & he was later assassinated by his own people.
Ch 26: Uzziah, Amaziah’s son, became king of Judah at age 16. He was successful in
war: His works & fame spread. However, he went into the forbidden sanctuary of the
temple, & burned incense. The Lord punished him by making him become a leper. After
he had reigned 52 years, & died, his son Jotham became king of Judah.
Ch 27: Jotham was 27 years old when he became king, & he reigned 16 years in
Jerusalem, generally being a good king. When he died, his sin, Ahaz, became king.
Ch 28: King Ahaz was 20 years old when he became king & he reigned 16 years in
Jerusalem. He was a very evil king, & Judah lost battle after battle against their enemies.
He made the people of Judah sacrifice to heathen gods. When he died, his son, Hezekiah,
became king of Judah.
Ch 29: Hezekiah was 29 years old when he became king, & he reigned 29 years. He
helped turn the people back to God, cleansing the temple, & sacrificing to God once
again.
Ch 30: Hezekiah began the tradition of keeping the Passover, which the people of Judah
& Israel had not done in a long time.
Ch 31: Hezekiah destroyed idols, & carried out other religious reforms.
Ch 32: The Assyrians attacked Jerusalem, but were destroyed. Hezekiah became very ill,
but recovered, with God’s help. When he died, his son, Manasseh, became king.
Ch 33: Manasseh was twelve years old when he became king, & he ruled for 55 years in
Jerusalem. He led the people in idol worship, but later, during the Babylonian captivity,
he turned to God for help. After God returned him from captivity, he led the people of
Judah in worshipping God. When he died, his son, Amon, became king (22 years old).
His evil reign lasted only two years, after which his own officers assassinated him. Josiah,
his son, became king of Judah.
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Ch 34: Josiah became king when he was eight years old, & ruled for 31 years. He was a
good king, destroying idols & repairing the Temple. Hilkiah, the priest, found the laws of
God given to Moses. Hulduh, the prophetess, told the king that God would destroy
Jerusalem & its people, but not until after the death of Josiah, because he was a good king.
The Law was read to the people, & all the people followed God’s law.
Ch 35: Josiah kept the Passover in Jerusalem: He died after being seriously wounded in
battle with the Egyptians.
Ch 36: Jehoahaz, Josiah’s son, became king in Jerusalem (age 23). He only reigned for
three months. The king of Egypt replaced him with his brother, Eliahim. Jehoiakim (the
other name for Eliakim) was 25 years old when he became king, & he ruled for 11 years.
Then Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, conquered Jerusalem. He took the king,
Jehoiakim, away in chains. His son (Jehoiakim’s), Jehoiachin, became king when he was
eight years old, but was king only three months, 10 days. His reign, as is fathers had been,
was an evil one. Jehoiachin’s brother, Zedekiah, became king when he was 21 years old.
He reigned eleven years. He was an evil king, also, & rebelled against King
Nebuchadnezzar. The king of Babylon (Nebuchadnezzar) made slaves of the people of
Jerusalem & Judah. Later, in 70 years, the Persians conquered the Babylonians, & Cyrus,
king of Persia, let the Israelites return home.
Ezra
Ch 1: Cyrus, king of Persia, being led by God, told the captive Jews to return to
Jerusalem & rebuild the temple which the Babylonians had destroyed.
Ch 2: Those Israelites returning to Jerusalem & Judah, from captivity (numbering about
43,000), are listed by subclan, family & descendancy
Ch 3: In Jerusalem, the altar was rebuilt, & ancient worship traditions were begun again.
The temple foundation was completed, & there was both joy & mourning (among those
who remembered Solomon’s temple).
Ch 4: Enemies of the Israelites convinced King Artaxerxes of Persia that that the Israeli’s
would rebel against Persia once the restoration of Jerusalem was completed. So King
Artaxerxes ordered the rebuilding stopped until he could investigate the Israel situation
further.
Ch 5: The prophets encouraged the Israeli leaders to continue the rebuilding of the temple
in Jerusalem. Enemies of the Israelis wrote King Darius in Persia asking him to check his
official records to see if in fact King Cyrus told the Israelis to return to Jerusalem to
rebuild the temple.
Ch 6: King Darius of Persia found an order originated by King Cyrus of Persia, years
ago, stating the temple in Jerusalem should be rebuilt. The temple is finally finished &
dedicated to God during Kind Darius’ reign. The Passover was also restored.
Ch 7: King Artaxerxes sends Ezra the priest to Jerusalem, from Persia (Babylon), to
supervise the re-building of the temple.
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Ch 8: Ezra’s companions on the trip to Jerusalem are mentioned. After a long, hard, but
safe journey, Ezra & the other Jews arrive in Jerusalem. The gold, silver & other
valuables brough by Ezra from Persia are weighed at the temple, & burnt offerings are
sacrificed to God.
Ch 9: Many of the Jewish people, & even some Levites & priests, began to take up
heathen customs in Jerusalem. Ezra prayed to God, & confessed the sins of the people.
Ch 10: The Jews confessed their sins to God, & separated themselves from their heathen
wives, & people around them.
Nehemiah
Ch 1: Nehemiah learns of the afflictions of the people (Jews) in Jerusalem, & also learns
the wall of Jerusalem is broken down. He prays to God that He would intervene, & let the
king of Persia (Artaxerxes) allow Nehemiah (his cupbearer) to go to Jerusalem to help in
the rebuilding of the city.
Ch 2: Artaxerxes send Nehemiah to Jerusalem. Nehemiah views the ruined walls of
Jerusalem, & encourages the people to build the walls.
Ch 3: The builders of the wall of Jerusalem are mentioned.
Ch 4: Nehemiah, through prayer & faith, encouraged the Jews to continue work on the
wall, even in the face of enemy attack.
Ch 5: Nehemiah stops the rich landlords from demanding payment of the Jewish
worker’s children for the debt the workers owe. The workers spent all their time working
on the wall, & were not able to pay off their debts. They sold their children into slavery.
Nehemiah used himself as an example, as he required no money as reimbursement for his
time & energy in working on the wall.
Ch 6: Many of Nehemiah’s enemies tried to trick him, & even kill him, in order to stop
the work on the wall of Jerusalem. But he didn’t fall into their traps, & after only 52 days
the wall was finished.
Ch 7: Nehemiah found the record of the names of those Jews who had originally returned
to Judah, & they are named in this chapter, along with the priestly tribes, the Levites, the
Nethinims (appointed), & the children of Solomon’s servants.
Ch 8: The laws of Moses were read, & explained by Ezra the priest, Nehemiah & the
Levites.
Ch 9: The Jews fast & repent; the priests & Levites confess their sins, & those of their
ancestors.
Ch 10: Those who signed a covenant (agreement) with God to do His will, & follow the
laws of Moses are mentioned, along with various duties they would perform.
Ch 11: Those Jews who lived in Jerusalem & other cities in Judah & Benjamin are listed.
Ch 12: The priests & Levites are mentioned by name, & the walls of Jerusalem are
dedicated.
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Ch 13: Nehemiah returned to Jerusalem, after visiting Babylon, & found that the temple
was not being used as it should, to worship God, & he found that the Sabbath was not
being used in a holy way, but rather was a day when the merchants sold their wares.
Nehemiah changed all this, & also stopped the Jews from inter-marrying from other races.
Esther
Ch 1: The story of Vashti & her disobedience to her husband, King Ahasurus, emperor of
the vast Medo-Persian Empire, is told.
Ch 2: Esther, a cousin on Mordecai (a Benjamite who worked in the palace) was selected
by King Ahasueurus to be his new queen, replacing the banished queen, Vashti. Mordecai
saved King Ahasurus’ life, by informing him through Queen Esther of a plot to kill the
king.
Ch 3: Haman, the king’s prime minister, plots to exterminate Mordecai & all the Jews.
Ch 4: Mordecai asked Queen Esther to intervene with the king on behalf of the Jews
(plead for them to be saved). She was afraid for her own life, & asked the Jews to fast
don’t eat or drink for three days & nights) in remembrance for her plight.
Ch 5: Esther was very courageous, & appeared before the king, uninvited, & asked he &
Haman to come to a banquet she prepared, & at the banquet she told the king she would
make a request of him.
Ch 6: Haman, through his own error in judgment, was compelled by the king to place
Mordecai in a very important role, Haman proclaiming Mordecai a man the king wised to
honor.
Ch 7: Queen Esther had her banquet for the king & Haman, & told the king of Haman’s
evil ways in trying to exterminate the Jews, including herself. The king had Haman
hanged on the very gallows Haman made to hang Mordecai on.
Ch 8: Mordecai became prime minister under King Ahaserus. The king let him issue a
decree (order), under the king’s name, that the Jews throughout the empire could defend
themselves against persecution.
Ch 9: The Jews got revenge by killing their enemies throughout the empire. They began
the feast of Purim in remembrance of their being saved by the king’s edict.
Ch 10: A summary statement of the greatness of Mordecai as prime minister.
Job
Ch 1: Job was a good man, who feared God. He was also very prosperous, & the Devil
(Satan) told God Job did not do evil because he thought his prosperity came from God. So
God permitted Satan to take away Job’s wealth, & his seven sons & three daughters
were killed, when the root of Job’s oldest brother fell on them.
Ch 2: Job still didn’t sin, or criticize God. Satan, with God’s permission, struck Job
with a terrible case of boils, from head to toe. Even Job’s wife tried to get Job to forsake
God. But he didn’t. Then three of his friends came to visit him, & console him (Eliphaz
the Temanite, Bildad the Shuhite & Zophar the Naamathite).
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Ch 3: Job cursed the day he was born, & talked of his bitterness & misery.
Ch 4: Eliphaz tries to strengthen Job’s faith, as he relates to Job what a spirit in the night
told him (Eliphaz): “Is mere man more just than God? More pure than his Creator?” He
reminded Job that Job in the past had encouraged many who were weak or failing, & now,
when trouble strikes, Job is faint & broken.
Ch 5: Eliphaz advises Job to go to God & confess his sins.
Ch 6: Job asks Eliphaz for pity, claims he had not sinned, & shouldn’t be condemned by
Eliphaz, just because he cried out to God in desperation.
Ch 7: Job continues to answer Eliphaz, indicating his despair with God’s punishment.
Ch 8: Bildad tells Job God only punished the sinners, not the good men.
Ch 9: Job tells Bildad Job is a sinner, but says even if he were sinless, he feels God
destroys both the good & evil.
Ch 10: Job tells Bildad his frustration that God continues to oppress him for his sins.
Job says if he’s good, that doesn’t count. He’s so miserable, he wants to die.
Ch 11: Zophar, like Bildad, thinks Job is a hypocrite, saying one thing & meaning
something else. Zophar tells Job Job’s not sinless, & that Job needs to get rid of his sins
before turning to God.
Ch 12: Job answers his three friends, saying he is well aware of God’s greatness.
Ch 13: Job continues, asking his friends to be silent. He tells them he knows that he
(Job) is righteous. He asks God not to abandon him, & not to terrify him with His
awesome presence. He wants God to tell him what he (Job) has done wrong.
Ch 14: Job questions whether God needs to be so harsh with frail men, & demands an
accounting from them. Job has the hope that if a man dies, he will live again.
Ch 15: Eliphaz speaks from experience & tradition, he says, when he tells Job the godless
have no real hope in God’s eyes.
Ch 16: Job answers his friends, saying God hates him. He says he is innocent of any sin
that has brought God’s vengeance on him, as it has. He asks God to listen to him; his
friends have only seemed to criticize him.
Ch 17: Job maintains his innocence, but says his hope has disappeared.
Ch 18: Bildad again tells Job he doesn’t prosper because of his sin.
Ch 19: Job asks his friends why they must persecute him as God does. He says that after
his death, his body will see God.
Ch 20: Job’s friend, Zophar, tells Job that the godless sinner will feel God’s wrath.
Ch 21: Job says that the prosperity of the wicked person shows that the wicked person is
really not punished by God.
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Ch 22: Eliphaz tells Job, once again, that he (Job) has sinned, & that he should return to
God, & that he should give up his lust for money.
Ch 23: Job longs for God, & still maintains he has followed God’s will.
Ch 24: Job tells how the wicked are punished by God, whether rich or poor.
Ch 25: Bildad says God is powerful & dreadful.
Ch 26: Job replies that God is so powerful that no one can escape this power.
Ch 27: Job continues to say that he is innocent of any evil. Those who say he is guilty,
like his friends, are really his enemies. God will punish the wicked.
Ch 28: Only God knows where wisdom & understanding are, says Job, not man. God
says, “To fear the Lord is true wisdom; to forsake evil is real understanding.”
Ch 29: Job longs for his younger days, when he was highly respected by everyone, &
God found favor with him.
Ch 30: Job now feels that everyone hates him, & derides him, & that God persecutes him.
Ch 31: Job asks for punishment, if it can be shown that he has sinned (he doesn’t think he
has).
Ch 32: Elihu, Job’s third friend, wished to express his feelings about Job’s sins, having
said nothing, up to this point.
Ch 33: Elihu tells Job he will stand between God & Job, & will make things right with
God for Job’s sins.
Ch 34: Elihu tells Job that he has added rebellion, arrogance & blasphemy to his sins.
God is the ultimate judge.
Ch 35: Elihu tells Job God hears our cries for help, but God does not always answer
immediately.
Ch 36: Elihu says God is so great that we cannot begin to know Him. God rewards good
men, not the wicked.
Ch 37: Elihu talks to God’s wonderful miracles, & says God is not impressed with the
world’s wisest man.
Ch 38: God spoke to Job, asking who has the greatness of God other than God?
Ch 39: God continues to show Job that Job is not as great as God.
Ch 40: God asks Job if he wants to argue with Him (God), & Job answers that he
(Job) if nothing, compared to God’s greatness.
Ch 41: God compares His majesty to a huge sea animal.
Ch 42: Job realizes he has been too critical of God, not really acknowledging His
greatness. God defends Job by criticizing his three friends for criticizing Job. Job lived
140 years plus some.
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Psalms
Ch 1: The Lord watches over all the plans & paths of godly men, but the paths of the
godless lead to doom.
Ch 2: The Lord says trust in His Son.
Ch 3: David, when fleeing from his son, Absalom, says, “Salvation comes from God;
God gives joys to all His people.”
Ch 4: David says the Lord will keep safe those who put their trust in Him.
Ch 5: David says the Lord will bless the godly man, & protect him with His shield of
love.
Ch 6: David says his mind is filled with apprehension & gloom. He asks the Lord to
make him well.
Ch 7: David asks the Lord to justify him, publicly, & establish his honor & truth before
all his enemies. He says God is a perfectly fair judge, Who saves those whose hearts &
lives are true & right.
Ch 8: David says God has made man only a little lower than the angels, & has placed a
crown of glory & honor on his head.
Ch 9: David says the Lord will destroy the wicked; He will judge justly the nations of
the world.
Ch 10: David asks God to punish the wicked who think God is dead. He asks God to
look after the poor, the humble & the orphans.
Ch 11: God is good, & loves goodness; the godly shall see His face. God puts the wicked
& the righteous to test; He hates those loving violence.
Ch 12: The Lord will arise & defend the oppressed, the poor & the needy.
Ch 13: David wonders how long the Lord will forget his needs. He also says he will
always trust in the Lord.
Ch 14: God is with those who love Him, A man is a fool who says, “There is no God.”
All men have strayed away from God.
Ch 15: David says the following type of person shall go before God: One who leads a
blameless life, & is truly sincere, does not listen to gossip, never harms his neighbor,
speaks out against sin, criticizes those who commit sin, commends the faithful followers
of the Lord, keeps a promise even if it ruins him, does not crush debtors with high interest
rates & refuses to testify against the innocent despite the bribes offered him.
Ch 16: David says he is always thinking of the Lord; & because He is so near, David
will never need to stumble or fall.
Ch 17: David asks God to save him from the men of the world whose only concern is
earthly gain. David wants only to see & know all is well between he & God.
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Ch 18: The Lord protected David because he did what was right, & remained pure, David
says. He also says “God is alive.”
Ch 19: David sees God’s laws are pure, eternal & just. They are perfect, protect us,
make us wise, & give us joy & light. He asks God to cleanse him from hidden faults;
keep him from deliberate wrongs. “May my spoken words, & unspoken thoughts be
pleasing even to You, O Lord, my Rock & my Redeemer.”
Ch 20: David prays to God to answer prayer, & give victory to him as king, against his
enemies.
Ch 21: David thanks God for all that he has, & says he depends on God’s steadfast love.
Ch 22: All who seek the Lord shall find Him, & shall praise His name. The prophecy of
crucifixion mentioned by David was fulfilled by Jesus.
Ch 23: A prayer for those facing death, or failing health. [The Lord is my Shepherd, I
shall not want. He leads me beside still waters… yea though I walk through the valley of
death, I shall fear no evil, for Thou art with me…]
Ch 24: God’s righteousness will bless those who do not practice dishonesty & lying.
Ch 25: David asks God to teach & lead him. He asks God to pardon his sins. God
shares his secrets with those who are friendly to God.
Ch 26: David says he tries to walk a straight & narrow path of doing what is right, & asks
God to have mercy on him.
Ch 27: David says the Lord is my Light & my Salvation, whom shall I fear? Wait for the
Lord, & He will help you.
Ch 28: David says the Lord is his strength, his shield from every danger. Trust in the
Lord, & He will help you.
Ch 29: The Lord’s power controlled creation. He gives His people strength, & will bless
them with peace.
Ch 30: David says he will continue thanking God forever for bringing him back from the
brink of death.
Ch 31: Love the Lord, all of you who are His people; for the Lord protects those who are
loyal to Him, but harshly punishes all who haughtily reject Him.
Ch 32: Each believer should confess his sins to God, when he is aware of them, while
there is time to be forgiven.
Ch 33: All God’s words are right, & everything He does is worthy of our trust. He
loves whatever is just & good; the earth is filled with His tender love. Let everyone fear
the Lord.
Ch 34: Those who revere the Lord will never lack any good thing. The Lord intently
watches all who live good lives, & He gives attention when they cry to Him. God rescues
those who are humbly sorry for their sins. The good man does not escape all troubles, but
the Lord helps him in each & every one.
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Ch 35: David asks to be saved from his enemies,
Ch 36: David praises God’s love, faithfulness, justice, wisdom & concern. He says God
is the Fountain of Life. He asks God to never stop giving His righteousness who love to
do His will.
Ch 37: The wicked shall be destroyed, but those who trust the Lord shall be given
every blessing.
Ch 38: David confesses his sins, & asks God not to punish him.
Ch 39: David asks the Lord to save him from being overpowered with sins. Let me be
filled with happiness before my death, says David.
Ch 40: David says, “may the joy of the Lord be given to everyone who loves Him & His
salvation. May they continually exclaim, ‘How great God is.’”
Ch 41: David says God blesses those who are kind to the poor, & asks God to be kind &
heal him, because he has confessed his sins.
Ch 42: David expresses to God his depression & gloom, & wonders why he has to suffer
from his enemies. However, he also says God will act & help him.
Ch 43: David asks why his soul needs to be so gloomy & discouraged, for by praising
God for His wonderful help, God will make David smile again.
Ch 44: David asks the Lord to spare the Jews, & be merciful, because they have not
turned away from worshipping Him.
Ch 45: David writes a poem praising God’s Son (Who is to come).
Ch 46: David says God is Commander of the heavenly armies, & will rescue the
Israelites.
Ch 47: David says the Gentiles & Jews have joined in praising God.
Ch 48: David tells the people of Jerusalem to praise God, because of His greatness.
Ch 49: David says there is no need to fear when times of trouble come, even though
surrounded by enemies. Rich man. Proud man. Wise man. You must die like all the rest.
Ch 50: God wants His people to trust Him in their times of trouble, so He can rescue
them, & they can give Him glory. Those who walk God’s paths will receive salvation
from Him.
Ch 51: David asks God to create in him a new, clean heart, filled with clean thoughts &
right desires. Then, David says, he will teach God’s ways to other sinners, & they –guilty
like him – will repent & turn to God.
Ch 52: David says that God will strike down his enemy Doeg. He also says he will trust
in the mercy of the Lord forever.
Ch 53: God looks down from heaven, searching among mankind to see if there is a
single one who does right, & really seeks for God.
Ch 54: God has rescued me (David) from my troubles, & triumphed over my enemies.
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Ch 55: Give your burdens to the Lord. He will carry them. He will not permit the godly
to slip or fall. He will send my (David’s) enemies to the pit of destruction.
Ch 56: When I am afraid, I (David) will put my confidence in God. I will trust the
promises of God. And since I am trusting Him , what can mere man do to me? This one
thing: God is for me.
Ch 57: David says that God’s kindness & love are as vast as the heavens. His
faithfulness is higher than the skies. David fled from Saul.
Ch 58: David says the godly shall rejoice in the triumph of right.
Ch 59: David seeks God to save him from his enemies. Each day he says he will
Ch 60: David says that with God’s help the Jews will do mighty things, for God will
trample down his foes (written by David during the war with Syria).
Ch 61: David asks God to send His lovingkindness & truth to guard & watch over him,
for David vows (promises) to praise God every day.
Ch 62: David says God is his salvation & glory: The Rock of his strength, & his refuge.
Ch 63: This Psalm was written by David when he was in the wilderness of Judah. David
says he will bless the Lord as long as he lives, lifting up his hands to God in prayer.
Ch 64: The godly shall rejoice in the Lord, & trust & praise Him.
Ch 65: Though sins fill our hearts, God forgives them all. God is the only hope of all
mankind, throughout the world & far away upon the sea.
Ch 66: Blessed be God, Who didn’t turn away when I (David) was praying, & didn’t
refuse me His kindness & love.
Ch 67: Send us around the world with the news of Your saving power & Your eternal
plan for all mankind.
Ch 68: He (God) Who daily bears our burdens also gives us salvation.
Ch 69: This Psalm foretells the humiliation & rejection of Christ (vv. 4, 7-8, 10-12).
Verses 14-20 may well describe the exercises of His (Christ’s) holy soul in Gethsemane,
while verse 21 is a direct reference to the cross. David asks God to let his enemies
(implying the future enemies of Christ – those who reject Him, like Judas) be blotted from
the book of life; don’t give them the joys of life with the righteous.
Ch 70: David asks God to rush to his aid, & save him from his enemies. But fill the
followers of God with joy.
Ch 71: You (God) have let me sink down deep in desperate problems. But You will
bring me back to life again, up from the depths of the earth. You will give me greater
honor than before, & turn again & comfort me.
Ch 72: Although this is a Psalm for David, as a whole the Psalm forms a complete vision
of Christ’s kingdom, as far as the Old Testament can reveal this vision. This ends the
Psalms (prayers) of David, son of Jesse.
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Ch 73: A Psalm of Asaph. God is the strength of my heart. Those refusing to worship
will perish. I have chosen God, & get as close to Him as I can.
Ch 74: Arise, O God, & state Your case against our enemies. This was also a Psalm of
Asaph, a Levite & musical composer, & leader of David’s choir.
Ch 75: A Psalm of Asaph. God will cut off the strength of evil men, & increase the
power of good men.
Ch 76: A Psalm of Asaph. Fulfill all your vows you have made to God your God.
Ch 77: A Psalm of Asaph. O God, Your ways are holy. Where is there any as mighty as
you? You are the God of miracles & wonders.
Ch 78: Even after all God did for the Israelites (rescue from Egyptians, etc.), the people
still rebelled against God, & refused to follow His commands. (a Psalm of Asaph). God
presented David to his people as their shepherd, & he cared for them with a true heart &
skillful hands.
Ch 79: A Psalm of Asaph. Help us, God of our salvation. Help us for the honor of Your
name. Oh, save us & forgive us.
Ch 80: A Psalm of Asaph. God has made His people the scorn of the neighboring
nations. They laugh among themselves. Come back, we beg of You, O God of the armies
of heaven, & bless us.
Ch 81: A Psalm of Asaph. You (Israel) must never worship any other God than our
Lord.
Ch 82: A Psalm of Asaph. Stand up, O God, & judge the earth. For all of it belongs to
You. All nations are in Your hands.
Ch 83: A Psalm of Asaph. O God, don’t sit idly by, silent & inactive when we pray.
Answer us. Deliver us.
Ch 84: A Psalm for the sons of Korah. Happy are those who are strong in the Lord, who
want above all else to follow Your steps. For God is our Light & our Protector.
Ch 85: A Psalm for the sons of Korah. Pour out Your love & kindness on us, Lord, &
grant us Your salvation.
Ch 86: A prayer of David. O Lord, You are so good & kind, so ready to forgive; so full
of mercy for all who ask for Your aid. I will call to You whenever trouble strikes, & You
will help me.
Ch 87: A Psalm or Song for the sons of Korah. God will personally bless Jerusalem
(Zion).
Ch 88: A Song or Psalm for the sons of Korah. Hear my prayers, Lord; Oh listen to my
cry; for my life is full of troubles, & death draws near. O Lord, I plead for my life, & will
keep on pleading day by day. There is only darkness everywhere.
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Ch 89: David says Lord, where is the love You used to have for me? Where is Your
kindness that You promised David with a faithful pledge? Lord, see how all the people
are despising me. And yet – blessed be the Lord forever.
Ch 90: A prayer of Moses the son of God, Teach us God, to number our days &
recognize how few they are; help us to spend them as we should.
Ch 91: God alone is my refuge, my place of safety; He is my God, & I am trusting Him.
Ch 92: A Song or Psalm to sing on the Lord’s Day (Sabbath). The godly shall flourish
like palm trees, & grow tall as the cedars of Lebanon.
Ch 93: O Lord, You have reigned from prehistoric times, from the everlasting past.
Holiness ifs forever the keynote of Your reign.
Ch 94: Lord, when doubt fills my mind, when my heart is in turmoil, quiet me &
give me renewed hope & cheer. The Lord my God is my fortress – the mighty Rock
where I can hide.
Ch 95: Oh, come, let us sing to the Lord. Give a joyous shout in honor of the Rock of
our salvation. Come before Him with thankful hearts. Let us sing Him psalms of praise.
For the Lord is a great God, the great King above all gods. He controls the formation of
the depths of the earth & the mightiest mountains; all are His. He made the sea &
formed the land; they too are His. Come, kneel before the Lord our Maker, for He is
our God. We are His sheep, & He is our shepherd. Oh, that you would hear Him calling
you today & come to Him.
Ch 96: Sing out His (God’s) praises. Bless His name. Each day tell someone that He
saves. O nations of the earth, confess that God alone is glorious & strong. Worship the
Lord with the beauty of holy lives: Let the earth tremble before Him. Tell the nations
that God reigns. He rules the world. His power can never be overthrown. He will judge
all nations fairly. For the Lord is coming to judge the earth; He will judge the nations
fairly & with truth.
Ch 97: The Lord loves those who hate evil; He protects the lives of His people, &
rescues them from the wicked.
Ch 98: The Lord is coming to judge the world with perfect justice.
Ch 99: The mighty King is determined to give justice. Fairness is the touchstone of
everything He does. He gives justice throughout Israel. Exalt the Lord our holy God.
Bow low before His feet.
Ch 100: Shout with joy before the Lord, O earth. Obey Him gladly; come before Him,
singing with joy. Try to realize what this means – the Lord is God. He made us – we are
His people, the sheep of His pasture. Go through His open gates with great thanksgiving;
enter His courts with praise. Give thanks to Him, & bless His name. For the Lord is
always good. He is always loving & kind, & His faithfulness goes on & on to each
succeeding generation.
Ch 101: I will try to walk a blameless path, but how I need Your help, especially in my
own home, where I long to act as I should.
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Ch 102: This chapter is a prayer when overwhelmed with trouble.
Ch 103: God is merciful & tender toward those who don’t deserve it; He is slow to
get angry, & full of kindness & love. The Lord’s lovingkindness is from everlasting
to everlasting, to those who revere Him; His salvation is to children’s children of those
who are faithful to His covenant, & remember to obey Him.
Ch 104: The earth is full of God’s riches. Send Your Spirit, & new life is born (created)
to replenish all the living of the earth.
Ch 105: David recounts the mighty deeds God did for His chosen ones (Israelites).
Ch 106: Again & again He delivered the Israelites from slavery, but they continued to
rebel against Him, & were finally destroyed by their sins. Yet, even so, He listened to
their cries, & heeded their distress; He remembered His promises to them, & relented
because of His great love.
Ch 107: Oh, that those who God has helped would praise the Lord for His
lovingkindness, & for all of His wonderful deeds.
Ch 108: O God, my heart is ready to praise You. I will sing & rejoice in You. With the
help of God we shall do mighty acts of valor. For He treads down our foes.
Ch 109: The Lord stands beside the poor & hungry to save them from their enemies.
Ch 110: This Psalm affirms the deity (divinity) of Jesus.
Ch 111: Who can forget the wonders God performs – deeds of mercy & grace. How can
men be wise? The only way to begin is by reverence for God. Growth in wisdom comes
from obeying His laws.
Ch 112: Praise the Lord. Happy is the man who delights in doing His commands.
Ch 113: Who can compare with God enthroned on high!?
Ch 114: Tremble, O earth, at the presence of the Lord, the God of Jacob.
Ch 115: O Israel, trust the Lord. He is your helper. He is your shield. The heavens
belong to the Lord, but He has given the earth to all mankind.
Ch 116: I love the Lord because He hears my prayers, & answers them. Because He
bends down & listens, I will pray as long as I breathe. Precious in the sight of the Lord is
the death of His saints.
Ch 117: Praise the Lord, all nations everywhere. Praise Him, all the peoples of the earth.
For He loves us very dearly, & His truth endures.
Ch 118: The Lord is for me. How can I be afraid? The Stone (Jesus) rejected by the
builders (Jews) has now become the Head Stone of the corner. This is the day which the
Lord has made; we will rejoice & be glad in it.
Ch 119: Lord, keep me far from every wrong; help me, undeserving as I am, to obey
Your laws, for I have chosen to do right. Make me walk along the right paths, for I
know how delightful they really are. Help me to prefer obedience to making money. I
will obey these wonderful laws of Yours. Lord, deal with me in lovingkindness, & teach
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me, Your servant, to obey; for I am Your servant; therefore give me common sense to
apply Your rules to everything I do. Lord, look down in love upon me, & teach me all
Your laws. O Lord, I have wandered away like a lost sheep; come & find me, for I have
not turned away from Your commandments.
Ch 120: In my troubles, I will plead with God to help me, & He did. Deliver me, O Lord,
from liars.
Ch 121: God Himself is caring for you. He is your defender. He protects you day &
night. He keeps you from all evil, & preserves your life.
Ch 122: O Jerusalem, may there be peace within your walls, & prosperity in your
palaces.
Ch 123: We look to God for His mercy & kindness.
Ch 124: Our hope is from the Lord, Who made heaven & earth.
Ch 125: Just as the mountains surround & protect Jerusalem, so the Lord surrounds &
protects His people. For the wicked shall not rule the godly, lest the godly be forced to do
wrong.
Ch 126: Those who sow tears shall reap joy.
Ch 127: It is senseless for you to work so hard from early morning until late at night,
fearing you will starve to death; for God wants His loved ones to get their proper rest.
Children are a gift from God; they are His reward.
Ch 128: Blessings on all who revere & trust the Lord – on all who obey Him. Their
reward shall be prosperity & happiness. Your wife shall be contented in your home. And
your children shall be vigorous & healthy.
Ch 129: Persecuted from my earliest youth (Israel or Jacob is speaking), & faced with
never-ending discrimination – but not destroyed. My enemies have never been able to
finish me off.
Ch 130: O Israel, hope in the Lord, for He is loving & kind, & comes to us with
armloads of salvation.
Ch 131: Lord, I am not proud & haughty. I don’t think myself better than others. I don’t
pretend to “know it all.” I am quiet, now, before the Lord, just as a child who is weaned
from the breast.
Ch 132: Do not reject Your servant David - the king You chose for Your people. For
You promised me that my son would sit on my throne, & succeed me. And surely You
will never go back on a promise. You also promised that if my descendants will obey
the terms of your contract/covenant with me, then the dynasty of David shall never end.
Ch 133: How wonderful it is, how pleasant, when brothers live in harmony.
Ch 134: O bless the Lord, you who serve Him as watchmen in the Temple every night.
The Lord bless you from Zion (Jerusalem) – the Lord Who made heaven & earth.
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Ch 135: I know the greatness of the Lord – that He is greater far more than any other
God. O God, Your name endures forever; Your fame is known to every generation.
Those who make idols become like them. And so do all who trust in them.
Ch 136: Oh, give thanks to the Lord, for He is good; His lovingkindness continues
forever.
Ch 137: O Lord, do not forget what these Edomites did on that day, when the armies of
Babylon captured Jerusalem. O Babylon, evil beast, you shall be destroyed.
Ch 138: When I pray, You (God) answer me, & encourage me by giving me the strength
I need. Yet though God is so great, He respects the humble, but proud men must keep
their distance. Though I am surrounded by troubles, You will bring me safely through
them. The Lord will work out His plans for my life – for Your lovingkindness, Lord,
continues forever.
Ch 139: O Lord, You have examined my heart, & know everything about me. This is too
glorious, too wonderful to believe; I can never get away from my God. You made all the
delicate, inner parts of my body, & knit them together in my mother’s womb. How
precious is it, Lord, to realize that You are thinking about me constantly. Search me,
O God, & know my heart; test my thoughts. Point out anything You find in me that
makes You sad, & lead me along the path of everlasting life.
Ch 140: O Lord, deliver me from evil men. Preserve me from the violent. O Lord, don’t
let wicked men succeed; don’t let them prosper & be proud. Don’t let liars prosper
here in our land; quickly punish them. But the Lord will surely help those they
persecute; He will maintain the rights of the poor.
Ch 141: Help me, Lord, to keep my mouth shut & my lips sealed. Take away my lust
for evil things; don’t let me want to be with sinners. I am in constant prayer against the
wicked & their deeds.
Ch 142: How I plead with God, how I implore His mercy, pouring out my troubles before
Him. For I am overwhelmed & desperate, & You alone know which way I ought to turn,
to miss the traps my enemies have set for me.
Ch 143: Let me see Your kindness to me in the morning, for I am trusting You. Show
me where You walk, for my prayer is sincere. Help me to do your will, for You are my
God. Lead me in good paths, for Your Spirit is good.
Ch 144: Bless the Lord Who is my Immovable Rock. He gives me strength & skill in
battle. He is always kind & loving to me; He is my Fortress, my Tower of strength &
safety, my Deliverer. He stands before me as a Shield. David also gives in this Psalm a
beautiful description of a truly happy land where God is Lord.
Ch 145: God is kind & merciful, slow to anger, full of love. The Lord lifts the fallen,
& those bent beneath their loads. You constantly satisfy the hunger & thirst of every
living thing. The Lord is fair in everything He does, & full of kindness. He is close to
all who call on Him sincerely.
Ch 146: Happy is the man who has the God of Jacob as his helper, whose hope is in the
Lord his God. For the Lord loves good men.
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Ch 147: Praise the Lord. How good it is to sing His praises. He is rebuilding Jerusalem ,
& bringing back the exiles. He heals the broken-hearted, binding up their wounds.
Ch 148: God’s glory is greater than all of earth & heaven.
Ch 149: Sing praises to the Lord, all His people. The Lord is the glory of His people.
Ch 150: Let everything alive give praises to the Lord.
Proverbs
Ch 1: King Solomon wrote most of the proverbs, to teach His people how to live. He
wanted them to know how to act, in many circumstances, & to have understanding, be just
& fair in the things they did. He told them they would become wise by trusting &
reverencing God.
Ch 2: He told the young men of his nation that God grants wisdom & good sense.
Ch 3: King Solomon tells the young men that they should have two major goals –
wisdom & common sense.
Ch 4: Once again, Solomon stresses the importance of wisdom, common sense & good
judgment. He also tells the young men to be wary, & show their affections genuinely to
those they cared about.
Ch 5: Solomon says to stay away from prostitutes, & be true to your wife.
Ch 6: Solomon warns the young men not to endorse a note for someone they don’t know
well. He says to work hard; don’t be worthless & wicked; obey their mother & father;
stay away from prostitutes & adulteresses (married woman who wish to have an affair
with another man).
Ch 7: Solomon warns of the dangers of yielding to prostitutes.
Ch 8: Solomon says nothing can be compared to wisdom. Wisdom & judgment go
together, along with knowledge & understanding. Wisdom comes from God.
Ch 9: Solomon says the reverence & fear of God are basic to all wisdom. Knowing God
results in every other kind of understanding.
Ch 10: Solomon discusses the folly (foolishness) of wickedness, & the wisdom of
righteousness.
Ch 11: Solomon contrasts righteousness & wickedness.
Ch 12: The contrast is continued.
Ch 13: The contrast continues.
Ch 14: The contrast of righteousness & wickedness continues.
Ch 15: Continuation of above.
Ch 16: Continuation of above.
Ch 17: Continuation of above.
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Ch 18: Continuation of above.
Ch 19: Continuation of above.
Ch 20: Solomon gives warnings & instructions.
Ch 21: Same as chapter 20.
Ch 22: Same as chapter 20.
Ch 23: Same as chapter 20.
Ch 24: Same as chapter 20.
Ch 25: Same as chapter 20.
Ch 26: Same as chapter 20.
Ch 27: Same as chapter 20.
Ch 28: Same as chapter 20.
Ch 29: Same as chapter 20.
Ch 30: The words of Agur, son of Jakeh of Massa, are discussed.
Ch 31: The wise sayings of King Lemuel are discussed. [description of the godly wife]
Ecclesiastes
Ch 1: King Solomon says nothing is worthwhile; increase knowledge means increased
grief.
Ch 2: Solomon says pleasure ends in emptiness, & riches & great works give no enduring
satisfaction. Wisdom is better than folly (acting foolish), but both have an end.
Ch 3: Solomon discusses the weariness of life. God wants man to fear Him. In due time
God will judge everything man does, good & bad. Man should be happy in his work.
Ch 4: Solomon says life is hopeless; all we do is foolish, ultimately. He does say that
two or more people working together accomplish more than only one alone can.
Ch 5: Solomon says he who loves money shall never have enough. The man who
speculates soon has nothing. It is good for a man to receive his wealth from God.
Ch 6: A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush (it’s better to have something that to
think you’ll get it). All things are decided by faith. The more you speak, the less it
means. Who knows the future? All these are the words of Solomon.
Ch 7: Man is incurably evil; very few men or women are wise, according to Solomon.
Ch 8: Solomon decided God is wisest of all. Those who fear God are better off. No one
can prevent death.
Ch 9: Solomon discusses the world’s wrong standard of values.
Ch 10: Solomon gives more advice, including the importance of wise words.
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Ch 11: Solomon says give generously; don’t wait for perfect conditions to occur. God’s
ways are mysterious. Keep working, for you never know when success will reach you.
God will judge all.
Ch 12: Solomon says fear God, & obey His commandments. God will judge us for
everything we do.
Song of Solomon
Ch 1-8: The eight chapters of the Song of Solomon discuss the holiness of marriage
between Solomon & his bride, an expression of pure marital love in God’s creation. An
even greater meaning that can be read into this book is the “marriage” of Christ, God’s
Son, with His heavenly bride, the Church (God’s people).
Isaiah
Ch 1: Isaiah tells the people of Judah that God doesn’t want their sacrifices, when they
have no sorrow for their sins. He tells them to cease doing wicked things; the Lord
can remove sins.
Ch 2: In the last days Jerusalem will become the world’s greatest attraction, & many
people will go there to worship the Lord. Walk in the light of the Lord, & be obedient to
His laws. The pride of men will lie in the dust, & the Lord will be exalted.
Ch 3: Because the Jews have spoken out against the Lord, & not worship Him, they will
be punished. The godly will be rewarded.
Ch 4: Isaiah says those who escape the destruction of Jerusalem will be God’s holy
people.
Ch 5: God will punish sinners.
Ch 6: Isaiah admits to being a sinner, but says God forgives his sins. He accepted the
Lord’s challenge to be a messenger of the Lord to the people.
Ch 7: Isaiah prophesies Christ’s birth (a child shall be born to a virgin).
Ch 8: Since the people of Jerusalem & Judah refuse God’s guidance, they will be led
away to captive by the Syrians & Israelite. However, those who fear the Lord need not
fear Syria & Israel.
Ch 9: Isaiah’s famous prophesy concerning Jesus’ coming: “For unto us a child is born;
unto us a Son is given; & the government shall be upon His shoulder. These will be His
royal titles: Wonderful, Counselor, The Mighty God, The Everlasting Father, The Prince
of Peace.”
Ch 10: Isaiah prophesies the Assyrians will conquer & oppress the Israelites & people of
Judah. God will then stop the oppression of the Assyrians, destroying them. A few of the
Israelites (remnant) will remain, & return to Israel.
Ch 11: Isaiah prophesies Christ’s coming.
Ch 12: The Lord is my salvation.
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Ch 13: God showed Isaiah a vision concerning the destruction of Babylon.
Ch 14: Israel will be restored from Babylonian captivity, as prophesied by Isaiah.
Babylon will be destroyed; the Philistines are also doomed.
Ch 15: Isaiah prophesies the destruction of Moab.
Ch 16: Isaiah says the Moabites will send ambassadors to Judah (Jerusalem) pleading for
advice & help. But Isaiah says that within three years the glory of Moab (nation) will be
ended.
Ch 17: The Syrians, whose capital is Damascus, will be destroyed, because they turned
from God. This is another of Isaiah’s prophecies.
Ch 18: Isaiah prophesies that the people of the land of Ethiopia, with their mighty army,
will not defeat the Israelites, but rather will end up bringing gifts to Jerusalem, in the
Lord’s name.
Ch 19: Isaiah prophesies that the Lord will smite Egypt, & then restore her. For the
Egyptians will turn to the Lord, & he will listen. The Lord will also bless Egypt & Iraq
(Assyria), because of their friendship with Israel.
Ch 20: Isaiah prophesies that the king of Assyria will make prisoners of the Egyptians &
Ethiopians, allies of the Philistines, who are under attack by the Assyrians.
Ch 21: Once again, Isaiah has a vision indicating the fall of Babylon.
Ch 22: Isaiah says that because God has removed His protective care from the people of
Jerusalem, the Elamites, Syrians & men of Kir will defeat them.
Ch 23: Tyre, a city that was an empire builder & top trader of the world, will be
destroyed by God through the Babylonians, because of her pride & contempt for the
greatness of mankind.
Ch 24: Isaiah prophesies that after the fall of Judah, there will be a remnant of Jewish
people left, who will lift up their voice to God. He also tells of the great tribulation,
mentioned in Rev. 7:14, by John, a period of great trouble to be followed by the return of
Christ in glory. Isaiah also sees the destruction of the Gentile world power, & resurrection
of Jesus.
Ch 25: Isaiah prophesies that ultimately the people of Jerusalem will rejoice in the Lord,
& the Lord will crush the Moabites.
Ch 26: Isaiah says those who belong to the Lord shall live again. Their bodies shall rise
again. Those who dwell in the dust shall awaken & sing for joy. For God’s light of life
will fall like dew upon them.
Ch 27: God will punish the enemies of Israel more than the Israelites; those people shall
remain alive among the Israelites God will return to Israel.
Ch 28: Isaiah tells of the forthcoming Assyrian captivity of Ephraim (Ephraim & Israel
are used by the prophets to mean the ten tribes who, under King Jeroboam, established the
northern kingdom, subsequently called Samaria).
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Ch 29: Isaiah warns Judah & Jerusalem that God will discipline them for their sins.
Ch 30: Isaiah warns the Israelites not to form an alliance with Egypt, against Assyria.
Ch 31: Isaiah prophesies that God will defend Jerusalem against the Assyrians, if the
Israelites only believe in Him.
Ch 32: Isaiah foretells the coming of Christ.
Ch 33: Isaiah continues to foretell that God will forgive the sins of the Israelites, & bring
peace to Jerusalem (destroy the Assyrians).
Ch 34: Isaiah prophesies about the day of the Lord: Armageddon. Armageddon was an
ancient hill & valley of Megiddo, west of Jordan in the plain of Jezreel. It is the appointed
place for the beginning of the great battle in which the Lord, at His coming in glory, will
deliver the Jewish remnant (those left) after Satan-led Gentile world powers overwhelm
the Jews. Isaiah uses the land of Esau, known as Edom in chapter 34, to refer to the
Gentile world powers.
Ch 35: Isaiah prophesies that after Armageddon Israel will be regathered; God will
destroy their enemies (Gentile world powers led by Satan).
Ch 36: Sennacherib, king of Assyria, invaded Judah. The Assyrian prime minister told a
peace delegation from Judah (sent by King Hezekiah of Judah) that Egypt would not help
Judah in the war, & that the Lord was on the side of the Assyrians, not the people of
Judah.
Ch 37: Isaiah relates that the Lord protect Jerusalem from the Assyrians.
Ch 38: Isaiah tells Hezekiah, king of Judah, that God will heal him from a deathly
sickness he had.
Ch 39: Isaiah tells (foretells) Hezekiah that the time is coming when everything he has
(treasures) will be carried off to Babylon; even some of his sons will become slaves.
Ch 40: No one can fully appreciate the depth of understanding of God. He never grows
faint or weak. He gives power to the tired & worn out, & strength to the weak. They that
wait upon the Lord will renew their strength. They shall be like eagles with wings; they
will run & not be weary; they shall walk & not faint. Isaiah also prophesies the mission of
John the Baptist when he says, “The voice of him that cryeth in the wilderness, Prepare ye
the way of the Lord.”
Ch 41: Isaiah continues to compare the greatness of God with the weakness of man. He
also says that because Cyrus, king of Persia, calls on the Lord’s name, he will have
victories in battles against nations.
Ch 42: Isaiah foretells Christ’s coming, with the power of the Holy Spirit. Isaiah says the
Lord wanted the Israelites to repent, but they didn’t.
Ch 43: Isaiah foretells how the Lord will redeem (buy back) Israel by sending an
invading army against the oppressors from Babylon. The Lord also says He will restore
Israel (the people to their homeland). Isaiah reminds the Israelites that God alone forgives
sins.
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Ch 44: Isaiah tells the Israelites that God has blotted out their sins; all they need to do is
to return in faith to God, & cease their evil practices of idolatry.
Ch 45: Isaiah says the Lord will send Cyrus, king of Persia, to defeat the Babylonians, &
end the Babylonian captivity of the Israelites. The Israelites are reminded that safety &
salvation are to be found only in God.
Ch 46: Isaiah tells the Israelites that God says He made them, & will care for them. God
is ready to save them, & will restore Jerusalem & Israel.
Ch 47: Isaiah says that because the Babylonians claimed to be God (God), they will be
destroyed.
Ch 48: Even though the Israelites have sinned, God, through Isaiah, says that he will save
the Israelites, for God’s won sake (through Christ).
Ch 49: Isaiah prophesies about the coming Christ, the Redeemer. He says Israel will be
restored & preserved, through Christ. Christ will be a Light to the nations of the world.
God will judge Israel’s oppressors.
Ch 50: Isaiah prophesies the humiliation of Christ.
Ch 51: Isaiah says that the Lord’s salvation lasts forever; His righteous rule will never die
nor end.
Ch 52: Isaiah prophesies a second suffering Savior Jesus Christ.
Ch 53: Isaiah, in his prophecy about Jesus’ coming, says that we despised & rejected
Him – a man of sorrows, acquainted with grief. Yet it was our grief He bore, our sorrows
that weighed Him down. He was wounded & bruised for our sins. God laid on Him the
guilt & sins of every one of us. He shall live again, & God’s program shall prosper in is
hands.
Ch 54: Isaiah says that God will never again pour out His anger on the Israelites, as he
did during their exile.
Ch 55: God’s word, through Jesus, prospers wherever God sends it.
Ch 56: Isaiah shows the hope through God that both Gentiles & eunuchs (castrated
males, sometimes in charge of a ruler’s harem) have.
Ch 57: Isaiah passes along to the Israelites certain ethical instructions.
Ch 58: Isaiah continues God’s ethical instructions.
Ch 59: Isaiah continues God’s ethical instructions.
Ch 60: Isaiah describes how God will save & glorify Israel.
Ch 61: Isaiah foretells God’s grace (unearned love), through Christ, & Christ’s return in
judgment.
Ch 62: Isaiah prophesies that Israel will be restored to its former glory.
Ch 63: Isaiah talks of the Lord’s vengeance, Christ’s second coming, & of the Gentile
persecutors of the Jews. He also expresses his fears & hopes of the Jewish remnant.
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Ch 64: Isaiah continues his discussion of the fear & hope of the remnant. “And yet, O
Lord, You are our Father. We are the clay, & You are the potter.”
Ch 65: Israel (remnant) will receive an eternal blessing, after Christ’s second coming, &
the destruction of Satan.
Ch 66: Isaiah continues to prophesy concerning the blessings the remnant of Israel will
receive upon Christ’s return.
Jeremiah
Ch 1: Jeremiah was a priest, son of Hilkiah. He was called by God to be God’s
spokesman to the world. He was told by God to warn the nations of the world that
some would be destroyed, & some would be made great. The Lord used two visions
that Jeremiah saw: A whip made from the branch of an almond tree, to indicate the Lord’s
punishment to certain nations, & a pot of boiling water tipping southward, spilling over
Judah, indicating the terror from the north the people of Judah face.
Ch 2: Jeremiah gives Israel & Judah warnings that God will have vengeance on the
people, because of their sins.
Ch 3: Jeremiah continues God’s message to backslidden Judah.
Ch 4: Jeremiah tells the people of Jerusalem & Judah to cleanse their minds & hearts, not
just their bodies. He also says that the Lord will save a small remnant of his people from
the Babylonian exile (forthcoming).
Ch 5: Jeremiah tells of the Lord’s vengeance on Israel & Judah, but says a remnant of
people will remain.
Ch 6: Jeremiah continues his discussion of the Lord’s vengeance.
Ch 7: The Lord tells Jeremiah to tell the people that He wanted them to obey Him, & He
would be their God, & they His people.
Ch 8: Jeremiah continues his prophecy of the Babylonian captivity of Judah.
Ch 9: The Lord tells Jeremiah that the people of Judah should truly know Him (the Lord),
& understand that He is the Lord of justice, & of righteousness, Whose love is steadfast.
Ch 10: Jeremiah tells the people of Judah to give up idol worship, & instead, worship
God.
Ch 11: The Lord tells Jeremiah that the people have broken the covenant He made with
their fathers (to inherit a land of milk & honey, if they follow God’s word). He also tells
Jeremiah He will punish those plotting Jeremiah’s death.
Ch 12: The Lord tells Jeremiah that He will ultimately have compassion on the people &
their enemies, if they will just obey Him (the Lord).
Ch 13: The Lord, through Jeremiah, tells the people of Jerusalem & Judah that because of
their sins against God they will be scattered from their homeland, & will be shamed.
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Ch 14: The Lord tells Jeremiah that the people of Judah will be punished for their sins, &
that Jeremiah should not ask the Lord to bless these people again. He says false prophets
will also be punished.
Ch 15: God tells Jeremiah He will protect Jeremiah from the persecution of the people, if
Jeremiah will return to trusting God.
Ch 16: God told Jeremiah that the people in Judah have been worse than their fathers
(sinned). He tells Jeremiah He will banish the people of Judah to foreign lands, but a
glorious day will come when God returns His people (remnant) home (Judah) from the
north (Babylon).
Ch 17: The Lord says to Jeremiah, “Blessed is the man who outs his trust in the Lord, &
has made the Lord his hope & confidence.” The Lord tells Jeremiah that if the people of
Judah obey Him, & refuse to work on the Sabbath, then their nation will continue forever.
Ch 18: Because the people of Judah & Jerusalem continued to disobey God, & plotted to
kill Jeremiah, Jeremiah asked the Lord not to forgive these people, but rather, let them
perish.
Ch 19: Once again, the lord tells Jeremiah to tell the people that they will be punished for
their sins.
Ch 20: Jeremiah tells God how troubled his life has been, being a messenger of God
bringing words of disaster, horror & destruction to the people of Judah. However,
Jeremiah says that God will stand by him.
Ch 21: King Zedekiah, of Judah, asks Jeremiah to intervene for him, & ask God to
protect the people of Judah from the invading Babylonians, but God tells Jeremiah to tell
Zedekiah that the people of Judah will be exiled to Babylon.
Ch 22: The Lord, through Jeremiah, tells the king of Judah (Jehoahaz) to be fair-minded,
& put an end to the terrible deeds he is doing. Otherwise, Judah & Jerusalem will be
destroyed by the Babylonians.
Ch 23: The Lord tells Jeremiah of the future (yet to happen) restoration & conversion of
Israel, through a righteous Branch (Jesus).
Ch 24: The Lord tells Jeremiah that those exiled to Babylon will be restored to Judah, but
not those who remain in Jerusalem. God will kill King Zedekiah of Judah.
Ch 25: The Lord tells Jeremiah that all the nations God sends him to will be punished
(Babylon, Egypt, Judah, etc.) for their sins.
Ch 26: Jeremiah told all the people from outside the temple that if they don’t turn from
their wicked ways, the temple will be destroyed.
Ch 27: Once again, Jeremiah tells the people & king of Judah that if they don’t submit to
the king of Babylon (become his slaves), they will die.
Ch 28: Hananiah, a false prophet who told the people of Judah that their people who
were enslaved in Babylon would return home in two years, died shortly after giving this
false prophecy. He claimed this prophecy came from God, but it didn’t.
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Ch 29: The Lord tells Jeremiah to send a message to the captives in Babylon, telling them
they will be in Babylon 70 years before God will return them to their homeland (Judah).
In the meantime, because of their unbelief in God, He will punish those remaining in
Jerusalem with war, famine & plague.
Ch 30: The Lord tells Jeremiah that because of the guilt of the people of Judah, He will
punish them. But the day will come when they will return home from captivity, & the
Lord will punish anyone who hurts the people of Judah.
Ch 31: When the remnant returns to Judah & Jerusalem, God tells Jeremiah that He will
make a new contract/covenant with the people – not the Ten Commandments written on
stone, but laws written (figuratively) on their hearts.
Ch 32: The Lord tells Jeremiah that just as he sent all the terrors & evils on the people of
Judah & Jerusalem, when the remnant returns, He will do all the good He has promised.
Ch 33: While Jeremiah is in jail (placed there by King Zedekiah of Judah), God speaks to
him, & tells him of the coming of the Savior (Christ), a descendant of David (Mary, the
human mother of Jesus, was a descendant of David).
Ch 34: The Lord told Jeremiah to tell the king of Judah (Zedekiah) to free all the Jewish
slaves in the land, which the people of Judah did for a short time, but then they enslaved
them again. Then God told Jeremiah to tell the people of Jerusalem they would be
subjected to war, famine & disease, & exiled all over the world.
Ch 35: This chapter apparently recounts an early message to Jeremiah from the Lord (not
in chronological order with other chapters) in which the Lord tells him that because of
their wicked ways, the people of Judah will not live in peace.
Ch 36: Jeremiah, under the Lord’s direction, dictated a letter (scroll) to Baruch of terrible
prophesies about Judah & other nations. As Jeremiah was in jail, Baruch read the scroll to
administrative officials & King Jehoiakim. But still the people didn’t change their evil
ways.
Ch 37: Jeremiah, though placed in a dungeon, & later in prison in Jerusalem, continued to
prophesy that the Babylonians were going to defeat both the people of Judah, & the
Egyptians that they were fighting.
Ch 38: Ebedmelech, an Ethiopian, rescued Jeremiah from an empty well, & placed him
back in prison. After being released from the well, Jeremiah told Zedekiah (king of
Judah) that if he surrendered to Babylon, he & his family shall live, & Jerusalem will not
be burned.
Ch 39: The Babylonians captured Jerusalem, caught King Zedekiah, & turned him over
to King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon, who killed Zedekiah’s children, gouged out
Zedekiah’s eyes, & sent him in chains to Babylon. King Nebuchadnezzar had Jeremiah
taken out of prison, & also save Ebedmelech, the Ethiopian (see chapter 38). A few
people stayed in Judah.
Ch 40: Jeremiah told Nebuchadnezzar, captain of the Babylonian guard, that he would
remain in Judah, rather than go to Babylon. Gedaliah was appointed by King
Nebuchadnezzar as governor of Judah. However, the Jewish guerilla leaders who had
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been hiding out from the Babylonians, told Gedaliah that the king of the Ammonites had
sent Ishmael to kill Gedaliah.
Ch 41: Ishmael did kill Gedaliah, along with Jewish officials & Babylonian soldiers who
were in Mizpah with Gedaliah. He & his men also slew 70 men who had come from
Shechem, Shiloh & Samaria, to worship at the temple. Then the guerilla leaders & their
men killed all of Ishmael’s men but eight, who, along with Ishmael, escaped back to the
land of the Ammonites.
Ch 42: Jeremiah tells Johanan (leader of guerillas) that the Lord wants them to stay in
Judah, & not go into Egypt. Jeremiah tells them they are still going to go to Egypt, &
there they will die by sword, famine & disease.
Ch 43: The Lord told Jeremiah to tell all the people who went to Egypt that
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, would destroy the land of Egypt.
Ch 44: God told Jeremiah to tell the people in Egypt (Jews) that those who didn’t return
to Judah (only a tiny remnant did) would be destroyed by war & famine until they were
dead.
Ch 45: This chapter, in point of time, follows chapter 36. The Lord tells Baruch, through
Jeremiah, that God will protect Baruch, who had written a letter for Jerusalem while he
was in jail.
Ch 46: God tells Jeremiah the message for the Egyptians: They will be destroyed by the
Babylonians under King Nebuchadnezzar, but a remnant of Jews living in Egypt will be
allowed to return to Judah.
Ch 47: God tells Jeremiah that the Philistines & their allies from Tyre & Sidon will be
destroyed.
Ch 48: The Lord tells Jeremiah that Moab (territory) will be destroyed, because of their
sin of worshipping the idol Chemosh. However, God says he will re-establish Moab,
later.
Ch 49: The Lord tells Jeremiah of the forthcoming destruction of the Ammonites,
Edomites, the cities in Damascus, the tribes of Kedar & Hazor, & the Elamites. He does
tell Jeremiah that He will restore the Ammonites & Elamites to their original lands.
Ch 50: The Lord told Jeremiah that Babylon & its king would be punished like the king
of Assyria was punished. God said He would bring Israel home again to her own land.
Then no sin will be found in Israel or Judah, for God will pardon the remnant He
preserved.
Ch 51: The Lord tells Jeremiah that the Chaldeans of Babylon will be destroyed by the
Medes, under the leadership of King Cyrus.
Ch 52: This chapter re-tells the events (overthrow & captivity of Judah) discussed in
chapter 39.
Lamentations
Ch 1: The Lord has punished Jerusalem for all her many sins.
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Ch 2: The Lord has fulfilled the promises of doom he made long ago. He has destroyed
Jerusalem without mercy, & caused her enemies to rejoice over her, & boast of their
power.
Ch 3: There is one ray of hope: God’s compassion never ends. Repent & turn to the
Lord.
Ch 4: There is morning for Jewish babies, who have no food or water, for the princes
(leaders) who are starving, & for the people in general, who are doomed to death, or exile
to Babylon. There is criticism of the false prophets & priests who told the Jews this time
would never occur.
Ch 5: The cry to the Lord is “Why do You forget us forever?” “Turn us (Jews) around,
& bring us back to You (Lord), again.” This book discloses the love & sorrow God has
for His people, even though He punishes them.
Ezekiel
Ch 1: Ezekiel, a priest who lived with the Jewish exiles in Babylon, saw visions of the
glory of God, which are described in this chapter.
Ch 2: God’s Spirit entered Ezekiel, & God commissioned Ezekiel to return to Israel (the
Israelites were still rebelling against God’s commands) & give the Israelites God’s
messages (warnings, sorrows & pronouncements of doom).
Ch 3: God told Ezekiel to tell the people of Israel what God says, “Let anyone who wants
to, & let anyone refuse who wants to, for they are rebels.”
Ch 4: God tells Ezekiel how he will demonstrate, through his own personal sacrifice, that
the people of Israel & Judah will be punished for their sins. God also tells Ezekiel to
demonstrate to the people how they will lack both bread & water during these forthcoming
times.
Ch 5: God tells Ezekiel how he will punish Jerusalem for her sins.
Ch 6: The Lord tells Ezekiel a remnant of the people will escape, & be scattered among
the nations of the world.
Ch 7: The Lord tells Ezekiel that the people’s love of money is the reason for their sin.
Jerusalem will be destroyed, & there will be no prophets, priests or rulers to guide the
people.
Ch 8: Through a vision to Ezekiel, God shows him the sins (unforgiveable) of Jerusalem.
Ch 9: Through a vision to Ezekiel, the Lord shows him the slayings that will occur in
Jerusalem.
Ch 10: Ezekiel had a vision of altar fire scattered over Jerusalem.
Ch 11: Through a vision, Ezekiel is told that God will spare those in exile, & return a
remnant to Israel.
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Ch 12: The Lord gave Ezekiel the message that the people of Jerusalem & the Israelites
will be driven from their homes, & sent away into exile. God says He will spare a few
from death by war, famine & disease, so they can tell others (nations) how wicked they
have been.
Ch 13: Ezekiel is told by God to prophesy against the false prophets.
Ch 14: The Lord tells Ezekiel those worshipping idols, false prophets & hypocrites
(say one thing & do another) will be punished. The punishments awaiting Jerusalem to
destroy all life are: War, famine, plagues & ferocious beasts.
Ch 15: The Lord says to Ezekiel that He will make the land of Jerusalem desolate,
because the people worship idols.
Ch 16: God says Jerusalem’s sins are worse than the prostitutes’ sins, & the people will
be punished. God says He will ultimately forgive the Israelites.
Ch 17: God tells Ezekiel that because of Zedekiah’s (king of Israel) rebellion against the
Babylonians, he will be captured by the Babylonians (& also because he believed the
Egyptians, not God, would save Israel from the Babylonians).
Ch 18: The Lord told Ezekiel that He will judge each person, & punish or reward each,
according to his own actions.
Ch 19: The Lord tells Ezekiel that King Jehoahaz & King Jehoichin of Israel were
punished for their sins. He says Israel (the people) is decaying from within.
Ch 20: Some of the elders of Israel went to Ezekiel to obtain instructions from the Lord.
The Lord told Ezekiel that because the Israelites have sinned through idol worship, etc.,
since God brought them out of Egypt, & into the Promised Land, He would judge the
people. Only a small quota would be returned from exile, to Israel.
Ch 21: God tells Ezekiel that the doom of Israel is on the way, & that His judgments will
be fulfilled. He also tells Ezekiel that although Babylon will conquer Israel, the
Babylonians will also perish. God tells Ezekiel there will be no king until the Messiah
(Christ) comes.
Ch 22: God tells Ezekiel that Jerusalem is guilty of murder & idolatry, & will be a
laughingstock & a reproach (disgrace) to all the nations of the world. God says He will
pour out His anger upon Israel.
Ch 23: The Lord, speaking to “Son of Dust” (Ezekiel), tells him to accuse Jerusalem &
Samaria of all their awful deeds, for they have committed both adultery & murder.
Ch 24: The Lord tells Ezekiel that the king of Babylon will attack Jerusalem, & the
Israelites will be punished for their sins. God tells Ezekiel to tell the people that when the
attack occurs, they should mourn privately for their evil.
Ch 25: God tells Ezekiel that he will execute terrible vengeance on the Ammonites,
Moabites, Edomites & Philistines, because of their sins against Judah & Israel.
Ch 26: God tells Ezekiel of the forthcoming destruction of the island of Tyre.
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Ch 27: God describes to Ezekiel the destruction of Tyre, after all its glory years, by King
Nebuchadnezzar of Babylonia.
Ch 28: The Lord tells Ezekiel of the punishment of the island of Trye & city of Sidon;
God also says that the (remnant) people of Israel will once more live in their own land.
Ch 29: The Lord told Ezekiel that because Egypt didn’t help Israel fight the Babylonians,
Egypt would be destroyed, & its people exiled for 40 year, to Babylon.
Ch 30: The Lord told Ezekiel more about the destruction of Egypt by King
Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon.
Ch 31: Once again, the Lord tells Ezekiel of the fall of Egypt.
Ch 32: The Lord says that Babylon’s mighty army will destroy Egypt.
Ch 33: God tells Ezekiel that he is God’s messenger to the people of Israel, warning them
of their impending doom. God desires that the wicked turn from their evil ways, & live.
Ch 34: God tells Ezekiel that the leaders of Israel will be punished. Ultimately, the
people of Israel will be saved from their oppressors, & a Messiah will come.
Ch 35: God told Ezekiel to prophesy against the people of Mt. Seir, saying God will
destroy them for their sins.
Ch 36: God tells Ezekiel He will bring the Israelites to Israel, not because they deserve it,
but because God wants His name honored (for righteousness to the Israelites, after their
exile). God says all He wants is for the Israelites or pray “thanks for their blessings.”
Ch 37: God tells Ezekiel, by using the example of putting life into dry bones, that He will
return the Israelites from their graves of exile to their homeland of Israel.
Ch 38: God tells Ezekiel he will conquer the forces against God.
Ch 39: God tells Ezekiel He will make known to the nations who have fought against
Israel why he sent them away to exile & punishment for their sin. He also tells Ezekiel He
will end the captivity of the Israelites, & restore the people to their homeland.
Ch 40: Ezekiel had a vision in the 14th year after Jerusalem was captured, that a man led
him to Jerusalem & described in detail the Temple.
Ch 41: Continuation of chapter 40.
Ch 42: Continuation of chapter 40.
Ch 43: Continuation of chapter 40. God tells Ezekiel that the basic law of the Temple is
“Holiness.” Details are given to Ezekiel, as to the measurements of the altar, & the
offerings to be made on the altar.
Ch 44: Ezekiel, in his vision, sees the glory of the Lord filling the Temple. The Lord
tells him of the responsibilities of the sons of Zadok, of the tribe of Levi, who are to
continue as priests of the Temple.
Ch 45: The Lord tells Ezekiel the portion of land to set aside for the Lord (Temple area),
& the portion to set aside for the prince (chief priests).
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Ch 46: The Lord tells Ezekiel the procedure of worship for the prince & the people.
Ch 47: God shows Ezekiel, through his vision, that a stream flowing beneath the Temple
will ultimately give life to fish in the Dead Sea. He also gives Ezekiel instructions for
dividing the land among the twelve tribes.
Ch 48: Continuation of the division of the land for the priests, Levites & the prince.
Daniel
Ch 1: Daniel, like Ezekiel, was a Jewish captive in Babylon. This chapter shows the
personal history of Daniel, including how he ended up in serving King Nebuchadnezzar in
Babylon (he was of royal descent).
Ch 2: Daniel, with the Lord’s guidance, interprets Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, showing
destruction of four empires: Babylonian, Medo-Persian, Greek & Roman, but also
showed the everlasting kingdom of heaven empire. Daniel, because of this interpretation,
is made ruler over the province of Babylon, & chief magistrate in the king’s court.
Ch 3: King Nebuchadnezzar tries to get Daniel’s close associates, Meshack, Shadrach &
Abednego, to worship his golden idol. When they refused, he had them thrown into a
flaming furnace, but God saved them. So the king realized that the Lord was more
powerful than his idol, & he ended up promoting these three men in his service in
Babylon.
Ch 4: Daniel interprets another of King Nebuchadnezzar’s dreams, this time showing him
that because he doesn’t worship the true God, his people will chase him from his palace,
& he will live for seven years in the fields. After this time, he will praise & glorify God,
& be returned to his rule in Babylon.
Ch 5: Daniel interprets the writing on the wall, seen by King Nebuchadnezzar of
Belshazzar of Babylon, King Nebuchadnezzar’s successor. The interpretation related that
because of idol worship, Belshazzar would die, & his kingdom divided between the Medes
& the Persians. Belshazzar, the Chaldean king of Babylon, was killed that very night, &
the Medes entered Jerusalem, & began their reign.
Ch 6: The rulers under King Darius of the Medes plotted to have Daniel killed because of
their jealousy of him. However, with God’s help, he escaped the lion’s den without a
scratch.
Ch 7: During Belshazzar’s reign over Babylon, Daniel had a dream concerning the world
empires of Babylon, Media-Persia, Greece (under Alexander) & Rome. The people of
God, through the coming of the Son of man (Christ) will replace these fallen kingdoms.
Ch 8: Again during King Belshazzar’s reign, Daniel had a dream in which the MedoPersian & Grecian empires will be destroyed.
Ch 9: Daniel, during King Darius’ (the Mede) rule, asked God to have mercy & send the
exiles back to Jerusalem. Gabriel, the angel, helped Daniel to understand God’s plans (the
re-building of Jerusalem, the Roman destruction of Jerusalem, wars & desolations, & the
coming & death of Christ, & the times of trouble after Christ’s death – great tribulation).
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Ch 10: During the reign of Cyrus, king of Persia, Daniel had another vision concerning
events to happen in the future. A person appearing in Daniel’s vision told Daniel that with
the angel Michael’s help, he had come to bring God’s message concerning the Jews. This
messenger also told Daniel God loved him.
Ch 11: The person appearing to Daniel in chapter 10 tells how the Syrians will conquer
Egypt & Jerusalem. The king of Syria will worship idols, & the believers in God in
Jerusalem will stumble, but not fall (God will look after them). Then this person
appearing to Daniel tells of the Antichrist’s (Devil’s) work in the last days here on earth.
This is prophecy after Christ’s death.
Ch 12: The great period of the tribulation (trouble), after the power of God’s people is
discussed, totaling 3 ½ years at the end of the world, along with the resurrection of those
who are dead & buried, who will be judged by God, are discussed. The man appearing to
Daniel tells him to continue his life as he has in the past, for he (Daniel) will rise again, &
have a full share of those last days.
Hosea
Ch 1: God tells Hosea to marry a prostitute, so that some of her children will be born of
other men. This act was to illustrate the way God’s people had been untrue to Him,
committed open adultery against Him by worshipping other gods.
Ch 2: God tells how Israel will be punished for her adulterous life, but also how she will
be restored, & the people again worship God.
Ch 3: The Lord shows Hosea His undying love for Israel.
Ch 4: The Lord tells Hosea He will punish both priests & people for all their wicked
deeds. The Lord, through Hosea, asks the people of Judah to not be like the people of
Israel (worshipping idols).
Ch 5: Hosea says that both Judah & Israel will stumble under their load of guilt. God
will punish Ephraim (one of the twelve tribes) & Judah, because of their guilt, until they
admit their guilt, & turn to God.
Ch 6: The Lord, through Hosea, says that he wanted Judah & Ephraim’s love, not their
offerings. However, the Lord says He will punish Judah for her sins.
Ch 7: God says, through Hosea, that He wanted to forgive Israel, but her sins were far too
great.
Ch 8: Israel & Judah, because of their sins, will be punished by God.
Ch 9: Hosea says that God will destroy the people of Israel, because they will not listen
or obey. They will be wandering Jews, homeless among the nations (carried off by the
Egyptians & the Assyrians).
Ch 10: Hosea tells of the forthcoming destruction of Israel, & its king, for the sins
committed.
Ch 11: God, through Hosea, promises the Israelites they will be returned from the
Egyptian & Assyrian exiles to their homeland (God loves them).
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Ch 12: Hosea tells of the punishment of Judah & Israel.
Ch 13: Hosea says that Israel will be punished for proving the Lord through their
(Israelites’) sins.
Ch 14: God, through Hosea, asks the Israelites to repent of their sins, & stay away from
idol worship. Then God will bless the Israelites.
Joel
Ch 1: Joel, a prophet of Judah, foretells of a plague of locusts (real meaning: God’s
judgment), that will destroy the crops of Israel. The prophecy refers to the coming “day of
the Lord” in its two aspects of judgment on the Gentiles, & blessing for Israel.
Ch 2: Joel prophesies concerning the invasion of Palestine (Judah & Israel) from the
north, by Gentile world powers (Babylonians, etc.). But more importantly, he also
prophesies concerning the Lord’s army at Armageddon (an ancient hill & valley of
Megiddo, west of Jordan in the plain of Jezreel), which is the appointed place for the
beginning of the great battle in which the Lord, at His coming in glory (second coming),
will deliver the Jewish remnant from the Gentile world powers, led by Satan. Joel
describes the Jews’ repentance, & the Lord’s promise of restoring the Jews to a place of
honor. God also promises to send His Spirit. The Lord tells Joel that “whosoever shall
call on the name of the Lord shall be delivered” (saved).
Ch 3: Joel prophesies about the restoration of Israel, after the second coming of the Lord;
the judgment of the Gentile nations after Armageddon; & the ultimate full & permanent
kingdom blessing of the Lord on Jerusalem (Judah), that is the Jewish remnant.
Amos
Ch 1: God led Amos to prophesy concerning the judgments that God would carry out
against the people of the cities surrounding Palestine.
Ch 2: Amos continues discussing judgments to come, from God, on the people
mentioned above, but adds the judgments of Judah & Israel.
Ch 3: Because of their sins, God is sending disaster on Judah & Israel. Idol altars, &
beautiful homes of the wealthy, among other things, will be destroyed.
Ch 4: God, through Amos, reminds Israel of their past chastisements by God. God,
through Amos, tells the people of Israel to prepare to meet their God, in judgment.
Ch 5: God, through Amos, tells the Israelites that they should hate evil & love the good.
He says He hates their show & pretense – their hypocrisy of honoring Him with
religious feasts & solemn assemblies, when really they worship idols.
Ch 6: God, through Amos, tells the Israelites He despises the pride & false glory of
Israel, & hates their beautiful homes. He says that He (God) will bring against Israel a
nation that will oppress Israel from their northern boundary to their southern tip.
Ch 7: Amos asks God to forgive the people of Israel, which he does, rather than destroy
their crops with locusts, & devour their land with fire. Amaziah, the priest of Bethel,
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under King Jeroboam of Israel, tells King jeroboam that Amos is a traitor to Israel, & is
plotting the king’s death. Amaziah tells Amos to go to Judah & do his prophesying.
Amos tells Amaziah that because of his interferences, his wife will become a prostitute, &
he & his children will die.
Ch 8: God showed Amos, through a vision, that Israel will soon perish, & those who
have been sinning will seek God’s word, but will not find it.
Ch 9: God, through Amos, says the Israelites will be exiled, but not permanently. Amos
prophesies of the Lord’s (Christ’s) return, & the setting up of His earthly kingdom, & the
Lord’s blessing of the restored Israel.
Obadiah
Ch 1: Because Edom, a nation southeast of Israel, deserted Israel in her time of need,
God, through the prophet Obadiah, promised to punish Edom. Obadiah prophesies that
God’s vengeance will soon fall on all Gentile nations. Because the Israelites will
ultimately reoccupy Israel, after their exile, they will also rule all Edom. This means that
the Lord will ultimately be king of Edom, as well as Israel.
Jonah
Ch 1: Jonah, instead of going to Nineveh, & telling the people there that God was going
to destroy them for their sins, ran from the Lord by going on a ship to Tarshish. A storm
came up in the sea, & Jonah had the sailors throw him overboard to calm God’s wrath,
which was in the form of the rough sea. A great fish swallowed Jonah for three days.
Ch 2: Jonah, while inside the whale, told God he would worship no one but God. He
thanked God for saving him from drowning.
Ch 3: After the fish spewed Jonah out (God ordered him to spew him out), God once
again told Jonah to go to Nineveh & warn the people of their doom, which he did. When
the people of Nineveh put a stop to their evil ways, God abandoned His plan to
destroy Nineveh.
Ch 4: Jonah was angry with God for sparing Nineveh, after he told them they were
doomed. While Jonah was waiting outside Nineveh, in the shade of a leafy shelter, the
shelter withered in the heat. The Lord arranged for a leafy vine to protect Jonah from the
heat; then He sent a worm that ate through the stem of the plant, & the plant died. The sun
got so hot that Jonah wanted to die. Jonah was mad that the plant had died. The Lord told
him he was feeling sorry for himself, & so why shouldn’t God feel sorry for a great city
like Nineveh, with its 120,000 people in spiritual darkness.
Micah
Ch 1: Micah, a prophet from Judah, envisions from God the punishment of Judah &
Israel, primarily because of the idolatry & oppression centering in the capital cities of
Jerusalem & Samaria. Micah was referring to the forthcoming Assyrian invasion.
Ch 2: Micah foretells the exile of the Israelites, & their eventual return to their homeland,
led by God.
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Ch 3: Micah says that Jerusalem will become a heap of rubble because of the sins of its
leaders (priests & prophets).
Ch 4: Micah describes the future kingdom of the Messiah (Jesus), & says Jesus’ kingdom
is to be supreme, universal & peaceful. The kingdom is to secure universal prosperity.
Micah mentions the regathering of Israel during the future kingdom, & also mentions the
Babylonian captivity. He also mentions the gathering of the Gentile nations against
Jerusalem, & the battle of Armageddon.
Ch 5: Micah prophesies about the birth & rejection of the king (Jesus); also the interval
between the rejection & return of Jesus. He mentions, again, the kingdom when Jesus
reigns supreme.
Ch 6: Micah says all God wants is for His people to be fair & just & merciful, & to walk
humbly with Him. However, because of the people’s sins, God will destroy them.
Ch 7: Micah says God’s day of judgment is coming swiftly; punishment is almost upon
the Israelites. He mentions that God will ultimately bless the remnant of Israel.
Nahum
Ch 1: Nahum prophesies concerning the destruction of Nineveh, capital of Assyria. The
Lord, through Nahum, says He has punished His people enough.
Ch 2: Nahum predicts the events of year 612 B.C., when the combined armies of the
Babylonians & Medes sacked impregnable Nineveh.
Ch 3: Nahum says Nineveh will suffer for her sins.
Habakkuk
Ch 1: Habakkuk, a prophet, tells God that he is disgusted with the sin & sadness
around him. The Lord tells him He is sending the Chaldeans, a tribe of Semites living
between Babylon & the Persian Gulf, against the Assyrians, which He does. Habakkuk
asks God if He is going to let the Chaldeans, with all their evil, wipe out the Jews.
Ch 2: God tells Habakkuk that wicked men trust themselves, alone, as the Chaldeans do,
& fall; but the righteous man trusts in God, & lives. The time will come when all the earth
is filled, as the waters fill the sea, with an awareness of the glory of the Lord. God says
nothing good will come out of the Chaldean idol worship, & other sins. “The Lord is in
His holy temple; let all the earth keep silent before Him.”
Ch 3: Habakkuk says God will march across the land in awesome anger, & trample down
the nations in His wrath. The day of trouble will come on the Chaldean invaders.
Habakkuk says he will be happy in the God of his salvation. God is his strength, & will
keep him safe.
Zephaniah
Ch 1: Zephaniah, a prophet, tells of the coming judgment by God on Judah, by King
Nebuchadnezzar (the double meaning here includes the ultimate day of the Lord, when all
earth judgments will end, followed by the restoration & blessing of Israel & the nations, in
the kingdom).
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Ch 2: God, through Zephaniah, asks the remnant of Jews to walk humbly & do what
is right; gather together & pray before judgment begins – perhaps even yet the Lord will
protect them. Then God, through Zephaniah, pronounces certain judgments on nations,
such as the Philistines & the Ethiopians, among others.
Ch 3: God, through Zephaniah, speaks of the moral state of Jerusalem, & other nations,
telling of their sins, with none of the people seeking God. Zephaniah pronounces God’s
judgment of the nations, & the proud & arrogant men of Jerusalem, & the kingdom
blessing of Israel (again foretelling the day of the Lord at Christ’s Second Coming).
Haggai
Ch 1: Haggai was a prophet of the restored remnant, after the 70 years’ captivity of the
Jews. He tells the restored remnant of Jews that they have been negligent in not starting to
rebuild the Temple, so the people begin work on the Temple.
Ch 2: God, though Haggai, reminds the people that God promised them His Spirit would
remain among them, once they left Egypt. He says He will “shake all nations,” &
prophesies that Christ will come to the rebuilt temple, which he does often, 500 years
later. The Lord. Through Haggai, says he will bless the Jews now that they will have
started to rebuild the Temple. The Lord, through Haggai, says He will destroy the
strengthen of the kingdoms of the nations, & overthrow their armed might.
Zechariah
Ch 1: Zechariah, like Haggai, was a prophet to the remnant, which returns after the 70
years of exile. Zechariah has several visions. His first vision reveals Judah dispersed in
foreign lands; Jerusalem, under adverse possession (by their enemies); and the gentile
nations sitting around at ease about the whole situation. He also has a vision from God
showing the destruction of the four world powers that had scattered Judah, Israel &
Jerusalem.
Ch 2: Zechariah, in another vision from God, sees an angel with a yardstick measuring
Jerusalem, to see if it’s big enough for all the people. The rest of the vision prophesies
about the restoration of the nation of Israel & the city of Jerusalem. In no sense has this
prophecy been fulfilled: The Lord in glory in Jerusalem; the restoration of Israel; the
judgment of God on the nations, after the glory; the full blessing of the earth, in the
kingdom.
Ch 3: Zechariah has another vision, this time having the angel of the Lord telling Joshua,
the high priest, that the Messiah is coming. The vision foreshadows the conversion of
Israel, in which the Jews abandon self-righteousness, for the righteousness of God.
Ch 4: In another vision, Zechariah learns that under Zerubbabel, governor of Judah, the
Temple will be rebuilt (with the Lord’s Spirit). This prophesy saying Zerubbabel will lay
the foundation, but foretells Christ, in the future, being the foundation.
Ch 5: Zechariah’s next vision tells of the curse God will put on all thieves, & those who
swear falsely. His next vision judged Babylon for her sins.
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Ch 6: Zechariah’s next vision speaks of the Lord’s judgments on the Gentile nations
north & south, in the day of the Lord. The next part of this vision foretells the glory of the
coming branch (Christ).
Ch 7: Some Jews of the captivity in Babylon came to the Temple in Jerusalem, seeking
God’s approval (through the priests & prophets), to end a “fast,” & mourning the day they
had initiated themselves, without God’s approval, in Babylon. The Lord says the Jews
were never in earnest about this “day” to start with – they never thought of God, but only
of food, fun & fellowship. This whole message came to Zechariah from the Lord.
Ch 8: The next message from the Lord to Zechariah said that peace & prosperity would
belong to the remnant of Judah returning to Babylon, after they finish re-building the
Temple. Jerusalem will become the religious center of the earth.
Ch 9: Zechariah received another message from God, this time concerning the burden
upon the cities surrounding Palestine (Israel & Judah). Zechariah also prophesies about
the coming of Christ, & how He will ride on a lowly donkey’s colt. The latter verses look
forward to the end time & kingdom (God on earth – second coming, etc.).
Ch 10: Zechariah says how foolish to depend on idols, when the Lord only answers
prayer. He prophesies about the coming of Christ as the cornerstone. He speaks of the
dispersion & regathering of Israel.
Ch 11: Zechariah prophesies about the rejection of the Messiah (Christ), by the Jews, &
God’s ultimate wrath against the people. He also prophesies about the devil in the world.
Chs 12, 13 & 14: These chapters form one prophecy, the general theme of which is the
return of the Lord & the establishment of the kingdom.
Malachi
Ch 1: The Lord sends a message to Israel through the prophet Malachi. The Lord tells of
His love for Israel, but also talks of the sins of the restoration priests (priests during the
time of restoration). The Lord says through Malachi that His name will be honored
among the Gentiles.
Ch 2: Malachi continues his rebuke of the priests, as well as the people & men
(laymen & priests) of Judah, Israel & Jerusalem. He also rebukes the people for saying
evil is good & pleases the Lord, & for saying that God won’t punish the people,
because He doesn’t care.
Ch 3: Malachi prophesies about John the Baptist & the coming of Christ. He also
discusses how the people have robbed God of His tithes & offerings. Then Malachi says
those people who have feared & loved the Lord will be the Lord’s people.
Ch 4: Malachi prophesies concerning the Lord’s day of Judgment & the second coming
of Christ. He also foretells the coming again of Elijah before the day of the Lord
(actually, Malachi, here, means a man like Elijah, or, specifically, John the Baptist).
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NEW TESTAMENT COMMENTARY
INTRODUCTION
By the grace of God this Commentary was written in seven days, though after decades of
study. Its comments read top-to-bottom, per book, as a conversation on what you will see
(especially in the New American Standard version). Because we reject the doctrine
known as Lordship Salvation (our exhaustive, Bible-based reasons for that explained in
the Appendix of Will You Live Forever?, at this website), it is sometimes mentioned,
when its teaching come in conflict with a passage being commented on. Also, we
occasionally point out how far-removed U.S. politics is from God’s standards of morality
and truthfulness, again, as a related passage is being commented on. These type
comments rarely exist, as proper/accurate and consistent interpretation was our main
focus. Enjoy!
MATTHEW
2:2 Jesus was the Jews' king of kings, and God—worthy of worship. NO OTHER
politician is to be adored like that, cult members! In Mt. you find MANY Old Testament
references, as Mt. wants the reader to see Jesus fulfilled Old Testament prophecy (Ex.:
2:6, 18, 3:3 et al). This commentary is efficient with your time, so Mk. is not addressed,
as 98+ percent of it is in Matthew or Luke, and only the unique parts of Luke are
addressed. Mark is, generally, an abbreviated version of Matthew, and uses the word
"immediately" OFTEN, as you see the writers fast-paced abbreviated account.
2:4 Jesus is also the Messiah foretold in the Old Testament to arrive. ‘Jesus’ means
deliverer/rescuer/Savior, and Christ means anointed (blessed into dedicated service) one.
2:11-12 Again, He is worthy of worship (as deity). God can lead you while you sleep,
and in Bible-conforming dreams.
2:19-20 God’s leading corresponded with changed circumstances, to protect from danger
(and fulfill prophecy).
3:2 John the Baptist started his public ministry in Israel telling God’s people (the Jews) to
repent. They had a covenantal relation with YHWH, and had strayed from it, and that had
to
change/fix. The word "repent" (in the original languages) means to change your mind, or
make a decision; "meta noeo"). It can be a decision to trust Jesus for salvation, or stop a
particular sin, or sin in general, for holiness. The Bible has many objects, or things, lost
and saved people repented of. And in salvation context, the word is occasionally used as a
synonym for saving faith (when 'faith' is omitted), and sometimes used with 'faith,'
because you change your mind, or make a decision when you choose to receive Jesus by
faith, having been called/led/convicted to do so. The idea of a 180-degree U-turn
behavioral reversal is, technically, not in the Greek meaning, but examples do exist of
people’s decision to repent causing that effect. Finally, repenting is both in man’s control
(Rev. 2:21, of believers), and originated with only God (Ac. 11:18, Rom. 2:4). No one
can make a spiritual decision on their own, as we are but flesh, so God’s always the
initiator, but man does have to respond.
3:8-11 Verse 8 proves repenting is not the deed change, as the deed change is being
commanded, to be conducive with their having repented. Their historic and biological
connection with Abraham wasn’t going to get them out of God’s wrath (vv. 7, 10; Cf.:
Rom. 2:28).
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4:1-11 There are SO MANY lessons in Jesus' temptation, but I’ll try to briefly summarize
them:
1. Jesus was led by God’s Spirit to be tempted to sin; we, Christians, are to pray not to be
so led (Mt. 6:13).
2. The devil is familiar with Scripture, but uses it wrong.
3. Jesus rightly used Scripture to defeat the devil’s assaults, because He was committed to
following it.
4. Jesus endured every temptation, as Christians can, by His leading (I Cor. 10:13; Jude
1:24). For us, that does NOT mean moral perfection, as we are far from perfect, but Jesus
was, and temptations would have caused Him to have been one sin down from that
standard.
5. The devil can make you rich! He offers Jesus all the worlds kingdoms, if Hell sin
against God and treat the devil as deity (worship).
6. The devil attacked when Jesus was wee, after 40 days of fasting, and, not satisfied with
that, afterwards awaited a more opportune time.
7. Man can’t live by daily bread alone, so if you’re not daily eating God’s word, you
aren’t living in the meaning of that word God intends.
8. Satan seeks to cause doubt ("If You’re the Son of God," prove it). Jesus, in response,
uses a more applicable Bible verse to say don’t test God.
4:17 Jesus picked up Johns repentance message.
4:19-20 The power of Christ’s specific call is the apostles immediately obeyed. Many
people confuse following with receiving Christ, and though it took faith to leave all and
obey this command, Jn. 2:11 shows us the apostles didn’t get born again until a little later.
4:22-23 Jesus' ministry was preaching, teaching and healing. Acts adds doing good (Ac.
10:38).
5:1-7:29 The famous Sermon on the mount (shorter version, on a mound, in Lk. 6:17-49).
5:3 Poor in spirit is also spoken of as poor, in Luke. You can feel poor, by life, and still
be rich—it’s a humbling attitude. Heaven isn’t a reward, like a work, but a consoling gift
that will reward one after enduring such trials, if they had received that gift.
5:6 God will fulfill peoples craving to be righteous. Its finding people with such craving
that is more difficult.
5:8 The pure-hearted will see God (no one ever has; Jn. 1:18).
5:9 People who work to end conflict will be called God’s sons. These 'Beatitudes' are
"be" attitudes—values we are to be living, and show how one can have a blessed, joyfilled life.
5:10-11 Great reward is on those persecuted for living rightly. We, Americans, usually
run to Uncle Sam to save us from receiving this great reward.
5:13 Christians are the preservatives of life, but they can lose that saltiness, and grow
carnal.
5:14-16 They are to be light/way-showers, in and to the world, but, but they can hide their
light and behave darkly; instead, they are to let people see those good works created in
Christ, which gives God glory.
5:20 Seeking to get to God by good works requires moral perfection—something
hypocritical scribes and Pharisees obviously missed the mark on.
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5:21-22 The New Testament sometimes 'updates' teachings in the Old (usually on
ceremonial and Jewish-specific edicts, but sometimes on morals, like 10 percent tithing,
and here). The Old Testament taught not to murder; Jesus ups the ante and says you’re
guilty of murder if you hate your Christian brother—a higher standard of morality.
5:27-28 Even with adultery, Jesus says if you lust for a woman, in your heart, you have
committed it. Jesus gets to the internal over the external (heart matters).
5:29-30 It is NEVER right or wise to maim yourself, and Jesus' point is if one did,
salvation is worth more than your body; don’t let anything keep you from it!
5:31-32 Before God, there is only one reason for divorce (sexual unfaithfulness), and He
only allowed divorce because of men’s hard hearts, as it breaks the unity that reflects our
unity with God in Christ (Mt. 19:8; I Cor. 6:16-17).
5:33-37 Vows had to be fulfilled, or not made, but Jesus says better is to just say yes or
no (II Cor. 1:17). Jesus is comparing the Law to His new covenant moral standards.
5:38-42 A President once said his favorite Bible verse was an eye for an eye, and was
touted as a baby Christian. He obviously never saw this passage. Martin Luther King's
peaceful nonresistance is espoused, and instead of revenge, doing going the extra mile for
persecutors, and turning the other cheek (forgiving), etc. It is NOT doormatism (selfdefense and civil disobedience are also taught), but showing your deeds, like a mirror to
evil people, to see by your response, that they’re not getting to you, but need to get more
like you, as you become more like Christ.
5:43-48 We aren’t to love friends and hate enemies, but love our enemies and do good to
and pray for those who do us wrong. Why? So we’ll show we’re children of God, living
as lights of the world, by deeds not natural or expected, but morally opposite what comes
instinctively. This can only come by Christ living within us. If you’re nice only to those
who are nice to you, what’s your reward expected? That’s natural living. But we are to
be morally and spiritually mature (perfection as the unattainable goal in this life). Why?
Because God is holy (I Pet. 1:6). If you’re directly related to God, through Christ, let that
fact and relationship show up in your behaving more like Him, daily, Christian.
6:1 Your moral character is NOT to be engaged for the motive of trying to impress
people! Gal. 1:10.
6:3 When you donate in church, you aren’t even supposed to know all the details (their
accountant sure will, for rightful tax purposes, if not the pastor)—secrecy before God.
6:5-6 Secret praying is also rewarded. That doesn’t mean church public prayers are
wrong.
6:7-8 Repeating words or lengthy words in prayer aren’t what’s effective (Ecc. 5:2).
6:9-15 Jesus lays out a format, to teach us how to pray right (the Lord’s prayer). Note
that your unforgiveness (of others) causes your unforgiveness (by God).
6:16-18 Even fasting is to be secret, vs. telling people you’re doing it. Be it practicing
righteousness, donations, prayer or fasting, you don’t do it to make people think you’re a
good person, but your motive is to please the Lord, doing most such things (except
righteousness; 5:16) privately/secretly (rewarded accordingly).
6:19-33 'Selfishly,' because this section is so valuable to me, I’m going to camp out here a
little bit, and "unpack" (as pastors call it) it’s treasures/jewels, as it is key to a successful
Christian life: Don’t store up earthly valuable assets (Col. 3:1-4). WHY? They
deteriorate. Instead, lay up heavenly treasures, as they never deteriorate, and that’s how
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God gets your heart to be His, rather than the world having your heart (Jas. 4:4). Your eye
is a lamp to your inner life/soul (vv. 22-23). If what it takes in is good, your whole life
and body’s behavior will be good (Phil. 4:8). Garbage in, garbage out, and it’s all what
you put in your mind, which mainly comes through your eyes, or what your ears hear.
You can’t serve two masters—money vs. God (v. 24). We try, and fail, usually failing
God, with lukewarm half-heartedness, like our Laodicean age is known to do. You’re
loyal to and love only one, and hate the other. They can’t be equal, even though
charismatic doctrine FALSELY teaches that riches are in the atonement. The flesh wants
only wealth, happiness and perfect health, and sanctification is NOT about living for or
pleasing our sin nature, but God. Don’t be anxious about what you will own, wear, eat or
drink (possessions/assets/money; vv. 25-32). God takes care of the birds (and animals),
doesn’t He? Anxiety can’t extend your life, as God decides its length, anyway. Worried
about keeping up with the Jones', or wearing the latest fashions? Have you ever stopped
to smell the lilies? Even rich King Solomon didn’t array himself so beautifully! If God
cares for even plant life, how much more will He take care of you, people of small faith?
https://youtube.com/watch?v=s7s7vhZD3-E… Conclusion: DON’T be anxious about
assets! Unsaved people worry about that (v. 32)! Don’t you have ANY advantage from
them, knowing God, Who will take care of you? God knows you need these things, even
before you pray! Rom. 8:26. And He has promised to meet your needs. We want Him to
meet our wants! Phil. 4:19. Application (v. 33): Seek as first/number one/top priority
God’s kingdom (spiritual, heavenly things) and His righteousness (in your behavior), and
ALL THESE THINGS (possessions) you need will be added/given to you (promise).
Conversely, that also means if any Christian seeks those things above God, the devil made
them rich! We can fake out men, by behaviors and words, but God knows our hearts! Ac.
15:8. ALL the Sermon on the Mount is devoted to getting one’s heart right, before God—
not just external behavior, before men! Summary (v. 34): Don’t be anxious about
tomorrow, because today has enough problems you have to pray and trust God for.
7:1-4 Don’t judge—the political liberal's great safety blanket to cover for sinful policies.
Does it say never judge, and what does ‘judging’ mean? God will judge you if you judge.
Wrongful judging is arrogant demeaning of others and their behavior, from selfrighteousness; looking down your nose as if you’re superior, or saying others' behavior is
wrong, when you do the same. God commands Christians to judge! BUT, only
righteously (Jn. 7:24; I Cor. 6:5). You will be held by God to the standard you hold others
to. And don’t be a hypocrite, fault-finding little things in others, when you suffer from
BIG moral things.
7:5 Have discretion in who you share sacred and valuable spiritual things with. If a
person isn’t interested in hearing the gospel, for example, shake the dust off your feet
(protest and warn), and move on!
7:7-11 Pray! God isn’t interested in punishing His kids when they do. Summary
moral/lesson (v. 12): Treat others the way you want them to treat you (not the way they
may do, but how you wished they would). The Golden Rule—NOT worldliness of he
who has the gold rules! He who has the good rules!
7:13-14 Salvation is very narrow—it is only secured through Jesus (Jn. 14:6; Ac. 4:12).
Righteous behavior is a straight and narrow path, thereafter, also! W--I---D----E is the
destructive path most people follow, and few people (by percent) will be saved/g to
heaven. Most will go to hell.
7:15-20 False teachers are known by their fruit—it will be evil, be it their doctrine, or
hidden (or not even covered) sins. Good trees produce good fruit, and vice versa.
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7:21-23 NOT everyone who cries to God on Judgment Day will enter heaven, but ONLY
those Christ knew—by salvation. On that day, many will look to their deeds, even
miracles performed, but Christ never knew them, as evidenced by their evil practices.
7:24-27 Application: So, live and base your life upon the solid rock of God’s word, the
Bible. That’s how you live wise, and endure life’s trials.
7:28-29 Crowds were amazed at Christ’s authoritative teachings, as opposed to that of the
Jewish leadership.
8:4 Christ’s fame, often from miracles, spread, whether He wanted it to, or not.
8:8-9, 13 Faith illustration: Just like a military commander orders his troops, and his
desired outcome takes place, because of his authority, when Christians pray according to
God’s word and promises, we have that same assurance God will fulfill our requests.
8:16 Jesus healed most of the people who sought it from Him (4:23, 25). He met needs
(more than wants). He did so, and doesn’t seem to do so as much in our generation,
because Matthew is laying out how Jesus fulfilled Old Testament prophecies (8:17). He
still can heal, but miracles mainly came in three major times of Bible revelation, and were
to attest that Jesus was God, when He was on this earth, nearly 2,000 years ago.
8:18-22 I LOVE this passage, as commitment to God is a gift, and emotional or will
power decisions do not last, and have limits/boundaries (Cf.: Lk. 14:28, 22:54-62). Jesus
is saying discipleship is hard, where you have to prioritize the spiritual over the natural
(burying a deceased parent), and where it is not all fun and games (poverty of Christ and
Peter, for example (Ac. 3:6).
8:26 Its astonishing that the disciples were rebuked for little faith, as they should have
expected Christ would calm the sea. Our lack of expecting God to do miracles may be a
BIG reason He seems to do them so rarely. And their (and our) timidity is contrary to the
new nature we have received (II Tim. 1:7).
8:29 Even the demons know Jesus is God (Jas. 2:19).
8:34 Christ’s helpful miracles, and even prioritizing the spiritual, can hurt some business'
profits, which people who serve mammon/money are not happy about. People may laugh
at you, or think you crazy (Ac. 26:24-25), when you walk by faith or speak from faith, but
you know what’s going on and what God’s doing! Carry on!
9:2-6 Christ’s ability to forgive sins (not just sins committed against Him, but all sins),
showed them his divinity, as His miracles (which require authority from God; v. 8) should
have.
9:9-13 Levi immediately obeyed when Christ called him to follow. Jesus socially
associated with sinful and lost people, as Jesus was the friend of sinners. Sanctification is
not cloistered physical separation, as if you’re better than them, and that’s the only way
you’ll minister to/show love to them—by going to where they gather/are. It is not the
healthy (spiritually saved) who need salvation/evangelism/the Great Physician (like a
shepherd remaining with the saved 99, vs. seeking the one lost sheep). Lesson:
Compassion for lost people (evangelism) is what’s needed, vs. sacrifice (Ex.: without
evangelizing).
9:28 Faith involves, in part, belief in God’s ability to do the things He has promised.
9:31 Miracles served as advertising It is not the healthy (spiritually saved) who need
salvation/evangelism/the Great Physician (like a shepherd remaining with the saved 99,
vs. seeking the one lost sheep). Lesson: Compassion for lost people (evangelism) is
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what’s needed, vs. sacrifice (Ex.: without evangelizing). For Christ (even when He didn’t
want it; 8:4), and deity demonstration. An aside: Jesus' kingdom was not secular (Jn.
18:36), and when the crowds clamored for Him to be secular king, He withdrew (as the
timing was wrong, as that was His job in the Millennium; Jn. 6:15). Jesus never idolized
political/secular power—that’s my point! Even some Christians don’t share Jesus' values
on this matter. But I digress…
9:36-38 Jesus had compassion on aimless crowds, as they NEEDED leadership, just as
America does. Evangelism is needed, because we never know whose hearts God has
prepared to positively accept our gospel message! The timing is always right!
10:1 Jesus gave the disciples authority over sickness (v. 8) and demons.
10:5-6 For a short time, until rejection was clear, the gospel was focused mainly on the
Jews. The early church at least missed the change, and broadening to the Gentiles (Ac.
11:19-21).
10:9 They were to minister financially impoverished, yet needing nothing (Lk. 22:35), as
God met all their NEEDS.
10:14-16 Protest gospel rejecters, and know how terrible their coming judgment will be;
warn them, then move on.
10:19-20 If you’re serving God, and unsure what you are to say, SINCE you are trusting
HIS leading, the Spirit will give you the right words you need (promise; Ex.: Eph. 6:20,
Col. 4:7).
10:22 This section (10:1-11:1) takes a prophetic turn, here, even though it had application
back then as well (vv. 21-23).
10:24-25 A disciple is a learner; we can never be fully like Jesus, in this life (I Jn. 3:2),
but discipleship is becoming more Christ-like; a life-long learning process, which is
supposed to turn around into you teaching/raising up other believers, not that far into your
spiritual life (II Tim. 2:2; Heb. 5:12).
10:26-28 Conclusion/application: Don’t fear people who can only kill you, but fear God,
Who can both kill you and send you to hell. NOTHING happens that He doesn’t see, and
one day all secrets will be open and laid bare to all (Cf.: Eph. 5:11; Heb. 4:13).
10:29-31 Humans are so valuable to God He let Jesus die to save us. If He cares for
sparrows, surely He’s going to care for you. Don’t fear that He won’t.
10:32-33 Tell others about Jesus, Christians, or He won’t be forwarding your prayers to
the Father (and let people know you’re saved; don’t be a denier, like Peter, three times).
10:34-39 Christ came to earth to cause division over morality (Cf.: Josh. 24:15), and His
required commitment and moral stances can break up families.
11:1 Jesus is a role model for pastors who deserve double honor (I Tim. 5:17).
11:3-4 Christ’s words and deeds demonstrated He was the expected Messiah.
11:12 From John the Baptist until Jesus' ascension, people tried to secure salvation by
works of the Law (and still do).
11:14 John the Baptist came in the spirit of Elijah, as a type, as was predicted (Mal 4:5).
11:16-19 An evil generation wants things both ways—like accusing people if they drink
(Jesus)
and if they don’t (John). Contrasted, wisdom is evidenced by her deeds (i.e., wise people
don’t do immoral or stupid things like that).
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11:28-30 Christ invited the tired and weary to come to Him, because His load is not
burdensome, but light. The Law was a very heavy burden no one could live up to. Christ
was humble (as were to be), and humble faith enters His promised rest (Cf.: Heb. 3:74:13).
12:3-4, 11 Spirituality does not put rules (legalism) over common sense morals (doing the
right thing). The Jews were wrongly interpreting or applying commands, AS IF God
would oppose doing good, like rescuing a sheep that falls into a pit, or eating sacred food
when you’re
starving and serving God.
12:18 Jesus is for justice, so His people must be also.
12:21 This verse is not teaching Universalism (all people go to heaven), but beyond the
Jews, Jesus is the Savior available for all.
12:25 Jesus was a 'mind reader'—He knew they were trying to trap or trick Him, so he
busts their faulty thinking by stating a fact: Non-united kingdom’s weaken and fall (from
within or without).
12:31-32 Rejecting God’s specific call to salvation, by the Spirit, cannot be forgiven, as
you are rejecting all sins forgiveness.
12:33 That decision is up to mans will, if under that sovereign convicting call. The
correct repentance/decision is to make the fruit good, by making Christ the tree, by doing
THIS work (Jn. 6:29) and THIS command (I Jn. 3:23; Jn. 15:12). That is a live work, not
a dead work (by carnal Christians (Heb. 6:1), or spiritually uncredited good work by lost
souls (Eph. 2:8-9; Jn. 3:21).
12:34-35 Jesus has been speaking to lost Jewish leaders, whom He reproves for being
evil, and trying to have good speech. It’s the treasure in one’s heart that overflows from
one’s mouth.
12:36-37 Every careless word will be judged, just as we are justified by our words of
praying in faith to receive Jesus, then confessing, afterwards (Mt. 10:32; Rom. 10:10).
12:40 This verse references Jesus going to the place of the dead, while in the grave, to
make announcement to deceased saints' souls (I Pet. 3:18-20, 4:6).
12:46-50 It is not that Jesus was denying Mary was His human mother, but He’s making
a
priorities comparison that spiritual family is more important—those who do God’s will
(Cf.: Jn. 2:4 and Lk. 2:41-52 were not disrespect of or dishonoring His parents). It also
isn’t saying Mary
wasn’t doing God’s will, but to think of family in a much broader and more important
sense than mere flesh and blood. DO YOU SEE how important it is to avoid
misinterpretation, knowing the forest of Scripture, and not just trees? We cross-reference,
often, and if you look them up, you’ll see how harmonious the message of the Bible is.
13:1-23 This parable is important, as we look at peoples' deeds, so I’ll pitch my tent here
for a brief bit: There are four soils; three saved, one lost. Obviously Christians' deeds can
come in a variety. The first soil is unsaved, as satan steals the word/gospel he doesn’t
understand; the second falls away when trials hit, having a shallow commitment; the third
one falters from the bible being choked out by the worries of the world and deceitfulness
of riches. The last/fourth soil is the only faithful one, and even its fruit varies in quantity.
13:24-30 There can be NON-Christians posing as Christians (tares, vv. 38, 40), including
in church (vv. 47-50). Not every confessor is a possessor.
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13:44-46 Salvation is like a treasure, or fine pearls, which, upon finding it, one sells out
all they have for it. Once possessing it, its value makes one sell out all to live for Christ/it.
13:52 Completed/saved Jews draw richly/deeply from a dual Judeo-Christian heritage.
13:54-58 Those who know you most can believe in you the least. A prophet is only not
respected in his hometown. In Christ's hometown, He couldn’t do many miracles, because
of their prevalent unbelief.
14:1-11 No good deed goes unpunished. John did the right thing, in telling a politician he
was blatantly sinning, but then the man lost his mind, and John lost his head.
14:20 Jesus was frugal/not wasteful of assets.
14:27 Walking on water, Jesus tells His men not to be fearful, but courageous. They
were probably baffled and bewildered, though He may have scared them, like a ghost
walking atop the surface of the ocean.
14:29-31 Fear and doubt are what made Peter start sinking, but by looking to Jesus in
faith, obeying His command, Peter did walk on water.
14:33 Peter worships Jesus, knowing He is God (to which His miracles attested).
14:36 Christ helped and healed so many people, even His cloak and shadow could bring
forth that effect (Cf.: Ac. 5:15, of Peter’s shadow).
15:3-6 Any human custom or habit raised up higher than God’s word is a sinful idol, and
you can’t even use religious traditions to violate that! Here, they were dishonoring their
family, thinking they were serving God.
15:11, 18-20 It is not food that defiles people, but sins that come from a defiled heart.
What comes out of the mouth (and body, or its deeds) all stem from the heart.
15:13 If God didn’t plant a person, spiritually, they aren’t saved, despite any claims or
deeds offered as corroboration.
15:14 If you follow a false prophet (unplanted by God), it’s the blind following the blind
into a pit. That is blind faith, vs. following people who follow the light, and can she’d
light on God’s word!
15:24 As was said earlier, for a time, the good news of Jesus was offered to Israel, to see
if the nation would accept it, and the kingdom come. After their majority rejection, its
audience broadened to all.
15:27-28 The wisdom of faith: This NON-Jewish lady was so wise in her response, using
a human analogy, Jesus saw both her faith and wisdom. She thought it only right that a
lower status group still get some benefit, as they are people, too.
15:30-31 Jesus helped people in need, and the down-and-out (not with money, I might
add).
16:3-4 People who seek miracle proof of Jesus, when the Bible is sufficient, Jesus calls
"evil." After all, He had already performed so many miracles, the only one remaining
would be
judgment of those people, like the big fish swallowing up Jonah (and, more importantly,
His being three days in the grave, which is the primary interpretation).
16:6-12 Jesus was no fan of the sin of hypocrisy, and He called it out.
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16:16-17 God sovereignly revealed to Peter his great confession that Jesus was the
Christ/Messiah, and deity/God’s Son. Man does not come to that conclusion on their own.
It takes a miracle.
16:21-25 Jesus first reveals to His disciples that He will die, and Pater tries to stop it (not
wanting Him to leave), and Jesus speaks to the spiritual force empowering that obstruction
by Peter (Eph. 6:12).
16:27 Every soul will be accountable to Jesus on Judgment Day, lost people at the Great
White Throne (for hell; Rev. 20:11-15), and Christians at the Bema Seat (for rewards; II
Cor. 5:10).
17:20-21 This is a very odd response, as they get corrected for not enough faith, even
though having not enough faith wouldn’t have fixed the problem. The only viable
interpretation is their faith was morally insufficient in quantity, but this type of problem
would also have required the word of God and prayer, had they had enough faith. Jesus
doesn’t trick people, like asking for something, then reproving them for providing it.
There’s no shifting shadow with God (Jas. 1:17), so the initial/surface interpretation could
not be right.
17:22-23 Jesus gave His disciples up to four or more warnings that He was going away,
to die, perhaps because that bad news had to sink in, through repetition (or their disbelief
of His claim).
17:26 ONLY technically, Christians, as heavenly citizens, don’t owe taxes, but were also
to render to Caesar what’s his, and submit to governing authorities, so the technicality
means little (as He miraculously provides the means to pay).
18:1-5 Children (Cf.: 18:10) have more natural innocence, humility and believing of
things. You cannot get saved if you lack humble and sincere faith. Anyone who tries to
keep a child of the age of accountability from coming to Christ will face severe
punishment, as a stumbling block-head.
18:11-14 Jesus left heaven for earth, to seek out and save lost people, like the Good
Shepherd that He is, leaving the 99 saved to find the one lost sheep. God wants NO ONE
to go to hell (II Pet. 3:9; I Tim. 2:4), especially children/"innocents" (sinners, by nature,
but not held accountable for it until old/mature enough to know right from wrong).
18:15-17 You do a Christian brother a service to keep/rescue them from straying, morally
(Jas. 5:20). Church discipline and even shunning are biblical practices, rarely seen in
America.
18:18-20 Corporate decisions by a church (majority rule; II Cor. 2:6) are binding, and
respected/honored in heaven, as God’s representatives.
18:21-22 Peter had an under-estimation of how forgiving Christians must be. It is not the
number, 490, that is the answer, but multiplying your expectations to mind-blowing
proportions, knowing how much God, in Christ, has forgiven you (v. 32; even if saved as
a young kid). He forgave you being guilty of all sins, like Adams one sin equated to, as
that’s all that was lost in his fall (Jas. 2:10), as we all have sinned at least once. That
teaching is followed by an illustrative story about forgiveness vs. unforgiveness. Verse 35
mirrors the long version Lord's Prayer, as Christians unwilling to forgive cause their own
fellowship sins (sins that break fellowship with Christ, being in relationship with Him, as
opposed to sins by people outside a relationship, or 'familial sins') to remain unforgiven
forgive s you have been more (Mt. 6:15).
19:14 Jesus is again extolling and exalting the value and virtue of kids.
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19:16-26 This is a theologically important story, so we’ll pitch a tent here for a little
while: The key word in verse 16 is "do." He wanted Christ the Teacher to tell him works
he still needed to perform, in order to have eternal life. He had done many/plenty, but still
felt rightly insecure. Humble Jesus points Him to God for the standard (v. 17). He is
NOT saying He is evil, or not good; it’s humble deference. Jesus knew the man knew the
Law, and if one keeps it perfectly, they could arrive at that goal (but they can’t, because
it’s impossible; v. 26). Christ cites commands he would have to do, chasing heaven by
good works (several of the 10 commandments; vv. 18-19). The man replies that he’s done
those faithfully since childhood (still, a restless heart). Jesus knew there was at least one
sin he owned, which was idolizing/loving money, so He tests that idol being exposed by
testing his willingness to part with everything, so he’d have heavenly treasure, and tells
him to follow Him. In response, the rich young ruler goes away saddened, knowing he
couldn’t make it to his destination, by the standard he was under. Jesus tells His disciples
it’s hard for rich people to be saved (because their faith is in their fortune). It’s so hard
(camel through a needle’s eye), Peter asks who can ever enter? Christ’s answer (v. 26) is
that human works can’t work, but nothing (incl entering heaven) is impossible through
faith in God.
20:4 Business owners owe workers what is due and right.
20:12-16 What a worker agrees to is what is owed. Bosses do you no wrong paying the
agreed upon wage, and thereafter that money is theirs (personal property). But while it is
in the managers hands (pre contract negotiation), he has full right to control how it’s spent
(Cf.: Ac. 5:4). The point of the story is humility, vs. arrogant jealousy over an executive
paying someone more (v. 16).
20:23-24 Brothers James (Ac. 12:2) and John would suffer for Christ, but competitive
chasing after high status in heaven was NOT the humility Jesus had been teaching on (Cf.:
vv. 27-28, humble service, and evangelism).
20:32-34 Jesus didn’t ask to be snarky, but to focus the man’s attention on his answer
standing right in front of him. There are two types of followers in the gospels; physical
'groupies'
(miracle chasers), and spiritual-moral followers (v. 34). Jesus was obviously interested in
the latter, whether they ever physically walked around with Him, or not.
21:12-14 Christ overturned the money changes temple tables twice in His ministry (Jn.
2:13-17), so, obviously, the first time didn’t fix the problem. It started and finished His
ministry—a religious group more into mammon than God.
21:16 Another tip of the hat to God’s close relationship with children.
21:21 If Christians have faith (based on God’s word/will), with no doubt, they can say
anything consistent with his promises, and it will happen, including miracles, like
mountains moving. Do you believe that, Christian?
21:23-27 Jesus wasn’t thrown off His 'game' by hecklers. He silenced them with wisdom.
21:28-32 Further reproving them for rejecting John the Baptist (v. 32), Jesus asks which
of two
sons do his father's will—one who agrees to do so, and doesn’t, or one who rejects doing
so, later regrets it then does it. They Jews were clearly the son saying yes but doing no,
and they would be punished accordingly (21:43), for rejecting God’s will, His Son.
21:46 Crowds can incite persecution (Jn. 18:40), but also protection (Cf.: 21:26). Even
Paul knew how to use crowds to his favor, when he needed to (Ac. 23:6).
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22:9 Evangelism needs to be to the highways and byways, as God’s house will be full.
22:14 Many are called, but no one is chosen if they never respond. They’re chosen to be
called, and saved if they respond.
22:29 At least two things make people mistaken—not knowing God’s word or God’s
power (Jn. 5:39).
22:30 Married Christians are like angels (not mated), in heaven. We surely will
recognize them, maybe even feel fond affinity (Cf.: Ac. 2:29).
23:2 Self-appointed leaders (spiritual or not) have less credibility than others seeing
leadership in you, and asking you to lead.
23:8-13 Christ is teaching humility (v. 11). He specifically and clearly says not to call
someone "father" (Catholics) or "leader," (politicians and business people), or "rabbi"
(Jews), as those titles belong exclusively to Christ.
23:33 Jesus rebuked severely, when it was needed (Cf.: Tit. 1:13).
Mt. 24:4-25:46 Prophecy section; lets cover the highlights: As prophecy approaches,
false prophets will arise (vv. 4-5). Wars and their rumors will arise (v. 6). Nations will be
in mass conflict (v. 7). These are just the beginning of the pangs that lead to child birth (v.
8). Saints will be persecuted (vv. 9-10). Again, false prophets will arise to mislead people
(v. 11). Sin will increase II Tim. 3:1-9, so most saints will be cold to Christ (Ex.:
Laodicean luke-warmness, influenced by their sinful culture). But the one who isn’t killed
in this time of judgment will be the faithful saint. This is a prophecy context, and isn’t
teaching works for salvation—works until you die. The end will come when the gospel
gets to everyone (like through the 144000 and gospel angel in midheaven, in Rev.). When
the Antichrist is seen in the rebuilt Jerusalem temple, Jews must run to the mountains (vv.
15-16). The second half of this seven-year period is known by scholars as the Great
Tribulation (after Rev. 13; v. 21). If people say Jesus is over here, don’t events (Jesus'
second coming, etc.) occur. God’s word will never pass away, believe them, as His
second coming (at the end of these seven years) will be as obvious as lightning flashes (v.
27), as the elements will (when burned; I Pet. 3:10). NO human knows when prophecy
will start (including Jesus; v. 36), and verses 24-26 (and others) have caused many
scholars to say Israel’s 1948 official return to the holy land is a major prophecy sign.
However, it is the other verses that are more credible for this claim, as that generation
won’t pass until all these as the elements will (II Pet. 3:10). Christ’s coming (first, in the
Rapture) will come unexpectedly by people, who will be busy with the affairs of everyday
life. His second coming will be more predictable—seven years later! In that Rapture,
some will be taken, some (lost people) left (vv. 40-41).
24:42 Conclusion: So be alert, for you don’t know prophecy’s day or hour!
24:45-51 Illustration of being faithful (and rewarded or judged/punished, accordingly).
25:1-13 Second illustration of being faithful: The 10 virgins. It is not evil or selfish for
them to not help the foolish ones, who didn’t make proper preparations, and didn’t have
enough oil in their lamps to endure until the Bridegroom returned.
25:14-35 Third illustration of being faithful: The talents. The laborers aren’t treated the
same as to what talents they received, or expected profits. But the foolish one, fearful of a
fear-invoking Master (v. 24) failed to make his master any money off his buried talent,
and he alone faces punishment.
25:31-46 When Christ returns, in all His glory, and sits on His Davidic earthly throne (for
1000 years—the Millennium), the nations will be gathered for judgment, separating the
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goats from the sheep (note their identity is reflected by their deeds, on the outside). This
is God’s judgment separating the lost from the saved. Works save no one, even in the
seven-year Tribulation, but are to evidence the real from the fake Christian (or
"Tribulation saint," as people saved during this time are called). The point of this
poignant story is not that their deeds proved their salvation, or lack thereof, but that they
never even know they were serving Jesus, yet they were, when they did good to mankind
(just like persecuting Christians is persecuting Christ; Ac. 9:4-5). Verse 34 references
eternal blessings (the Millennium, then heaven; Cf.: The new heaven and new earth),
while verse 4 clearly teaches hell (Cf.: Rev. 20:10). This famous passage is OFTEN used
in politics, to show doing good to the lesser and lowly. However, it isn’t speaking of
government, or tax dollars.
26:11 This verse is not saying caring for the poor isn’t important, but Christ (especially
while on earth) was more important (and urgent).
26:41 Be alert in prayer, that you not fall to temptation.
26:42 Jesus submits His will to that of His Father.
26:53 Christ always knew the powers available to Him, as needed, which He partly gave
up access to, to come to earth (Phil. 2:5-11).
26:56 ALL the disciples left/abandoned Jesus, at His greatest time of need.
27:70-74 Even Peter denied Him (said he didn’t know Him, three times, as predicted).
27:46 Jesus FELT in His soul that even His father had left Him.
27:50 Jesus freely gave up His life (Jn. 10:18) in that He made Himself available for the
Romans to seize, then crucify Him.
28:18-20 Just before leaving this world, Christ gave the Great Commission: Evangelize
ALL people (Cf.: Mk. 16:15-16), making disciples or and baptizing them, teaching them
to observe all Christ said (which is what discipleship is), and Jesus would NEVER
abandon them (Cf.: Heb. 13:5).
MARK
Most of Mark is duplicated in Matthew and/or Luke, so to minimize duplication, any
comments we would have had on Mark’s passages are found in those two books.
LUKE
Because much of Luke is duplicated in Matthew, to minimize duplication, any comments
we would have had on Luke’s duplicate passages are found in that book.
1:1-4 The conscientious, detailed accuracy with which Dr. Luke recounted historical
events was astonishing and meticulous.
1:14-17 Many rejoiced when John the Baptist was born, and he was great (the greatest
saved person before Christianity began (Mt. 11:11), and never consumed alcohol.
1:18-20 An example of God judging unbelief/doubt (1:28, 30-31). Mary found favor
with God, then was told she would be Jesus’ mother.
1:32-34 Jesus’ reign will never end.
1:34-35 Mary got pregnant (Cf.: 2:5-6) with Jesus, without any sex with any male. Her
question to the angel was not from doubt, but believing it would happen and wondering
how (vs. 1:18-20).
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1:37 Faith learns that nothing is impossible with God (except sin).
1:41-42 Mary was blessed to birth the Lord.
1:44-45 Mary’s faith was rewarded.
1:80 As a child, John the Baptist grew (like Jesus, 2:40, 52), and became strong in spirit
(morals and character; spiritual power), and he lived in the wilderness.
2:10-11 Christmas (Jesus’ birth) is good news of great joy for all people.
2:14 Peace on earth comes easier by people who please God.
2:21-35 Simeon was told he would see the Lord before he died, and he blessed Jesus as
deity and salvation, and a light to Gentiles and glory to the Jews.
2:47 Even as a 12-year-old, Jesus had amazing spiritual understanding, and answers to
religious leaders.
2:48-49 Jesus felt an obligation to God over family, even at an early age, as He had to be
about His business/ministering.
…
10:7 When Christ sent out the 70 (as He also sent the twelve), He told them to take no
finances, but later asked if they felt needy having none, and they said no (22:35).
10:17-20 Salvation is a more valuable miracle than signs and wonders, and it alone we
are to thank God for.
10:21-22 Spiritual truths are comprehended by man due to God’s sovereign revelation,
which most often comes to humble people, with humble attitudes like children.
10:23-24 Spiritual truths are a blessing to comprehend, and generations past have longed
to know what we can now know.
10:29 A lawyer curious about how to go to heaven wanted to brag that he was good
(‘justify himself’) , until Jesus used the parable of the Good Samaritan to illustrate what
love (and show mercy to; v. 37) your neighbor means, and especially what a neighbor is
(here, a total stranger, and even from another nation).
10:38-42 Secular work is less valuable than spending time with Jesus, and learning from
Him. Though needed, they should never become a distraction to greater priorities.
11:5-8 Persistence in prayer can accomplish more than just asking as a child of God.
11:9 Prayer requires initiative/effort from the human (ask, seek, knock).
11:10-13 God is going to answer Christians prayers (conforming to His word), because
He is a good God, and isn’t going to trick or harm us, like an evil prankster (so pray!)
11:21-22 Justification for armed self-defense strong enough to keep evil at bay.
11:23 If you are not supportive of Jesus, you are working against His cause.
11:27-28 Mary’s breasts were not blessed (for being His mother), but those who do the
Bible are.
11:34-35 Your eyes show the light (or darkness) within (in your heart).
11:41-42 Sanctification is volitional, and we are to focus on prioritized morals (not
majoring on the minors).
11:43-44, 46 Hypocritical Pharisees loved prominent treatment, titles of honor, and were
dead inside. Jesus warned them severely. They demanded of others heavy burdens they
themselves didn’t lift (hypocrisy).
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11:52 Lawyers (religious experts) had the solution to salvation, but didn’t get saved.
11:54 The Jewish leadership often sought to persecute Christ (as they also did early
Christians in the book of Acts).
12:1 Jesus warned against the sin of hypocrisy. Washington D.C. often acts like these
Pharisees (flip-flops, chameleons, etc.).
12:4-5 Men should fear God more than people who can merely kill them.
12:13-15 Life does not consist of how much money you have—greed (said to a man
demanding Jesus divide his inheritance).
12:16-20 People constantly wanting more—bigger and better—are a vapor (Jas. 1:10-11),
whose end could be at any time.
12:22-23 Life doesn’t consist of money (12:15), and is more than food and clothing. It is
values, character, ministry and knowing Christ.
12:25 Anxiety (vs. peace) is futile, and can’t make your life last longer.
12:32-34 Selling assets (like some excess) and giving it to charity gains one eternal
treasures. No U.S. church will preach a sermon on this, that I know of.
12:40 Christ’s coming (in the air—the Rapture) will be unexpected (at a time people
aren’t anticipating).
12:45-46 God judges people who behave evilly, believing prophecy’s delay means
leniency from God. Note they are assigned a place with unbelievers, meaning judgment,
if they’re believers (not hell).
12:49-53 Christ came to make moral divisions, and that can split families.
12:54-56 The imminence of prophecy should be observable by astute people, like a
fisherman checks the skies.
12:57-59 If you are in an adversarial conflict with someone stronger than you,
compromise and concession is smarter than your own destruction. You will pay the price
if you behave arrogantly.
13:1-5 Some lost people look at others’ sins and think those others should repent, when
any lost person needs to.
13:6-9 This is a great passage indicating believers should start growing in Christ after at
most
three years, lest God judge them. Disciplers can nourish and hasten that process.
13:17 Jesus silenced people with His wisdom, even humiliating some.
13:19, 21 Faith is like a mustard seed and leaven—its positive influence on others grows,
when it is biblically exercised.
13:24-28 Take caution to enter the narrow path, because God can shut the door of
salvation opportunity off. Some people will claim to be saved, having taught and
associated with Christians, but never knew Christ, shown by their sins, and will go to hell.
13:31-33 Jesus was sassy with arrogant politicians (which is rebuke, not disrespect).
14:3-6 Jesus silenced these lawyers, who were arguing rules over common sense morals.
14:7-11 This story is teaching humility, in this case, in not assuming your status at public
parties.
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14:12-14 Humility is again taught, by inviting people to your party whom many people
wouldn’t naturally invite, and/or who can’t repay the favor. Also, don’t host parties, for
tit-for-tat reasons.
14:15-24 The high and mighty are not the likeliest to positively respond to evangelism.
God’s house will be full, but not full of everyone invited, as only those who responded get
chosen to eat that meal. The great pastor, Dr. John Bisagno, noted how ironic it was that
the three groups’ excuses made no sense—1. Who buys land, sight unseen? And once
you’ve bought it, why can’t you do anything else? 2. Again, who tests drive cattle only
after they already paid for them? 3. Marriage has obligations, but what good husband
doesn’t consult his wife on big decisions (like rejecting heaven), or believes marriage is so
constricting, you can’t attend a party?
14:26-33 You can’t be a disciple of Jesus if you love your family more than Him. Count
the cost! Make sure you can fulfill your commitment, so you’re not embarrassed falling
short, like a politician whose army can’t defeat their engaged enemy, because he planned
poorly.
14:34-35 Christ was craving saving the Jewish nation He had compassion, on, but they
were unwilling, so they got judged (in 70 A.D.).
15:4-7 Loving, evangelistic people will seek out the one lost sheep (leaving the saved
ones), like Jesus, then celebrate that joy with others.
15:8-10 Its natural for people to seek to find valuable lost things (as it should be
evangelizing lost people).
15:11-32 The father was looking for his wayward, prodigal son, as he returned home,
after having his fill of the rebellious/sinful life. His more obedient brother was jealous
and angry when he got treated well for returning, when that brother always had the
father’s assets to enjoy.
16:1 Wasting possessions is not a virtue (like management wasting ownership’s assets).
16:10-12 Being faithful is managing money is important, but not nearly as important as
managing spiritual assets.
16:13 You cannot equally serve God and serve money; you will invariably hate one and
love the other.
16:14-15 The love of money (sin) is highly esteeming things which are not so to God
(even detestable).
16:19-31 The main moral/lesson I derive from this parable is verse 25, where God will
exact justice, for those who suffered as opposed to those who lived it up in this life. Also,
the rich don’t mainly go to hell because they’re rich, but because riches can blind a person
from their need to believe. There is no bridging the gap between heaven and hell, in the
afterlife.
17:7-10 In serving God, don’t expect Him to thank you for doing what you’re only
supposed to do.
17:16-19 Don’t forget to thankful, for that glorifies God. Even though blessed/gifted, the
majority failed to do so, here.
17:24-25 The Second Coming will be unexpected, sudden and obvious to all, but first
Christ had to die, and be rejected by the majority of the Jewish generation judged in 70
A.D.
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17:27-30 One sign of prophetic times is people treating life like everything is normal
(Ex.: eating, drinking and marrying), just before God’s judgment falls. The calm before
the storm is not a good omen.
17:32-33 Do not look back to your pre-Christ life, lest you be judged. Why? Because
those who cling to it lose life, but you keep your life when you give it up/away to God.
17:37 Where will prophecy take place? Things like Armageddon will take place where
you see God slaughter much of mankind. Birds (undesirable types) feed off other’s
loss/death (Ex.: vultures).
18:1, 4-5 Persistence in prayer is again exhorted, without growing weary.
18:7-8 God will bring swift justice to persecuted Christians, in prophecy.
JOHN
1:1-5 In the beginning (eternity past—God had no beginning, but it’s how man thinks)
was Christ, the Word with God and God Himself (deity). He created all things (v. 3).
Life is only found in Him (v. 4). His life is men’s light. He shone in the darkness/sin
realm, 33 years on earth, and He wasn’t overpowered ('comprehended') by it.
1:9 This True Light enlightens every man. That does not mean all are saved, but their
conscience knows God exists, and they can be saved.
1:11-12 Jesus came to His own Jewish nation, but they rejected Him, but whoever accepts
Him get the right to become God’s children; that is those who believe in Jesus.
1:13 Christians aren’t saved by choice alone, their parents’ choice, or by being born
saved—they are born by God.
1:16-18 We Christians have received His gracious fulness, and glory greater than the
Law. No one has ever seen God the Father, but Jesus demonstrated/explained Him to us.
1:27 The humility of John the Baptist, even while being the greatest person pre-Christ
(Mt. 11:11). The worst carnal Christian is greater than John, because Christ is in them.
1:29 Jesus is God’s sacrificial Lamb, who takes away the worlds sin.
1:34, 36 John testified Jesus is the Son of God (deity).
1:41 Jesus is the Old Testament prophesied and promised Messiah/Christ.
1:47 His being a prophet shown by His knowing this about Nathanael.
1:49 Jesus was the king of the Jews (Mk. 15:2).
2:4-5 Wise advice from mother Mary: Whatever Jesus says for you to do, do it.
2:11 Turning water into wine was Jesus' first of seven sign miracles in the book of John.
His
disciples got saved, then (NOT when He called and they followed).
2:20-22 Christ’s disciples didn’t always believe when Jesus initially said things,
especially when He spoke more figuratively (like leaven as hypocrisy, or eat My flesh,
etc.).
2:24-25 Since God knows the heart, and Jesus is God, Jesus knew when people
insincerely believed. Calvinists use this proof text to say faith in Christ may not save, but
this would be the only verse that would say if you believe, Christ may not respond by
saving. We interpret by the forest, not a cherry-picked tree.
3:3 No one will see/enter heaven if they aren’t born again.
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3:5-7 That is being born of water (humanly), then born of God’s Spirit, by faith.
3:13-15 Christ didn’t ascend into heaven before having come from there. And like Moses
lifted up a snake, Jesus was lifted up on a cross, that He might give people eternal life (by
faith).
3:16-18 Further explanation: God so loved mankind He let Christ die on that cross, so
whoever believes in Him shall have eternal life (and not perish, in hell). Christ came here
to save vs. judge. Believers aren’t judged, but he who disbelieved is already judged, as he
has rejected God’s only way of salvation, in Christ.
3:30 John the Baptist’s humility.
3:35-36 Christ as Lord: God the Father has given all things to Jesus, and he who believes
in him has eternal life, but God’s wrath is on all the rest. It couldn’t be clearer!
4:1-2 The Pharisees got jealous when Christ attracted more followers. Jesus and Paul
didn’t water baptize many, as evangelism doesn’t require that, and they were busy priority
working (I Cor. 1:13-17)!
4:14 Christ evangelized with alluring language. The Holy Spirit inside springs up to
eternity, all sanctification long, and keeps the believer unthirsty and not hungry,
spiritually.
4:16 Christ again shows He’s a prophet (Cf.: Lk. 1:48).
4:23-24 True worship is in accuracy and sincerity (if not zeal).
4:25-26 Jesus was the Old Testament prophesied Messiah.
4:34 What fed Christ’s fuel (sustained Him) was doing God’s will. Can you say that’s
your food for thought?
4:35-36 Evangelism is always urgent, due to the few who do, they few who need it, never
knowing your expiration day, and not letting fruit rot on the vine.
4:41-42 People had believed this woman’s word (testimony) about Jesus, but even more
so for themselves when they met/spoke with Him.
4:54 Second sign miracle of the seven in the book of John.
5:17-18 Christ wasn’t a workaholic (a sin), but was always working God’s will. The
Jews sought to kill Him with that statement, making Himself out to be God (which, to
them, was blasphemy, but which, in fact, was true, because of His divinity).
5:19 Jesus didn’t take credit to Himself (5:30), but attributed His words and powers to
His Father (Heb. 5:5).
5:21 God gave Christ the power to resurrect people (v. 26).
5:24 Faith in Christ yields eternal life, and has avoided His judgment, and entered life
Hearing the gospel is how they can have such faith.
5:27 God also gave Christ the power to judge.
5:36 Christ’s miracles witnessed/attested to His deity.
5:37-38 Jesus rebukes the Jews never having heard His Fathers voice, and says His word
doesn’t abide in them because they have never believed.
5:39 The Bible is not Jesus, but He is found through it. Eternal life is not found by
obeying God’s Bible, but believing Jesus.
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5:40 If a person is unwilling to come to Christ and believe in Him, they cannot have life
(eternal type).
5:46 Moses wrote of Christ, so Jews who followed Moses' Law should have believed in
Jesus (but didn’t, here).
6:15 When the people sought to forcibly make Jesus a political king, He withdrew, as that
was not His purpose on earth (Lk. 19:10; Mk. 10:45).
6:27 This verse doesn’t mean you quit your job, but your number one motivation can’t be
working for a paycheck, but doing God’s ministry work. How many Christian laymen
hold that attitude? If you want to work your way to heaven, this is the only work you have
to do—believe on Jesus.
6:35 This verse mirrors 4:14 (full-fill-ment; Rom. 10:11).
6:37 Whoever God gives to Christ will be saved and never lost/lose salvation. That is
everyone who believes in Jesus.
6:39-40 God’s will is that no Christian ever loses their salvation. God’s will is that
everyone who believes in Jesus receives eternal life, and Jesus will resurrect them on the
last day (in prophecy).
6:47-48 Whoever trusts Jesus for salvation owns/possesses/has heaven/eternal life. He is
the bread of life (Cf.: 6:33).
6:54-55 This speaks to full involvement in the food (swallowing), like a person fully
trusting Christ for salvation. In no way is this teaching cannibalism, as heretic critics in
the early church years alleged.
6:63 You can never fully understand God’s word without the Holy Spirits sovereign
illumination (I Cor. 2:14).
6:66-68 Upon difficult words by Christ, many of His disciples withdrew. Being a
disciple doesn’t ensure enduring to the end. Jesus knew Peter had a choice, and asked if
he wanted to depart, as well, but Jesus' awesome words kept him on the 'hook.' No one
else had words of/about eternal life.
7:1 Jesus was wise and not foolish regarding danger; not an over-risk taker.
7:4-5 Jesus' brothers weren’t believing in Him, and wanted to rush His hour to go public.
7:10 So He went up stealthily/in secret.
7:12 Jesus divided people—some thought Him a good man, some a bad. He was more
than good—He was God.
7:15-16 Again, Christ defers to God for His teaching.
7:19, 22-23 Christ argued logically. Ex.: Why are you seeking to kill Me, by what you
say Moses requires, when you don’t even obey Moses (hypocrisy)?
7:30-31 Christ’s timing (to go public and be killed) was protected by God. Many
believed in Him, thinking the Messiah/Christ won’t do more miracles than He has.
7:38-39 Christians will have the Spirits living water flow out of them, which causes no
thirst
or hunger (as we saw earlier). It stems from their innermost being—their spirit, or the
spirit of your mind.
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7:40-43 Some thought Christ was a prophet; others, the Messiah. He was both/and, and
more—God. They were eagerly seeking His fulfillment of prophecies, like where He was
from (vv. 41-42 and 27-28).
7:46 People were always impressed by Christ's teachings (as we have seen).
7:47-48 The Pharisees saw believing in Christ as being led astray, and didn’t want any of
their members saved by Christ.
7:50 This and John 19:39-42 are evidence Nic at night may have been saved in John 3.
8:7 The older folk knew quicker that they weren’t perfect. Perfection isn’t required to
rebuke, but Jesus was saying you sin too; have mercy on her.
8:10-11 Her critics wanted to condemn her for her sin; Jesus didn’t want to, and didn’t,
but He did tell her to sin/commit adultery no more.
8:12 Jesus is the light of the world, and Christians are too, through Him (Mt. 5:14).
Whoever follows after Christ's behavioral example will not stumble in sin, but have life's
light.
8:21, 24 Christ was going away, but if people didn’t believe in Him they would die being
in their sin (which leads to judgment/hell).
8:28-29 On the cross they would believe Christ’s identity, and that He came from
God/heaven (was preexistent deity).
8:30-32 As Jesus spoke, people believed in Him and were saved. So, He told them if they
remain in His Bible, they are truly disciples, and shall know the truth, which shall set them
free.
8:36 True freedom is when Jesus releases you.
8:39 Jesus constantly reproved the Jews for claiming to love Moses and Abraham, while
not obeying their words/teachings (hypocrisy).
8:43-45 They couldn’t hear Christ's word, or believe in Him, because they were of the
devil, who speaks lies from his only nature.
8:46 Christ could confidently say He told the truth, then ask since He did, and they knew
it, why didn’t they believe him (burden on them)?
8:51 Those who keep Christ’s word will never taste death That does not mean they won’t
die, but life is a quality of spirituality in the body and in this world, that continues forever,
if you’re saved, and walking in the life of Christ. Otherwise, you’re a walking dead man.
8:53, 58 The Jews challenge Christ, as if He was arrogant, accusing Him of thinking
Himself better than father Abraham, to which Christ responds that He existed even before
Abraham (deity), for which they tried to stone Him for blasphemy (v. 59).
9:4 If you’re a Christian, you should be agreeing with Jesus that ministry must happen, as
time is short.
9:30-31 This healed young man was brave and sassy, arguing with logic that it’s amazing
the Jews didn’t know Who Jesus was, when He healed him. How many other people walk
around doing that?
9:38 This man worshipped Jesus (deity) upon reuniting with Him and being saved.
9:39 Christ came into the world for a sword/division, and for judgment, that those who
arrogantly believe they see will be proved to be blind, and so those who are spiritually
blind to see.
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10:2-4 Christ is the Shepherd of the sheep the doorkeeper opens, and the sheep hear
Christ’s voice, and follow Him.
10:7-10 Christ is the door, and if anyone comes through Him they are saved, and go in
and out and find pasture, following Him. The devil only wants to kill, steal and destroy.
10:11, 17 Christ came that we would have life, and life abundant. Christ is the Good
Shepherd who gave His life for the sheep, which is why the Father loves Him.
10:25 Christ’s miracles gave sound reason for people to believe their testimony so as to
trust Christ and be saved.
10:26-29 People not of Christ’s sheep do not believe, but those who do are His sheep,
who hear His voice and follow Him. He gives them eternal life, and they can never lose it.
God is greater than all, and no one can take our salvation away from Him.
10:30-33 Christ says He’s one with the Father (deity claim), for which the Jews seek to
stone Him for blasphemy. Jesus argues with logic (and mocking sarcasm) that the Jews
are seeking to kill Him for doing good (governments execute criminals for doing bad).
10:37 Again, Christ’s works (deeds and especially miracles) attested to His deity. Do you
know anyone else who could do them as He did? He us unique—uniquely God.
11:5 Jesus loved Lazarus, which is why He wept at his death, even knowing He would
resurrect him (v. 35).
11:9-10 People walk in the 12-hour daylight timeframe, as the sun provides light; in
night’s darkness, people stumble/trip/fall, because they lack light.
11:24-27 Not only will be resurrected, Jesus is The Resurrection and the Life; whoever
believes in Him will live, even as their body dies, which is life after death, or eternal life.
If you’re alive and believe in Jesus, you will never die (be separated from God; eternally
die—only your body might). The simple question to get people saved is do you believe
this?
11:46-48 The Jews knew if they didn’t stop Jesus, with all His miracles, everyone would
believe in Him.
11:57 So they sought to seize Him.
12:10-11 The Jews even sought to kill resurrected Lazarus, because of his resurrection
miracle, many people were believing in Christ.
12:23-27 Christ's hour/timing had finally come. Unless wheat grain is buried, nothing
springs forth from the ground; in the same way Jesus faces death, knowing it must take
place. If you love your life, you won’t be willing to give it up, as He is doing. But those
who lose their life gain it, as He does on the other side of the grave. If you want to work
for Jesus/serve-minister, first follow Him, and your mind will be heavenward ( as your
body will one day be, as Jesus' is).
12:32 Christ promises to draw all men to Himself, because He was lifted up, both on the
cross and through His ascension, so no one goes to hell except by their own choice. He
has done all the work needed—it is completed.
12:35-36 While you still have Jesus (on earth), believe in Him, so you can become sons
of light (identity).
12:38 This verse ties to Rom. 10:16. It takes both God’s sovereignty and mans will for a
person to be saved.
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12:42 Many Jewish rulers believed/got saved, but from fear of the heaven, but keeps the
energy/power and blessings flowing.
13:13-17 More than ped Pharisees they were not verbally admitting it (not required for
salvation) in the synagogue (sin of men-pleasing).
12:49-50 God’s commandment is that people believe for eternal life. The saved person is
fully clean (saved; cleaned from familial sins), but as he walks, his feet need cleansing
(fellowship sins). Serial forgiveness of fellowship sins does not get one to heaven, but
keeps the energy/power & blessings flowing. 13:13-17 More than ped washing, Jesus is
saying He as Teacher is willing to be humble, and we should emulate, as the slave is not
above the master (arrogance/ego), nor the disciple above his teacher (Lk. 6:40).
13:25 John was likely the closest person to Christ, emotionally/relationship-wise
(beloved-20:2).
13:34-35 Christ’s new command is for Christians to love each other, and that behavior is
to distinguish His disciples.
13:36-38 Peter wants to go with Christ wherever He is going to, and claims He'll die for
Jesus. Jesus knows the limits to his commitment, and predicts his three coming denials.
14:1-6 Peter (and the 11) need not be troubled that Christ was leaving, but needs to trust
Him, because Christ is going away to make a place for them in God’s heaven, where they
will be with Him later. If this wasn’t true, He would have told them. Doubting Thomas
asks Him how they’ll
know which way to go, and Jesus says He is the Way, the Truth and the Life.
15:13 The people will bear witness (evangelize) to Christ (in theory, at least). Do more
evangelism, Christians!
15:13 The greatest/epitome of love is sacrificing your life for another person, as Jesus did
for us.
15:14 You are Christ’s friend if you obey His commands; you are God’s enemy if you are
worldly (Jas 4:4).
15:16-17 God initiated salvation. Our choice to believe was possible only because God
first chose to call us to salvation. And He chose and saved us so we would produce good
deeds, and so our prayers would be answered (Cf.: 15:7).
15:26-27 God’s Spirit will bear witness of Jesus, and Jesus' and the Father love you. You
do that by keeping Christ’s commands, as Jesus did.
15:13 The Holy Spirit convicts on sin, righteousness and judgment. Sin, because they
reject faith in Christ. Righteousness, because that’s how men are to live, even not seeing
Christ’s example on earth, any longer. And judgment, because if satan has been defeated
and will be judged, so will be all in his spiritual (lost) family.
16:1 Christ’s teachings were so believers wouldn’t sin/trip up/stumble.
16:8-11 The coming Spirits ministry (when Christ is away) is to convict (or persuasively
convince) men of sin, prayers would be answered (Cf.: 15:7).
16:13-14 Again, the Spirit will guide believers in all truth, is submissive to the Father in
humility, and will glorify Jesus.
16:23-24 Christ again extols how important prayer will be for believers, as God will give
them anything asked in Christ’s Name/will.
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16:33 Christ’s teachings were so believers would have peace, because the world has
troubles, but Christ has overcome the world (Cf.: I Jn. 5:4-5).
17:2-3 All God gave Jesus receive eternal life (Cf.: 10:29).
17:11-12 Christ prays for Church oneness (Cf.: vv. 21-23), and reiterates eternal security.
17:15-16 Believers are in the world but not of it, and Christ doesn’t ask that they be taken
out of the world.
17:17 The Bible is the tool for Christian sanctification.
18:10-11 Jesus was not for physical violence (and here, it showed lack of faith).
18:19-23 This is an amazing debate sequence: Jesus says His life was an open book—no
one should wonder what it was about. He calls upon witnesses to verify all He did and
said. An officer saw that as disrespectful, and struck Jesus. But Jesus rebutted/retorted, if
I have spoken wrongly, testify where, but if truthfully, why did you land a blow on me?
Somber, powerful rebukes.
18:34 People can learn things by coming to conclusions on their own, by God’s
inspiration, or by being taught by others.
18:36-37 Jesus was a King, but His kingdom was not in the secular or political realm.
19:1-5 Pilate scourged Jesus, and soldiers wove then crammed a crown a=of thorns on
and into
His head. Pilate found no guilt in Jesus, and may have believed in Him (though he still
yielded to the crowd, and had a murderer take Jesus' place in being released).
19:11-12 Governments have no power compared to Christ's, and as He is over all.
19:15-16 Jesus is delivered over to the crowds will, even though Pilate takes a mocking
jab at them, naming Jesus their king (like why are you throwing out your leader?).
19:21-22 Another example of why Pilate may have been saved. He refused to let the sign
above Jesus say He claimed to be the Jews' king, but that He was as He claimed.
19:24-25 Even in death, Jesus was fulfilling prophecies (Cf.: 19:32-37).
19:26-27 Jesus entrusts His mother to John, as He’s dying, to care for her as if he were
Jesus.
20:16-18 Jesus' voice, after His resurrection, is how Mary recognized Him, initially.
20:19-29 Doubting Thomas is allowed to get evidence it was Jesus (put your hand in My
side), but also got corrected for not believing, but doubting. Then Thomas worshipped
Him (deity).
20:30-31 Many other miracles Christ did before His disciples, but these are written so
readers of this book would believe in Jesus, and in doing so, have eternal life
(salvific/evangelistic purpose).
21:1-14 Jesus' post-resurrection glorified body appearance was different enough that it
took time and interaction for people to recognize Him, at least at first.
21:15-17 Three times Jesus questions if Peter loved Him, and tells him to feed His sheep
(the Church), courageously overcoming his mirrored three denials of Christ (which Peter
does as the leader of the Church, the first half of the book of Acts).
21:20 More evidence that John was likely the closest person to Jesus.
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21:24-25 John honestly testified to the things he wrote in this book, and if John had
written it all down, the world itself might not be able to contain the number of books that
would require.
ACTS
1:1-2 Dr. Luke was meticulously detailed and orderly in penning this account (Cf.: Lk.
1:1-4).
1:3 The kingdom obviously referenced future things/prophecy matters (heaven,
Millennium, new heaven and earth, etc.; mainly Christ’s 1,000-year reign on earth, before
eternity). MANY people witnessed Jesus alive after being dead and buried for three days
(post-resurrection appearances).
1:5, 8 Christians receive the Spirits power mainly for evangelism, and empowering a holy
life!
1:9-11 Jesus ascended into heaven, through the clouds, after His post-resurrection
appearances. He’s alive, and seated at God’s right hand. Mk. 16:19, and MANY other
references.
1:14 Earliest Christians were united, and continually (not rarely, or once a week) devoted
to prayer. Note that even Jesus' own blood brothers (NOT sharing the same father—virgin
birth) believed in Him, not having done so earlier on (Jn. 7:5). That’s a
change/repentance, over time. Like the book of Matthew, known for its Old Testament
prophecies cited, Luke uses many Old Testament references: 1:20, 2:17-21, 25-28, 30, 31,
34, 7:2, 7, 18, 27-30, 32-34, 40, 42-43, 49-50, 8:32-33, 15:16-18, 23-29. Christians used
the Old Testament to 'prove' New Testament
points to especially the Jews, but also to any who'd listen, as ALL the Bible is inspired.
2:4 Tongues were miraculously received ability to speak to others in their native
tongue/language, never having learned that info, like via Rosetta Stone. These visiting
foreigners understood what the tongue messages were.
2:15 Logic, in rebuttal/argumentation, is used and extolled: If tongues were the result of
drunkenness, few but alcoholics go public early in the AM with their frivolity!
2:17-20 Church age (vv. 17-18); seven-year Tribulation period (vv. 19-20); all ages, but
especially the church age, as salvation in the Tribulation is harder (v. 21)! Call on Jesus'
Name and you will be saved (eternal promise); prayer in faith being referenced (Rom.
10:13).
2:22-24 Jesus (fully a man, and also God) did miracles that attested His divinity, which
even His opponents knew. By God’s sovereign plan evil men crucified Him. But death
was defeated when He arose (Heb. 2:9; II Tim. 1:10).
2:31-32 King David was a prophet, and foretold Jesus' resurrection, as his descendant
Who would reign on his throne.
2:36 Jews: YHWH has made Jesus both God and Messiah (Cf.: Rom. 1:4)!
2:41 Salvation requires receiving the word/gospel, and is followed by water baptism. The
Spirits baptizing you baptizes/immerses you into the Church ('added' to it; I Cor. 12:13).
Water baptism symbolizes our full identification with Christ’s death, burial and
resurrection.
2:42-47 Body Life: Continually devoted to: 1. Teaching, 2. Fellowship, 3. Breaking
bread (meals, and/or Lords supper, 4. Awed (here, from apostle miracles), 5. Meeting
physical needs (spontaneously/voluntarily, but actually, as well), 6. Oneness of mind, 7.
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With gladness and sincerity of heart. They ate together daily, in the temple and at homes,
and verse 44 says how salvation started for "believers." 8. Praise, 9. Public favor, 10.
Constant salvations. WHEN you read THAT description, would you be more excited to
go to "church" if THAT was what church was, or what it has become, with all our modern
"advances?" I’d take the old style, any day!
3:6 The apostle Peter was dead broke, and fully obedient. Explain that, charismatics! He
also gave lost people and strangers what he had, like the widow's mite (Lk. 21:1-4). We
wouldn’t consider imitating her, under any circumstances! We like the small amount she
gave, but not the huge percent she gave.
3:8-9 Real miracles defy science laws, and are obvious to all who see before and after.
3:12 The holiness of the Christian is NOT what produces miracles, but God’s sovereign
power. LOOK at our next RT to explain why we see so few.
3:13-18 The Jews chose a murderer over a holy and righteous One, and put Jesus to
death, a FACT eyewitness Christians testified of. The man’s perfect health (miracle
effects) was obvious to all. Christ’s killers acted in ignorance, and God doesn’t weigh AS
negatively willful/purposed vs. inadvertent, or ignorant sins (as taught elsewhere, also).
Christ's suffering on the cross is in the Old Testament prophets (stated twice), and their
prophecies were fulfilled. In fact, the astonishing odds that only one man could fulfill all
the Old Testament prophecies about Christ (ten to the seventeenth power), were noted by a
mathematician, Peter Stoner, quoted at Will You Live Forever?, at this website.
3:19-20 Repent and return is told to Jews, who, as a nation, had a covenantal relation with
YHWH, and times of refreshing and even Christ's return would ensue. You can’t promise
that when you evangelize individuals, and lost people can’t be refreshed, but freshened—
never were fresh, spiritually!
3:21 Heaven has Jesus, until that time of refreshing that Old Testament prophets spoke
of—the 1,000-year Millennium—immediately following Christ’s second coming, after the
seven-year Tribulation.
3:22-23 Moses spoke of Jesus, and if you do not heed Him, utter destruction will befall
you (hell; Cf.: I Jn. 3:23).
3:24 All Old Testament prophets, including Samuel and his successors spoke of Jesus'
life.
3:26 Jesus came to save Jews (God’s people) first (Rom. 1:16; Ac. 11:19), and He blesses
people by turning them from their sins, as sin defeats humans, in more ways than one.
Yet, the nation rejected Him (Rom. 11:25-26).
4:11 Christ’s rejection created Christ’s elevation (Mt. 23:12).
4:12 Heaven is only possible through Jesus.
4:13 Confidence and holiness come from spending time with Jesus.
4:14-16 Real miracles can’t be denied by critic skeptics, alive when they happen
(observable effects).
4:18-20 Civil disobedience justification (when govt tries to force you to disobey God
and/or His morals).
4:28-30 God’s will gets done, though not always His desired vs. permissive will (it has
four aspects, as our website details). He prays God justly recall injustices done (v. 29).
Miracles were sovereign and timely (v. 30).
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4:31 Miracle: Earthquake-like effect after prayer, and ALL boldly evangelized by God’s
Spirit (NOT just preachers!).
4:32, 34 Voluntary "Socialism," in the second of only two churches—both mega
churches.
5:3-5 Judgment (death) for lying to The Spirit, caused a fear of God among others (v. 11).
Capitalism supported by the possessions being owned and controlled by Ananias, before
he promised to give them away.
5:12-13 Miracles were mainly through the apostles, and though respected, caused some
fear of associating with them.
5:14 Continual salvations.
5:20 God supports Christians teaching His WHOLE counsel—not cherry-picked parts
(Ac. 20:27; II Tim. 3:16-17)!
5:28-29 Civil disobedience doesn’t mean no consequences.
5:30-32 YHWH resurrected and exalted Christ to His right hand as Prince and Savior,
after the Jews (via the Romans) crucified
Him, to grant the Jewish nation repentance, and all, forgiveness of sins.
5:33, 7:54 Cut to the quick is not God’s conviction, but the flesh's sinful/resistant
response (hateful anger and rejection).
5:38-39 Man can’t ultimately thwart God’s plans, and if you try, fear judgment, resisting
Him.
5:41 These Christians REJOICED over their persecution (imprisonment for evangelism).
We whine to govt, and really never even get any flack, except in social media, often
rightfully, for our sins.
5:42 Every day evangelism, publicly and privately. Persecution didn’t stop them one
iota.
6:2, 4 LOOK how important Bible study and prayer were to true spiritual leaders! It
wasn’t pride, that made them reject lesser service, but priorities.
6:7 Continual salvations, and even Jewish priests/leaders being saved and going on to
discipleship.
6:8, 10 Holy and empowered LAYMAN Christians can be a force to be reckoned with in
evangelism. We need more of that!
7:39 Moses was initially rejected as the Jew’s leader, because the masses/people were
unwilling for him to be such. It was God’s will, and God’s will for him, even as he waited
for the people to comply, later on.
7:58, 8:1, 3 The textual origins of Christians fearing Paul, at his early conversion.
7:59-60 Stephen mirrored both Jesus on the cross, and the thief on the cross (Lk. 23:34,
39-43).
8:1, 4 Physical persecution was required to get MOST Christians evangelizing, especially
away from home. The SAME is true today!
8:5 Evangelism is speaking about Jesus, and is thorough (to cities).
8:12 Evangelism is communicating the good news of the kingdom (heaven and the
afterlife), and faith is the required response.
8:14 It is receiving/accepting the word of God/gospel.
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8:13, 18-22 Simon believed/was saved, but still had sinful desires to bottle the Spirit up,
he had to repent of. His heart was not right with God on this matter, even though freshly
saved, Lordship Salvationists.
8:25 Evangelism is solemnly testifying, and thorough throughout towns and cities.
8:30-31 Some people rightly read God’s word, but don’t understand it, needing tutors.
8:35 It is always wise to take lost people from any Bible verse, to Jesus!
8:36 The habit of water baptism was obviously quite reputed, even among lost people,
and outside Jerusalem (Christian salvation symbolic act).
8:37 Saving faith must be with all your heart, vs. half-heartedly, dispassionately.
New testament water baptism USUALLY (perhaps always) occurred within 1-3 days of
conversion. Is that America's practice?
8:40 Philip was miraculously teleported less than 63 miles, in an instant. NO salvation
follow-up occurred with the Ethiopian (likely black) eunuch, by God’s will.
9:1-2 Saul threatened Christians with murder, pre-salvation (Cf.: 8:1).
9:4-5 Persecute Christians you are persecuting Jesus.
9:7 The invisible God nevertheless spoke, and all heard and knew it, but were rendered
speechless by that disconnect. Invisible doesn’t mean nonexistent.
9:9, 20 The Apostle Paul evangelized shortly after three days after salvation. Many
Christians rarely do, or years after, if ever. O that God would save us by a blinding
light/dramatic/radical experience!
9:13 Saul was successful at harming the Church, when lost (Cf.: 8:1, 9:1). Christians
were scared of him, though saved, as He bound/handcuffed them for prison (Cf.: Gal.
1:13-16).
9:15-16 Paul was, 1. Chosen/selected, as God’s instrument/mouthpiece, 2. To bring
evangelism to kings, Gentiles and Jews, and, 3. To suffer for Christ (payment for the
harm he'd done?).
9:19 Paul’s evangelism was three days and several others after salvation (the others could
have taught him sound doctrine and gospel content).
9:20 Evangelism is proclaiming Christ as God.
9:21 Paul’s transformation was quick and obvious.
9:22 Paul grew strong, and confounded Jews with his Jesus as Messiah message.
9:26 Fear of Paul was widespread and intense, among Christians.
9:27-30 Sometimes, it takes someone going to bat for you to get others to believe in you.
New Testament evangelism is bold. Evangelism can include argumentation; not
argumentativeness. You can receive opposition—or counter claims needing rebutting
9:31 Body Life: The Church in those regions (thoroughness), 1. Enjoyed peace, 2. Were
built up, 3. Went on in the fear of God, 4. Had the comfort of the Spirit, 5. Was
continually added to—THESE are signs of a healthy church.
9:34-35, 42 Miracles were used for evangelism.
9:36-43 Some Christians are known by outsiders for their extraordinary kindness and
charity. Tabitha was an exceptional lady whom even lost people loved. ‘Believed’ stated
as the requirement for salvation (v. 42).
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10:1-2 Lost people are spiritually lost, but that doesn’t mean they’re all horrifically sinful
(even Paul lived virtually blameless before salvation). Christians sin and lost people
behave morally, sometimes. Good deeds prove little-to-nothing regarding people's
salvation.
10:22 IF any lost person solicits you to evangelize, take the opportunity!
10:23 Further evidence of a lost person's morality, pre-salvation.
10:33 His gathered crowd were eager to hear all God has told Peter to tell them (no time
crunch).
10:35 In EVERY nation—NOT just The West, people who fear God and do what’s right
are welcome to receive salvation as a free gift! Those traits exhibit hearts ripe for
salvation.
10:36 Jesus is God, and peace with God comes through Him. IF you have ever sinned,
you don’t have peace with God, as it is an affront that must be remedied! Jn. 3:16. You
may feel peaceful, but facing death and judgment, eternal peace is impossible.
10:37 Jesus' life, words and deeds were not done in a corner, and His reputation was
widespread.
10:38 Jesus went about doing miracles and doing good, for God was with Him.
10:39 The apostles and early Christians were eye witnesses of the things Jesus did and
said, and by oral tradition and some written documentaries, we now know all those things,
in the form of our New Testament.
10:39 The Romans and Jews conspired to hang Jesus on the cross, but He resurrected, as
Peter and apostles (and others) witnessed, being with Him after death. Christ’s postresurrection appearances were many (I Cor. 15:5-8; Jn. 20:11-21:23; Mt. 28:1-20, etc.;
visible appearances; not invisible with audible voice).
10:42 God ordered Christians to speak the gospel to (all) people, and solemnly testify that
Christ will judge everybody.
10:43 All the Old Testament prophets testify forgiveness of sins is through Jesus.
‘Believers’ described saved people, as salvation is by faith (v. 45).
10:47-48 Water baptism was their well-known/reputed habit, upon or near salvation.
11:1 Evangelism is speaking the word (of God), and being heard. Receiving that word is
salvation.
11:8-9 Christians can eat anything, morally, if offered by the word and prayer (I Tim. 4:45).
11:17 Here, tongues were the spiritual gift that evidenced the Spirit having been given
upon believing/salvation. Peter pays heed to not getting in God’s way (Cf.: 5:39; the
change of mind, or repentance that leads to eternal life is granted sovereignly by God;
5:18; here, also to Gentiles—not just Jews). God initiates it.
11:19 Persecution-scattered evangelizing Christians didn’t know better than only to
gospelize Jews.
11:21 Salvation is turning in reliance/faith to the Lord. God’s sovereign convicting
(Spirits call) makes evangelism successful, as here.
11:23 Discipleship is encouraging Christians with resolute heart to remain true to the
Lord.
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11:24 Moral ministers (here, a LAYMAN) helps evangelism be successful.
11:26 One year's discipling—meeting with believers, and teaching them. Christian
disciples/believers were first called "Christians" here (Christ-in's). The word ‘disciple’
can be a positional term, too.
12:3-19 Peters miraculous jail deliverance. Even he had to come to (v. 11), just as
Christians receiving him had to (vv. 14-16). That took me about two minutes to do when I
was in Austin, two seconds after being in Hillsboro.
12:12 Church had been praying as its leader had been suffering.
12:15, 26:24-25 People who haven’t experienced or learned what Christians have, often
resort to accusing them of being crazy, because that one word evokes fear, so those
hearing it might decide to stay away from that person. Paul rebutted it immediately, as
untrue, and gives reasons why it’s false.
12:18, 17:6, 19:23 Christianity, in the first century, evoked no small disturbances to
society! May it be so in our time.
12:22-23 God has killed arrogant politicians before, in judgment—the worm got eaten by
worms.
12:24 Continual salvations as normative (NOT today, unfortunately).
13:5 Evangelism's proclaiming the word of God. Christians are heralds and
ambassadors—DO YOUR JOB (II Cor. 4:13).
13:7 If any lost person initiates evangelism convos, always take them up on it, but
NEVER rely on that happening, as a method of Great Commission fulfillment!
13:8-11 Paul rebukes a demon-led evangelism opposer, struck with temporal blindness as
judgment.
13:12 A politician got saved, seeing that miracles, and amazed at the teaching concerning
Christ.
13:16-41 Paul’s LONG and HISTORY-filled sermon to Jews, mirroring layman
Stephen's in Ch 7, and Peters in Chapter 2.
13:22 EVERY Christian should aspire 2B like David (not with Bathsheba or killing her
hubby, but): A person after God’s own heart who will do all God’s will!
13:25 John the Baptist a baptism of repentance to Israel.
13:30-31 Christ was resurrected, and appeared to many thereafter, before ascending.
13:32-33 The gospel is good vs. bad news, and started way back with Abraham.
13:36-37 David died and stayed dead; NOT Jesus.
13:38 Through Christ, forgiveness of sins is proclaimed (THE number one problem
mankind faces).
13:39 Through Christ men who believe are freed from trying to do works to reach God.
13:43 Discipleship again described: Urging them to continue in God’s grace.
13:46 New Testament evangelism is bold, and refutes its critics, and exposes their evil
motives
and dumb reasons for rejecting, as led to do by God.
13:47 Paul mocks the rejecting Jews, whose nation was to be global evangelists.
13:48-49 Sovereignty in evangelism and continual salvations.
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13:51-52 Protesting persecution, and joy in suffering.
14:3 Miracles corroborated, early on. Evangelism is witnessing the word of God’s grace,
boldly, with reliance/leaning/trusting on God.
14:14 Physical protest (the Protestant way!).
14:15 Humble denying they’re gods, but humans, with the same nature as everyone else,
preaching turning from worthless idols to faith in the living God.
14:3 Miracles corroborated, early on. Evangelism is witnessing the word of God’s grace,
boldly, with reliance/leaning/trusting on God.
14:14 Physical protest (the Protestant way!).
14:15 Humble (or honestly) denying they’re gods, but humans, with the same nature as
everyone else, preaching turning from reliance on idols to reliance on God.
14:16-17 In Old Testament times God let men fall to their own devices, at ties, after
rejecting Him, but always left witnesses for them, if interested.
14:21-22 Thorough evangelism! Salvation makes one a positional disciple; experiential
requires
effort; here, being strengthened and encouraged to continue in the faith, despite sufferings
(a foundational topic).
14:27-28 Body Life discipling involved spending time with believers, as well as
testifying of God’s ministry accomplishments, even as through you (Cf.: 15:3).
15:5 Had believed means were saved, prior.
15:8-9 God knows who sincerely believes! Salvation is cleansing one's heart, by FAITH,
Lordship Salvationists.
15:11 Salvation is by God’s grace, not man’s works (Eph. 2:8-10; Gal. 2:16; Rom. 11:6).
15:19 Salvation is turning to God (in reliance/faith/leaning).
15:31 Rules are not innately discouraging; here, their number was limited. The church
wasn’t given every command of God and told to do them all now (grace).
15:34-35 Two types of divisions, one amicable (good), one with animosity (bad; v. 38).
15:36 AFTER doing thorough evangelism, Paul moves into more attention on discipling
converts he’d won (though also having done some, along the way).
15:41 Paul’s discipleship habit.
16:5 Discipleship and continual salvations.
16:13-15 Public evangelism, God's sovereignty and a convert seeking to be loyal to Christ
from the beginning.
16:17-19 The devil can use truth naggingly repeatedly, and some people value money
over miracles, ministry and morality.
16:23 Examples of how Christians suffered for evangelism (Cf.: 14:19, 18:17); we
hardly do, and hardly lift a finger).
16:25-26 Like Peter (Ch. 12), Paul’s miraculous jail break.
16:30-34 After speaking the gospel to this circumstantially prepared (scared) man, he’s
told to believe, and have his family do the same. Good deeds upon salvation washing
wounds and food hospitality, but we don’t know if that had been his character before—no
word either way.
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16:40 Discipleship upon persecution's end, then on with evangelizing.
17:2-4 Paul had an evangelism habit. It involved reasoning and giving evidence. What’s
your habit, Christian?
17:11-12 Lost people come in all varieties, morally; here, more noble-minded, as they
didn’t gullibly take peoples word, but wanted evidence, after which they believed/got
saved.
17:17 Evangelism using reason, and to whoever happened to be there.
17:23 Using secular object lessons to turn evangelistic, from idols to the true God.
17:24-31 Thorough gospel: Creator God’s existence and nature explained, and His
general call to all to seek Him (only specifically useful through Christ). Speaking of
manmade in His image, the illogic of Him fitting into an idol, God overlooking ignorance
(vs. willful sin) to offer forgiveness, lest one otherwise be judged.
17:32 Sometimes, evangelism can be received quite warmly (Cf.: 13:42-44).
17:34 Believing/salvation, when of an itinerant preacher, sometimes involved continuing
physically following him thereafter (like with many of Jesus' followers).
18:4 Evangelism using reason and persuasion.
18:5 Evangelist completely devoted to the word (Cf.: 6:4), testifying that Jesus is the
Messiah.
18:6 Physical protest of gospel rejecters.
18:8 Believed (saved), then water baptized.
18:9 Fear can make Christians silent about the gospel (vs. II Tim. 1:7; Rom. 1:16), when
were to
keep speaking!
18:23 Paul’s discipling habit—strengthening the disciples as he traveled.
18:24-26 A minister with zeal, but lacking full or accurate knowledge, though powerful
in Bible knowledge, privately corrected.
18:27-28 Discipleship: Greatly helping those who have believed (been saved) through
grace.
19:8-9 New Testament evangelism is speaking boldly, and concerning the
kingdom/afterlife.
19:15 Demons know by name effective ministering Christians. Does the devil know of
you by name?
19:18 Repentant acts upon salvation, destroying the remnants of evil practices (a great
result!).
19:21 Like Jesus, Paul was called to be dead set on arriving in Jerusalem.
19:26 Evangelism is persuading and turning people away from any idol or belief that
could send them to hell, because you love them too much to let them go there unwarned.
20:6-21:18 The “we section,” where Luke joins Paul’s travels (Cf.: 16:10; 27:3).
20:20 Discipleship is not shrinking from declaring anything profitable, and teaching
(evangelizing, in context, v. 21) publicly and privately—NOT just in a cloistered church
building, mainly to believers!
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20:24 Finishing God’s evangelism call was more important to Paul than risking his life
(Ex.: Phil. 2:30).
20:28-35 Pastors need to guard their members from false doctrine teachers, who can lead
them astray and after them. Grace is how Christians get built up/discipled (v. 32), and
Paul served humbly, NOT greedy for money in his ministering (vv. 33-35). America does
NOT believe Jesus' words in verse 35!
21:14 God’s will was more important to Paul than real risks to his life and safety.
21:28 False accusations can sound similar, but are not the same as what’s going on. Paul
never preached against the Jews, or the Law, but against the Jews rejecting their Messiah,
relying on the Law to get them to God.
22:18-22 Some people will listen to you up to a point, in evangelism, and some oppose it
violently.
23:1 Paul was confident in the morality of his life before Jesus, according to Old
Testament standards, yet he was still the self-described foremost of sinners (I Tim. 1:15).
Works don’t work for heaven!
23:7 Biblical Christianity causes stirs/disruptions, and even holy vs. sinful divisions (Mt.
10:34).
23:11 Jesus encourages Paul to courageously evangelize/testify, where he is led.
24:6 False accusations, again, warping/spinning reality. Paul never desecrated the Jewish
temple.
24:15-16 The hope that sustained Paul’s life is the same hope the Jews have. Again, Paul
was rightly proud of his character, pre-Christ.
24:22 In evangelism, some listeners will be more familiar with what you say than others.
24:25-27 A politician entertained listening to Paul’s evangelism and spiritual-moral
teaching,
1:1, but also wanted his money (imagine that!). Yet still, he kept Paul confined in prison
two more years. Self-control and righteousness are essential for Christians, and Paul tells
him so (though the politician isn’t saved).
25:7 False accusations can’t be proved; only alleged.
26:4 A third reference to Paul’s pre-Christ behavior. The Jews would surely know he had
moral authority to speak, as he probably out worked them, under the Law (as he did most
Christians, post-salvation (I Cor. 15:10)! Type A?
26:7 Paul’s hope was the exact same the Jews sought for, but for Paul it was certain and
incentivizing; for them, just a pipe dream wish (Cf.: 24:15, 28:20).
26:18 Evangelism is opening the eyes of lost people that they might turn from being in
sin to
God’s (vs. satan’s) domain of light (II Cor. 2:6, 4:4-6), so they’d receive forgiveness and
an inheritance among set apart believers.
26:20 Evangelism is telling men they need to change/make a decision to turn to/rely on
God (evangelism), and do deeds consistent with having done so (discipleship). Paul didn’t
stop at evangelism, though he did more of it than discipling.
26:22-23 Paul’s gospel was nothing more or less than Moses and the prophets spoke
concerning Jesus.
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26:26 Politicians should know of your evangelism; of Christ; for we aren’t hiding a thing,
publicly, in some smoke-filled back room.
27:24-25 This time an angel (vs. Jesus) tells Paul to take courage, and not be afraid, as
Paul would be evangelizing politicians.
28:10 Lost people can be very moral; here, showing signs of respect and meeting needs
hospitably.
28:23-24 If lost people are interested in hearing the gospel, be glad when large numbers
do! Evangelism is solemnly testifying about heaven/the kingdom of God (vs. hell), and
trying to persuade them about Jesus. Paul did it all day long, here, and often day after
day/daily. Not all will believe/be saved; here, a split decision.
28:28 Paul warns gospel-rejecting Jews that their hell-boundness is now fully in their
hands, as he seeks riper fruit, not wasting God’s time on hardened hearts.
28:30-31 With his fame from ministry and morality, lost and saved people came to Paul,
when too old to itinerantly preach, and like a double-honor pastor, he preached and taught.
I Tim. 4:13, 5:17, openly, and without hindrance/persecution. Many lessons on
evangelism and discipling in that great book of God’s acts through His Church!
ACTS SUMMARY
Here is a summary of key findings from this book: The first century church, as described
in the book of Acts, had LAYMEN evangelizing (Ac. 6:10, 11:19, 24, 13:5, 7)!
Sometimes that required persecution. THEY did NOT view it as the preacher's job, as his
job is to get THEM doing so! Eph. 4:11-13 GO EVANGELIZE, U.S. Christians!
Ten TIMES in the book of Acts Luke states that salvations were continually or daily
happening. Evangelism was also thorough! When cities were reached, they moved on,
itinerantly. WE Americans can’t even prove our very own neighborhood near church has
been reached! This WON’T change!
Discipleship (encouraging Christians to continue in the faith) upon salvation (when new
converts gathered; Ac. 2:42, 11:23, 13:43), is strengthening churches through
encouragement (Ac. 14:22, 15:32, 40, 16:5, 40, 18:23), and exhorting and teaching the
word and whatever’s profitable (Ac. 20:1, 20, 18:11).
In the book of Acts, six times God delivered His evangelists from harm, by other
Christians' power in numbers, or being informed of plots, and warning if not instructing
them how to get out of harm's way. God can use humans as the instruments of His
answers to our prayers!
Paul's evangelism custom was to go where the Jews gathered, and speak to them. The
book of Acts has at least three references to this habit. U.S. Christian—WHAT is YOUR
habit? For 90+ percent of us, it is to remain quiet, so their blood is on OUR hands! Ac.
20:25-26/Eze. 3:18 Guilty of murder.
The book of Acts says/shows that New Testament evangelism involved courageous and
bold warning/exhorting, convincing, persuading, explaining, reasoning, solemnly
testifying, giving evidence, confounding, proving and demonstrating Christ as the
Messiah, with reliance upon the Lord.
New Testament evangelism was in synagogues, at public places of prayer, at public
market places, house to house, and virtually anywhere a crowd existed, or lost people who
would listen could be found! AMERICAN evangelism is mainly at Christian church, IF
any lost people wander in!
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Moral deeds at salvation CAN be a sign of salvation (Ac. 16:15, 33-34), but carnal deeds
can also happen (Ac. 8:22). LOOK at how moral Paul's life was before salvation (Ac.
23:1, 24:14-16, 26:4). His days after salvation EVANGELISM is what convinced scared
doubters (Ac. 9:20, 26, Gal. 1:23)!
Sixteen times in book of Acts, Christians were persecuted for their evangelizing—11
times they were actively opposed. They usually protested being thwarted. The
AMERICAN church has LITTLE persecution, because they do so LITTLE evangelizing,
which CAN evoke satanic responses (I Cor. 1:21).
ROMANS
1:1 Paul was called as an apostle, and set apart for evangelism.
1:2 The gospel is spoken about in the Old Testament prophets (we’ve seen this claim 4-6
times in the New Testament).
1:3 Physically, Jesus is David’s descendant, through Joseph (His adopted dad; Mt. 1:1-17,
Lk. 3:23-38). He didn’t have a real biological human dad, but it’s a spiritual descendancy,
like Abraham is our spiritual parent, by faith.
1:4 Jesus was declared God’s Son (deity) by His resurrection, though He always was; His
human achievement had verbal declaration of His being Lord by said act.
1:5 Ministry callings are for the purpose of bringing about obedience, by faith, among all
peoples (Col. 1:28.)
1:6-7 Christians are called as saints (our identity in Christ).
1:9 Evangelism is serving God in your spirit in preaching the good news of His Son.
1:11-13 Paul wanted to impart mutual encouragement, as a non-physical/product gift, and
evangelize among them.
1:14-16 Paul’s felt obligation and eagerness to evangelize was from his not being
ashamed of the gospel, knowing it’s God’s power for people to be saved.
1:17 God’s righteousness is revealed from saving faith to sanctifying faith, started by
people of faith getting others to believe.
1:18-21 God’s wrath against sin is known by man’s conscience (v. 32), they know His
ordinance, within), by its existence as with that of God’s handiwork in Creation.
1:24, 26, 28 After some resisting, God gives lost people over to sin, never to call them to
salvation again, so it’s impossible to miss hell (the window of opportunity closes). We
never know how many times, of when that happens, per individual.
1:29-31 LOOK at this list of sins God’s wrath is aimed at/targeted to. The New
Testament doesn’t have a lot of sin or virtue lists (do and don’t laws listed), but this one is
pretty thorough.
2:1-2 Hypocrites are judged, for judging others, while guilty themselves.
2:4 Don’t disregard that God’s kindness allows you to repent. You can’t do so on your
own.
2:5-6 Stubborn unrepentance and resistance to God stores up greater wrath, as God judges
everyone’s deeds.
2:7-11 Good works get no one to hell. But in this life, and generally, doing good gets
rewarded and doing bad gets punished by God, mainly by more trials (v. 9). Eternal life,
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mentioned in verse 7, is because those who have it (Christians) are expected to be the
one’s doing good.
2:12-16 If people never learn Gen.-Deut., or hear the gospel, their deeds can show how
they would have responded had they learned them, by which their internal conscience
shows if they’d be guilty or not, before God. That doesn’t guarantee those who have
never heard can still go to heaven, but is could raise that possibility, as God knows the
heart (II Tim. 2:19; Ac. 15:8).
2:17-24 This section addresses imperfect and/or hypocritical Jews (vs. Gentiles; vv. 2122). Having sign of commitment to God’s covenant (circumcision; v. 25) matters if you
actually obey that covenant, vs. boasting you’re a Jew, know God’s will, and are a leader
of the blind, etc., but live differently (vv. 17-20).
2:26-29 Again, the Gentile who lives according to the law of conscience is better off than
the Jew knowing God’s law, and not.
3:1-6 Having criticized hypocritical Jews, they might be inclined to think they (and
circumcision) have no advantages, but Paul says they have great advantage in every
respect, because the Old Testament came through them. SOME unbelieving Jews don’t
make God unfaithful. He, the covenant Maker, didn’t fail. He’s always true, and all men
are liars, by comparison. A critic might argue God has no right to judge, because our sin
glorifies His righteousness, by contrast, to which Paul says, again and emphatically, may it
never be (vv. 4, 6). Why, if that were so, God would have no basis to judge the world, and
we know He’s going to.
3:7-8 The critic could continue if my lying abounds to glorify God for never lying, who
can God judge me a sinner, for participating in that good thing befalling God? Or, why
not say continue to sin, so good (like God’s forgiveness) can come? Their judgment is
just!
3:9-18 Gentiles aren’t greater than Jews, or vice versa, as we are all sinful/imperfect.
3:19-20 All men are evil before God. The Law simply solidifies that fact, by trapping us
within boundaries that prove our trespassing/transgressions. Because works of the Law
don't save, but teach us were sinful.
3:21-26 God’s righteousness has been revealed separate from the Law, by faith in Christ
of Jew and Gentile, that gospel witnessed in the prophets (sixth mention of such?).
Because all have sinned (none are good). Were justified/saved as a gift—not God
obligated to reward our works with heaven. Jesus is the propitiation
(appeasement/payment) in His blood, by our faith. That makes God just and the one who
justifies us who believe.
3:27-28 The law of faith eliminates boasting, as we required God to do all the work, as no
one is justified by works of the Law.
4:2-3 Abraham has reason to boast, if he was justified by works, but the Scriptures
attribute that to his faith.
4:4-5 If salvation were by works, wed earn heaven and God would owe it to us, as a
payment obligation.
4:6-8 David spoke of the blessing of righteousness apart from works, by men’s sins being
forgiven, and not being accounted for in judgment.
4:9-12 This salvation blessing isn’t just for the Jews, as Abraham was justified/saved
before he was a Jew, and circumcised. It was a sign of his sealed righteousness, by faith.
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4:15 The Law doesn’t save, but brings God’s wrath, showing us our violations (vs. us not
knowing them).
4:16 Salvation is by faith, so it’s consistent with grace-gifting, for all who believe like
Abraham.
4:17 Abraham became the father of many nations by his faith, through the God Who
brings things out of nothing, through our faith (like Abraham being childless when he
received
this promise).
4:18-21 Abrahams faith was as follows: He hoped where there was no rational hope,
with faith, so he’d become that father of nations promised; he didn’t become weak in faith,
considering his aged body, or that of his wife, but became strong in faith, unwaveringly
believing God’s promise, and being fully assured that what God said would come to pass.
That is biblical faith.
4:24-25 God reckoned righteousness to Abraham, and it applies also to us, who believe in
Christ Who was resurrected, having been crucified for our sins, and raised for our
justification.
5:1-2 Justified by faith we have peace with God, thereby being introduced into the grace
in which we stand (sanctification).
5:3-4 We exult in trials, knowing they produce maturity, which gives us hope (as God
rewards and blesses growing Christians).
5:5 That hope doesn’t disappoint (Rom. 10:11), because God’s love was poured in our
hearts by the sealing and indwelling Spirit (i.e., our eternity is certain).
5:6-8 God’s love is shown by Christ having died while we were yet sinners (we didn’t
initiate our own salvation). For people will hardly die to save a good person, but while we
were evil people, Christ did that.
5:9-10 Justified by Christ’s blood, we’ll be saved from God’s judgment. Were saved by
His life, reconciled by faith in Him, when we were God’s enemies/lost.
5:12-14 Adams one sin transferred to all men and sin reigned until Moses/the Law, which
revealed it (not having been imputed before then), even though Adams heirs didn’t sin like
his mankind-failing and falling sin. And Adam is a type of Christ in one Man’s deed
spreading to all.
5:15-17 Salvations free gift through Christ is NOT like the one sin of Adam, in that His
one act of sacrifice is for all, but only benefits the believing ones. And those who so
believe reign greater in this life than sin reigned before Moses.
5:18-19 Morally, they are opposite deeds: Adam’s one deed corrupted all men, but Jesus'
one act makes righteous all men, potentially—if they believe.
5:21 And Adam’s one deed led to death, but Christ’s one deed led to the opposite—
eternal life.
6:1-2 What conclusions can we make? Shall Christians continue sinning, so they receive
continued grace? Emphatic from the Greek (intense): May it never be! Why? How can
people who died to sin live in sin/death?
6:3-5 Maybe you don’t know all baptized in Christ have been fully identified/immersed
in His death. So we’ve been also buried and raised, as He was, so we can walk in newness
of life, as were united with BOTH His death, but also resurrection.
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6:6-7 You have to know, Christian, that your old self was crucified/killed, so our body of
sinful deeds might be done away with, because Christians aren’t slaves to sin anymore.
Any who have died are freed from their former sin slave master.
6:8-9 If we’ve died with Him we shall live with Him, as Christ was raised, never to die
again, so death no longer is His master, like sin no longer is ours.
6:11-14 Because of and aside from all that, decide/conclude to reckon/deem/consider
yourself dead to sin, and alive to God in Christ. Therefore, don’t let sin reign in your body
so you obey its lusts as it’s slave. And don’t continue presenting your body to sin , as sins
instrument, but present yourself to God as those alive from the dead, and your body as
instruments of righteousness. Because sin won’t be your master, because you’re under
grace, not law (Rom. 7:5).
6:15 Question #2: Shall Christians sin because they’re not under law? May it never be!
6:16-18 Why? Don’t you know when you present yourself as a slave to someone, you are
the slave of the someone you obey? Thanks to God you became obedient to God’s
teaching you became committed to, even though you were formerly slaves. And being
freed from being sins slave, you became a slave to God, who you are now to obey.
6:19-22 Paul’s using a human analogy, for just as you used to present your members to
sin, causing further sinfulness, now present your members to God, as slaves of
righteousness, resulting in your being sanctified. When you used to be slaves you were
free regarding holiness; but what benefit do you derive from engaging the things you used
to, for which you’re now ashamed? But freed from sin and enslaved to God you derive
benefit, resulting in sanctification, and after that eternal life.
6:23 Because sin earns death, but God’s gift is eternal life.
7:1-4 Do you not know (Cf.: 6:16) that the law has authority over you while you’re
alive? Ex.: married woman is bound to her husband while he’s alive, but when he
dies/she’s a widow, she’s freed from obligation to him. She’s NOT an adulteress, even if
she joins with another man. Conclusion: You Christians were made to die to the law and
be joined to Jesus, so you’d bear fruit (like having kids) to God.
7:5-6 Before we were saved our sin lusts were aroused by the law, at work in our body to
produce death. But released from the law, having died to it, we serve in newness of
the Spirit vs. oldness of the letter of the law.
7:7-11 Question #3: What then? Are you saying the law's sinful? May it never be! It
taught us about sin; wed not have known of it without it. But our sin nature took
opportunity through the law to produce all sorts of sin in us, because that nature is dead
where there’s no law. Gal. 3:21 (no law can impart life—the power to do right). Age of
innocence (age of accountability): I was once innocent toward/alive to God, but when the
law came, it killed me. And that law which was to bring me life and righteousness
deceived, then killed me.
7:12 So the law is not sin, but, 1. Holy, 2. Righteous, and 3. Good.
7:13-14 Question #4: Is that good law the cause of bad—death in me? May it never be!
It was sin within (sin nature) which caused my death, so it would be shown to be evil/sin,
effecting/causing my death through that which is good (the law), that through the law sin
might be seen as it is, as utterly sinful.
7:15-25 Paul describes his experience of that dying, where, in the midst of living in the
flesh, he didn’t understand how he could want to do good, but do such evil. There's
nothing good in Christians, in themselves/on their own. But in their spirit/inner man, they
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joyfully concur with God’s law. Who would deliver him from that wretched body of
death? Christ is his answer. So on the one hand with his mind he serves God, but with his
sin nature he serves sin.
8:1-2 Conclusion: There’s no condemnation for Christians. Why? The law of the Spirit
in Christ has set us free from the law of sin and death.
8:3-4 What the law couldn’t do, weak as it was because of our sin nature, God did
sending Christ to die, condemning sin by His sacrifice, so the law’s requirement would be
fulfilled in Christians, who live by the Spirit, not that sin nature.
8:5-8 Because people who live by that old man/nature set their mind on sinful things, and
people who walk by the Spirit set their MIND (7:22, 25) on spiritual things. And the mind
on the old
nature is death; but the mind on the Spirit is life and peace, because the sin nature is
hostile to God, and it doesn’t subject itself to God, and isn’t even able. And those who
live in the flesh can’t please God (opposite of Heb. 11:6)
8:9-11 Learn this: You are not in the flesh (positionally/status-wise), but the Spirit, if He
lives within you. If any person doesn’t have God’s Spirit, he is unsaved/does not belong
to God. And if Christ (Trinity—Jesus and Spirit in you) is in you, though your body is
dead due to your sin nature (7:21), your spirit is alive due to righteousness (7:22).
8:11 If the Spirit Who raised Christ from the dead lives in you, God will also give life to
your mortal body through that Spirit.
8:12-14 Conclusion: We are not under obligation to the live by our sin nature. For if you
do that you must (prematurely) die. But if by God’s Spirit you are putting to death the
sinful deeds of the body, you will live. For God’s children are expected to be led by
God’s Spirit (they show they’re saved by doing so).
8:15-17 You’ve not received a slavery spirit, causing being afraid of God, but a Spirit of
adoption, by which we address God as daddy and Father. The Spirit within testifies to us
we are saved/God’s children. And if children, then were heirs along with Christ, if we
suffer, so we also receive His glory. If you don’t suffer, because you don’t walk
after/follow Christ, you don’t
fully get in on His inheritance, or share in as much glory.
8:18-25 Paul’s sufferings are nothing compared to his future glory. Creation also groans
with fallen man, as it desires to be set free from futility and corruption, and see who the
true saved ones/children of God are. We ourselves groan, longing to put on our eternal
bodies, eagerly awaiting our ultimate redemption (glorification).
8:26-27 The Spirit knows our weakness, so He prays for or corrects our prayers before
God, matching them up to God’s will.
8:28 ALL things work for the good of Christians who love God and do His will.
8:29-30 How? Those (Christians) foreknew He predestined to become like Jesus
(sanctification), as sons. And the predestined He called, then justified (salvation), then
glorified (glorification).
8:31-39 Conclusion: For who can be against us if God’s for us in that way? God didn’t
spare even Jesus, so He won’t spare giving us all things. Who will accuse Christians (the
accuser of the brethren—satan)? God justified us, not we whom satan accuses. Who
condemns Christians? Christ died, was raise, and intercedes for us. Notice Christ is our
protection when anything is brought against us, as were fully identified with Him. What
can separate us from that protection's (Christ's) love? If you read the possibilities, the
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answer is NOTHING can! Instead, we overwhelmingly conquer in this because of Him
Who loved us. How’s Paul sure of that? He knows nothing listed in that promise: That
Sarah would have a son, though barren when promised. But Abraham’s maid got
pregnant, so Abraham had two sons, and by God’s purpose one was chosen as the spiritual
heir; the other not. Nothing can separate us from God’s love through Jesus (v. 38; Cf.: Jn.
10:28). That’s not unjust of God to have made that choice.
9:15-18 Moses said God will have mercy on whom He will have mercy. No matter what
man does, God chose salvation through the faith heir. God is sovereign, and makes that
choice.
9:19-21 The critic will allege no one can resist God’s descendants of Abraham/children
of promise, vs. physical/bodily descendancy.
9:9-14 THIS is will, so do as you please, even sin. But who are you, mere man, to
criticize God’s plans? Does the inanimate clay tell the potter how to design/form it? The
potter (like God) has that right.
9:22-29 What if God was ready to judge all men, but choice to keep a remnant, even
Christians,
to show His glory through? That’s what God’s done—made us His people. Had He not
done so—we all would have died.
9:30-33 What shall we say then (Cf.: 9:14)? The Gentiles who weren’t seeking
righteousness found it, by faith, while the Jews who were seeking it didn’t, because they
were seeking it through works of the law. They didn’t arrive at their goal because they
didn’t pursue it by faith, but tripped up on the stumbling rock of Christ, faith's object,
because the promise always was that whoever believes in Him won’t be disappointed
seeking it through works of the law. They didn’t arrive at their goal because they didn’t
pursue it by faith, but tripped up on the stumbling rock of Christ, faith's object, because
the promise always was that whoever believes in Him won’t be disappointed.
10:1-5 Paul’s heart’s desire is for the Jews salvation; they have zeal, but wrong
knowledge. Not knowing God’s way to heaven/salvation, and establishing their own, they
didn’t subject themselves to Him. Moses even writes if you live by works you must do so
perfectly.
10:6-10 But righteousness by faith doesn’t look to the human's sins or good deeds (who
will go to heaven, and who to hell). What does righteousness by faith say? It’s in your
heart and were preaching it. That if you believe in Christ (then confess Him in
sanctification, as is expected of the saved), you’ll be saved. For with the heart man
believes to justification; and with the mouth he confesses resulting in sanctification.
10:11 God’s word says no one who believe in Jesus will be disappointed.
10:12-13 God’s rich in grace to all who do, Jew or Greek, because whoever calls on
(prays to Christ for salvation) will be saved.
10:14-15 How do they call if they haven’t heard, and how do they hear if no one
preaches, and how do they preach if they’re not sent (paid for)? Feet are beautiful to God
because they represent evangelists moving to and from speaking that gospel.
10:16-17 But not all Israel believed. They could have, as faith comes from hearing God’s
word.
10:18-21 Paul gives rejecting Jews the benefit of the doubt, because he can’t believe they
rejected Christ—surely they didn’t hear. They did. Surely they didn’t know. They did.
They’re just obstinate people God continually reached out to (Ac. 7:51).
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11:1-2, 8 God hasn’t rejected the Jews, as Paul is a Jew, and wasn’t rejected, but was
saved; God’s temporarily given them a spirit of stupor until prophecy transpires.
11:11-12, 15-16 The Jews didn’t fall forever fatally, and by their failure Gentiles have
received salvation, so the world is receiving the riches of God as a result. Their turning to
Christ would be life from the grave!
11:17-22 Don’t be arrogant toward the Jews, wild seed Gentiles, as they were broken off
to graft you into Christ. You don’t support Christ, but He supports you. God won’t spare
you if you remain arrogant about it. You only stand by faith (i.e., by God holding you up).
11:23-24 If the Jews don’t continue in unbelief, God can graft them into their own Olive
tree.
11:25-27 The Jews are under a partial hardening, until prophecy. Christ will return, and
all Israel will be saved.
11:29 Because God’s call (like with the Israelite nation) is irrevocable.
11:32 All men are shut up under sin, by God (no way out on our own), so He might show
mercy to all (if they believe).
11:33-36 These intricacies of God using one groups failure to bless another, then use their
gain to make Jews jealous are so wonderful, who can search or know them, or have
anything to give back to God? Because all things are from and for/to and through Him
(praise)!
12:1-2 Application section: Christians—based on God’s mercy in saving you, present
your bodies a holy sacrifice, and don’t be worldly conforming, but word transformed for
the renewing of your mind.
12:3-8 Don’t think too highly (arrogance) about your spiritual gift, but everyone exercise
yours according to the faith you have.
12:9-21 Ethics section: Love, selflessness, diligent, serving, donating, hospitable,
blessing vs. cursing; empathetic, with one mind, hang with the lowly; no arrogance or
revenge; respect what’s right; be at peace with people if you can; no vengeance, but do
good to your enemies; in sum: Don’t be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good.
13:1-7 Be subject to government, as those God’s ordained to prevent evil and
praise/reward good. Don’t want to be afraid of the cops? Do right! They aren’t armed (or
able to kill) for no reason. Pay your taxes to them, and your debts to God.
13:8-10 Don’t be indebted to people, except to owe them love, for that fulfills the two
greatest commandments. Love doesn’t do wrong to other people.
13:11-12 Do this, knowing it’s time to wake up, and glorification is closer for us than
when we were justified.
13:13-14 Christians, don’t be engaged in evil, but put on the Lord Jesus, and make no
opportunity for the flesh. ODD to tell Christians, if Lordship Salvation's salvation
requirements are correct!
14:1-12 In gray areas (specifically food sacrificed to idols), don’t break a weaker
brother's conscience with your freedom (and in your days of celebrations/holy days). For
we don’t live for ourselves—but Christ—Who died, that we who live should live for Him
as our Lord. So don’t judge your brother, because we will all give account of ourselves to
Him.
14:13-16, 21 Continued teaching on food sacrificed to idols.
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14:17 Perspective: God’s kingdom isn’t a matter of food and drink, but holiness, peace
and joy.
14:19 Pursue peace, and what matures up your Christian brothers.
14:22-23 Have your own convictions before God, and don’t doubt (Cf.: 14:4 God makes
every believe stand; no one else).
15:1-4 Strong/mature Christians must bear with weaker brothers, and not just live for
themselves (Cf.: 14:7-9), but please his neighbor for his good and edification, because
that’s what Christ did. The Old Testament quote of verse three prompts verse 4's mention
that what’s written before/in the Old Testament is written for Christians instruction, so
through enduring trials and the encouragement of the Bible we would have hope.
15:5 Paul wishes encouragement and endurance on them, as they’re of one mind.
15:7 Application: Accept one another.
15:13 Paul wishes the God of hope gives them joy and peace, so they’ll have hope in
believing,
by the Spirit.
15:14-17 Paul’s convinced these Christians are full of goodness, even though he’s been
tough on them, at times, because of his grace authority. It’s not of himself, as all he has is
from Christ (as his source of boasting).
15:18-21 Paul doesn’t presume to have achieved what other Christian ministers, did, but
only what Christ has done through him, resulting in the Gentiles obedience in word and
deed (sanctification, after salvation; Col. 1:28; I Tim. 2:5; Rom. 1:5). His authority was
confirmed by miracles, and he has fully preached the gospel (thorough evangelism). So
he evangelized where it hadn’t been done, rather than imposing his ministry where others
had plowed, as they’re the ones needing to hear.
15:22-23 Paul’s evangelism is why he hasn’t come earlier, but now he can come, as he
fully did his job there.
15:25-27 Paul also administered money for poor saints (voluntary Socialism), ethically.
And money is deserved by ministers who share the word (pay the preacher).
15:30-31 Paul asks for believers to strive together for him in their prayers (work/labor),
so he can come to them in joy, and find refreshing comfort (rather than having to bring
church discipline, like I Corinthians, where Paul also delayed coming, to give them time to
repent).
16:1-2 Paul asks them to accept and fund Phoebe, a woman who has ministered as a
diligent servant.
16:3-4 Prisca and aquila worked hard, even risking their necks/lives (Cf.: Phil. 2:25-30).
16:5 House churches (Cf.: Ac. 2:46). Paul remembered his first convert.
16:9, 12 Paul seems to remember most those who worked hard in ministry (rightfully so).
16:17-18 Keep an eye out for dissent sowers, for they aren’t slaves of Jesus, but their
fleshly lusts—deceiving people with smooth talk and flattery.
16:19-20 The reputation of this church's obedience has spread wide. Paul wants them to
be wise in what’s good, and innocent in what's evil, and God will soon crush satan under
their feet (Cf.: Mt. 10:16; I Cor. 13:11, 14:20; Rom. 12:9).
16:25-27 Paul’s closing blessing: To God be the glory, Who can establish you by the
gospel preached, according to the Old Testament mystery of Christ, now manifested and
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consistent with the prophets (seventh reference to gospel in the Old Testament?),
according to God’s eternal command, made known to the nations, resulting in the
obedience of faith (Cf.: 1:5) in the only wise God through Jesus.
I CORINTHIANS
1:5-7 In this church, spiritual gifts confirmed they were saved.
1:7-9 Perfect description of sanctification (awaiting Christ’s coming, assured/eternally
secure, and in fellowship with Him 'til then).
1:10-13 Yet, they were divided over minister worship, and exhorted to be united.
1:18-23 ALL the wisdom of our world won’t lead one to Christ; only God's wise gospel
(Christ crucified) which Gentiles deem foolish and Jews have trouble with can save.
1:24 Only the called see its light!
1:25 God on His worst day is wiser than we humans on our best day!
1:26-27 If you want to see salvations—in evangelism—don’t spend much time with the
unwilling to hear (Ac. 28:28), but the strugglers of life (I Cor. 1:26-27). THIS type heart
is receptive to that message: Ac. 10:35 The poor would be ripe fruit! Jas. 2:5 Why plow
hard ground first?
1:28-31 Faith is humbling, as God alone can save.
2:1-5 NOT arrogantly (but humbly), Paul evangelized them in weakness.
2:6-9 There is wisdom from God that only the mature understand, and speak of. Had the
world understood it, they never would have killed or rejected Christ!
2:10-13 God reveals His wisdom; man doesn’t seek/initiate/discover it. Its revealed when
His Spirit is inside, like the spirit of a man that knows all his thoughts.
2:14 Unspiritual people cannot comprehend this wisdom! Impossible for them ever to,
until it’s revealed, sovereignly.
2:15-16 Christians have Christ's mind; they need to use it! When they do, they are
'spiritual' Christians, who appraise all things, but are never rightly appraised or judged by
anyone else.
3:1-6 Paul couldn’t speak to this church as spiritual, but babes ('baby Christians'), proved
by their divisions and idol worship of ministers (EXACTLY the same division and
politician worship with 45).
3:3 This verse clearly teaches Christians (1:2) can live carnally, and like
mere/unsaved/fleshly/carnal/natural men! Blatant or habitual sin tells you who is carnal—
it’s obvious (I Tim. 5:25)!
3:7-15 Paul returns to his theme of humility in ministry, decrying being made a celebrity
Christians divide over! Such service is rewarded (v. 12), as Christians' works WILL be
judged!
3:10 Discipleship has Christ as the foundation.
3:15 Christians can lose their rewards (II Jn. 1:8)!
3:16 Christians are temples/receptacles where God resides; no one can withstand
persecuting them into martyrs, as judgment would be sure and swift!
3:18 Pride misses God’s wisdom.
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3:19-20 God’s wisdom is foolish to the world, so don’t idolize ministers; they’re only
tools (vv. 21-22).
3:22-23 You don’t have pastors as gurus or celebs (I Jn. 2:27), because all things belong
to you, and you belong to Christ.
4:1-2 Ministers are to be faithful stewards of God’s mysteries. That’s a responsibility
more than a privilege, which keeps them sober and humble!
4:3-4 Paul relied on God convicting him if he sinned—not man's opinions of judgment!
4:5 Withhold judging until Christ's judging, Who will bring everything into the light
(nothing hidden), and disclose men's motives; THEN our praise will come. Yes,
Christians will be judged by Christ! NOT as to hell.
4:6 Again, the pride problem in the church, over ministers they follow.
4:7 There’s no room for pride, as all we have was received; and if we haven’t received
something, there’s zero basis for being arrogant, as if you yet have.
4:8-13 Paul compares humble apostles to prideful laymen.
4:14 All Paul’s scolding is from love, to admonish these children to grow up. Why? He
got them saved (v. 15)! He’s their spiritual father, even if many believers disciple them,
as tutors. They are to imitate him; he was mature—not childish (v. 16; Cf.: I Cor. 13:11,
14:20)! Christians are to grow up!
4:17 Paul sent Timothy, while away, to remind this church of Paul’s ways they were to
imitate. And Paul consistently taught these same things to all the church; not favoritism or
cherry-picking for individuals or individual churches (Cf.: II Cor. 11:28; the universal
church focus of Paul).
4:18-19 Some Corinthians were arrogantly acting like Paul wasn’t coming (while the cats
away, the mice will play), but II Corinthians shows he’s coming with a rod of severity, as
he warns in verses 19 and 21.
4:20 It’s not your pride, or words, but power that matters! The arrogant will be dealt
with.
5:1-7 Most of today’s churches would never engage biblical church discipline, not
because blatant sin isn’t happening, but we know our members so poorly, from no body
life, and we wouldn’t want to lose church members and their donations!
5:8 Sincerity and truth as sanctifications core.
5:9-10 Jesus dined with sinners. This verse says associating with bad people is
unavoidable in this world (because there are so many of them).
5:11-13 Shunning of sinful Christians is demanded, but rarely done. It’s also proof
Christians can be carnal, as NOT speaking of lost people (v. 10).
6:1-8 Claiming Christians quick to file lawsuits (Trump), rather than reconcile, and have
wise believers settle their disputes are decried, like Jas. 2:6.
6:7 This verse can involve turning the other cheek, going the extra mile, but never
condones being abused as a doormat—justice is a virtue.
6:9-10 These verses are 'always' misinterpreted by Lordship Salvationists! Verse 11 says
such WERE some of you (pre-salvation/washing). NO ONE goes to hell for big or
habitual sins, but for rejecting God’s free gift, and these Christians had done so. Verse 11
reminds them of their identity and inheritance in Christ, so they’d act accordingly, and not
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as they used to, as it’s a capability Christians with free will possess, that they can act
sinfully (I Pet. 4:15)!
6:12-20 This verse speaks of Christian freedom about temple prostitutes of their day and
food sacrificed to idols. Your freedom to do things (food; NOT whores) isn’t always
God's will or the right thing/profitable, and can become an idol which masters you (v. 12).
Political extremists never use God’s restraints on freedom, just extol liberty! God is >
your political philosophy, if you follow Him. Verse 17 mirrors Mk. 10:8, as there’s an
intimacy and unity of sex, which is why God opposes fornication (sex before marriage)
and prostitution! Christians are to FLEE immorality (in context, the sexual type), like
Joseph ran from Potiphar’s horny wife (v. 18; Cf.: Gen. 19:6-23; I Tim. 6:11). ‘Flee’ is
like a dog’s flea—quickly jumps away.
6:19-20 Christians are to treat their bodies as holy unto God (sex, in context, but also
obesity and physical health, but not to an extreme; I Tim. 4:8). Christians weren’t to use
their freedom (in context, in eating idol food) in ways that caused weaker brothers to
stumble(Rom. 14:13-23).
7:10-11 Divorce is discouraged, with only one or two biblical exceptions (Mt. 5:32).
Some people argue is one is seriously, habitually abused (and others say is abandonment
like in the case of MIA's).
7:12-15 Christians are to marry only fellow believers, but not get divorced if they didn’t
do that.
Kids and spouses are set apart before God, in some special way, through having at least
one believing parent or spouse.
7:16 This verse is GREAT for evangelism, though speaking of marriage. Getting people
converted is ALWAYS not 100 percent in the evangelizer's control! God has to convict
them.
7:17-18 Paul repeatedly says stay as you are (stability vs. disruption), about one’s marital
status as a believer.
7:18-19 An aside: The top two commands are love God and your neighbor, especially
Christians of Christians. Literally, if good works stem from your relationship to Christ,
they are how you show love—not just Good Samaritan acts of kindness, but obedience to
God, by faith! Jn. 14:15; I Jn. 2:3 THAT statement, combined with our comments on I
Cor. 7:19, are the two most profound statements I will ever write on Twitter! You do not
do good deeds to earn favor, but good deeds flow from relationship, or there not a close
one—period! That’s how God defines love (I Cor. 13:4-8a). VERY few people
understand the relationship between relationship, behavior, love and faith. IF you re-read
what I just posted, I fully explained how those four concepts relate and interact. NO
confusion ever need befall you anymore, as the devil is the author of confusion (I Cor.
14:33).
7:19 One of the greatest hidden treasures in the Bible, mirroring Ecc. 12:13.
Circumcision and baptism are symbols for Jews and Christians, but SUBSTANCE is what
matters! Col. 2:17; Heb.
7:20-22, 24 Again, remain in your conversion status, if at all possible, including slaves
getting free if they can, as more important than staying a slave who was saved.
7:23 This verse is a key verse for today, beyond literal slavery. Do not be bound to men,
like obliged to be their yes man, or having a guru.
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7:25-26 Our American and worldly culture does not honor adult/20s people who are
virgins, but God does! They may be "inexperienced," but it’s inexperience at sin
(fornication), which God says to be. Rom. 16:19 They will NEVER be a used car, test
driven, or have memories while married.
7:26-27 Divorced folk are discouraged from remarriage, but Christian pundits debate
whether staying unmarried is required. My mentor, Don Anderson, said stay unmarried.
I’d say if you have self-control, stay unmarried. Most do not have that, Paul tells us.
Verse 28 says that remarrying isn’t sinning. But there are troubles that come with not being single, like verse
26 mentions this present distress. And Paul’s motive is one’s intimate relationship with
Christ number one (v. 34). I speak A LOT, here, about how far American Christianity is
from being biblical, probably because the more you know of God’s word, the more you
don’t see it in practice. But 7:29-31 are CRITICAL verses most U.S. Christians
completely would dismiss, sinfully so. The prophetic time is shortened, and married
people are to live as if almost unmarried, in their ministering! NO one obeys this!
Especially verse 31, Christians are commanded, regarding money and assets, to
live/behave as if they did not possess them! Worldly Christians do the opposite, and live
for this world and the here and now, chasing the American dream instead of God’s will.
Happens ALL THE TIME! Rip these verses out of your Bibles you carry to church as
ornaments to your fancy clothes and fake smiles (an aside). Christians are forbidden from
taking full advantage of all the opportunities this life can afford them, but ONLY John
Piper lives and/or teaches this truth, that I’ve EVER heard! Paul’s motive is not to restrain
you (Cf.: II Cor. 6:12), but for you to be free from concern—content, peaceful, and more
stress-free! Your FLESH says God’s trying to limit you, as it wants full health and
wealth, like the charismatic theology heresy teaches!
7:33-35 These are such amazing verses, especially verse 35! I spoke earlier of
complexities and obligations and chores/responsibilities in marriage, with kids and with
possessions. Marriage divides one’s commitment to God’s ministry (v. 34). You’re less
free to do or go wherever God might lead. WE DON’T WANT GOD’S WILL if He
wants us missionaries in Timbuktu, which is the U.S. Christians' ultimate fear! Pleasing
God is far superior an ambition and achievement than pleasing your wife, and you only
have so much time and energy to do all that pleasing! This isn’t teaching nuns and monks,
but #1 devotion to ministry! I’ve said, on Twitter and elsewhere, a 'million' times, U.S.
Christians would RARELY let ministry come between them and their paycheck, even
though John Piper says that’s the normal Christian life, like in Heb. 10:34 Mammon over
God, in practice vs. in words. Apostasy; but I digress. Again, Paul tells his motive—NOT
as a restraint but a benefit, like Ac. 3:26 (v. 35). The goal for believers is "undistracted
devotion to Christ." THAT is seemly, or proper and appropriate/right!
7:36-38 In their culture (and many Middle East, today), dads had much more influence or
control over daughters marrying. No matter his opinion, it is not sinning to be married, if
in the
Lord.
7:39-40 Widows are free to remarry, but only believers, and it’s better if they didn’t.
Chapter 8 highlights: I Cor. 8 On gray areas, Christians are free to engage them, but not
if it causes a weaker brother to stumble, like drinking alcohol, without being tipsy, or
watching some movies others may trip up on.
8:3 If you love God, He knows you, just like if you do damage to satan through ministry,
he knows you (Cf.: Ac. 19:15). See how often the Bible addresses ministry! There’s a lot
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of work to do, evangelizing all lost people, and maturing up all saved people. That’s why
your career is not as important as you think.
8:1 Love is superior to arrogant knowledge, but love isn’t the "luv" emotion, but action! I
Jn. 3:17-18, Jas. 2:15-16 The ultimate act of love was a life sacrificed on a cross, and the
ultimate
expression of love is for Christians to tell of that selfless act upon a cross (evangelism)
8:5-7 There were foods sacrificed to idol, in this city, and believers wondered if they
could eat it. For some people, there are many gods, or different gods, but for the believer,
verse 6 is our mantra, as there is only one true God! Not all people know this (v. 7).
8:8, 13 Food can never get you closer to God, so idol sacrificed food can’t get you further
away from God, but can be a sin if it causes your weaker brother to have doubts in his/her
walk, by watching you eat, and him/her lose commitment from Christ from ignorance on
gray areas, or not having your (maturer) knowledge.
9:1-10 Paul’s apostleship was under attack by false teachers; we learn more about this
attack's defense in II Corinthians. Paul’s ministry results and having seen Jesus on the
road to Damascus are his credentials! Again, MINISTRY, folks! Nothing can replace
it—WORK TO DO!
9:5 Anyone who says ministers can’t be married is wrong. Paul chose not to, but had the
right to, like those me mentions in verse 5. And ministry workaholism isn’t commanded
(9:6).
9:7-10 And ministering for pay is not wrong; it’s illogical to think one would do that
forever, as it restricts their ability to minister, like thwarting a threshing ox does them!
Pay the preacher!
9:11-14 This verse extols that edict, but never guarantees full-time salaries! Many times
the New Testament speaks of bivocational ministers; something ANATHEMA in
American churchianity, sinfully so!
9:12 The great Paul endured NOT fully enjoying all his rights in the Lord, for the sake of
pleasing Him, and doing His will (Cf.: 9:15).
9:16-17 Ministry under the gun (against your will) isn’t rewarded in the next life, only
this one. God uses rewards to incentivize His people, often!
9:18 Paul wasn’t into exerting his full rights, like even Christians often are in politics
(Cf.: I Cor. 6:7). It’s called restraint and self-control; NOT extolled in America, often,
but often in the Bible (Cf.: 7:29-3. Preach that, preachers! NOT the American Dream of
worldliness! Just sayin.
9:19-23 For successful evangelism, Paul didn’t fully use is rights being free! He adapted
to whoever he was evangelizing, and didn’t exercise his full rights so they might be saved.
NO ONE in America has this commitment to evangelism! Apostasy/falling away
evidence. But I digress. Paul understands restraining your rights exercised is participation
in sanctification.
9:24 Paul lived with purpose, and evangelism is the context of this verse!
9:25-27 Again, self-control is extolled, vs. demanding your rights and freedoms! He
wants an honorable rep for ministry Speaking of being disqualified, Paul recounts Old
Testament examples in 10:1-12. ALL these historic events and listed sins are written in
the New Testament for believers' instruction, that we wouldn’t arrogantly fall to
temptation (vv. 11-12), in light of prophecy's imminence/urgency.
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10:4 This verse shows one of MANY examples of Christ alludedly spoken of in Old
Testament (Cf.: Isa. 53). Paul OFTEN evangelized Jews based on citing the Old
Testaments references to Him as their Messiah, as I noted in Acts.
10:6 These stories are listed as examples to us, so we wouldn’t crave evil things.
Carnality is possible.
10:12-13 Temptation is fallen to from pride. If God can deliver a believer from every
temptation, as this verse says/promises, we care capable in His power to endure every
temptation, and 'live above sin,' though being morally imperfect.
10:14 Idols also lead to failed temptations.
10:16-33 Idol food sacrifices are again addressed. Were free to engage gray areas, but
not if it provokes the Lord (vv. 21-22), which is not profitable or doesn’t edify, though
lawful/free to do (v. 23).
10:24 Your brother in Christ is to be your concern, over yourself (Cf.: Phil. 2:1-6).
10:31-32 All things are to be done to bring glory to God, and not to morally (vs.
emotionally; Mt. 15:12) offend others.
10:33 Again, Paul seeks to live pleasing to others, for evangelism, preferring their profit
over his (restraint). That’s NOT being a men-pleaser carnal Christian (Gal. 1:10).
11:1 The church is to imitate Paul, as and where His behavior imitated Christ.
Discipleship involves role models, and observed behavior—not just teaching. It also
requires a mature tutor/mentor, whose walk is worthy of imitation. U.S. church does so
LITTLE such biblical discipling!
11:1-16 In that culture, women wore head coverings, as a sign of biblical submission.
Verse 13 says decide for yourself, which I’m sure Western churches have opted out of, but
not submission part, for all of them.
11:11-12 Neither gender is superior, as we originate from each other
11:14-15 Hair is a woman’s glory, just as too long hair is a disgrace to men (some images
depicting Jesus show Him with fairly long but, apparently, not too, long hair, like
Sampson also had). Paul praised the church for some things (11:2), but not in other things
(11:17). Not all traditions are bad, or good (v. 2).
11:17-34 These verses speak of the Lord's Supper and its abuse.
11:16 Paul knows not every1 will accept this teaching; contentious (carnal) Christians do
exist.
11:18-21 Carnal, divisive, self-promoting behavior about eating the meal. Those abuses
aren’t praised (v. 22).
11:27-32 Wrongful approach to the Lords Supper can get people sick and killed—its
serious business.
11:34 The supper isn’t to get full on, to remember by.
11:31 You can avoid some trials by making right decisions God doesn’t have to make for
you, judging correctly. Be patient toward others (v. 33).
12:3 No one can sincerely say "Jesus is Lord" unless God’s Spirit indwells them.
12:4-6 Unity in diversity—the Trinity among various gifts (Spirits spiritual enablements),
ministries (Christ's service they’re used in) and effects (God the Father's impact of that
effort).
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12:7 All spiritual gifts are given for the church's common good.
12:8-10 Many spiritual gifts are listed, the sovereign and divine Holy Spirit being the One
Who distributes them within the church body (v. 11), by His will, not the gift(s) we desire
to have.
12:12-18 One in many—one body/church with many members making it up.
12:13 In salvation, the Spirit immerses/baptizes us all into that body. No spiritual gift can
say another isn’t needed, as were interdependent. We don’t all have the same gift (v. 17).
12:18 God places gifts by His will (another Trinity allusion; Cf.: v. 11).
12:19-25 We need each other’s spiritual gifts, and the gifts people deem the least desired
are to be those we exalt the most, so there’s not competition and division (v. 25).
12:26 DO YOU KNOW ANY CHURCH where laymen know each other well enough,
through relationships, that if one suffers, the whole church suffers? Wed either make an
announcement, prayer request, or shove such topics off to small groups, WRONGLY!
Same with one member being honored. We hardly even know the strangers seated in our
pews. There is NO body life in American churches! All severed parts!
12:27 One body, many members, in Christ's body (the Trinity, again).
12:28-31 There are greater spiritual gifts, than the more unseemly ones, but even more
important than spiritual gifts is a church acting in love. Not all have any one gift, like
groups that try to get everyone to speak in tongues, WRONGLY!
12:29-32 Mutual accountability is exercised to ensure claimed messages conform to
God’s word.
12:33 Confusion is of satan.
12:34-35 Women are not to have main speaking roles as leaders in worship services (I
Tim. 2:12), and if they have questions about spiritual gift messages in church, they are to
ask their husbands at home.
13:1-4a God's unconditional agape love is described, as that better way.
13:9-13 Spiritual gifts, and even faith and hope all end, but among faith, hope and love
which remain, love is superior.
13:11 In spiritual gifts (and broader, in all sanctification matters) we are to do away with
childish thinking, and grow up.
13:12 Why? Because this life is temporary, and we only see in part; but one day we shall
see fully, and be fully known, as we shall see Christ.
14:1-40 In church, prophecy/speaking God’s truth, authoritatively, is preferred to
speaking to foreigners in their language, unlearned (unless that speech gets interpreted, to
edify all who hear).
14:40 Orderliness in church is God’s way—not chaos.
15:1-4 Paul saves the best for last, and details what the gospel is; namely and mainly
CHRIST—His death, burial and resurrection.
15:5-8 Apologetically, all these witnesses knew and saw Jesus risen from the dead! More
than 513, including meeting Paul on the road to Damascus (Cf.: 9:1), an apostle criterion.
15:9 Paul’s humility: Though the greatest, calls himself the least, always remembering
his sinful past, to keep himself humble.
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15:10 Christian effort in ministry and sanctification varies, and Paul worked harder than
them all, yet credits God working with him!
15:11 No matter who evangelized this church (1:12-13), Paul rejoices that they were
saved, by
faith.
15:12-19 Just like Romans, this next section is VERY logical syllogism-oriented!
15:12 WHY would one preach the afterlife if bodies remain in the ground forever?
15:13 If Christians won’t be resurrected, Christ hasn’t been resurrected. That’s how
closely/intimately Christians are connected to Christ! And if Jesus is still dead,
evangelism is for naught, and the lost’s response of faith in Him is futile/useless!
15:15 And evangelists are found to violate Ex. 20:16, as liars! They make God a liar,
because He says Christ was resurrected.
15:16-17 Again, if dead Christians don’t come to life, Jesus never has, and Christians’
faith is vain, and they are still living in sin.
15:19 If all this information is only based in hope—not fact—Christians are the most to
be pitied, for all they missed serving Christ!
15:20 BUT, Christ HAS been resurrected!
15:21-22 Just as death came through one man—Adam, salvation comes through one Man,
Christ.
15:23-24 Prophecy order of resurrections, hen Jesus gives the kingdom to God the Father.
15:25 Christ will reign until all His enemies are beneath His feet (Rapture until
millennium's end).
15:26 Death (vs. life which is eternal) is the last enemy to be conquered (Rev. 20:14).
15:27-28 Then humble Jesus will be subjected to God the Father, as the pecking order of
the Trinity.
15:29 This verse has emotionally SPECIAL meaning to me! In seminary, when I was
wondering what it meant, in a car, I looked down at my pocket New Testament (maroon,
paperback, about 3 X 4"), and in 1-2 seconds my car went 134 miles forward on I-35. I
can never read this verse without inner tears, sorry! The context is analysis and logical
argumentation, so Paul’s thot continues that it’s illogical that people are baptized for the
dead, if all this stuff is fake! People got water baptized, in the tradition of other Christians
who had come before them. Doing so is futile—if the symbol doesn’t represent anything
true/factual/historic/accurate, about Christ’s resurrection (which baptism symbolizes). If
prior and deceased Christians won’t be resurrected, why are people being water baptized,
to symbolize a resurrection that will never occur, is Paul's point/argument. It took me
Hillsboro to Austin
to understand that verse—in two seconds, max (1981).
15:30-31 Paul’s still arguing the ramifications of the resurrection—if it’s all a fake, why
does he suffer so (and daily)?
15:32 An AWESOME verse!: If he dreamed this stuff all up (human vs. divine motives),
why has he endured fighting wild animals? If no one gets resurrected, why don’t we just
party all the time down here on earth, like the world without eternal hope often does (i.e.,
eat, drink and be merry, vs. suffer in ministry)?
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15:33-34 Paul identifies the source of their false thinking—BAD moral company!
Speaking
to Christians, Paul tells them to repent/sober up, and stop sinning. Lordship Salvationists
would teach they already did that, in order to have been saved! He says it is shameful how
sinful they are thinking and behaving (one of the most sinful and divided churches in the
New Testament).
15:35-50 Paul, having addressed all the ramifications if the gospel is untrue, next
addresses skeptics who question details of his claimed doctrine, as to how and with what
type body Christians are raised. Paul calls such skeptics a fool, because the afterlife body
doesn’t occur until the first one dies (timing/order). Farming is used to illustrate—you
plant a seed, but don’t expect a seed on the other side of growth! God gives them the
body He prepared for them, sown 6 feet under, first (v. 38)! He gives us the body He
chooses—an eternal one for people in hell and heaven!
15:39-41 Variety is expected, in afterlife bodies, illustrated by variety in the animal
kingdom, and celestial kingdom, with varying glory to stars vs. planets.
15:42 Paul’s point is not that Christians receive different bodies from each other, but that
what they are clothed with after death is different from that which is sown in the ground.
15:42-43 Our bodies are weakly, dishonorable finite, and perishable, but are resurrected
imperishable (different glory).
15:44-45 Our bodies are natural/physical, and raised supernatural/spiritual, just as the
first Adam was a living soul, but the second Adam became a more glorious life-giving
Spirit (Christ).
15:46-47 Order/process—the natural precedes the spiritual, like the first man preceded
the second.
15:48 Earthly creatures inhabit earthly bodies, but heavenly citizens will get heavenly
glorified bodies.
15:50 Your human body can’t enter heaven; you have to have your body transformed,
just as your spirit was, at salvation, and your mind and soul are to be in sanctification
(Rom. 12:1-2).
15:51-53 The instant change that occurs at the Rapture is described (Cf.: I Jn. 3:2).
15:54 When Christian bodies have been raised (or Raptured, as the case may be), then
death will realize it’s defeat, and be mocked for its weakness, including the law, which is
the power for the sin which causes death (vv. 55-56).
15:57 Like Rom. 7:25, Paul credits Christ for this victory (there, from sin in experience).
15:58 Having victory in Christ (v. 57), always be active in constant ministry, knowing it
is not in vain, but is beneficial and rewarded!
16:14 Unlike many U.S. ministers, Paul humbly asks for donations as his near last point!
16:5-24 Benediction highlights: Paul, in part, decided his travel itinerary based on
effective ministry results (v. 9)!
16:10-11 Paul had the back of his younger partners, and defended them against any
disrespect or disdain, as their service speaks for itself.
16:12 Amenable disagreement among leaders (NOT like Ac. 15:36-41).
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16:13-14 Important ethical injunction—be strong, mature believers and do all in love
(spoken to Christians, though Lordship Salvationists required commitment to holiness to
be saved).
16:15-16 Great commitment of Christians to the work of service (ministry).
16:19 Relationships between churches—not solo businesses; house churches (NO
building program costs!).
16:22 If anyone doesn’t love Christ, let him be cursed! Strong language; Paul didn’t play
around with carnal Christians! Come soon Lord (Maranatha)—soon!
II CORINTHIANS
1:3-7 In suffering, God blesses us with comfort, so we will, in turn, comfort other
sufferers. U.S. Christians don’t suffer persecution for three reasons: Religion is legal, the
way we practice ours isn’t offensive (no threat to sinful society), and we rarely evangelize
(no threat to satan’s kingdom).
1:8-9 Paul details his present suffering, even beyond his strength, despairing for life, but
it teaches you to trust not in yourself, but God. Again, U.S. culture teaches believe in
yourself. God says don’t not believe in you, and don’t rely on you, but trust in Me.
1:10-11 Enduring suffering, relying on God, and encircled by others prayers, Christians
get delivered.
1:12 Can you imagine having this verse as your testimony (confident in your successful
sanctification)?
1:14 Ministry output of PEOPLE was Paul's proud reason for boasting! Again, Paul was
proud of (but not reliant upon) his pre-Christian moral attainment.
1:15-18 Paul had intended to visit Corinth, to get some funding, but to spare them his
severe church discipline, he delayed. Some were calling that flip-flopping vacillation.
You ALWAYS do what the Lord leads, even if He makes changes to previously
announced plans, as you do not make decisions in the flesh (v. 17). He CAN change
things up on you, and you NOT be sinning, or vacillating (Ex.: Mt. 2:13-23). His
character never changes; plan/will details can ( Heb. 13:8)!
1:20 EVERY promise of God is a YES answer in prayer, for the believer! If you walk by
sight, or as natural man walks, that won’t excite you, because you don’t live off God's
word, or by faith. EVERY PROMISE IS YOURS in Christ! II Pet. 1:3-4 says God’s
given us all we need for life and godliness. II Cor. 7:1 tells you those promises are how
the Christian perfects holiness in their life (sanctification).
1:21-22 Christians are anointed by God, and God is the One who establishes them in the
faith; He also sealed us with the Spirit (a pledge of our secure inheritance/eternal security).
1:24-2:3 Paul avoided coming, in order to spare them severe discipline (1:15-18), but it
wasn’t that Paul lorded over them, but he was an active worker for their faith to grow.
2:1-3 He avoided it, as if he made them sorrowful, there would be no one to bring him
joy.
2:4 Paul's church discipline was from love.
2:5-6, 9 The church majority obediently punished the erring brother of I Cor. 5:1-7 (slept
with his fathers' wife).
2:7 Over-punishing is wrong, so the church was to reassure him they loved him.
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2:10-11 All was forgiven, lest satan win!
2:14-16 Paul thanks God, who always leads Christians in victory (Rom. 8:37; I Jn. 5:4-5),
through Christ, and manifests the sweet aroma of knowing Him. When (IF) you
evangelize from sincerity (v. 17), your life is a fragrant aroma to all around. We’re not out
there selling anything, or trying to profit from it (v. 17), but to Christians living for God,
it’s a sweet smell, but to the lost who reject it, or believers living in sin, it reveals their
own sick smell.
3:1-3 Paul’s not patting himself on the back, but PEOPLE saved are is badge of honor, or
letter of Christ he cares for (discipleship), by the Spirit writing on their heart. Has God’s
Spirit ever written anything on your heart? If you don’t read His words—hardly!
3:4-6 Christians are incapable of doing good, absent reliance upon Christ living within.
That point couldn’t be made more strongly! Jn. 15:5 It is NOT obeying laws that makes
Christians holier, but Bible verses given as a gift to you by God’s Spirit in your heart—
Rhema.
3:7-11 Paul’s greater ministry is compared to the Jews’ Law ministry of less glory.
3:12 Having such a hope, biblical evangelism is to be bold.
3:16, 18 Whenever a person trusts Christ for salvation, the Jews’ veil to seeing Christ’s
glory (in the Old Testament) is lifted (Cf.: 3:13-15).
3:17 There is liberty where the Lord is. This is also a great Trinity proof text.
4:1 Paul’s greater gospel ministry (to the lesser glory of the old covenant; 3:7-11), gives
him endurance/courage to not grow weary/lose heart.
4:2 We have renounced the hidden sin, and wrongly manipulating God’s word, so that
our lives manifest truth, and it commends us to their conscience, as their either being
innocent or guilty. Have you, Christian, renounced all known sin in your life? Do you
proof text the Bible for false doctrine?
4:3-4 Anyone who rejects the gospel is blinded by satan, and it takes God’s sovereign
calling/convicting to drop the scales from their eyes. Christ is the spittin' image of God,
for He is deity/God (v. 4).
4:5-7 We don’t preach ourselves, or our testimony, but Christ as Lord God, we as His
slaves. Lordship Salvationists will proof text this verse, but Jesus IS God, and we
evangelize concerning Him as no less than that—Lord God! God shined in our hearts to
see Christ's glory, our scales fell and we believed (v. 6). That treasure within is not of our
own power (v. 7; Cf.: 3:4-6).
4:8-12 HERE (and especially 11:18-32) is the section that makes you SICK at modern
churchianity! We’ve told of Paul fighting wild animals (I Cor. 15:32), but just READ his
sufferings endured for evangelism! We hardly lift a finger, and certainly aren’t persecuted
for it.
4:13 Its natural if you believe you speak. So why do so few Christians speak the gospel?
Is it that they don’t believe?
4:16-18 Living by faith—not sight—or a life built on God’s word and promises, Paul
endures afflictions and sufferings, knowing they’re temporary, compared to eternity. He
doesn’t lose heart (4:1, 16), but his inner man is renewed day by day, giving him an
eternal weight of glory beyond compare (vv. 16-17). Is your inner man renewed daily to
God’s word, for which you anticipate rewards and glory in glory land, Christian? Do you
live by what you see?
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5:1-9 Paul knows bodily suffering is temporary, and when our bodies expire, we have a
heavenly home and a glorified body I Cor. 15 spoke of for us to eternally live clothed in
(vv. 1-2). We LONG for this, so we aren’t found naked. Do you long for heaven, and
glory, and eternity, U.S. Christian? We groan in this body and life, as we aren’t home yet
(v. 4). Again, God’s Spirit lives within as our pledge of certainty that heaven is our future
(v. 5). So we have good courage (vv. 6, 8), knowing this world is not our home, because
we know that by walking by faith, and we prefer to be away from here and in God’s
presence. IS THAT YOUR PREFERENCE, American Christian, or is living the
American dream more your style? If so, these verses should rightly haunt your fleshly
soul! So—whether there or here—our ambition if to please God (v. 9; holiness and
evangelism, by faith). WHY? Because we ALL face judgment day (v. 10). Fearing God,
we persuade men (in evangelism), and are made manifest to God, and hopefully men
(holiness; v. 11). Paul, again, denies he’s bragging/patting himself on the back (v. 12; Cf.:
3:1), but giving this church a chance to be proud of him because he doesn’t live in
spiritual pretention, but sincerity (v. 12). If he's soberly honest, or humbly deferential
about his behavior, it’s all for serving them in love (v. 13). There ARE posers in
Christianity! Don’t be one of them. How is Paul so sincere in evangelism and holiness?
Jesus' love controls/constrains him, having made a conclusion: Christ died for all, so all
are dead to any chance of heaven on their own. And we who aren’t dead (Christians)
should live for Him, and not for ourselves (v. 15). That means being disciples in
practice—a choice every Christian has to make. His conclusion continues in verse 16:
Since Paul no longer sees Jesus, bodily (Cf.: I Cor. 9:1), he has concluded not to see
people as they appear (handsome/beautiful, or ugly—outward appearances), but only as
lost or saved—the only two statuses in life (v. 16. Why? Because if any person is saved,
they are new creatures; the old has passed, and new things have come (v. 17). You don’t
see those changes in the exterior, so you conclude to see them by faith eyes.
5:18-21 Christ reconciled man on the cross, and gave only Christians that evangelism
ministry. God through us entreats lost people to be reconciled with God, as He has paid
their penalty, and doesn’t hold their sins against them. Christians are ambassadors. Those
public servants bridge the cultural gaps between two countries. Christians are to be the
gap-fillers between the hellbound and God—through evangelism. Our newness also
includes a new identity (v. 21). God made Jesus, Who was sinless/deity to become sin on
the cross, so that we would become what we now are—the righteousness of God through
Christ. ALWAYS remember your identity in Christ!
6:1-3 Discipleship—working with God, Christians are to urge babes and stagnant older
believers NOT to have received God’s grace and gospel in vain, because they were saved
at the perfect time.
6:2 It is ALWAYS the right timing to be saved, today! Jn. 3:16 and Paul doesn’t want his
behavior to interfere with that sacred process (v. 3). Again, just like the wild beasts, II
Cor. 13 and the passage of Paul's suffering, look at the character of his ministry (vv. 5-10)!
In everything he commended himself to God as a servant; servants aren’t pew sitters, but
active in ministry service!
6:1 LOOK at your inheritance in Christ-possessors of all things (Cf.: II Pet. 1:3-4). IS
THIS THE TYPE OF SERMON YOU HEAR ON SUNDAYS, U.S. Christians—be
honest! Then you are being CHEATED, as the first century heard entire letters in their
context and their entirety. YOU should, too!
6:11-13 Paul’s words didn’t limit their lives, but their sin cravings did. Paul has spoken
openly to them, and now he asks them to open up to him (a fair exchange).
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6:14-16 Christians aren’t to date or marry unbelievers. Why? God has promised to dwell
in and among us, and be our God and we His people, so we are to live morally
separated/sanctified lives, and he will behave as our Father!
7:1 So by those great and precious promises we are to cleanse ourselves, and
mature/perfect holiness in reverence for Him (Cf.: 5:11). This instruction is given to
believers, to choose a life of holy living, Lordship Salvationists. Paul isn’t evangelizing
them!
7:2-3 Paul says open up and make room for us; we did you no wrong, and he loves them
to the
point of being willing to die for them.
7:4-7 Paul’s suffering received comfort (Cf.: 1:3-11) through Titus coming, who
reported to him their craving love and longing for Paul, in which Paul rejoiced.
7:8-13 Paul, again, addresses his sorrowful church discipline letter, glad it brought about
the needed change. Their response comforted Paul, and look how he expresses reassuring
confidence in them (7:16). Chapters 8 and 9 discuss biblical giving (Cf.: 1:15-16). The
highlights are:
8:1-6 These suffering believers gave beyond their ability, eagerly, but first gave
themselves to the Lord (like 7:1 calls the Corinthians to do). They were deeply poor, but
overflowing in generosity.
8:7-12 Paul essentially says pray about, decide, prepare/save up, intend, and actually do
give; he presents it as a process, but is telling them there needs to not just be a start, but a
finish to one's giving. Verse 12 Give according to what you have been given.
8:13-15 Christian churches gathered up gifts (8:4) to ensure no one severely suffered,
which came from the excess of those who had no such financial suffering.
8:16-24 The carriers of the gifts, and their required character in handling it is detailed.
9:1-5 Those messengers reminded them to complete the giving.
9:6-7 Give frugally, expect less blessings, as God loves a cheerful vs. compelled giver.
God supplies all your needs for giving (v. 8), with accompanying overflowing blessings
(v. 11).
9:15 Above all, Paul thanks God for his gift of Christ/salvation. Chapters 10-13 detail
Paul’s heavenly vision, and his defense of his apostleship against false prophet critics. I
will only highlight it, as so few of us have had such an experience, or ever will…
10:3-5 We love in flesh-covered bodies, but we don’t live in the flesh/sin nature, but our
weapons are divinely powerful for tearing down strongholds, and anything lifted up above
or against Christ.
10:7-13 Paul’s critics were looking at his exterior, and accusing him of his letter being
bolder than he was in real life, but he says he’s the same man, but he spared them inperson anger they couldn’t have handled Paul’s ministry didn’t encroach on other
ministers, but he went where the Lord led him, and he doesn’t brag on other ministers'
achievements, but in the Lord, Who alone commends him (not his critics; 10:14-18).
11:1-3 Paul is trying to disciple these Christians, as he introduced them to Christ. He
wants to present them as a pure virgin. He’s afraid they’re drifting from recalling the
simplicity and purity of devotion to Christ (v. 3). It’s NOT complicated, but they need to
return to such devotion.
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11:5-6 Paul isn’t inferior to other apostles, or his critics, even though he humbly refers to
himself as a nobody (12:11). You can just hear the necessary boasting comparison being
made, to humble his arrogant critics.
11:7-12 Paul’s ethical credibility was even exhibited in how he administered money as
between churches.
11:13 His critics aren’t so saintly.
11:14-15 Just as satan tries to act holy, to deceive people, so also his empowered critics
of Paul.
11:18-33 A direct comparison is necessary, to get the Corinthians to stop leaning toward
false teachers. Paul’s suffering for ministry is a badge of honor, even if humblingly shame
causing to others, arrogant and opposing such suffering.
11:28 An attitude FEW pastors today have, but all need! We are co-laborers—NOT
competitors, and how the church as a whole does is God’s concern, NOT just your
business/local body, and you practice church God’s vs. man’s way (I Cor. 3:9)!
12:19-21 People might say Paul’s defending his apostleship, but what he is MORE doing
is speaking before God, in Christ, for the hearer's upbuilding/discipling! He’s concerned
further church discipline might be needed, later on (v. 21). Has ANYONE ever taught
you God would never humiliate a Christian? Lead them to 12:21, to end that false
doctrine!
13:1-2 Paul is coming a third time, to them, as a confirmed witness, and he will spare no
one needing his disciplining. Some were clearly seeking proof of his apostleship (v. 3).
Paul goes so far as to challenge his critics' salvation (vv. 5-6), assured he is saved.
13:7-9 Paul prays the church does no wrong, not so he'll look good, but they might do
what’s right, even if some deem him inferior as an apostle.
13:10 Paul’s authority was given to edify vs. tear people down.
13:11 A final ethical conclusion.
13:14 The Trinity, again, discussed, in Jesus' grace, God's love, and the Holy Spirit's
fellowship. That doctrine is often taught, in the New Testament, though that term is never
used, nor need it be ("Trinity").
GALATIANS
1:1 Paul wasn’t in ministry by man’s system (seminary, following father’s footsteps,
recruited), but God’s design.
1:4 Christ gave Himself/died for our sins (Jn. 10:18), to deliver us from this present evil
age (another time sanctification is skipped over, seeing our lives as just a blur; Rom. 8:30;
Jas. 4:14), by God’s will (recall how many times God's will has been a theme in the New
Testament!).
1:6-9 Paul’s amazed how quickly this church wants to return to life under the Law,
though believers/Christians, from the bad, gospel-distorting influence of (Judaizer) false
teachers.
If an angel itself came and preached a gospel to you different than Paul’s gospel, or any
man (even the Pope)—let him be cursed of God! Paul’s not subtle in his disdain for false
doctrine and gospels.
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1:10 Why? Because they do so to please men, but the gospel isn’t for that purpose (II
Cor. 4:5). IF you are a man-pleaser, more than a God-pleaser (Heb. 11:6), you are NOT a
disciple of Christ (but a carnal Christian, at best, if saved at all)!
1:11-24 Paul’s history with the real gospel, he inferred in 1:1: Paul got his gospel
directly from Jesus, and NO other Man (Ac. 9:1-19). Paul’s conversion was SO profound
and personal to him, he repeatedly told his salvation testimony; he NEVER forgot it (Ac.
22:3-16, 26:9-18), and his story never changed. Do you remember the exact date and
experience of your conversion? If not, maybe you need to make that experience today (Jn.
3:16). Paul tried to destroy Christianity (v. 13)! Paul often speaks of his moral lifestyle,
pre-Christ (v. 14). But God had set Paul apart FROM HIS MOTHER'S WOMB, and
called him by grace (vv. 15-16). Had his parents believed in abortion, the world wouldn’t
have had the great apostle Paul, or nearly half the New Testament, or the world at this
time turned nearly as upside down by the gospel (Ac. 17:6). You NEVER know what that
child in your womb will turn out to be, via God. God was pleased to reveal Jesus in Paul
so he’d preach the gospel. But Paul didn’t associate with Christians for quite some time;
just evangelized, earning him a reputation for tis opposite behavior from trying to destroy
churches (v. 23). That change brought God glory (v. 24)!
1:1-10 More than 14 years passed before Paul submitted his gospel to the Jerusalem
church leaders, because Christians were being persuaded to Judaizer heresy (Christians
returning to the Law, as we see in the book of Hebrews). Paul didn’t put up with it for
even an hour (protested; v. 5). Paul wasn’t impressed by power, fame, wealth or title, but
he went to the leaders, as they’re the ones who could fix this problem (vv. 2, 6).
Somewhat surprisingly to him, they gave him the right hand of fellowship (his visit was
not in vain; 2:2), seeing God had entrusted the gospel treasure to him, and called him to
effective evangelism of the Gentiles (like peter to the Jews). Their only imposition was
asking Paul to remember the poor, which he had already been eager to do. PLEASE tell
me ONE THING extreme political conservatism offers (besides a job, even if minimum
wage) that shows any concern for the poor, like Paul eagerly showed. They want Welfare
ended, zero handouts, and won’t even visit the poor parts of town to see what they are
snubbing! They don’t even want anyone to know how much they donate, if any, as
reported on their IRS 1040's. But I digress.
1:11-15 Protesting Paul rightly confronted even Peter, for the hypocrisy of trying to mix
law and grace. Peter had been trying to appease lost Jewish friends and family, as if
Christianity was the same as Judaism. Paul wasn’t having Christians be unstraightforward about the gospel (v. 14; like he wasn’t tolerating its distortion (1:7-8).
Works to earn heaven is NOT part of the gospel message. Peter was trying to merge dead
(lost people's, or carnal Christian’s deeds) with good works (Spirit-empowered behaviors
of Spirit-filled and led believers).
2:16 WORKS DO NOT WORK TO GET ANYONE TO HEAVEN—only faith in Christ!
2:17-19 Christians (namely saved/completed Jews) trying to return to living under the
Law, destroy their foundations and are proved to be sinning. Christians DIED to the law,
so they could live for Christ! Rom. 7:4 Christians are not under the law, but are under
grace, and God’s law of liberty (Jas. 2:12).
2:20-21 Paul further explains this distinction: Christians have been killed/crucified (at
salvation), along with Christ, and the life they live thereafter s no longer them living, but
Christ living in and through them, and the life they live in the body they live by faith in
Christ, Who loved them so much He gave Himself up for them on the cross (1:4). That is
a crucial memory verse! If God’s standards (righteousness) could come by obedience to
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the Law, 1. Christ died for no reason, and, 2. That would nullify (or make ineffectual)
grace (v. 21).
3:1-5 Paul’s exasperation with this church's Judaizer appeasement is repeated: They’re
fools
having been eye witnesses of Christ’s crucifixion. Logic: Did they receive the Spirit by
faith, or by works of the Law? Don’t be fools: If you begin by faith, how do you expect
you can be perfected/matured (sanctified) by law? An animal births an animal, not a
robot. Keep the nature
of your salvation the same (grace by faith, vs. law). Did they suffer so many things in
vain (Cf.:
Heb. 10:34-39), or see miracles worked, for nothing?
3:6-9 Abraham believed God for righteousness, so the nature of his heirs is those who are
of faith are his children. All nations were to be blessed by him, foreseeing God justifying
people by faith. Only those who are of his example of faith are blessed.
3:10-14 People living under the Law, as their way to access God, are under a CURSE, as
they would have to live that way perfectly, to get to heaven, as heaven lets NO sin in (Rev.
22:15). NO ONE is saved/justified by the Law, as the Scripture says, the righteous man
lives by faith (v. 11). Paul’s using the Jews' own covenant to tell them it says grace vs.
law. The Law is NOT of faith, as perfection is required under it (v. 12). Christ redeemed
(bought us back) us from the Laws curse, by becoming a curse on the cross-tree, as the
Old Testament says, cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree (like Jesus' crucifixion). This
is so in Christ Abraham’s blessing will come to the Gentiles (Ac. 13:47), so they had
received God’s Spirit by faith (v. 14).
3:15-16 Humanly speaking, the Old covenant (Law) was just a man's covenant, but once
ratified it can’t be added to or subtracted from (v. 15). In contrast, the promises were to
Abraham and his seed (not seeds), referencing Christ—one seed.
3:17-18 Paul’s point (Cf.: Heb. 8:1, IF he wrote Hebrews) the Law came 430 years after
Abraham was called by God/saved. That later covenant can’t undo or nullify the previous
one based on promise. If Abraham’s inheritance is based on law, it can’t be based on
promise, but God granted Abraham his inheritance based on promise.
3:19-20 Like the logic of Rom. 6-7, Paul addresses critics expected objections or
questions: Why have the law? The law was added due to the proliferation of sinning. It
was ordained by angels (Cf.: Heb. 2:2), as mediators—until that seed (Christ) would
come. God is one, but a mediator implies bridging the gap between two parties. No one
mediated the promises; God just initiated it with Abraham.
3:21-22 Question #2: Is the law contrary to the promises (Cf.: Rom. 7:7)? May it never
be (Cf.: Rom. 62, 15)! The problem is that NO LAW can impart life—the power to do
right (Cf.: Rom. 7:10). If obeying laws enabled people to get eternal life, God’s
righteousness (the theme of this book) would have come by law, and not by promise (v.
21).
3:22 But God’s word has shut all human up under sin (Cf.: Rom. 11:32), so His promise,
by
faith in Christ, might come to all who believe.
3:23-26 Before faith in Christ/the seed came, we were under the Laws custody as a tutor,
shut up to the coming justification by faith in Christ. But now that salvation by faith in
Him has come, were no longer under the law as our tutor. Why? Were all children of
God through faith
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in Christ (v. 26). Because all who have been spiritually baptized into Christ have clothed
themselves with Him.
3:28 There’s no Jew vs. Gentile in the body of Christ, but we are all one in Him (Eph.
2:15). And if you belong to Christ, your Abraham’s heirs according to promise (grace vs.
law; v. 29).
4:1-3 Young heirs' practice (vs. inheritance) differs nothing from a slave, though they
own everything (inheritance; II Cor. 6:10), in that they’re controlled by
managers/guardians until they reach adulthood (or a date set by their father). In the same
way, Jews were children held in bondage under the Law, until the fulness of time came,
and Abraham’s seed (Christ) appeared (3:23). God sent His Son, born of a woman, and
under the Law, so we’d receive adoption as sons (vv. 4-5).
4:6 Because Christians are sons (not law slaves), God sent His Spirit in our hearts, by
which we cry daddy and father (intimacy and reverence).
4:7 Conclusion: You are no longer a slave, but a son and heir through God.
4:8-9 But, before you knew God, you were slave to the Law (or elemental things of the
world/things which are not gods (vv. 3, 8). But now that you know God, or, more
importantly, now that God knows you, WHY (Paul’s exasperation) do you try to return to
the Law (elemental things of the world; 4:3) and want to be enslaved to the Law again
(illogical; Cf.: 4:1-3)?
4:10 They observe Jewish feasts and rituals, and Paul’s concerned all his ministry toward
them may have been for their eyes to him, at that time (perhaps an indication of eye
problems for Paul). Did Paul become their enemy by telling them the truth, now that
they’re NOT treating him as they used to, before they started returning to the Law?
Irony/logic/reproof: You are opposing Paul because Paul is proposing truth; that’s NOT
how Christians are supposed to act.
4:17-20 False teacher Judaizers seek your loyalty, not from pure motives, but they want
to shut you out of God’s blessings, so you’ll follow them. It’s always right only to be
sought for commendable reasons, when Paul’s away, or how he does it when he’s there in
person. My children (personal/love), with whom Paul is again striving to mature up, until
Christ is manifested in their deeds. Paul wishes he could come to them in a better tone
(vs. church discipline), but he’s perplexed by their return to the Law (a major theme in this
book).
4:21-31 Paul further illustrates their problem, using the Old covenant as authority they’ll
listen to…
4:21-23 If you want to be under the law, DO YOU LISTEN to the law (do you know
what you’re getting into)? Abraham had two sons—one by a free woman (Sarah) and one
by a bondwoman. The son by Sarah came by promise (when she was old and barren), and
the son by the maid was not born of faith, and isn’t treated the same, by God.
4:24-26 That’s allegory for two covenants (promise vs. law): Hagar is Mt. Sinai in
Arabia (slave) vs. Jerusalem (free) Abraham’s two sons birthed the Jewish and Arab
nations (Isaac and Ishmael).
4:26-27 Your own Jewish/Law covenant (in the OLD TESTAMENT) says rejoice barren
Sarah, as you’ll have more kids than the maid who had a son with your husband (v. 27),
and you (Christians), are children of promise.
4:29-31 The flesh, incited by the Law, will persecute the freed children (Cf.: Rom. 7:8,
23). But how's Scripture say to deal with that? Cast out the Law’s bondwoman, as she
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her son won’t be heir with Sarah’s free son. In other words, cast out life living under the
law, so you can live as a free son, or child of God. Why? Christians are children of the
free woman, not children of a bondwoman (that is, Christians are under grace, and not
under law; v. 31).
5:1-26 Ethics how to's/application section…
5:1 Christ set us free from the law so Christians would live free; therefore, don’t return to
being Law slaves.
5:2-3 Circumcision for religious (vs. hygiene) purposes is useless, if you don’t obey that
covenant, which Law covenant requires perfection (I Cor. 7:19).
5:3-12 Paul, again, addresses the Judaizer's negative influence on this church. You are
cut off/severed (like foreskin) from Christ, if you’re living under the Law, as a Christian.
That’s a fall (away) from grace. Because Christians, by the Spirit, are waiting for the hope
of righteousness (sanctificational wait for glorification, while righteous deeds are 'put on'
in the meantime). For Christians, circumcision or the lack of it means nothing, but what
matters are faith working with love. Paul’s exasperation: Who led you astray to follow
the Law, now? You had (in the past) been doing/running well—this influence/persuasion
isn’t from God (v. 7). A little doctrinal error ruins the whole loaf of bread. Paul is
confident they’ll reject that teaching, and it’s advocates he hopes will castrate themselves,
figuratively (hyper circumcision; Phm. 1:21; II Cor. 7:16). A major feature of Paul’s
discipleship—expressed confidence in future obedience). WHY would Paul endure
persecutions for evangelism, if his gospel was the same as living under the Law? The
cross solving man’s enmity with God is a stumbling block to some people (I Cor. 1:23).
May these false teachers be judged of God (vv. 10, 12).
5:13 This verse returns to 5:1's freedom teaching: Don’t use Christian freedom for the
flesh/license, but in love serve one another.
5:14 The Law is thereby summarized and lived out.
5:15 But if you act sinful toward one another, your judgment will come.
5:16-26 Application/how to's: Walk by the Holy Spirit and you won’t carry out the
flesh's deeds (promise). The flesh/sin nature opposes God so you can’t do what you want
(Rom. 7:15-24). But if Christians are led by God’s Spirit, they’re not under the Law (the
books theme).
5:19-21 The sin nature produces all these sinful deeds, so Christians aren’t to live by it.
5:22-23 Instead, Christians are to produce the fruit of the Spirit; there’s no law against
doing those good deeds.
5:24-25 Christians (who belong to Christ; Cf.: 3:29) have killed the old nature, with its
evil passions and desires (positionally, in Christ; they need to, attitudinally; Rom. 6:11).
If Christians live by God’s Spirit (salvation), they are to walk/live by Him, as well
(sanctification; Cf.: 3:3; Col. 2:6).
5:26 Contrasted/opposite: They are NOT to live sinfully/carnally (Cf.: 5:15, Jas. 4:1-2).
6:1-5 Ethics section: Free sinful Christian brothers from that snare, cautious in that
process not to fall to sin and temptation, yourself (Cf.: Jas. 5:19-20; Jude 1:22-23). The
Bible teaches BOTH personal responsibility, and some burden of caring for others (here,
your Christian brother; vv. 2, 5). It’s NOT either/or, but both/and, balance! Arrogance
won’t help a brother, in love (vv. 2-3). Arrogance boasts in others' works, and not just
their own ministry (v. 4).
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6:6-8 Pay the preacher. You reap what you sow: If you don’t sow the bible seed in your
mind (here, by preachers), you will reap sin, and vice versa. Don’t be deceived (Cf.: Jas.
1:16): Sow to the flesh (mind set on it; Rom. 8:6) yields corruption; mind on the Spirit
(sowed with the Bible, ultimately reaps (not earns) eternal life (and righteousness inbetween, contrasted with sinful corruption, by implication).
6:9-10 Christians: Don’t grow weary in doing good, as in due time you’ll reap, if you
don’t grow weary (I Cor. 15:58). So do good to all men, while you have the chance,
especially believers (Gal. 6:10).
6:11-13 Verse 11 may further suggest Paul had eye trouble (Cf.: 4:5). The Judaizer false
prophets want to make a showing by their external deeds, and want these Christians
circumcised, so the Jews won’t persecute them for being Christians. Hypocritically, they
don’t obey that covenant (Cf.: Rom. 2:17-29), though they want you to obey its symbol so
they can brag on you (4:17-18).
6:14-16 May it never be (Cf.: Rom. 6:2, 15) that Paul would boast (as Judaizers want to
do about them; v. 13), except in Christ cross, by which Christians have been killed/are
dead to the
world, and the world system is (positionally, at least) dead to Christians. Because
circumcision isn’t an issue, but what matters is being a new creation (II Cor. 5:17; Gal.
5:2-3, 6; Rom. 2:25-29).
6:16 Those who will heed this truth, may peace and mercy be upon them (blessing), and
on the
true (spiritual) Israel (the remnant of saved/'completed Jews'; Rom. 2:29).
6:17 Paul says no more of anyone hassling him, as he bears the scars (branding marks) of
having suffered for Christ.
6:18 Paul ends the book wishing grace (not law) upon them.
EPHESIANS
1:3-6 Paul praises/blesses God who has blessed Christians with EVERY SPIRITUAL
BLESSING in the spiritual realm (II Pet. 1:3-40. God chose Christians, in Christ, to be
holy and blameless before Him (position/status). God predestined Christians to be
adopted sons, through Christ, according to His kind will's intention. Effect/result: To His
glory’s praise, freely given to Christians in the Beloved/Christ (v. 6).
1:7-12 In Christ, Christians have redemption (bought back out of the slave market)
through Christ's blood—the forgiveness of sins, according to God’s rich grace
lavished/poured out on us
God made His will known to Christians through Jesus, according to God’s kind intention.
Effect/result: With a view to prophecy, where all things will be summed up in Christ, in
heaven and on earth. Christians also have an inheritance, being predestined as sons,
according to God’s purpose (1:9), who works all things after that will (Ex.: Rom. 8:28).
Effect/result: With a view toward/to the end that Christians who received hope through
trusting Christ might live/be for God’s glory.
1:13-14 In Christ, having heard and believed the gospel, Christians were sealed with the
Spirit of promise (Eph. 4:30). Assurance of salvation and eternal security, by God’s Spirit
within. He is given as a pledge by God, in view of our sure redemption/glorification,
which brings God glory.
1:15-19 In light of all these blessings in Christ, Paul prays for these believers. They all
came from Christ, Who was raised and seated at God’s right hand (Col. 3:1).
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1:21-23 Christ's deity: Christ has been exalted above all powers and names, for all times,
and God put all things in subjection to Him as Lord (I Cor. 15:28). And Christ is the Head
of the Church (His body; Col. 1:18), and He fills all in all.
2:1-3 Christians were dead in our sins (pre-salvation), in which we FORMERLY
walked/lived by the spirit of the world system, through the devil's influence (the prince of
the power of the air), who now works in sons of disobedience/lost people. We
(Christians) too USED to live in the lusts of our sin nature, and we were (pre-salvation),
by nature (only one spiritual one) children of/facing (God’s) wrath.
2:4-7 Contrast: "But" God, rich in mercy and loving us so much, even when we were
sinners (enemies) made us alive, along with and in Christ (being saved by grace; Jas.
1:18). And God seated (position) Christians up with Christ in the spiritual realm. Why?
So in the ages to come (prophecy) God may show His surpassingly rich grace in kindness
toward us in Christ.
2:8-10 Further explanation: By grace Christians have been saved, through grace, and
their salvation is not of themselves but it’s a GIFT from God, NOT based on works, or
men would have reason for boasting they secured heaven by their works achievements
(Rom. 3:27). Application/implication: Christians are God’s workmanship/handiwork,
created in Christ unto (or for) good works, which God prepared for Christians to walk/live
in. Christians were saved to be sanctified.
2:11-13 Gentile Christians HAD (past tense/pre-salvation) been separated from Christ,
lacking these benefits of Jews. But in Christ, they who were far off have been brought
near to God by Christ’s blood (v. 12).
2:14-16 Christ IS our peace, and bridged any animosity between Jews and Gentiles,
breaking down their barrier wall of the Law, in His body, so He’d make one people. Jesus
reconciled them both to God, in His one body, ending that enmity/animosity.
2:16-17 Christ preached peace to Gentiles (far off) and Jews (near), for through Christ we
(one family) have direct access to God, by His Spirit.
2:19-22 Gentile Christians are no longer strangers and aliens (2:12), but fellow citizens
and God’s household/family, built on the apostles (New Testament) and prophets' (OLD
TESTAMENT) foundation, Christ as the chief Corner Stone (I Pet. 2:6-8). In Him
(Christ; 1:22-23) the whole church/body is being fitted together for a growth from God
(4:14-16), as a corporate holy temple and dwelling for God by His Spirit. Discipleship of
the global Church; not just some, or elites.
3:1, 14 Shows a gap in Paul starting to pray, then teaching more, in-between.
3:1-4 Paul suffers for evangelism, by God’s grace having a stewardship to the Gentiles,
by direct revelation at His dramatic salvation (Gal. 1:11-24), which is how he knew what
he did about Jesus (insights).
3:5-7 That Old Testament mystery was not known by men, but by the Spirit has been
revealed to the apostles (2:20). Specifically, Gentiles are fellow/equal heirs and church
body members with saved Jews, through the gospel of Christ. That gospel Paul
administered, by God’s grace and power.
3:8-9 Paul never got over being called into evangelism! Paul, the (humble) least of saints
(having been the foremost of sinners; I Tim. 1:15), was given the gift and privilege of
preaching the unfathomable (incapable of being fully understood or explored) riches of
Christ, and bring to light the mystery (Old Testament truth partially veiled) hidden in
Creator God.
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3:10-13 This was all done so God’s wisdom might be made known through the Church to
satan’s forces (Col. 2:15), according to God’s eternal purpose carried out in Christ (in
Whom Christians have bold and confident direct access to God through Christ; Eph. 2:18).
So with Paul’s great evangelism ministry, he asks them not to grow weary over his
persecutions, for they bring them glory.
3:14-19 Paul returns to his original prayer (3:1), which partly mirrors Col. 1:9-12 is the
things he asks for them.
3:20-21 Paul blesses God, Who can answer prayers unfathomably well for us. To Him be
the glory in Christ and through the church.
4:1-6 Ethics section: Paul returns to his original prayer's referral of himself as God’s
prisoner (sufferer; 3:1), as the basis/authority for his asking ethical living of them, to walk
worthy of their salvation call (Col. 1:10). Verses 4-6 show the onenesses of: 1. The
Body/church, 2. Spirit, 3. Hope of our calling, 4. Lord/Christ, 5. Faith, 6. Baptism
(spiritual, symbolized by water), 7. God the Father, Who is over, through and in all (Rom.
11:36; i.e., the Trinity alluded to).
4:7-10 Spiritual gifts section: Each Christian is given (at least) a spiritual gift ("He/Christ
gave gifts to men"); 'He ascended on high" happened after Christ descended to the lower
parts (I Pet. 3:18-20, 4:6),and he now fills all things (1:23).
4:11-13 Detailing gifts given: Office gifts were given to mature/build up the
body/Church/Christians, so they’re equipped to engage service/ministry. That equipping
is until we all attain to the unity of the faith, knowing Christ—to a mature man (their
stature measured by Christ’s fulness). FULL evangelism and discipleship!
4:14-16 Application: Christians aren’t to be children (written to believers, Lordship
Salvationists), tossed about like an aimless boat on the ocean, by every doctrine and
deceptive scheme, but peaking the truth in love, Christians are to grow up in all aspects
into Christ-likeness (thorough discipleship) From Christ, the Church's Head (1:22-23; Col.
1;18) That growth comes, so all believers (thorough discipleship and body life)
play/perform their role/part, using their spiritual gifts as members of Christ's body, built
up in love—the ultimate Christian ethic.
4:17-19 Paul tells Christians (note to Lordship Salvationists/Lordship Salvationists) to no
longer walk/live as the Gentiles do, in the futility of their mind, being darkened in
understanding, excluded from God’s life by the ignorance in them, due to a hard heart.
Behaving like that, they have become callous/seared, and have given themselves over to
all types of sin.
4:20-24 Contrast: But you (Christian) didn’t learn Christ like that, if you’ve heard Him
(Jn. 10:27), and been taught in Him (discipleship), as truth is in Jesus. That teaching is
that referring to Christians' former (lost) life, they are to lay aside their old self (identity
and nature), and be renewed in the spirit of their mind. They are to put on their new self,
which, like God's righteousness and holiness of truth, it has been created according to.
4:25-32 Application: Christians are to lay aside sins (listed) and put on ethics (listed; vv.
26-27). Unforgiveness from anger gives the devil an in/opportunity in your life (Mt. 6:1415). Good words can open evangelism opportunities (Col. 4:4-5). Christians conscious
and unforgiven sins grieve God’s Spirit (v. 30). More serious and blatant, or consistent
ones quench His power (I Thes. 5:19). The Holy Spirit sealed Christians to the day
they’re glorified (physically redeemed; 1:13; II Cor. 1:22. Assurance of salvation and
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eternal security. Forgive fellow believers, as God, through Christ, has forgiven you (v.
32).
5:1-2 Imitate God (like forgiving), as loved children (I Jn. 3:1).
5:3-5 These listed sins aren’t to be able to be named among Christians, as they’re
improper and not fitting, but rather give thanks. Why? Habitual and/or blatant sinning
shows evidence one has no inheritance in Christ and God’s kingdom (heaven; no
salvation).
5:6-7 These sins God’s wrath will come upon among lost people (so don’t participate in
them, as you aren’t a lost person).
5:8-10 Further explanation: For Christians were formerly (past tense/pre-salvation)
darkness (I Pet. 2:9), but now were children of light. Walk/live accordingly (live out your
new Christian identity; Col. 2:6)! The fruit of living in light is goodness, righteousness
and truth. Summary: Learn what pleases God, Christians.
5:11-13 Christians: Don’t participate (5:7) in sinful deeds of lost people, as that’s
unfruitful. Instead, expose them/bring them to the light. It’s disgraceful to discuss sins
people
do in private, trying not to get caught. But when the light comes around, even things
hidden in darkness get seen and known by all.
5:14-17 For this reason God says awake, sleeper, raise from the dead, and Christ will
shine on you (promise). That instruction is spoken to Christians, Lordship Salvationists
(v. 15 ). Application: Christians, be careful how you walk/live, not as unwise men
(carnals), but as wise men, productive with your time (v. 16), because the days are evil
(and short). Summary: So don’t be foolish (carnals), but understand God’s will for
you/your life (v. 17)!
5:18-21 Christian: Don’t be drunk, but influenced by God’s Spirit, like you were drunk
with Him. Gathered church: Speak to one another in a variety of song types, sung to
Christ. Give thanks to God for all things; FOR them, knowing He sorts all things after the
counsel of His will (1:11). Mutual corporate submission, in reverence for God (in church,
in context; v. 21).
5:22-33 Marriage relationship: Submit and love. Man as the family head, as Jesus is the
Church. Christ gave His life for her, so He’d set her apart, cleansing her by the washing
of water of the word, to present the Church, gloriously to God, with no spot or wrinkle (an
unblemished lamb), holy and blameless (our position). THAT is how husbands are to love
their wives (v. 28). If you love your wife you love yourself (and people naturally nourish
and care for themselves). That’s what Christ does to His body, the Church. His oneness
with us is a mystery, likened to the innate intimacy of marriage (v. 32). Summary: Love
your wife like you naturally love yourself, and wives be reverent (Cf.: submissive; Col.
3:18-25) to your husbands.
6:1-4 Parent-child relationship: Children obey your parents, as Christians, for that’s the
right thing to do (vs. II Tim. 3:2). Give them honor, so life will go well for you. And
fathers, don’t provoke your kids to anger (Col. 3:21), but raise them in God’s instruction
and discipline.
6:5-9 Employer-employee relations: Workers obey your bosses, sincerely from the heart
(vs. as a show, or to be a men-pleaser), as unto Jesus, doing God’s will from the heart.
Have goodwill toward your employer, knowing Christ will repay every good thing you do.
And management, do good to your employees, knowing the same—that Christ will repay
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those good deeds, and don’t threaten employees, because you are subject to the BIG Boss
(Jesus) in heaven, who judges impartially (He doesn’t favor employees or employers; Cf.:
Levit. 19:15). Beware, and fear Him; do right at your work!
6:10-18 Spiritual warfare weapons. Christians: Be strong in Christ and His power. Put
on (like clothes) God’s full armor, so you’ll be able to withstand/stand firm against all the
schemes of satan. Why? We fight not against humans, but demon spirits in the spiritual
realm.
6:13-18 Paul lists and defined our spiritual armor pieces. Standing form, by faith, is the
goal (vv. 11, 13). Faith allows Christians to destroy every fiery attack from satan (v. 16).
And always pray in/according to the Spirit (let Him lead you). Be alert, and pray for all
Christians. And pray for Paul, that he’d be allowed to evangelize boldly the mystery of
Christ (for which evangelism he suffered imprisonment, as "the prisoner of the Lord").
6:21-24 Closing: Messenger sent to comfort the church (perhaps concerned about Paul’s
circumstances; v. 22). Grace wished on all who love Jesus incorruptible (v. 24).
PHILIPPIANS
1:3-5 Paul thanks God for them for their participation in the gospel from the first day.
1:6-8 Paul’s confident God will complete His work in them (sanctification, and a safe
delivery to heaven). It’s only right feels this way, as they’re partakers of grace with him
(even as he suffers for evangelism), and because he loves them so.
1:9-11 Paul’s prayer for their discipleship (mirroring Eph. 1:15-19, 3:14-19 and Col. 1:912).
1:12-26 Paul’s circumstances. Jail didn’t bind Paul’s evangelism, but all guard heard it,
and even evil Christians evangelized, trying to take Paul’s place in that ministry, while he
was locked away. Paul rejoices evangelism occurs, even with those evil/carnal motives
(vv. 17-18; in pretense or truth). Paul’s confident he’ll get out of jail soon, by God’s
provision and Christians' prayers (v. 19), knowing he won’t be put to shame in anything,
but with all boldness assuring Christ is exalted in his body (v. 20). Why? Because for
Paul, to live was Christ, and death was gain (heaven; v. 21). Staying here (not dying)
meant fruitful service for Paul, and he was hard-pressed which to choose (v. 23). But
knowing service to men, on God’s behalf, was more important and valuable ("necessary"),
he chose to remain on (vv. 22-24). Convinced of that. Weighing those options, he knew
God would have him continue discipling, for their joy (v. 25). Why? The church's proud
confidence could accrue to Christ, by Paul’s release and coming to them (v. 26).
1:27-30 Ethics/application: Only conduct yourself in a manner worthy of Christ (Eph.
4:1), so Paul can learn they’re standing form in one spirit, striving together in one mind
for the faith of the gospel (sanctification), whether Paul is with or away from them.
They’re not to be alarmed by opponents, which is a sign to them they’re heading to
destruction, but a sign to us were heading to salvation (glorification). That
suffering/persecution (from opponents) has been granted by God, for Christ sake, and not
just that wed believe in Him. Christians are called to suffer (Cf.: I Pet. 3:13-17), as Paul
certainly was (v. 30).
2:1-2 If there is any of these five things/traits (v. 1), the church was to make Paul’s joy
complete by doing these four things (v. 2).
2:3-4 Christians are to do nothing from selfishness or arrogance (is that their political
motto?), but in humility they’re to regard others as more important than them (no self #1,
me, me, me generation of Christians). We are to look for our own interests, and also those
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of others. Is that what political conservatism Christians often back does (rugged
individualism, self-sufficiency, personal responsibility, and opposing government helping
anyone with their money)?
2:5-8 Christians are to have Christ’s attitude of humility, Who, being God/deity, didn’t
cling to that fact, but emptied Himself by becoming a servant, becoming man. And as a
man in appearance (also being fully God), He humbly became obedient to the point of
death on the cross.
2:9-11 For that reason God highly exalted/rewarded Him, and gave Him the Name above
all others, that at "Jesus," every knee will bow and tongue confess He’s Lord/God, which
will glorify God (in prophecy).
2:12-16 Application/ethics section: Paul tells Christians to work out their salvation in
reverence for God, as He is the One working in them to will and work by what pleases
Him. It’s a call for Christians to engage sanctification, Lordship Salvationists, whether
Paul is there, or away. They have been obedient, thus far (v. 12)!
2:14-16 Ethics: Don’t grumble or argue, to prove yourselves blameless and innocent
children of God (in their deeds, vs. just identity), by which they’ll look like lights in dark
world (Mt. 5:14-16). How? Holding fast God’s word, so in prophecy (the day of Christ),
Paul won’t deem his ministry to them as having been for naught.
2:17-18 Even if Paul’s presently suffering for his service of their faith, he asks them to
share his joy, and share their joy with him.
2:19-30 Two messengers. Paul’s concern for their sanctification (v. 19) caused him to
send (Epaphroditus) and plan to send (Timothy) two associates, while he was away.
Timothy, alone, genuinely cared for their welfare (v. 20). All others cared for their own
interests (vs. 2:4)—carnality. Timothy served Paul like a son would his father (v. 22).
Epaphroditus was, 1. A brother/Christian, 2. Fellow worker (ministry), 3. Fellow soldier
(ministry and defense), 4. Messenger (associate), and5. Minister to Paul’s needs (v. 25).
He wanted to see these Christians, fearful they were too worried about his physical
ailment (v. 26).
2:27-30 This messenger was sick to the point of death, because of his work for Christ,
risking his life to make up for this church's lack of service to Paul (vv. 27, 30).
Fortunately, God had mercy on (healed) him, lest Paul be overcome with anguish, had he
died. So Paul sent him eagerly, and asks them to receive him with all joy, and highly
esteem him. CAN YOU IMAGINE A CHRISTIAN DOING SO MUCH MINISTRY HE
ALMOST DIED?
3:1-3 Rejoice in the Lord; it provides you safety. Beware of false doctrine teachers,
especially Judaizers. Why? Because we Christians are the true/spiritual circumcision,
who
1. Worship by God’s Spirit, 2. Glory in Christ, and 3. Put no faith/confidence in our
old/sin nature. This is the expected Christian life.
3:4-6 Of all people, Paul had reason to put confidence in his own willpower, as he details
his moral life before Christ.
3:7-11 But all those gains/achievements are loss, for Christ’s sake, and Paul counts them
as nothing, compared to knowing Christ, for Whom Paul has suffered the loss of
everything, that he might gain Christ, and find righteousness through Him, by faith. Do
we suffer anything, or any losses to know Christ that well? Paul’s sole ambition, even
though saved, was to: 1. Know Christ, 2. Know the power of Christ’s resurrection, 3.
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Know the fellowship of Christ’s suffering, being conformed to His death (discipleship—I
die daily—I Cor. 15:31; Lk. 9:23), so that in the end he would attain to the dead’s
resurrection. He didn’t do those things to earn it, but he wanted to earn the privilege of
death, when it came, knowing it led to that resurrection. Paul burnt Himself out for Jesus!
3:12-14 Paul, humbly, didn’t have the belief/attitude he had arrived, or attained that, yet,
but always pressed on to lay hold of that eternal life (I Tim. 6:12) for which he had been
laid hold of by Christ. He hadn’t yet laid hold of it, but one thing Paul did: Forgetting his
past, and looking forward to what lay ahead, he always pressed to the goal of that upward
call in Christ.
3:15-16 Mature Christians are to have that attitude; if they don’t, God will reveal that to
them. But live up to the standard you have achieved in Christ.
3:17-19 Christians are to follow Paul’s example, and observe Christians who do the same.
Why? Because many walk who are enemies of Christ, (Jas. 4:4), as Paul told and had told
them, weeping. Why enemies? Because their god/idol is their desires, their point of pride
is in shameful things, and their mind is set on things on earth; their destruction is sure.
Are these carnals or tares? Their destruction need not reference hell, though it could. In
behavior, and probably confession, they are public posers, like II Tim. 3:5. Fake
Christians, either in status or state.
3:20-21 Contrast: Christians are to be heavenly-minded (not like those whose minds are
earth-bound). Why? Because our citizenship is there—in heaven. And from heaven
Christians are to eagerly await the return of the Savior and Lord, Jesus Christ. When that
occurs, he will transform our humble earthly bodies into conformity with His glory
(glorified bodies; 3:11, 14), through His power, which makes all things subject to Him.
4:1-4 Christians are to stand firm in the Lord (Eph. 6:11, 13). Two Christian ladies (who
have worked in evangelism ministry with Paul) are to learn to now quarrel, but live in
harmony in Christ (vv. 2-3). Always rejoice in the Lord (v. 4).
4:10-19 Giving section: Paul rejoices this church revived its concern to financially help
him; they had concern, but lacked opportunity. Paul wasn’t asking from want/need, as he
had learned contentment in every circumstance, because Christians can do all things
through Christ’s strength. Specifically, Paul had learned to be content both in poverty and
excess (v. 14). But he was glad for their renewed interest, though he cared more for the
benefit to them if they gave, than receiving their gift. He received their gift, and tells them
God will supply all their needs, by His riches in glory, through Christ.
4:20-23 Closing: Blessing, greetings and a wish.
COLOSSIANS
1: 3-8 Paul thanks God for their faith, love and hope, which (eternal) hope comes from
the gospel, which has borne fruit in them from the beginning. They learned it from
Epaphras, who told Paul of their love in the Spirit.
1:9-12 Paul’s been praying for them from the beginning, that God would give them
successful sanctification (details in vv. 9-12). Why? Because God delivered Christians
from satan’s domain to Christ’s, by which we have an inheritance (v. 12), and the
forgiveness of sins (v. 14).
1:15-19 Christ's deity section: The image of God, His first-born Son, Creator,
Lord/God/Boss, Head of the Church, to which He’s to be their Lord in experience (have
first place in everything in their lives). ALL God’s divine nature/deity fully dwelt in
Christ (v. 19).
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1:20-23 God reconciled all things through Christ, making peace with mankind through
Christ's she’d blood on the cross. And though Christians before salvation were alienated
and hostile to God, engaged in evil deeds, through Christ Christians have been reconciled
by God through Christ's death, so we’d be presented blameless to God (which occurs if we
don’t fall away, but continue in sanctification and the hope of the gospel Paul preached).
1:24-27 Paul rejoiced in his sufferings caused by his evangelism call (v. 23), as he sought
to FULLY carry out preaching the gospel (thorough evangelism, as in Acts). Christ's life
and gospel weren’t fully clear in the Old Testament prophecies about it (v. 26); but now it
has been manifested to Christians, so we can know God’s will and the riches of this
mystery, which is Christ inside us—our hope of glory.
1:28-29 And we (Christians) proclaim Christ, admonishing every man (thorough
evangelism) and teaching them (discipleship) so we can present (Cf.: 1:22) them
complete in Christ. Matured believers, including completed/saved Jews. For that
aim/purpose (evangelism), Paul labored, by the Spirits power.
2:1-3 Paul’s labor/struggles for discipleship are detailed, the result being a true
knowledge of Christ Himself (deity—the source of all wisdom and knowledge).
2:4-5 Paul teaches this so these believers aren’t deluded by false prophets and doctrine, as
he wants them stable and disciplined in the faith.
2:6-7 Paul, speaking to Christians, Lordship Salvationists, tells them as/since they have
received Jesus the Lord (salvation), so walk in Him (sanctification). Do so having been
firmly rooted (foundation) and now being built up and established, overflowing with
gratitude.
2:8-10 Don’t let false teachers take you captive by men’s deceptive traditions, or the
"elementary principles of the world"—Judaizers; Gal. 4:3, 9), rather than by Christ.
2:9-10 Why? All God’s deity fully resides in Christ (deity; Trinity); and He’s Lord over
all, and you have been made complete in Him (identity; Cf.: Col. 1:28).
2:11-12 Christians were spiritually circumcised in Christ, separated and cut off from
(dead to) the flesh/sin nature. We were spiritually buried with Him in full identification,
and raised (positionally)by faith in God who raised Christ from the dead.
2:13-14 Before salvation, Christians were dead in sin, but God made them alive,
forgiving all their sins through Christ. That canceled out our debt to God, being all His
laws we hadn’t obeyed or had violated, replacing the Laws perfect requirements with
Christ being nailed to the cross. Gal. 3:13; Rom. 8:3-4.
2:15 When God disarmed all spiritual (satanic) authorities, He made a public display
(mockery) of them by Christ's triumph over death and the grace.
2:16-17 Application: Therefore, don’t let Judaizer false prophets act as your guru on
religious matters which are mere shadows vs. the substance of and consistent with Christ.
2:18-19 Further application: Done let anyone defraud/rob you of your prize/rewards,
seeking holiness by severe treatment of the body, worshipping angels or taking stands on
visions their flesh/sin nature created, rather than holding fast (Cf.: Heb. 3:6, 14, 4:14,
10:23) to Christ, the Head of the Church (1:18), from Whom all growth/maturity of that
body comes, by His holding all the parts together and causing all that growth.
2:20-23 If you’ve died to the Law (elementary principles), through Christ, why, as if
you’re living in the world system, do you submit to Judaizer decrees, pertaining to
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perishable things, which have no power to keep U from sinful lusts/fleshly indulgence?
Laws can’t empower holiness (Gal. 3:21; Rom. 7:10).
3:1-4 Application/ethics section—more than theology: If you have been raised with
Christ (Christians have; 2:12), continually seek the things above (spiritual things), where
Christ is (above)—seated at God’s right hand. Set/default your mind on those things.
Why? Because you have died (2:11-12; Gal. 2:20), and your life is hidden in God,
through Christ. When Christ's second coming is revealed, you’ll be revealed with Him in
glory (as saved people)—we share everything he is (dead, buried, raises, and later
glorified), from our full identification with Him (spiritual baptism symbolized by full
water immersion baptism).
3:5-17 Ethics how to section: Consider (mind) your body dead to sins, because God
judges and is opposed to sin (Cf.: Rom. 6:11-13). And you used to (past tense/presalvation) walk/live in them (v. 7). But now (spoken to Christians, Lordship
Salvationists), put them (sin list offered) aside (Cf.: I Pet. 4:3). Don’t lie, because you
(Christians) laid aside your sin nature/old self with its evil practices (positionally, at least;
here, Paul’s saying do it experientially). And you have out on the new self (new identity
and nature; Cf.: Eph. 4:22-24), which is being renewed (sanctification; Rom. 12:1-2)
according to (or made into) the image of its maker (Christ-likeness).
3:11 That renewal makes no distinctions in the Church between Jew and Greek, or any
distinctions, as CHRIST is all and in all (He’s the focus; Gal. 3:28; Eph. 2:15).
3:12-17 Application: So, as Christians chosen by God, holy loved (position/identity), put
on (3:10, like clothes) ethics (listed). Love is number one, and it unites Christians (v. 14).
Let God’s peace rule your hearts, and His word dwell in you (vv. 15-16). Summary: Let
everything you do glorify God/be done in Jesus' Name (v. 17).
3:18-19 Husband-wife relationship: Submit and love.
3:20-21 Parent-child relationship: Obey and don’t exasperate.
3:22-4:1 Master-servant (management-worker) relationship: Obey/submit, work hard (as
if working for Jesus, as He rewards even above your paycheck). Do wrong on the job, and
God is an impartial judge. Employers/bosses: Be just and fair with employees, as Christ
is YOUR Boss (or judge/accountability Person, if you do wrong).
4:2-6 Ethics section: Be alert and thankful in prayer. And pray God opens evangelism
opportunities for Paul, to speak the gospel clearly, despite his being persecuted. Be wise
with lost people, seasoning your conversations with salt, so you will know how to take
opportunities presented to respond to them evangelistically, or also with moral teaching.
4:7-18 Closing: Again, Paul tends to commend hard workers in ministry. This man
labored in prayer, so this church would stand fully assured in God’s will (v. 12). Being in
the middle/center of God’s will is the safest place to be. –Anonymous. Demas had not
yet apostatized (v. 14; Cf.: II Tim. 4:10). House churches (no overhead requiring
"tithes!"; v. 15). Entire New Testament letters were to be read to life (v. 16)!
Christians/churches. Have you EVER seen that done in the America? Evolved? This
man is exhorted to take heed and fulfill/complete his ministry (v. 17). Not all ministers
complete God’s will for their ministry (Ex.: EDBS priorities). Humble Paul mentions his
prison persecution/suffering last (v. 18).
I THESSALONIANS
1:2-4 Paul thanks God for them, for their faith, hope and love, knowing God chose/saved
them.
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1:5-6 How? The gospel didn’t come to them only by, 1. Human word, but by 2. Power,
3. The Spirit, 4. Conviction, and, 5. The evangelist’s ethical behavioral testimony,
leading them to imitate their spiritual fathers/parents, though suffering.
1:7-10 That imitation and its effects is discussed: They became examples/role models to
other churches, and the reputation/word of their changes spread. Their having turned from
idols to serve God became well-known, as they wait for Christ’s return.
2:1-4 The evangelists' coming to Thessalonica was not purposeless, but after suffering in
Philippi. They boldly evangelized them, in sincerity vs. deceit and error, before God who
examines men’s hearts.
2:5-9 Those evangelizers didn’t come in pretense or seeking money, even though apostle
Paul has a right to do so. But, they proved gentle like nursing mothers. And having such
a love for them, they didn’t just preach the gospel, they imparted their own lives into
them. They’ll recall how Paul ministered among them for free, bivocationally working.
2:10-12 The evangelists ethical behavior is described, and their fatherly role of imploring
them to live holy so they’d walk worthy of their heavenly call (note the balance of female
and make traits in discipleship).
2:13-14 Paul again thanks God that this church accepted the gospel not as just their
human word, but God's actual word. Taking it that seriously caused them to become
imitators of other suffering churches.
2:15-16 The Jews who persecuted them also did so to Christ, to death (along with the
Romans). Their sin guilt has piled up to full measure.
2:17-20 Paul and his associates wanted to come to them, to check on their faith, but satan
thwarted them (something he can only do, temporarily, under God’s supervisory sovereign
control). Why? Because they were his hope and joy, glory and crown, at Christ’s return.
3:1-4 Paul sent Timothy when he could bear being apart from them no longer, to
disciple/strengthen them., so they wouldn’t quit under suffering. Paul had warned them
suffering
is part of the normal Christians life, and so it happened.
3:5-8 Paul sent Timothy to find out about their faith, lest satan the tempter have caused
Paul’s work to have been purposeless, by them stopping sanctification. But Timothy
brought Paul good news, and that they always think well of him. Despite suffering, that
message comforted Paul, for he really lives when believers stand form in Christ.
3:9-13 Paul thanks God for all the joy they’ve brought him, as he longs to see them face
to face. He prays God directs him to them, and that they abound in holiness and love for
one another, as they become established in the faith, so Christ can present them blameless
to God at His coming.
4:1-12 Ethics section: Excel still more in holy pursuit, as God’s will is your moral
separation. It also pertains to sexual purity, and not taking advantage of the opposite sex,
with sex. They already know to love one another, but need to excel still more (Cf.: 4:1,
10). And they need to work quietly, to not burden others, but meet their own needs.
4:13 Paul didn’t want the church ignorant, that deceased Christians have resurrection
hope, as they’re alive, so we shouldn’t grieve for them like you would over people in hell!
4:14 Their bodies will be raised from the grave, later.
4:15-17 Dead Christians will raise before living Christians meet Jesus, at the Rapture.
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4:18 These teachings were to comfort, as they’re hope-filled. Those are the events; what
is the timing?
5:1-3 Christ's return will come swiftly and stealthily. Thieves break in at night, and
urgently
5:3 Peace and security will be the public's theme, like the calm before the storm they
don’t realize is coming. Birth pangs come swiftly, and intensely, and they (lost people)
won’t escape God’s Tribulation judgment.
5:4 Christians aren’t in darkness, so these events shouldn’t catch them off guard.
5:5 Christians' position in Christ.
5:6-8 Christians' related and expected experience in Christ: Do not sleep, as others do,
but stay awake and alert/sober, because were of the day, and have clothed ourselves with
the armor of faith, hope and love.
5:9 WHY? We're destined to heaven!
5:10 Christians live together with Christ, whether alive or bodies dead! This fact is an
encouragement we are to share with each other (v. 11; Cf.: II Thes. 2:1-2): Christians
aren’t to worry they missed the Rapture! False prophets were scaring them with those
errant thoughts, upsetting them).
5:8-11 Christians are of the day (identity), so they are to be sober (experience), and put on
spiritual armor (Ex.: Eph. 6). Why? Because God hasn’t destined us for hell/wrath, but
salvation/heaven. This is encouraging words, related to prophecy, and future events (v.
11).
5:12-13 Ethics section: Respect and pay the preacher. Be at peace, admonish the
wayward, encourage the tired, help the weak, be patient with all. Never seek revenge, but
what’s best for other people. Continually rejoice and pray, and thank God in everything,
as that’s God’s will. Don’t disappoint God’s Spirit, or prevent His miraculous gifts, but
test the spirits—cling only to that which is good. Be abstinent from any form of evil.
5:23-24 Paul prays God sanctifies them entirely, like a maturing of spirit, soul and body,
in the three tenses of salvation (justification, sanctification and glorification). Paul asks
for their prayers and greets them all. He asks that this letter be read to the church, and
concludes with a wish that God’s grace be upon them.
II THESSALONIANS
1:3-4 Paul thanks this church for their faith and love growing, and speaks proudly of them
enduring suffering.
1:5-8 Suffering causes Christians to be more experientially worth of their heavenly
calling, and He will repay your persecutors, and relief to your suffering when Christ
returns, and retribution
to those who don’t accept God’s gospel (or obey the gospel; Cf.: I Jn. 3:23).
1:9-12 Christ rejecters will pay the penalty f eternal hell, when he returns in glory to be
seen by those who DID believe. With those prophecy events in mind, Paul prays that
these believers walk worthy, and that God fulfill all their desires for goodness and
ministry, so that Christ will be glorified by them, and them glorified in Him.
2:3 Paul doesn’t want believers deceived.
2:3 Prophecy doesn’t start until the falling away of the church first occurs, and the
Antichrist is revealed.
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2:4-5 That Beast is arrogant, seeking to be worshipped, and mid-Tribulation he enters the
Jerusalem temple, making himself out to be God.
2:5 Paul had taught them about prophecy, previously.
2:6 God’s Spirit restrains his revealing, until His restraint is taken away. The mystery of
lawlessness is satan empowering lost people's spirit, just like the mystery of godliness is
Christ lives within believers (I Tim. 3:16).
2:8 The seven-year Tribulation is summed up in one verse. Christ will slay the man of
sin with His second coming, seven years after the Rapture.
2:9 But, the Antichrist will have satanic, miraculous sinful powers, until he’s thrown alive
into the Lake of Fire (Rev. 19:200. READ our two prophecy books.
2:10-11 Hell deceive with sinfulness, among lost people (who never received a love of
the truth enough to get saved).
2:12 Non-Christians will be judged by God, who didn’t believe the truth, but took
pleasure in the temporary pleasure of sins (Cf.: Heb. 11:25; God judges sins).
2:13-14 Contrasted: Paul’s thankful for believers, whose eternal future is certain, having
been saved by God choosing them, setting them apart by the Holy Spirits convicting call
and their faith in the gospel, by which they’ll gain Christ's glory.
2:15-17 Paul, again, thanks God for them, as God chose them through the Spirits setting
them apart, and their putting faith in Christ. Application (v. 15): So stand form with the
traditions (oral versions of the New Testament) handed down to them. Paul then prays
they be comforted and strengthened by Christ and God, having eternal security/assurance
of salvation they provided.
3:1-2 Paul prays his evangelism is effective, and he be delivered from evil persecutors.
3:3-4 God will faithfully strengthen and protect them from satan. Paul expresses
confidence in their obedience to his letter, and prays God leads them in stability of Christ
and in God’s love.
3:6-15 This section decries believers not working (laziness), yet wanting to be fed, and
instructs them to work. If they disagree with this instruction, they are to be admonished
(church discipline). The 'good' (working) Christians aren’t to grow weary of doing good
(v. 13; Cf.: I Cor. 15:58).
3:16 Paul closes by saying Christians can have peace in every circumstance, just as he
had taught that they should thank God in everything (I Thes. 5:18).
I TIMOTHY
1:1 A great verse suggesting the Trinity (God is Savior, as Jesus is often referenced).
1:2 Paul was sure Timothy was saved (Cf.: II Tim. 1:2, 5).
1:3-4 Paul had Timothy in Ephesus to instruct people not to teach false doctrine(s), or
engage mere speculation, or teachings that don’t advance the faith's furtherance.
1:5 Christian pastors' goal of ministry is to be 3-fold: LOVE, from, 1. A pure heart; 2. A
good conscience, and, 3. Sincere faith.
1:6-7 These false doctrine teachers strayed from that goal to fruitless discussions,
WANTING to teach God’s word but not understanding even what they say! God doesn’t
look kindly to false doctrine; here, people (Judaizers) abusing the Law. Today, people
don’t care much if false doctrine is preached; that’s their business is the wrongful attitude.
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1:8-11 The law of God (here, Gen.-Deut., but true also in general) is to restrain sin; not to
produce righteousness. It is as a barrier for evil people; good people don’t need
boundaries like that, as they’re not trying to stretch the envelope. The sins in v. 10 are
obviously contrary
to God and His gospel.
1:12-14 Paul thanks God He deemed Paul faithful, calling him into ministry service,
despite his evil past. God’s grace was more than enough, for him to overcome that,
having been, in his mind, the foremost of sinners, before Christ saved him. Christ came
for evangelism.
1:16-17 His being the foremost was used by God as an example to all to say if Paul can
get saved, anyone can get saved—there’s hope for us all. God’s patience is the only hope
and chance we have for salvation, especially as people reject the gospel (II Pet. 3:15).
1:18-20 Paul tells Timothy to fight the good fight of faith, just as Paul did (II Tim. 4:7-8).
Good leaders don’t ask others to do things they aren’t willing to do themselves. Two
people had failed to do that, and their spiritual life had been shipwrecked by
abandoning/hoisting overboard their faith and a good conscience (1:5), resulting in them
blaspheming, and Paul delivering them over to satan, for punishment (likely illness, or
death).
2:1-8 This book extols proper church practice. This section addresses prayer in church.
Verse 4 is revealing: God wants every human being in heaven and to learn the Bible.
Paul was appointed a minister/evangelist of the gospel, concerning Christ man's mediator
between him and God, having given Himself on the cross for our sins. For that reason,
men are to pray in church, with clean deeds exhibited by holy hands raised, vs. wrath and
division.
2:9-15 Men being the pray-ers, in church, the women’s role is addressed, here. They are
also to behave ethically, like men (Cf.: 2:8), and not be showy in their dress. Their
submissive quietness in church is again addressed in verse 11, as women aren’t to be the
main church leaders. WHY? Not because they are inferior or incapable, but it stems from
God’s judgment on both sexes in the Garden of Eden! Women will not be fully judged for
their part in that (through an inherited nature, like men; Rom. 5:12-17), but will endure the
pain in child birth associated with the parents of us all (Gen. 3:16; Jn. 16:21). Its speaking
about why women aren’t to be the main church leaders, or to exercise authority over male
adults, or teach them spiritual truths (whether men listen to female preachers is beyond the
woman’s control). This is not cultural, but Creationistic (based on the fall of man).
3:1-7 Qualifications of a biblically qualified/credentialed pastors are detailed; again,
summed up in being above reproach. Paul had just spoken of women not being lead
pastors. They can’t be new Christians (v. 6).
3:8-13 Deacon qualifications are detailed (Cf.: Ac. 6:1-7). Verse 11 addresses women.
In context, since the section begins speaking of men, and immediately picks up with men,
after addressing women, and in light of 2:9-15, it is best to see this as wives of male
deacons, and not female deaconesses! Let deacons be husbands buoys this conclusion.
Great honor can come from God for serving well (v. 13). It should NEVER be offered for
big church donations, because one is rich or famous, or to reward people backing the
pastor, politically! My ex-step father desperately wanted to be a deacon, likely to cover
for his corrupt lifestyle he tried to hide. The office is NOT to be a cover for sin!
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3:14-15 Paul states the book's purpose: Church polity. The mystery of godliness is that
Jesus lives inside Christians—not that we free will goodness from ourselves (v. 16)! Jesus
is then described in various ways.
4:1-5 As prophecy approaches, false prophets are expected to rise, and apostasy/falling
away from the faith, by men who have abandoned conscience (Cf.: 1:19-20). When you
stifle and sear/burn your moral compass, you justify sin with reckless abandon. Any food
is OK for believers to eat (incl food sacrificed to idols, if doing so doesn’t harm a weaker
brother’s conscience), if set apart by the Bible and prayer. That doesn’t mean it would be
suggested to eat monkey eyes; some foods are simply repulsive, but not based on God
forbidding them.
4:6-11 Pastors who point out/expose/teach these things are being good servants, as they
constantly nourish themselves on God’s word, vs. fables, myths, or mere traditions of men
(Mk. 7:8). All Christians (here, pastors) are to discipline themselves for godliness. That
means willful
involvement in sanctification (oddly referenced in the middle of a letter to pastors, if you
hold to Lordship Salvation, which requires that before one can even be saved). WHY?
Because physical exercise has some value, but spiritual discipline has value even beyond
the grave. Yes, God approves of Christians knowing heavenly rewards await good deeds
in this life, produced by God’s Spirit.
4:10-11 Pastors are to teach these things (Cf.: 5:7). Our certain heavenly future is why
we labor and strive at these things, as our hope if fixed/set on God. God is everyone’s
Savior, meaning the only savior for everyone, but only benefits believers; rejecting His
salvation guarantees one an eternity in hell.
4:12-16 Ethics section: Younger Timothy isn’t to let his age be demeaned, but is to show
himself to be an ethical example to Christians—those who have believed. Timothy is to
give attention to public Bible reading, and not neglect his spiritual gift (Cf.: II Tim. 1:6).
Pastors (Timothy as representative) are to take pains and be absorbed in these pursuits
(Bible, spiritual gifts, prayer; Ac. 6:4, 8:5), so their spiritual growth/progress would be
evident to all. As they persevere in these things (sanctification), they are also ensuring
"salvation" (second tense—saved from the power of sin) among his church members, as
he lives this way, and teaches these things.
5:1-16 Age groups in church; mainly widows needing money. The church is to be a
secondary source, if any widow can earn her own way, or has a family (vv. 9-10). Some
widows decide not to remarry (widows indeed), who devote themselves only to God, via
prayer vs. any sex (vv. 5-6). Younger widows are expected to still have such passions (vv.
11-12).
5:8 Any adult who doesn’t provide for their family God sees as worse than lost! Rather
than being busybodies, with time on their hands, younger widows are encouraged to
remarry, but some disobey that, following satan by such decision (vv. 13-15; to behave as
in verse 13).
5:17-20 Speaking of age groups in church, elders, pastor males (expected not to be too
young, like Timothy almost was, 4:12; old enough to have family, 3:4-5) are addressed.
Note from 3:3, NO pastor is biblically qualified to serve, if they aren’t free from the love
of money. This priority is internal, but gets exhibited externally in prioritizing church
growth over members growth in holiness and evangelisticness! Pastors who
rule/administer well deserve double honor, and honor is not just verbal, or awards, but
those who preach and teach deserve higher pay. MOST do one over the other—mainly
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preach. Two-to-three witnesses are needed to publicly rebuke a wayward/sinning pastor,
and that public rebuke instills the fear of God among all members. DO NOT LET
wayward pastors get off the hook for their sins, by deeds they do that no staff members
will bust them for, as a witness, for fear of being canned! These principles are to be
advocated without bias/partiality (v. 21).
5:22-25 Laying hands on people is symbolic of passing a torch, or invoking God’s
blessing to go with ministers (Cf.: 4:14), and you need to know the character of the
person you do
that to. Timothy had stomach ailments, for which Paul prescribes fermented/alcoholic
wine (v. 23). If it were unfermented, Eph. 5:18 would make NO SENSE! This verse also
slams the false doctrine that perfect health is part of the gospel. As Paul has spoken of
participating in others' sins, laying hands too quickly (Cf.: Ac. 8:17), he now teaches on
hidden vs. public sins. Some people hide their sins from men, while others commit them
unashamed—God will judge them all. Some sins are so bad, they go before that person to
judgment!
6:1-2 Employee/manager relations Be an especially good employee with a just boss who
is a Christian, like Gal. 6:10 (special treatment of believers over non-)!
6:3-5 Only sinfully arrogant people disagree with sound doctrine conforming to Christ's
gospel and godliness, enjoying controversy, division and word wrangling (1:4-7),
including abusive language, envy and evil suspicions, and constant bickering from people
who believe you can get rich by being good (especially false prophets).
6:6-8 Godliness IS a gain, if you are contented, and not seeking riches off of it (especially
in ministry). Why? Because we came into this world with nothing, and 'you can’t take it
with you' (v. 7). Christians are to be CONTENT with food and covering (presumably
clothes and a place to lay one's head). DO YOU KNOW ANY AMERICAN CHRISTIAN
WHO HAS LEARNED THIS BIBLICAL STANDARD OF CONTENTMENT?
6:9-10 American Christians ALWAYS parrot it’s not sin to be rich, and how can I be
generous if I’m poor, but verse 9 says those who want to get rich fall into temptation.
Jesus said (prayed) lead us not into temptation. He taught to flee temptation. These
people disregard that, wanting sinful desires. If God makes you rich, and you aren’t
seeking it as priority one (Mt. 6), that’s different (Pv. 23:4-5, 30:7-9)! Wanting to be rich
causes all these things, which NO ONE could label as "good:" 1. Fall into temptation, 2.
Fall into a trap/snare, 3. Fall into many foolish (and harmful) desires, which plunge/dunk
men into ruin and destruction. YET, most U.S. Christians would say, sign me up! And
this is NOT just speaking of get rich quick schemes (Pv. 13:11)! WILL YOU EVER
HEAR THIS PREACHED IN ANY AMERICAN CHURCH? It’s straight out of
Scripture! You HAVE to ask yourself why?! Culture over Christ! Why does wanting to
get rich bad (i.e., as goal #1): The love (vs. like) of money is the root of all sorts of evil.
Add that as reason number 4! Some who have longed to be rich have wandered away
from the faith (apostasy), and pierced/stabbed themselves with many pains and pangs.
WHO WOULD SAY THIS DESCRIPTION IS GOOD and POSITIVE? Only a fool, yet
we love to ignore this teaching, which Paul says Timothy is to objectively/unbiasedly
prescribe and teach all believers! But I digress. In contrast, and OPPOSITE that pursuit,
Timothy is to "flee" these things (v. 11), and pursue godliness/ethics, and fight the good
fight (Cf.: 1:18), and take hold of the eternal life he gained at his public confessing of
Christ (II Tim. 1:5). Timothy is to keep the commandment without stain, as Christ lived
out his confession, when before Pilate (vv. 13-14). Be holy, pastors! That
holiness/sanctification is to last until life's end, and/or until Christ's return (vv. 14-16).
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Taking verse 15 as referencing God the Father, the Trinity is also clear when you compare
Rev. 19:16 That doctrine is implicitly taught, often, in Scripture.
6:17-19 Paul tells Timothy what to teach ALL rich people (not just Christians): 1. Don’t
be conceited (see our notes on I Jn. 2:15-17 about the boastful pride of life, associated
with wealth); 2. Don’t fix your hope on the uncertainty of wealth; 3. Fix your hope on
God, Who richly supplies all we need (Phil. 4:19); 4. Be good; 5. Be rich in good works
(remember Titus addressing that four times?); 5. Be generous, and ready to share (UNlike political conservatism teaches, fighting ANY wealth loss for any reason and hiding
charity amounts in private 1040 forms, including fighting even estate taxes blessing
society at all); 6. By doing so/all that, storing up (not riches; Mt. 6:19-20) a good
foundation for the future, so they can take hold (Cf.: 6:12) of that which is life indeed—
eternal life! LOOK at what Paul is saying: Rich people rarely get saved (Mt. 19:24); poor
people are more situated to being open to saving faith (having nothing else to put faith in,
like wealth; Jas. 2:5; Pv. 11:28). Paul is telling PASTORS to teach all rich people to get
saved and do good, especially with their excess/wealth! NOT what I often hear attending
WASP churches pro political conservatism! Be generous with your wealth! WHO ELSE
can afford to do so, and not miss paying bills if they did, or never retiring! There are
REASONS God addresses this section only to rich people! Get saved! MOST rich people
will burn in hell, forever, but NOT because they’re rich!
6:20-21 Paul’s closing, again, addresses the false teachers, engaged in worldliness
(minister for money), and divisive arguments, making bad confessions (vs. 6:12), and
apostatizing (Cf.: 1:3, 6, 18-20)—a repeated theme in this book written mainly to pastors.
Don’t minister for the money!
II TIMOTHY
1:1 Paul was an apostle by God’s will. The promise of eternal life is in Jesus (and Him
alone; Jn. 14:6; Ac. 4:12).
1:3 Paul served with a clear conscience, and had great spiritual heritage among his blood
relatives.
1:5 Timothy, as well, who Paul doesn’t doubt the salvation of. Knowing Timothy is
saved, Paul tells Timothy to stir up his otherwise dormant spiritual gift, because God
hasn’t given us a timid spirit, but one of, 1. Power, 2. Love, and, 3. Discipline.
1:8-12 Timothy isn’t to be ashamed of the gospel (Rom. 1:16), which Paul suffers for.
THIS makes me think Timothy’s gift could have been evangelism (Cf.: 4:5), even though
he was a pastor. Preaching gift wouldn’t have been dormant, in that role, but evangelism
could have! In Fact, George Barna polled pastors, and it’s about 15 percent who feel
confident in that area of their ministry (evangelism), important as it is. This whole section
is exalting Christ's gospel (directly tied to evangelism)!: He saved us, for a holy calling
(sanctification), not by works, but God’s eternal purposes, now revealed when Jesus
abolished death, and brought life and immortality to light through that gospel. Paul was
appointed (like he did elders; Tit. 1:5) a: 1. Preacher, 2. Apostle, and, 3. Teacher of the
gospel (v. 11). Why is Paul NOT ashamed, so he’s willing to suffer for evangelism, as he
tells Timothy to do (1:8)? Because he knows Christ, and he’s sure his salvation is forever,
protected by Him.
1:13-14 Pastors to retain sound standard of words, in faith and love, and guard the
treasure entrusted to them (likely the gospel, in context, and given 1:12's entrusting Paul’s
life/eternity with Him, through the gospel).
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1:15-18 An update on relationships (usually coming at the end of epistles: Most people
abandoned Paul, but he hopes God has mercy on one who didn’t. Verse 18 appears to say
he was lost, Paul hoping God saves and has mercy on him in that day. That’s a MORAL
lost person! Christians can do evil, and vice versa.
2:1-8 Minister rules of moral ministry (several analogies listed): Be strong in grace, and
pass on teaching to faithful people who will teach others (multiplication). Suffer hardship
(we Americans hate this call against creature comforts, and struggling!), as a good soldier.
NO such soldier gets entangled in everyday affairs, so he can please the enlisting Lord!
Heb. 11:6, Eph. 5:10. Pastors have to compete according to the rules, as athletes NOT
competing with other pastors. I Cor. 3:9. Pastors are to be hard-working, like farmers,
and receive the first fruits of their labors. God will apply the understanding of these
analogies, with Christ as the perfect role model we are to remember. Grace, disciple,
suffer, priorities, obedience, intensity, Christ-focused. These are a summary of what’s
being taught to pastors, here. Christ is resurrected, according to "my" (Paul’s personally
adopted) gospel, for which Paul suffers even imprisonment—FOR EVANGELISM—but
the word/gospel) isn’t imprisoned (evangelism still persists; another reason I believe
Timothy’s dormant spiritual gift was evangelism). Paul endured all evangelism suffering
for those who'd trust Christ for salvation.
2:11-13 Trust this statement: If we died with Christ, we’ll live with Him; if we endure,
we’ll reign; if we deny Him, he'll deny us (as in prayers and blessings); even if were
faithless, He remains faithful, as He won’t deny Himself. Denying Christ is like what
(saved) Peter did, three times.
2:14-19 Useless arguments about word wrangling are not to be engaged. This does NOT
mean rebutting wrong interpretations or descriptions of what God's word means (2:15).
STUDY is how that accuracy comes, and men of the cloth are to be workmen at it, so they
can rightly cut the cloth. Worldliness words, and useless chit chat leads to further
ungodliness, spreading gossip like gangrene, citing two human examples (Cf.: I Tim.
1:20), who have backslidden into false doctrine, saying the resurrection of believers has
already occurred, which upset living believers, as their deceased friend and relative
Christians graves were still unsettled. Wrong teaching (false doctrine), especially about
prophecy, can upset Christians faith and stability (II Thes. 2:2), when it’s meant to be
encouraging, rightly taught (I Thes. 5:11). But God knows who’s saved and who isn’t
(2:19), and those who are are to abstain from sinfulness.
2:20-23 Like the parable of the four soils (Mt. 13:1-23), there VARIETY of how much
fruit Christians bear! Some Christian behavior is to honor, and some to dishonor (Ex.: I
Cor. 5). IF a (Christian) man cleanses himself from wicked things, in context, he will be a
vessel of honor, set apart/sanctified, and useful to his Master. How? FLEE (like a flea
flicks and flip-flops on a dog's skin—hurriedly and intensely run away) from youthful
lusts (Cf.: I Tim. 4:12) and pursue righteousness, along with all Christians (people who
call on the Lord; Rom. 10:13), doing it from a pure heart (Cf.: I Tim. 1:5). Paul is
speaking to Christian pastors and laymen about fleeing sin and chasing sanctification,
Lordship Salvationists! 2:23 Foolish and ignorant speculations only lead to fighting. God
is NOT for foolishness or ignorance in Christians.
2:24-26 Pastor practice section: Not to be arguers, but kind and able to teach, patient
when wronged and gently correcting people who are wrong, in case God might deliver
them from their error. For Christians and lost people, when you think wrongly, you are
the devils captive! God knows NOTHING about alternative facts, or a post-truth culture!
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3:1-9 Signs of the times of prophecy, which Paul had already spoken a bit about (1:12,
2:10). Fake Christians will try to live right, and their failure will be obvious (v. 9).
They’ll have great knowledge, but little knowledge of Bible truth (v. 7). They’ll have
some moral standard, yet deny God (v. 5). Times will be tough, especially for those trying
to live right, and love of money will be rampant (vv. 1-2). Sounds like our generation, if
you read the details! Exciting!
3:10-17 LOOK at the black-and-white contrasts going on: ‘Them’ (bad; v. 9); but you (v.
10); them/evil men (v. 13); you, however (v. 14). Timothy imitated Paul, including in
suffering (vv. 10-11). If you are enduring no suffering, it could be you aren’t living godly,
as it’s guaranteed, here (v. 12; Cf.: I Pet. 2:21). Bad people will continue their moral
decline (v. 13; Cf.: 3:9). But Timothy is to continue in the things he’s been taught, and
become convinced of, knowing the character of Paul who taught him (v. 14); as well as
Timothy having known those Scriptures since childhood (v. 15).
3:16-17 ALL Scripture (Gen. 1:1-Rev. 22:21) is God-breathed/inspired and profitable for:
1. Teaching, 2. Reproof, 3. Correction, 4. Training in righteousness, so the man of God
can be equipped for every good work (remember that theme four times in Titus?). The
Bible is God’s tool for Christians to do good (Ps. 119:9-11; Josh. 1:8; I Pet. 2:2, etc.).
4:1-5 Paul charges Timothy (Cf.: I Tim. 5:21) to preach the Bible, when expected to and
when unexpected, and use it to, 1. Reprove, 2. Rebuke (more serious), 3. Exhort, with
great patience and instructing. Paul makes this charge before God and Christ, the judge of
all, and in light of prophecy (v. 1). Why? Because as prophecy approaches (sign of the
times), men (Christians) won’t endure sound doctrine, but will call pastors to head their
churches who will preach sermons according to their desires; NOT the Bible, wanting to
be entertained, or feel good, like ear-tickling. They will turn away/apostatize to myths.
MUCH talk of fall-aways in the books of Timothy! Contrast: "But you" be sober in all
things, and DO the work of an evangelist, which would be a fulfillment of Timothy's
ministry (v. 5). That’s why I say his dormant gift was evangelism, under-used as a pastor.
This book is a "pastoral epistle," meaning timothy, as representative, was NOT the only
pastor whose ministry must involve doing evangelists' work, for them to faithfully be
fulfilling it. In context, I’d say ALL pastors are to do that, as Timothy represents all
pastors—even the older ones. Why was Paul concerned that Timothy stirs up his gift of
evangelism—the treasure of 1:4; Cf.: II Cor. 4:7. Paul was facing his own physical
demise (v. 6). He fought the good fight of faith, and finished his course faithfully, and
was going to be rewarded for it (vv. 7-8), with a crown all who love Christ's re-appearing
will receive (v. 8; prophecy again addressed).
4:9-22 Paul’s closing to his letter. Two "make every effort's" (4:9, 21); a Christian,
Demas (Col. 4:14; Phm. 1:23-24), had left Paul and deserted/fallen away from love of the
world. Christians CAN apostatize (ability vs. commendation); only Luke was with Paul
(v. 11; like when all left him in Asia; 1:15); Paul not only prayed God would kindly look
on a helpful lost person (v. 14; Cf.: 1:16-18), he equally prayed God would remember to
repay a guy who did him harm (4:14-15); 4:16 again, people deserted him, but like Jesus
and Stephen, he prays it not be counted/held against them (Lk. 23:34; Ac. 7:60).
4:17 But Christ strengthened Paul for evangelism—He is faithful, and can be trusted to
never
abandon you (Heb. 13:5). Evangelism was Paul’s life blood he suffered for! What about
us?
4:18 Paul knew Christ (1:12), and was sure of his salvation (II Cor. 13:5-6), so his
assurance of salvation leads him to be certain the Lord will deliver him from every evil
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deed (Christians are instantly changed, at death or the Rapture; I Jn. 3:2), and is sure he
will be brought safely to His heavenly kingdom (prophecy, once again). Paul knew he
was a citizen of heaven (Phil. 3:20). Are you? (Jn. 3:16; II Cor. 6:2).
4:20 Paul left a man sick, because the gift of healings is not controlled by man, nor is
perfect health promised 'in the atonement.'
TITUS
1:1 Paul’s an apostle for the faith of the chosen/Christians and their truth knowledge
which leads to godliness. Discipleship increases faith and bible knowledge (Rom. 10:17).
1:2 This "hope" is not hoping it’s true, but it’s true, so you have hope for the future.
1:4 Paul doesn’t doubt Titus' salvation, or wait until his death bed to see if his deeds were
'to the end,' Lordship Salvationists.
1:5 Paul left Titus in Crete to appoint qualified elders/pastors over churches.
1:6-9 The summary characteristic of a minister is he must be above reproach. All other
listed ethics make up that description, which is NOT moral perfection, but a consistently
moral life with no blatant or habitually big sins, especially visible to others (as that harms
the church), but more importantly before God, because that hurts the church worse—
hidden sins.
1:10-14 False teachers abounded, in ministry mainly for the money (heart priority #1).
We also saw this Balaam type in II Pet. and Jude (getting rich not doing church God’s
way, or teaching God’s full counsel). False teachers teach false doctrine, but like satan
who inspires that action, they usually clean it up to not be so obvious (II Cor. 11:14), like
ear ticklers, who preach what church members want to hear vs. need to hear (II Tim. 4:3).
These false prophets spoke some truth, mixed with their much error, like Cretans were
habitually liars, evil and gluttons. Paul says reprove Christians in Crete severely for this
accurate observation. We don’t hear many pastors speak ANY rebuke of anyone or
anything, these days, except those wicked Democrats, during political seasons, because we
want their faithful tithe, which requires faithful attendance. Untruth from any source is to
be shunned by believers, proffered by lost people ('men who have turned away from the
truth'), or straying Christian teachers.
1:15-16 If you have an honest/sincere/innocent/pure heart, you can see and hear things
others see as evil, and be blinded to that evil, because your attention is on seeing goodness
(Ex.: off-color sexual innuendos). But to the defiled and unbelieving, that defilement
affects both their mind/thoughts and conscience/lack of sorrow when they sin. These are
confessors vs. possessors of Christ ("unbelieving"), who claim the Name, but don’t walk
their talk, because they are unbelievers/lost/unsaved.
2:1-8 Age groups in church (I-II Tim. and Tit. are "pastor-al epistles"). Older women can
be a great role model and mentor for godliness, to younger ones. Older and younger men
aren’t told of that role, but have their own ethics standards detailed. Note this section
addresses sound doctrine and sound speech. Things are not sound when not bounced off
the sounding board of the word of God (test the spirits).
2:9-10 Employee-manager relation. This and I Pet. 2:18-20 only addresses
slaves/workers, but Jas. 5 and Eph. 6 and Col. 4 also address masters/management! God’s
not favoritistic of one over the other (and neither should be your politics; Rom. 2:11).
Silencing advocates of false information and doctrine is an ethic God teaches in this book,
like Jesus did (v. 8; Cf.: 1:11; Mt. 22:46; Mk. 12:34).
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2:11-15 These ethical injunctions (on church age groups and at work) come because
God’s grace has brought salvation to all (available to all; not all will be saved, if they
reject it). God’s grace instructs us to live holy, not worldly, and to be looking to
prophecy, during our active
sanctification process (life after salvation), culminating in Christ’s return, Who have
Himself on the cross so He’d redeem us from every evil deed (goal of life-long
sanctification), and purify His own people to be zealous for good deeds. THIS is what
pastors are to confidently teach!
3:1-3 Appointed elders (pastors) are to teach their members to be ready for every good
deed, which verse two further details. Why?...
3:3-7 Because Christians USED to be the things described in verse 3, but when God’s
love and kindness appeared, He saved us, not by our works, but His Spirit. God’s Spirit
has been richly poured out on believers, through Christ, so were heirs of eternal life
having been justified (saved).
3:8 Again, THIS is what pastors are to confidently teach their church members (saved
1s/ones who have believed); namely to engage good deeds, which get rewarded.
3:9-11 Pastors are to shun and shut down foolish controversies, and laymen topics that
are unfruitful/unprofitable (OPPOSITE of what Paul did; Ac. 20:20). Argumentative (folk
picking fights and liking to debate) and unnecessarily (Mt. 10:34) divisive people are to be
rejected after
two warnings, as it’s all about them (arrogance).
3:12-15 In Paul’s closing, verse 14 is key, as Paul again mentions Christians engaging
good deeds, especially meeting pressing needs. And Paul ties himself with pastors, seeing
their member as also his people. Do good deeds, if you’re a believer!
PHILEMON
1:1-5 Paul writes Philemon and others, thanking God for his believers, in prayer, due to
their faith and love.
1:6 Fellowship between Christians is effective when they speak about their inheritance in
Christ—not lesser secular topics and food. That’s mere hospitality; good, not great.
Paul’s main appeal is for this slaveowner to receive back his runaway slave, no longer as a
slave (Onesimus), but a helpful worker who assisted Paul, as if receiving Paul’s very own
heart, if Philemon deems Paul his partner, also knowing Paul is owed Philemon’s life,
having evangelized him. The entire little letter has motivational nuggets to ensure
compliance, including expressing confidence in his obedience.
HEBREWS
1:1-2 After speaking through the prophets in many quantities and means, God has spoken
in finality to mankind through the Creator/deity, Jesus. This verse also tells us we have
been living in 'the last days' ever since His ascension, prophetically, which is why New
Testament authors always looked to Christ's urgent return.
1:3-4 Jesus is God’s radiating glory and His nature's exact representation (deity), and
Christ upholds all things by His word (Sustainer). On the cross He made purification for
sins, ascended after resurrection, then sat down at God’s right hand, having been exalted
above all angels (Cf.:
Rom. 1:4).
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1:5-14 Christ compared to angels section: God begat Jesus (Jn. 3:16) as a baby in the
manger—NOT Christ's eternally preexistent life, and was His Father through the virgin
Mary, at that time forward. No angels had that relationship with God, and they were (as
winds and flames of fire) even told to worship Him (sign of His deity; v. 6). But of Jesus
God said Your throne, O God (deity of Christ) is forever, and He was anointed with
gladness above all His peers. Jesus loved righteousness and hated lawlessness, and was
exalted for it (v. 9). Christians are to do the same, but too often we like righteousness and
tolerate lawlessness. We don’t want to get too radical and actually hate sin, as that's too
goody-goody for the society we embrace! Jesus laid the foundations of the earth and
heavens (v. 10). That means, again, He is Creator (Col. 1:16). Christ’s eternality is seen
in all created things perishing and/or be changed (prophecy; new heaven and new earth,
etc.), but Him (vv. 11-12). NO angel was ever told to sit at God’s right hand until their
enemies would be crushed under His feet (v. 12). Rom. 8:34; Eph. 1:20 etc. Angels are
seen as four things, but not a one of them being seen as God (like Jesus is): 1. Winds, 2.
Flames of fire, 3. Ministering spirits, and, 4. Sent to render service to Christians (those
who will inherit third-tense salvation, or glorification, at death; vv. 7, 14). HIGH rank, but
not as high as Jesus.
2:1-4 Because of Christ's exalted status, we must pay closer attention to the Bible (at that
time, it was mainly "heard" by oral tradition and public reading of letters), lest we drift/fall
away (a theme we’ve seen often in the New Testament—apostasy). Yes, Christians can
fall away Why? If the Old Testament, spoken and ordained by angels (Ac. 7:53), to
prophets (1:1) was unalterable, and every sin was repaid/punished, HOW can we escape
judgment if we neglect our great salvation? After God’s New Testament word was
spoken by Christ, it was confirmed by eye witnesses like Peter to those they spoke with,
God using miracles to attest this was His word (Cf.: I Cor. 1:4-7) by His will (I Cor. 12:8,
11). The author of Hebrews is not identified, but these words on gifts, as with other verses
I’ll point out lead me to believe Paul is its author. Also, in 1:12, the un-changing Christ is
also spoken of in 13:8.
4:1-4 Have a healthy fear of God that though a promise of entering rest exists, no one
should fall short of it. Because, we’ve had the gospel preached to us, but it has to be
united with faith, vs. unbelief. You can’t just hear the gospel, you must put faith in its
message. Those who are saved/believe enter that rest, analogized to God resting on the
Sabbath (Gen. 2:2-3). HERE is where faith rest is explained! God’s work of Creation
ended on the sixth day, but the effects of His work lasted even until today. God’s work in
salvation has effects that continue, if we hold fast and enter that rest, where the hard part
and work is over, for we have learned to let Him produce His works through us. God’s
works completed from the world’s foundation speaks to the work complete, but all He
Created continuing (vv. 3-4; seventh day of Sabbath). God sets a day/deadline/limit, that
those who disobey (in context, His command to trust; Cf.: I Jn. 3:23) won’t enter with
those who do, for the didn’t heed His warning not to harden their heart, on the day they
heard His voice (vv. 6-7). Joshua didn’t give them the rest he’s referencing. There is a
Sabbath rest for Christians (v. 9; Cf.: 4:3). Those who enter it "have ceased from their
own works," as God did on day seven. They have learned not to engage dead works (Heb.
6:1), or trying to do good, rather than trusting God to do good through you; let go, let God;
trust, don’t try (though there’s still effort, it’s Spirit empowered).
4:11-16 Application: Be diligent to enter God’s rest, Christians, and don’t follow the
unbelieving ones’ example of hardened disobedience. The Bible is God’s tool for
entrance (v. 12) God’s word is: 1. Living, 2. Active, 3. Sharper than a 2-edged sword
and, 4. Able to distinguish joint from marrow, like it cuts through soul (your works) and
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spirit (God’s works through you), and 5. Able to judge the thoughts and intentions of your
heart. In other words, it’s powerful. Fear God—no creature escapes His sight, and we all
have to do/deal with Him (v. 13)! Fortunately, there’s mercy in that fearful reality, for we
(Christians) have a great and exalted high priests (v. 14); therefore we are to hold fast our
confession of salvation (third reference to holding fast). Why? Because we don’t have a
hard hi priest unsympathetic to our plight, but One Who has been tempted in all things, yet
didn’t sin (deity). Application: Prayerfully draw near with confidence to His throne of
grace, to receive His mercy and grace when we need it (i.e., in times of temptation; v. 16).
5:1-10:39 This VERY Jewish section can go over many modern people's heads (unless
you’re an Old Testament scholar), so I will mainly address highlights.
5:1-6 Christ compared and contrasted with human high priests. Christ was humble (v. 5),
and a greater hi priest than all who had come before (v. 6).
5:7-10 Christ’s prayers were always heard, as His life was sinless. If you want more
prayers answered, be holier. As a human Son, Christ learned obedience by suffering (v.
8). He never sinned, but His human side/part/aspect learned and passed the obedience
tests every time. Only His human element matured/was made perfect—He always was in
His divine
aspect/element (v. 9). That may sound like double talk or confusing, but it’s what is
revealed in Scripture, and it’s true, whether we fully grasp it, or not. Christ was of the
highest (Melchizedek) order of high priest, and through suffering became the source of
eternal (not temporary) salvation.
5:11-6:8 Ethics/application section: Much more could be said about Christ (later), but the
readers are dull of hearing. By this time in their salvation, they should be teachers, but
they need elementary things explained to them still. Immaturity. The Bible is to be read
early on! Milk—Bible baby basics (I Pet. 2:2) is supposed to only be for new Christians.
Deeper/heavier truths are for the maturer. The author details what he considers
basic/foundational truths: 1. Faith vs. dead works; 2. Water baptism (likely what
washings references); 3. Laying on hands; 4. Resurrection/afterlife; 5. Judgment day. If
time allows, those basics will be reiterated, but if one falls away, they can’t be renewed to
repentance, but will be judged. You can drift from God so far your sanctification can’t be
restored, and premature physical demise is likely (I Cor. 3:15, 11:30; Jn. 15:2; Mt. 5:13,
7:6).
6:9-12 But the author is convinced of better things from them (sanctification—things
which accompany salvation), because God won’t forget the good things they’ve already
done in Christ (v. 10; Cf.; Heb. 10:34-36). But they need that same diligence to realize
hopes full assurance to the end (third or fourth reference to making it to the end, by
faith/faith rest). They aren’t to be sluggish (or dull of hearing; 5:11), but imitate those
who by faith and patience inherit God’s promises (v. 12).
6:13-20 God swore an oath to father Abraham, and gave promises to us, his faith heirs.
They were as certain as anything can be, and are encouragements for we refugees who
have fled for refuge in laying hold of our heavenly hope (v. 18). Our hope is stable, firm
and forever, and anchors our souls, as it’s hooked to Jesus (v. 19), Who resides in heaven,
as a forever Melchiadek high priest (v. 20). Chapter 7 describes Melchizadek, and how
Jesus is like him. His parents existed, but are unknown to us (v. 3). Father Abraham
tithed to him, the greater (vv. 4-10). Perfection (mentioned earlier) wasn’t through mere
human Levite power to obey God. It just prescribes boundaries to people who are apart
from God. Christ's priesthood is forever, not temporal by finite life expectancy (vv. 21,
24). That makes Him able to be the Guarantor of a better/greater covenant (v. 22). And
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since Jesus' priesthood is forever, He saves forever (v. 24). It’s fitting/appropriate that
Christians have such a high priest, Who is unlike the Levitical ones (v. 26), described as,
1. Holy, 2. Innocent, 3. Undefiled, 4. Separated from sinners, morally, 5. Exalted above
the heavens, 6. Not needing to make daily sacrifices, either for Himself or others, as He
made His only and one-time eternal sacrifice on the cross (v. 27). Christ vs. the Law,
continued: Law priests were weak, but the later (New and greater covenant) oath/promise
concerning Christ made Him perfect and forever (v. 28). Here’s another reason I believe
Paul wrote Hebrews (8:1; Cf.: 6:3): He makes the main point/summary that Christians
HAVE/possess this great high priest Jesus! That implies the author knows he’s getting a
little long-winded, and Paul writes several long letters (Rom-II Cor), and 13:22 calls this
book "brief." Only one who tends to get long-winded would call the book of Hebrews
"brief" (Cf.: Ac. 20:9). My conclusion is based on several evidences; none in and of
themselves, and it doesn’t matter anyway, as God was its ultimate Author!
8:6 Christ received a greater ministry than Old Testament priests, as He’s the mediator of
a better covenant (I Tim. 2:5), and it’s enacted on better/greater promises (II Pet. 1:4).
Christ is being compared to the Levitical priests, as greater than.
8:7-13 Shows Christ's covenant as greater than that which came before (Cf.: II Cor. 3:44:7). The new supersedes the old, in any ways the old is said to not have effect, as taught
in the new, like where the Sermon on the mount establishes an even higher standard ("you
have heard, but I say"). ALL Scripture is God’s, but ceremonials laws, some customs, and
a few Old Testament moral edicts have been upgraded by the New testament, like
Trump’s favorite verse being eye for an eye, when Jesus disagrees (Mt. 5:38); or stoning
homosexuals (Levit. 20:13). That’s why it’s wise to begin one’s study of the Bible with
the "second half," as the historical past may have some moral revisions in Christ. God’s
not changing His character, but how He relates to mankind does change (dispensations),
and how God sets standards for His people, the Jews, had some peculiarities and
particularities that don’t transfer to the new covenant (Ex.: like 10 percent tithe is never
spoken of in a New Testament context of Christians). Chapters 9-10 are a Jewish rabbi
and scholar's favorite New Testament chapters, so I will list highlights: 9:5 Again, the
author tries to be brief, but isn’t. Verses 8-9 give spiritual significance to the Old
Testament literal procedures. Those offerings and sacrifices could never make one perfect
in conscience (which salvation does—cleansed slate; vv. 9-10). These prescriptions were
for a time, before Christ (vv. 8, 10). Christ vs. Levite comparison continues (v. 11):
Christ entered a greater tabernacle (heaven, vs. their man-made one). The blood sacrifice
wasn’t of animals, but Christ's (v. 11). Animal blood could never sanctify for human
(conscience) cleansing, but Christ (through the Spirit) can, whereby and whereafter we
serve a living God (vv. 13-14). We are saved to be sanctified.
9:22 God’s always demanded blood for sin forgiveness. Everything about Christ’s
priesthood is better/greater (v. 23). Christ entered heaven—not an earthly tabernacle, and
He didn’t offer His blood for Himself (vv. 24-25). All men physically die, then are judged
(Elijah and Christ as only exceptions; II Ki. 2; vv. 27-28). Christ also died, to bear men’s
sins (though later resurrected), and will return for those who eagerly await His return
(expected of Christians) without reference to sin—only rewards, as our sins are all
forgiven in His sacrifice.
10:1 Law sacrifices can never make humans perfect in conscience, though they
continually draw near.
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10:2 Forgiven Christians are not to be sin conscious, but Christ-focused. It’s impossible
for animal sacrifices to take away men’s sins—only Christ can do that (v. 4; Cf.: I Jn.
3:5).
10:7 Christ came to do God’s will.
10:9 The new superseded the old covenant (Cf.: 8:7, 13).
10:10 By God’s will Christians have been set apart/sanctified through Christ's sacrifice on
the cross (our position of being forgiven). Levites sacrificed daily, in ways that could
never take away sin (as we’ve seen), but Christ's (comparison) sacrifice was for everyone's
sins, and he sat down afterwards, not having to sacrifice again, and He waits until all
things are put under His feet (vv. 11-12; Cf.: 1:13).
10:14 Positionally, Christians are perfected for all time, as we are set apart by Christ's
sacrifice. Now, we need to learn to live worthy of that calling. Regarding eternal
judgment, God never remembers Christians sins (v. 17)!
10:19-39 Ethics application section: Because of the things Christians have in verses 1921, we are to draw near (4:16) with a sincere heart, in faith's full assurance, as our hearts
have been cleansed, and bodies (figuratively) washed by being baptized into Christ.
Christians are to hold fast our confession (v. 23; Cf.: 4:14), without wavering (Jas. 1:2-8),
because God is faithful (so you can trust Him, vs. doubt). Christians are to LEARN how
to motivate fellow believer to good works (v. 24)! It’s not just saying you need to obey!
Learn God’s incentives! AmericanAnswers.org’s Will You Live Forever? has a chapter
called Why Be Totally Committed to Christ. Also, learn God’s promises, as they
incentivize (II Cor. 7:1). You can’t do that if you habitually fail to go to church, but you
also can’t do that if you habitually go to church, and they have NO body life—you’re just
a bench—warming pew sitter! Clearly/obviously, Christians can willfully sin, or this
warning makes zero sense, lordship Salvationists (v. 26). Judgment—either death or
serious trials or sicknesses—are certain for blatant, committed sinful/carnal Christians (v.
27). That happened under the old covenant (v. 28; Cf.: 2:2-3)!
10:29-31 How much severer punishment is deserved by those who flaunt Christ’s
sacrifice? Fear God—it’s a fearful thing to fall into His hands, being angry with you, even
as a Christian! BUT (contrast) remember your spiritual past, earlier after you were
saved/enlightened (v. 32; Cf.: 6:4), how you successfully endured suffering/persecution,
were kind to imprisoned believers, and joyfully accepted your assets being seized,
knowing you have a better/greater and abiding possession in heaven.
Conclusion/application: Don’t throw off your faith, as it has great reward (v. 35; Lordship
Salvationists hate hearing God incentivizes obedience through rewards). You need
endurance (Jas. 1:2-4), vs. quitting/giving up/returning to life under the Law, as mainly a
Jewish Christian audience (v. 36). Why? When you’ve done God’s will, you’ll receive
the promise you believed (vv. 37-38), Christ WILL return, so don’t give up, but live by
faith, for if you don’t, God has no pleasure in you, as faith is how Christians please God
(Heb. 11:6). Contrast: But we Christians aren’t of people whose practice is to fall away
to destruction (apostates), but of those who have faith, for our souls to be preserved (vs.
killed; v. 39).
11:1 Faith is the assurance of things hoped for, and the conviction of unseen things. Faith
is the confident certainty that what God says is true, and it comes from Bible reading
(Rom. 10:17). Without it we can’t please God, as faith inspires you to prayerfully come to
Christ, and believe that He not only is, but is a rewarded of those who seek Him (v. 6). If
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you believe He rewards seeking Him, you will seek Him, because you have faith in what
He's said and promised.
11:7-40 I’m NOT going to detail one of the greatest chapters in all of Scripture—the faith
heroes hall of fame (Heb. 11), but you NEED to read it, and cross reference the Old
Testament stories, as it will build your faith. Make a chart; almost always faith led to a
specific action! It’s not dormant or inactive (v. 3)! Creationists ultimately hold their view
based on Scripture, though Scientific Creationism (book by Henry Morris), and many
other sources justify that view, from science, as God made the world in mature form that
naturally would have taken eons longer. Enoch is also an exception to never physically
dying; not just Elijah (v. 5). Imagine the faith it took for Noah to build an ark—a product
that had never been needed or existed, previously, for 120 years (v. 7)! It was out of
reverence for God, and it was rewarded—the rest perished. Abraham lived as an alien,
obediently (v. 9). We’re full comfortable in this fallen world, building kingdoms that will
pass away. How/why? His sights were on higher, eternal aspirations! Col. 3:1-4. When
God promises something, even if it’s impossible, if you believe his promise it will come to
pass (v. 11). LOOK at the sight/aims/ambition of these heroes—things beyond this life
and world (v. 14)! Heavenly minded, though doing MUCH earthly good, as a result. If
they had looked back at their old lifestyle, they’d never have achieved God’s will, and
could have turned into pillars of salt (v. 15). Anyone remember that Old Testament event
(Gen. 19:26. Lots wife)? I’ve added an Old Testament summary on our website, and its
Will You Live Forever? button has the best Old Testament verses and chapters to first
read. I even list the highlighted Old Testament stories. But Heb. 11 probably has the best
Old Testament summary of stories—ever! These people walked worthy, so God wasn’t
ashamed to call them His very own (v. 16)! And he has prepared heaven for such as them.
Are you walking worthy (Eph. 4:1, Col. 1:10), and does God call you His child, but feel
ashamed when He does (I Jn. 2:28-3:2)? Walk by faith vs. sight (II Cor. 5:7)!
11:17-19 LOOK at how our father of faith THOUGHT: Yes, God is asking me to kill my
son, but I know God can resurrect him, if He doesn’t intervene and provide for Himself a
lamb (which is what God did, testing Abrahams faith; Gen. 22:1-19). God’s ability is
what we require and rely on; NOT our abilities. Moses' parents, by faith, weren’t afraid of
a king’s edict to kill all first-born males, of which Moses was a member, but engaged civil
disobedience to protect him in a basket in a river full of man-eating crocodiles (v. 23; Ex.
1:15-22). Crock-infested waters were safer for him, with God overseeing! Moses chose
suffering over the greatest assets a king's adopted son could enjoy (v. 25)! MOST
Americans, even Christians, choose opposite to the great leader Moses! We want no
suffering, but many luxuries and secure creature comforts, so we aren’t God’s heroes!
Deal with the real. Sin’s pleasures are temporary; they always end. Moses considered
suffering a greater reward than all the treasures of Egypt, just as David says understanding
God’s word is more valuable than being wealthy (Pv. 8:11, 16:16, etc.). IF anyone ever
reads through this entire New Testament commentary, they will see why I say things in
politics that are never in sermons, on Lordship Salvation, lack of evangelism and
discipleship, justice, the rich giving back and America idolizing money, and the need to
decry false doctrine. Otherwise, those are quite rare topics, but NOT to God, as I show.
Walking through two walls of water in the Red Sea (vv. 29-30), and the walls of Jericho
falling—because of faith (vv. 32-38). TRY to briefly address even more faith examples,
but the long-winded author, IMO, also reveals himself in verse 36, as is Paul’s habit of
humbly referencing his sufferings and toward books ends, very often. READ verse. 37,
and if you can still live the life you presently do, you have hardened your heart! These
people aren’t to be idolized but imitated, Christians! The same God Who led the by faith
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expects even greater works! Jn. 14:12 Ho hum, let me go to church. The world is not
worthy of these celebrities (v. 38), and they didn’t even realize the object/end of their
faith, as they weren’t completed without the Church/Christians (vv. 39-40). Under a
greater covenant, God’s prepared greater things for us, if we walk by faith, and don’t
abandon it and fall away!
12:1 Those and all Old Testament saints look down and observe our lives! Let that fact
encourage you to lay aside every sin barrier/trap, and run with endurance the race of this
life (I Cor. 9:24). How? Eyes/aim/ambition fixed/set as default on Jesus, the
originator/Author and maturer/perfecter of our faith, Who, facing the cross, for joy which
would follow (faith) endured the cross, and now has been exalted and rewarded, seated at
God’s right hand (v. 2).
12:3-11 Walk by faith, or expect to be disciplined/pruned, if you’re really saved.
Consider Jesus (Cf.: 3:1), and His suffering, so you don’t lose heart/grow weary (Cf.: I
Cor. 15:58). You haven’t died in your struggle against sin, but He did (v. 4)! And God
will discipline His legitimate children (vv. 5-11). It’s not fun, at the time, but yields the
peaceful fruit of righteousness. Endure vs, fall away (v. 7). Our loving fathers corrected
us; how much more will God, Who loves us (vv. 9-10). They did it imperfectly; He does
it perfectly, and so we’ll share His holiness, in experience.
12:12-17 Application: Strengthen your weak body parts, spiritually. Walk a straight
path, that lame members may be healed Done let any Christian fall short of God’s grace,
through bitterness, or be godlessly greedy (two Old Testament examples given).
12:18-24 Because you are before God Himself—a fearful thing. You’re before Him in
heaven (v. 22), before God the judge and Jesus the mediator, Whose blood is "greater"
(theme) than Abel’s (Cf.: 11:4).
12:24-29 Do not harden your heart/resist/refuse Him who is speaking, because if those
who did didn’t escape God’s judgment, and much more won’t we if we do also (Cf.: 2:3,
10:29). It’s a scary thing to be wrongly relating to God (v. 29). And since Christians
receive the heavenly kingdom (Cf.: 11:39), that is certain/can’t be shaken, let us show
gratitude/thankfulness, through which we offer lives of acceptable service/ministry, in
reverence and awe (v. 28).
13:1-8 Ethics section: Keep loving one another. Show hospitality to strangers (safely),
as some have hosted angels, not knowing it. Remember and be kind to prisoners, as if you
were one of them, and as you are imprisoned in an earthly body (Cf.: Mt. 25:31-46).
Have holy marriage relations, and adultery, porn and premarital sex God will judge (v. 4).
Christians' character is to be free from the love of money, or they aren’t right with God,
experientially! That doesn’t bode well for many U.S. Christians! Be content with what
you own, as Jesus will never leave you (v. 6). That doesn’t mean no aspirations, but
God’s aspirations for you as number one (Cf.: Mt. 6:33). No man can harm you, with
Him with you (v. 7).
13:7-9 Remember pastors (pay them), and imitate their behavioral example (only if it’s
good). Christ eternally never changes His character—it’s always imitatably good. Don’t
fall to false doctrine, but be strengthened by grace and truth.
13:10-13 Like the Old Testament literal examples, Christians have a spiritual tabernacle
and altar. Jesus also suffered outside the city (Jerusalem), suffering as a sacrifice to make
His people/Christians cleansed by His blood. So let us suffer outside our gathering places,
bearing Christ’s Name (evangelize).
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13:14-15 Why? Christians don’t have a lasting city on earth, but are to be seeking their
heavenly home (11:14-16; Col. 3:1-4). Conclusion/application ("therefore"), let us give
God a continual sacrifice of praise; that is, constantly thank Him (Cf.: 12:28).
13:17-19 The author again addresses pastors, who laymen are to submit to. They are to
watch over laymen's souls (I Tim. 4:16), and will be held accountable for how well they
do! I Pet. 5:1-4. They’re to do it free-willedly, vs. under compulsion, so they have joy
and a reward. I Cor. 9:15-18. Further evidence Paul as author, IMO (vv. 18-19). Paul
often was confident in his character (Ex.: I Cor. 4:16; Ac. 23:1, 4:16), and always strove
to that standard (Phil. 3, etc.). And many of his letters express serious interest in being
physically restored to people, in person (while he sends messengers to check on
Christians, while he’s away (Ex.: I Cor. 4:17, I Thes. 3:2).
13:20-25 The closing is also mirroring of Paul’s final greetings style, with a prayer or
praise glorifying God added in it. May God Who resurrected/raise the great shepherd of
the sheep equip you in every good work to do God’s will. God’s will is a Christian’s
purpose for living down here. Through Jesus God works in us to manifest that which is
pleasing in His sight, as Christians learn how to please Him (Eph. 5:10), doing so by faith
(Heb. 11:6). That is sanctification, or discipleship—a lifelong learning process. The
author deems this letter short (v. 22). If you measure New Testament books, it’s the ninth
longest book out of 27! The author feels comfortable addressing church leaders (v. 24), so
it’s probably not a layman, and in verse 23 he has close association with Timothy, even
knowing his present circumstances. Timothy is a companion whom the author will
accompany.
JAMES
1:2-4 Tough times are to be deemed/reckoned joyous, by Christians, not because they’re
fun, but for their role in our maturity process. We have to have endurance to make it to
the end, and to make it to maturity, and to lack nothing.
2:4 This church is making biased distinctions (favoring the rich, opposite to Levit. 19:15)
and evilly judging (Mt. 7:1-3).
2:5-7 God chose poor people to be rich in faith and eternal heirs (as faith saves). In
contrast, the rich often, arrogantly, blaspheme Christ, with faith in bank accounts making
calls to trust God seem foolish to them. The rich are also the main people who drag others
into court (lawsuits). These judgers have dishonored the poor man, who has a high
position before God (v. 6; Cf.: 1:9).
1:8-10 If a Christian fulfills the royal law, they’ll love even their poor neighbor as we
naturally love and care for ourselves (v. 8; Cf.: Eph. 5:29). But partiality (as to the rich)
is sin, GOPs (v. 9). And if anyone is striving to get to God based on good works of the
Law, His standard is one sin makes you guilty of all (v. 10).
2:11-13 If you obey one command, but omit obeying another, you’re a
violator/trespasser/ transgressor of the Law. Conclusion: So speak and act as those under
the law of liberty/freedom, by faith (v. 12). Why? Because God’s judgment will be
merciless to those who show no mercy (v. 13).
2:14-26 This section address faith and works.
2:14-17 What use, in this life, is it for a claiming Christian to say they believed, but they
live in sin? Can that faith sanctify him (second tense saving, in context—he's already a
believer, as the book is written to Christians, and its theme is sanctification). James gives
an example (and it proves justification is not his point, but sanctification: If you encounter
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a poor/needy Christian brother, and you have the financial ability to help, but all you do is
speak a warm blessing on him, what use is that to him? That’s a useless/dead faith, in
practice (i.e., NO sanctification).
2:18-22 Critics or skeptics may say they prove their faith by doing works. But worksbased salvation does not work (2:10), and faith by itself is useless. It can’t be either
extreme, but acting upon your convictions, once one is saved. Mere intellectual assent is
NOT sincere faith, and doesn’t even save (belief in propositions, without ever praying to
receive Jesus and His forgiveness), though that is not what’s being addressed, here.
2:21-26 James gives two Old Testament examples—Abraham and Rahab. Abraham was
not justified when he almost slew his son Isaac, as he was saved nearly 30 years prior.
But his faith was justified or confirmed (proved through testing, in sanctification). His
faith got matured/perfected, passing that test. He believed God told him to offer his son
(faith), so he started to do that (action), until God intervened. Deeds working with our
convictions Abraham became God’s friend; not all believers are that, in practice (Jas. 4:16). His saving faith moved into active sanctification. Faith was working with his works.
Not dead works of Christians; not good works of lost people. God-inspired good deeds of
believers. Rahab’s deeds, based on faith, in sparing saints dangers/persecution, validated
her saving faith, in sanctification/post-salvation (v. 25; Cf.: Heb. 11:31, etc.). The corpse
is of no use without the spirit (v. 26), as faith that sits around is useless in sanctification.
As Pastor Tom Eckman used to teach, if you saw a horse’s body on the road, lying dead,
would anyone question a horse had lived, before it dies? Just as the body is dead without
the spirit.
3:1-12 Teachers and tongue control. Bible teachers are to be fewer, as they’re held to a
higher standard in what they say on God’s behalf. Word-wrangling is a sin (II Tim. 2:14),
but rightly describing, defining and interpreting the Bible's words is important. For
example, some people
reject the concept of the Trinity, because the word isn’t in the New Testament; but the
concept is. Another example is impatience (a sin) vs. making the most of your time (a
virtue; Eph. 5:16), for the days are evil. How you choose words to describe God’s Bible is
important! Word wranglers get nit-picky technical, missing the forest for the trees, or full
counsel of God. The bit in the horse’s mouth, and rudder of a ship are illustrations of how
a small boy member can do such BIG damage. Verse 6 says it’s set aflame by hell. Verse
7 speaks of man taming all wild beasts, but no one can tame our tongue. With it
Christians both curse and bless the Lord and curse men, created in His image (vv. 9-10).
These things ought not be this way. James uses two analogies for why it’s illogical—
fountains and figs (vv. 11-12).
3:13-18 The solution is God’s wisdom (1:5-8), or from above. The worlds wisdom is
contrasted with it (described). The seed that produces righteousness is sown in peace vs,
quarreling word wranglers, by peace makers/Christians.
4:1-6 A worldly, carnal church. These Christians are quarreling from sinful lusts of envy
and lack of prayer. They want things (money and assets), but don’t have, as they pray for
them to spend on their own pleasures (vs. for God’s will). They’re called adulterers, as
they’re unfaithful to God, wanting to be friendly with the world, making them God’s
enemy, though his children (v. 4). Verse 5 explains how that’s possible: God has holy
jealousy of the Spirit He has placed within us. When we abandon that for worldliness, we
are harlots. But God gives greater grace to Christians who are humble (like the poor in
1:9), as opposed to the arrogant rich we’ve already spoken of in this book (mainly chapter
2; v. 6).
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4:7-10 The solution to a worldly church, as our generation in prophecy is expected to
mainly be—Laodicean (financially rich, and spiritually poor; Rev. 3:4-22): Repent! 1.
Submit to God; 2. Resist satan and he will flee; 3. Prayer/draw near to God and (promise)
He will draw near to you; (promise) 4. Change your attitude to one of, a) misery, b)
mourning, and c) weeping for your sinfulness; Ex: Turn your smile upside down—reverse
laughter with mourning, and what you had been sad about be joyous over; In summary,
humble yourself before God and he will exalt/lift you up. Arrogance will keep you
worldly, and pride goes before destruction; but humility (Cf.: 1:9) will solve worldliness
(note I said from I Jn. 2:15-17, pride often gets tied in with lust for money/assets).
4:11-5:12 There are three Old Testament commands referenced which believers are to
heed regarding their brethren and/or behavior (4:11, 5:9, 11): Done speak against them,
don’t complain and don’t swear.
4:11-12 Speaking against a Christian bro is being a judge. That doesn’t mean you never
reprove them, or oppose their sins when they advocate them using Christ's name, but it’s
speaking ill,
inaccurately, or meanly trying to slander them. Don’t judge your neighbor (Christian, in
this case), as there’s only One lawgiver and judge, Who can save or destroy (fear God—
another lesson you get reading the New Testament that’s rarely preached in America).
4:13-5:6 Is the come now section of wealth aspirers (4:13-17) and wealth achievers (5:16). You make your business plans, but if they’re not submitted to God’s plans and will,
they’re cursed. For you don’t even know if you will be alive tomorrow. Entrust them to
He who knows your expiration date! Like the rich man in 1:10-11, you are a vanishing
vapor (like the withering flower). Lack of submission to God’s will over your own is
arrogance (v. 16), and knowing the right thing to do, then doing something else is sin.
5:1-6 The come now/woe warning is now applied to rich people. Judgment is coming to
the wealthy (v. 1). In God’s perspective and in prophecy, their assets fade/decay/rot (vv.
2-3; Cf.: Mt. 6:19-33), because they have sunk all their energy and faith into storing them
up in this life (vs. the next). These ruthless rich have cheated their workers, and word of
that sin has reached the Lord of Sabaoth. You’ve lived for luxury and a life of ease, but
slaughter is in your near future (v. 5). And they have mistreated people who live rightly,
like Christians (expected to be ethical workers; v. 6).
5:7-9 James now addresses the Christian workers who have been abused by ruthless rich
folk: Be patient—Christ is coming back (to right all wrongs). The early church certainly
viewed Bible prophecy as a sanctification incentivizer, even though were 2000 years out,
and it was not as near as they may have thought. Patience is illustrated by the farmer, who
benefits from the early and patiently waited for latter rains. Be patient, and strengthen
your heart, because Christ is at hand/near/approaching (prophecy; v. 8). Don’t complain
(even though they’re being abused, which doesn’t mean never advocate for your just
rights; just don’t unconstructively whine), because God as Judge is right at the door/very
close (v. 9). We count patient endures, like Job, blessed. And don’t think enduring is a
few minutes or hours—Job endured for up to two years. Impatience and anxiety demand a
solution faster, vs. being patient. And Jobs HORRIBLE circumstances still turned out to
teach us that the Lord is full of compassion and merciful, as he restored all Job lost, and
then some (Job 42:10), in the end. Finally, the third command regarding not swearing (v.
12). Jesus said Christians are to make their yes be yes and no, no (Mt. 5:37). Here it says
anything more and you’re under judgment. Paul had this rightful attitude (II Cor. 1:1819), and this is yet another example of how the New Testament sometimes updates the
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Old, where making and fulfilling vows to God is more prevalently taught. [Jas. 3:9 ties to
I Jn. 4:12]
5:13-16 The body life section of James: Suffering? Pray! Cheerful? Sing praise. Sick?
Have church leaders anoint you with oil (part of the medical treatment of their day), and
pray in faith; if you have sinned, God will forgive/restore you. Confess your sins to each
other, so you receive healing; the prayer of a righteous man achieves much.
5:17-18 That claim is illustrated here, with Elijah, who was human (had the same nature
as us), but who prayed earnestly for drought, and it didn’t rain for 3.5 years, then he
prayed again, and rain poured. He was not in command of the elements, as Jesus was, but
Jesus was, when Elijah earnestly prayed in faith.
5:19-20 James' closing: If a Christian turns back a straying brother, he has saved that
person’s soul from premature demise in this life, and covered many sins (presumably of
the sinning brother). Don’t let your brother drift off from God!
I PETER
1:2 Christians are chosen by God’s foreknowledge, having called them by the Spirit
setting them apart, the end game being they’d obey Jesus and be forgive/sprinkled with
His blood. We were saved to live holy (Eph. 2:10; Tit. 2:14, etc.).
1:3-5 God mercifully caused us to be born again for an eternal inheritance, as we live in
sanctification (protected by God’s power, awaiting His return).
1:6-9 Like Jas. 1:2-4, we are to rejoice in trials, grateful for that salvation, as trials prove
and improve our faith. The ultimate outcome of this process is our souls saved from sin’s
power.
1:10-12 Old Testament prophets spoke of this great salvation, seeking the timing and
learning they were serving us—the Church. Such things about the gospel even angels
long to learn of—as it’s great news.
1:13-16 Therefore, be holy (conclusion/application). Be action-oriented and prophecy
alert
Experientially we become "obedient children" in our identity when we aren’t conformed
to fleshly lusts, but have our minds transformed (Rom. 12:1-2), because we are to be holy,
because were now directly related to a holy God.
1:17-19 If you pray to impartial God as Father, fear Him in your behavior on earth,
because you’ve been redeemed by the valuable blood of Christ. Twice, so far, Peter has
instructed Christians to live holy. Lordship Salvationists require that before one can be
saved!
1:20-21 Christ was also foreknown from eternity past, and through Him we are believers
in God. Christ's resurrection is twice given as the basis for believers salvation (1:3, 21).
1:22-25 These Christians have already (obediently) purified their minds to love one
another; now it needs to come from their hearts. WHY? Because they were born again
(1:3) by the valuable and imperishable word of God. Unlike mankind, it lasts forever, and
it is what was preached to them.
2:1-3 A third time Peter tells Christians to grow in Christ! Like infants they are to long
after the simple things of God’s word, like a mother's milk, so they can so grow, in respect
to, or since they already are saved, or have tasted the Lord.
2:4-6 Approach Christ in prayer as a valuable/precious LIVING stone, which has been
highly exalted as the Chief Corner Stone. We Christians are stones being built up into a
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building (discipleship and body life) to offer God sacrifices. Do you sacrifice anything for
God? Time, money, energy, fame, position, assets? Whoever believes in Him is promised
never to be disappointed (v. 6; Cf.: Rom. 10:11). That value (a repeated theme) is for
those who believe, but that Rock crushes those who disbelieve (vv. 7-8).
2:9-10 Christians' identity is covered, and these things are ours so we will proclaim His
excellencies, having been called out of darkness, having been shown mercy.
2:11-17 Ethics section: Christians told to abstain from sinful lusts, submit to govt, love
free as bond slaves, fear God and love the brethren.
2:18-25 Workers are to be submissive, even when their bosses are unreasonable. You get
credited for rewards when you endure such unjust suffering. We’ve been called to suffer
(v. 21), even as sinless deity Jesus did (vv. 22-24). By is suffering on the cross we’re
spiritually healed, for we FORMERLY were straying sheep, but now (by salvation) we’ve
returned to the Shepherd of our souls.
3:1-7 Marriage is analogous, with women to be submissive, and husbands to love their
wives as equals and gentle beings.
3:8-12 Ethics summary (vv. 8-9), because God’s eyes are upon the holy, who forsake
evil.
3:13-17 After all, who is there to harm you, but even if they do, you are blessed. Give
them an answer for your joy in suffering, and keep a good conscience, so when they
slander you, your behavior will prove their accusations wrong.
3:18-20 Christ's death is analogized in water baptism: His death, burial and resurrection,
in which He proclaimed release to buried Old Testament saints.
3:21-22 Analogously, baptism saves you; NOT water, but an appeal to God for a clean
conscience (we are then to keep; 3:16).
3:22 Christ is Lord, and everything is subjected to Him. We will see that fact later on (I
Cor. 15:28).
4:1-2 Imitate Christ—suffer, as He suffered, by living the rest of your life not for sinful
desires but God’s will. This is the fourth time Peter tells Christians to live holy! WHY?...
4:3-5 The time for Christians to live sinfully has passed, and your old friends now mock
your adopting a new lifestyle (suffering), but they will be judged, just as Jesus spoke to
Old Testament buried saints, who were judged, physically, as men, but were saved and to
be resurrected (v. 6), by God's will (again addressed)
4:7-9 Ethics injunctions: Be focused on prayer, in light of prophecy; love one another
above all, which covers sins, and be hospitable/sociable.
4:10-11 Be wise stewards of the spiritual gifts God has given to you (a partial list is
here—one of four total).
4:12-16 Don’t be shocked when you suffer trials, as if they aren’t to be expected, but
keep rejoicing in them, so you’ll rejoice at His glorious revealing/return. If you’re
slandered for your faith, you’re blessed, because His Spirit rests on you. Mt. 5:10-12
don’t let a Christian suffer for sinful behavior, but as a Christian and don’t be ashamed
when that occurs, but glorify God through it.
4:17-19 Suffering is God’s judgment of His church, like plant pruning (Jn. 15). Can you
imagine if we suffer this much, how bad judgment will be for non-Christians? Christians
have difficulty before entering heaven, and should entrust their souls to Him, when they
suffer.
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5:1-4 Instruction to pastors: As a sufferer, witness of Christ’s suffering, and partaker in
glory, Peter instructs them to not lord over the laymen, but free-willedly prove moral
examples for them to emulate. They’ll be rewarded, if they do.
5:5 Younger men (pastors assumed to be more mature) have behavioral requirements—
submission (like employees and wives Peter previously spoke of). And ALL Christians
are to clothe themselves with humility, as God’s opposed to the proud. How?...
5:7-8 Being anxious for nothing, but praying about everything.
5:8-9 And remaining sober, because the devil seeks to devour Christians (Jn. 10:10); but
we are to resist him, firmly trusting God.
5:10 And after we endure this suffering, God will strengthen and establish us in our walk.
5:12 This books tells you how to live under God’s grace!
II PETER
1:2 Grace and peace get multiplied, not just added, as you know God and Jesus.
1:3-4 God’s given the believer all they need for this life and a life of godliness, by His
great promises, by which we partake of His holy nature.
1:5-11 So, doing so, we add these character traits, so that our entrance into heaven will be
glorious—not crawling across the finish line, but victoriously racing though the tape (v.
11; Cf.: II Tim. 4:7-8)!
1:12-15 Peter will always remind Christians of these things, knowing he’s nearing death
(1:12,
15). You don’t want to forget what you read in God’s word (Jas. 1:22-27). WHY
remember it? It’s God’s prophetic words and thoughts; not the concoction of mere men
(1:17-21), and Peter knew that, having seen Christ transfigured, and resurrected!
1:20 RIGHT Bible interpreting is not up to your opinion! You study, and compare
Scripture with Scripture, so you can rightly cut the cloth (II Tim. 2:15).
2:1-22 This mirrors the prophetic false prophets in Jude.
2:2 DO YOU KNOW any preachers who supported sin, thereby enticing others to support
it, whereby Christianity got a bad name?
2:4-9 Peter also gives three Old Testament examples that judgment of evil false prophets
is certain: Demons, Noah's flooded neighbors, and Sodom and Gomorrah.
2:9 Again, God can keep believers from falling to temptation! NO one I know teaches
this truth we’ve seen three times, so far! Shame!
2:10-22 These verses describe these false prophets' deeds.
2:12 Animalistically instinctive.
2:14 Adulterously unfaithful and greedy.
2:18 They tempt weak believers with sexual methods—carnals who barely are saved
(Ex.: I Cor. 3:15).
2:19 They tout freedom, but are in bondage to sin.
3:1 Peter again reminds his readers to remember the word of God.
3:3-13 Like Jude, Peter says prophecy mockers will arise in prophecy, doubting it’s
events, because God is on a different time-table.
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3:10 LOOK at your certain future, if you haven’t received Jesus!
3:11-12 Prophecy is to stimulate holiness and evangelism—which hastens prophecy.
Probably the MAIN reason Jesus has yet to return is His church has yet to take evangelism
seriously (Mt.
18-20)!
3:13 Remember longing for the afterlife, in II Cor. 5:1-4? Do you so long, as your desire,
aim and ambition in life, or live for here and now?
3:14 THESE Christians looked for prophecy signs, and it was to stimulate holiness.
3:15 God’s patience is what spares the earth His soon wrathful judgment. Had He not
waited, no one’s salvation would have been had (as they aren’t happening if Christians
don’t evangelize).
3:16 Paul wrote wisdom, sometimes harder to comprehend than other times, but those
more difficult passages aren’t to be used to teach false doctrine.
3:17-18 Contrasted, YOU are to grow in holiness, by grace—a theme he has repeated
three times (witnesses confirmed three times; Ex: II Cor. 13:1).
I JOHN
1:1-4 Christ, preexistent from eternity past, which Jn. had heard, seen and touched, was
manifested to earth, and Jn. proclaims eternal life, as eye witness. He also proclaims it to
believers, so their fellowship would be with Jn. and others, God and Jesus, so readers' joy
would be FULL.
1:5-7 Johns message is God is light; there’s no darkness in Him. If we claim to walk with
Him, yet display dark deeds, we lie, and don’t practice His word. If we walk in light, we
have fellowship with other believers, and Jesus' blood cleanses us from all fellowship
sins—familial sins having all already been covered.
1:8-10 If we say we are morally perfect/have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and God’s
truth isn’t in us. But if we confess them to God, He cleanses us from all unrighteousness.
If we say were morally perfect/have no sin, we make God a liar, and God’s truth isn’t in
us.
2:1 John writes so we wouldn’t sin, but if we do, we have a lawyer before God, the
appeaser of God’s wrath, Jesus, who did so regarding our sins, and the sins of the world
(potentially for all, personally/individually, if they all believe).
2:3-6 Knowing God well will be manifested in one obeying His teachings. If one claims
to know Him, but walks in darkness/doesn’t obey His teachings, he’s a liar, and God’s
truth isn’t in him. Getting God’s word within curs this problem, as we’ve read three
times, so far. God’s love is perfected within us when we keep God’s word. Proof one is
in Christ, in practice ("in Him"), or one who says he abides in Him, is he
walks/lives/behaves like Jesus.
2:7-11 Love one another is both an old command, and new in Christ, because darkness is
passing and Christ (the true Light) is shining. Jn. 8:12 To say you’re in the light, in
practice (vs. just saved), and yet hate fellow Christians, means you’re still living in
sin/darkness. But the one who loves his brother is in the light, and there’s no reason for
him to stumble. A fourth time Christians living above temptation failure is addressed.
Bros walking in darkness are blinded, and don’t know where they’re going.
2:12-14 Three groups of Christians, based on maturity, and supposed to be based on how
long they’ve been saved (but not always): Babes need to know they’re fully forgiven
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(eternal security)! Young men are getting strong, as the word abides in them and they’ve
overcome the devil. Older men know God (said twice; Phil. 3:10).
2:15-17 This is written to Christians, Lordship Salvationists! Don’t love the world or it’s
things, or God’s love isn’t actively living in and through you. You either live for God’s
will, or you are displeasing to God! The world is the sexual lusts, lusts for
assets/possessions, and the pride that often comes with those temporary trophies. For
example, I know folk who deem Wal-Mart "beneath" them, as with Red Box vs. Netflix,
even among kids. Arrogance of pride and trust in riches—they often go together, as if you
achieved something, vs. God blessed you; and with such attitude, it’s just as likely the
devil gave you those things! He can make you rich, also (Mt. 4:9).
2:18-24 Antichrist apostates/tares will abandon believers/church, but real Christians are
anointed, and can now God’s truth, by His Spirit. That antichrist spirit denies Jesus is the
Messiah, and rejects Him for themselves. To confess is natural for those who possess
Christ. Christians are to have the message of the beginning abide in them, so they abide in
Christ (v. 24). That gospel message assured us of salvation (v. 25). The Spirit's anointing
allows us to comprehend truth, and as we abide in Him, and are taught God’s truth, we
remain in that abiding (v. 27).
2:28-29 Christians commanded to so abide, so were not ashamed when He returns. This
is a Lord Salvation problem passage, among MANY! Jesus is holy, so all who behave
holy show their internal salvation externally.
3:1-3 In 2:28, John addressed them as "children." God’s great love allows us to own that
title. And such we are. That’s why the lost world doesn’t know us, as they didn’t know
Christ. Were children, but it’s not yet known what we will become but we know that
when He appears/returns, we shall be like Him, because we will see Him as He is (Heb.
12:2). We know we will become perfect, instantly, in the next life; what we’ll become in
this life is yet unknown. Seeing Jesus changes behavior (Ac. 4:13)!; imitating THE role
model!
3:4-10 Practicing sin is practicing lawlessness. Christ came to take away sin, and there’s
none in Him (sinless deity). Willful, conscious, deliberate sin doesn’t happen with people
who abide in Jesus, obeying their faith standard. Those who do havens seen or known
Him, intimately.
fifth mention of living above temptation, yet NO ONE teaches this truth! Heb. 4 will also
address it. Habitual righteous living shows a person who is righteous, as their Christian
identity (II Cor. 5:21). Habitually sinning people are unsaved/of the devil; one exception
is carnal believers, like I Cor. 5, but that guy repented, as we learned in II Corinthians.
Christ appeared to destroy the devils works of sin, or take away sin, as 3:5 puts it.
Because the seed—Jesus—is inside us, Christians can’t habitually and/or blatantly sin,
being born of God (v. 9). That’s to be an obvious external test of who’s saved or
unsaved—habitual sin shows lostness, as with not loving your Christian brother (v. 10).
3:11-18 Love one another is the message they’ve had from the beginning. Not like Cain
of his brother (who killed him from jealousy), and expect the world to hate you. We know
were saved,
as we love Christians, and if we don’t, we abide in death/darkness. Christian claimers
hating Christians are murderers like Cain, and you know murders don’t come from new
nature acts of saved people (though I Pet. 4:15 says is possible of believers). A sin nature
and free will, with unrenewed mind and not Spirit powers is capable of almost anything
evil, unfortunately. Christ teaches us what love is, by His sacrificial death, and were to
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love Christians accordingly, and not in mere words, when they are in need, but in sincerity
and deeds of truth (vv. 16-18).
3:19-24 THIS is an amazing section: We know were saved, and abiding in truth, and our
heart assures us before God, if our heart condemns us, because God is greater than our
emotions (such a confident and stable source). If your conscience is clear, you have
confidence before God in prayer (v. 21). And answered prayers increase as we increase in
holiness, and learning how to please God, by faith (Eph. 5:10; Heb. 11:6). God’s
command to mankind is believe in Jesus (v. 23). The person who’s living out God’s truth
shows he abide in Christ, and we know Christ abides in us by His indwelling Spirit as
pledge (II Cor. 1:22)!
4:1-6 Test the spirits, and don’t believe everything or everyone you hear, for many
antichrist false prophets are out there. If one confesses Jesus came bodily, that spirit
passes the test (v. 2). The opposite is also true (v. 3; Cf.: I Cor. 12:3). Christians are
from God, even as babes, and have overcome false prophets, because greater is the Spirit
within than the devil who roams the world, seeking someone to destroy (I Pet. 5:8). False
prophets speak worldly things, and lost people eat it up, from the same spiritual nature (v.
6). We are from God, and real Christians listen to us when we speak truth. These are two
polar opposite tests of the spirits (v. 6).
4:7-12 Love Christians, as loves from God, and loving your brother shows you’re born of
and know God. Ones who hate their brother doesn’t know God, as God is love. Christ’s
sacrificial death on the cross, after being manifested to our world (Phil. 2:1-6) shows us
God’s love which is to be manifested through us. We didn’t love God first, but he
initiated loving us, becoming our sin propitiation (Cf.: 2:2). If God loves us so much
He'd sacrifice His Son, we should love the brethren. No one has seen our invisible God,
but when we love Christians, we show God abides in us, and his love is being perfected in
us (Cf.: 2:5).
4:13-15 The Spirit lets us now Christ abides in us, and his filling keeps us abiding in
Christ (Jn. 15:1-17). Jesus was sent to be the Savior of the world, but it’s only potentially,
if any reject Him (I Tim. 4:10)! Verbally confessing Jesus is God shows one abides in
Jesus (sanctification), and Jesus abides in him (salvation).
4:16-19 We know and believe God’s love for us. God is love (Cf.: 4:8), and those
remaining in love remain/abide in Him (sanctification), and he/God abides/remains in him
(salvation). God wants love perfected in Christians, so we have confidence when
judgment/prophecy comes, as we are his little representatives in this world; as he is, so
ought we to be, in experience (as we are in identity). That perfected love (mentioned
twice before), involves no fear/scaredness of G9d or His judgment, but casts out that
scaredness. This is NOT saying believers don’t reverentially fear God, as I Peter taught us
to do. We aren’t afraid of God, like He'll destroy us, as we’ve passed out of judgment (Jn.
5:24). Perfected love (fourth reference) doesn’t fear judgment day. We love because God
first loved us—we didn’t initiate that process (Cf.: 4:10).
4:20-21 If one claims to love God, but hates his Christian bro, he’s a liar (we’ve seen that
asserted at least two other times in this book, maybe more), cause how can you love one
Who’s invisible, when you don’t even love those who are visible? That takes even more
faith. And God’s command is if you love God, love your Christian brother.
5:1-3 Believing Jesus is the Christ/savior/Messiah makes one born again/of God. To love
Jesus is to love God (Trinity unity and equality). You prove you love Christians when you
love God and obey His commands. That’s a little tricky, so let’s re-visit it: Proof you
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love Christians is obeying God’s commands. WHY? Because God’s love is keeping his
commands, which aren’t burdensome, for we walk by faith, and His load is light. Mt.
11:30. For real Christians overcome the world's system (Cf.: 1:13), and that victory is by
faith. II Cor. 2:14; Rom. 8:37. The one who overcomes (Ex.: Rev. 2 and 3) is the
Christian, who believes in Christ as God’s Son (deity; Cf.: 5:1).
5:6-12 Three witnesses to Christ: His water/human birth, His blood/death, and the Holy
Spirit. He wasn’t just born a baby in a manger, but He died a Man on the cross! The
Spirit is truth (v. 7). Christ is the truth (Jn. 14:6); God the father is truth (Rom. 3:4;
Trinity).
5:10-13 Another similar AMAZING section: The one who believes Jesus is God has that
witness in himself (the sealing, indwelling Spirit). If one never trusts Christ, they make
God a liar, as they reject God’s witness concerning His Son. And THIS is God’s
witness—He sent Jesus to give us life eternal (assurance of salvation). He who
has/possesses the Son has that eternal life, and he who doesn’t. You either have Jesus
living within, or you are hell-bound, and don’t have eternal life, but forever death! Jn.
3:16. John writes this letter so Christians will know they have eternal life (assurance of
salvation). You should never doubt you’re a citizen of heaven (Phil. 3:20-21).
5:14-15 Another teaching on confident praying: If a Christian asks anything according to
God’s will (or revealed word and precious promises), we HAVE what we asked (even if it
has yet to manifest). That’s praying in faith. You know if you pray according to the
Bible, you’ll gets what you ask for. That’s an astounding insight. Does it make you
excited? 5:16-17 If a Christian brother is trapped/caught in sin, pray for God to deliver
him or her. Some sins can lead to premature physical death, and all unrighteousness is
sinful behavior. Church discipline, again, as we learned in I and II Corinthians.
5:18-21 Three things we know: 1. No one born again habitually sins (Cf.: 3:9), as Jesus
keeps him eternally saved, and the devil can’t ultimately touch him (Jn. 10:29); 2. We
know were saved of God, and the world lies in satan’s power; 3. And we know Christ has
come so we might know God, as this is qualitative eternal—knowing intimately the one
true God (Cf.: fathers in 2:13-14). Finally, to keep this victorious sanctification going,
the conclusion is stay away from idolizing anything above God (v. 21), Christian little
children!
II JOHN
1:4 John is glad to learn these Christians are walking in truth (that’s commanded, but not
guaranteed, as we’ve seen).
1:5-6 Love one another, shown by obeying God’s commands. If you love fellow
Christians, you will be applying God’s word, by faith. If you hate them, you will live
carnally/naturally, by sight. WHY do so?
1:7 Many false teacher deceivers exist, who do not teach you to follow God's commands.
1:8 John wants readers to receive a FULL reward. Contrary to Lordship Salvationists,
heavenly rewards were God’s idea, and He is FOR us seeking them, as they incentivize
holiness! Mt. 6, etc.
1:9 You evidence your salvation by abiding in God’s teachings, showing you’re a disciple
(Jn. 8:31). Anyone who abandons living by the Book, or who warps it, shows they are
likely unsaved. Here, it says they are lost, but we also know Christians have free will, and
can always sin, so I say "likely," interpreting from the forest, not just one tree.
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1:10-11 False teachers aren’t to be greeted nicely, socially! 1:12 John preferred in-person
conversation to letter writing, probably cause it’s more effective for discipling—the
human touch.
III JOHN
1:2 John prays these believers prosper and are in good health. That’s NOT guaranteed in
the atonement, charismatics ("gospel" of health and wealth (Ac. 3:6, II Tim. 4:20)!
1:3-4 Pastor and layman—do YOU have no greater joy than seeing a church's members
walking in truth? If not, there’s something biblically wrong with you.
1:5-8 John commends them for donating to faithful ministers.
1:9-11 A bad example Christian: Diotrephes; arrogant, resistant to the truth. He used
wicked accusations and wicked words to do wicked things, wrongly kicking good people
out of church, abusing his authority. YES, Christian carnality is spoke of all throughout
the New Testament, Lordship Salvationists. Lesson learned: Imitate good, not evil (v.
11).
1:12 Demetrius had a good testimony from everyone, John and the truth (testimony of
three witnesses), and John testifies truthfully. CAN YOU SAY YOU REGULARLY
TELL THE TRUTH, Christian? I cannot tell a lie George Washington and honest
Abraham Lincoln come to mind! Imitate goodness and truthfulness.
JUDE
1:3 Jude was going to write these Christians about their salvation (3 tenses, assured, apply
it in sanctification, what they were saved from and to, etc.), but for urgent need he says
contend for the faith (be actively engaged in growth/sanctification), because false teachers
were abounding, encouraging believers to abuse grace and live any way they want, once
they got saved. The prophetic judgment of these false prophets fills the remainder of the
short book.
1:5-7 Jude gives three Old Testament examples that God judges sin, to say false teachers'
judgment is also certain.
1:8-10 Another Old Testament example illustrates these false prophets and their end. By
dreaming they engage sinfulness, arrogantly reviling holy things. They are deceived, and
are living naturally, just like beasts, behaving like animals.
1:11 They are warned severely (woe). They are doing ministry for the money, as priority
one. Do you know ANY pastors who will NOT do church God’s way, because the
money's too good doing it the churchianity way? This book would say they are false
prophets.
1:12-13, 16 These verses describe their behavior.
1:14-15 Their certain judgment is again detailed.
1:15 Ungodly speech, deeds and ways of doing things is severely decried.
1:17-18 ‘But you’ contrasts how believers are not to be like that, and they are to
remember that prophecy deniers are predicted to arise.
1:19 Their evil deeds, again.
1:20-21 ANOTHER call for Christians to engage sanctification (“but you”)!
1:22-23 A short ethical injunction, cautious not to engage lost people's sins when you
evangelize them, etc.
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1:24-25 Praise to God, who is able to keep Christians from sinning, and present us
blameless before God (Cf.: I Cor. 10:13).
REVELATION
1:1 In prophecy, as here, "shortly" (in the Greek) means once things start, they quickly
fall like dominoes—NOT that the seven-year Tribulation should have started soon after
John received this vision.
1:3 God promises a blessing on people who, 1. Read, 2. Hear, and, 3. Heed this book.
1:4 The seven Spirits speaks to the perfection of God and his one Holy Spirit—there are
not six new members of the Trinity.
1:5 Jesus Christ is, 1. The faithful witness, 2. The first-born of the dead—NOT the first
person to resurrect, but to do so and never die, and especially the preeminent One Christ
loves Christians, and released us from our sins, by His death.
1:6 Christians' (the Church) identity in Christ is that of a kingdom, and priests (I Pet. 2:9).
1:7 Christ’s second coming will be through the clouds, setting His feet on the Mount of
Olives, and mankind will mourn over Him (Cf.: Phil. 2:10-11).
1:8 God is the beginning and end of all things, Who was (existed), and is, and is to come.
Rev. 22:12-16 calls Jesus the same title, inferring the Trinity, and Christ’s deity.
1:9-11 John was exiled/persecuted for evangelism, and told by the Spirit to write this
book.
1:12-16 Seven lampstands represent the seven churches of Asian minor, addressed in this
book (Chs. 2-3). LOOK at the resurrected and ascended Christ's description: 1. Looks
like a man, 2. Clothed in a body-long robe, 3. Girded across his chest with a golden
girdle, 4. Head and hair like snow white wool, 5. Eyes like a flame of fire, 6. Feet like
bronze, 7. Voice like many waters. The seven stars are these church's pastors, and the
word of God flows forth from His mouth (v. 16; Cf.: Heb. 4:12).
1:17-18 Second Christ description: First and last (like God the Father), living eternally,
had been dead, and has the keys of death and Hades (the place of deceased souls).
1:20 This verse is how you interpret 1:12 and 16.
Here is a summary of the seven churches:
2:1-8 Ephesus. This church had good deeds (vv. 2-3, 6), and deeds needing correction
(vv. 4-5), and a promise was given if they made those changes (v. 7; promised blessings
having nothing to do with Lordship Salvation teaching, as the believer obeys, because he
had to promise to—for life—in order to be saved).
2:9-11 Smyrna. This was a spiritual church, Christ having nothing bad to criticize them
concerning (vv. 9-10). That does not mean they were perfect, however, as that is not the
standard for the Christians life. Their promised blessing is found in verse 11.
2:12-17 Pergamum. This church had good deeds (v. 13), and deeds needing correction
(vv. 14-16), and a promise was given if they made those changes (v. 17).
2:18-28 Thyatira. This church had good deeds (vv. 19, 24-25), and deeds needing
correction (vv. 20-23), and a promise was given if they made those changes (vv. 26, 28).
3:1-6 Sardis. This church had some with good deeds (v. 4), but mainly deeds needing
correction (vv. 1-3), and a promise was given if they made those changes (v. 5).
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3:7-12 Philadelphia. This church had good deeds (vv. 8-11), and a promise was given
them in verse 12.
3:15-21 Laodicea. This church had no good deeds (vv. 15-17), and was given a warning
(vv. 18-10), and a promise was given if they made those changes (v. 21).
Here are the Key findings of the seven churches:
2:4-5 Christians can leave Christ as their first love (carnals), for which they must do what
John Bisagno preached of this verse: Remember (from where you have fallen), Return (to
God), and Repent (do the deeds you did at the start).
2:8-10 A Christian church in poverty (no gospel of health and wealth in
their experience, as it’s untrue, and they weren’t outside God’s will. They would be
rewarded for being faithful to death (as Jesus was; Phil. 2:8; Heb. 12:2).
2:14 God opposes false teaching. He also doesn’t pile all commands on His children, but
deals with us by grace. Here, Jesus had a few things against this church.
2:16 Christ’s Bible is the source of His coming judgment (Heb. 4:12).
2:19 Christian deeds can accelerate over time (we certainly know they can
revert/backslide).
2:20 God opposes both false teaching and false living/immorality among the saints.
2:21 Repentance is within man’s control, here, and can take time for people to decide to
do; too much time, and judgment ensues.
2:22-23 God can judge His people for their sin, in this life, by sickness and even
premature death (Cf.: I Cor. 11:30).
2:24 Again, Christ’s burden is light, vs. all commands all at once (grace; Mt. 11:30).
2:26-27 Christ rewards overcomers, and they will rule with Him (in the Millennium), like
He will rule it, with a stern rod of iron, and crushing judgment on disobedience (of lost
children born to people who enter it after the Tribulation).
3:1-3 Here, CHRISTIANS are physically alive, even born again, but spiritually dead,
Lordship Salvationists. Christ says wake up (Eph. 5:14)and strengthen the
important/spiritual things, as your deeds are incomplete.
3:4 Some in this church hadn’t soiled their garments; that’s not moral perfection, but
blamethe concept, and we must need it, as He offers it all throughout the New Testament.
3:12 Rewards for obedient sanctification.
3:15-19 This church, scholars rightly attribute to our/the church age. They are lukewarm, when God would prefer them cold if they aren’t hot for Him. He wants to puke
them out of His mouth, because they think they’re something when they’re nothing.
They’re proud of their riches, though spiritually broke, needing to buy trials, to humble
them to see themselves in God’s mirror. Because Jesus loves us, He disciplines us (Heb.
12:3-15); we are to be zealous, and change this condition.
3:20 Jesus stands OUTSIDE this church, knocking, seeking entry!
3:21 Again, overcomers are rewarded by God.
4:1-6 Johns caught up to see God’s throne.
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5:4-6 Third description of the worthy (4:11, 5:9, 12), overcoming and risen Christ: 1.
Lion from the tribe of Judah 2. The Root of David, 3. The Lamb as if slain, having seven
eyes (the seven Spirits of 1:4 and 4:5).
7:4 144,000 saved and Jewish evangelists will arise in the seven-year Tribulation (and
one gospel angel; 14:6).
7:9 Many people of all backgrounds will be saved in the time of Jacobs trouble, but it will
be harder 2B saved, in those days.
7:13-17 Believers (during the Tribulation) wash their robes white in Christ’s blood, and
are clothed in white. They won’t hunger or thirst, or get sunburned, and Christ will be
their Shepherd, and lead them to the water of life's springs, and God will wipe away all
their tears Lets detail key points of God’s three sets of seven judgments during the coming
seven-year Tribulation—Seals (S), Trumpets (T), then Bowls (B): 6:1-2 S1 (first of the
four horsemen of the Apocalypse—cold war, rider on white horse with bow but no arrow),
6:3-4 S2 (red horse of war/men slaying one another), 6:5-6 S3 (black horse of famine,
where product prices skyrocket from scarcity), 6:7-8 S4 (ashen horse of death, where
one/forth of earth's inhabitants are killed by pestilence and wild beasts, 6:9-11 S5
(Tribulation saints are martyred), 6:12-17 S6 (terrestrial and celestial signs of a great
earthquake, sun becomes black, moon becomes red, the sky is split, and every mountain
and island gets moved; men will hide in caves, hiding from God’s fearsome wrath, 8:1-6
S7 (angel with a golden censor of the saints' prayers throws it down on earth), 8:7 T1 hail,
fire and blood thrown to earth, and 1/third of earth, trees and grass were burned up), 8:8-9
T2 (burning mountain thrown in the sea, and 1/third of the sea, sea life and ships were
destroyed), 8:10-11 T3 (torch star-comet or asteroid?) falls to earth, and 1/third of the
rivers and spring waters become bitter/undrinkable), 8:12-13 T4 (1/third of the sun, moon
and stars are smitten, lessening daylight by 1/third), 9:1-12 T5 (star from heaven falls, and
men are tormented and stung by locusts and scorpions for five months), 9:13-21 T6 (4
angels are released, to kill 1/third of the remaining humans, by three plagues of fire,
smoke and brimstone), 11:15-19 T7 (the nations rage, as the world's kingdoms are handed
over to Jesus to be ruled over, 16:1-2 B1 (an angel pours loathsome and
malignant/cancerous sores on beast worshippers), 16:3 B2 (sea becomes blood, and all sea
life dies), 16:4-7 B3 (sea becomes blood, and all its creatures die), 16:8-9 before (men are
scorched with fire, yet they don’t repent), 16:10-11 B5 (the Antichrist's kingdom becomes
dark, with physical pain and sores on men, who blaspheme God, and don’t repent), 16:1216 B6 (Euphrates River dries up, and three unclean spirits come out of the beasts mouth,
like frogs, performing miracles to attract mankind to meet at Har-Megiddo/Armageddon),
16:17-21 B7 (Destruction from lightning, thunder, a great earthquake; every mountain and
island flattens, along with 100 pound hailstones from heaven, for which men blaspheme
God because of their pain). ALL THESE THINGS are "soon" coming to the earth we
now inhabit! Beware, and be warned! (Jn. 3:16)
11:1-2 The rebuilt Jerusalem temple is measured.
11:3-6 LOOK at the authority of these two witnesses of God, on earth at this time.
11:7-12 Earth inhabitants will party when they are killed by the Antichrist, as prophet
messages torment sinners; but they will resurrect, cause earthlings great fear, then ascend
into heaven.
13:1-18 The Antichrist and false prophet's chapter. He is worshipped, and arrogantly
boasts blasphemies (vv. 4-5). He wars with people saved during the tribulation (v. 7).
Perseverance of saved people is ultimately due to God (v. 12). His religious partner
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performs miracles, to deceive people, and he makes them worship the Antichrist (poor and
rich, v. 16), and take a 666 mark on wrist or forehead. Those who refuse aren’t allowed to
engage commerce/business. He makes an image of the beast, which people must worship,
or it slays them.
14:1 A foretaste/vision of Jesus, who stands on Mt. Olives when He returns a second
time.
14:3-5 The 144000 sing a new song—those who are sexually pure, and follow Christ
completely/wherever he goes (the previously identified saved Jewish evangelists).
14:9-11 An angel warns that worshipping the beast is certain judgment from God.
14:14-15 Exalted Christ description #4: Coming in the clouds, with golden crown and
sickle, that harvests the earth.
14:20 Foreshadowing Armageddon's slaughter of the enemies of God, whose blood will
flow 200 miles, about 4.5 feet deep.
15:1-2 The bowl judgments end God’s judgment, and saints victorious over the Antichrist
are described.
15:3-4 They praise God with the song of Moses (Ex. 15:1).
16:19 The great city of Babylon is destroyed (symbolizing man’s greatest achievements,
especially economically and religiously).
17:1-3 Religious Babylon described, mixed with politics, involving immorality.
17:12-14 The revised Roman empire reigning with the Beast.
17:17 God puts in all lost people’s minds to give all political power to the Antichrist.
18:2-3 Commercial Babylon is destroyed by Gods judgment.
18:4-8 It is an economic system enmeshed with sin (vs. morality) and arrogance.
18:9-11, 15, 19 It’s also an economic system mixes with politics. Participants fear God’s
judgment upon it.
18:17, 23-24 It is destroyed in one hour.
19:1-2, 6 Praise for God’s salvation and rightful judgments, from the great multitude in
heaven.
19:7 The Church has prepared herself for Christ, her Bridegroom. Blessed are all invited
to that marriage supper (salvation as a free gift, in our day/pre-prophecy).
19:11-16 Christ’s second advent is described, after which he will rule with an iron rod, or
earth, for 1000 years (The Millennium).
19:17-20 An angel announces the destruction of all mankind fighting Jesus at
Armageddon.
19:20-21 The Antichrist and false prophet (Ch. 13) are thrown alive into the Lake of Fire,
and the rest of lost humanity are killed by the word of God which comes from Christ’s
mouth.
20:2 Satan is bound in the Abyss during the (earthly) kingdom/Millennium.
20:4 Tribulation martyrs, and resisters of the mark or beast worship join with returningwith-Christ saints to be alive and live out those glorious 1000 years on the earth.
20:7-8 After it, satan is released, to deceive the nations, and gather them for war, but he’s
also thrown alive in the Lake of Fire.
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21:9-22:5 Heaven’s beauty is described. Verse 23 says God’s glory replaces any need for
the sun and moon, and Jesus is its Lamp. There will be no night (v. 25), and the nations’
glory
will be there (USA #1; v. 26). No sin will enter heaven—only saved souls.
22:7, 12 Christ is coming swiftly, and with His reward(s); blessed are those who obey this
book’s teachings.
22:9 John is forbidden to express his awe and emotion by worshipping an angel who
spoke to him (Cf.: 19:10).
22:11 This verse is not encouraging sin, but telling people to be honest and transparent
with their one spiritual nature. That is, if you have chosen to forever reject Christ, don’t
pose as a holy person, but if you have received Him, don’t act like an unholy one. Live
out your nature, so the lines don’t get blurred by confusion (I Cor. 14:33).
22:14 Blessed is everyone who washed their robes in Christ’s blood (gets saved), so they
partake of the tree of life (eternal life), and enter heaven.
22:15 Sinful people remain outside heaven, as they never got saved. This also assumes
Christians are to become morally-behaving people.
22:16 Fifth Jesus ascended description: Root and offspring of David, and bright morning
star (Cf.: 2:28).
22:17 Three groups say come and get saved: God’s Spirit, the Church (19:7-9), and
whoever hears/reads this book. Be saved, today! Jn. 3:16; II Cor. 6:2.
22:18-19 Judgment is on any who would add to or subtract from this book.
22:20 Maranatha; come quickly, Lord. IF you want MORE details on coming Bible
prophecy, we have two books (one simpler, one more advanced), at
http://AmericanAnswers.org.
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A CHRISTIAN APOLOGETIC
IF Christ was a historical figure, what did contemporaries say about him? Oral tradition
was their primary means of maintaining news reports. The four gospels could be said to
be written by biased advocates, but also eye witnesses who told the truth, even if
sometimes embarrassingly honest!
How do we know our Bible is accurate? It is proximity to the actual events, by eye
witnesses or their close acquaintances, more faithfully transmitted than all other works of
antiquity, combined, with reasonable explanations for any alleged and minor disparities
(scribal errors) in OUR version!
Historians and NON-Christians verify Jesus existed—He's NOT a myth. In fact, our
calendar is based on His life (AD/BC). No one has ever found His bones, because He was
only buried for three days, then He resurrected, never to die again. Hundreds of people
saw Him alive after death! Yes, He actually died.
Only a FOOL would die for a lie they knew was a fraud. Most of Christ's apostles died as
martyrs, for the cause they knew they were true witnesses to! They gave up everything,
including careers and cash, to tell people of Christ's resurrection, as they ate with and
touched Him, post-death!
If you don’t believe in a miracle-working God, you don’t believe in the God of the Bible.
If you don’t believe in God, God says you are a FOOL (Psalm 14:1), and God holds you
accountable for your conscience and creation showing you He exists, though invisible!
(Romans 1:20)
Jesus claimed to be God. (Jn. 5:18, 8:58, 10:30) The human writers of the New
Testament epistles claimed Jesus was divine/deity! (Jn. 1:1, 20:28; Phil. 2:9-11; Tit. 2:13;
Heb. 1:8. Proofs thereof include fulfilled prophecies, His virgin birth, a sinless life, His
many miracles, perfect words and deeds, His claims and His resurrection.
Our website button, Will You Live Forever?, lists all the Old Testament prophecies Jesus'
life fulfilled. The chances of one human fulfilling them all is equal to the state of Texas
filled with quarters, two feet deep, and you finding one marked quarter! One in 10, to the
17th power odds!
And look at our website’s list of people who attest He lived (NON-Christians, in early
antiquity), the statistics on the Bible's accurate transmission (better than any other work of
antiquity), and our section entitled, “Why Believe The Bible,” quoting Josh McDowell.
Faced with this information, you must decide if Jesus was a liar, lunatic, clown, good man,
prophet, or God? Islam says He was a prophet. Most people say He was a good man (Cf.:
Ac 10:38)
If you READ the four gospels, there is NO evidence He lied, or sinned! The ONLY
example anyone ever cites for sinning is His turning the temple tables labeled anger. (Mk.
11:15-18 and Jn. 2:13-17) But righteous indignation is NOT sin, but, instead, shows His
zeal for His Father's house! (Jn. 2:17)
This delayed answer of Christ is also not any arrogant ignoring sin, but wise patience.
(Mt. 27:14) The witnesses testify He was sinless (II Cor. 5:21; Heb. 4:15; I Pet. 2:22; I Jn.
3:5). His teachings astonished people as superior (Mt. 7:29; Jn. 6:68)
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He did so many miracles, the Bible is far too small to contain them all (Jn. 21:25). He
also was not born of human sex (Mt. 1:18-25; Isa. 7:14). Most all of the Old Testament
foretold this Messiah's coming! (Isa. 53, et al)
God cannot lie (Tit. 1:2); Jesus never lied. Yes, Jesus was a man, for 33 years, but He also
pre-existed (Phil. 2:1-6). He was tempted, but never gave in (Mt. 4:1-11; Heb. 4:15). He
cried (Jn. 11:35), got tired (Jn. 4:6), but He was 100 percent God-man—not just partly
God or just partly man. FULLY God, fully man!
There is NO evidence He was crazy (a lunatic). His somber statements give no indication
He was an entertaining clown. Yes He was a good man, and YES, He was a prophet, but
He was much more than that.
Your choice is to look at all this evidence, and make a conclusion about Who He was! He
said hell is real, as with heaven (Mt. 8:12, 10:28; Lk. 16:23-24, as with Jude 1:3, 7, and II
Pet. 2:4, as contrasted with Jn 14:2-4, Mt 5:16, 45, 48, 6:1, 7:11, etc.).
He said He is the only way to heaven (Jn. 14:6), as did doctor Luke (Ac. 4:12). He Who
existed from the beginning (eternity past), has defeated death (II Tim. 1:10), and never
lied or sinned says YOU will die, then go to heaven or hell.
The author of Hebrews confirms that we all will die (9:27). He died as the perfect
sacrificial Lamb, to pay YOUR sin indebtedness to God. Will you accept His free gift of
forgiveness of all sins on His birthday eve?
Someone has said not deciding about Jesus, for yourself, in this life, is the greatest gamble
ever! If you are right, then you are OK. But if Christ is right, and you reject His free
salvation gift, it will be hell for you, forever. That is a BIG gamble!
We all, naturally, fear death (Heb. 2:15). There’s good reason to be concerned! You don’t
know what happens afterwards! He who defeated death (Rom. 6:9), won over it, and has
been to the grave and back tells us exactly how to not go there (I Pet. 3:19-20). Ignore His
words, to your peril, and be warned: You NEVER know when your end date happens. (Jn.
3:16)
Quotes to Consider
“No one can logically claim to be a truly educated person if he does not understand who
Jesus
is and the influence He has exerted on humanity… He is undoubtedly the single
most commanding person in the entire history of mankind.” -John Ankerberg
“I know men, and I tell you that Jesus Christ is no mere man. Between Him
and every other person in the world there is no possible term of comparison.
Alexander, Caesar, Charlemagne, and I have founded empires... upon force.
Jesus Christ founded His empire upon love.” –Napoleon
“I am an historian, I am not a believer, but I must confess as a historian that this
penniless preacher from Nazareth is irrevocably the very center of history.
Jesus Christ is easily the most dominant figure in all history.” –H.G. Wells
“As a child I received instruction both in the Bible and Talmud. I’m a Jew,
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but I’m enthralled by the luminous figure of the Nazarene—no one can read the Gospels
w/out feeling the actual presence of Jesus. His personality pulsates in every word.
No myth is filled with such life.” –Albert Einstein
“The name of Jesus is not so much written as ploughed into the history of the world.”
–R. W. Emerson
“Christ's system of morals and religion as He left them to us is the best the world has seen
or is likely to see.” –Benjamin Franklin
"Christ is the great central fact of the world’s history. To him everything looks forward
or backward. All lines of history converge upon him. All the great purposes of God
culminate in him.” –Charles Spurgeon
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APOLOGETIC ANSWERS
(Originally posted 8/19/16)
A. Religion: Rational, Irrational or Non-Rational?
Imagine there's no heaven, it's easy if you try; no hell below us, above us only sky…
Imagine… no religion, too. Imagine all the people living life in peace. –John Lennon

The term ‘Rational Religion’ sounds irrational, as if religions are based solely on logic. If accessing God
were purely a logical syllogism, mankind would have worked out that formula centuries ago. So what are
we getting at here? Answering the question of what role our minds play in seeking out God.
Let’s first define religion. I am referencing ‘organized religion,’ where groups of people share similar
beliefs about God and how to live for or please Him, usually involving rituals and behavior choices. It
comes in many forms—Buddhists, Hindus, Islamists, Jewish, Christian, Catholic, Sikhs, Mormons,
Jehovah’s Witnesses, etc., but they all aspire to the same end—meeting God (especially in person and in a
positive way on the other side of the grave).
So if someone were to use their mind to explore God, would they have to research every known religion
to find Him? And even in so doing, would they find Him? Most every religious group says their way is
the right way, but if you examine them they are not saying the same thing, except in the most general of
ways saying they’re seeking to find and explain God (or gods, in some cases). How could they all be right
in their many ways to many different descriptions of their God(s)? That’s a rational question. And every
religion advocate is intrinsically biased toward their claimed beliefs. They are not out pushing another
religion, or no religion at all.
Let’s next define God. We are referencing the all-powerful Being who is in charge of life and our world,
who created man, earth, and is usually perceived as male-oriented and singular (though not in all belief
systems). We colloquially refer to Him as the Man upstairs, the good Lord, and various other terms, but in
intention, most if not all religions espouse accessing Him.
All religions teach some form of working your way into the positive (vs. negative) side of the afterlife.
The rituals can even differ: Mosque, church, synagogue acts of prayers (in different positions and
frequencies), songs, speeches, good deeds, giving money, robes, incense, recited prose, on certain days
(usually Sunday), etc., as with holy days, symbols, and sometimes even clothing (burka, yamaka, etc.).
Religions can even have a racial element, as well. Few would doubt that in America the black Church
always holds the same political values as the white church. In fact, they often end up on different sides of
the fence. Various cultures (and races), also, predominantly associate with a particular religion in their
region. Does that mean that the way to God is variant, depending on cultural morays?
World religions also fall basically into five categories as to where they teach a human being ends up on
the other side of the grave:
1. Reincarnation: Humans experience death, but return to earth in another life, even possibly an animal’s
life.
2. Cessationism: A human’s life merely comes to an end at death, with nothing further thereafter.
3. Annihilationism: God destroys the entire human, so that not even their soul remains.
4. Purgatory (half-way house): A temporary place of rehabilitation to punish and prepare one to enter
heaven afterwards.
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5. Heaven or hell: Either one goes straight to an eternally fiery hell punishment, or an eternal and blissful
Paradise where God dwells.
In EVERY religion (excepting one) you find a founder/leader who has sinned, or done wrong. Be it
obesity, adultery, divorce, murder, plagiarism or what have you, no religious leaders (or even “prophets,”
as some refer to them) are morally perfect, so we are dealing with fallible and fallen human beings who
do not 100% represent God’s moral character.
Hence, their teachings, as well, have a potentiality for leading people astray with less than perfect
concepts conveyed.
All religions seem to have their own unique written sources of religious authority, or holy books, be it the
Torah, Quran, Books of Mormon and Moroni, Bible, or what have you. Do these books all agree with
each other in every detail? Of course not.
In any details? Not that much. At best, they seem to all agree with some common concepts of morality,
like love, peace, kindness, forgiveness, justice, mercy, the least amount of wars, and a belief in common
humanity and decency. Pretty non-specific (or general) doctrine(s).
So where does one go with this vast variance and quantity of information claiming to get one to God?
Any answer I would give you would be biased, so I could answer that you should discover that for
yourself and search them all out.
But no one really has that much interest, or time, or often access to that many materials and books. May I
suggest a shorter path for you to consider, which, though biased to my experience, you are 100% free to
reject after exploring it with an open mind?
That path is to honestly explore the claims of Jesus. You can conclude afterwards that they are bogus
myths, He was crazy, or the claims are all made up by fanatical followers, but at least avail yourself to
objective, factual, verified evidence for such claims before you explore other options and reject it as
fantasy.
Let’s start at the beginning, or with why we even need to consider religion in the first place:
B. Man’s Problem
1. God loves you immensely.
For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son,
that whoever believes in Him shall not perish, but have eternal life. (John 3:16)
But God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us.
(Romans 5:8)
Greater love has no one than this, that one lay down his life for his friends. (John 15:13)
However,
2. That love does not ultimately benefit you if you are out of a relationship with Him. (John 3:18)
Why?: For God did not send the Son into the world to judge the world, but that the world might be saved
through Him. He who believes in Him is not judged; he who does not believe has been judged already,
because he has not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God.(John 3:17-18)
3. You are a sinner. (Romans 3:23)
4. You were born that way (as was everyone else since our human parents, Adam and Eve). (Romans
5:12, 7:14)
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5. This fact applies to all men (and we prove this fact every day, sadly).
Therefore, just as through one man sin entered into the world, and death through sin, and so death spread
to all men, because all sinned (Romans 5:12).
6. The consequences are that we live separated from God and the life He offers. (Ephesians 2:11-12;
Colossians 1:21), and,
7. The result is our bodies die, at which point we/our souls live forever in one of two places:
And inasmuch as it is appointed for men to die once and after this comes judgment, (Hebrews 9:27)
a) Heaven. Please see: Description at On Heaven, at AmericanAnswers.org’s Will You Live Forever?
Or,
b) Hell. Please see: Description at On Hell, at this website’s Will You Live Forever? button.
8. Can we get ourselves out of this predicament by working harder to not be sinful? In a word, no. Works
don’t work. (Ephesians 2:8-10)
nevertheless knowing that a man is not justified by the works of the Law but through faith in Christ Jesus,
even we have believed in Christ Jesus, so that we may be justified by faith in Christ and not by the works
of the Law; since by the works of the Law no flesh will be justified. (Galatians 2:16)
Why?
a) One sin makes us guilty before God as if we had committed all sins. (Genesis 2:17)
For whoever keeps the whole law and yet stumbles in one point, he has become guilty of all. (James 2:10)
b) If we try to work our way to God, the standard is 100% moral perfection.
For as many as are of the works of the Law are under a curse; for it is written, “CURSED IS EVERYONE
WHO DOES NOT ABIDE BY ALL THINGS WRITTEN IN THE BOOK OF THE LAW, TO
PERFORM THEM.” (Galatians 3:10)
c) Even if you have a perfect here on out, you still here on back (i.e., a past).
d) If salvation were by works, God would owe you heaven, and God is the debtor to no man.
Now to the one who works, his wage is not credited as a favor, but as what is due. (Romans 4:4)
e) If salvation were by works, you would be proud of your accomplishment, so you would ‘sin to win’
entrance.
Where then is boasting? It is excluded. By what kind of law? Of works? No, but by a law of faith.
(Romans 3:27)
f) If salvation were by works, you would not need God, or especially Christ’s death on the cross.
I do not nullify the grace of God, for if righteousness comes through the Law, then Christ died
needlessly.” (Galatians 2:21)
9. Are there multiple ways to get ourselves out of this jam? No. In a word, man only reaches God through
Jesus Christ—not by religion (all of which teach works, absent a direct relationship
with Jesus).
So we owe a huge debt for our sins, that we can’t make up for, overlook or work off.
10. What can be done? Christ paid the price/penalty/punishment for all our sins when He died on the cross
as a sinless sacrifice.
a) He was morally perfect (God), and His death satisfied God’s wrath otherwise to be placed on us.
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b) He died, was buried, and rose from the grave, meaning He is alive today, seated in heaven next to God
the Father, and offers this free gift of salvation, based solely on his sacrificial
debt payment.
11. How do we get in on that offer? Solely by sincere heart faith in Jesus to forgive all our sins, requested
in prayer.
12. Do all people do that? Clearly not.
13. Why do some reject? For a variety of reasons, all of which ultimately originate from the devil, and are
designed to keep them eternally hell-bound.
14. Isn’t this all just a scare tactic? If hell weren’t real, or if I hid behind a door and yelled ‘boo’ to scare
you, those would be scare tactics. Rather than scare you, I am informing you so you
can make an educated decision.
15. Aren’t you being ‘preachy,’ or trying to shove religion down my throat? Have I ever said you must do
this or I will threaten physical harm to you? God wants you to make a decision, but it
is always your decision.
16. Aren’t you just trying to get me into your religion (or church)? I have not mentioned any church or
denomination. I am trying to get you into a right relationship with God. Organized religion, with all its
practices, rituals, and such is not anything you have heard me speak of at this juncture. You’ll also notice
I have never asked for one dime from you.
An excellent illustration comes from the following scenario (taken from an airline passenger’s
vantage point): “Suppose this plane were to crash… the cabin began to fill with smoke. The cabin lights
are out and people are groping for a way to exit the burning aircraft. The flight attendant waves her
flashlight and says, ‘Follow me! There is only one way out of the plane!’ Would you accuse her of being
hateful for trying to persuade you and follow her directions? Would you label her as ‘intolerant’ because
she claimed there was only one way out of the plane? …Her only motivation for you insisting you follow
her directions would be her concern for your safety.” Not All Roads Lead To Heaven, pp. 31-32, by Dr.
Robert Jeffress (BakerBooks: Grand Rapids, MI), 2016
17. When should a person make that decision? The Bible says today.
for He says, “At the acceptable time I listened to you, and on the day of salvation I helped you.” Behold,
now is “the acceptable time,” behold, now is “the day of salvation.” (II Corinthians 6:2)
a) We never know the day the Grim reaper will come knocking on our door, and,
b) We never know the day Jesus will physically return to our earth (at which point it will be too late).
The only question I now pose to you, in return, is are you now willing to place your faith in Jesus and
receive that gift of eternal life?
Please see: Prayer Example and Now What?, at Will You Live Forever? (on this website)
C. The Living Word: Jesus Christ
You know of Jesus of Nazareth, how God anointed Him with the Holy Spirit and with power, and how He
went about doing good and healing all who were oppressed by the devil, for God was with Him. (Acts
10:38)
Two thousand years ago there was One here on this earth who lived the grandest life that ever has been
lived yet—a life that every thinking man, with deeper or shallower meaning,
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has agreed to call divine. –Frederick W. Robertson
A man who was completely innocent, offered himself as a sacrifice for the good of others, including his
enemies, and became the ransom of the world. It was a perfect act. –Mahatma Gandhi
We next explore the claims of Jesus, beginning with the least likely biased sources, and moving on to
those who have more of a vested interest in your believing their claims. When assessing the nature and
identity of Jesus Christ, one does well to consider both His words, His works (or good deeds), His
miracles, His prophecies (both fulfilled and to be fulfilled), and His claims of deity. People who heard
Jesus were impressed and awed by the authority and insight of His words of eternal life! (Mt. 7:29; Mk.
1:22; Jn. 6:68)
Historicity of Christ
(secular evidence that Jesus existed)
“The fifteenth edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica uses 22,000 words in describing this person, Jesus.
His description took more space than was given to Aristotle, Cicero, Alexander, Julius Caesar, Buddha,
Confucius, Mohammed or Napoleon Bonaparte. Concerning the testimony of the many independent
secular accounts of Jesus of Nazareth, it records: ‘These independent accounts prove that in ancient times
even the opponents of Christianity never doubted the historicity of Jesus, which was disputed for the first
time and on inadequate grounds by several authors at the end of the 18th, during the 19th, and at the
beginning of the 20th centuries.’” Evidence That Demands a Verdict, p. 203, by Josh McDowell (Here’s
Life Publishers, Inc.: San Bernardino, CA), 1979
Non-biblical Sources for the Historicity of Jesus
Cornelius Tacitus (born A.D. 52-54), Lucian of Samosata, Flavius Josephus (born A.D. 37), Seutonius
(A.D. 120), Plinius Secundus (Pliny the younger), Tertullian, Phlegon (first century historian), Letter of
Mara Bar-Serapion. Evidence That Demands a Verdict, pp. 81-87, by Josh McDowell (Here’s Life
Publishers, Inc.: San Bernardino, CA), 1979
Summary of Non-Christian Sources on Christ
Piecing together all ten non-Christian references, we see that:
1. Jesus lived during [the] time of Tiberius Caesar.
2. He lived a virtuous life.
3. He was a wonder-worker.
4. He had a brother named James.
5. He was acclaimed to be the Messiah.
6. He was crucified under Pontius Pilate.
7. He was crucified on the eve of the Jewish Passover.
8. Darkness and an earthquake occurred when he died.
9. His disciples believed he rose from the dead.
10. His disciples were willing to die for their belief.
11. Christianity spread rapidly as far as Rome.
12. His disciples denied the Roman gods and worshipped Jesus as God. I Don’t Have Enough Faith to Be
an Atheist, p. 223, by Norman L. Geisler (Crossway Books: Wheaton, IL), 2004
Knowing what religiously unbiased authorities of the early centuries said about Jesus lends credibility to
the truthfulness of biblical statements that say the same thing. Later on, we will address the accuracy of
biblical revelation, but for now, let’s address what Jesus said about who
He was:
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The Seven Signs
(in the Book of John)
Purpose of the book (Jn. 20:30, 21:24-25)…
1. Turning water into wine. (Jn. 2:1-12)
2. Healing of the Nobleman’s Son. (Jn. 4:46-54)
3. Healing of the Man at the Pool of Bethesda. (Jn. 5:1-9)
4. Feeding of the Five Thousand+. (Jn. 6:1-15)
5. Walking on Water. (Jn. 6:16-21)
6. Healing of the Man Born Blind. (Jn. 9:1-41)
7. Resurrection of Lazarus. (Jn. 11:17-46)
The Seven “I Am’s”
(in the Book of John)
I am (Jn. 8:58) the…
1. Bread of Life. (Jn. 6: 35, 48)
2. Light of the World. (Jn. 8: 12, 9:5)
3. Door. (Jn. 10:9)
4. Good Shepherd. (Jn. 10:11)
5. Resurrection and the Light. (Jn. 11:25)
6. Way, the Truth and the Light. (Jn. 14:6)
7. True Vine. (Jn. 15:1)
The Deity of Jesus Christ
(i.e., divinity/godhood)
BEHOLD, THE VIRGIN SHALL BE WITH CHILD AND SHALL BEAR A SON, AND THEY SHALL
CALL HIS NAME “IMMANUEL,” which translated means, “GOD WITH US.” (Mt. 1:23)
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He was in the
beginning with God. All things came into being through Him, and apart from Him nothing came into
being that has come into being. (Jn. 1:1-3)
And He is the radiance of His [God’s] glory and the exact representation of His nature, and upholds all
things by the word of His power. (Heb. 1:3a-b)
Before Abraham was, I am. (Jn. 8:58)
He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation. For by Him all things were created, both
in the heavens and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities–
all things have been created through Him and for Him. He is before all things, and in Him all things hold
together. (Col. 1:16-17)
For it was the Father’s good pleasure for all the fullness to dwell in Him. (Col. 1:19)
What Did Jesus Claim?
“As you read the words of Jesus, ask yourself, what kind of mere man would say them?
I am the light of the world. Whoever follows Me will never walk in darkness, but will have the light of
life. (John 8:12)
I am the resurrection and the life. He who believes in Me will live, even though he dies. (John 11:25)
No one has ever gone into heaven except the one who came from heaven–the Son of Man. (John 3:13)
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For the bread of God is He who comes down from heaven and gives life to the world… I am the bread of
life. He who comes to Me will never go hungry, and he who believes in me will never be thirsty. (John
6:33, 35)
When a man believes in me, he does not believe in me only, but in the One who sent Me. (John 12:44-45)
You call Me ‘Teacher’ and ‘Lord,’ and rightly so, for that is what I am. (John 13:13)
And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come back and take you to be with Me that you also may be
where I am. (John 14:3)
I have overcome the world. (John 16:33)
My teaching is not My own. It comes from Him who sent Me. If anyone chooses to do God’s will, he will
find out whether My teaching comes from god or whether I speak on My own. (John 7:16-17)
I and the Father are one. (John 10:30)
Anyone who has seen me has seen the Father. (John 14:9)
All that belongs to the Father is Mine. (John 16:15)
You are from below, I am from above; you are of this world, I am not of this world. (John 8:23)” Ready
With an Answer, pp, 26-27, by John Ankerberg (Harvest House: Eugene, OR), 1997 [emphasis mine]
I am the living bread that came down from heaven. Whoever eats this bread will live forever.
This bread is my flesh, which I will give for the life of the world. (John 6:51)
Christ’s Miracles Categories:
Turned water into wine, calmed the sea, walked on water, healed, resurrected Lazarus.
Liar, Lunatic, Laughing Stock or Lord?
Such claims led C.S. Lewis to posit that Jesus was either a liar (deceptive and untrue), a lunatic (crazy), or
Lord (God/deity). Others have added clown (entertainer or provocateur). Reading about Him, and
becoming aware of His perfect moral character, teachings and miracles, you must make a decision about
which of these conclusions applies, and if the latter, you cannot avoid or ignore the things He says about
your afterlife.
Liar. If when Jesus made His claims, He knew that He was not God, then He was lying and deliberately
deceiving His followers. But if He was a liar, He was also a hypocrite, because he told others to be
honest, whatever the cost, while He Himself taught and lived a colossal lie… Many will say Jesus was a
good moral teacher. Let’s be realistic. How could He be a great moral teacher and knowingly mislead
people at the most important point of His teaching—His own identity? You would have to conclude
logically that He was a deliberate liar. This view of Jesus, however doesn’t coincide with what we know
either of Him or the results of His life and teachings. Wherever Jesus has been proclaimed, lives have
been changed for the good, nations have been changed for the better, thieves are made honest, alcoholics
are cured, hateful individuals become channels of love, unjust persons become just.
Lunatic. …for someone to think himself God, especially in a fiercely monotheistic culture, and then to tell
others that their eternal destiny depended on believing in him, is no light flight of fantasy but the thoughts
of a lunatic in the fullest sense. Was Jesus Christ such a person?
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Someone who believes he is God sounds like someone today believing himself Napoleon. He would be
deluded and self-deceived, and probably he would be locked up so he wouldn’t hurt himself or anyone
else. Yet in Jesus we don’t observe the abnormalities and imbalance that usually go along with being
deranged. His poise and compassion would certainly be amazing if He were insane. …In light of other
things we know about Jesus, it’s hard to imagine that He was mentally disturbed. Here is a man who
spoke some of the most profound sayings ever recorded. A Ready Defense, pp. 242-245, by Josh
McDowell (Thomas Nelson: Nashville), 1993
Laugh-Generator (Clown). Some also add laughingstock, or clown. If you’ve read Christ’s words, there
is a somber sobriety and seriousness to many issues He addressed which quickly dissuade that allegation
holding any credibility.
Lord. Jesus made claims for himself that no other religious founder did; to forgive sins, to be the judge of
all people, to always be present with his followers, to hear their prayers, etc. –Paul Copan
Red Letter Bible Verses
(what Jesus said)…
Part of the demonstration of Jesus’ impact on cultures and society include His most famous sayings,
which include (among others):
A city on a hill. (Mt. 5:14); A house divided cannot stand. (Mt. 12:25); Blessed are the peace-makers.
(Mt. 5:9); Blessed are the poor (or poor in spirit)—(Mt. 5:3; Lk. 6:20); Do not judge. (Mt. 7:1); Father
forgive them, for they know not what they do. (Lk. 23:34); Get thee behind me, Satan. (Mt. 16:23); Go
the extra mile. (Mt. 5:41); Love your enemies. (Mt. 5:44); Not my will but Thine be done. (Lk. 22:42);
Out of the mouths of babes. (Mt. 21:16); Physician, heal yourself. (Lk. 4:23); Seek, and ye shall find. (Mt.
7:7); Suffer the little children to come to Me. (Mt. 19:14); The Golden Rule: Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you. (Mt. 7:12); The Lord’s prayer. (Mt. 6:9-13; Lk. 11:2-4); The spirit is willing, but
the flesh is weak. (Mt. 26:41); Turn the other cheek. (Mt. 38-40); You cannot serve God and money. (Lk.
16:13); You shall know the truth, and the truth shall set you free. (Jn. 8:32); You who are without sin cast
the first stone. (Jn. 8:37); You will know them by their fruits. (Mt. 7:16); You’re either for me or against
me. (Lk. 11:23)
D. The Written Word: The Bible
This Book (the Bible) had to be written by one of three people: good men, bad men or God. It couldn't
have been written by good men because they said it was inspired by the revelation
of God. Good men don't lie and deceive. It couldn't have been written by bad men because bad men would
not write something that would condemn themselves. It leaves only one conclusion. It was given by
divine inspiration of God. –John Wesley
The Bible is worth all other books which have ever been printed. –Patrick Henry
There is no other book so various as the Bible, nor one so full on concentrated wisdom. –Herbert Hoover
Assessing what Jesus taught, especially concerning His identity, ultimately relies quite heavily on the
accuracy of the book in which those statements are found—the Bible.
The Uniqueness of the Bible
The existence of the Bible, as a book for the people, is the greatest benefit which the human race has ever
experienced. Every attempt to belittle it is a crime against humanity. –Immanuel Kant
Unique in its Continuity…
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Unique in its Circulation. The Bible has been read by more people and published in more languages than
any other book in history. More copies of its entirety and more portions and selections have been
produced than any other book.
Unique in its Translation. The Bible was one of the first books translated… The Bible has been translated
and retranslated, and paraphrased, more than any other book in existence.
A thousand times over, the death knell of the Bible has been sounded, the funeral procession formed, the
inscription cut in the tombstone, and committal read. But somehow the corpse never stays put. –Bernard
Ramm
Unique in its Survival.
1. Survival through time. Being written on material that perishes
and having to be coped and recopied for hundreds of years
before the invention of the printing press did not diminish the
style, correctness, or existence of the Bible…
2. Survival through persecution. The Bible has withstood vicious
attacks of its enemies as no other book has. Many have tried to
burn it, ban it, and ‘outlaw it, from the days of the Roman
emperors to present-day Communist-dominated countries.’
The Bible—banned, burned, beloved. More widely read, more frequently attacked than any other book in
history. Generations of intellectuals have attempted to discredit it, dictators of every age have outlawed it
and executed those who read it. Yet soldiers carry it into battle believing it more powerful than their
weapons. Fragments of it smuggled into solitary prison cells have transformed ruthless killers into gentle
saints. –Charles Colson
3. Survival through criticism. Infidels for eighteen hundred years have been refuting and overthrowing
this book, and yet it stands today as solid as a rock. –John W. Lea
Voltaire expected that within fifty years of his lifetime there would not be one Bible in the world. His
house is now a distribution center for Bibles in many languages. –Corrie Ten Boom
Unique in its Teaching…
Unique in its Influence on Surrounding Literature… A Ready Defense, pp. 26-33, by Josh McDowell
(Thomas Nelson: Nashville), 1993
Alexander, Caesar, Charlemagne, and myself founded empires; but what foundation did we rest the
creations of our genius? Upon force. Jesus Christ founded an empire upon love; and at this hour millions
of men would die for Him. –Napoleon Bonaparte
We believe that the history of the world is but the history of His influence and that the center of the whole
universe is the cross of Calvary. –Alexander Maclaren
The Top Ten Reasons We Know the New Testament Writers Told the Truth
The New Testament Writers…
1. Included embarrassing details about themselves.
2. Included embarrassing details and difficult sayings of Jesus. [See ‘Author Honesty,’ below]
3. Left in demanding sayings of Jesus.
4. Carefully distinguished Jesus’ words from their own.
5. Include events related to the resurrection that would not have been invented.
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6. Include more than thirty historically confirmed people in their writings.
7. Include divergent details.
8. Challenge their readers to check out verifiable facts, even facts about miracles.
9. Describe miracles like other historical events: with simple, unembellished accounts.
10. Abandoned their long-held sacred beliefs and practices, adopted new ones, and did not deny their
testimony under persecution or threat of death. I Don’t Have Enough Faith to Be
an Atheist, pp. 275-293, by Norman L. Geisler (Crossway Books: Wheaton, IL), 2004
Author Honesty
Despite the prejudices and theological preconceptions of the evangelists, they record many instances that
mere inventors would have concealed—the competition of the apostles for high places in the kingdom,
their flight after Jesus’ arrest, Peter’s denial, the failure of Christ to work miracles in Galilee, the
references of some auditors to His possible insanity, His early uncertainty as to His mission, His
confessions of ignorance as to the future, His moments of bitterness, His despairing cry on the cross… –
Josh McDowell
I can trust the apostle’s testimonies because eleven of those men died martyrs’ deaths because they stood
solid for two truths: Christ’s deity and his resurrection. These men were tortured and flogged, and most
finally suffered death by some of the cruelest methods then known.
1. Peter, originally called Simon, was crucified.
2. Andrew was crucified.
3. James, son of Zebedee, was killed by the sword.
4. John, son of Zebedee, died a natural death.
5. Philip was crucified.
6. Bartholomew was crucified.
7. Thomas was killed by a spear.
8. Matthew was killed by the sword.
9. James, son of Alphaeus, was crucified.
10. Thaddaeus was killed by arrows.
11. Simon, the zealot, was crucified. More Than a Carpenter, pp.
89-91, by Josh McDowell (Living Books: Carol Stream, IL),
2009
The Reliability of the Biblical Documents
This can be demonstrated by combining three lines of evidence: the bibliographic test, the internal test,
and the external test. The first test examines the biblical manuscripts, the second test deals with the claims
made by the biblical authors, and the third test looks to outside confirmation of biblical content. The
Bibliographic Test. The three aspects of this test are the quantity, quality, and time span of the
manuscripts.
The bibliographical test determines only that the text we have now is what was originally recorded. One
still has to determine not only whether the original written record is credible but also to what extent it is
credible. That is the task of internal criticism…
Apologist John W. Montgomery reminds us that ‘historical and literary scholarship continues to follow
Aristotle’s eminently just dictum that the benefit of doubt is to be given to the document itself, not
arrogated by the critic to himself… This means that one must listen to the claims of the document under
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analysis, and not assume fraud or error unless the author disqualifies himself by contradictions or known
factual inconsistencies. –Josh McDowell
The Internal Test. ..we are really examining the truth claims of the various authors of the Bible and
allowing them to speak for themselves. This provides significant evidence that must not be ignored.
The External Test. Because the Scriptures continually refer to historical events, they are verifiable; their
accuracy can be checked by external evidence. I’m Glad You Asked, pp. 90-101, by Ken Boa (Chariot
Victor Publishing: Colorado Springs, CO), 1977
The third test of historicity is that of external evidence—whether other historical material confirms or
denies the internal testimony of the documents themselves. –Josh McDowell
Is The New Testament Historically Reliable?
1. Do we have early testimony? Generally, the earlier the sources, the more accurate is the testimony.
2. Do we have eyewitness testimony? Eyewitness testimony is usually the best means of establishing what
really happened.
3. Do we have testimony from multiple, independent, eyewitness sources? Multiple, independent
eyewitnesses confirm that the events really occurred (they are not fiction), and provide
additional details that a single source might miss. (true independent sources normally tell the same basic
story but with different details. Historians sometimes call this ‘coherence with dissimilarity.’).
4. Are the eyewitnesses trustworthy? Should you believe them? Character matters.
5. Do we have corroborating evidence from archaeology or other writers? This adds further confirmation.
6. Do we have any enemy attestation? If opponents of the eyewitnesses admit certain facts the
eyewitnesses say are true, then those facts usually are true (for example, if your mother
says you are brave, that might be true; but it’s probably true if your archenemy says the same thing).
7. Does the testimony contain events or details that are embarrassing to the authors? Since most people do
not like to record negative information about themselves, any testimony
that makes the author look bad is probably true. I Don’t Have Enough Faith to Be an Atheist, p. 231, 275291, by Norman L. Geisler (Crossway Books: Wheaton, IL), 2004
No classical scholar would listen to an argument that the authenticity of Herodotus is in doubt because the
earliest manuscripts of their works which are of use to us are over 1,300 years later than the originals. –
F.F. Bruce
More than twenty thousand copies of the New Testament manuscripts are in existence as of 2009. The
Illiad, second to the New Testament in manuscript authority, has only 643 manuscripts in existence. –
Josh McDowell
If one discards the Bible as unreliable historically, then he or she must discard all the literature of
antiquity. More Than a Carpenter, p. 87, by Josh McDowell (Living Books: Carol Stream, IL), 2009
Classical scholar and historian Colin Hemer chronicled 84 details in which Luke’s book of Acts was
historically accurate. See: I Don’t Have Enough Faith to Be an Atheist, p. 256-259, by Norman L. Geisler
(Crossway Books: Wheaton, IL), 2004
Archaeological Evidence
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The New Testament provides the primary historical source for information about Jesus… Twentiethcentury archaeological discoveries had confirmed the accuracy of the New Testament documents… –Josh
McDowell
All human discoveries seem to be made only for the purpose of confirming more and more strongly the
truth contained in the Sacred Scriptures. –Sir William Herschel
Old Testament archaeology has rediscovered whole nations, resurrected important peoples, and in a most
astonishing manner filled in historic gaps, adding immeasurably to the knowledge of biblical
backgrounds. –Merrill Unger
Unlike other books that claim to be Scripture (such as the Book of Mormon), the Bible’s accuracy and
reliability have been proved and verified over and over again by archaeological finds produced by both
believing and nonbelieving scholars and scientists. –Ron Rhodes
Selected Archaeological Evidence Supporting the Old Testament
The Black Stele, David’s conquest of Jerusalem, Authenticity of the Book of Daniel, The Mari Tablets,
The Nuzi Tablets, Laban’s Stolen Images, Doors in Sodom, The Five Cities of the Plain… The use of
camels, The Amarna Tablets, The Lakish letters, The Gedaliah Seal… The Dead Sea Scrolls, Etc. A
Ready Defense, pp. 94-107, by Josh McDowell (Thomas Nelson: Nashville), 1993
No sciences are better attested than the religion of the Bible –Sir Isaac Newton
Inspiration
Biblical inspiration may be defined as God’s superintending of the human authors so that, using their own
individual personalities—and even their writing styles—they composed and recorded without error His
revelation to mankind in the words of the original autographs. [See also: Lk. 1:1-3, 3:1; II Pet. 1:16; I Jn.
1:3] The Complete Book of Bible Answers, pp. 13-15, by Ron Rhodes (Harvest House Publishers:
Eugene, OR), 1977
Oral Tradition
Was this dependence on oral tradition a hindrance to those who lived in Jesus’ day? They didn’t seem to
think so… In the Jewish culture it was important that a teacher’s words were carefully preserved and
passed down… [Why was there so little written documentation of the life of Jesus?] Was Christianity a
hot news item in the first century? For Christians it was—but for those in government and for the press,
not really. –Josh McDowell
The Canon
The New Testament accounts of Christ were being circulated within the lifetimes of his contemporaries.
These people whose lives overlapped his could certainly confirm or deny the accuracy of the accounts. –
Josh McDowell
When the church formally recognized what books belonged in the canon, there were five primary tests
that were applied.
1. Was the book written or backed by a prophet or apostle of God?
2. Is the book authoritative?
3. Does the book tell the truth about God as it is already known by
previous revelation?
4. Does the book give evidence of having the power of God?
5. Was the book accepted by the people of God? The Complete
Book of Bible Answers, pp. 28-29, by Ron Rhodes (Harvest
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House Publishers: Eugene, OR), 1977
New Testament Author’s Close Relation to Jesus
http://godisforus.com/information/bible/ntdocs/authors.htm
How Is the Original Reconstructed?
At last count, there are nearly 5,700 hand-written Greek manuscripts of the New Testament. Not only
does the New Testament enjoy abundant manuscript support, but it also has manuscripts that were written
soon after the originals. [Despite manuscripts destroyed by Diocletian (303 to 311 AD) it was not
thorough/complete]. Why? Because the early church fathers—men of the second and third centuries such
as Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Tertullian, and others—quoted the New
Testament so much (36,289 times, to be exact) that all but eleven verses of the New Testament can be
reconstructed just from their quotations… In order to address the issue of accuracy, we need to clear up
misunderstandings many critics have concerning ‘errors’ in the biblical manuscripts… Textual scholars
Wescott and Hort estimated that only one in sixty of these variants have significance. This would leave a
text 98.33 percent pure. Philip Schaff calculated that of the 150,000 variants known in his day, only 400
changed the meaning of the passage, only fifty were of real significance, and not even one affected ‘an
article of faith or a precept of duty which is not abundantly sustained by other and undoubted passages, or
by the whole tenor of Scripture teaching.’ I Don’t Have Enough Faith to Be an Atheist, pp. 225-229, by
Norman L. Geisler (Crossway Books: Wheaton, IL), 2004
My biggest advice to anyone doubting the Bible’s reality and Christian’s claims about it is to just read it!
Spend thirty days, fifteen minutes a day, and see what you think for yourself. It is best, then, to address
any further issues you may have heard or been taught, after you see and deal with the at least 98%+ of it
which is perfectly clear (and cross-reference its teachings to your own life observations, apart from any
Christian-specific experiences). I challenge any sincere reader to read the whole thing, take notes if so
inclined, and then show me the claimed myths, errors, and inconsistencies (and their percents) which you
may have been taught exist.
The Bible is not merely a book; it is a Living Being, with an action, a power, which invades everything
that opposes its extension, behold! It is upon this table: This Book, surpassing all others; I never omit to
read it, and every day with some pleasure. –Napoleon Bonaparte
The Bible is superior to all other religious books in content. It sets up the highest ethical standards,
enjoins the most absolute obedience, denounces every form of sin, and yet informs the sinner how he can
become right with God. How could uninspired men write a book like that? –Henry Thiessen
E. On Apologetics
The use of the term “prove” does not here mean with mathematical certainty or logically necessary
conclusions, as those disciplines (i.e., mathematics and formal logic) deal in abstract vs. concrete matters.
It does mean to provide adequate evidence for. –Normal L. Geisler (paraphrased)
I can’t prove God to you any more than you can prove He doesn’t exist. Let’s begin with that stipulation
so we can move on to evidence I can offer you in support of such a conclusion, from God’s top two
revelations of Himself—the living and written Word of God, Jesus and the Bible.
I must also state, having recently reviewed many Christian ‘apologetic’ texts, at first glance they often
seem overly-positive, maybe even too good to believe, like someone was biasedly trying to sell you on the
Christian religion. The problem with that is these authorities/experts present verifiably factual evidence,
including that from completely independent, secular and even anti-Christians sources (corroborated by
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such disciplines as archaeology, history, anthropology, science, astronomy, geography and literary
science).
This issue ultimately comes down to us reporting the evidence, and your deciding where it rationally leads
you, absent any presuppositions or closed-mindedness on your part. If you sincerely desire to discover
truth, and are willing to put in a little effort to investigate, I’m praying you come to see what billions of
others throughout the centuries have (because nothing is as important as where you will live after your
body is gone).
Even if Jesus were physically here on earth for you to personally meet, that (in and of itself) would not be
enough for some, as there is always the will of the human serving as the jury on Jesus, having seen all
necessary proof. (Jn. 6:64, 12:37, 20:29; Ac. 28:24, etc.) It’s always important to bear in mind the
different standards of certainty encountered when one uses the word ‘proof:’
Definition of “Proof.”
1. Not Possibly True–a Hoax, Myth or Lie/Deception.
2. Unlikely, Unreasonable, Very Doubtful.
3. Beyond a Reasonable Doubt/More Likely Than Not/Tipping The
Scales (civil standard).
4. Clear and Convincing Evidence (criminal standard).
6. Beyond a Shadow of Doubt.
7. Scientifically Provable Fact. –Josh McDowell
In a very real sense, the Christian is certain of these truths regarding the Gospel and the Bible because
they know Jesus Christ personally; in short, they know Christ, and have a vital relationship with Him. To
ask many of them to ‘prove’ their beliefs is akin to someone asking you to prove you know your
girlfriend, wife, or fiancé? You’ve met and know them. They’re your personal friend, and in the case of
Christ, He’s one who leads, and who you speak with and who speaks to you, through His word. If He
were not living/alive, as Paul said in I Corinthians 15, we would truly be those most to be pitied, to have
dedicated so much for an empty promise!
Spiritual Background
“Then You are a king?” Pilate said. “You say that I am a king,” Jesus answered. “For this reason
I was born and have come into the world, to testify to the truth. Everyone who belongs to the truth listens
to My voice.” “What is truth?” Pilate asked. And having said this, he went out again to the Jews and told
them, “I find no basis for a charge against Him.” (Jn. 18:37-38)
No person can see or understand/spiritually comprehend the truthfulness of the Gospel of Christ unless
and until God’s Spirit sovereignly enlightens his spirit through hearing/learning/being presented the
Gospel message. It is foolishness to his unregenerated soul. Even miracles corroborating the claims of
Christ and His followers did not convince everyone Jesus was the Messiah. There is a veil over man’s
heart, from birth, and a blindedness of Satan from seeing the glory of Christ’s Gospel. One can neither be
logic’d into such understanding as they can be emotionally manipulated into it, or “sold” the Gospel
goods. Ultimately, the Christian has only reliant dependence upon God to soften and open a lost heart to
believe. (Pv. 14:1; Jn. 6:44; I Cor. 1:18-25; II Cor. 4:1-6)
At the same time, the offer and invitation are not based on nothingness, but in fact are historically and
factually founded. There certainly can and often should be convincing (Ac. 26:28), reason (Ac. 17:2) and
appealing/entreating (II Cor. 5:20) in evangelism, but none of those things will work if the Spirit isn’t
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cooperating. And the adage is true that ‘all truth is God’s truth,’ which includes natural law, scientific
facts and all logical conclusions are part of what we generally refer to as ‘truth.’
For the believer, our two most powerful tools are the Gospel and the Bible. (Rom. 1:16; Heb. 4:12, etc.)
The message of Jesus and the book which records such message are a powerful bulwark against which no
man can reasonably resist if they are working in conjunction with the sovereign calling of the Holy Spirit.
For that reason, this paper is centered on the reasonableness of belief in those two beliefs.
Philosophy of Apologetics
Christian faith is not an irrational leap. Examined objectively, the claims of the Bible are rational
propositions well supported by reason and evidence. –Charles Colson
Apologetics provides well-reasoned evidences to the nonbeliever as to why he ought to choose
Christianity rather than any other religion… Apologetics can remove the mental roadblocks that prevent
nonbelievers from responding to the gospel… Apologetics demonstrates why we believe what we believe.
Apologetics does not replace our faith, it grounds our faith. –Ron Rhodes
Where logic ends, revelation often begins, but many times has already begun. The truth often jives with
logic, but never so much that faith is not required. Ultimately, its understanding requires a sovereign
encounter with God. Logical arguments give us things to ponder, to try to open minds and heart a bit more
to truth they reject, but one can’t full be reasoned into believing in God’s miracles. Also, God provides
enough counter-evidence from a fallen world that faith will always be needed until sight has come into
this reality.
Truth is discovered, not invented... Truth is transcultural; if something is true, it is true for all people, in
all places, at every time... Truth is unchanging even though our beliefs about truth change… Beliefs
cannot change a fact... Truth is not affected by the attitude of the one professing it… All truths are
absolute truths. I Don’t Have Enough Faith to Be an Atheist, pp. 37-38, by Norman L. Geisler (Crossway
Books: Wheaton, IL), 2004
Apologetics is the discipline that addresses a rational defense of the Christian faith… God created humans
to reason as part of His image (Gen. 1:27; Cf.: Col. 3:10)… People rightly refuse to believe without
evidence… even in Scripture God calls on us to use reason (Isa. 1:18; Mt. 22:36-37; I {et. 3:15). Baker
Encyclopedia of Christian Apologetics, pp. 37-40, by Norman L. Geisler (Baker Books: Grand Rapids,
MI), 1999
In a sense the marriage of faith and reason is the most important question in apologetics because it is the
overall question. If faith and reason and not wedded partners, if faith and reason are divorced or
incompatible, like cats and birds, then apologetics is impossible. For apologetics is the attempt to ally
reason to faith, to defend faith with reason’s weapons. Handbook of Christian Apologetics, p. 29, by Peter
Kreeft and Ronald K. Tacelli (InterVarsity Press: Downers Grove, IL), 1994
Pre- or Post-Evangelism?
Some apologists propose that in a ‘post-Christian’ culture, before one should evangelize, they first need to
establish the apologetic credibility of the claims we believers make when giving out the Gospel. Because I
believe in the power of God and His Gospel (in all generations), and have done much evangelism, both
my experience, and especially my Scripture reading causes me to believe you do not get off script from
the important matters, unless and until a lost person broaches the subject. This is not avoiding the hard
work, but prioritizing the most important (and powerful) work in first order. God doesn’t require a
Christian to be an apologetics scholar to be able to speak the Gospel effectively.
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Referenced Research
There are academic texts answering apologetic questions for scholars and the really diligent inquirer, but
I’ve found most people you speak the Gospel with often just ask enough questions to see if the
evangelizer thinks for herself or is robot-like. Some, to be sure, are sincerely doubting or curious, but
often a single smart reply can quell about all they were interested in knowing off subject. After, that
referring our expert texts can suffice (plus, the reading can be very tedious, if not ‘dry’).
Finally, there appear to be two types of antagonists/critics—those trying to give you a hard time who will
likely never accept our beliefs, and those sincere ones who have learned enough elsewhere to not just take
our claims at face value. I’ve found that the latter category rarely wants to know much detail or quantity
for answering their question, butt the evangelizer is aware of that can be about enough to keep them
secure and assured they are not dealing with ignorant people, or worse, cultists.
Anthology of Apologetic Anecdotes
The message of the Bible has shaped the course of history, thought, and culture in a way unparalleled by
any other book. Its influence on the philosophy, morality, law, politics, art, music, literature, education
and religion of Western civilization is beyond estimation. –Ken Boa
A single line in the Bible has consoled me more than all the books I ever read besides. –Immanuel Kant
We offer, as a practical matter, the following data for one to consider in at least deciding to further
investigate Jesus Christ through His word. The Bible’s popularity, its geographical accuracy, the
calendars of the West based on Christ’s life, the Bible being the all-time number one best-selling book of
all times, our dollar bill’s ‘In God We Trust’ wording and Christ’s impact on history and societies (Ex.:
charities, hospitals, universities), etc.
Please also consider, in contemplating life and how it operates, that the Bible distinctly explains these big
issues many a philosopher has been stuck on for centuries:
1. Why don’t you go around living naked all the time? (Gen. 3:7)
2. Why are there so many different races and languages in our world? (Gen. 11)
3. Where would a holistic/thorough genealogy chart of family history of mankind ultimately lead? (I Cor.
11:8-12)
4. Why do men die (and why will science never be able to overcome that large negative; as Greg Laurie
says, the statistics on dying are quite impressive—100%). (Gen. 2:17; Rom. 5:12; Heb. 9:27)
5. Why do you work a job? (Gen. 3:19)
6. Why are your eye and brain so complicated, and why does your body self-heal? Random chance?
7. Why is there evil and negative aspects to nature? (Rom. 8:18-22)
8. Why do men inevitably do some evil in their lives? (vs. living morally perfect; Rom. 5:12-21)
9. Why are men capable of doing what mankind deems ‘good deeds?’ (Gen. 1:27)
10. What is God’s explanation of what some scientists call the Big Bang origins of life? (II Pet. 3:5-6)
11. Why do rainbows often occur after rains? (Gen. 9:13)
Celebrity Convictions
But when Christ said, “It is finished” and breathed His last breath on the cross, the curtain covering the
“Holy of Holies” was immediately torn in half, signifying that we now had—through Christ’s death:
Direct access to God the Father. It’s still hard to fathom. But the picture of Him standing with open arms
waiting for me, rather than being unapproachable behind a curtain, is a welcoming vision.” –Tony Dungy
(legendary NFL coach)
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My faith has been number one since I was 13 years old and heard from the pulpit on a Sunday morning in
New Orleans a simple question: ‘If you died today, are you 100 percent sure you’d go to heaven?’ –
Peyton Manning (legendary NFL quarterback)
His poverty so that we might become rich through His poverty; to bear witness to the true face of Jesus—
poor; humble, and friend of sinners, the weak and the despised. –Mother Teresa (philanthropist)
I came under conviction when I was in the third grade, and I talked with my mother. I told her, 'I don't
understand this, but I need to talk to you.' We talked, and she led me to Jesus. The following Sunday I
made a public confirmation of my faith. In one sense, it was not terribly eventful for an eight-year-old, but
it was the most important event in my life. –John Grisham (author)
If you’re married, and you have a wife, is it good enough to only say to your wife ‘I love [you]’ the day
you get married? Or should you tell her every single day when you wake up and [at] every opportunity?
…That’s how I feel about my relationship with Jesus Christ… that it is the most important thing in my
life. –Tim Tebow
Real men do live for Christ. It is important to make your peace with Christ while the opportunity exists.
Life is so fragile that you never know when it's going to be over. It could be over in the blink of an eye,
and then it's too late to accept God's gift of salvation. –Chuck Norris
Christ, who being rich became poor and emptied Himself to work out our redemption, calls us: to share in
more than anything, it's my relationship with Jesus Christ. I don't think anything is important in
comparison to living for your Creator. Everything has to come from that foundation. Nothing really
matters in the big picture other than what you do for the Lord. –Paul Westphal (NBA legend)
I wasn't put on this Earth to play basketball, although I love to play and I love to compete. And it's a great
avenue for me to experience special moments when I can help people. Two things are sacred to me—my
family and my religion. I am never embarrassed by Jesus Christ. Without Him I wouldn't be in the
position I am today. –Karl Malone (NBA legend)
What I attempt to do in Congress is pretty straight forward. My job is to prevent government from
destroying our freedom. But the most important work to be done is for a person to come to terms with
Jesus. That's my advice for anybody. –Dick Armey (politician)
Irrespective and irregardless to whatever [Evander Holyfield's] skills and talent are in the boxing ring, his
heart is right with God, and that's what's first and foremost. I have come this far by faith, trusting in
[God's] holy Word, leaning on Him, and He's never failed me yet. How does our success come about? Just
look up and ask for Jesus Christ, the matchless Lamb, the Prince of Peace... and you will find the answer.
–Don King (professional boxing promoter)
I'll just say, 'For God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in
him, should not perish, but have everlasting life.' I am trusting Christ's death for me to take me to heaven.
–Mickey Mantle (professional baseball legend)
Christians and Apologetics
There are two types of critics who get you into a discussion of apologetics. The quicker you figure out
which type you’re dealing with, the better the experience will go! The first type has sincere questions
related to your evangelism, which can be sincere barriers to their coming to Christ. The good news is,
there are so many resources to refer them to for their later investigation (See our website bibliography).
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The second type is the convinced (or arrogant) atheist who thinks science, his education or some other
source has given him enough knowledge, or at least such powerful knowledge—that he can ask sassy
questions intending to poke holes in your claims. These people, morally and spiritually, are harder
hearted, and often do not come to Christ through a dialogue about apologetics, because their mind (at least
at that time) is closed, and they’re convinced they have superior knowledge. The best thing to do when
you encounter the second type is to pray for them, warn them of the consequences of their decision (and,
yes, every rejection of a Gospel invitation for any reason is a decision) and walk away. If they are
fortunate, God will send another messenger to them, change their heart, send you at a better time in their
life, or He may have already given them over (an event we can never know happened).
The only point in this discussion of apologetics is relating it to evangelism. For this discussion (as
opposed to mere academic curiosity or debate), we are only interested in what to do when an evangelism
conversation delves into apologetic issues. Of the hundreds of books that could be referenced for the
fuller subject, our only concern for the lost person is this problem/dilemma they face right now: You are
going to hell without receiving Jesus, and could die at any moment. Anything beyond that simple
statement is getting into territory where the devil can have a heyday with distractions, confusion, red
herrings and side bars.
Quite technically, it doesn’t even matter if the person believes in Evolution, believes Adam and Eve were
a fairy tale, believes there was no Noahic flood, or even believes the Old Testament is bunk. They need to
know about Jesus as Savior and the Bible’s teaching on the Gospel. They may have never stepped foot in
any church, or ever heard a Christian TV or radio show, so don’t hold their lack of knowledge against
them—just focus on what they need to know to go to heaven! So what issues related to our Gospel
propositions can arise during an evangelistic discussion? [For further responses, as well as in-depth
answers, please see the apologetics section of Will You Live Forever?, at this website]:
Core Antagonist Arguments (and Assumptions)
1. God doesn’t exist. Evidence? Because you don’t physically see Him?
2. Heaven doesn’t exist. Evidence? Because you don’t physically see it?
3. Hell doesn’t exist. Evidence? Because you don’t physically see it?
4. Salvation is not needed (or is a false concept; saved from what? “God” doesn’t judge/punish). If
human governments punish people for certain acts, how much more justice is deserved and
certain for the many offenses we all commit against a holy Creator?
5. Man is not a sinner (but is morally good). The evidence is all around you if you realize anything but
perfection is objective sin. Any moral good in anyone is simply the residual image of God in His
creation.
6. Jesus didn’t exist. That’s simply a purely ignorant of history statement.
Or if He did:
a) Was only a man. Do mere mortals speak as he did, perform miracles as He did or make humble yet
clear claims of deity (if they’re not hallucinating)? Or :
b) Was, at best, a prophet. Prophets are not to speak untruths, which claims of deity would be considered
were they untrue.
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7. Jesus sinned. Evidence? Reproof and righteous indignation is not the moral equivalent of sinful anger,
and Jesus’ cultural initial ignoring of a Samaritan woman only sparked her curiosity
in Him further.
8. Jesus was not God (doesn’t the fact that He grew in wisdom and knowledge and learned obedience
from what he suffered indicate He sinned and was imperfect?). Jesus was fully God
and fully man. After humbly shedding (‘emptying Himself’ of) the glory of fully experiencing all His
divine powers (in the Incarnation, Phil. 2:7), as a human, that aspect of Jesus, especially as a child, did do
as you say. Yet, all the while, He never sinned, and was always fully God. See also: The answers to Liar,
Lunatic or Lord (above).
9. Jesus never claimed to be God. Please see: The answers to Liar, Lunatic or Lord (above).
10. There is more than one God (if Jesus was God). God is not monotheistic or a plurality. However, the
Bible is clear in teaching that there is one God, but there are three Persons of
the Godhood, God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit. For more, Please see: Apologetics
section at AmericanAnswers.org’s Will You Live Forever?
11. There are many ways to God (if there is a God). Not according to God! Jesus said no one comes to
God but by Him (Jn. 14:6; Cf.: Ac. 4:12). There are many ways attempted by man to
reach God. On that we can agree.
12. The Bible’s full of myths (and errors and inconsistencies). Have you read it in its entirety? If you ever
do, please note any and all errors you see, as they have all likely been handily
addressed by other books you have yet to read. You will need only a small notepad, perhaps even a
yellow sticky, as 98+ percent of what you see when you actually read it will bely your
initial claim.
Further Research
For more detail on almost any apologetic issues, questions or answers, please see our Apologetics section
at Will You Live Forever? (on this website), especially its Bibliography.
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IDENTITY & INHERITANCE IN CHRIST
CONFESS IT!...
(Phm. 1:6)

There are many terms for salvation (justification, redemption, born again, ransomed,
reconciled, delivered, etc.), but just exactly what is it, and how does it compared to not
being saved? Let’s look at what God says:
As a Christian, You Formerly Were:
Aliens (Eph. 2:19)
Children of the flesh (Rom. 9:8)
Darkness and of darkness (Eph. 5:8; II Cor. 6:14; I Th. 5:4-5)
Dead in our trespasses and sins (Col. 2:13; Eph. 2:1, 5)
Deceived (Tit. 3:3)
Deprived of the truth (I Tim. 6:5)
Devoid of the Spirit (Jude 1:19; Rom. 8:9)
Disobedient to God (Tit. 3:3)
Enemies of God (Rom. 5:10; Phil. 3:18)
Engaged in evil deeds (Col. 1:21)
Enslaved to various lusts and pleasures (Tit. 3:3)
Excluded from the commonwealth of Israel (Eph. 2:12)
Far off (Eph. 2:13, 17)
Foolish (Tit. 3:3)
Hostile in mind toward God (Col. 1:21)
In death (I Jn. 3:14; Jn. 5:24)
In the flesh (Rom. 8:9)
In the kingdom of darkness (Col. 1:13)
Not a people (I Pet. 2:10)
Not God’s people (Rom. 9:25-26)
Of this world (Jn. 8:23, 15:19)
Separated from Christ (Eph. 2:12)
Shut up under sin (Gal. 3:22)
Sinners (Rom. 5:19, 3:7)
Slaves of sin as your master (Rom. 6:14)
Slaves of unrighteousness (Gal. 4:7; Rom. 6:18; Jn. 8:35; Eph. 4:23; I Cor. 7:23)
Strangers (Eph. 2:19)
Strangers to the covenants of promise (Eph. 2:12)
Subject to God’s retribution (II Th. 1:8)
Subject to evil behaviors (Jude 1:12-13, 18-19; II Pet. 2:12)
Wild, by nature (Rom. 11:24)
Without God in this world (Eph. 2:12)
As a Christian, You Formerly:
Bore fruit to death (Rom. 7:4-5)
Did not belong to God (Rom. 8:9)
Did not have peace with God (Rom. 5:1)
Did not know God (I Th. 4:4-5)
Did not know, nor have the Holy Spirit (Jn. 14:17)
Had a certificate of death against us (Col. 2:14)
Had no hope (Eph. 2:12)
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Had not received mercy (I Pet. 2:10)
Lived a futile way of life (I Pet. 1:18)
In Christ You Are, Or Are A/An:
Accepted by Christ (Rom. 15:7)
Accepted by God (Eph. 1:6)
Adopted son of God (Gal. 4:5-6; Rom. 8:15)
Ambassador (II Cor. 5:20)
Beloved brethren (Jas. 1:16)
Child of God (I Jn. 3:2; Rom. 8:16; Jn. 1:12)
Chosen race (I Pet. 2:9)
Citizen of heaven (Phil. 3:20)
Dead to sin, alive from the dead and alive to God (Rom. 6:2, 11, 13; Phil. 1:21; I Jn. 4:9)
Fellow citizen with the saints (Eph. 2:19)
Freed from sin (Rom. 6:7, 18)
God’s field and building (I Cor. 3:9)
God’s household (Eph. 2:19)
God’s possession (Eph. 1:14; Tit. 2:14)
God’s workmanship, created for good works (Eph. 2:10)
Holy (Heb. 3:1; I Pet. 1:16; I Cor. 3:17)
Holy nation (I Pet. 2:9)
In the Spirit (Rom. 8:9)
Joined to Christ (Rom. 7:4)
Joint heir with Christ (Rom. 8:17)
Kept from the evil one (I Jn. 5:18)
Kingdom (Rev. 5:10)
Kings (I Cor. 4:8)
Known by God (Jn. 10:14, 13:18)
Letter of Christ (II Cor. 3:3)
Light in the Lord (Eph. 5:8; II Cor. 6:14)
Light of the world (Mt. 5:14, 13:43)
Living stones (I Pet. 2:5)
New creations (II Cor. 5:17)
Not coming into eternal judgment (Jn. 5:24)
Not destined for wrath (I Th. 5:9)
Not going to hell (Heb. 12:18)
Not of this world (Jn. 15:19)
Not our own (I Cor. 6:19)
Not under the power of the second death (Rev. 20:6)
One spirit with Christ (I Cor. 6:17)
Partaker of a heavenly calling (Heb. 3:14)
Partaker of Christ (Heb. 3:14)
People for God’s possession (I Pet. 2:9)
People of God (I Pet. 2:10)
Reconciled (Rom. 5:10)
Royal priesthood (I Pet. 2:9)
Saints (I Cor. 1:2)
Salt of the earth (Mt. 5:13)
Saved by Christ’s life (Rom. 5:10)
Saved from God’s wrath (Rom. 5:9)
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Sons of the living God (Rom. 9:26)
Sons of light (I Th. 5:5)
Sons of the day (I Th. 5:5)
Spirit (Jn. 3:6)
Strangers to this world (I Pet. 2:11; Heb. 11:13)
The righteousness of God, in Him (II Cor. 5:21)
Under grace (Rom. 6:14)
Vessel of mercy (Rom. 9:23)
As a Believer, Your Inheritance is That You Have:
A Great High Priest (Heb. 4:14)
A heart sprinkled clean from an evil conscience (Heb. 10:22)
A hope laid up for you in heaven (Col. 1:5)
A house, not made with hands, eternal in the heavens (II Cor. 5:1)
A ministry of reconciliation (II Cor. 5:18)
A new self (Eph. 4:24; Col. 3:10)
Access to God (Eph. 2:18; Heb. 5:7, 7:19, 25, 10:22)
All things (I Cor. 3:21-22)
All things working for your good (Rom. 8:28)
An inheritance (Eph. 1:11; Tit. 3:7)
Been anointed (I Jn. 2:27)
Been baptized into the body (I Cor. 12:13)
Been blessed (Rev. 20:6)
Been blessed with every spiritual blessing (Eph. 1:3)
Been born again (I Pet. 1:3, 23)
Been bought with a price (I Cor. 6:20, 7:23)
Been brought forth by the word of God (Jas. 1:18)
Been brought near (Eph. 2:13)
Been called to eternal life (I Tim. 6:120
Been clothed with Christ (Gal. 3:27)
Been crucified to the world (Gal. 6:14)
Been crucified with Christ (Gal. 2:20)
Been delivered from God’s wrath (I Th. 2:10)
Been delivered to the kingdom of light (Col. 1:13)
Been granted everything pertaining to life and godliness (II Pet. 1:3)
Been granted precious and magnificent promises (II Pet. 1:4)
Been healed (I Pet. 2:24)
Been justified (Tit. 3:7)
Been made alive (Col. 2:13-14; Eph. 2:5; I Pet. 3:18)
Been made complete (Col. 2:10)
Been perfected for all time (Heb. 10:14)
Been purified from former sins (II Pet. 1:9)
Been reconciled (II Cor. 5:18)
Been redeemed (Gal. 3:13, 4:5; Tit. 2:14)
Been released from your sins (Rev. 1:5)
Been sanctified (Heb. 10:10, 13:12)
Been saved (Eph. 2:8)
Been sealed (II Cor. 1:22; Eph. 1:13)
Been seated with Christ in the heavenlies (Eph. 2:6)
Been washed (I Cor. 6:11; Tit. 3:5)
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Belongingness with Christ (I Cor. 3:23; Gal. 3:29, 5:24)
Bold access to God (Eph. 3:12)
Christ in you (Col. 1:27)
Clothed yourself with Christ (Gal. 3:27)
Confident access to God (Heb. 10:19)
Crucified the flesh (Gal. 5:24)
Died, and your life is hidden in God (Col. 3:3; Rom. 6:7; II Tim. 2:11)
Died to the Law (Rom. 7:6)
Escaped the corruption and defilements of the world (II Pet. 1:4, 2:20)
Eternal life (I Jn. 2:25, 5:11)
Fellowship with Christ (I Cor. 1:9)
God as your Savior (Jude 1:25)
God’s Name manifested to you (Jn. 17:6)
God’s rich glory manifested through you (Rom. 9:23)
Good hope (I Th. 4:13)
Good things in you (Phm. 1:6)
Have been buried and raised (Col. 2:12, 3:1; Rom. 6:4; Eph. 2:6)
Heavenly citizenship (Phil. 3:20; II Pet. 3:13; Heb. 3:1)
Laid aside the old self (Col. 3:9)
Life in his name (Jn. 20:31, 14:19)
No condemnation (Rom. 8:1)
No separation (Rom. 8:35-39)
Passed into life (I Jn. 3:14; Jn. 5:24)
Peace with God (Rom. 5:1; Eph. 2:14)
Received a kingdom that will not be shaken (Heb. 12:28)
Received an introduction into grace (Rom. 5:2)
Received eternal comfort (II Th. 2:16)
Received God’s love (Rom. 5:5)
Received grace upon grace (Jn. 1:16; Eph. 1:6, 8)
Received mercy (II Cor. 4:1)
Redemption and forgiveness (Eph. 1:7; I Jn. 2:12; I Pet. 1:14)
Riches (I Cor. 1:5)
The greater One within, by which I overcome (I Jn. 4:4)
The mind of Christ (I Cor. 2:16)
The Spirit as a pledge (II Cor. 1:22)
The victory (I Cor. 15:55, 57; Heb. 2:14; I Jn. 5:5)
Your name written in heaven (Heb. 12:23)
Benefits of Active Christian Sanctification:
All needs supplied (Phil. 4:19)
Answer to anxiety (Phil. 4:6-8; I Pet. 5:7)
Answered prayer (Mt. 7:7; Eph. 3:20)
Body used as righteousness instrument (Rom. 6:13)
Can know God’s will (Jn. 15:5; Rom. 12:1-2; Eph. 1:9)
Christ discloses Himself to us (Jn. 14:21)
Daily transformed (II Cor. 3:18)
Enter God’s faith rest (Heb. 4:3, 9)
God leads your life/decisions (Gal. 5:18; Rom. 8:14)
God’s Spirit will lead you to all truth (Jn. 16:13)
Help in temptations (Heb. 2:18)
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Help in trials (Heb. 1:14)
Know good things within us (I Cor. 2:12; Phm. 1:6)
Learn to engage good deeds/righteousness (Tit. 3:14; Rom. 14:17)
Looking for a new heaven and new earth/heavenly-minded (II Pet. 3:13; Col. 3:1-4)
Loved by God (I Jn. 3:1)
Perfected in God’s love (I Th. 1:4)
Power (Eph. 1:19, 3:16, 20; I Cor. 4:20)
Spiritual family (II Cor. 10:7)
Spiritual giftings (Rom. 11:29)
Store up heavenly treasures (Mt. 6:19-21; Lk. 12:33; Jn. 6:27)
Under a new and better covenant (Heb. 8:6-7, 12:24)
Useful and fruitful to God (II Pet. 1:8-9; Lk. 12:42)
Valued by God (Mt. 10:29-31)
You are built up into a spiritual house (I Pet. 2:5)
You are called to suffer (I pet. 2:21, 4:1; Phil. 1:29; Lk. 6:22-23)
You are Christ’s whether we live or die (Rom. 14:7)
You are kept in God’s Name/eternally secure (Jn 17:11)
You are known by God (II Tim. 2:19; Gal. 4:9)
You are protected (I Pet. 1:15)
You are to proclaim God’s excellencies (I Pet. 2:9)
You can be (continually) filled with God’s Spirit (I Cor. 4:8; Ac. 20:32; Eph. 4:12-13)
You can be kept from stumbling (Jude 1:24; II Pet. 1:10; I Jn. 2:10; Jn. 16:1)
You can do (greater than) the works of Christ (Jn. 14:12)
You can do God’s will (Mt. 12:50; I Pet 1:2, 14, 17, 4:1-2)
You can do nothing against the truth (II Cor. 13:8)
You can follow and serve Christ (Mt. 4:19, 16:24; Jn. 12:26)
You can grow in respect to salvation (I Pet. 2:2; Phil. 2:12)
You can know God (II Pet. 1:2)
You can live the abundant life (Jn. 10:10)
You can practice the truth (Jn. 3:21)
You can qualify for eternal rewards (Mt. 6:1, 4, 25:21, 23; Rev. 2:17, 26-28, 3:4-5, 11-12,
21; II Tim. 4:8; Jas. 1:12; II Jn. 1:8)
You can resist temptation (I Cor. 10:13)
You drink of the Spirit (I Cor. 12:13)
You have a worthwhile faith (I Cor. 15:17)
You have an anointing (I Jn. 2:20, 27)
You have joy (Jn. 15:11; Rom. 14:17, 15:13; Jude 1:24)
You have spiritual authority (Mt. 28:18)
You reign in this life (Rom. 5:17)
Your fellowship sins get forgiven (I Jn. 1:7, 9)
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Christians Can Be Thankful For…
(Author unknown)








































God is sovereign. Pv. 16:33; Job 42:2
Nothing happens by chance. Eph. 1:11; Isa. 46:9-10; Ecc. 9:11
God causes all things to work together for the good, for His children. Rom. 8:28
The hard times reveal our weakness, break our pride, and show us our total need for
God. II Cor. 12:10; II Cor. 1:8-9
God has triumphed over sin and death, through His Son, the Lord Jesus Christ. Col.
2:15; I Cor. 15:55-57
God uses the worst that happens to promote our spiritual growth. II Cor. 4:17; I Pet.
1:7
God is faithful, even when we are faithless. II Tim. 2:13
God’s word will be vindicated. Lk. 7:35; Heb. 4:12; II Tim. 3:16-17; Isa. 40:8
God’s promises are true. II Pet. 1:4; II Cor. 1:20
Evil will not reign forever. I Cor. 15:55-57; Rev. 20:14
Heaven is real. Jn. 14:1-2
This world is not the ‘real world.’ Col. 3:1-4; II Cor. 4:18, 5:7
When we are weak, He is strong. II Cor. 12:10
God’s grace is sufficient for every situation. II Cor. 12:9
Nothing can separate us from the love of God in Christ Jesus. Rom. 8:31-39
Our salvation rests on God, and not on us. Rom. 9:16; Eph. 2:8-10
There is no pit so deep that the love of God is not deeper still. Rom. 8:31-39
The blood of Jesus Christ cleanses us from every sin. I Jn. 1:7
God delights to save sinners. I Tim. 2:4; Lk. 15:7
The Lord can soften the hardest heart. Eph. 3:20-21; Rom. 9:18; Eze. 36:26
There are no impossible cases with God. Lk. 1:37
Even when we feel alone, we are never alone. Ps. 18:24; Heb. 13:5
Our father will not test us beyond what we can bear. II Cor. 1:8-9
The Holy Spirit abides with us always. Jn. 14:16
The Lord Jesus feels our pain. Heb. 4:15
The Holy Spirit prays for us when we are too weak to pray ourselves. Rom. 8:26
The Lord Jesus intercedes for us, so that we are finally saved. Rom. 8:34
God uses everything, and wastes nothing. Rom. 8:28; Jn. 6:12
Our doubts cannot cancel God’s work in us. II Tim. 2:13
Someday we will be conformed to the image of Christ. I Jn. 3:2
God is faithful to finish His work in us. Phil. 1:6
Our hardships equip us to minister to others. II Cor. 1:3-7
We are invited to come boldly to the throne of grace. Heb. 4:16
God’s plan far exceeds our puny imagination. Eph. 3:20-21
Weeping endures for a night, but joy comes in the morning. Ps. 30:5
We are still God’s children, even when our faith falters. II Tim. 2:13
While we suffer outwardly, we are being renewed inwardly. II Cor. 4:16
Our light and momentary troubles are achieving for us an eternal weight of glory. II
Cor. 4:17
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NEW TESTAMENT BOOK ANALYSES
The following materials help one recall what a book teaches, what’s in specific chapters, how
topics get covered throughout a book, and better understand context (for interpretation), given the book’s
overall message, and what an author said before and after a given passage. Then historical books of
Matthew through Acts, and Revelation only have traditional subject matter outlines, as their writings
are less conducive to analysis of an author’s thought flow, and more a chronological recounting of events.
Critics may label this “academic,” but people who not only want to Know God, but also
understand or handle His word accurately (II Tim. 2:15) understand this isn’t ethereal theorizing, but
analyzing what God has said (a valid part of interpreting).
Book Arguments are the train of thought, or topical flow
Book Arguments
of a book, in its major subjects.
1
Memory Tips & Executive Summaries are a summaries
Memory Tips & Executive Summaries
2
of the most memorable concepts covered in the book.
Analytical Outlines are a paraphrases of topics covered
Analytical Outlines
3
in the book, arranged as it’s found in the text.
Subject Matter Outlines
Subject Matter Outlines are one step above the actual
4
Bible, in it’s summarizing of the same, and are listed later.
New Testament Structural Analyses demonstrate content unique features to ever New Testament book.
New Testament Chapter Summaries follow, which are literal topical listings, for readers to know what
content is in particular chapters, in thre absence of a Bible, or desire to first read what is therein contained.

ROMANS
The Righteousness of God
Book Argument: Paul is eager to come to them to preach the gospel, because he is not ashamed of it. The
gospel is needed, because God’s wrath is known to all who are sinners, which is all of us—Gentiles, Jews—
even faithful/religious Jews. Jews have advantages as God’s chosen people, but are also lost, which makes
both Jews & Gentiles equally sinners. Achieving God’s righteousness is by faith, as even the first & most
prominent Jew, Abraham, knew, as God’s covenantal promise to bless all nations through him came well
before his circumcision & the Law. We exult in this salvation, & having peace with God, we exult even in
trials, knowing they improve us, because just as one man’s sin ruined us as a human race, the one Man
Christ’s gracious sacrifice made this salvation available to all. Does this grace we stand in mean we can
now sin? No, because we fully identified with Christ’s death, burial & resurrection, so we have died, &
have been made alive to God. And we are no longer tied to the Law as our task master, or are married to
it, but to Christ, to serve in the newness of His Spirit. That does not mean the Law is sinful, or forced us to
sin, but it did evoke the sin nature already resident within us, & showed us that it is holy & we are not. But
now we have no condemnation, for we have been set free by the Spirit, Who also prays for us during our
sufferings. Also, now we have no opposition, accusation, condemnation or separation from God’s eternal
love. But the Jewish nation doesn’t fully have these blessings, at present, as they failed to seek God’s
righteousness by faith. So God has used their rejection as an opportunity for all others, that He might
mercifully (vs. justly) allow salvation’s potentiality for al, as all Jews will be saved one day—their hardness
is only temporary. God’s plan is unassailable, so submit your mind & body to doing His will, living
ethically in using your spiritual gifts, submitting to government, loving one another, & you behavior in
general. Bear the burdens of weaker Christian brothers, & don’t cause them to sin by use of your freedom.
Paul is coming to this church, soon, expecting his release from current obligations, so he can evangelize, &
administer a gift for the poverty-stricken Jerusalem Christians.
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Memory Tip:
Need (all are condemned sinners—Gentile & Jew)
Gift (salvation is by faith; Adam vs. Christ’s one deed))
Process (Christians aren’t to keep sinning; no condemnation or separation)
Jews (all will be saved in the future; even Gentiles—whoever believes)
Practice (from a renewed mind; weaker brothers on gray areas)

Executive Summary
1:18-3:20 NEED (for Righteousness): All Men Are Sinners
Condemnation of Lost Gentiles
God’s wrath is against them, who suppress the truth by sin, abandoning natural sexual functions; God gave them over to sins
Condemnation of Lost Jews
They are without excuse for unrepentance; God will judge their sin, having the Law, while Gentiles do it instinctively
Jews’ Advantages & Unbelief
Hypocritical Jews not benefited by circumcision; their unbelief doesn’t nullify faithful God; they’re not better than Gentiles
3:21-5:21 GIFT (of Righteousness): Salvation Is For All Men
God’s promise to Abraham & our salvation is by faith; not by the Law
Jewish founder Abraham found salvation by faith, not by Law works; followers of Abraham’s faith receive the blessing
6:1-8:39 PROCESS (of Righteousness): Be Led by the Spirit, As You Are Not Under the Law
We shall not sin, that grace might increase, as old self was crucified, so consider yourself dead to sin
We shall not sin, not being under the Law, as we under the Master & Spouse, to serve in the newness of the Spirit
The Law isn’t sinful, & didn’t cause me to sin, but shows no good is resident in me
There is no condemnation or separation in Christ, from God’s love
9:1-11:36 JEWS (future Righteousness): All Israel Will Be Saved
God’s word didn’t fail, as spiritual children of Abraham are descendants
He could pour His wrath on all of us, but has been merciful, but the Jews didn’t pursue His salvation
Faith-based righteousness doesn’t asks who will who believed from the heart, & confessed, undisappointed?
Jews aren’t rejected, but God has given them a temporary hardness, but one day they’ll all be saved
12:1-15:13 PRACTICE (of Righteousness): Be Transformed By the Word vs. Conformed To the World
Commitment & Spiritual Gifts
Present your body a living sacrifice, & renew your mind to Bible; exercise spiritual gifts according to grace God supplies (12:3-8)
Ethics (Ethics list; submit to government)
Weaker & Stronger Brothers (gray areas)
Accept the weaker in the faith brother; don’t judge your brother
Freedom can cause a brother to stumble; don’t tear him down; the strong should bear the weaker brother’s burdens

I CORINTHIANS
Carnal Church Divisions
Book Argument: I’m thankful you were enriched with spiritual gifts, & God will confirm you to the end,
as a result of the fellowship you were called to. Don’t be groupies over the minister who won you to Christ.
They’re all preaching Christ, Who is foolish to the natural man, but wise when the Spirit revels Him to
them, & His inheritance to us, by that same mind of Christ. Your carnality shows in arrogantly idolizing
minister servants, who build a holy temple on that foundation. You’re filled in Christ, while apostles suffer
humbling experiences. I sent Timothy to remind you of my ways. Now about the issues we must address,
you’re arrogantly allowing a church member who sleeps with his step mother remain in your assembly.
You are to disassociate with such claimers of Christ. And why do you sue each other in non-Christian
courts? Isn’t someone wise enough to handle those matters in-house? And are temple prostitutes O.K.?
When one sleeps with someone, they’re adultering on the One we are actually one with—Christ; flee
immorality! Regarding sex & marriage, if you’re single, you’re best off in these troubled times, but don’t
get a divorce to better yourself. But if a wife leaves her believing husband, if she won’t reconcile, let her
leave. It’s best to stay in the condition you were called in, though slaves are always best freed. Dads of
virgins should do right by their daughters in whether to let them marry—it’s not a sin, either way. Regarding
eating food sacrificed to idols, there may be many claimed gods in the world, but really only one God. Food
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doesn’t endear anyone to God, but if you eat idol food, it mustn’t offend weaker Christians. As an apostle
I’m free to eat, drink, be married & be paid, despite critics believing otherwise, yet I’ve made myself the
slave of all men, so more of them will be saved, because, like athletes, we win when we exercise selfcontrol. Most people Moses led through the Red Sea died prematurely from their sins displeasing God, &
they’re examples to us not to engage in such sins (vs. self-control). Flee idolatry, arrogantly abusing the
Lord’s Supper, & don’t participate in idol ceremonies, if you eat idol food without offending your brother.
Do all to God’s glory. In church, women’s heads should show signs of submission to those prophesying,
though both sexes are interdependent. I don’t praise you for Lord’s Supper abuses, where some selfishly
eat first, or some are left hungry while others gluttonously over-eat. Examine yourselves, lest wrongful
deeds make you sick, or prematurely die. Regarding spiritual gifts, don’t idolize them, as their use is up to
God’s Spirit. We need each other, & how would the church be a body if we all had the same part? If one
suffers, we all suffer. Use them in love, vs. childishly. In church, prophecy is more edifying than tongues,
unless they’re interpreted, as outsiders will think you madmen, speaking like barbarians. And last but not
least, of utmost importance, saving the best for last, the gospel is that Christ died, was buried, & rose again.
By God’s grace I am what I am, & I labored harder than most in evangelism, yet it was not me, but God’s
grace through me. How is it that some of you say there’s no resurrection? If Christ wasn’t raised, our
preaching is in vain, we are liars, you are still in sin, & the dead are forever lost. Christ is alive, & in Him
all men can be made alive, even as all died in Adam. If this isn’t true, why do we baptize people, & face
dangers? Don’t hang around bad influences, & stop sinning. And to such resurrection doubter fools, seeds
come to life after they are sown, as with our glorified bodies. Like Adam & Christ, the spiritual is not first,
but natural. We won’t all sleep, but all will be instantly changed, so never grow weary of laboring in the
Lord. Finally, gather the collection for the saints at the first of the week.
Memory Tip:
Pastor Idolatry
Ethics Issues
a) Immorality
b) Lawsuits
c) Idol food
d) Marriage
e) Lord’s Supper
Spiritual Gifts (& love)
Gospel (& its future effects)
Giving (& greetings)

Executive Summary
1:8-4:21 MINISTER WORSHIP
No Division Over Evangelizers
Let there be no quarrels over ministers who evangelized you; the gospel is foolish to the perishing, but we preach Christ
God’s Wisdom Preached by Evangelizing Paul
Paul didn’t preach with superior words; hidden, spiritual wisdom is for the mature, & we have Christ’s mind
Natural Man & Immature Christians Can’t Handle Spiritual Things
The natural man doesn’t accept spiritual things; I couldn’t speak to you as spiritual, but as you’re fleshly with minister worship
Don’t Boast in Ministers, Who Are Servants
Ministers are servants; as a master builder I built on foundation Christ; all things belong to you, in Christ
Ministers Must Be Trustworthy Servants
Minister servants must be trustworthy; you’re not superior, but rich in Christ; apostles are exhibited as fools who suffer
5:1-11:34 CHURCH ISSUES
Church Discipline
You are arrogantly allowing immorality in church, worse than among Gentiles (sex with mother-in-law)
Christian Lawsuits
Why do you engage lawsuits against your brother, & not before saints?
Idol Food
All things are lawful, but not all are profitable
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Temple Prostitutes
Your bodies are members of Christ; one joining with Christ is one with Him
Sex, Singles, Marriage, Divorce & Remarriage
Food Sacrificed to Idols Abuses
Real idols don’t exist; for us there is but one God; don’t let food liberty cause your brother to stumble, or you have sinned
Minister Rights & Responsibilities
Right to eat, drink, marry, relax & be paid; Paul made himself all’s slave, that he might win more; run with aim for eternal prize
Old Testament Examples
Those in Moses’ Red Sea deliverance mostly displeased God, & were killed; they were examples not to sin
Lord’s Supper & Food Sacrificed to Idols Abuses
All things are lawful, but not all edify; eat idol food, but not if it bothers your brother’s conscience
Women’s Head Coverings
Men are women’s head, & prophesying men aren’t to be covered
Lord’s Supper Abuses
Some take supper first, are hungry & are drunk; examine yourself, & judge the body rightly, lest you be disciplined
12:1-14:33 SPIRITUAL GIFTS
Spiritual Gifts & The Body of Christ
Don’t idolize them, as there’s a variety of gifts, ministries & effects, but we all have them, distributed by the Spirit’s will
A gift can’t say it needs no other, & if only one gift, where would the body be?
If one suffers, we all suffer; pursue greater things, especially love
Love & Childishness
Use spiritual gifts in love; biblical love described; do away with childish things
Prophecy & Tongues
Pursue spiritual gifts, especially prophecy vs. tongues, in church; seek the church’s edification
Tongues-speakers in church need to pray for interpretation; tongues are for unbelievers; do all things properly & orderly
15:1-58 GOSPEL RAMIFICATIONS
Gospel
The gospel is Christ died, was buried & raised; Paul labored in evangelism, more than them all
Future Gospel Effects
If there’s no resurrection, Christ isn’t raised, preaching is vain, we’re liars, you’re in sin, & the dead are lost
Like Adam & Christ, the spiritual is not first, but natural; we won’t all sleep, but all will be instantly changed

II CORINTHIANS
Credibility in Ministry
Book Argument: Bless God, Who comforts us all our afflictions, so we will comfort others. I was near
death, to be taught not to trust in myself, but God Who delivers. And I was coming to confidently evangelize
& be paid, & wasn’t wishy-washy, but spared you by not coming, as who would there be to be joyous with
if you were made more sorrowful? You properly repented, but don’t over-punish the offender. You were
obedient, as I was evangelizing God’s victorious sweet aroma. You are what commends my work, as letters
of commendation written by the Spirit. God made us adequate as new covenant servants, as the Law’s
glory is surpassed by Christ. With this hope we boldly speak, & even if our message is veiled by the devil,
if one turns to Christ, that veil is lifted. There is freedom in Christ’s Spirit, Who transforms us, so we don’t
lose heart. We preach this treasure in weak vessels, like light shining through darkness, & are crushed,
taking on Christ’s suffering death. But having the same spirit of faith, we speak, & don’t lose heart, though
our bodies weaken, for we are daily renewed, seeking the unseen, the Spirit within as our pledge. We prefer
our bodies die, so we’re with Christ, but remaining here we seek to please Him, because we all will appear
before His judgment seat, so we evangelize men. God’s love controls us, deducing that all are dead without
Him, so those alive should live for Christ. We don’t recognize men by physical appearance, as those in
Christ are (unseen) new creatures. We have this reconciling ministry, as ambassadors, & we beg you to be
reconciled to God. And working with Jesus we urge you not to receive His grace in vain, because He saved
you at the right time. We minister in integrity; open up to us. Don’t marry a non-Christian, as you’ll have
no ultimate agreement with them. Make room for us. We were suffering, but Titus brought us a good
report of your repenting, so I’m glad my letter caused godly sorrow without regret, & I’m confident you
won’t put my boasting about you to shame. We want you to know of the Macedonian’s giving through
severe poverty, who gave themselves first. I sent Titus to you to complete your gift, as you had inspired
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that Macedonian giving. If you sow sparingly, you’ll reap sparingly, but God supplies your abundance &
enriches you. Now though I can be meeker in person than when away, I ask you not to make me be bold
when I arrive. To our critics, we walk by the Spirit, not in the flesh, & we are the same person in person as
in our letters, & we don’t compare ourselves to you, or others, as we aren’t competing with anyone. We
are jealous for the church, & aren’t inferior apostles, & I won’t stop boasting, so I can cut off the claims of
imitation servants of God whom you endure. Our apostolic experiences of suffering speak for themselves,
& I’ll boast in my weakness. I know a man who saw tremendous heavenly visions, & who was given a
thorn in the flesh to keep him humble, & I prayed three times, but God wouldn’t remove it, so I’ll boast in
weakness, since you all have compelled me to boast. The indicators of a true apostle were evident in me,
& you weren’t treated inferior to other churches, when I evangelized you without asking for money. I’m
coming to you a third time, for your benefit, & I’m writing now to build you up vs. tear you down, afraid,
lest you not be found as you should be, when I come. This third time I will not spare those challenging my
credibility, though Christ is powerful in my weakness. Test yourselves to see if you’re saved, because I am
confident you will notice that I am. I pray you all do no wrong, not for my benefit, & I want to come there
without need of being severe. Be made complete, be comforted & be united. The Trinitarian grace of
Christ, love of God & fellowship of the Spirit be with you.
Memory Tip:
Ministry Integrity
a) Suffering’s comfort
b) Church discipline
c) Evangelism by enduring faith
d) Apostle credentials
e) Marry Christians
Grace Giving
Necessary Boasting

Executive Summary
1:3-7:15 MINISTERING
Comfort in Suffering
God comforts us in all our afflictions, so we will comfort others; Paul wasn’t vacillating, as Christ wasn’t yes & no
Church Discipline
Paul determined not to come in sorrow; God who leads in triumph, & manifests the sweet aroma of knowing Him
New Covenant Confidence
Confident our adequacy’s in Christ; Law’s ministry less glory than Christ’s has more; we don’t lose heart, though gospel veiled
Evangelism & Enduring Suffering
We suffer but aren’t crushed, carrying about Christ’s death, so death works to give you life (apostle credentials)
Endurance Through Suffering (We don’t lose heart, though our bodies decay; we are daily renewed, looking to the unseen)
God-Pleasing Ministry (Spirit as pledge; we prefer to be with God; we all appear before Christ’s judgment, so persuade men)
Evangelism Concern (God’s love controls, so we who live should live for Christ; as ambassadors, be reconciled to God)
Discipleship Concern (& Apostle Credentials)
Don’t receive God’s grace in vain, as God accepted you ate the acceptable time; we commend ourselves in everything (list)
Marriage Instruction & Discipleship (Don’t be with unbelievers)
Church Discipline Results (My letter caused you God’s sorrow; your earnestness is known)
8:1-9:15 GIVING
Giving Appeal
The Macedonians gave, though deeply poor; abound in giving, as you abound in spiritual gifts; give according to what you have
Gift Administrators
Titus & a brother administered their gift; Titus & a third tested brother were sent with that gift
Inspired Macedonians
Your readiness inspired the Macedonians; sow sparingly, you will reap sparingly, as God supplies your sufficient abundance
10:1-13:10 BOASTING
Not Compared to Fleshly False Teachers
False teacher challengers: We walk in the Holy Spirit, & are the same in person as in our letters, & don’t compare ourselves
Boasting in Weakness
Paul’s not inferior as an apostle & won’t stop boasting, to cut off false teachers who appear to work for God
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Paul will foolishly boast, because they accept false teachers’ abuse; Paul’s apostle credentials of suffering
Seventh Heaven
Seventh heaven vision, & thorn in the flesh Paul prayed for three times; third time Paul’s coming to them, to seek their benefit.
Test Yourself
Paul won’t spare them, as they’re challenging him, who God uses powerfully; test yourself, because Paul knows he’s saved

GALATIANS
The Gospel of Grace vs. Law
Book Argument: With our extensive salvation inheritance, it’s surprising this church is returning to living
under the Law, by the influence of Law false teachers/Judaisers. Paul spent 14 years in obscurity, then went
public with his gospel, even rebuking the Church’s leader, Peter, over the role of the Law in the Christian
life. We are justified by faith, not by works of the Law, so why would you start by the Spirit, only to try
being perfected by the Law? You are under a curse, trying to live under the Law. God’s covenantal promise
to Abraham came well before the Law, though the Law is not contrary to God, but is fulfilled in Christ.
The Law led us to Christ, like a tutor for young children, & as children, they act more like slaves when
they’re immature. You are freed in Christ, so why won’t you return, not to the Law, but to how you were
living at first? Live in Christ’s freedom, but don’t use it for license, but to lovingly serve others. Walk by
God’s Spirit & you won’t carry out the deeds of the flesh, which are dividing your church. Bear one
another’s burdens, as with those of your pastor-leaders (financially), & do good to all. Do not let
legalist/Law false teachers boast in you, but only boast in your being new creations. [Note: This book is
much like Romans, in God’s promise preceding the Law, & bearing others’ burdens]
Memory Tip:
History (Paul’s, with the Gospel, by revelation)
Theology (justification)
a) Salvation is by faith vs. Law
b) Law is curse
c) Law came after faith (for sins)
d) You were under as tutor, tutor led you to Christ
e) You’re sons not needing a tutor
Practice (freedom, & walk by the Spirit)
Pattern:
Legalism/Judaizer problem: 1:6-10, 3:1-5, 4:7-20, 5:2-4, 7-12, 6:12-13

Executive Summary
1:11-2:14 HISTORY (of Paul’s gospel)
Paul’s years of obscurity; received gospel by revelation; goes to the Jerusalem church & confronts hypocrite Peter’s hypocrisy
2:15-4:31 THEOLOGY (of Paul’s gospel)
Justification is By Faith (vs. By Law)
We are justified by faith vs. works of the Law, for by Law works no person will be justified
We are crucified with Christ, & the life we live is by faith; if righteousness comes by law, Christ died needlessly
Perfection’s Blessing is By Faith (vs. By law)
Having begun by the gift of the Spirit, will you be perfected or see miracles by the flesh?
Being under the Law is a curse, as he who practices the Law must live by it (i.e., perfectly)
You Are Under the Covenant of Promise vs. Law
The Law came 430 years after the promise, so it didn’t invalidate God’s prior promised inheritance to Abraham
The Law was brought in because of sin, until the seed (Christ) would come
You Are Sons vs. Slaves
Before Christ, the Law was your custodian, shut up to faith—a tutor to lead us to be justified by faith in Christ
By faith, you aren’t under a tutor, as you’re sons, baptized into & one in Him, & Abraham’s offspring of promise
Paul’s Labors For Them (vs. False Teachers)
I’m again laboring for Christ to be formed in you, & am perplexed about you; Do you want to be under the Law? Listen to it!
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5:1-6:18 ETHICS (of Paul’s gospel)
Freedom in Christ/Walk By the Spirit
Christ set us free; stand firm; you ran well; who hindered you?
You were called to freedom, but use it to serve vs. for license; stop quarreling
Walk by the Spirit & you won’t do the warring deeds of the flesh; deeds of the flesh vs. fruit of the Spirit (list)
Bear Burdens & Sow Goodness
Gently restore brothers caught in sin, & examine your own work
Share with those who teach the Bible to you; you reap what you sow; don’t lose heart in doing good, & you’ll reap

EPHESIANS
Church Blessings in Christ
Book Argument: Bless God, Who gave us blessings, as holy sons, redeemed, knowing God’s will, &
having a sealed inheritance. I pray God would reveal His hope, riches & power to you, with Christ as the
reigning Head of the Church. You were dead in your sins, but God made you alive, as you were saved by
grace through faith. Gentiles Christians used to be the uncircumcision, separated, excluded, strangers,
with no hope & no God, but Christ brought both groups near by His blood. Therefore, you are no longer
strangers & aliens, but fellow citizens, & fellow partakers of the promised gift Paul preaches. God gave
Paul grace to shed the gospel’s light, through which we have bold access to God. I pray you’re
strengthened, so Christ dwells in your heart, rooted in love, & that you know His love in fullness. As
Christ’s prisoner I urge you to walk worthy of Him, as there’s oneness in body, Spirit, hope, Christ,
baptism & God. When Christ ascended, He gave that one body (the Church) spiritual gifts, whose offices
are to grow up the body, so don’t be tossed around by false doctrine, but grow up into Christ. Don’t walk
like lost Gentiles, but lay aside your corrupted old self, & its deeds, & be renewed in the spirit of your
mind. Imitate God, because sinful people show they aren’t saved. Don’t participate in deeds of darkness,
but expose them, carefully walking wisely, knowing God’s will. Don’t be drunk, but Spirit-filled, & give
thanks. Wives be subject to your husbands, & husbands love them. Kids obey your parents, & dads don’t
exasperate them. Slaves be obedient, & masters be just to them. Finally, be strong in Christ, & put on
His full armor of truth, righteousness, evangelism, faith, salvation & prayer, so you can defeat the devil.
Memory Tip:
Inheritance (in Christ)
Salvation (by faith)
Church Oneness
Ethics (& spiritual gifts)
Weapons (of our warfare)

Executive Summary
1:3-23 INHERITANCE (of the Church)
Our inheritance in Christ (blessings, holy sons, redeemed, God’s will, inheritance sealed); Christ as the seated Church Head
2:1-10 SALVATION (of the Church)
You were dead in your sins, but God made us alive; you were saved by grace through faith, not works, created for good deeds
2:11-3:21 ONENESS (of the Church)
Jew & Gentile Oneness
Christ brought near both groups into one, abolishing the Law’s enmity; they are no longer strangers; Gentiles are fellow heirs
Evangelism & Discipleship
God gave the least of all saints grace to evangelize, & we have confident access to God through Christ
4:1-6:9 ETHICS (of the Church)
Onenesses & Gifts
Walk worthy of Christ, preserving the unity of the body (etc.); Christ gave spiritual gifts to men
Grow & Don’t Walk Natural
Don’t be tossed around by bad doctrine, but speak the truth in love, & grow up into Christ the head of the body
Lay Aside Old Self, Put On New Self
Lay aside your corrupted old self, & be renewed in the spirit of your mind, & put on the God-like, holy new self
Expose Evil & Walk Wisely
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Don’t participate but expose deeds of darkness, awakened; Don’t be drunk, but be filed with the Spirit
Group Ethics
6:10-20 WEAPONS (of the Church)
Put full armor on, to defeat the devil (truth, righteousness, evangelism, faith, salvation & prayer)

PHILIPPIANS
The Joyous Disciple-Maker
Book Argument: Thanks & prayer for their participation in the gospel. Paul is confident God will perfect
them to the end, & prays that their love will abound. He tells of his circumstances, where all people knew
the gospel while/because he was in jail, which encouraged others to evangelize, even some to spite him,
though he rejoiced that evangelism took place. For him, to live is Christ, & to die is better, but he’ll stay
on for their faith’s progress. Conduct yourselves worthy of the gospel. Be one in mind, & don’t be selfish,
but humbly deem others as more important, as Christ was humble, emptying Himself by becoming a human.
Prove yourselves to be blameless children, so Paul’s work isn’t in vain. He hopes to send Timothy to check
on them, but did send Epaphroditus, whose ministry effort had him near death. Rejoice in Christ, & put no
confidence in the flesh, even if Paul had reason to do so, as a former upright Jew, for all gains are loss
compared to knowing Christ. Forget the past, & press on to God’s upward prize. The mature man must
hold this attitude. Follow Paul’s example, as many are worldly, who get destroyed, but we are heaven’s
citizens, & we anxiously await Christ’s return. Live in harmony, & don’t be anxious, but pray. Keep your
mind on holy things. I rejoicing in your financial help, though I’m content, rich or poor, because I can do
all things through Christ. I don’t seek the gift, but its profit to your account, as God will supply all your
needs from His riches.
Memory Tip:
Evangelism (or Paul)
Humility (like Christ)
Commitment (in Christ)
Needs Supplied (provision)

Executive Summary
1:12-30 EVANGELISM (circumstances of Paul)
All knew the gospel while Paul was jailed, which encouraged others to evangelize, some out of spite, but joy it got done
To live is Christ, & die gain (better), but he’ll stay for their faith’s progress conduct yourself worthy of the gospel
2:1-18 HUMILITY (& ethics)
Humility of Christ
Be one in mind; don’t be selfish, but consider others as more important
Have Christ’s attitude, Who emptied Himself as a man, & became obedient to death, so So God highly exalted Him Lord
Fear & Trembling
Work out your salvation in the fear of God, & prove yourselves blameless children; share your joy with me
2:19-30 DISCIPLESHIP (helpers of Paul)
Future: Paul will send Timothy, concerned for their welfare; Present: Sent Epaphroditus, near-death sick from his ministering
3:1-16 COMMITMENT (of Paul)
We put no confidence in the flesh, though Paul had reason to; but all gains are loss compared to knowing Christ & His power
Forgetting the past, we press on toward the prize of God’s upward call; the mature should have this attitude
3:17-4:9 ETHICS
Follow my example, as many are worldly, idolizing desires, who they get destroyed; but our citizenship is in heaven
Don’t be anxious, but pray with thanks, & God’s understanding-surpassing peace will guard your hearts & minds
Keep your mind on whatever’s true, honorable, right, pure, lovely, good, praise-worthy, & practice my example
4:10-19 NEEDS (supplied for Paul)
I’m content in all circumstances, because I can do all things through Christ
I don’t seek the gift, but its profit for your account; & God will supply all your needs

COLOSSIANS
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The Preeminence of Christ
Book Argument: Thanks & prayer for believers, since they properly responded to evangelism. Paul
prays that they would know God’s will, so they can please Him in all respects, as He has saved them in
Christ, Who is divine, & the Church’s head. There is joy felt in suffering for fully evangelizing, in order
to present all men complete in Christ. Paul had struggles to disciple believers to love & know Christ’s
rich wisdom. Therefore, don’t let false teachers delude you, but remain disciplined, & walk in Him, & be
built up. Let no one enslave you to philosophies contrary to Christ, Who is divine, & Who made you
complete. You were spiritually circumcised, buried & raised, as you had been dead, but then were made
alive, so let no false teacher act as your judge about things whose substance belongs to Christ. Since you
died to the Law, why be subject to false, self-made religion, that can’t stop your sinning? Instead, set
your mind on things above, because your life is hidden in God. Consider your body members dead to sin,
& put aside sins, since you laid aside the old self, & put on the new self. Put on ethics, because you’re
chosen, holy, & loved in Christ. Wives be submissive, & husbands love your wives. Children be
obedient, & fathers don’t exasperate your kids. Slaves obey your masters, as obeying Christ, & masters
be just & fair to them. Be committed to prayer, & pray for Christians’ evangelism opportunities. Behave
wisely toward non-Christians, taking every evangelism opportunity, & let your speech be seasoned with
grace, so you’ll know how to respond to them.
Memory Tip:
Inheritance & Christ (delivered from darkness; redemption; deity & Head of the Church)
Evangelism (& suffering to present all men complete in Christ)
Discipleship (struggle to knit Christians in love; walk in Christ vs. false doctrine)
Inheritance (circumcised & made alive, identified with Christ’s death, burial & resurrection)
Discipleship (set mind on things above vs. false teachers, if raised with Christ, Who you’ll see)
Ethics (consider members dead to sin; ethics list; group ethics—marriage, family, employment)

Executive Summary
1:13-23 INHERITANCE (& sanctification in Christ)
God delivered us from the darkness to the kingdom of Christ, Who is God’s Image, Head, Creator, deity & reconciler
1:24-2:7 MINISTRY (of Paul’s evangelism & discipleship)
Joy suffering for fully carrying out evangelism, to present every man complete in Christ
Discipleship struggles for Laodicean’s hearts knit in love, to know Christ; walk in Christ, as you have received Him
2:8-19 FALSE TEACHERS (are to be avoided)
Avoid captivity to philosophy contrary to Christ; you were spiritually circumcised; you were dead, but were made alive
2:20-3:4 IDENTITY (with Christ leads to ethics)
You were raised up with Christ, so set your mind on things above
3:5-4:6 ETHICS
Consider your members dead to sin, since you laid aside the old self; Group ethics (list)

I THESSALONIANS
Ethical Ministry & Living in View of Prophecy
Book Argument: Thanks & prayer, because God saved them, shown by their imitating Christ, as examples
to other churches. Paul’s prior visit wasn’t in vain, as he evangelized purely, & didn’t flatter, or seek money,
or men’s glory, but nurtured them like a mother. He was pleased to impart not just the gospel, but his own
life, because he loved them, & encouraged them to walk worthy of God, as a dad would his children. He
hadn’t come to them because satan thwarted him, so he sent Timothy to check on them, who brought good
news of their faith & love, because Paul longs to be with them, to complete their faith. In their walk they
are to excel more, & be sexually pure, as we’re called to sanctification. They’re also to excel more at loving
one another, & respond properly to needy outsiders. Paul doesn’t want them to be upset by lies, as if the
Rapture & the resurrection had occurred, & they missed them. But when prophecy events start, they’ll
occur suddenly & unexpectedly. But they aren’t of darkness, so don’t sleep, but be sober, & put on God’s
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armor, because He hasn’t destined us to wrath. Appreciate ministers who diligently labor, & regard them
highly for their work. Ethically engage correction, & no revenge, but rejoicing, prayer, thanksgiving, not
quenching the Spirit, or despising prophecies, & abstaining from evil. May God sanctify you entirely, so
your spirit, soul & body get preserved complete until Christ’s return.
Memory Tip:
Ministry (evangelism & discipleship)
Messenger (Timothy sent for discipleship)
Ethics (sexual purity)
Prophecy (events & timing)
Ethics (pay the preacher)
Pattern:
Events (4:13-18), Timing (5:1-11)

Executive Summary
2:1-16 MINISTRY (Paul’s evangelism & discipleship)
Paul didn’t flatter them, or seek money or men’s glory, but nurtured them like a mother
Loving them, he was pleased to impart not just the gospel, but his own life,
Paul behaved righteously, encouraging them to walk worthy of God, as a dad would his children
2:17-3:13 MESSENGERS (for discipleship)
Paul sent Timothy to check on them, lest they be stunted by persecution
Timothy brought Paul good news of their faith & love
4:1-12 ETHICS (sexual purity, love, quietness)
In your walk, excel more, & be sexually pure/sanctified, & excel more at loving one another
4:13-5:11 PROPHECY
Events: Don’t be uninformed about the Rapture & the resurrection; comfort each other with these words
Timing: You know these will occur suddenly & unexpectedly, when people feel safe & secure, but aren’t
You aren’t of darkness, so don’t sleep, but be sober & put on armor, as God hasn’t destined us to wrath
5:12-22 ETHICS
Appreciate ministers who diligently labor, charged over you, & regard them highly for their work (pay pastors)
Ethics: Correction, no revenge, rejoice, pray, thank, don’t quench Spirit or despise prophecy, abstain from evil

II THESSALONIANS
Prophecy & Laziness
I’m proud & thankful for your faith & love example to others, amidst suffering, which prophecy will
relieve you of. Paul prays that they’ll walk worthy of Christ, & that He’d fulfill their desires for
goodness, to receive glory. Do not be shaken by false teaching that prophecy has passed, because it
doesn’t transpire until the apostasy happens, & the Antichrist arises. And God will bring a deluding spirit
to those who hate the truth. Give thanks that you’ve been chosen for salvation, & so stand firm in the
Bible. Pray for Paul’s evangelism. God will protect you from the devil, so remain steadfast. Shun every
believer who won’t work. Don’t let him eat, but admonish him as a brother vs. as an enemy. Don’t grow
weary in doing good. May God grant you peace in all circumstances.
Memory Tip:
Suffering’s Relief (in prophecy; & the lost’s end)
Prophecy Events (not deceived about timing)
Personal Matters (salvation, ethics, evangelism)
Lazy Christians (& shunning)
Pattern: Timing (2:1-2), Events (2:3-12)

Executive Summary
1:3-12 DISCIPLESHIP (by Paul)
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Thanks because their faith is enlarged, so Paul speaks proudly to other churches of their faith & endurance in persecution
Suffering to be considered kingdom worthy; persecutors to be eternally punished
2:1-3:5 PROPHECY (events)
Events
Events: Don’t be deceived… The apostasy comes first, then sinful, arrogant, God-claiming Antichrist is revealed
Holy Spirit restrains him, & God will send a spirit of delusion for those who hated the truth & loved sin, to believe lies
Ethics
Stand firm in the Bible; may Christ strengthen your hearts in every good work
Pray for the word to spread, & that Paul be delivered from evil, unbelieving men; God will protect you from satan
3:6-15 LAZINESS (among Christians)
Stay aloof of undisciplined brothers, & follow Paul’s example of working hard & not burdening them
If a person won’t work, don’t let them eat; don’t grow weary in doing good

I TIMOTHY
Church Practice
Book Argument: Teach men not to teach false doctrine, as the goal of our teaching is love. I’m thankful
Christ put me into service, as Christ came to save sinners, & I’m the foremost. Fight the good faith fight,
as some have shipwrecked their faith not doing so. I urge men in church to pray for all men, as God wants
them saved, & knowing His truth. Women in church should dress modestly, & quietly learn. Men wanting
to be pastors have a fine work they aspire to, but they must be qualified—deacons, as well. As prophecy
approaches, hypocrites will fall away, ushering odd edicts on marriage & food, but all food’s O.K. to eat,
if taken with thankfulness. Timothy, be a good elder, constantly nourished on sound doctrine, & rejecting
fables. Read the Bible publicly, & use your spiritual gift. Reprove Christians as family member dads,
brothers, mothers & sisters. Regarding age, only put widows on the list for the church to support if they’re
qualified, as widows indeed, having no family to support them. Younger widows should get remarried, as
sex & marriage obligations can distract from a pledged devotion to Christ. As to age, elders/pastors who
both preach & teach are due double honor. Don’t accuse them without enough witnesses. Speaking of
rebuking their sins, don’t participate in other’s sins by prematurely laying on hands, & since we lay hands
on the sick, you, Timothy, should also drink wine for your persistent stomach problems. And since sickness
is sometimes associated with sin (not Timothy’s), we know some people’s sins are obvious for judgment,
though the hidden ones follow after their death, & good deeds can’t be hidden. Slaves should honor their
masters, so people can’t speak ill of our doctrine. Anyone who teaches doctrine conflicting with Christ is
arrogant, like those who think living holy is a way to get rich, in ministry. Godliness is profitable, if you’re
content with it, because you came into the world with nothing, & you will leave with nothing, so learn to
be content if you have food & covering. But those who aspire to be rich fall into temptation, get ensnared
with evil, & pierce themselves with pangs, because the love of money is the root of all sorts of evil. Flee
that, & pursue integrity, & take hold of eternal life, according to your confession, for God will bring all this
about when Christ returns. Teach the rich not to fix their hope on money, but on God, & to be rich in good
deeds, & to share generously, so they have a good future. Timothy, guard the treasure entrusted to you, &
avoid the worldly talk of straying false teachers.
Memory Tip:
Elders (teach against false teachers’ false doctrines)
Ministry (doctrine, evangelism, discipleship)
Genders (in church; men pray, women learn quietly)
Leaders (in church; elders & deacons)
Elders (vs. false teachers; godliness > exercise)
Correction (family member-like, by elders)
Widows Indeed (vs. younger ones; church financing list)
Elders (duties & pay the preacher)
Godliness (> gold; rich to be generous)
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Executive Summary
1:3-20 DOCTRINE (sound doctrine to be taught in Church)
False Doctrine
Teach men not to teach false doctrine, as our teaching’s goal is love from a pure heart, clear conscience & sincere faith
Paul’s Evangelism
Thankful Christ put Paul in service, though a former blasphemer, but he found mercy, with faith in Christ
Christ came in the world to save sinners, & I’m foremost, & by mercy an example God’s patience for believers
2:1-15 GENDERS (in Church)
Men: Pray
I urge prayer for all men, as God wants all men saved, & knowing the truth
Women: Quietness
Women dress modestly, & receive teaching quietly in submission (in church), as Eve sinned first
3:1-16 LEADERS (in Church)
Pastors
It’s a fine work for any seeking to be overseer (qualified list); above reproach, et al
Deacons
Deacon qualifications (list); those who serve well get a high standing; common confession is Christ is the mystery of godliness
4:1-16 ELDERS (instructions, & fall-aways from the word)
False Doctrine
In the last days men will fall away, but food isn’t to be rejected, received with thanks, by the Bible & prayer
Elder Nourishment
Be a good servant, nourished on sound doctrine, rejecting fables & disciplined for godliness, for it’s profitable
5:1-25 AGES (in Church: elders & widows)
Family Reproof
Christian reproof ought to be like family members: Father, brother, mother, sister, for older & younger genders
Widows Indeed
Honor widows indeed, but if they have heirs, let them help them with their finances—not the church (unless 60 or over)
Younger Widows
Younger widows don’t put on the list; get married (qualified list); Christian women with widow relatives to assist
Elders
Elders who rule well & preach & teach deserve double honor, & not accused unless 2-3 witnesses
6:1-19 ETHICS
Group Ethics
Master-Slave: Slaves honor your masters, so our doctrine’s not spoken against
Godliness vs. Gold
Godliness is gain, if you’re content, because we came & leave with nothing, so be content with food & covering
Love of Money (& the rich)
Rich aspirers fail temptation, snare themselves with evil, & pierce themselves, as money love is much evil’s root
Fight the good faith fight, & take hold of eternal life, until Christ’s second appearance
Teach the rich not to fix hope on money, but God, be rich in good deeds & share generously, for a good future

II TIMOTHY
Minister Practice
Book Argument: Thanks to the God I serve, as I long to see you, sure of your sincere faith. Kindle your
spiritual gift, as God has given you a spirit of power, love & discipline. Don’t be ashamed of the gospel,
but join me in suffering. I suffer, & am not ashamed, for I know Who I believed, & sure that He will guard
what I’ve entrusted to Him. All Asia turned from me, but one refreshed me, & wasn’t ashamed—who I
wish mercy for on judgment day. Suffer hardship, as soldiers in active service don’t entangle themselves
in everyday life’s affairs. Remember Jesus, Whose gospel I’m in prison for, but His word isn’t imprisoned.
Remind Christians not to word wrangle, but to be word workmen, unashamed. In large homes there are
artifacts of honor & lesser honor, & if a man cleanses himself, he will be an honorable vessel for God.
God’s man shouldn’t quarrel, but teach, & gently correct. In the end times, tough times will come, as sin
will increase (sins list). People will hold to a fake form of godliness, oppose truth, & be unsaved, & know
that all who want to live godly in Christ will be persecuted. Continue in the things you’ve known since
childhood, because the Bible is inspired. Preach that Bible, because men won’t always endure sound
doctrine, but will turn away to entertainers. But you be sober, suffer, & do the work of an evangelist,
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because I am poured out as a drink offering, having fought the good fight of faith & completed the course.
I will receive a crown of righteousness, which is for all who love Christ’s second appearance. God
strengthened me through suffering, so His proclamation might be fully accomplished.
Memory Tip:
Evangelism & Bible (unashamed of the testimony of Christ; sound doctrine/discipleship)
Ministry (work hard in ministry/evangelism)
Bible (know Bible, & pursue righteousness, vs. false teachers & fall-aways)
Prophecy (sin will be increased, in prophecy’s troubled times)
Bible (follow Paul’s example, & preach the word)

Executive Summary
1:8-18 UNASHAMED (of the gospel—stir up your gift)
Don’t be ashamed of the gospel, but suffer; I’m not ashamed, for I know Who I believed, & know He will guard my entrustment
2:1-13 HARD WORK (in ministry, being faithful)
Suffer hardship as active; athletes win if they follow the rules, & farmers get crops if they work hard
2:14-26 BIBLE (nourished in & rewarded; inerrant)
Remind them not to word wrangle, but to be word workmen, unashamed, accurately handling the Bible
Large homes have artifacts of honor & lesser quality—if one cleanses himself, he will be a honorable vessel
3:1-17 APOSTASY (prophecy & ethics)
In last days, tough times will come, holding to a form of godliness; the whole Bible is inspired
4:1-8 PROPHECY (& preaching the word)
Preach the word, in all seasons; men will abandon it for ear ticklers; Paul has fought the good fight of faith finished the course

TITUS
The Gospel Engages Good Deeds
Book Argument: I left you in Crete to appoint qualified elders, because many false teachers need silencing,
teaching error for profit. Reprove your people for lying, & don’t pay attention to myths. Some lost people
claim to know God, but their deeds say otherwise. Speak sound doctrine to all age groups. Slaves be
subject to your masters, so our doctrine is properly adorned, because God’s grace appeared, with salvation
for all, teaching us to live godly. Remind Christians to obey government, & be considerate to all men,
because we were once lost & sinful, but in God’s kindness He saved us, not by works, but by the Spirit’s
renewal. Speak confidently, so believers engage in good deeds, which are profitable. Shun controversies,
& shun divisive men after two warnings. Let our people learn to engage good deeds, & meet pressing
needs.
Memory Tip:
Elders (appointed, vs. Judaisers)
Sound Doctrine (vs. Law’s abuse)
Salvation (the gospel teaches us to live righteously)
Do Good Deeds (because you’re saved)
Salvation (the gospel teaches us to do good deeds)
Do Good Deeds (because they’re good & profitable)

Executive Summary
1:5-16 APPOINT ELDERS (due to false teachers)
Appoint qualified elders, because of many professing false teachers needing silencing; to the pure, all things are pure
2:1-15 AGE GROUPS (& gospel ethics)
Speak to sound doctrine to all ages & genders, because the gospel teaches us to live ethically
Group Ethics
Slave-Master: Slaves are to be subject to masters; grace appeared for salvation for all, teaching us to live godly
3:1-11 DO GOOD (due to gospel ethics)
Remind them to be subject to government, & show consideration to all men, because God’s kindness came, & He saved us
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Speak so believers are careful to engage in good deeds, & shun controversies

PHILEMON
Forgiving & Accepting Back a Runaway Slave
Book Argument: Paul teaches Philemon that Christian fellowship is made effective by learning all good
things which are in you (i.e., your inheritance). He then makes two appeals, one major (to accept back a
runaway slave, Onesimus) & one minor (to make a place for his lodging). He inspires & motivates
Philemon to accept his main appeal, with all of the following incentives: Authority, gentleness, age
(elderly), circumstances (imprisonment), common salvation, freedom in Christ, Onesimus is Paul’s son in
the faith, he’s useful to them both, he’s Paul’s very heart, Paul wanted to keep him, but sought Philemon’s
consent (vs. forced him), spiritual perspective (Philemon might have Onesimus back forever), they’re both
believers, Onesimus a Christian brother to them both, accept him because we’re partners, Paul will pay any
of Onesiums’ debts, though Philemon owes Paul his spiritual life, benefit & refresh Paul, as Paul is confident
Philemon will go the extra mile in his obedience.
Memory Tip:
Effective Fellowship (knowing your inheritance)
Accept Slave (back, who ran away)

Executive Summary
1:8-21 APPEAL (receive back a runaway slave)
Reasons (Authority, gentleness, age, circumstances (imprisonment), common salvation, freedom in Christ, slave is his son in the
faith, slave’s useful to them both, slave’s Paul’s very heart, Paul wanted to keep the slave, but sought master’s consent (vs.
forced him), spiritual perspective (owner might have slave back forever), they’re both believers, slave master is a Christian
brother to them both, accept slave because Paul & the master are partners, Paul will pay any of the slave’s debts, though the
owner owes Paul his spiritual life, benefit and refresh Paul, as Paul is confident the master will go the extra mile to do); Appeal
#2: Make lodging for Paul.

HEBREWS
The Supremacy of Christ to the Law
Book Argument: God spoke with finality in Christ, Who is greater than the angels. If Law violations were
judged, how can we escape if we neglect so great a salvation? Christ was perfected through sufferings, &
can help us when we’re tempted. Consider Him, Who was more faithful than Moses. Today, if you hear
His voice, don’t harden your heart, but diligently enter God’s rest, & hold fast your confession, & draw
near to our high priest. High priests offer gifts, & can sympathize with men, even making sacrifices for
their own sins. But Christ suffered sinlessly, praying & being heard for His piety. You’re immature babes,
needing to leave elementary teachings, & press on to maturity. Fall-aways can’t be renewed to repentance,
so have full assurance to the end. Like the Law, God swore an oath to Abraham, who was not greater than
Melchizadek, as Abraham tithed to him. But perfection wasn’t by the Levitical priesthood, & Christ &
Melchizadek were not Levites. The Law was set aside, because it perfected no one. We have this high
priest, Christ, Who has a better ministry, covenant & promises than the Law. It had ceremonies,
symbolizing that there’s only one way to the holy of holies—a cleansed conscience. Christ entered there
by greater blood than animals, & although all men die once, Christ died once, & will return again for all
who love Him. We can enter that holy of holies, so draw near, hold fast, stimulate good deeds, & don’t
throw away your rewarded faith. Faith is the assurance of things hoped for, & the certainty of things unseen.
Old Testament examples of faith heroes include creation, Abel, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Sarah, Isaac, Jacob,
Joseph, Moses, Rahab, & many others (list). These people were approved by God for their faith, but they
are not perfected without we believers. Therefore, with them onlooking, lay aside sin, & fix your eyes on
Jesus, because you get disciplined for your good. Fear God, Who can judge, & Who is a consuming fire.
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Be sexually pure before marriage, obey your spiritual leaders, & may God equip you in every good thing
to do His will.
Memory Tip:
Christ is Greater than Angels
Enter God’s Rest (of faith)
Judaism & Priests
a) Christ is Greater than Levitical Priests
b) Christ is Greater & Like Melchizadek
c) Symbolism of the Law’s Ceremonies
Faith Hall of Fame
Ethics (God’s discipline; hospitality, prisoners, sexual purity, free from love of money, pay the preachers,
sound doctrine)

Executive Summary
1:1-2:18 ANGELS (Christ is greater than angels)
Christ the Final Word
God spoke with finality in Christ, & God told Christ to sit at His right hand, Who’s greater than the angels
Neglecting So Great A Salvation
How can we escape if we neglect a great salvation?
Christ was perfected through sufferings, & partook of flesh & blood, so He could deliver us from death & aid when tempted
3:1-4:16 FAITH REST (& consider Christ’s faithfulness)
The Faithfulness of Christ
Consider Christ, Who was more faithful (greater) than Moses
Today, if you hear His voice, don’t harden your heart; take care lest any of you fall away
Enter God’s Rest
Let us fear, lest any come short of entering God’s rest, though His works have been finished from the world’s foundation
Diligently enter God’s rest, & hold fast our confession & draw near when tempted
5:1-6:20 HIGH PRIESTS (Christ is greater than them)
Sympathetic High Priests
High priests offer gifts, & can sympathize, as sacrifices are for their sins too
Christ prayed, & learned obedience by suffering, & was heard for His piety, designated a Melchizadek high priest
Immaturity Rebuked
You’re dull hearing babes, & should be teachers by now, but need elementary oracles; leave them & press on to maturity
Fall-aways can’t be renewed to repentance; God recalls past works, so have full assurance to the end
Abraham’s Promise
God swore by Himself a promise certain to Abraham; our hope anchors our soul, steadfast & enters the veil
7:1-28 MELCHIZADEK (Christ is like & greater than him)
Christ & Melchizadek
Melchizadek tithed to Abraham; Perfection wasn’t by Levitical priesthood, & Christ & Melchizadek weren’t Levites
The Law’s Imperfection
The Law was set aside because it perfected no one; priest’s role ended with death, but Christ’s is an eternal priesthood
8:1-10:39 CEREMONY (symbolism of the Law)
Christ the High Priest
We have this high priest Christ, Who has a better ministry, covenant & promises, as the Law had faults God promised to fix
The Law’s Ceremonies
The Law had ceremonial; the Holy Spirit symbolizes that there’s only one way to the holy of holies—a cleansed conscience
Christ’s Greater Blood
Christ entered by greater blood than animals, that cleanses consciences from dead works to serve a living God
The Law Didn’t Perfect
All men die once, & then they are judged, like Christ was offered once, & will return for those who love Him
Draw Near vs. Be Judged; Keep the Faith
Since we can enter the holy of holies, draw near, hold fast & stimulate good deeds; there’s judgment if you continue to sin
Recall your past works, & don’t throw away your rewarded confidence, but keep faith to preserve your soul
11:1-40 FAITH (hall of fame)
Faith Defined
You can’t please God without faith, which is the assurance of things hoped for & certainty of things unseen
Old Testament examples of faith (list); these people were approved by faith, but they’re not perfected without us
12:1-13:21 ETHICS
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Lay Aside Sin, Eyes Fixed on Christ
Lay aside sin & fix your eyes on Jesus; you get disciplined, for your benefit
Fear God & Don’t Resist
You have come to the terrifying mountain of God, so fear Him Who can judge; God is a consuming fire
Ethics List
Sexual purity before marriage; obey your spiritual leaders; May God equip you in every good thing to do His will

JAMES
Maturity: Means & Manifestations
Book Argument: Consider trials joy, as they bring maturity, & if you lack wisdom, pray in faith, without
doubting. The rich are in a low position, & the poor are in a high position. Temptation comes from our
lusts within, ultimately from satan, whereas salvation & all good gifts come from God. Achieve God’s
righteousness, by implanting the word, & be a doer of it, vs. forgetting it. Don’t treat poor church visitors
lesser than the rich, as God chose the poor to be rich in faith. Be merciful, as you’ll be judged by the law
of liberty. It’s not useful to wish a poor brother well, & not help him. The demons’ intellectual assent is
not like the active faith of Abraham & Rahab. Let Bible teachers be few, our words bely us, & hell sets
the tongue aflame, like Christians blessing & cursing. Worldly wisdom is opposite to heavenly wisdom
(described). Your church quarrels come from your worldly lusts, & are why your prayers aren’t
answered. Humbly submit yourselves to God, & don’t speak against or judge your brother. Rich
aspirers: Submit your business plans to God. Rich achievers: There’s judgment on the evil rich.
Christian workers: Endure, & don’t complain against your brother. Pray when you suffer or are sick, &
don’t swear. Confess your sins, so you’ll be healed, & pray like the miracle-trusting Elijah. Correct your
erring brother, to save him from premature death.
Memory Tip:
Trials, Temptation & Gifts
Faith & Works
a) Does of the Word
b) Faith vs. Favoritism
c) Faith & Works
Teachers & Tongue Control
Wisdom (from below & above)
Worldliness (& division, in church)
Riches (aspirers & achievers)
Suffering (& prayer/body life)

Executive Summary
1:2-12 TRIALS (& treasure)
Consider trials joy; pray without doubting; the rich are in a low position, & the poor are in a high position
1:13-18 TEMPTATION (& gifts)
Don’t blame God for temptation; salvation & all good gifts come from God
1:19-2:26 OBEDIENCE (to the word)
Be Doers of the Word, Not Hearers Only
Put aside sin, & prove to be a doer of the word; receive the word implanted, to save your soul/be sanctified
Hearers only look in mirror & make no change; intent lookers do the perfect law of liberty
Church Favoring Rich Over Poor
Don’t favor the rich, when a poor person visits church; God chose the poor to be rich in faith & heirs of His kingdom
Keeping the Law one must be perfect, or they sin; be merciful, as one to be judged by the law of liberty
Faith Without Works is Useless
It’s not useful to say you have faith but have no works, like wishing a poor brother well, & not helping him (intellectual assent)
Abraham’s sanctification works justified his faith, as he was reckoned righteous & considered the friend of God
3:1-12 TONGUE CONTROL (& teachers)
Let Bible teachers be few, because we all stumble in what we say; the tongue is set on fire by hell, & is untameable
3:13-18 WISDOM (from below & above)
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Bitterly jealous, selfish & arrogant worldly wisdom vs. pure, peaceful, gentle, reasonable, merciful, unhypocritical, etc.
4:1-10 WORLDLY CHRISTIANS (& their solutions)
Church quarrels from their lusts, as enemies of God from worldliness; He opposes the proud, but gives grace to the humble
4:11-5:12 RICHES (& ethics, vs. being judged)
Rich aspirers, come now, & submit your business plans to God; rich achievers, your riches & luxury lifestyles fail in judgment
Christians are to patiently endure bad bosses; suffer patiently, as endurers are blessed, like Job
5:13-18 ETHICS (& Body Life)
If suffering, pray; if cheerful, praise; if sick, have elders pray; confess your sins, & pray like Elijah

I PETER
Salvation Brings Sanctification Through Submissive Suffering
Book Argument: Blessed be God, Who caused us to be born again, for a protected inheritance. Rejoice,
though suffering, as your faith gets proven thereby. Prophets spoke of this salvation, & were serving you.
Gear up for action, be sober, with your hope fully fixed on grace at Christ’s second coming. Don’t be
conformed to your former lusts, but be holy. If you pray, conduct yourself in fear, as you were redeemed
by Christ’s imperishable blood. You purified your mind for obedience, so sincerely do it from the heart, as
you’re born again of imperishable seed, God’s word. Put aside sins, & like babies long for the God’s Bible
milk, so you will grow after salvation, & come to Him as a precious cornerstone, to be built up into a holy
priesthood. You have a new identity (chosen race, royal priesthood, people for God’s own possession), so
you’ll tell His praises. Ethically abstain from lusts (list). Slaves submit, even when your boss is
unreasonable. You’ve been called to suffer, like Christ, Who didn’t sin, but entrusted Himself to God. He
bore our sins on the cross so we’d live to righteousness. Wives, submit, internally adorned with a gentle,
quiet spirit. Husbands, live in a wife-understanding way. To summarize, do these things (ethics list), as
you were called to be a blessing. Who can harm you for doing good? Even if they do, you’re blessed.
Sanctify Christ in your heart, defending your hope, & keep a good conscience. Christ died once for all, to
bring us to God, & made proclamation to the dead souls of Noah’s day. Likewise, the baptism (going
under) of an appeal for a clear conscience now saves you. Christ suffered, so arm yourself with that same
purpose, to live the rest of your life not for lusts, but God’s will, for the time past is enough for you to have
pursued sins. The end is near, so be sober for prayer, & love one another. Use spiritual gifts as servants.
Don’t be surprised by suffering, but rejoice, as you’ll exult at Christ’s coming. But don’t suffer for sinning,
but glorify God. Elders shepherd the flock, not lording over, or not for unnoble gain, then you’ll receive
the unfading crown of glory. Humble yourselves before God, casting all your cares on Him. Be sober,
because the devil seeks to devour you like a lion. And after you suffer a little while, God will perfect,
confirm, strengthen & establish you. This is the true grace of God—stand firm in it!
Memory Tip:
Salvation (received, our hope in suffering, & prophesied)
Sanctification (3 bases: blood, seed and Cornerstone)
Suffering (Christ as example to sanctify)
Ethics (prayer, love, hospitality, spiritual gifts)
Suffering (for Christ, as God’s judgment of the Church)
Ethics (elders’ duty; humility)
Pattern:
Ethics (2:11-19), Suffering (2:20-25), Ethics (3:1-12), Suffering (3:13-22), Ethics (4:1-11), Suffering (4:12-19)

Executive Summary
1:3-12 SALVATION (blessings & ethics of)
God caused us to be born again to a living hope; rejoice in suffering, as faith’s proven; prophets spoke of salvation, & served you
1:13-2:10 ETHICS (based on blood, seed/Bible & Cornerstone)
Ethics
Gear for action, sober, hope fully fixed on grace at second coming; be holy
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Blood
If you pray, conduct yourself in fear, as you were redeemed by blood of Christ—not perishable gold or silver
Seed (Bible)
Sincerely purify your heart for obedience, born again of imperishable seed, & long for the Bible’s milk, so you will grow
Cornerstone
Come to Christ as a precious cornerstone, to build into a holy priesthood; He’s a stumbling stone for those who are disobedient
Your new identity (chosen race, royal priesthood, people for God’s own possession), so you’d tell His praises
2:11-3:7 SUBMISSION (for ethics)
Ethics
Ethics (abstain from lusts, excellent deeds, submit to government, be free, & use it as bond slaves, honor men)
Group Ethics
Master-Servant: Submit, even when boss is unreasonable; you’ve been called to suffer, like Christ, healed of our former straying
Marriage: Wives, submit, internally adorned with a gentle, quiet spirit; Husbands, live in an understanding way with your wife
3:8-4:6 SUFFERING (for ethics)
Sanctify Christ in your heart; suffer for ethics, as time is enough for you to have pursued sins
Suffer & Do Good
Summarized ethics (list); even if men harm you, you’re blessed; sanctify Christ in your heart, defending hope, & doing good
Christ’s Suffering
Christ died once for all; spiritual baptism saves you; be armed to suffer; live the rest of your life not for lusts, but God’s will
4:7-5:11 ETHICS (& suffer patiently)
Ethics
End’s near, so be sober for prayer; use spiritual gifts as servants, according to God’s ability
Suffering
Don’t be surprised by suffering, but rejoice; don’t be ashamed; judgment begins with the Church
Elders
Elders shepherd the flock, not lording over, not for unnoble gain; you’ll get the unfading crown of glory; young men be humble
Humility & Suffering
Humble yourselves under God, for exalting in the proper time, casting your cares on Him, for He cares for you
Be sober—devil prowls to devour you like a lion, but resist him, firm in faith; after a little while, God will perfect you

II PETER
Biblical Character Despite False Prophets
Book Argument: God gave you all things for life & godliness, by knowing Him, & gave great promises,
so you’d partake of His divine nature, so add ethics (list) to your faith. Why? If those traits are
increasingly yours, you’re useful in knowing Christ. Diligently make certain He called you, for as you
add these traits, His eternal kingdom’s entrance is abundantly supplied to you. It’s right for me to remind
you of these things, as my death is imminent, & these aren’t fables. Pay attention to inspired prophecy,
until Christ rises in your heart. But false prophets will arise, denying Christ, & lead people astray with
sex & greed, but they will be judged (proven by demons, Noah’s generation, & Sodom & Gomorrah).
God can rescue you from temptation, despite evil people. These evil Judaizer people (sin list) promise
freedom, while they’re slaves to sin. It would have been better for them to never have known the right
way. I remind you that mockers will deny Christ’s return, escaping their notice that all existence is by
God’s word (as with Noah’s flood, & future judgment). God’s timing is not ours, but He’s not slow, but
patiently wanting all people to be saved. And Christ’s day will come, so you ought to live godly,
hastening its coming, looking to that promised future. Be ethically found in peace, knowing God’s
patience means salvation, as even Paul said. Be on guard to retain your steadfastness, & grow in grace, &
in knowing Christ.
Memory Tip:
Inheritance & Ethics (magnificent promises, & add traits to your faith)
False Teachers in Prophecy (traits & judgment)
Ethics & Prophecy (false teachers/mockers)
Pattern:
Sin (2:1a-c), Judgment (2:1d), Sin (2:2-3a), Judgment (2:3b-9), Sin (2:10-22)
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Executive Summary
1:3-21 ETHICS (to add to your faith; saved, so be sanctified)
Add Traits
God gave you all things for life & godliness, & great promises so you’d partake of divine nature, so add ethics (list) to your faith
Diligently make certain His calling you, for as you add traits, eternal kingdom’s entrance is abundantly to you
Reminder
I’ll always remind you, though you’re established; pay attention to prophecy, so Christ rises in your heart
The Bible is from men God moved, vs. their own interpretation
2:1-22 FALSE TEACHERS (judgment & deeds)
Judgment
False prophets will arise, teaching heresies, denying Christ, & they’ll be judged
Deeds
Evil imposters (sin list) promise freedom, while they’re slaves (Judaizer sin list)
3:1-18a ETHICS (& prophecy)
Mockers
Mockers will arise, & deny Christ’s return; God’s not slow on second coming promise, but patient, wanting all saved
Prophecy
Heavens will melt, so you ought to live godly
Ethics
Be found in peace, spotless & blameless, knowing God’s patience means salvation; grow in grace & in knowing Christ

I JOHN
Evidences of Fellowship
Book Argument: We proclaim what was from the beginning, the word of life that was manifested. God
is light, so walk in light, if you have fellowship with Him, & confess your sins & He’ll forgive them, as
our Advocate & God’s propitiation. We know God, if we keep His commandments, & abiders in Him
walk the way He did. The old & new command is love your brother, if you abide in the light. Babes in
Christ, you’re forgiven; young men, be strong in the Bible; fathers, you know God. Do not love the world
(the lust of flesh, eyes & pride), but do God’s will. Antichrists have gone out, & abandon the church, &
deny vs. confess Christ, but you have a teaching anointing. God’s promise is eternal life, & that anointing
teaches you all things. Abide in Christ, so you aren’t ashamed when He comes, & practice righteousness,
because you are of Him. God greatly loves us, calling us children, & we will be like Him, so fix your
hope, & purify yourself. Practicing evil is sin, & Christ came to take away sins. No one who abides in
Christ practices sin, or hates his brother, because His seed is within. Love one another, & lay down your
life for them, as Jesus did. Withholding assets from a needy brother isn’t God’s love abiding within.
Prayers get answered when offered from a good conscience & abiding in Christ, assured of salvation.
God’s command is to believe in Jesus. Test the spirits, as false antichrist teachers have gone out, not
confessing Christ. You overcome them by the greater one Who is within. Love one another, as love is
from God. God showed love by sending Christ as our propitiation. He who confesses Jesus is God’s Son
has God abiding within. We have confidence because we like Christ was in the world. God’s children
keep His unburdensome commands, loving Him, & those born of God overcome the world. The three
witnesses of Christ, which are in agreement, are the water, blood & Spirit. Believers in Christ have God’s
witness inside, that eternal life is in Christ. Confidence in prayer comes from knowing it’s according to
God’s will, so we have what we asked. Correct your brother’s sins not leading to death. There are three
things we know: No one born of God (continually/habitually) sins, we are of God, & Christ came to give
us understanding. Children, avoid idols.
Memory Tip:
Walking (in the Word & light; confess your sins)
Keep Commandments (if you know God, & love the brethren)
Age Groups (& God’s will vs. worldliness)
Antichrist Spirit (vs. anointing)
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Abiding (in Christ, until He appears, vs. practice sin)
Love Brethren (in deed & truth)
Prayer (from a good conscience, assured)
Spirit Testing (overcome evil ones)
Abiding (in Christ, & loving one another)
Love God (keep His commands)
Witnesses (to Christ—three; assured, confident praying)
Correcting (your brother, & three things we know)
Pattern:
Ethics (2:3-6, 28-3:10), Love one another (2:11-11, 3:11-18, 4:7-21), antichrist spirit (2:18-2, 4:1-6), secure so
pray (3:19-24, 5:10-15)

Executive Summary
1:1-2:2 WALKING (in the Word & light; confess your sins)
We proclaim what was from the beginning, the word of life that was manifested, so you’ll have joy
God is light, so walk in light, if you have fellowship with Him, & confess your sins vs. deny them
2:3-11 KEEP COMMANDMENTS (if you know God, & love the brethren)
We know God, if we keep His commandments; the old & new command is love your brother
2:12-17 GOD’S WILL (& age groups)
Babes, you’re forgiven; young men be strong in the Bible; fathers, you know God
Do not love the world or its things (lust of flesh, eyes & pride), but do God’s will
2:18-27 ANTICHRIST SPIRIT (vs. Anointing)
Antichrists have gone out in the last days, & abandoned the church; but you have an anointing; they don’t confess Christ
God’s promise is eternal life; let no one deceive you; the anointing abides in & teaches you all things
2:28-3:10 ABIDING (in Christ, until He appears, vs. practice sin)
Abide in Christ, so you aren’t ashamed at His coming, & practice righteousness, as you are of Him
God greatly loves us, calling us children, & we shall be like Him, so fix your hope & purify yourself
No one who abides in Christ sins, or hates his brother, as practicers of sin are of the devil (the children of God test)
3:11-18 LOVE BRETHREN (in deed & truth)
Love one another; lay down your life like Jesus did; withholding assets from a needy brother isn’t God’s love abiding within
3:19-24 PRAYER (from a good conscience, assured)
Prayer from a good conscience, abiding in Christ, & assured of salvation; His command is believe in Jesus
4:1-6 SPIRIT TESTING (overcome evil ones)
Test the spirits, as false teachers have gone out; you overcome by He within greater than he in the world
4:7-21 ABIDING (in Christ, & loving one another)
Love one another, as love is from God; if we love one another, God abides in us
We have confidence because we are as Christ is in the world, & He loved first
If you say you love God, & hate your brother (who you can see), you’re a liar
5:1-5 LOVE GOD (keep His commands)
He who believes Jesus is God’s Son is of God; God’s children keep His commands, & overcome the world
5:6-15 WITNESSES (to Christ—three; assured, confident praying)
The three witnesses of Christ, in agreement, are the water, blood & Spirit
Believers have that witness inside; he who has the Son has the life
Confidence in prayer before God is knowing it’s according to God’s will
5:16-21 CORRECTING (your brother, & three things we know)
Correct your brother’s sin not leading to death; 3 things we know (list); children, avoid idols

II JOHN
Truth Disassociates From False Ministers
Book Argument: I love you in truth, you know the truth, & we work for the truth’s sake. I am glad your
believers are walking in truth, as they should. This is not a new command, but you know you are to love
one another, which is shown by obeying God’s commandments, because deceptive false teachers have
gone out, who deny Christ was a human & deny God’s word (i.e., the antichrist spirit). Don’t lose
rewards your deeds have qualified you for, by following those who exceed Christ’s teachings. Anyone
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who disagrees with this should not enjoy your hospitality, or even your greeting. I prefer to discuss other
matters only in person.
Memory Tip:
Love One Another (due to false teachers; walking in truth)
Rejecting Greeting Antichrist False Teachers (who deny Christ; receive your full reward)

Executive Summary
1:4-6 ETHICS
Glad Christians are walking in truth; love one another, which is shown by walking in God’s commandments
1:7-11 FALSE TEACHERS
False teachers shave gone out; beware not to lose rewards; don’t greed disagreers

III JOHN
Truth Supports True Ministers
Book Argument: I love you in truth. May you prosper & be in good health. I’m glad believers are
walking in truth. You are doing well, faithfully supporting ministers, especially strangers. Diotrephes
arrogantly rejects what we wrote, slandering us, & rejecting incoming ministers, & excommunicating
church members who want to receive them, so I will call him out when I come. Imitate what is good, not
evil, because the former are from God, & the latter are from satan. Demetrius, on the other hand, has a
good testimony from all, the truth, & our truly born witness. I prefer to discuss other matters only in
person.
Memory Tip:
Prosper & Be in Good Health (walking in truth)
Acting Faithfully, Supporting Ministers
Bad & Good Testimonies (arrogant Diotrephes vs. good Demetrius)

Executive Summary
1:9-12 TESTIMONIES (bad & good, in church)
Bad & Good Examples
Diotrephes arrogantly rejects what we wrote; imitate what is good, not evil; Demetrius’ has a good testimony

JUDE
Contend For the Faith
Book Argument: I was going to write you about our common faith, but it’s urgent that you contend for
the faith, because licentious false teachers have crept into church. God will judge them, as He did
unbelievers in Moses’ day, fallen angels, & Sodom & Gomorrah. By dreaming, these men reject
authority, & revile important things they don’t understand (which even Michael the archangel didn’t do,
with things he did understand). They are like murderous Cain, chasing after money through ministry, like
Balaam, & they are wild wanderers, comfortably posing in your midst. God will judge them (as Enoch
has prophesied). You should recall that the apostles said these lustful, divisive, worldly mockers will
arise. But, unlike them, you are to build yourself up on your holy faith, stay in God’s love, be anxious for
Christ’s return, & evangelize people with your intensity determined by their attitude & sinfulness. God is
able to keep you from stumbling/sinning.
Memory Tip:
Contend for the faith (urgently; no time for salvation lessons)
False Teachers (traits & judgment)
Ethics vs. False Teachers (in light of prophecy; these, but you)
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Pattern:
Sin (4a), Judgment (4b), Sin (4c), Judgment (5-7), (8-10c), Judgment (10d), Sin (11a), Judgment (11b-9),
Sin (12-13c), Judgment (13d-15), Sin (16)

Executive Summary
1:3-7 CONTEND (for the faith, due to false teachers)
Contend earnestly for the faith, because lost, licentious false teachers have crept into the church, whom God will judge
1:8-16 FALSE TEACHERS (sins & judgment)
False teachers reject authority, have gone Cain’s way, & rushed into Balaam’s error, & God will judge them
1:17-23 PROPHECY (false prophets & ethics)
False Teachers (vs. Christians’ response to God & the lost)
Divisive mockers will arise, following their lusts, but build on your holy faith, keep in God’s love, wait for the second coming
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NEW TESTAMENT ANALYTICAL OUTLINES
Because we analyze the historical books (Mt.-Ac., and Rev.) in less detail from the epistles, as to
their argument and content structure (as more chronological event detailing), the following is a cursory
overview of the ‘most famous,’ or more devotional verses found therein, for executive summary purposes
(Note: Mark is essentially subsumed in Matthew):
Mt. 1:23, 3:17, 4:4, 19, 23, 5:3-14, 16, 39, 44, 48, 6:6, 9-13, 19-21, 24, 33-34, 7:1, 7-8, 12-13, 21, 24,
(29), 8:19-20, 9:12-13, 35, 37-38, 10:(14), 16, (24-25), 32, 34, 37-39, 11:(19), 28-30, 12:(8), 30, (31), 33,
(37), 47-50, 13:(18-23, 34, 44-46), 57, 14:(26-27), 15:18-19, 16:18, (22-23), 24, 18:3, 11, 21-22, 19:14,
26, 20:27-28, 21:12-13, 21, 22:9, (14), 21, 36-38, 23:(12, 24), 37, 24:(13), 14, 27, 25:34-36, 26:41-42,
28:18-20
Mk. 4:14, 9:23, 40, 10:27, 29-31, 11:22-24, 13:15-16, 31
Lk. 2:52, 6:38, 9:23-25, 10:(2), 7, 11, (21, 37), 42, 11:9, 13, 17, (21, 23, 34, 41), 12:(3), 15, (24-25), 3134, (40), 15:2, 7, 20, 16:(15-16, 25), 17:(10), 18:16, 25, (29-30), 19:18
\

Jn. 1:1-4, 12, 16-17, 29 2:5, 11, (14-16, 24-25), 3:3, 6-7, 15-18, 36, 4:14, 24, 34-36, 5:24, 6:27, 35, (37),
40, 47, (68), 7:38, 8:7, 10-12, 32, 36, (44), 51, 58, 10:27-30, 11:(9-10), 25-26, 35, 12:8, 32, 13:10, (1416), 34-35, 14:1-3, 6, 12-15, 27, 15:1-8, 12, 16, 16:8, 24, 33, 17:3, 17, 20:(30-31), 21:25
Ac. 1:8, 2:(24), 38, 42, (46-47), 3:6, (26), 4:12, 19-20, 31, 5:(20), 29, 41-42, 6:(8), 8:4, (35), 9:31, 10:(35),
38, 43, 11:(19, 24), 12:24, 13:48-49, 14:21, 15:11, (36), 16:30-31, (34), 17:2-3, 6, 11, (31), 18:(27-28),
19:18, 24:15-16, 26:7, (18, 20), 23, 28:(23-24, 31)
Rev. 1:3, 5, 7, (13-16), 2:4-5, (19, 27), 3:(1-2, 12), 17, 20, 4:8, 11, 5:9-10, 12, 19:7, 9, 11, 15, 20:14-15,
21:4-8, 21-27, 22:3-5, (11), 14, 17-18, 20

ROMANS
(1:1-7) Introduction
(1:8-17) Personal Matters

1:18-3:20 NEED (for Righteousness): All Men Are Sinners
Condemnation of Lost Gentiles (1:18-23)
God’s wrath is against those who suppress the truth by sin (1:18-23)
God gave them over to their unnatural lusts (1:24-27)
God gave them over to sins, who approved others sinning (1:28-32)
Condemnation of Lost Jews (2:1-16)
Unsaved Jews are without excuse for unrepentance (2:1-11)
God will judge their sin, having the Law some Gentiles obey instinctively (2:12-16)
Jews’ Advantages & Unbelief (2:17-3:20)
Hypocritical Jews are unbenefited by physical circumcision (2:17-29)
Jews’ have advantages, but their unbelief doesn’t nullify God’s faithfulness (3:1-8)
Jews aren’t better than Gentiles, as there is no one righteous (3:9-20)
3:21-5:21 GIFT (of Righteousness): Salvation Is For All Men
Salvation By Faith is a Gift (& not by the Law/just for the Jews) (3:21-4:25)
Salvation is a gift, apart from the Law (3:21-26)
God is the God of all, not just the Jews (3:27-31)
Abraham found salvation by faith, not by works (4:1-8)
God’s salvation is for all—not just the Jews (4:9-12)
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God’s promise to Abraham was by faith; not by the Law (4:13-15)
Followers of Abraham’s faith receive the blessing (4:16-17)
Abraham hung onto the promise, despite contrary evidence (4:18-22)
Abraham reckoned righteous was for believing Gentiles (4:23-25)
Three Exultations (5:1-11)
We exult in our glory, having been justified (5:1-2)
We exult in trials, knowing they produce character (5:3-5)
God loves us, proven by Christ dying on the cross (5:6-9)
We exult in our salvation (5:10-11)
Adam’s Sin vs. Christ’s Sacrifice (5:12-21)
One man’s sin meant death to all (5:12-14)
One Man’s righteousness meant the gift of righteousness for all who believe (5:15-17)
One sin ruined all, & one sacrifice can save all (5:18-19)
Law entered so sin would increase (5:20-21)
6:1-8:39 PROCESS (of Righteousness): Be Led by the Spirit, As You Are Not Under the Law
Shall We Sin (so grace will increase)? (6:1-14)
No, because you died, & were baptized Christ (6:1-4)
Your old self was crucified, so you’re freed from sin (6:5-10)
Consider yourself dead to sin & alive to God (6:11-14)
Shall We Sin (because we’re not under the Law)? (6:15-23)
No, as you are under the Master you submit to (6:15-16)
You became obedient to the Bible, so you’re free to be slaves of righteousness (6:17-23)
We Are Not Under the Law (because we’re married to a new Spouse) (7:1-6)
Christians aren’t adulterers, as our old Law spouse died (7:1-3)
You were made to die to the Law, to serve in the newness of the Spirit (7:4-6)
Is the Law Sinful? (7:7-12)
No, it evokes the sin resident in me (7:7-8)
I was once alive to God, before the Law evoked sin in me (7:9-11)
The Law is morally good (7:12)
Did the Law Cause Me to Sin? (7:13-25)
No, it caused me to see it’s good & I’m not (7:13-14)
When I try in the flesh to be good, I do worse (7:15-25)
No Condemnation in Christ (as we’re not under the Law) (8:1-39)
There is no condemnation for Spirit-led believers (8:1-4)
Christians who live by the flesh can’t obey or please God (8:5-8)
If Christ is in you, you are not of the flesh, & God can give life to your body (8:9-11)
You aren’t obligated to the flesh, & if you live so you will die (8:12-14)
You received the spirit of adoption of sons vs. slaves (8:15-17)
The Holy Spirit Prays for Us (as we suffer & groan in the flesh/body) (8:18-30)
Creation groans to be released creation’s fall curse (8:18-22)
We groan, & the Holy Spirit prays through our weakness (8:23-27)
God causes all things to work together for our good (8:28-30)
No Separation in Christ (8:31-39)
There is no separation from God’s love (8:28-30)
9:1-11:36 JEWS (Future Righteousness): All Israel Will Be Saved
God’s Word Didn’t Fail Because of the Jews’ Failure (9:1-13)
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Paul had grief over the Jews’ lostness (9:1-5)
God’s word/Bible didn’t fail, as there are spiritual children of Abraham (9:6-8)
The Bible said only one of Abraham’s sons would receive the blessing (9:9-13)
God is Not Unjust, But Merciful (9:14-21)
God is not unjust, though salvation depending on Him (9:14-18)
God can find fault with man, because who are we to back talk? (9:19-21)
God could demonstrate His wrath, but made vessels of mercy (9:22-29)
The Jews didn’t achieve what the Gentiles did, by faith (9:30-33)
The Jews’ (& Everyone’s) Salvation is By Faith (10:1-21)
Paul’s desire & prayer was for the Jews’ salvation (10:1-5)
Faith righteousness asks who believed from the heart? (10:6-13)
How shall they hear if people aren’t send? (10:14-17)
The Jews stubbornly rejected Christ (10:18-21)
Jew’s Temporary Stupor (11:1-14)
Has God rejected the Jews? No, Paul as proof (11:1-6)
God has given the Jews a spirit of stupor (11:7-14)
Jew’s Failure is Temporary (& for the Gentiles’ good) (11:15-18)
The Jews’ fall is not forever (11:15-18)
Gentiles ought not be arrogant toward the Jews they were grafted into (11:19-24)
Jew’s Temporary Hardness (11:25-36)
God has given the Jews a partial hardness (11:25-29)
God has shut all in sin, to (potentially) show mercy to all (11:30-32)
God’s wisdom & knowledge are unsearchable (11:33-36)
12:1-15:13 PRACTICE (of Righteousness): Be Transformed By Word vs. Conformed To World
Commitment (12:1-2)
Don’t be world conformed, but word transformed—renew your mind (12:1-22)
Spiritual Gifts (12:3-8)
Exercise spiritual gifts in church, according to God’s grace (12:3-8)
Ethics (12:9-14)
Ethics list; do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good (12:9-21)
Submit to government, God’s instrument for good (13:1-7)
Be indebted only to loving one another (13:8-10)
Behave properly, laying aside deeds of darkness (13:11-14)
Weaker & Stronger Brothers (gray areas) (14:1-15:13)
Accept the weaker in the faith brother (14:1-6)
We live for Christ, so don’t judge your brother (14:7-13)
Freedom can cause a brother to stumble (14:14-18)
Pursue peace, & don’t tear your brother down by your freedom (14:19-23)
The strong should bear the weaker brother’s burdens (15:1-4)
Accept one another as Jew & Gentile, as God accepted you (15:7-12)
(15:14-16:24) Personal Matters
Paul Is Coming (after evangelism ministry & administering the poor’s gift) (15:14-33)
Greetings (16:1-27)
(16:25-27) Closing

I CORINTHIANS
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(1:1-7) Introduction

1:8-4:21 MINISTER WORSHIP
No Division Over Evangelizers (1:8-31)
No quarrels over evangelists (1:8-17)
The gospel is foolish to the perishing (1:18-31)
God’s Wisdom Preached by Evangelizing Paul (2:1-13)
Paul only preached Christ, not in superior words (2:1-5)
Mature wisdom is revealed by God’s Spirit (2:6-10)
Man’s spirit knows his thoughts, & we have God’s Spirit (2:11-13)
Natural Man & Immature Christians Can’t Handle Spiritual Things (2:14-3:4)
The natural man doesn’t accept spiritual things (2:14-16)
I couldn’t speak to you as spiritual, but fleshly (3:1-4)
Don’t Boast in Ministers, Who Are Servants (3:5-23)
Ministers are servants God, though rewarded (3:5-9)
The quality of every man’s work will be tested (3:10-15)
You are the temple of God, & God will destroy your enemies (3:16-17)
If you arrogantly boast in men, become foolish (3:18-23)
Ministers Must Be Trustworthy Servants (4:1-21)
Ministers must prove trustworthy (4:1-5)
Don’t be arrogant, as you’re filled & rich (4:6-8)
Apostles ‘foolishly’ suffer in ministry (4:9-13)
I’m admonishing you as children (4:14-16)
Timothy sent to remind you of my ways (4:17-21)
5:1-11:34 CHURCH ISSUES
Church Discipline (5:1-13)
Immorality in church, worse than among Gentiles (5:1-2)
Paul delivered the wrong doer to physical death (5:3-5)
Your leaven arrogance is not good (5:6-8)
Don’t associate with immoral lost people (5:9-13)
Christian Lawsuits (6:1-8)
Lawsuits against brothers before saints? (6:1-3)
Lawsuits wrong & defraud your brother (6:4-8)
The unrighteous won’t inherit God’s kingdom (6:9-11)
Idol Food (6:12-14)
Lawful, but not profitable, as your body is for Christ (6:12-14)
Temple Prostitutes (6:15-20)
Your bodies are members of Christ (6:15)
Joining with Christ is being one with Him (6:16-17)
Flee immorality, as your body is a temple (6:18-20)
Sex, Singles, Marriage, Divorce & Remarriage (7:1-40)
Be married, & let spouses fulfill their sexual duties (7:1-7)
Unmarried & widows do best staying single (7:8-9)
If a wife leaves, she must remain unmarried, or be reconciled (7:10-11)
A Christian with a lost spouse isn’t to send them away (7:12-15)
Believers don’t know if their spouse will be won (7:16-19)
Remain in condition called; it’s better to be a freed slave (7:20-24)
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It is better for virgins to remain such in these distressing times (7:25-26)
If married, don’t divorce; if divorced, don’t seek a spouse (7:27-28)
Time’s short, so married, weepers, & users of world should be as they weren’t (7:29-31)
The married have obligations; singles’ aren’t divided over spiritual things (7:32-35)
Dads should follow their hearts on letting their virgin daughters marry (7:36-40)
Food Sacrificed to Idols Abuses (8:1-13)
Knowledge makes arrogant, but love edifies (8:1-3)
There are idols, but for us there is but one God (8:4-6)
Food won’t commend you to God (8:7-9)
You sin if eating causes a brother to stumble (8:10-13)
Minister Rights & Responsibilities (Apostle Credentials) (9:1-10:13)
Paul has a right to eat, drink & be married (9:1-5)
Paul has a right to relax & be paid for ministry (9:6-10)
If we sowed spiritual things, we can expect spiritual things (9:11-14)
Compelled evangelizing doesn’t boast, as it’s a stewardship (9:16-18)
Paul made himself all’s slave, that he might win more (9:19-23)
One wins a race, so run with aim for an eternal prize (9:24-27)
Those Moses led out mostly displeased God (10:1-5)
They were examples so we shouldn’t engage sins (10:6-10)
They were for our instruction, so don’t arrogantly fall to temptation (10:11-13)
Lord’s Supper & Food Sacrificed to Idols Abuses (10:14-33)
Flee idolatry, as the Lord’s Supper is sharing Christ’s life (10:14-17)
Idols & food are nothing, but don’t share in the devil’s cup (10:18-22)
Lawful, but not edifying; eat unless your brother objects (10:23-30)
Whatever you do, do all to God’s glory (10:31-33)
Women’s Head Coverings (in Church) (11:1-6)
Prophesying men’s heads aren’t to be covered (11:1-6)
Women’s heads are to be covered; both sexes are interdependent (11:7-12)
Are uncovered women’s heads proper to you? (11:13-16)
Lord’s Supper Abuses (in Church) (11:17-34)
They are not praised for Lord’s Supper divisions (11:17-19)
Lord’s Supper abuses (list) (11:20-22)
We partake of the Lord’s Supper to proclaim Christ’s death (11:23-27)
Examine yourself, & judge the body rightly (11:28-32)
If you’re hungry, eat at home; don’t gather for judgment (11:33-34)
12:1-14:33 SPIRITUAL GIFTS
Spiritual Gifts & The Body of Christ (12:1-31)
There’s a variety of gifts, ministries & effects (12:1-7)
Spiritual gifts (listed) are distributed by the Spirit’s will (12:8-14)
If one suffers, all suffer (12:8-14)
A gift can’t say it needs no other (12:15-19)
There are many members, but one body (12:20-25)
We are individually members of Christ’s one body (12:26-27)
We don’t all have the same gift, so pursue love (12:28-31)
Love & Childishness (13:1-13)
Use spiritual gifts in love (described) (13:1-7)
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Love never fails, but spiritual gifts will (13:8-13)
Prophecy & Tongues (14:1-33)
Pursue prophecy vs. tongues, in church (14:1-5)
Tongues don’t profit those who can’t understand (14:6-11)
Seek the church’s edification; pray for tongues interpretation (14:12-19)
Think mature & be immature in evil (14:20-25)
Gifts are for edification; prophet revelations need judging (14:26-33)
Women are to be silent in church (14:34-35)
Don’t be arrogant, & do all things properly & orderly (14:36-40)
15:1-58 GOSPEL RAMIFICATIONS
The gospel is that Christ died, was buried & raised (15:1-8)
Paul was the least of the apostles, but labored more than all (15:9-11)
If there’s no resurrection, our beliefs & experiences are in vain (15:12-19)
Christ is raised, & in Him all can be made alive (15:20-28)
If this isn’t true, why do we baptize & face dangers? (15:29-34)
Resurrection doubters—our bodies get glorified after we die (15:35-44)
The spiritual is not first, but we will bear heavenly bodies (15:45-50)
We won’t all sleep, but all will be changed; don’t grow weary (15:51-58)
(16:1-4) Personal Matters
(16:5-24) Closing

II CORINTHIANS
(1:1-2) Introduction

1:3-7:15 MINISTERING
Comfort in Suffering (1:3-22)
God comforts us in all our afflictions (1:3-7)
Paul suffered near death, to learn to trust God (1:8-11)
Paul is confident in his behavior, by grace (1:12-14)
Paul intended to come, to preach & be paid (1:15-16)
Paul wasn’t vacillating, or deciding in the flesh (1:17-19)
God’s promises in Christ are yes (1:20-22)
Church Discipline (1:23-2:17)
Paul avoided coming to them to spare them (1:23-24)
Paul determined not to come in sorrow (2:1-4)
The offender caused the church sorrow, & their punishment was sufficient (2:5-8)
Paul wrote to test their obedience, & forgives whoever they do (2:9-11)
Paul had no rest in his spirit, not finding Timothy (2:12-13)
God leads in triumph, & manifests the sweet aroma of knowing Him (2:14-17)
New Covenant Confidence (3:1-4:4)
You are our letter of commendation, written by the Spirit (3:1-3)
We are confident from our adequacy in Christ (3:4-6)
The Law’s ministry had glory, but Christ’s surpasses it (3:7-11)
With this hope we have bold speech (3:12-16)
Where the Spirit of the Lord is there is liberty (3:17-18)
With this ministry we don’t lose heart (4:1-4)
Evangelism & Enduring Suffering (4:5-15)
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We preach Christ, not ourselves (4:5-7)
We suffer but aren’t crushed, carrying about Christ’s death (4:8-12)
The spirit of faith makes us speak, to spread grace to others (4:13-15)
Endurance Through Suffering (4:16-5:4)
We don’t lose heart, though our bodies decay, daily renewed (4:16-18)
We know if our bodies die, we have an eternal building (5:1-4)
God-Pleasing Ministry (5:5-13)
We prefer to be present with God, & please Him wherever we are (5:5-9)
We all must appear before Christ’s judgment seat, so we persuade men (5:10-11)
We’re letting you be proud of us, as it is for you (5:12-13)
Evangelism Concern (5:14-21)
Concluding all died, we who live should live for Christ (5:14-15)
We recognize no one physically, as those in Christ are new creations (5:16-17)
God reconciled & gave us the ministry of reconciliation (5:18-19)
We are ambassadors… be reconciled to God (5:20-21)
Discipleship (& Apostle Credentials) (6:1-13)
Don’t receive God’s grace in vain (6:1-2)
We commend ourselves through our integrity (6:3-10)
We spoke with open heart; your sins restrain you, not us (6:11-13)
Marriage Instruction & Discipleship (6:14-7:4)
Don’t be bound with unbelievers, as there’s no harmony (6:14-7:1)
Make room for us; we wronged no one & don’t condemn you (7:2-4)
Church Discipline Results (7:5-15)
God comforted us with Titus’ report of your zealous repentance (7:5-7)
I regretted my letter, until I learned it caused God’s sorrow without regret (7:8-11)
I wrote so your earnestness could be known, which comforted Titus (7:12-13)
I wasn’t put to shame in boasting of you to Titus; I’m confident in you (7:14-15)
8:1-9:15 GIVING
Giving Appeal (8:1-15)
The Macedonians were eager to give, though deeply poor (8:1-6)
Abound in giving, as you abound in spiritual gifts (8:7-9)
Give according to what you have (& church money equality) (8:10-15)
Gift Administrators (8:16-24)
Titus & a brother administered their gift (8:16-21)
Titus & a third tested brother were sent with that gift (8:22-24)
Inspired Macedonians (9:1-15)
Your readiness inspired the Macedonians’ giving (9:1-2)
The brethren were sent so you’re not put to shame (9:3-5)
Sow sparingly, you’ll reap sparingly; God supplies sufficient abundance (9:6-9)
You’ll be enriched by God, as a testimony to your obedient confession (9:10-15)
10:1-13:10 BOASTING
Not Compared to Fleshly False Teachers (10:1-34)
False teacher challengers: We walk in the Holy Spirit vs. the flesh (10:1-18)
False teacher challengers: We are the same in person as we are in our letters (10:7-11)
False teacher challengers: We don’t compare ourselves to others, or spheres (10:12-18)
Boasting in Weakness (11:1-33)
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Paul is jealous over them, vs. false teacher challengers which they accept (11:1-4)
Paul’s not inferior as apostle, & got money from churches to evangelize for free (11:5-9)
Paul won’t stop boasting, to cut off false teachers who appear to work for God (11:10-15)
Paul will foolishly boast, because they accept false teachers’ abuse (11:16-21)
Paul’s apostle credentials of suffering (11:22-29)
Paul will boast in his weakness (further credentials experiences) (11:30-33)
Third Heaven (12:1-21)
Third heaven vision, & thorn in the flesh Paul prayed for three times (12:1-10)
Paul’s true apostle signs were evident, & he didn’t treat them as inferior (12:11-13)
Third time Paul’s coming, to seek their benefit; I nor Titus were burden to you (12:14-18)
Paul’s speaking for their upbuilding, afraid they won’t be as they should (12:19-21)
Test Yourself (13:1-10)
Third time Paul’s coming, & won’t spare them; Christ powerful in weakness (13:1-4)
Test yourself, because we are saved (13:5-6)
We pray you do not wrong, not for my benefit, & I rejoice in weakness (13:7-10)
(13:11-14) Closing

GALATIANS
(1:1-5) Introduction
(1:6-10) Personal Matters

Our inheritance in Christ (1:3-4)
Problem: Abandoning Christ for legalism (1:6-10)
1:11-2:14 HISTORY (of Paul’s gospel)
Paul’s years of obscurity (1:11-24)
Paul confronts Peter over legalism (2:1-14)
2:15-2:14 THEOLOGY (of Paul’s gospel)
Justification is By Faith (vs. By Law) (2:15-21)
Justification is by faith vs. works (2:15-16)
We died to the Law, to live for God (2:17-19)
We are crucified with Christ (2:20-21)
Perfection’s Blessing is By Faith (vs. By law) (3:1-14)
Problem: Trying to be perfected by the flesh I (3:1-5)
All nations blessed in Abraham (3:6-9)
Being under the Law is a curse (3:10-12)
We were redeemed from the Law’s curse (3:13-14)
You Are Under the Covenant of Promise vs. Law (3:15-22)
Two covenants, but only one of promise (3:15-16)
The Law didn’t invalidate God’s prior promise (3:17-18)
The Law was brought in because of sin (3:19-20)
The Law is not contrary to God (3:21-22)
You Are Sons vs. Slaves (3:23-4:9)
The Law was a tutor to lead us to Christ (3:23-24)
You need no tutor, as you are sons (3:25-29)
Young sons need guardians as if they were slaves (4:1-3)
Christ redeemed us from the Law (4:4-6)
You are a son—not a slave (4:7-9)
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Paul’s Labors For Them (vs. False Teachers) (4:10-31)
Problem: Is my labor for you in vain? (4:10-11)
Be like you used to be when you cared for me (4:12-16)
False teachers don’t seek you commendably (4:17-18)
I’m still laboring for you to be like Christ (4:19-20)
Do you want to be under the Law? Read its edicts (4:21-31)
5:1-6:18 ETHICS (of Paul’s gospel)
Freedom in Christ/Walk By the Spirit (5:1-26)
Stand firm in your freedom in Christ (5:1-15)
Walk by the Spirit & you won’t do the deeds of the flesh (5:16-26)
Bear Burdens & Sow Goodness (6:1-10)
Bear others’ burdens & carry your own load (6:1-5)
Sow to pastors, & do good to all (6:6-10)
(6:11-17) Personal Matters
False teachers seek you for wrong motives (6:11-13)
Only boast in being new creatures (6:14-17)
(6:18) Closing

EPHESIANS
(1:1-2) Introduction

1:3-2:10 INHERITANCE (of the Church)
Our inheritance in Christ (1:3-14)
Discipleship prayer for them, & Christ as the Head of the Church (1:15-23)
2:1-10 SALVATION (of the Church)
You were dead in your sins (2:1-7)
You were saved by grace through faith, for good deeds (2:8-10)
2:11-3:21 ONENESS (of the Church)
Gentiles’ former life (2:11-12)
Christ brought both groups together (2:13-16)
Both have one access through the Spirit (2:17-18)
Church is a holy temple, vs. former life & identity (2:19-22)
Christ revealed Himself directly to Paul (3:1-5)
Gentiles are fellow heirs of the Church body (3:6-7)
God gave Paul grace to give the gospel to others (3:8-10)
We have bold access to God through Christ (3:11-13)
Prayer for their discipleship (3:14-19)
Blessing: God can do greater than we ask of imagine (3:20-21)
4:1-6:9 ETHICS (of the Church)
Ethics (4:1-5:21)
Walk worthy of Christ (4:1-3)
Onenesses & Gifts (4:4-13)
Oneness of body, Spirit, hope, Christ, God & baptism (4:4-6)
Christ gave the Church spiritual gifts (4:7-10)
Spiritual gift offices are to grow up the Church (4:11-13)
Grow & Don’t Walk Natural (4:14-19)
Speak truth to one another, & grow up, vs. be tossed around (4:14-16)
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Don’t walk like natural Gentiles (4:17-19)
Lay Aside Old Self, Put On New Self (4:20-32)
Lay aside your old self, & put on your new self (4:20-24)
List of deeds to lay aside (4:25-32)
Imitate God (5:1-10)
Imitate God (5:1-4)
Sinful people show they aren’t saved, so don’t participate with them (5:5-7)
Because you have a new identity, learn to please Christ (5:8-10)
Expose Evil & Walk Wisely (5:11-21)
Expose vs. participate in evil deeds of darkness (5:11-14)
Walk wisely, & do God’s will (5:15-17)
Be Spirit-filled, & use tri-fold music in church (5:18-21)
Group Ethics (5:22-6:9)
Marriage: Husband-wife (5:22-23)
Family: Father-children (6:1-4)
Employment: Master-slave (6:5-9)
6:10-17 WEAPONS (of the Church)
(6:18-22) Personal Matters Closing
(6:23-24) Closing

PHILIPPIANS
(1:1-2) Introduction
(1:3-11) Personal Matters

1:12-30

2:1-18

2:19-30

3:1-16

Thanks for their participation in the gospel (1:3-5)
God will perfect you to the end, partakers of grace (1:6-8)
Prayer for their sanctification (1:9-11)
EVANGELISM (Circumstances of Paul)
All evangelized while Paul was jailed (1:12-14)
Some evangelize to spite Paul, but Christ is proclaimed (1:15-18)
Paul will be delivered by God & their prayers (1:19-20)
Paul isn’t going to die, as there’s discipleship work still to do (1:21-26)
Walk worthy of Christ, & don’t be surprised by opponents (1:27-30)
HUMILITY (& ethics)
Be one (2:1-2)
Don’t be selfish (2:3-4)
The humility of Christ (2:5-11)
Work out your salvation in the fear of God (2:12-13)
Prove yourselves blameless, & hold fast the word (2:14-16)
Paul joyous for sacrificing for their sanctification (2:17-18)
DISCIPLESHIP (Helpers of Paul)
Future: Timothy (2:19-24)
Present: Epaphroditus (2:25-30)
COMMITMENT (of Paul)
Rejoice in Christ, & put no confidence in the flesh (3:1-3)
Paul’s exemplary Jewish life (3:4-6)
All gain is loss, compared to knowing Christ, His power, sufferings & glory (3:7-11)
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I’m not perfect, but I press on toward the prize (3:12-14)
Live by your standard, & never feel that you have arrived (3:15-16)
3:17-4:9 ETHICS
Follow Paul’s example vs. worldly people (3:17-19)
Our citizenship is in heaven, where conformity to Christ comes from (3:20-21)
Stand firm in Christ, & live in harmony vs. fighting (4:1-4)
Don’t be anxious, but pray (4:5-7)
Keep your mind on good things, & practice Paul’s example (4:8-9)
4:10-19 NEEDS (Supplied for Paul)
Content, because I can do all things through Christ, rich or poor (4:10-13)
Paul sought thir gain more than their gold (4:14-19)
(4:20-23) Closing

COLOSSIANS
(1:1-2) Introduction
(1:3-12) Personal Matters

1:13-23 INHERITANCE (& Sanctification in Christ)
Christ redeemed you (1:13-14)
Christ (God’s Image, Church Head, preeminent Creator, deity & reconciler) (1:15-23)
1:24-2:7 MINISTRY (of Paul’s evangelism & discipleship)
Suffering for evangelism (1:24-29)
Struggles for discipleship (2:1-3)
False teachers try to deceive you (2:4-5)
Walk in Christ, firmly rooted (2:6-7)
2:8-19 FALSE TEACHERS (are to be avoided)
Avoid captivity to philosophy contrary to Christ (2:8)
False teachers try to deceive you (2:9-10)
You were spiritually circumcised & baptized (2:11-12)
Christ made you alive, & canceled all your debt (2:13-14)
Christ conquered foes, so don’t be subject to false teachers (2:15-17)
Hold fast to Christ, vs. being defrauded by false teachers (2:18-19)
2:20-3:4 IDENTITY (with Christ leads to ethics)
You died to the Law, so don’t be subject to false teachers (2:20-23)
Seek the things above, as your life is hidden in Christ (3:1-4)
3:5-4:6 ETHICS
Ethics (3:5-17)
Reckon yourselves dead to sin (3:5-7)
Put aside sins, as you’re a new self (3:8-11)
Put on holiness, as you’re chosen of God/holy (3:12-13)
Love unifies, & be in peace (3:14-15)
Ingest God’s word, & work hard to glorify God (3:16-17)
Group Ethics (3:18-4:1)
Marriage: Husbands-Wives (3:18-19)
Family: Fathers-Children (3:20-21)
Employment: Master-Slave (3:22-4:1)
Ethics: Prayer & evangelism (4:2-6)
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(4:7-15) Personal Matters
(4:16-18) Closing

I THESSALONIANS
(1:1) Introduction
(1:2-10) Personal Matters (1:2-10)

2:17-3:13

2:17-3:13

4:1-12

4:13-5:11

5:12-22

(5:23-27)
(5:28)

Thanks for their exemplary gospel behavior (1:2-5)
You imitate Christ, as role models for other churches (1:6-10)
MINISTRY (Paul’s evangelism & discipleship)
Paul evangelized & poured his life into them (2:1-4)
Paul disciple like a caring mom, & worked hard (2:5-9)
Paul exhorted them to walk worthy, as a dad would (2:10-12)
Thanks they became church imitators, accepting truth as God’s word (2:13-16)
MESSENGERS (For discipleship)
Satan thwarted Paul coming to them (2:17-20)
So Paul sent Timothy to check on them (3:1-4)
Timothy brought Paul a good report about them (3:5-8)
Thanks for them, as Paul longs to be with them (3:9-10)
Paul’s prayer for their discipleship (3:11-13)
ETHICS (Sexual purity, love, quietness)
Sexual purity for Christians (4:1-8)
Excel at loving Christians, & lead/live a quiet life (4:9-12)
PROPHECY
Prophecy events (4:13-18)
Prophecy timing (5:1-3)
You aren’t of darkness, so live holy (5:4-8)
Our future is salvation vs. wrath, so be encouraged (5:9-11)
ETHICS
Be good to/pay your pastor (5:12-13)
Correction, joy, prayer, thanks; no revenge, quench Spirit, despise prophecy, evil (5:14-22)
Personal Matters (Blessing: May God sanctify you entirely)
Closing

II THESSALONIANS
(1:1-2) Introduction

1:3-12 DISCIPLESHIP (by Paul)
Paul’s proud & thankful for their example (1:3-10)
Prayer that they’d walk worthy of Christ (1:11-12)
2:1-12 PROPHECY (events)
Don’t be shaken over false teaching about prophecy’s timing (2:1-2)
Prophecy events (2:3-5)
The Holy Spirit restrains the Antichrist (2:6-9)
There will be a spirit of delusion for those who hate the truth (2:10-12)
You’re chosen, so stand firm in the word (2:13-15)
Blessing: May God comfort you in all good works (2:16-17)
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Pray for Paul’s evangelism (3:1-2)
Be steadfast, & God will protect you from the devil (3:3-5)
3:6-15 LAZINESS (among Christians)
Live discipline d—follow Paul’s non-begging example (3:6-9)
If a person won’t work, don’t let them eat (3:10-12)
Don’t grow weary in doing good (3:13-15)
(3:16-18) Closing (Blessing: Peace in all circumstances)

I TIMOTHY
(1:1-4) Introduction

1:3-20 DOCTRINE (sound doctrine to be taught in Church)
Our teaching’s goal is sincere love, as false teachers have gone astray (1:5-11)
Thank God Paul put in evangelism service, as the foremost of sinners (1:12-16)
2:1-15 GENDERS (in Church)
Men are to pray in church, for authorities & all men’s salvation (2:1-8)
Women are to be quiet in church, based on Eve’s sin (2:9-15)
3:1-16 LEADERS (in Church)
Elder qualifications (3:1-7)
Deacon qualifications (3:8-13)
Letter written on how one should behave in church (3:14-16)
4:1-16 ELDERS (instructions, & fall-aways from the word)
Some will fall away from the faith, in prophecy (4:1-5)
Ministers nourish on God’s word, ensuring sanctification of self & the flock (4:6-11)
Stand firm, read the Bible publicly, & use your spiritual gift (4:12-16)
5:1-25 AGES (in Church: elders & widows)
Motivating ages & genders (5:1-2)
Widows indeed (age & gender) (5:3-16)
Elder rebukes (5:17-21)
Laying hands, & healing (5:22-23)
Sins before & after (5:24-25)
6:1-19 ETHICS
Employment: Master-slave (6:1-2)
False teachers (6:3-5)
Godliness vs. love of money (6:6-10)
Fight the good fight of faith (6:11-16)
The rich are to be generous (6:17-19)
(6:20-21) Closing

II TIMOTHY
(1:1-2) Introduction

1:3-18 UNASHAMED (of the gospel—stir up your gift)
A true Christian isn’t timid (1:3-7)
Don’t be ashamed of the gospel (1:8-12)
Good words & the gospel’s treasure (1:13-14)
Persecutors (1:15-18)
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2:1-13 HARD WORK (in ministry, being faithful)
Work Hard in Ministry (2:1-10)
Work hard in ministry (2:1-8)
Suffer for evangelism (2:9-10)
Christ is faithful, if we are or aren’t (2:11-13)
2:14-26 BIBLE (nourished in, & inerrant)
Don’t word wrangle, but know the word (2:14-15)
False teachers will arise (2:17-19)
Cleanse yourself & be rewarded (2:20-21)
Pursue righteousness vs. speculations (2:22-23)
Gently correct the lost (2:24-26)
3:1-17 APOSTASY (& ethics)
Sin will increase as prophecy approaches (3:1-9)
Follow Paul’s example & suffer (3:10-12)
Imposters will get worse (3:13)
Continue in the word’s ethics (3:14-15)
The word’s purposes (3:16-17)
4:1-8 PROPHECY (& preaching the word)
Preach the word (4:1-2)
People will depart from the word (4:3-4)
Do evangelism (4:5)
Suffer in & for evangelism (4:6-8)
(4:9-21) Personal Matters
(4:22) Closing

TITUS
(1:1-4) Introduction

1:5-16 APPOINT ELDERS (due to false teachers)
Appoint qualified elders (qualifications) (1:5-9)
Because of false teachers (traits) (1:10-14)
Pure vs. false teachers (1:15-16)
2:1-15 AGE GROUPS (& gospel ethics)
Age & Genders (2:1-8)
Employment: Master-Slave (2:9-10)
Reason: Because of the gospel, which teaches us to live ethically (2:11-15)
3:1-11 DO GOOD (due to gospel ethics)
Ethics: Live ethically, because the gospel saved you (3:1-2)
Reason: Because of the gospel (3:3-7)
Ethics: Engage good deeds, & shun controversies (3:8-11)
(3:12-15) Closing
PHILEMON
(1:1-3) Introduction
(1:1-3) Personal Matters

Thanks for their sanctification, & prayer for their effective fellowship (1:4-7)
1:8-21 APPEAL
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Appeal for a runaway slave’s return (1:8-12) [Cf.: Col. 4:9]
Voluntary vs. compelled response (1:13-14)
Spiritual speculation (1:15-17)
Indebtedness to Paul (1:18-21)
(1:22-25) Closing

HEBREWS
1:1-2:18 ANGELS (Christ is greater than angels)
Christ the Final Word (1:1-14)
God spoke with finality in Christ (1:1-4)
Christ is greater than flaming minister angels (1:5-7)
Christ’s throne is forever, & is eternal Creator (1:8-12)
God told Christ to sit at His right hand (1:13-14)
Neglecting SoGreat A Salvation (2:1-18)
How can we escape if we neglect a great salvation? (2:1-4)
The world to come was subjected to Christ (2:5-9)
Christ was perfected through suffering (2:10-13)
Christ could deliver us from death & temptation (2:14-18)
3:1-4:16 FAITH REST (& consider Christ’s faithfulness)
The Faithfulness of Christ (3:1-19)
Consider faithful Christ (3:1-6)
Faith rest for all who don’t harden their heart (3:7-11)
Hold fast, vs. fall away with a hard heart (3:12-15)
God judged those Moses led out, for disobedience (3:16-19)
Enter God’s Rest (4:1-16)
Enter God’s rest (4:1-2)
God has a Sabbath rest (4:3-5)
Enter God’s rest, by not being disobedient (4:6-7)
God’s rest is greater than Joshua’s rest (4:8-10)
Enter God’s rest, based on God’s word—fear Him (4:11-13)
Hold fast & draw near to the sympathetic high priest (4:14-16)
5:1-6:20 HIGH PRIESTS (Christ is greater than them)
Sympathetic High Priests (5:1-10)
Human high priests can sympathize with the ignorance of men (5:1-3)
Human high priests didn’t glorify themselves choosing ministry, as Christ didn’t (5:4-6)
Christ learned obedience through suffering, & is a high priest like Melchizadek (5:7-10)
Immaturity Rebuked (5:11-6:12)
You’re immature, so we’ll speak of Christ later (5:11-14)
Leave the basic teachings (6:1-3)
Fall-aways will be judged, who have thorny fruits (6:4-8)
We expect more of you, & God recalls your past works (6:9-12)
Abraham’s Promise (6:13-20)
God’s promise to Abraham was certain, by sworn oath (6:13-15)
God’s sworn oath (6:16-18)
We have certain hope in Christ, the Melchizadek high priest (6:19-20)
7:1-28 MELCHIZADEK (Christ is like & greater than him)
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Christ & Melchizadek (7:1-17)
Abraham tithed to Melchizadek (7:1-3)
Melchizadek was greater than Abraham (7:4-7)
Mortals receive tithes, but Melchizadek lives on (7:8-10)
Perfection wasn’t through the Levitical priesthood (7:11-13)
Christ & Melchizadek weren’t Levites (7:14-17)
The Law’s Imperfection (7:18-28)
The Law perfected no one (7:18-19)
Christ’s better covenant had an oath, like the Levites (7:20-22)
Christ’s is an eternal priesthood, vs. priests (7:23-25)
Christ didn’t need sacrifices for His sins (7:26-28)
8:1-10:39 CEREMONY (symbolism of the Law)
Christ the High Priest (8:1-13)
We have this high priest Christ (8:1-2)
Priests offered gifts, as symbols vs. substance (8:3-5)
We have a better ministry, covenant & promises (8:6-13)
The Law’s Ceremonies (9:1-10)
The Law had ceremonial requirements (9:1-5)
There’s only one way to the holy of holies—a cleansed conscience (9:6-10)
Christ’s Greater Blood (9:11-26)
Christ entered the holy of holies by greater blood than animals (9:11-12)
Christ’s blood cleanses consciences forever (9:13-14)
Christ’s death mediated a better covenant (9:15-18)
Christ’s blood was a greater sacrifice for a covenant (9:19-23)
Christ entered the actual holy of holies, vs. a symbolic model (9:24-26)
The Law Didn’t Perfect (9:27-10:18)
All men die once, & then they are judged (9:27-28)
The Law doesn’t perfect, with continual animal sacrifices (10:1-9)
Christians were perfected & sanctified forever (10:10-18)
Draw Near vs. Be Judged; Keep the Faith (10:19-39)
We can enter the holy of holies, so draw near (10:19-25)
There’s judgment if you continue to sin, so fear God (10:26-31)
Keep faith, & recall your past works, vs. shrink back (10:32-39)
11:1-40 FAITH (hall of fame)
Faith Defined (11:1-6)
You can’t please God without faith (11:1-6)
Abraham’s Faith (11:7-19)
Abraham’s examples of faith (11:8-12)
These people died in faith, seeking their own greater country (11:13-16)
Abraham’s example of faith (11:17-19)
Other Faith Examples (11:20-22)
Isaac, Jacob & Joseph’s examples of faith (11:20-22)
Moses’ examples of faith (11:23-29)
Examples of faith with the walls of Jericho & Rahab (11:30-31)
Miraculous acions of faith by Old Testament saints (list) (11:32-38)
Results of Faith (11:39-40)
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These people were approved by faith, & aren’t perfected without us (11:39-40)
12:1-13:21 ETHICS
Lay Aside Sin, Eyes Fixed on Christ (12:1-17)
Lay aside sin & fix your eyes on Jesus (12:1-3)
You get disciplined, & you haven’t shed blood to resist sin (12:4-11)
Strengthen your weak parts, & ensure no one falls short of the grace of God (12:12-17)
Fear God & Don’t Resist (12:18-29)
You have come to God’s terrifying mountain, so fear Him (12:18-24)
Don’t refuse this instruction, as God is a consuming fire (12:25-29)
Ethics List (13:1-21)
Ethics & sexual purity before marriage (13:1-8)
Remember your pastor’s teaching, & bear Christ’s reproach (13:9-16)
Obey your spiritual leaders, & pray for the author (13:17-19)
(13:22-24) Personal Matters (13:22-24)
(13:25) Closing

JAMES
(1:1) Introduction

1:2-12 TRIALS (& treasure)
Consider trials joy (from God) (1:2-4)
Pray in faith, vs. double-minded doubting (1:5-8)
The rich are in a low position, & the poor in a high position (1:9-12)
1:13-18 TEMPTATION (& gifts)
Temptation comes from lusts inside (from the devil) (1:13-16)
Salvation & good gifts come from God (1:17-18)
1:19-2:26 OBEDIENCE (to the word)
Be Doers of the Word, Not Hearers Only (1:19-27)
Be slow to anger, & be righteous (1:19-20)
Implant the Bible, & be a doer of the word (1:21-22)
Do the perfect law of liberty (vs. forget it) (1:23-27)
Church Favoring Rich Over Poor (2:1-13)
Church favoring the rich over poor (visitors) (2:1-4)
God chose the poor to be rich in faith (2:5-7)
Be impartial, & love your neighbor as yourself (2:8-9)
Be merciful, as judged by the law of liberty (2:10-13)
Faith Without Works is Useless (2:14-26)
It’s unuseful to wish a poor brother well, & not help him (2:14-17)
The demons have intellectual assent ‘belief’ (2:18-20)
Abraham’s works perfected his faith (2:21-24)
Rahab’s actions justified her faith (2:25-26)
3:1-12 TONGUE CONTROL (& teachers)
Let Bible teachers be few (3:1-4)
hell sets the tongue aflame (3:5-6)
Christian’s inconsistently bless & curse (3:7-12)
3:13-18 WISDOM (from below & above)
Worldly wisdom (3:13-16)
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4:1-10

4:11-5:12

5:13-18

(5:19-20)

Wisdom from above (3:17-18)
WORLDLY CHRISTIANS (& their solutions)
Church quarrels from lusts (4:1-2)
Worldly Christians’ prayers fail (4:3-4)
God gives grace to the humble (4:5-6)
Submit & pray to God, & humble yourselves by faith (4:7-10)
RICHES (& ethics, vs. being judged)
Don’t speak against your brother (4:11-12)
Rich aspirers: Woe; submit your business plans to God (4:13-17)
Rich achievers: Woe; judgment of evil rich (5:1-6)
Christians to patiently endure bad bosses (5:7-8)
Don’t complain against your brothers (5:9)
Suffer patiently, as endurers are blessed (5:10-11)
Don’t swear (5:12)
ETHICS (& Body Life)
Suffering, sickness & prayer; don’t swear (5:13-15)
Confess your sins, & pray like Elijah (5:16-18)
Closing

I PETER
(1:1-2) Introduction

1:3-2:8 SALVATION (blessings & ethics of)
Blessings of salvation (1:3-5)
Rejoice in trials (1:6-9)
Salvation was prophesied from old (1:10-12)
So be holy (1:13-16)
Live in the fear of God (1:17-21)
Obey from the heart (1:22-25)
Long for the word (2:1-3)
Come to the Cornerstone (2:4-8)
2:9-3:7 SUBMISSION (for ethics)
Due to your identity in Christ (2:9-10)
Submit to excellent behavior in suffering (2:11-17)
Workers patiently submit to boss (2:18-20)
We were called to suffer like Christ (2:21-25)
Marriage: Wives submit & husbands love (3:1-7)
3:8-4:6 SUFFERING (for ethics)
Live ethical, & be a blessing, if you are to live long (3:8-12)
Sanctify Christ as you submit in suffering (3:13-17)
Christ suffered on the cross, & preached to the Old Testament saints (3:18-22)
Suffer by doing God’s will, vs. continuing to sin (4:1-6)
4:7-5:14 ETHICS (& suffer patiently)
Pray & love one another (4:7-9)
Serve the brethren with spiritual gifts (4:10-11)
Be blessed as you suffer for ethics (4:12-19)
Pastors shepherd, as suffering Christ did (5:1-4)
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Young men submit to your elders (5:5-11)
(5:12-14) Closing

II PETER
(1:1-2) Introduction

3:1-21 ETHICS (to add to your faith; saved, so be sanctified)
Inheritance in Christ (1:3-4)
Add traits to your faith (1:5-11)
Remember these things (1:12-15)
We have the prophetic word made more sure (1:16-21)
2:1-22 FALSE TEACHERS
False Teachers (2:1-22)
False teachers will arise (2:1-3)
God will judge false teachers (2:4-9)
False teachers’ evil deeds (2:10-16)
False teachers’ evil deeds (2:17-22)
3:1-18a ETHICS (& prophecy)
Reminder to heed the word (3:1-2)
Mockers mock prophecy, & God’s creation (3:3-7)
God’s timing & salvation (3:8-9)
Be holy based on the day of the Lord/prophecy (3:10-13)
Be blameless, & patiently wait for the Lord (3:14-16)
Be steadfast, & grow in grace (3:17-18a)
(3:18b) Closing (Blessing: to Him be the glory)

I JOHN
1:1-2:2 WALKING (in the Word & light; confess your sins)
We proclaim the word of life (1:1-4)
Walk in light, & confess your sins (1:5-2:2)
2:3-11 OBEDIENCE (know God, keep His commands, & love the brethren)
If you know God, keep His commandments (2:3-6)
Abide in the light, & love your brother (2:7-11)
2:12-17 GOD’S WILL (& age groups)
Age group injunctions (2:12-14)
Do God’s will vs. love the world (2:15-17)
2:18-3:3 ANTICHRIST SPIRIT (& abiding)
Antichrist spirit & abiding in truth (2:18-27)
Abide in Christ, as you will be like Him one day (2:28-3:3)
Abide in Christ vs. practice sin (3:4-10)
3:11-18 LOVE BRETHREN (in deed & truth)
Love one another in deed & truth (3:11-18)
3:19-24 PRAYER (from a good conscience, assured)
Prayer from a good conscience, assured of salvation (3:19-24)
4:1-6 SPIRIT TESTING (overcome evil ones)
Test the spirits, & overcome the evil ones (4:1-6)
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4:7-21 ABIDING (in Christ, & loving one another)
Abide in Christ, & love one another, because He abides in us (4:7-21)
5:1-5 LOVE GOD (keep His commands)
Love God, keeping His commandments, & overcome the world (5:1-5)
5:6-15 WITNESSES (to Christ—three; assured, confident praying)
The three witnesses of Christ: The water, blood & Spirit (5:6-12)
Assured of salvation, so prayer is successful in God’s will (5:13-15)
5:16-21 CORRECTING (your brother, & three things we know)
Correct your sinning brother (5:16-17)
Three things we know, & children avoid idols (5:18-21)

II JOHN
(1:1-3) Introduction

1:4-6 ETHICS
Glad you’re walking in truth (1:4)
Love one another, by walking in God’s commandments (1:5-6)
1:7-11 FALSE TEACHERS
False teachers have gone out (who deny the incarnation) (1:7)
Don’t lose rewards, following people who go too far (1:8-9)
Don’t socialize or greet people who disagree with this (1:10-11)
(1:12-13) Closing

III JOHN
(1:1) Introduction
(1:2-8) Personal Matters

Prosper & be in good health; glad you’re walking in truth (1:2-4)
Commended for faithfully sending out ministers, financially (1:5-8)
1:9-12 TESTIMONIES (bad & good, in church)
Bad & Good Examples (1:9-12)
Diotrephes rejects Paul’s instruction & will be rebuked (1:9-10)
Imitate what is good; not what is evil (1:11)
Demetrius’ has a good testimony from everyone (3 sources) (1:12)
(1:13-14) Closing

JUDE
(1:1-2) Introduction

1:3-7 CONTEND (for the faith, due to false teachers)
Contend for the faith (1:3)
Why? Licentious false teachers have entered church (1:4)
God will judge them (Israelites, demons & Sodom as proof) (1:5-7)
1:8-16 FALSE TEACHERS (sins & judgment)
False teachers sins (revile spiritual things they don’t understand) (1:8-10)
False teachers’ sins (in ministry for money; lustful partiers at church feasts) (1:11-13)
God will judge them (Enoch prophesy as proof) (1:14-16)
1:17-23 PROPHECY (false prophets & ethics)
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False Teachers (1:17-23)
Mockers were prophesied to arise after their own lusts (1:17-19)
Be holy, respond to the lost as they need (1:20-23)
(1: 24-25) Closing
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NEW TESTAMENT SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINES
MATTHEW
Christ the Prophesied Messiah-King
Divisions:
I. Birth & Childhood (1:1-2:23)
II. Life & Ministry
(3:1-20:34)
III. Passion Week
(21:1-28:20)
Book Outline:
I. Birth & Childhood (1:1-2:23)
1:1-17
Genealogy
1:18-25 Christ’s Birth Foretold
2:1-12
Birth of Christ (Magi Worship)
2:13-15 Family Flees to Egypt
2:16-18 Slaughter of the Innocents
2:19-23 Family Returns to Nazareth
II. Life & Ministry (3:1-20:34)
3:1-17
Jordan River Events
3:1-12
Preaching of John the Baptist
3:13-17
Baptism of Christ
4:1-11
Temptation of Christ
4:12-17 Beginning of Christ’s Public Ministry
4:18-22 Calling the First Disciples
4:18-20
Calling Peter & Andrew
4:21-22
Calling James & John
4:23-25 Teaching & Healing
5:1-7:29 Sermon on the Mount
5:1
Crowd/Multitude
5:2-12
Beatitudes
5:13-16
Salt & Light
5:17-20
Least in the Kingdom
5:21-22
Anger
5:23-24
Offerings
5:25-26
Reconciliation
5:27-28
Adultery in Your Heart
5:29-30
Stumbling Blocks
5:31-32
Divorce & Re-Marriage
5:33-37
Oaths
5:38-42
Non-Resistance (Turn the Other Cheek)
5:43-48
Love Your Enemies (part 1)
6:1-4
Almsgiving
6:5-13
Lord’s Prayer
6:14-15
Forgiveness
6:16-18
Fasting
6:19-34
Anxiety & Riches
7:1-5
Judging
7:6
Dogs/Pearls Before Swine
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7:7-8
Ask, Seek & Knock
7:9-11
Loaf/Stone, Fish/Snake
7:12
Golden Rule
7:13-14
Narrow Door
7:15
Wolves in Sheep’s Clothing
7:16-20
Fruits
7:21-23
Lord, Lord
7:24-27
House Built on the Rock
7:28-29
Amazing Teaching
8:1-4
Healing the Leper
8:5-13
Healing the Centurion’s Slave
8:14-17 Healing Peter’s Mother-in-Law
8:14-15
Healing Peter’s Mother-in-Law
8:16-17
Healings
8:18-22 Cost of Discipleship (Foxes Have Holes; Dead Bury Dead)
8:23-27 Calming the Sea
8:28-34 Healing the Gadarene Demoniacs
9:1-8
Healing the Paralytic
9:9
Calling of Matthew
9:10-17 Feast at Matthew’s House
9:10-13
Feast at Matthew’s House
9:14-15
Bride & Bridegroom
9:16-17
Wine & Wineskins
9:18-26 Healing Jairus’ Daughter
9:18-19
Healing Jairus’ Daughter (part 1)
9:20-22
Healing the Woman With an Issue of Blood
9:23-26
Healing of Jairus’ Daughter (part 2)
9:27-31 Healing Two Blind Men
9:32-34 Healing the Demon-Possessed Man
9:35-38 Preaching & Proclaiming
9:35
Preaching & Healing
9:36-38
The Harvest is Plentiful
10:1-11:1 Commissioning the Twelve
10:1-4
Calling the Twelve
10:5-42
Sending out the 12
11:1
Preaching & Teaching
11:2-30
Testimony of John the Baptist
11:2-6
Expected One
11:7-15
Christ’s Testimony About John the Baptist
11:16-1
Children in the Marketplace
11:20-24
Woes to the Cities
11:25-27
Wisdom Revealed to Babes
11:28-30
Come to Me; Yoke is Light
12:1-21 Lord of the Sabbath (Grainfields)
12:1-8
Lord of the Sabbath
12:9-13
Healing the Man With a Withered Hand
12:14
Jews’ Plot Against Christ
12:15-21
Withdrawal & Healings
12:22-50 Healing the Demon-Possessed Blind Mute Man
12:22-23
Healing the Blind Mute
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13:1-52

13:53-58
14:1-12

14:13-21

14:22-33

14:34-36
15:1-20

15:21-28
15:29-39

16:1-12

12:24-28
Beelzebul
12:29
Strong Man
12:30
For Or Against Christ
12:31-32
Blasphemy of the Holy Spirit
12:33-35
Fruits
12:36-37
Words
12:38-40
Sign of Jonah
12:41
Men on Nineveh
12:42
Queen of the South
12:43-4
Unkempt House
12:46-50
True Relatives
Parables of the Kingdom
13:1-9
The Sower
13:10-17
Mysteries of the Kingdom
13:18-23
Interpretation of the Sower
13:24-30
Seed Growing at Night (Wheat & Tares)
13:31-32
Mustard Seed
13:33
Leaven in Meal
13:34-35
Christ’s Use of Parables
13:36-43
Interpretation of Seed Growing at Night
13:44
Treasure in a Field
13:45-46
Pearl of Great Price
13:47-50
Dragnet
13:51-52
Treasures Old & New
Hometown Rejection (Prophet Without Honor)
Death of John the Baptist
14:1-5
Imprisonment of John the Baptist
14:6-11
Death of John the Baptist
14:12
Burial of John the Baptist
Feeding the 5,000
14:13
Withdrawal
14:14-21
Feeding the 5,000
Walking on Water
14:22-23
Praying on a Mountain
14:24-27
Walking on Water
14:28-33
Peter Walks on Water
Genessaret Healings
Defilement (Unwashed Hands)
15:1-2
What Defiles a Man
15:3-9
Corban
15:10-11
Food Doesn’t Defile
15:12-14
Uprooted Plants; Blind Leading the Blind
15:15-20
Evil Defiles Man
Healing the Syrophonecian Woman
Feeding the 4,000
15:29-31
Healings
15:32-38
Feeding the 4,000
15:39
Departure
Reproving the Pharisees
16:1-4
Reproving the Pharisees
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16:5-12
Leaven of the Pharisees (Hypocrisy)
16:13-28 Peter’s Great Confession
16:13-20
Peter’s Great Confession
16:21-23
Christ’s Death Foretold (I); Get Behind Me, satan)
16:24-28
Cost of Discipleship (Deny Self, Take Cross, Follow Christ)
17:1-13 Transfiguration of Christ
17:14-21 Healing the Epileptic Boy
17:22-23 Christ’s Death Foretold (II)
17:24-27 Taxes in a Fish’s Mouth
18:1-35 Greatness in the Kingdom (Christ & the Children)
18:1-5
Receiving Children (Greatness in the Kingdom)
18:6
Stumbling Blocks
18:7-14
Hindering Children
18:15-17
Reproving an Erring Brother
18:18
Binding & Loosing
18:19-20
Prayer of Agreement
18:21-22
Forgiveness (70 x 7)
18:23-35
Shrewd Steward
19:1-20:16 Divorce & Children
19:1a
Departure (Galilee)
19:1b-2
Arrival (Judea)
19:3-12
Divorce
19:13-1
Christ & the Children
19:16-20:16 Riches
19:16-22
Rich Young Ruler
19:23-26
Camel Through Eye of Needle (All Things Possible)
19:27-30
Cost of Discipleship (Leaving Family Rewarded; First shall Be Last)
20:1-16
Laborers in the Vineyard
20:17-28 Greatness in the Kingdom (To Jerusalem)
20:17-19
Christ’s Death Foretold (III)
20:20-28
Greatness in the Kingdom
20:29-34
Healing Blind Bartimaeus
III. Passion Week (21:1-28:20)
21:1-11 Triumphal Entry
21:12-1 Second Cleansing of the Temple
21:18-2 Cursing the Fig Tree (part 2)
21:23-22:14 Teaching in the Temple
21:23-27
Authority of Christ
21:28-32
Two Sons
21:33-46
Owner of a Vineyard
22:1-14
Wedding Feast & the Garment
22:15-23:39 Challenged by Opponents
22:15-22
Render Unto Caesar
22:23-33
Resurrection & Marriage in the Resurrection
22:34-40
Greatest Commandments
22:41-46
Son of David
23:1-12
Warnings Against Hypocrisy
23:1-5
Warnings Against Hypocrisy
23:6
Seats of Honor
23:7-12 Warnings Against Hyporcisy (Cont’d.)
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24:1-26:5

26:3-5
26:6- 13
26:14-16
26:20-30

26:31-35

26:36-46
26:47-56

26:57-75

27:1-10

27:11-26

23:13-22
Reproving the Pharisees
23:23
Weightier Tithes
23:24
Camel & the Gnat
23:25-26
Clean the Inside Cup
23:27-28
Concealed Tombs/White-Washed Sepulchers
23:29-36
Hypocrisy of the Pharisees (Brood of Vipers)
23:37-39
Lamentation Over Jerusalem
Prophecy
24:1-14
Temple’s Destruction Foretold
24:15-28
Jerusalem’s Destruction Foretold
24:29-31
Christ’s Return Foretold
24:32-34
Ripening Fig Tree
24:35-36
Word’s Endurance
24:37-39
Days of Noah/Signs of the Times
24:40-41
Two Men in a Field
24:42-44
Head of a Household
24:45-51
Faithful Slaves
25:1-13
Ten Virgins
25:14-30
Talents
25:31-46
Sheep & the Goats
26:1-2
Christ’s death Foretold
Jews’ Plot Against Christ
Anointing by a Penitant Woman
Judas’ Betrayal Plot
26:17-19
Preparation for Passover
Lord’s (Last) Supper
26:20-25
Betrayer Identified
26:26-29
Lord’s Supper
26:30
Hymn
Mount of Olives
26:31-32
All Will Fall Away
26:33-34
Peter’s Denials Foretold
26:35
Disciples’ Promised Faithfulness
Garden of Gethsemany
Betrayal & Arrest of Christ
26:47-50c Betrayal of Christ
26:50d
Seizure of Christ
26:51-54
Peter Cuts Off Malchus’ Ear
26:55-56
Reproving the Persecutors
Events Before Caiaphas
26:57
Arrest of Christ; Led to Caiaphas (& Annus)
26:58
Peter Following
26:59-68
Trial Before Annas & Caiaphas (part 1)
26:69-75
Peter’s Three Denials (part 2)
Events Before the Sanhedrin
27:1-2
Trial Before the Sanhedrin
27:3-4
Judas’ Remorse
27:5
Death of Judas
27:6-10
Potter’s Field
First Trial Before Pilate
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27:27-31a Mocked by Soldiers (II)
27:31b
Purple Robe
27:31c
Led Away
27:32-56 Crucifixion Events
27:32
Simon of Cyrene
27:33
Golgotha/Crucifixion of Christ
27:34
Wine & Gall
27:35-36
Garments Divided/Casting Lots
27:37
Inscription
27:38
Robbers Crucified
27:39-40
Mocked by Passers-By
27:41-43
Mocked by Chief Priests
27:44
Mocked by Robbers
27:45
Darkness (6th Hour)
27:46
Why Have You Forsaken Me?
27:47
Bystanders
27:48
Sour Wine on a Reed
27:49
Call for Elijah
27:50
Death of Christ
27:51a-b
Temple Veil Torn
27:51c
Earthquake & Rocks Split
27:52-53
Tombs Emptied
27:54
Centurion’s Testimony
27:55-56
Women Onlooking
27:57-66 Burial of Christ (Joseph of Arimathea)
28:1-10 Resurrection of Christ
28:11-15 Jews’ Plot for Christ’s Body
28:16-20 Great Commission
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MARK
Christ the Suffering Servant
Divisions:
I. Life & Ministry (1:1-10:52)
II. Passion Week (11:1-16:20)
Book Outline:
I. Life & Ministry (1:1-10:52)
1:1-8
Preaching of John the Baptist
1:9-11
Baptism of Christ
1:12-13 Temptation of Christ
1:14-15 Beginning of Christ’s Public Ministry
1:16-20 Calling the First Disciples
1:16-18
Calling Peter & Andrew
1:19-20
Calling James & John
1:21-28 Healing the Man With an Unclean Spirit
1:29-34 Healing Peter’s Mother-in-Law
1:29-31
Healing Peter’s Mother-in-Law
1:32-34
Healings
1:35-39 Withdrawal & Preaching
1:40-45 Healing the Leper
2:1-12
Healing the Paralytic
2:13
Withdrawal & Teaching
2:14
Calling of Matthew
2:15-22 Feast at Matthew’s House
2:15-17
Feast at Matthew’s House
2:18-22
Wine & Wineskins
2:23-28 Lord of the Sabbath (Grainfields)
3:1-6
Healing the Man With a Withered Hand
3:7-12
Withdrawal and Healings
3:13-19 Calling the Twelve
3:20-21 Hometown Rejection
3:22-35 Beelzebul
3:22-30
Beelzebul
3:31-35
True Relatives
4:1-34
Parables of the Kingdom
4:1-9
The Sower
4:10-12
Mysteries of the Kingdom
4:13-20
Interpretation of the Sower
4:21-25
Lamp & Peckmeasure
4:26-29
Seed Growing at Night
4:30-32
Mustard Seed
4:33-34
Christ’s Use of Parables
4:35-41 Calming the Sea
5:1-20
Healing the Gerasene Demoniacs
5:21-43 Healing Jairus’ Daughter
5:21-24
Healing Jairus’ Daughter (part 1)
5:25-34
Healing the Woman With an Issue of Blood
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5:35-43
Healing Jairus’ Daughter (part 2)
6:1-6
Hometown Rejection (Prophet Without Honor)
6:7-13
Commissioning the Twelve
6:14-29 Death of John the Baptist
6:14-20
Imprisonment of John the Baptist
6:21-28
Death of John the Baptist
6:29
Burial of John the Baptist
6:30-44 Feeding the 5,000
6:45-52 Walking on Water
6:53-56 Genessaret Healings
7:1-23
Defilement (Unwashed Hands)
7:1-8
What Defiles a Man
7:9-13
Corban
7:14-1
Food Doesn’t Defile
7:17-2
Evil Defiles
7:24-30 Healing the Syrophonecian Woman
7:31-37 Healing the Deaf Mute
8:1-9
Feeding the 4,000
8:10-21 Reproving the Pharisees
8:10
Departure
8:11-13
Sign of Jonah (Sign-Seeking)
8:14-21
Leaven of the Pharisees (Hypocrisy)
8:22-26 Healing the Blind Man at Bethsaida
8:27-9:1 Peter’s Great Confession
8:27-30
Peter’s Great Confession
8:31-33
Christ’s Death Foretold (I)
8:34-9:1
Cost of Discipleship (Deny Self, Take Cross, Follow Christ)
9:2-13 Transfiguration of Christ
9:14-29 Healing the Epileptic Boy
9:30-32 Christ’s Death Foretold (II)
9:33-50 Greatness in the Kingdom (Christ & the Children)
9:33-37
Receiving Children (Greatness in the Kingdom)
9:38-41
Not Against Us is For Us
9:42
Stumbling Blocks
9:43-50
Hindering Children
10:1-16 Divorce & Children
10:1-12
Divorce
10:13-16
Christ & the Children
10:17-31 Riches
10:17-22
Rich Young Ruler
10:23-27
Camel Through Eye of Needle (All Things Possible)
10:28-31
Cost of Discipleship (Rewarded for Leaving Family; First Shall Be Last)
10:32-45 Greatness in the Kingdom (To Jerusalem)
10:32-34
Christ’s Death Foretold (III)
10:35-45
Greatness in the Kingdom
10:46-52 Healing Blind Bartimaeus
II. Passion Week (11:1-16:20)
11:1-11 Triumphal Entry
11:12-14 Cursing the Fig Tree (part 1)
11:15-19 Second Cleansing of the Temple
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11:20-2 Cursing the Fig Tree (part 2)
11:27-12:40 Teaching in the Temple
11:27-33
Authority of Christ
12:1-11
Owner of a Vineyard
12:12
Departure
12:13-17
Render Unto Caesar
12:18-27
Resurrection & Marriage
12:28-34
Greatest Commandments
12:35-37
Son of David
12:38-40
Warnings Against Hypocrisy
12:41-44 Widow’s Mite
13:1-37 Prophecy
13:1-13
Temple’s Destruction Foretold
13:14-25
Jerusalem’s Destruction Foretold
13:26-33
Christ’s Return Foretold
13:34-37
Man on a Journey
14:1-2
Jews’ Plot Against Christ
14:3-9
Anointed by a Penitant Woman
14:10-11 Judas’ Betrayal Plot
14:12-16 Preparation for Passover
14:17-25 Lord’s (Last) Supper
14:17-21
Betrayer Identified
14:22-25
Lord’s Supper
14:26-31 Mount of Olives
14:26
Hymn
14:27-31
Peter’s Denials Foretold
14:32-42 Garden of Gethsemany
14:43-52 Betrayal & Arrest of Christ
14:43-45
Betrayal of Christ
14:46
Seizure of Christ
14:47
Peter Cuts Off Malchus’ Ear
14:48-49
Reproving the Persecutors
14:50
Crowds Flee
14:51-52
Naked Young Man Flees
14:53-65 Events Before Caiaphas
14:53
Arrest of Christ; Led to Caiaphas (& Annus)
14:54
Peter Following
14:55-65
Trial Before Annas & Caiaphas (part 1)
14:66-72 Peter’s Three Denials (part 2)
15:1-15 Trial Before Pilate
15:1
Trial Before the Sanhedrin
15:2-15
First Trial Before Pilate
15:16-20 Mocked by Soldiers (II)
15:21-41 Crucifixion Events
15:21
Simon of Cyrene
15:22
Golgotha/Crucifixion of Christ
15:23
Wine & Gall
15:24-25
Garments Divided (Casting Lots)
15:26
Inscription
15:27-28
Robbers Crucified
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15:42-47
16:1-8
16:9-11
16:12-13
16:14-18

16:19-20

15:29-30
Mocked by Passers-By
15:31-32
Mocked by High Priests
15:33
Darkness (6th Hour)
15:34
Why Have You Forsaken Me?
15:35a
Bystanders
15:35b-d
Call for Elijah
15:36
Sour Wine on a Reed
15:37
Death of Christ
15:38
Temple Veil Torn
15:39
Centurion’s Testimony
15:40-41
Women On-looking
Burial of Christ (Joseph of Arimathea)
Resurrection of Christ
Appearance to Mary Magdalene
Appearance to Two Disciples (Road to Emmaeus)
Post-Resurrection Appearance to the Disciples
16:14
Appearance to the Disciples
16:15-18
Great Commission
Ascension of Christ
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LUKE
Christ the Humble Son of Man
Divisions:
I. Birth & Childhood (1:1-2:52)
II. Life & Ministry
(3:1-19:27)
III. Passion Week
(19:28-24:53)
Book Outline:
I. Birth & Childhood (1:1-2:52)
1:1-4
Prologue to Luke
1:5-25
John the Baptist’s Birth Foretold
1:26-38 Christ’s Birth Foretold
1:39-56 Mary Visits Elizabeth
1:57-80 Birth of John the Baptist
2:1-7
Birth of Christ
2:8-20
Shepherds Worship Christ
2:21-38 Christ Presented in the Temple
2:21
Naming of Christ
2:22-24
Christ Presented in the Temple
2:25-35
Simeon Blesses Christ
2:36-38
Prophetess Praises God
2:39-40 Family Settles in Nazareth
2:41-52 Christ as a boy in the Temple
II. Life & Ministry (3:1-19:27)
3:1-18
Preaching of John the Baptist
3:19-2
Imprisonment of John the Baptist (Foretold)
3:21-22 Baptism of Christ
3:23-38 Genealogy of Christ
4:1-13
Temptation of Christ
4:14-15 Beginning of Christ’s Public Ministry
4:16-30 Hometown Rejection (Prophet Without Honor)
4:16-23
Favorable Year of the Lord
4:24
Prophet Without Honor
4:25-30
Elijah & Elisha
4:31-37 Healing the Man With an Unclean Spirit
4:38-44 Healing Peter’s Mother-in-Law
4:38-39
Healing Peter’s Mother-in-Law
4:40-41
Healings
4:42-44
Withdrawal & Preaching
5:1-11
Calling the First Disciples
5:1-9
Calling Peter & Andrew
5:10-11
Calling James & John
5:12-16 Healing a Leper
5:17-26 Healing a Paralytic
5:27
Calling of Matthew
5:28-39 Feast at Matthew’s House
5:28-32
Feast at Matthew’s House
5:33-35
Bridegroom
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5:36-39
Wine & Wineskins
6:1- 5
Lord of the Sabbath (Grainfields)
6:6-11
Healing the Man With a Withered Hand
6:12-16 Calling the Twelve
6:17-49 Sermon on the Plain
7:1-10
Healing the Centurion’s Slave
7:11-17 Healing the Widow’s Son at Nain
7:18-35 Expected One
7:36-50 Anointed by a Penitant Woman
8:1-3
Ministering Women
8:4-21
Parables of the Kingdom
8:4-8
The Sower
8:9-10
Mysteries of the Kingdom
8:11-15
Interpretation of the Sower
8:16-18
Lamp & Peckmeasure
8:19-21
True Relatives
8:22-25 Calming the Sea
8:26-39 Healing the Gerasene Demoniacs
8:40-56 Healing Jairus’ Daughter
8:40-42
Healing Jairus’ Daughter (part 1)
8:43-48
Healing the Woman With an Issue of Blood
8:49-56
Healing Jairus’ Daughter (part 2)
9:1-11
Commissioning the Twelve
9:1-6
Commissioning the Twelve
9:7-9
Imprisonment of John the Baptist
9:10-11
Report of the Twelve
9:12-17 Feeding the 5,000
9:18-27 Peter’s Great Confession
9:18-21
Peter’s Great Confession
9:22
Christ’s Death Foretold (I)
9:23-27
Cost of Discipleship (Deny Self, Take Cross, Follow Christ)
9:28-36 Transfiguration of Christ
9:37-50 Healing an Epileptic Boy
9:37-42
Healing an Epileptic Boy
9:43-45
Christ’s Death Foretold (II)
9:46-48
Receiving Children
9:49-50
Not Against is For Us
9:51-18:14 Luke Unique Section (9:51-18:14)
9:51-56
To Jerusalem (Face toward Jerusalem)
9:57-62
Cost of Discipleship (Foxes Have Holes; Dead Bury Dead)
10:1-37
Sending Out the Seventy
10:1-9
Sending Out the Seventy
10:10-16 Woes to the Cities
10:21-22 Wisdom Revealed to Babes
10:23-24 Blessed Eyes
10:25-37 The Good Samaritan
10:38-42
Christ Visits Mary & Martha (Relationship > Service)
11:1-13
Prayer
11:1-4
Lord’s Prayer
11:5-8
Friend at Midnight
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11:9-10
Ask, Seek & Knock
11:11-13 Loaf/Stone, Fish/Snake
11:14-36
Beelzebul
11:14-16 Healing a Mute
11:17-18 House Divided Against Itself
11:19-23 Beelzebul; Strong Man; For or Against Christ
11:24-26
Unkempt House
11:27-28
True Blessedness
11:29-32
Sign of Jonah
11:33-36
Lamp & Peckmeasure
11:37-52
Reproving the Pharisees
11:37-38 Unwashed Hands
11:39-41 Clean the Inside Cup
11:42
Weightier Tithes
11:43
Seats of Honor
11:44
Concealed Tombs/White-Washed Sepulchers
11:45-52 Reproving the Lawyers
11:53-54
Jewish Opposition
12:1-13:9
Reproving the Pharisees
12:1-7
Hypocrisy (Reproving the Pharisees)
12:8-9
Confessing vs. Denying Christ
12:10-12 Blasphemy of the Holy Spirit
12:13-21 Rich Fool
12:22-34 Anxiety & Riches
12:35-38 Faithful Servants
12:39-41 Head of a Household (Readiness)
12:42-48 Faithful Slaves
12:49-50 Baptism of Fire
12:51-53 Divisions
12:54-56 Signs of the Times
12:57-59 Reconciliation (Before Court)
13:1-3
Repent or Perish (Blood-Mixed Sacrifices)
13:4-5
Tower of Siloam
13:6-9
Unfruitful Fig Tree
13:10-21 Healing on the Sabbath
13:10-17 Healing the Infirmed Woman (Eighteen Years)
13:18-19 Mustard Seed
13:20-21 Leaven in Meal
13:22-35 First Shall be Last
13:22-24 Narrow Gate
13:25-32 Head of a Household (Door Shut)/First Shall be Last
13:33-35 Lamentation Over Jerusalem
14:1-35
Hosts
14:1-6
Healing the Man with Dropsy
14:7-14
Seats at a Wedding Feast
14:15-24 Great Wedding Feast
14:25-27 Cost of Discipleship (Hate Family; Carry Cross)
14:28-30 Tower Builder
14:31-32 King Preparing for War
14:33
Cost of Discipleship (Sell All Possessions)
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14:34-35 Saltiness
15:1-17:10 Lostness, Riches, Hypocrisy, Forgiveness & Faith
15:1-7
Lost Sheep
15:8-10
Lost Coin
15:11-32 Lost (Prodigal) Son
16:1-8
Shrewd Steward
16:9
Making Friends by Money
16:10-12 Faithful in Little (Rewarded Much)
16:13
Two Masters
16:14-17 Reproving the Pharisees (Forcing Way In; Law’s Endurance)
16:18
Divorce
16:19-31 Rich Man & Lazarus
17:1-2
Stumbling Blocks
17:3-4
Forgiving an Erring Brother
17:5-6
Mustard Seed Faith
17:7-10
Not Thanking Slaves (Unworthy Slaves)
17:11-18:30 Thankfulness & Prayer
17:11-19 Healing the Ten Lepers (Thankfulness)
17:20-37 Coming of the Kingdom
18:1-8
Persistent Widow (Persistence in Prayer)
18:9-14
Pharisee & the Tax Collector (Humility in Prayer)
18:15-17
Christ & the Children
18:18-23
Rich Young Ruler
18:24-27
Camel Through Eye of Needle (All Things Possible)
18:29-30
Cost of Discipleship (Rewarded for Leaving Family; First Shall Be Last)
18:31-34 Christ’s Death Foretold (III)
18:35-43 Healing of Blind Bartimaeus
19:1-27 Zacchaeus
19:1-10
Zacchaeus
19:11-27
Ten Minas
19:28
To Jerusalem
III. Passion Week (19:28-24:53)
19:29-44 Triumphal Entry
19:45-48 Second Cleansing of the Temple
20:1-47 Challenged by Opponents
20:1-8
Authority of Christ
20:9-23
Owner of a Vineyard
20:24-26
Render Unto Caesar
20:27-40
Resurrection & Marriage
20:41-44
Son of David
20:45-47
Warnings Against Hypocrisy
21:1-4
Widow’s Mite
21:5-36 Prophecy
21:5-19
Temple’s Destruction Foretold
21:20-24
Jerusalem’s Destruction foretold
21:25-36
Christ’s Return Foretold
21:37-38 Teaching in the Temple
22:1-6
Jewish Opposition
22:1-2
Jews’ Plot Against Christ
22:3-6
Judas’ Betrayal Plot
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22:7-13 Preparation for Passover
22:14-38 Lord’s Supper
22:14-20
Lord’s Supper (part 1)
22:21-23
Betrayer Identified
22:24-30
Greatness in the Kingdom
22:31-32
Prayer for Peter’s Faith
22:33-34
Peter’s Denials Foretold
22:35-38
Recap of sending Out the Twelve
22:39-46 Garden of Gethsemany
22:47-54a Betrayal & Arrest of Christ
22:47-49
Betrayal of Christ
22:50-51
Peter Cuts Off Malchus’ Ear
22:52-53
Reproving the Persecutors
22:54a
Arrest of Christ
22:54c
Peter Following
22:5-62 Events Before Caiaphas
22:54b
Christ’s Trial Before Caiaphas (& Annus)
22:55-62
Peter’s Three Denials (part 2)
22:63-65 Soldiers Mock Christ
22:66-71 Trial Before the Sanhedrin
23:1-7
First Trial Before Pilate
23:8-12 Trial Before Herod
23:13-25 Second Trial Before Pilate
23:26-49 Crucifixion Events
23:26a
Led Away
23:26b-e
Simon of Cyrene
23:27-31
Crowd Following
23:32, 33b-c Robbers Crucified
23:33a-b
Golgotha/Crucifixion of Christ
23:34a-d
Father Forgive Them
23:34e-f
Garments Divided (Casting Lots)
23:35a-b
Mocked by Passers-By
23:35c-g
Mocked by Chief Priests
23:36-37
Mocked by Soldiers (II)
23:38
Inscription
23:39-43
Mocked by Robbers
23:44-45a
Darkness (6th Hour)
23:45b
Temple Veil Torn
23:46
Death of Christ
23:49
Women On-looking
23:47
Centurion’s Testimony
23:48
Breast-Beating Crowd
23:49
Women On-Looking
23:50-54 Burial of Christ (Joseph of Arimathea)
23:55-56 Women Prepare Spices
24:1-12 Resurrection of Christ
24:13-35 Appearance to Two Disciples (Road to Emmaeus)
24:36-49 Post-Resurrection Appearance to the Disciples
24:36-43
Appearance to the Disciples
24:44-49
Commissioning the Disciples
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24:50-53 Ascension of Christ
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JOHN
Christ the Exalted Son of God
Divisions:
I. Life & Ministry (1:1-17:33)
II. Passion Week (18:1-21:25)
Book Outline:
I. Life & Ministry (3:1-20:34)
1:1-18
Prologue to John
1:1-5
Christ the Word, Light & Life
1:6-8
Witness to the Light (John the Baptist)
1:9-13
Light Came to the World (& Jews); Receive to be Children of God
1:14
Word Became Flesh/Dwelt Among Us
1:15-18
Higher Rank Than John the Baptist; Grace Realized; God Explained
1:19-28 Identity of John the Baptist
1:19-24
Identity of John the Baptist (Voice in the Wilderness)
1:25-28
Unworthy to Untie Christ’s Sandal (John the Baptist)
1:29-34 Lamb of God/Sin Savior; John the Baptist Identifies by Holy Spirit as a Dove
1:35-51 Calling the First Disciples
1:35-39
Calling Peter & Andrew (John the Baptist Identifies the Lamb of God)
1:40-42
Andrew Finds Peter (Cephas)
1:43-51
Calling Philip & Nathanael
2:1-11
Water into Wine
2:12-22 Cleansing the Temple
2:12-17 First Temple Cleansing
2:18-22 Destroy This Temple (3 Day Rebuild)
2:23-25 Not Entrusting Himself to Man
3:1-21
You Must Be Born Again (Nicodemus)
3:22-36 Baptism of Christ
3:22-24
Baptism of Christ
3:25-36
He Must Increase I Must Decrease; Receiving Christ’s Testimony
4:1-42
Woman at the Well (Samaritan)
4:1-3
Christ’s Baptizes More Than John the Baptist
4:4-42
Woman at the Well (Living Water)
4:43-45 Prophet Without Honor
4:46-54 Healing the Royal Official’s Son
5:1-47
Healing the Man at the Pool of Bethesda
5:1-9
Healing the Man at the Pool of Bethesda
5:10-18
God as Christ’s Father (Christ Equal to God); Jews’ Opposition
5:19-47
Christ’s Judgment is the Father’s (Relationship Between the Father & Son)
6:1-15
Feeding the 5,000
6:16-21 Walking on Water
6:22-71 Bread of Life
6:22-40
Bread of Life (part 1)
6:41-42
Hometown Rejection
6:43-59
Bread of Life (part 2)
6:60-69
Disciples Withdraw; Peter’s Commitment (Words of Eternal Life)
6:70-71
Judas’ Betrayal Foretold (Chosen You Yet One is a Devil)
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7:1-53

Christ at the Feast of Booths (I Go Away; Come to Me)
7:1-9
Show Yourself (Publicly) to the world (Brothers’ Challenge)
7:10-15
Christ at the Feast of Booths; Jewish Opposition
7:16-24
My Teaching is the Fathers’; Doing Good on the Sabbath; Righteous Judgment
7:25-27
Christ Not Seized (Crowd Amazed)
7:28-31
You Know Me & Where I’m from/I Know God; Attempted Seizure, Many Believe
7:32-36
I Go Away; Jews Attempt Seizure
7:37-39
Thirsty Come to Me for Living Water
7:40-44
Division Over Christ; Attempted Seizure
7:45-53
Division Over Christ; Why Not Seized—Amazing Words
8:1-59
Woman Caught in Adultery (Light of the World; Truth Shall Set You Free)
8:1-3
Teaching in the Temple
8:4-11
Woman Caught in Adultery (Cast the First Stone)
8:12-29
Light of the World; I Do Not Judge; I Go Away; When You Lift Me Up
8:30-32
Truth Shall Set You Free (Disciples Continue in My Word)
8:33-47
Free Indeed; Abraham’s True Descendents vs. Slaves to Sin
8:48-59
Demon Accusation; Abraham Rejoiced to See Christ’s Day
9:1-10:21 Healing the Man Born Blind (Good Shepherd)
9:1-7
Healing the Man Born Blind
9:8-12
Neighbors’ Amazed Reaction
9:13-23
Jews’ Inquisition of the Man (#1)
9:24-34
Jews’ Inquisition of the Man (#2)
9:35-39
Christ Evangelizes the Man Born Blind
9:40-41
Jews’ Blindness (Not Seeing They’re Blind)
10:1-18
Door of the Sheep; Good Shepherd
10:19-21
Division (Demon Accusation vs. Miracle Worker)
10:22-42 My Sheep Hear My Voice
10:22-30
My Sheep Hear My Voice; I & the Father are One
10:31-38
Jews’ Opposition (Stoning Attempt); Son of God; Christ’s Works are the
Father’s Works; You Are Gods
10:39-40
Jews’ Opposition (Seizure Attempt)
10:41-42
Many Believe in Christ
11:1-44 Resurrection of Lazarus
11:45-57 Plot Against Christ
11:45-46
Division (Many Believe, Some Turn in Christ)
11:47-48
Jewish Opposition (Council)
11:49-54
Caiaphas’ Inspired Wisdom
11:55-57
Jews’ Plot Against Christ
12:1-11 Anointed by Mary
12:1-8
Anointed by Mary
12:9-11
Division: (Many Believe vs. Jews; Attempted Lazarus Murder)
II. Passion Week (18:1-21:25)
12:12-50 Triumphal Entry
12:12-16
Triumphal Entry
12:17-19
Division: Witnesses to Christ & Crowds vs. Jews’ Opposition (World Going After Him)
12:20-21
Greeks Seek to See Christ
12:22-36
Grain of Wheat Dies; If I Be lifted Up/Sons of Light
12:37-43
Division: Disbelief in Christ (Prophesied); Jewish Leaders Believe
13:1-30 Lord’s Supper
13:1-11
Lord’s Supper: Foot Washing
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13:12-20

Wash One Another’s Feet; Master > Than Slave; Betrayer (Judas) Lifting His
Heel; Receiving Christ is Receiving God
Betrayer Identified (Judas Ate Morsel)

13:21-30
13:31-38 Going Out
13:31-35
I Go Away; Love One Another
13:36-38
Peter’s Denials Foretold
14:1-17:26 Upper Room Discourse
14:1-14
Christ is the Way, Truth & Life
14:15-26
Love Me By Keeping My Word; Promise of the Comforter
14:27-31
Peace I Leave With You
15:1-17
Christ is the True Vine
15:18-27
The World Will Hate You
16:1-33
I Go Away; Promise of the Helper
17:1-26
High Priestly Prayer
18:1-12 Betrayal & Arrest of Christ
18:1-11
Betrayal of Christ
18:12
Arrest of Christ
18:13-14 Trial Before Annas & Caiaphas (I)
18:15-18 Peter’s Three Denials (part 1)
18:19-23 Trial Before Annas & Caiaphas (II)
18:24-27 Peter’s Three Denials (part 2)
18:28-19:16 Trials Before Pilate
18:28-4
First Trial Before Pilate
19:1-2
Soldiers Mock Christ
19:3-16
Second Trial Before Pilate
19:17-37 Crucifixion Events
19:17-29
Crucifixion of Christ
19:30-33
Death of Christ
19:34-37
Soldier Pierces Christ’s Side
19:38-42 Burial of Christ
20:1-9
Resurrection of Christ
20:10-18 Appearance to Mary Magdalene
20:19-25 Sending Out the Disciples
20:26-31 Doubting Thomas
21:1-25 Post-Resurrection Appearance to Two Disciples (Sea of Tiberius)
21:1-14
Appearance to the Disciples
21:15-17
Feed My Sheep
21:18-25
Peter & John’s Future/Death
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ACTS
The Birth, Growth & Spread of the Church
Divisions:
I. The Church’s Ministry in Jerusalem
(1:1-7:60)
II. The Church’s Ministry in Judea & Samaria
(8:1-12:25)
III. The Church’s Ministry in The Uttermost Parts of the Earth (13:1-28:31)
Book Outline:
I. The Church’s Ministry in Jerusalem (1:1-7:60)
A. Apostles Before the Birth of the Church (1:1-26)
Preparation for Coming Holy Spirit
1:1-2
Introduction
1:3-11
Post Resurrection Appearance (& Commissioning of the Twelve)
1:3-5
Post Resurrection Appearance
1:6-11
Commissioning of the 12
1:12-14
The 12 Disciples in the Upper Room
1:15-26
Need for & Selection of Judas’ Replacement
1:15-22
Peter’s Sermon (Need for Replacement & Judas’ Prophetic Demise)
1:23-26
Selection of Mattathias (Prayer & Drew Lots; Joseph Barsabbas Loses)
B. Events on the Day of Pentecost: Birth of the Church (2:1-47)
Coming of Promised Spirit
2:1-47
Pentecost Events
2:1-13
Baptism of the Spirit/Birth of the Church
2:14-36
Peter’s Sermon at Pentecost
Spirit’s 2nd Main Mouthpiece Chosen
2:37-40
Jews’ Response (& Peter’s Exhortation)
2:41-47
Body Life/First Church
C. Events Surrounding the Healing of a Lame Man (3:1-4:22)
Evidence of Spirit’s Presence
3:1-4:22
Events Surrounding the Healing of a Lame Man
3:1-11
Peter Heals Lame Man
3:12-26
Peter’s Sermon (To the Jews)
4:1-7
Persecution (Of Peter & John)
4:8-12
Peter’s Sermon
4:13-22
Persecution of Peter & John (Continued)
D. Maturing of the Church (4:23-5:11)
Evidence of the Spirit Within the Church Body
4:23-5:11
Events at the Gathered Church
4:23-31
Testimony of Suffering
4:32-37
Body Life
5:1-11
Judging of Ananias & Sapphira (By God)
E. Apostles’ Ministry & Persecution (5:12-42)
Evidence & Offense of Spirit’s Leaders
5:12-18
Apostle Miracles & Persecution
5:12-15
Apostle Miracles, Conversions & Healings
5:16-18
Apostle Persecution (& Imprisonment)
5:19-42
Jail Deliverance & Reaction
5:19-20
1st Miraculous Jail Deliverance (Of Peter & Apostles)
5:21-26
Peter Teaching in Jerusalem Temple (& Jews’ Response)
5:27-32
Peter Before the Jewish Council (& Sermon Thereto)
5:33-40
Jews’ Response (& Gamaliel’s Inspired Reasoning
5:41-42
Apostle’s Joy in Suffering, & Evangelism
F. Deacons’ Ministry & Persecution (6:1-8:40)
Evidence/Offense-Spirit’s Lay Leaders
6:1-7
Selection of the 1st Deacons (Seven)
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Stephen’s Ministry
6:8-7:1
Stephen’s Miracles (& Persecution/Seizing)
7:2-53
Stephen’s Sermon (To the Jews)
7:54-8:1a, 2 Jews’ Reaction (Martrydom & Burial of Stephen)
II. The Church’s Ministry in Jerusalem (8:1-12:25)
A. Persecution & Stephen’s Ministry (8:1-40)
8:1b-d, 3-4 Church Persecuted (& Scattered, as a Result of Stephen’s Martyrdom)
8:5-40
Philip’s Ministry
8:5-8
Philip Preaches (& Casts out Demons)
8:9-25
Simon the Sorcerer
8:26-40
Philip Evangelizes (The Ethiopian Eunuch)
B. Paul’s Conversion & Evangelism Ministry (9:1-9:31)
Spirit’s 1st Main Mouthpiece Chosen
9:1-19
Saul’s Conversion (Paul’s Blinding Light Experience)
9:20-22
Paul Evangelizes
9:23-31
Paul Persecuted (& Introduced to Jerusalem Church)
C. Peter’s Miracles & Evangelism Ministry (9:32-11:30)
Spirit’s Power Demonstrated,
9:32-35
Peter Heals Aeneas
Internally & Externally
9:36-43
Peter Resurrects Tabitha
10:1-8
Cornelius’ Vision
10:9-17a Peter’s Vision (4-Corner Sheet)
10:17b-23 Peter’s Escorts (Cornelius’ Servants)
10:24-27
Cornelius’ Greetings (& Attempted Worship)
10:28-43
Peter’s Sermon (To Cornelius’ Friends)
10:44-48
Spirit Falls
11:1-17
Peter’s Sermon (To Jerusalem Church)
11:18
Response to Peter’s Sermon
11:19-30
Church at Antioch
D. Miracles & Judgment of Herod’s Persecuting (12:1-25) Spirit Shows His Power, Positively
12:1-2
Martyrdom of James by Herod
& Negatively
12:3-16
2nd Miraculous Jail Deliverance (Of Peter)
12:17
Peter Testifies (To Miraculous Jail Deliverance)
12:18-19
Response by Herod (& His Soldiers)
12:20-23
Herod Judged (By God)
12:24-25
Bible Spreads (Paul & Barnabas to Jerusalem)
III. The Church’s Ministry in The Uttermost Parts of the Earth (13:1-28:31)
A. 1st Missionary Journey of Paul (13:1-14:28)
Spirit Leads Church Reach Out—
13:1-3
Commissioning of Paul & Barnabas
Fulfills Ac. 1:8
13:4-11
Cursing of Elymas the Magician
13:12
Conversion of Sergius Paulus
13:13-41
Paul’s Sermon (At Pisidian Antioch)
13:42-44
Sermon Continued
13:45-52
Jews’ Opposition (& Jews Reproved by Paul)
14:1-5
Iconium Ministry
14:6-7
Fleeing, Traveling & Evangelism
14:8-18
Lystra Ministry
14:19-20
Jewish Opposition (& Paul Departs)
B. Doctrinal Conflict Regarding Judaisers (15:1-35)
Church Matures it’s Gospel Doctrine
14:21-28
Travels of Paul (Return to Antioch)
15:1
Judaizor Conflict
15:2-6
Travels of Paul (To Jerusalem)
6:8-8:4
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C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

15:7-11
Peter’s Sermon (To the Jerusalem Church)
15:12
Listening to Paul & Barnabus
15:13-21
James’s Sermon (To Jerusalem Church)
15:22-29
Decree (On Gentiles’ Law considerations)
15:30-35
Decree Delivered (To Antioch Church)
2nd Missionary Journey (15:36-18:22)
Spirit Matures Church Via Leaders
15:36
Discipleship Mission (Planned)
15:37-40
Disagreement (Over John Mark)
16:1-5
Mission Trip (To re-visit/strengthen churches)
16:6-12
Travels of Paul
16:13-40
Paul’s Ministry in Philippi
Evangelism Persecution (17:1-18:11)
Church Expands-& Suffering-by Spirit
17:1-3
Evangelism (Of Thessalonian Jews)
17:4-9
Opposition (Jews require Jason’s silence)
17:10-12
evangelism (Of noble Bereans)
17:13
Opposition
17:14
Travels of Paul
17:15-34
Evangelism (By Paul of the Athenians)
18:1-4
Evangelism (With Aquila & Pricilla)
18:5-11
Paul & the Word (Devoted to & teaching)
Persecutions (18:12-22)
Church Endures Suffering
18:12-16
Jews Persecute Paul
by Spirit’s Power
18:17
Sosthenes Beaten
18:18-22 Travels of Paul
3rd Missionary Journey (18:23-21:26)
Spirit Matures Church, Via Leaders
18:23-28 Apollos’ Preaching (Apollos’ Theology Refined)
19:1-8
Paul Preaches (& Spirit Falls)
19:9-20
Paul Teaches (In Tyrannus School)
19:21-41 Uproar Over Paul’s Gospel
20:1-5
Paul’s Travels (In Greece, Syria, Macedonia)
20:6-12
Paul’s Sermon (Beyond Midnight)
20:13-16 Travels of Paul
20:17-38 Paul’s Parting Speech (To Ephesian Elders)
21:1-14
Travels of Paul (From Miletus to Caesarea)
21:15
Travels of Paul
21:16-26 Paul with Jerusalem Church
Paul’s Journey to Rome (21:27-28:31)
Paul’s Persecution & Defenses;
21:27-40 Paul’s Arrest
Spirit-Thwarting Try
22:1-38
Paul’s Defense to the Jews (I)
22:29-30 Travels of Paul
23:1-10
Paul’s Defense Before the Sanhedrin (II)
23:11-30 Jew’s Murder Plot
23:31-32 Travels of Paul
23:33-35 Paul Taken to Caesarea
24:1-27
Paul’s Defense Before Governor Felix (III)
25:1-12
Paul’s Defense Before Governor Festus (IV)
25:13-27 King Agrippa & Queen Bernice
26:1-29
Paul’s Defense Before King Agrippa (V)
26:30-32 Agrippa & Bernice
Paul’s Travel to & Ministry in Jerusalem (27:21-28:31) Spirit Teaches Freely Via Leaders
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27:1-44
28:1-10
28:11-15
28:16-31

Paul’s Voyage & Shipwreck
Paul’s Snake Bite
Travels of Paul
Paul’s Unhindered Preaching
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ROMANS
(1:1-7) Introduction (Paul set apart for the gospel)
(1:8-17) Personal Matters (Eager to preach, as not ashamed of the gospel)

1:18-3:20 NEED (for righteousness): All Men Are Sinners
Condemnation of Lost Gentiles (1:18-23)
God’s wrath is against them, who suppress the truth by sin, knowing of God by creation & conscience (1:18-23)
God gave them over to their lusts of abandoning natural sexual functions for homosexuality (1:24-27)
God gave them over to sins, who approved others sinning, knowing they will die in judgment (1:28-32)
Condemnation of Lost Jews (2:1-16)
They are without excuse for unrepentance, to be impartially judged by God for doing evil (2:1-11)
God will judge their sin, having the Law, while Gentiles are a law to themselves doing it instinctively (2:12-16)
Jews’ Advantages & Unbelief (2:17-3:20)
Hypocritical (false vs. true) Jews unbenefited by physical (vs. heart) circumcision (2:17-29)
Jews’ are advantaged, but their unbelief doesn’t nullify God’s faithfulness (3:1-8)
Jews aren’t better than Gentiles, as we are all sinners—there is no one righteous (3:9-20)
3:21-5:21 GIFT (of righteousness): Salvation Is For All Men
Salvation By Faith is a Gift (& not by the Law/just for the Jews) (3:21-4:25)
Salvation is a gift, apart from the Law (3:21-26)
God is the God of all, not just the Jews through the Law (3:27-31)
Jewish founder Abraham found salvation by faith, not by the works of the Law (4:1-8)
God’s salvation blessing is for all—not just the Jews; Proof: promised to Abraham before circumcised as a Jew (4:9-12)
God’s promise to Abraham was by faith; not by the Law (4:13-15)
Followers of Abraham’s faith receive the blessing—not just the Jews (4:16-17)
Abraham hung onto the promise, despite circumstances/evidence, & grew strong in faith (4:18-22)
Abraham reckoned righteous was for believing Gentiles—not just the Jews (4:23-25)
Three Exultations (5:1-11)
We exult in our glory, having been justified by faith (5:1-2)
We exult in trials, knowing they produce character, by the Holy Spirit of hope within (5:3-5)
God loves us, proven by Christ dying on the cross while we were yet sinners (5:6-9)
We exult in our salvation (5:10-11)
Adam’s Sin vs. Christ’s Sacrifice (5:12-21)
One man’s sin meant death to all men (5:12-14)
One Man’s righteousness meant the gift of righteousness (& righteousness reigning) for all who believe (5:15-17)
One sin ruined all, & one sacrifice can save all (5:18-19)
Law entered so sin would increase, so men would see they’re sinners (5:20-21)
6:1-8:39 PROCESS (of righteousness): Be Led by the Spirit, As You Are Not Under the Law
Shall We Sin (so grace will increase)? (6:1-14)
No, for you died, & were baptized/identified with Christ’s death, burial & resurrection (6:1-4)
Your old self was crucified, so you’re (resurrected &) freed from sin (6:5-10)
Consider yourself dead to sin & alive to God, & present your body as instruments of righteousness (6:11-14)
Shall We Sin (because we’re not under the Law)? (6:15-23)
No, as you are under the Master you submit to (6:15-16)
You became obedient from the heart to the word, so you’re free to be slaves of righteousness, which has benefit (6:17-23)
We Are Not Under the Law (because we’re married to a new Spouse) (7:1-6)
Christians aren’t adulterers, as our old Law spouse died (7:1-3)
You were made to die to the Law, to bear fruit & serve in the newness of the Spirit (7:4-6)
Is the Law Sinful? (7:7-12)
No, it evokes the sin resident in me, so I sin more (7:7-8)
I was once alive to God, before the Law evoked sin in me, & killed me (7:9-11)
The Law is morally good (7:12)
Did the Law Cause Me to Sin? (7:13-25)
No, it caused me to see it’s good & I’m not (7:13-14)
When I try in the flesh to be good, I do worse, wanting to do good; only Christ can rescue me (7:15-25)
No Condemnation in Christ (as we’re not under the Law) (8:1-17)
No condemnation for Spirit-led believers, as Christ fulfilled the Law, & does as we walk by faith (8:1-4)
Christians who live by the flesh can’t obey or please God (vs. Spirit-filled, with mind on the Spirit) (8:5-8)
If Christ is in you, you are not of the flesh, & your spirit’s alive, so God can give life to your mortal body (8:9-11)
You aren’t obligated to the flesh, & if you live so you will die (vs. those led of the Spirit) (8:12-14)
You received the spirit of adoption of sons vs. slaves, & you know you’re saved by His indwelling (8:15-17)
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The Holy Spirit Prays for Us (as we suffer & groan in the flesh/body) (8:18-30)
All creation groans to be released from the curse of creation’s fall (8:18-22)
We ourselves groan to be released from creation’s fall, & the Holy Spirit prays through our weakness (8:23-27)
God causes all things to work together for our good, as He saved us entirely (8:28-30)
No Separation in Christ (8:31-39)
No one & nothing can be against, defeat or condemn us, or separate us from God’s love (8:31-39)
9:1-11:36 JEWS (future righteousness): All Israel Will Be Saved
God’s Word Didn’t Fail (because of the Jews’ failure) (9:1-13)
Paul had unceasing grief for the advantaged Jews’ lostness (9:1-5)
God’s word didn’t fail, for the spiritual vs. physical children of Abraham are descendants (9:6-8)
God’s word said Abraham would have two sons, only one by whom would come the blessing of God’s choice (9:9-13)
God is Not Unjust (but merciful) (9:14-33)
God is not unjust in His choices, like salvation depending on God vs. man (9:14-18)
God can still find fault with sinful man, because who are we to talk back to Him? (9:19-21)
God could demonstrate His wrath on all of us, but made His power known to we vessels of mercy vs. justice (9:22-29)
The Jews didn’t achieve what the Gentiles did because they didn’t pursue God’s righteousness by faith (9:30-33)
Jews’ (& Everyone’s) Salvation is By Faith (10:1-21)
Paul’s heart’s desire & prayer was for the Jews, who are zealous, but ignorant of God’s righteousness (10:1-5)
Faith righteousness doesn’t ask who will descend or ascend, but who believed from the heart, undisappointed? (10:6-13)
How shall they hear if people aren’t send to tell them the word of Christ? (10:14-17)
You can give all benefits of the doubt to the Jews, yet they stubbornly rejected Christ (10:18-21)
Jew’s Temporary Stupor (11:1-14)
Has God rejected the Jews? No, Paul as proof (11:1-6)
God has given the Jews a spirit of stupor (11:7-14)
Jew’s Failure is Temporary (& for the Gentiles’ good) (11:15-24)
The Jews’ fall is not forever, for God can use it for the Gentiles’ salvation, as Paul sought (11:15-18)
Gentiles ought not be arrogant that they were allowed in, because you stand only by your faith, so fear (11:19-24)
Jew’s Temporary Hardness (11:25-36)
God has given the Jews a partial hardness (11:25-29)
God shows mercy when others are disobedient (& vice versa), but has shut all in sin so He can show all mercy (11:30-32)
God’s wisdom & knowledge are unsearchable—who can know it or repay Him, for all comes from Him (11:33-36)
12:1-15:13 PRACTICE (of righteousness): Transformed By the Word vs. Conformed To World
Commitment (12:1-2)
Present your body a living sacrifice, & renew your mind to the word, vs. being conformed to the world (12:1-2)
Spiritual Gifts (12:3-8)
Exercise spiritual gifts in church, according to the grace God supplies (12:3-8)
Ethics (12:9-14)
Ethics list (unhypocritical love, etc.); do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good (12:9-21)
Submit to government, God’s instrument for good & for punishing evil (13:1-7)
Be indebted only to loving one another (13:8-10)
Behave properly, as in the day, as prophecy approaches, laying aside deeds of darkness (13:11-14)
Weaker & Stronger Brothers (gray areas) (14:1-15:13)
Accept the weaker in the faith brother, as he stands to his own Master (14:1-6)
We live for Christ, not ourselves, so don’t judge your brother, as you will be accountable (14:7-13)
Freedom can cause a brother to stumble, but God’s kingdom is righteousness, peace & joy in the Holy Spirit (14:14-18)
Pursue peace with your brother, & don’t tear him down by your freedom, but do all from faith (14:19-23)
The strong should bear the weaker brother’s burdens, as Christ did, our hope coming from the Scriptures (15:1-4)
May God who gives perseverance & encouragement give you unity, to glorify Him (15:5-6)
Accept one another as Jew & Gentile, as God in Christ accepted you (15:7-12)
May God fill you with joy, peace & hope (15:13)
(15:14-33) Personal Matters
Paul Is Coming To Them (after evangelism ministry & administering the poor’s gift) (15:14-33)
You are full of goodness, as Paul ministered the gospel to the Gentiles like a priest (15:14-17)
Paul spoke only of what God achieved through him, as he miraculously evangelized (15:18-21)
Paul is coming to them, after administering a contribution for the Jerusalem poor (15:22-29)
Strive for Paul in your prayers, that he might be delivered from current obligations, & come to them (15:30-33)
Greetings (16:1-24)
Greetings to specific brethren (16:1-16)
Stay aloof from dissension-stirring people (16:17-20)
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(16:25-27) Closing (May God establish you, according to the gospel) (16:23-27)

I CORINTHIANS
(1:1-7) Introduction (sanctified saints; thanks for their spiritual gifts enrichment; God will confirm them; called to fellowship)

1:8-4:21 MINISTER WORSHIP
No Division Over Evangelizers (1:8-31)
Let there be no quarrels over ministers who evangelized you, & preaching is more important than baptizing (1:8-17)
The gospel is foolish to the perishing, but we preach Christ, as God wisely calls mainly the unnoble & unwise (1:18-31)
God’s Wisdom Preached by Evangelizing Paul (2:1-13)
Paul didn’t preach with superior words, but only preached Christ, in his weakness & God’s power (2:1-5)
Hidden, spiritual wisdom is for the mature, & is revealed by God’s Spirit (2:6-10)
Man’s spirit knows his thoughts, & we have God’s Spirit, to teach our freely received inheritance (2:11-13)
Natural Man & Immature Christians Can’t Handle Spiritual Things (2:14-3:4)
The natural man doesn’t accept spiritual things, but the spiritual man appraises everything, using Christ’s mind (2:14-16)
I couldn’t speak to you as spiritual, but fleshly, shown by your minister worship divisions (3:1-4)
Don’t Boast in Ministers, Who Are Servants (3:5-23)
Ministers are servants God gives evangelism opportunity to; He’s what’s important, though we’re rewarded (3:5-9)
As a master builder I built on Christ, the foundation, & the quality of every man’s work will be tested (3:10-15)
You are the holy temple of God, & if anyone destroys you, God will destroy them (3:16-17)
If you think you’re wise, become foolish, & don’t arrogantly boast in men, as all things belong to you, in Christ (3:18-23)
Ministers Must Be Trustworthy Servants (4:1-21)
Minister servants must prove trustworthy; our critics aren’t who we’re beholden to, but heart-examining God (4:1-5)
Don’t become arrogant, or exceed what’s written, as you’re not superior, but you’re filled & rich, in Christ (4:6-8)
Apostles are exhibited as prudent, condemned fools who suffer & minister off their own hand’s wages (4:9-13)
I’m not shaming, but admonishing you as children, as your father in the faith vs. a tutor in Christ (4:14-16)
Timothy sent to remind of my ways, as arrogant ones act like I’m not coming, where I can be gentle or firm (4:17-21)

5:1-11:34 CHURCH ISSUES
Church Discipline (5:1-13)
You are arrogantly allowing immorality in church, worse than among Gentiles (sex with mother-in-law) (5:1-2)
I have delivered the culprit to physical death, that his spirit may be saved (5:3-5)
Your arrogance is not good; a little leaven ruins the loaf, so clean out the sin, & celebrate in sincerity & truth (5:6-8)
I wrote not to associate with immoral people, meaning Christians—not lost people; remove your wicked member (5:9-13)
Christian Lawsuits (6:1-11)
Why do you engage lawsuits against your brother, & not before saints, as we will judge the world, & angels? (6:1-3)
Is there not someone who can decide between brethren? You wrong & defraud your brother in secular courts (6:4-8)
Don’t you know the unrighteous won’t inherit God’s kingdom, but you were washed, sanctified & justified? (6:9-11)
Idol Food (6:12-14)
Regarding food sacrificed to idols, all things are lawful, but not all are profitable, & your body is for Christ (6:12-14)
Temple Prostitutes (6:15-20)
Regarding temple prostitutes, your bodies are members of Christ, not to be made harlots (6:15)
Don’t you know the one who has sex with a prostitute is one with her, but joining with Christ is one with Him? (6:16-17)
Flee immorality, as your body is a temple of the Spirit, & you aren’t your own, so glorify God in it (6:18-20)
Sex, Singles, Marriage, Divorce & Remarriage (7:1-40)
Be married, & let spouses fulfill their duties, except for prayer, as neither has authority over their bodies (7:1-7)
Unmarried & widows do best staying single, but marry if no self-control, rather than burn in lust (7:8-9)
Married are to remain married, & if a wife leaves, she must remain unmarried, or be reconciled to her husband (7:10-11)
Christian with a lost spouse isn’t to send them away (family sanctified by believer), but if they leave, let them (7:12-15)
Believers don’t know if spouse will be won, so remain in the your condition called, & obey God’s commands (7:16-19)
Remain in condition called (Ex.: saved or lost slaves); it’s better to be freed, as you were bought with a price (7:20-24)
It’s my inspired opinion that it is better for virgins to remain such in these distressing times (7:25-26)
If you’re married, don’t seek divorce; if divorced, don’t seek a spouse, but it’s not sin to get married (7:27-28)
Time is shortened, & married should live as if not, & weepers as if they didn’t, as with those who use the world (7:29-31)
I want you free from concern, & married have obligations; singles’ interests aren’t divided in things of the Lord (7:32-35)
Dads should let virgin daughters marry (it’s not sin), but also do well if they don’t, from standing firm in heart (7:36-40)
Food Sacrificed to Idols Abuses (8:1-13)
All have knowledge, & belief in special knowledge makes arrogant, but if you love God, you are known by Him (8:1-3)
Real idols don’t exist, despite many gods, & for us there is but one God & Son, the sources of all things (8:4-6)
Not all know that, & food won’t commend anyone to God, but don’t let this liberty cause your brother to stumble (8:7-9)
If a weaker brothers sees you eat idol food, by knowledge, & has their consciences wounded, you have sinned (8:10-13)
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Minister Rights & Responsibilities (apostle credentials) (9:1-10:13)
Paul is free, & an apostle (even if critics disagree), & to his critics he has a right to eat, drink & be married (9:1-5)
Paul has a right to break from & hope to be paid for ministry, as even the Law teaches regarding threshing oxen (9:6-10)
If we sowed spiritual things, we should expect to receive spiritual things from you, to make a gospel living (9:11-14)
Compelled evangelizing doesn’t boast, as it’s a stewardship, the reward being not asking hearers for money (9:16-18)
Freed of all men, Paul made himself all’s slave, that he might win more (Jew, Gentile or weak), all for the gospel (9:19-23)
One wins a race, & athletes exercise self-control for a prize, so run with aim for an eternal prize, & be qualified (9:24-27)
Old Testament Examples (10:1-13)
Those under Moses’ cloud & Red Sea delivering drank the Christ rock, but most displeased God, & were killed (10:1-5)
They were examples so we shouldn’t crave evil, idolize, be immoral, test God or grumble, as they got destroyed (10:6-10)
They were examples, written of for our instruction, so don’t be arrogant, lest you fall to endurable temptation (10:11-13)
Lord’s Supper & Food Sacrificed to Idols Abuses (10:14-33)
Flee idolatry, as the Lord’s Supper is sharing Christ’s life, & there is one bread & body, so don’t be arrogant (10:14-17)
Idols & food are nothing; Gentiles sacrifice to demons you aren’t to share in, sharing God’s & the devil’s cup (10:18-22)
All things are lawful, but not all edify; eat idol food, but not if your brother’s conscience raises an objection (10:23-30)
Eating, drinking or whatever you do, do all to God’s glory, & morally offend no one, so they might be saved (10:31-33)
Women’s Head Coverings (in Church) (11:1-16)
Imitate me, & praise for holding to traditions; men are women’s head, & prophesying men aren’t to be covered (11:1-6)
Men’s heads aren’t to be covered, but women under authority, though neither sex is independent of the other (11:7-12)
Is uncovered women’s heads proper? Even nature tells you long-haired men are dishonored, & vice versa (11:13-16)
Lord’s Supper Abuses (in Church) (11:17-34)
Not praised for Lord’s Supper divisions for the worse, to distinguish who is approved (11:17-19)
It’s not the Lord’s Supper when some take supper first, are hungry & are drunk—handle those needs at home (11:20-22)
Christ gave the Lord’s Supper, & we partake to proclaim His death; eat or drink unworthily, & you are guilty (11:23-27)
Examine yourself, & judge the body rightly, lest you be disciplined by God with sickness, weakness or death (11:28-32)
When you come together, wait for one another, if hungry, eat at home, so you don’t gather for judgment (11:33-34)

12:1-14:33 SPIRITUAL GIFTS
Spiritual Gifts & The Body of Christ (12:1-31)
Don’t idolize, as there’s a variety of gifts, ministries & effects, but we all have them (list) for the common good (12:1-7)
Spiritual gifts (listed) are distributed according to the Holy Spirit’s will (12:8-11)
If one suffers, all suffer, as a body full of individual members (12:12-14)
A gift can’t say it needs no other, & if only one gift, where would the body be? God placed them as He wished (12:15-19)
There are many members, but one body; God has bestowed greater honor on gifts we deem less honorable (12:20-25)
If one suffers, we all suffer, as we are individually members of Christ’s one body (12:26-27)
God appointed the spiritual gifts, & we don’t all have the same, so pursue greater things, especially love (12:28-31)
Love & Childishness (13:1-13)
Use spiritual gifts in love; biblical love described (the love chapter) (13:1-7)
Love never fails, but prophecy & tongues will, so do away with childish things, vs. to faith, hope & espec. love (13:8-13)
Prophecy & Tongues (14:1-33)
Pursue spiritual gifts, especially prophecy vs. tongues, in church, that all would be edified, vs. just one (14:1-5)
Tongues don’t profit those who can’t understand them, like barbarianism, as all languages have meaning (14:6-11)
Seek the church’s edification; tongues-speakers thank God well, but in church need to pray for interpretation (14:12-19)
Think mature & be immature in evil; Tongues are for unbelievers, & if they enter church, they’ll think you mad (14:20-25)
Use gifts for church’s edification; tongues need interpreting, & prophet revelations need judging, in submission (14:26-33)
Women are to be silent in church, & learn from their husbands at home (14:34-35)
Don’t be arrogant about your spiritual gifts, or you are not recognized; do all things properly & orderly (14:36-40)

15:1-58 GOSPEL RAMIFICATIONS

Gospel (15:1-11)
Of first importance, the gospel is that Christ died, was buried & raised (15:1-8)
Paul was the least of the apostles, but labored in evangelism, by grace, more than them all, & so they believed (15:9-11)
Future Gospel Effects (15:12-58)
If there’s no resurrection, Christ isn’t raised, preaching is vain, we’re liars, you’re in sin, & the dead are lost (15:12-19)
Christ is raised, & in Him all can be made alive, as all died in Adam, & Christ will give His kingdom to God (15:20-28)
If this isn’t true, why do we baptize & face dangers? Bad associates deceive you; be sober & stop sinning (15:29-34)
Resurrection doubter fools—seeds come to life after sowed, as with our glorified bodies after we physically die (15:35-44)
Like Adam & Christ, the spiritual is not first, but natural; we’ll bear heavenly images, entering God’s kingdom (15:45-50)
We won’t all sleep, but all will be instantly changed, & put on the imperishable, so never grow weary laboring (15:51-58)
(16:1-4) Personal Matters (Gather the collection for the saints, the first of the week, as each has prospered)
(16:5-24) Closing
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II CORINTHIANS
(1:1-2) Introduction

1:3-7:15 MINISTERING
Comfort in Suffering (1:3-22)
God comforts us in all our afflictions, so we will comfort others (1:3-7)
Paul was afflicted to near death, that he’d learn to trust God vs. himself, Who delivers, through prayers (1:8-11)
Paul confident in his behavior, by God’s grace, as he writes so they’d understand, & be proud of him (1:12-14)
In that confidence Paul intended to come, to preach & be paid (1:15-16)
Paul wasn’t vacillating, or deciding in the flesh, as God’s faithful & Christ wasn’t yes & no (1:17-19)
God’s promises in Christ are yes, Who established, sealed & anointed us (1:20-22)
Church Discipline (1:23-2:17)
God as witness Paul avoided coming to them to spare lording over them (1:23-24)
Paul determined not to come in sorrow, for who could make him glad, as he loves them, & wants their joy? (2:1-4)
The offender caused the church sorrow, not Paul, & their punishment was sufficient, so forgive & reaffirm (2:5-8)
Paul wrote to test their obedience, & forgives whoever they do, lest the devil take advantage of them (2:9-11)
Evangelizing in Troas, Paul had no rest in his spirit, not finding Timothy, so he went to Macedonia (2:12-13)
God who leads in triumph, & manifests the sweet aroma of knowing Him, as we sincerely evangelize (2:14-17)
New Covenant Confidence (3:1-4:4)
You are our letter of commendation, cared for by us & written by the Spirit on human hearts (3:1-3)
We are confident from our adequacy only in Christ, who made us servants of a new covenant (3:4-6)
The Law’s ministry of death had glory, but Christ’s ministry of righteousness’ glory surpasses it (3:7-11)
With this hope we have bold speech, & aren’t like veiled Moses with fading glory, the veil lifted in Christ (3:12-16)
Christ is the Spirit, & where the Spirit is there is liberty, & we are being transformed with unveiled faces (3:17-18)
With this ministry we don’t lose heart, evangelizing ethically, though our gospel is devil-veiled to unbelievers (4:1-4)
Evangelism & Enduring Suffering (4:5-15)
We preach the treasure Christ, not ourselves, like light shining out of darkness, with power out of earthen vessels (4:5-7)
We suffer but aren’t crushed, carrying about Christ’s death, so death works to give you life (Apostle credentials) (4:8-12)
The spirit of faith makes us speak, knowing of the resurrection, & all for your sakes, to spread grace to others (4:13-15)
Endurance Through Suffering (4:16-5:4)
We don’t lose heart, though our bodies decay, as we’re daily renewed, despite suffering, looking to the unseen (4:16-18)
We know if our bodies die, we have an eternal building, & won’t be naked or groaning with immortal life (5:1-4)
God-Pleasing Ministry (5:5-13)
God prepared & pledges to us by His Spirit. We prefer to be present with God, & please Him wherever we are (5:5-9)
We all must appear before Christ’s judgment seat, to be recompensed, so we fear God & persuade men (5:10-11)
We’re not boasting/commending ourselves, but letting you be proud of us, as all we do, either way, is for you (5:12-13)
Evangelism Concern (5:14-21)
God’s love controls, concluding all died, so we who live should live for Christ, Who died & resurrected for us (5:14-15)
So we recognize no one physically, as those in Christ are new creations, for who all things have changed (5:16-17)
This is from God, Who reconciled & gave us the ministry of reconciliation, not holding man’s sins against us (5:18-19)
We are ambassadors, & God entreats you through us to be reconciled, & by Him we are God’s righteousness (5:20-21)
Discipleship Concern (& Apostle Credentials) (6:1-13)
Working with Christ, we say don’t receive God’s grace in vain, because He accepted you at the acceptable time (6:1-2)
Giving no offense, but we commend ourselves through our integrity (Apostle credentials, often opposite them) (6:3-10)
We spoke freely with open heart; your sins restrain you, not us; open up to us (6:11-13)
Marriage Instruction & Discipleship (6:14-7:4)
Don’t be relationally bound with unbelievers, as there’s no agreement, but live sanctified by promises (6:14-7:1)
Make room for us; we wronged no one & don’t condemn you, but would die for you; we confidently boast in you (7:2-4)
Church Discipline Results (7:5-15)
We suffered in Macedonia, but God comforted us with Titus, as you comforted him by your zealous repentance (7:5-7)
I regretted my letter, until I learned it caused you God’s sorrow without regret, shown by your vindicating deeds (7:8-11)
I wrote so your earnestness could be known, which comforted Titus & me (not for the offender or offendee) (7:12-13)
I wasn’t put to shame in my boasting of you to Titus; he loves you, & your obedience, & I’m confident in you (7:14-15)

8:1-9:15 GIVING
Giving Appeal (8:1-15)
The Macedonians were eager to give, though deeply poor (8:1-6)
Abound in giving, as you abound in spiritual gifts (8:7-9)
Give according to what you have, & supply church finance equity (i.e., equality of abundance & lack) (8:10-15)
Gift Administrators (8:16-24)
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Titus & a brother administered their monetary gift (8:16-21)
Titus & a third tested brother were sent with that gift (8:22-24)
Inspired Macedonians (9:1-15)
Your readiness inspired the Macedonians’ giving (9:1-2)
The brethren were sent so you’re not put to shame by the Macedonians (9:3-5)
Sow sparingly, you will reap sparingly, as God supplies your sufficient abundance (9:6-9)
You’ll be enriched by God, as a testimony to your obedience to your gospel confession (9:10-15)

10:1-13:10 BOASTING

Not Compared to Fleshly False Teachers (10:1-18)
False teacher challengers: We walk in the Holy Spirit vs. the flesh (10:1-6)
False teacher challengers: We are the same in person as we are in our letters (10:7-11)
False teacher challengers: We don’t compare ourselves to others, but minister in our own sphere (10:12-18)
Boasting in Weakness (11:1-33)
Paul is jealous over them, vs. false teacher challengers of Paul which they accept (11:1-4)
Paul’s not inferior as an apostle, & got money from other churches to evangelize them for free (11:5-9)
Paul won’t stop boasting, to cut off false teachers who appear to work for God (11:10-15)
Paul will foolishly boast, because they accept false teachers’ abuse—Paul’s not ‘good’ enough to allow that (11:16-21)
Paul’s apostle credentials of suffering (11:22-29)
Paul will boast in his weakness, & detail further apostle credential experiences (11:30-33)
Third Heaven (12:1-21)
Super boast: Third heaven vision, & thorn in the flesh Paul prayed for three times; boast in weakness (12:1-10)
Compelled boasting—true apostle signs were evident, & Paul didn’t treat them inferior, evangelizing for free (12:11-13)
Third time Paul’s coming to them, to seek their benefit. He wasn’t a burden to you, nor was Titus he sent (12:14-18)
Paul’s not defensive, but speaking for their upbuilding—he’s afraid they won’t be as they should be/repented (12:19-21)
Test Yourself (13:1-10)
Third time coming, & won’t spare them, as they’re challenging him, though Christ is powerful in his weakness (13:1-4)
Test yourself, because Paul himself knows he’s saved (13:5-6)
Paul prays they do not wrong, not for his benefit, & rejoices in weakness, coming, not wanting to be severe (13:7-10)
(13:11-14) Closing

GALATIANS
(1:1-5) Introduction (Paul sent by God, not men; Christ delivered us from this present evil age)
(1:6-10) Personal Matters (Amazed you are abandoning Christ & the different gospel for legalism, due to false teachers)

1:11-2:14 HISTORY (of Paul’s gospel)
Paul’s years of obscurity; received gospel by revelation; reputed for changed behavior, set apart for evangelism (1:11-24)
Paul goes to the Jerusalem church to submit his gospel & associate, & confronts hypocrite Peter over legalism (2:1-14)
2:15-4:31 THEOLOGY (of Paul’s gospel)
Justification is By Faith (vs. by Law) (2:15-21)
We are justified by faith vs. works of the Law, for by Law works no person will be justified (2:15-16)
Law showed we’re sinners, & Christ doesn’t cause sin, as its minister; the Law led you to live for God (2:17-19)
We are crucified with Christ, & the life we live is by faith; if righteousness comes by law, Christ died needlessly (2:20-21)
Perfection’s Blessing is By Faith (vs. by law) (3:1-14)
False teachers bewitched you; begun by the gift of the Spirit, will you be perfected or see miracles by the flesh? I (3:1-5)
Abraham was reckoned righteous by faith, & sons follow his example; nations & Gentiles will be blessed in him (3:6-9)
Being under the Law is a curse, as he who practices the Law must live by it (i.e., perfectly) (3:10-12)
Christ redeemed us from the Law’s curse, so Gentiles can receive the Spirit of promise, by faith (3:13-14)
You Are Under the Covenant of Promise vs. Law (3:15-22)
The Law covenant was ratified, & couldn’t be changed; but Abraham’s promise referred to Christ the seed (3:15-16)
The Law came 430 years after the promise, so it didn’t invalidate God’s prior promised inheritance to Abraham (3:17-18)
The Law was brought in because of sin, ordained by angel agency, until the seed would come, as mediator (3:19-20)
The Law is not contrary to the promise, but laws can’t impart life, so the promise of faith in Christ was given (3:21-22)
You Are Sons vs. Slaves (3:23-4:9)
Before Christ, the Law was your custodian, shut up to faith—a tutor to lead us to be justified by faith in Christ (3:23-24)
You need no tutor, as you are sons (3:25-29)
By faith, you aren’t under a tutor, as you’re sons, baptized into & one in Him, & Abraham’s offspring of promise (4:1-3)
At time’s fullness, God sent His Son to redeem those under Law, as adopted sons, by His Spirit in our hearts (4:4-6)
You are a son & heir—not slave—though you were a slave, not knowing God, so why return to elemental things? (4:7-9)
Paul’s Labors For Them (vs. false teachers) (4:10-31)
You’re following false teacher’s edicts on calendaring—was my labor over you in vain? (4:10-11)
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Be as I am, like you used to be when you blessed/cared for me, when ill; am I your enemy for telling the truth? (4:12-16)
False teachers don’t seek you commendably, but to shut you out so, you’ll seek them, vs. commendably (4:17-18)
I’m again laboring for Christ to be formed in you; I’m perplexed, & want to be present with you (4:19-20)
Do you want to be under the Law? Listen to it! Abraham had 2 sons (Cf.: covenants), 1 of promise, 1 a slave (4:21-24)
Hagar is Arabia, & Jerusalem is our free mother, whose children are more than the desolate slaves (4:25-27)
You are children of promise, persecuted by the flesh brother (Ishmael), but cast him out & be free children (4:28-31)
5:1-6:18 ETHICS (of Paul’s gospel)
Freedom in Christ/Walk By the Spirit (5:1-26)
Christ set us free; stand firm, & don’t be a yoked slave again; the Law doesn’t justify; circumcisions not valuable (5:1-4)
By the Spirit we’re awaiting the hope of righteousness; faith working through love matters—not circumcision (5:5-6)
You ran well; who hindered you? That leaven isn’t from God who calls you, but ruins the whole lump of dough (5:7-9)
I’m confident you’ll accept no other view, & false teachers will be judged; why be persecuted if they’re right? (5:10-12)
You were called to freedom, but use it to serve vs. for license; love your neighbor as yourself, vs. quarreling (5:13-15)
Walk by the Spirit & you won’t do the warring deeds of the flesh; you are not under the Law if Spirit-led (5:16-18)
Deeds of the flesh are immorality, impurity, sensuality, idolatry, enmity, jealousy, anger, drunkenness, etc. (5:19-21)
Spirit’s fruit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, discipline—stop quarrels (5:22-26)
Bear Burdens & Sow Goodness (6:1-10)
Gently restore brothers caught in sin, careful not to fall, & humbly vs. bear one another’s burdens (6:1-3)
Examine your own work, for reason to boast (i.e., not be humble), & bear your own load (6:4-5)
Share with those who teach you the Bible; you reap what you sow, so sow to the Spirit & reap eternal life (6:6-8)
Don’t lose heart in doing good, as you’ll reap in due time; do good to all men, especially Christians (6:9-10)
(6:11-17) Personal Matters
False teachers seek your circumcision so they’re not persecuted for Christ, & to boast in your Law adherence (6:11-13)
Never boast except in Christ’s cross; circumcision is nothing, but what matters is being a new creation (6:14-16)
Let no one trouble me, for I bear the brand marks of Jesus on my body (6:17)
(6:18) Closing

EPHESIANS
(1:1-2) Introduction

1:3-23 INHERITANCE (of the Church)
Bless God, Who gave us a great inheritance in Christ (blessings/holy sons/redeemed/God’s will/inheritance sealed) (1:3-14)
I pray God would reveal His hope, riches & power), with Christ as the seated, authoritative head of the Church (1:15-23)
2:1-10 SALVATION (of the Church)
You were dead in your sins, but God’s merciful love made us alive & raised us up, to show His rich grace (2:1-7)
You were saved by grace through faith, not by works, lest anyone boast, created in Him for good deeds (2:8-10)
2:11-3:21 ONENESS (of the Church)
Jew & Gentile Oneness (2:11-3:7)
Gentiles’ former life (uncircumcision, separated, excluded, strangers, no hope & no God) (2:11-12)
Christ brought near both groups into one, by His blood, abolishing the Law’s enmity, by 1 new reconciled man (2:13-16)
Christ preached peace to those near & far, & both have one access through the Spirit to the Father (2:17-18)
You are no longer strangers & aliens, but fellow citizens & the church is being built up as a holy temple (2:19-22)
They’ve heard of Paul’s grace stewardship to make the directly revealed to Paul gospel known to men (3:1-5)
Gentiles are fellow heirs & members of the Church body & fellow partakers of the promised gift Paul preaches of (3:6-7)
Evangelism & Discipleship (3:8-21)
God gave the least of all saints (Paul) grace to bring to light & make known the mystery of the ages/the gospel (3:8-10)
By God’s purpose we have bold, confident access to God through faith in Christ, despite sufferings (3:11-13)
Discipleship prayer (strengthened, Christ dwell in their heart, love rooted & know Christ’s love to fullness) (3:14-19)
Glory to God, Who can do greater than we ask of imagine, by His power, through us & Christ (3:20-21)
4:1-6:9 ETHICS (of the Church)
Onenesses & Gifts (4:1-13)
Walk worthy of Christ (humility, gentleness, patience, forbearance, peacefully preserving unity of the Spirit) (4:1-3)
Oneness of body, Spirit, hope, Christ, baptism & God of all Who is over, through & in all (4:4-6)
When Christ ascended, after descending to the lower parts of the earth, He gave the Church spiritual gifts (4:7-10)
Spiritual gift offices (apostle, prophet, evangelist, pastor, teacher) are given to grow up the Church to maturity (4:11-13)
Grow & Don’t Walk Natural (4:14-19)
Don’t be tossed around by bad doctrine, but speak the truth in love, & grow up into Christ the head of the body (4:14-16)
Don’t walk like futile-minded lost Gentiles, not understanding, excluded, ignorant & callously hard from sin (4:17-19)
Lay Aside Old Self, Put On New Self (4:20-32)
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Lay aside your corrupted old self, & be renewed in the spirit of your mind, & put on the God-like, holy new self (4:20-24)
Lay aside (falsehood, anger, stealing, bad words, grieving the Spirit, bitterness), & be kind, tender, forgiving (4:25-32)
Imitate God (5:1-10)
Imitate God, & walk in love, with no immorality, impurity, greed, silly talk, coarse joking, but rather give thanks (5:1-4)
Sinful people show they aren’t saved, so don’t participate, as you have a new identity, so learn to please Christ (5:5-10)
Expose Evil & Walk Wisely (5:11-21)
Don’t participate in unfruitful, disgraceful deeds of darkness, but expose them with light, awakened from sleep (5:11-14)
Be careful to walk wisely, making the most of your time in evil days, & don’t be foolish but know God’s will (5:15-17)
Don’t be drunk, but Spirit-filled, & use tri-fold music (psalms, hymns, spiritual songs) in church, & give thanks (5:18-21)
Group Ethics (5:22-6:9)
Marriage: Husband-wife (wives be subject, & husbands love your wives) (5:22-23)
Family: Father-children (children obey parents in the Lord, & dads don’t provoke them to anger) (6:1-4)
Employment: Master-slave (slaves obedient, sincerely to Christ, & masters don’t threaten & be fair/impartial) (6:5-9)
6:10-20 WEAPONS (of the Church)
Put full armor on, to defeat devil (truth, righteousness, evangelism, faith, salvation & prayer; Paul’s evangelism) (6:10-20)
(6:21-22) Personal Matters
(6:23-24) Closing (peace, love, faith & grace)

PHILIPPIANS
(1:1-2) Introduction
(1:3-11) Personal Matters

Thanks & prayer for their participation in the gospel from the beginning until now (1:3-5)
Paul’s confident God will perfect them to the end, as you are partakers of grace (1:6-8)
Prayer their love will abound to approve excellent things, being filled with righteousness fruit, through Christ (1:9-11)
1:12-30 EVANGELISM (circumstances of Paul)
All knew the gospel while Paul was jailed, which encouraged others to speak the gospel without fear (1:12-14)
Some evangelize to spite Paul, some from love; either way Paul rejoiced that Christ got proclaimed (1:15-18)
Paul knows he will be delivered by God & their prayers, so Christ will boldly be exalted in his life (1:19-20)
To live is Christ, & die gain (better), & he’s hard-pressed, but convinced he’ll stay for their progress in the faith (1:21-26)
Conduct yourself worthy of the gospel, in one spirit, not surprised by opponents, who cause you suffering (1:27-30)
2:1-18 HUMILITY (& ethics)
Humility of Christ (2:1-11)
If there’s any encouragement, consolation, Spirit fellowship or affection, be one in mind, love, spirit & purpose (2:1-2)
Do nothing from selfishness, but in humility consider others as more important than you, looking to their interests (2:3-4)
Have Christ’s attitude, Who being deity, emptied Himself as a man, & became obedient to death on a cross (2:5-8)
So God highly exalted Him, & gave Him a name above all others, that men should bow & confess He is Lord (2:9-11)
Fear & Trembling (2:12-18)
As you’ve obeyed, work out your salvation in the fear of God, as He’s the One working inside for His pleasure (2:12-13)
Don’t quarrel, & prove yourselves blameless children, & hold fast the word, so Paul’s work isn’t in vain (2:14-16)
Even if I’m sacrificed to service your faith, I rejoice, & share my joy, wanting you to share yours with me (2:17-18)
2:19-30 DISCIPLESHIP (helpers of Paul)
Future: Paul hopes to send Timothy, genuinely concerned for their welfare, as a proven worth servant (2:19-24)
Present: It was necessary to send Epaphroditus, who was near-death sick from his work for their deficiency (2:25-30)
3:1-16 COMMITMENT (of Paul)
Rejoice in Christ; beware of false teacher dogs, as we are the true circumcision who put no confidence in the flesh (3:1-3)
Paul had reason to put confidence in his flesh, from his zealously righteous former Jewish life (3:4-6)
But all gains are loss compared to knowing Christ, His power, sufferings & glory, & to be resurrected (3:7-11)
Not that we’re perfect, but, forgetting the past, we press on toward the prize of God’s upward call (3:12-14)
The mature should have this attitude, & live by their standard, & God will show them if they don’t (3:15-16)

3:17-4:9 ETHICS

Follow my example, as many are worldly, whose god is their desires, who get destroyed as Christ’s enemies (3:17-19)
But our citizenship is in heaven, where we await His return; who will transform our bodies to His glory (3:20-21)
Stand firm, encourage harmony among ministry workers, & rejoice in the Lord always; be forbearing (4:1-5)
Don’t be anxious, but pray with thanks, & God’s understanding-surpassing peace will guard your hearts & minds (4:6-7)
Keep your mind on whatever’s true, honorable, right, pure, lovely, good, praise-worthy, & practice my example (4:8-9)
4:10-19 NEEDS (supplied for Paul)
Rejoicing in your financial help, though content in all circumstances, because I can do all things through Christ (4:10-13)
You’ve done well; you know you alone gave, of all the churches, when I left Macedonia to preach/evangelize (4:14-16)
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I don’t seek the gift, but its profit for your account; & God will supply all your needs from His glorious riches (4:17-19)
(4:20-22) Personal Matters
(4:23) Closing

COLOSSIANS
(1:1-2) Introduction
(1:3-12) Personal Matters

Thanks for believers’ faith, hope & love, since they heard gospel of truth, & bore fruit & increased (1:3-8)
Prayer believers know God’s will, so they’d walk worthy, please Him, bear fruit & be strengthened, with thanks (1:9-12)
1:13-23 INHERITANCE (& sanctification in Christ)
God delivered us from the dominion of darkness to the kingdom of Christ, through redemption/sins forgiven (1:13-14)
Christ is God’s Image, Church Head, preeminent Creator, deity & reconciler of we who were formerly sinners (1:15-23)
1:24-2:7 MINISTRY (of Paul’s evangelism & discipleship)
Joy suffering for fully carrying out evangelism, the mystery manifested, to present every man complete in Christ (1:24-29)
Struggles for their & Laodicean’s hearts knit in love, to know Christ & the treasures of His wisdom & knowledge (2:1-3)
Don’t be deluded by persuasion, but stably disciplined, & walk in Christ, as you have received Him, firmly rooted (2:4-7)
2:8-19 FALSE TEACHERS (are to be avoided)
Avoid captivity to philosophy contrary to Christ, Who is full deity, & in Whom you have been made complete (2:8-10)
You were spiritually circumcised, having been buried & raised, by faith in God’s working (2:11-12)
You were dead, but were made alive, being forgiven, with debts canceled/nailed to the cross, by Christ’s victory (2:13-15)
Let no one judge symbolic vs. substantive things, or defraud your reward by self-abasement vs. Christ the Head (2:16-19)
2:20-3:4 IDENTITY (with Christ leads to ethics)
You died to the Law, so why be subject to self-made religion & self-abasement that can’t stop you sinning? (2:20-23)
You were raised up with Christ, so set your mind on things above, because your life is hidden with God in Christ (3:1-4)

3:5-4:6 ETHICS
Ethics (3:5-17)
Consider your members dead to sin, & put sins aside, since you laid aside the old self & have put on the new self (3:5-11)
Put on compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness, patience, endurance & forgiveness, etc., due to your identity (3:12-13)
Beyond those things, put on love, peace, the word & commitment (3:14-17)
Group Ethics (3:18-4:1)
Marriage: Husbands-Wives (3:18-19)
Family: Fathers-Children (3:20-21)
Employment: Master-Slave (3:22-4:1)
Ethics: Prayer & Evangelism (4:2-6)
(4:7-15) Personal Matters
Personal instructions (Tychicus & Onesimus sent to inform them of Paul’s circumstances) (4:7-9)
Greetings (6 total) (4:10-15)
(4:16-18) Closing (Read this entire letter publicly, & Archippus is to heed his ministry)

I THESSALONIANS
(1:1) Introduction
(1:2-10) Personal Matters (1:2-10)

Thanks & prayer for their faith, hope & love, knowing God saved them through His powerful gospel (1:2-5)
They imitated Christ, with sufferings & joy, as examples to other churches (1:6-7)
Gospel sounded forth from them, & others report they turned from idols to serve the living God, & wait for Christ (1:8-10)
2:1-16 MINISTRY (Paul’s evangelism & discipleship)
Paul’s prior visit wasn’t in vain, as he evangelized purely, though persecuted, speaking for God vs. to please men (2:1-4)
Paul didn’t flatter them, or seek money or men’s glory, but nurtured them like a mother (2:5-7)
Loving them, he was pleased to impart not just the gospel, but his own life, & work, without asking for money (2:8-9)
Paul behaved righteously, encouraging them to walk worthy of God, as a dad would his children (2:10-12)
Thanks they received God’s Bible as such, & became imitators of churches, suffering by Jews under judgment (2:13-16)
2:17-3:13 MESSENGERS (for discipleship)
Paul hadn’t come to them, wanting to, as satan thwarted him; for they’re hope, joy, crown & exultation (2:17-20)
Paul sent Timothy to check on them, lest they be stunted by persecution they were told would come (3:1-4)
Timothy brought Paul good news of their faith & love, & that they though kindly of Paul, wanting to see him (3:5-8)
What thanks can be given for the joy they bring Paul, as he longs to be with them, to complete their faith? (3:9-10)
May God make them abound in love for all, so they’re blamelessly holy when Christ returns with His saints (3:11-13)
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4:1-12 ETHICS (sexual purity, love, quietness)
In your walk, excel more, & be sexually pure, vs. defraud your brother, as we’re called to sanctification (4:1-8)
Excel more at loving one another, & aspire to lead a quiet life, so you properly respond to needy outsiders (4:9-12)
4:13-5:11 PROPHECY
Events: Don’t be uninformed about the Rapture & the resurrection; comfort each other with these words (4:13-18)
Timing: You know these will occur suddenly & unexpectedly, when people feel safe & secure, but aren’t (5:1-3)
You aren’t of darkness, so don’t sleep, but be sober & put on armor of faith & love breastplate, & hope’s helmet (5:4-8)
God hasn’t destined us to wrath, but to live with Him if we live or die, so encourage & build up one another (5:9-11)

5:12-22 ETHICS
Appreciate ministers who diligently labor, charged over you, & regard them highly for their work (pay pastors) (5:12-13)
Ethics: Correction, no revenge, rejoice, pray, thank, don’t quench Spirit or despise prophecy, abstain from evil (5:14-22)
(5:23-27) Personal Matters (May God sanctify you entirely—spirit, soul & body, preserved complete until Christ returns)
(5:28) Closing

II THESSALONIANS
(1:1-2) Introduction

1:3-12 DISCIPLESHIP (by Paul)
Thanks for their faith is enlarged, so Paul proudly speaks to other churches of their faith & endurance in persecution (1:3-4)
Suffering to be considered kingdom worthy, & God will repay their persecutors, & relieve them at Christ’s return (1:5-8)
Persecutors to be eternally punished, away from Christ’s presence, when He comes with saints to be marveled at (1:9-10)
We pray God counts you worthy of your calling, & fulfills your every desire for goodness, so God gets glorified (1:11-12)
2:1-3:5 PROPHECY (events)
Events (2:1-12)
Don’t be shaken, or lose composure over false letters purported as from us, that day of the Lord has already come (2:1-2)
Events: Don’t be deceived… The apostasy comes first, then sinful, arrogant, God-claiming Antichrist is revealed (2:3-5)
Holy Spirit restrains him, before he’s revealed by satanic signs & deceptive sins, & slain by Christ at His coming (2:6-10)
God will send a spirit of delusion for those who hated the truth & loved sin, so they will believe what is false (2:11-12)
Ethics (2:13-3:5)
We thank God you were chosen, saved & called by the gospel, to gain glory, so stand firm in the Bible (2:13-15)
May Christ & God Who loved & eternally comforted you, strengthen your hearts in every good work & word (2:16-17)
Pray for the word to spread & be glorified by Paul’s evangelism, & that he be delivered from evil, unbelieving men (3:1-2)
God will protect you from satan; we’re confident you’ll obey this, & pray you’re directed in love & steadfastness (3:3-5)
3:6-15 LAZINESS (among Christians)
Stay aloof of undisciplined brothers, & follow Paul’s non-begging example of working hard & not burdening them (3:6-9)
We said if a person won’t work, don’t let them eat; we hear some there are undisciplined, acting like busybodies (3:10-12)
You brethren, don’t grow weary in doing good; disassociate from any who reject this, admonishing as brothers (3:13-15)
(3:16-17) Personal Matters (May God grant you peace in all circumstances)
(3:18) Closing

I TIMOTHY
(1:1-2) Introduction (God our Savior, & Christ our hope)

1:3-20 DOCTRINE (sound doctrine to be taught in church)
False Doctrine (1:3-11)
Teach men not to teach false doctrine, or Law genealogies, vs. the kingdom being advanced by faith (1:3-4)
Our teaching’s goal is love from a pure heart, clear conscience & sincere faith (1:5)
Some men stray to fruitless talk, wanting to be Law teachers of things they don’t understand, but assert about (1:6-7)
Law’s good, rightly used, as it’s not for the righteous, but sinful people (list), who engage sins contrary to gospel (1:8-11)
Paul’s Evangelism (1:12-20)
Thankful Christ put me in service, though a former blasphemer, but I found mercy & grace, with faith in Christ (1:12-14)
Christ came in the world to save sinners, & I’m foremost, & by mercy an example God’s patience for believers (1:15-16)
Blessing to God, King eternal, immortal, invisible, only God (1:17)
Fight the good fight of faith, keeping faith & a good conscience, which some rejected, & shipwrecked their faith (1:18-20)
2:1-15 GENDERS (in church)
Men: Pray (2:1-8)
I urge prayer for all men, as God wants all men saved, & knowing the truth (2:1-4)
There’s one God, & mediator Christ, Whose life was a ransom, for which Paul evangelized; pray without division (2:5-8)
Women: Quietness (2:9-15)
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Women dress modestly, & receive teaching quietly in submission (in church) (2:9-11)
I don’t let women teach or exercise authority over men, as Eve sinned first, but they’re preserved in childbirth (2:12-15)
3:1-16 LEADERS (in church)
Pastors (3:1-7)
It’s a fine work for any seeking to be overseer (qualified list); above reproach, et al (3:1-7)
Deacons (3:8-16)
Deacon (& their wives’) qualifications (list); those who serve well get a high standing, & confidence in the faith (3:8-12)
Writing how to conduct oneself in church; common confession is Christ is the mystery of godliness (description) (3:13-16)
4:1-16 ELDERS (instructions, & fall-aways from the word)
False Doctrines (4:1-5)
Spirit says in the last days men will fall away by hypocritical seared consciences, with odd marriage & food rules (4:1-3)
All things created by God are good, & food isn’t to be rejected, received with thanks, by the Bible & prayer (4:4-5)
Elder Nourishment (4:6-16)
Be a good servant, nourished on sound doctrine, rejecting fables & disciplined for godliness, for it’s profitable (4:6-9)
We labor for our fixed hope on God, all men’s Savior (4:10-11)
Don’t let your age be looked down on, but be an example; publicly read the Bible, & don’t neglect spiritual gift (4:12-16)
5:1-25 AGES (in church: elders & widows)
Family Reproof (5:1-2)
Christian reproof ought to be like family members: Father, brother, mother, sister, for older & younger genders (5:1-2)
Widows Indeed (5:3-16)
Honor widows indeed, but if they have heirs, let them help them with their finances—not the church (5:3-4)
Widows indeed fix their hope on God, & pray continually, vs. those given to wanton pleasure, as living corpses (5:5-6)
They’re to be above reproach; if one doesn’t provide for family, he’s denied the faith, & is worse than unbelievers (5:7-8)
Widow’s list is only for age 60, & qualified (list) (5:9-10)
Younger Widows (5:11-16)
Younger widows don’t put on the list, from sex desires, abandoning widow’s pledge, & idle busybody gossips (5:11-13)
Younger widows get married (qualified list), & not give the enemy reproach occasions, as some follow satan (5:14-15)
Christian women with widow relatives to assist, so Church isn’t burdened, & can help supportless widows indeed (5:16)
Elders (5:17-25)
Elders who rule well & preach & teach deserve double honor, & pay shouldn’t muzzle their threshing/work (5:17-18)
Don’t receive accusations against elders unless 2-3 witnesses, & publicly rebuke impartially, if they continue (5:19-21)
Don’t lay hands hastily, & share in sins—be free from sin; drink water & wine for frequent stomach ailments (5:22-23)
Some men’s sins are evident, obvious for judgment; others follow after, more hidden; good deeds are evident (5:24-25)

6:1-19 ETHICS
Group Ethics (6:1-2)
Master-Slave: Slaves honor your masters, so our doctrine’s not spoken against, & respect the saved ones (6:1-2)
Godliness vs. Gold (6:3-8)
Anyone who teaches a different doctrine, contrary to Christ, is arrogant, believing godliness is a way to get rich (6:3-5)
Godliness is gain, if you’re content, because we came & leave with nothing, so be content with food & covering (6:6-8)
Love of Money (& the rich) (6:9-19)
Rich aspirers fail temptation, snare themselves with evil, & pierce themselves, as money love is much evil’s root (6:9-10)
Flee this, & pursue ethics; Fight the good faith fight, & take hold of eternal life you were called to, & confessed (6:11-12)
Christ gave a good confession to Pilate, & I charge you to keep this command until Christ’s second appearance (6:13-14)
God will bring it about at the proper time, the divine King & Lord, immortal, invisible & unapproachable (6:15-16)
Teach the rich not to fix hope on money, but God, be rich in good deeds & share generously, for a good future (6:17-19)
(6:20-21a) Personal Matters (Guard gospel entrusted to you, & avoid false teacher’s worldly talk, who go astray from faith)
(6:21b) Closing

II TIMOTHY
(1:1-2) Introduction
(1:3-7) Personal Matters

Thanks to the God I serve with a clear conscience, as I long to see you, to be filled with joy (1:3-4)
Sure of your sincere faith, so kindle your spiritual gift, as God’s given you a spirit of power, love & discipline (1:5-7)
1:8-18 UNASHAMED (of the gospel—stir up your gift)
Evangelism (1:8-12)
Don’t be ashamed of the gospel, but join in suffering, by God’s power, Who saved us & abolished death (1:8-11)
I suffer all for it, & am not ashamed, as I know Who I believed, & know He will guard what I’ve entrusted (1:12)
Doctrine (1:13-18)
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Keep your sound words standard you received from me, & guard the treasure by the Holy Spirit Who indwells (1:13-14)
Asia turned from me, but one refreshed me, & wasn’t ashamed—wished mercy for his work, on judgment day (1:15-18)
2:1-13 HARD WORK (in ministry, being faithful)
Work Hard in Ministry (2:1-13)
Be strong in grace, & what you heard from me entrust to others, who can teach others also (2:1-2)
Suffer hardship as soldiers in active service, who don’t entangle themselves in the affairs of everyday life (2:3-4)
Athletes win if they follow the rules, & farmers get crops if they work hard (2:5-7)
Remember Jesus, Whose gospel I’m in prison for, but His word isn’t, & I endure so chosen receive salvation (2:8-10)
If we die, we’ll live with Christ; reign if we endure; deny Him we’ll be denied; & He’s faithful if we’re not (2:11-13)
2:14-26 BIBLE (nourished in & rewarded; inerrant)
Remind them not to word wrangle, but to be word workmen, unashamed, accurately handling the Bible (2:14-15)
Avoid worldly talk, leading to ungodliness & people to stray; God knows His, & they should abstain from sin (2:16-19)
Large homes have artifacts of honor & lesser quality—if one cleanses himself, he will be a honorable vessel (2:20-21)
Flee youthful lusts, & pursue ethics (list), & refuse ignorant speculations that cause quarrels (2:22-23)
God’s man shouldn’t quarrel, but teach & gently correct, so opponents can be won, & escape the devil’s snare (2:24-26)
3:1-17 APOSTASY (prophecy & ethics)
In last days, tough times will come, sin will increase (list); they’ll hold to a form of godliness, & deny its power (3:1-7)
They’ll oppose truth, & be unsaved, & won’t make further moral progress, but their folly will be obvious to all (3:8-9)
You followed ethics (list), & suffered as Paul did; indeed, all who want to live godly in Christ will be persecuted (3:10-13)
Continue in the things you’ve known since childhood, by the Bible, which gives wisdom unto salvation (3:14-15)
Bible is inspired, & good for teaching, reproof, correction & training, so God’s man is equipped for good works (3:16-17)
4:1-8 PROPHECY (& preaching the word)
I charge you before God to preach the Bible, be ready anytime, to reprove, rebuke & exhort, with patience (4:1-2)
Why? Time is will come when men won’t endure sound doctrine, but turn away to entertainers, catering to desires (4:3-4)
But you be sober, suffer, do the work of an evangelist, & fulfill your ministry (4:5)
Why? Paul’s already poured out as a drink offering, & has fought the good fight of faith, & finished the course (4:6-7)
In the future, I’ll receive a crown of righteousness, which is for all who have loved Christ’s second appearance (4:8)
(4:9-21) Personal Matters (God strengthened me through suffering, that the proclamation might be fully accomplished)
(4:22) Closing

TITUS
(1:1-4) Introduction (apostle for the faith of the chosen, & knowing truth of eternal life God Who can’t lie promised)

1:5-16 APPOINT ELDERS (due to false teachers)
I left you in Crete to appoint qualified elders (list; men above reproach, etc.) (1:5-9)
Because of many false teachers needing silencing, teaching wrong things & upsetting families, for sordid gain (1:10-11)
One said Cretans are always liars; that’s true, so reprove them severely, & don’t pay attention to myths (1:12-14)
To the pure, all’s pure, but not to the unbelieving who profess to know God, but deny Him by their deeds (1:15-16)
2:1-15 AGE GROUPS (& gospel ethics)
Age Group Ethics (2:1-8)
Speak to sound doctrine to older men, & older women (list), who should teach younger women ethics (list) (2:1-5)
Young men (ethics list), show yourselves examples of good deeds, so opponents have nothing bad to say about us (2:6-8)
Group Ethics (2:9-15)
Slave-Master: Slaves are to be subject to masters, showing good faith to adorn the doctrine of God our Savior (2:9-10)
Grace appeared for salvation for all, teaching live godly & look for Christ’s appearance, Who died to purify us (2:11-15)
3:1-11 DO GOOD (due to gospel ethics)
Remind them to be subject to government, & show consideration to all men, because we were once lost & sinful (3:1-3)
God’s kindness & Christ’s love came, & He saved us, not by works, but Spirit renewal, in hope of eternal life (3:4-7)
Speak confidently, so believers are careful to engage in good deeds, which are good & profitable (3:8)
Shun controversies & Law disputes of divisive men you reject after 2 warnings, as they’re self-condemned (3:9-11)
(3:12-15b) Personal Matters (Let our people learn to engage good deeds, & meet pressing needs, to not be unfruitful)
(3:15c) Closing

PHILEMON
(1:1-3) Introduction
(1:4-7) Personal Matters

Thanks for their love & faith, & prayer for their effective fellowship, by learning your inheritance (1:4-7)

1:8-21 APPEAL
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Appeal for a runaway slave’s return (Confident in authority, but loving appeal) (1:8-12) [Cf.: Col. 4:9]
Bases: Voluntary vs. compelled response (wanted him with me, but not without your consent) (1:13-14)
Spiritual speculation (maybe he’s back forever with you, for service & as a brother) (1:15-17)
Indebtedness to Paul (owes his spiritual life to Paul) (1:18-21)
(1:22-25) Closing (appeal for lodging)

HEBREWS
1:1-2:18 ANGELS (Christ is greater than angels)
Christ the Final Word (1:1-14)
God spoke with finality in divine Christ, Who’s greater than the angels, with a greater name (1:1-4)
Christ is God’s begotten Son, & greater than the angels who are flaming ministers (1:5-7)
Christ’s throne is forever, for He loved righteousness, rewarded with gladness, & is Creator Who has no end (1:8-12)
God told Christ to sit at His right hand until His enemies are a footstool, but angels minister to Christians (1:13-14)
Neglecting So Great A Salvation (2:1-18)
Pay closer attention, as the Law’s violations got punished, so how can we escape if we neglect a great salvation? (2:1-4)
The world to come was subjected to Christ, though He was a man, lower than the angels until He received glory (2:5-9)
It was fitting the Source of all things brought Christ to perfection through suffering, to bring brethren to glory (2:10-13)
Christ partook of our flesh & blood, so He could deliver us from death & aid as high priest when we’re tempted (2:14-18)
3:1-4:16 FAITH REST (& consider Christ’s faithfulness)
The Faithfulness of Christ (3:1-19)
Consider faithful Son Christ, Who was more faithful than Moses & deserves more glory, Whose house we are (3:1-6)
Today, if you hear His voice, don’t harden your heart, or God swears you won’t enter His rest (3:7-11)
Take care lest any have an unbelieving heart & fall away, but hold fast vs. be deceived by a hard heart (3:12-15)
Those led out of Egypt by Moses provoked God’s anger, & couldn’t enter His rest due to unbelief (3:16-19)
Enter God’s Rest (4:1-16)
Let us fear, lest any come short of entering God’s rest, as the preached word must be united with faith (4:1-2)
We who believe enter His Sabbath rest, though His works have been finished from the world’s foundation (4:3-5)
It remains for some to enter, & the disobedient fail to, as God has fixed ‘today’ as His certain day to enter (4:6-7)
Joshua didn’t give them rest, for there remains a Sabbath rest for God’s people, as He rested from His works (4:8-10)
Diligently enter vs. be disobedient, because the Bible is a two-edged sword, & we must fear the all-seeing God (4:11-13)
Having a sympathetic High Priest, hold fast our confession & draw near when tempted, for grace in needy time (4:14-16)
5:1-6:20 HIGH PRIESTS (Christ is greater than them)
Sympathetic High Priests (5:1-10)
High priests offer gifts, & can sympathize with the ignorant & misguided, as sacrifices are for their sins too (5:1-3)
High priests don’t take honor when called, & Christ didn’t, as God appointed Him a Melchizadek priest forever (5:4-6)
Christ prayed, & learned obedience by suffering, & was heard for His piety, designated a Melchizadek high priest (5:7-10)
Immaturity Rebuked (5:11-6:12)
We have more to say of Him, but you’re dull hearing babes, & should be teachers, but need elementary oracles (5:11-14)
Leave the elementary, foundational teaching on Christ, we’ll address if God allows, & press on to maturity (6:1-3)
It’s impossible for fall-aways who have tasted the Bible & power of ages to come, to be renewed to repentance (6:4-8)
You’ll produce things that accompany salvation, & God recalls past works, so have full assurance to the end (6:9-12)
Abraham’s Promise (6:13-20)
God swore by Himself a promise certain to Abraham, to bless him, which he obtained, patiently waiting (6:13-15)
Men swear oaths to end disputes, & God used an oath, so we are encouraged to lay hold of the hope before us (6:16-18)
Hope anchors our soul, steadfast & entering the veil, where Christ foreran as Melchizadek high priest forever (6:19-20)
7:1-28 MELCHIZADEK (Christ is like & greater than him)
Christ & Melchizadek (7:1-17)
Melchizadek, king of righteousness, met Abraham, who tithed to him, & who’s a perpetual priest, like Christ (7:1-3)
This great man received Abraham’s tithe, because he was greater rather than lesser, & blessed the promise-holder (7:4-7)
Mortals receive tithes, but Melchizadek lives on, as Levi so to speak paid tithes while in Abraham’s loins (7:8-10)
Perfection wasn’t through the Levitical priesthood, as priests changed, so laws of necessity changed (7:11-13)
Christ & Melchizadek weren’t of the Levitical priesthood, Who became one on the basis of an indestructible life (7:14-17)
The Law’s Imperfection (7:18-28)
The Law was set aside because it perfected no one, bringing in a better hope by which we draw near (7:18-19)
The Law & Levites had oaths, & Christ’s ‘priest forever’ better covenant also had the oath of God (7:20-22)
Priest’s role ended with death, but Christ’s is an eternal priesthood, Who saves forever those who draw near (7:23-25)
We have a holy high priest, Who didn’t need sacrifices for His sins, like priests, made a perfect Son forever (7:26-28)
8:1-10:39 CEREMONY (symbolism of the Law)
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Christ the High Priest (8:1-13)
The main point is we have this high priest Christ, glorified in the heavens, a minister in the true tabernacle (8:1-2)
Priests offered gifts & sacrifices, but Christ wouldn’t be one on earth, as mere symbols vs. substance (8:3-5)
Christ has a better ministry, covenant & promises, as the Law had faults God promised to fix (8:6-13)
The Law’s Ceremonies (9:1-10)
The Law had ceremonial requirements (detailed here) (9:1-5)
The Holy Spirit symbolizes that there’s only one way to the holy of holies—a cleansed/clean conscience (9:6-10)
Christ’s Greater Blood (9:11-26)
Christ entered the holy of holies by greater blood than that of animals, as high priest of good things to come (9:11-12)
Christ’s blood cleanses consciences from dead works to serve a living God, unlike animal’s blood (9:13-14)
Christ’s death mediated a better covenant, as covenants require one to die & shed blood (9:15-18)
Christ’s blood shed for forgiveness was a greater sacrifice for a covenant, to cleanse men from sins (9:19-23)
Christ entered the actual holy of holies, vs. a symbolic, human model, & died once for all, vs. continually (9:24-26)
The Law Didn’t Perfect (9:27-10:18)
All men die once, & then they are judged, like Christ was offered once, & will return for those who love Him (9:27-28)
The Law doesn’t perfect, with continual animal sacrifices (10:1-9)
Christians were perfected & sanctified forever by Christ’s sacrifice (10:10-18)
Draw Near vs. Be Judged; Keep the Faith (10:19-39)
Since we can enter the holy of holies, having a great high priest, draw near, hold fast & stimulate good deeds (10:19-25)
There’s judgment & no sacrifices if you continue to sin, so fear the living God’s vengeance, if so (10:26-31)
Recall your past works, & don’t throw away your rewarded confidence, but keep faith to preserve your soul (10:32-39)
11:1-40 FAITH (hall of fame)
Faith Defined (11:1-6)
You can’t please God without faith, which is the assurance of things hoped for & certainty of things unseen (11:1-6)
Abraham’s Faith (11:7-19)
Abraham’s examples of faith, in the land of promise & with his wife Sarah’ pregnancy (11:7-12)
These people died in faith, seeing promises from afar, as they were seeking a greater country of their own (11:13-16)
Abraham’s example of faith with Isaac’s sacrifice (11:17-19)
Other Faith Examples (11:20-38)
Isaac, Jacob & Joseph’s examples of faith (11:20-22)
Moses’ examples of faith (11:23-29)
Examples of faith with the walls of Jericho & Rahab (11:30-31)
Miraculous actions of faith by Old Testament saints (list) (11:32-38)
Results of Faith (11:39-40)
These people were approved by faith, but we have something better, as they’re not perfected without us (11:39-40)

12:1-13:21 ETHICS
Lay Aside Sin, Eyes Fixed on Christ (12:1-17)
Lay aside sin & fix your eyes on Jesus, as deceased saints are watching you (12:1-3)
You get disciplined, for your benefit, & you haven’t resisted sin to the point of shedding blood, like Christ (12:4-11)
Strengthen your weak parts, & ensure no one falls short of the grace of God (12:12-17)
Fear God & Don’t Resist (12:18-29)
You have come to the terrifying mountain of God, so fear Him Who can judge (12:18-24)
Don’t refuse this instruction, as God is a consuming fire—fear Him (12:25-29)
Ethics List (13:1-21)
Ethics & sexual purity before marriage (13:1-8)
Remember your pastor’s teaching, vs. false doctrine, & leave the church gathering, bearing Christ’s reproach (13:9-16)
Obey your spiritual leaders, & pray for the author (13:17-19)
May God equip you in every good thing to do His will, to do what pleases Him (13:20-21)
(13:22-24) Personal Matters
(13:25) Closing

JAMES
(1:1) Introduction

1:2-12 TRIALS (& treasure)
Consider trials joy, for they bring endurance toward maturity/completion, so you’re lacking nothing (1:2-4)
If you lack wisdom, pray in faith, vs. being double-minded doubters who will get no answered prayers (1:5-8)
The rich are in a low position, & fade away, & the poor are in a high position—endure for approval (1:9-12)
1:13-18 TEMPTATION (& gifts)
Don’t blame God for temptation, which comes from lusts within, matures, kills, & is ultimately from satan (1:13-16)
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Salvation & all good gifts come from God, the Father of lights, Who doesn’t vary or have shifting shadow (1:17-18)
1:19-2:26 OBEDIENCE (to the word)
Be Doers of the Word, Not Hearers Only (1:19-27)
You know that, but be quick to hear, & slow to speak, & slow to anger, to achieve the righteous of God (1:19-20)
Put aside sin, & prove to be a doer of the word; receive the word implanted, to save your soul/be sanctified (1:21-22)
Hearers only look in mirror & make no change; intent lookers do the perfect law of liberty, for true religion (1:23-27)
Church Favoring Rich Over Poor (2:1-13)
Don’t favor the rich, when a poor, disheveled person visits church, for evil motives, making distinctions (2:1-4)
God chose the poor to be rich in faith & heirs of His kingdom; the [evil type] rich sue you & blaspheme Christ (2:5-7)
Fulfill the royal law, & love your neighbor as yourself, & you’re doing well, vs. sinning by showing partiality (2:8-9)
Keeping the Law one must be perfect, or they sin; be merciful, as one to be judged by the law of liberty (2:10-13)
Faith Without Works is Useless (2:14-26)
It’s not useful to say you have faith but have no works, like wishing a poor brother well, & not helping him (2:14-17)
One can challenge workless faith claimers, as the demons believe & shutter (i.e., have intellectual assent ‘belief’) (2:18-20)
Abraham’s sanctification works justified his faith, as he was reckoned righteous & considered the friend of God (2:21-24)
Rahab the Harlot’s post-salvation works justified/matured/perfected her faith, as faith without works are dead (2:25-26)
3:1-12 TONGUE CONTROL (& teachers)
Let Bible teachers be few, because we all stumble in what we say, though we can control horses & ships (3:1-4)
The small member, our tongue, boasts & sets forests aflame, as the world of sin, & is set on fire by hell (3:5-6)
Animals get tamed, but the restlessly evil tongue can’t be; even Christians inconsistently bless & curse our Lord (3:7-12)
3:13-18 WISDOM (from below & above)
If you have understanding, prove it by good behavior, vs. bitterly jealous, selfish & arrogant worldly wisdom (3:13-16)
God’s wisdom is pure, peaceful, gentle, reasonable, merciful, unhypocritical +, & sown in peace by peacemakers (3:17-18)
4:1-10 WORLDLY CHRISTIANS (& their solutions)
Church quarrels from their lusts, as they receive no answered prayers, as enemies of God from worldliness (4:1-4)
God jealously desires the Spirit He made to be in you, & opposes the proud, but gives grace to the humble (4:5-6)
Submit & pray to God; purify your heart, clean your hands, & repent, doubters; humble yourselves before God (4:7-10)
4:11-5:12 RICHES (& ethics, vs. being judged)
Don’t speak against your brother, or you’re judging, against/contrary to the Law, as God alone is the Judge (4:11-12)
Rich aspirers, come now, & submit your business plans to God vs. just decide your business aspirations (4:13-17)
Rich achievers, come now, as your riches & luxury lifestyles fail, as you mistreated workers, & you will be judged (5:1-6)
Christians are to patiently endure bad bosses, expecting benefit for hard labors, in due time, like farmers with rain (5:7-8)
Don’t complain against your brothers, to avoid judgment, by He Who stands right at the door (5:9)
Suffer patiently, as endurers are blessed, like Job, whose outcome was that God is compassionate & merciful (5:10-11)
Don’t swear oaths by heaven or earth, but let your yes be yes & your no be no, to avoid judgment (5:12)
5:13-18 ETHICS (& Body Life)
If suffering, pray; if cheerful, praise; if sick, have elders pray in faith, & if there are any sins, they’ll be forgiven (5:13-15)
Confess your sins, & pray like Elijah, who believed & received the miraculous, though having a nature like ours (5:16-18)
(5:19-20) Closing (turn a truth-straying brother from his error & you save his soul from death, & cover a multitude of sins)

I PETER
(1:1-2) Introduction (chosen by sanctifying work of the Spirit, to obey Christ & be sprinkled with His blood)

1:3-12 SALVATION (blessings & ethics of)
God caused us to be born again to a living hope, for an inheritance, protected by God’s power for glory, by faith (1:3-5)
Rejoice in suffering, as your faith’s proven; though you don’t see, you love Him, your soul saved as the outcome (1:6-9)
Prophets spoke of salvation, & were serving you vs. themselves, by those who evangelized (angels interested) (1:10-12)
1:13-2:10 ETHICS (based on blood, seed & Cornerstone)
Ethics (1:13-16)
Gear for action, sober, hope fully fixed on grace at second coming; don’t conform to former lusts, but be holy (1:13-16)
Blood (1:17-21)
If you pray, conduct yourself in fear, as you were redeemed by blood of Christ—not perishable gold or silver (1:17-19)
Christ was foreknown, & appeared for believers’ salvation, with faith in God, & Christ’s resurrection (1:20-21)
Seed (Bible) (1:22-2:3)
You purified your mind for obedience, sincerely do it from the heart, as you’re born again of imperishable seed (1:22-25)
Put aside sins, & like babies long for the Bible’s milk, so you will grow from salvation, if you were saved (2:1-3)
Cornerstone (2:4-10)
And come to Christ as a precious cornerstone, rejected by men, & be built up into a holy priesthood (2:4-5)
Believers in Christ won’t be disappointed, & He’s for you, but is a stumbling stone for those who are disobedient (2:6-8)
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Your new identity (chosen race, royal priesthood, people for God’s own possession), so you’d tell His praises (2:9-10)
2:11-3:7 SUBMISSION (for ethics)
Ethics (2:11-17)
Ethics (abstain from lusts, excellent deeds, submit to government, be free, & use it as bond slaves, honor men) (2:11-17)

Group Ethics (2:18-3:7)
Master-Servant: Slaves submit, even when boss is unreasonable; why credit you if you sin when mistreated? (2:18-20)
You’ve been called to suffer, like Christ, Who didn’t sin, but entrusted Himself to God (2:21-23)
Christ bore our sins on the cross so we’d die to sin & live to righteousness, healed of our former straying (2:24-25)
Marriage: Wives, submit, internally adorned with a gentle, quiet spirit; Husbands, live in wife-understanding way (3:1-7)
3:8-4:6 SUFFERING (for ethics)
Suffer & Do Good (3:8-17)
To summarize (ethics list), for you were called to be a blessing, vs. to insult (3:8-9)
Want to love your life, & see good days? Don’t speak evil, turn from it & do good, as God sees all (3:10-12)
Who can harm you for doing good? Even if they do, you’re blessed, & don’t fear them (3:13-14)
Sanctify Christ in your heart, defending hope, & keeping a good conscience; better to suffer for right vs. wrong (3:15-17)
Christ’s Suffering (3:18-4:6)
Christ died once for all, to bring us to God, & went to dead souls of Noah’s day, to make proclamation (3:18-20)
Baptism now saves you, not dirt washed from the body, but an appeal to God for a clear conscience (3:21-22)
Christ suffered, so arm yourself with that same purpose, to live the rest of your life not for lusts, but God’s will (4:1-2)
Why? Time is enough for you to have pursued sins, & old friends mock you, but they’re accountable to God (4:3-5)
For Christ preached the gospel, even to the dead, that though judged mortals, they’d live in the Spirit by God’s will (4:6)
4:7-5:11 ETHICS (& suffer patiently)
Ethics (4:7-11)
End’s near, so be sober for prayer, & love one another to cover many sins, & be unbegrudgingly hospitable (4:7-9)
Use spiritual gifts as servants, according to the ability God gives you (4:10-11)
Suffering (4:12-19)
Don’t be surprised by suffering, but rejoice, as you’ll exult at Christ’s coming; if you’re reviled, you’re blessed (4:12-14)
Don’t suffer for sinning, but if you suffer as a Christian, don’t be ashamed, but glorify God in it (4:15-16)
Time for Church judgment, & if it begins with us, how will the lost make it? Sufferers, entrust your soul to God (4:17-19)
Elders (5:1-5)
Elders shepherd the flock, without compulsion or lording over, by God’s will, not for unnoble gain, as examples (5:1-3)
When Christ appears, you’ll get the unfading crown of glory; younger men be subject to elders, & be humble (5:4-5)
Humility & Suffering (5:6-11)
Humble yourselves under God, for exalting in the proper time, casting your cares on Him, for He cares for you (5:6-7)
Be sober—devil prowls to devour you like a lion, but resist him, firm in faith; your fellow brothers also suffer this (5:8-9)
After you suffer a little while, God of all grace Who called you will perfect, confirm, strengthen & establish you (5:10-11)
(5:12-14a) Personal Matters (This is the true grace of God—stand firm in it!)
(5:14b) Closing

II PETER
(1:1-2) Introduction (apostle for the faith by God’s righteousness; wish you to know God & Christ)

1:3-21 ETHICS (to add to your faith; saved, so be sanctified)
Add Traits (2:5-11)
God gave you all things for life & godliness, knowing Him, & great promises so you’d partake of divine nature (1:3-4)
For that reason, add ethics (list) to your faith (1:5-7)
Why? If those traits are increasingly yours, you’re useful knowing Christ; lack forgets salvation’s forgiveness (1:8-9)
Diligently make certain His calling you, for as you add traits, eternal kingdom’s entrance is abundantly to you (1:10-11)
Reminder (1:12-21)
I’ll always remind you, though you’re established, as it’s right to stir you up, knowing my death is imminent (1:12-14)
I’ll remind you, as I’ll be gone & these aren’t fables; Christ is God’s well-pleasing Son, & we’re witnesses (1:15-18)
Pay attention to prophecy, so Christ rises in your heart; Bible’s from men God moved vs. own interpretation (1:19-21)
2:1-22 FALSE TEACHERS
Judgment (2:1-9)
False prophets will arise, teaching heresies, denying Christ, & leading people by sex & greed, & they’ll be judged (2:1-3)
God didn’t spare demons, Noah’s generation, or Sodom & Gomorrah, as examples for all ungodly thereafter (2:4-6)
If God rescued tormented-by-sin Lot, then he can rescue you from temptation, & keep the lost under punishment (2:7-9)
Deeds (2:10-22)
Especially those prophesied evil imposters (sin list) (2:10-16)
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They promise freedom, while they’re slaves (Judaizer sin list) (2:17-19)
If they escaped sins, knowing Christ, & are again entangled in sin, it’s better if they’d not known the right way (2:20-22)
3:1-18a ETHICS (& prophecy)
Mockers (3:1-7)
Second letter to remind them that mockers will deny Christ’s return, saying everything’s as it’s always been (3:1-4)
It escapes their notice all existence is by God’s word, as with Noah’s flood, & the future judgment of the ungodly (3:5-7)
Prophecy (3:8-13)
To God 1 day’s 1,000, & vice versa; He’s not slow on second coming promise, but patient, wanting all saved (3:8-9)
Christ’s day will come, & heavens melt, so you ought to live godly, hastening it, looking to His promised future (3:10-13)
Ethics (3:14-18a)
Be found in peace, spotless & blameless, knowing God’s patience means salvation, as Paul said (3:14-16)
Be on guard not to fall from your steadfastness, but grow in grace & in knowing Christ (3:17-18a)
(3:18b) Closing (Glory to Christ, now, & to the day of eternity)

I JOHN
1:1-2:2 WALKING (in the Word & light; confess your sins)
We proclaim what was from the beginning, the word of life that was manifested, so you’ll have joy (1:1-4)
God is light, so walk in light, if you have fellowship with Him, & confess your sins vs. deny them (1:5-2:2)
2:3-11 KEEP COMMANDMENTS (if you know God, & love the brethren)
We know God, if we keep His commandments, or we’re liars, & abiders in Him walk in the manner He walked (2:3-6)
The old & new command is love your brother if you abide in the light, but brother haters abide in darkness (2:7-11)
2:12-17 GOD’S WILL (& age groups)
Babes, you’re forgiven; young men be strong in the Bible; fathers, you know God (2:12-14)
Do not love the world or its things (lust of flesh, eyes & pride), but do God’s will (2:15-17)
2:18-27 ANTICHRIST SPIRIT (vs. anointing)
Antichrists have gone out in the last days, & abandoned the church; but you have an anointing, & know (2:18-20)
I wrote because you know the truth; the liar denies Christ & is antichrist, vs. those who confess Christ (2:21-23)
Let that abide in you that you heard from the beginning; God’s promise is eternal life; let no one deceive you (2:24-26)
The anointing abides in & teaches you all things, so abide in Him (2:27)
2:28-3:10 ABIDING (in Christ, until He appears, vs. practice sin)
Abide in Christ, so you aren’t ashamed at His coming, & practice righteousness, as you are of Him (2:28-29)
God greatly loves us, calling us children, & we shall be like Him, so fix your hope & purify yourself (3:1-3)
Practicing sin is practicing lawlessness, & Christ came to take away sins, as He is sinless (3:4-5)
No one who abides in Christ sins, as practicers of sin are of the devil, & haven’t seen or known Christ (3:6-8)
No one born of God practices sin, as His seed is within, or hates his brother (the test of children of God) (3:9-10)
3:11-18 LOVE BRETHREN (in deed & truth)
Love one another, not like murderous Cain, who hated his brother, jealous of his deeds; the world will hate you (3:11-13)
Loving brethren shows we’ve passed into life; hating doesn’t have eternal life; lay down your life like Jesus did (3:14-16)
Withholding assets from a needy brother isn’t God’s love abiding within; love in deed & truth vs. only words (3:17-18)
3:19-24 PRAYER (from a good conscience, assured)
Prayer from a good conscience, abiding in Christ, & assured of salvation (3:19-22)
His command is believe in Jesus; Commandment keepers abide in Him, & He in them, by His indwelling Spirit (3:23-24)
4:1-6 SPIRIT TESTING (overcome evil ones)
Test the spirits, as false teachers have gone out; confessing Christ is of God, & not confessing Christ is antichrist (4:1-3)
You overcome by He within greater than he in the world; they speak of the world, but those of God listen to us (4:4-6)

4:7-21 ABIDING (in Christ, & loving one another)
Love one another, as love is from God; haters don’t know God; God showed love sending Christ as propitiation (4:7-11)
If we love one another, God abides in us & His love is perfected; His Spirit within shows we abide in Him (4:12-14)
He who confesses Jesus is God’s Son has God abiding within, & we abide in love, knowing He loves us (4:15-16)
We have confidence because we are as Christ is in the world; & we don’t fear, & we love because He loved first (4:17-19)
If you say you love God, & hate your brother (who you can see), you’re a liar; love him, as you ought (4:20-21)
5:1-5 LOVE GOD (keep His commands)
He who believes Jesus is God’s Son is of God; God’s children keep His unburdensome commands, loving Him (5:1-3)
Those born of God overcome the world, being those who believe Jesus is the Son of God (5:4-5)
5:6-15 WITNESSES (to Christ—three; assured, confident praying)
The three witnesses of Christ, which are in agreement, are the water, blood & Spirit (5:6-8)
God witnessed concerning Christ; believers in Christ have that witness inside, that eternal life is in Him (5:9-11)
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He who has the Son has the life (& vice versa), & the letter was written that you’d know you have it (5:12-13)
Confidence in prayer before God is knowing it’s according to God’s will, so we have what we asked for (5:14-15)
5:16-21 CORRECTING (your brother, & three things we know)
Correct your brother’s sin not leading to death; all unrighteousness is sin (5:16-17)
Three things we know: No one born of God sins, we are of God, & Christ came to give us understanding (5:18-20)
Children, avoid idols (5:21)

II JOHN
(1:1-3) Introduction (I love in truth, you know the truth, we work for the truth’s sake, & blessing in truth & love)

1:4-6 ETHICS

I am very glad Christians are walking in truth (as God wants them to) (1:4)
Love one another, which is shown by walking in God’s commandments, as you ought (1:5-6)

1:7-11 FALSE TEACHERS
Because deceptive false teachers shave gone out, who deny Christ came physically to earth (1:7)
Beware not to lose rewards, by following people who go too far, abandoning Christ’s teaching (1:8-9)
If anyone doesn’t bring this teaching, don’t let them in your house, or even greet them (1:10-11)
(1:12-13) Closing (in-person conversations are preferred to writing letters on other matters)

III JOHN
(1:1) Introduction
(1:2-8) Personal Matters

I pray you prosper & are in good health; I’m glad you are walking in truth (1:2-4)
You are commended for faithfully financially sending out ministers, especially strangers (1:5-8)
1:9-12 TESTIMONIES (bad & good, in church)
Bad & Good Examples (1:9-12)
Diotrephes arrogantly rejects what we wrote the church, so I will call him out when I come (1:9-10)
Imitate what is good; not what is evil, as good-doers are from God, & evil-doers from satan (1:11)
Demetrius’ has a good testimony from everyone, the truth, & we ourselves (1:12)
(1:13-14) Closing (in-person conversations are preferred to writing letters on other matters)

JUDE
(1:1-2) Introduction

1:3-7 CONTEND (for the faith, due to false teachers)
Urgently contend earnestly for the faith (lessons on our common salvation can wait) (1:3)
Because lost, licentious false teachers have crept into the church (1:4)
God will judge them (as He did lost Red Sea escapees, fallen angels/demons & Sodom & Gomorrah (1:5-7)
1:8-16 FALSE TEACHERS (sins & judgment)
False teachers sins (by dreams, reject authority & revile things they don’t understand (unlike Michael with satan) (1:8-10)
False teachers’ sins (gone Cain’s way, & rushed into Balaam’s error, wild & wandering love feast imposters) (1:11-13)
God will judge them (Enoch prophesied about God’s judgment of ungodly people, for their ungodly deeds) (1:14-16)
1:17-23 PROPHECY (false prophets & ethics)
False Teachers (vs. Christians’ response to God & the lost) (1:17-23)
Remember the apostles taught that mockers would arise, following after their own lusts; worldly & divisive (1:17-19)
Build upon your holy faith, keep in God’s love, wait for the second coming, & evangelize by people’s need (1:20-23)
(1: 24-25) Closing (God is able to keep you from stumbling)
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REVELATION
Christ Revealed in the Past, Present & Future
Divisions:
I. Past:
The Things Which Were (RE: The Revelation of Jesus Christ) (1:1-20)
II. Present: The Things Which Are
(RE: The Revelation of Jesus Christ) (2:1-3:22)
III. Future: The Things Which Will be (RE: The Revelation of Jesus Christ) (4:1-22:21)
Book Outline:
I. The Things Which Were (1:1-20)
1:1-3
Introduction
1:4-8
Christ: Description of
1:9-11
John’s Vision
1:12-16
Christ: Soon-Coming Judge
1:17-20
Christ’s Instructions to John
II. The Things Which Are (2:1-3:22)
2:1-3:22
Letters to the Churches
2:1-7
Ephesus
2:8-11
Smyrna
2:12-17
Pergamum
2:18-29
Thyatira
3:1-6
Sardis
3:7-13
Philadelphia
3:14-22
Laodicea
III. The Things Which Will be (4:1-22:21)
4:1-3
God’s Heavenly Throne (& rainbow)
4:4-5 24
Elders (praise)
4:6a-b
Sea of Glass
4:6c-11
4 Living Creatures (praise)
5:1-5
Book of the 7 Seals
5:6-7
Lamb of God (slain, worthy)
5:8-14
4 Living Creatures & the 24 Elders Sing
6:1-17
Lamb Breaks the 7 Seals (including the 4 Horsemen), (#1-6)
6:1-2
1st Seal (white horse)
6:3-4
2nd Seal (red horse)
6:5-6
3rd Seal (black horse)
6:7-8
4th Seal (ashen horse)
6:9-11
5th Seal
6:12-17 6th Seal
7:1 4
Angels of the 4 Corners of the Earth
7:2-8
144,000 Sealed
7:9-16
Great Multitude of Tribulation Saints
7:17
Lamb of God
8:1-6
7 Seals/7th Seal
8:1-7
1st Seal
8:7-13
Trumpet Judgments (#1-4)
8:7
1st Trumpet
8:8-9
2nd Trumpet
8:10-11 3rd Trumpet
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9:1-12
9:13-21
10:1-11
11:1-2
11:3-13
11:14
11:15-19
12:1-5
12:6
12:7-12
12:13-17
13:1-10
13:11-18
14:1-5
14:6-8
14:9-13
14:14-20
15:1-2
15:3-4
15:5-8
16:1-21
17:1a-c
17:1d-17
17:17-18
18:1-24
19:1-10
19:11-16
19:17-18
19:19-21
20:1-3
20:4
20:5-6
20:7
20:8-9
20:10
20:11-13
20:14-15
21:1-27

22:14-19

8:12-13 4th Trumpet
5th Trumpet
6th Trumpet
Little Scroll
Temple Measured
2 Witnesses
2nd Woe Ends
7th Trumpet
Devil Wars with Woman with Child (part 1)
Woman Flees into the Wilderness (earthquake saved from devil’s flood)
Devil Thrown out of heaven
War (part 2)
Anti-Christ’s Rise
False Prophet (Daniel’s little horn)
144,000’s New Song
Angel with an Eternal Gospel
Beast-Worshippers Warned
Earth-Harvesting Angels
7 Angels with 7 Plagues
Song of Moses Sung by Tribulation Saints
Temple of the Tabernacle of Testimony
7 Angels Pour out 7 Bowl Judgments
7 Angels with 7 Plagues
Babylon Harlot Woman on a Scarlet Beast
Anti-Christ & 10 Horns (Kings)--Christ will Overcome
Destruction of Babylon—Woes: economic, no lights, marriages or entertainment
Great Multitude & 24 elders Praise God
2nd Coming of Christ (Mt. of Olives feet—Zech.)
Battle of Armageddon
Beast & False Prophet Thrown Alive in the Lake of Fire
satan Bound for 1,000 Years
The Millennium
“1st Resurrection” (of Church saints)
satan’s Short Release
Magog Gathering
Devil Thrown Alive into the Lake of Fire
Great White Throne Judgment
2nd Death (i.e., Death & Hades to the Lake of Fire, & all lost people)
Eternal State:
21:1-8
New Heaven
21:9-27
New Jerusalem (new earth?)
Conclusion
22:14-17 Closing
22:18-19 Evangelism invitation
22:20-21 Warning
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NEW TESTAMENT STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
The following materials demonstrate content unique features to ever New Testament book.
Further text analyses follow (‘New Testament Book Analyses”).
Matthew
Structural Analysis:
Old Testament prophecies fulfilled: Mt. 1:22, 2:15, 17, 23, 4:14, 8:17, 12:17, 13:14, 35, 21:4
Sermon on the Mount timing and content differences: Mt. 5:1-7:29 vs. Lk. 6:17-49
Christ’s genealogy differences (Abraham and David vs. Adam): Mt. 1:1-17 vs. Lk. 3:23-38
Childbirth narrative differences: Mt. 1:18-2:23 vs. Lk. 2:1-38
See also: R. Graham Scroggie’s, A Guide to the Gospels (for all four gospels)
Mark
Known for its brevity, and pace/speed: Example: Christ’s temptations (Mk. 1:12-13 vs. Mt. 4:1-11)
‘Immediately’ references: 1:10, 12, 18, 20-21, 28-29, 30, 42-43, 2:8, 12, 3:6, 4:5, 15-17, 29, 5:2, 29-30,
42, 45, 6:25, 27, 45, 50, 54, 7:25, 8:10, 9:15, 20, 24, 10:52, 11:2-3, 14:43, 45,
72, 15:1
Luke
Unique Samaritan section (just before Passion week): Lk. 9:51-18:14
Christ’s genealogy differences (Adam vs. Abraham and David): Lk. 3:23-38 vs. Mt. 1:1-17
Childbirth narrative differences: Lk. 2:1-38 vs. Mt. 1:18-2:23
John
Faith verses in John (book’s purpose, 20:30-31): 1:7, 11-12, 2:23, 3:12, 15, 18, 36, 4:48, 5:24, (40), 4647, 6:28-29, (53-54, 58), 8:24, 9:35-38, 10:26, 37-38,
41-42, 11:26-27, 42, 45, 48, 12:11, (40), 42, 44, 46-47,
14:10-12, 16:9, 27, 17:20, 19:35, 20:31
The seven signs: 2:1-12, 4:46-54, 5:1-9, 6:1-15, 6:16-21, 9:1-41, 11:17-46
The seven ‘I am’s’: 6:35, 8:12, 10:9, 10:11, 11:25-26, 14:4, 15:5
Uniquenesses: 1. Known for its picturesque phraseology; 2. Approximately fifteen days in the life of
Christ; 3. Upper Room Discourse (14:1-16:33) and High Priestly Prayer (17:1-26)
Acts
Geographical sections: Ac. 1:8 (1:1-8:1a, 2-3, 8:1-9:31, 13:1-28:31)
Major leaders: Peter (1:15-6:32, 9:32-12:19), Paul (13:1-28:31)
Spirit fallings: 2:1-13, 8:14-17, 10:44-46, 19:6-7
Romans
Righteousness references: 1:17, 2:5, 3:5, 10, 21-22, 25-26, 4:3, 5-6, 9, 11, 13, 22, 5:7, 17-18, 21, 6:13,
16, 18-20, 7:12, 8:10, 9:30, 10:3-6, 10, 14:17
Romans sections: 1:1-3:20, 3:21-5:21, 6:1-8:39, 9:1-11:36, 12:1-16:27
Question references: 2:3-4, 21-23, 26-27, 3:1, 3, 5, 7-9, 27, 29, 31, 4:1, 3, 9-10, 6:1-3, 15-16, 21, 7:1, 7,
13, 24, 8:31-35, 9:14, 19-22, 30, 32, 10:6-7, 14-16, 18-19, 11:1-2, 4, 7, 11, 15, 24,
34-35, 13:3, 14:4
I Corinthians
Paul’s Issues: 1:10-4:20, 5:1-13, 6:1-11, 12-20, 9:1-27, 10:1-33, 11:1-16, 17-34, 15:21-58
Church’s issues (‘now concerning’): 7:1-24, 25-40, 8:1-13, 12:1-14:40, 16:1-4
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II Corinthians
Evangelism sections: 2:12-4:7, 5:6-21
Discipleship section: 6:1-7:7
Money section: 8:1-9:15
Authority sections: 1:12-2:11, 10:1-13:10
Galatians
Church problem: 1:1-10, 3:1-5, 4:8-30, 5:1-12, 6:12-14
Judaizer problem: 1:7, 10, 2:4-5, 4:17, 5:7-8, 12, 15, 17, 6:12
Questions references: 1:10, 2:14, 3:1-5, 19, 21, 4:15, 21, 30, 5:7, 11
Ephesians
In Christ: 1:1, 3-7, 9-10, 12, 13, 17, 20, 2:5-7, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 21-22, 3:6, 8, 11-12, 17, 21, 4:7-10,
13, 15-16, 17, 21, 32, 5:8, 10, 14, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23-27, 29, 32, 6:1, 4, 5:9, 10, 21, 23-24
Church Gifts in Christ: 1:3-14, 2:1-10, 4:7-13, 6:10-17
Church references: 1:1-21, 22-23, 2:1-10, 11-3:13, 14-21, 4:1-16, 17-5:21, 22-33, 6:1-24
Philippians
Joy references: 1:4, 18, 25, 2:2, 17-19, 28, 3:1, 4:1, 4
Colossians
Christ references: 1:1-4, 7, 10, 13-20, 22, 26-28, 29, 2:2-3, 5-7, 8d-15, 17b, 19-20a, 3:1, 3-4, 10-11, 13,
15-17, 22-24, 4:1, 3, 7, 12
False prophet references: 2:4, 8a-c, 16-19a, 20-23
I Thessalonians
Prophecy references: 1:10, 2:12, 16, 19, 3:13, 4:6, 13-5:11, 23-24
II Thessalonians
Prophecy references: 1:7-10, 2:1-12, 13-14
I Timothy
Pastoral commands: 1:3, 18-19, 2:1, 8-9, 11, 3:2-12, 15, 4:6-7, 11-16, 5:1-3, 7, 9, 11, 14, 16-17, 19, 2123, 6:1-2, 11-14, 17-18, 20
Contrasts: False prophets (1:4, 6-11, 4:7, 6:3-11) vs. Church (Timothy—1:3-5, 8, 18-19, 3:14, 4:6-16,
5:1-3, 21-23, 6:11-14, 17-18, 20)
Bible: 2:4, 7, 3:15, 4:3, 5-6, 13, 5:18, 6:5, 10
II Timothy
Pastoral commands: 1:6, 8, 13-14, 2:1-3, 7-8, 14-16, 22-23, 24-26, 3:1, 14-15, 4:1-2, 5, 9, 13, 15, 19, 21
Contrasts: False prophets (2:14-15b-d, 16-18, 23, 3:1-9, 13, 4:3-4) vs. Church (2:14-15, 21-22, 24-26,
3:10-12, 14-4:2, 5
Bible: 1:8, 10, 13-14, 2:2, 5, 9, 14-16, 21, 23, 15, 18, 24-25, 3:7-8, 10, 14-17, 4:1-4, 15, 17
Titus
Gospel references: 1:2-3, 2:11-14, 3:4-7
Ethics references: 1:1d, 5-16, 2:1-10, 12-15, 3:1-3, 8-11
Pastoral commands: 1:5, 11, 13-14, 2:1, 6, 9, 15, 3:1, 8-10, 12-15
Contrasts: Adversaries (1:9, 10-16, 3:9-11) vs. Church (2:1-10, 3;1-3, 8)
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Philemon
Eleven motivations/incentives: Love (9a, 11c), Pity (9b-c), Usefulness (11, 16c-e), Partnership (12, 17),
Benefit (13, 20b), Free-Willed (14), Perspective (15-16), Repayment (1819b), Obligation (19b), Refreshing (20c), Expectation (21)
Hebrews
Christ is greater than: The angels (1:1-18), Law (3:1-6), High Priests (5:1-6:20), and Levites (7:1-28)
Warnings: 2:1-4, 37-19, 4:11-13, 5:11-6:20, 10:26-31, 12:14-17, 12:25-29
James
Major topics: Trials (1:2-12), Temptation (1:13-16), Faith & Works (1:19-2:26), Teachers & Speech
(3:1-12), Wisdom (3:13-18), Ethics (4:1-12), Wealth (4:7-5:6), Body Life (5:7-18)
I Peter
Christ verses: 2:21-24, 3:18. 4:1, 13, 5:1
Suffering verses: 1:1, 6-9, 11, 2:12, 19-20, 3:13, 16, 4:4, 12, 13-19, 5:1, 8-10
II Peter
Contrasts: Prophesied false prophets (2:1-22, 3:5, 8) vs. Church (1:16-21)
I John
Major topics: Ethics (1:5-7, 2:3-6, 3:4-9), Love One Another (2:7-11, 3:10c-18, 23, 4:7-12, 5:1-3),
Antichrist Spirit (2:18-27, 4:1-6), Secure, So Pray (3:22-24, 5:14-15)
II John
Contrasts: False teachers (1:7, 9-11) vs. Church (1:8, 10-11)
III John
Bad example: 1:9-10
Good example: 1:11-12
Jude
Contrasts: False prophets (1:4, 7-8, 10-12, 14, 16, 19) vs. Church (1:3, 4c, 5, 17, 20-21, 24)
Revelation
Temporal sections: Past (1:1-20), Present (2:1-3:22), Future (4:1-22:5)
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NEW TESTAMENT CHAPTER SUMMARIES
MATTHEW
Christ the Prophesied Messiah-King
Chapter 1: Genealogy, Birth Foretold
Chapter 2: Magi Worship Christ, Family Flees to Egypt, Slaughter of the Innocents, Family Returns to
Nazareth
Chapter 3: Preaching of John the Baptist, Baptism of Christ
Chapter 4: Temptation of Christ, Beginning of Christ’s Public Ministry, Calling Peter & Andrew,
Calling James & John, Teaching & Healing
Chapter 5: Crowd/Multitude, Beatitudes, Salt & Light, Least in the Kingdom, Anger, Offerings,
Reconciliation, Adultery in Your Heart, Stumbling Blocks, Divorce & Re-Marriage, Oaths,
Non-Resistance (Turn the Other Cheek), Love Your Enemies (part 1)
Chapter 6: Almsgiving, Lord’s Prayer, Forgiveness, Fasting, Anxiety & Riches
Chapter 7: Judging, Dogs/Pearls Before Swine, Ask, Seek & Knock, Loaf/Stone, Fish/Snake, Golden
Rule, Narrow Door, Wolves in Sheep’s Clothing, Fruits, Lord, Lord, House Built on the
Rock, Amazing Teaching
Chapter 8: Healing the Leper, Healing the Centurion’s Slave, Healing Peter’s Mother-in-Law, Healings,
Cost of Discipleship (Foxes Have Holes, Dead Bury Dead), Calming the Sea, Healing the
Gadarene Demoniacs
Chapter 9: Healing the Paralytic, Calling of Matthew, Feast at Matthew’s House, Bride & Bridegroom,
Wineskins, Healing Jairus’ Daughter (part 1), Healing the Woman With an Issue of Blood,
Healing of Jairus’ Daughter (part 2), Healing Two Blind Men, Healing the Demon-Possessed
Man, Preaching & Healing, The Harvest is Plentiful
Chapter 10: Calling the Twelve, Sending out the 12
Chapter 11: Preaching & Teaching, Expected One, Christ’s Testimony About John the Baptist, Children
in the Marketplace, Woes to the Cities, Wisdom Revealed to Babes, Come to Me/Yoke is
Light
Chapter 12: Lord of the Sabbath (Grainfields), Healing the Man With a Withered Hand, Jews’ Plot
Against Christ, Withdrawal & Healings, Healing the Blind Mute, Beelzebul, Strong Man,
For Or Against Christ, Blasphemy of the Holy Spirit, Fruits, Words, Sign of Jonah, Men on
Nineveh, Queen of the South, Unkempt House, True Relatives
Chapter 13: The Sower, Mysteries of the Kingdom, Interpretation of the Sower, Seed Growing at Night
(Wheat & Tares), Mustard Seed, Leaven in Meal, Christ’s Use of Parables, Interpretation of
Seed Growing at Night, Treasure in a Field, Pearl of Great Price, Dragnet, Treasures Old &
New, Hometown Rejection (Prophet Without Honor)
Chapter 14: Imprisonment of John the Baptist, Death of John the Baptist, Burial of John the Baptist,
Withdrawal, Feeding the Five Thousand, Praying on a Mountain, Walking on Water, Peter
Walks on Water, Genessaret Healings
Chapter 15: Defilement (Unwashed Hands), Corban, Food Doesn’t Defile, Uprooted Plants/Blind
Leading the Blind, Evil Defiles Man, Healing the Syrophonecian Woman, Healings, Feeding
the Four Thousand, Departure
Chapter 16: Reproving the Pharisees, Leaven of the Pharisees (Hypocrisy), Peter’s Great Confession,
Christ’s Death Foretold (I), Get Behind Me, satan, Cost of Discipleship (Deny Self, Take
Cross, Follow Christ)
Chapter 17: Transfiguration of Christ, Healing the Epileptic Boy, Christ’s Death Foretold (II), Taxes in a
Fish’s Mouth
Chapter 18: Receiving Children, Stumbling Blocks, Hindering Children, Reproving an Erring Brother,
Binding & Loosing, Prayer of Agreement, Forgiveness (70 x 7), Shrewd Steward
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Chapter 19: Departure (Galilee), Arrival (Judea), Divorce, Christ & the Children, Rich Young Ruler,
Camel Through Eye of Needle (All Things Possible), Cost of Discipleship (Leaving Family
Rewarded, First Shall Be Last)
Chapter 20: Laborers in the Vineyard, Christ’s Death Foretold (III), Greatness in the Kingdom, Healing
Blind Bartimaeus
Chapter 21: Triumphal Entry, Second Cleansing of the Temple, Cursing of the Fig Tree (part 2),
Authority of Christ, Two Sons, Owner of a Vineyard
Chapter 22: Wedding Feast & the Garment, Render Unto Caesar, Resurrection & Marriage in the
Resurrection, Greatest Commandments, Son of David
Chapter 23: Warnings Against Hypocrisy, Seats of Honor, Warnings Against Hypocrisy (Cont’d.),
Reproving the Pharisees, Weightier Tithes, Camel & the Gnat, Clean the Inside Cup,
Concealed Tombs/White-Washed Sepulchers, Hypocrisy of the Pharisees (Brood of Vipers),
Lamentation Over Jerusalem
Chapter 24: Temple’s Destruction Foretold, Jerusalem’s Destruction Foretold, Christ’s Return Foretold,
Ripening Fig Tree, Word’s Endurance, Days of Noah/Signs of the Times, Two Men in a
Field, Head of a Household, Faithful Slaves
Chapter 25: Ten Virgins, Talents, Sheep & the Goats
Chapter 26: Christ’s Death Foretold, Jews’ Plot Against Christ, Anointing by a Penitent Woman, Judas’
Betrayal Plot, Preparation for Passover, Betrayer Identified, Lord’s Supper, Hymn, All Will
Fall Away, Peter’s Denials Foretold, Disciples’ Promised Faithfulness, Garden of
Gethsemane, Betrayal of Christ, Seizure of Christ, Peter Cuts Off Malchus’ Ear, Reproving
the Persecutors, Arrest of Christ, Led to Caiaphas (and Annus), Peter Following, Trial
Before Annas & Caiaphas (part 1), Peter’s Three Denials (part 2)
Chapter 27: Trial Before the Sanhedrin, Death of Judas, First Trial Before Pilate, Mocked by Soldiers
(II), Purple Robe, Led Away Simon of Cyrene, Golgotha/Crucifixion of Christ, Wine &
Gall, Garments Divided/Casting Lots, Inscription, Robbers Crucified, Mocked by PassersBy, Mocked by Chief Priests, Mocked by Robbers, Darkness (6th Hour), Why Have You
Forsaken Me?, Bystanders, Sour Wine on a Reed, Call for Elijah, Death of Christ, Temple
Veil Torn, Earthquake & Rocks Split, Tombs Emptied, Centurion’s Testimony, Women
Onlooking, Burial of Christ (Joseph of Arimathea)
Chapter 28: Resurrection of Christ, Jews’ Plot for Christ’s Body, Great Commission

MARK
Christ the Suffering Servant
Chapter1: Preaching of John the Baptist, Baptism of Christ, Temptation of Christ, Beginning of
Christ’s Public Ministry, Calling Peter & Andrew, Calling James & John, Healing the Man
With an Unclean Spirit, Healing Peter’s Mother-in-Law, Healings, Withdrawal & Preaching,
Healing the Leper
Chapter 2: Healing the Paralytic, Withdrawal & Teaching, Calling of Matthew, Feast at Matthew’s
House, Wine & Wineskins, Lord of the Sabbath (Grainfields)
Chapter 3: Healing the Man With a Withered Hand, Calling the Twelve, Hometown Rejection, eelzebul,
True Relatives
Chapter 4: The Sower, Mysteries of the Kingdom, Interpretation of the Sower, Lamp & Peck Measure,
Seed Growing at Night, Mustard Seed, Christ’s Use of Parables
Chapter 5: Healing the Gerasene Demoniacs, Healing Jairus’ Daughter (part 1), Healing the Woman
With an Issue of Blood, Healing Jairus’ Daughter (part 2)
Chapter 6: Hometown Rejection (Prophet Without Honor), Commissioning the Twelve, Imprisonment
of John the Baptist, Death of John the Baptist, Burial of John the Baptist, Feeding the Five
Thousand, Walking on Water, Genessaret Healings
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Chapter 7: Defilement (Unwashed Hands), Corban, Food Doesn’t Defile, Evil Defiles, Healing the
Syrophonecian Woman, Healing the Deaf Mute
Chapter 8: Feeding the Four Thousand, Departure, Sign of Jonah (Sign-Seeking), Leaven of the
Pharisees (Hypocrisy), Healing the Blind Man at Bethsaida, Peter’s Great Confession,
Christ’s Death Foretold (I), Cost of Discipleship (Deny Self, Take Cross, Follow Christ)
Chapter 9: Transfiguration of Christ, Healing the Epileptic Boy, Christ’s Death Foretold (II), Receiving
Children, Not Against Us is For Us, Stumbling Blocks, Hindering Children
Chapter 10: Divorce, Christ & the Children, Rich Young Ruler, Camel Through Eye of Needle (All
Things Possible), Cost of Discipleship (Rewarded for Leaving Family, First Shall Be Last),
Christ’s Death Foretold (III), Greatness in the Kingdom, Healing Blind Bartimaeus
Chapter 11: Triumphal Entry, Cursing the Fig Tree (part 1), Second Cleansing of the Temple, Cursing
the Fig Tree (part 2), Authority of Christ
Chapter 12: Owner of a Vineyard, Departure, Render Unto Caesar, Resurrection & Marriage, Greatest
Commandments, Son of David, Warnings Against Hypocrisy, Widow’s Mite
Chapter 13: Temple’s Destruction Foretold, Jerusalem’s Destruction Foretold, Christ’s Return Foretold,
Man on a Journey
Chapter 14: Anointed by a Penitent Woman, Judas’ Betrayal Plot, Preparation for Passover, Betrayer
Identified, Lord’s Supper, Hymn, Peter’s Denials Foretold, Garden of Gethsemane, Betrayal
of Christ, Seizure of Christ, Peter Cuts Off Malchus’ Ear, Reproving the Persecutors,
Crowds Flee, Naked Young Man Flees, Arrest of Christ, Led to Caiaphas (and Annus), Peter
Following Trial Before Annas & Caiaphas (part 1), Peter’s Three Denials (part 2)
Chapter 15: Trial Before the Sanhedrin, First Trial Before Pilate, Mocked by Soldiers (II), Simon of
Cyrene, Golgotha/Crucifixion of Christ, Wine & Gall, Garments Divided (Casting Lots),
Inscription, Robbers Crucified, Mocked by Passers-By, Mocked by High Priests, Darkness
(6th Hour), Why Have You Forsaken Me?, Bystanders, Call for Elijah, Sour Wine on a Reed,
Death of Christ, Temple Veil Torn, Centurion’s Testimony, Women On-looking, Burial of
Christ (Joseph of Arimathea)
Chapter 16: Resurrection of Christ, Appearance to Mary Magdalene, Appearance to Two Disciples (Road
to Emmaeus), Appearance to the Disciples, Great Commission, Ascension of Christ

LUKE
Christ the Humble Son of Man
Chapter 1: Prologue to Luke, John the Baptist’s Birth Foretold, Christ’s Birth Foretold, Mary Visits
Elizabeth, Birth of John the Baptist
Chapter 2: Birth of Christ, Shepherds Worship Christ, Naming of Christ, Christ Presented in the
Temple, Family Settles in Nazareth, Christ as a Boy in the Temple
Chapter 3: Preaching of John the Baptist, Imprisonment of John the Baptist (Foretold), Baptism of
Christ, Genealogy of Christ
Chapter 4: Temptation of Christ, Beginning of Christ’s Public Ministry, Favorable Year of the Lord,
Prophet Without Honor, Elijah & Elisha, Healing the Man With an Unclean Spirit, Healing
Peter’s Mother-in-Law, Healings, Withdrawal & Preaching
Chapter 5: Calling Peter & Andrew, Calling James & John, Healing a Leper, Healing a Paralytic,
Calling of Matthew, Feast at Matthew’s House, Bridegroom, Wine & Wineskins
Chapter 6: Lord of the Sabbath (Grainfields), Healing the Man With a Withered Hand, Calling the
Twelve, Sermon on the Plain
Chapter 7: Healing the Centurion’s Slave, Healing the Widow’s Son at Nain, Expected One, Anointed
by a Penitent Woman
Chapter 8: Ministering Women, The Sower, Mysteries of the Kingdom, Interpretation of the Sower,
Lamp & Peckmeasure, True Relatives, Calming the Sea, Healing the Gerasene Demoniacs,
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Chapter 9:

Chapter 10:
Chapter 11:

Chapter 12:

Chapter 13:

Chapter 14:

Chapter 15:
Chapter 16:

Chapter 17:
Chapter 18:

Chapter 19:
Chapter 20:
Chapter 21:
Chapter 22:

Chapter 23:

Healing Jairus’ Daughter (part 1), Healing the Woman With an Issue of Blood, Healing
Jairus’ Daughter (part 2)
Commissioning the Twelve, Imprisonment of John the Baptist, Report of the Twelve,
Feeding the Five Thousand, Peter’s Great Confession, Christ’s Death Foretold (I), Cost of
Discipleship (Deny Self, Take Cross, Follow Christ), Transfiguration of Christ, Healing an
Epileptic Boy, Christ’s Death Foretold (II), Receiving Children, Not Against is For Us, Face
Toward Jerusalem, Cost of Discipleship (Foxes Have Holes, Dead Bury Dead)
Sending Out the Seventy, Woes to the Cities, Wisdom Revealed to Babes, Blessed Eyes, The
Good Samaritan, Christ Visits Mary & Martha (Relationship > Service)
Lord’s Prayer, Friend at Midnight, Ask, Seek & Knock, Loaf/Stone, Fish/Snake, Healing a
Mute, House Divided Against Itself, Beelzebul, Strong Man, For or Against Christ, Unkempt
House, True Blessedness, Sign of Jonah, Lamp & Peckmeasure, Unwashed Hands, Clean the
Inside Cup, Weightier Tithes, Seats of Honor, Concealed Tombs/White-Washed Sepulchers,
Reproving the Lawyers
Hypocrisy (Reproving the Pharisees), Confessing vs. Denying Christ, Blasphemy of the Holy
Spirit, Rich Fool, Anxiety & Riches, Faithful Servants, Head of a Household (Readiness),
Faithful Slaves, Baptism of Fire, Divisions, Signs of the Times, Reconciliation (Before
Court)
Repent or Perish (Blood-Mixed Sacrifices), Tower of Siloam, Unfruitful Fig Tree, Healing
the Infirmed Woman (Eighteen Years), Mustard Seed, Leaven in Meal, Narrow Gate, Head
of a Household (Door Shut), Lamentation Over Jerusalem
Healing the Man with Dropsy, Seats at a Wedding Feast, Great Wedding Feast, Cost of
Discipleship (Hate Family, Carry Cross), Tower Builder, King Preparing for War, Cost of
Discipleship (Sell All Possessions), Saltiness
Lost Sheep, Lost Coin, Lost (Prodigal) Son
Shrewd Steward, Making Friends by Money, Faithful in Little (Rewarded Much), Two
Masters, Reproving the Pharisees (Forcing Way In, Law’s Endurance), Divorce, Rich Man
& Lazarus
Stumbling Blocks, Forgiving an Erring Brother, Mustard Seed Faith, Not Thanking Slaves
(Unworthy Slaves), Healing the Ten Lepers (Thankfulness), Coming of the Kingdom
Persistent Widow (Persistence in Prayer), Pharisee & the Tax Collector (Humility in Prayer),
Christ & Children, Rich Young Ruler, Camel Through Eye of Needle (All Things Possible),
Cost of Discipleship (Rewarded for Leaving Family, First Shall Be Last), Christ’s Death
Foretold (III), Healing of Blind Bartimaeus
Zacchaeus, Ten Minas, Departure, Triumphal Entry, Second Cleansing of the Temple
Authority of Christ, Owner of a Vineyard, Render Unto Caesar, Resurrection & Marriage,
Son of David, Warnings Against Hypocrisy
Widow’s Mite, Temple’s Destruction Foretold, Jerusalem’s Destruction foretold, Christ’s
Return Foretold, Teaching in the Temple
Jews’ Plot Against Christ, Judas’ Betrayal Plot, Preparation for Passover, Lord’s Supper
(part 1), Betrayer Identified, Greatness in the Kingdom, Prayer for Peter’s Faith, Peter’s
Denials Foretold, Recap of sending Out the Twelve, Garden of Gethsemane, Betrayal of
Christ, Peter Cuts Off Malchus’ Ear, Reproving the Persecutors, Seizure of Christ, Arrest of
Christ, Led to Caiaphas (and Anna), Peter Following, Christ’s Trial Before Annas &
Caiaphas, Peter’s Three Denials (part 2), Trial Before the Sanhedrin
First Trial Before Pilate, Trial Before Herod, Second Trial Before Pilate, Led Away, Simon
of Cyrene, Crowd Following, Robbers Crucified, Golgotha/Crucifixion of Christ, Father
Forgive Them, Garments Divided (Casting Lots), Mocked by Passers-By Mocked by Chief
Priests, Mocked by Soldiers (II), Inscription, Mocked by Robbers, Darkness (6th Hour),
Temple Veil Torn, Death of Christ, Women On-looking, Centurion’s Testimony, Breast755

Beating Crowd, Women On-Looking, Burial of Christ (Joseph of Arimathea), Women
Prepare Spices
Chapter 24: Resurrection of Christ, Appearance to Two Disciples (Road to Emmaeus), Appearance to the
Disciples, Commissioning
the Disciples, Ascension of Christ

JOHN
Christ the Exalted Son of God
Chapter 1: Christ the Word, Light & Life, Witness to the Light (John the Baptist), Light Came to the
World (and Jews), Receive to be Children of God, Word Became Flesh/Dwelt Among Us,
Higher Rank Than John the Baptist, Grace Realized, God Explained Identity of John the
Baptist (Voice in the Wilderness), Unworthy to Untie Christ’s Sandal (John the Baptist),
Lamb of God/Sin Savior, John the Baptist Identifies by Holy Spirit as a Dove, Calling Peter
& Andrew (John the Baptist Identifies the Lamb of God), Andrew Finds Peter (Cephas),
Calling Philip & Nathanael
Chapter 2: Water into Wine, First Temple Cleansing, Destroy This Temple (3 Day Rebuild), Not
Entrusting Himself to Man
Chapter 3: You Must Be Born Again (Nicodemus), Baptism of Christ, He Must Increase I Must
Decrease, Receiving Christ’s Testimony
Chapter 4: Christ’s Baptizes More Than John the Baptist, Woman at the Well (Living Water), Prophet
Without Honor, Healing the Royal Official’s Son
Chapter 5: Healing the Man at Pool of Bethesda, God as Christ’s Father (Christ Equal to God), Jews’
Opposition, Christ’s Judgment is the Father’s (Relationship Between the Father & Son)
Chapter 6: Feeding the Five Thousand, Walking on Water, Bread of Life (part 1), Hometown Rejection,
Bread of Life (part 2), Disciples Withdraw, Peter’s Commitment (Words of Eternal Life),
Judas’ Betrayal Foretold (Chosen You Yet One is a Devil)
Chapter 7: Show Yourself (Publicly) to the world (Brothers’ Challenge), Christ at the Feast of Booths,
Jewish Opposition, My Teaching is the Fathers’, Doing Good on the Sabbath, Righteous
Judgment, Christ Not Seized (Crowd Amazed), You Know Me & Where I’m from/I Know
God, Attempted Seizure, Many Believe, I Go Away, Jews Attempt Seizure, Thirsty Come to
Me for Living Water, Division Over Christ, Attempted Seizure, Division Over Christ, Why
Not Seized—Amazing Words
Chapter 8: Teaching in the Temple, Woman Caught in Adultery, Light of the World, I Do Not Judge, I
Go Away, When You Lift Me Up, Truth Shall Set You Free (Disciples Continue in My
Word), Free Indeed, Abraham’s True Descendants vs. Slaves to Sin, Demon Accusation,
Abraham Rejoiced to See Christ’s Day
Chapter 9: Healing the Man Born Blind, Neighbors’ Amazed Reaction, Jews’ Inquisition of the Man
(#1), Jews’ Inquisition of the Man (#2), Christ Evangelizes the Man Born Blind, Jews’
Blindness (Not Seeing They’re Blind)
Chapter 10: Door of the Sheep, Good Shepherd, Division (Demon Accusation vs. Miracle Worker), My
Sheep Hear My Voice, I & the Father are One, Jews’ Opposition (Stoning Attempt), Son of
God, Christ’s Works are the Father’s Works, You Are Gods, Jews’ Opposition (Seizure
Attempt), Departure, Many Believe in Christ
Chapter 11: Resurrection of Lazarus, Division (Many Believe, Some Turn in Christ), Jewish Opposition
(Council), Caiaphas’ Inspired Wisdom, Jews’ Plot Against Christ
Chapter 12: Anointed by Mary, Division: (Many Believe vs. Jews, Attempted Lazarus Murder),
Triumphal Entry, Division: Witnesses to Christ & Crowds vs. Jews’ Opposition (World
Going After Him), Greeks Seek to See Christ, Grain of Wheat Dies, If I Be lifted Up/Sons of
Light, Division: Disbelief in Christ (Prophesied), Jewish Leaders Believe
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Chapter 13: Lord’s Supper: Foot Washing, Wash One Another’s Feet, Master Greater Than Slave,
Betrayer (Judas) Lifting His Heel, Receiving Christ is Receiving God, Betrayer Identified
(Judas Ate Morsel), I Go Away, Love One Another, Peter’s Denials Foretold
Chapter 14: Christ is the Way, Truth & Life, Love Me By Keeping My Word, Promise of the Comforter,
Peace I Leave With You
Chapter 15: Christ is the True Vine, The World Will Hate You
Chapter 16: I Go Away, Promise of the Helper
Chapter 17: High Priestly Prayer
Chapter 18: Betrayal of Christ, Arrest of Christ, Trial Before Annas & Caiaphas (I), Peter’s Three
Denials (part 1), Trial Before Annas & Caiaphas (II), Peter’s Three Denials (part 2), Trial
Before Pilate
Chapter 19: Second Trial Before Pilate, Crucifixion of Christ, Death of Christ, Soldier Pierces Christ’s
Side, Burial of Christ
Chapter 20: Resurrection of Christ, Appearance to Mary Magdalene, Commissioning the Disciples, Doubting
Thomas
Chapter 21: Appearance to the Disciples (Sea of Tiberius), Feed My Sheep, Peter & John’s Future/Death

ACTS
The Birth, Growth and Spread of the Church
Chapter 1: Post-Resurrection Appearance of Christ, Commissioning the 11, Judas’ Replacement
Chapter 2: Pentecost: Church Begins (coming of the Spirit), Peter’s Sermon following, Opposition,
Body Life
Chapter 3: Peter Heals a Lame Man, & Sermon to the Jews
Chapter 4: Peter: Persecution (and John), Sermon, Persecution of Peter & John, Suffering Testimony,
Body Life
Chapter 5: Peter: Jail Deliverance, Teaching in the Temple, Before Jewish Council, Apostle’s Suffering
& Evangelism
Chapter 6: Stephen: Miracles, Persecution & Preaching
Chapter 7: Stephen: Sermon to the Jews, & their Opposition
Chapter 8: Philip: Preaching, Miracle & Evangelism
Chapter 9: Paul: Conversion, Evangelism, Persecution & Introduction to the Jerusalem Church
Chapter 10: Peter: Four Corner Vision & Preaching to/Evangelizing Cornelius’ Friends
Chapter 11: Peter: Sermon to the Jerusalem Church, Response, Church at Antioch
Chapter 12: Martyrdom of James by Herod, Peter’s Second Jail Deliverance & Testimony, Herod’s
Response & Death
Chapter 13: Commissioning of Paul & Barnabas, Elymas the Magician, Sergius Paulus, Paul’s Sermon at
Pisidian Antioch, Opposition
Chapter 14: Paul: Iconium ministry (travels, evangelism), Lystra ministry, Jewish Opposition, Paul’s
Return to Antioch
Chapter 15: Judaizor Conflict (Peter’s sermon), Paul & Barnabus, James’s Sermon, Gentile Decree,
Discipleship Mission, John Mark
Chapter 16: Mission to Re-visit/Strengthen Churches (travels, ministry in Philippi)
Chapter 17: Evangelism of Thessalonian Jews (requiring Jason’s silence), Noble Bereans, Opposition,
Travels, Paul Evangelizes the Athenians
Chapter 18: Paul, Evangelism with Aquila & Pricilla, Devoted to & Teaching the Word, Persecuted,
Sosthenes Beaten, Travels, Apollos
Chapter 19: Paul: Preaches & Spirit Falls, Teaches in Tyrannus School, Uproar over Paul’s Gospel
Chapter 20: Paul: Travels in Greece, Syria (Macedonia, sermon beyond midnight), Travels, Parting
Speech to Ephesian Elders
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Chapter 21:
Chapter 22:
Chapter 23:
Chapter 24:
Chapter 25:
Chapter 26:
Chapter 27:
Chapter 28:

Paul:
Paul:
Paul:
Paul:
Paul:
Paul:
Paul:
Paul:

Travels from Miletus to Caesarea, with the Jerusalem Church, Arrest
Defense to the Jews, Travels of Paul
Defense Before the Sanhedrin, Jew’s Murder Plot, Travels of Paul, Taken to Caesarea
Defense Before Governor Felix
Defense Before Governor Festus, King Agrippa & Queen Bernice
Defense Before King Agrippa, Agrippa & Bernice
Voyage & Shipwreck
Snake Bite, Travels, Unhindered Preaching

ROMANS
Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 3:
Chapter 4:
Chapter 5:
Chapter 6:
Chapter 7:
Chapter 8:
Chapter 9:
Chapter 10:
Chapter 11:
Chapter 12:
Chapter 13:
Chapter 14:
Chapter 15:
Chapter 16:

Gentiles’ Condemnation
Jews’ Condemnation.
Jews’ Advantages & Equality
Justification by Faith
Exultations in Christ vs. in Adam
Continue in Sin? (increased grace/not under law)
Continue in Sin? (Law’s sin?/Law killed me?)
No Condemnation or Separation (walking by the Spirit)
Jews’ Salvation (in God’s sovereignty)
Salvation of Jews & Gentiles (present)
Salvation of Jews (future)
Ethics
Ethics
Ethics: Gray Areas
Ethics: Gray Areas
Greetings

I CORINTHIANS
Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 4:
Chapter 5:
Chapter 6:
Chapter 7:
Chapter 8:
Chapter 9:
Chapter 10:
Chapter 11:
Chapter 12:
Chapter 13:
Chapter 14:
Chapter 15:
Chapter 16:

Man’s vs. God’s Wisdom & Foolishness
Evangelism & Spiritual Wisdom (among the mature)
Carnality of Minister Idolatry
Attitude Toward & Authority of Ministers (Church Discipline)
Judging Believers vs. Unbelievers (Lawsuits)
Gray Areas: Food Sacrificed to Idols, Temple Prostitutes
Sex & Marriage (virgins, singles, marrieds, divorce & re-marriage)
Gray Areas: Food Sacrificed to Idols
Minister Rights & Responsibilities
Buffeting Your Body & Gray Areas (Food Sacrificed to Idols)
Womens’ Head Covering & Lord’s Supper Abuse
Spiritual Gifts: Unity Among Diversity
Spiritual Gifts: Love as the Standard
Spiritual Gifts: Prophecy vs. tongues (in church)
Gospel & its Related Resurrections
Greetings

II CORINTHIANS
Chapter 1: Suffering Ethically
Chapter 2: Church Discipline (impending)
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Chapter 2:
Chapter 4:
Chapter 5:
Chapter 6:
Chapter 7:
Chapter 8:
Chapter 9:
Chapter 10:
Chapter 11:
Chapter 12:
Chapter 13:

People as Ministry Products, Greatness of New Covenant Ministry (vs. old)
Suffering in Ministry (and its end)
Evangelism & Ethical Ministry Before Suffering’s End
Discipleship Ministry
Open Up to Discipler, Messenger Sent to Ensure Their Ethics (after church discipline)
Giving: Basis
Giving: Implementation
Ministry Authority & Need for boasting
Necessary Boasting (low & medium intensity)
Necessary Boasting (high intensity, & credibility in)
Discipleship Ministry & Closing

GALATIANS
Chapter 1: Paul’s Gospel Received & Preached Without Organized Church Recognition
Chapter 2: Paul Submits His Gospel to Organized Church, Its Leader Reproved Over Legalism vs.
Justification by Grace
Chapter 2: Legalism Curse vs. Blessed by Faith Like Abraham, Law’s Purpose, Promises & Law’s Role
Chapter 4: Heirs & Sons vs. Slaves, So Live Ethically vs. Legalistically (under the law)
Chapter 5: Ethics: Freedom by Walking By the Spirit
Chapter 6: Ethics vs. The Law as the Answer to Legalism

EPHESIANS
Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 4:
Chapter 5:
Chapter 6:

Blessings of Salvation in Christ, so Pray in Christ
Salvation by Grace, Universal Church’s Salvation, so Live Unified & Ethically
Salvation by Grace, Gentiles’ Salvation, so Pray for All Believers’ Sanctification
Ethics: Church, Ministers, Church
Ethics: All Church & Specific Groups
Ethics: Specific Groups, Spiritual Warfare Weapons, Conclusion

PHILIPPIANS
Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 4:

Paul’s Ministry: Suffering for Evangelism & Discipleship
Humility & Ethics (Christ as supreme example), Future & Present Discipleship Helpers
Ethics, discipleship commitment, ethics vs. false believers
Ethics: All Church, Specific Groups, All Church, Giving (money)

COLOSSIANS
Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 4:

Christ’s Objective & Subjective Work, Evangelism
Discipleship Ministry (of Paul) vs. Legalistic False Prophets
Heavenly-Minded, Ethics: All Church, Specific Groups
Ethics: All Church, Conclusion

I THESSALONIANS
Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 4:
Chapter 5:

Personal Matters & Evangelism Manner of Paul
Evangelism Manner & Discipleship Manner & Desire of Paul
Discipleship Helpers & Intentions of Paul
Ethics & Prophecy Events
Prophecy Timing & Ethics
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II THESSALONIANS
Chapter 1: Ethics
Chapter 2: Prophecy & Ethics
Chapter 2: Ethics

I Timothy
Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 4:
Chapter 5:
Chapter 6:

Evangelism & Discipleship Ministry, Fight the Good Fight of Faith
Men Pray, Women Submit (in church)
Elders, Deacons & All-Church (ex.: laity) Confession
Ethics: All Church
Ethics: Specific Groups
Ethics: All Church

II TIMOTHY
Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 4:

Evangelism
Elders: Evangelism & the Bible
False Prophets vs. the Bible
Bible & Rewarded Suffering

TITUS
Chapter 1: Elders vs. False Prophets
Chapter 2: Ethics: Specific Groups
Chapter 2: Ethics: All Church

PHILEMON
Chapter 1: Appeal for runaway slave reconciliation (and for lodging)

HEBREWS
Chapter 1: God Spoke with Finality in Christ (angel mediators), Christ is Greater Than the Angels
Chapter 2: Don’t Neglect Salvation as Christ is Greater Than the Angels
Chapter 2: Christ is Greater Than Moses, so Don’t Harden Your Heart, but Live Ethically (or be warned
from Old Testament)
Chapter 4: Enter God’s Rest Based on the Bible & Fearing God
Chapter 5: Christ is Greater Than High Priests, Salvation Through the Son, so Don’t Live Immaturely
Chapter 6: Mature & Endure, as You’re Enlightened & God’s Promises are Sure
Chapter 7: Christ is Like & Greater Than Melchizadek, Salvation was Not Through the Levites, so
Draw Near to God
Chapter 8: Christ is Greater Than the Levites & the Law
Chapter 9: Old Testament Had Symbolic Regulations of the Reality in Christ, Both Covenants Needed
Blood, Christ is in heaven
Chapter 10: Christ’s vs. Law Sacrifices, Christ Took Away Sin, so Draw Near to God vs. Willful
Sinning, Endure by Faith
Chapter 11: Faith Heroes of the Faith (faith hall of fame)
Chapter 12: Ethics: Ensure No Immoral Unbelievers Among You, in Fear of God (warning)
Chapter 13: Ethics & Conclusion
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JAMES
Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 4:
Chapter 5:

Trials, Temptation, Gifts & Doers of the Word
Faith & Rich People, Faith & Works
Speech & Teachers, Wisdom From Below vs. Above
Church Worldliness & its Solution, Slander & the Law, Rich Aspirers
Rich Achievers, Poor Believers Patiently Suffering, Prayer & Church Discipline

I PETER
Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 4:
Chapter 5:

Salvation & Sanctification (ethics)
Ethics: Sanctification & Submission
Ethics: Marriage & Sanctification (ethics)
Suffering, Sanctification & Suffering
Ethics & Closing

II PETER
Chapter 1: Ethics, Based on the Bible
Chapter 2: False Prophets & Their Judgment
Chapter 2: False Prophets’ Judgment & Believers’ Ethics (sanctification)

I JOHN
Chapter 1: Walking Obediently vs. Sinfully
Chapter 2: Love One Another, Spiritual Age Groups, God’s Will vs. Worldliness, Anointed Teaching
vs. Anti-Christ Spirit
Chapter 2: Ethics, Love One Another, Assured, so Pray Confidently
Chapter 4: Testing False Prophets, Speech of False Prophets vs. Believers
Chapter 5: Love One Another, Victory, Assurance so Pray Confidently, Believers Sins, 3 We Knows

II JOHN
Chapter 1: Love One Another, Given False Prophets (identified & not to be associated with)

III JOHN
Chapter 1: Support Stranger Ministers, Having a Good vs. Bad Testimony, Doing What is Good vs. Evil

JUDE
Chapter 1: Contend For the Faith, in Light of False Prophets & Their Certain Judgment, Living
Ethically

REVELATION
Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 4:
Chapter 5:
Chapter 6:

Glorified Christ: Soon-Coming Judge
Letter to Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum & Thyatira
Letter to Sardis, Philadelphia & Laodicea
Heavenly Throne, 24 Elders, Sea of Glass & 4 Living Creatures
Book of the 7 Seals, Lamb of God, 4 Living Creatures & the 24 Elders Sing
Lamb Breaks the 7 Seals: Seals 1-6
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Chapter 7: Angels of the 4 Corners of the Earth, 144,000 Sealed, Great Multitude of Tribulation Saints,
Lamb of God
Chapter 8: 7th Seal, 7 Trumpet Judgments (trumpets 1-4)
Chapter 9: 5th & 6th Trumpet
Chapter 10: The Little Scroll
Chapter 11: Temple Measured, 2 Witnesses, 2nd Woe Ends, 7th Trumpet
Chapter 12: Devil Wars with Woman with Child, Woman Flees into Wilderness, Devil Thrown Out of
heaven
Chapter 13: Anti-Christ’s Rise, False Prophet
Chapter 14: 144,000’s New Song, Angel with an Eternal Gospel, Beast-Worshippers Warned, EarthHarvesting Angels
Chapter 15: 7 Angels with 7 Plagues, Song of Moses Sung by Tribulation Saints, Temple of the
Tabernacle of Testimony
Chapter 16: 7 Angels Pour Out 7 Bowl Judgments
Chapter 17: 7 Angels with 7 Plagues, Babylon Harlot Woman on a Scarlet Beast, Anti-Christ & 10 Horns
(kings)—Christ will Overcome
Chapter 18: Destruction of Babylon—Woes: Economic, No Lights, Marriages or Entertainment
Chapter 19: Great Multitude & 24 Elders Praise God, 2nd Coming, Battle of Armageddon, Beast & False
Prophet Thrown Alive in the Lake of Fire
Chapter 20: satan Bound, Millennium, “1st Resurrection,” satan’s Release, Magog Gathering, Devil
Thrown into the Lake of Fire, Great White Throne, 2nd Death
Chapter 21: Eternal State: New Heaven, New Jerusalem
Chapter 22: Conclusion: Closing, Evangelism Invitation, Warning
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THE GOSPEL & LORDSHIP SALVATION
The following are various tweeted thoughts on two crucial issues, we have purposely listed last
(just as Paul saved the best for last, in I Cor. 15:1-8), not even listing them in our Table of Contents (so
the true searcher finds these jewels), and are offered as proof one could probably use our tweets as an
encyclopedia of topical studies, combining posts from any year, as truth is eternal.
1. THE GOSPEL
Good News!
Accept God’s gift today! (II Cor. 6:2) No one is promised tomorrow! Christ could return today, you
could die today, and if you don’t, you’re wasting your life away, when it could 100 percent count for
eternity, every day you live following Jesus. You are missing out, and risking hell, NOT receiving Christ!
It’s fiery, and real. (2/25/20)
Message
(5/21/20)

Most humans go to hell. Many humans never hear how to avoid it. Most Christians never win anyone to
Christ. God wants no one in hell. God wants NO Christian failing to evangelize.
Obviously, there are MANY eternally negative problems NOT getting solved!
Most everyone feels they’ll live to age 80, so many feel they can wait ‘til near their death bed, to deal
with what comes next. They’re missing out, enduring more trials than necessary, losing potential eternal
rewards, and risking a fiery hell, making that assumption. They’re delaying, though death is certain.
Heaven is too flowery an appeal, for some—they may disbelieve it (like the wizard of Oz), or feel that life
is good enough for them, now, to worry about that upgrade. But the reality of hell is faced by everyone,
possibly this moment. You cannot eliminate its subject matter in your evangelizing; it’s the real deal.
Hell
Stick your toe in a scalding hot tub, and tell me you don't need to go tell a neighbor about Jesus! If you
don't understand, don't call yourself a Christian. (10/23/13)
Go stick your toe in scalding water. How tough are you, really? You can’t even do it 5 minutes. Pass
your palm over a candle. How long will you last? (2/24/16)
Hell is NO joke. Run your palm over a candle, or stick your toes in a scalding tub’s water. Are you
tough enough to endure hell, forever? One day, plus, one—eternally. (7/16/16)
Stick your big toe in scalding tub water today to get an inkling of the eternal pain unevangelistic
Christians are forcing on unsuspecting lost neighbors! (11/13/16)
Today, put your entire foot in a scalding hot tub full of water, Christian layman. That is a tickle, a joke, a
giggling pittance of the physical pain YOU are choosing to inflict and impose on the lost people you have
NOT spoken the gospel to, who are your share of the global amount (~41-66). (1/1/18)
If sin has so tainted your heart that you really want to go to hell, stick your big toe in scalding hot water,
today, and tell me you’re man enough to endure hell, forever! You are not—that’s just stubborn pride sin.
Perhaps God will need to work on you, as we pray for you, like maybe humbling circumstances!?
(3/10/18)

PUT YOUR TOES in a tub of scalding hot water, tonight. Move your palm across a candle flame, today.
Start a fireplace fire, and briefly touch an ashen log, afterwards. You have ZERO idea the future you are
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letting people have, Christian! BLOOD (i.e., a person’s life) is on your hands! (Eze. 3:18; Ac 20:26)
GUILTY as charged. (3/5/19)
I can’t describe hell any worse than it is. I can’t even describe it as bad as it is! Go singe your finger in
candle flame, or stub your toe in a scalding tub, then tell me you can handle much worse, forever in hell.
Deny it exists, and you go there 100 percent unprepared! It will be a SHOCK when your body does, and
it will be gruesome. (1/25/19)
If hell is flames forever, why would most people go there?
1. The devil has deluded them;
2. They don’t believe what God has said;
3. They think they can fix it later, but don’t;
4. They believe it’s too harsh, so God won’t let it occur;
5. They never hear how to avoid it;
6. They’re arrogant, thinking they can handle it. (5/21/20)
I won't ask you to believe in God, because the phrase is trending, but after you examine the evidence, by
reading the Bible's book of John, and Josh McDowell's book, Evidence That Demands a Verdict. There
are NO emotional responses required! Love God with all your mind, heart and soul! John 3:16 (5/21/20)
Halloween darkness, despair, sorrow, unable to repent. Hell is the EXACT opposite of heaven, yet
MOST U.S. pastors WON’T warn their own neighbors! (10/30/14)
Heavenly bliss or hellacious horrors? When your body expires, IMMEDIATELY it will be one or the
other. Fire, darkness, pain, no relief, forever. A literal venue for all who reject God’s free salvation.
Why would you? Every human faces this, and every human has ZERO idea what day they’ll die! John
3:16, the Bible (1/1/18)
And II Pet. 3:9 show that that’s NOT God’s will for anyone! And NOWHERE does God command
natural men/lost people/non-Christians to seek out the message of free eternal life for themselves. That’s
against their only spiritual nature to do. No man seeks God (Rom. 3:11). NO, God has authorized,
empowered, deputized and commissioned people already going to heaven to tell ALL who aren’t going
how they can! We often WON’T. (10/28/19)
God wants ALL people to go to heaven (I Tim. 2:4), yet MOST people will go to hell (Mt. 7:14); that’s
due to resisting His heavenly call (Mk. 3:28-28), NOT hearing how to go (Jn. 3:16; Rom. 10:14), delaying
too long (Heb. 9:27), and belief in FALSE ways to get there (Jn. 14:6; Ac. 4:12). Either way, it’s an
eternal TRAGEDY! (3/6/18)
Sinner
We are ALL sinners by merely being born. Just one sin proves and confirms that fact, and God does
NOT balance good vs. bad deeds for heaven! (12/25/13)
People are born sinners. The deed manifests the inner nature, inherited since Adam through fathers. And
one sin makes one guilty of all sins, because the sin isn’t like murder, but represents that which we do to
cut off all God had for us pre-Fall, as humans. (9/20/19)
MOST problems in society tie to sin! You didn’t choose to be a sinner, but you’re BORN one. Your
having a sin nature, from inception, is why you freely choose to sin! God doesn’t tell man be better, or
I’ll send you to hell. He says receive Jesus, so you can go to heaven, as hell IS deserved, and certain
otherwise! (10/9/19)
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Eternity
There is ONLY heaven or hell, hereafter. There is NO cessationism, annihilationism, Purgatory or
reincarnation. The misguided teach that, and the devil uses it to get you to hell. This is NOT exclusivistic
arrogance. Jesus lived perfectly, and He alone can say how you get to heaven, and HE said it's only
through receiving Him. (6/18/18)
There is ONLY heaven or hell, hereafter. There is NO cessationism, annihilationism, Purgatory or
reincarnation. The misguided teach that, and the devil uses it to get you to hell. (7/8/14)
Water baptism DOESN’T save, nor going to church, or doing sacraments! There is NO Purgatory,
cessationism or reincarnation. Those are the devil's myths! (1/6/15)
There is NO Purgatory, reincarnation, cessationism or annihilationism; ONLY heaven or hell, and Christ
within is the ONLY differentiator tween the two! (2/25/15)
Purgatory, reincarnation, cessationism, universalism (i.e., all people get saved) or annihilation—
ALL lies of the devil, designed to keep you on the path to hell, with him forever! Mt. 7:14 says MOST
people will be in hell forever. (I Tim. 2:4)
Cessationism, annihilationism, reincarnation and Purgatory are lies and myths! When you die, it’s ONLY
heaven or hell for you, forever. It will be too late, then! John 3:16 (7/16/16)
Cessationism (i.e., the body just ends), annihilationism (i.e., the body’s destroyed), Purgatory (i.e., a
second chance to avoid hell)… ALL myths and lies! I’m warning you by TRUTH. (1/4/17)
Goodness
Let’s address being a "good man." JESUS HIMSELF denied that HE was (Mk. 10:18, from
humility—a good trait), though He clearly was. Goodness is relative, yet there are differences
between behavior results! Gandhi, MLK and Mother Teresa were "good" in a category more than most of
us! #Distinctions (9/24/18)
Between Hitler and Mother Teresa is a RANGE of human 'goodness' (Christ as 100 percent good). All
humans are born sinners, but NOT all humans sin an equal amount or intensity. (9/24/18)
Goodness In Lost People
Hitler had the capacity to have mouthed good public policy. Mother Teresa could mouth bad policy,
though I DON’T think she would, because of her CHARACTER. It ALL starts in the HEART! (9/11/16)
No one can say every human is living for self, as number one (i.e., there are selfless lost people), but they
are ALL lost! Ghandi and Mother Teresa types are NOT living for self, but without Jesus in their hearts,
they aren’t saved. And it IS Christ within that makes all the difference. (3/3/19)
Be Good
We respect Billy Graham, Mother Teresa and Ghandi. Why? Will anyone respect the legacy you live
when you die—which can happen at any time. DO something BIG! (10/8/14)
You aren’t as bad as you can be, or as good as you can be (nor were Hitler and Mother Teresa). Try to be
your best; you’re only competing against yourself, before God. (1/18/17)
DON’T just admire Mother Teresa, Gandhi and Bill Gates—IMITATE THEM in your own smaller way.
It’s hypocrisy to say that’s positive, but JUST for them. #MakeADifference (4/29/17)
Live for the here-and-now, and have a miserable eternity, as EVERYONE WILL live forever, in
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heaven or hell. There is NO cessationism or annihilationism. This movie called life invariably ends in
heaven or hell, and if you get distracted by what's between the credits, you'll surely end up in the latter.
(6/18/18)

If eternity is real, either in heaven or in hell, why would anyone choose to live like it’s a joke? Yet, you
do, continually! This life is a vapor which vanishes. So is the lifestyle of the rich (Jas. 1). But you
NEVER think that way, people! (11/12/19)
The sooner you think about judgment day and beyond, the quicker you can rightly live today and
tomorrow, based on yesterday's cross of Christ! (3/25/14)
If there is no God, or hell, live any way you please! Even laws don’t allow you to, though. There are
limits/boundaries, for a/good reason. Find meaning in your meaningless existence, if all you’re here for is
to die one day (Ecc. 1:1-11). The richest man in history already lived that way, and made some cogent
conclusions. (4/7/18)
Works
There is ONLY one way 2 heaven. Good works NEVER save, and God doesn't weigh your deeds in the
balance. You either received Jesus, or you didn’t (Jn. 14:6). (1/6/15)
Love
People claim God hates humanity, for allowing hell. If God hated mankind, He’d offer us no way out of
hell. If Jesus didn’t love you, He wouldn’t have paid the sentence for your sins. He would have told his
Father, ‘I’ve done nothing wrong, so I don’t need to go to the cross.’ But He did and died, because He
loves you. He wants you in heaven! (II Pet. 3:9; I Tim. 2:4) (3/0/18)
Age of Accountability
You don’t suffer a bad behavior problem (though some may, with specific sins); you suffer being a sinner,
hell bound without Jesus! You were born that way! Even innocent aborted fetuses are sinners, though
God allows them into heaven, as they never consciously proved that one spiritual nature. (4/21/19)
Carnality
At least most lost people know they risk hell every day. The carnal Christian KNOWS they risk losing
heavenly rewards, and do so anyway. Severe judgment is coming, and deserved, for taking for granted
such a great salvation! Any Christian for whom money is number one (a majority?) is destined to God’s
judging in this life! (11/5/18)
If a Christian doesn’t please God, they earn no rewards, are subject to more trials than otherwise,
problems, sickness and unanswered prayers! So HOW is it that Saviorhooders aren’t sandbagging lost
people, then dumping on them after they make a decision? There’s nothing to dump—only joyous
blessings, that we do CELEBRATE. (2/24/19)
If you want to live in disobedient rebellion against God, and suffer those consequences, in this and the
next life (i.e., lost rewards and blessings), carnality IS taught in the Bible, as a state Christians CAN live
in (not can, as in permitted, but capable of it). God judges His people, and He is not mocked. (5/11/20)
One Way
You are going to hell; the ONLY question is when. The only one way to avoid it is John 3:16. Religion
will NOT get you to heaven. You could die today. Can you handle the TRUTH? (5/23/16)
Grace
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God owes NO man heaven—it’s a gift. Everyone is morally imperfect, and God’s standard is perfection.
One sin and you’re guilty of ALL sins. Only Jesus is perfect. (3/7/15)
One Sin
You can’t help yourself, 100 percent; you’re ‘GONNA sin—it’s your NATURE! And one sin qualifies
you for hell, unless ALL sins get forgiven by asking Jesus to save you. Do it today. (3/7/15)
It is NOT that the jailbird "really" needs Jesus but the saintly gentleman who never received Him is any
better off on judgment day! Rom. 3:23 (1/16/15)
So one sin sentences unforgiven folk to hell? Yes, as one sin is all it took Adam and Eve to lose all the
glories of pre-Fall life (a direct relation with God, with all the perks and benefits that entails). (11/12/17)
ONE sin sentences any human to hell, forever, NOT because one sin is so horrible, in itself, but one sin
separated mankind from God, and caused us to become sinners. ONLY when we are reconciled with God
can we live life confident down here, knowing our afterlife is secure! John 3:16 #ItsHellWithoutHim
(4/7/18)

Jas. 2:10. Isn’t hell severe overkill for one sin? NOT if you know what one sin does to God (and man’s
relation thereto); Plus, you WON’T just do one all your life. (8/29/17)
Let’s go over the Biblical logic of the gospel: Why would anyone be sent to hell for one sin?
1. No one sins just once.
2. One sin broke your connection with God.
3. God gives everyone a chance to not endure that fate.
4. One sin means one is guilty of all, before God (Jas. 2:10).
5. Perfection is Gods standard, seeking heaven’s entrance on your own! (9/16/19)
Urgency
Prophecy is soon, you can die any day, and eternity is SO much longer than 80 years. Prioritize, U.S.
Christians! EDBS… Just do it! (defined at our website) (4/3/14)
And even if prophecy is not imminent, people die every day, unexpectedly, and they ALL surely die.
They MUST hear the Gospel! (7/6/14)
Evangelism
You DON’T have to pay an eternal penalty for your sins, and only one sin makes you guilty of ALL sins,
before God. Let Jesus' cross cover your sins, by faith, today. (12/25/14)
If lost people understood the eternal gravity of this one omission (i.e., evangelism), they’d literally be
protesting, if not burning down church houses! But they’re spiritually unable to conceive of the calamity,
blinded by satan that all is well for them, by such lies as working your way to heaven… (10/28/19)
Why is evangelism urgency needed?
1. The number who do it, compared to the number of lost;
2. People die every day;
3. Seven presentations for a response is the average. (2/17/14)
(Jn. 5:24) Random stranger: You will die, one day. It is certain you will not be in heaven (hell as the
only other alternative), thereafter, if you have never prayed to receive Jesus, according to this verse!
Please do so today! (II Cor. 6:2) (8/25/19)
Christ
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Jesus’ miracles attest He was God as do His words, prophecy fulfillments and perfect life. He said so in
as many humble words. HEED that Prophet! (7/20/16)
Gospel
Jesus died for you on the cross (Jn. 3:16). You do NOT work your way 2 heaven, or work to stay out of
hell; heaven is too perfect to be earned, and hell is too easy to go to, than to work to avoid it; everyone
goes there without Jesus in their heart! There’s not one good reason for anyone to reject God’s free offer,
yet MOST do. (12/1/18)
IF the Bible is true, and the perfect Jesus told the TRUTH, you will FOREVER burn in pain and agony,
with NO let-up. This NEED NOT occur. (John 3:16, Bible) (9/14/14)
ONLY Jesus was perfect, and God in the flesh. ONLY He can save forever. ONLY He can get any and
everyone to heaven (Jn. 14:6; Ac. 4:12). ALL the very moral and good deeds anyone does are just that…
very good deeds; beneficial, profitable, commendable, and honorable, but NONE of them will ever get
anyone to heaven, for they are not ‘salvific.’ (12/1/18)
Christian Sin
Note to NON-Christians: Christians are forgiven, NOT perfect. When we mess up we DISplease God,
but Jesus is morally perfect—you NEED Him (Jn. 3:16, Bible) (1/19/16)
It’s NOT hypocrisy to be imperfect, but to claim a standard you willfully do the opposite of. All people
sin, but Christians’ sins are all forgiven. All others go to hell, sadly. (2/22/15)
Christians are NOT perfect, but forgiven. It’s NOT hypocrisy to be imperfect, but to NOT live by your
claimed standards. The TRUTH is delicious! (Jn. 8:32) (8/13/14)
Jesus is coming soon—are you ready? Heaven and hell are real, and one sin makes you guilty of ALL
sins. Ignore this message to your ETERNAL peril. (4/29/13)
Saved/Salvation
Anyone can use the word "Christian," but unless Jesus lives within them, by having asked Him to through
all their sins being forgiven, they go to hell—period (John 3:16). (2/6/14)
Works
Work’s don’t work to get anyone to heaven! (Gal. 2:16, 21; Eph. 2:8-10; Rom. 3:20) Here’s why… you
must be perfect to enter. You’re born imperfect. (9/1/17)
If you could work your way to heaven:
1. God would owe you, and He’s no man’s debtor.
2. You’d have reason to be proud, and that sin doesn’t enter into heaven.
3. Christ would have died in vain, to pay your penalty, when you could pay it yourself.
In short, works don’t work. Keep your cultural traditions, but get saved! (11/25/18)
You can be Catholic, Muslim, Buddhist, Jew or even Christian church-going, but absent Jesus in your
heart, hell is a certainty forever for you. John 3:16 (6/5/14)
…NOT to say salvation WON’T impact one’s deeds, but it must be received first, and ALL sins forever
forgiven IS good news—not leverage to get you to commit to Christ! (1/5/15)
It’s impossible to get to heaven on your own! Heaven’s entry standard is moral perfection, and everyone
born is born a sinner, so you’re guaranteed to commit at least one sin! Therefore, you can never be
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perfect, so heaven is denied, if based on your "good deeds!" That’s why Christ came, to bridge that gap
between you and He. (12/22/19)
Disclaimer
I’m no better than anyone else; God intervened in my life at age 18, after 10 years as a stagnant Christian.
I pray He’ll do the same for you. Eternity is forever, vs. ~80 years here. Prioritize! (6/7/18)
2. LORDSHIP SALVATION
(4/11/20)

It’s early morn, and I was dead tired, meaning I don’t want to be up writing, but THIS stays in my craw..
People who confuse salvation with sanctification are misrepresenting God! The gospel was slanderously
presented as faith in Christ meaning I let Him drive the car of my life, vs. being in the back seat, and faith
as a synonym for surrender.
Lordship Salvationists teach a life of works save you from hell! For them, the decision lost people need
to make is to start that process, by committing to follow Jesus the rest of their lives. This is discipleship,
NOT salvation!
There is NO aspect of salvation being free, a gift you receive, or an experience called being born again,
but a rebirth every day of the rest of your life! LITERALLY, they have so little intention of having
anything to do with you after the prayer, they throw everything into their invitation, and they DON’T trust
God that if they preach the REAL gospel, you will be saved, unless they add a requirement that you
volitionally address how you’re ‘gonna live after salvation!
GET THEM SAVED FIRST! It’s the most evil, but subtle mixing of separate items, as we have
professionalized false doctrine! Anathema! WHERE is the good news in a message that if you live holy
the rest of your life, you can miss hell and make heaven? EVERY other religion teaches that nonsense!
They use the emotion of music and nice vocal tone and some biblical content to misrepresent God’s
miraculous message, at the very end! All else is fine.
The ASSumption is that a lost person won’t live holy unless they require it for salvation, as a commitment
tied thereto, as they know they’re not ‘gonna disciple anyone who responds, the way Jesus did, they can’t
be sure they’ll ever speak with them again, so they offer meat to people not even yet babies.
Make NO mistake about it—heaven is a free gift you pray to receive, by faith in Jesus' cross
sacrifice/death! Nothing more, nothing less, and there’s only one way! God isn’t asking anyone to be
better, in order to receive it, but to acknowledge their utter dependence on Him, as our sins make us
hopeless. John 3:16
Surrendering, or handing Jesus the keys to your life, to "drive the car" is a decision about how you will
live your life down here AFTER you’re saved! It can happen AT salvation, as it did with Paul, but even
he knew it wasn’t what saved, but sola fide/faith alone! Get it right! II Tim. 1:12
If you doubt or disbelieve what I’m saying, weren’t saved believing this, don’t teach this, or believe ME
to have the false gospel (Gal. 1:8), READ every word and Bible verse found at our Will You Live
Forever? button, Appendix, Lordship Salvation Errors chapter, or our book on the subject, entitled The
Gospel According To God, at http://AmericanAnswers.org.
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You’ NEVER find as much Bible analysis, thorough and exhaustive research, or any source that interprets
and assesses as many Bible verses on the subject! QUIT believing what you were taught, if it’s NOT of
God. Emotional bonds to false doctrine are still sin!
In short, Lordship Salvation is a well-meaning heresy! They WANT credit for being wellmeaning, as if good intentions are good enough, but good execution is also needed, lest you misrepresent
God, and represent the devil, by accident, as a result! FRUSTRATING! Now I lay me down to sleep.
Zzz
Update #1
P.S.: The thief on the cross and the Ethiopian Eunuch are perfect proof that salvation occurs on ONE
DAY—NOT over a lifetime, and they received ZERO follow-up or discipling, and God was FINE with it!
Lordship Salvationists would be out of their minds wondering if their deeds changed!
One more thing… Lordshippers truly believe people adhering to the gospel I read in Scripture are
OPPOSED to commitment, discipleship, and want life easy, with zero moral change. LIES! We just let
Jesus be inside a person, before teaching people how to live with Jesus inside! Getting the cart before the
horse that can risk hell for a person.
No one goes to hell because of their committed sins needing to have been ended! They go to hell because
ALL their sins haven’t been forgiven by Christ’s sacrifice. One sin qualifies a human for hell, and no
particular one sin! Even it only proves to you that you are a sinner, and you’re born that way (i.e., hell
bound).
ALL people will sin at least once. It’s NOT the amount/number of sins, and it’s not promising to be/get
better, or sin less and do better/improve, that saves anyone! Works do not work to get anyone out of hell!
But works are EXACTLY what Lordship Salvationists call lost people to commit to, in their false gospel
heresy! #Contradiction
Three missing ingredients in effective evangelism are:
1. Doing it,
2. A CLOSE relationship with Jesus (power through serious commitment to morality), and especially,
3. Using the Bible in your words, vs. hearing the Bible! We OFTEN paraphrase or use man’s words to
describe what God said, vs. using God’s promise (Isa. 55:1).
When a Christian doctrine gets discussed before lost people, it’s SURE to cause some confusion!
Saviorhooders are NOT against holiness, hiding the negative news/ball, or encouraging remaining in sin!
They simply understand that changing deeds isn’t what saves people, and how people live AFTER
salvation isn’t the gospel message.
The Bible shows a lost woman heard of living water, and Jesus told her once she took a drink, that water
would flow into rivers of the same. It was positive, it spoke of the water doing that—NOT her doing that,
and it all began with her ONLY requirement that she take the drink. Sola fide!
Update #2
(5/11/20)

Salvation/going to heaven is a matter of praying to receive Christ/asking God to save you by forgiving
you of all your sins—past, present and future; accepting His free gift and offer of heaven, NOT based on
good works, the only other destination being hell. John 3:16, the Bible; Do so today!
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Must a lost person be an experiential disciple of Jesus, in order to be sure they’re going to heaven? Must
they turn away from sinful living and fully commit to live holy the rest of their life, in order to qualify to
receive a free gift?
Just to ask the question, in front of lost people, is to risk being accused of focusing on the topic, at the
expense of what salvation REALLY is—forgiveness of ALL sins—past, present and future, and to a
Lordshipper makes them instinctively think you are for humans remaining sinful in their behavior, once
saved (even though that’s UNtrue).
The topic is a "family matter," but in today’s ‘anything goes’ society, where everything is questioned and
debated, invariably lost people can get a hold of Christian books, and hold Christians to the fire
concerning their beliefs, so I simply address meaty/weighty issues, knowing they’re not spiritually
capable of fully grasping the concept in its entirety, but also knowing it affects them directly, as Lordship
evangelizers do exist, so why not just be fully transparent before them, and let them become Berean, to
decide who’s telling them the truth?
Back to the subject… Is surrender and U-turn repenting required for heaven? Those decisions are GOOD
decisions! They’re the RIGHT thing to do. Everyone SHOULD live morally good, and not live sinfully
bad in this life! But is that what the gospel requires in its offer of salvation as a gift? No.
This does NOT mean I am giving any human a license to stay sinful! But how a person lives AFTER
they’re saved is NOT the issue of salvation, which means it is NOT the problem salvation is number one
trying to fix or solve!
You’re going to hell for your sins! Anytime, any day you could be lost forever, to Covid or any other
source of the grim reaper! If you changed your deeds to be 100 percent good, and never sinned again, you
would still be heading to hell/hell bound—period!
Changing your behavior does NOT get you to heaven, or out of hell. So forcing you to promise to do so
doesn’t help you get to heaven, either, as what value is there in promising to do something, and not doing
it, and if you do do it, that’s works, and works do not work to secure salvation.
Update #3
Let’s continue with this Lordship Salvation investigation... HOW do Saviorhooders get people to grow in
Christ?
1. Their eternal life does NOT depend on it, so it’s not part of the gospel’s requirements.
2. Celebrate with a new believer the great thing that has happened to them—being born again! Let them
have a honeymoon stage, before you come calling with a rule book attitude, to bang them over the head
with!
The thief on the cross and Ethiopian Eunuch PROVE that God’s not so concerned with sanctification, that
He skews His gospel message to ensure people commit to it, or they go to hell! There is NO Bible proof
that they ever (or automatically) grew!
3. And when a believer is led to start discipling them, do it Jesus' way! The New Testament had new
Christians gather (i.e., ‘church’), and discipleship happened mainly there! Today, we have
sermonizing/preach-and-be-paid, and little discipling like Jesus!
READ the epistles (i.e., the letters to Christians). Positive incentives abound throughout, VS. what you’d
expect to see in a Lordshipper’s Bible (which you rarely if ever see—statements like ‘you committed to
live for Christ—why aren’t you?’).
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And let’s address Lordshippers’ slanderous accusations, that we’re teaching cheap grace or a two-step
salvation. It was COSTLY grace to Jesus, but it’s FREE for all who will believe! And sanctification
saves no one from hell, so discipleship (the 'second step') isn’t salvation, but its aftermath and effects!
You have to be born, first, before your mom teaches you how to drink milk from a bottle!
What about the calls to discipleship, and Gospel accounts of evangelists speaking of sanctification in their
evangelizing? Jesus spoke openly, to whoever was present, and the only time He separated crowds into
saved vs. lost was when He took the 12 aside, alone! Otherwise, lost people heard whatever He said in
their presence, no matter who the information was intended for!
OF COURSE Jesus would even let lost people hear Him call people to full commitment, as He often
taught public morals, or morality lessons in public (Sermon on the Mount as Exhibit A). He encouraged
full commitment, or one CAN’T be His disciple, but He didn’t use heaven and hell as carrot or stick!
And even two people who thought they were ready to be fully committed, He challenges and questions
them, as to their readiness (Ex.: foxes have holes/dead bury the dead). He NEVER did that concerning
salvation/heaven, but said ‘whosoever will let him come!’
Even the king going to war parable warns that you have to be sure you’re ready to be fully committed, lest
you fail, and get mocked by those watching. That shows it’s NOT something to take lightly, or that
everyone is willing to do. But faith is something everyone can and should do.
Are free gracers teaching license? Are we responsible for the U.S. majority being carnal? No. We teach
new believers are to be discipled, and we trust that ‘He Who began a good work in you will complete it to
the day of glorification!’
God will raise up mentors/tutors in Christ, and we pray to that end. He may even have us do so, though
the workers are few, so a greater need is evangelism. Let pastors disciple, IF they will (Eph. 4).
Biblical discipling is coming alongside a new believer, and mentoring him/her in a positive relationship
involving getting into the word and prayer! It’s NOT listing rules you have to obey to be a "good
Christian." It’s teaching them how to walk, and have an intimate relationship with Christ, using the
MILK of the word.
Get them in the habit of meditation and prayer, in a daily quiet time. Spend time with them; get to know
them. Don’t treat them as customers, but friends you genuinely care about, and do things with them
outside just the spiritual. Be true brethren! Sanctification is NOT legalism, so it’s NOT a negative
experience you throw on people, to burden them in heavy ways, as Christ’s load is light (i.e., grace).
And is this ‘spiritual abandonment,’ as we’re slanderously depicted? Entrusting a new babe into the
hands of God is the greatest adoption process one can imagine. We OFTEN leave discipleship to others,
because others often aren’t evangelizing, and that means billions of people in hell!
I’d rather every Christian be a babe, and us have all people reached, than a smaller percent mature, but
many people unreached with the gospel, and it IS either/or, given the small number who evangelize!
Out of an entire church of claiming Christians, 90+ percent would happily teach Bible information on
spiritual growth, over leaving the premises and speaking the gospel with strangers! Conduct a test if you
don’t believe me!
Lordshippers also say free gracers deem sanctification "optional." We say it’s NOT
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required for heaven. If you want to live in disobedient rebellion against God, and suffer those
consequences, in this and the next life (i.e., lost rewards and blessings), carnality IS taught in the Bible, as
a state Christians CAN live in (not can, as in permitted, but capable of it).
God judges His people, and He prunes those who don’t grow, so they’ll bear more fruit. Lordshippers say
Saviorhooders divide Jesus in half, as Savior vs. Lord, and that He has to be Lord in order to be able to
save. He IS Lord. He’s God almighty, no matter how man thinks of Him, or what decision they make
toward Him!
Does He have to be the Boss of one’s life, the remainder of their earthly existence, in order to go to
heaven? The Bible is answer is a clear ‘NO,’ but there are serious consequences for Christians (not a
message for lost people) who don’t start to grow, sometime!
One parable had a servant tell the master the plant wasn’t growing, and he told the man give it two to
three years, fertilize it, and if I come back and it hasn’t grown, uproot it. That tells me any believer who
hasn’t started growing after two to three years is in for a heap of trouble!
I waited ten years, unknowingly, though in church three times a week. I was saved; I was NOT being
sanctified!
I, LITERALLY, did NOT respond to a Lordship Salvation gospel, nor would I have, at age 8! I’m
eternally grateful that Baptist pastor in Lincoln, Nebraska knew the Bible and gospel message! All I was
thinking, inside, was "I don’t want to go to hell," and God specifically called me to go forward on the
second or third verse of the song, There Is a Fountain!
It was an obvious calling I couldn’t refuse, not because I couldn’t with my will, Calvinists, but I didn’t
want to.
I’ll NEVER credit God leading me to be a disciple, at age 18, as what saved me! Even now, I could
backslide (haven’t since that date, to any significant way), and if I did, that would mean (under Lordship
Salvation) I didn’t do what they would have you promise God, in order to be saved, as they aren’t seeking
surrender for the short-term!
I wasn’t interested in becoming more moral, at age 8! I wasn’t engaged in any major sins I wanted to
cling to (vs. 'repent of'). I wanted salvation, because I heard, then knew I was a sinner, and my sins
needed forgiving, and God offered that to me, as He does everyone, just for the asking in sincere faith.
What I did with my salvation happened ten years later, as I NEVER heard one word I can recall
about growth or commitment or discipleship or daily quiet time. Salvation is easy and free. Discipleship
is hard and costly. It’s SUCH an obvious contradiction for the head of Lordship Salvation to say these are
the same thing, using a military inscription analogy!
P.S.: LOOK at ALL the verses in the New Testament, and you’ll see Lordshippers have more than a 10:1
battle finding clear verses for their claims, both in quality and in quantity! Both sides have 'problem
passages' their opponents cite, but Lordshippers have so many, it would be exhausting to have to defend
their view!
Update #4
(6/9/20)

Let’s address salvation and repenting. Must a human repent in order to go to heaven? Yes. II Pet. 3:9;
Ac. 17:30 WHAT DOES THAT foreign-to-Americans WORD MEAN? People proffer multiple
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definitions, so their opinions are basically irrelevant! It means, from the Greek/original language, ‘metanoeo’/mind change.
Does it ever reference "turning away from sin" in the Bible? Yes. That is a decision/change of mind
regarding repeating sin. Salvation is a change of mind from unbelief or nonbelief to faith in Christ to save
you. The word is used regarding many things people change their minds or make decisions about!
Does God want mankind to stay away from sin, or leave sinful practices? YES. Does He want us proud
or ashamed of our sins? Godly sorrow about their having been committed, which is a work the Holy
Spirit’s conviction sovereignly bestows that sorrow.
People in police custody may feel bad about their crimes, and not just because it screws up their future for
some time. ARE THEY GETTING SAVED WHEN THEY FEEL THAT PAIN? No, they are merely
feeling badly about having committed crime. The feeling doesn’t convert/save them to Jesus.
Isn’t believing in Jesus a decision of turning away from sin? It DEPENDS on what you mean, as always!
The status of living in sin changes when one decides to receive Jesus. They are no longer in darkness, but
God transfers them into His glorious light.
Did they have to choose to abandon sin, in order to be saved? The alternative question is can one decide
to remain living in sin, and still be saved? These two questions are answered by asking about the nature
of salvation!
Salvation is NOT a rescue from sin practice, but sin’s penalty (hell)! OF COURSE, when one hears the
gospel, they are taught that they are sinners, and that sin is wrong, and that being an unforgiven sinner
leads to hell.
So the issue of salvation is receiving forgiveness for ALL, not just some sins! You are incapable of
turning away from all sins, or being perfect, even in Christ, in this life! So requiring that for salvation
would be irrational. At the same time, a conscious decision that you want to remain sinful in your
lifestyle is evidence to the evangelizer that the person is NOT under conviction, and therefore cannot
receive Jesus in sincerity, or can’t be saved, at that time.
The problem lost people face is hell—not sinfulness, per se! Even salvation does not cure the sin
problem, completely or immediately, or perfectly in this life! Christians still can sin, and are always
imperfect. Even if a human could "turn away" from all sins (as one definition people use for repenting),
without receiving Jesus, they are still lost and hell bound, just as if they could live perfectly hereafter!
Receiving Christ saves.
So does God require a non-Christian to decide to turn away from a sinful lifestyle, and decide to live fully
committed to Him and holiness, in order to receive that free gift? God wants all people to live holy and
unsinfully, but the gift of salvation is solely conditioned upon sincere, heart-felt trust in Christ to save
them, according to His promise.
How they will live thereafter gets settled when accepting heaven and avoiding hell is first settled (though
people can decide both at the same time, as Paul did, who attributed that alone to his faith in Christ; II
Tim. 1:12).
Further proof that the U-turn definition NOT found by Greek translating is NOT a behavioral 180 is found
in these three Bible-backed propositions:
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1. No one has to change their behavior in order to be saved, as that is works. Come as you are/just as I
am.
2. THIS verse destroys such poor thinking: Mt. 21:30. One brother SAYS he will do so and so, but
never does; the other one says no, but changes his mind, later, and does it. God is more interested in
acting on a decision than making it, so a decision to turn from sin or live for Jesus isn’t as valuable as
actually doing so, and to require those two decisions, in order to receive a free gift, IS works.
Of course, this doesn’t mean a half-hearted or insincere "faith" saves anyone; it’s not a trivial verbal
assent, or something to take lightly.
3. Mt 3:8. Even the great John the Baptist distinguished between repenting and doing the deeds! He
knew they were NOT the same! So repenting is NOT changed behavior, or a promise to do so that never
comes to fruition. No, it is a change of mind, just as any Greek scholar knows like kindergarten math!
So is being a disciple of Christ, experientially vs. positionally, required for salvation? For
sanctification/second tense salvation, YES. You cannot be saved from the power of sin by remaining
natural, or carnal! But full commitment to live in holiness, in order to receive a free gift, is works, is a
gift that’s not free, and is confusing salvation with sanctification.
The latter follows the former! You have to be saved before you can be sanctified! Unless and until the
Holy Spirit lives inside, NO effort at moral change is spiritually effective! That doesn’t mean lost people
shouldn’t live moral lives, but those deeds will never save them, or earn them any heavenly rewards.
They remotely, possibly could cause less degrees of punishment in hell, though the evidence is scarce,
and any punishment in hell is fiery and eternal, so I’m not sure you’d notice much of a degree difference!
Lost people living morally vs. sinfully is mainly for less troubles in this life. It will never get anyone to
heaven, which is man’s main problem in life! John 3:16, the Bible
Isn’t this teaching Christians to live carnally/fleshly? May it never be! Because all God has done for
them in salvation (past tense new birth), they owe it to God to live like the citizens of heaven that they
are! It’s from gratitude (something you can’t have before you experience the thing for which you’re
thankful). And He eternally rewards it.
So, in conclusion, is living in sin/sinfully what I’ve advocated for, here? May it never be! Carnal
Christians are anathema to God, even though they compose the majority in America, research shows.
Update #5
(6/17/20)

Lordship salvation Christians believe unsaved/lost people’s problem in life is that their behavior is sinful,
& needs to be cleaned up by salvation. Saviorhood Christians believe man’s sin behaviors are the result
of possessing a sin nature, which first has to be made new.
Lordship Salvationists use the word ‘repent’ to mean lost people are to commit to sinning less, & believe
Christ’s calls to discipleship were salvation requirements. Saviorhooders believe turning to Christ in faith
is what alone saves a person, & that even if lost people swore off sins, that decision alone wouldn’t save
them, as receiving Christ does that.
Saviorhood Salvationists believe lost people should behave morally & not sinfully, but not to earn heaven,
but because they’re supposed to, & it probably lessens the troubles this life (vs. the next one) will bring to
them.
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Saviorhood Salvationists believe Christ spoke His discipleship requirements to whoever was in the crowd,
when He spoke, but that they are not detailing requirements for heaven, but for following Him in this life.
Every human has to ‘repent,’ in order to go to heaven, because if one never chooses to trust Christ (a
decision, or change of mind, which is what that word means), they have zero chance at missing hell for
heaven!
Introduction
Majority rule DOESN’T make right doctrine. Saviorhood salvation is correct; Lordship salvation is NOT,
and I have covered ~ALL verses on it at our website. (10/6/14)
Why refute Lordship Salvation so avidly? Doesn’t that make you evil, and opposing repentance and
righteousness? NO; define it right, and how to be good the right way. (8/10/14)
Free Grace became a popular term for the opposing camp in the Lordship salvation debate... by Ryrie,
Swindoll, Stanley, Geisler and Bill Bright. –Wikipedia (8/12/14)
Origins
Lordship Salvation is well-meaning! Its modern founder wanted his church to be more holy, so he
designed a "gospel" that front-loaded the real gospel to ensure people would be made to be committed to
holiness from the start. Now his book deletes that honest testimony! Good Cali man otherwise.
(11/25/19)

Dr. John MacArthur began that belief in the 1980's, by HIS admission, to curb sinfulness in the church.
Law (false doctrine) is ineffectual for that. (12/25/14)
The origins and motives behind the Lordship Salvation heresy, now deleted from his latest versions of
that same book, as the words are INCRIMINATING! (6/7/19)
Personal
I will happily fight this battle against Lordship Salvation alone, as many at Dallas seminary seem to have
cowered from the fight with the passing of Zane Hodges and Charles Ryrie. The truth of the Gospel is at
stake, even if everyone around you buys into lies! God still cares! (2/26/19)
Disclaimer
God knows who is saved; we may never know for sure about others but ourselves, but to those who are,
live holy (II Tim. 2:19; I Pet. 1:15-16). There is NO good reason to exhort this, under Lordship Salvation,
as they require that commitment in order to qualify for a free gift. (7/12/18)
Issue
The two views are commonly called Lordship Salvation, and Free Grace or Saviorhood Salvation. The
nutshell is there are EITHER 1 or 3 things a non-Christian must do to be saved/go to heaven. Either they
must sincerely and with full heart trust Jesus to save them forever, or they must commit to stop sinning
and commit to live righteously, the rest of their life, and receive Jesus. (9/20/19)
Salvation is by grace alone through faith alone in Christ alone. That simple assertion (that even children
can understand) still gets missed by your majority position in the American Christendom of the Lordship
Salvation heresy! (2/26/19)
And a lost person’s number one and most urgent need is NOT to stop sinning and live righteous (though
they need to, post salvation), but to be forgiven! They face hell at any minute! If a lost person lived the
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rest of their life morally perfect (the ultimate Lordship Salvation success story), they’d still go to hell,
absent Christ inside. (6/11/18)
The FALSE gospel of Lordship Salvation teaches lost people they have to commit to live the remainder of
their life for goodness and not sin—or God won’t save them. Under their theory, you should find ZERO
exhortations to sanctification or education about salvation, in the New Testament epistles to churches—
just words about doing what you promised to God. (11/18/17)
It makes ZERO sense that epistles write Christians to tell them to live holy, given Lordship Salvation!
Just say fulfill your vow (which it NEVER says). Just list prohibitions and commands, negative and
positive (which it RARELY does). Why did the Apostles in the book of Acts check up on converts, vs.
just say fulfill your vow? (10/5/19)
The Bible gives MANY incentives for Christians to live for Christ. Those make NO SENSE if they were
required to fully commit, for life, to do so, in order to get saved! Just fulfill your vow! Lordship Salvation
is neither free, nor a gift, nor good news! It’s telling lost people you need to be unsinful and holy.
(5/31/19)

Salvation is a FREE gift; discipleship is costly. If you can't see the difference, open your eyes, and read
‘Lordship Salvation Errors’ in our website’s Appendix (Will You Live Forever? button, at this website).
(10/22/13)

The ONLY reason Lordship Salvation's Gospel invitation wording is NOT debated much by pastors is so
LITTLE evangelism happens anymore. That’s where the rubber hits the road! (12/2/15)
Authorities
ALWAYS test ANYONE's theology only by the Bible! (Ac. 17:11, 20:27; I Jn. 2:27, 4:1). BOTH have
seminary degrees and pastoring experience, and have written books on the Bible. READ my spiritual
website on Lordship Salvation, and Facebook on tithing! I PROVE my cases (lawyer habit)! (Ac. 26:26)
(12/9/9)

Mixture/Balance
The TRICKY middle ground between free grace/Saviorhood and Lordship Salvation is to say to lost
people, be saved by faith, and ask them to surrender their lives to Jesus, mixing the two, and never
(falsely) saying that commitment is required for salvation. Cowardice and deception sins, OPPOSITE
Col. 4:4. (5/31/19)
Repent
A tweet, today, said Apple’s CEO should repent. The lost interpret that as he needs to stop being gay in
order to get saved (Lordship salvation error). (10/30/14)
Faith
Let’s further discuss the Lordship Salvation HERESY: God’s Bible says faith saves people forever.
Faith is NOT a synonym for full commitment to ethics and not sin, for life! It’s trusting that God does
what He promised, and He promised to save if people believe! Believe what? Trust Him to (eternally)
save. (6/2/19)
Gift
Salvation is a FREE gift! No one, today, will tell their kids if you don’t commit to fully use this toy the
rest of your life, I won’t give it to you. God is NO Scrooge! (12/25/14)
Disciple
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Paul DIDN’T hold to Lordship Salvation, which would have no rational reason to exhort Christians to
sanctification, since full commitment ('surrender') was required by them for FREE salvation (I Th. 2:1112). And why did this church turn out so well? It’s how they viewed God’s word! (I Th. 2:13) (7/12/18)
Salvation is FREE to you. Discipleship is COSTLY to you. If you can’t see this in Scripture, John
MacArthur’s book WON’T help your case on Judgment Day, pastors! (11/20/15)
Christians get used by Satan when their interests are set on man's vs. God's interests! (Mt. 16:23) It CAN
happen, despite Lordship Salvation requiring the opposite, in order to get saved! The immediate context
is that discipleship commitment requirements follow that fact. (Mt. 16:24-26) (7/10/18)
Lordship Salvation’s Problems
No one is partly saved! LOOK at this amazing passage, that KILLS the false doctrine of Lordship
Salvation. It’s addressed 2 Christians, and instructs us that we have spent enough time sinning, and it’s
time to grow up! I Pet. 4:1-5, as even our old sinful friends (I Cor. 15:33) will be held to an account
before God. (7/13/18)
I Cor. 16:13 makes little sense under Lordship salvation, as full commitment for life was required by them
for one to be saved. Paul is quite harsh, here, yet 100 percent righteous in what he said (I Cor. 16:22).
You show love of God by making him number one in your life, thus leading to your obeying his voice,
Christian. (7/11/18)
Rom. 14:11-14 makes NO SENSE under Lordship Salvation, as THEY require this commitment for life,
in order to receive their un-free FALSE gospel invitation! Rom. 14:11 Did you know one day you will
bow and confess that Jesus is God? It WON’T help you get in heaven, but you will! John 3:16, the Bible
(7/11/18)

I Tim. 6:12 makes NO sense under Lordship Salvation! To tell a Christian to take hold of salvation, when
YOU required them to, or they couldn’t be saved! (3/3/17)
II Cor. 6:14-17 is written to CHRISTIANS. If Lordship Salvation were true, they had to commit to come
out and be separate, in order to be saved! (3/3/17)
I Cor. 6:10-11 and 17 SHOW the process: You get washed (salvation), then are exhorted to live
accordingly. Lordship Salvation puts verse 18 in their Gospel! (3/3/17)
When you teach a false gospel (i.e., Lordship Salvation), you either get fake conversions, or conversions
mixed with false thinking and theology, and no relational discipling, because that’s on the convert to do,
as they had to promise to in order to be saved! Hence, carnality/sin REIGNS in the U.S. Church!
(1/29/20)

The HERESY of Lordship Salvation blames the new Christian entirely, if they don’t show fruit and grow.
NOWHERE in the entire Bible did that occur, except one time where the newbie was miraculously
abandoned (Ac 8:39). Lordshippers are terrible, lazy (sinful) disciplers! Grow them up! (10/5/9)
Lordship Salvation is not good news, free, grace, or clear. It confuses salvation with sanctification, frontloads God’s Gospel, is works, couched in a promise to do them, and has to be of the devil, if free grace is
correct! It can’t be both, as I’ve consistently taught since 1985! (Gal. 1:8) (2/28/19)
Lordship salvation says it’s GOOD NEWS! If you’re interested, desirous or willing to live holy all your
life, God will let you do to heaven. Free gift? Positive? (11/4/15)
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Lordship Salvation can’t know the peace of eternal security, as they view salvation as a lifelong process
of good works that you commit to, in order to be saved. The peace of KNOWING you’re going to heaven
enables you to live right, to please the One you will soon see, face-to-face! NO fear of going to hell!
(6/3/18)

Lordship Salvation is salvation by works. Pastors who preach it CHOOSE to ignore the obvious, that
FEW Christians actually live up to their uncommanded of God commitment, even though their THEORY
says they must, or they don’t meet His salvation requirements. Blind to contradictions from FLESH.
(10/17/17)

Salvation by good works is the exact same thing as Lordship Salvation, absent sincere, heart-felt faith—
the ONLY part of their gospel where they get things correct. Do free gracers, therefore, teach that
Christians can live any way they want, after salvation? May it never be! That’s false slander and false
doctrine. (10/16/17)
There should be ZERO instances of sinfully living Christians in the New Testament, under the false
doctrine of Lordship Salvation, because how they would live the rest of their life was forever settled at
salvation, or they would not get any salvation, under the false gospel of Lordship! (10/16/17)
Following Jesus is the same as receiving Jesus no more than receiving a gift is using a received gift.
Lordship Salvation's thinking is SKEWED! (6/18/17)
So under Lordship Salvation, a promise to God is worth more than DOING the promise, and salvation is
conditioned on your promise, vs. trusting God to do all the saving. (3/28/17)
Lordship Salvation using doubt of another’s salvation as leverage to provoke good works is NOT biblical
Christianity, and is akin to a works doctrine! (3/28/17)
Lordship Salvation CAN’T assure a lost person they’ll go to heaven, until their DEATH BED, to see if
they endured with good works all their life as REQUIRED. (11/20/15)
Any Christian who backslides lost their salvation, under the Lordship Salvation error, as they require
commitment to lifelong righteousness to qualify for salvation. (3/3/17)
Lordship salvation is NOT a gift, nor salvation. It is getting lost people to commit to what EVERY other
religion seeks—changed behavior decision. (2/19/17)
Lordship salvation is Married At First Sight; Saviorhood salvation is The Bachelor; Better: normal dating
(i.e., get to know each other before full commitment). (3/19/16)
Lordship Salvation plans the wedding before the question has been popped. They decorate the couple’s
home before any wedding has been scheduled. (12/2/15)
Lordship salvation teaches salvation is a lifelong process, not punctiliar at a point in time, with eternal
effects. See our website for a FULL refutation of it! (2/27/16)
Babies don't grow without milk and tutors, but Lordship Salvation tries to front-load all that, requiring
one huge commitment in order to receive a FREE gift. (10/10/13)
Lordship salvation says faith alone will NOT get anyone to heaven (or twists and redefines faith).
HERESY! It says God WON’T save those who call upon His name. HERESY! (Rom. 10:13) (10/30/15)
Lordship salvation says that despite your ONLY spiritual nature being evil, commit to be good, or you
deserve to go to hell. That’s GOOD news worth sharing? (11/4/15)
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Rededication of one’s life is NONSENSICAL under Lordship Salvation, as they either lost their
salvation, or never had it. These are the ONLY two alternatives for them. (11/10/15)
Lordship Salvation is UN-sure faith alone is enough. ALWAYS focusing on MAN, his works and his
will—NO concept of grace, or how great salvation is. (11/13/15)
Lordship salvation is self-defeating, as it teaches full commitment or no salvation, then implores believers
to more commitment (all the time)! (1/12/16)
Lordshippers: IF sinful behavior was man’s problem, stopping it, and starting righteous deeds would cure
it, but works don’t work. Man’s sin nature is their problem! (3/19/17)
Deeds are NOT perfect evidence that one is saved! Gandhi never received Jesus, and Christians can act
quite evilly (I Cor. 5:1+;II Tim. 4:10; Ac. 8:19-21). See our website for much more evidence. (8/27/15)
If a lost person lived PERFECT the rest of their life, they still would go to hell without Jesus in their heart
(i.e., what Saviorhooders get done through the TRUE Gospel)! (11/13/15)
Here are the accounts of the apostles’ first encounters with Jesus: Mt. 4:18-22, 9:9; Mk. 1:16-20, 2:14,
3:13-19; Lk. 5:27, 6:13-15; Jn. 1:35-51. To one He spiritualized His vocation (fishers of men), and to
another He merely proved Himself a prophet. Usually, He simply said ‘follow Me.’ (3/2/19)
Saviorhood Salvation Problems
Spiritual abandonment is better than no spiritual birthing in the first place, through evangelism! Lordship
Salvation is the same decision every works-based religion requires people to make, to, hopefully, go to
heaven, absent free grace's one faith requirement. (2/26/19)
Saviorhooders get accused of not caring if Christians grow in Christ. Maybe some; certainly not I!
Lordship Salvation is nothing different from a decision to live life-long by works, as required for heaven!
The ONLY difference from other religions is that faith saves (i.e., Saviorhooder’s assertion)! (2/26/19)
Results
You’ll NOT likely convince people saved by Lordship Salvation, but you must try to get them to
evangelize with the correct heaven requirements, as they can scare people into hell, requiring more than
Jesus taught! I’d have been one of them. People emotionally cling to their sacred experiences.
Saviorhood is the correct gospel! (2/28/19)
Whether a Christian is saved on the Lordship Salvation heresy, or Saviorhood sound doctrine, they still
have to grow in Christ! Only hearing sermons every week doesn’t get 'Thy word laid on my heart.' (Ps.
119:9-11), or establish any deep, 1:1 relation with God. So carnality reigns in 70-90 percent of American
WASPs. (6/26/18)
Lordship Salvation pastors MUST teach that most U.S. Christians are lost, as most are NOT meeting
God’s requirements for a disciple. Some may be unsaved, but many are merely carnal! (6/21/17)
Conclusion/Disclaimer
You may have noticed that I despise Lordship Salvation. I’ve fought it publicly since 1985, when I was
asked to leave the pastorate, DISbelieving it! (3/31/17)
So why would anyone teach the Lordship Salvation heresy? 1. They were saved by it, and can’t separate
experience from theology; 2. They can’t intellectually distinguish salvation from sanctification, or see
it/that distinction in Scripture. (3/27/17)
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In short, Lordship Salvation is NOT biblical. I DON’T say this to anger anyone. I’m commissioned to
say the truth, so I do—let the cards fall where they may. (11/4/15)
Why would God not require commitment to live holy, in order to be saved, but would require it, in order
to live as a Christian? This doesn’t make any sense, requiring a commitment as soon as one is saved.
Salvation is free; sanctification is costly. God doesn’t use the threat of hell or promise/reward of heaven,
to motivate good deeds, and works don’t work. In short, salvation changes everything! Plus, the Bible
does not teach that Christians are to immediately start fruit inspecting, upon one’s salvation, or burdening
them severely with all the rules you can find in sanctification! (Ac. 15:20; Mt. 11:30; I Jn. 5:3) God does
not coerce morality, or force commitment to it under threat of hell or reward of heaven. Lordshippers say
this makes discipleship optional. It makes morality/holiness free willed. (6/20/20, Unpublished)
Assurance of Salvation
So many Christians think they're going to heaven, so all is well. God kills some prematurely,
punishes, shame can occur in heaven and there can be lost rewards for Christian carnality. (6/5/14)
Carnality
I Pet. 1:15-16. There is NO good reason to exhort this, under Lordship Salvation, as they require that to
qualify for a free gift! Verse 18 shows that people in church can apostatize, and only God knows for sure
if some or all of them are lost or saved. (7/12/18)
There are eternal rewards for disciplining yourself for sanctification! II Tim. 2:20-21; I Tim. 6:6-7
(7/12/18)

The Bible speaks of two definitions of 'sinner.' ALL humans are sinners before they receive Jesus, and
Christians aren’t perfect, but they are saints, through Christ. (3/13/18)
I’ve seen many tweets about people hating Christians. Overlook them… Jesus is perfect, and what you
need. DON’T spite our sins by going to hell! John 3:16, the Bible (8/23/15)
Pv. 20:9; Ecc. 7:20; Rom. 3:10-12; I Jn. 1:9 The FACT that NO human is morally perfect (except Jesus)
is NOT a valid excuse for sin. (6/9/16)
DO NOT base your decision on eternal destination on Christians' acts. ALL are imperfect, but Jesus!
(7/5/14)

Accountability
Everyday your life is being filmed, but NOT by big brother; live accordingly! Pray to receive Jesus for
ALL your sins to be forgiven (Rom.14:11-12) (11/7/13)
EVERY act/thought/intention and desire will be judged, for rewards to the believer, and one sin for the
lost to send them to hell. There’s no way around it! Be prepared. (11/12/13)
Saviorhooders are NOT 'light on sin.' We teach the lost that one sin qualifies you for hell, left unforgiven.
We also ask them to ask for such forgiveness, and admit they are sinners. (8/11/14)
Revival
O American church—HOW I wanted to bless you with revival, but your pastors were UN-willing to
evangelize ALL for whom I died. (Cf.: Mt. 23:37) (10/28/14)
WHO ELSE WAS CALLING FOR REVIVAL BACK THEN? Name me someone—please! (Sleeping
giant church, 2014!) (6/17/18)
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If the American church wants revival, the fire of Acts 2 fell on many discipled three years by Jesus, and II
Chron. 7:14 has 4 steps—not JUST prayer! (11/2/13)
If we REALLY want revival, and our land healed, let it begin with ‘ME!’ (II Chron. 7:14, by analogy
only). (11/8/13)
I reprove because God leads me to, because IF His church's leaders did HIS priorities the world would
change. II Chron. 7:14 by analogy; please do it. (2/8/14)
Please judge America, Lord! The TRUE church has done II Chron. 7:14, and warned the lost about hell
and prophecy. The vine is ripe for the winepress! PLEASE come soon! (6/26/15)
PLEASE inform me who said "it’s more important for America to bless God than for God to bless
America." Smart person! Revive America. II Chron. 7:14 (6/28/15)
Sin will be increased, before prophecy transpires, and FEW people do evangelism and discipling. Laws
WON'T curb that trend, but the Church potentially COULD (II Chron. 7:14). (2/15/14)
II Chron. 7:14 is NOT a one-time event in your life, and NOT just a prayer. It is committing to live for
God’s priorities, I identify as primarily EDBS priorities. (9/12/14)
II Chron. 7:14 TELLS you… DO God's priorities, and you’re all but fully fulfilling its FOUR STEPS—
not just praying for America. I Tim. 2:1-8. Pray for ALL. (9/2/14)
For the sake of newcomers here, I’ll review what’s MOST needed in America—spiritual revival, II
Chron. 7:14, and 100 percent FULL evangelism. (7/9/15)
Pray yes. Seeking God’s face is FULL commitment and pursuit of God. Turn means to quit sinful habits.
Doing right things is EDBS priorities, and morality, U.S. Church. (II Chron. 7:14) (7/7/14)
IF we believe II Chron. 7:14 applies, we'll TURN from our wicked ways, like showing love in the number
one way, by evangelizing ALL lost people, U.S. pastors. (1/28/14)
II Chron. 7:14 has FOUR elements, NOT just prayer meetings! We WON’T do our part, so God is not
obligated to fulfill His promise! QUIT the charade and game-playing/playing church! (2/8/15)
America’s ONLY ultimate hope (II Chron. 7:14; Jn. 14:6): U.S. Church—DO “EDBS” priorities (defined
at our website). (Eph. 5:11, 14, 16; Ac. 26:25) (2/17/14)
You can pray ‘til you’re hoarse, and your knees are bruised, but UNLESS we do TOP priorities, we are
NOT fulfilling II Chron. 7:14! #ReviveTheAmericanChurch (1/7/15)
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SAVIORHOOD SALVATION PRAGMATIC SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY
SANCTIFICATION
Priorities
(Lk. 10:38-42) The only necessary act in life, post-salvation, is spending time with Jesus: The Lord
said to her, “Martha, Martha, you are worried and bothered about so many things; but only one thing is
necessary, for Mary has chosen the good part.”
Effort
(Lk. 11:28) Obeying the Bible takes effort—it is not automatic with salvation, but it is blessed by
God: a women in the crowd said to Him, “Blessed is the womb that bore You and the breasts at which
You nursed.” But He said, “On the contrary, blessed are those who hear the word of God and observe it.”
(Eph. 4:15) Effort is required; speaking truth, we are to grow: speaking the truth in love, we are
to grow up in all aspects into Him who is the head, even Christ.
Voluntary
(Lk. 11:41) Commitment to holiness is charity vs. obligation, but choosing to do so makes one’s
choices clean: Give that which is within as charity, then all things are clean for you.
Means
(II Th. 2:13) The word of God works in those who believe: We should always give thanks to God for
you, brethren beloved by the Lord, because God has chosen you from the beginning for salvation through
sanctification by the Spirit and faith in the truth.
(Phil. 1:6) Paul is certain that God will complete the work He began at salvation: I am confident of
this very thing, that He who began a good work in you will perfect it until the day of Christ Jesus.
Defined
(I Cor. 11:1) Sanctification is following Christ’s example, iteratively and progressively: Be
imitators of me, just as I also am of Christ.

REBUTTING LORDSHIP SALVATION
Ethics Exhortation
Glorify God
(I Cor. 6:19-20) Because we have been bought with a price, and are not our own, believers are
exhorted to glorify God in their bodies (note, it doesn’t say because you promised to, in order to
qualify for salvation): do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you,
whom you have from God, and that you are not your own? For you have been bought with a price:
therefore glorify God in your body.
(I Th. 5:14) Christians are exhorted to be good, and not evil (I Th. 5:22; II Th. 2:15): We urge you,
brethren, admonish the unruly, encourage the fainthearted, help the weak, be patient with everyone.
Goodness
(Rom. 16:19) Paul exhorts Christians to be good, and not evil, and he and others rejoice over this
church’s obedience—not that it’s automatic or guaranteed/expected in every case
(not guaranteed, but exhorted): The report of your obedience has reached to all; therefore I am
rejoicing over you, but I want you to be wise in what is good and innocent in what is evil.
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(I Tim. 1:18) A pastor is exhorted by Paul to fight the good fight of faith (not guaranteed, but
exhorted): This command I entrust to you, Timothy, my son, in accordance with the prophecies
previously made concerning you, that by them you fight the good fight.
(Tit. 3:1-7, 14) Christians need to be reminded to engage in good deeds: Remind them… [to do
good]… This is a trustworthy statement; and concerning these things I want you to speak confidently, so
that those who have believed God will be careful to engage in good deeds… These things are good and
profitable for men. Our people must also learn to engage in good deeds…
Rest
(Heb. 3:7-11, 4:11-13) The author warns believers to enter God’s rest, warning them not to
harden their hearts (proving they could do so): TODAY IF YOU HEAR HIS VOICE, DO NOT HARDEN YOUR
HEARTS… Therefore let us be diligent to enter that rest… For the word of God is living and active and
sharper than any two-edged sword…
Focus
(Heb. 12:1-4) Exhortation for believers to keep their eyes fixed on the prize, Jesus (carrot): Let
us run with endurance the race that is set before us, fixing our eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of
faith.
Exhortation
(Tit. 1:1) Christians exhorted to sanctification, based on the Bible (Tit. 1:9): Holding fast the
faithful word which is in accordance with the teaching.
(Heb. 5:11-6:8) This exhortation to Christian growth (based on ingesting the word) proves that
sanctification is not automatic, nor guaranteed by Lordship Salvation false requirements for
heaven: For though by this time you ought to be teachers, you have need again for someone to teach
you the elementary principles of the oracles of God, and you have come to need milk and not solid food…
Therefore leaving the elementary teaching about the Christ, let us press on to maturity, not laying again a
foundation…
(Heb. 10:19-30) Carrot and stick motivators for believers! For God to do that makes NO sense,
under Lordship Salvation, as people had to promise to do good and not evil, in order to be saved:
[Since, since] Let us hold fast the confession of our hope without wavering… For if we go on sinning
willfully after receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no longer remains a sacrifice for sins, but a
terrifying expectation of judgment.
(Heb. 10:35-39) Reward (carrot) is spoken of for retaining a believer’s confidence, and a warning
not to shrink back to destruction (stick), but keeping faith, for the preserving of the soul (vs.
heavenly citizenship): Do not throw away your confidence, which has a great reward… We are not of
those who shrink back to destruction, but of those who have faith to the preserving of the soul.
(Heb. 12:12-13) Exhortation to Christian morality (irrational under Lordship Salvation):
Strengthen the hands that are weak and the knees that are feeble, and make straight paths for your feet.
(Heb. 13:5, 15) Under Lordship Salvation, you would only expect the New Testament epistles to
educate Christians on sins and virtues—NEVER incentives for doing good and not bad, as that
decision was required for salvation: Make sure that your character is free from the love of money…
Through Him then, let us continually offer up a sacrifice of praise to God, that is, the fruit of lips that give
thanks to His name. And do not neglect doing good and sharing, for with such sacrifices God is pleased.
(Jas. 1:20-22) James is teaching Christians to commit to sanctification, based on the Bible
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(irrational, according to Lordship Salvation): The anger of man does not achieve the righteousness of
God. Therefore, putting aside all filthiness and all that remains of wickedness, in humility receive the
word implanted, which is able to save your souls. But prove yourselves doers of the word…
(Jas. 4:7-10) Exhortation to believers to do good and not bad (not guaranteed, but exhorted):
Submit therefore to God. Resist the devil and he will flee from you. Draw near to God and He will draw
near to you. Cleanse your hands, you sinners; and purify your hearts, you double-minded.
(I Pet. 1:13, 17, 22-25, 4:7, 5:12) Exhortations to Christian ethics: Submit therefore to God. Resist
the devil and he will flee from you. Draw near to God and He will draw near to you. Cleanse your hands,
you sinners; and purify your hearts, you double-minded…
(I Pet. 3:8-9, 13-14) Exhorting Christians to do good and not do evil (irrational under Lordship
Salvation): To sum up… [ethics]; for who is there to harm you if you prove zealous for what is good?
(Eph. 4:1) Christians are told to walk worthy of their calling (Phil. 1:27): I implore you to walk in a
manner worthy of the calling with which you have been called…
(II Pet. 1:1-13, 15) Exhortation to Christians maturity (irrational under Lordship Salvation), and
that reminders are required: Now for this very reason also, applying all diligence, in your
faith supply [ethical traits]… I will also be diligent that at any time after my departure you will be able to
call these things to mind.
(II Pet. 3:11-14, 17-18) Exhortation of believers to sanctification (irrational under Lordship
Salvation): Since all these things are to be destroyed in this way, what sort of people ought you to be in
holy conduct and godliness… grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
(I Jn. 1:3) Exhortation of believers to sanctification (fellowship with God, Christ and believers):
We proclaim to you also, so that you too may have fellowship with us.
(I Jn. 1:5-7) Exhorting believers to sanctification: This is the message we have heard from Him and
announce to you, that God is Light, and in Him there is no darkness at all… if we walk in the Light as He
Himself is in the Light, we have fellowship with one another…
Exhortations of believers to sanctification: I Jn. 2:9, 12-17, 2:27-3:2, 3:4, 6, 22, 24, 4:4, 16, 21, 5:1-5,
20-21
(III Jn. 1:11) Christians exhorted to do good and not evil (irrational under Lordship Salvation):
Do not imitate what is evil, but what is good.
(Jude 1:3) Christians exhorted to contend earnestly for the faith: I felt the necessity to write to you
appealing that you contend earnestly for the faith…
(Jude 1:20) Exhortation of believers to sanctification: Beloved, building yourselves up on your most
holy faith.
(Rev. 16:15) Exhortation of believers for sanctification: Blessed is the one who stays awake and
keeps his clothes.
Thinking
(I Cor. 14:20) Christians are instructed to not be childish in their thinking, but in evil. If Lordship
Salvation is true, wasn’t that instruction addressed when they got saved?: Brethren, do not be
children in your thinking; yet in evil be infants, but in your thinking be mature.
(I Cor. 16:13) Be alert, stand strong in faith, act like men and be strong: Be on the alert, stand firm
in the faith, act like men, be strong.
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(Heb. 2:1-4) Christians are told to pay closer attention to what they’ve heard (not guaranteed, but
exhorted), because God judges: For this reason we must pay much closer attention to what we have
heard, so that we do not drift away from it.
Spiritual Armor
(Eph. 6:11) Christians are told to put on the whole armor of God—it is not automatic upon
salvation—sanctification takes effort: Put on the full armor of God, so that you will be able to stand
firm against the schemes of the devil.
(I Th. 3:8) Christians are told to stand firm in the Lord (not guaranteed, but exhorted): For now
we really live, if you stand firm in the Lord.
Prayer
(Col. 1:9-14) Paul prays that believers would walk rightly. He does not tell them they promised to,
in order to get saved.
Christ Role Model
(Heb. 3:1-2, 6) Christians are exhorted to consider Christ’s faithfulness, so they’ll be faithful (not
guaranteed, but exhorted): Consider Jesus… Christ was faithful as a Son over His house—whose
house we are, if we hold fast our confidence…
Sin Renouncing
(I Pet. 4:1-5) Believers are told their time for living sinfully has expired, and isn’t beneficial or
rewarding for them (irrational under Lordship Salvation): Arm yourselves also with the same
purpose, because he who has suffered in the flesh has ceased from sin, so as to live the rest of the time in
the flesh no longer for the lusts of men, but for the will of God. For the time already past is sufficient for
you to have carried out the desire of the Gentiles…
(I Pet. 2:1-3) Peter tells believers to put aside sins and long for the Bible, so they can grow: Putting
aside all malice and all deceit and hypocrisy and envy and all slander, like newborn babies, long for
the pure milk of the word, so that by it you may grow in respect to salvation.
(I Pet. 2:11) Christians exhorted to abstain from fleshly lusts (not guaranteed, but exhorted):
Beloved, I urge you as aliens and strangers to abstain from fleshly lusts … Keep your behavior
excellent…
(Eph. 4:17-24) Don’t walk/live as lost people do, but lay aside sins… this written to believers, which
is what Lordship Salvationists require of lost people to get saved (contradiction): So this I say, and
affirm together with the Lord, that you walk no longer just as the Gentiles also walk… in reference to
your former manner of life, you lay aside the old self… and that you be renewed in the spirit of your
mind, and put on the new self…
(Eph. 5:11-17) Do not participate in the unfruitful deeds of darkness, but instead even expose them
(same rebuttal as Eph. 4:17-24): Do not participate in the unfruitful deeds of darkness… “Awake,
sleeper, and arise from the dead…” Therefore be careful how you walk, not as unwise men but as wise.
(I Cor. 6:18) Christians being told to flee sexual perversion. If U-turn repenting was required for
salvation, wouldn’t this exhortation be mute: Flee immorality.
(Rev. 18:3-4) Exhortation of saints to separate themselves from the sins of the world: All the
nations have drunk of the wine of the passion of her immorality… “Come out of her, my people…”
(I Pet. 2:16) Exhorting believers not to abuse their freedom in Christ: Act as free men, and do not
use your freedom as a covering for evil, but use it as bondslaves of God.
(Heb. 12:25) Warning of believers to not refuse God, and be judged (stick): See to it that you do not
refuse Him who is speaking.
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Increase Ethics
(I Th. 4:1) Christians who already are, are exhorted to increase/excel at their walking and
pleasing God: As you received from us instruction as to how you ought to walk and please God (just as
you actually do walk), that you excel still more.
(I Th. 4:9-11) Christians are exhorted to excel more at ethical behavior: Now as to the love of the
brethren, you have no need for anyone to write to you… But we urge you, brethren, to excel still more…
(II Tim. 3:14-15) This pastor is encouraged to continue in the things he’d learned and become
convinced of, knowing the character of Paul, and having known the Bible since childhood:
You continue in the things you have learned and become convinced of, knowing from whom you have
learned them, and that from childhood you have known the sacred writings…

EVANGELISM
Content
(I Cor. 15:1-8) The good news is Christ died, was buried and resurrected: I delivered to you as of
first importance what I also received, that Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures, and that He
was buried, and that He was raised on the third day according to the Scriptures…
(I Cor. 1:23-24) The gospel is Jesus, which message offends some, and appears foolish to others, but
is the power of God to His chosen: We preach Christ crucified…
(I Cor. 2:1-5) Evangelism is focusing on Christ as the message: I did not come with superiority of
speech or of wisdom, proclaiming to you the testimony of God. For I determined to know nothing among
you except Jesus Christ, and Him crucified.
(Gal. 1:9) There can be competing false gospels, and curses be upon those who preach them: If any
man is preaching to you a gospel contrary to what you received, he is to be accursed!
(Mt. 10:7) Say ‘the kingdom is at hand’ in your evangelism? (no, because we don’t know that): As
you go, preach, saying, ‘The kingdom of heaven is at hand.’
Defined
(Mt. 18:12-13) Evangelism is leading the saved to find every lost person: If any man has a hundred
sheep, and one of them has gone astray, does he not leave the ninety-nine on the mountains and go and
search for the one that is straying?
(Mt. 12:11-12) Evangelism is like seeing a sheep who has fallen into a pit: What man is there among
you who has a sheep, and if it falls into a pit on the Sabbath, will he not take hold of it and lift it out?
(Lk. 15:1-32) Evangelism is the believer seeking out the lost, and finding joy when they are found:
The lost coin, sheep and [prodigal] son.
Purpose
(II Tim. 2:10) Paul endured suffering in evangelism, so those who were chosen might receive
salvation. You will never know who was chosen until you evangelize, and they come through!: For
this reason I endure all things for the sake of those who are chosen, so that they also may obtain
the salvation.
(Rom. 1:5) Evangelism’s purpose is to bring about obedience to the faith—not just get people
saved. The Great Commission has 3 elements, not just the first one (baptism, then discipling, as
well): Apostleship to bring about the obedience of faith among all the Gentiles.
(Mt. 11:5) The poor (vs. rich) are the more likely ripe fruit: The POOR HAVE THE GOSPEL PREACHED
TO THEM. (Mt. 19:24; Jas. 2:5)
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Priority
(Jn. 4:34-37) Evangelism, among other acts, was Christ’s food/sustenance for life, and way to
achieve God’s will: Don’t you have a saying, ‘It’s still four months until harvest’? I tell you, open your
eyes and look at the fields! They are ripe for harvest.
Commitment
(II Tim. 1:12) Paul suffered for evangelism, and wasn’t ashamed of the gospel, because he knew
God, and knew He guarded Paul’s salvation unto eternity (eternal security): I know whom I have
believed, and am convinced that he is able to guard what I have entrusted to him until that day.
(I Tim. 1:12-16) Paul’s thankful God called him to evangelize, strengthening him and deeming him
faithful. If the worst sinner ever (in his humble opinion) can be saved, anyone can be: I thank Christ
Jesus our Lord… appointing me to his service… Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners… as an
example for those who would believe in him and receive eternal life.
Scope
(I Tim. 2:3-4) God wants all humans saved, which means it’s His will for Christians to reach all
with the gospel: God our Savior, who wants all people to be saved and to come to a knowledge of the
truth.
(Col. 1:28) Therefore, evangelism is for every man. Any evangelism not targeting every man isn’t
of God: He [Christ] is the one we proclaim, admonishing and teaching everyone with all wisdom, so that
we may present everyone fully mature in Christ.
Means
(Jn. 4:5-27) Jesus evangelized by salty/spiritualized conversation, demonstrating His being a
prophet: Woman at the well (living water, you’ve had many husbands, worship in spirit and truth)
(II Cor. 3:6) By the Spirit God we are made adequate to evangelize: God, who also made us
adequate as servants of a new covenant, not of the letter but of the Spirit
(II Th. 3:1) Prayer for great success in numbers in evangelism and responses: Pray for us that the
word of the Lord will spread rapidly and be glorified.
(Rom. 15:18) Evangelism (and sanctification) are Christ accomplishing things through you: I will
not presume to speak of anything except what Christ has accomplished through me.
Manner
Urgent
(Jn. 9:4) Biblical ministry and evangelism is urgent (Cf.: Ac. 13:46) Unbiblical work is take your
time—we have 80 years per person, or we don’t want to be pushy button-holers. The timeframe to
get saved is always limited; therefore, Evangelism is to be urgent: We must work the works of Him
who sent Me as long as it is day; night is coming when no one can work.
(I Cor. 1:17-18) Evangelism is so urgent and important, Paul hardly baptized, because telling the
gospel is the power of God unto salvation to all who believe: Christ did not send me to baptize, but to
preach the gospel, not in cleverness of speech
(Lk. 10:10-11) Evangelism is urgent and itinerant (vs. focused on individuals, medium-term): But
whatever city you enter and they do not receive you, go out into its streets and say, ‘Even the dust of your
city which clings to our feet we wipe off in protest against you
Honest
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(Gal. 2:14) We are to be straightforward about the gospel, and not adjust/change its content to
please any audience: When I saw that they were not straightforward about the truth of the gospel, I said
to Cephas [rebuke of legalistic hypocrisy]
Ethics
(I Th. 2:4) Christians are approved by God to evangelize, speaking to please Him vs. men: Just as
we have been approved by God to be entrusted with the gospel, so we speak, not as pleasing men, but
God.
(Gal. 1:10) Biblical evangelism is speaking not to please men, but God: For am I now seeking the
favor of men, or of God?
(I Cor. 10:33) Evangelism is a humble, selfless act: …just as I also please all men in all things, not
seeking my own profit but the profit of the many, so that they may be saved.
(I Th. 1:5) Effective and biblical evangelism comes in word, power, the Spirit and full conviction:
For our gospel did not come to you in word only, but also in power and in the Holy Spirit and with full
conviction; just as you know what kind of men we proved to be among you.
(II Tim. 2:25-26) Evangelism amidst resistance is to be kind, teach when wronged, and gently
correcting, in case God would break through to them and grant them a change of heart: The Lord’s
bond-servant must not be quarrelsome, but be kind to all, able to teach, patient when wronged, with
gentleness correcting those who are in opposition, if perhaps God may grant them repentance.
Results
(Mt. 22:1-14) Salvation is for all who receive Christ, not those who make excuses not to do so:
(Rev. 19:9) People who hear the gospel presented to them are blessed, as they are invited to
heaven’s feast/banquet: ‘Blessed are those who are invited to the marriage supper of the Lamb.’
(Mt. 11:6) People can take offense at and thereby reject Jesus: Blessed is he who does not take
offense at Me.”
(II Cor. 4:3-7) If the gospel is an offense to you, the devil is playing you, and you are perishing:
even if our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those who are perishing, in whose case the god of this world
has blinded the minds of the unbelieving so that they might not see the light of the gospel of the glory of
Christ
(Mt. 13:24-30, 36-43, 47-50) Evangelism brings into the church both saints and tares/lost people.
Barriers
(II Tim. 1:8) Christians ashamed of the gospel don’t communicate the gospel, vs. doing so in God’s
power: Do not be ashamed of the testimony of our Lord… but join with me in suffering for the gospel
according to the power of God.
(II Cor. 2:17) Bad evangelism is salesman-like, wanting to get a response, to get a win/sale; biblical
evangelism comes from sincerity, wanting other saved: We are not like many, peddling the word of
God, but as from sincerity, but as from God, we speak in Christ in the sight of God.
(Mt. 18:7-11) Whatever keeps you from salvation needs to be discarded: If your hand or your foot
causes you to stumble, cut it off and throw it from you; it is better for you to enter life crippled or lame,
than to have two hands or two feet and be cast into the eternal fire.
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Example
(Mt. 20:28) Christ came to serve and die (i.e., for evangelism): Just as the Son of Man did not come
to be served, but to serve, and to give His life a ransom for many.
(Mt. 9:35-38, 11:1) Jesus evangelized.
(Rom. 1:9) Paul served God by preaching the gospel: God, whom I serve in my spirit in the preaching
of the gospel of His Son…
(Rev. 22:17) The Holy Spirit, the church and whoever reads this is to say to thirsty souls, come to
God’s banquet.

ASSURANCE
Value
(Lk. 10:20) Eternal security is supposed to be more valued by us than even real miracles: Do not
rejoice in this, that the spirits are subject to you, but rejoice that your names are recorded in heaven.
Confessing Ability
(I Cor. 12:3) People can mouth the words, but can’t sincerely say from the heart, ‘Jesus is Lord,’
apart from God’s Spirit: No one speaking by the Spirit of God says, “Jesus is accursed”; and no one
can say, “Jesus is Lord,” except by the Holy Spirit.
The Holy Spirit
(Rom. 5:3-5) The Holy Spirit was given to us: Hope does not disappoint, because the love of God has
been poured out within our hearts through the Holy Spirit who was given to us.
(II Cor. 1:22) Christians have been sealed, and have received the Spirit as a pledge: Who
also sealed us and gave us the Spirit in our hearts as a pledge.
(I Cor. 6:19-20) Christians have the Spirit from God, and are not their own, but have been
bought with the price of Christ’s life: Do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit
who is in you.
(Gal. 4:5-7) Christians are sons of God, not slaves, by the Spirit within, who cries ‘daddy Father’:
Because you are sons, God has sent forth the Spirit of His Son into our hearts, crying, “Abba! Father!
Certainty of Heaven
Born Again
(Jn. 3:3) Jesus responded and said to him, “Truly, truly, I say to you, unless someone is born again he
cannot see the kingdom of God.”
Destiny
(I Th. 5:9) God has destined believers to be glorified (II Th. 1:7), and not to destruction/wrath:
God has not destined us for wrath, but for obtaining salvation through our Lord Jesus Christ.
(Eph. 1:3-5) God has blessed believers with these gifts: every spiritual blessing (inheritance),
chosen to be holy and blameless (status before God), and predestined adopted sons (identity).
Prophecy & Eternity
(II Th. 2:1) Christians will gather with Jesus (certainly): …with regard to the coming of our Lord
Jesus Christ and our gathering together to Him…
(Heb. 1:14) Christians will inherit glorification: [Angels] are ministering spirits, sent out to render
service for the sake of those who will inherit salvation?
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Certainty
(II Tim. 2:19) Eternal security is founded upon God knowing who are His own: The Lord knows
those who are His.
(Heb. 7:25) Eternal security is founded upon Christ’s prayer ability and ability to save forever
those who have drawn near by faith: He is able also to save forever those who draw near to God
through Him…
(II Cor. 13:5-6) Paul was sure of his salvation, and challenged false apostle challengers of his
apostleship to check themselves, to ensure they were saved: Test yourselves to see if you are in the
faith; examine yourselves! Or do you not recognize this about yourselves, that Jesus Christ is in you—
unless indeed you fail the test? But I trust that you will realize that we ourselves do not fail the test.
Heaven & Eternal life
(Col. 1:4-6) The gospel is about our certain heavenly hope, and constantly bears fruit: Because of
the hope laid up for you in heaven… which has come to you, just as in all the world also it is constantly
bearing fruit and increasing…
(Heb. 12:28) Christians receive an unshakeable kingdom: Since we receive a kingdom which cannot
be shaken…
(I Jn. 2:25) God’s promise is eternal life to all who believe: This is the promise which He
Himself made to us: eternal life.
(I Jn. 5:10-13) Those who have Jesus have the witness inside that they have eternal life: He who has
the Son has the life; he who does not have the Son of God does not have the life. These things I have
written to you who believe in the name of the Son of God, so that you may know that you have eternal
life.
(II Cor. 5:1-2) Believers have an eternal, heavenly home: We know that if the earthly tent which is
our house is torn down, we have a building from God, a house not made with hands, eternal in the
heavens.
Unity
(Rom. 8:31-39) Absolutely nothing can separate Christians from God’s love in Christ (life, death,
angels, principalities, things present, things to come, powers, height, depth, any other created
thing).
(I Cor. 1:8-9) Christ will confirm us to the end, because our salvation is assured/certain: …Who
will also confirm you to the end, blameless in the day of our Lord Jesus Christ.
New Creation
(II Cor. 5:17) Christians are new creations in Christ; old things have passed, and new things have
come. A creation cannot become uncreated, though it can behave unCreator-like: If anyone is in
Christ, he is a new creature.
Evidence of Salvation
Sin & Righteousness Evident
(Lk. 16:15) God knows the heart, whether one truly believes, and some people profess Christ as a
show (pretense): You are those who justify yourselves in the sight of men, but God knows your hearts.
(II Tim. 1:5) Others can observe people possessing sincere faith: I am mindful of the sincere faith
within you.
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(I Tim. 5:24-25) The sins of some people are quite evident, going before them to judgment; for others,
their sins follow after. Likewise also, deeds that are good are quite evident, and those which are
otherwise cannot be concealed.
Some Fruit or No Salvation?
(Mt. 5:20) Heaven won’t be available to those whose deeds don’t exceed hypocrisy: Unless
your righteousness surpasses that of the scribes and Pharisees, you will not enter the kingdom of heaven.
Much Sin No Salvation?
(Eph. 5:5-10) Blatant, habitual sins show people who aren’t heaven-bound, which is why Christians
are told not to participate in them (obviously capable of wrongly doing so): No immoral or impure
person or covetous man, who is an idolater, has an inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and God.
(I Cor. 6:9-11) Habitual, serious sinning evidences a person who is not heaven-bound (though not
perfect proof): The unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God.
(Mt. 7:15-20) False prophets are known by their fruit. Beware of the false prophets, who come to you
in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly are ravenous wolves. You will know them by their fruits.
(Mt. 25:31-46) Salvation brings expected good deeds, while lostness brings expected sinfulness:
When did we do [good things]? When you did it to the least of these, my brethren, you did it unto Me.
Fruit Impossible
(Lk. 23:39-43) The thief on the cross was saved by merely asking Jesus to remember him on the
other side of death, and there is zero evidence about whether it would have changed his deeds
immediately, or not: Today you shall be with Me in Paradise.
(Ac. 8:40) [teleported]
Immediate Fruit
(II Th. 1:3-4) Paul is grateful their salvation resulted in good works after salvation (I Th. 1:3).
(Phm. 1:4-6) This church exhibited faith and love after salvation.

DISCIPLESHIP
Defined
(Mt. 10:24-25) Discipleship is becoming more like Jesus, through a discipler: It is enough for the
disciple that he become like his teacher.
Description
(Mt. 10:32-42) Confess Christ (tell of Christ) to others, or He won’t confess (tell God about) you
before God: Everyone who confesses Me before men, I will also confess him before My Father who is
in heaven. But whoever denies Me before men, I will also deny him before My Father who is in heaven.
(II Cor. 10:6) There is a place for church discipline, and pastors who prioritize men-pleasing over
God-pleasing ignore this practice (Mt. 18:__): We are ready to punish all disobedience, whenever your
obedience is complete.
Requirements
(Mt. 16:24-27) Following Christ requires daily denying yourself, talking up your cross and
following Him.
Results
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(II Cor. 3:3) Disciplees are letters of Christ, written by the Spirit on human hearts, for all to
read/see: You are a letter of Christ, cared for by us, written not with ink but with the Spirit of the living
God.
Commitment
(Phil. 1:21-25) For Paul not to be dead meant fruitful service for the progress of believers’ faith:
For to me, to live is Christ and to die is gain. But if I am to live on in the flesh, this will mean fruitful
labor for me.
(Rom. 12:1-2) Christians are being exhorted to full commitment: I urge you, brethren, by the
mercies of God, to present your bodies a living and holy sacrifice… [and] but be transformed by
the renewing of your mind.
(Mt. 13:44-46) Sanctification commitment is from joy over salvation: The kingdom of heaven is like
a treasure hidden in the field, which a man found and hid again; and from joy over it he goes and sells all
that he has and buys that field… [and] a merchant seeking fine pearls, and upon finding one pearl of great
value, he went and sold all that he had and bought it.
(Mt. 8:19-22) Jesus warned of not discouraged commitment to Him: The foxes have holes and the
birds of the air have nests, but the Son of Man has nowhere to lay His head.
(Lk. 14:26-27) To be Christ’s disciple requires you to value Him above friends and family, as
number one priority: If anyone comes to Me, and does not hate his own father and mother and wife and
children and brothers and sisters, yes, and even his own life, he cannot be My disciple.
(Jn. 6:66-67) Note that Jesus didn’t say these fall-away disciples were never saved, and that He
shows that Peter’s continued commitment is a free-willed decision—not something that had to be
done or made, in order for Peter to be saved: Many of His disciples withdrew and were not walking
with Him anymore… Simon Peter answered Him, “Lord, to whom shall we go? You have words of
eternal life.
(Phil. 1:21-22) Living is Christ: For to me, to live is Christ and to die is gain.
(Mt. 12:30) You’re either for Christ, or you’re against Him?: He who is not with Me is against Me.
Means
(Col. 2:1-2) Paul had a great struggle for believer’s spiritual growth: I want you to know how great
a struggle I have on your behalf.
(I Th. 2:8) Because of Paul’s fond affection for these believers, he not only evangelized them, but
also poured his life into them: Having so fond an affection for you, we were well-pleased to impart to
you not only the gospel of God but also our own lives.
(Phil. 2:19-30) Paul sent messengers to check on saints’ spiritual growth (who worked hard), when
he was unable to be there in person (I Th. 3:1-8): We sent Timothy, our brother and God’s fellow
worker in the gospel of Christ, to strengthen and encourage you as to your faith.
(I Cor. 3:10-15) Wise master builders build quality structures on solid foundations, and God
rewards the effort; not all discipleship work is of the same quality, or receives the reward: Like a
wise master builder I laid a foundation, and another is building on it.
(I Cor. 4:15) Tutors disciple believers, but spiritual parents successfully evangelize the lost: If you
were to have countless tutors in Christ, yet you would not have many fathers.
(II Cor. 1:24) Disciplers are workers for less mature believers’ faith and joy, not lording over them,
but from relationship: Not that we lord it over your faith, but are workers with you for your joy.
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(II Cor. 6:1-2) Disciplers work together with God for disciples not to have received God’s grace in
vain; having been timely saved, it’s time to grow: Working together with Him, we also urge you not to
receive the grace of God in vain.
(Gal. 4:19) Disciplers labor until Christ is formed in the believer’s lives/heart/deeds/character: My
children, with whom I am again in labor until Christ is formed in you.
(Eph. 4:11-13) Professional ministers job is to grow up the body/church members in spiritual
maturity: [God gave office gifts] for the equipping of the saints for the work of service.
Manner
(II Cor. 6:11-13) Disciplers show openness to disciples, and in return (fairness) they are to do the
same, as the instruction is not that which restricts, but our sinful desires: Our mouth has spoken
freely to you… Now in a like exchange—I speak as to children—open wide to us also.
(I Th. 2:10-12) Paul ministered in integrity, exhorting, encouraging and imploring believers to walk
worthily (II Th. 1:11-12): You know how we were exhorting and encouraging and imploring each one
of you as a father would his own children, so that you would walk in a manner worthy of the God.
Prayer
(Eph. 1:15-19) Paul prays five excellent things for believers.
(Eph. 3:16-19) Paul prays three excellent things for believers.
(Phil. 1:9-11) Paul prays three excellent things for believers.
(I Th. 1:2) Paul prayed for saints’ sanctification: We give thanks to God always for all of
you, making mention of you in our prayers.
(I Th. 3:10) Paul earnestly and ceaselessly prayed that he could be in person with believers, to
complete what lacked in their faith/spiritual growth: …we night and day keep praying most earnestly
that we may see your face, and may complete what is lacking in your faith…
Goal
(I Tim. 1:5) The goal of the discipler’s instruction is love, from a pure heart, good conscience and
sincere faith.

SALVATION
Definition
Introduction to Grace
(Rom. 5:1-2) We’re justified by faith, which is our introduction into the grace of sanctification:
Having been justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom
also we have obtained our introduction by faith into this grace in which we stand.
Gift
(Rom. 5:15-21) Salvations a free gift from one Man to all who receive it, but sin is the one result
from one man to all people: If by the transgression of the one, death reigned through the one, much
more those who receive the abundance of grace and of the gift of righteousness will reign in life through
the One, Jesus Christ.
Forgiven
(Rom. 4:7-8) Salvation is the blessing of having all your sins forgiven: BLESSED ARE THOSE WHOSE
LAWLESS DEEDS HAVE BEEN FORGIVEN, AND WHOSE SINS HAVE BEEN COVERED. BLESSED IS THE MAN
WHOSE SIN THE LORD WILL NOT TAKE INTO ACCOUNT.
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(II Cor. 6:2) Salvation is God listening to you request forgiveness of all your sins, and choosing to
do so: AT THE ACCEPTABLE TIME I LISTENED TO YOU, AND ON THE DAY OF SALVATION I HELPED YOU.
(Eph. 4:32) God in Christ forgave us all our sins at salvation: Be kind to one another, tender-hearted,
forgiving each other, just as God in Christ also has forgiven you.
(Heb. 8:12) God has been merciful on our sins, and forgotten them (as far as east ___): FOR I WILL
BE MERCIFUL TO THEIR INIQUITIES, AND I WILL REMEMBER THEIR SINS NO MORE.
(Eph. 1:7) Christians have redemption through Christ’s blood, the forgiveness of all their sins:
In Him we have redemption through His blood, the forgiveness of our trespasses.
Wrath Avoidance
(Rom. 5:1-11) Salvation is the introduction to God’s grace, and saves us from God’s wrath: Having
been justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom also we
have obtained our introduction by faith into this grace in which we stand.
(Rom. 5:6-11) Salvation saves us from God’s wrath, by Christ’s life: Having now been justified by
His blood, we shall be saved from the wrath of God through Him.
Eternal Life
(Tit. 1:2-3) Salvation is having God’s promised eternal life: In the hope of eternal life, which
God, who cannot lie, promised long ages ago…
Healed
(I Pet. 2:24-25) Christ healed us, spiritually, by His death on the cross, for we were constantly
straying, but now have returned to God: By His wounds you were healed. For you were continually
straying like sheep, but now you have returned to the Shepherd and Guardian of your souls.
Baptized, Buried & Raised
(I Pet. 3:21) Spiritual baptism saves—the appeal to God for a clear conscience: Baptism now saves
you—not the removal of dirt from the flesh, but an appeal to God for a good conscience.
(Col. 2:11-13) You were circumcised, buried, raised and made alive, at salvation; salvation changes
things, on the inside, first: In Him you were also circumcised with a circumcision made without
hands… having been buried with Him in baptism, in which you were also raised up with Him through
faith in the working of God.
Propitiation
(I Jn. 2:2) Christ is experiential propitiation for believer’s sins, and potential propitiation for the
world’s sins: He Himself is the propitiation for our sins; and not for ours only, but also for those of the
whole world.
Traits
Free
(Rom. 5:15-21) Salvation is a free gift: The free gift is not like the transgression… The gift is not
like that which came through the one who sinned… on the other hand the free gift arose from many
transgressions... much more those who receive the abundance of grace and of the gift of righteousness
will reign in life through the One, Jesus Christ.
Exclusive
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(Mt. 7:13-14) Salvation is an elitist, and exclusive means many never find: Enter through the narrow
gate; for the gate is wide and the way is broad that leads to destruction, and there are many who enter
through it. For the gate is small and the way is narrow that leads to life, and there are few who find it.
Aim
(Mt. 13:1-23, 31-33) Salvation’s fruition is full sanctification:
Results
Fellowship
(I Cor. 1:8-9) Salvation is being called into fellowship with Jesus: God is faithful, through whom you
were called into fellowship with His Son.
In Righteousness
(I Cor. 15:17) One is not positionally still in their sins when they’re saved: If Christ has not been
raised, your faith is worthless; you are still in your sins.
New Creation
(II Cor. 5:17) When saved, one is a new creation, and old things have passed, and new things have
come: If anyone is in Christ, he is a new creature.
(Col. 3:9-10) Christians laid aside the old self and its practices, and have put on the new, having
once walked in them (in the past), so now they’re told to put on the new self, as doing so isn’t
guaranteed by salvation (or a Lordship Salvation false requirement of a disciple’s full
commitment): Do not lie to one another, since you laid aside the old self with its evil practices, and
have put on the new self.
Flesh & World Crucified
(Gal. 5:24) Christians have crucified the flesh with its evil desires (so they need to reckon
themselves to that fact, and live accordingly, ___): Now those who belong to Christ Jesus
have crucified the flesh with its passions and desires.
(Gal. 6:14) In salvation the world has been crucified to you, and vice versa (reckon it so): But may
it never be that I would boast, except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, through which the world has
been crucified to me, and I to the world.
Holy Spirit
(Gal. 3:5) Salvation is God providing you with the Spirit in sanctification: Does He who provides
you with the Spirit and works miracles among you, do it by the works of the Law, or by hearing with
faith?
Blessed
(Eph. 1:3-5) God has blessed us with all spiritual blessings, having chosen us in Christ from the
world’s foundation, and predestined us as adopted sons: [God] has blessed us with every spiritual
blessing in the heavenly places in Christ, just as He chose us in Him before the foundation of the world…
He predestined us to adoption as sons.
(II Pet. 1:3) Salvation brings believers all spiritual blessings in heavenly places: His divine power
has granted to us everything pertaining to life and godliness.
Glorification
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(Heb. 9:27-28) Death leads to judgment, but Christ died to bring Christians glorification, expected
to be those who eagerly await His return: It is appointed for men to die once and after
this comes judgment.
Benefits
Inheritance
(Eph. 1:11) Salvation brings an inheritance, having been predestined according to His will: In
Him also we have obtained an inheritance.
Status
(Col. 1:21-23) Believers are blameless and beyond reproach if they continue in the faith, vs. moving
away from it: He has now reconciled you in His fleshly body through death, in order to present you
before Him holy and blameless and beyond reproach.
Victory
(Heb. 2:14) Christ has rendered the devil powerless, and Christians have access to that victory (I
Cor. 15:___): Through death He [Christ] might render powerless him who had the power of death, that
is, the devil.
Uncondemned
(Rom. 8:1-2) There’s no condemnation for believers, as we aren’t under the condemning law, but
grace: Therefore there is now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus.
Direct Access
(Eph. 2:18, 3:12) Salvation brings bold and direct access to God: Through Him we both have our
access in one Spirit to the Father… in whom we have boldness and confident access through faith in Him.
God’s Will
(Eph. 1:9) Christians have access to knowing God’s will, through salvation: He made known to us
the mystery of His will.
Set Apart
(Heb. 10:10) Christians have been set apart by Christ’s death, by the will of God: By this will we
have been sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for all.
Glorification
(Gal. 1:4) Christ died to deliver us out of this present evil age: Who gave Himself for our sins.
(I Pet. 1:9) The outcome of life’s trials is glorification, for the believer: …obtaining as the outcome
of your faith the salvation of your souls.
(I Pet. 5:10) Christians have been called to eternal glory: The God of all grace, who called you to
His eternal glory in Christ, will Himself perfect, confirm, strengthen and establish you.
Scope
(Gal. 3:22-27) All men are under sin, so salvation comes to any who believe. The law was a tutor to
lead Jews to Jesus, but by faith we are sons of God, not slaves: But the Scripture has shut up everyone
under sin, so that the promise by faith in Jesus Christ might be given to those who believe.

WORKS
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(Lk. 18:9-14) Saving faith is humble, whereas attempts at salvation by works (trusting inn
themselves) are arrogantly self-righteous: He also told this parable to some people who trusted in
themselves that they were righteous, and viewed others with contempt.
(Mt. 3:7-10) Judgment warned of for those relying on works (relying on physical relation to
Abreham, vs. his faith example) for salvation: You brood of vipers, who warned you to flee from the
wrath to come?... do not suppose that you can say to yourselves, ‘We have Abraham for our father.’
(Mt. 19:16-26) Salvation can’t be obtained by works; invariably, something will trip you up from
perfect obedience (Ex.: love of money idol): Teacher, what good thing shall I do that I may
obtain eternal life?...” Jesus said to him, “If you wish to be complete, go and sell your possessions and
give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; and come, follow Me.” But when the young man
heard this statement, he went away grieving.
(Lk. 10:25-33) The fact that all people are our neighbor proves you can’t work your way to heaven
(Ex.: by obeying ‘love thy neighbor,’ as The Good Samaritan proves even foreigners are our
neighbors): A lawyer stood up and put Him to the test, saying, “Teacher, what shall I do to inherit
eternal life?... But wishing to justify himself, he said to Jesus, “And who is my neighbor?”
(Rom. 4:9-13) Proof salvation is not by works of the law is God called Abraham before he was
circumcized: FAITH WAS CREDITED TO ABRAHAM AS RIGHTEOUSNESS.” How then was it credited?... Not
while circumcised, but while uncircumcised.
(Rom. 10:1-14) Christ is the end to seeking God by works of the law, as salvation is by faith, to all
who call on the name of the Lord: Christ is the end of the law for righteousness to everyone who
believes… For the Scripture says, WHOEVER BELIEVES IN HIM WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED... for WHOEVER
WILL CALL ON THE NAME OF THE LORD WILL BE SAVED.
(Gal. 2:14-21) No man is justified/saved/heaven-assured by works of the law: knowing that a man is
not justified by the works of the Law but through faith in Christ Jesus, even we have believed in Christ
Jesus, so that we may be justified by faith in Christ and not by the works of the Law; since by the works
of the Law no flesh will be justified.
(Eph. 2:1-10) Christians were dead in sin, but God’s loving mercy saved us, by grace through faith,
not because of or by our works, but that we would walk in good works post-salvation: by grace you
have been saved through faith; and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God; not as a result of works, so
that no one may boast. For we are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works.
(Rom. 3:26-28) Jesus is the just and justifier of those who have faith in Christ: …so that He would
be just and the justifier of the one who has faith in Jesus. Where then is boasting? It is excluded.
By what kind of law? Of works? No, but by a law of faith. For we maintain that a man is justified by
faith apart from works of the Law.
(Rom. 9:30-33) Righteousness is achieved and received by faith—not works of the law (Rom. 9:716, 10:1-14; Gal. 2:14-21):
(I Cor. 1:29-30) By God’s doing believers are in Christ, not by our own efforts: Israel, pursuing a
law of righteousness, did not arrive at that law. Why? Because they did not pursue it by faith, but as
though it were by works.
(Gal. 3:10-14) People trying to get to God/heaven by works are under a curse, as they have to be
perfect (live by them), but no one is justified by works, but faith in Jesus: …as many as are of the
works of the Law are under a curse; for it is written, “CURSED IS EVERYONE WHO DOES NOT ABIDE BY ALL
THINGS WRITTEN IN THE BOOK OF THE LAW, TO PERFORM THEM.” Now that no one is justified by the Law
before God is evident.
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(Gal. 4:28-31) As children of promise, not slaves, Christians are to throw out living by law, and live
free by faith: CAST OUT THE BONDWOMAN AND HER SON, FOR THE SON OF THE BONDWOMAN SHALL NOT
BE AN HEIR WITH THE SON OF THE FREE WOMAN.
(I Tim. 1:8-11) The law wasn’t made for believers, but ‘sinners,’ as restrictions/prohibitions to
their sin(s). It can used rightly, by faith: law is not made for a righteous person, but for those who are
lawless …and whatever else is contrary to sound teaching, 11 according to the glorious gospel.
(II Tim. 1:9-10) God saved and called us according to His purpose, not according to our works:
…who has saved us …not according to our works, but according to His own purpose and grace which
was granted us in Christ Jesus.
(Jas. 2:10) People trying to get to God/heaven by works have to be perfect, and one sin makes a
person guilty before God as having committed all sins: …whoever keeps the whole law and
yet stumbles in one point, he has become guilty of all.
(Heb. 7:19) Faith brings a better hope than the law, by which we draw near to God: …the Law
made nothing perfect), and on the other hand there is a bringing in of a better hope, through which
we draw near to God.

REWARDS
(Mt. 20:1-16) Heavenly rewards are God’s doing: Is it not lawful for me to do what I wish with what
is my own? Or is your eye envious because I am generous?’ So the last shall be first, and the first last.
(Lk. 12:33) God does not teach a clingy attitude toward money and things: Sell your possessions
and give to charity; make yourselves money belts which do not wear out, an unfailing treasure in heaven.
(Jn. 6:27) Eternal/heavenly rewards are promised to those who serve God, especially in evangelism.
That work needs to be as necessary to you as eating food: Do not work for the food which perishes,
but for the food which endures to eternal life.
(Jas. 1:12) When we endure trials of life, in the end we receive the crown of life, as enduring trials
shows you love God: Blessed is a man who perseveres under trial; for once he has been approved, he
will receive the crown of life.
(II Jn. 1:8) Be cautious/careful not to lose rewards, but receive them in full, by doing the right
thing, because aspiring to them is not evil, but how God incentivizes Christians: Watch
yourselves, that you do not lose what we have accomplished, but that you may receive a full reward.

REQUIREMENTS
Repent
(Mt. 3:2) Repent (said to ___): John the Baptist came, preaching in the wilderness of Judea,
saying, “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.
(Mt. 4:17) Repent—the kingdom is at hand: From that time Jesus began to preach and say, “Repent,
for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.”
(Ac. 2:37-40) Repent and be baptized is given as what a person must do to be saved. It doesn’t
define ‘repent,’ or say from what, and we know water baptism is the natural next step, but doesn’t
save: Peter said to them, “Repent, and each of you be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for the
forgiveness of your sins; and you will receive the gift of the Holy Spirit.
(Ac. 3:19-21) To Jews, Peter says repent and return, so they could b refreshed, as a nation called to
be God’s chosen people, the Jews. You can’t return to somewhere you have never been: Repent and
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return, so that your sins may be wiped away, in order that times of refreshing may come from the
presence of the Lord.
(Ac. 17:30) People everywhere should repent, because there is a judgment day. Here, that word is
used as a faith synonym, as an evangelist would never tell lost people to do things that wouldn’t lead
to salvation: Having overlooked the times of ignorance, God is now declaring to men that
all people everywhere should repent.
(Ac. 19:4) John the Baptist’s baptism of repentance was telling people to repent/change their mind,
by believing in Jesus, having not previously done so: Paul said, “John baptized with the baptism of
repentance, telling the people to believe in Him who was coming after him, that is, in Jesus.”
(Ac. 26:20) All people should repent and turn to God, performing deeds appropriate to repentance.
Obviously, repenting isn’t synonymous with doing deeds in accord with repenting. People should
turn to God, then do God-like deeds. No biblical evangelist tells people just get saved, then live any
way you choose thereafter: I… [Paul] kept declaring both to those of Damascus first, and also at
Jerusalem and then throughout all the region of Judea, and even to the Gentiles, that they should repent
and turn to God, performing deeds appropriate to repentance.
(Rom. 2:4-11) God will judge all sins, as He is not partial, and His kindness leads men to repent,
though stubborn resisters incur His wrath: Do you think lightly of the riches of His kindness
and tolerance and patience, not knowing that the kindness of God leads you to repentance? But because
of your stubbornness and unrepentant heart you are storing up wrath for yourself in the day of wrath and
revelation of the righteous judgment of God.
Hope
(Mt. 12:21) Gentiles’ optimistic future hope is in Jesus: “AND IN HIS [JESUS’] NAME THE GENTILES
WILL HOPE.”
(I Cor. 15:19) Hope alone does not save, though faith brings hope. People who try to work their
way to heaven only have hope, and fear—not assurance/peace/certainty: If we have hoped in Christ
in this life only, we are of all men most to be pitied.
(Eph. 1:12-14) Hoping in Christ means believing the gospel (a certain future that brings
hope/optimism], after which God seals us with His Holy Spirit: to the end that we who were the first
to hope in Christ would be to the praise of His glory.
Faith
(See also: Lordship Salvation Errors, at WillYouLiveForever.org)

(Mt. 18:1-6, 14) Salvation is received by childlike faith: And He said, “Truly I say to you, unless
you will be converted and become like children, you will not enter the Kingdom of Heaven.” [v. 3]
(Jn. 3:1-21, 7:50-51, 19:38-39) To have eternal life, you clearly must believe and be born again
(synonyms—not two separate things). Nicodemus appears to have been saved: After these things
Joseph of Arimathea, who was a disciple of Jesus, but secretly for fear of the Jews, asked Pilate that he
might take away the body of Jesus, and Pilate gave him permission. So he came and took away his body.
Nicodemus also, who earlier had come to Jesus by night, came bringing a mixture of myrrh and aloes,
about seventy-five pounds in weight. [vv. 38-39]
(Jn. 2:23-25; 11:25-26) Faith in Christ as a miracle worker, based on miracles, is not necessarily
faith in Him to save you: Jesus said to her, “I am the resurrection and the life. Whoever believes in Me
will live, even though he dies. And everyone who lives and believes in Me will never die. Do you
believe this?” [vv. 25-26]
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(Rom. 3:28, 10:1-14) Salvation is by faith, and not by works of the law, the way the Jews were
pursuing: For we maintain that a man is justified by faith apart from works of the law. [v. 28]
(Heb. 6:18) Faith in Christ is fleeing for refuge in God, after which we are to lay hold of the hope
set before us: so that by two unchangeable things in which it is impossible for God to lie, we who have
taken refuge would have strong encouragement to hold firmly to the hope set before us.
(Jn. 4:41-42) Believing in Christ saved these people: And because of his words many more became
believers. He said to the woman, “We no longer believe just because of what you said; now we have
heard for ourselves, and we know that this man really is the Savior of the world.”
(Jn. 5:24) A clear gospel message: he who hears My word, and believes Him who sent Me, has
eternal life, and does not come into judgment, but has passed out of death into life: “Truly, truly, I
say to you, the one who hears My word, and believes Him who sent Me, has eternal life, and does not
come into judgment, but has passed out of death into life.
(Jn. 6:29) Believing in Christ is the only thing people who want to work their way to heaven should
and can do: Jesus answered and said to them, “This is the work of God, that you believe in Him whom
He has sent.”
(Jn. 6:35-36) Jesus said to them, “I am the bread of life; he who comes to Me will not hunger, and
he who believes in Me will never thirst. But I said to you that you have seen Me, and yet do not
believe: Jesus said to them, “I am the bread of life; the one who comes to Me will not be hungry, and the
one who believes in Me will never be thirsty. But I said to you that you have indeed seen Me, and yet you
do not believe.
(Jn. 6:48-58) Faith in Christ is full participation in His death, burial and resurrection, like drinking
and eating gets food into your system: I am the living bread that came down out of heaven; if anyone
eats from this bread, he will live forever; and the bread which I will give for the life of the world also
is My flesh.” The one who eats My flesh and drinks My blood has eternal life, and I will raise him up on
the last day. [vv. 51, 54]
(Jn. 7:5) Blood relation does not guarantee someone believes in you, as here, his brothers remained
unsaved, until later: For even his own brothers did not believe in him.
(Jn. 7:31) These people believed in Jesus because His miracles testified to His identity: Still, many
in the crowd believed in him. They said, “When the Messiah comes, will he perform more signs than this
man?”
(Jn. 8:46) Faith saves—believing in Christ: Can any of you prove me guilty of sin? If I am telling the
truth, why don’t you believe me?
(Jn. 10:37) Faith saves, and was corroborated as a good decision to make, by miracles: Do not
believe me unless I do the works of my Father.
(Jn. 12:42) Belief in Christ saves, and one can be saved without publicly confessing Christ. In other
words, confession does not save: Yet at the same time many even among the leaders believed in him.
But because of the Pharisees they would not openly acknowledge their faith for fear they would be put out
of the synagogue;
(Jn. 14:12) Belief in Christ saves: Truly, truly I say to you, the one who believes in Me, the works that
I do, he will do also; and greater works than these he will do; because I am going to the Father.
(Jn. 20:30-31) The book of John was written to get people saved, by trusting Christ: So then, many
other signs Jesus also performed in the presence of the disciples, which are not written in this book; but
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these have been written so that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God; and that
by believing you may have life in His name.
(Ac. 10:43) Even the Old Testament prophets testified that everyone who believes in Jesus will
receive forgiveness of sins: All the prophets testify of Him, that through His name everyone who
believes in Him receives forgiveness of sins.”
(Ac. 15:11) Men are saved by God’s grace, through faith: But we believe that we are saved
through the grace of the Lord Jesus, in the same way as they also are.”
(Ac. 16:30-32) Believing in the lord Jesus is how you get saved. ‘And your household’ is a
continuation of the exhortation to believe, and a natural expectation if the parents convert (though
not guaranteed): and after he brought them out, he said, “Sirs, what must I do to be saved?” They said,
“Believe in the Lord Jesus, and you will be saved, you and your household.” [vv. 30-31]
(Rom. 3:22) You receive God’s righteousness by faith in Christ: but it is the righteousness of God
through faith in Jesus Christ for all those who believe; for there is no distinction,
(Rom. 3:26-28) Salvation is by faith, not works of the law, so there’s no reason to boast: for the
demonstration, that is, of His righteousness at the present time, so that He would be just and the justifier
of the one who has faith in Jesus. Where then is boasting? It has been excluded. By what kind of law?
Of works? No, but by a law of faith. For we maintain that a person is justified by faith apart from
works of the Law.
(Rom. 3:31) Faith doesn’t cancel out the law, but allows people to obey its applicable parts: Do we
then nullify the Law through faith? Far from it! On the contrary, we establish the Law.
(Rom. 4:1-6) Abraham discovered salvation by faith, not works, as works cause boasting and are
obliged/due, vs. a free-willed favor: What then shall we say that Abraham,]our forefather according to
the flesh, has found? For if Abraham was justified by works, he has something to boast about;
but not before God. For what does the Scripture say? “ABRAHAM BELIEVED GOD, AND IT WAS CREDITED
TO HIM AS RIGHTEOUSNESS.” Now to the one who works, the wages are not credited as a favor, but as
what is due. But to the one who does not work, but believes in Him who justifies the ungodly, his faith is
credited as righteousness,
(Rom. 4:16-25) Salvation is by faith, as Abraham’s story teaches us: For this reason it is by faith, in
order that it may be in accordance with grace, so that the promise will be guaranteed to all
the descendants, not only to those who are of the Law, but also to those who are of the faith of Abraham,
who is the father of us all, [v. 16]
(Rom. 7:4) Christians were made to die to the law so we’d be joined to Jesus, so we could bear
fruit: Therefore, my brothers and sisters, you also were put to death in regard to the Law through the
body of Christ, so that you might belong to another, to Him who was raised from the dead, in order that
we might bear fruit for God.
(Rom. 8:24-25) Salvation by faith has a future hope element, which draws us toward that positive
end: That is what we hoped for when we were saved. When the thing hoped for is seen, there is no more
hoping. When a person sees a thing, how can he hope for it? But if we hope for something we do not see,
we keep on waiting for it.
(Rom. 15:12-13) Faith in Christ is one putting their hope in Him, relying on Him: Again Isaiah says, “THERE
SHALL COME THE ROOT OF JESSE, AND HE WHO ARISES TO RULE OVER THE GENTILES,
IN HIM WILL THE GENTILES HOPE.”
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(I Cor. 15:11, 17) Believing/faith shown as how one gets saved: Whether then it was I or they, so we
preach and so you believed. And if Christ has not been raised, your faith is worthless; you are still in your
sins.
(Gal. 3:6-9) Abraham believed God, and God reckoned it to him as righteousness; faith saves:
Just as Abraham BELIEVED GOD, AND IT WAS CREDITED TO HIM AS RIGHTEOUSNESS. [v. 6]
(Gal. 3:22-27) All men are shut up under sin, so salvation can come to all who believe: But the
Scripture has confined everyone under sin, so that the promise by faith in Jesus Christ might be given to
those who believe. [v. 22]
(Gal. 3:29) Christians are Abraham’s offspring, and belong to Jesus through believing/trusting/
faithing God’s promise: And if you belong to Christ, then you are Abraham’s descendants, heirs
according to promise.
(Phil. 1:29) God grants people the ability to believe, which faith, when exercised, saves: For to
you it has been granted for Christ’s sake, not only to believe in Him, but also to suffer on His behalf,
(I Th. 2:13) Salvation is receiving the gospel as God’s word: We also constantly thank God that when
you received the word of God which you heard from us, you accepted it not as the word of men,
but for what it really is, the word of God.
(II Th. 1:10) Believing the testimony concerning Christ saves: When He comes to be glorified in
His saints on that day, and to be marveled at among all who have believed—for our testimony to you was
believed.
(II Th. 2:13) On man’s side, faith in the truth is what saves: God has chosen you from the
beginning for salvation through sanctification by the Spirit and faith in the truth.
(II Th. 3:2) Faith is what distinguishes between lost and saved people (Tit. 1:15): …we will
be rescued from perverse and evil men; for not all have faith.
(I Tim. 1:16) Those who would believe in Jesus for eternal life get saved: Yet for this reason I found
mercy, so that in me as the foremost sinner Jesus Christ might demonstrate His perfect patience as an
example for those who would believe in Him for eternal life.
(II Tim. 1:12) Paul knew the God in Whom he had believed, which faith is how he got saved: For
this reason I also suffer these things; but I am not ashamed, for I know whom I have believed, and I am
convinced that He is able to protect what I have entrusted to Him until that day.
(Heb. 11:2) By faith, Old Testaments saint got God’s saving approval: For by it [faith] the people of
old gained approval.
(I Pet. 1:21) Through Christ Christians are believers, and their faith is in God: who through Him
are believers in God, who raised Him from the dead and gave Him glory, so that your faith and hope are
in God.
(I Pet. 2:6) He who believes in Jesus, the Chief Cornerstone, will not be disappointed: For this is
contained in Scripture: “Behold, I am laying in Zion a choice stone, a precious cornerstone,
And the one who believes in Him will not be put to shame.”
(I Jn. 3:23) God’s commandment to mankind is to believe in Jesus Christ for salvation, then love
fellow Christians when you do: This is His commandment, that we believe in the name of His Son
Jesus Christ, and love one another, just as He commanded us.
Choice
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(Ac. 14:15) Turning from (dependence on/belief in) vain idols to serve the living God is required
for salvation: and saying, 'Men, why are you doing these things? We are also men, of the same nature as
you, preaching the gospel to you, to turn from these useless things to a living God, who MADE THE
HEAVEN AND THE EARTH AND THE SEA, AND EVERYTHING THAT IS IN THEM.
(Rom. 15:31) Lost people are labeled, ‘those who are disobedient’: that I may be rescued from those
who are disobedient in Judea, and that my service for Jerusalem may prove acceptable to the saints;
(I Cor. 6:17) Salvation comes by joining yourself to Christ: But the one who joins himself to the Lord
is one spirit with Him.
(II Cor. 3:16) Turning to the Lord is shown as how one gets saved: but whenever someone turns to
the Lord, the veil is taken away.
(Jn. 7:17) Willingness to do God’s will opens opportunities to men: If anyone is willing to do His
will, he will know about the teaching, whether it is of God, or I am speaking from Myself.
(I Th. 1:9) For people with a religious background, salvation is turning from trust in and serving
idols to trusting then serving the living God: For they themselves report about us as to the kind
of reception we had with you, and how you turned to God from idols to serve a living and true God,
(Heb. 4:6) The disobedience of disbelief keeps some from entering God’s rest, which begins with
salvation (Heb. 4:1-3): Therefore, since it remains for some to enter it, and those who previously had
good news preached to them failed to enter because of disobedience,
(Jn. 4:2) Clearly, if water baptizing people wasn’t performed by Jesus (this time? 3:22-24), and
hardly so by Paul, it isn’t required for salvation, and it’s the inbetween step before discipling unto
sanctification starts: (although Jesus Himself was not baptizing; rather, His disciples were),
(although Jesus Himself was not baptizing; rather, His disciples were),

SOVEREIGNTY & WILL
(See also: Calvinism & Arminian Errors, at WillYouLiveForever.org)

Sovereignty
(Ac. 2:39) God’s salvation promise/call is for all—Jews and Gentiles—but also requires God’s sovereign
calling.
(Rom. 9:7-16) Salvation doesn’t depend on man, but God, Who has taught it’s by faith, not works.
Abraham’s two sons had no choice in which was called by God to represent two attempted ways to get to
heaven.
(Jas. 1:18) God brought forth believers by the word.
(Rom. 8:29-30) God is in charge and manages/supervises the entire salvation process, of justification,
sanctification and glorification.
(Rom. 9:7-16) God is in charge of who gets saved, which are descendants of Abraham’s son born not
under the law, by faith.
(Rom. 11:11-14) Gentiles’ salvation is used in God’s sovereignty to make Jews jealous, so they’ll choose
to receive it, themself.
(Mt. 11:25-30) When someone gets saved, God has obviously been at work.
(Jn. 3:27) Salvation can’t happen by man’s will alone.
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(Jn. 6:37-44) Eternal security is for all who are saved, and all who God gives to Jesus will come to Him.
If anyone gets saved, God was already at work successfully drawing them. Any who reject, were not
given to Jesus by the Father, not because God didn’t call them, or His call failed, but their rejection also is
involved in their not being saved (v. 44, believe or not believe in Him).
(Jn. 6:44-47) No one comes to Jesus unless God draws them. The will does not save you. Believing in
Jesus means one has eternal life (eternal security). God’s sovereignty in salvation is rarely if ever spoken
of absent man’s requirement to believe.
(Jn. 6:63) Even Jesus’ words, absent the work of the Holy Spirit, are ineffective to produce change in a
human, not because they are ineffective, but we are, spiritually.
(Jn. 10:27-29) Christ’s sheep will get saved (and keep it).
(Jn. 15:16) Christians are saved to produce fruit, and though their will is involved on salvation, God
initiated it, and is the only important party in the transaction.
(Ac. 13:48) If you have been appointed to eternal life, you will believe. That doesn’t mean you will be
forced to, or that God chooses those who choose to believe. He foreknows who gets saved, chooses all
who do, lets our will be involved, yet isn’t dependent upon our will/response, but actually inspires it,
when it’s ever used for good, as the initiator.
(Rom. 11:1) Paul is proof God hasn’t rejected the Jews, because any Jew who believes in Christ is
accepted into God’s family.
(I Cor. 1:23-24) The gospel is the power of God to His chosen.
(I Cor. 1:29-30) By God’s doing, not ours, believers are saved/in Christ.
(I Cor. 2:14) Lost people, and/or and sinful believers can’t accept spiritual truth/things.
(II Cor. 4:3-7) If the gospel makes no sense to you, or seems stupid, know you are already the victim of
satan’s victory over you.
(Phil. 1:29) God grants people the right/power to believe.
(II Th. 2:13) God chose believers for salvation through their being set apart by the Spirit and their faith
(I Th. 1:4; Tit. 1:1).
(I Pet. 1:21) Through Christ Christians are believers in God.
Will
(Jn. 5:40-41) Man’s will is required for a person to come to Jesus for eternal life.
(Mt. 11:16-18) Man’s will can be used evilly, to spin every rejection their way/positive, or blame others.
(Mt. 12:31-33) Rejecting God’s specific convicting call to salvation can’t be forgiven, meaning those
people certainly go to hell.
(Mt. 23:37-38) Salvation requires willful reception.
(Lk. 13:34) Salvation requires willing participation of both God and man (mutuality).
(Jn. 1:9) Christ has come into the world, so every man is enlightened enough to have no excuse if they
go to/end up in hell.
(Jn. 1:11-13) Man’s will is involved in salvation. Here, Jews rejected Him, but those who did not
received power to become God’s children.
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(Jn. 10:1-10) All who enter the Door, Christ, will be saved, and won’t follow another. Christ came to
give people life, and life abundantly.
(Jn. 12:32) Christ has resurrected and ascended, so He will draw all men to Himself. Obviously, that
drawing isn’t weak, just because man’s will has to cooperate with it, because His drawing alone doesn’t
save, or everyone He draws would also get saved (i.e., Universalism).
(Ac. 13:46) Men can foolishly use their will to judge themselves unworthy of receiving the free gift of
eternal life.
(Rom. 9:6) God’s word doesn’t fail because men reject it.
(Rom. 10:16) Accepting, or believing the good news is required for salvation.
(Rom. 10:17-21) Faith comes from the Bible, but doesn’t guarantee hearers will respond, even though
they hear and know how to be saved.

INVITATIONS
Follow
(Mt. 4:19-23) Following Christ will make you evangelistic: And He said to them, “Follow Me, and I
will make you fishers of men.” [v. 19]
(Mt. 9:9-13) Christ’s call to Levi was simply to follow Him: As Jesus went on from there, He saw a
man called Matthew sitting in the tax collector’s office; and He said to him, “Follow Me!” And he got up
and followed Him.
(Jn. 1:37) Jesus merely speaking to these two disciples caused them to drop everything and follow.
Exactly what He said isn’t even mentioned: And the two disciples heard him speak, and they followed
Jesus.
(Jn. 1:41-43) Jesus’ call to these disciples was merely ‘follow Me.’ Evangelism is not such a call, or
that would be works, without saving faith: The next day He decided to go to Galilee, and He
found Philip. And Jesus said to him, “Follow Me.” [v. 43]
(Jn. 1:47) Nathanael’s calling was through prophetic conversation, demonstrating to him who
Christ was: Jesus saw Nathanael coming to Him, and *said of him, “Here is truly an Israelite, in whom
there is no deceit!”
(Jn. 8:12) I am the Light of the world; he who follows Me will not walk in the darkness, but will
have the Light of life: Then Jesus again spoke to them, saying, “I am the Light of the world; the one
who follows Me will not walk in the darkness, but will have the Light of life.”
(Jn. 8:51) If you keep Christ’s word, you will never see (or taste) death. Isn’t this works, or
promising no funeral? No, it is saying a believer will not experience death—separation from
fellowship with Christ, if they obediently follow Him: Truly, truly I say to you, if anyone follows My
word, he will never see death.”
Faith
(Jn. 7:37-39) Living water is for believers: If anyone is thirsty, let him come to Me and drink. He who
believes in Me, as the Scripture said, ‘From his innermost being will flow rivers of living water.’ But this
He spoke of the Spirit, whom those who believed in Him were to receive.
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(Jn. 11:25-27) Believing what Christ said saves, and what He said is whoever believes in Him will
never die, even though their body will (unless raptured): Jesus said to her, “I am the resurrection and
the life; the one who believes in Me will live, even if he dies, [v. 25]
(Jn. 12:36) Belief in Christ saves: While you have the Light, believe in the Light, so that you may
become sons of Light.”
(Jn. 12:46) Everyone who believes in Christ will not remain in sin/darkness: I have come as Light
into the world, so that no one who believes in Me will remain in darkness.

JUDGMENT & REBUKE
(Mt. 11:20-24) Judgment on those who don’t repent (a choice within man’s power to make): For if
the miracles that occurred in you had occurred in Sodom, it would have remained to this
day. Nevertheless I say to you that it will be more tolerable for the land of Sodom on the day of
judgment, than for you.” [vv. 23f-24]
(Jn. 7:24) Jesus commands righteous, accurate judging, when needed, vs. the arrogant, holier-thanthou type: Do not judge by the outward appearance, but judge with righteous judgment.”
(Rom. 14:11-12) Everyone will be held accountable to God: For it is written: “AS I LIVE, SAYS THE
LORD, TO ME EVERY KNEE WILL BOW, AND EVERY TONGUE WILL GIVE PRAISE TO GOD.” So then each one
of us will give an account of himself to God.
(Heb. 3:18-19) God warns no one enters His rest housing unbelief vs. faith (Heb. 4:7-10): And to
whom did He swear that they would not enter His rest, but to those who were disobedient? And so we see
that they were not able to enter because of unbelief.
(Heb. 10:26-31) If you reject God’s message, which tells you how to be saved, going on sinning, you
only have a terrifying expectation of His judgment remaining for you. God never promises anyone
they any specific number of opportunities He gives them to be saved. Here, it speaks of Christians
doing that: For if we go on sinning willfully after receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no longer
remains a sacrifice for sins, but a terrifying expectation of judgment and THE FURY OF A FIRE WHICH WILL
CONSUME THE ADVERSARIES… How much more severe punishment do you think he will deserve who has
trampled underfoot the Son of God, and has regarded as unclean the blood of the covenant by which he
was sanctified, and has insulted the Spirit of grace? For we know Him who said, “VENGEANCE IS MINE,
I WILL REPAY.” And again, “THE LORD WILL JUDGE HIS PEOPLE.” [vv. 26-27, 29-30]
(II Pet. 2:9): then the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from a trial, and to keep the unrighteous
under punishment for the day of judgment,
(Heb. 12:18) Being in God’s presence is an awe-inspiring experience resulting in reverence and
holiness, or one rightly should fear His judgment, if they refuse Him or His given instruction(s)
For you have not come to a mountain that can be touched and to a blazing fire, and to darkness and gloom
and whirlwind,
(Heb. 12:25-29): See to it that you do not refuse Him who is speaking. For if those did not escape when
they refused him who warned them on earth, much less will we escape who turn away from Him
who warns us from heaven. [v. 25]

SANCTIFICATION
Note: The terms ‘carrot’ and ‘stick’ are often used, to show how God motivates believers in
sanctification. You would expect to find zero incentives for holiness, or warnings against sin, among
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Christians, in the New Testament epistles, if Lordship Salvation is true, because it requires lost people to
settle those two issues in order to be saved. See how many times their theory is disproved:
Defined
(Tit. 2:11-14) God’s grace instructs believers to live godly/right: For the grace of God has
appeared that offers salvation to all people. It teaches us to say “No” to ungodliness and worldly
passions, and to live self-controlled, upright and godly lives in this present age, [vv. 11-12]
(Mt. 12:34-37, 13:31-32, 15:10-20) Goodness comes from the heart, and unsaved people are
expected to bring forth sin: “Either make the tree to be good as well as its fruit good, or make the
tree to be bad as well as its fruit bad; for the tree is known by its fruit. [12:34] But the things that come
out of the mouth come from the heart, and those things defile the person. For out of the heart come evil
thoughts, murders, acts of adultery, other immoral sexual acts, thefts, false testimonies, and slanderous
statements. [15:18-19]
(Mt. 21:28-32) Doing God’s will is not a matter of words, but deeds: “But what do you think? A
man had two sons, and he came to the first and said, ‘Son, go work today in the vineyard.’ But he replied,
‘I do not want to.’ Yet afterward he regretted it and went. And the man came to his second son and said
the same thing; and he replied, ‘I will, sir’; and yet he did not go. Which of the two did the will of his
father?” [vv. 28-31a]
(Rom. 6:1-2) Paul asks Christians if they should continue to sin, to receive more grace. That’s a
very odd question if committing not to sin was required for them to already have been saved: What
shall we say then? Are we to continue in sin so that grace may increase? Far from it! How shall we
who died to sin still live in it?
(Rom. 6:15) Paul asks Christians if they should continue to sin, because they are under grace.
That’s a very odd question if committing not to sin was required for them to already have been
saved: What then? Are we to sin because we are not under the Law but under grace? May it never be!
(Rom. 8:4) The law’s requirement is experientially fulfilled by Spirit-led believers: so that
the requirement of the Law might be fulfilled in us who do not walk according to the flesh but according
to the Spirit.
(Rom. 8:11-16) Sanctification is the Spirit giving life/holiness to your mortal body: But if the Spirit
of Him who raised Jesus from the dead dwells in you, He who raised Christ Jesus from the dead will also
give life to your mortal bodies through His Spirit who dwells in you. [v. 11]
(I Cor. 4:20) Sanctification success is not in one’s words, but their power: For the kingdom of God
is not in words, but in power.
(I Cor. 7:19) Circumcision has no spiritual importance for believers, but what matters is obeying
God’s commands, by faith vs. by law/perfectionism (Gal. 5:6): Circumcision is nothing, and
uncircumcision is nothing, but what matters is the keeping of the commandments of God.
(Gal. 3:2-3) Christians get improved by the Spirit, not by the flesh, or works of the law: This is the
only thing I want to find out from you: did you receive the Spirit by works of the Law, or by hearing with
faith? Are you so foolish? Having begun by the Spirit, are you now being perfected by the flesh?
(Phil. 2:1-2) Christians are to be united, though that is not necessarily uniformity of belief: make
my joy complete by being of the same mind, maintaining the same love, united in spirit, intent on one
purpose. [v. 2]
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(I Th. 1:9-10) Sanctification is serving Christ as you await His return: For they themselves report
about us as to the kind of reception we had with you, and how you turned to God from idols to serve a
living and true God, and to wait for His Son from heaven, whom He raised from the dead, that is, Jesus
who rescues us from the wrath to come.
(I Tim. 2:4) After one is saved, God wants them to come to a knowledge of the truth, and God
wants both these things for all people: who wants all people to be saved and to come to the knowledge
of the truth.
(I Tim. 4:3) Christians (those who believe) are to know the truth: who forbid marriage and
advocate abstaining from foods which God has created to be gratefully shared in by those who believe
and know the truth.
(I Tim. 5:24-25) You can hide some sins, but not from God, and you can’t hide righteous deeds:
The sins of some people are quite evident, going before them to judgment; for others, their sins follow
after. Likewise also, deeds that are good are quite evident, and those which are otherwise cannot be
concealed.
(II Tim. 2:19) Those who claim to be Christians should abstain from wickedness/evil. Why?
Because they have to, to prove they’re saved, or in order to be saved? No, because it’s natural, and
from gratitude for salvation: Nevertheless, the firm foundation of God stands, having this seal: “The
Lord knows those who are His;” and, “Everyone who names the name of the Lord is to keep away from
wickedness.”
Benefits
(Mt. 19:27-30) There are rewards for following and serving Christ: Then Peter responded and said
to Him, “Behold, we have left everything and followed You; what then will there be for us?” And Jesus
said to them, “Truly I say to you, that you who have followed Me, in the regeneration when the Son of
Man will sit on His glorious throne, you also shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of
Israel. And everyone who has left houses or brothers or sisters or father or mother or children or farms on
account of My name, will receive many times as much, and will inherit eternal life.
(Mt. 6:1-4) Be good for heavenly rewards, vs. to impress men: Be careful not to practice your
righteousness in front of others to be seen by them. If you do, you will have no reward from your Father
in heaven. [v. 1]
(Mt. 12:50) Spiritual family proved by doing God’s will: For whoever does the will of My Father
who is in heaven, he is My brother, and sister, and mother.”
(Jn. 8:31-32) Jesus is telling saved people that if they continue in His word, they are truly
disciples. Obviously, if they did not do so, they were still saved (you don’t lose that), but not
true disciples (but positional only): So Jesus was saying to those Jews who had believed Him, “If you
continue in My word, then you are truly My disciples; and you will know the truth, and the truth will set
you free.”
(Jn. 8:36) Freedom experienced comes with spiritual growth: So if the Son sets you free, you really
will be free.
(Jn. 14:12) Those who trust Christ/get saved can do even greater deeds than He did: Truly, truly I
say to you, the one who believes in Me, the works that I do, he will do also; and greater works than these
he will do; because I am going to the Father.
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(Rom. 2:4-11) God will equally bring trials in this life to the saved or lost who do evil: But because
of your stubbornness and unrepentant heart you are storing up wrath for yourself on the day of wrath and
revelation of the righteous judgment of God, who WILL REPAY EACH PERSON ACCORDING TO HIS DEEDS: to
those who by perseverance in doing good seek glory, honor, and immortality, He will give eternal life; but
to those who are self-serving and do not obey the truth, but obey unrighteousness, He will give wrath and
indignation. There will be tribulation and distress for every soul of mankind who does evil, for the
Jew first and also for the Greek, [vv. 5-9]
(I Cor. 8:3) Those who love God get known by Him: but if anyone loves God, he is known by Him.
(II Cor. 1:20-22) All God’s promises are yes in Christ, by which God establishes us: For as many as
the promises of God are, in Him they are yes; therefore through Him also is our Amen to the glory of God
through us. [v. 20]
(II Cor. 3:17) When you are with the Spirit, walking closely, you experience freedom (Gal. 5:1):
Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom.
(Gal. 5:13) Freedom in Christ is not lawlessness, but lovingly serving your Christian brother: For
you were called to freedom, brothers and sisters; only do not turn your freedom into an opportunity for the
flesh, but serve one another through love.
(Phil. 2:16) Our sanctification (and a discipler’s work) is not in vain if we hold faithfully to
God’s word to the end: holding firmly the word of life, so that on the day of Christ I can take pride
because I did not run in vain nor labor in vain.
(Phil. 3:7-16) All moral achievements, pre-Christ, are rubbish by comparison to knowing Him,
and His suffering, being conformed to the likeness of His death, to attain to His resurrection:
circumcised the eighth day, of the nation of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of Hebrews; as to
the Law, a Pharisee; as to zeal, a persecutor of the church; as to the righteousness which is in the Law,
found blameless. But whatever things were gain to me, these things I have counted as loss because of
Christ. [vv. 5-7]
(I Tim. 6:19) Doing the right things leads to eternal rewards (if one is heaven-bound): storing up for
themselves the treasure of a good foundation for the future, so that they may take hold of that which is
truly life.
(II Tim. 2:20-22) Rewards vary for the differences in quality of believers’ efforts in
sanctification: Now in a large house there are not only gold and silver implements, but
also implements of wood and of earthenware, and some are for honor while others are for
dishonor. Therefore, if anyone cleanses himself from these things, he will be an implement for honor,
sanctified, useful to the Master, prepared for every good work. [vv. 20-21]
(Tit. 3:8) Believers need to be careful to engage good deeds, for they are profitable: This statement
is trustworthy; and concerning these things I want you to speak confidently, so that those who
have believed God will be careful to engage in good deeds. These things are good and beneficial for
people.
(Heb. 2:18) Christ comes to the aide of believers who seek His aid in temptation (effort
required; Heb. 4:14-16): For since He Himself was tempted in that which He has suffered, He is able to
come to the aid of those who are tempted.
Problem
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(I Tim. 1:19) Some believers get shipwrecked in their faith, by not keeping faith and a good
conscience: keeping faith and a good conscience, which some have rejected and suffered shipwreck in
regard to their faith.
(I Cor. 3:1-9) Carnality comes from lack of exposure to God’s word, expressed in more sinful
living. Evangelists do their work humbly, as God is the reason they succeed, and He rewards their
work: And I, brothers and sisters, could not speak to you as spiritual people, but only as fleshly, as
to infants in Christ. I gave you milk to drink, not solid food; for you were not yet able to consume it. But
even now you are not yet able, for you are still fleshly. For since there is jealousy and strife among you,
are you not fleshly, and are you not walking like ordinary people? Now the one who plants and the one
who waters are one; but each will receive his own reward according to his own labor. [vv. 1-3]
(I Cor. 5:1-2) Christians can sin even worse than lost people: It is actually reported that there is
sexual immorality among you, and sexual immorality of such a kind as does not exist even among the
Gentiles, namely, that someone has his father’s wife. [v. 1]
(I Cor. 5:9-13) Shunning is biblical, for seriously sinning saints: But actually, I wrote to you not to
associate with any so-called brother if he is a sexually immoral person, or a greedy person, or an idolater,
or is verbally abusive, or habitually drunk, or a swindler—not even to eat with such a person. [v. 11]
(I Cor. 16:22) May a curse be upon all who do not love God: If anyone does not love the Lord, he is
to be accursed. Maranatha!
(II Tim. 3:5) People can have a showy righteousness that’s not real, or produced by God: holding
to a form of godliness although they have denied its power; avoid such people as these.
(Tit. 1:15-16) People can profess to know God, but their deeds deny their claims: To the pure, all
things are pure; but to those who are defiled and unbelieving, nothing is pure, but both their mind and
their conscience are defiled. They profess to know God, but by their deeds they deny Him,
being detestable and disobedient and worthless for any good deed.
(Heb. 9:14) Some Christians need cleansing from dead works, to serve the living God (proof
Lordship Salvation requirements are false, so they would just doubt such people’s salvation): how
much more will the blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered Himself without blemish to
God, cleanse your conscience from dead works to serve the living God?
(Jas. 4:1-4) This fleshly church is quarreling and worldly. Lordship Salvationists deny the
reality of carnality, though the Bible shows its reality often: What is the source of quarrels
and conflicts among you? Is the source not your pleasures that wage war in your body’s parts? You lust
and do not have, so you commit murder. And you are envious and cannot obtain, so you fight and
quarrel. You do not have because you do not ask. [vv. 1-2]
Notice how churches differ in their sinfulness and virtues; none are perfect, none are criticized over
every commandment, and few receive zero rebuke: Rev. 2:2-7, 2:9-11, 2:13-17, 2:19-29, 3:2-6, 8-13,
15-22
(Rev. 12:11, 14:4) There are clearly variances in believer’s moral achievements: And they overcame
him because of the blood of the Lamb and because of the word of their testimony, and they did not love
their life even when faced with death. [v. 11] These are the ones who have not defiled themselves with
women, for they are celibate. These are the ones who follow the Lamb wherever He goes. These have
been purchased from mankind as first fruits to God and to the Lamb. [v. 4]
Effort
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(Jn. 11:9-10) Sanctification effort is also urgent, as time is short for walking in the day: Jesus
replied, “Are there not twelve hours in the day? If anyone walks during the day, he does not stumble,
because he sees the light of this world. [v. 9]
(Col. 2:20) God’s grace is not to prove vain, but effort is required for you to show gratitude for it:
If you have died with Christ to the elementary principles of the world, why, as if you were living in the
world, do you submit yourself to decrees, such as,
(I Cor. 15:58) Effort at serving God is rewarded, and never futile or in vain/for no worthy
purpose: Therefore, my beloved brothers and sisters, be firm, immovable, always excelling in the work
of the Lord, knowing that your labor is not in vain in the Lord.
(I Tim. 4:6-10, 15-16) Effort is required for sanctification, both for pastors and parishioners (I
Tim. 6:11-14; II Tim. 2:1-8): In pointing out these things to the brothers and sisters, you will be a
good servant of Christ Jesus, constantly nourished on the words of the faith and of the good doctrine
which you have been following. Take pains with these things; be absorbed in them, so that your progress
will be evident to all. Pay close attention to yourself and to the teaching; persevere in these things, for as
you do this you will save both yourself and those who hear you. [vv. 6, 15-16]
(II Tim. 4:1-7) Grow, based on the Bible, because apostasy from it will occur, in prophecy: For the
time will come when people will not put up with sound doctrine. Instead, to suit their own desires, they
will gather around them a great number of teachers to say what their itching ears want to hear. [v. 3]
Means
(Jn. 17:17) The Bible is God’s instrument for Christian sanctification: Sanctify them in the truth;
Your word is truth.
(Rom. 7:1) Christians aren’t under the law’s jurisdiction: Or do you not know, brothers and
sisters (for I am speaking to those who know the Law), that the Law has jurisdiction over a person as long
as he lives?
(I Cor. 10:11) Christians are to learn lessons from the successes and failures of people in the Old
Testament: Now these things happened to them as an example, and they were written for our instruction,
upon whom the ends of the ages have come.
(I Cor. 15:10) Grace is not opposite of intense labor, but it inspires it, not having to work for but
receiving salvation as a free gift: But by the grace of God I am what I am, and His grace toward me did
not prove vain; but I labored even more than all of them, yet not I, but the grace of God with me.
(I Cor. 15:33-34) Who you hang around/socialize with can negatively affect your behavior: Do not
be deceived: “Bad company corrupts good morals.” Sober up morally and stop sinning, for some have no
knowledge of God. I say this to your shame
(II Cor. 1:9) Sanctificational faith can be learned by having to trust God in circumstances beyond
your control or controlling: Indeed, we had the sentence of death within ourselves so that we would not
trust in ourselves, but in God who raises the dead,
(II Cor. 3:4-5) We aren’t adequate in ourselves for any good thing, but God makes us adequate
for sanctification: Such is the confidence we have toward God through Christ. Not that we are adequate
in ourselves so as to consider anything as having come from ourselves, but our adequacy is from God,
(Gal. 5:16) Walk by the Spirit and you won’t do the deeds of the flesh (Gal. 5:25): But I say, walk
by the Spirit, and you will not carry out the desire of the flesh.
(Phil. 1:6, 2:12-13) God is ever at work to complete His work in you, and for that reason we are
to do our part in working out our salvation in fear and trembling: For I am confident of this very
thing, that He who began a good work among you will complete it by the day of Christ Jesus. Therefore,
my dear friends, as you have always obeyed—not only in my presence, but now much more in my
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absence—continue to work out your salvation with fear and trembling, for it is God who works in you to
will and to act in order to fulfill his good purpose.
(Phil. 3:3) Worship in the Spirit and put no confidence in the flesh, to demonstrate your being
the true circumcision: for we are the true circumcision, who worship in the Spirit of God and take pride
in Christ Jesus, and put no confidence in the flesh,
(Phil. 3:17-20) Believers are to follow godly examples, as some people face destruction, with
worldliness as their god: Brothers and sisters, join in following my example, and observe those who
walk according to the pattern you have in us. For many walk, of whom I often told you, and now tell you
even as I weep, that they are the enemies of the cross of Christ, whose end is destruction, whose god
is their appetite, and whose glory is in their shame, who have their minds on earthly
things. For our citizenship is in heaven, from which we also eagerly wait for a Savior, the Lord Jesus
Christ;
(Phil. 4:8) Default your thoughts to holy things, as otherwise it’s garbage in garbage out: Finally,
brothers and sisters, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is right, whatever is pure, whatever
is lovely, whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence and if anything worthy of praise, think
about these things.
(Col. 1:4-6) The word bears fruit in saved people, when they understand the grace of God in truth:
because of the hope reserved for you in heaven, of which you previously heard in the word of truth, the
gospel which has come to you, just as in all the world also it is bearing fruit and increasing, even as it has
been doing in you also since the day you heard it and understood the grace of God in truth; [vv. 5-6]
(Col. 2:19) Spiritual growth comes from holding fast to Christ the head: and not holding firmly
to the head, from whom the entire body, being supplied and held together by the joints and ligaments,
grows with a growth which is from God.
(Col. 3:1-4) Those who have been saved are to default/set their minds above, not below, for that is
where Christ is and where our future lies: Set your minds on the things that are above, not on the
things that are on earth. For you have died, and your life is hidden with Christ in God. [vv. 2-3]
(I Th. 1:6) Imitate godly Christians and Jesus, despite bad circumstances: You also
became imitators of us and of the Lord, having received the word during great affliction with the joy of
the Holy Spirit,
(I Th. 2:13-14) When one receives the Bible as Gods very word, it bears fruit in them, and they
start imitating good examples of others: You accepted it… as the word of God, which also
performs its work in you who believe.
(I Th. 3:12-13) Prayer that believers increase in brotherly love, and become established in
unblamable holiness, until prophecy hits.
(I Th. 5:23) Paul prays wishes for God to entirely sanctify believers (II Th. 2:16-17): [Jews]
hindering us from speaking to the Gentiles so that they may be saved; with the result that they always fill
up the measure of their sins. But wrath has come upon them to the utmost.
(II Th. 3:4, 13) Discipler Paul expresses confidence they are and will continuing to do good, and
encourages them not to grow weary in so doing (Phm. 1:21): We have confidence in the Lord
concerning you, that you are doing and will continue to do what we command.
(I Tim. 3:16) Christ is the mystery of godliness (the key and source of it): By common confession,
great is the mystery of godliness: He…
(I Tim. 5:1-2) Pastors can specifically be involved in laymen’s sanctification (not just
sermonizing): Do not sharply rebuke an older man, but rather appeal to him as a father, to the younger
men as brothers, the older women as mothers, and the younger women as sisters.
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(I Tim. 5:15) Christians have the capacity to turn aside and follow satan: For some have already
turned aside to follow Satan.
(II Tim. 3:10-11) This pastor followed Paul’s good role model example (not guaranteed, but
commended, here): Now you followed my teaching, conduct, purpose, faith,
patience, love, perseverance, persecutions, and sufferings…
(Phm. 1:14) Obedience to God should be consensual vs. coersed: Without your consent I did not want
to do anything, so that your goodness would not be, in effect, by compulsion but of your own free will.
(Heb. 3:14-15, 4:14) We partake of Christ if we hold fast our assurance to the end; if we don’t, we
cease partaking in, while still possessing Christ: For we have become partakers of Christ if we keep
the beginning of our commitment firm until the end, while it is said, “TODAY IF YOU HEAR HIS VOICE, DO
NOT HARDEN YOUR HEARTS, AS WHEN THEY PROVOKED ME.” Therefore, since we have a great high priest
who has passed through the heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let’s hold firmly to our confession.
(Heb. 12:7, 11) God disciplines His own, to produce fruit: God deals with you as with sons; for what
son is there whom his father does not discipline?
(Heb. 13:20-21) Prayer for God to do His part in believers’ sanctification; it is never wholly up to
humans.
(Jas. 1:13-16) This book is written to Christians, and James has to educate them that ‘the devil
made me do it’ isn’t 100 percent true, as the desire begins within, as Christians get tempted, but
needn’t fall to it: But each one is tempted when he is carried away and enticed by his own
lust. Then when lust has conceived, it gives birth to sin; and sin, when it has run its course, brings forth
death. [vv. 14-15]
(Jas. 1:25, 27) These verses offer promises to believers who do them (which isn’t guaranteed).
Worldly believers exist in abundance, in America, and Lordshippers resort to questioning their
salvation vs. their spiritual maturity: But one who has looked intently at the perfect law, the law of
freedom, and has continued in it, not having become a forgetful hearer but an active doer, this person will
be blessed in what he does. Pure and undefiled religion in the sight of our God and Father is this:
to visit orphans and widows in their distress, and to keep oneself unstained by the world.
(Jas. 2:14-26) James exhorts believers to do what they are given faith to do. Doing so doesn’t save
them, but saves their soul (mind, will and emotion—not spirit): What use is it, my brothers and
sisters, if someone says he has faith, but he has no works? Can that faith save him? If a brother or sister
is without clothing and in need of daily food, and one of you says to them, “Go in peace, be warmed and
be filled,” yet you do not give them what is necessary for their body, what use is that? In the same
way, faith also, if it has no works, is dead, being by itself. But are you willing to acknowledge, you
foolish person, that faith without works is useless? [vv. 14-16, 20]
(II Pet. 2:9) God knows how to keep the godly from temptation, but they have to avail
themselves to His out/rescue (Jude 1:24): then the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from a trial,
and to keep the unrighteous under punishment for the day of judgment,
(II Jn. 1:4; III Jn. 1:3-4) John’s glad the church is walking in truth (not guaranteed, but exhorted):
I was overjoyed to find some of your children walking in truth, just as we have received a
commandment to do from the Father. [v. 4] It gave me great joy when some believers came and testified
about your faithfulness to the truth, telling how you continue to walk in it. I have no greater joy than to
hear that my children are walking in the truth. [vv. 3-4]
Obligation
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(Tit. 2:11-14) Salvation instructs us to deny ungodliness and worldly desires, and to live sensibly,
righteously and godly, awaiting prophecy: The grace of God has appeared… instructing us to deny
ungodliness and worldly desires and to live sensibly, righteously and godly in the present age.
(Tit. 3:1-7) Christians are to do good deeds, because we used to live in evil ones, before God’s
merciful love saved us: Remind them to be [good]… For we also once were [evil].
(I Pet. 1:1-5) Christians were chosen by God’s foreknowledge, by the Spirit’ setting apart ministry,
that we would obey Christ and be forgiven: Chosen according to the foreknowledge of God the
Father, by the sanctifying work of the Spirit, [a]to obey Jesus Christ.
(Lk. 13:7-9) Christians should be exhibiting evidence of fruit by three years, or discipline (or
questioning their salvation) is forthcoming: [vineyard owner] For three years I have come looking for
fruit on this fig tree without finding any. Cut it down! Why does it even use up the ground?’ And he
[gardener] answered and said to him, ‘Let it alone, sir, for this year too, until I dig around it and put in
fertilizer; and if it bears fruit next year, fine; but if not, cut it down.
(Lk. 17:10) Obedience is never something Christians can brag about, as it’s our obligation: When
you do all the things which are commanded you, say, ‘We are unworthy slaves; we have done only that
which we ought to have done.’
(II Cor. 6:17-7:1) A Christian is supposed to work with God in sanctification, as their salvation was
timely, and not to have been in vain in this life: “COME OUT FROM THEIR MIDST AND BE SEPARATE,”
says the Lord.
(Eph. 4:1) Christians are told to walk worthy of their calling (Phil. 1:27): I… implore you to walk in
a manner worthy of the calling with which you have been called.
(Eph. 5:1) Believers are to imitate God, as His beloved children: Be imitators of God, as beloved
children.
(Phil. 2:15) Christians are to prove themselves to be blameless and innocent children of God in a
crooked and perverse world: [be good] so that you will prove yourselves to be blameless and
innocent, children of God above reproach in the midst of a crooked and perverse generation.
(Col. 2:6-8) Walk in Christ as you received Him—by faith—and be firmly rooted and
established (grow up): As you have received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk in Him.
(Col. 3:12) As chosen, holy and loved children, believers are to put on holy deeds: As those who
have been chosen of God, holy and beloved, put on a heart of [good deeds].
(I Th. 5:8) Because of believers’ identity (of the day), they are exhorted to be sober and put on
spiritual weapons (not guaranteed, but exhorted): …since we are of the day, let us be sober.
(I Tim. 6:6-7) God wants Christians godly, but also content (vs. Discontent) with it:
Godliness actually is a means of great gain when accompanied by contentment.
(II Tim. 1:7) Christians should be living according to their having received a spirit of love,
power and a sound mind.
(II Tim. 2:11-13) Christians are to be faithful to God, but even if they aren’t (not guaranteed), God
remains faithful to Himself: if we died with Him, we will also live with Him; If we endure, we will also
reign with Him; If we deny Him, He also will deny us;
If we are faithless, He remains faithful, for He cannot deny Himself.
Status
(Rom. 8:9) If the Spirit lives/dwells in you, you aren’t in the flesh: If anyone does not have the Spirit
of Christ, he does not belong to Him.
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(Rom. 8:11-16) If the Spirit who resurrected Jesus dwells in you, He will give life/holiness to your
bodies: Brethren, we are under obligation, not to the flesh, to live according to the flesh—for if you are
living according to the flesh, you must die; but if by the Spirit you are putting to death the deeds of the
body, you will live.
(Col. 3:9-10) Christians laid aside the old self and have put on the new self; therefore, they are
instructed to live accordingly (not guaranteed, but exhorted): Do not lie to one another, since
you laid aside the old self with its evil practices, and have put on the new self.
Commitment
(Mt. 5:13-16) Christians can lose their commitment: You are the salt of the earth; but if the salt has
become tasteless, how can it be made salty again?
(Mt. 6:19) Store your treasures in heaven (rewards set the heart right): Do not store up for
yourselves treasures on earth… But store up for yourselves treasures in heaven.
Proof
(Rev. 21:8, 22:14-15) Sins are evident/clearly defined, and blessing is upon those who wash
themselves, as such deeds are rewarded (carrot): Blessed are those who wash their robes, so that they
may have the right to the tree of life.
(Jn. 13:35) Mutual Christian loves shows others we are truly Christ’s disciples. That does not
automatically occur the moment of salvation, as it’s part of spiritual growth/sanctification: By this
all men will know that you are My disciples, if you have love for one another.
Judgment
(Jn. 15:1-8) Judgment comes to unfruitful believers, and fruitfulness comes by
abiding/remaining in His power and fellowship, like a branch remains attached to the vine: Abide
in Me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself unless it abides in the vine, so
neither can you unless you abide in Me. I am the vine, you are the branches; he who abides in Me and I in
him, he bears much fruit, for apart from Me you can do nothing.
Results
(Rom. 3:31) Faith implements the applicable parts and spirit of the law: Do we then nullify the Law
through faith? May it never be! On the contrary, we establish the Law.
Goal
(I Cor. 2:15-16) Sanctification’s goal is to be a spiritual (vs. carnal) believer: He who is spiritual
appraises all things, yet he himself is appraised by no one.
Motivation
(II Cor. 5:9-16) Knowing we will all be judged by God inspires holy living and evangelism: We also
have as our ambition, whether at home or absent, to be pleasing to Him. For we must all appear
before the judgment seat of Christ.
(Heb. 12:28) Because Christians have an unshakeable kingdom, we are to offer acceptable
service with reverence and awe: Since we receive a kingdom which cannot be shaken, let us show
gratitude, by which we may offer to God an acceptable service with reverence and awe.
(I Pet. 2:9-10) Christian’s identity in Christ used to exhort sanctification: You are [identity] so that
you may proclaim the excellencies of Him who has called you out of darkness into His marvelous light.
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DISCIPLING OR LORDSHIP SALVATION?
(The Most Biblically-Thorough Study of Saviorhood/Free Grave vs. Lordship Salvation)
(4/13/22; @JamesMeroney2)
There’s NO substitute for discipling Christians, to get their behavior holier, especially NOT the tradition
of man false doctrine popularly accepted, called Lordship Salvation!
Infants can’t feed themselves, so they don’t feed themselves! The same is true with baby Christians. Paul
said laymen may have many tutors in Christ, but only one father in the faith. Christians are told they’re to
grow by longing for the Bible's basic information, like a baby craves milk!
We are commanded to long for those Bible basics! That desire and its intensity are obviously a choice!;
not an uncontrollable feeling you wait around to feel! I Pet. 2:1-2 It does NOT say babes alone are to do
this, but LIKE newborns, all who aren’t longing already are to do so! Crave God’s word!
HERE are many verses Christians have to know about human effort in sanctification: Rom. 12:1-2,
13:14; Col. 2:6; I Th. 4:1; Eph. 2:10; I Tim. 4:7-8; Heb. 2:3; II Pet. 1:5, 3:18; I Pet. 4:3; ETC. Effort (a
choice) is required. One has to decide to grow!
Lordship Salvationists need to ask themselves THESE questions:
1. Does my definition of repenting mean choose to stop habitual sin? IF any saved person later
habitually sins, are they lost, or was their decision to believe temporary? Did God require it for all their
life, in order to get a free gift, or can they later disbelieve? If belief was temporary, did God seal them
when they believed? And,
2. Does my definition of "receiving Christ as Lord" mean fully, and for a lifetime, or lesser (halfhearted), and for less time? IF any saved person backslides, they AREN’T fulfilling the salvation
requirements you imposed! Does that mean they lost their salvation?
Update #1: Canceling Carnality
HOW do you faith-fully seek to break carnality?
1. Get Christians into God's word
2. Call for commitment, with Christ's incentives
3. Inform them of features of the abundant life
4. Disciple them
5. Get a majority around them not remaining carnal, as in at local churches
6. Warn them
Jesus RARELY called lost people to follow Him, without incentives. And the more exposure one has to
God's word, the more likely they would commit to live for Him.
A human cannot manufacture commitment to Christ decisions by others. The most we can do is rely on
God's sovereign call, through our words, and the more of God's word, the better, prayer-backed.
Update #2: Wordliness Weakens the Word
(4/14/22; @JamesMeroney2)
It’s established—a statistical, real, actual fact—that American Christianity suffers from a large carnality
problem; uncommitted believers, resulting in obvious symptoms of sinfulness, fitting into the world, not
sticking out, morally, and disinterested in evangelism or Bible study.
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One major reason is our valuation/priority of money! MAYBE it’s pastoring, vs. teaching, but I have
NEVER heard one sermon like this one, in 62 years, often attending 2-3 times a week, in four states.
Sermons are often topical, but rarely cover the topic thoroughly.
The American Dream, political conservatism, and worldliness have MUCH in common, and not in
common with the Bible! The last church in Revelation was Laodicean. Rich with money; poor with
spirituality and power and morality. Is there a correlation? YES!
Jesus said you CAN’T serve Him and money, so many U.S. Christians serve money, but attend 1.5 hours
on Sundays, at church, to "serve" God. THAT’S NOT SERVING GOD, the way God defines it! Being a
disciple is denial of self, and daily!
King Solomon chased all this world had to offer. He was the most worldly and fleshly person, in such
pursuits. Unlike us, he made a sane and moral conclusion: Obeying God is life's purpose, and all else is
futility and emptiness. The book of Luke says even when a person has all the world's assets and money,
life does not consist of what one owns. Just like "it is better to give than to receive," we DISbelieve that!
I Timothy WARNS anyone aspiring to achieve wealth! It does NOT encourage it. James 4 says ALL
business/money-making plans should be first subjected to God's plans, like Jesus, Who said, 'not My will
but Thine be done.' WE don’t do this, folks! We don’t say, 'if the Lord wills let us do so-and-so business
plans!' Jas. 4:15
WE U.S. Christians IGNORE Pv. 23:4-5! It commands do not seek wealth, or weary yourself for it! Mt.
6:33 says seek God and His holiness first, and everything else you acquire God will supply for you, as He
does the birds of the field (same chapter).
WE do not hear these truths, we do not want to hear these truths, and preachers withhold these truths from
us, and we are not Berean enough to find them on our own, but DISobey I Jn. 2:27, in treating pastors as
our ONLY source of knowledge of what God says, AS IF we needed a guru!
My point is we disobey, constantly, from ignorance, and live sub-par spiritual lives, chasing churchianity;
NOT biblical Christianity! You CAN’T pursue something you never know of or explore, just comparing
yourself by the next guy! II Cor. 10:12 LOOK at Pv. 30:7-9! READ IT! The prayer is for middle
income/moderation! It is to NOT be poor or wealthy!
YES, for their time, David, Abraham and Solomon were wealthy! and YES, God gives the power to gain
wealth. Deut. 8:18 But IF we knew our Bibles well, we could figure out on our own that satan also can
make sinners rich!
How could we deduce this?
1. He offers ALL the kingdoms of the world to Jesus, if He will sin, in Mt. 4.
2. Worldliness makes a Christian God’s experiential enemy, according to Jas. 4
3. Laodicea is NOT commended, though wealthy, as it was a barrier to their morality
4. Peter and Jesus were dirt poor, often, and NO one ever accused either of them of not being in God’s
will
5. Jesus commends the widow’s mite offering, rather than deeming her a loser, which political
conservatism would, in their hearts!
That ideology worships the rich as heroes deserving all life's perks, and even government DISobeying
God by favoring them! Levit. 19:15 It also demonizes Giving Pledge donors to society, EVEN
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THOUGH Jesus said one with that attitude was evidencing salvation. Lk. 19:1-9 Again, that ideology
IGNORES God’s command to ALL rich people (NOT just Christian ones)
I Tim. 6:17-19 The pursuit of happiness, and life, liberty are usually meant as my right to get as rich as
humanly possible, with no restraints or obligations, under their ideology, folks! SO, when are we going to
hear ANY such sermon as today?
THIS is why carnality reigns, in small part: America's obsession with gaining wealth. And finally, lest:19: any accuse me of teaching a "poverty complex," there is a dastardly doctrine taught in several
churches, which ear tickles Christians, called the gospel of health and wealth. It justifies worldliness,
teaching riches are in the atonement, or come with salvation, if one is walking rightly with God.
BALDERDASH, heretics!
IF you EVER read the book of Acts, you will see why our Christianity is SO deficient! Those people
were too busy serving God, to serve filthy lucre/mammon! YOUR SERVICE TO GOD IS NOT
SITTING ON A PEW FOR one+ HOUR A WEEK, folks! That’s passive vs. action/active.
Update #3: Good Deeds Required of Everyone
(4/16/22; @JamesMeroney2)
Bad humans try to get away with whatever they can, and not get caught; good people do not so try. Bad
humans get worse, when they get away with things; good humans get better with time. Bad humans face
the wrath of God; good ones may find His mercy (if they find Jesus). John 3:16
God will judge every man according to his deeds. Rom. 2:6 It will not be a judgment of heaven or hell,
but of trials in this life, length of this life, sorrows and health and blessings in this life, and degrees of hell
punishment of heavenly rewards, based on if one is saved, or not!
Update #4: How To Walk by Faith, vs. Under Law
(4/16/22; @JamesMeroney2)
People do NOT understand this concept; I don’t expect lost people EVER to. The Bible has thousands of
commands. A relationship with Christ is not slavish adherence to rules, and trying to obey all that are in
the Bible, consciously, right now! If you know something is wrong, you don’t do it.
But grace is NOT holding The Law (or thousands of rules) over your head, like you’re a bad person if
you’re not avidly pursuing doing them all, right now! Your forgiven. You now have a Person to relate to.
He leads, incrementally, over a lifetime!
You aren’t held guilty for sins you didn’t know about or didn’t intend, but for what He specifically
convicts you of, even as you don’t do anything you know is wrong. It’s the general vs. the specific, and
conviction, which MOST Christians may never comprehend, by faith walking! Sad state of affairs!
Update #5: On ‘Making Christ Lord’
(4/17/22; @JamesMeroney2)
Please note:
1. SEMANTICS debates about if "I made Jesus my Lord" is BAD language/word-wrangling, to me (II
Tim. 2:14)! If a Christian commits to Him as Lord, not having done so before, their commitment made a
change in positional to experiential Lordship, which makes a HUGE difference in their life!
2. Jesus already IS Lord of all. BUT, that means little, or near nothing, if a Christian isn’t submitted to
that Lordship in their life! NO human can make Him become Lord, as He already always has been, but of
their life, experientially, they can and should!
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"Lord" is often used of "Boss of one's life," but when it's defined (USU, in Scripture, regarding His being
God/deity), He is even Lord of lost people! That NEVER saves or helps them, unless they receive Him.
Their choice to, or not to, doesn’t change His status! The "Lord, Lord" people used the term, but NO one
can sincerely say "Jesus is Lord," without God's Spirit's work in their life! I Cor. 12:3
3. Salvation/the gospel is NOT age-defined! It’s the same message for all. It’s NOT that children "give
as much of themselves as they know to as much of Him as they know." It is NOT a gift exchange! God
calls lost people to trust Him. HE is the giver; WE are receivers! We are NOT givers!
And to tell freshly saved people there’s a cost to following Him, so be willing to come forward publicly,
and sacrifice, is ONE PLYING Lordship commitment to being a disciple is required to become a
Christian! There is NO cost to salvation, for humans—period! Jesus paid it all. The cost is for
discipleship! That’s quite costly!
Whether any aged Christian makes Jesus Lord of their life, experientially, or they don’t, that God-led
decision does make a change in their life, which is a significant change! They choose/decide to let Him
rule in their experience, or simply remain Lord in a status/positional way. Their decision doesn’t make
Him anything He wasn’t already.
Calls to let Jesus have areas of our life IS a call to let Him be Lord of all areas. That's a choice that makes
Him that in your life, where He wasn’t before! and finally, salvation is a GIFT! Focusing on man's
decisions and deeds detracts from that, when we have nothing to give God, but a failed, sinful
existence/life. We RECEIVE!
Jesus could not save anyone if He wasn’t or the lost person didn’t think He was God/Lord, but only a
good man, moral teacher, religious mystic. Lordship Salvationists ALWAYS cling to Rom. 10:9-10 and
Ac. 16:31, then avoid the nearly 223 verses that say only believe. He is God/deity, yet salvation is a free
gift, by faith in Him. Discipleship is costly; NOT salvation!
Jesus NEVER warns anyone to count the cost of heaven vs. hell, but of commitment vs. non-commitment
to Him, in this life! When one receives the greatest GIFT, they’ll naturally want to show that through
water baptism; NOT as a cost to prepare them for a life of sacrifice, they may or may not have also made
at the same time, or later, or never.
We have already written chapters (and a book) showing New Testament verses exhorting CHRISTIANS
to full commitment, detailing very carnal Christians, showing all the faith only verses, showing how the
Bible treats sanctification in gospel presentations, explaining repent verses in evangelism, giving reasons
to be fully committed, detailing the risks of non-commitment in Christians, and identifying every call to
discipleship, along with their requirement(s) and benefits.
Salvation addresses man going to heaven or hell. NEXT life. Discipleship addresses Christians going to
heaven with rewards, or shame. THIS life! You can’t get the cart before the horse! Get people saved,
first, or it’s HELL for them! What could be more important? NOTHING, including holiness.
Does God require lost people to be fully committed to:
1. Live for holiness
2. Reject sinfulness
3. BOTH of these, for life and fully; NOT temporarily or partially?
Saviorhooders say NO. Lordshippers say yes. The Bible agrees with the former. DOES THAT MEAN
God encourages sin? NO!
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He does not use the threat of hell to secure a commitment to holiness! He offers an amazing gift, to solve
man’s sin problem! IF salvation achieves nothing, no behavioral change should ever be expected, as
Jesus inside is impotent. Phil. 1:6 says He’s at work, even when we’re carnal.
IF God doesn’t require a commitment as to how you will live your life, post-salvation, how does the Bible
teach Christians to not be carnal all their life? Discipleship, teaching, rewards, promises/motivation-the
subjects discipling addresses! Maturity. SEEKING God’s word like an infant-actually choosing to long
for it. I Pet. 2:1-2; Ps. 119:9-11, Josh. 1:8, I Jn. 2:13-15.
When the focus is on THIS life, MAN's work, and NO mention of a gift, and confusing who gives and
who receives, the gospel gets confusingly muddled! I Cor. 14:33 I would NOT tell anyone they can live
like the devil when they get saved, because they can’t. They rarely bring up that question! That’s NOT
what the gospel is addressing, but heaven vs. hell!
IF someone asked me if they could, as they’re hearing the gospel, I’d tell them NO, because you won’t
want to, because God is offering you a FREE gift of eternal life in heaven, with Him, if you will believe.
ALWAYS get back to their need—salvation (evangelism). Christian radio mentioned God saved me from
sadness, loneliness, failures. JESUS DIDN’T DIE FOR EMOTIONS, but sin(s)! We effeminize His
gospel!
ANYONE who would evangelize, and imply Jesus is anything but God, is a heretic! OF COURSE He is
Lord, even of lost people! NOT of Christians, in practice, unless they’ve committed to that. Non-deities
cannot save lost people forever, or give them a gift they receive! Jesus is Lord.
NO ONE can be right with God, if they haven’t received Christ—the gift! And NO ONE can live right
before God if they haven’t received Jesus, and surrendered to Him Who is Lord, as the Lord of their life.
This is VERY CLEAR DOCTRINE!
If any Christian does NOT make the decision to allow Jesus to rule as Lord of all areas of their lives, He
is still God, and even Lord who is over all, including their life, but NOT experientially. Let them stay that
way, and that status/position won’t mean much in their behaviors!
I will AGAIN repeat, I do NOT believe people have to have a degree from Dallas Seminary to understand
the difference between position and experience! ALL Christians are saints (position). NOT all live that
identity (experience). Man’s will is required for the latter! Same with "JIL"
ALL Christians are dead to sin. Positionally true for ALL. ONLY those who reckon themselves dead to
sin are dead to sin in their experience, where that truth most matters! You have to appropriate truths—not
just believe or give verbal assent to their truthfulness! Status vs. state.
You explain sanctification to saved people, UNLESS lost people ask about it. That’s NOT hiding the
ball. Sanctification isn’t negative, but they can’t understand spiritual things, until the Spirits inside, and
anything that can distract from them receiving Jesus can cause them to go to hell.
The devil is EVER-trying to take the word from the lost’s heart! Mk. 4:15 He tries immediately after the
seed is sown. Just like the Ethiopian Eunuch, you always take all conversations back to the gospel, and
call for faith. Don’t be A.D.D. On something so important! Get them saved, first!
Nothing else matters! Christ didn’t die on the cross so we would choose to live holier, and less sinful!
He died for our sins.
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The WHOLE issue about Christ serving as Lord of anyone’s life is how they behave! Salvation/the
gospel is NOT about how you will change your behavior in the future! You can commit to change it 100
percent, but absent salvation, you’ll go to hell, and fail in your commitment!
The question is how much deeds must change until others believe one got saved! That’s what all this is
really about. Christians wanting Christians to behave. It’s NOT from ordering it (negative), but God’s
promises/incentives and rewards, and discipling them in the word, over time. Not just one decision.
I can recall NO example of Jesus telling all saved souls to surrender to Him as Boss, because He deserves
it! He usually gave positive incentives. ONLY here does it only say follow, and only to one person, with
no reasons given, that I recall (maybe more): Mt. 9:9. 13 Gospels examples.
Salvation is receiving a gift. If someone gave you a Christmas gift, they wouldn’t ask you are you going
to use this the rest of your life? You either possess the gift, or you don’t. The Spirit is either within, or
He is not, that determines if one is saved! NOT deeds, or commitment.
Once people are saved, New Testament examples (especially epistles) show they get educated about what
happened and what it means for them now (discipleship). It is NOT good news to say if you will live
holy and not sinful, you can go to heaven! That’s works—no gift at all!
Turn away from evil, and "surrender" are negative words of man doing things to qualify for a gift (when
repent is one properly defined, as to salvation). Russia wants Ukraine to surrender. Russia’s NOT
offering Ukraine a gift! Salvation is a gift; not a demand to surrender/raise white flag, God conquering
you.
The problem with carnality is NOT Saviorhood/free grace salvation. It is lack of discipling, or teaching
about Christ being Lord of one's life. Exactly what my pastor friend Jack heard at age 15, I heard at age
18. It changed BOTH of our already saved lives! Campus Crusade’s Spirit-Filled tract needs to be
taught!
Update #6: Everyone Needs the Bible
(4/17/22; @JamesMeroney2)
The pamphlets My Heart Christ's Home, and the How to be Filled with the Spirit should be required
reading for every Christian. The latter is by Campus Crusade. The former by Robert Boyd Munger.
Those two writings are NOT the gospel, but their contents accompany it, after salvation,
EXCELLENTLY!
It’s WEIRD Jesus calls people to full commitment, and daily sacrifice, to be His disciple, yet He says if
you continue in My word, then you’re the real deal. It’s a decision and a lifelong process. NOT a oneday event, like salvation/born again day is. No disciple if no word continuing!
People can decide to be fully committed to Jesus, but if they aren’t in His word, then continuing in it,
Jesus says they aren’t disciples. Fruitfulness and love are also evidences, but they’re harder to prove. I
also think the book speaking of faith the most—John—has the most disciple calls.
Can holiness come from a Christian, who only commits to Christ's lordship, but ingests NO Bible? Jn.
8:31-32, 17:17; Josh. 1:8; Ps. 119:9-11; I Pet. 2:1-2; I Jn. 2:13-15. The answer seems to be no, on the
human side! Phil. 1:6 is the heavenly side (what God does behind the scenes).
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A lawyer got saved trying to rebut the Bible. I got committed to Him, reading the Bible. Those two
anecdotal experiences, and knowing it’s God’s power unto salvation (gospel) and never returns void, tells
me habitual reading of it is what everyone needs, no matter who they are!
Update #7: Logic on Lordship Salvation
(4/19/22; @JamesMeroney2)
Teaching that Jesus is Boss, therefore mankind must surrender and submit to Him, to be good and not
evil, is LAW! It’s NOT good news, grace or a gift. It merely telling people to obey laws and rules, to
live rightly before Him. NO CROSS NEEDED AT ALL! Just be good, not bad! That’s NOT the gospel!
Rom. 10:9-10 is the ONLY evangelism context where verbal confession surfacely insinuates it as a
salvation requirement. YES, Mt. 10:32 exists, but doesn’t seem to show it as a sinner’s prayer context,
but lifestyle choice after one is saved. Telling people about Him, for answered prayer.
LOOK at Rom. 10's CONTEXT! These verses on how to be saved omit verbal confession-vv. 11-14. A
lost person HAS to believe Jesus is deity, and resurrected/alive. NO Christian teaches them Jesus is less!
I am NOT opposed to confessing—it’s natural. II Cor. 4:14! But faith is what saves!
Saying "Jesus is Lord," verbally, IS what Rom. 10:9-10 states! But verse 10 further clarifies what’s said
in v. 9! With the heart man believes, and is saved. Sanctification is confessing Him before men, like Mt.
10:32 says. Only God’s Spirit can produce saying ‘JIL’ (Jesus is Lord) sincerely! I Cor. 12:3
Believing Jesus is Lord/Boss/Sovereign/DEITY, and even stating that as 1s belief, does NOT mean they
have committed to Him to rule the rest of their lives, or that that is required for salvation! That is a
commitment to works, and relying on man to do the saving, by commitment to works.
Salvation is a FREE GIFT of grace, we cannot earn, merit or deserve, or even qualify for. THINK OF
any gift you have ever received. Did the giver require or ask for a gift in exchange? Did they require you
to promise to use it-all your life? Did they ask if you’re committed to it?
And conservatives LOVE the amorphous term, "freedom." HOW is salvation free, if you have to live all
your life, fully committed to renounce evil and live for God, or you can’t have it? A Christian SHOULD
live that way, and there are negative consequences if you don’t. But hell is not one of them!
That sanctifications a choice is obvious to anyone who reads or observes. Christians regularly DON’T
live fully for Jesus! MOST don’t regularly read His word (proof they’re disciples) or become fishers of
men (proof they’re following Him). Are they saved? IF the
Spirit resides within.
What is faith? Taking a person at their word, and relying on what they said to be true! If the Bible says
all who call on the Name of the Lord will be saved, call on Jesus' Name and you will be saved—period.
God said it, I believe it, that settles it. End of story. Believe in Him today. John 3:16, the Bible.
I DETRIMENTALLY relied on a business to be honest and do what they promised. I worked tirelessly
for many weeks, for the payoff of their promise. My faith was in vain, as they are NOT credible, and
MAY BE SUED for detrimental reliance and fraud in the inducement. Faith's object was EVIL!
In a trust fall, you RELY/depend on the person stating they’ll catch you to catch you! You put all your
weight and force upon their ability to do so, or you get injured! IF what Jesus taught was all untrue,
Christians should be pitied the most! I Cor. 15 MANY don’t risk His word being true that much.
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Believing with ALL your heart IS required for salvation! Ac. 8:37 The full weight of your body falling
back, relying on Jesus in a trust fall for eternity! It’s NOT half-hearted belief, one leg remaining doubtful,
in case things don’t work out! He either lied, or told the truth. Rom. 10:17
You trust Jesus to save you from hell and sin's consequences. "Trusting Jesus as Lord" is CODE
WORDS for committing to live for Him as Boss of your life! WHY aren’t Lordshippers honest enough to
teach Christs own disciple requirements in evangelism, fully, if sanctication’s the same?
THIS is salvation by works, and exactly what Lordship Salvation teaches in more subtle ways! Being
born again, which occurs on one specific day, has forever results (in this and the next life), but those
results do not cause the new birth!
IF a lost person says I want to be saved, but I’m still going to live like the devil, thereafter, they are NOT
under conviction, and can’t be saved; NOT because they didn’t decide to relent of but to cling to sins, but
because their words show no conviction by God, through the gospel message.
And Lordship Salvationists teach lost people have to commit to live for Jesus, or they can’t be saved.
Biblically, that’s FULLY commit, and for a FULL life (discipleship). That’s NOT a gift, not free, and
addressing future behavior; NOT their need to let Christ's cross save them from hell.
Lordship Salvationists are more interested in humans behaving good, and not bad, than if they go to
heaven vs. hell! They even believe changed deeds are what proves a person got saved. The Spirit, within,
is the seal of that work of God, IF He was received! If not, they’re still lost!
This LOGIC kills Lordship Salvation theory:
1. If a lost human fully committed to live holy until they died and,
2. Fully committed to not be sinful, until they died THEY WOULD STILL GO TO HELL! Why? No
Jesus inside; never trusted them to save them! Sola fide! Faith alone. Sincere and full.
MAYBE this confuses some—it doesn’t me: God wants all humans to live moral, and not evil. That’s
NOT so they can go to heaven! It’s for their best life and to spare them a worse life on earth.
Requirements for heaven are trusting Jesus to save you from hell, based on His work on the cross.
Faith is what brings one in right relationship with God, through Christ. SALVATION (pre-sanctification)
Commitment is what keeps one in right fellowship with God, through Christ, by faith.
SANCTIFICATION (post-salvation).
There would be zero need for the cross, or the gospel, if God was seeking lost people to decide to be good
and not bad—period! People aren’t getting saved from their sin deeds, but the rightful and just
punishment coming for their sinful condition they freely choose, by their nature.
Lordshipper’s fear: If we only offer a free gospel, people will accept it, and their behaviors never change
(the carnality problem). The Bible answers that very likely dilemma. DISCIPLE/mature them up to
maturity! Don’t just get them saved. Many tutors exist! I Cor. 4:15 And NEVER forget:
IF a person gets saved (by faith), and NEVER changes one sinful habit, they are going to heaven, and we
are to be glad that they are—rejoicing! It’s not good; we need to work to prevent that, but never poo
salvation, and only celebrate salvation that impacts behaviors! It’s a miracle!
I would have never gotten saved if a SBC preacher had said you must commit for life to live good and not
bad, to go to heaven. Yes, I was 8, but even now, that’s not the gospel, and it doesn’t have the appeal of
the gospel, as it’s works. Christians should live holy, but get them to be Christians, first!
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Another fear or concern Lordshippers have is if one gets saved, and wasn’t made to commit to
experiential Lordship over their lives, thereafter, HOW will anything but carnality ensue? Prayer,
discipleship, and God’s always working on man on the inside, Phil. 1:6. Also church discipline—if
attenders.
Yet another Lordhipper complaint I’ve heard is this is sandbagging. NO IT IS NOT! It is telling them the
gospel, to get them saved, because nothing else matters until they do! once they’re saved, sanctification is
NOT a negative you’d sandbag! It’s abundant life, by grace, explained to saved people.
if a lost person asks about sanctification, tell them. The devil can use that as a distraction, to avoid getting
saved. It’s also not relevant to their most pressing need. It’s not hooking people, but ensuring the Spirit
is inside, so they can understand spiritual truths about sanctification!
IF Jesus taught repent, believe and surrender, defined Lordshippers' way, and one didn’t speak those three
requirements in evangelism, the responders would NOT get saved, as they didn’t meet the gift's
requirements. God could save them anyway, with heart intentions right, ability-wise.
If a Lordship Salvationist puts a heavier yoke on lost people, than Jesus intended, and that extra weight
ever keeps one from getting saved (as would’ve happened to me, at age 8), their blood is on that
Lordshipper's hands, IMO. Disciple requirements AREN’T heaven requirements—Compare!
Salvation happens on one day in one's life! It’s settled in an instant of faith-backed prayer! Sanctification
is NOT that! It’s a lifelong process. To make it even more complex. One can commit to both in the
same prayer moment, as Paul did, after light shone, with Heb. Of Heb. Background.
A life of good works doesn’t save anyone. A life of restraint from sinning doesn’t save anyone. Deeds
don’t save. Surrender and repent, as Lordshippers define those term, are NOT salvific actions or
decisions! Faith, alone, is: letting Jesus save you, as He promised to do.
John the Baptist said bring forth fruit in keeping with repentance. He was calling for another decision.
The two sons parable shows one said no, but later regretted it and did what his father commanded. It’s
NOT the decision, but the actions that showed sincere change of heart/decision.
Lordshippers LOVE to accuse free gracers of NOT requiring holiness. We do, of believers, but under
grace! We aren’t under Law! It’s not living under a rule book, but a relationship, that affects behavior,
like your wife rubs off on you, for the positive (more gentle/kind, etc.).
God is NOT saying to mankind, straighten up with your deeds, to be more good and less evil, as this is
My gospel! That is NOT the gospel message! It’s about forgiveness by and before God, as a gift Christ
purchased. YOU can’t pay that price by anything you do or decide or say!!!
In person, I’d never wear out a topic with someone, as people aren’t interested. This being a forum where
people can choose to look away, the continuation offends only if people keep reading, and didn’t want to
learn more. Lordship Salvation and the Law: The books of
Galatians and Hebrews were written to Christians wanting to return to life under the Law. Unless some
Gentile was influenced by Jews, that would mean most of them were completed Jews, returning to a presalvation way of living. God warns not to do so, as you can’t live it, and its failure/a set-back!
Law is NOT just Gen.-Deut. It is approaching rightness with God by obeying commands, absent obeying
commands by faith, stemming from relationship. People have a hard time comprehending what that
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means! You have a book with thousands of rules-why not just tell Christians to obey them? YOU
CAN’T!
And it’s a curse to live that way. God didn’t save you to curse you! Relationship means there’s actually
another Person on the other side of the Bible leading what verses to apply! That’s why faith is required.
Heb. 11:1, 6 You have to believe He is, and rewards diligent seeking of Him!
He specifically gives you the verses to apply to your life. You do not go to the text and say ill choose to
apply that, today. You aren’t adequate to produce any good on your own! And you’re not held to moral
perfection, or you’re living in rebellion. Grace matters. Understand it.
More on living under the Law: Jn. 5:39, Ac. 15:10, Gal. 3:10. Lordshippers' concern is asking lost
people "what will you do with this gift if I offer it to you and God gives it to you?" That’s NOT what
God commands us to do in evangelism! It’s free. Make sure people take it sincerely!!!
Lordshippers try to nail down sanctificational commitments with lost people. Saviorhooders try to lock
down heaven for lost people. Sanctification can wait, and should, unless asked about, as it’s off
script/subject.
The thief on the cross and the Ethiopian Eunuch PROVE people go to heaven, even if ZERO changed
deeds (except peace with God) and even with ZERO discipleship!; just faith.
I am certain that’s one of the main reasons God had me have the same Azotas experience as Phillip had!
It’s so important in my life and writings and beliefs! NO follow-up, at all. Impossible.
Positional vs. experiential illustration. Trumpsters love to claim Biden’s not their President. He is,
though. They simply do not view him as such. Jesus is a believer's Lord, because He's Lord of
everything, but it doesn’t impact their life, much, if not submitted, like rabid Trumpsters.
We’re SO worried about new Christians' deeds! Be happy for their salvation! Tell them all the great
things they were just given (inheritance). Explain all God wants to do for and through them. It’s NOT a
negative, that now you owe God many, many sacrificial good deeds. He even rewards those!
The fear of God is NOT brought about by yelling "Jesus is Lord," or “Repent!,” but by the Bible,
ingested! Ps. 119:38 I want believers holy, asap, but it comes through discipling and a daily quiet time,
and 24/7 walking with the Spirit, obedient, by faith. That’s not one sermon and a response, sadly!
Turning away from sin is an EXCELLENT decision! Everyone should heed that commandment! But it
won’t get anyone to heaven. Commit to being a good person is the same! Those are pre-deeds decisions
that have to occur, before deeds follow. They’re NOT saving deeds or decisions! Faith IS!
HERE’s pure logic, MISapplied, biblically-speaking. For Christians to live holy, not sinful there has to
first be a decision to do so. TRUE! But WHEN does that decision have to be made, and is it free-willed
or forced, under threat of missing heaven if they don’t? That’s the problem with Lordship Salvation.
It would be abusive to get someone saved by faith alone, then immediately tell them we want you to be
fully committed to Jesus (as your top concern). THAT IS sandbagging! Want what’s best for them, and
what gives them their best life and afterlife experience. Not naggy rules obsession.
This list could probably be added to, but disciples are identified by three things in the book of John:
1. Remaining in God's word—8:31-32
2. Fruitfulness—15:8
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3. Love for the brethren—13:35 Being a disciple DOESN’T guarantee faithfulness, Jn. 6:66.
II Tim. 4:10-12 and I Tim. 1:19 show SAVED people can apostatize! That doesn’t change their being
saved, because being saved wasn’t secured by any commitment to live for Christ until the end,
Lordshippers. Mt. 24:13 is in a prophecy context of tribulation times; saving your life from dying.
God doesn’t save people after a life of enduring in faithfulness; people endure in faithfulness, for a
lifetime (IF they do), because they are saved. LOOK at all (or at least most) of Christ's calls to
discipleship, at p. 478 of our Will You Live Forever? button, on our website!
LOOK @ the NOT heaven vs. hell benefits offered for followers of Christ, in our chapter entitled
Sanctification in Evangelism, @ the Books Update button at our website, and "Christians' Will In
Sanctification" chapter, at that same file! LOOK at pp. 475-572 of Will You Live Forever?
READ our book, entitled The Gospel According to God, at the books button of
http://AmericanAnswers.org
LOOK at the New Testament pattern: People got saved, then water baptism was from excitement over
that experience, as the first step of obedience, but not necessarily a conscious decision to be fully
committed to live all of life for Him! That decision was addressed, OFTEN, in the NON-history books
(Mt.-Ac.), after addressing SAVED people, and educating them on theology surrounding their certain
salvation.
LOOK how many times commitment comes further into those letters! And IF one had committed to
Christ, in order to be saved, you'd expect epistles to mainly be rule
lists, detailing what their commitment means in practice! We RARELY see such lists!
In fact, in Acts, only four rules were laid on Jewish Christians ministering among adhering Jews! Ac.
15:29 The list is NOT every command written in Scripture, as Christs load is light, and that list of rules
encouraged them!
God blesses man in keeping Him from sin. Ac. 3:26 God’s sorrow leads to repentance. II Cor. 7:8-10 I
already addressed works aren’t repentance, and commitments can change (two sons parables). We have
many misunderstandings about salvation requirements, like defining repenting, and the role of full
commitment in sanctification vs. salvation.
IF the Church offered the world an accurate (free grace) gospel, I believe revival could come! Most
Christians adhere to Lordship Salvation, which I believe is a major reason revival hasn’t yet come! It’s
law living.
LITERALLY, if the church would return to, or start to (maybe never having been there before, to return
to) preach the true/free grace gospel, revival might (I believe WOULD) break out! IT is good news!
Heaven secured by Christs sacrifice as a free gift you can’t earn, just receive.
Lordship Salvation focuses on three things, all misguided:
1. Man
2. Deeds
3. Cost (of a decision to follow Christ)
THE Gospel focuses on
1. Christ
2. Christ's deed (on the cross)
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3. Grace (a free gift) DO YOU SEE THE DISTINCTION? I can’t make it clearer!
The error of Lordship Salvation is thinking salvation addresses behavior change, and men being forgiven
for sins, vs. for sin! Behavior modification, or people stating they’ve turned their life around, or a new
leaf (after car wreck, rehab for alcohol, etc.) AREN’T SAVED BY THOSE DECISIONS!
Lordship Salvationists believe behavior change proves salvation. They also believe they know God’s
hidden standard for how much change makes the case for such proven salvation, when Jesus says there’s
variety! Mt. 13:8; II Tim. 2:21; I Cor. 3:10-15, etc., and carnal Christians do exist, both in the Bible and
"real life.” Even apostate Christians exist, in the Bible and "real life."
Lordshippers deny that, or claim they were never saved, because like Calvinists, they believe good works
will automatically, or at least absolutely come from salvation, for every saved person!
READ Rom.-Jude, and notice/observe how calls to commitment, and instruction on ethics usually come
well after dissertations on salvation, security, joy and gratitude for salvation of the readers, and other
theological matters. Disciple commitment.
IF you read the New Testament epistles, moral laws are not shoved down a brand new Christian's throat,
but they are instructed, congratulated/rejoiced in, told all the great inheritance they received, all that
happened to them, and then it’s rational that they’d be called to live a life grateful for all salvation brought
them! See the pattern!
We see believers, all the time, NOT fully committed, but half-heartedly, and even backsliders and
apostates! NONE of them are living up to the vow Lordshippers required, for people to qualify to be
saved.
Lordship Salvationists say a lost person must:
1. Repent (U-turn from sinful lifestyle)
2. Believe (faith in Christ) and,
3. Surrender (fully commit and submit, for life).
Those fulfilled these Lordshipper requirements, as they weren’t fully committed, for life, or hadn’t
renounced and relinquished/abandoned a sinful lifestyle, until the grave. They either lost salvation, never
had salvation, or those requirements are FLAWED, biblically. It’s the latter.
NOWHERE does God command Christians to do any other deeds of love, before lovingly speaking His
gospel, to "show how much you care." And evangelism is NOT showing how much you know. How the
devil warps job 1! Evangelism is the greatest act of love for mankind, by humans! Duh 101
From a lost person’s perspective, hearing a Lordship gospel is a call to a lifelong lifestyle commitment, or
works, or agreement to live under Law. It’s NOT about sin forgiveness—instantly—or gaining heaven,
except at end of life-process. NOT God’s gospel and NOT theirs to figure out!
The ideal is to speak to a new Christian, after they secure heaven, about what to do next, or all that
happened and how to know God better. If that’s not possible, THEY GOT SAVED, and God is in charge
of bringing people to them to help them mature up. They may attend a church, or see one in the media.
Getting saved/securing heaven does NOT come from being required to commit to a lifelong lifestyle, or to
decline committing to a lifelong lifestyle. Being born again happens on one day; it’s an experience with
lifelong and eternal effects. It takes seconds: Dot vs. process! Miracle.
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Asking lost people to commit to a lifelong lifestyle, or they can’t be saved/go to heaven/be born again, is
EXACTLY what works-based religions and Law-living requires of people, under threat of hell and
promise of heaven! Deeds start with a decision to do deeds. That DOESN’T save/convert!
The difference between a life of good works, and a life of good works in Christ, is being in
Christ, and that difference makes ALL the difference! Plus, dead works are all lost people can commit,
but works wrought in God are what Christians can commit. Totally opposite sourced and rewarded.
THIS verse seems to imply Christians have 2-3 years, post-salvation, in which to figure out they are to
grow in Christ, after which time they must beware of premature death! Lk. 13:8 Tutors of not spiritual
fathers should make loving entrees, before then, as led by God's Spirit!
I’m TRYING to give Lordshippers as much credit as I can, it’s true, it takes SOME love of the truth,
and/or fear of God, to be willing to get saved. II Th. 2:10 One has to be willing to admit their sins are
evil, and causing their guilt to hell, in order to be saved, as well. Conviction causes that.
IF one is unwilling to admit they’re a sinner, they can’t be saved. It’s not a step, but agreement with an
element of the gospel message. Even knowing sins need forgiveness implies a knowledge sins are not
good, but bad and immoral, vs. something to be proud of, and continue in, Lordships.
Update #8: Lordship and Law Living
(i.e., How To Walk by Faith, Part II)
(4/20/22; @JamesMeroney2)
More on law living and Lordship Salvation: MAYBE it was my excellent instruction gained at Highland
Baptist, Waco, TX, from 1978-1981, but this has NEVER been confusing for me sense. Don Crossland
taught us the concept of rhema vs. logos, in that the Bible, without the Spirit, is logos.
When the Spirit sovereignly convicts a person through the Bible, he called it rhema. In the Greek, that
teaching is NOT 100% accurate in how those two words are used, but the concept is! Let me show you
how: On your own, you can do nothing, as a Christian. Jn. 15:5; II Cor. 3:5
Sanctification isn’t from willpower obedience! Jn. 3:21; Zech. 4:6 Paul, pre-salvation, had strong
willpower to "gut it out in the flesh" (as Crossland called it) with EXCELLENT results! Phil. 3:3-6
The rich young ruler was sincere, that "all these things I have done since my youth." Mk. 10:17-27 He
was VERY humanly holy, on his own, without God! But what does God think of moral deeds God didn’t
create? Filthy rags! Isa. 64:6 The author of Hebrews calls Christian deeds done in the power of the sin
nature/flesh, by Christians "dead works."
Mt. 6:1 NO rewards for them, and NO spiritual value to them!
The Christian life is NOT obedience to rules, or a relationship to a rule book! It is an actual Person we
relate with, and just like a marriage, you do things together, spend time together, and speak together, He
to you and you to Him! Interaction, koinonia/fellowship, He dines with you. Rev. 3:20
He leads you like the Good Shepherd of Ps. 23! You abide in Him and His power 24/7 (Jn. 15:1-8) You
enter His faith rest, so the deeds produced are more natural, and you have ceased from your own works.
Heb. 3:7-4:11 He lives His life through you. Gal. 2:20
"Let go, let God" is the old Pentecostal's way of saying it. "Exchanged life" is how some refer to it. You
meet Christ THROUGH the Bible, and through prayer. You are NOT reading a law books to
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intellectually learn rules you then obey! Obedience comes as that book is laid upon your heart, and it’s
more natural than conscious, as you walk by faith, not by sight.
You rely on Him doing the transforming/changing. This is Gal. 5, walking by the Spirit, mind on the
Spirit, making no provision for the flesh. LOOK at God’s promise: Walk by the Spirit and you will not
carry out the deeds (or desires) of the flesh. It’s literally Campus Crusade's Bill Bright tract, How to be
Filled with the Holy Spirit.
It requires, and starts with Christians making Jesus the Lord on the throne of their lives; NOT self! It’s
deciding He will be their life's boss, Lord, ruler.
It is My Heart Christ's Home pamphlet, where Jesus owns title and has the key to your heart home, but
over time He starts cleaning house and taking full residence, as He exposes rooms and closets you must
yield to His control. This is NOT complicated, folks!
It is NOT having a print out of the 1050 New Testament commands, and 613 Old Testament ones, and
consciously trying to apply them! That is LAW. It’s not "The Law" (Gen.-Deut.), but it’s treating God’s
word as logos and a law rule book—NOT borne out of a direct and intimate relationship with Jesus, under
grace!
We are forgiven ALL our sins, even the ones we have yet to do/commit! We seek forgiveness NOT to
maintain our salvation, but the fellowship! I Jn. 1:9 was the verse Rev. Bill Bright used to make daily
confession of any known sins, after praying for God to inform you of any you didn’t know. Ps. 19:12
It’s impossible to victoriously/successfully live this life, even as a believer, without God and His power,
or in the flesh/as a carnal/natural man Christian! We have a new nature, but if we rely on the old one, we
live as if we are mere sinners, unsaved and not saints (identity).
So we reckon ourselves dead to sin and alive to God, and start presenting ourselves and our bodies as
instruments of righteousness, daily, as we have been made the righteousness of God in Him! Rom. 6; II
Cor. 5:21 Abide in Him, and walk by the Spirit! If you sin, confess and get re-filled! Eph. 5:18
That verse says do not be drunk with wine, wherein is dissipation, but be filled with the Spirit. That is
being under the spell/influence/power/control of God’s Spirit, inebriated by Him. Even being tipsy is sin.
Rev. Bright used to use also teach on grieving vs. quenching Him.
The smaller vs. larger sins, or sins of omission vs. commission. Either way, keep short accounts with
God, as an actively practicing believer! Who is on the throne of your life? That is the question! These
are NOT matters for lost people, nor to discuss in evangelism!
Your hearers can’t comprehend such spiritual truths, from experience, as they have not God’s Spirit-yet!
NOT living your life as a Christian this way IS living it in the flesh/carnally. And trying to please God by
willful conscious self-effort at obeying His laws is either legalism or law, and FAILS!
The Jews weren’t even able to live up to God’s laws. The Law was given to show man his sinfulness;
NOT as a means to make them holy, as laws don’t have such power in them! That takes God's power,
within. And every believer has that resident power and Person! Let Him not just seal your salvation, but
empower your life, daily, 24/7.
THIS IS DISCIPLESHIP, or living as a disciple, not just a believer! It’s what God wants for every
Christian! But He doesn’t force it on us, or threaten hell if we don’t live like this, Lordship Salvationists
(who require commitment to this lifelong lifestyle, or one can’t go to heaven).
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It’s GRACE! Living forgiven. Pleasing God, by faith. The obedience of faith, as the book of Romans
calls it. Living based on God’s promises, claimed, and basing one’s life on the word, like the wise man
who doesn’t base his on shifting sand. Mt. 7:24-26.
Does this describe your life, saved brother or sister? If not, you haven’t been discipled properly! You
may have heard 'millions' of sermons, but what you need is discipling! READ those two tracts I
identified! Learn how the Christian life is to be lived! On to other matters!
Mt. 10:32-40 People are not worthy of Christ who don’t take up their cross and follow Him. Christians
are to learn how to walk worthily! Eph. 5:10; Col. 1:10 It DOESN’T say those who don’t go to hell,
Lordship Salvationists (though people SHOULD follow Him)! They don’t all choose to do so.
You find life when you lose your own (v. 32), meaning qualitative eternal life, or the abundant life in
sanctification. Mt. 11:28-30 Christ offers rest and a light load to the weary. This isn’t explicitly an
evangelism invitation, but call to follow Him. He never mentions heaven or eternal life, even though
that’s what everyone gets (at the end of life) if they receive Him, by faith.
Many times Jesus calls lost people to follow Him, when He was on earth! Not just as groupies, but to
imitate His deeds, even if they never saw His physical Person again, on earth!
A website said there are 15 "follow Me" passages in the NT. IF that’s true, were going through them all:
Mt. 4:19, 8:19, 22, 9:9, 10:38, 16:24, 19:21; Mk. 1:17, 20, 2:14, 5:37, 8:34, 10:21, 14:13, 15:41; Lk.
5:27-28, 9:23, 15:41, 57, 59, 61, 18:22; Jn. 1:43, 10:4-5, 27, 12:26, 13:36-37, 21:19, 22.
There’s CLEARLY groupies, who wandered after Christ, on earth, and moral followers, who tried to
emulate His words and deeds, whether with Him, or away from Him. That’s the first distinction that has
to be made.
Update #9: Disciple Calls During Evangelism? (Bible Interpretation)
(4/20/22; @JamesMeroney2)
Now to the exegesis:
Mt. 4:19 Pete and Andy are told if they follow Christ He'll make them evangelistic/fishers of men. They
were NOT saved by their immediate obedience, which took faith, but a little later:
In Jn. 2:11, Jesus does NOT say doing so will land you heaven/eternal life.
8:19-22 TWICE Jesus cautions people's claimed willingness to follow Him.
It will be hard (no place for Jesus to sleep), and priorities must be in order (not even burying your own
parents). That’s NOT a free gift (salvation, which only requires faith). That’s costly (discipleship). Jesus
NEVER warned people to be certain they’re willing to pay the price to get saved/go to heaven/receive
eternal life!
9:9 Matthew simply obeyed Christ's call simply to follow Him. Again, the disciples were saved a bit
later. NO incentives are promised, here.
10:34-42 In the context of the sending out of His disciples, Jesus said He came to bring division.
Families would be split up by Jesus. They’ll even become your enemy—if you’re saved. IF you
verbalize about Jesus, publicly, He will speak to God on your behalf; but if you deny Christ (as Peter did
three times), He won’t go to bat for you before God, as you pray.
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10:37 says if one does not love God more than any family member, he’s NOT worthy of Christ. It’s
speaking of being worthy; NOT inheriting salvation/heaven. Those who don’t take their cross (sacrifice)
and follow (obedience) are also NOT worthy of Him (v. 38). No word of eternal life.
If you live your life like you found "the life," you’ll lose it, and vice versa (v. 39). If you give up your life
(living for self) you will find (abundant/eternal quality) life. 16:24 Nearly three years after the 11 were
saved, Peter tries to stop Jesus going to the cross, by rejecting His words that that would happen.
Peter was doing the devil's bidding, so Jesus tells SAVED people, if you wish/desire/choose to follow
after Me, deny yourself, take up your cross and follow Me (v. 24). This is CLEARLY NOT an
evangelism context.
The 11 were saved in Jn. 2:11, over 2.5 years earlier! Peter’s disciple commitment was being tested, and
questioned by Christ! I will NOT re-interpret mirroring/duplet verses in other gospels.
Mk. 1:20 S one on and Andrew are called to be Christ's colleagues, and they immediately follow. NO
benefits mentioned.
8:34 To a crowd and the 12, Jesus says if they wish to come after Him, deny, take cross and follow (same
message as before). This is the SAME event where Peter was told "get behind Me, satan, but adds that
crowds were told the same disciple requirements.
If lost people wish to emulate Jesus, those three things ARE required! NOT just being groupies, who
physically follow, when He was on earth, or mere groupies of Jesus, attending church, without getting
saved, then morally following Him (free-willedly, if they "wish" to follow).
10:21 The rich young ruler wanted to work his way to heaven. He got VERY close!
But Jesus knew his sins, and calls Him to renounce his money idolatry, which he wasn’t willing to do.
And had he done so, he was to follow Jesus. The text SAYS salvation is one possible without God! That
man still had following to do, if he was to be saved by works.
Jesus called people to morally follow Him, even lost people! That doesn’t save anyone, but God wants all
people to obey his commands-even if they never get saved!
Lk. 5:27-28 More detail on Matthew's call.
9:23 WELL after the 11 were saved, praying alone with the 12, Jesus tells them the same disciple
requirements (3), with the same lose life save it message we earlier covered. This WASN’T evangelism!
The 11 of 12 had been saved way earlier, lordship Salvationists. THERE YOU HAVE IT. NO disciple
requirements for salvation in the Synoptics!
Let’s try John:
Jn. 1:43 Philip called as a disciple/apostle. NO incentives. Saved later.
10:4-5 True sheep of Christ follow His voice. That starts by following His call to faith/
salvation. Other verses show not all sheep are great followers, but stubborn as a mule carnals. You’ve
got to review the WHOLE counsel of God!
10:27-28 Christ first knows His sheep, then they (naturally/expectedly, not automatically) follow. He
gives eternal life to His sheep; it doesn’t say He does so because they follow, or promise to do so, but
because they are His sheep. They become so by faith.
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The Sermon on the Mount and likely ALL Christ's public teachings on morality show He taught lost
people to live morally, and promised good things for those who did, but He didn’t offer heaven as the
reward! That was by faith, as a gift. 12:24-26 Near the end of Christ's life on earth, He addressed Greeks,
Phillip and Andrew.
The grain of wheat dying, falling into the ground was Jesus, Who'd spoken of His one pending death 3-4
times. Likewise, if you love your life you will lose it, or find life if you lose it (discipleship call, from
earlier). And you keep it unto eternity! You NEVER lose life in Christ, once possessed.
Eternal life is NOT offered as reward for losing one's life, but the eventual benefit of a life lived living for
Him, not for self, just as in Mt. 10:29-30 (and in the life to come, eternal life). It’s what’s before you as
you live unto Christ—NOT self as god.
13:36-37 In the Last Supper context of the Upper Room Discourse, right before Christ is led to die, He
tells zealous and emotional Peter, his commitment to lay down his life for Jesus, he's so committed to
follow Him, will prove wrong, soon, three times! God is Lord of our commitments!
THERE YOU HAVE IT. ZERO instances of disciple calls in evangelism contexts—period. But what
about the disciple calls in John? Let’s address them!
Jn. 4:10-14, 5:24, 6:35, 7:38, 8:12, 51, 10:3, 27-29, 11:9-10, 25-26. READ Sanctification Addressed in
evangelism, at Books Update, p. 109, at http://AmericanAnswers.org, to see incentives offered for what
decision called on by Christ of whom.
4:10-14 If the woman at the well drinks Christ’s water, she will never thirst, even unto eternal life. Vv.
41-42 says she and many others believed in Him as a result of this conversation.
5:24 You HAVE TO/must hear/learn the gospel, or you have nothing to believe! But if you believe what
you hear, you have eternal life, and won’t come into judgment by God.
6:27-35 Crowds sought out Christ because of the miracle of the feeding of the thousands (beyond mere
male adults).
Jesus tells them to work for pay that endures to eternal life; NOT that gains them eternal life. Rewarded
in heaven! This is the work they are to do-believe in Him (v. 29). Verse 35 says if you come to Him,
you’ll never hunger or thirst, but they didn’t believe (v. 37).
7:38 Rivers of living water flowing from one's innermost being is promised for those who believe in
Christ.
8:12 Following Christ is promised to allow one to not walk in darkness, but to have the light of life. It
doesn’t mention getting salvation, or heaven.
8:51 Similarly, if one will keep/obey/heed Christ's word, he will never see (or taste) death. That’s
experiencing life, and not death, in this life.
10:3 See comments on vv. 27-29 (Christ's sheep hear His voice; He leads them out/sanctification).
11:9-10 Again speaking of walking in light, vs. darkness, including stumbling. Jesus was speaking to His
SAVED disciples! (vv. 7-8), about sanctification.
Debate me on any of these conclusions, anytime, Lordshippers. I take the time and effort to prove my
claim s. It’s EASY to make claim s about a Book few ever read, if they are NEVER Berean, to
specifically prove up or rebut claim s made about the Good Book!
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Finally, 11:25-26 Speaking to SAVED Martha, Jesus says, those who believe in Him will live, even
if/when their body dies. Again He repeats, in v. 26, anyone who is alive, and believes in Him will never
die, and asks, do you believe this?
It doesn’t mean their body won’t expire, but eternal life will forever be theirs before and even after their
body dies. THIS IS SAVIORHOOD SALVATION, and 100 percent biblical truth and THE gospel of
Jesus, Lordship Salvationists! Read more; opine less!
I list many of them in the Appendix of Will You Live Forever? button at our website! I even interpret the
major verse touted by Lordship Salvationists, to support their view.
DO YOU KNOW HOW EASY it is to slander others, with a book as BIG as the Bible, by claiming they
are teaching false doctrine, when FEW know the Book well, ever look up all verses on any subject? It’s
like accusers claiming my websites delusional crap, like Unabomber wrote. I EXPECT such lies when I
run for politics. Prove claim s! Take time to read and research!
The Bible is a BIG book, and quite intense. It’s NOT like other books, you can skim read and
summa1rize paragraphs by reading the first sentence. It takes effort to understand. Many times through
to see context and cross references, so you teach the whole counsel of God, vs. cherry-picking.
I’ve probably read the Old Testament 42 times, and the New Testament nearly 200 times, much more
intensely than the Old, as it’s the primary covenant for believers. That doesn’t mean the Old Testament
doesn’t apply. MOST of it does. It just has much history, and I like action. Prove your views, is my
point. I just did.
SO prevalent is the carnality problem, many now refer to selves as "Christ followers," vs. "Christians."
And the Lordship Salvation heresy is so prevalent, you'd be hard-pressed to find any free
grace/Saviorhood adherent and advocate, for fear of ridicule. Satan wins, in such environment.
People USED to call themselves "committed Christians," if they were. Now they shy away from a totally
biblical term, "Christian," because carnality is so prevalent. John MacArthur changed the gospels
requirements (invented a false gospel), to try to solve it in his own church.
Update 10: All Christians Bear Fruit?
(4/20/22; @JamesMeroney2)
WHY do some people have changed, or good behaviors, immediately after salvation? Because salvation
brings inner changes. Why do some not? Because much change requires human will's interaction with
the workings of God. Ac. 8:9-24, 16:9-15, 34 Everyone is different. ALL have peace with God.
Many lost people are quite moral, but all are lost. Their deeds wouldn’t be that obvious, post-salvation, as
changing much. Deeds do NOT prove salvation, but the Spirit residing within. Salvations purpose is that
Christians would live holy, thereafter! Eph. 2:10; Tit. 2:11-14
Planted seeds grow, unless they’re sick or deformed, especially when watered. God expects good deeds
of His children, because that's natural to the new nature God planted within, especially when they’re
discipled/tutored. People don’t accuse seeds that don’t blossom of not being seeds!
Update #11: Refuting Lordship Logic (Part I)
(AKA, Military Conscription is a Christmas Gift?)
(4/20/22; @JamesMeroney2)
John MacArthur has said Lordship salvation is life the military draft: Free to join, yet very costly.
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Let’s be VERY crass: On a purely human level, DESPITE it being true, a free gift offer is MUCH more
good news to people facing and deserving hell, that a false message that they must commit to a new
lifestyle, in order to receive heaven. Works are NOT a good news message!
It’s the GREATEST insult to say Jesus paid and did it all, suffered and died for us, and purchased our
redemption, but what are you doing, to get salvation? Have you done enough? Did you really repent, are
you fully committed, do deeds show the change. That’s relying on MAN to secure heaven.
Some seeds grow and produce 30, 60, 100-fold fruit. Responses to salvation VARY! Some backslide,
some apostatize, "some disciples refused to walk with Him," some become Paul's, other Demas'. ALL
with God’s Spirit are saved! Variety of quality of works! I Cor. 3:10-15; Mt. 13:8 #Variety
IF a person gets saved, and attends a church, the pastor has the ability to edify them to maturity/disciple
them. Eph. 4. It’s those who get saved, but don’t attend church, who friends, family or colleagues or
even strangers would need to try to help bring to maturity/disciple. Many tutors.
The thief on the cross and the Ethiopian Eunuch are some of my most FAV passages in Scripture, as they
destroy Lordship Salvation! NO deeds proving salvation, and zero follow-up, and NO ONE did anything
wrong! #FreeGrace Saviorhooder's prized possession Exhibits A and B, in brief format!
Lordship Salvation is so EASY to debunk: You commit to fully live for Me, all your life, and I’ll give
you heaven, is NOT a free gift. You commit to fully live for Me, all your life, is NOT good news, to lost
people. A gift exchange is NEVER how salvation is described, in Scripture.
If ANY Christian ever backslides, or apostatizes, or lives half-heartedly, they have breached a salvation
requirement to fully live for Christ all their life! Only works can tell if one does that, and for how long!
Security isn’t instant, then.
New Testament exhortations to Christians to live holy and committed make NO SENSE, as that was
required in order to receive salvation! and New Testament exhortations to Christians to cease sinning
make NO SENSE, either! I Pet. 4:1-5; I Cor. 15:34
The parable of the two sons proves doing is more important than deciding. Deciding to live holy is less
important than living holy, but Lordshippers require the former, to get saved. God doesn’t use hell as a
threat for moral living—or heaven as a reward!
Lordship Salvation is so EASY to debunk: Being born again happens on the day one is sealed by God's
Spirit. Discipleship happens daily. For more, see our Appendix at Will You Live Forever?, at
http://AmericanAnswers.org. This is a VERY important topic for the lost, and for evangelism.
Update #12: What is Discipling?
(4/20/22; @JamesMeroney2)
BECAUSE I suggest discipleship is the solution for Christian carnality—NOT Lordship Salvation or just
church sermons—let’s describe it more thoroughly. One on one or up to one on 12, a tutor teaches
listeners basics of the Christian life. I suggest our 18 topics!
They have quiet times with them. It’s intense and concise in time commitment. They pray together, do
things together, share problems, testimonies and ask questions. They have a friendship, but the Bible is
central. The tutor ensures the habit of quiet times being developed, and that they understand in their own
experience topics discussed.
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Answers and conversations ensure that experiential understanding has been had. Prayer answers are
testified to, or recorded in a quiet time journal. It’s over when they’re self-sustaining, on their own two
spiritual feet. Jesus and the 11 as role models.
Update #13: Refuting Lordship Logic (Part II)
(4/20/22; @JamesMeroney2)
‘Are you committed to the gift, because if you aren’t, you didn’t receive the gift’ is TOTALLY irrational
thinking! You’re not exhibiting the fact of gift ownership enough for me to believe you received it is also
TOTALLY irrational thinking, Lordship Salvationists.
If you don’t fully commit to this gift, I’ll not give it to you is TOTALLY not a free gift. If you will fully
commit to live holy all your life, and not sinful all your life, I will give you the gift of heaven is
TOTALLY unbiblical and irrational thinking, Lordship Salvationists! Free gift.
God wants Christians committed to Him and holiness, and not living sinful lives. How He gets that result
is not by forcing, demanding or making it automatic. He also wants lost people to live good and not evil,
though that won’t get them to heaven. He wants all men to live morally!
It may serve NO purpose, as it’s but one man’s experience, but I think it serves as a role model for curing
carnality: I was saved, for 10 years, attended church 2-3 times a week, was FOR God, not a rebel, but
there’s NO WAY I’d be fully committed to Christ or read the Bible.
ONLY when a guy lovingly nagged me, and showed interest in me as a person, did I start reading. With
the Bible in my awareness/mind, when a crisis came, I totally surrendered, as I knew what was available
for me if I did. Get all Christians into the Bible! It can NEVER hurt! We can’t control crises!
Update #14: Bible Interpretation
(4/21/22; @JamesMeroney2)
Galatians
Two similar books on living by the Law are Galatians and Hebrews:
Gal. 1:2 Written to believers/brethren/Christians. Christ gave Himself for our sins so He’d deliver us out
of this present evil age (to be with Him in heaven). These mainly Jewish Christians were quickly
deserting Christ, who called them by grace (gift)to the false gospel of Judaizers who wanted to distort the
true Gospel-my such people be accursed.
vv. 6-9 They were seeking to please and seeking the favor of men over God; you can’t be a disciple (as
Paul was) doing that! v. 10
Paul then describes his direct revelation of his gospel (he felt personal ownership or responsibility for it
and its transmission). He evangelized, and waited many (~18-v. 1:18, 2:1) years until he confirmed his
ministry with the establishment church in Jerusalem, where he went, again by revelation.
2:2 There he rebukes Peter, the pillar of that church, for hypocrisy, seeking the Jews' favor while also
serving Christ.
2:11-14 TWICE in v. 16 Paul credits faith in Christ for salvation, and reemphasizes it is NOT from works
of the Law. Because if a believer tries to rebuild by the Law, he sins, but you can’t blame Jesus for that.
2:17-18 Through the Law Paul died to it, so he could live for God. v. 19, that death best described in the
famous 2:20: Christians have been crucified with Christ, and the life they live is by faith in Him who
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loved us, and gave His life up for us. You invalidate grace when you try to live under the Law, because
Jesus died in vain if righteousness comes through the Law. v. 21.
3:1-5 Who tricked/bewitched them, who saw Jesus hang on the cross? Did they receive the Holy Spirit
(proof they’re Christians) by faith, or deeds of the Law? He calls them foolish, twice. How does this
make sense-beginning by faith and ending by Law?
3:3. Will they be sanctified by Law, but saved by faith? Why did they suffer so much, all for naught, if
they’re now to live under the Law? God gives His Spirit and works miracles by faith, NOT by Law
works.
These believers were trying to live the Christian life obeying the Law with rules (specifically Gen.-Deut.).
That’s NOT the Christian life, as chapter five will show, mirroring Romans 6-7.
3:6-7 Father Abraham believed God, and reckoned/accounted that belief as righteousness, for Him.
3:8-9 Gentiles would be reconciled by faith, Abe as a precursor gospel. The blessing of Abe and
salvation is by faith.
3:9 Why? As many as live under the Law are under a curse, because you have to abide by ALL its
commands! (perfection standard).
3:10 Even the Old Testament showed justification is by faith, and NOT Law works.
3:11 The Law is NOT consistent with faith, as it requires perfection. v. 12 Christ became a curse on the
cross, hanging on a tree to redeem us from that Law curse, so gentiles receive Abe’s blessing, in Christ,
obtaining God's Spirit (proof of salvation)
by faith.
3:13-14. You don’t add to or subtract from a ratified Law.
3:15 God's promise to Abe was to bless through the Seed (Christ), as many as may be the sands of the
sea.
3:16 The Law came 430 years after that promise, so it doesn’t overrule or invalidate God's covenant with
Abraham.
That promise remained! Again, God’s inheritance is by grace, not by Law, as the two don’t mix as
sources. God gave the promise by grace; not as a result of Abe’s obedience to the Law, which didn’t
come until 430 years later!
3:17-18 The Law came to show men their sinfulness, until Christ would arrive on the scene.
3:19 The Law is not opposite the promise, but it is incapable of one parting life—the power to do rightly.
3:21 But ALL men are shut up under sin, so all might receive that promise by faith (Cf.: Rom. 3:9-17).
3:22-25 The Law served as a tutor/kindergarten teacher to lead us to Christ, under its custody and
tutelage until Jesus arrived on the scene. But now that He has arrived, we're no longer under that master,
having been justified by faith. For we all (Jew and Gentile) are children of God by faith in Christ.
3:26 ALL Christians have been baptized into Him, and have clothed themselves with Him (position).
They NEED to know and learn this, so they apply it in practice! (Cf.: Rom. 6:3-7, 11-14). Jew and
Gentile are one in Christ—belonging to Him as heirs of Abe's promise.
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3:28-29 DO YOU SEE all the references to faith and promise; NOT Law and obedient works, Lordship
Salvationists? As long as one is a child, though owner of everything (inheritance) they’re still treated and
guided by guardians.
4:1-3 But when Christ came on the scene, He redeemed Jews under Law, so they’d become God's
adopted sons. Vv. 4-5
And as sons God has given Christians the Spirit (proof of salvation)in our hearts, by which we cry out
daddy/Father (Cf.: Rom. 8:15). Identity: You are no longer slaves, but freed sons and heirs! v. 7
4:8-11 But when you didn’t know God, or, more importantly, when God didn’t know you, you were
slaves to the Law, so why now do you want to return to weak and worthless things of the Law, now that
you’re sons of God? Paul fears his ministry to them was futile. Paul begs them to live free, as he does.
v. 12
4:13-16 They had earlier shown Him great compassion in his illness. What happened?
4:17-18 Judaizer false prophets eagerly seek these believers out, not to serve God, but so they’d serve
them, and they could shut them out of the blessings of grace. Paul wishes he could be with them, as their
tutor, seeking to form Christ in their behavior, and be able to
change his harsh tone (Cf.: II Cor. 7:3, 8-12).
Paul asks Christians wanting to live under the law, to tell Him do they even know what they’re asking
for?
4:21 Because Abe had two sons, one free, one a slave, and they were to cast out the persecuting one in
bondage!
4:22-30 Christians are NOT children of the save mother, but of freedom!
4:31 It’s irrational to seek to return to the Law! Christ set us free so we could live free. So keep standing
in grace, and don’t return to the slave yoke of the Law!
5:1 Jewish Law ceremonies like circumcision do you no good, spiritually, Christians.
5:2 Circumcision was Abe’s symbol to fully keep the whole Law (an obligation to perfection),
5:3 Christians who seek to live by Law are cut off from Christ, and have fallen from grace.
5:4 Because Christians, through God’s Spirit, wait for our hope of righteousness.
5:5 Faith working through love—NOT getting circumcised (the symbol of commitment to live under the
Law),
5:6 They had been doing well! Paul wants to know the names of these bad influences, that DIDN’T
come from God.
5:7-8 A turd in your cereal ruins the whole bowl.
5:9 Paul is confident they’ll repent and correct this waywardness, and the bad influencer will be
punished.
5:10 Why did Paul suffer so much, if his former faith was what he was now preaching?
5:11 Paul wishes these bad influencers would cut themselves up.
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5:12 NOW he teaches how to walk by the Spirit, as opposed to the Law.
5:13-26 mirrors Jn. 15 and Eph. 4 and Rom. 6-8 (how to walk by the Spirit). Why’s Paul mad at the
Judaizer false prophets? because we were called to freedom, but don’t use freedom as a chance for your
flesh, but use it to serve one another. The whole Law is summarized in love God and man.
This church, like the book of James, was behaving carnally/sinfully, v. 15 (Cf.: Jas. 4). Instead of
carnality, walk by God's Spirit and you will not carry out the flesh's deeds. The flesh battles with the
Spirit, so you can’t do what you want (Cf.: Rom. 7). That’s due to the Law, which kills (and killed Paul,
in Rom. 7). But if a believer is Spirit-led, they’re not under the Law (Cf.: Rom. 8:1-4).
What does that fruit of God's Spirit look like? It’s described in 5:22-23, as contrasted to the deeds of the
flesh, in vv. 19-21 they are evil, and practicers of sin don’t evidence that they’re heaven-bound. But
there is no law preventing Christians exhibiting the fruit of the Spirit, nor any law which can stop its
expression.
Paul EDUCATES Christians about the effects of salvation: Those who belong to Jesus have (past tense)
crucified/killed that flesh/sin nature, with its evil cravings and desires. v. 24.
Logic and consistency: If we live by God's Spirit (or started by Him, 3:2-5), let us also walk/live by Him!
(Cf.: Col. 2:6). Stay in the life of the new nature you’ve been given. Don’t return to the flesh (vv. 26 and
15), living under Law.
NOW the ethics section begins (chapter 6). SEE the pattern? If Lordship Salvation were true, all
believers would need is guidance on do's and don’ts, as they had to commit to live good and not bad, in
order to be saved! The book of Hebrews details others seeking a return to the Law.
IF you read II Cor., Eph-Col, I-II Th., Tit., Heb., I-II Pet., et al, the ethics sections follow the theological
sections. I Cor. had so many problems, not so much that pattern. I-II Tim. was to ministers, so less of
that need. Phm. is very personal and focused on one main issue.
James jumps straight into ethical considerations. I-II Jn. are so small, not much room for any pattern to
be detected. Jude is focused on false prophets in prophecy, but does withhold Christian ethics instructions
until towards the end, in this same pattern. Rev. is prophetic future history.
PS: The points CLEAR: Teaching Christians, as the epistles do, theological matters surrounding
salvation is often prerequisite to teaching them how to grow in Christ, then what that looks like. These
AREN’T discussions for an evangelism conversation, Lordshippers, or even one mediate follow-up!
It takes believers getting into God's word, to comprehend these maturer meaty subjects. We have
Christians who’ve gone to church for decades, that don’t understand these basic things, as they’re just
relying on sermons to get them by! My heart Christs home and how to be filled with the Spirit!
Ephesians
(4/21/22; @JamesMeroney2)
Teaching Christians how to walk by faith is ESSENTIAL, lest they be bewitched into thinking the
Christian life is living a rule book religion, like returning to life under the Law, as Jewish Christians
sought to do in Gal. and Heb! That’s discipling! DO WE DO IT?
Eph. 1:1 Written to Christians, labeled by their identity as "saints." 1:3-12 The great gifts passage. God
has blessed every believer in Christ with every spiritual blessing, in the heavenly (spiritual realm) places.
That’s teaching believers their inheritance, BEFORE addressing good works!
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Before God and in Christ we have been chosen since the worlds foundation to stand holy and blameless
before God (position/identity). v. 4 Lovingly, He predetermined us to be His sons, "according to the kind
intention of [God's] His will," an oft-repeated phrase in chapter 1.
Result? "To the praise of His [God's]" grace, another oft-repeated phrase in chapter 1.
1:6 God's grace was FREELY [gift, as in Romans] bestowed upon us in the Beloved Christ], v. 6 In
Christ we have redemption through His blood—the forgiveness of ALL our sins [past, present and future].
Gift and grace's instrumentality is through or by faith—ALWAYS, and God's sovereign choice or
allowance. Again, "according to" the riches "of His grace," v. 7, which He lavished on us in Christ (Cf.:
freely bestowed, v. 6). In all wisdom and insight God revealed His will (Cf.: v. 5), "according to the"
kind intention God purposed in Christ, "with a view to" (another popular phrase) the coming
administration where all things are summed up in Christ.
1:10 In Christ, we have obtained an inheritance, having been predestined (Cf.: v. 5) according to His
purpose (Cf.: v. 9), who works all things by the counsel of His will (Cf.: Rom. 8:28, etc.).
Paul is teaching Christians their identity and inheritance WELL before getting to the moral
injunctions/ethics section, Lordshippers! Result? We who were the first to hope (positive expectation of
faith) in Him might be "to the praise of His glory."
1:12 In Christ, having listened to the gospel message of truth, having believed (remember, you can’t
believe until you hear-Rom. 10; Jn. 5:24), you were sealed by the Spirit of promise (proof of salvation).
Hearing is NOT a salvation requirement we must do, but is a required thing that must precede our doing
whatever salvation requirements there are: One or three! You can’t believe if you don’t know what
you’re believing or Who you’re believing in; that's pure logic, or common sense! Believers have to tell
the story! Rom. 10
1:13 That Spirit is the pledge (or mark of God's guarantee) of our future inheritance (heaven), "with a
view to" our glorification/third tense salvation, or bodily redemption, "to the praise of His [God's] glory."
Paul IMMEDIATELY launches into prayer for saints!
STILL, no moral mandating! Lordship Salvationists front-load God's gospel, illegally, and EXPECT that
free gracers/Saviorhooders must have to do the same, as we omit those requirements for salvation, but we
do NOT; we follow the biblical model, and that of Paul:
Bless new believers with the truth, and teach them all that happened, all the received, who they now are,
and give them so many reasons to be devoted, from GRATITUDE! NOT piling rules on them (remember
I spoke of Acts 15:20, 29; only FOUR commands, received as encouraging?).
It is the answers to THIS prayer that new believers NEED, as with teachings I just described. It is
positive and good news of grace, NOT Law or laws! See also: Col. 1:9-14's theology and prayer.
These are POWERFUL things to ask for for new believers! Not just "God bless this new convert
mightily." Specific and theologically sound.
1:15 Paul having heard of their faith (saved people; salvation requirement), and their love for all the
saints, didn’t cease to thank God for them, and ask God that He give them:
1. A spirit of wisdom and revelation in knowing Him
2. Their eyes be enlightened to know the hope of their calling,
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3. They’d know the rich and glorious inheritance they received, and,
4. Know the surpassing power toward we believers. [faith, again] Know God, your inheritance, His
power and your heavenly positive and certain future!
Those are impactful, Lordshippers! All these things work in accordance with His strong might, which He
brought about "in Christ" (another popular phrase, with synonyms of "In Him," etc., in chapter 1). How?
When God raised Him from the dead, and seated Him at the highest position of honor-God’s right hand,
far above all other things.
And God put all things in subjugation to Christ, Who is the Head/leader of the Church, which is now His
body on earth; the fullness of Him Who fills all things. Vv. 16-23 If you haven’t enjoyed this, my FAV
Bible chapter, you aren’t awake, yet!
Former identity: You WERE dead in trespasses and sins in which you USED [formerly] to walk,
according to:
1. The habit of this world (worldliness trends/pressures)
2. The prince of the power of the air (satan), and,
3. The antichrist demonic spirit now working in lost people.
Among them you also FORMERLY lived in sinful pleasures. Paul is teaching believers their former
identity, pre-Christ, so they can reckon their minds to these spiritual facts (Cf.: Rom. 6). You were by
nature children of wrath (facing God's judgment).
"But God" (a sermon series at First Baptist Dallas, recently) being rich in mercy, and due to His great love
for us, even when we were dead, made us alive (identity and inheritance), along with Christ (by grace we
have been saved, by God's work and gift-not our work or works).
2:1-5 Further (inheritance), God raised us up and also seated us in high heavenly places, "in Christ."
Why? So in the ages to come God might show His grace's surpassing richness to us "In Christ" Jesus.
Vv. 6-7 Explained further: For by that grace you have been saved, and it is the gift of God, NOT the
result of works, lest any boast (Cf.: Rom. 3:27-28).
Because we believers/Christians are God's (not our) workmanship/handiwork, created "in Christ" Jesus
unto (or for) good works, which God predestined, or prepared beforehand that we should walk/live in
good works. First mention of Paul that all these things are to result in our holy living.
2:8-10 Then Paul addresses the church’s unity of Jew and Gentile, through Christ. 3:1 begins to start a
prayer which is again completed in 3:14-21.
Based on his suffering as an apostle, Paul prays that God would grant them:
1. To be strengthened with power in their spirit, by God’s Spirit, so Christ might DWELL (take up full
inhabitance, the Spirit already residing there, but My heart Christ's Home, being the complete occupier of
all the rooms). Vv. 16-17 And that…
2. You being rooted and grounded in love, might comprehend with all Christians the multiply deep
dimensions of everything God, and…
3. Be filled to all the fullness (Cf.: 1:10, 23). These are NOT the teachings or prayers of one anxious to
over-burden believers with rule obligations, Lordshippers! It’s the heart of a man who wants the best for
his children! Love and grace!
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He closes with a prayer doxology: Glory to Him who can do far exceeding anything we can pray or
imagine! To Him (God) be the glory for all generations through the Church and through Christ. Again,
Paul is probing them for the lesson that God is to be glorified through believers lives, as members of
God’s Church!
NOW the ethics section begins. Uniquely, chapter 6 adds a spiritual weapons for spiritual warfare
section, which is quite enlightening in its armor parts!
Philippians
(4/21-22/22; @JamesMeroney2)
Phil. 1:1-2 Written to Christians.
Paul is confident that God will complete the work in them He started when they first believed. v. 6 Paul
is aware of their spiritual condition, and their being participates in grace with Him.
1:7 As a discipling father, he longs to be with them, when released from jail.
1:8 Grace, not law, is his emphasis with these believers.
So he starts a prayer, vv. 9-11 He prays:
1. Their love will be abundant, in real (i.e., spiritual) knowledge and discernment. Why? 2. So they’d
approve excellent things (make wise choices). Why?
3. So they’d behave sincerely and blamelessly until Christ
returns. How?
4. Having been filled with righteous fruit, which comes through Jesus, to God's glory, which gets praised,
as a result.
IF you willfully/consciously, against your convictions disobey God, always remember Jonah and the Jews
wandering in the wilderness for 40 years. Those stories always keep me sober, when tempted to quit or
not do what I’m supposed to. I Cor. 10:11
I’ve already noted, elsewhere, the many ways discipleship occurred in the first century; MAINLY:
Letters (Now, the Bible: teaching and exhortation) Apostle associates visiting converts Paul, in person
Prayer Pastors to church members Relational discipling Role modeling (Ex.: Paul).
JUST LOOK at how Paul's role model example inspired others to evangelism and commitment! Phil. 1
and 3, I Th. 1-2, etc. Being with Him in person, when he wasn’t jailed, had to inspire countless leaders,
and lay commitments and evangelistic endeavors! Now let’s look beyond methods to message:
1:3-11: (Thanks, prayer and confidence expressed); v. 6 Reliance on God's part in maturing Christians;
v. 8 Look at his relational longing—NOT just teaching strangers!
1:9-11 Prayer whose specifics WE ought to ask for for people in our charge, as disciplemakers/disciplers: Know Christ and His power, your ID and inheritance, and how great having heaven is
are common themes.
1:12-26 Look at how Paul's evangelistic efforts, to the point of prison, inspired others, even if from evil
motives (vv. 14-17). Look at his role modeling a committed life (vv. 18-21), and his relational
dependence on their prayers for Him (v. 19).
1:20-21 are text book commitment verses to memorize as every Christians aspiration for their own lives!
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LOOK at vv. 22-26, how Paul’s discipling concern for laymen was more important to Him than dying
early and being with Jesus! Love!
Paul's presence was NECESSARY for them and would be for their progress and joy in the faith
(discipling). He NEVER thought sanctification was automatic, but took work by God (1:6), the believer
(1:27-28), and tutors (Ex.: Paul).
1:27 He instructs Christians to walk worthy, so even when away Paul could hear they’re standing form in
one spirit, with one mind striving together for the faith (Cf.: Jude 3).
He did not rest on anyone having committed to live fully for Christ, with nothing else needed! He was
joyous when he'd hear good results of people's post-conversion behaviors! (like John was, in II and III
John).
The first three paragraphs of MOST of Paul's (if not all New Testament) epistles speak of his relationship
with church's members, and prays and praises their good deeds, having been saved. And for
Lordshippers, this is NOT a surprise to Saviorhooders! NOT because they had to, in order to be saved,
but salvation changes things!
I attended church, regularly, listened to sermons, got baptized, etc., but WASN’T a disciple for 10 years.
Salvation isn’t inept, where nothing happens!
2:1-11 Ethics section on humility (we leave ethics sections to detailed interpret in our Commentary-this
study is on how to disciple and what to teach).
2:12-18 Paul teaches man's and God's role in sanctification effort, while he's away.
2:12-13 (Cf.: 1:6). They’re to hold fast to the Bible, and NOT exhibit fleshly behavior when gathered, as
I Cor. and Jas. 4 do. Sanctification is proving your identity in your behavior.
2:15 Paul's suffering, again, is often used to leverage good behavior in others, as role model, within
relationship.
2:17-18 LOOK at 2:19-30 Many would overlook this as history. But it speaks to discipling
methodology!
Paul leveraged relationships, and utilized other leaders to help Him multiply his efforts! Here, he intends
to send time, but sent Epaphroditus, to check on the flock's progress, while he was away (forced to suffer
in prison).
Lordshippers, READ v. 20. MANY/MOST Paul knew were carnal!
That’s what chapter 2 is all about: putting others above yourself, which most don’t do, because being a
disciple is denying self. Timothy was genuinely interested in discipleship (concerned for Christians'
spiritual welfare, v. 20). They’re NOT just letting babes feed themselves a milk bottle!
Saviorhooders are accused of hit and run evangelism. I’M DARN PROUD OF THE CHARGE, because
it means we understand four out of five Christians would help teach Christians truth, rather than
evangelize, but we know evangelism has to come first, or people go to hell!
Let the unevangelistic disciple, even though I do anyway, now mainly through writing, but have in the
past, though much more evangelizing.
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Look at v. 22 Timothy served ministering Paul like a kid does their father, and he had proven worth.
Paul didn’t just send any old body to disciple by proxy!
2:21 SHOWS carnality, Lordshippers! You can’t deny it.
2:24 Paul walked in prayerful faith, and expects in-person visits, again, soon. Until then, Epaphroditus
was there, with them. LOOK at the 5-fold compliment of his ministry!
2:25 (Plus, Paul does what’s necessary, vs. necessarily wanted—v. 25 and 1:24).
1. Brother
2. Fellow worker
3. Fellow soldier
4. Messenger to Paul’s need
5. Minister to Paul’s need
Paul didn’t send schmucks to disciple by proxy! LOOK at how hard that man worked at discipling! vv.
26-30 He nearly died, in doing the church’s ministry duty towards Paul!
3:4-21 Paul as role model of commitment.
Brief ethics section: Be joyous, beware of false prophets, know your identity and put NO confidence in
willpower (vv. 1-3). Paul had EVERY reason to trust his willpower to bring righteousness! He had been
the Hebrew of Hebrews!
His religious credentials are in vv. 5-6. He even persecuted Christians! Ac. 8:3 But "for Christ's sake"
(as some say, slanderously, he counted/reckoned/deemed/considered all past gains to be losses/failures,
compared to knowing his Lord, Christ, for Whom he suffered so much.
Why did he do that? That he might:
1. Know and gain Christ
2. Be found exhibiting a righteousness by faith-NOT through the Law. WHY? So Paul could: 3. Know
Christ
4. Know the power of Christ's resurrection, and,
5. Know the fellowship/communion with Christ's sufferings, conformed to Christ's death. WHY?
6. So he'd attain to bodily resurrection
Paul didn’t consider himself to have arrived (attitude), but resolved himself to let by-gones be by-gones,
and set his sights on pursuing the upward call of God in Christ. He kept on keeping on, pressing toward
that prize, so he could grab/grasp/lay hold of (Heb. 6:18) the purpose Christ laid hold of Him—eternal
life. I Tim. 6:12
Paul was ACTIVE in his Christianity: spiritual growth (sanctification) and ministry (evangelism and
discipling/teaching)! Radically changed! WHY AREN’T OUR LIVES NEARLY AS
TRANSFORMATIVE?
3:15-16 We are all to live by the standard God has us at, today, and adopt Paul's attitude toward
commitment and sanctification (follow his example; I Cor. 11:1)! WHY?
3:18-19 Many walk, who are enemies of Christ (Cf.: Jas. 4:4), whose end is destruction, whose idol/god
is their desires (carnal Christians), who glory in shameful things, by setting their minds on earthly
matters!
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He is describing carnals, Lordshippers! And yes, judgment is upon them, so destruction isn’t hell, but a
miserable rewards ceremony in heaven, and shame and disgrace at the Bema Seat of Christ (if not more
trials and premature death)!
WHY did Paul tell this church these things, in person and while away (v. 18)? Because our citizenship is
in heaven, from where we await eagerly the return of our Lord and Savior Jesus, Who will glorify us (and
especially, here) our bodies, by His power to do all things.
THIS is sanctification, and Paul taught it well, and often! He did NOT just list do's and don'ts, as if
everyone already had to commit to live for them, in order to get saved, Lordshippers. THIS IS
DISCIPLESHIP in action!
Ethics section (4:1-9). NOTE v. 9, mirroring I Cor. 11:1. WHO can tell Christians, imitate my example
of walking close to Christ, morally and ministerially?
Then there's the section (4:10-19) exuding confidence that you can do all things through Christ, and
especially, in context, endure poverty times, as well as good ones, as He supplies your need, as you rely
on Him.
4:20-23 Closing.
I don’t have any plans to go through every epistle's section, or every verse, but discipleship is our focus,
and Ill return to this task throughout next week. This and exercise are exhausting, but so is campaign
preparation, and this rejuvenates me! DO YOU HEAR THIS TEACHING ANYWHERE ELSE?
I Thessalonians
(4/21-22/22; @JamesMeroney2)
I Th. 1-2 is EXCELLENT on discipling:
1:1 Written to Christians.
1:2-3 Thanks and prayer for them, and their faith, hope and love post-salvation behaviors, knowing
they’re saved (eternal security, v. 4). How and why?
Paul’s evangelism wasn’t in
1. Word alone, but also:
2. Power
3. Holy Spirit
4. Full conviction
5. Corroborated by the evangelists' integrity
Result: The church followed Paul's example, even in suffering.
1:6 This church inspired other churches, by their behavior!
1:7 Their reputation spread wide, how they turned from idols to serve God, and actively await Christ's
return (sanctification)—Jesus, Who delivers us from God’s hellish wrath (salvation).
Following Paul's effective disciple-making evangelism, they followed His example, and engaged active
sanctification. Soon, well learn how they received that gospel (2:13-14). Paul didn’t just robot out words
to them, nor did he (in this case), hit and run.
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Chapter 2 states they became very dear to Him, so he stayed on and did some discipling of them, like a
mom and dad mentors their children. Salvation is deliverance from God’s wrath. Sanctification is
deliverance to God’s love, guidance and rewards.
2:1-4 Paul’s evangelism visit wasn’t in vain, but he boldly preached amid persecution. WHY? Because
he did not evangelize from error, impunity or deceit (but accurately, considering consequences, and
truthfully). WHY? Because God entrusted Christians with the gospel, and were to please Him, not men,
as He examines hearts/motives (i.e., judges; fear God).
2:5-6 Paul never came evangelizing by flatter or seeking money (God knows this), and he didn’t seek
man’s glory, though as apostle he could have been forceful/authoritative
Instead/opposite, Paul proved gentle and tender, like a nursing mom.
2:7 He had a fond affection for them, so he went beyond imparting just the gospel, he imparted his own
life to them (discipleship), because they were very dear to Him. This seems to be an exceptional act of
his.
He could hardly have reached as many as he did, if he took that much time with everyone! These people
touched his heart deeply. He labored long hours, secularly, to not be a financial burden to them.
2:9 They recalled/they were witnesses (vv. 9-10). Eye witnesses. They knew how
1. Devoutly
2. Uprightly
3. Blamelessly (ethically) Paul behaved toward them, and how he:
1. Exhorted
2. Encouraged and,
3. Implored them to walk worthily (Cf.: Eph. 4:1), like a dad does his kids. BOTH parents represented
in Paul’s ministry manner of discipling—male and female!
Paul stayed with them, after evangelizing them, to pour his life into them, exhorting them to live holy
(discipleship). It’s living up to our calling; it’s not a vow we have to make in order to be called,
Lordshippers.
2:13-14 That’s why Paul was thankful (1:2), because they didn’t just receive Paul's evangelism as mere
man's words, but God's very own, which (Bible) performs its work in Christians' sanctification, thereafter.
Proof?
2:14 Their words and deeds became an example to other churches and believers (1:7), suffering Jewish
persecution.
In many ways, chapter 2 is a zoom-in on chapter 1! These anti/against (Unsaved) Jesus Jews assisted in
Christ being killed by the Romans, and don’t please God, but are hostile to men, by even preventing
evangelism.
2:15-16 In so doing, they fill the cup of God’s judgment to overflowing!
2:17-20 Paul having been away from them (in person; not in spirit), was eager to be with them
(relationship/emotional concern/interest in them—discipleship). Paul had tried, but satan temporarily
prevented it? Why did he want to come?
For who else was Paul’s:
1. Hope
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2. Joy
3. Crown of exultation, than them? For they were Paul’s joy and glory. THAT is a disciplers concern for
spiritually-needy Christians!
3:1-6 So great was Paul’s longing for them, to see how they were doing, he sent Timothy (as in Phil.), to
disciple (strengthen and encourage them as to their faith, v. 2), so they
wouldn’t go backwards, from distress over these persecutions, to which we all are destined.
LOOK at verse 5! Paul couldn’t take it anymore, sending Timothy to ensure satan hadn’t harmed their
spiritual progress, using trials/persecution to discourage them!
Paul was comforted by Timothy’s report, that they too wanted to see Paul, and had faith and love
flourishing (spiritual growth), which buoyed Paul in his own distress (likely jailed). A discipler REALLY
lives, not just lives, when he/she hears their disciplees are standing firm in Christ. Cf.: II Jn. 1:4, III Jn.
1:3-4
3:9-10 They brought Paul great joy, and he again thanks God for them (1:2, 2:13), as he prays earnestly,
night and day, to again be with them (Cf.: 2:17), to complete what was lacking in their faith (i.e., to do
discipling).
3:11-13 Paul prays God will bring Him to them, and cause them to abound in love for each other, and for
all men, just as Paul abounds in love for them. THIS is relational discipling; NOT just teaching to cold,
unknown strangers! Result? That God’s answer to prayer would establish their hearts unblameable in
holiness before God, when Christ returns
(i.e., discipleship concern and prayer of Paul).
Ethics section begins, but note 4:1, 10 Paul is always praying, exhorting and requesting Christians to
excel still more in sanctificational success (growth in holiness), even as he had already instructed them to
do, after evangelizing, when he had been with them. THIS IS DISCIPLING! It is NOT mere
sermonizing!
A large prophecy section follows, followed by yet another ethics section. Phil. And I Th. Teach great
lessons on discipling methodology; Eph., Gal, Col. and Rom. On discipleship's content/message!
Colossians
Col. 1:2 Written to Christians.
1:3 Paul’s typical thanks and prayer habit, for them. The trilogy of faith, hope and love are often found
in Paul's assessment of believers' fruit.
1:3-4 These are based on their certain positive expectation ("hope") of heaven, which the gospel told
them about.
1:5 The gospel, which came to them, is constantly:
1. Bearing fruit
2. Increasing, even as it had been doing since they learned it.
It's the seed which grows, within. WHEN THEY LEARNED God’s grace in truth, growth occurred!
That’s an essential discipleship topic! NOT Law living; faith!
Epaphras taught that to them, and told Paul of their Spirit-wrought love.
1:6-8 Paul's prayer for them
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1:9-12 (as was his discipler habit, early on in his letters). He didn’t cease to ask that:
1. They be filled with the knowledge of God’s will, in all wisdom and understanding. WHY?
2. So they’d:
a) Walk in a worthy manner (Cf.: Eph. 4:1; I Th. 2:12)
b) Please God in all respects
c) Bear fruit in every good word
d) Increase in knowing God
e) Be strengthened with power
f) Attain steadfastness/consistency and patience
g) Joyously thank God, Who qualified us to have an inheritance we share with all saints in light.
How? vv. 13-14 He (God) delivered us from the domain of darkness and transferred us into the kingdom
of Christ, the Light, through Whom we have redemption—all our sins forgiven. Cf.: Eph. 1:7 GOD
delivered us from darkness; WE didn’t U-turn out of it, Lordshippers!
GOD transferred us to Christ's kingdom; WE didn’t commit to transfer ourselves! Then a theological
section about Christ's deity and against Law living/Judaizers.
1:21-23 Former identity: We were alienated, hostile and engaged in evil deeds. Yet ("But Christ")
reconciled us on the cross, to present us to God as holy, blameless and beyond reproach
(position/identity), which status we maintain in experience if/when (as expected/naturally) we:
1. Continue in the faith
2. Firmly established and steadfast, and,
3. NOT moved away from the gospel’s hope (backsliding, or worse, apostatizing), which hope they
previously heard proclaimed, just as Paul proclaimed it as a minister.
1:23 And suffered for so doing.
1:24 Making up for what lacked in other church member's lack of evangelistic suffering!
VERY subjectively, I HAVE to address 1:25-29 READ it! LOOK how committed Paul was to get
gospel to every man, and how he labored and strove to that end, as a role model discipler (especially vv.
25 FULLY, 28-29 EVERY man). Disciplers should be evangelistic! They serve as tutors, and inspiring
role models! Paul excelled
2:1-2 Paul STRUGGLED at discipling, especially to those who didn’t see Him face to face, with his
ambition being their hearts would be encouraged, knitted together/unified in love, attaining all the wealth
of full assurance of understanding, resulting in truly knowing Christ.
2:2 This and Christ’s deity is often contrasted to life under the Law, in Colossians (Ex.: vv. 3-4).
Though away, Paul was with them in spirit (I Cor. 5:3), and rejoiced at their
1. Good discipline, and,
2. Stable faith in Christ. Key ingredients to spiritual success! (I Tim. 4:8) Just as they had
received Christ the Lord, they were to walk in Him, too (Cf.: Rom. 13:14)
VERY ODD verses if they had been required to promise to do that, fully, all their lives, in order to
already have been saved, Lordshippers! Another section on deity, law and identity. Vv. 8-11 Our full
identification with Christ’s death, burial and resurrection (inheritance/identity) is recounted in vv. 12-13
(Cf.: Rom. 6:3-11) Believers are having to be taught this stuff! It doesn’t enter their minds by osmosis.
THIS IS DISCIPLESHIP!
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2:12-13 Former identity: We were dead, in trespasses and sin (Cf.: Eph. 2:1), "But God" made us alive
(Cf.: Jas. 1:18) HOW? Having forgiven us all our sins. Salvation is all about the new birth, of being
fully forgiven of all sins-past, present and future, Lorshippers! ALL our sins were nailed to the tree-when
Jesus was nailed to the cross.
Another expose on Christ’s deity vs. law. Vv. 18-19 Spiritual growth comes from remaining/abiding in
Christ (Cf.: Jn. 15:1-~8); holding fast (Heb. 3:14, 4:14, 10:23); clinging to Him. Several times I’ve
referenced Hebrews, giving similar language I believe helps show Paul wrote it.
2:20-23 IF you have died with Christ, WHY are you now dealing with Law matters? Strict
willpower/severe discipling doesn’t stop the sin nature; only faith in Christ's power!
LOOK at the religions that beat themselves for their sins. It doesn’t stop their sinning!
3:1-4 Paul just said if you have died with Christ, die to living under the Law. He skips burial, here (2:12)
and goes to resurrection—IF you have been raised with Christ:
1. Keep seeking the things above, and,
2. Set your mind on the things above; NOT on the things below! (Cf.: Rom. 8:6) WHY?
Because you (old man) have died, and now your life is hidden in Christ with God. You have new life in
Jesus! The old things have passed away. II Cor. 5:17 When Christ returns and is revealed, we will also
be revealed with Him (positive hope, and reason for sanctification).
3:5-10 mirrors Rom. 6 and Gal. 5, on how to live the Christian life! REMEMBER reckon yourself dead
to sin, and present your members to god, as instruments of righteousness, in Rom. 6?
3:5 says consider (reckon) your body members dead to listed sins. WHY? God’s wrath comes against
such deeds. Fear Him; you’re dead to sin.
3:7 Former identity: In these sins you "USED" to walk, back when you were living in them (listed in vv.
8-9). Put them away/throw off those death clothes. WHY? Since you laid aside the old self, with its evil
practices.
Lordshippers would call this U-turn repenting Paul teaches Christians in salvation, they were crucified to
them, and with Christ. Gal. 2:20; Rom. 6:2-5, etc. He teaches Christians they have put on a new self
(identity), which is being renewed in God's likeness and image.
3:10 This positional truth becomes experiential as we reckon ourselves new selves (II Cor. 5:17), and put
on the Lord Jesus Christ, and reckon ourselves dead to sin, and our members now as instruments
presented to our master, as tools for righteousness. Position becomes experience as one reckons
themselves what God says of ourselves in Christ! Identity.
Then comes the ethics section (a quite consistent pattern for Paul). MANY LESSONS ON DISCIPLEMAKING, both as to methods and messages. DO YOU HEAR THIS TYPE TEACHING ANYWHERE
ELSE, or merely 3-5 verses in a clump, then man's expounding on what they say, vs. a book or topic's
context?
IF the things I am teaching are clearly and squarely in the Bible, and Paul had churches hear entire books
read in their presence, WE ARE DEFICIENT never letting or having laymen learn what God wrote, or all
the things I’ve just taught about discipleship, vs. Lordship Salvation!
MOST of the rest of the New Testament books don’t have huge discipleship passages, so well cover
principles found within the ones remaining:
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II Thessalonians
(4/22/22; @JamesMeroney2)
II Th. 1:3-4 Thanks their faith and love are growing, amidst suffering. Then prophecy section.
1:11-12 Paul’s prayer that they’d walk worthy. WHY so pray, if they promised to, all their life, or they
wouldn’t be allowed to get saved, under Lordship Salvation?
Bigger prophecy section follows. 2:13-15 Paul’s thanks, again, that they were chosen, by the Spirits
conviction setting them apart for salvation. And you were called (Eph. 1:18) to gain Christ's glory.
So, the discipler reminds them to stand fast and hold to the Bible, which came verbally (oral tradition) and
written, to them, before the canon. Then Paul prays for God and Jesus, who loved us and gave us eternal
comfort and good hope through grace, to comfort and strengthen their hearts in every good work and
word.
Again, a discipler prays, and exhorts to good deeds and words. The main ethics section follows. Written
mainly for ministers, I Timothy teaches preachers to teach God’s word, and not pay attention to false
doctrines or myths. Why? Our goal is love, from a pure heart, good conscience and sincere faith.
NOT doing so causes apostates, tripping up over discussions about the Law (which was designed for evil
people, to curb sins). Vv. 3-9 Sins aren’t consistent with the gospel and sound teaching, which Paul had
been entrusted to minister. Rom. 15:16
I Timothy
1:12-17 Paul thanks God He called Him into evangelism service, given his heinous past. God’s grace
was abundant, with the faith found in Christ. Principle: Christ came to save sinners, which Paul was
number one at, pre-salvation. And he was saved to show anyone can be!
1:17 Associated praise
2:3-4 God desires all men to be saved (evangelism), and come to a knowledge of the truth (discipleship).
Those two ministries ARE God’s will; you never have to wonder if they’re the right thing to do!
3:16 Church confession: Jesus is the mystery of godliness/how to live holy! He Who was physically
manifested/revealed, spiritually vindicated in resurrection (Rom. 1:4), beheld by angels (ascended to
God’s right hand), Proclaimed among nations (first century evangelism, at least), believed on (ONLY
salvation requirement), taken to glory.
4:3 Again, believe, then know the truth are the top values for ministry and life (evangelism and
discipleship).
4:6 GOOD pastors are constantly feeding their flock, as they nourish themselves on God’s word.
4:7-8 Discipline is part of sanctification, to secure godly behavior. It’s profitable, more so than the time
and effort people put into looking good (exterior/sight walking), through physical exercise. We exert this
effort, because our hope gets fixed on God (Cf.: Col. 3:1-4), Who is positional Savior (2:3) of all men,
but especially/particularly (and ONLY, specifically) of believers. He is lost people's Savior, available to
save, if they’ll believe.
4:13-16 Pastors are to publicly use the Bible for hearing (reading), exhorting and teaching, and NOT
neglect their spiritual gift, but to "be absorbed" and take pains, so their progress/growth will be evident to
all. The Bible is how Christians grow! I Pet. 2:1-2.
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Pastors are to be careful/pay close attention to themselves (spiritual integrity) and what they teach (vs.
false doctrine), for in doing so they save themselves and their sheep from the power of sin (second tense
salvation).
5:17-18 Pastors are to work hard at teaching and preaching, and are due more honor (including pay,
likely) if they do!
You can’t just wing it, being a talkaholic spewing your own thoughts over a FEW verses/sermonizing)!
6:5-12 Godliness isn’t a means to gold! As Pastor Don Anderson used to say, I get paid to be good;
you’re good for nothing (joke).
You can be content/satisfied seeking righteousness (Mt. 6:33), because whatever you can acquire down
here you didn’t bring with you nor can you take with you. Rather than love money, YOU (Christians) are
to FLEE such things, and pursue righteousness, godliness
faith, love, perseverance and gentleness.
We’re to fight the good fight of faith (1:18) and take hold (Phil. 3:12) of eternal life that we were called
to! That’s Jude three effort at sanctification!
6:17-18 As disciplers, pastors are to teach their rich church members to engage good deeds, so they’ll be
rich in the next life, by taking hold of that which is life indeed (eternal life, as life doesn’t consist of what
we possess, Lk. 12:15).
II Timothy
(still for pastors, mainly):
II Tim. 1:3 Paul served God with a clear conscience.
1:4 He longed to be with time, to experience joy.
He prays for Timothy, and is sure Timothy is saved, like his ancestors were. Tim is not to neglect his
spiritual gift, because God gave us a spirit of power, love and discipline. 1:8-10 Preachers aren’t to be
ashamed of evangelizing, but to suffer in God’s power! Rom. 1:16
God saved us, and called us with a holy calling, NOT by works, but by His choice and grace, from
eternity past, in Christ; Christ, Who has now appeared on earth, and brought life and immortality to light
via the gospel. YES, Lordshippers, salvation involves eternal life and immortality! Saved from hell,
forever!
2:1-8 Pastors are to:
1. Be strong in grace
2. Teach what they were taught
3. Suffer as a soldier in active service
4. Not get bogged down in every day affairs, so they can please God
5. Follow the rules, like a non-cheating Olympic marathon runner
6. Work hard, and enjoy the fruits of their labor
7. Remember resurrected Jesus, according to the gospel Paul preached and suffered for (i.e., jail; but the
Bible isn’t imprisoned!).
Paul suffered all he did so those who would trust Christ get that chance, before they die!
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2:10 Church confession (vv. 11-13): If we die with Jesus, we will live (disciples deny self and
experience abundant life); if we endure we will reign (in life, Rom. 5:17); if we deny Jesus (like Peter did
three times), He will deny us (prayers and blessings thwarted); even if were faithless, He still keeps us
saved, because He will not deny Himself.
2:15 Preachers are to diligently study God’s word, and accurately understand and teach it.
2:20-22 DIFFERENT fruit comes from different effort and sanctificational effort! If you clean yourself
from worthless things, you can be useful to God. How? Flee (I Tim. 6:11) from young lusts (mainly sex,
sin and money), and pursue faith, righteousness, love and peace (Cf.: I Tim. 6:15), along with all others
who pray/call to God from a pure heart (2:22).
Again, preachers are to know God’s word well, and be able to use it for teaching, reproof, correction and
training in righteousness, so men of God (I Tim. 6:11) can be profitable used by God, and equipped for
every good work. Pastors who rely on seminary to teach them tools, and all of life to learn God’s word
AREN’T equipped to do their job!
Again, 4:2, pastors are to preach God’s word. WHY? As prophecy approaches, more ministers will take
up entertainment/ear tickling, telling the sheep what they want to hear, rather than what God wants them
to hear (like the false gospel of health and wealth).
Apostates will come, v. 4; Cf.: I Tim. 1:18-20), falling for myths. But pastors
re to be sober in everything, endure hard times/suffer, DO EVANGELISTS' WORK (evangelize!) and
fulfill (vs. prematurely quit) their ministry. WHY? Paul was nearing death, so Timothy needed to take
his baton/mantle. His life was a living drink offering! Rom. 12:1-2
Paul fought the good fight he told Timothy to fight, and knew he'd be rewarded for having done so/been
faithful. 4:7-8
4:10 Demas apostatized, over worldliness, having earlier been Paul’s ministry associate (Phm. 1:24)!
4:14-15 Some people actively sought to harm Paul. Many deserted Him, v. 16 (Cf.: Phil. 2:20)
4:17-18 Jesus strengthened Paul through these trials, so that he could FULLY evangelize, and be
delivered from severe persecution. And Paul would soon be physically delivered from every evil deed, by
Christ, and safely delivered to heaven (eternal security).
Titus
(4/23/22; @JamesMeroney2)
Tit. 1:1-3 The chosen have faith, and the letters written for them, to also have a knowledge of the truth,
which is in accordance with godliness, in the positive expectation (hope) of eternal life, which God
promised way back with Abe (and Adam as a type/figure).
God CANNOT lie. That eternal promise was manifested on earth when Christ arrived. The gospel is
according to God's command. I DON’T even address "Christ our Savior." Salvation requires a Savior,
it’s so common sense!
1:16 Bad people do bad deeds; Christians aren’t supposed to, but be worthwhile for good deeds.
Unfortunately, that’s not always how it happens.
2:10 God is our Savior, because the trinity is true (Cf.: 1:4).
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1:11-15 God’s grace has appeared, bringing salvation to all men. That’s EXACTLY like I Tim. 4:10
God’s the savior of all men. WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? NOT personal, but
potential or positional. If there’s a Savior for mankind, as a super hero, it’s Christ. But that benefits all
men NONE, if they never appropriate/accept that salvation!
Salvation (being saved) instructs us to deny ungodliness and worldly desire (Christians to "repent"), and
live sensibly righteously and godly in their life (SAVED people “surrendering"/committing,
Lordshippers).
Looking for the blessed hope (Christ's (our God and Savior-deity of Christ)return, first in the air, to the
ground seven years later). Christ chose to give up His life, to redeem us from every lawless deed, to
purify a people for his own possession, zealous for good deeds.
This is what God wants out of one's salvation, and the end game for why He saved you! Titus is to tell
laymen these things.
1:15 Pastors (this is a pastoral epistle) are to tell Christians to be ready for every good deed. This is
pastors' job description!
2:2-3 Christians aren’t to engage sins. WHY? Because also once were foolish. But when God our
Savior's (Trinity) kindness and love for mankind appeared, He saved us NOT by our deeds, but due to His
mercy. How?
By the Holy Sprit’s
1. Washing of regeneration (salvation) and,
2. Renewing by His Spirit, who was poured richly on us through Christ, by justification by faith, that we
would be made heirs (identity), according to eternal life's positive expectation/hope.
2:7 Again, pastors are reminded to speak confidently, so those who have believed (past tense/saved) God
would be careful to engage good deeds. YES, all Christ’s are supposed to do good deeds!
3:14 Another reminder of the same: Let pastors' people learn to engage good deeds (i.e., be actively
sanctified), so they’re fruitful to God. Col. 1:10
Philemon
Philemon has LITTLE on discipleship, as it’s specifically encouraging a master to accept back his
runaway slave, who got converted, while away. But it does have 1:8-9 An apostle appealing by love;
NOT by demanding obedience, by forcing or abusing his authority, lording over.
Phm. 1:12 That slave had become Paul's very heart. We’ve seen many times where Paul had been
abandoned by many or most. This slave got converted, while escaped, and grew quite beneficial to Paul,
who fondly loved Him. HOW a discipler motivates decisions can be learned from Paul’s MANY
methods in this little book!
Hebrews
Christ is greater than the angels. God judged Law violations, and will disobedience to Jesus. HOW shall
Christians escape that judgment if they neglect their great salvation? 2:1-4 This is carnality! It will be
judged by God.
Heb. 2:14-18 Christ suffered temptation, being also fully man (and God), so He can help Christians when
we are tempted. 3:1-6 We are to consider/think of Christ and His faithfulness, and emulate Him by being
faithful to God. That’s a call to active sanctification.
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3:7-4:10 SHOWS the faith rest Christians are promised, where good deeds become more natural, than
gutting it out in the flesh. We have to labor to enter it. It’s holiness becoming more second nature, or a
habit, by God's Spirit. You enter it by ingesting God's word regularly, as God exposes everything through
it. vv. 11-13
4:14-16 Because we have such a great High Priest, Jesus, we are to: 1. Hold fast our confession
(because Christ can sympathize with our temptations, as He was tempted, yet never yielded to sin) 2.
Draw near (pray) with confidence, so well receive grace when we need it.
Chapters 5-7 are VERY Jewish, with Christian symbolism for application. 8:1 The author's point is we
have Christ! He's said this many times before. He (or she?) is very long-winded, yet he thinks this a short
book. 13:22 Add to that 11:36, and I strongly believe Paul wrote the book of Hebrews!
I already showed you several terms he used here and elsewhere (hold fast, take hold, draw near, etc.).
Chapter 11 teaches you can’t please God without faith, and seeking Him, believing He rewards diligent
seeking of Him. 11:1, 6. The entire hall of faith chapter shows faith inspires deeds and even great deeds
of miraculous achievement. An aside,
10:19-25+: Since we have direct access to God, let us draw near, hold fast and consider how to stimulate
fellow believers to good works, not giving up on church attendance, but attending even more as we see
prophecy coming.
The book has many warning passages for Christians who would return to the Law, or abandon Jesus (fall
away). Back to the faith hall of fame of Chapter 11, note v. 3 We are Creationists via faith. v. 10 Faith
looks beyond this world for a higher plane future reward (Cf. v. 14)
11:17-19 Abraham’s faith was so great, when God told Him to kill his son, he knew God would provide a
way out of that jam. His willingness to obey got tested, and he passed! v. 19 He so believed, he thought
God would resurrect his son, if he had to follow through!
11:23-26 Moses could have had all the luxuries of this world, as the adopted son of the king, but he chose
to endure ill-treatment with the people of God, rather than those PASSING/temporal pleasures, because
he was looking for God's reward! Faith speaks, and takes action! II Cor. 4:13 Jas. 2 explains their
relation (faith and works).
12:1-11 speaks of focusing on Jesus, enduring all pain, Him as our role model. And says be faithful when
God disciplines you, as He does it for our good, so we can share His holiness. How to?
12:13-14 Then, more ethics section and warning passages.
12:28 SINCE heaven is certain to be received by believers, let us show gratitude! How? Acceptable
service and reverence for God. I.e., ministering and living right, out of GRATITUDE, Lordshippers.
13:20 The author prays God would equip them for all good works, to do His will. ALL praise to Him!
James
The book of James doesn’t have much material on how to disciple, because it’s one big ethics section, but
Ill cover some basics on materials to teach as a disciple. 1:1 Written to Christians who were suffering
(dispersed abroad).
Jas. 1:2-4 Trials/tough times are to be greeted with joy, because they ultimately grow you up in the Lord.
1:5-8 Walking by faith, you aren’t to doubt, or your spirituality will be up and down/unstable.
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1:9-12 The proper understanding of wealth is that the rich are in a low position before God, and vice
versa (likely as the gospel is best received by the poor (2:5), as the rich often haven’t the interest, and it’s
hard for a rich man to enter heaven (like a camel through the eye of a needle), as their faith is often in
their fortunes.
The poor have no choice-they have to believe and trust God, as they’re so needy. BOTH rich and poor
are to have a life perspective that life is short, so live it well. The one who endures the trial which is life
gets a reward from the Lord, v. 12.
1:13-16 Temptation can be successfully endured, leaning on/trusting God! That’s NOT moral perfection,
but Christian victory—another disciple topic.
1:17-18 All good things come from God as a gift, the greatest being salvation (which isn’t by works).
1:19-20 Be quick to hear and slow to speech and anger, as anger doesn’t produce the goal: sanctification.
1:21-25 Again CHRISTIANS are told to put away sins, and receive God’s word one planted, which is
able to sanctify Christians (save their soul/second tense salvation).
It’s odd, Lordshippers, that James tells saved people to put off sin, when Lordshippers require that
decision to be made, or one cannot be a saved person! Christians are to PROVE their calling (Phil. 2:15;
II Pet. 1:10), by being effective doers, not just hearers of God’s word. How?
Looking intensely at this book of liberty, and you’ll be blessed. If you only read the Bible, and don’t do
it, you’re like a man with a huge pimple on his forehead, who got informed it exists, but keeps the log in
his eye. It’s a matter of intense study (meditation) and remembering, as II Pet. Often speaks of.
If a believer is NOT reading the Bible, regularly, they can hardly if at all grow, as if they aren’t intensely
studying it. I believe that’s the number one reason we have a BIG carnality problem, and that’s why I’m
conducting this discipleship study of the NT, to see how the first century got Christians into the word, and
what they taught them as the basics.
1:26-27 Arrogance thinks too highly of one’s self, where humility thinks highly of the lowly.
2:1-4 Churches showing favoritism to the rich are sinning, as determined by one’s clothing, and parking
their cars in the front rows, and their butts on the same (front rows), or favoring them as deacons, or
pastors knowing their contributions, when the right hand isn’t to know what the left hand gave.
Mt. 6:3. 2:4-7 The poor are the ripest low-hanging fruit for evangelism, whereas the rich are often the
arrogant, sue-happy ones, who blaspheme the God they feel no need for, as they have no needs, until their
money runs out, at which time they usually go straight to hell.
2:8-13 We are to be practicing the royal law—love our neighbor as you naturally do love yourself; not
showing favoritism to the rich, even as a government. Levit. 19:15 The Law even teaches this, and under
it, one violation makes a person guilty before God as if they committed every sin in the Book. So live by
the law of liberty, and be merciful, or God’s judgment won’t be merciful to you.
2:14-26 Faith and works correlate thusly: When God gives you something to do (i.e., convicts you), and
you don’t do it, you are sinning, like wishing a needy poor person a good day, when you have the
capability of making it a good day, if you weren’t so selfishly hoarding or greedy! Having faith to do
something, and not doing is, is dead, as to enabling you to be further sanctified.
3:1-2 Not many should be teachers, both because you need to be accurate, and also live accurate.
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Tongue control is essential, both in sound doctrine and sound speech. 3:13-18 There are two kinds of
wisdom, the evil type being worldly/earthly, natural and demonic, like selfish, arrogant and jealous
people, vs. good behavior based on gentleness and wisdom. Every evil thing surrounds the jealous and
selfish person.
3:16, contrasted with seed sown in peace by peacemakers, whose fruit is righteousness. Their wisdom has
eight great traits, v. 17.
LOOK at this worldly/carnal church: 4:1-6 They’re like the church of I Corinthians. The crave things
and are jealous of those with things. They don’t pray, but when they do it’s for selfish gain, to spend on
their fleshly pleasures, so they lack (as God doesn’t answer their prayers).
They are seeking the things of the world (lust of the flesh and eyes, along with pride, I Jn. 2:15-17), which
makes CHRISTIANS enemies of God, in experience, despite being friends, positionally!
They are Laodicean: One foot in the world, just in case this spirituality thing doesn’t pan out, or wasn’t
true. They’re arrogant, so they miss God’s grace to then humble. Solution? vv. 7-10 Submit to God and
resist the devil.
Again, CHRISTIANS are being told to surrender to God, Lordshippers. They are to be repentant, and fix
their weak spiritual body parts, and whip themselves into shape, starting by humbling themselves before
the mighty hand of God, so self isn’t exalted. 4:11-12, 5:9 and 12 reference three Old Testament
commands.
4:13-5:7 Reference the want to be rich and the be rich. The wanna-be’s are to submit their business plans
to God, first, and the rich are to be submitted to God, in humility, as their ruthlessness toward labor, and
their profits, will cry out in guilt against them on Judgment Day!
5:7-11 speaks to the Christian laborer, who endures the abuse of the wealthy, but get rewarded. They are
to be patient, and not complain, Job as the role model for enduring patiently, who was far more blessed
after he endured, than before his lot started!
5:13-18 Body Life is a ripe topic of discipleship, especially praying in faith, with miracles resulting
(Elijah as Exhibit A).
Finally, 5:19-20 Church discipline (which we NEVER do) is good for the one disciplined, and can
prevent premature death. How was that study of one book in one sitting? Col. 4:16; I Th. 5:27
NORMAL Christian practice (NOT in America)!
II Peter
II Pet. 1:1 Written to Christians.
1:2 Grace and peace to you as you come to know God and Christ (the goal of sanctification/discipleship).
1:3-4 Through knowing God (and/or Christ) Christians have everything they’ll ever need for life and
godliness, through the great and precious promises God has supplied us with (Cf.: II Cor. 7:1). Claim
them, by faith, and live by them, like the house built on the rock! Mt. 7:24-26
1:5-11 As a believer increasingly adds these moral virtues, they become useful to God,
and can count on a happy ending, as they enter heaven with flying colors; not by the skin of their teeth:
Faith, moral excellence, knowledge, self-control, perseverance, godliness, brotherly kindness and
brotherly love. These are strengths; NOT weaknesses, or effeminate! Virtues vs. vices.
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1:12-21 Peter will always be striving to remind Christians of these matters, as he is facing his swan song
(death).
LOOK at 1:12-13, 15, 3:1-2 Remember, James said don’t be a forgetful hearer of God’s word. And that
the Bible is God’s inerrant prophesied word is Peter's point, the remainder of these verses in this section.
1:19 mirrors Ps. 119:105: God’s word gives light to your life walk.
Then there’s a big section on false prophets in Bible prophecy, who fake morality and live sinfully, who
WILL be judged by God.
3:1-7 Expect mockers of Bible prophecy! They don’t have faith to believe God created
everything (Heb. 11:3), so why would you expect they’d have faith on how He will wind everything up?
When is always the BIG question.
3:8-9 Just as God’s thoughts are not ours, nor is his timing. Isa 55:8-9 What’s short to us is long to Him,
and vice versa. And being impatient about prophecy is just our failing to understand God is holding it
back, lest any last one lost sheep be allowed into His kingdom, by evangelism.
3:10-13 Bible prophecy is to inspire righteous Christian living, as all our worldly assets are going to be
burned up, so we are to be seeking a new heaven and earth, in which righteousness dwells (Cf. Col. 3:14; Heb. 11:10, 14-16; Mt. 6:33).
3:14-16 Christians benefitting from not being harmed by prophecy, are to strive to be found holy, when it
occurs/transpires (i.e., active sanctification). Again, God’s
patience with prophecy is for man’s salvation. Yes, the Bible can be warped, through bad interpretation,
but God is not mocked!
3:16 We are to accurately interpret it, through hard work. II Tim. 2:15 3:17-18 Christians are to be on
guard to lures away from truth and holiness, and row in grace and in knowing Christ. I’m NOT trying to
write a Commentary, but a discipleship topic, based on materials sections offer).
Jude
Now, Jude, as it’s also short:
1:1 Written to Christians.
1:3 Jude was going to write about salvation, but found it necessary, instead, to write on the need to strive
in sanctification. Why? because of prophesied false prophets proliferating.
A huge section addresses them, mirroring II Pet., who live sinfully, pretend to be holy, are in ministry for
the money (unheard of before 1980), and WILL be judged by God, in prophecy.
1:17-18 Christians, contrasted/on the other hand, are to know mockers of prophecy will arise.
1:20-23 Christians, contrasted to false prophets, are to keep themselves in God’s love, and anxiously
await the coming of our Lord (in prophecy). A small ethics section follows.
1:24-25 Jude expresses a prayer of praise of the God Who is able to keep believers from sinning, and
make (or cause) us to stand before Him holy and blameless with great joy. ALL glory to Him and Christ.
I Peter
(4/23/22; @JamesMeroney2)
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I Peter doesn’t have a lot on how to disciple, but a decent amount of topics you should use when you
disciple:
I Pet. 1:1-2 These Christians knew suffering (a major theme in the book). Identity: They are chosen by
God's foreknowledge, by the convicting/calling/sanctifying (setting apart) work of the Spirit, so they’d
obey Jesus and be covered by His blood (even with fellowship sins, after saved). YES, salvation is to
lead to a life of obeying a Person (not every rule, all at once), but HOW is through relationship, by faith.
1:3-5 God's mercy has greatly blessed us to be born anew again to a live/active/positive hope, through
Christ’s resurrection. ANYONE claiming to be a Christian, but denying they have been born again is
either confused, or unconverted. There’s only one type of believer, and that’s the born again type. Jn. 3
Our inheritance we obtain at death is unable to be diminished or destroyed, won’t stain or tarnish, and
won’t disappear or fade away, as you have a reservation made in heaven! Phil. 3:20
This pertains to saved people, who are now protected by God’s power, by faith, FOR glorification, or a
third tense salvation ready to be revealed. Heaven is certain and extremely positive for everyone who has
been born twice: Physically, then spiritually (eternal security topic).
Trials are the next discipling topic, 1:3-9 (Cf. Jas. 1:2-4) Joy in tough times is to be chosen, as trials test
and strengthen our faith, and mature us, morally. There’s GREAT reward for so doing, and that process
of enduring trials is more important and valuable than being financially rich! EVER HEARD A
SERMON ON THAT FACT? Praise and glory will come to the conquering Christian, at Christs
revelation (1:5, 7). Rewards!
1:8-9 Though we didn’t see Jesus (when on earth), we love Him, and we don’t see Him now, we believe
Him, and have great joy, despite circumstances, which were not even able to verbalize (Cf.: ~Rom. 8:26).
The result is glorification, after a life of joy in trials (third tense salvation).
1:10-12 teach on the greatness of the Bible (and why read it). It was written for us, as God’s love letter,
and it tells us about our 'so great a salvation.' Heb. 2:1-4 Ethics section,
1:13-25 Note be holy (as you are God's possession, and He is holy), pray, with the fear of God, because
you were bought back/redeemed by very valuable blood. Christ was earthly revealed for the sake of those
who believe, v. 20.
Through Christ we are believers-not our own doing, will or initiating (no cause for pride, Rom. 3:27)
These believers had already started sanctification, having purified their souls/minds for a sincere love of
other Christians, so now they’re told to sincerely do it with more intensity-from the heart, v. 22 Why?
They’ve been born again (1:3) by an imperishable seed-the word of God-just as our inheritance is one
perishable (1:4). It DOESN’T say do so because you promised God you would, in order to get saved,
Lordshippers.
ALL men are fading and mortal, like the grass, but NOT God’s word (a discipleship topic: why read it),
vv. 24-25 (Cf.: Jas. 1:10-11). Application: Like babies, LONG for God’s word! We are commanded to
crave it, not wait until we feel it!
2:1-2 Christians are told to put aside sin, Lordshippers, who try, falsely, to force lost people to so decide,
under threat of hell if they won’t or don’t!
2:1 Do so IF you have been saved (II Cor. 13:5-6; Heb. 6:5) Prayer and identity are spoken of in 2:3-10
Note faith as salvation's requirement, vv. 6-7
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2:8 speaks of the losts' disobedient decision NOT to believe the gospel (Cf.: I Jn. 3:23; II Th. 1:8).
LOOK at our identity, v. 5 and especially vv. 9-10 (former and post-salvation):
We are to proclaim Christs excellencies, as we have been called out of darkness and into His marvelous
light. Ethics sections begin at 2:11-3:12.
Suffering is a topic new Christians need to be taught in discipleship lessons, 3:13-22
Ethics section again from 4:1-5:11.
Highlights, for discipling, include: 2:11-12 Christians are told to abstain from sinful lusts and keep their
behavior excellent, so God will get the glory in the prophetic future. Lordship Salvation REQUIRES
these two decisions, or one can’t be saved.
There’s much on submission to government, of wives, employees. 2:21-25 Suffering and testings have
much to do with spiritual growth.
And when you suffer, entrust your soul/self to Christ as Lord, 3:15. 4:1-6 is a VERY difficult passage for
Lordship Salvationists, as it tells CHRISTIANS they have sinned enough, and it’s now time to stop doing
so! I Cor. 15:34; they’re to live for God's will, instead!
Your former bad influencer friends are going to face accountability to God for the lifestyle they continue
in! v. 5 (Cf.: Rom. 14:12; Phil. 2:10-11). 4:7-5:11 is another BIG ethics section. Note 5:6-10 speaks to
prayer, suffering and victory (discipleship topics).
Our 18 Most important Discipleship Topics section at Will You Live forever?, of
http://AmericanAnswers.org lists the topics most impactful, and/or most talked about in the New
Testament. I John: Yet another mainly ethics sectioned book, with little on how to disciple, but MUCH
on what to teach when discipling.
I John
I Jn. 1:1-4 The book written to believers, so they’d have fellowship with them and with Christ and God,
so their joy would be full.
1:5-7 IF you walk with Christ, your deeds will show it. Walk by the Spirit, and you won’t engage the
deeds of darkness. Gal. 5:16 (teach Christians how to be Spirit-filled and led, in discipleship).
1:8-10 Done deceive yourself and deny when you sin; simply confess it, believe God hears and forgives
fellowship sins, get refilled, and continue.
2:1-2 Jesus lawyers up for believers when they sin. He's the satisfier of God's wrath for us, and everyone,
though that helps NO one if He isn’t their personal propitiation, through faith (Cf.: I Tim. 4:10). I am
NOT writing a Commentary, so sticking to highlights:
2:3-11 Live moral, not sinful, and love fellow believers.
2:12-14 New Christians need to know they’re forgiven—forever—for all their sins
(mentioned twice, and all that’s said to them). Young men (older believers) are strong, because they have
ingested the Bible, and the defeat the devil in their lives. Long-standing Christians know God. They
know that, so that’s all they’re told! It’s the goal!: To know Him and to make Him known.
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2:15-17 CHRISTIANS are told not to love the world, or its things (lust for sex, money, and the pride that
often accompanies those things). I THOUGHT Lordship Salvation made lost people promise to be good,
and not bad, or they couldn’t get saved! Instead, Christians are to DO GOD'S WILL.
That is our purpose for living. It brings God glory, but IT is God's purpose for us, as we have seen
throughout this NT discipleship study. Don’t worry how you can bring God glory; do his will for you and
your life; that’s how! Glorify God is an amorphous yet great generality.
Be specific: Do what He has told you to do, to this point in your life-period! And be daily led by Him, to
know what else He calls you to do. Walk by the spirit/walk by faith, not by sight!
2:24-25 Abide in Him, and let His words abide in you (Cf.: Jn. 15:1-~8). God promised us eternal life
and he cannot lie (Tit. 1:2). It’s a promise for EVERYBODY, if everybody will claim it, by faith! John
3:16; TODAY is YOUR day to get saved, whoever you are, and I say that on the authority of god's own
word! II Cor. 6:2. Today is to be your second birthday! Pray to receive Jesus, TODAY!
2:28-3:2 Again, abide in Christ (Jn. 15), so we have confidence at his return, and don’t have to shy away
in shame for how we lived here on earth, when He returns to this earth. He is holy, so you are to be, too,
as you are God's children, and God is holy (we saw in I Pet.).
God’s great love is exhibited in Christians being called God's children, and that’s who we are/our identity.
It isn’t known exactly how we'll all turn out, but we do know that when we see Him, face to face, we will
be FULLY like Him, because we will become exactly as the One we see. Keep your eyes on Jesus! Heb.
12:1-4
Set your mind on the things above. Col. 3:1-4 It’s what you see that you become, walking by faith; NOT
by sight. Pv. 23:7 3:4-18 Ethics section summary: Be good, not bad, and love the brethren (mirroring
2:4-11). 3:19-24 If your heart brings you guilt, God is greater.
If God brings you conviction, confess it! I Jn. 1:9 Prayer is much more effective when prayed according
to god's revealed will, the Bible, v. 22 God's commandment is that men trust Christ, v. 23 You abide in
Christ by obeying God’s commands, given to you by faith-not as law, v. 24.
Two interesting verses, mirroring Jas. 2, are 3:17-18, 4:20. 4:16-17 tells us abiding in Christ is abiding in
love, and as Jesus is, so are believers in this world. Powerful lights in a dark place (identity, to be our
reality). 5:3 You abide in God’s love by abiding in His commands, which, by faith, are not burdensome,
but his load is light, which allows us to continually live in victory. 5:4-5 (Cf.: II Cor. 2:14; Rom. 8:37).
Victory is another discipleship topic. 5:10-13 expresses eternal security probably better than anywhere
else but Heb. 13:5 Believe in Jesus, and you have the witness (Holy Spirit) within, v. 10.
Eternal life is through Jesus: He who has Him has that life; he who does not have Jesus, does not possess
eternal life, but God's wrath abides upon Him, like an ever-present dark cloud hanging over one's head,
vv. 11-12 (Cf.: Jn. 3:36)
John wrote so Christians would know they’re saved forever (eternal security), v. 13. 5:14-15 Confident
and answered prayer comes from praying according to God’s will. See "Pointers For Prayer," at Will You
Live Forever?, at http://AmericanAnswers.org, for MORE lessons on how to pray rightly.
5:16-17 UNDER-practiced church discipline helps/benefits the wayward child, and can prevent
premature death! (Cf.: I Cor. 11:30; Rom. 8:13). Finally, knowing Jesus is eternal life, both
quantitatively and qualitatively, 5:20 (Cf.: Jn. 17:3).
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I Corinthians
I Corinthians is a BIG book about a church with MANY problems! As it relates to discipling Christians,
here are the highlights:
I Cor. 1:2 Written to Christians.
1:7 The church had many spiritual gifts (a discipleship topic covered in Chapters 11-13).
1:10-18 Much sinful division over minister worship
1:17-18 Water baptism doesn’t save anyone; it’s a symbol. IF your evangelism brings rejection, it’s only
because the devil blinds the lost, steals the word, and rejecters are foolishly perishing, v. 18. (Cf.: II Cor.
4:4; Lk. 8:12).
Perhaps the biggest contribution I Corinthians adds to discipline is the concept of carnality. The church
was FULL of it. READ 2:6-3:15. But first, 1:30 Identity—By God’s doing you are in Christ, Who
became to us righteousness, sanctification and redemption (i.e., everything). 2:1-5 Paul’s evangelism
manner was ethical and powerful, with integrity.
Result: is the concept of carnality. The church was FULL of it. READ 2:6-3:15. But first, 1:30
Identity—By God’s doing you are in Christ, Who became to us righteousness, sanctification and
redemption (i.e., everything). 2:1-5 Paul’s evangelism manner was ethical and powerful, with integrity.
Result: Their faith was placed NOT in convincing/persuasive words of men, but rested on the power of
God, where it is supposed to land. Paul wasn’t trying to impress hearers with all he knew, but his
evangelism was focused on the Person of Jesus Christ, and Him only (and crucified).
NOW look at the carnality section: Paul speaks meat/maturity/deeper things/wisdom among mature
believers; BUT not among shallow/immature/natural, fleshly/carnal ones, for they aren’t able to handle it,
as they aren’t accustomed to the Bible, from lack of reading. Cf.: Heb.
5:11-14 JUST like the young man stage of spiritual growth (I Jn. 2:12-14), growth comes by exposure to
God’s word, and NOT taking our daily bread in one meal a week, on Sundays! 2:10 the Holy Spirit
reveals these matters to us, through the word. WE have the mind of Christ! v. 16
LOOK at vv. 14-15: The natural man doesn’t accept spiritual things; he can’t understand them, as they’re
spiritual (Cf.: II Cor. 4:4). That’s true of lost people, BUT one mature believers can’t accept meat; only
milk, due to sin and lack of Bible ingestion.
Though the natural man is lost, the baby Christian is very natural/fleshly/carnal, as he hasn’t grown much,
if any. He is NOT the spiritual believe (no arrogance involved), who appraises everything by God's word
and Spirit.
WHERE DO I GET THIS CONNECTION TO BELIEVERS? 3:1-15! Paul couldn’t speak to this church
as spiritual men (2:15), but as men of flesh/babes in Christ (fleshly; "carnal" is s one ply a synonym).
They needed milk to drink (I Pet. 2:1-2), not solid food. Still sucking on the baby bottle; unable to chew,
eat and swallow. EVEN NOW they aren’t yet ABLE. How dies Paul know that? Their blatant and/or
habitual sins.
3:3 Paul describes their fleshiness, particularly their jealousy and strife, especially over minister worship.
He asks them to confirm this fact themselves: "Are you not walking as mere men? Living exactly the
same as lost people is carnality! NOTHING different, except Jesus lives within.
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Paul humbly discounts praise for his ministry, as we are fellow workers, god's tools/instruments, we get
rewarded, according to our labor, but we are NOT the message; Jesus is.
3:6-9 Identity: You are God’s field and building. Buildings get erected, as edifices, and fields grow
crops/fruit.
Then Paul speaks to the quality of ministers' ministry, be it wood, hay and stubble, or gold, silver and fine
jewels. Christ is the foundation; they s one ply build upon Him, which is what discipling is. There’s
rewards for ministry! vv. 13-14, in the next life.
3:15 Poor quality, or NO work, you will suffer loss, yet NOT loss of salvation. Saved by the skin of your
teeth, vs. with flying colors, as II Pet. 1:8-11 insinuated. The words heard, "Well done, you good and
faithful servant," or mere entrance, to live in a golden outhouse as your only reward. I Jn. 2:28-3:3
LOOK at Paul’s commitment (like Phil. 3 described):
4:9-13. Look at their inheritance: 4:6-8.
Look at 4:14-16 on how Paul used his authority to evoke obedience (Cf.: Phm.). He is their spiritual
father, not just their discipler/tutor, v. 15 He sent associates to help disciple, when he couldn’t be there
(Tim., as we learned in Phil., and elsewhere).
Church discipline is threatened, in v. 21, even as Paul teaches that sanctification is not about clever words,
or great knowledge, but POWER, as we saw in his earlier discipler prayers (Phil. And Eph.).
They aren’t to associate with radically sinful claimers of Christ, as I Cor. 5 describes; it’s NOT shunning
of sinful lost people, but claiming sinful Christians. DO WE DO THIS IN CHURCH, or wrongly label
that "judging?" (the latter).
6:9-11 Sinfully-living people exhibit lostness, which is why Paul commands shunning those who claim
Christ, and live like that. Why? Because we have been washed, sanctified and justified (changed on the
inside), v. 11.
It is NOT that abstaining from sins gets us to heaven, but because we are going to heaven, we are to
abstain from sins. 6:17-20 Christians are joined to Jesus, into one union. Therefore, FLEE immorality,
because your body is His temple; glorify Him with it, and don’t offer it as an instrument of
unrighteousness, as Rom. 6-7 taught us.
7:19 The symbol of living under Law is nothing; what matters is obeying/doing God’s commands (by
faith). People say (or live like) making money is life’s purpose. LOOK at Lk. 12:15 and vv. 29-31, here.
Christians are to live as though they don’t fully use this world! Self-restraint, vs. violating Pv. 23:4-5.
Look at v. 35! Paul teaches married and unmarried, the goal/aim of sanctification is undistracted devotion
to Christ. This is told to believers, Lordship Salvationists; not lost people, during evangelism! See 8:3, 6.
READ 9:15-27, and tell me we have ANY concept of what it means to be committed to evangelizing!
Evangelism receives eternal rewards! v. 25 10:1-12 The Old Testament isn’t lesser or inferior to the
New, and it can teach Christians many good things, rightly interpreted, in light of the New. v. 5 Physical
death for disobedience (premature death, as judgment).
These lessons and stories are given so CHRISTIANS might learn not to crave evil things, vv. 6, 11 Born
again believers are told to NOT idolize, be immoral, test God or grumble.
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10:7-10 YES, if Lordship Salvation was true, we'd expect lists of do's and don'ts, mainly, but Paul’s
telling believers they must learn from the Old Testament not to do these sins.
He didn’t just make a list, and say, you promised to be good, and not bad, so you could get saved, so now
that you did, and you are saved, here’s what that means, in detail! He waits many chapters in, in most of
his epistles, until getting to the ethics sections, because that is NOT how he discipled, by front-loading
everything to mans will at salvation, through false doctrine!
You can endure EVERY temptation, successfully! v. 13. MEMORIZE this verse! That is NOT moral
perfection, but Christian victory! By faith, God has the way out.
LOOK at Paul’s commitment to evangelism! 10:33 WHO can tell other believers they should emulate
their Christian lifestyle? 11:1 THAT is how a disciple-maker should be living; one perfectly, but
blamelessly, so they can say, with Paul, follow me, in so far as I follow Christ. (Cf.: 4:16)
12:3 No one can sincerely verbalize "Jesus is Lord," unless they’re saved (determined by if God's Spirit
resides within them). 13:1-8a Amidst the spiritual gifts section (chapters 11-14) is the famous passage on
godly love/agape.
Chapter 15! The gospel: 15:1-8 Let NO ONE ever tell you otherwise, about what God's good news is;
this passage does so, explicitly-death, burial and resurrection of Jesus! It was received, or believed, by
the Corinthians, so they now stood in grace (Cf. Rom. 5:1-2), vv. 1-2 and 11
15:9-11 Paul knew his worth, apart from God! He was not worthy to even be called an apostle, even
though he was the greatest apostle, number one! That is understanding what salvation brings a man, who
deemed himself the foremost of sinners, pre-Christ! I Tim. 1:15 Humility and honesty!
Paul did not let God’s grace toward Him be in vain, but he labored more than all others, but also knew it
was not Him laboring, but God laboring with Paul! See also Gal. 2:20.
Again, faith alone saves, v. 11. IF the gospel is a myth, and the Bible is a fairy tale, everything committed
believers endure was a WASTED life, because they sacrificed for Christ, and did not have a Plan B of one
foot in the world's door, in case they would miss out for a false fantasy. That is the logical deduction Paul
offers in 15:12-19! READ it for yourself!
Then he delves into prophecy and the resurrections.
15:29-34 Paul endured all his pains and suffering in ministry, for nothing, if Jesus isn’t alive, as some
were accusing Him. NO, the problem was his accusers, and critics of his apostleship! They needed to
stop sinning, and stop associating with bad people!
15:33-34 His prophecy conclusion is to let eschatology stimulate spirituality, v. 58, just as I-II Th. and II
Pet. Taught us (and I Jn. 2:28-3:3). Finally, note 16:13-14 and 22.
II Corinthians
(4/23/22; @JamesMeroney2)
Three big sections! Chapters 1-7, 8-9, 10-13. I will NOT exegete the latter two, on grace giving and
Paul's apostle defense by his heavenly vision experience.
I’ve already used test yourself, from chapter 13, and we all know thorns in the flesh keep us humble, and
we need to know that grace giving is NOT a percent or amount, but weekly, as God leads, and according
to as one has been blessed.
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Now, chapters 1-7 highlights:
II Cor. 1:1 Written to Christians.
1:3-11 Comforted by God is all our sorrows, so we will pass it on.
1:12-14 Disciplers to live commendably ethical lifestyles.
1:15-19 Paul wanted to come to gain fruit (evangelism conversions). He wasn’t waffling, not coming—
as he didn’t make decisions in the flesh. EVERY promise consistent with the New Testament, for
Christians, the answer from God is YES, v. 20
Christ establishes us and God anoints us (sanctification benefits). God gave Christians the Spirit as the
proof of our salvation, v. 22.
1:23-2:11-13 Church discipline section.
2:14-17 Christians can live in continual/perpetual victory in Christ, as they live as a fragrant aroma and
evangelize. Our lifestyles are to be a mirror, showing people they’re either dying or living, seeing how
theirs look compared to ours in Christ (NOT a competition). The lost should sense we are alive, and
somethings different they’re missing out on.
3:1-3 Paul wasn’t bragging about his lifestyle, as our ministry outcomes are the things we are to be proud
of: Committed and evangelistic laymen. Your life is a letter, written by the Spirit on your heart. This
confidence (1:12) is NOT of or from ourselves, but God, as we can’t produce anything good, in and of
ourselves.
God alone makes us adequate, by His Spirit, not by works of the Law. 2:4-6. We have been entrusted
with a great gospel ministry, greater than that of the Law (as Hebrews said). 2:7-15.
2:16-17 When anyone turns to Christ (a synonym for faith), the veil over their heart is lifted, as there is
freedom when you are where Christ is (Cf.: Gal. 5:1, 13). We are daily being transformed/sanctified,
from one level of glory to another, just as Jesus moved from His ministry on earth to His Spirit's,
thereafter, v. 18.
4:1-4 Because of our great gospel ministry, we don’t grow weary and give up, but we renounce evil
influences and commend ourselves to every man's conscience (Cf.: 2:16). Again, our behavior should
commend or convict others' consciences!
4:3-4 When you evangelize, and a hearer doesn’t come through/get saved/respond, feel sorry for vs.
blame them, as they’re satan’s victims, who has blinded their minds from seeing the glory and truth of
what you told them! Why? We don’t preach our good deeds as the message, but Christ is the message!
Christ as Lord God almighty. God has shone in our hearts to rent the veil on our hearts so Christs glory
can now shine through us. Vv. 5-7 And that’s all from God, not from us, or our works.
4:8-12 Again look at the suffering Paul endured for ministry! v. 13 It’s natural to speak when you
believe! And since it’s good news, it’s natural to tell others about it! You brag when you get a job raise,
or get pregnant, or buy a new home.
WHY do we clam up and not evangelize? vv. 16-18 Again, we don’t lose heart/grow weary, as we are
daily renewed. ARE YOU DAILY?
Trials and suffering all pass/are TEMPORARY, but our focus is on the spiritual, which is eternal, NOT
temporary. IS THAT YOUR LIFE'S FOCUS? (what’s in God's word). If you never or rarely read it, the
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honest answer is NO. WHY we see life through spiritual eyes is we base our lives on walking/living by
faith in God's truth, NOT by what our eyes observe, v. 7.
5:1-6 Paul continues his section on suffering in this fallen world. Vv. 8-9 We are of good courage, and
prefer to be with Christ than to be on earth (Cf.: Phil. 1:23-24). So, our ambition is to please Christ,
whether we're here or there. WHY? Because there’s an accounting for every life, to God. Great White
Throne for the lost; Bema for the saved.
That should cause you a healthy reverence for Him! And that’s why we evangelize them, and seek for our
deeds to commend ourselves before men, v. 11.
Again, Paul is not bragging (Cf.: 3:1), but he’s giving the readers the chance/opportunity to be proud of
Him, so he’d have an answer to those who look holy, but aren’t holy (posing pretenders). If he’s humble,
it’s for them, and if he boasts, it’s for them! Servant and selfless, either way.
SINCE Paul's service is to believers, and evangelistically to lost people, he identifies no man by their
bodily appearance, but only as to if they are saved or lost, v. 16. We USED to identify Christ, physically,
but only spiritually/invisibly, now.
So if anyone is saved, they may look the exact same as before, yet they are new creations in Christ, all
things have changed; the old has past, and behold/wake up—all new things have come, and things are
different! Know that! This call came from God, who reconciled us through Christ. That’s how the
change came about, v. 18.
5:20-21 Conclusion/application: Therefore, with that change from salvation, we are all (as believers)
ambassadors for God, who are to beg the lost to be reconciled to God through Christ, as we were
(evangelize).
God made Jesus, Who committed no sin, to become sin for us, so we look the exact same as before, yet
they are new creations in Christ, all things have changed; the old has past, and behold/wake up—all new
things have come, and things are different! Know that!
This call came from God, who reconciled us through Christ. That’s how the change came about, v. 18
would become (our new identity) the righteousness of God, through Him.
6:1 The discipler always urges believers not to receive God’s grace in vain, but to work together with
God, in active sanctification! LOOK at the ministry suffering Paul endured!
6:2-10 He didn’t list these to brag, but for them to open up to Him, as he was opened up to them (in like
exchange). Their sin restrained them; NOT Paul,
6:11-13 Brief ethics section, vv. 14-16, on sexual purity.
Christians are NOT to live sinfully, as lost people naturally do, but to be separate, behaviorally, vv. 16d18. Sanctified even means set apart. God will behave as a father to us, if we do.
This is a WEIRD exhortation to CHRISTIANS, if Lordship Salvation required that, when they were first
saved! ALL Christians are to live holy. There are no exceptions; only rebellious disobedience (carnality).
7:1 Conclusion/application—Therefore, having all God’s promises (II Pet. 1:3-4), let us cleanse
ourselves of all defilement, and perfect holiness in the fear of God (5:11). That’s a decision Paul is
encouraging of CHRISTIANS, Lordship Salvationists! DO YOU SEE the error of your false gospel?
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7:2 Again, the discipler is seeking to get these believers to open up/make room for Him, as he did them
no wrong, which he reminds them (Cf.: 6:11-13). The remainder of the chapter follows up his church
discipline efforts, as the accused vindicates himself by good deeds, and church’s sorrow.
Acts
I will NOT turn this into a Commentary, but because my FAV topic is likely evangelism, and that book is
so awesome, I may make a few comments about how superior they were to us. Discipleship is our focus,
however!
Ac. 1:8 The Spirit was sent to empower our evangelism, among other things.
2:40 Continued exhortation to escape a perverse generation, as evangelism was just completing.
2:42 They were continually devoting themselves to the apostle's teaching. Increasing devotion, regularly
happening. That’s how they got discipled!
4:13 JAILED for evangelizing, they still evangelized their captors and rulers. Those leaders recognized
them, not merely by facial features, but by their different lifestyle, as we saw all believers' lives are to do,
in II Cor. 2:150-16, 4:2. They also obeyed God over government, vv. 19-20, 5:29.
Discipler teaching is to involve the WHOLE counsel of God; not cherry-picking favorites,
5:20. I choose the most important topics, but a lifetime is needed for people to learn all that God has said.
6:2 Pastor-leaders were devoted to knowing their Bibles! They wouldn’t even stoop
to lesser matters. That’s NOT arrogance, but understanding the Bible's value!
To chapter 8, there’s LITTLE information on their follow-up/discipling, as evangelism was the greatest,
most urgent need! Later, they return to check on converts.
9:31 The church was built up, going on in the fear of God, comforted by the Spirit (II Cor. 1), and
continually increasing (evangelism). Pastors were appointed, to teach and preach to these new and
gathered "Christians." (Ac. 11:26) So names, as little Christ's, or Christ-in them's!
10:48 A brief reference to possible/LIKELY follow-up. The central church checked out Gentile
salvations as being valid, and church gifts helped support initially started churches.
13:43-44 Paul evangelized, then urged converts to "continue in the grace of God," then taught the word
of God the next week, to them.
14:22-23 Paul strengthens the souls of the disciples he had made, by encouraging them to "continue in
the faith," and teaching them suffering will befall everyone in sanctification. They also appointed pastors,
as I said.
14:28 Very likely discipling going on (spending time with Christians)
15:35 Preaching and teaching MAY be discipling, amidst evangelism. We are WELL beyond half way
into the book of Acts, and HERE we find verse 15:36! Enough evangelism had taken place, Paul's
concern turned to seeing how converts were now doing.
15:41 Itinerant church strengthening!
16:5 Strengthening churches, as they grew regularly, from evangelism.
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17:4, 11, 34 Some people joined Paul in his travels, and some people examined what he said, to verify it
was true. 18:11 Paul's most extensive discipleship mission, to date (6 months, teaching God's word)! It
is what discipling is all about!
18:23, 27 Discipleship described as "strengthening all the disciples," and "helping greatly those who had
believed through faith." You will see the term "disciple" drops off after Acts! Spiritual or devoted
Christian seems more emphasized, thereafter.
19:9 Reasoning daily in the school of Tyrannus, for two and a half years, NOT just discipling/teaching,
but the WHOLE region of Asia heard the gospel through Paul remaining in one place. THAT IS A
REPUTATION, and word of mouth advertising, folks!
20:20 Paul never shrunk back from teaching anything that was profitable (and was committed to death, in
context). After a series of boat travels, in custody, and secular trials, we come to the last chapter, where
aged Paul’s physically confined to one location, but even that didn’t stop him discipling and
evangelizing—2.5 years!
28:30-31 WE do NOT have his reputation as being Billy Graham, we are not aged or disabled, unable to
evangelize (most of us), and we do not have people drawn to us, from his charisma and power. Invitation
and good deeds evangelism are NOT found in the book of Acts, but only the go and tell type!
I AM THROUGH! If pastors can’t do the same, in explaining the New Testament, I suggest they need to
be more devoted to the word, not willing to do lesser things! I covered discipleship in the Gospels in our
Appendix of Will You Live Forever? at http://AmericanAnswers.org.
Update #15: Lordship Salvation Musings
(4/24/22; @JamesMeroney2)
Lordship Salvation says make lost people be committed to Jesus, and to not sinning, or they can’t go to
heaven. Saviorhood says trust Jesus, and heaven is His gift. Discipleship gets what Lordshippers
demand, NOT as salvation requirement. This is a gospel issue. NOT a small matter!
HOW DO YOU GET TO HEAVEN is the ultimate question! If there are three things a lost person has to
do, there are three things. IF there is but one thing they must do, there is but one thing they must do. It
CANNOT be one and three, at the same time. Gal. 1:8 One has to be in error/wrong. #CommonSense
I will NEVER capitulate or agree with Lordship Salvation, but I can agree to work with Lordship
Salvationists to bring people to Christ! I believe they do a horrible disservice to Christ and the cross,
teaching false doctrine, BUT our powerful God can even work through a false gospel!
On Judgment Day, and therefore, today, what our motives and intentions are will be judged by God. I
Cor. 4:5; Heb. 2:4, etc. I STATE MINE: I don’t EVER want to address this topic to anyone, ever, so I’m
covering it fully, now. I don’t write for a few, but ALL who’d ever disagree with my views.
And it is NOT to show off knowledge (spiritual pride), but because without a thorough study, people can
bring up verses you omitted, or make conclusions based on less than the full counsel of God. And we
ARE to be as accurate as possible. II Tim. 2:15
It’s NOT our job to go quiet, because there are differing opinions, and those differences divide NO one,
but educate. Finally, when false gospel is espoused, especially on what it takes to go to heaven, that’s
important, and you don’t have to have an opinion on everything, but God can, by faith, lead you to rebut
falsehood.
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So, to say Christians have no right to sin, using their freedom, that’s correct. To say Christians are to
obey God’s word, that’s true, in not by law but by faith. We can’t, and aren’t called to obey every
command, right now, or we are out of fellowship. That’s perfectionism or legalism.
A website I saw claim s the Bible references Jesus as Lord 700+ times, doesn’t negate Saviorhooders
agree He is God. "Lord" isn’t some higher title to invoke more fear than to fear God. It’s whether He is
submitted to as one’s personal Lord, that one pacts behavior! NOT questioning His deity!
Again, it’s NOT divisive to teach truth, be Berean, and test the spirits by the whole counsel of God. God
is serious about false doctrine. There are perhaps 15 verses in point!
So as to repenting and surrendering, as REQUIRED, or you go to hell, that’s an
ONE PORTANT, and maybe essential doctrine, as it is what the gospel is! Does a lost person have to
make a decision to make a U-turn in their behavior to go to heaven? Does a lost person have to make a
full commitment to live holy all their life, or they don’t qualify for a free gift?
JUST so my position is forever on paper, so I never have to discuss it with anyone in person, HERE are
my thorough findings: FEEL FREE to debate or disagree! If anyone has better verses I never saw, or you
have the clearer and majority verses or best interpretations, in context, bring that to the table! We’re
trying to learn God’s will.
I only want Christians to know the truth. I’ve NEVER asked anyone to follow me, and split away from
anyone they hear on the Bible! I say be Berean, and use the full counsel of God! Prove your views. And
this isn’t showing off. Rev. John MacArthur's two books are NOT the Bible; the Bible is the Bible.
First, you must define "repent." The Greek/original language was meta noeo (change mind).
Metamorphosis (change), noeo (mind). Change your mind; make a different decision than you had
previously. About what? Let’s look! (P.S.: the "U-turn" definition is Southern Baptist—NOT Greek).
LOOK at every instance of the root word 'repent" and ask who is asked to do what about what? And look
at EVERY verse on surrendering. MOST are at our 10 Commands of Lordship Salvation chapter. And
look at all 700+ verses on Jesus as Lord, IF you have a Concordance.
A S ONE PLE statement covers all those verses: Future DEEDS are not what salvation addresses, before
getting saved. If you must change your life's moral direction, fully, in order to be saved, the gift isn’t a
gift, or free! Same with full lifelong surrender to morality! Conditional! Duh 101
Salvation is not making a decision to adopt a lifestyle religious belief system. It is a decision to accept
God’s offer of forgiveness of all sins, based on the cross, which enters you into an eternal relationship
with Christ. I have NO patience with any who can’t understand this!
IF sinning and not living holy is what lost people needed to change, they could choose to change that, but
NOT be saved. It is sin, expressed by sins (that prove their sin nature), that send folk to hell!
Will God deal with a Christian, to get them to live holier? ABSOLUTELY! Does He require them to
commit to doing so, or He withholds heaven? No. Is telling lost people this, in evangelism, required or
relevant? No.
Update #16: Repentance Verses Exegeted
(Bible Interpretation)
(4/24/22; @JamesMeroney2)
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DOCTRINE OF REPENTANCE. Mt. 3:2, 8, 11, 4:17, 11:20-21, 12:41; Mk. 1:4, 15, 6:12; Lk. 3:3, 8,
10:13, 11:32, 13:3, 5, 5:32, 15:7, 10, 16:30, 17:3-4, 24:47; Ac. 2:38, 3:19, 5:31, 8:22, 11:18, 13:24, 17:30,
19:4, 20:21, 26:20; Rev. 2:5, 16, 21-22, 3:3, 19, 9:20-21, 16:9, 11. Rom. 2:4; II Cor. 7:9-10, 12:21; II
Tim. 2:25; Heb. 6:1, 6, 12:17; II Pet. 3:9;
‘TURN’ can be in reliance, or in direction, away from sin. Turned from idols (objects people trust in);
turn from sin (renounce/abandon it). SURRENDER. No verses say that term. COMMIT is one plied
(deny self, take cross).
Lordshippers believe if you don’t tell lost people they have to turn away from sin, you are telling them
(without words) to remain in sinful deeds. You are telling them to believe. You aren’t discussing deeds!
One sin makes everyone guilty. They can’t undo one sin, by stopping sin or by starting righteousness!
Lordships believe if you don’t tell lost people they have to be committed to Christ and holiness, you are
telling them (without words) to be UNcommitted to Christ and holiness. You are telling them to believe
in Jesus! Lordships are focused on deeds vs. salvation.
READ Mt.-Ac., and find EVERY evangelism event recorded. Compare gospel invitations and responses.
Also find EVERY time disciple commitment was called for, and do the same. Theories fall when
evidence is read! WILL I do it for others?
"Turn" sometimes does mean turn away from/leave sin/sins! It is also used as turn in
reliance/dependence. You’d have to look at every verse and each verse's context, and who is being asked
to turn—lost or saved, or unknown.
We DIDN’T choose to exegete Revelation, as mainly chapters 2-3 would have been addressed, but our
topic was discipleship, and those chapters mainly address ethics in specific churches; not discipling, or
what topics it should teach. Luke-warm MIGHT be applicable for commitment!
‘Turn:’ Lk. 1:16-17; Ac. 3:26, 9:35, 11:21, 13:8, 14:15, 15:19, (19:26), 26:18, 20; II Cor. 3:16; I Th. 1:9;
(II Tim. 4:4; Tit. 1:14; Heb. 12:25); Jas. 5:19-20; I Pet. 3:11; (II Pet. 2:21); I looked up ALL relevant
verses. READ them, in context, answering the questions I raised, for each!
I will NOT go through the over 700 times Jesus is labeled "Lord," because I don’t disagree that He is.
Even the phrase "as lord" can mean as God, or as 1's personal Boss of life, for life. Free gifts have no
conditions. Attitude must be full-hearted faith! NOT less, or insincere.
Jesus suffered and died on the cross to pay the penalty for all your sins vs. God, so if you will fully turn
away from sin, for life, and fully commit to live for holiness, for life, He will give you heaven as a free
gift. The statement is so full of theological and inconsistent holes!
EVERY religion says if you will do lifelong good deeds (they differ on what they are), and not bad deeds,
you MAY get heaven. That process commitment starts with a decision; the SAME one Lordship
Salvationists require, for a free gift you CAN get; no uncertainty. PROBLEMS!!!
Telling lost people commit to live holy for the rest of your life, and not sinful for the rest of your life is:
1. NOT good news, to them, and is
2. NOT free, and is
3. NOT a gift, Lordship Salvationists (because it's NOT the gospel).
Update #17: Bible Interpretation (Continued)
(4/24/22; @JamesMeroney2)
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Matthew
Mt. 4:21 Pleading to Jesus as 'Lord' doesn’t prove anyone was saved. They prophesied and did miracles,
but Jesus never knew (saved) them, and their evil deeds also show that, as we expect good deeds from
good trees, and they were bad trees. Bad deeds weren’t why He never knew them, but indicated they
didn’t, as they were never saved.
WHAT does Jesus promise about those who heed the Sermon On the Mount? You prove you are wise, if
you found your life on Christ's words, and the trials of life won’t sink you, like building a home on sand.
He does NOT mention heaven or eternal life as the result of living by His ethical standards!
7:15-20 Are good deeds, for a believer, guaranteed, as absolute, as Lordshippers teach? NO, but a
natural expectation. Bible evidence (and life) is lost people can live somewhat moral (Ex.: Gandhi) and
Christians can live quite evilly (I Cor. 5). But GENERALLY, nature begets nature.
The context is false prophets, but if even believers don’t bear fruit, they can be cut down/disciplined, and
burned/judged (but not in hell). You can NEVER interpret any passage, without comparing it to
everything else God has said. It’s called synthesis, and utilizing the full counsel of God.
8:19-22 A scribe initiated a commitment statement. Jesus warns Him it won’t be easy. A disciple wanted
a funeral school excuse, and Jesus said follow, and let unsaved people bury your family. This was
addressing following Him. NO mention of heaven or eternal life, anywhere! Many miracles and healings
were performed, as he ministered.
9:5-6 They, as with His words, showed He was God, Who alone can forgive sins.
9:9 Matthew called to be His apostle (saved later), by mere words, follow Me. No incentives given, but
the privilege of following.
9:14-17 Public ethics teaching, and miracles. Lessons on disciple requirements, and some evangelism.
Basic sum of His life on earth. Note that He taught morals to His saved disciples, but also to crowds. He
didn’t always distinguish, as all people need to live holy.
9:36-38 Compassion is why we evangelize, and ask God for more workers in that labor.
10:1-11:1 Jesus sends out His disciples on their ministry mission.
10:24-25 A disciple is a learner; it’s enough that he becomes as good as his teacher.
10:34-35 Christ came to divide families over Him, as He called for ethics and commitment.
10:37-39 Loving family more than Jesus, or not taking one's cross and following Jesus means you are not
walking worthy (as we read in the epistles). And finding and keeping your own life you will lose it, and
vice versa. Speaking of spiritual quality of life in this life.
NOWHERE does He spoke of gaining heaven or eternal life, if they did those disciple requirements! If
you don’t believe me, DM me with the verse that mentions them!
11:11 The least Christian is greater than the greatest prophet, as I said before.
11:20-24 Seeing Christ's miracles, not to repent was unforgiveable (and obviously within their power).
11:28-30 People weary of works, or life, come to Him to find rest. His load is light, and not a heavy
burden. NO mention of heaven or eternal life! DM me if you think I missed their promise as a result,
somewhere!
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12:30 Lordships like to use this verse. Context is response to Pharisee critics (v. 22).
Ethics lesson: You can’t be neutral about Jesus. It’s not promising heaven as a result, as a salvation
requirement. Blasphemy of His Spirit IS unforgiveable, v. 32.
Ethics lesson: Make the tree good. Volitional decision to be moral. NO mention of heaven/eternal life,
related to making that good decision! DM me if you disagree.
Judgment day threatened for careless words, v. 36, as our words will condemn or commend us to God. Is
that teaching works? He’s STILL speaking to Pharisee critics, who He said people's deeds must surpass,
as they were NOT saved.
"Justified," in v. 37, doesn’t have to mean saved, and makes little sense interpreted that way, as if you
gain heaven by good words. Your words justify your ethics, or not, and will all be judged, Pharisees (and
others).
11:39-41 Jesus is greater than any prophet, and some would have repented at prophets' preaching, but not
these Pharisees and scribes, for whom He reproves them. As before, repenting is in their control. Making
a decision to change, based on their preaching. A change of mind/meta noeo.
BECAUSE they never did, He gives an illustration of demons increasing their presence and practice for
people so close to getting clean, but not getting saved, vv. 43-45. 12:46-50 True relatives aren’t by blood,
but doers of God’s will. Lost people can’t. Christians can choose to, or not.
Chapter 13: The parable of the sower is OFTEN wrongly taken by Lordships to say only one ground gets
saved. ONLY one is lost, the first one. The middle two are the carnality problem! The worries of the
world or desire for riches kills 1s growth; the other is excited, but just for awhile.
13:24-30 Lost people will be in church. We aren’t to weed them out. Church discipline is for way
wayward claiming Christians—not tares. Vv. 36-43 Same principle! Don’t weed/cull them out. The
deeds exhibit lostness, but NOT perfectly, as carnals do exist.
Lost people also can do externally "good" deeds. God sees the difference, and those who aren’t saved
(who are expected to do evil deeds) go to hell, and saved people are to decide to make the tree good, and
there are judgments on those who don’t, in this life! Synthesis of whole counsel of God!
v. 44 From joy over finding a great treasure (the gospel) he sells all (Lordship)—NOT from requirement.
SAME with vv. 45-46!
vv. 47-50 Jesus culls all in the church, in prophecy. We aren’t to weed out the tares. Lost souls will go
to hell. Vv. 51-52 Completed Jews get the best of both worlds!
I’m discussing salvation vs. disciple requirements, but LOVE an aside to show the great John the Baptist
rebuked politicians for their sins, 14:4. DO religious leaders do that, today, especially all the below?
MANY great and valuable stories, sayings and events we pass over in this narrow study! I HATE not
commenting, but will remain on point.
I already handled Mt. 16:23-24, earlier, in the related "follow Me" study. This is LATE in Christ's
ministry, and pet had been saved at least 2.5 years; nearly 3! Disciple requirements verse.
18:2-4 Faith is humble and innocent, like a child. It’s sincere/innocent, and it’s humbling to say I can’t
save myself, so someone else has to, so I will let them fully do all that work. I’m 100 percent dependent
on them doing so, because I can’t help out; I’m just a sinner needing grace!
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19:2 is noted just to say some "followers" were "groupies." NOT moral or spiritual devotees; just
watching the show, as it went around. Always have to note which is which, when "follow" is used, in any
of its derivatives (to be good interpreters).
19:14 Again, like the poor in Jas. 2, the kingdom is most expected to be well received by the young;
NOT the rich, high and mighty.
19:16-26 The rich young ruler had been a very moral lost person! Amazingly so. I see NO reason to
doubt he had actually achieved what he claimed. But he wasn’t perfect, and Jesus teaches Him that’s
required, if one is trying to enter heaven by works, which He also says is one possible, v. 26. God is
required for anyone to be saved; we can’t save ourselves! Works don’t work.
THIS is an AMAZING passage: 19:27-30 Peter wants to know the reward for his great commitment!
Jesus said they are MANY, including you get heaven when it’s all over, but you need to be humble, and
not prideful about self, and what self gets for the sacrifice!, v. 30.
20:1-16 also speaks of rewards, and not comparing yours, but accepting what was agreed to for your life.
Again, be humble, v. 16. This ego aspiration for rewards for active and intense sanctification isn’t limited
to the apostles; their parent’s also seek understanding what their reward is, vv. 20-23.
Then jealousy arises/competition, as to who will get the greatest rewards, vv. 23-25. Again, Jesus teaches
humility of a servant, v. 26.
We saw in Matthew, commended for doing so, seeing Christs miracles, or rebuked for not doing so. Vv.
33-36 Very similar comments as these type words found in SOM (Sermon on the Mount).
11:37-54 Reproof of unsaved religious critics, who self-righteously seek self-justification. WOES!
12:8-9 Covered in Matthew.
12:22-34 Mirroring Mt. 6. MUCH ethics teaching, but little on disciple or salvation requirements.
13:6-9 Christians need to start bearing fruit after three years max, or expect problems!
14:15-24 AWESOME evangelism passage! Invite ALL to heaven, especially those you may think the
least likely to invite to a party you’d host (the lowly: poor and kids, especially).
14:25-35 The CLEAR difference in disciple vs. salvation requirements is found here. Count the cost!
Heaven and eternal life are not mentioned! v. 33 says give away all your assets. NO Lordshipper EVER
mentions that verse!
Money and assets HAVE to be secondary. Jesus isn’t demanding poverty, to be a disciple. STILL,
Lordshippers NEVER add this element to their false salvation requirements list, confusing disciple
requirements with salvation requirements! Huh!
Chapter 15: An awesome three illustrations of the same principle: there’s joy when any human is found
by God, or saved! A lost coin, a lost sheep and a lost (prodigal) son. The owner seeks it out, vehemently.
The father is always on the lookout, out his front porch (love). AWESOME chapter! 16:14-16
THERE IT IS! All verses in the synoptic gospels on salvation vs. discipleship (UNLESS I skipped any,
skimming fast; highly unlikely). Now to the book that KILLS Lordship Salvation's false heavenly
requirements:
John
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Salvation requirements (faith): 1:12, 2:11, 23, 3:5/15, 16, 18, (20-21, 27), 36, 4:14, 5:24, 40, 6:35, 37, 40,
47, 54, 7:(5), 31, 48, 8:46, 10:27a-b, 11:25-26, 48, 12:37, 42, 20:31. Disciple requirements: 1:35-51,
(6:68, 7:46 voluntary continuance), 8:12, 51, 10:27c, 12:24-26.
Jn. 13:17 Blessed if you do His words (house on rock; no heaven mentioned)
14:12 Greater works in sanctification
15:1-7 How-to's for sanctification
15:16 (saved to bear fruit)
17:3 Eternal life is knowing God
17:17 Bible as tool for spiritual growth; END OF STUDY!
I SEE zero Bible evidence for Lordship Salvation, and I just went through EVERY New Testament book
but Revelation. You could use Laodicea to say Jesus is outside the church, until it opens the door for Him
to enter (faith), but they’re Christians, so a salvation illustration, only.
If the commit/surrender claim fails, under scrutiny, so will the U-turn definition of repenting, as turn can
be in reliance, and repent means change mind, about different things, in context.
My ONLY point is that Lordship Salvationists CANNOT defend their belief on what it takes to go to
heaven, when they take an HONEST and thorough look at everything God has written on the subject! NO
verse even says faith, repent and surrender! The doctrine is devilish, though well-meaning!
That’s NOT to insult anyone! I HATE that it’s the predominant teaching in America! I would be in hell,
if I’d heard it at age 8, and died before age 18. That will NEVER sit well with me. Men teaching a false
gospel could have damned me forever! ANATHEMA!
Update #18: More On Repenting and Turning
(Bible Interpretation)
(4/25/22; @JamesMeroney2)
II Cor. 7:9-10, 12:21; II Tim. 2:25; Heb. 6:1, 6, 12:17; II Pet. 3:9; TURN can be in reliance, or in
direction, away from sin. Turned from idols (objects people trust in); turn from sin (renounce/abandon it).
SURRENDER. No verses say that term. COMMIT is implied (deny self, take cross). You NEVER hear
heaven offered as a free gift anymore!
Mt. 3:2 (to Jews, v. 1); v. 8 Fruit isn’t synonymous with repenting; v. 11 John water baptized as a
symbol of people having repented. The word CAN be a synonym of saving faith, or getting saved; 4:17
Jesus mirrors John, as I said.
11:20-21 and 12:41 We spoke of cities rebuked for not changing their minds, despite miracles, whereas
other towns would have.
Mk. 1:4 John the Baptist preached that Jews (covenant nation) had to repent, to receive forgiveness of
sins. II Pet. 3:9 says ALL must repent, to be saved! You MUST change your mind and believe in Christ!
Lk. 1:15 Change your mind and believe in Christ. NOT two separate actions. Dr. Coccoris (or Hodges?)
analogizes it to get on the bus and go to Ohio. You’re not doing two things. You have to change your
mind to believe, from unbelief.
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5:32 Jesus came to call men to repent (not the self-righteous, or even saved people not needing that).
WOULD JESUS CALL LOST PEOPLE TO DO SOMETHING THAT DIDN’T SAVE THEM, if repent,
here, isn’t a synonym for saving faith/get converted, as Rev. Tom Eckman asked? No!
6:12 Men should repent! You’ve got to define the term, and assess what they are repenting about, in
context. Change their mind about Jesus, or their sin, or other objects? Lk. 3:3 and 8, 10:13, 11:32
(repeat from Mt), 13:3 and five (men perish if they don’t repent/change their mind, and get saved), SAME
with 15:7.
Heaven doesn’t rejoice unless they’re saved, so "repent" is a synonym for saving faith, or meeting God's
requirements to be saved, which angels even rejoice over. It’s a change of mind/decision to let Jesus
save, as He promised to do.
15:10 (repeat lesson/SAME comment; 16:30 Another example of people NOT repenting, seeing miracles
(rebuked for such, as it was within their power).
17:3-4 AMAZING VERSE! If a Christian repents 70 X seven times, forgive Him. Lordshippers would
say he didn’t repent, or he'd have changed his behavior. Text does NOT say such! 70 X seven times he
repents!
24:47 ALL nations should hear that if they repent, they can be forgiven of all their sins! That means you
admit your sins, ask for forgiveness, and believe He does forgive and save, based on His promise.
That definition, as a synonym, is perfectly valid and required! NOT three steps. Godly sorrow leads to
repenting (II Cor.). God empowers and initiates, but you make the choice. NO instance of the word in
the book of John, where faith predominates.
Ac. 2:38 Each of you repent, and you’ll get the Spirit (and be water baptized). The word incorporates
faith. Just turning away from sin wouldn’t save. Synonym use (faith never mentioned; implied and
incorporated in repent's use).
3:19 (spoken to Jews, v. 12); covenantal people needed to return to God, turning away from sin lifestyle.
Refreshing promised as reward.
5:31 Jesus (sovereignly) grants/allows repenting, and sin's forgiveness for Israel.
8:22 Said to a new believer: Ask for God's forgiveness for this sin of yours; pray that you might be
forgiven of it. God granted/allowed repentance for the Gentiles.
11:18 It all starts with Him—not our wills, by someone yelling "repent" at us.
13:24 (John the Baptist, to covenantal Israel).
17:30 EVERY human should repent (get saved). Why? Judgment awaits us all. NO mention of faith, as
repent being used as a synonym, as we’ve seen before; all-encompassing term, when used that way. God
wouldn’t tell people to do something that didn’t result in heaven!
19:4 John's water baptism of repentance was telling people to believe in Jesus Who was to come.
20:21 Jews AND Greeks were to repent toward God and believe in Jesus. Change your mind about God;
any attitude about God keeping you lost/from being saved!
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26:20 Paul declared to Jew and Gentiles that they should repent and turn to/rely on God, and perform
deeds consistent with having repenting! Every human should change their mind and turn to God, and live
morally! That’s true. All people should live holy, and to go to heaven, turn to God, then live holy!
Rom. 2:4 God’s kindness leads you to repenting. You don’t work it up in the flesh. It’s a blessed gift, to
be willing to come to God/change your mind so as to trust Christ.
Rev. 2:5 and 16 Christians are to repent, and do right deeds. Ask forgiveness and confess sins, then do
right.
2:21-22 There’s a time limit on Christians repenting, where judgment is executed if they missed the
deadline.
3:3 Christians are to repent, or wake/sober up. Change their mind about their sinful condition.
3:19 Christians to zealously repent, after God disciplines them for their sins.
9:20-21 In the 7-year Tribulation, some men would not repent of their deeds (admit they were
sinful/wrong, and ask forgiveness for them).
16:9 Same era, lost men would not change their mind, to give God glory. Hardened hearts.
16:11 Same era, men would not repent of their sin deeds, asking forgiveness for them, as they were
wrongful.
Out of order:
II Cor. 7:9-10 God makes a Christian sorrowful enough that they repent/ask for forgiveness/admit they
were wrong. Worldly sorrow just makes one sad. God’s sorrow (i.e., conviction) leads to salvation.
12:21 Christians who haven’t confessed/admitted their sins, asking God sincerely for forgiveness,
through faith;
II Tim. 2:25 God MAY grant/allow a lost person to repent, as you accurately and gently correct them
with Scripture, pastors.
Heb. 6:1 Christians aren’t to return to basics of repenting from dead works (Law obedience, as a
Christian, NOT Spirit-powered). 6:6 Some apostates are too far gone, and you expect a physical
judgment on them, by God. They can’t be convinced or renewed to repent/ask forgiveness by God of
their sins. Hopeless to return to the faith.
12:17 Esau felt sad he lost his birthright, but not sad enough to ask God's forgiveness of that sin!
II Pet. 3:9 God wants all to come to repent, and He delays prophecy so people will get saved.
Obviously, that word is a synonym of saving faith, as God wouldn’t ask lost people to do something that
didn’t get them saved, for which He withholds prophecy.
NOW to "turning," as similar or same with repenting, sometimes:
Lk. 1:16-17 John the Baptist would come in the spirit of Elijah, to turn many Jews back to YHWH, Ac.
3:26 Peter tells Jews (v. 12) God blesses them by Christ's resurrection, and turning them from their evil
deeds.
Through salvation in Messiah, they would be blessed, being turned away from sinful living. True for all
who get saved through His resurrection.
9:35 ALL in two towns saw Jesus, and turned to God (in reliance/dependence/faith—got saved.
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11:21 A large number believed and turned to God. When you believe/have faith, you are turning to God
to forgive you! You aren’t relying on yourself to save yourself—by works.
13:8 An evil magician was trying to turn a politician away from the faith/convince him to abandon or not
accept it.
14:15 Paul tells idol worshippers they should turn from futile reliance in man-made God’s/idols (that
can’t save), to the living God.
15:19 GRACE—Peter thinks it right to not trouble Gentiles turning to God (getting saved), giving only
four laws for living among Jews. (19:26 Paul accused of turning away people from their business, by
preaching Christ).
26:18 Jesus was sending Paul to the Gentiles, to open their eyes so they’d turn from darkness to light, and
satan’s domain to God, to receive forgiveness of sin (salvation: it is all about sins being forgiven).
They had to turn to God from what they were in: sin and darkness, in order to be saved. Man is in sin; he
has to turn to God, or he remains in darkness.
26:20 We covered this in repenting verses. Men should repent/change their mind so as to turn to/believe
in/rely on God., then do appropriate deeds consistent therewith.
II Cor. 3:16 The veil on men’s heart is lifted when they turn to/believe in/rely on Christ (to save them).
I Th. 1:9 These Christians turned to God, from having trusted in idols, to serve the living God. Faith in
trinkets gets you nowhere when you die. (II Tim. 4:4; Tit. 1:14; Heb. 12:25 NOT exactly on point, for
"turning" related to salvation point)
Jas. 5:19-20 A Christian turning another one away from sin, and back to God, can spare his physical life,
and cover for many sins.
I Pet. 3:11 This passage says if one wants a long life and good days, they should turn away from evil;
NO mention of heaven or eternal life, but blessings in this life (like house built on the rock), and because
it is written to believers, here (1:1-2), though true for everyone. (II Pet. 2:21, not on salvation
requirements point).
THIS STUDY IS OVER, and it is NOT leaning on my own understanding, but being led by god, by
faith/trusting in Him with all your heart, to rightly divide God’s word! II Tim. 2:15
ALL ministers should be able to give an account of their view of how one gets to heaven! It’s of ultimate
importance. I SEE ZERO LORDSHIP SALVATION IN THE BIBLE!!! Only Lordship sanctification. The
commitment is voluntary, but not optional, to live rightly with God.
And now I can never have to get into any verbal debates with any Lordship Salvationist. I covered
EVERY Bible verse I could find on the subject! I didn’t skew or stretch or abuse any passage, in such
interpretations! Bless God. BE BEREAN, pastors!
Update #19: Final Thoughts
(4/27/22; @JamesMeroney)
When a lifeguard swims out to save a drowning person, he/she does NOT then ask that victim, “are you
fully committed to live honoring me?,” before he swoops them out of the death- (and hell-) rendering
waters, Lordship Salvationists! He would be sued if they said “no,” and he let them drift off!
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Lordshippers worry if a convert leaves the evangelist, and returns to sinful living, never attends a church,
reads the Bible, or gets discipled. The thief on the cross and Ethiopian Eunuch show God doesn’t share
your worry! He is inside, and always working on His children’s behalf. Get them to be His kids.
ANYONE can decide to be moral and not sinful. Salvation is described as one becoming a new person,
all the old passed, reconciled, redeemed, justified, chosen, inherited, adopted, brought near, etc. It is NOT
forgiveness of one sin at a time, for life. ALL sins, instantly, including future ones.
Salvation is not a lifetime of serial forgiveness of confessed sins, hoping at the end you get heaven.
That’s works. There is serial forgiveness, of fellowship sins, but the relationship has to first be
established, which occurs one day, in an instant! The Bible calls it being born again.
We’re not looking at a one day experience, but a lifetime lifestyle that you are sinful and we need to fix
that. THIS is the approach of Lordshippers. Being born again IS a one-time on one day experience, BUT
it has eternal effects and consequences! It can affect lifestyles lifelong, too!
I always believed Lordshippers are angry, incensed, insulted (and arrogant) that they did such a huge
thing, to get saved, and some fools are going around saying they’re saved, when they DIDN’T make that
large decision. Free gracers despise people sending others to hell, by false salvation requirements!
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20. Green Energy (p. 1109)
21. Healthcare (p. 1112)
22. Innovation (p. 1117)
23. Israel (p. 1127)
24. Law & Order (p. 1135)
25. Liberals (p. 1142)
26. Life Lessons (p. 1155)
27. LGBTQ (p. 1164)
28. Lordship Salvation (p. 1166)
29. Morals (p. 1178)
30. Personal (p. 1194)
31. Pledgers (p. 1217)
32. Political Issues (p. 1239)
33. Political Tricks (p. 1245)
34. Politicians (p. 1211)
35. Politics (p. 1248)
36. Poor (p. 1256)
37. Prophecy (p. 1268)
38. Race (p. 1283)
39. Republicans (p. 1291)
40. Rich (p. 1297)
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41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
1.

Socialism (p. 1307)
Spiritual (p. 1323)
Taxes (p. 1338)
Theology (p. 1339)
Traffic (p. 1359)
Voters (p. 1362)
Workers (p. 1365)
Youth (p. 1378)

ABORTION
1. Roe, Roe, Roe
2. How Do You Lessen Abortions?
3. ‘Plan Parenthood’
4. Abortion Medley/Cornucopia
5. End Abortion?
6. Would You Cheer at a Funeral?
7. Pro-Life Means Endanger Women?
8. Roe Alternatives
9. Abortion Anecdotes
10. Stacking SCOTUS
11. Was Roe Illegal?
12. Abortion Marathon
13. Abortion Bans Are The Only Moral Choice?
14. ‘Bortion Bans
15. SCOTUS & the Constitution
16. Pandering With Pipe Dreams On Abortion & Freebies
17. Abortion Q & A
18. Abortion Intricacies
19. Abortion: One Important Issue Among Many
20. Abortion Add-Ons
21. Two Abortion Extremes
22. Abortion Extremes (Part II)
23. Unassailable Abortion Logic!

ROE, ROE, ROE
(10/24/19; @JamesMeroney)

81 percent of WASP Christians voted for immorality and ignorance in 2016, to overturn Roe V Wade.
Was the gamble worth it? If the reputation of Christianity, Christ and God is something you will
abandon, for power idolatry to achieve that end—yes.
If accepting all the negatives that come with full association with political conservatism is worth that one
issue POSSIBLY going your way, then yes. If bias and injustice are family values you embrace for our
government, in the name of God, then yes.
And let’s evaluate what else happens with such a decision—especially if you repeat it in 2020 (as most in
that 81 percent will): International disdain of America, for the unpredictable and often crazy/impulsive
decisions of consequence, which makes U.S.A. Not great again, but bad, as never before (BANF vs.
MAGA).
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Not to mention the backlash stacking SCOTUS right-ward has caused among leftist extremists, like
AOC! Seeing so-called “pastors” kiss up to the devil, for Christian favors has only engendered political
ill-will which will haunt conservatives for years, if not decades.
SCOTUS Justices are the most revered part of our federal government, and WASP activists decided to
apostatize on conservatives’ hatred of “judicial activism” and engage it, because our belief is not in
values, but what’s expedient, truth be told.
Let us now evaluate EXACTLY what could happen if Roe were ever overturned—a decision I am
neither for nor against, as I let the Court retain its revered independence, in its apolitical judgment, to
decide cases according to precedent, and other judicial principles.
Do I personally want Roe overturned? It ALL depends on how this analysis played out in real life!:
Some blue states would pass laws allowing third trimester abortions, which would be even more heinous
than current state, even killing live babies, if the mother had second thoughts when she saw her child.
Those states would also increase the number aborted, from women traveling from states that banned
them for their citizens. And surely some red states would do just that. That legislative decision, alone,
means more red state women would be punched in the gut, or dangerously stick coat hangers up they’re
birth canal, for the cheapest self-help. Illegal black market doctor’s offices would also arise, and one has
to question the moral credentials of any doctor operating under cloak of darkness.
At least states would have the freedom to decide the issue as the majority of their constituents desired,
rather than bowing to a federal mandate.
However, certain issues are of such import, that state law variances cannot be allowed, as conflict of laws
are unacceptable to SCOTUS on issues rising to this level. Abortion has been deemed that important.
But if a now politicized SCOTUS decided to forsake 42 years of precedent, for some legally justified
reason, then states would do anything along the spectrum of banning them all, to anything and everything
goes.
SCOTUS would NEED to establish some parameters/boundaries, which all states must follow. Some red
states would limit when abortions can occur, probably to near the heartbeat stage; others would ban them
entirely. Some blue states would keep Roe intact, in pragmatics, while others would emulate the NYC
standard of almost anything goes.
If the Christian’s goal is to get as few abortions happening in our beloved country, overturning Roe is not
the only avenue. And overturning it causes almost as many problems as it solves.
Again, I am neither for or against it being un-done… it all depends on what replaces it, at the state and
national level (national meaning any restrictions SCOTUS might impose on all states, in their crafting of
state-based responses).
We all know how heinous killing an innocent is—even extreme liberals who celebrate such moral
murder (though they’ll deny they do). The only issue is how best to reduce the number of unwanted
pregnancies, with the ideal being women only get pregnant when they want to become mothers (though
only technology could keep women from being raped, or victims of incest, it seems).
So when we address the difference between a far right political conservative, and a rational/common
sense conservative, the difference is not whether life is as valued between the two, but if more draconian
sledge hammer tactics are as effective in achieving our shared ends, or whether there are better ways,
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that prevent exceeding Roe’s parameters in some blue states, while offering red states more customizable
solutions, to more satisfy their constituents, without endangering women citizen’s lives by so doing.

HOW DO YOU LESSEN ABORTIONS?
(11/1/19; @JamesMeroney)

In response to Franklin Graham’s post, addressed in the next post, HOW do you convince a society that
all abortions are murder, if that’s what you believe?
1. Murder before God ISN’T the same as murder in the eyes of human laws! You have to define which
of these two you are trying to convince! Non-religious people don’t care what any holy book says on the
matter!
And if our laws make aborting moms murderers (they WON’T, except maybe in a handful of red states,
if Roe overturned; and would they punish rape and incest victims the same as at-will murderers?) that
opens a whole new can of worms as to punishment.
2. You have to start by showing or proving a human life exists when an egg is fertilized.
SHOW video, pictures and scientific evidence that it’s alive, growing, and has human DNA at that point,
independent of its moms DNA.
Viability is also a legal hurdle to overcome, as our laws giving standing to one who can’t stand, as they
can’t even be in court is something the Supreme Court (SCOTUS) has never done.
And JUST like national gay marriage, activists spent over 20 years convincing the majority that gays
were human equals, and not human scum. They used PSA's, got heroes like Ellen, Navratilova and Elton
John accepted as mainstream, for their skills, had gay pride parades, many gays bulked up with weights,
to not appear effeminate, activists used U.S. Legal concepts to frame their argument (equal protection,
all men created equal, etc.), and youth got indoctrinated in public schools to accept LGBTQ lifestyles.
Musicians sang about Same Love, saying it’s not a choice. Activists rightly railed against their
opponent’s abuses, like hatred, and using conversion therapy. They used logic and reason to say gays
were already in long-term relationships, and it was the government, NOT churches, they sought to
legitimize those as "marriages."
Gays outed themselves for decades, especially famous ones. AIDS got under control, through drugs.
Hatred, equality and unjust discrimination were their main arguments, and they won the day by winning
the hearts of the American people's majority, so SCOTUS went along from "changed circumstances,"
abandoning millennia of precedent.
These efforts succeeded. But they took effort and patience, and good arguments. LGBTQs did NOT
chum up to Obama to stack SCOTUS far left, for national gay marriage, or support an evil politician to
win their voting support. They took their time and did things right, in their means, not their ends.
HOW CAN abortion haters learn from this? They have THESE challenges to overcome: There are two
people involved in the decision—not just one, and the innocent is still born a "sinner"; rape and incest
aren’t deemed the same as willful pregnancy, by most people; gut punches, coat hangers and black
market quack doctors violate a woman’s safety… an issue government has a legal interest in; nine
months of pain and pay for a moment’s lapse in judgment isn’t a "punishment"/consequence many
people deem fair.
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Viability is a legal obstacle, in treating the unborn like birthed citizens, and Roe being precedent for 42
years.
In the public’s mind, you have to overcome ‘all pregnancies take to term by force’ being widely rejected,
some thinking a child in the womb isn’t human, or becomes human later on (use science for that), and no
harm no foul thinking that if the child doesn’t feel it, it’s not that bad.
The unborn have NO VOICE in this matter! We who have voices have to raise ours, like Franklin
Graham said, but we have to do so intelligently, knowing the science, laws, and human psychology—not
just our Bibles. Doing it the right way yields better results than forcing our religion down people’s
throats, because we can!
There are four major solutions we ALL should be able to agree to clamor for: Plan ahead/early (decide if
you want to be a mom before you let anyone have sex with you, perfect contraception (technology to the
rescue), Plan B pill before the egg is fertilized, and use contraception/safe sex.
Christians should also be for changing culture the right way. And getting non-Christians to believe all
abortions are murder is a STRETCH, as they only define that legally, vs. spiritually!
Rape and incest are NEVER ‘gonna be accepted as a woman’s culpability, compared to pregnancy from
consensual sex! Banning at-will abortions in red states causes the three negative, unsafe self-help
solutions I described, or travel costs to blue states, but doesn’t lessen those abortions!
IF MEN helped women carry to term, with costs, doctor visits and morning sickness, they’d have a better
chance of lessening abortions of women they want to ban from doing so!
It is MUCH easier to convince U.S. Voters that killing the preborn is evil, when a heartbeat can be
detected, lungs show breathing, brain waves are detected, or they have the shame of a human! That’s
NOT in the first trimester, if my horrible biology memory serves me well.
16 weeks looks human:
https://google.com/search?q=stages+of+embryonic+development&rlz=1C1OKWM_enUS841US841&tb
m=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=ggwCFhS5Qu7XTM%253A%252CosqJImCfXUVkM%252C_&vet=1&usg=AI4_kTeEXISCoGSkmyRPdqaN_ZxyUOnZg&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj_p8SprsnlAhVKIKwKHURCXAQ9QEwAHoECAkQAw#imgrc=dJ-pcYMYTrURQM…
The argument can be made, WHAT WAS IT BEFORE THEN, if all these pictures show development
and growth into a human shape? Tissue matter? An animal? Video of the cries of a fetus being aborted,
or showing the procedures details would help! Blur out the
Obscene/incendiary graphic, so it passes legality!
Pre-four weeks, it’s hard to have as much empathy for cells dividing as the embryo is shaping. You have
to argue more than just the Bible, that that is a human being being killed, pre-six weeks, so people deem
it murder, or evil! Christian strategists have their work cut out for them, as gays did in the late 1980s!
And if people don’t believe in God, they won’t care if He calls it murder! They and our government
have to care about that, in this life.
Finally, overturn Roe, and blue state abortions will triple, from abort-like-a-sport, and red state visitors
for the procedure. Bans don’t fix the problem entirely! End unwanted pregnancies.
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And finally, when abortion opposers freely embrace any and all evils of political conservatism, NEVER
calling them out, it HURTS the cause, swallowing their agenda’d Kool-Aid hook, line and sinker!
Christians can ONLY be for causes one issue at a time, not full party agendas, or bought in bulk! Be
disciplined to do so.
It HURTS the cause to publicly say abortion is murder, as protester signs often read! Wiser is to say "in
God’s eyes," as Mr. Graham did. If it was legal murder, rape and incest victims would be using their
trauma to consider becoming a criminal. That’s 100 percent irrational! Argue intelligently!
For ZERO abortions to ever occur, NO gal can ever be raped or an incest victim, through technology, or
a law forces everyone pregnant to take to term (harsh and draconian). The four solutions I espoused
must be adopted, culturally if not even legally.
If you’re not sure you want to be a mom, use Plan B ASAP! You can always get pregnant again!
ALWAYS use effective contraception, though it can fail, so clamor for manufacturers to make perfect
and controllable/reversible contraception. And always plan your sex. If there’s any chance you’re loose
enough to spread your legs when you drink or get high or go on dates, take the pill!
Public schools should be teaching these four solutions! Churches should get realistic that ~50 percent of
abortions are undergone by claiming Christians, and address these four solutions. PSA's and celebrities
should embrace these four solutions! Even any negative side effects of Plan B are better than killing a
baby, no matter what stage he/she (there are no fluid genders in the womb!) is in growth!
Males should agree to NEVER have sex with any gal without a condom, as women can lie that they’re
on the pill. Be smart, plan ahead, end or lessen abortions! DON’T be a dumb or immoral nation!
P.S.: Pastors are STILL free in America to preach that homosexuality is a sin, even though we lost
Obergefell. You can even advocate that belief in public, but before God, who you care about with
abortion being murder, you can’t hate, or hate the sin and hate the "sinner!" DO you strike this right
balance? Learn to do so.
WANTING gays to have less job opportunities, because they’re gay, isn’t advocating for justice (God’s
value, Mic. 6:8), and IS showing hate, unless their flaming gayness affects business negatively, or
violated a religious employer’s rules. All else is pure meanness, unbecoming a Christian.
South Carolina governor responds to court decision overturning his executive order on abortion
https://cbsnews.com/news/abortion-laws-in-south-carolina-governor-henry-mcmaster-responds-to-courtoverturning-executive-order-on-abortion/… via @CBSPolitics
P.S.S: If abortion is a matter of every state’s majority’s view becoming law, the range of 100 percent
bans to killing outside the womb will be wide! SCOTUS deemed this issue important enough ('rising to
the level') to make a consistent national law. State’s rights will have ~chaotic disparities!
Why can’t women simply decide if they want to be moms, the day after they have unprotected sex?
Don’t wait for months! If you made a mistake, beyond being unprotected, take plan B, and be a mom
later! #CommonSense Be proactive. Babies change your life!

PLAN PARENTHOOD
(12/24/19; @JamesMeroney)
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You can’t read God’s word and not conclude that life starts at conception, and taking an innocent life is
wrong. You also can’t read it and believe gut punches (violence), coat hangers (unsafe) and black
market quack doctors are right, if you make every abortion criminal.
If every state gets the right to make laws about abortion, many red states will choose total bans, which
means internet plan B pill sales, out of state abortion travels, or the three choices I just enumerated.
Some blue states would allow aborting after birth and before the babies are wrapped in swaddling
clothes, ending the third trimester prohibition. NO consistent rules, nationwide, means a hodge-podge
patchwork of options and prohibitions which will NOT significantly end abortions—just transfer them to
the unsafe realm, or costlier travel realm.
MUCH wiser is to educate and motivate safe sex and planned parenting (with technology that aids those
two)!
Some couples don’t like condoms, or choose to plan well with contraception pills--especially
spontaneous sex partners (hook-ups). USE Plan B within three days, even if you didn’t get fertilized!
NO human is begun before the egg gets penetrated!
Males can’t know if females are lying that they’re on birth control, so it’s ultimately up to condom use,
or women own their child killing, if they decline Plan B within three days! Why should you care that a
baby has been begun in your womb, so as to spare/preserve its life? Why not just vote for the
convenience of discarding it anytime you want/feel like it, because you have choice, and it’s in your
body?
Because it’s your own flesh and blood child, momma. You made that! And even if you don’t believe in
God, you can trust science, that once the egg is penetrated, something starts to grow—a something that
without interruption becomes your living baby which you hold.
People like sex. Today’s generation doesn’t feel the need to be married before they engage it, even as
many others didn’t in the past, but they adopted out, and hid the girl from school mates learning of her
pregnancy (shame at teen pregnancy).
Since the sex, drugs and rock and roll 60s, the sexual revolution has freed folks from most scruples
concerning sex. Be they right or wrong, it’s a fact. So those so engaged (in conduct vs. pre-marital
status) NEED to make smart decisions!
IS IT MORALLY WRONG for someone other than yourself to encourage you to make good decisions?
Isn’t that the love your parents showed you, wanted or invited, or not? You do NOT have to get
pregnant, just because you may be promiscuous/loose/horny/sexualized! Wouldn’t it make even more
sense to avoid the cost, hassle and dangers of a medical procedure (abortion) to PLAN AHEAD?
You’d never take a vacation, and set out on a trip without a destination and a road map. If you’re willing
to spread your legs, have hook-ups, be a friend with benefits, or date someone you’re willing to have sex
with, YOU KNOW that could lead to a child being involved, against their will!
You can’t be so stupid that you don’t know these things! If you are, you should be in
a state facility, as your IQ makes you non-functioning in the outside (real) world! And if your religion is
telling you that birth control is evil/a sin, that’s teaching that to be prepared, responsible, to plan and to
think ahead is sinning. That’s irrational!
Statistics say about half of all U.S. Abortions are by CHRISTIANS! So when religious
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people tell you they want to force your outcomes, not only are half of their daughters hypocrites (a sin),
they’re NOT doing the educating and motivating they SHOULD be, to ensure no unwanted pregnancies
occur in the first place!
You should know before you take off your panties/undies, that you choose and want to become a mother
to a child, that night—period! If you aren’t sure, DON’T have unsafe sex! You can plan it when you’re
sure!
If you surely don’t want to be a mom that night, take birth control, and NEVER believe you can hook a
man by lying about it! You’ll mainly tick them off, if they didn’t intend to be a dad that eve, and you
lose them anyway, or invite into your life pressure to abort, in some cases. You made that!
Perfect birth control is the way to go, as condoms can break, some don’t like the feel, some forget them
in the heat of passion or spur of the moment, and you females are the ones who alone bear the resulting
burden! THINK!
You can argue that a fetus doesn’t become a human until later (breathes or heart beats), but we all know
(and science confirms) once the tadpoles enter the huevos/egg, SOMETHING begins to grow, or be
alive. That something NEVER receives outside stimulus to make it anything different from what it ends
up at the end of the process! You could stick a video camera in the birth canal, time-lapsed, and NEVER
see 'life' enter the growing tissue, for it was already resident in those initially-splitting cells!
This ISN’T religion—it’s scientific fact! The Bible only confirms what science teaches on the matter!
(Jer. 1:5; Ps. 139:14; Lk. 1:41; Job 31:15; Ps. 22:10)
It’s NOT because the Bible says life begins at conception, but because science confirms that it does.
And we all know, instinctively, that killing a child is wrong. The Bible simply confirms that—the 10
commandments (Ex. 20:13). Plan ahead, by using your head, or be a fool.
Update
(12/28/19; @JamesMeroney)
To those who dislike, hate or detest abortion (call them pro-life or anti-abortion, I don’t care the label),
among whom I fit, with caveats, you have to know our society likes sex, will have sex, and no laws
passed will stop that urge/tendency.
And people like easy sex, meaning natural, un-thought-out, even quick, compared to condom applying,
rhythm method (timing by a calendar, vs. whenever they choose/like/want), pulling out, not finalizing, or
any other barriers to just getting it on, and doing the Nike slogan!
And we’re NOT ‘gonna stop fornication. The issue is ensuring that trend doesn’t start an unwanted
baby! Fail-proof female contraception is the best answer, but I guess some women are unprepared?
I just read this headline, to answer my own question about preventing fertilization, and Plan B is the only
way after seeds been sown: https://kidshealth.org/en/teens/contraception-douche.html
I also found this:
How to avoid pregnancy: 15 ways
A person can choose from a wide range of methods to avoid pregnancy. Non-hormonal methods include
condoms and natural family planning, where a person tracks their cycle of fertility. Hormonal methods...
medicalnewstoday.com
https://medicalnewstoday.com/articles/321558.php
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You do not and should not let natural sex with no precautionary limits to just getting at it because you
two have to consider killing another human! WELL before you’d ever consider sex, READ up on
prevention, especially if your religion says contraception is irresponsible or a sin—it’s not.
No one wants to interrupt the excitement with talk or worries of what am I ‘gonna do now/next, before
the act, in the heat of passion. That decision has to be made well before! And for people to want laws to
say you get no choice afterwards, if you screw up, is absurd to many people—maybe a majority! Plan B
within three days kills NO baby!

ABORTION MEDLEY/CORNICOPIA
(12/31/19-1/3/19; @JamesMeroney)
Update #1: Pastors Reconciling Over Roe and ‘Po?
(12/31/19; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s envision how U.S. Christian political reconciliation could go—it’s mainly overturn Roe and help
the poor. Redefine that as lessen abortions and give better lives to the downtrodden. Any REAL
Christian can agree to those two aims, among many others you could address later.
Favoring one political party by stacking SCOTUS is an UNjust solution for the former, and any REAL
Christian can agree justice has to be the solution to every problem. And every real Christian can agree
that if a man won’t work, he can’t eat, so you give nothing to lazy people, and it’s immoral theft to force
tax payers to help the poor.
You educate and motivate and mentor all poor—even by government program—to self-sufficiency.
I’ve already detailed at least three ways to lessen abortions. Pastors from both sides of the aisle simply
need to meet, and advocate for these solutions. They will not, as power vs. morals and solutions is their
aim, for one side at least, to force abortion views onto America, black pastors be danged.
I know this is true, as I know the core members, and know for a fact that Freddie Haynes has been
rebuffed by arrogant Jeffress. I’ve met with Fred, in his office, and he wrote a rebuffed open letter. NO
reconciliation is sought by Bob!
Update #2: Amicus Brief of Roe vs. Wade
39 Republican senators sign amicus brief asking SCOTUS to consider overturning *Roe v. Wade and
Casey.*
‘Unworkable’ is about the stupidest SCOTUS argument any NON-lawyer has ever devised!
You have to argue legal fault with the law of Roe v Wade. It has worked for 43 years, so to argue NOW
that it's unworkable is laughable on its face, legally. A MORON’s argument!
DON’T tell me evangelical council members didn’t unjustly engage judicial activism trying to make
SCOTUS a political institution, so their claimed objective justices would rule based on personal
preferences vs. the law! Roe v Wade national standards are needed even if Roe ended!
"If appropriate" is the ONLY saving grace in this brief. Even that language is STUPID! If you find
changed circumstances, or illegalities, overturn, if and when you devise another national standard (vs.
willy-nilly chaos) would've been better!
GOPs are SO scared to bow to WASP voters, who have NO IDEA what will happen if Roe v Wade is
overturned. STUPIDITY is NOT a strategy! Every state would have their own laws, from total bans to
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killing once birthed. I’m ashamed politicians are such bad lawyers. #Embarrassing Forfeit your law
licenses!
You argue LEGAL arguments if you want Roe v Wade overturned! And you suggest alternative, better
laws to replace it, as its importance is such that national standards are needed. You can’t allow back
alley, black market and gut punches or late term and after birth abortions!
I am seriously doubting my being a true Republican at heart, with the idiocy of the Roe v Wade amicus
brief, today! These politicians are merely bowing to pastors who have ZERO knowledge of the law.
They’re practicing law without a license, and lobbying, unregistered! I disavow such foolishness!
The ONLY 'viable' replacement for Roe would be a ban on later term and after birth abortions in all
states, and allowing NO state to ban abortions in cases of rape, incest and the mother’s life. Absent that
change, it’s FOOLISH to overturn Roe v Wade.
Here’s EXACTLY what will happen absent that: Out of state/country abortions (unequal expense
burden), gut punches against pregnant women, back alley, unsafe coat hanger abortions, or quack, illegal
black market doctors in states that ban them! NO government can Constitutionally allow that; it’s a
public safety matter! The GOP did NOT think today!
IF you weigh today's GOP amicus brief, you also better consider my past eight tweets, as emotion, and
desire are NOT legal arguments, and there are complexities of law and reality you must address if you
choose to overturn Roe v Wade—NOT politics! @USSupremeCourt Please do your appointed jobs!
The timing of the GOP brief is because they fear CHUMP will NOT be re-elected, and a Dem would
nominate a liberal to SCOTUS, ending their small window for overturning Roe v Wade through judicial
activism they USED to scold liberals for doing!
If I had been a GOP Congressman, I would NOT have signed that brief, as it is legally amateurish! I’d
write my own, which I’m thinking of doing, the skeletal outline I will post soon. Conservatives USED to
argue the silliness of 'appropriate,' vs. moral, used in public schools—now it’s their argument!
SINCE @USSupremeCourt friend of the court briefs take time and specificity of process for citizens to
have them approved, I hope you will forward the following law summary to the respected Justices, NOT
that they don’t know them, but the GOP politicians apparently don’t (See image, below)! Thanks. Roe v
Wade
If you are stupid, you might think I’m pro-abortion. I am not. I am for reasonable laws that work, and
are moral and fair.
FEEL FREE to use this language, verbatim, to file an amicus brief to counter the amateur one the
Republicans filed to SCOTUS, today! Appropriateness and workability are childish arguments!
Legality and logic severely lacked in theirs. @DNC @TheDemocrats @SenateDems @NBC @CNN
@ABC @CBS
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On behalf of we citizens who want many less U.S. Abortions, legally and fairly, please disregard the
foolish representation of our view being painted as Roe v Wade being "unworkable" (having worked for
43 years) and overturned "if appropriate," vs. if legally flawed! @USSupremeCourt My hand is raised!
I hope people know this Roe v Wade SCOTUS brief is a political attempt to tell Christians the GOP is
God’s party, when it is not, and national total bans are truly NOT ‘workable.’ It’s a stunt to signal
WASPs to vote GOP! I fear most people miss this. DON’T be naive!
The ONLY good thing about the GOP Roe v Wade brief is politicians are finally leaving the decision
where it always should have been—with SCOTUS! If anyone has legal grounds for its overturn, I’m
ALL for hearing them be argued! Chummy-with-Chump pastors aren’t legislators, or elected! Duh 101.
The GOP amicus brief could be deemed a Constitutional violation of separation of powers! The correct
way for Congress to go before SCOTUS is by passing laws that get challenged with appeals, or citizen
litigants appeal their way up to SCOTUS! Congress corrects bad SCOTUS decisions!
I have NEVER been opposed to overturning Roe, if a sufficient substitute is in place, nationally, and if it
has legal reasons that justify that overturn. People who are IDIOTS about the law have opinions that are
irrational, and only based in emotion. Judges disregard such foolishness!
NOW you see the FORMER party of morals and religion LIES (sin-to-win), claiming Kavanagh would
be objective, restrictions were for women’s health (doctor hospital access, defund Planned Parenthood
(PP), hassle PP workers to quit, shut down PP units, etc.). PASTORS lying; God help us all!!
INTERJECTING CONVERSATION REBUTTALS
NO one with a conscience says it’s good the unborn get killed! I have argued for Plan B within 3 days,
education, motivation (financial incentives) and perfect contraception. Plus, two people are in the
decision—not just baby or mom. The first three months are the least evil.
If U.S. Pastors do NOT stop catering to and empowering stupidity, by trying to think for their
parishioners, instead of teaching them to be Berean, and obey II Tim. 2:15, we Christians DESERVE the
stereotype of checking our brains at the door, and HATING God with our minds, OPPOSITE Lk. 10:27.
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So, a woman gets raped, is the victim of incest, or a mom’s life is in jeopardy, and she MUST take to
term, or be jailed or severely fined? Same with one whose condom broke or contraception failed.
Punish the innocent. IF you take Plan B before three days, NO child is killed.
Those who want total abortion bans CAN’T think—period! They CAN’T comprehend that women will
have boyfriends punch their growing stomach, stick coat hangers where Trump likes to grab strangers, or
use black market doctors. IS THIS REALLY ROCKET SCIENCE? Am I the only one who can
extrapolate?
CONTINUING
The GOP would much better spend their time, state-by-state passing these laws: Required education on
abortion procedure for women seeking one; public broadcasting of an abortion on prime time; requiring
sonograms; limiting abortions to the first three months.
And penalties for NOT using condoms or birth control. I am NOT stating whether I agree with all those,
but since they freely choose NOT to use my three solutions, at least these laws passed could LESSEN
abortion numbers! Overturning Roe would technically NOT allow SCOTUS to make a substitute law—
yet.
(I Cor. 1-4; I Jn. 2:27) Pastor worship is a sin (idolatry), and NO Christian NEEDS a pastor to understand
God’s word! It can help, and usually will, as most of them went to seminary, and study it more, but
Christians don’t have human gurus, and it’s a sin to check your brain at the door (Lk. 10:27).
Update #3: Abortion is Murder, to Whom?
For the umpteenth time, let’s address the abortion is murder crowd: Biblically, that’s 100 percent TRUE,
from inception forward. In reality, scientifically, its 100 percent true—a baby has already begun! But
legally, SCOTUS has never given citizenship status to the unborn, and they have to weigh BOTH
parties’ interests.
Babies are innocent, though still born sinners, but so are rape and incest victims. There is NO proof a
baby will go to term and be birthed, so SCOTUS doesn’t assume they will. ‘Viability’ is the term they
used in 1977, to decide when you can’t kill it… when it could survive on its own.
At that point, two people’s legal rights are involved, because the baby isn’t dependent on the mom. You
can argue that’s an arbitrary cut-off point, but they had to balance between extremes of abort like a sport
and ban them all, even if the condom or contraception broke, or one was raped, there was incest, or the
mom’s life was endangered!
Religion will ALWAYS view this LEGAL decision to be wrong, but we don’t live in a theocracy, and
SCOTUS used much greater wisdom than merely being theocrats, to balance interests. PASTORS have
tolerated it for 42 years, but NOW that they’ve illegally lobbied to engage judicial activism and court
stacking (hypocritically—a sin—doing what they railed against libs doing) they care!
Obergefell is next, a few decades from now. They are NOT courageous (a virtue), or honest to tell you
their intentions, but they want total bans in many red states! BUT, they do NOT
choose to THINK about the consequences or legal issues! They just grab their Bibles and demand a
theocracy! Gut punches, bleed outs from coat hangers and quack doctors will be on their hands!
You do NOT have to be "for" abortion to find solutions, foolish people who can’t think! Plan B within
three days kills NO ONE. Perfect contraception that can’t fail is another solution. Education and
incentivizing women to NOT abort is another solution those pastors will NEVER pay for out of pocket!
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I’ve even added four more laws that could be passed in states, today, to lessen abortions. IF total bans
occurred in red states, some pregnant women would just travel to Mexico, or a blue state. That brings up
unequal protection undue burden (financially) legal issues, as does gut punches/coat hangers/quack
doctors raise public health and safety concerns. These REAL concerns DON’T concern cultish, blinderson pastors!
That’s because it’s EMOTION, NOT thinking, that leads their positions, as with GOP idolatry worship,
knowing that since the Moral majority days, they have dumbed-down sheep parishioners to believe total
abortion bans are the answer to a heinous evil. Stupidity for Jesus—NO contradiction there?
Finally, their knee jerk reaction to these TRUTHs is to claim people with my ideas are ‘pro-abortion.’
Unless you 100 percent agree with their failed ideas of total bans, you WANT abortions, and are fighting
against God. This is cult-think! It’s NOT God-honoring, though its intentions are holy. Think and be
moral! (Rom. 10:2)
Update #4: Abortion Activists’ Logical Conclusion
Let’s take this to its logical, unreasonable conclusion. If the Bible (my favorite book, provably by my
writings, Unlike Chump’s claim/lie) is how lawmakers are to rule, like Iran uses their holy book to pass
laws, cussing should be a misdemeanor, and adultery maybe a crime, and lying (all of D.C. Would be in
jail), fornication (most Millennials would be fined), greed would get you in trouble, as with selfishness,
hate, idolatry, and THOUSANDS of other new laws, including gays being against the law. America is
NOT a theocracy, pastors denying being theocrats notwithstanding.
U.S. Laws have traditionally been founded on Judeo-Christian principles, but NOT specific Bible
verses, per se! It traces back to Blacks law manual and English common law, and has
developed/evolved, involving public will/sentiment, precedent, logic and common sense morals/natural
law—NOT the Bible alone!
MANY Americans are sound bite stupid, and A.D.D. Short-term memory thinkers, based on two minute
TV commercials between show breaks, who REFUSE to think through public policy if it’s not neatly
wrapped into a catchy slogan! GOD HELP US!!! Idiocy reigns!
We mock 'cave men' grunting 'ugh,' and native American Indians saying 'how' (palm to your face), but
we can’t see 'abortion murder' is simpleton "thinking." The motive and intent is 100 percent pure and
holy, but you can’t be a good, dumb person—God requires BOTH holiness and intelligence of His
people! Duh 101
YES, it’s a sin when you end the life of a baby, as soon as the egg gets penetrated. But U.S. Laws don’t
criminalize every sin, and there’s a legal and medical difference between an egg splitting into four, and a
fetus with a heartbeat. That’s where red states should focus their laws, and the baby’s felt pain!
Would a state-wide ban on all abortions cause some women to take to term? Yes, which would be great
for the babies saved! But it wouldn’t help all babies, and those who forewent the procedure would have
pre-adoption costs some can’t afford, as ~39 percent are from the three percent poor, black women, a
statistic showed.
You can’t argue that a pregnant woman who wants the right to kill her child in the last month is equally
as evil as one who uses Plan B before the baby feels its demise. Both are evil, but there are degrees.
Same with rape and incest victims, vs. women who use abortion to not plan sex, or use contraception!
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Kindergartner lesson: If Roe were repealed, every state would resort to the law on the books in 1977,
until their legislature changed it. Some would have total bans. THAT MEANS all of the following:
If you are raped, you will birth a child that looks like your attacker, and even if you adopt
Out, and never look at it or its face, you get nine months of regular remembering of your victimization,
by force of law. Same with incest victims. And if a mom faces a do-or-die decision on who lives, even
if the child might be in a vegetative state inside her, from brain damage, shed have to choose medical
suicide.
And for those whose contraception breaks or fails, their moment of passion would be
forced into a nine-month period, if the woman didn’t use Plan B within three days. Just “punishment?”
And for all women in those states who refused to accept these restrictions to their lives and choices,
hubby or boyfriend gut punches would be sought, if travel costs were high to a legal state, which could
cause internal damage, besides killing the baby, possibly not instantly. Same risk for coat hangers and
quack doctors, in health risks, to secretly violate the law. Or they could just travel, and abort in a blue
state...
EITHER way, a baby is NOT saved by the ban law! Some would be, for women not willing to travel, or
break their own state law. And proof of all these cases is virtually impossible, between innocent vs.
guilty motives. Promiscuous women could just say the guy’s condom broke!
The ONLY way to guarantee zero abortions is forced, perfect contraception for all who will have sex, or
forced Plan B before three days after insemination! HOW would you enforce those laws, given privacy
laws in the privacy of a man's home, his castle? I’m ALL for zero abortions, if you find a way.
You could incentivize women to go to term, and adopt out, but WHO's ‘gonna pay women who are on
the fence about whether to abort? The people clamoring for abortion bans? NO—they usually just get
political, and vote for the party not known for wanting even more taxes, to pay such incentives! We
‘gotta THINK, people!
I’m NOT making this up… a black lady at my family’s church said if a white gal got pregnant by an
unemployed, school drop-out, dreads-wearing, pants-sagging black male, many of them would abort.
And statistics say about half of abortions are by Christians, so we can’t be hypocrites by deeds vs. votes,
yet we often are!
IF Democrats decided to be 100 percent pro-life, anti-abortion, do you seriously believe many WASPs
would vote Democrat, when keeping their sacred cow dollars in their pockets would still be at risk? Just
sayin'!
Embryo stages of growth:
https://embryology.med.unsw.edu.au/embryology/index.php/Embryonic_Development…
WHEN does it become a human? Day one!
Update #5: How Roe Could Be Improved
HOW could Roe B improved, since I provoked the pastor who started all this mess, mocking his
generation letting it pass, unopposed? The national standard I detailed earlier, and SCOTUS decides if
the three exceptions are Constitutional (rape, incest and mom’s life); then, SCOTUS decides if individual
states can ban all other abortions, within what time-frame, how it gets enforced, and whether forced
sonograms and required doctor hospital privileges are legal, as with cutting federal funding of Planned
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Parenthood (PP), informed consent of parents or the male sp-rm donor, and harassing PP employees out
of business!
That’s fixing it, as with setting consistent punishments, if they’re deemed legal, addressing the heartbeat
deadline (vs. later viability), and the inhumane (cruel and unusual punishment) of the procedure,
especially if they give citizenship rights to the unborn.
THAT is Roe improved; NOT today’s clamorings, and addressing if liberal/blue states can late term and
after birth abort, and answering if ‘undue burden’ applies to forcing women to travel out of state, when
red state women don’t incur such costs, and blue state travel distances can be disparate. Activists
DON’T want this type detail—just voter hype!
Ideal state would be society—parents, schools, etc.—teaches all U.S. Citizens to value life, and not kill
fetuses or birthed people. If people feared and thought of consequences of unplanned sex, more, they’d
avoid having to get into this mess of considering killing an innocent human, from your bad choices.
Update: March for Life or Death?
(1/25/20; @JamesMeroney)
Since last week was Roe’s anniversary, and March For Life, let’s go over some rational views on the
subject! Could I ever attend a parade or rally for women’s choice? No. March for life? Maybe not,
though I’m for it, because the RIGHT answer is not marches, but right policies passed! Here they are:
If Roe is overturned, SCOTUS would need to still have national laws on boundaries to anything goes
(though judges DON’T make laws). Congress would have to make it, and in today’s polarized
environment, that couldn’t happen. So every state’s laws on abortion would revert to 1977 status!
The extremes of third trimester/late term and after birth abortions (NY+) would be advocated by NEW
state laws, as would 100 percent bans, even for rape, incest and a mother’s life! If contraception or
condoms failed, state laws would force a woman to term!
Some might even outlaw contraception, if they had a large Catholic population. Many Christians even
say Plan B is evil, or always severely hurts women, in effect saying all sex must lead to birth, so have
none, or pray contraception works perfectly! These are BOTH extreme positions, folks!
It’s NOT wrong to say that because life begins at conception, everything thereafter is killing a child!
Extremists label it murder, but the intent is NOT the same as murder, so that foolish argument fails. It IS
killing a human, before God!
But before man and his laws, should red states be allowed to say that unsafe sex that may cause
conception can’t legally occur? HOW would you enforce that? Government officials break into a home
and catch folk in bed?
And to argue that ALL sex MUST, by force of law, lead to childbirth is insane! Condoms
and birth control have failed before! Purists will say the couple was innocent, but the conceived child is
more innocent, so it can’t be terminated/discarded, even before the egg gets penetrated, using plan B, or
before a heartbeat, or it feels the pain of that nasty procedure. IS THIS RATIONAL LAW?
It’s moral, before God, on a personal basis, but is it sound public policy? Must ALL sex be abstained
from, unless a couple wants to be parents? And where’s that same indignant outcry on gay sex? Why
aren’t these same purists demanding zero consensual sex, even behind closed doors, in the privacy of
one’s own home, among homosexuals?
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If God says that act is an abomination, why aren’t these purists trying to pass laws to ban all gay sex?
Moral outrage inconsistency, and due to POLITICS, and public opinion!
IF red states ban all abortions, rape and incest victims would have to incur travel bills to blue states, for
the evil procedure, or risk gut punches, coat hangers or illegal doctors!
IS THAT SOUND PUBLIC POLICY, given the health (and, case law inferred safety) and general
welfare clauses of the U.S. Constitution! NO!
HOW can doctors be forced to be prosecutors and detectives, to determine if a pregnant woman meets
the legal requirements to have an abortion? Can they be called on to distinguish between rape and
consent, incest and consent? Is that what medical school will now have to offer courses in?
WHEN exactly does it become evil to abort a conceived child? The moment of conception! Is it MORE
evil to kill it as it grows? YES! Is it evil at all to prevent it being conceived? NO—it’s intelligent and
responsible!
Is it evil to use Plan B before three days, to avert conception? NO! Is it medically dangerous? Science,
not religious activists, can answer that, but it’s no less dangerous than the procedure itself, and it doesn’t
kill a human, like the procedure does!
So back to my original question: Which march would I attend? I’d likely start a third lane
protest march of both extremes, promoting smart solutions to lessening abortions, like planning, perfect
contraception technology, Plan B before three days, education, and not letting a child feel the pain of
your sinful decision!
Update #6: Lessen Abortions, America!
(1/25/20; @JamesMeroney)
I’d love Roe to be overturned, if better national laws replaced it. That’s NOT how law overturns occur!
They revert to the laws on the books before the overturned decision. That’s why Roe's overturn is
problematic!
LESSENING abortions IS the aim! You can’t 100 percent prevent them, even by bans! You can even
cause them to be banned in your state, to make you FEEL your state honors God more than other states,
but don’t then claim you voted to end abortion, as you just endangered women (gut punch, coat hanger,
quack docs), and had them travel elsewhere!
To lessen them, you incentivize going to term, while NOT making it a get pregnant to get cash/rich
scheme! You educate people on birth control, and (usually) futilely educate on abstinence. Deal with
the real! People are ‘gonna have sex that causes conception!
Does that mean I’m for abortion? NO! I’m for public policy that deals with reality! Perfect technology
would turn on and off a woman’s ability to get pregnant, when she chose/wanted to! NO man with any
IQ can trust every woman who says they’re on the pill!
Condoms are always wise, even if they say that. But they can break. They should be manufactured to
NEVER break, but that likely would make them too uncomfortable/thick, and many people don’t like
using them.
Couples are ‘gonna ‘wanna be natural, or are ‘gonna get caught up in the heat of passion! Sex,
especially among the unmarried, is NOT a mortgage decision you plan out, save up for, and use a
calculator to prepare for! It’s spontaneous, instinctive, emotional! Laws have to deal with that reality!
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Adoption is an amazing option, but not all, and perhaps few women want to endure nine months of
morning sickness, doctor visits, pain and inconvenience for a moment’s lapse in judgment or planning!
Plan B, made even safer, within three days, kills NOTHING! Condoms kill no baby, as with the pill.
Having sex when a woman’s NOT ovulating kills no innocent!
Why wouldn’t one take Plan B within three days, unless they wanted to be a mom? It’s as cheap as $10
(My Choice Emergency, at Wal-Mart)! To argue primarily MEN are forcing laws on women, or it’s ‘my
body my choice’ is to skew the truth! Male politicians are making laws about your baby, and it’s NOT
your body—it’s a separate human being trying to be human, vs. killed! Irrational arguments!
LESSEN the number of abortions, America! Use protection! If you’re at all willing to consider sex with
strangers, or on a date, take precautions! Plan ahead. Males can’t trust women saying they’re on the pill,
and women can’t trust that condoms can’t break! BOTH sides do your part. Babies aren’t given a
choice!
So next time there’s a March For Life and for choice, why don’t we start a march inbetween those two
streets, to be for common sense and solutions, and to advocate for policies and products and planning
that actually lessens abortions, and that advocates for rational laws that avoid extremes, as TWO people
are involved in the decision to abort—
NOT just an innocent (conservatism), and not just a woman (liberals).
Anyone with any lick of sense knows that decision is NOT one-sided! Avoid the extremes of red and
blue states, were Roe to ever be overturned! 100 percent bans merely force bad solutions, and 100
percent aborting leads to third trimester and after birth abortions!
Bans may dissuade some women, and that’s EXCELLENT! But they also lead others to self-harm, or
aborting in blue states. Nothing goes or anything goes extremes are BOTH bad!

END ABORTION?
(2/5/20; @JamesMeroney)
There are MANY good things about political conservatism! Pro-business, pro law and order, pro
religion, pro-life, pro a strong economy and strong national defense, lower taxes, smaller government,
and pro fiscal responsibility.
BUT there are also many sins and evils, cult members who want to hear no truth try to hide. Here are
some:
Telling church teenagers we are ‘gonna end all abortions (the sin of lying). Hypocritically (also a sin)
abandoning saying that liberals engage judicial activism, then stacking SCOTUS conservative, to
overturn Roe. Keep a count—that’s two sins, so far! Slandering someone (a sin) having truth and
morals, for opposing them.
Supporting the closest thing to Hitler, for power idolatry (sin #4). Belief in win-at-all-costs (no moral
bounds, which is idolatry, once again). And on policy, the delusional belief that lower taxes help the
poor, even as they want Welfare ended, so one can take a minimum wage job.
I’ve detailed many others, in a chapter called Caustic Conservatism. I won’t reinvent the wheel! Now,
onto ChumPastors: To end Roe, NOTHING is off limits for Jack Graham, Robert Jeffress, James
Robison, Franklin Graham and James Dobson! NOTHING! Lying, idolatry, hatred—NOTHING!
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Let’s see where that gets them: RUIN Christianity’s reputation in America, so lost people have even
more reason to choose to stay hell-bound! And sacrifice your entire careers’ reputation for truth and
morality, to support all that’s at our chapter, Apostasy For Power Idolatry, all from a sin-full action!
And WILL abortions end, or be lessened a lot, by their souls being sold to satan?
1. Abortions will NOT end (See my coming chapter called "End abortion").
2. Will abortions lessen? Maybe, if anyone is scared to take Plan B, or any red state outlaws its sale,
even on the web. Otherwise, absolutely not at all! So these fake "leaders" sacrificed ALL for an empty
pipe dream!
Judas at least got 30 pieces of silver, @jackngraham, for selling his soul to satan, for a non-achievement!
Overturning Roe cannot prevent any American from taking plan B in her home! AMAZING delusion, to
support all tRUMP’s sins, from the power idolatry sin! Prophecy's spirit of delusion!
Update #1
End abortion… My wife—who still attends that man’s church—even laughed at the concept. If you
dangle an impossible aim, dumb people will believe and vote for it forever. But you are LYING from
God’s pulpit, "sir."
[Note: I rejected your third meeting phone call, "arrogant" control freak! Be a Bisagno. Good luck with
your boy crush, the prototype Antichrist! Fear judgment day! It’s coming sooner than later, given both
of our ages. Fear God and repent, and be sincerely changed. In short, for once, BE A BISAGNO! I’m
NOT expecting it, sadly].
END abortion. The death penalty for any who abort wouldn’t even end them all! No one knows what
goes on behind closed doors, OUNCE (his nick name)! Government CAN’T break and enter without a
warrant. Are cops ‘gonna suspect a woman got impregnated, so as to have probable cause to get such a
warrant? You’re foolish, sadly!
If Prestonwood Baptist Church is anything like all other church memberships, approximately 50 percent
of abortions in Collin County, TX are from Christian women! Let’s hear a sermon on that FACT, and
NOT around election time, @jackngraham @prestonwood (maybe they’ll call me again?) Whoopee!
END abortion. Physically prevent all sex that is not safe. Even YUGE fines of those whose condoms or
contraception breaks wouldn’t end them, but would just fine them! Are the feds going to police
bedrooms? WHO ON EARTH knows ANY woman got impregnated last evening, but her 'significant
other?' Idiocy.
END abortion. Stack SCOTUS with MORE conservative justices, so Roe gets overturned, then they all
go away, right? The DELUSIONAL thinking of a CHILD! (I Cor. 14:20) Blue states are NOT ‘gonna
close all abortion clinics! They had them when Roe was passed, and the law reverts to 1977, upon
reverse and remand, dodo.
Texas may end abortion CLINICS, but NOT abortion, dodo (Ounce is now ‘dodo,’ as my nick name for
him). It’s too fitting!
End abortion. EVERY time anyone in America has sex, the woman will, by force of law, take to term?
People violate laws all the time, dodo! You can’t end murders, dodo! School shootings, as well.
End abortion. NO WONDER you spoke such a concept to TEENAGERS! Impressionable young minds
full of mush (a Limbaughism) you are to be LEADING in truth and morality, yet you LIE to them, for
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political gain. THAT IS EVIL, dodo! I’ll take any label you want to throw at me, dodo. I tell the
TRUTH. Trump lies full-time.
End abortion. ANY time a sperm heads toward an egg, whatever comes next must follow the laws of
nature! Even Catholics oppose contraception, and some Christians say spilling the seed is a sin. You
just want sex for family building/procreation, and you want laws to enforce that, Jack/dodo!
Interjection: And with this group’s distractive complaint of the Super Bowl halftime dancing, it seems
all you think or care about is sex!
You can’t think, because thinking is NOT the aim, but GOP votes at all costs. Sports competitiveness
taught you lessons the great Lombardi did NOT agree with, like win-at-all-costs.
End abortion. No sex unless you choose to be a parent, by force of law. You can’t enforce that pipe
dream law, jack Gram/Ounce… impossible.
End abortion. Texas will surely shut down every Planned Parenthood death factory. DOES THAT END
ABORTIONS IN TEXAS, Jack Graham? U.S. Women are USED to the medical option, since the old
days when you were letting Roe get on the books! They will NOT just take to term!
They will travel to a blue state, or take a Plan B pill ($18 box at Wal-Mart) at home. YOU deceive and
delude teenagers, for political gain, and THAT IS EVIL, @JackNGraham. Repent!
End abortion. NO impregnated egg ever ceases to grow into fruition, by law. HOW CAN ANY
HUMAN OR GOVERNMENT ensure that result? Yet, impressionable teenagers are told this LIE by a
claiming Christian pastor! My twins will be told the TRUTH, today! One already has been! I’ll disciple
at home, with TRUTH!
End abortion. You can jail, fine, or even give the death penalty to U.S. Women who abort, but that
didn’t end THEIR abortion, so you are a liar, @jackngraham! A liar in the pulpit/ministry. I thought
only lawyers are liars!
End abortion. Plan B outlawed in America, as if the internet doesn’t exist, like it DIDN’T in the days
he’s trying to return us to, when Jack Graham allowed Roe to get on the books! Even if Texas banned
Plan B, and Austin monitored every Texas online purchase, gut punches can’t be stopped by outsiders to
a woman’s home! Is the government ‘gonna insert cameras to watch people at home? Privacy laws,
dodo.
End abortion. I do NOT believe modern (as opposed to women from when Jack Graham let Roe get on
the books) will risk coat hangers, even if they are sterilized! It’s too intricate and risky/dangerous.
Illegal doctors will open a black market industry! But that’s ONLY if Plan B is outlawed in Texas!
The VERY same people who say m-sterbat-on, sex for fun/enjoyment, contraception, and all sex must
take to term are the people who scare 'Christians' that Plan B is like drinking cyanide! I’ve heard the
spiel! I had to argue one such person down, and they agreed, after you snap them out of the cult trance!
They even agreed that gut punches, black market, and coat hangers were NOT a good idea. NO
WONDER Christians get the reputation for checking their brains at the church door. And DON’T you
ever believe it’s NOT intentional, as when pastors tell you God requires 10 percent of your income!
False doctrine indoctrination.
LIE to the YOUNG sheep that abortion can be ended, and stir up the older crowd that Roe being ended
will cause abortion bans that end all abortions. LIE through your teeth, for Jesus, from the pulpit!
Apostate Christianity, by the very definition! This is happening very often in WASP churches!
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End abortion. One would have to physically constrain an impregnated woman all nine months, never
letting her out of their sight, to ensure she never took Plan B, or got a gut punch, or saw a quack doctor,
or traveled to a blue state, or owned a coat hanger. "Christian" LIARS FOR JESUS.
I do NOT care if the AntichrisTrump gets more conservative justices on SCOTUS! It will NOT end
abortion, even if Roe is overturned! CHUMP praised his two nominees, trying to get them to act on that
amicus brief, and see if they’re bribable by complements! "Christian" Politics in America!
NO WONDER @robertjeffress that tweeted evangelicals will do anything to re-elect Trump! Everything
for the LIE and pipe dream of ending abortion by stacking SCOTUS! NO WONDER an astute Bible
teacher called them a jar of NUTS! Truth telling is "arrogant negativity of a hateful hypocrite?" B.S.!
I have NEVER seen Jack Graham picketing Planned Parenthood, or speaking with any women entering
there! I pass by there every time my old cars get fixed! But then again, it’s usually NOT during election
season. Just sayin'.
And just so we’re clear, his 1/31/20 Twitter post came right after I ROASTED Trumpianism. Anything
that is truthful about DJT, that’s negative, makes false prophets slander you as arrogant, hateful, negative
and hypocritical, because Chump delivered justices to overturn Roe. He fulfills biased, promises to
WASPs—NOT to all of America!
With my family’s pastor having sold his soul to satan, and people saying Romney should become a
Democrat, I am inches away from declaring myself one, or an independent, who will vote against caustic
conservatism and Socialism, every time!
Protesters need to be outside every politicized mega church, until November, with signs that God is not a
political conservative!
Update #2
For 2020, it looks like this former Republican is with the Democrats, to defeat CHUMP. Who I vote for
below top tier is up for debate. If it's a Trump cult member, their opponent will be voted for. I oppose
Socialism, but the GOP has shut my Reagan types out! They need humbling!
This has been about the best day in my life, since the horrific day CHUMP won! Thanks, @mittromney!
Christians abandoned God, and lost their reputations, only to have any Roe overturn overturned by an
$18 Wal-Mart box of Plan B pills!
It is NOT about ending abortion, or about abortion bans. It is about the GOP ridding itself of all who
aren’t 100 percent caustic conservatives! A third party WILL be rising! Wait and see!
Fear of buying plan B illegally could prevent some other abortions, NEVER “ending abortion.”
Travel to blue states is still possible, but not for poor women. Gut punches agreed to/volunteered for can
never be prosecuted, or caught! Do TrumPastors research DETAILS of their golden calves?
What about banning Plan B sales? We know illegal drugs can’t be sold on the internet, but there’s also a
black market dark web. That leads to the black market doctors, and out of state travels, as coat hangers
are not ‘gonna be used, with the existence of better options. Can a red state ban internet sales of Plan B?
That will become the leading legal question, if Trump succeeds at stacking SCOTUS even more, to
overturn Roe.
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End Roe, ban all abortions, and tell me how any state government can prevent a woman from buying
Plan B over the internet, using it in the privacy of her own home, so those law bans can have any effect
to lessen or end abortion, @jackngraham.
Side note: There are evil pastors in the world! NOT many, but I’ve met several of them, in person, and
for years! There are more than you can ever imagine! They even claim to have graduated cum laude, or
thereabouts, yet they can’t see that Plan B defeats all their sell-out to satan sought to achieve!
DUMMIES! Low IQ!
With Plan B, all the "Christians for Trump" coalition's efforts are 100 percent in vain, even if they further
try to politicize SCOTUS, to overturn Roe! Every single impregnated U.S. Female can un-do that
process for less than $18, at Wal-Mart. These people are stupid, and NOT leaders! I’m evil for saying
so?
In the RARE case that a pregnant woman can’t discover that her baby is ‘gonna be severely costly
vegetative, or lifelong terminally ill, would blue states be allowed to abort, third trimester? What if such
cases were caused during the childbirth exit? Red states women can’t travel to blue states from red state
hospital beds? Would that violate the Equal Protection clause? (2/6/20)

WOULD YOU CHEER AT A FUNERAL?
(2/9/20; @JamesMeroney)
WHO in America can honestly say abortion is great? It’s moral? It’s innocent? I read two tweets that
said the stigma against it is evil. NO—killing children not yet born is evil! They also said it’s female
autonomy. That’s NOT your body growing inside! It’s a 100 percent different human being, dodo!
t

But it’s one thing to say abortion is EVIL. It’s another thing to figure out how to lessen the numbers!
That’s NOT the main concern, or activist pastors would have clamored about this the past 20 years, as
they have the past three! Convicting silence! It’s merging Jesus with worldliness, for power idolatry.
JUST LOOK at what you get when a pastor sells his soul to satan for power, all for Roe’s overturn:
current state division, and, more importantly, backlash that gums up ALL you sought to achieve, because
in America, you don’t cram views, you convince humans outside of uncommanded church buildings.
Roe reversed means total bans take effect in states that had them in 1977. WE HAVE PLAN B, now,
Boomer!, available on the internet you didn’t have when Roe passed
Your bans won’t stop a determined woman. You want GOP votes. You don’t have solutions—I have
four! Debate me, anytime.
THIS is "Christian" ignorance, and NOT loving God with all your mind: you just get angry about evil
abortions (and they are evil), and vote for Trump! TELL me what Roe overturn would do to "end"
abortions, as a pastor said to MY twin teenagers? It’s just GOP propaganda. They need lessening!
To end all abortions would mean government forcibly controlled a woman’s body all nine months after
insemination, at all times of her life, even inside her home! You have to convince women not to abort!
To end abortion, you’d have to convince every U.S. Female to take Plan B before day 3, or to always
use safe sex, and have technology that can never break or fail! TrumPastors will NEVER tell WASPs
this, or if they do, they STOLE my ideas, because they’re not as astute using parroted mantras.
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End abortion. Mandate every woman take plan B before day three. Government can even pay for it.
Make it even safer to her body, with technological improvements. You have to convince the U.S.
Majority that they want such a law. You don’t schmooze satan to cram your view onto America!
End abortion. Mandate every U.S. Female use safe sex practices. HOW do you enforce such a law?
Mandate all U.S. Females use contraception that doesn’t break or fail. HOW do you ensure 100 percent
compliance? A police state theocracy is the ONLY way. Keep riling up Christians for 45, with lies,
fear, hatred of aborters and ignorance!
It’s about TAXES! Far righters believe taxes are still too high, even after CHUMP’s tax cut. They’re
always too high, even at one percent, because feds/government is EVIL, or their deeds
"unconstitutional." The Founders intended zero safety net. Welfare isn’t humane, but theft sin, say
Trump cultists! We don’t need government ourselves!
If one chooses to obey God, government has zero to do with that. The far right says people can be
greedy SOB’s, and never give back to society, and dodge their fair share of taxes, and that’s what
WASPs should support, all so Roe can be ended, so plan B sales skyrocket. It IS party idolatry sin,
folks, and power lust flesh/sin!
Even when TrumPastors achieve their purpose of 45 re-ushered into office, gridlock happens, and his
policies get undone when the GOP loses! These pastors have known all these things the past five years!
They willfully reject these ideas, and God will judge that sinfulness! Repent, activist pastors. You knew
better!

PRO-LIFE MEANS ENDANGER POORER COMMITTED KILLER WOMEN?
(9/2/20; @JamesMeroney)
RE: https://www.msnbc.com/.../what-national-elections-mean...
THIS argument is asinine! NO ONE has personal moral responsibility for killing an innocent but the
woman who chooses to do so, and even that decision can be forgiven by God.
The doctor is doing the bidding of his client, and some doctor will do it, or she will engage dangerous
self-help. Even the baby’s father is not responsible for the baby’s death, if the mother chooses to abort
against his will.
When ‘pro-life’ is defined as meaning every state must ban all abortions, or they are evil, no matter what
ever good or evil laws they pass, that is an asinine mono-focus. Life and government are much wider
than just this important issue.
The main problem is that people are looking to government at God (the same people who blame liberals
as treating government as their daddy), in fixing a problem by laws, that do not end the problem, and are
not the best way to end the problem!
The problem is American women getting pregnant when they weren’t intending to become moms. The
problem is killing innocent babies in the womb, to make up for adults’ immature poor planning with sex!
And in the cases of rape, incest and the mother’s life, the baby is still innocent, but reasonable people can
disagree as to whether the victim has to take that evil pregnancy to term.
In short, voters who allow laws to protect the health and safety of women who evilly choose to abort (not
in the three exception cases) are not condoning killing innocents, but citizens’ health and safety (as the
U.S. Constitution demands).
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If voters were to be guilty of a baby’s blood on their hands, they would have to be the mother who
decided to abort, legally or illegally, and, as I said earlier, even that evil choice is forgivable by God, if
one sincerely seeks it.
State bans on abortion only cause women to engage self-help (gut punches or coat hangers), or to leave
their state and get it done elsewhere. Some people would argue that keeps their state innocent before
God, forcing them to do the dirty deed elsewhere, but that neglects the health and safety matter, and the
fact that the woman is ultimately the only one with blood on her hands, and even then, forgivable by
God!
This consistent position of mine is based on both the Bible and the reality of U.S. Law-making, in a
secular/non-theocratic society. It does NOT mean I condone women killing their innocent child! In fact,
we have listed up to five ways that evil decision can be avoided! It simply deals with the real, while
offering multiple ways to achieve the ideal (listed elsewhere), which is less to no abortions.
The only way no abortions could ever be achieved is if every women of child-birthing age could not get
pregnant, even if raped or as the victim of incest! That means technologically and physically incapable
of ever getting pregnant, unless they wanted children!
P.S.: Rest assured, as the title of this chapter states, the argument of inconvenience is not this author's
concern, but the likelihood that some women would or could not abort out-of-state, would engage
dangerous self-help, in cases where saving the baby's life is not a consideration, anyway, as the mother is
determined to abort.
I have zero problems with individual states accepting that moral responsibility, if Roe were ever
overturned, but I, personally, do not think it the wisest moral choice, endangering moms as we lose the
baby either way!
P.S.S.: And President Trump’s position has agreed with the same, though it has varied from extreme to
extreme, through the years. Mine remains consistent, because it is not politicized, but based on common
sense and common decency, in a non-theocracy.

ROE ALTERNATIVES
(9/7/20; @JamesMeroney)
IF states were free to pass laws about abortion (i.e., Roe were overturned) , the following would happen:
1. Some states would ban all abortions, criminalizing them.
2. Some states would allow all abortions, including third trimester and even after birth.
3. Some states would have a more middle-of-the-road policy, ranging from 3 exceptions, to third
trimester and after birth prohibitions, to even second trimester prohibitions.
What would be bad about that outcome? Killing babies who can feel it, consciously (third trimester) and
especially murdering a born human being is a horrible and horrifically negative result!
And gut punches if not coat hangers would also be a dangerous and bad self-help remedy.
But when you modernize the debate, with the advent of Plan B pills, none of these arguments matter, as
they’re available over the internet, for relatively cheap prices, so no state laws would stop abortions,
anytime a woman wanted one, unless states banned online and in-person purchases of that drug, which
would simply move it to the black market, in such states.
The BEST way to lessen abortions is to be preventative, and educate and incentivize people not engaging
risky sex, if they don’t plan on becoming parents!
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You can never completely eliminate abortions, as there are always private ways to discard of one’s child,
unbeknownst to others (especially in cases of incest and rape).
The BEST we can hope for is that American women become cognizant of the evils done to the baby, the
unjust death he/she suffers, all from poor planning that only the mother (and her partner) ultimately
control!

ABORTION ANECDOTES
(9/27/20; @JamesMeroney)
NOT everything that is natural is moral! It may be unnatural to use contraception, but it is wise, and
making smart and moral decisions is what God desires of man. He did not give us brains to ignore! The
fool is he/she who has unprotected sex, then sin-fully kills innocent babies!
Insemination is not conception. There's a 2-3 day lapse between the two. Plan B must be made 100
percent safe, because rapes, incest and unprotected sex (even broken or failed "oops" contraception) can
still be remedied before a human baby is begun! God has not told us to not use our heads!
The solution to abortion is NOT banning, but convincing American women to prevent unwanted
pregnancies, and to use Plan B immediately after unprotected or unwanted sex! Contraception is better
than undesired conception! Eggs aren’t penetrated until 2-3 days later. Un-do bad decisions before they
take effect/have consequences.
Any UNlikely Roe overturn is NULLIFIED by the existence of the morning after pill, available off the
internet, purchasable from any state in our great union! States banning all abortions would fight that, and
black market sales, as with gut punches and coat hangers, and cross/inter-state travel!

STACKING SCOTUS
(10/11/20; @JamesMeroney2)
This will NOT be popular, but that’s NOT our standard, but is it TRUE? This whole SCOTUS picking
scheme is unjust and immoral, and simply proves the wide divide, and how D.C. Politicians will do
ANYTHING for raw power, with ZERO concern for justice–only winning! PERIOD. Now cry or
laugh–it’s TRUE! @JamesMeroney2 (10/1/20)
The correct make-up of SCOTUS is ONLY if ALL justices agree to be NEUTRAL and only hold to
original intent. That does not mean they have to be political conservatives! I want an equal number of
liberals and cons, where the decider is centrist, or all centrists, politically!
Dems are NOT dumb, that court stacking is already occurring, as @JoeBiden said, to overturn Roe!
That’s immoral, even though abortion is also immoral! EVERYONE knows D.C. Politicians and parties
ONLY do what’s in their selfish interest, with zero interest in justice, and change rules if not to their
liking or in their favor.
The WHOLE SYSTEM needs an overhaul for JUSTICE, neutrality and balance! You do a power play to
load up courts to your liking, WHAT DO YOU THINK the opposing side is going to do when you LOSE
power? Go along with that injustice? SCIENCE tells NON-fools 'for every action there is an equal and
opposite reaction."
GOPs do NOT seem to comprehend this basic/science 101 fact! OF COURSE the Dems are going to
want to stack SCOTUS the opposite way as Trumps three nominees! HUMAN NATURE! Ross Perot
was right–in politics, there are no rules, but there MUST be rules, and rules that don’t change. Its legally
called "precedent.'
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I don’t personally want Obergefell overturned, as it’s now the law of the land, it would be government
forced divorces, before man only, would cause disruptions, and we lost. Live with it! Same with legal
access to safe abortions if one is determined to murder their child.
It’s wrong, it shouldn’t occur, I oppose it, I’m even for states banning it in certain cases, but the
government cannot sanction endangering oneself if they are bound and determined to do it. The
Constitution demands public safety protected by SCOTUS!
Finally, America is NOT a theocracy! Ultra-right conservatives are NOT clamoring to reinstate at fault
divorce, or divorce disallowed for the only two biblical reasons! That’s because the great book, the
Bible, is not the Constitution, and if anyone doesn’t like the Constitution we all live under, CONGRESS
is the Constitutional place to change the laws!
The FRAMERS didn’t write that if it is corruptly gridlocked, you politicize SCOTUS! Amendments are
hard to do, for good reason. And judges, of all people, must be forced to be neutral in their personal
views affecting LEGAL opinions!
SCOTUS overrules only cases that are clearly wrongly decided, according to existing, active law. They
are given several factors for determining that conclusion, by caselaw precedent and tradition, but it is
NEVER because of any justices' personal opinions or religious convictions!
They are NOT elected, and they, technically, do NOT serve the will of the people, but the letter of the
Constitution! I am FOR ACB's nomination, NOT for her views on abortion, but because the radical
wing of the Dems is seeking to make America Socialist, and ANYONE who read the clear language of
the Constitution can NEVER find wealth redistribution in there, or the feds doing anything beyond
what’s explicitly (vs implicitly) enumerated.
America was FOUNDED upon Judeo-Christian principles, but those principles became laws and
precedent. The Bible is great for swearing in's, but it is NOT the law of the land, and if far right cons
can’t learn the lessons of science, their attempt to make America a theocracy will backfire, when enough
Americans vote to make America anti-Bible in its laws and Capitalism!
People become Christians NOT by forcing Christian views on them, in the firm of laws! Calling
America a 'Christian' nation is as absurd as calling it an atheist nation. It’s a melting pot of all types, but
it is founded on Judeo-Christian principles, and those, now as laws, must be obeyed! NO politicizing of
SCOTUS!
You cannot cherry-pick, or be selective in when you're a Constitutionalist! The document is great, but it
is not perfect, and it doesn’t address every issue America faces, in specific, so if you don’t like what it
says, have Congress get together enough to pass Constitutional amendments!
And there IS such thing as faux/fake Christian persecution for our faith! @JoeBiden is a Catholic, as is
ACB. To say Christianity is under assault, because people don’t want SCOTUS justices' personal beliefs
making national law is NOT a religious freedom violation! Victim mentality!
Activist judges are legally unconstitutional! Founders separated powers, and the judicial branch
INTERPRETS laws, legislative MAKES laws, and never the twain shall meet! SINCE voters want to be
lawyers and judges, by mob rule or court stacking, here’s what you MUST know, from law school:
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KNOW THESE TERMS!: Precedent, remand, reverse, changed circumstances, person, citizen,
substantive due process, equal protection, sliding scale, fundamental vs. other rights, social welfare.
https://everycrsreport.com/reports/R45319.html
OPINION/feelings are all you have, otherwise! NO standing in court. The Supreme Court’s Overruling
of Constitutional Precedent. By exercising its power to determine the constitutionality of federal and
state government actions, the Supreme Court has developed a... everycrsreport.com
READ that article, and LEARN those terms for when precedent can be overturned!: Quality of
Reasoning, workability, inconsistency with related decisions, changed understanding of relevant facts
and reliance. You are NOT lawyers, so STOP trying to play one in the court of public opinion!
Roe is an IDOL, even as kids being killed is an abomination. EXPECT the Dems to cram their views
down your throat, when you try to do the same. Single-issue voting and party worship are both dumb,
and idolatrous. NEITHER party is perfect! That’s why I’ve been a Democrat before; no compromise.
SCOTUS must ONLY have originalists, but their personal positions on any issue MUT be kept out of
their consideration! They’re to be as objective and neutral as they require jurors to swear to be!
Politicizing SCOTUS is SIN, and unconstitutional, even if WASP pastors those sins!
The way Merrick Garland was treated was atrocious, and biased injustice! I said so at the time. Now
you change the rules because it favors you? Favoritism sin! God sees your desires for selective justice!
I’ll prove some of these claims, now. I speak TRUTH, consistently, and seek justice!
D.C. Politicians HAVE to be among worlds stupidest folk about justice, human nature and common
sense! When Merrick Garland got railroaded, and now two conservative justices crammed down
throats–because they can–WHAT would any normal human do? What Dems will do! Get revenge with
lib justices–as you aren’t in control forever. (9/26/18)

WAS ROE ILLEGAL?
(10/13/20; @JamesMeroney2)
I HAVE to bore myself, for the sake of others: Roe as a wrong decision would be if it was clearly
contrary to the Constitution. It was not. It contradicted what some people wanted, but that’s NOT the
legal standard! Denying blacks voting rights WOULD be unconstitutional! Not Roe.
Roe could have been decided differently, and still be constitutional! There’s NOTHING clear in the
document to address pre-born life! There IS clear language about public safety, and killing is illegal, but
that’s of the born. SCOTUS adeptly balanced extremes' interests! BOTH lost some.
HOW would you enforce abortion bans? If a woman flushes the fetus, or takes it as human waste, and
says she had a miscarriage, HOW would authorities prove otherwise? HOW would government prevent
ordering Plan B off the internet, even if banned? Political wedge issue, and a sinful decision!
IS Plan B dangerous to one's body?:
How many times can you take plan B? What to know
There is no limit on the number of times a person can take plan B in their lifetime. There is usually no
need to take more than one dose at a time, however. Learn more.
medicalnewstoday.com
How abortion became a partisan issue in America https://vox.com/.../abortion-2020-roe-joe-bidendemocrats...
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… via @voxdotcom
How abortion became a partisan issue in America
Joe Biden, a Democrat, has a mixed record on abortion. Here’s why that’s increasingly rare.
vox.com
'Throughline' Traces Evangelicals' History On The Abortion Issue. NPR's history podcast, Throughline,
examines how the issue of abortion became a defining political issue for evangelicals. npr.org
“The shift to opposing abortion rights was part of a larger effort to paint the Republican Party as profamily in a way that would help mobilize socially conservative voters, according to Greenhouse and
Siegel …scholars estimate that between 20% and 25% of all pregnancies ended in abortion before Roe v.
Wade. Immediately before Roe v. Wade, officially approximately 200 women died per year.
Historically, the most commonplace method that women have used when they haven't been able to obtain
legal abortions is self-induction.” –Vox
Those are the horror stories that you hear of women trying to fall down stairs or ingesting poisons or
using instruments to try to induce an abortion. Another method that women commonly used was turning
to the unregulated market. –NPR
Update: Roe’s Legality
(10/14/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Let’s address the legality of Roe. Does the U.S. Constitution say a woman has a right to kill her baby in
womb? NO. Have American laws EVER condoned murder? Never. So isn’t it an open and closed
case? IF you define abortion as legal murder, and a fetus (baby in process/in womb) as a human, with
citizen rights.
SCOTUS did not so decide. They also considered the woman’s safety if they were to reject the Roe
conclusion, and the U.S. Constitution does speak to governments job/role in protecting safety and
welfare. It takes reasoning.
They also concluded disparate state laws forbade equal rights under the law to an issue that rose to the
level of importance that standardization of laws and opportunities for such procedure merited their
intervention. You may not agree with how they decided. You may not always like what they decide.
IMO, all three of Trump's nominees have been excellent, based on scholastic and legal qualifications.
And I have zero basis to doubt they’ll adhere to their oath and pledge to not be biased by personal
convictions, as they should not. But even then, presidents, over time, have been surprised by how
Justices evolve, change and mature!
RGB was not, as I read articles, initially a far-left jurist. Judge Roberts has surprised some by his
moderation, and sometimes not leaning conservative. Justices are human, and develop, and just as ACB
said, they aren’t clones.
Justices view the facts, they know the law, the argue amongst themselves for why or why not, as to
overturning or upholding precedent, and the national respect for their place of work remains high when
they don’t engage overt politics! Politicizing their great institution is wrong.
PERIOD, and from either party and for whatever reason. Period. It’s unconstitutional, and sin. We
have enough partisanship in Congress, and our wise framers knew to keep powers separated, for
uniquely distinct functions, and Justices aren’t to make laws. Period. So back to my original question:
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Was Roe legally wrongly decided? If the decision was made based on legal principles, logic, caselaw
argumentation, or legitimate factors, it was fine, though we may not all like their conclusion. Did the
Court invent out of thin air a right to abort? It had not existed previously.
Can we say the Framers intended women to abort? NO writings of theirs could likely say yes, as that
word appears to exist nowhere in their writings. So Justices have to decide if such an action–in a more
modern setting–violates principles the founders would have approved.
Murder could never have been in their minds as OK! Would they have considered a fetus a citizen?
Again, their writings, apparently, don’t so state. SCOTUS appears to have used the reasoning that since
a fetus is not certain to be born, to experience life outside the womb, their "life" is not certain, and
citizens with legal rights enforceable in courts of law must have standing, and no one can have standing,
not even able to be in a court of law, as not yet out of their mothers' womb.
Is that logic rational? Are fetuses citizens of America? One can argue they DO have life, as even
yesterday a woman’s baby survived her being shot and killed, while pregnant, and some corrupt soul cut
a baby out of another’s womb, and stole her former friends’ child. Babies ARE alive, though not yet
birthed. But their birth is uncertain, and the law deals in certainties.
It DOES deal with and consider contingencies, but it deals with reality–not fantasies. And reality is that
women were aborting, pre-Roe, and a majority number of those Justices felt it was their duty to not
condone by their ruling, that unsafe practice.
You can argue they made up the right out of whole cloth, but Justices have to apply laws already
existing, unless they are wrongly passed, and Unconstitutional, and when the Constitution does not speak
to a more modern societal issue, like euthanasia, they have to vote on whether to allow or disallow that
practice based on legal principles consistent with the Framers.
Why one justice feels one way and another the other way they alone know for certain. Likely it is their
life's bent toward right and wrong, like murder being evil, and babies being humans, if not citizens, yet,
if ever.
As I stated before the Court struck a balance between extremes with extremely negative consequences,
especially for the baby! The trimester system at least acknowledged biological and scientific differences
in what we deem a human, in its development.
Conservatives should be glad they decided third trimester was a stopping point, while liberals should be
glad they decided total bans were also of limits.
The innocence of a baby who never chose to be born must always be considered, as well as the safety
and health of the mother engaging self-help! BOTH and, not either or! THIS is the Solomonian task
SCOTUS faced. They also would divide the country by siding with extremes.
Conservatives argue aborters can travel to blue states, just don’t have that murderous blood on our state's
hands. Liberals argue that’s unfair to poor red state women, and thus, unequal treatment under the law.
States’ rights was what we had, pre-Roe, and cons always lean that direction, but, again, SCOTUS
weighed the merits of a patchwork of opposite state laws, and decided on such a fundamental matter,
uniformity was in order. In any case you may make, Congress is the rightful venue for changing Roe!
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Either it enshrines Roe, by law, or it improves upon Roe, to address differing concerns. If SCOTUS ever
takes up the matter, more likely by some case directly violating Roe, we will again have to address
variations in state laws! Equal protection will still arise as a concern.
ALL these issues are of little concern to lay people. They just want the right, or want the right banned.
Period. SCOTUS does NOT run as a court of public opinion! That’s what pandering politicians do!
SCOTUS is designed to be better than that, above that, and higher than that, and it is, usually! It will
NOT be if evil people politicize the Court!
Finally, and once again, consider the evolving of RGB and Roberts. NO president can predict or control
that, so just like I believe 45’s three picks are honorable and qualified, no one but them could know if
they intend to be activist Judges, down the line, and excuse it as evolving, or whether they evolve apart
from pre-planned intention, or if they evolve at all.
Evolving is not necessary, especially if you have right thinking from the beginning! I 100% trust all
three Justices will serve America well, but I do not know their heart as to whether they see themselves as
religious plants, there on a mission from God to overturn Roe (and Obergefell).
They alone, presently, now that, which is exactly why I would bring in lie detectors for EVERY nominee
of any persuasion! It’s not perfect evidence, and it’s not admissible in court, and it can be gamed, but I
would simply like to know the result of three professionally administered objective polygraphs, to help
me have more full knowledge on my opinion as to any bias! It is CERTAINLY the intention of activists
for all three to collude to overturn Roe.
They have stated as much, many times. And to say no one has asked me to or required that I do so, as a
judge, is NOT necessary, as those in the know know the objective! Overturn Roe! That’s the ONLY
reason a true Christian and pastor type would support THIS (See The Case Against Trump, p. 90)
P.S.: I, for 1, and possibly only 1, am NOT for stacking SCOTUS left or right! I’ve already addressed
what must be done if Roe were ever overturned, to have national guidelines I’ve detailed, but I 100%
oppose politicizing SCOTUS, even if it’s been done before, and opponents have done so!
NEUTRALITY must be the standard. NOT robots with no opinions, but Justices literally choosing to
put aside political bents for legal considerations alone. That is the mark of a professional, and their
Court will not retain its revered status without so doing.
P.S.S.: SCOTUS did NOT deem abortion legal murder, or aborting women would be jailed. Killing a
one day old would be murder, as it was alive and birthed. That one distinction seems to be the lynch pin
in their thinking, because birthing has to occur, before citizenship rights ensue.
I would rather SLEEP, but I’ll further detail what would be required if Roe reversed. Reverse and
remand is not the same as a reversal! Immediately, every state's law would revert to 1973. States would
have to change laws, or Congress make national standards, but its gridlocked.
What SHOULD occur is rape, incest, vegetative state types, and mother’s life be solely the decision of
the woman. NO state should fund abortions, nor the feds, period. If blue states wanted to, post Roe
reversal, their choice.
Partial birth, third trimester and after birth abortions SHOULD be banned in all 50 states, but NY and
other blue states might allow all those abhorrent practices. The heartbeat law is certainly a medically
sound cut-off point, if a state is going to allow the procedure.
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The entity within is certainly alive and human, to all honest Americans upon that scientific proof
(meaning I don’t require you to accept my belief that life begins at inception, based on a holy book, but
only if science proves it, which I believe can be proved in my positions favor). Nonetheless, even a live
human is something some women will kill!
Red states should certainly ban abortions upon heartbeat, if not before (given my four exceptions,
previously enumerated). Blue states WOULD allow second trimester abortions, as Roe does, but red
states probably wouldn’t.
Beyond the second trimester, people virtually willing to murder would argue for those rights in blue
states. You would conceivably have an equal protection issue if red states banned all abortions, making
poor women resort to self-help, or travel across state lines.
And terminally ill or severely deformed babies-to-be-birthed can’t always be known ‘til late in the
process, and while I oppose killing babies due to medical challenges, states may allow women to make
those late term decisions, as with mother’s life. I don’t think any state should make those decisions for
them, though I oppose them making the former decision!
GREAT things have come from severely deformed people–maybe even vegetative state babies. Mothers
life, even though LESS innocent than a pre-born baby, is still a decision the mom must face, as with her
family (husband, etc.), as suicide is NOT a job for government to force upon her, IMO! Complexities!
The hairy part is red state bans, first trimester. How long do states allow a woman to decide not to take
to term if she wasn’t raped or an incest victim? ANY time before three days post-insemination is killing
a human!
Even if a red state forbade Plan B, that law can be easily circumvented and we, as a nation, don’t want
women taking gut punches, throwing themselves down stairs, poisoning themselves, cramming coat
hangers 'where the sun doesn’t shine,' if any red state bans Plan B! Nor do we want a black market of
doctors I’d call "quacks," for violating the law.
Some might deem them heroes, using civil disobedience. Still, their underground clinics can’t be
regulated. Even if 100% sterile, public policy must not encourage law-breaking.
And red states banning all abortions would raise even more dilemmas! Rape, incest, to start. Plan B
ends most of these concerns, taken 1-3 days after the crime, but bans of Plan B–in person or online–
would further complicate matters.
CAN YOU SEE why I despise politics, which relies on 1-liner slogans to get votes, when real solutions
aren’t that quick? IDIOTS allow people to be 'leaders' who can’t articulate the problems or the solutions;
just have glossy 30 second TV ads with childish, kindergarten level words smoothly stated!
That’s being a leader? That’s being a marketer, and real law makers actually make laws, so they have to
know these details, or pass GOOD laws!

ABORTION MARATHON
(10/13/20; @JamesMeroney)
Strict constructionism does NOT mean there is no difference of opinions, but those differences can’t
come from personal feelings, but alternative legal theory and caselaw precedents! THIS is what law
school teaches the elites, that laymen can’t seem to comprehend. America is NOT mob rule.
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I have said my first choice would be precedent! I’m OK with Roe overturn, only with national
guidelines to prevent extremes. Obergefell un-do would be government sanctioning man's version of
divorce, and LGBTQs won’t tolerate it! Obamacare needs changes, but IS wealth redistribution!
What if white supremacists decided they didn’t like blacks able to vote, or being deemed 100% human,
under the law? Would they be morally right to try to stack SCOTUS to overturn the 13th Amendment,
or using $250 in Dark Money to politicize the judiciary? HUH? Hint: Absolutely not.
Mandatory modern chastity belts or perfect contraception are about the only way to prevent all abortions.
Read that again! No rape could occur with the former. They could with the latter. No one is going to
advocate forced chastity belts, but they’ll ban you from contraception and plan B!
Roe, Obergefell and Obamacare as the targets of activists. IF they won, gays could get same legal rights
as straight marrieds, women would use self-help, and the poor could get catastrophic health insurance.
I’m NOT for any of these three, as the Court has spoken, but if politicizing worked.
Obamacare is unconstitutional wealth redistribution! An unbiased/objective SCOTUS needs to address
that! Trump has promised a better replacement. He’s had four years to present it. If SCOTUS deems
wealth redistribution unconstitutional, bye bye, Welfare. Cons want government helping none!
If red and blue states had their own laws on abortion, SCOTUS has said the issue was so substantial,
hodge podge would be problematic. They’d be reversing their own logic to say otherwise. NY/CA
would have late and partial term, and after birth. Texas would probably ban all, including rape and
incest.
DON'T POLITICIZE THE DAMN SUPREME COURT! That is evil! Let them rule, deal with
precedent, and change it in Congress, if you don't like it. The Christian Cabal is using sin-to-win
strategies of satan, that good may come! Romans 6:1
IVF? Criminal? It is science replicating sex, in ways natural means fail at. That is a LUDICROUS
scenario, to criminalize couples seeking to get pregnant, who have troubles at it! Older couples use
many methods and medicines to increase fertilization! A crime? This isn’t the U.S.S.R.!!!
By the time laws get to SCOTUS, it’s NOT how morals apply to law, as that was at their formation
stage! By SCOTUS, the issue is was a lower court’s ruling wrong/unconstitutional, or do disparate
appeals court rulings need harmonizing? SCOTUS isn’t a court of original jurisdiction.
For domestic peace, would SCOTUS be wiser allowing states’ rights to address Obergefell and Roe, with
national guidelines on handling variations? Ex.: How gays get divorced in a gay no gay marriage states?
I’m for precedent. Super precedent needs defining–anyone can call for any law’s overturn!
Update #1
(10/13/20; @JamesMeroney)
It does NOT mean one is pro-death, or anti-pro-life, or pro-choice, if they oppose abortion, morally, but
want any who insist on aborting kept medically safe, which is the legal responsibility of our government!
Pro-life meaning ban all abortions is ASKING for women to rick harm or death!
Choosing abortion as contraception is a HEINOUS evil, from LAZY 'sinners' who won’t plan. Broken
condoms and failed 'the pill' are NOT the couples fault, morally! And despite some Catholic's
OPINION, nothing is killed using Plan B within three days of inseminating sex. That’s NOT a sin!
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Some people argue contraception is sin. WRONG! God NOWHERE said don’t use your head in
making wise decisions, or the technology unavailable in Bible days! You are not thwarting a child's
destiny, as there never was going to be a child, if you didn’t have inseminating sex!
To argue it’s against nature, so its morally wrong is like saying the coming Covid vaccine is against
nature, and morally wrong! Man-made inventions are not, per se, morally wrong! Unnatural vs natural
is NOT always a moral matter! Rom. 1 (IMmoral/unnatural) vs. I Tim. 5:23 (moral and man-made wine)
Gender confusion is ultimately from satan, the father of lies and confusion! Jn. 8:44/I Cor. 14:33 THIS
verse applies to the LGBTQ community's "pride", though they are equals, and should never be
discriminated against: Phil. 3:19
'Bortion Banners have no mercy-you were raped? Tough-Birth it! Victim of incest? Tough-Birth it. I
say take the morning after pill IMMEDIATELY! I’ve had some pro-life activists try to scare people that
Plan B is 'very dangerous.' THEY’RE PREVENTING AN UNWANTED LIFE BEFORE IT STARTS.
'Bortion Banners say technology says you’re going to birth a 'vegetable.' Tough; birth it. That science
fact can’t be known within three days of insemination. WHO wants to tell a woman what decision she
must make, under force of criminal penalties? She’s already in an intolerable circumstance!
'Bortion Banners say the mom is less of an innocent, so she should volunteer to commit doctor-assisted
suicide (though the same types oppose Dr. Kevorkian’s, otherwise), if it’s the pre-born vs. its mother’s
life. WHO should tell mom her decision is forced, or a crime if disobeyed?
WHO will speak for the preborn baby’s rights? EVERY American should, but it is not the only factor,
nor is the mom! There are two lives involved, just like it took two to tango, to get her into this
predicament in the first place! NONE OF THIS needs occur, if you plan sex, and Plan B if you don’t,
within three days! The world does not need another baby a mom doesn’t want! The world, also, needs
no abortions, when they could be prevented!
Mother’s life and vegetative state pre-borns are decisions that can’t be prevented before egg
insemination, ‘til tech advances that far!
Update #2
(10/13/20; @JamesMeroney2)
The other day I cited this article, which lawyers know the exact caselaw behind, but even ACB says
sound legal reasoning and precedent determine her judicial philosophy, and strict adherence to the
Constitution–NOT making laws (that’s the people's representatives' job), but interpreting.
You can no more stop a committed woman from aborting as you can stop a lone wolf school shooter who
tells no one of his (they’re USUALLY males) plans. Plan B pill off the internet!
Some voters want 1950 returned to America. Note: ABORTIONS HAPPENED BEFORE ROE, folks!
https://npr.org/2019/05/20/725139713/
Gut punch miscarriage, with no bruising. WHOS to prosecute that, in red states that would ban all
abortions? Same with coat hangers that don’t lacerate or cause her scars. It’s LUDICROUS to want
total bans, and to say Roe was legally wrongly decided!
"Citizen" applied to fetuses is NOT in the Constitution, nor is it against it–it’s simply NOT
ADDRESSED! Life, liberty and happiness has ZERO language as to its application to a baby in one’s
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womb! That takes INTERPRETATION–a judges' job! The Framers don’t even have written notes
surrounding its creation, that details unborn's rights as citizens or not, or rights to life, or not.
OF COURSE they should all live, as God started them, and people play God to end life! But the law had
to balance the FACT that two parties are involved-a mom and a baby, not just the baby. We may HATE
their ruling, but it was NOT legally invalid.
Banning all abortions caused real consequences the Court knew were bad and dangerous, and the state
couldn’t sanction (self-help, etc.), and Biden NOT saying if he’ll stack SCOTUS is wise strategy!
America deserves to know, but he’s not going to energize conservatives, or discourage liberals, by
saying!
I’d vote against him for simply saying nothing! America deserves to know! And court stacking is
EXACTLY what the Christian Cabal DID; unjust and sin-full! Cram their views down America’s
throats, because they could. NOWHERE found in Scripture! Repent, brethren!
Murder is one evil person killing an innocent; abortion is a person in bad circumstances doing evil by
killing an innocent, but if she can’t do so safely, shell often do so less safely (at least before Plan B pills
were invented). Are red states going to ban OTC internet sales of it?
IF they did, gut punches, travel to blue states, coat hangers and black market quack clinics would arise!
Christian activists want zero abortions. Force people to always use 100% unfailable contraception, then!
Catholics would balk that’s thwarting nature, so God must want people who have a lot of sex to have
more kids than would be responsible!?
The "thinking" is SO poor, among most activists on BOTH extremes, because EMOTION rules their
day. I just want abortions to end now. NO thought of if that’s practical, reasonable or moral. Just do it!
I don’t care two hoots that 75%+ of Americans want Roe as law. We are not a direct/pure democracy.
The ONLY issue is was Roe decided unconstitutionally? And that document doesn’t speak of preborns,
or women's rights to abort! We're stuck having to rule what’s best for America–like it or not.
I’m FOR ACB on SCOTUS, but NOT if she lies and uses her personal beliefs to make rulings. She
should be removed if she does, as should any other members! I’m FOR her because wealth
redistribution is against the Constitution. THEFT (Ex.: freebies from taxpayers) has always been a
crime.
The ONLY way to change ANYTHING in the U.S. Constitution is by laws of Congress, or
Constitutional amendments. Judicial activism is sin and illegal! Political biases affecting ANY
SCOTUS decision is sin, and technically illegal. Follow the law, Founders intent, and precedent, unless
a case was legally wrong, or the factors in that article (from the other day) apply!
The Supreme Court should have ALL nine (and only nine) Justices as objective, politically neutral in
their rulings, and court stacking to either extreme is sin and wrong; political idolatry biases! @ABC
@CNN @CBS
THINK what an abortion is. It is NOT cutting off a wart, as zero warts grow into birthed humans! You
are killing a human–your own flesh and blood! You are saying, my child cannot experience life, or be
what God created her or him to be, because I am circumventing God and playing Him!
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Babies get their limbs sucked off their torso, or ripped right off it by medical scissors! The blood has to
be atrocious! What comes out of the womb has to look like a monstrosity to the nurses, doctor and
killer! A blob of would-be human life, in mangled parts. YOU made that! Sin!
Sonograms SHOW you the otherwise invisible, but not unfelt, when they kick or roll over in your
tummy. YOU decided to have sex–NOT your child! YOU decided not to have sperm donor wear a
condom, or risked it not breaking! YOU free-willedly CHOSE not to take contraception pills! NOT
your baby!
Your baby did NOTHING wrong! YOU screwed up, in more ways than one, one of which knocked you
up! YOU, the woman, ultimately have the power to prevent killing your child, but NOT if you're raped
or an incest victim. YOU are the innocent in those cases! You had NO choice in the matter.
And when any mother’s life is at risk, who is society to make a horrific personal choice for her family?
And if the baby will have terrible medical problems, or the family will be bankrupted by such care, who
is society to tell the mom how she should decide, legally vs. morally?
Is it society’s need to tell a rape or incest victim they must pay all costs, endure all pains, disrupt their
life for nine months, and live with that reminder either the rest of her life, or suffer maternal withdrawal
pains if she adopts out? HER personal decision NEEDS to be a moral one.
It’s certainly NOT smart to have a hodge podge of options, varying by state, on such a crucial issue!
SCOTUS uses a sliding scale of 'reaching to the level' of needing consistency across the board. THAT's
what Roe sought to do. No one loves its ruling, as both sides extremists LOST!
NO third trimester abortions; no partial birth or after birth. The LEFT loses. NO total bans on abortion.
The RIGHT loses. I think the decision, whose implications I mourn and oppose, for the babies, was
Solomonian, in splitting the middle! I Ki. 3:25
IF SCOTUS had supported total bans, they would sanction gut punches and coat hangers, CONTRARY
to the health and safety duty, which could be said to be an unconstitutional ruling!
https://law.cornell.edu/.../sect.../health-safety-and-morals
THERE ARE OTHER WAYS to lessen if not end abortions. UNjust court stacking is the devil’s way!
God’s for justice! Micah 6:8
JUST like GOP activists wanted court stacking via Trump, Biden can legally add more Justices to
SCOTUS! Does anyone think they’d even be as moderate as Merrick Garland? Only fools! That means
MORE tax payer dollars wasted, more wrangling, and politicizing SCOTUS, as GOPs did via 45!
I Jn. 5:21; I Cor. 10:14 The Bible is CLEAR that idolatry is SIN. The Christian Cabal idolized secular
power, for Roes overturn, abandoning Gods morals to serve God, then were sinfully SILENT about ALL
these sins, and 45’s 20K lies in office! Sin-to-win strategy of satan! That’s NOT faith!
Research: Abortion was discovered as a wedge issue to elicit WASP votes, just before Reagan's run.
Roe was on the books for 43 years, before the Christian Cabal thought they could maneuver ways to
overturn it! 43 years of tolerating it, even as it passed on their age 18+ watches!
THAT is party idolatry! LOOK at the history of how abortion was discovered as a wedge issue to secure
evangelical votes! Parties are NOTHING to God! Values are! I will serve the Lord, and no political
party, or corrupt Christ claimers-period! Independent of pressure to change views!
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I guess if people are very moral, they’ve never had to face whether they’d have to abort. I’ve NEVER
had to worry about it, but I know people have unprotected sex, and you kill NOTHING before
fertilization (Plan B 2-3 days after). 'Pro-life' is a mantra, often undefined and intended to be so!
Update #3
ALL the Christian Cabal’s eggs are in one basket… overturn Roe by court stacking SCOTUS! It’s been
their pact and agenda since 2014, when I mocked them allowing Roe to get on the books, unprotested,
before I was age 18! @CNN @CBS @NBCnews @Foxnews @ABC Lie detector(s) for ACB on Roe!
I am 100% FINE with Roe overturn, IF and only if national guidelines disallowed total bans or partial
birth and after birth abortions! Even third trimester I personally oppose, just as I personally oppose ALL
abortions, but they have to be safe, when women choose to sin and kill!
I’m NOT listening to the ACB hearings; I haven’t for one second. I know the game–ROE OVERTURN!
That’s why evangelicals (mainly white) support and turn a blind eye to all that’s below! [See our
chapter: Apostasy For Power Idolatry, at Facebook’s James.Meroney.9, #74)]. I’m FOR her on NO
Socialism, and Obamacare needing fixing, but total abortion bans cause harm to citizen women.
I even said ACB SHOULD be in the bench. The minute I detect any personal feelings engaged in her
decisions, I am going to seek Congress to pass a law to remove all justices who so do. If that takes a
Constitutional amendment, it would be worth the fight. They are NOT elected!
If @JoeBiden DOESN’T stack SCOTUS with at least one Justice, if not three, he’d be taking it on the
chin, and allowing some injustice, by having an imbalanced Court! ALL members must swear to strict
interpretation and zero political views affecting their rulings! Neutral interpreters ONLY!

ABORTION BANS ARE THE ONLY MORAL CHOICE?
(10/14/20; @JamesMeroney2)
It dawned on me, before dawn has broken (4am) that morality is not always understood, even among
Bible-believing believers. I’ve used this meme for over two years, but the way politics is practiced,
today, simple one-liners are the catch of the day, so it needs explaining, apparently:
Sports enthusiasts, and often coaches, say winning isn’t everything, it’s the only thing, as they emphasize
the value of a victory. But outside of sports, GOOD parents know you don’t teach your kids such
lessons of life, as there are rules and referees to ensure you win fair and square!
When the Christian Cabal made their deal with the literal devil, to back 45, "no matter what," come hell
or high water, in exchange for conservative SCOTUS picks, that was an IMmoral choice, even as the
motive/intention could have been pure.
Let me explain a second well-known moral adage: The ends justify the means is NOT a phrase morallysensitive people adhere to! It is countered, in Washington, with if you don’t win, you don’t rule (which
is also true), so they go the way of the world, with the herd/sheep mentality that if my competitor might
do so-and-so, I must do so-and-so.
So, we LITERALLY violate Romans 6:1, where Paul MOCKED such thinking, and addressed its doing
with the most emphatic Greek word tense of 'may it never be!' May it never be that Christians would do
evil, so more grace from God may come!
Agreeing to support the most immoral person running for President in the last 30-40 years, and one of
the least policy informed, initially, because you want abortion ended is a literal pact with satan. BUT, its
commended, because of the moral atrocity which is abortion!
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'ANYTHING for the babies' MUST have been the rallying cry! IS THAT A BIBLICAL choice? NOT if
you analyze the adages and verses I just gave you, because justice is Gods ultimate levelling standard,
and there is NO justice in forcing your views onto others, because you can/are able! My-way-or-thehighway is the OPPOSITE attitude from putting others first, and being a disciple; it is flesh, me/Self first,
even if for a moral cause of saving innocents!
And let’s see where that arrogance has gotten us: Not only is it unconstitutional to try to make laws, by
undoing laws through politicizing SCOTUS, it has engendered the left seeking to get even/revenge,
through further court stacking!
ALL courts are neutral arbiters, justice is blind, and lady justice metes out her rulings based on the law,
in a land ruled by law and order. So,
1. Me first-ism, even for a good cause (Rom 6:1)
2. Politicizing SCOTUS (a neutral, apolitical body)
3. Inciting revenge among leftists, and,
4. Violating the Constitution, because it explicitly tells us how bad SCOTUS rulings get fixed-Either
SCOTUS takes up amicus brief appeals (friend of the court) to reconsider (which it rejected, for now,
last year) or Congress changes the law.
Otherwise, a lower case must rise through the appeals process to reach the highest level, challenging
their precedent! NOWHERE is having a president nominate biased judges a consideration of our
Founding Fathers! Again, D.C. Types would argue, the Dems do or would do it, so so must we. That is
NOWHERE in Scripture, as a condoned "Christian" attitude!
But, just so our opponents know, even in the past 2 weeks, this group has publicly stated 'we are as close
to overturning Roe as we’ve ever been,' then the speaker cut himself off, lest it be heard in the recording,
by the wrong hearers.
That brings me to my last point (so I can go back to sleep): Did the immoral idolatry choice achieve its
end?
A. Will all abortions be ended if Roe were overturned? No, as I detailed yesterday. Plan B and selfhelp still exist
B. Would LESS abortions occur if it weren’t legal, under fear of criminal prosecution, and high fines or
jail time? Probably! If a woman doesn’t want to risk self-inducing childbirth, where the baby may live,
or have to explain how she miscarried, overturning Roe certainly may lessen the number of women
unwilling to engage self-help (but not those wealthy enough to take a couple days off work, to travel to a
blue state).
So, one may ask, isn’t that a morally good thing, to lessen abortions by forcing her choice to be illegal?
Isn’t anything we can do to have less abortions a moral aspiration? IF you believe the ends justify the
means, and win at all costs is not the main thing, it’s the only thing.
The grave and great moral dilemma with such thinking is there are other things we can do to lessen
abortions, which do not require abandoning Christian morality, for when you engage sin, that
righteousness may ensue, you do violate Christian morality (Rom. 6:1, etc.). I’ve detailed those actions.
And IF Biden doesn’t stack SCOTUS, in revenge, rest assured the Dems WILL devise a more subtle
scheme to exact revenge, even of all 3 of 45s picks for SCOTUS morally decide to never play pawns of
the right, and do their Constitutional duty!
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Again, these activists will argue this choice of theirs is how the game is played–to the victor go the
spoils, and they had the power to prohibit Merrick Garland, and to nominate 3 con Justices so they used
it. Sounds wise, because its legal.
Is it moral, and do Christians have any duty to check the morality of choice, as they check the morality of
pro-choice? I argue yes, but again, this argument is so time-consuming, the average parishioner simply
blindly trusts preachers and there’s little chance of changing that unbiblical mentality, when so few even
read their Bibles, and ~30% are single-issue voters (mainly for overturning Roe).
If you cannot SIMPLY (and I mean in simple terms and one-liner slogans) educate laymen on these
matters, you will lose them as too academic! And perhaps that’s our greatest sin, that obeying God’s
word, and comprehending its clear teachings is such a foreign mist in our brains we are to use to love
God with all of.
That won’t cure overnight, but the choice was wrong, even if few can even comprehend why.
U.S. Christians USED to ask WWJD, but they can ask Him directly, and their opinion only matters
when they see what He did do, in Scripture.
Update
(11/23/20; @JamesMeroney2)
I’ve done this a million times: If we label all abortions ‘murder,’ if Pharaoh or Herod was killing all
males age two and under, we'd clamor to out an end to that heinous injustice and abuse! Some people
genuinely want to ban all abortions in their state, under all circumstances, as the baby is innocent.
Does that end all abortions in that state? NO. Plan B off the internet, gut punches, coat hangers and
quack black market doctors will still do abortions, or travel to a pro-abortion state. Government is
charged with keeping citizens safe. Those aren’t all safe self-help remedies!
If rape or incest, or a mom’s life, some people don’t see any difference, because the baby’s innocent.
Making poorer citizens engage costly travel when blue state women don’t have to raises an equal
protection issue. The answers are preventing unwanted pregnancies! Total bans don’t end all abortions!
In the three exceptions cases, the baby’s always innocent, but so also is the mom whose life is at stake,
and the mom who was a rape or incest victim! It’s NOT government’s job to tell those three cases what
they should do. Those are hard decisions they must/should make.
If you want all TX women to take to term, pay their expenses and be with them through the strains of
that nine month period! People don’t want that much involvement. They just want a quick, easy answer
of legal total bans; not involvement in issues they’re so passionate about!
‘BORTION BANS?
(10/15/20; @JamesMeroney2)
12.3% U.S. Women are virgins after college (http://transformedwives.com), and 3% remain such ‘til
wedding day (Hiner). That means the super majority risk impregnation, as contraception isn’t always
perfect, and can fail. Babies can result, so expecting them never to do so is naïve!
Not everyone plans their premarital sex. If they did, abortions would lessen HUGELY! Condoms and
The Pill RARELY fail! Forgetfulness is NO excuse! If you think you might have sex, you MUST take
precautions! God teaches abstinence, vs. fornication, but reality can be vastly different!
The two most shameful positions to hold, about abortion, are claiming contraception is evil, and using
Plan B within 1-3 days post insemination, IMO, as they have ZERO at all to do with killing any human
being! ASININE viewpoints to have, IMO, as if God says do not use your brain I gave!
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There is ZERO reason why any woman doesn’t know within 1-3 days if they had planned on getting
pregnant when they allowed sex, and that they wanted a kid, as a result, or not! Even if raped or incest
occurred, use Plan B immediately! You murder no one–period! Delay, and you will do so.
If a condom burst or The Pill failed, NO ONE in their sound mind would blame a woman for not wanting
to suffer the consequences she didn’t choose! The latter failure takes weeks to discover, so Plan B use
would be after the child began. A wife would be morally innocent for getting pregnant.
If abortion is NOT the unpardonable sin (and it is not), moms choosing to remain with their family,
rather than die for their unborn child, and women whose contraception failed, who learn that later, have
less moral guilt than those using abortion as contraception! That is 100% evil!
Due to freedoms/free will, I hesitate to advocate any specific law that could curb abortions-and 100%
bans don’t end them–but if you really wanted a law I don’t favor, to do the trick, criminalize not
preparing for sex, using contraception, or Plan B 1-3 days later the lack thereof!
Pro-life MUST include an unwillingness to let living women endanger their lives by self-help aborting!
Life outside the womb is as valuable as within it! That is the Solomonian dilemma, when anyone takes
only one side or the other (which I don’t), though babies are more innocent!
I would NOT let my wife commit suicide, if she were pregnant, and my wife's life was in limbo if we
kept that child! My kids would lose a mother, and I my partner, and I wouldn’t want police telling us my
life partner must die! NOT governments business, IMO!
If a family faces a HORRIBLE medical prognosis for a preborn, where their life will be vegetative, or
the cost to poor families will be astronomical to care for him/her, government should not force their
difficult decision, IMO, though aborting is still killing.
WHY do abortions occur? Are lots of women trying to trap men, like gold diggers? Don’t you know or
not know you plan to become a mother, when you have unsafe sex, or do you only start thinking about
that when your pee pee test shows two lines (pregnant)? Do you think at all?
If a female is to take the life of her own flesh and blood, it makes sense, to me at least, that that killing
occur before the baby can feel it, or have a heart beat! It is inhumane if abortion doctors don’t sedate the
innocent murder victim. Do they? #SilentSecreem video!
'My body my decision' is FALSE, as it’s another person’s body inside! My healthcare decision is
UNTRUE, as its two person's health! My choice is true–your choice to kill a human, or not do so. NO
excuse for aborting when the baby can feel it, IMO, except for mother’s life exception.
Even the trauma of rape or incest should be ZERO excuse for not taking Plan B within 1-3 days of those
crimes! HOW HARD IS IT TO TAKE THE PILL OR WEAR A CONDOM, folks? The whole abortion
issues comes mainly from selfish sex hogs, IMO! Sinful lustful emotionalism–NOT planning!
We are the edit un-do generation. We want quick fixes to our oops moments. Absent Plan B within 1-3
days, your attempted undo has become an un-life! Viability was a wise standard SCOTUS used, as any
child who can live without mom, if need be, is its own human being under the law.
Before viability, the baby has to have momma to survive. After viability, it does not. That point is the
point where the child could live, outside the womb, so the law gives it status if not standing, apart from
the moms wishes alone! Some states criminally punish fetus shooters!
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Preborn legal rights: https://ncsl.org/.../health/fetal-homicide-state-laws.aspx
… and SCOTUS' three trimester scheme was based on biology and science-bodily development. It was
NOT random and arbitrary/capricious, or political. They surely studied the growth of babies, and
determined viability/sustainability concept.
NO female should EVER want a third trimester (excepting moms life cases), partial birth-, or after birth
abortion! NOTHING medical can surprise you, last minute, and only worship of the will says I have a
right to murder a living human, if minutes outside my womb! Murderous intent!
Partial birth details: https://centerformedicalprogress.org/.../special-report.../
… If you don’t "choose"–NOW–to be a mom, have safe sex, or use Plan B before three days elapse!
ONLY other need might be a mom’s life exception! Delayed decisions KILL!
You can always become a mom, unless your body impregnates difficultly. If you aren’t actively
planning to be a mom, through your sex, don’t BECOME A MOM, yet! Use contraception! Its
unnatural nature means NOTHING! Dentists are unnatural, filling your cavities! Plan your sex, folks!
Biden just said if an eight or 10-year-old decides they want to be transgender, to make their life better,
who are we to question that, as that would be "discrimination." They can’t even decide what cereal brand
they want! They’re not adults, and would change their future possibly forever.
45 did a GREAT–though contentious job–debating Savannah, often. She held her own and her
peace/patience. Joe stammers a lot, in not answering straight out, and is a lot lower energy, but quite
peaceful and refreshingly calm. Decency is needed in America, but NOT Socialism! QUITE different
styles.
If my boy came home and told me some God-hating atheist, who hated America and wanted to be a
lifelong bum got pregnant by him, God forbid, and was going to have an abortion, I’d tell my son he
owes child support, if she doesn’t, but it would be her decision. WILD hypothetical on aborting!
If my daughter, God forbid, was raped, by a serial murdered, I would tell her it is a human baby, she can
adopt out, but it would be her call as to what she wanted to do with her victim situation. I would pray
with and for her, and support her, whatever she chose! Her adult decision!
Trump adeptly dodged abortion ban opinion, agreeing many GOPs want that, but not taking a stand.
Bans do not end all abortions, and if Roe were overturned, abortions could increase, overall, if blue states
allowed any and all types, offsetting red state bans! We simply don’t know!
I’ll say it again, even more forcefully, if my amazing and sweet wife were facing death, in order to birth
a child, there is NO WAY I would support a baby I hadn’t yet met, to such a lady I’ve known for 32
years! NO question, even if abortion was how we saved her life!
Update #1
(10/18/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Plan B won’t work if a woman is ovulating. Weight and some medications decrease Plan B’s
effectiveness. Allergies or medication interactions can prevent women from being able to use Plan B.
Physical lack of access, along with the high price, can easily make Plan B unobtainable.
[Private account:] The Plan B pill works best when you take it within three days after unprotected sex.
You can get Plan B at your local drugstore or pharmacy. plannedparenthood.org
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Plan B costs and risks (1 source of information out of many, though IT is a competitor to them, in
shutting down a major source of their business, used properly):
What is the Plan B Morning-After Pill | Cost and Effectiveness
Update #2
(10/22/20; @JamesMeroney2)
You can say SCOTUS considered changed public sentiment, and state laws towards gay marriage, but on
Roes overturn, that’s NOT the case on the publics part, or that many states, to make a critical mass. Just
a minority trying to politicize SCOTUS to do that job. NOT apples-to-apples!
It’s AMAZING that some Christians believe the ultimate ethic is to be true to your word, to support
Trump, no matter what, when that commitment means you support sin, no matter what, if he keeps his
word to stack SCOTUS to overturn Roe! Amazingly screwy "morality!" Be evil so good comes
Biased, activist pastors' chickens have come home to roost! Try to cram your views, an equal and
opposite reaction is sure to follow. Duh 101 Sen. Ted Cruz calls Joe Biden's '60 Minutes' preview video
clip 'chilling' https://fxn.ws/3mc3qhz

SCOTUS & THE CONSTITUTION
(7/5/21; @JamesMeroney2)
SCOTUS overturns precedent for between 5-8 law-based reasons, including changed circumstances,
flawed past reasoning, among others we learn in law school. Here’s an EXCELLENT article on
their challenges and standards of excellence: https://supremecourt.gov/about/constitutional.aspx…
10 Overturned Supreme Court Cases https://money.howstuffworks.com/10-overturned-supreme-courtcases.htm?utm_medium=shareand utm_campaign=hsw_shareand utm_source=twitter…
via @howstuffworks
10 Overturned Supreme Court Cases. The Supreme Court may be the highest court in the land, but it can
admit that it's wrong sometimes. It doesn't happen often, but here are 10 Supreme Court cases that were
overturned. money.howstuffworks.com
EVERY DAY SCOTUS is in session they address lawsuit issues that the Constitution never speaks on!
It is how the principles, values and exact words and meaning of that document are best to be rationally
and legally applied to those issues that matters, including precedent, for stability!
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Modern American citizens NEED to know that what was postured (for political purposes) as
Christian representation, in the form of Mr. TRUMP, was about as far removed from biblical
reality of what our religion teaches and practices, as has ever faced the American voter! Hobby
Lobby
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The ideas and values of our U.S. Constitution do NOT contradict biblical values (except original
errors of slavery, women not voting, etc.), and American values are in harmony with God's word,
the Bible. See: http://AmericanAnswers.org/Americana
p. Two for elaboration! GREAT READ, below (IF you can)!
The Founders did NOT even imply any religion should be favored, or that only one religion's
adherents must be made governing officials. They specifically wrote that government isn’t to
infringe, or promote one over another (including no religion). Moral people ought to be in office—
period!
People are not to accept Christianity—or reject it—based on whether it has positively or negatively
impacted American life, but because they are sinners, needing forgiveness, and it is not accepting a
religion, but a Person—Jesus Christ! John 3:16 Do so today! II Cor. 6:2 Hobby Lobby
Better version from Hobby Lobby: https://imgprd19.hobbylobby.com/sysmaster/root/hf8/he3/h00/9996280201246/21-0843-2021-IDMA-DownloadablePDF.pdf…
America was founded on Judeo-Christian principles. It was not constituted as a theocracy. The Bible
strongly influenced common law, as with logic! End to my opinion!

PANDERING WITH PIPE DREAMS ON ABORTION & FREEBIES
(8/12/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I am absolutely and 100 percent aghast and appalled at nearly every D.C. Type politician, for their
LACK OF MORALS! They say and do ANYTHING their advisers poll as effective for them to say or
do to lure interest their way!
They have ZERO solutions or positions, to speak of, that involve common sense, or ANY mechanism to
implement a just agenda. I’m starting to feel that I despise, and may one day hate most every D.C.
Politician on BOTH sides of the aisle, who lies, engages hypocrisy, slanders, cheats, seeks self-serving
luxuries, and voters seem to NEVER figure this out. Good luck, America!
OF ALL PEOPLE on earth, claiming if not actually true Christians should be wanting people of integrity
to lead our great nation. People who won’t lie to them, or seek to manipulate them, or promise them
impossible things!
Dems aren’t ‘gonna let total abortion bans occur in any but red states, and women devoted to NOT
becoming pregnant to delivery, or moms, can and will seek quack black market doctors, seek boyfriend
gut punches, or attempt back alley abortions, IF Plan B is disallowed in red states, by all means (Ex.:
over-the counter and off the internet).
You REALLY have to get smarter, in order to in sincerity serve Jesus, folks! That’s your "Christian"
duty and obligation! THINK! Analyze and critically think about the implications and motives of
politicians' proposals! OR, are we really just a dumb sheep people, as believers (as often accused)?
Answer for yourself!
I am old, but still too young to know if other self-help remedies and homemade procedures exist, as I
wasn’t thinking about abortion in 1973. I would bet even safer methods can be concocted!?
With Abortion Restrictions On The Rise, Some Women Induce Their Own
Activists are spreading information about self-induced abortion online and in person. The World Health
Organization says a single drug, misoprostol, can be used to safely induce abortion. npr.org
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DIY abortion risks:
Abortion Home Remedies: Know Your Options
The Internet is full of home remedies that supposedly cause abortion, but these approaches are often
ineffective, dangerous, or both. We'll explain the risks involved and help you understand your...
healthline.com
.@TheDemocrats @DNC @SenateDems @HouseDemocrats DO YOU HEAR these proposals to end
Roe v Wade? WILL you allow politicians to gen up votes based on that myth and pipe dream? Red
states women would use self-help, or travel costly miles, with unequal burdens! ARE YOU ASLEEP (at
4 am)?
I have said I would NOT oppose Roe overturn, but SCOTUS would still need consistent and national
guidelines! We do NOT need a nation with:
1. Legal after birth abortions.
2. MORE aborting.
3. Unsafe self-help.
4. Poor women discriminated against, unconstitutionally. @USSupremeCourt
[Pence is dead to me, just as CHUMP always has been, now that I see his real character, that he'd
manipulate less astute voters, for personal gain! SHAME ON YOU, claiming believer! Your good
intentions are JUST LIKE liberals'—NOT well thought out! You just mouth words for votes!
.@Mike_Pence I WILL DEBATE YOU, ANY DAY, ON YOUR PROPOSAL FOR HOW TO
ADDRESS THE IMMORALITY OF ABORTION! Any time, any place, any topic!]
CORRUPT politicians do not feel any need to explain their positions! No need to analyze their
implications! No need to go through the challenges, nuances, or political realities of getting them
implemented! They simply spew crap that polls say dumb voters want to hear! Dumb ones!
I WISH I could find an article on how to abort without pills or doctors. I can ONLY imagine horrific
ways, like gut punches and coat hangers. I once heard someone speak of pre-1973 women drinking
caustic substances/poisons to try to self-help. PUBLIC POLICY is going to engender that, when
government's constitutional duty is public health and safety?
I GUARANTEE you Pence seeking the WH, after he coddled all this for four+ years, is going to help
Dems get out more votes than his DUMB abortion proposal garners him! Try to lynch me, boss—we’re
still on good speaking terms? SPINELESS!
An IQ test and an are you paying taxes test BOTH seem in order, in order to vote! Too dumb, or not
paying in-your vote can be and often is be evil, unjust, or both! TELL ME PENCE'S PROPOSAL FOR
SCOTUS NATIONAL STANDARDS POST-ROE! @ABC @CBSnews @NBCnews @CNN
@FoxNews ASK HIM THURSDAY!
ASK lynch me, we're on good speaking terms PENCE exactly what will occur if Roe is overturned, and
if blue states might pass even looser abortion laws, and how Plan B bans off the internet can be enforced!
DO responsible journalism! @ABC @CBSnews @NBCnews @CNN @FoxNews Investigate!
ASK lynch me, we're on good speaking terms PENCE if gut punches, poisons or coat hangers are moral
and legal and good public policy to engender! DO responsible journalism! @ABC @CBSnews
@NBCnews @CNN @FoxNews Investigate! LET ME debate him on your networks, any time, any day,
please!
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I’m MORE upset the media doesn’t hold D.C. Pols accountable for their pandering political rhetoric,
and the stupidity allowed in the church, than I am that Pence would be self-serving with pablum oneliners! Can anyone think, anymore? HOLD EVERY POLITICIAN 100 PERCENT ACCOUNTABLE
for every word and deed.
Lynch me we're on good speaking terms Pence believes red states will be able to claim to be abortion
free, before God. That will NEVER 100 percent happen! Plan B in stores can be outlawed, but will the
USPS inspect shipped packages going to red states, for internet purchases, Mikey?
IT IS NOT like Plan B manufacturers, and especially middle men, can’t use many post office box return
addresses! I am TRULY concerned that thinking is a dying art in America! I met a 25 year old gal,
yesterday, who AGREED that her generation’s information intake is dumbing them down! WISE
woman!
YOU NEED TO FACT CHECK EVERY STATEMENT BY EVERY CANDIDATE RUNNING FOR
OFFICE, ESPECIALLY AS PRESIDENT, FULL-TIME! Sorry to inform you you're about the only
people who can, and should, by job description! @abc @cbsnews @nbcnews @CNN @FoxNews
PLEASE serve the public in this traditional way!
State's rights is what Roe overturn returns to. There are about seven criteria for when SCOTUS
determines an issue is important enough to require national standards. They decided life was that
important! They struck a balance between banners and free-for-all with a viability standard.
IF Roe were ended, red states would do any of these:
1. Ban every abortion.
2. Have exceptions for rape, incest and mom's life.
3. Have heartbeat laws.
4. Ban Plan B OTC and by internet.
Blue states:
1. Approve after birth and third trimester abortions .
2. Advertise for red state pregnant women.
WHO'd ACTUALLY risk coat hanger abortions, if Roe ended? Poor, emotionally desperate red state
women who feared buying Plan B pills off the internet (if red state stores were banned from selling it).
Gut punches would be less dangerous than poison, and black market docs would arise.
Red states women who were not poor would travel to blue states to get abortions. MS and AL have
about the furthest distance. SCOTUS would get lawsuits claiming undue burden and violation of equal
protection for poor red state women. DOES MIKE PENCE DISCUSS THIS before dumber voters?
Incentivizing women NOT to abort is a solution lynch me we're on good speaking terms Pence did NOT
discuss, as with my four preventative solutions! DOES PENCE GO TO PLANNED PARENTHOODS
to try to convince pregnant women not to abort? Isn't that called hypocrisy, if he's so concerned?
Is lynch me we're on good speaking terms Pence (LMWOGST) willing to pay for any unwanted
pregnancy's costs to delivery, for any woman not in his family? Will he be there to help her with the
cramps and cravings, and doctor visits? Isn’t the answer proof of hypocrisy sin, claiming "Christian?"
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Lynch me we're on good speaking terms, because I sat SILENT like a mannequin for FOUR years ought
to be disqualifying behavior, let alone his DUMB position on abortion! If you want to lessen abortions,
read what I’ve written many, many times! Facebook, http://AmericanAnswers.org
and here.
Even a hypothetical hyper conservative Texas will NEVER 100 percent END abortions—period! The
concept is ludicrous on its face, in its impracticality! So ANY voter who cheers such rhetoric is
certifiably lacking sense! The Bible speaks AGAINST people lacking accurate knowledge, especially
God's people! Wake up.
I'm FUMING over the intolerable PANDERING to MY people--Christians, in the belief that we are dolts
and stupid! I can't even return to sleep, and I need it badly! THOU SHALT LOVE THE LORD YOUR
GOD WITH ALL YOUR HEART, MIND... Read the good Book—like Ragu, it's in there, folks! This
is DUMB!
ANYONE who would accept 1-liners and slogans, to base their vote upon, is by definition, an idiot—
period. SAME with fools who believe if you're rich, famous or physically attractive, you're qualified to
lead this great nation! Have we become a nation of idiots???
ANY claiming, or even actual Christian who proves to lack intelligence is willfully slandering both the
cause and Person of Christ!—period. If career politicians can say words to get your emotions riled, and
you buy into that process, you are NOT serving Jesus. PREACH THAT, pastors!
To ALL non-Christians: If ANYONE ever says they're a "Christian," then says or believes anything
patently stupid, PLEASE quote them (or simply say) "Matthew 22:37!" It will HELP society for them to
NOT go around stupid. Fix society, by fixing people's thinking, PLEASE!
The lynch me, we're on good speaking terms position of Pence is from fear and lack of moral courage to
confront the most evil politician America has seen in over 30 years! SILENT for four+ years! Those are
NOT qualification for office traits, or track-record, folks! Mike Pence
Again, I will debate you on ANY subject, ANY TIME, ANYWHERE, @Mike_Pence! @ABC
@CBSnews @NBCnews @CNN @FoxNews Chicken?
P.S.: HYPOTHETICALS (some people face in reality)
1. What if birth control fails? Must women pay that price, and take to term?
2. What if a poor person learns their child will be a vegetable (expensive) only in the third trimester?
Will the law force them to undergo that? Far right WANTS government intervention, for THEIR causes
(only)!

ABORTION Q & A
(8/13/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Let’s continue our abortion discussion with some Q and A!:
1. Why would we need a national standard if Roe were overturned? Because of the atrocities and
injustices some states would allow, like third trimester and after birth killings, and having zero
exceptions for rape, incest and mom’s life.
2. What should a post-Roe national standard be? IMO, the answer to question number one! You can’t
kill a baby that can feel and know/be conscious of it! You certainly can’t kill one that’s already birthed!
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He/she is not only viable, they have zero dependence on mom, but are their own person, under the
Constitution!
Also, to blame and force a victim to alone bear the consequences of a crime committed against them is
not fair, even though it’s great for the baby.
3. Should we have laws requiring Plan B before three days of unplanned or forced sex, so ZERO
humans are born as a result? I like that, but that would better be decided per state, post-Roe.
A talk radio host said laws don’t stop all bad behaviors, but set standards, and boundaries for what makes
society better. Those same types HATE when leftists try to define what makes society better!
4. If states make abortion laws, what penalties should ensue? If conservative states outlaw them, or
deem abortion murder, the woman would have to be jailed as a murder, right? The far right usually says
NO, but punish the doctor, but the law was broken by the choice of the woman!
5. Is abortion murder, by U.S. Legal standards? The victim would have to be a human, under the law,
and the unborn haven’t proven to have "standing," because they can’t even stand, outside the womb-yet.
Law makers can change that, but viability affects if a victim's rights exist,
when they might not, all the way to term.
6. If laws don’t prevent all behaviors they seek to, enforcement becomes the issue! HOW would state
laws enforce abortion bans? Will cops be allowed in people’s right to privacy a home is a man’s castle
personal space, to look for afterbirth?
Would they need a warrant, to conduct search and seizure? Laws against murder don’t stop all murders,
so the far right needs to END the lie that ending Roe might end all abortions. YES, prohibition laws in
red states would deter some, from fear of getting caught and punished, which is GOOD for the baby, but
black markets and unsafe self-help would also result!
If the goal is no abortions, your dreaming! If less abortions is the goal, Draconian measures are NOT the
answer! This issue FAILS to recognize that wanting abortion bans is what brought America Trump,
division the left’s revenge of almost getting an end to the filibuster, and making D.C. And Puerto Rico
(Dem) states, were it not for Charles Koch of @KochIndustries, via Mr. Mansion!
The far right has YET to comprehend that forcing your extreme views ONLY engenders the other
extreme, and breaks out war (figuratively, before literally). Dems even considered Court packing up to
twelve Justices!
YOU are NOT the only Americans, those who crave abortion bans! We ALL live here, and majority
may rule, but the minority also have rights. SCOTUS has WISELY seen that life/abortion is TOO
important to be an issue that is YES for one term, then NO for a next term, when ping pong politics
causes a different party to rise, from time to time!
I would be FINE with every state having its own rules on baby killing, but national guidelines of what’s
not allowed would still be needed! The heartbeat rule is AWESOME, and still gives a woman time to
make an informed decision!
Why abortion is NOT exactly apples to apples like murder is NOT because there’s no killing with death,
or victim, or initiator who decides to take a life, but because of sex and viability two people are involved
with creating the "problem," and two people are involved in the solution—a human baby and a human
mother.
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If you ONLY consider the child, women would be legally forced to take every pregnancy to term. If you
only consider the mother, all unwanted unborn kids would be killed. TWO people are involved!
The law and courts can’t forget that fact! Therefore, they have to consider the rights and what’s just for
BOTH parties! Outlawing Plan B by stores and internet sales WOULD be what some red states would
do, as with contraception! Intolerable, as IT can prevent even one unwanted child being started, if used
within three days of sex!
So for ANY pol of ANY stripe to run on a platform of giving his constituents hope for a fix they
desperately want, without informing them of reality, is morally reprehensible and NOT adult behavior!
Roe needs adjustments! It ONLY needs overturning if national standards are part of that process of
overturning!
It is the ultimate far right ploy to only care about one’s self, or ones state, to take a position that their
state will ban abortions, and NOT care that blue states will allow partial birth, third trimester and after
birth abortions, or that MORE abortions, overall, may ensue, if Roe's overturned!
Saying you desire zero abortions and certainly less abortions, you can’t be mono-focused, and only see
Roes overturns affect in YOUR state alone! That’s IGNORANT!
IF a woman got pregnant, and WASN’T showing, HOW would any abortion banning state EVER
discover she used self-help to end her pregnancy? The Peter Pan fantasy of ending abortion is from
stupidity! The BEST we can achieve is LESS abortions! Planning sex is the BEST remedy! Duh 101
Pandering politicians promise to give the people what they want—NOT what they need, and cater to any
desire that's popular, as they aren't so much representing the people, but coddling and pandering for
votes, knowing those ideals sought will often never be realized! THAT IS EVIL!
There’s SO MUCH NEED for a thorough house cleaning in Washington D.C., I’m convinced that if a
Jesus style table turning with whips doesn’t occur, our country is doomed! Corruption, ego, lying,
cheating, greed, bias, injustice. YOU VOTE FOR THESE FOOLS! Stop repeating folly! Pv. 26:11
IF only EVIL people run for office, only evil people will be in Washington D.C.! It is HIGH TIME that
moral people sacrifice better paying jobs, to temporarily run for positions of public service! LAWS are
NEEDED, to end the massive sinning occurring in Washington D.C..
I AM FOR, and will happily institute laws that BAN politicians cheating, lying, being unjustly biased,
getting kickbacks, financially gaining from their knowledge, etc.! Just get me there, PLEASE!
http://AmericanAnswers.org
I am opposed to term limits, but IF America doesn't get some common sense and common decency in
D.C., I am willing to change that position! http://AmericanAnswers.org

ABORTION INTRICACIES
(8/15/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Should state or federal governments prohibit (ban/outlaw) any and all abortions (i.e., make them
criminally illegal, with fines or jail time) because abortion is killing a life God created? MANY who
believe in God would answer ‘yes.’ Be for life, not for death. IS IT THAT SIMPLE? The same may say
yes.
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Raped? Take to term. Incest victim? Take to term. Mother facing do-or-die decision? Choose to
sacrifice for your unborn child. EVERYONE else: If you get pregnant, and don’t want to take to term,
risk your health and safety, by self-help means, if you’ll break the law. THIS is “Christian?”
The people who MOST claim they want government OUT of people’s lives want government all into
their personal sex lives, when it comes to abortion! But politics engages the hypocrisy sin ALL THE
TIME!
WHO should decide what a pregnant woman should do? If government can tell you you can’t control
decisions about your body, health, procreation, WHAT ELSE can they tell you you can and can’t do, and
by what specific authority? Total/100 percent bans are “FOR” coat hangers, gut punches, black market
doctors and poison remedies! I find those repulsive, inhumane, unsafe and intolerable, JUST AS is
killing a baby!
MOST people, Americans included, do NOT leave their home at 7:20 am intent on murdering another
human! I’ve watched First 48 enough to know it usually takes anger, jealous, hatred or the lust to
violently steal from another, to generate a murder result. Even among the SMALL percent who kill
others, FEW are so cold they do so for pleasure!
ANY grown female who has never thought one minute about her sex willingness and potentiality for
rape, is a FOOL! YOU know your limits! And if you will NOT choose abstinence, until marriage
(God’s standard), you are FREELY choosing to risk pregnancy!
Drinking alcohol, and simple fraternizing with males on weekends CAN lead to sex! YOU KNOW
THIS! What are you going to do with this knowledge? You would NOT leave your home for work and
end up a wanted murderer, instead! WHY would you leave home for time around males and NOT have
limits or plans or principles about how far you will go, romantically, and what can scientifically occur if
you allow sex?
That lack of planning IS a choice to become a life taker, just like murderers! That’s 100 percent on
YOU, for NOT planning ahead! It’s NOT the unpardonable sin, but YOU alone ARE taking someone
else’s life!
I would have NO problem with states passing laws that EVERY rape and incest victim MUST take Plan
B within 2-3 days, if they don’t want to take to term! I’d NEVER want government telling any mom
they must sacrifice themselves for a life that may or may not be birthed, as that’s the family’s decision!
As to the VAST majority of abortion cases, YOU, the female, chose to get yourself into this pickle! IF
you had taken birth control, it usually doesn’t fail! And NEVER lie to a male that you’re on it, when
you’re not! NOT all males use condoms, as far as I know. The woman can circumvent that!
The law has LITTLE to do with this issue and these decisions! Making all abortion legal encourages
people aborting! Making them all illegal encourages self-help! Government is NOT ‘gonna force
women to use birth control, nor males!
There are FOUR ways to never abort:
1. Never have sex/abstinence (like NO fornication)
2. Pull out, or rhythm method
3. Birth control that doesn’t fail, or,
4. Plan B within 3 days of sex
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And to the people who believe even contraception and Plan B within 3 days is killing a life God created
before inception, that person who so chooses ALONE bears responsibility before God for that forgivable
decision and sin!
Governments do NOT pass laws for every rule in every holy book, like anti cussing or drunk at home
laws. YES, life is FAR more important than those examples, but voters/citizens who do NOT so believe
also have a say in the government that represents them! Equal say, with majority rule.
WOULD JESUS condone a pregnant woman being forced to have an unsafe back alley coat hanger
abortion? Does He teach one should risk endangering their own life, to ensure secular laws reflect His
will?
The ONLY reason I like heartbeat bills is the living baby doesn’t feel the impact of that TERRIBLE, sinfull decision! I would NOT oppose any of the following state laws on the subject:
1. Exception for rape, incest and mom’s life
2. Require Plan B for rape and incest victims, within 3 days
3. Mandatory public education on how to plan sex
4. Require Plan B within 3 days, if a woman is sure she doesn’t want to birth the child otherwise
physically created as a result
5. Prohibit, nationally, after birth, partial birth and third trimester abortions
6. Disallow any state from total bans (i.e., lacking the three exceptions)
7. Allow states to decide heartbeat, viability, or any other deadline prohibitions that allow women
enough time to be informed that they’re pregnant.
Total bans (no 3 exceptions, and forcing UN-safe self-help) and total freedom to do anything are BOTH
bad ideas—period! GUIDELINES are needed! States can differ, but they can’t cross those extreme
lines, on either ends of the spectrum!
Finally, it is NOT being pro/for death, to make legal room for the woman to have a say, and not be
forced to take to term, or risk criminal penalty. To be TRULY pro-life and anti-death, you do everything
in your power to get everyone to plan sex, and not kill unborn babies, by the four ways I mentioned,
government or no government—period!
And opposing all contraception is simply irresponsibly ASKING for troubles! People are NOT 100
percent self-restrained, when passions flair! God is NOT against planning! He is NOT against making
wise choices! He is NOT against preventing bad things, when within your power to do so! Do the right
thing!
Forcing women to take to term does NOT make every pregnant woman take to term! Some might fear
the penalties, and do so, but not all. And what criminal penalties would be just? Murder charges?
Fines? HOW would you even find out a woman aborted? It’s NOT as simple as the naive believe!
P.S.: I wouldn’t even oppose state laws requiring students in public and private schools being forced to
watch blurred out videos of what abortion actually is/involves! INFORMED decision-making/education.
I OPPOSE total bans (i.e., no 3 exceptions), and forcing unsafe self-help, because better solutions exist!
Some Americans want to kill their children any time, any place, no matter how far along in the process
the ‘growth’ is. They believe government has no business constricting that "freedom." Such people are
promiscuous, and evil, having no motherly love instinct for a person THEY started! Repent!
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And using abortion for birth control, meaning in lieu thereof, is EVIL! If one accidentally, unexpectedly
or forcibly becomes pregnant, that’s different from choosing to have unsafe sex, knowing you can kill a
baby later, to make up for that sinful decision!
IF any Americans want to force women to term, financially incentivize them to do so, and MORE
women will choose NOT to abort! Volunteer to go with them and pay their medical bills, lost wages,
and to console and encourage them when the cravings, pains and hard times come!
And EVERY state law I listed as not opposing, states can pass TODAY, which would be a WISE way of
legally challenging the parameters of Roe, or confronting SCOTUS considering overturning it! They
establish a framework of what states can and can’t do, if Roe is ever reversed. They can be passed
NOW!
One final intricacy: You do not have to personally be "for"/pro people killing the unborn, to believe
government has a duty to protect the life and health of the woman, too. Both/and! The decision to kill
even what God knew before inception is a sin. Bans won’t stop all, and all must stay safe.
The MOST any state would penalize an illegally aborting woman with would be fines--NOT jail time!
And that fact shows you we do NOT deem it equal with murder. How would governing authorities
discover a woman engaged an illegal abortion? Laws have to have pragmatic enforcement!
Update
(8/15-16/21; @JamesMeroney2)
If Roe ended, with no national guidelines, only poor red state women couldn’t access safe and legal
procedures in another state. Coat hangers would only be used if no access to Plan B, quack doctors, or
poison or gut punches failed to miscarry!
Conservatives have PROVEN they want less abortions, by hospital access requirements, threatening
Planned Parenthood workers jobs, cutting funding, etc. Total abortion bans WOULD scare some women
into taking to term, so I guess they deem that a victory—NOT doing so morally, while NOT ending all.
If Roe ended, with no national guidelines, those who advocated for that would be personally responsible
for the INcrease in blue and purple states abortions, especially third trimester, partial birth and after birth
killings! That blood will be on THEIR hands, seeking DUMB/un-thought out aims!
Murder is illegal, yet it happens. Its stiff penalties deter any on the fence about committing it. What
penalties do conservatives advocate for for the aborting woman? SHE chose to hire her doctor; he's just
doing his job! #FreeEnterprise Pro-business. How much money is a life worth?
NO ONE in their right mind can be "FOR" babies sucked out of all breath, and ripped limb to limb
within the womb! They can be FOR the right to end an unwanted pregnancy, but no one is giddy over
the procedure, as to the baby's impact! Sociopaths MAY find it intriguing!?
The MOST any state would penalize an illegally aborting woman with would be fines—NOT jail time!
And that fact shows you we do NOT deem it equal with murder. How would governing authorities
discover a woman engaged an illegal abortion? Laws have to have pragmatic enforcement!
Though it’s IMPOSSIBLE to enforce, in conservative/red states, there would have to be a legal
difference between aborting because you were careless, vs. raped, or had unexpected consensual sex.
What fines would they charge? Killing a baby is a misdemeanor? WHY just punish the doctor?
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I WOULD BET Texas' new abortion law has many ladies thinking more about sex and what to do after
unplanned sex, as there’s a deadline! That’s a GREAT thing! They aren’t forbidden their (for now, at
least) federal right, but can’t be as casual in planning. What’s the fine if they violate?
Are inhumane abortions performed humanely, as to pain to the baby? Do doctors inject deadening fluid,
as they can’t put them on anesthesia? Why ANY woman wouldn’t take Plan B in 2-3 days, if not
wanting to birth a child, is beyond my comprehension! Err on the side of Plan B quick!
WHY don’t people plan sex? They didn’t know they engage it that day. IF you’re willing to so
engage—PLAN! Planning isn’t spontaneous, but birth control allows for spontaneity without risk of
starting children! Anyone could rape you, too.
If you’re a Catholic, female adult, NOT taking birth control, you BETTER demand a condom, or walk
away, no matter how hot the dude is, or how h-rny you are! Knowing where you are in a cycle is NOT
preventative enough! And does anyone believe fornication is sin, anymore? God does!
IF anyone argues Plan B on day 1-2 after sex is sin, as its killing a person God made before then, you’re
stipulated as right, but that’s NOT a determining factor for many people in the heat/throes of passion.
We HAVE to deal with unwanted or unplanned pregnancies, as a society!
Finally, to argue someone is FOR/pro/in favor of abortion, because they want determined women to do
what they’re determined to do, safely, is a HUGE leap in logic, as it’s called pragmatics! My eight state
law proposals show as far as state laws can bend, and still keep women safe, IMO!
IF Roe ever got reversed, blue states (absent national guidelines) would do HORRIBLE things with their
laws! Their increases could balance red states' decreases! If states’ rights rule, you do NOT necessarily
get ANY less abortions! Illegal ones in red states; more in blue states!
Those who shy away from aborting, if illegal in red states, would be a percent, just as law breakers
would be a percent. FEW in blue states would avoid aborting, as there’s NO restraints! My four
solutions and eight laws are state of the art best for red states, as with my national guidelines range.
I also have no idea how Roe overturn could be had, with guidelines for national laws boundaries. I do
know a court case from lower courts has to rise to SCOTUS that challenges its validity. Can Congress
pass a law to overturn it? I oppose it ended with no plan for thereafter!
Presumably, every state would revert to the laws on the books before Roe. There are BAD and extreme
positions some states might have taken, or choose to pass, that can’t be had at any state level, like after
birth abortions. SCOTUS doesn’t make laws. DC is dysfunctional, to fix this!
Blue state extremists would allow ANY abortions, even after birth, or partial birth abortions, or third
trimester. Some red states would force bans of all abortions, where pregnant gals would have to travel
out of state, or do self-help, as with raped and incested victims! They want such laws.
You can say the state majority wants these extremes, but unless there’s a voter referendum, that’s only
rhetoric! Will every state put abortion laws to the people's vote, then what happens when demographics
change, by population aging, illegals, immigration and northerners moving south?
Besides gerrymandering and voter suppression, those are the ways minority party out of power seeks to
become majority party! SCOTUS decided life is too important for hodge podge laws for such a
fundamental right! Extremists will always fight what they don’t like, like reasonable laws
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WOULD Texas vote for a total ban on all abortions? Maybe 30 years ago. Maybe not 10 years from
now. Women’s rights should NOT be subject to such a fickle basis of what types of people move to
Texas! And the equal protection clause impacts forcing women to travel outa state to abort.
Some liberals might have buyer’s remorse, once made parents, and want the right to abort before taking
their newborn home! These extremes have to be nationally boundaried, with flexibility inbetween, as to
who can’t abort, and by what date! No matter the law(s), people can break them.
IF SCOTUS overturned Roe, can they set national guidelines extremists can’t cross, in their opinion?
That’s law-making, so likely not. And D.C. Won’t agree on anything, as between extremes, such as
such guidelines, so extreme state laws WOULD ensue, in some cases! NOT desirable!
What's "Constitutional" is now a matter of finding any judge who will support your opinion! God help
America! IS the future of politics court stacking with extremists supporting your party? WHY pay any
politicians, if so?
NO other policy matters, if abortions aren’t outlawed. The ONLY issue in life is banning abortions!
God doesn’t care about character, good policy, peace in the land, vs. division. JUST force pregnant
women to term! THIS IS GOP religious' sole concern—NOT God's!
@FoxNews @ABC @ABCnews @CBSnews @NBCnews @CNN All or nothing, win-lose!
Whoever their nominee is will be backed if he/she seeks that same end, including MORE conservative
Justices, hoping to outlaw abortions! @TheDemocrats @SenateDems @HouseDemocrats But
@JoeBiden can’t expand its number.
The aborting mother is guilty (except for rape and incest) and the unborn innocent, but that doesn’t mean
the mother has no say! That’s the same logic as saying minorities have no say, as NOT the majority, or
there’s zero role for the party out of power!
You MUST know!: The religious GOPs already stacked SCOTUS, to overturn Roe.
If Roe ended, with no national guidelines, all but red state women would be encouraged to never use
birth control—just have sex out the wazoo, especially if abortion costs were subsidized, or came down.
Plan B sales would skyrocket!
If Roe ended, with no national guidelines, red state black market/underground clinics (or traveling
doctors) would pop up all over! Red states would ban Plan B sales off internet and in person. Maybe
even ban all birth control.
If you can convince a woman of the adoption option, and not to abort, through sonograms or pregnancy
center counseling, MORE POWER TO YOU, and you have done a great service to humanity, and for
God and His gift of that baby! If you can't, that's her call.
Update
Politicizing the judiciary (it’s already happening on mask mandates), happened on Roe reversal
(SCOTUS), and seems to be the future for INEPT at doing their law-making job pols. @CNN
@NBCnews @ABCnews @FoxNews @CBSnews @ABC Court shop until you get your way! Judg.
17:6 And history repeats itself!
JUST LIKE religious GOP’s will tout abortion bans as THE issue that gens up votes, Dems will again
offer freebies galore, to buy votes off taxpayers' backs!
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NEED I clarify my position on Socialism? I’m against all freebies, but not opposed to any subsidies
being fairly repaid to taxpayers, in whatever form. I’m for Welfare empowering people to live on what
they make, ASAP, and for taxes as low as can be reasonably had! WHAT party am I?
YOU ARE BLIND if you can’t see religious GOP’s care NOTHING about justice from SCOTUS and
federal judges, so long as they rule in their favor on outlawing abortions! @CNN
@ABC @ABCnews @NBCnews @CBSnews @FoxNews @TheDemocrats @SenateDems
@HouseDemocrats @JoeBiden ARE YOU blind as a bat?
God doesn't care about pollution, justice, poverty, wars, solving problems, racism, hatred and division vs
peace. He ONLY cares that abortions cease. --Religious GOPs (sin-fully ignoring His FULL counsel;
Ac 20:27) @ABCnews @CBSnews @NBCnews @FoxNews @CNN @ABC I think GOP’s are seeking
ways to gen up 2022 votes.
IF the GOP had an articulate, compelling platform, we wouldn’t have to be fighting among brethren over
technicalities of but one issue offered to the public! Is 2022 just going to be an appeal to emotion, over
intelligence? WHERES NEWTs WINNING (and unifying) AGENDA? I can help! Is the party
(formerly) of thinking over feelings now FOR dumbed-down appeals?
People of all faiths and religions want, need and use reproductive health care services. In fact, the most
recent data show that more than 99% of people in the United States who identify as religious
guttmacher.org
Is this called hypocrisy? The leaders seek one thing, as the laity do another? People of All Religions
Use Birth Control and Have Abortions - People of All Religions Use Birth Control and Have Abortions
https://www.guttmacher.org/.../people-all-religions-use...
Abortion patients reported a religious affiliation—24% were Catholic, 17% were mainline Protestant,
13% were evangelical Protestant...
Christian attitudes surrounding abortion have a more nuanced history than current events suggest
https://theconversation.com/christian-attitudes-surrounding-abortion-have-a-more-nuanced-history-thancurrent-events-suggest-162560?utm_source=twitterandutm_medium=bylinetwitterbutton
… via @ConversationUS
In the developed world, there seems to be a near unanimous trend!:
https://worldpopulationreview.com/.../countries-where...
@gtconway3d Christian adversaries in this conflict do NOT disagree on much, yet their divide is
HEATED! I’ve said I don’t oppose Roe being overturned, BUT I HAVE THOUGHT THROUGH THE
IMPLICATIONS and they usually have NOT! National boundaries would be a must! WHO'd set and
enforce them?

ABORTION: ONE IMPORTANT ISSUE AMONG MANY
(8/17/21; @JamesMeroney2)
ITS A COP OUT to say MY state obeys God, and we ban all abortions, and feel holy about yourself
when your political actions caused the death of so many babies elsewhere! That’s being an ostrich! God
NEVER commands Christians to think stupidly!
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There are friends of the court (amicus) briefs SCOTUS RARELY acts on; there are conflicts of laws
between fed appeals courts they hear; there are state laws that fly in the face of established fed precedent
which they take up, or laws Congress passes that get challenged to them..
I seriously doubt an executive order could force SCOTUS to reconsider Roe! I’m by far not alone in the
Americans who oppose ANY American riling up votes through deception, like promising UNjust
freebies, or in any way implying voters or a President can force SCOTUS to overturn Roe; that’s EVIL!
Even considering Roe Roe Roe your boat being capsized, the will of the people is A factor, and majority
rule is another one, in American democracy! One group may life-or-death want a certain end, but no
man (or loud voice) rules the roost in a democracy. And that’s NOT how SCOTUS works!
Lawyers would have to find a glaring legal error in that ruling, like arbitrary and capricious, overreach,
unconstitutional conclusion that the unborn don’t have standing, or that 'life' includes those alive in the
womb! They’ve had nearly 50 years to consider those options, and haven’t!
IT IS EVIL to politicize the courts! IT IS short-sighted to say you agree with that, but NOT on abortion,
so you’ll seek Justices to overturn Roe, and hope and pray they’ll NOT be biased on every other ruling of
theirs. That’s naive, Kindergartner "thinking!"
IT IS EVIL, and an UNbiblical and God disobedient support of INjustice to seek to stack any court your
way—period (politicizing)! YES, strict interpretation IS the Constitutionally RIGHT way, but
conservatism is NOT 100 percent the only ideology one can derive from that great document!
IMO, the @USSupremeCourt, overall, does an EXCELLENT job at being professionals, even though
they individually differ. They have derived a reasoned structure for considering cases and overturns, and
they RARELY get things wrong! THEY know they’re apolitical. Some Americans do not!
Before Roe, abortions occurred. They were riskier than today! They were less than today. If EVERY
friend or family member who opposes abortion took the effort to seek to counsel any unwantedly
pregnant, the numbers would go down! It’s ultimately a failure of the family, or church!
IF you haven’t instilled moral values in your child enough to prevent unwanted pregnancies, and they
aren’t rebels (which some become, absent your involvement), and if the church had done Gods amount
of evangelism and discipling, abortions would be FAR lower! LOOK IN THE MIRROR of society!
The sexual revolution and Roe case are and were a mere outgrowth of the Church abandoning God's
priorities for numerical growth, IMO! Life in the 50’s and before was far simpler, and holier. The
CHURCH is to be the watchman and bastion of hope and holiness! We FAILED that task! II Chron.
7:14
YET, sin’s increase is prophetically INEVITABLE! Mt. 24:12; II Tim. 3:1-2 I sometimes wonder if we
Christians in America are too dotarded as to notice these claims of climate change are mere precursors of
biblically expected signs in the natural order that Christ’s return is imminent?
IMO, even some Christians get devilishly drawn into extremes, like UN-Christlike warring with the
political enemy, and insisting on our own way (or the highway), and NOT seeking justice! READ
MORE BIBLE, and listen LESS to talk radio, politicized Christians! I Cor. 14:33;
An article I retweeted states many states have been seeking outright abortion bans, for years. LET ME
INTERPRET, for lower IQs: That means those people WANT women to cram coat hangers where the
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sun don’t shine (PRE Plan B), IF they won’t choose to take to term! THAT IS E-V-I-L, even from
Christians!
Mandatory metal chastity belts are about the only way of guaranteeing zero abortions! Even if the saved
sheep were to clap if pastors taught that opposing abortion is "conservative" and "Christian" DOESN’T
mean ANY of them have considered the whole picture, the legalities and all consequences! Love God
with ALL your mind, as well as heart!
Update
Let’s play out a hypothetical… Texas bans all abortions. Forget rape, incest and the mom’s life, for now.
If contraception failed, women would want to travel elsewhere, and would be free to do so (PRE Plan B)!
It would also force women to think twice about having unprotected sex! What penalty would attach?
WOULD JESUS tell the woman at the well, suffer a gut punch, travel out of Samaria, use a coat hanger,
or visit a black market doctor, if it instituted total abortion bans (PRE Plan B)? He would NOT
encourage her to abort/take a life! He would seek to convince her to save the child! #WWJD
My wife has had three kids. She’s endured childbirth TWICE (twins). She’s had the eating binges, pain
and cramps, and maybe some missed work. Nine months is NOT forever, but the stain of killing your
own flesh and blood probably will be felt forever! Unexpectedly pregnant? Consider the adoption
option!
Conservatives CLAIM they hate mandates! They always want choices and free market solutions. Total
abortion bans are mandates—period. Isn’t this lesson in sinful hypocrisy clear enough to all, that I need
say no more?
Conservatives don’t want to use tax dollars to incentivize women on the fence to take to term, rather than
aborting, as it’s much easier to demand they comply with our wishes, than to put our money where our
mouths are!
I don't deny their sincerity, but they haven't worked through all the implications! How convenient!
IF the Democrats promised to overturn Roe, pro-lifers would STILL vote Republican, as it's often more
about money than morality. Mt. 6:24
I do NOT believe Roe is unflawed. It NEEDS fixing! STATES can and should do so! States SHOULD
have MORE liberty to express their majorities, as Texas did with the heartbeat law! The problem is,
some blue states want third trimester, partial birth and post-birth.
Especially if a horrific deformity were only discoverable in the third trimester, they want that trimester as
an option! The problem also is red states seeking total bans. If there’s ANY legislation one could
dictate, or convince both sides to pass, it would be a national standard for boundaries to both extremes on
abortion!:
1. The woman HAS to have enough time pass to be informed that she’s pregnant, in red states.
2. Red states would NOT be allowed to ban every abortion (the three exceptions are valid).
3. Red states CAN require rape and incest victims to take Plan B before three days expire (the time
before the sperm penetrates the egg/fertilization).
4. Any state CAN require private and public schools to show blurred-out video and/or pictures of the
actual abortion procedure, and MUST teach how to prevent unwanted pregnancies.
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5. Red states will want to ban Plan B, in person or over the internet. To do so WOULD lead to unsafer
self-help measures of the 1950’s!
6. Fines must be reasonable for red states punishing law breakers—NOT jail time! Maybe $500, NOT
as the price of a life, but deterrence and pain, but not excessive (punishment matches the crime, and
about the cost of the least expensive abortion). Fines can vary, up to a range. Blue states can charge
zero penalty, if so desired.
7. The mothers’ life is up to her and her family.
8. Zero government officials can ever break and enter, even with a warrant, seeking evidence of selfhelp, in a woman’s home.
9. Lie detectors will NEVER be allowed by doctors seeking to discover if the pregnancy was unwanted,
or just poor planning.
10. Licensed doctors can’t be sued for doing a legal procedure. Black market doctors in red states
would be breaking the law, and state law penalties must be reasonable.
11. NO state can ban contraception.
12. Every state is encouraged to run PSA’s, and pass public policies that encourage PLANNED sex, and
discourage at-will abortions, or using abortion in lieu of contraception!
13. Required sonograms to see the image of the baby and hear its heartbeat may be up to the states
themselves.
14. NO state can be required to subsidize abortions.
15. No woman can be forced to pay for an aborted person’s funeral.
These are REASONABLE!
IF there’s ANY way D.C. Could bring about these 15 parameters for a national standard, post-Roe, if I
were in office I’d even petition SCOTUS to reconsider that law, but no one should EVER UNjustly stack
SCOTUS, as if we are so stupid as to think that doesn’t affect many other policies than just Roe!
For the dupes of the world, who worship slogans, this position is pro-life, health and safety, JUST AS the
U.S. Constitution and Declaration of Independence are!
Whether blue states can allow third trimester, partial birth or after birth abortions, post-Roe, would also
be up to SCOTUS to decide, and whether the third trimester ban had an exception for late-discovered
serious and/or specified bodily challenges! Ending Roe is NOT as simple as pandering politicians
imply!!!
Update
If a mass murder was known to be snatching school kids off the street and fatally shooting them, the
authorities would NOT allow another death. Unfortunately, that’s NOT the exact same thing as Planned
Parenthood, either cause of the age, method, or existence inside another's womb. However, for the baby,
the results are exactly the same! They’re INNOCENT! The did NOT ask to be brought into this world!
Our laws favor the innocent victim over criminals. Some Americans deem these two examples the exact
same, yet they NEVER tackle women entering Planned Parenthood, or shoot abortion doctors, EVEN
THOUGH you’d be legally justified (in some states) to shoot a mass murderer in the act, like happened
in a Texas church.
There are differences, but we can all agree abortions should be kept to a minimum. There is NO excuse
for NOT using protection, except in the case of rape or incest! Be responsible!
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IF these logical, practical, and as moral as can be made in a non-theocracy abortion positions make
adherents persona non grata in the GOP, LET US KNOW, as we can go elsewhere! They are FAR
superior to emotion, rhetoric, slogans, and pandering for pipe dreams, address everyone’s concerns, and
are wise!
CONTINUING
Man on the street questions I asked two, and most will answer the same:
1 and 2. In the cases of rape or incest, should the law require the victim to take to term?
3. If pregnant under any circumstances, should the law require taking to term, no matter when she
discovers it? Both said ‘NO,’ and it should be her decision.
IF public sentiment shifted some, to see abortion as literally gruesome as it literally is (factually), peer
pressure is a powerful force to sway some females to decide earlier on if they’re going to keep or kill
their baby!
The far right WANTS 100 percent abortion bans, nationally, if Roe is overturned! The far left wants
third trimester, partial birth and after birth abortions, nationally, if Roe is overturned! The race to keep
or reverse Roe is NOT what’s important, but what would follow! That’s why I hate pandering
politicians!
Polar opposites CAN’T peacefully coexist! You cannot have anything goes or nothing goes, on national
abortion policy! It’s IMPOSSIBLE! States’ rights would cause some very horrific results in blue states,
without national guidelines! It would also cause total bans in some red states!
The three abortions liberals and blue states could enact are reprehensible for the baby, who feels and
probably knows all that’s occurring to him/her. NO anti-abortion person can wash their hands and live at
peace allowing that to occur if Roe ended! Your push for its end CAUSES those evils, absent national
guidelines/boundaries!
And total abortion bans MEAN:
1. Coat hangers in crotches, or gut punches, or poison or black market doctors, IF Plan B is banned and
the ban enforced.
2. Rape and incest victims get punished (i.e., further victimized, at least psychologically), IF they don’t
want to take to term.
3. The mother has NO say—just suicide—if she’s pregnant, and it comes down to which life to take.
These are UNDENIABLE results.
CAN ANYONE IN THEIR RIGHT MIND say those evils at both extremes are acceptable? Pushing for
Roe’s overturn, without addressing what comes next, is like pulling out of Afghanistan, without a plan
for what would ensure, which CHUMP, Pence, Biden and Harris ALL did to those poor people!
I know religious people care ZERO, legally, about the pregnant guilty woman’s concerns about abortion!
They ONLY care about the innocent baby's rights! Wise King Solomon faced a similar dilemma,
balancing two sides' interests! My solutions consider all involved! Let’s recap:
1. ZERO abortions requires mandatory metal chastity belts, worn full time, by every American woman-period! That’s a PIPE DREAM!
2. LESS abortions is ALL you can hope and pray for! A determined woman will have one, no matter
the law. Cops aren’t going to break and enter and pull Plan B from her mouth.
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3. LESS abortions can come from PSAs on planning sex, public and PRIVATE school required
education on safe sex and planning, including showing what abortion is for the baby!
4. Public sentiment against unneeded abortions from poor planning could sway some women to plan
better, and use contraception.
5. LESS abortions WON’T come from Roe’s end, in blue and purple states!
6. LESS abortions can be had by red states legally requiring rape and incest VICTIMS to take Plan B
within 72 hours of being crime victims! Put it in rape kits, IF she doesn’t want to take to term—her
choice!
7. LESS abortions come from perfect contraception that can’t break, and you turn it on and off.
8. LESS abortions come from having conversations with females at and after puberty! Friends and fam
have the greatest influence, as with church/pastors! Teach about safe sex!...
9. LESS abortions would come from abstinence, but FEW in our evil generation will consider God’s
way!
10. LESS abortions come from crisis pregnancy centers, private and religious, intervening all across
America! Sonograms and counseling, etc.
11. LESS abortions come from females using birth control, as some men will reject condoms, and they
could break. Women should NEVER lie about contraception, to hook any man!
12. LESS abortions can come from forcing women to decide if they want to be moms, earlier than the
baby can feel her fatal choice! Heartbeat laws, etc.
13. LESS abortions can come from revival, where the Church does what God said they were to do—
evangelize and disciple. Pipe dreams about NO abortions if Roe is overturned are lies and sinful! That’s
riling up votes with emotion vs. facts! God HATES lying! I hate liars!
CONTINUING
If we can just overturn Roe, everything will be fine! Abortions will be thrown on the ash heap of
history! NOT! ALL state laws revert to pre-Roe, where states allowed and disallowed them, which
conflict prompted SCOTUS intervention! and unsafe and "illegal" means start! and Plan B exists
IF ANYONE feels my writings on abortion prove I am for the procedure, they’re IQ challenged! and if
anyone hates that I roast people who tout pipe dreams to voters,
1. God is against liars
2. God is against ignorant Christian practice! You just FEEL offended, as the truth may hurt!
Overturning Roe will cause a flurry of state law changes! Many will an them all; many will allow any
aborting any time. If that makes anyone feel better about themselves or their state, and they’re incapable
of seeing what it does to the total abortions, I can’t help you think better!
If anyone thinks total bans totally end abortions, I can’t help you increase your IQ! If anyone thinks Roe
made abortions legal, so no Roe makes them all illegal, READ this: https://bbc.com/news/world-uscanada-44713614…
Binary thinking is NOT always the smartest! (win-lose; either/or; yea or nay). NO panacea
That article says 23 states would be able to ban abortion outright. That means (you have to be able to
interpret English words!)
1. Rape and incest victims can’t abort, or even use Plan B within three days.
2. Mothers’ life would require suicide
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3. Unsafe and illegal abortions would happen!
4. Red state PG women would travel to purple or blue states
5. Women in red states WOULD plan their sex better, which is a GOOD thing!
6. Coat hangers, gut punches, poison, quack black market docs, or Plan B in person or by internet would
increase. This is #CommonSense, folks!
and let’s talk Re SCOTUS' reputation, once politicized! DOWN THE DRAIN! They are
Constitutionally designed to be apolitical! If they ended Roe, depending on their reason (changed
circumstances?), and left no national boundaries, WHO would trust them again to be objective? NOT
ME!!!
Their interpretations of laws HAVE to be originalist and literal, as laws were meant to be defined and
applied. However, politically, it is EVIL to stack SCOTUS to your extreme base, Dem or GOP! That’s
injustice/bias, and NOT their role as the apolitical judiciary! Its SINning vs winning.
ANYONE who believes might makes right, or sin is OK if it’s for a moral end, DISbelieves THIS verse!:
Rom 6:1 The ends justify the means is a satanic belief! Stacking SCOTUS to your position, vs seeking
justice, is anti-God! Isa 33:15
JUST LIKE gun sales INcrease, anytime gun grabber fears erupt over gun law legislation, Plan B sales
will SKYROCKET, and secret stashes will be hoarded in red states, if Roe's end could lead to red states
total bans of all abortions! Groups will provide them, covertly, in red states
IS Jesus pro violence? (no) Gut punches are violent! Is Jesus FOR endangering ones health and life?
(no) Coat hangers can cause women to bleed out! Total bans are totally un-well-thought-out, folks! I’m
against abortion, but I also have a brain I seek to use on the issue, thanks to God!
I REFUSE to make abortion the number one issue in my campaign! It’s one important issue among
many! I’m NOT a one-trick pony, on single issue voter, AS IF Americas only problem is Roe! That’s
more mono-focused than a race horse with blinders on! Ending Roe DOESNT end abortions! Pv. 1:22
INABILITY to get to hearts is why government mandates are being sought by "freedom loving" cons!
You DON’T have to convince women to not have sex, JUST take birth control! That solves everything,
except when it fails! It’s NOT anti-God to RESPONSIBLY protect against unwanted pregnancy!

ABORTION ADD-ONS
(8/18-19/21; @JamesMeroney2)
To argue that birth control thwarts a person God knew before inception is to say if we never have sex, or
have sex out the wazoo, we are doing God's will in bringing those people into existence. Have 100 kids!
WHO KNOWS if God knew 100 kids before YOU had sex! IS THIS OVER PEOPLE'S HEADS?
Failing to have sex (abstinence), under that "thinking" thwarts God bringing into existence someone He
may know already, even though He teaches against fornication. Sexual perverts and whores are bringing
into existence people He already knows? The concept it ludicrous, when applied. We are responsible
for what we can know and can control!
NOTHING and NO ONE is killed using Plan B within 72 hours of unprotected sex (unwanted and
unplanned pregnancies). God knows who He knows, before they’re humanly conceived. The BEST
practice is safe sex! There’s NO excuse not to. Even rapes get thwarted by birth control, Catholics!
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God did NOT create cars, but we use them all the time, and that’s NOT evil, except to the Amish! Birth
control is the SAME THING! God didn’t create it, but He does teach responsible living, using the brain
He gave you, and planning and avoiding bad things, if within your power, folks!
I GUESS a Christian could have a great conscience telling God that in their state, they chose to have
laws that would never allow any unborn babies to be killed. But since BETTER ways exist, then
endangering women, maybe not so much!
I KNOW people 100 percent sincerely against all abortion, NOT to win elections! However, when it’s
used to gen up GOP votes, as a conscious strategy (not addressing post-Roe realities), it’s EVIL, because
of its lack of thinking of a whole agenda to offer voters, IMO!
Public policy shouldn’t encourage killing babies, or endangering women’s lives. BOTH parties err on
the side they’re most for. My views address both concerns! It’s EASY to say total ban law breakers just
suffer the consequences, like death by coat hanger, until the numbers get large enough (PRE-Plan B)!
Access to Plan B will be THE issue! NO ONE is going to use a coat hanger, gut punch, poison or black
market doctor, in our modern era. Bans in person and by internet would be HARD to fully enforce!
USPS will open up all packages, like ED and purple pill medicines in the mail? Be real!
INTERJECTION
The life of a human is especially sacred. Babies are the innocents. Christians are to support biblical
values. Put these three premises together, and most Christians only know how to vote—
NOT administer government or bring justice to all! It’s sincere, but it’s simplistic, too! Pastors teach
flocks!
They’re almost brainwashed like robots to believe bans will end abortion. They’re NOT famously
intelligent, if they couldn’t see satan’s man for what he always displayed: 100 percent OPPOSITE
Christian values. Mike Lindell is the worst of these! A complete drug damaged fool! This is how God’s
reputation gets slandered!
Total bans mean if contraception fails, or one is raped, an incest victim, or mother’s life hangs in the
balance, it’s a crime if they self-help! WHY ARE God’s claiming people too often too stupid to know
this? Pastors "think" FOR them, for politics, I guess!
If any woman dies or has serious injury or disease, these people believe that’s just the cost of one
breaking the law they fought for-total abortion bans. The hubby and family can’t say if mom or the
sibling baby dies—just ban aborting. Adoption is the ONLY option, or keep your child to term!
You HAVE to commend the three Justices CHUMP tapped, for TEMPORARILY not tipping their hands
in their rulings! I hope and pray they remain independent, and honest to their pledges, and NOT
political. Time will tell. You don’t expose your motives for years, if your evil! 45’s were on open
display.
FYI: What Abortion Was Like In The U.S. Before Roe V. Wade
https://www.npr.org/2019/05/20/725139713/what-abortion-was-like-in-the-u-s-before-roe-v-wade
CONTINUING
There exist a very few people who believe life comes into a baby well into a pregnancy. However,
HOW could it (he or she—there’s only two genders) be growing if it were dead and lifeless before such
time?
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It was a legal term for the courts to decide WHEN does the baby get rights apart from their mom’s
rights? They determined it rational that when the baby could live on its own, were it outside the womb.
and the birthing itself gave standing, as you still aren’t sure the baby will be alive on its own until then.
They were seeking to balance the interests of two extremes: Ban everyone for everything, or allow
everyone anything, about abortion! That’s NOT "evil" lawyer discussions like the ancient priest
discussions of how many angels fit on the head of a pen! You must have rights that the law recognizes,
or you don’t get your day in court!
Illegals don’t have those rights in America, under our Constitution, as they are NOT citizens, Americans,
and they committed trespass or breaking and entering just to physically be here.
I want total zero abortions, but NOT by government mandate! Rape and incest victims should have the
choice, but make that choice within three days, to use or not use Plan B.
WHY does ANYONE become unwantedly pregnant, absent rape? You KNOW contraception RARELY
fails! It’s MAINLY because they choose (pro-choice) NOT to practice safe sex, which means no
condom or no 'the pill' by the woman.
That is a choice, and the law making you make a better choice on this matter is a VERY good thing!
Like stating that you can be fined if you don’t have sex safely? How could that ever be enforced (and
people lie to authorities, to save their own skin).
I’ve never owned or touched a condom. I don’t know why some wouldn’t use them. I’ve been told
they’re not natural or comfortable. IF so, is new technology available to change that alleged problem?
Birth control doesn’t kill or murder anyone! Lack of using it causes problems, and God is not in the
advocating for more problems game, excepting trials He alone brings our way-not self-induced
calamities!
CONTINUING
Let’s talk about comparative innocence. Babies are sinners, even though they have yet to knowingly
commit one in the womb, that WE know about (perhaps selfishness, or anger), and aren’t yet old enough
to know right from wrong (age of accountability). YET, compared to a mom who CHOSE not to safely
have sex, SHE alone (with some male) is the guilty party!
Our laws always target the culprits-NOT the innocents, or victims! So why aren’t total abortion bans
EXACTLY like a murderer and a murder victim?-1 guilty, one innocent? It’s NOT because the child is
born a sinner! It’s mainly because the child has rights, and so does his or her mom, as it is NOT her
body, but part of it, but a completely separate part that belongs to someone else who is NOT her.
Having two rights involved, one unable to speak for itself, their desires are polar opposite! Shouldn’t the
courts have sided with the one innocent? Many say yes; many say no. Nine months seems a lengthy
"sentence" for a rape or incest victim to relive the trauma, if she doesn’t want to (especially when she
never has to kill anyone, using Plan B within three days)!
NO OTHER use of your body does the U.S. Government restrict, on your freedoms to do whatever you
want with, like plastic surgery, or getting any surgery you want or need. But a baby is NOT like excising
a wart! So it’s (he or she) rights must also be considered.
That’s why the courts investigated whether the child HAS legal rights, uncertain it can live apart from
mom, and will come to fruition. NO MATTER WHAT anyone thinks of their legal conclusions, no one
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in their right mind can rejoice or celebrate that baby in process being KILLED! Every American should
do ALL within their control and power to PREVENT the situation where anyone considers killing their
very own flesh and blood!
On that innocence issue, specifically, the baby wins! On the legal rights before a judge matter, they
couldn’t have their day in court without their mom, and without being birthed. SCOTUS didn’t see in
our Constitution rights inherent in non-citizens, which babies are, pre-birth, in
many states, at least, and before them, in that decision.
It’s like animals suing in court, except kids aren’t animals, but the capacity to possess legal rights has to
make sense, and no one can say for sure a plaintiff can appear in court until they’re born. You may not
agree with their rationale, and you may still believe all abortions are homicide, but instead of forcing
women to use modern coat hangers, WHY don’t you advocate for the several solutions I have proposed,
incl laws that keep abortions to a minimum? NOTHING can stop a committed woman wanting
termination
Its cold-hearted to say "let her die or bleed out, or be injured herself" to force a ban, then wash your
hands of considering what could happen to her. However, in the advent of Plan b, all these arguments
are archaic! It’s all about bans on its access in red states, post-Roe! Bye
Some say condoms break the mood, and make sex sterile/sanitary. That’s why women should always
use birth control. When MANKIND constantly makes bad decisions they feel necessitate aborting, NO
ONE can criticize God for saying thou shalt not abort (which aren’t exact quotes).
One talk radio dude said laws set standards and display cultural values, even though they get violated. In
FACT, they’re rules society has deemed unacceptable normal behavior, enforced by penalties. And what
does a total abortion ban say about society?
YES, that killing babies is evil, but ALSO that women who got caught up in romance should be punished
(not that babies are punishment, but nine months can serve as such, to the women), and that society
doesn’t care about the health and welfare of any who are raped or incest victims (unless Plan B within
three days).
Are our U.S. Laws REALLY seeking to be a reflection of society’s values? He also said the
preventative purpose of laws deters some. TRUE. Some women won’t have the courage to swallow a
Plan B pill, in our modern day (vs coat hangers or stair falls of old)? JUSTICE is what laws SHOULD
stand for, and promoting goodness. Rom. 13
The definitions thereof can differ, pols are to represent voters, and laws are ultimately what rules our
country, not men or personal feelings. Cops are restrained by them (NOT total freedom!). Point being,
laws aren’t ideals, but minimal acceptable behaviors citizens can’t drop/stoop below!
IF they were to define society, or be our aspirational ideas (vs pragmatic boundaries to evil), adultery,
drunkenness, cussing, arrogance, greed, selfishness would ALL be banned. NOT in a non-theocratic
democracy!
The same talk show guy said laws are to make society better. Better than with rampant evil. Laws don’t
change hearts, but some behaviors. Less abortions would make society better, but endangering women’s
health and lives in the process doesn’t. It’s a Solomonian dilemma extremists are polarized on.

TWO ABORTION EXTREMES
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(9/26/21; @JamesMeroney)
HERE are the two extremes on abortion: Ban them all, nationally, or anything goes, nationally! Ending
Roe MEANS state's rights, which means any state can pass any law they want on the subject!
Texas already has a San Antonio doctor challenging its heartbeat law, and the House just passed a
proposed law of aborting any baby any time during all of pregnancy, nation-wide. Extremes can’t get
along. They can’t have peace, vs. division! They can’t all be made happy. Of course, making people
happy isn’t the purpose of laws, but SCOTUS is far wiser than individuals self-focused legal aims!
MY solution makes BOTH extremes unhappy, as its balanced, which is why it’s probably best! The far
right would HATE that blue states keep Roe limits, and blue states would hate heartbeat laws if the
woman has medical proof she’s pregnant, making rape and incest victims take Plan B within three days,
unless they want a baby, letting moms and their family decide between her or the baby dying, when push
comes to shove.
I DON’T CARE that this great solution doesn’t make extremists happy! IF SCOTUS went with NO
guidelines, post-Roe, EVERY state would do whatever they want.
Some would ban all abortions, some would use heartbeat, some would stay with Roe, and many would
allow after birth-, partial birth, and third trimester abortions!
IF SCOTUS had NO guidelines (as the far right extremists clamor for), less abortions would likely occur
in red states, and more in blue states. IF the extremists got their way, nationally, all states would ban all
abortions (basically forcing sex only for procreation, and if raped, incest or contraception failed, too
bad!), and self-help, back alley coat hanger women endangerment would ensue, as with black- and quack
market doctors, poison, gut punches, Plan B over the internet or illegally (if banned) before it can’t do its
function, and travel to other states; OR, the opposite: Every state COULD abort after birth, partial birth
or third trimester, and if a baby is deemed to be handicapped!
MY REASONABLE solution angers BOTH extremes, but is consistent with state's rights and the
purpose of Roe intervention, which is some national consistency! Red states would still have women
who traveled elsewhere, or used self-help, and blue states could be encouraged NOT to abort, via
privately paid for TV ads!
SCOTUS sought to strike a BALANCE, with Roe, and viability makes rational (if not moral) sense, in
that the baby can be its own person, at that point, NOT dependent on mom or her decisions.
IF Roe gets overturned. A national standard is a MUST, or state laws will go to SCOTUS anyway!
Even Texas’ law will go to SCOTUS. And whenever Democrats get enough D.C. Power, they’ll codify
Roe, which will also get to SCOTUS!
Therefore, stacking SCOTUS to your extreme is EVIL and unjust, even if one’s motive is good (as I’ve
consistently said). There’s EVIL everywhere!
So, to consider EVERY state’s interests, for national consistency, to avoid endangering women, and to
respect state’s rights and federalism/federal authority, MY solution is the best option possible, or revising
Roe to make that solution its improvements!
Extremists hate each other, and want war, and are arrogant that their opinion alone matters, in a
democracy, and think they have a God-given right to shove their views on everyone else, left and right.
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The rest of us KNOW these past five years haven’t been pleasant, and it started by backing the most evil
politician to undo Roe! FACT!
And now Texas even is trying to undo gay marriage rights! NOTHING is precedent. There are NO
settled laws. Everything is in upheaval. With that EVIL attitude, why not end the fifth amendment, and
make Brian laundries’ parents speak?
This ALL began with supporting EVIL, for a good cause, or intention, which is OPPOSITE God's truth,
and therefore anti-God! Rom. 3:8, 6:1
It’s HUMAN engineering/manipulating/scheming, and NOT trusting that God is in control of all that
occurs! And it’s using SIN-to-win! That is the genesis of all the ill-will, division, and even violent
protests of BLM.
The seeds were sown when 76 percent CARNAL Christians backed evil in 2016, because we lived up to
our reputation of being blind faith stupid, and can’t differentiate between Bible morals and how they
apply in a NON-theocracy! IF SCOTUS isn’t balanced, there goes their reputation!
And how many sins got three conservative Justices on SCOTUS, be it bribes, payoffs, lying (including to
Congress), or otherwise? I’m NOT alleging any, but we need to know any and all!
The point is it is NOT faith in God, but man! It’s NOT Gods morals, but satan’s! NO WONDER the
industry is so LOWly reputed! Two Justices WISELY decided they needed to speak out on this problem,
perceived in society, or experienced among their ranks: Amy Coney Barrett and Clarence Thomas.
THEY care about the JUST reputation of our highest Court. Some, for SIN, don’t!
The devil ALWAYS gives excuses/reasons to compromise morals and sin, like the Dems aren’t playing
fairly, so we can’t! NO real Christian can be in the politics business, unless they live the life, which
would make them unusual to what we see today! Go along to get along sin compromise.
And God’s moral standards apply to everyone--NOT just Christians! Ecc. 12:13 You must be wise as
serpents and innocent as doves. We’re dumb as ducks and guilty as sin! Lord, judge US! NO
WONDER our nations going to hell in a hand basket, when sin-fulness is called "leadership," even
among pastors who engage these sin-to-win tactics. You can pray for revival, but God is not mocked.
Some """pastors""" are political prostitutes! They will get in bed with ANY policies and voting bloc, so
long as that groups will vote to uphold their one-trick pony idol of a total nation-wide abortion ban. Sell
your soul, like a hooker/whore sells her body!

ABORTION EXTREMES (Part II)
(9/28/21; @JamesMeroney2)
DO YOU SEE the insanity of the two extreme positions on abortion? One says:
1. If you birth your child, then decide you either don’t like it, or want it, kill it, but somehow that's not
murder.
2. If your kid is shown to be medically imperfect, do away with it before YOU have to endure that trial,
any time before it comes out.
3. If, for any reason, you ever decide you don’t want to be a parent of the child YOU chose to start, kill
it. You have as long as you want to make this decision. You alone—not even the father—can do so, as
the baby is your body. And,
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4. If you choose that you don’t want to be pregnant anymore, destroy your own flesh and blood when it
is fully grown, and about to come out, by sucking the breath out of it, or tearing the life from it, ripping
limb to limb off of its torso, because it is just tissue—not a human, despite its heartbeat, hands, fingers,
head, legs and arms.
It’s just like another wart that grew in you, like a cancer, even though YOU having sex started it, vs.
nothing you directly did necessarily and surely started the wart or cancer. This is insanity, folks! End a
life so you feel happier!
On the other hand:
1. If any woman is raped or a victim of incest, force her to remember that experience, with pains, for
nine months! Don’t let her take Plan B within 3 days (which kills nothing and no one)!
2. Try to force all Americans to stop having sex, unless their desire is to birth children! Sex for fun must
be ended, if it causes pregnancy and the parents don’t want a child as a result of their sex! Make them
have it anyway!
3. NO family members, or even an adult female, can decide if they want momma to live—the state will
dictate (an ANTI-conservative tenet) that she MUST commit suicide, if push
comes to shove on her or her child continuing living. And,
4. NO American female who has sex that fertilizes her eggs, can NOT take to term! ALL sex must end
in child birth, be it forcible sex, unplanned sex, planned but broken contraception sex, or anything else!
Some even say you can’t use contraception, so ALL sex is ONLY for baby-making, for all people, and
even m-sturbation is wrong, or oral sex, because we do not want anyone having sex—ONLY to make
babies.
We especially hate unmarried people having sex, and we want to undo the 60's sexual revolution’s
effects!
Even the offensively GROSS anal sex we prohibit, by law, somehow, between men and women, but
especially men on men (sodomy laws).
It is ALL about frowning upon sex (except to become a parent), and even HOLY MARITAL sex is
ONLY for procreation, because you are NOT allowed to not go all the
way through with it, if fertilization occurs! EVERY family has to become the Duggars!
THIS is insanity, folks (NOT saying I approve of fornication or homosexuality, but addressing this from
a public policy perspective only).
And if you do violate OUR religions edict, you will pay for that violation/sin by being forced to suffer
the consequences for that illegal decision, be it back alley coat hanger abortions, bleeding out, or ruining
one's ability to birth in the future, gut punches, poison, Plan B, or quack black market doctors, by force
of law, and including paying all the expenses to travel to another state to break our state law, even
though that’s an unfair burden on women in states with restrictive laws.
YOU SEE both the insanity, and the need the Supreme Court had in making national policy, consistent,
stable, rational and NOT appeasing, but even ticking off both side's extreme voting blocs? The no sex
but to be a parent group, or all sex, and no consideration for the child voting bloc.
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YES the baby is more innocent than the parents, but the law has to justly address both litigant's interests!
NEITHER crazy extreme does that. And for POLITICS, they BOTH have devised means to sell their
extreme.
One says we’re only considering the innocent gift from God child. The other extreme sells their
ambitions as a woman’s freedom to do with her body as she pleases. Well, that baby growing within her
body is IN her body, but is NOT her body, as it grows to be independent, and able to sustain life without
any help from her (viability).
And the baby is NOT the only litigant courts must consider! There’s also a woman, with rights! To
ONLY see the baby would be baby worship, and to only see the mother is "secular humanism."
Courts MUST do justice! NEITHER extreme is interested in justice, but only in forcing their view on
everyone else in America, even as some cherish state’s rights, in rhetoric, at least!
HAVE I SUFFICIENTLY SHOWN YOU THE INSANITY of these two abortion
extremes? IF this subject means something serious to you, you will
(naturally/instinctively/EMOTIONALLY) take umbrance with your position being called UNjust or
extreme! That knee jerk reaction is YOUR choice—to reject truth for emotion, and hate the messenger
because you can’t face facts!
That’s NOT a noble place to make your moral stand, though your justification for your position can be
100 percent holy (as in saving babies from being killed). Courts are not churches! USA is NOT a
theocracy. Your desire for all Americans is but one vote, one voice!
Even if the majority wants your position, the courts have to decide what’s just, and best for our nation as
a whole! Majorities change, especially as demographics change! Public policy must be relied upon, and
stable, not fickle (i.e., precedent)!
State’s rights alone led to many divergent laws, and unfair rights and rights denied. Federalism, or
national law, obviously offended EVERY extremist, as it is impossible to reconcile polar opposites!
SCOTUS made the wise choice to strike a balance, based on the child able to live alone being when the
mom can no longer claim it as her own body! At the same time, I have detailed a BETTER way than
even that, but red states will hate that blue states can abort at all, and blue states will hate that any
American has restrictions on how long they can wait to decide to kill their own. Maybe offending every
extreme is always best?
SCOTUS had to decide between state’s rights or national law. Under the Constitution (which one
extreme thinks they alone care about), equal protection matters! For one woman to have rights in one
state, while another woman in another state doesn’t have those same rights DOES raise Constitutional
considerations by thinking (vs. emotional) judges (if not to any emotional citizens)!
America has always had this balance between local and the national, by design! The extreme that claims
it loves that document claims to love state’s rights, but NOT on total abortion bans!
You see, BOTH extremes are both hypocritical and self-serving, as the ONLY real "principle" they both
adhere to is my-way-or-the-highway, and may all others get rolled over, IN A DEMOCRACY, no less.
I can hear it now!: “We just want babies’ lives saved.” GREAT ambition! But, are you doing it in a
moral and just way, in a democracy?
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I can also hear this now!: “We just want women free to do with their bodies as they please.” But are you
ever considering the interests of the child?

UNASSAILABLE ABORTION LOGIC!
BACKGROUND
The Texas heartbeat bill that may reach SCOTUS scientifically proves abortion lovers LIE when they
deem an unborn child tissue mass! (2/22/21; @JamesMeroney2)
MESSAGE
(2/27/21; @JamesMeroney2)
THIS is painful to me, as I’ve done it so many other times. Writing these two chapters will be slow, as
my boredom level is so high! Where far right differs from centrists, and how laws should handle
abortion:
First, the latter. Remember, it will be drawn out, as I’m sleepy and its rehash:
Some Americans want zero abortions. They don’t even care if the pregnancy was from rape, incest, or
the mother's life would be at stake, because the unborn person is 100 percent innocent, didn’t choose to
be born, and is an alive human. I am FOR that ideal! We live in a fallen, imperfect world, however.
IF a national law banned every abortion, and punished even those three exceptions, even with jail time,
would all abortions end? No! Women who planned poorly, got wrapped up in the emotion of romance,
and even more evil people who believe killing is their right would NOT take every pregnancy to term!
The pain, costs, and inconvenience to lifestyle, as with partner pressures to end it would cause many
(who knows the percent or number?) to do any of the following acts, all of which kill the baby, and can’t
be condoned by government:
Plan be pill, gut punches, poison swallowing (to induce miscarriage), black market abortion clinics,
traveling to Mexico or Canada, or 'back alley' coat hangers. First, no blue state would ever agree to have
zero abortions. If forced to, they’d pass state laws by civil disobedience, to usurp a ban!
The danger to mothers wouldn’t be tolerated, maybe even in some red states. Killing babies after they’re
born would be less likely to occur, anywhere, if a national law banned that, as with third trimester (late
term) killings, as we have today.
Some people, for odd reasons, believe they have a right to kill babies, because it’s their body, even
though it is not, but is inside their body, and is NOT them, but a completely different person they alone
created through sex!
So having zero abortions in America is never ‘gonna happen, and shouldn’t be promoted to gen up
unrealistic expectations, for political gain! Illegal abortions would happen! We HAVE TO BE
reasonable, practical and realistic about that pipe dream being a MYTH! Great aspiration; won’t ever
happen.
IF we can agree abortion is killing a human, we can address how to LESSEN them! Many (in number)
don’t believe it’s a human baby, or that killing it is wrong, but morally OK.
WHEN is it a human? Science can identify its shape like a human, its hands, fingers, toes, eyes, head!
We have sonograms! It’s NOT a mystery! It can even detect heart beats. It’s NOT made of plastic,
wood or metal. It comes out of the womb fully human!
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HOW can a cat morph into a dog? It CAN’T! A robot can’t become a human, or vice versa. Nature in,
nature out. IT IS HUMAN!
When does life come into it? Life expresses itself in movement and growth! An embryo doesn’t just
statically sit there, then one day the sonogram detects awakening or movement! Lungs breathe, hands
move, thumbs get sucked. LOOK at the pictures!
By its heartbeat date, NO ONE can credibly say it’s mere body tissue. Even before that, NO ONE
believes a wart, a mole, or a facial hair can grow into a baby! Body tissue does NOT morph into human
beings!
People use the ‘my body my right’ argument, because they DON’T want to face the mirror and see that
they’re making an immoral death decision! They probably don’t even want to see the sonogram, or
watch videos, or read brochures detailing the abortion procedures. They just ‘wanna pay the bill and get
it over! That’s NOT informed consent!
These avoiding behavior choices are from guilt, because the internal conscience knows the immorality of
those decisions, but consciences can be squelched! People can listen to demons or angels on their
shoulders!
If blue states had the freedom to set their own abortion standards, if Roe were overturned, MORE
abortions would occur in blue states! Roe’s overturn doesn’t cause zero abortions! Red states would ban
them, or have serious restrictions, but blue states would do the opposite, and red state women could
travel to blue states, if theirs was too restrictive!
Roe’s overturn is NOT the only or even best answer, and doesn’t invariably lessen abortions (especially
where red states border blue ones).
So where can harmony be found, and how can this evil scourge be lessened, because that’s the only
reasonable outcome? Set women up for sexual success!
Perfect contraception technology we don’t yet have could undo all rapes' and incest’s' implications! Plan
B, taken within 2-3 days of rape or incest can already do that, and it’s cheap, and available on the
internet. It kills NO baby, as the tadpole hasn’t even fertilized the huevo, yet!
It’s morally responsible to NOT start the life process! Even better is to not start the life process' preprocess, or 2-3 day fertilization process! That means contraception, safe sex, and planning (absent
forced sex one can’t prevent).
Motivation and education. Incentives to take to term would convince some women to not abort, but
who's ‘gonna pay them? Condoms can break; birth control can fail. That’s from NO fault of the users!
That’s technology's fault.
Society also plays a role in not encouraging abortion as a totally amoral and acceptable decision! It is a
killing/taking of a human life.
Whore/slut-type women want the freedom to sin (fornication or adultery) without consequences
or any shame caused by anyone else! They want society to accept those decisions as equally morally
valid as marital sex or abstinence. Politically, they want to force America to condone it! NOT ‘gonna
happen!
So, in my opinion, the solutions I’ve proposed are best. IF Roe is ever abandoned, third trimester and
beyond abortions must be nationally banned, and heartbeat laws should force women to watch their
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sonograms! Just like far righters think "freedom" means the right to do anything you want, abortion
advocates think they have a right to kill the unborn, any time they choose—even immediately after birth.
What if your kid was going to be totally physically deformed, in ways that would drain your finances for
a lifetime? What if that fact was determined in the womb, or only in the third trimester? What if the
damage came during the expulsion/birthing process? Some would want the legal right to not have to
face those effects. Blue states would want to let them. Red states would not.
Overturning Roe would bring on all these moral questions for society to answer. And, by the way,
lawmakers are NOT just representatives of their constituent majorities! They are to be leaders, and
influencers, vs. mere followers, so obeying the law and fulfilling oaths means you’re NOT just a pawn of
mob rule, even if the mob feels one way or the other!
P.S.: Restricting abortions by hospital access requirements, defunding, etc., is an intention to FORCE
women not to abort! Forced morality—the exact thing the radical right HATES and opposes when it
comes to helping poor people (or wearing masks, or getting vaccines)! We hate Socialism, as forced
money to do good and help. Be consistent!
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2.

AMERICA
1. Repent, America!
2. America: You have Issues!
3. America First

REPENT, AMERICA!
(11/5/19; @JamesMeroney)
WITH ALL DUE RESPECT, SHUT THE HECK UP! This is the message Jesus would tell everyone in
politics, as He turned our tables and whipped His cord; SO needed! Extremists LIKE disruption,
division, slander, hate and political party worship. They make money off it, or seize power. It is EVIL!
Dems are NOT 100 percent evil, nor GOPs! We are ALL imperfect, as are our selfish agendas. Win at
all costs is an IMMORAL attitude, as is to the winner go (all) the spoils! We have a two-party system,
for a reason, and NEED a third one!
The "minority" party serves a useful purpose, and shared power (Obama's term), properly understood, is
intelligent, where the winner steers the ship, but does not dominate, shoving their views down the
country's throat! It’s negotiation; it’s win-win; it’s learning to work across the aisle, and getting things
done.
EVERY DAY sin is what we all HATE in politicians, and why they’re ranked with ambulance chasers
and used car salesmen. Lying, spinning everything positive, reading evil motives into opponents'
actions, only bragging about your IMPERFECT party, violence, threats, insults, hypocrisy,
fearmongering… FULL-TIME SIN! Cussing, smoke-filled back room deals, exaggeration, delusion,
radicality, dominating opponents, etc.
America NEEDS spiritual and moral revival! I don’t care what religion you adhere to, or don’t, our
nation is imploding in selfishness, greed and anger. Civil War can’t be far off in our future.
YOU are guilty, and to blame, if YOU only listen to the mainstream media, or FoxNews and talk radio!
You are FREELY submitting yourself and your mind to propaganda if not brain washing!
You CHOOSE to be manipulated, misled and duped/taken advantage of. If We the people do not turn
this around, China and Russia WILL unite and defeat us, just as Rome fell, all because of our internal
bickerings and selfish polar opposites! (Judg. 21:25)
So when you get honest with yourself, look in the mirror and face facts/become objective, after your
political hangover, point that bony index finger straight at yourself, if you FREELY choose to continue
status quo!
"War has rules, mud wrestling has rules-politics has no rules" --Ross Perot And thus we find ourselves in
"status quo, you know, is Latin for 'the mess we're in." --Ronald Reagan Repent, American voters and
politicians!
You have NO EXCUSE arguing "the other side does it!" Moral leaders take the lead, vs. follow sheep off
a cliff. These are KINDERGARTEN lessons! Just because the adversary does something bad, you
choose to do good, ESPECIALLY as Christians! Start putting Jesus' morals in your politics!
Justice is ALWAYS the common aim we are to be shooting for. Occasionally mercy (Ex.: revised
Welfare), certainly judgment (Ex.: crime’s punishment), but ALWAYS justice! (Mic. 6:8) You can
consider this "weak," but my strong God will weaken you forever for your arrogantly sinful attitude.
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Justice is NOT what we aspire to today! ONLY our side or the highway! The other side and half of the
nation be damned. This is ludicrous! NO one can believe in evolution, when we are degenerating into
animals, in our politics. That’s reverse maturing, and childishness! "You made that."
Peacefully coexist. Learn to tolerate. Disagree agreeably. Make your case and see where the chips fall.
Accept defeats NOT as a sore loser. In victory, magnanimity. These adages are, again,
KINDERGARTEN lessons! Adults are NOT acting as role models, and younger generations SHOULD
reject modern-day politics.
I’m NOT calling for Kumbaya hand-holding, giving up principles, or nicey-nice politically correct public
debating. But ethics must reign, because #MoralsMatter If not to you, to God, and He has the final say
on you and your behavior, and it’s NOT looking so good!

AMERICA: YOU HAVE ISSUES!
A) Child Tax Credit
(12/24/21; @JamesMeroney2)
IT IS AMAZING that families received $300 a month, PER CHILD, by the "child tax credit." Paid by
taxpayers for having kids? Appalling! Neary $1K more a month for doing NOTHING? I’d LOVE to
have a bonus 1K/month. TERRIBLE debt escalating policy! Revolt, taxpayers! Maybe secede!
B) Crime
(3/26/21; @JamesMeroney2)
How could murders be lessened? The TV show, First 48, has endless examples of people valuing life
little, and killing for money, sex, anger and drugs. Those four incentives need to be analyzed, for their
input in these needless and horrific crimes. Do long jail sentences (as opposed to the death penalty) deter
anymore?
C) Democracy
(3/23/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Here’s EXACTLY how oppressed people can take over Communist and dictatorial Arab
governments:
1. Identify sympathetic nations that sell or give weapons.
2. Identify like-minded citizens.
3. Plan in utter secret, undiscoverable by technology.
4. Find SAFE ways to smuggle in weaponry
5. NEVER tell of plans unless certain listener isn’t pro-government.
6. IF any military member ever expresses sympathies for the cause, note their name.
7. Expect MANY to die, in your fight for freedom.
8. Attack when MOST officials are centrally gathered.
I pray EVERY dictator falls!
D) Elderly
(4/7/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I’m going to UNpopularly stand up for all old-fashioned older people. YOU DO NOT have to
change all life-long habits, just because it’s UNcool to own a flip phone, call TV shows programs,
call to-go boxes doggie bags, abandon cable or land lines, etc. BE YOURSELF, or conform and be dull.
E) Energy
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(7/3/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Blow-out proof oil pipelines must be mandated! I’ve said this before, but we cannot afford oil
spills and breakdowns, just because we need oil! Green energy is the way of the future, except for
oil derivatives. We can invent fool-proof systems, but they will cost more!
F) Homeless
(6/22/21; @JamesMeroney2)
A dude who advocated for guaranteed freebies for life, Andrew Yang, is being hassled for
complaining about unkempt homeless discouraging NYC tourism. OBVIOUS-Tourists don’t
want to see that! In TX, we pass laws on panhandling! It’s come to my town, more, recently—even
an INDIAN family
Liberal Think: WHY CARE if tourists might boycott NYC, so we can openly display our
homeless population? Yet another proof they have little understanding of or appreciation for
economics! Andrew Yang
G) Iraq War
(3/21/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I was FOR the Iraq War, because I believed a report that WMDs were secretly shipped out of the
country in covert airplanes. That report also said where they were taken, and hidden. IF that
intel was incorrect, we invaded a nation on false pretense, though Saddam Hussein HAD to go!
It may have even been the Rush Limbaugh show, that posited that secret airplanes shipped
WMD's out of Iraq. It was an interview of an author, and purported "expert." I USED to listen to
him religiously, for about eight years. Haven’t in maybe 15+ years, until he passed.
H) Laws
(3/25/21; @JamesMeroney2)
WHATEVER laws are ever passed MUST be fair to BOTH sides! States’ rights allows at will
employment, but the people should have a say as to whether that status changes! TX loves probusiness stance, but you can’t rely on a banned union to increase your pay, but yourself (or Socialism?)
Is that legal is just one question the public should ask themselves. The deeper and more
significant question they should be asking is if it is legal, is that just?
I) Looting
(11/23/21; @JamesMeroney2)
@WalMart will NOT allow employees to chase any shoplifter once they exit the store. Hire me and I’ll
shoot their nasty A's! I already told a high up they need drones to video the license plates! WE honest
people foot the bill of higher costs! That DUMB policy is an OPEN invitation to theft.
J) Mass Shootings
(4/18/21; @JamesMeroney2)
The ONLY solutions to mass shootings are: 1. Grab ALL guns (Unconstitutional) 2. Gun
detectors with alarms, 3. Remote control gun-disarming technology, or 3. 666 system that detects
criminal mental intent (Rev. 13)
Update
(4/19/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Quite honestly, you'll notice I don't post much about shootings, anymore! Until all places get
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fortified/hardened, more gun owners exist, and maybe cops, as with mental health and tech to
defend cops and civilians, why fret over things you cannot change? Just pray and mourn sin's rule!
K) Patriotism?
(7/5/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I’m TIRED of symbolism of one's patriotism! Singing songs, fireworks, flag waving. If you love
America, you will NOT bankrupt her, allow open dialogue, do whats in her best long-term interests, and
allow peaceful disagreement with people you differ with. Forget your pomp and circumstance!
Here’s the facts: GOOD rules serve a noble purpose. Bad rules need correcting, or ignoring. Not all
rules get enforced, or for every violation. Many rules have exceptions. Not all exceptions are codified.
A biker ran a red light, with NO ONE in the intersection. No harm, no foul.
We are in an era of civil disobedience, appealing everything to court, or law shenanigans. Why didn’t
Kristi Noem simply have her fireworks display, and appeal it to what some people want to be a
politicized Supreme Court? Rules were made for breaking, right? (WRONG)
If Kristi Noem deciphers patriotism by fireworks displays' size, because a judge banned hers over safety
concerns, what says she about NBC/Macy's July 4th show? The "evil and leftist" mainstream media has
more patriotism than Chump, by her thinking. POOR debaters! Trump's America
I am TIRED of the war stories/p-ssing contest of who loves America more, as "proven" by how
BIG a fireworks display a President hosts! Patriotism does NOT mean you have to agree with
either extremist ideology! We are a melting pot of ideas, with solid foundations Americans hold!
L) Refugees
(3/23/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Refugee Island is a GREAT solution, which one millionaire offered to buy, near one country! Make
sure they have all they need, paid for by ALL countries, through the UN, but let them establish a
new country, rather than flock to or flood other nations, or live forever in temporary tents!
M) Supreme Court
(4/9/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Supreme Court MUST have for conservatives and for liberals and one moderate, or five moderates and
to
conservatives and liberals. Balance/justice in leanings must always be the case, and people DO
outlast their effectiveness vs. lifetime appointment, @POTUS Criteria litmus test needed! NO
imbalances!
I would set a 25 year MAXIMUM, and 85 year old MAXIMUM, for ALL Supreme Court
Justices. @POTUS @JoeBiden Also, ONLY balance of ideology, with ties determined by one centrist or
5! NO extremes to rule the roost! Extremes are EVIL, and RUIN America. YOU used to know that!
Don’t abandon it
I’ve rarely if ever heard of a SCOTUS Justice outliving their effectiveness on the bench, as they
take the job seriously! However, most humans can face challenges knowing when it' time to
throw in the towel, so rules should determine when one has been there long enough, or criteria
N) Self-Defense
(5/20/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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Collateral damage is USUALLY unavoidable. They aren’t reasons to cease self-defense! We live in a
fallen world, where the bad guys don’t separate from the good guys, so we can only take out the former!
Hamas is a terrorist organization, but advocating for valid issues of Palestinians.
O) Sin in Society
(//21; @JamesMeroney2)
HERE is why people get away with many evils: Too many cops, and people will cry 'police state.' Too
many undercover cops, and people will cry 'Hitler's SS.' Whistleblower private citizens are the ONLY
other option! Get involved, but don't get killed! Alex Jones
P) Terrorism
(5/16/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I will NEVER justify any terrorist's evil actions, but it sometimes helps to understand what
motivates or angers them, to see if they have any valid complaints of injustice! If you owned
property in the holy land, pre-1948, you be angry it was taken, and not just forgive and forget!
Terrorists must be defeated! The oppressed also need relief. Violence is when ones just because crosses
the line, but people do need outlets for outcries to injustice. Ignore them forever, and they won’t take it
forever. MOST of us don’t even know what started these eruptions in Israel.
Groups we label "terrorists" ARE evil, but some have valid anger over displaced Palestinians.
Their solutions are evil, initiating attacks and violence, not concerned about innocents, instilling
fear, etc. You DON’T legitimize them by talks, but the Palestinians deserve justice talks
You do NOT reward evil—period. Groups who use violence to draw attention to their cause do
NOT deserve attention, or rewarding! The Palestinians, themselves, who ARENT violent, have
EVERY right to voice their complaints, and demand justice and a decent life. NOT terrorists—kill ‘em
all!
Q) Kentucky Tornados
(12/12/21; @JamesMeroney2)
WILL WE learn any lessons from this horrific KY tornado? 1. Resistant structures 2. Damage
ameliorating technology (anti-"acts of god") 3. Insurance for everyone 4. Tech to find the living under
rubble HOW MANY YEARS will I call for this? (next retweets) Takes money and innovation!
R) Torture
(7/1/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I’d BET torture works to get true information, because if you lie, they could re-administer it. I’d say
or do anything to end the pain of the repair work on my plantar wart. NOTHING in my life has
hurt as much, even with pain pills. Don’t tape record my words or agony! Can’t help it!
S) War
(4/13/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I have NO problem saying America has WASTED billions on over-done or unnecessary military
incursions, and weaponry spending, over the past half century! I will NOT detail where or when,
because the issue is never doing so again! Smart wars and tech vs. $600K jet seats, etc.
Government WASTE is all over the place, skyrocketing our debt as Biden proposes piling on more!
T) World’s Policeman
(6/19/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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America as world's policeman makes us ever more responsible to be a morally good nation—not just
good at military and economic might! That’s why a genuine vs. contrived revival is necessary in
America, and that oweness is upon Christians—NOT other Americans! II Chron. 7:14 as an analogy.
WHY does America have to play world policeman?
1. Someone has to—there are evil regimes
2. Our military might makes others rely on our action to curb evils and our economic might makes
others rely on our curbing problems
3. It’s a duty—NOT a privilege
4. Our value system is mainly fair

AMERICA FIRST
(3/6/21; @JamesMeroney2)
FAKE baby Christian tRUMP doesn’t know ANYTHING about the Bible, and doesn’t heed its contents!
USA#1 would have to be by service, not demanded respect! Mt. 20:26 Donald trump is the embodiment
of the anti-Bible, were one to be written! Thou shalt not act like the jerk in chief! Rule one.
THIS is the exact OPPOSITE of USA#1: Arrogance of CHUMP. USA#1 means in money, education,
military and MORALITY! CHUMP is the worst human to hold office, in 1+ generations, and was a
dumb A, had he not copied many of my policy writings! Dumb and evil—a great combination—NOT!
Loser!
I did NOT coin the phrase, "America first," but the CONCEPT! IF you search twitter archives, #USA#1
was mine way before CHUMP stole it from me, via cozying up to my then pastor, who became his WH
chaplain, of sorts, and monitored my tweets to see any contract violations. 2014-2015
USA#1 doesn’t mean no foreign aid, no spreading of global democracy, no allying with NATO nations,
no intervention to stop evils in the world (worlds super power), ripping other nations off, violating valid
international laws, etc. It means your nation it your top priority! Duh101
America first is EXACTLY the value EVERY nation has with their nation mentioned before the word
first, or they are IDIOTS! Every nation puts their own interests above every other nation's! It’s called
national interest and sovereignty! WHO cares MORE for your people—outsiders? DUMB
Americans first only makes sense, for American public policy! It doesn’t mean no one else, ever, as
secondary! It doesn’t mean ugly American arrogance, or U.S. Has superior humans. It means U.S.
Citizens get first dibs at the best jobs and education found in OUR country, and WE control borders.
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3.

APOLOGETICS
1. Bible Skeptics
2. Why Believe the Bible is God’s Word
3. Faith & Reason
4. Faith, Fact & Fantasy
5. A Christian Apologetics Argument
6. Religions & Apologetics

BIBLE SKEPTICS
(10/31/20; @JamesMeroney)
To any Bible skeptic, take this approach: Have an open mind, just to explore its contents. Start with
John and I John, then Proverbs, Psalms and Ecclesiastes.
KNOW this before your adventure: The Bible teaches that it has difficulties (II Pet. 3:16), that people
not related to God can’t spiritually comprehend it (II Cor. 4:4), that life is found through it, so seek a
Person, vs. just knowledge (Jn. 5:39), and know the Bibles claims for itself, as with how Jesus deemed it:
Jn. 10:35, 17:17; II Pet. 1:20; II Tim. 3:16-17; Lk. 24:44
TEST IT! Ps. 34:8 Any seeming contradiction is a miniscule percent, and usually not even discoverable
in the English versions, and our FREE website cites at least four books that have addressed the major 1520 minor claims to such in certain verses (Will You Live Forever? button, at this website).
It has been proved accurate in history, archaeology, geography, psychology and human nature, so if it
bears up in those disciplines, that tends to lean to it being accurate in other ways.
However, if you deny a miracle-working God, or His existence, those passages will trip you up, because
you have a limited view of God. Let the Bible expand it.
Jesus claimed to be God. That makes him a liar, crazy man, comic or God. His words, deeds and
miracles argue for the latter! John 3:16 (7/16/16)
Jesus wasn’t born of human sex; He fulfilled prophecies, spoke absolute truth, never sinned, claimed to
be God, resurrected/is living, and did miracles NO ONE else has ever come close to. You OWE it to
yourself to explore the Bible’s account of His life, as NO ONE else is anything like Him—or ever will
be! (2/25/20)
Whether Jesus' "red letter" Bible verses, or other Bible penmen wrote about a subject means NOTHING!
The Bible does NOT have a hierarchy of authoritativeness. Thou shalt not kill applies in all generations,
and the Bible clearly speaks on homosexuality! It is inerrant in every verse! (6/7/18)
P.S.: READ all Will You Live Forever? button, at this website, if you want to know BEST topics and
materials of God’s inerrant word; NOT adding to or subtracting, but summing up. (9/12/14)

WHY BELIEVE THE BIBLE IS GOD’S WORD?
(8/5/20; @JamesMeroney)
1. Read It For Yourself, Before Deciding. It would be unfair and unreasonable to have an uninformed
opinion as to the Bible’s veracity, by merely taking my or even skeptics’ opinions! Some of the best
proof of the Bible’s power is found my merely taking the time and effort to see what it says. As a quick
guide to lead you to some of its most interesting subject matter, Please see: Will You Live forever,
button, p. 318+ (at this website)
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2. Its Claims For Itself. God used men to write the Bible, and in so doing, it has made several claims for
being the very word of God. Please see: Will You Live forever, button, p. 274+ (at this website)
3. Its Unique Origins. Please see: Please see: Will You Live forever, button, p. 155+ (at this website)
4. Its Corroborations. The Bible has been tested, examined, put under the academic microscope, and in
every claim and area it addresses (including history, psychology, anthropology, archaeology and
geography), it has been found to be true. Of course, with such a thick and sometimes complex source,
some people occasionally have questions about more difficult passages (which the apostle Peter even
addressed—II Pet. 3:16). Many of the questions people occasionally ask have been more than answered
at Please see: Will You Live forever, button, p. 255 (at this website).

FAITH & REASON
(1/3/21; @JamesMeroney2)
‘ALL truth is God’s truth.’ —Anonymous God’s wisdom is reasonable (Jas. 3:17); NOT irrational.
Jesus and the 11 often silenced critics with logical arguments. But faith looks beyond logic, like
Abraham considering his sexually dead body, believing God’s promise for a child.
Paul vehemently denied being crazy, for believing beyond what was visible and logical (Ac. 26:25).
Peter used the early morning as a reason the upper room 120 WEREN’T drunk, but Spirit
empowered (Ac. 2:15). Truth can be logical, and subjectively beyond logic, when God gives you
faith for something.
Miracles are illogical, as is saying anyone knows what happens after death. But when a miracleworking God, Whose Son rose and returned from the dead gets involved, the truth they speak
supersedes what is mere logic. God’s truth is never foolish, crazy or dumb; critics may feel so.
It’s illogical to say beauty, substance and order came from a BIG bang, or soup, but NOT that it
came from a Designer, who created it all in mature but evolving/maturing form, thereafter. It didn’t
take Him eons to make (ex nihilo, and instantly; Gen. 1-3). Faith believes this; logic is silent.
Lost people can run their lives solely by logic, and never take risks, or believe beyond what we see
by sight. Jesus didn’t teach Christians to live like that. Yet, when you walk by faith, MUCH of
what you do is logical, because God doesn’t lead anyone to do crazy things (Abraham, kill your
son?).
God’s truth trumps logic, if in conflict, content and moral-wise. For example, it’s logical that to
survive you need money, so the larger and faster the better, so you can retire, right? God’s word has
boundaries for our good (Pv. 13:11; I Tim. 6:10). Gods will/word is greater than logical
conclusions.
Some would argue it’s illogical to believe in a God you can’t see or 'prove.' Electricity and love are
invisible, but real, and I argue it’s illogical to face death not having explored what could come next,
lest it be negative, especially given that we have all sinned. Logic is not an idol greater than God.

FAITH, FACT & FANTASY
(4/25/19; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s address miracles, faith and craziness. If God gives you faith to do something, it’s His abilities that
see it through—NOT yours. Peter walked on water, but NOT by choosing to, but choosing to do what
Christ called Him to do! (Mt. 14:22-33)
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Peter healed a man (Ac. 3:6), but did he himself have the power to heal? Heal no! It’s Gods power and
ability through him; God led him to heal that man. So when is something God calls a man to do faith vs.
craziness? God called Abraham to lead a nation when that nation was still in his loins.
God called Noah to protect against a flood, when mankind hardly even knew what rain was. He labored
on the ark for DECADES! God chose a little sheep herder/laborer, David, to be the king of His chosen
nation—no experience, training or connections! When God starts the process, it happens!
(Ac. 5:39) When someone simply has some mental breakdown, they think themselves Superman, able to
fly to the sun, literally move a mountain with their strength pushing it sideways—CRAZY! The
difference is God in the process, and God having reasons for such calls!
As time wears on, evidence starts to confirm to OTHERS that that person is walking by faith in a call
they received from God! At first, probably even their own family members think it ludicrous for people
like Noah to start gathering wood to erect a new technology, known as a boat!
During the process from call to completion/reality, there will also always be evidence opposing one’s
faith; that’s called trials. Abraham KNEW his body was frail and decrepitly aged, yet God said he would
be a father in very old age!
He did not deny the facts or scientific proof that that aspiration was "crazy," to others, but he even more
so held to the word of promise God gave him, becoming STRONG instead of weakened by trials/tests of
his faith. (Rom. 4:19) It ALL goes back to what has God said to YOU (not others), and called you to
do? Be faithful! Faith-FULL!
And finally, deeds and words of faith-walkers will NOT be normal, because the norm is to
live by SIGHT (II Cor. 5:7). Christians can ONLY live by faith, to please and obey God! (Heb. 11:1, 6)
Anything less is sinful living! Faith speaks! (II Cor. 4:13), and speaks things irrational to others (Mk.
11:22-24), or the feat wouldn’t require God!
Abraham grew strong in faith, despite trials, by giving glory to God, and recalling His promise. What’s
give glory to God mean? Thanks and praise—prayerfully crediting Him for the answers/promise!
That brings us to faith healers. HOW do you know your prayers will be answered? If they’re in line
with His word. The Charismatic denomination Christians ALWAYS say miracle healing is avail to
Christians, with faith; that’s a LIE! There are objective promises and subjective ones!
David’s call to be a king was subjective—NO Bible verse states that for every believer in God! Peace in
anxiety is an objective promise (I Pet. 5:7-9) Concerning physical healing (the ONLY miracle today’s
Christians seem to expect could occur… selfish!). You do NOT have objective promises that have no
counter-balancing Bible evidence!
It’s 100 percent up to if God gives you faith to be healed! Faith healers (Hagin, et al; RIP) blame
unhealed Christians for not having enough faith. That’s evil! God can do all things, but He hasn’t
promised to do all things we ask.
I can pray for a million dollars to appear at my door step, like the stork, but it likely won’t happen
(anything’s possible, but highly unlikely), because God never promised that! He said He’d meet our
NEEDS—not wants—and if we delight ourselves in Him, He’ll give us our heart’s desires, as they won’t
be sinful!
Concerning healing, God CAN heal any disease; He can even regrow an arm, if He chose to. You can’t
pray believing that will happen! He usually did miracles for a reason, in a season of Bible revelation
(mainly three periods in history).
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John MacArthur’s The Charismatics book has EXCELLENT criteria for how Jesus healed! Usually
instantly, or within hours, or a day, organically, obvious to others, completely (not partial healings, with
second/follow-up takes, later).
MacArthur also challenges people claiming the spiritual gift of healing over why they do it in cloistered
stages and sets, vs. clearing out hospitals, where those skills would be needed?
Pastor John Bisagno (RIP) used to mock that we Baptists are only for praying for healing on Wednesday
or Sunday evenings, or after worship services. He knew WE don’t take James 5 seriously, or really
believe in miracles—excepting salvation! Charismatics, on the other hand, so believe they go beyond
the record!
So how do you get practical? You pray in hope, unless God empowers you to pray in faith! You ask for
what you want, but your attitude is not my will but Thine. It’s NOT praying futilely, believing it’s a
waste of time, because God can’t answer, but you don’t know if He will! Ask Him to let you know if He
will.
I would bet NO human in the 2000s will EVER walk on water. I’m skeptical of claims of Christians
raising people from the dead! I want doctor records from before and after when Christians claim
healings.
Bible miracles usually occurred in public, even if in homes before a smaller crowd! RARE was the oneon-one healing done in a closet, with no other witnesses!
Communities heard of them, because they knew they were real! That’s one of the BIG ways Christianity
spread—a reputation for real miracles!
Christians also confuse subjective vs. objective miracles! I’ve had MANY miracles in my life… answers
to prayer, God alone did. But I’ve only had one miracle, excepting salvation, that was objective.
Subjective miracles are no less God’s work, to be praised for, but Christianity takes a reputational hit
when Christians claim their getting a job was a miracle, or getting pregnant, etc.
These are NORMAL things that happen in life. Lost people can land jobs, and God have had nothing to
do with it; Satan can make people money, and Christians can be disobedient to God, and land a job He
didn’t want for them. Be careful what you call a miracle, but always expect subjective ones, if you’re led
by Jesus.
I had zero choice not having any human witnesses to my one science-defying objective miracle! No one
else was in my car with me! But I offer PROOF, and, so far, NO claiming Christian wants to hear my
testimony, because we Christians are hypocrites in not really believing miracles occur, or can; lack of
faith in God’s ability!
We only want testimonies of people who FEEL healed! Leave the doctor reports out of it! If any
Christian claimed anyone was resurrected, I’d require a professional, medically-trained, to testify their
heart and lungs and brain waves were flat-lined for many hours, before I believed such nonsense.
The Charismatic denomination Christians are often VERY emotional, often anti-knowledge and study,
and LOVE to act like life is a bowl full of miracles. It’s NOT, objectively. Subjectively, YES. But
other people can’t prove subjective miracles.
Jesus' miracles were objective/verifiable. And even if anyone ever experiences a real miracle, you are to
have greater joy that you are saved—NOT that you experienced a miracle. (Lk. 10:20)
Bible stories about miracles are entertaining and interesting. God isn’t in the entertainment business!
You either trust His abilities, or you are a practicing atheist, as a claiming Christian!
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God is ABLE to do anything, but evil. What He chooses to do is not as clear! What’s clear as a bell is
that He’ll do what He promised, not subjectively, but objectively.
You can pray in confidence when you have a promise to base your prayer on! Instant healing is NOT in
that category, despite liars' claims. Joni Tada, ALL MY ADULT LIFE, has been the role model for John
11:4! She has been paralyzed for decades, and God hasn’t cured that challenge. Yet her life is a
testament to His work in one’s life, NOT healing them, or answering prayers for such! She’s an
AMAZING woman! She doesn’t lack faith in God!
I’ve been asked many times, how can I know if I should pray for healing? ALWAYS pray for it; always
trust God’s answer. But if you’re asking how can I know if He will heal me, ASK HIM, and live with
whatever answer He brings, gratefully!
It’s a sin to be presumptuous, and a sin to doubt God. To pray for healing, as a joke, knowingly doubting
He can do so, or praying for healing, demanding it because God owes you are BOTH wrong
attitudes/extremes.
Humble submission in faith and hope is always the right thing to do. Claiming one verse that indicates
God heals, when other verses say He doesn’t always is presumption, UNLESS God gives you that
specific verse (i.e., ‘rhema’). Ex.: Ps. 103:3/I Pet. 2:24 vs. II Tim. 4:20/I Tim. 5:23. Healing is NOT in
the atonement, in this life, though it can happen in this life. Get your theology right, and you get your
practice right!
It’s VERY harmful to the cause of Christ to advocate either heresies, that God always heals or never
does! But don’t put it past ignorant Christians to often harm His name, from not being Berean (Ac.
17:11), but just living off sermons, acronyms (WWJD), and un-Bible-informed opinions! It happens all
the time, sadly.
One final word… God has made our bodies to recover from surgery, and heal, over time, even using
doctors and medicines, etc. You usually recover from a cold, even without prayer. If you pray for
recovery from a cold, and it happens, you can call that a miracle, but your work colleague who caught
the same bug will NOT see it as miraculous! He/she also recovered. That’s Gods general grace in the
world.
Don’t claim natural events as miraculous. The fact that you put pants on today is NOT a miracle. The
fact they match your shirt may be, if you’re fashionably challenged (joke).
And when you’re believing God, you focus on His abilities, not yours, and what He has called you to
do—not what you are capable of doing. He can do anything, but He usually doesn’t call you to do
everything, or irrational things, or things that serve no good/real purpose.

A CHRISTIAN APOLOGETICS ARGUMENT
(12/24/20; @JamesMeroney2)
IF Christ was a historical figure, what did contemporaries say about him? Oral tradition was their
primary means of maintaining news reports. The four gospels could be said to be written by biased
advocates, but also eye witnesses who told the truth, even if embarrassingly honest!
How do we know our Bible is accurate? Its proximity to the actual events, by eye witnesses or their
closest associates, more faithfully transmitted than all other works of antiquity, combined, with
reasonable explanations for any alleged and minor disparities in OUR version!
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Historians and NON-Christians verify Jesus existed—He's NOT a myth. In fact, our calendar is based
on His life (AD/BC). No one has ever found His bones, because He was only buried for three days, then
He resurrected, never to die again. Hundreds of people saw Him alive after death!
Yes, He actually died. Only a FOOL would die for a lie they knew was a fraud. Most of Christ's
apostles died as martyrs, for the cause they knew they were true witnesses to! They gave up everything,
incl careers and cash, to tell people of Christ's resurrection, as they ate with and touched Him, postdeath!
If you don’t believe in a miracle-working God, you don’t believe in the God of the Bible. If you don’t
believe in God, God says you are a FOOL (Ps. 14:1), and God holds you accountable for your
conscience and creation showing you he exists, though invisible! (Rom. 1:20)
Jesus claimed to be God. (Jn. 5:18, 8:58, 10:30) The human writers of the New Testament epistles
claimed Jesus was divine! (Jn. 1:1; Phil. 2:9-11; Tit. 2:13; Jn. 20:28; Heb. 1:8) Proofs thereof include
fulfilled prophecies, His virgin birth, a sinless life, His many miracles and perfect words, claims, and His
resurrection.
Our Will You Live Forever? button, at this website, lists all the Old Testament prophecies Jesus' life
fulfilled. The chances of one human fulfilling them all is equal to the state of Texas filled with quarters
two feet deep, and you finding one marked quarter! One in 10 to the 17th power odds!
And look at our websites list of people who attest He lived (NON-Christians, in early antiquity), the stats
on the Bible's accurate transmission better than any other work of antiquity, and our section entitles Why
Believe The Bible, quoting Josh McDowell.
Faced with this info, you must decide if Jesus was a liar, lunatic, clown, good man, prophet, or God?
Islam says He was a prophet. Most people say He was a good man (Ac. 10:38). If you READ the four
gospels, there’s NO evidence He lied, or sinned!
The ONLY example anyone ever cites for sinning is His turning the temple tables
Anger (Mk. 11:15-18 and Jn. 2:13-17). But righteous indignation is NOT sin, but shows His zeal for His
Father's house! (Jn. 2:17)
This delayed answer is also not arrogant ignoring sin, but wise patience: Mt. 27:14. The witnesses
testify He was sinless (II Cor. 5:21; Heb. 4:15; I Pet. 2:22; I Jn. 3:5). His teachings astonished people as
superior (Mt. 7:29; Jn. 6:68) He did so many miracles, the Bible is far too small to contain them all (Jn.
21:25)
He also was not born of human sex (Mt. 1:18-25; Isa. 7:14). Most all of the Old Testament foretold this
Messiah's coming! (Isa. 53, et al)
God cannot lie; Jesus never lied. Yes, Jesus was a man, for 33 years, but preexisted (Phil. 2:1-6). He
was tempted, but never gave in (Mt. 4:1-11; Heb 4:15). He cried (Jn. 11:35), got tired (Jn. 4:6), but He
was God-man; not just God or just man. FULLY God, fully man!
There’s NO evidence He was crazy (a lunatic). His somber statements give no indication he was an
entertaining clown. Yes, He was a good man, and YES He was a prophet, but He was much more than
that.
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Your choice is to look at all this evidence, and make a conclusion about Who He was! He said hell is
real, as with heaven (Mt. 8:12, 10:28; Lk. 16:23-24, as with Jude 1:3, 7, and II Pet. 2:4, vs. Jn. 14:2-4,
Mt. 5:16, 45, 48, 6:1, 7:11, ETC.
He said He is the only way to heaven (Jn. 14:6), as did doctor Luke (Ac. 4:12). He Who existed from the
beginning (eternity past), has defeated death (II Tim. 1:10), never lied or sinned says YOU will die, then
go to heaven or hell.
The author of Hebrews confirms we all will die (9:27). He died as the perfect sacrificial Lamb, to pay
YOUR sin indebtedness to God. Will you accept His free gift of forgiveness of all sins on His birthday
evening?
Someone has said not deciding about Jesus, for yourself, in this life, is the greatest gamble ever!
If you are right, then you are OK. But if Christ is right, and you reject His free salvation gift, it will be
hell for you, forever. BIG gamble!
We all, naturally, fear death (Heb. 2:15). There’s good reason to be concerned! You don’t know what
happens afterwards! He who defeated death, won over it, and has been to the grave and back tells us
exactly how to not go there. Ignore His words, to your peril, and be warned: You NEVER know when
your end date happens. (Jn. 3:16)
Why non-Christians should be informed about Jesus:
No one can logically claim to be a truly educated person if he does not understand who Jesus is and the
influence He has exerted on humanity. He is undoubtedly the single most commanding person in the
entire history of mankind. –John Ankerberg
Are you certain you will go to heaven when you die? If you are not, good works won’t work! Only faith
in His Name! Jn. 3:16, the Bible; Merry CHRISTmas!
As a child I received instruction both in the Bible and Talmud. I’m a Jew, but I’m enthralled by the
luminous figure of the Nazarene. No one can read the Gospels without feeling the actual presence of
Jesus. His personality pulsates in every word. No myth is filled with such life. –Albert Einstein
The name of Jesus is not so much written as ploughed into the history of the world. –R. W. Emerson
Christ's system of morals and religion as He left them to us is the best the world has seen or is likely to
see. –Benjamin Franklin
I know men, and I tell you that Jesus Christ is no mere man. Between Him and every other person in the
world there is no possible term of comparison. Alexander, Caesar, Charlemagne, and I have founded
empires... Upon force. Jesus Christ founded His empire upon love. –Napoleon
I am an historian, I am not a believer, but I must confess as a historian that this penniless preacher from
Nazareth is irrevocably the very center of history. Jesus Christ is easily the most dominant figure in all
history. –H.G. Wells
Christ is the great central fact of world’s history. To Him everything looks forward or backward. All
lines of history converge on Him. All the great purposes of God culminate in Him. The greatest and
most momentous fact which history of the world records is the fact of his birth. –Charles Spurgeon
It is not too much to say that if Jesus Christ had never been born, you and I and this entire country, and
our Western Civilization, would not exist as it does. Ready With An Answer, pp. 24, by John
Ankerberg. Bold statement! There is ZERO reason for anyone not to explore the claims of Christ!
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You can NOT write Jesus off as a mere mortal man, a good man, or even a prophet! He claimed to be
God, and proved it by His words, perfect moral deeds, miracles, Old Testament prophecies fulfilled, and
resurrection! He DID claim and prove His divinity! (Jn. 1:1, 10:30, et al) See Will You Live Forever?
button, at this website.
Deity of Christ proofs:
1. Fulfilled Old Testament prophecies;
2. The virgin birth;
3. A sinless life;
4. His many miracles;
5. His perfect words/teachings;
6. His humble deity claims, and,
7. His resurrection from the dead. See: Will You Live Forever? button, at this website, for more
detail(s).
Update #1
(12/22/20; @JamesMeroney)
I have walked closely with God for 43 years of my 53 years of being a Christian. I have only
experienced one science-defying miracle. God doesn’t do them that often, today, and any claims to the
contrary would have to pass tests of proof, vs. subjective feelings some call a miracle, that aren’t.
WHY are there so FEW miracles today?
1. Salvations happen all the time, and they’re the most important one (Lk. 10:20);
2. They mainly happened in two or three periods of revelation;
3. WE have little faith;
4. God is ready to judge, and gave mankind all they need to believe. We don’t need miracles, but faith!
Update #2
#StupidQuestionsForAtheists How can order and beauty derive from an explosion/BIG bang? Is it
(primordial) soup yet, or did it go out with a (big) bang? Where did the soup, or bang, or apes come
from? Why did some monkeys never become human? TIME is our only differences? (4/24/19)
Update #3
(12/24/20; @JamesMeroney)
THIS is coming to our world: Rev. 6:2, 4-6, 8-10, 12-17, 8:1, five Seal, trumpet and bowl judgments of
God, over a seven-year period. You WILL be here to endure it, if you aren’t saved! Seal four kills onefourth of all humans; trumpet six kills one-third. Be saved from this perverse generation! (Ac. 2:40)
God is a just God. How is hell just? Adam's ONE sin ruined man's relationship with God. Everything
changed when he fell. We heirs inherit his sin nature. But despite all that, if you choose to reject God's
free way out of heaven, YOU freely chose hell! #CantBlameGod for that!

RELIGIONS & APOLOGETICS
(12/11/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Religion… I personally despise the word! It brings up such mundane and stupid rituals. Acts humans do
to try to curry favor with a Higher Being. They ALL are based on men trying to be good enough not to
be punished for their sins, after death! ONLY one is different, and it is NOT a religion, but a
relationship!
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ONLY ONCE does New Testament reference "religion," and it basically says if you claim to be of one,
your deeds toward others and the lesser people of life show if yours is of any value to God! (Jas. 1:27)
That’s NOT political conservatives' concern! Money as god.
I had an off-putting conversation with a gal I really admire, today, and learned she was a lesbian atheist.
I didn’t speak of the Bible, but asked probing questions. I got her to agree science (her religion) can’t
say what happens after death! Covid has showed us all how faulty science can be!
You cannot replicate the earth’s beginnings in a lab, and a theory is just a theory. There’s no scientific
method that can prove evolution, or explain how things started or always existed, or why they morphed.
It makes zero rational sense to say SOUP caused our beautiful landscapes, or a bomb/BIG bang!
They can’t explain why some monkeys remain such, while others became human! They can’t prove how
old the earth is, because God spoke all things into existence in mature form! He didn’t have her evolve
over eons, but created fully mature!
If science is your god, numbers, research studies and machines are your purpose for existence, for they
are the only solid foundations for any life decisions! You can’t explain why most people won’t walk
naked in public. Why you feel bad, as a child (before you get hardened) when you do something wrong!
Why we all have an intrinsic concern for what happens to us when we die.
Science can’t even explain why we die, or our bodies run down. Evolving is supposed to be
improvement! Science is a religion just as political conservatism is to many CLAIMING Christians
(take that term with a grain of salt).
Science can’t explain why people do evil! A gal I conversed with on Twitter said we all care about
people hurt on the road, knowing nothing of their nationality or religion. Science can’t even explain that
instinct, that many of us won’t act on when called to, as Good Samaritans are rare. The Bible explains
all these!
So when your "religion" affects your politics, bad things often happen, because it is natural law morality
that decides good laws—NOT everyone’s own view of values, coming from so many religious heritages!
Justice, kindness, hard work, honesty, selflessness, compassion—
those things!
Like my female friend I just referenced, we can all respect peoples traditions and even admire that they
feel some need for a religion (her exact words). I, for one, DON’T rejoice in a system of thought that
guarantees its holders to go to hell! Religion, to me, is useless, if it’s NOT a direct relationship with the
one and only living God!
Incense, robes, choirs, LATIN sermonettes, candles, water deemed "holy," seven sacraments, multiple
paths to God, many definitions of God, some having thousands of gods! They CAN’T all be speaking of
the same Person! NOT all are right.
It matters if YOU will burn in an eternal flame, forever, when your flesh and bone is six feet under,
decaying with the maggots! Science can’t tell anyone what comes next! It can’t even tell us what came
before, at the beginning! It has said soup or an explosion.
It couldn’t even tell us Covid was airborne! I said it was, MONTHS before the scientists! It can’t fully
explain how well masks do or don’t work—yet! Scientists told us masks were for OTHERS, then
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switched to say it was also for the mask wearer. It is NOT a solid religion, folks! And EVERY religion
on earth says work!
If I were a skeptic, perhaps I’d research every religion, to see what they all taught about the afterlife.
How would you decide which one or ones were RIGHT? I’ve studied them all, very surfacy, and all but
one teach working your way to heaven. I do NOT want to convince you of lies!
I do not want you to be deceived, or to believe falsehoods or myths. I, myself, DESPISE how many
claiming Christians don’t live like Jesus, so I, like you, would conclude their 'religion' is FALSE, if their
lifestyles were any indication. But there is a much greater way to conclude!
IF you haven't yet read The Case For Christ (by Lee Strobel), or Evidence That Demands a Verdict (by
Josh McDowell), you don't yet love yourself enough to investigate whether hell could be in your future!
Our website’s Will You Live Forever? button has an entire section of 250 questions YOU may have
about the Bible and Christ, thinking you can stump the panel with great ponderings. EVERY such
question is answered, with experts and evidence cited for further reading! Your eternity will be horrific,
if you’re in the majority!
1. Was Jesus a historical figure?
2. What did NON-Christians say about Him?
3. How does Bible stand up compared to all other ancient literature, in its accurate transmission and
honesty of its writers? ALL these are answered at Will You Live Forever? button, at this website.
THAT’s the investigation I’d undertake.
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BIBLE
1. Bible Reading 101
2. Bible Basics
3. World Class Wisdom (Best Tweets)

BIBLE READING 101
(12/19/20; @JamesMeroney2)
If you’re new to the Bible, I suggest you start with the NEW Testament, as it updates what’s in the OLD,
in many ways! John, I John and Ephesians are my first recommended books. There is MUCH history,
and many ‘be holy or be punished’ messages in the Old Testament, when the Spirit was rarely inside, but
upon people.
If you like history, and often repeating events, there’s MUCH of that in the Old Testament, as with the
repeated theme of be good, or else. God sometimes withheld judgment, when people changed, but most
of them continually did evil. It’s a bit of a negative/depressing story to continually observe.
In the Old Testament, God demanded holiness of nations—NOT just the Jews. There are many
principles from there which still apply, just not as explicitly, or in different ways, now that grace and the
Gospel have arrived. God still warns against and punishes sin, but we often don’t realize it as such!
If you want to understand the Old Testament, in light of the New, Hebrews is awesome for the meaning
behind many symbolic acts and assets described in the Old Testament. Heb. 11 is a great highlight film
of the most exciting events of the Old Testament. Ac. 7 and I Cor. 10 sum up some major Old Testament
history events!
Dallas Seminary teaches a four-fold process repeated throughout the Old Testament: Commandment,
test, failure, restoration. ‘Be good’ is a great summary of the Bible, but know that it won’t get you to
heaven! (Jn. 3:6; Ecc. 12:13) How-to is by faith, once you’re saved! (II Cor. 5:7)—NOT by willpower.
In my opinion, the BEST first Old Testament books to read are Ps., Pv., Ecc., Jon., Job, Gen. 1-3, Ruth
and Isa 40 and 53. ALL Scripture is inspired and inerrant, but it’s not all equally interesting, I think you
will find when you begin. You decide that, but I’m trying to spare you any initial boredom. (I Cor.
7:28f)
If you want a FAST way to get through nearly half the New Testament, read Mark, Lk. 10-18, and John
only. MUCH of what remains is duplicative, except a few parts of Matthew. Mark is a short version of
much of the Synoptics (i.e., Mt-Lk). (12/15/18)
If you want to quickly distinguish the four gospels, Mk. Is high on "immediately," and short event
recountings; Mt. Ties many events to fulfilled Old Testament prophecies; Lk. Has chapters ~10-18, as
unique information, and more picturesque Jn. Speaks of Christ’s deity, His hour, glory, the seven I am’s,
seven signs and believe. I hope that helps! (3/8/19)
If I were you, I’d read Rev. And Heb. Last, in New Testament reads. After my first three, I’d go with
Phil. And Col. II Pet. And Jude I’d hold off on, as with Gal., until one had more Bible knowledge
experience (and before Heb. And Rev.). James is a very clear, black and white book on morals, that
most anyone can fully comprehend, early on.
We have done ALL the hard/spade work for you, in identifying the BEST chapters and verses to
meditate on early on, at Will You Live Forever? button, at this website.
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If you wanted to know the BEST verses in all the Bible, to initially become familiar with, they’re all
there. We did the searching/hard work.
The epistles ASSUME most Christians gather in local bodies. They usually start with greetings that
assume the salvation of the readers, especially in terms used of those believers, like ‘saints.’ Eternal
security and identity, therefore, are basic doctrines for discipleship (as early-on topics).
This is a good time to remind people, you go to the Scriptures to meet God—not just to acquire
knowledge, and certainly not for trivia knowledge, but information that affects your life, attitude,
behavior and relationship to God. Anything less is missing the point! Jn. 5:39
There are MANY lessons from the Old Testament, but in light of the New, two main ones stick out:
With the Spirit within, all the ‘do good, not evil or else’ is lessened, and seeking "help" is now Christ
living through you. You can do nothing in your own strength.
Christians have various heart attitudes about reading the Bible. Their WORDS will always be that it’s a
good experience, but some do so from nostalgic/sentimental reasons, many from obligation, but the best
is to meet God, and because you enjoy doing so!
I Tim. 4:7-8 speaks to the self-discipline initially required. It can be drudgery, but especially if you don’t
know where to start and end. Some people read through the Bible in a year, which is a good practice, but
I’ve told you the BEST way! Start with the best memory verses, then the best initial chapters and books!
Reading genealogies of X begat Y is not nearly as impactful to your spiritual life as reading words Peter
said no one else had, which kept him from falling away, as other disciples did! (Jn. 6:68)
In college, I was badgered into a habit of Bible reading, by a very awesome caring dude. After a month,
or so, I was hooked, but I was trained by him in how to have a daily quiet time. I wasn’t just reading
through! Our website details exactly what I was taught! Will You Live Forever? button, at this website.
My junior and senior year, I spent between 3-5 hours a day reading it! Interest grows, as
you discover jewels and treasures, see how it works in real life, and see what it says making sense of the
world (and answered prayers, made based in God’s promises, helps).
When the light goes off, or God convicts you through His word, and you start making direct contact with
God, in undeniable ways, studying it won’t be a chore, an obligation, drudgery or as academic!
LOOK at THESE verses, and see how other people have come to experience Bible meditating as an
enjoyable experience they can’t live without, like daily bread to sustain you, and analyze if you are yet in
their company…
Read "Why Read The Bible," at that website, and in one sitting, read all of Ps. 119! It was
dear/sacred/precious to David, and in Mt. 4:4 Jesus says man CAN’T live without it. Those who ignore
it are NOT, biblically, ‘living;’ they’re just walking dead men! Are YOU one of them—a corpse with a
heartbeat?

BIBLE BASICS
(11/14-19/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Mt.
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1:21 Sin is something you need to be rescued from. God blesses you when you get rescued. Ac. 3:26;
Jas. 5:20 The TEMPORARY pleasures of sin are why we view them as not a curse to us, but they kill
and cause us excess trials, and then judgment. Heb. 11:25; Num. 32:23, etc..
4:4 If you aren’t ingesting God's word, the Bible, by God's definition you aren't living! Walking dead
men! Jn. 10:10 is God's definition of life. Note also that Jesus used Scripture in temptation, to rebut lies,
and Bible-interpretive or application abuses of satan.
5:44 Imagine if we applied this verse to our politics! Mt. 5:48 is the end game, never achievable in this
life, but the goal to which we strive, by faith.
6:14 If you won’t forgive others, God won’t forgive you, and we all need a lot of forgiveness!
6:33 If you are striving for assets without God and His kingdom first priority in your life, God is not the
one giving them to you, but satan is making you rich. He can do that! Mt. 4:8-9; II Cor. 4:4 This visible
fallen world is his domain, subject to the God of all, Who's over him!
7:7-8 Pray, initiate, persist. Your efforts will be rewarded.
7:9-11 Even if it feels like life is against you, or God only intends you trials, he is always ready to give
good gifts to those who ask! Jas. 1:17
7:13 MOST people go to hell! Don't let yourself be one of them! Jn. 3:16
7:15-20 False prophets are identified by their fruits. You can’t fake goodness forever, or God ever.
They will be judged. Your deeds ultimately (not always-Jas. 3:10) reflect your nature, and heart
condition. Deeds don’t prove salvation, but are natural and expected, if one is growing.
8:18-22 Jesus wants committed disciples, but also only those who have counted the cost. Lk. 14:28 That
has NOTHING to do with free salvation, but people claiming they want to follow Him. He warns such
people that it’s not easy, and it’s spiritually prioritized, vs. materially so.
12:46-48 Jesus was not incapable of recognizing His own family members. They were not His number
one priority, and He used the occasion of a comment to make a teaching about more important things.
The commenter likely thought Jesus would hurry to stop His ministry, for His family
13:54-58 Those who know you best can be the least supportive! Doubt that God can use one they know
so well and to be so imperfect (though NOT in Christ's case). A mere carpenter, grown up to be the king
of the world. Yeah, right. Yes, correct! Hometown doubters #ProphetWithHonor
20:13 People who complain that their wages are too low, when they agreed to contract terms, are
immoral, in God's eyes! Fair wages is paying what the employer said he/she would, vs. withholding due
wages! Jas. 5:4 THAT is unjust, unfair pay! Learn the lessons!
20:27-28 Humility gets the reward. Humility serves others. Pride serves self. Again, Christ came for
men's salvation/evangelism. Mt. 20:28 ALL of life is worthless, if any people miss hearing the Gospel,
and for all who end up in hell. ALL of life!
21:13 Church is not to be about money-making, but ministry-making, and prayer! That doesn’t mean
they should go bankrupt, but church as BIG business is ANATHEMA to God, and benefits society littleto-none, especially if believers aren’t made better citizens as a result!
22:1-14 Salvation can be rejected by invited people, and those rejecters will not be chosen to enter
heaven! Resist God’s call to heaven to your eternal peril! Jn. 3:16 Bible
22:21 God and government have obligations—not just privileges—we are to meet! Ask NOT what
government can do for you
Lk.
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10:42 Time spent with Jesus, learning at His feet, is superior to busybody activity of everyday life
activities. That doesn’t mean you become a monk, or that you ignore chores. It means exactly what I
said, originally. #Priorities
11:21-22 Self-defense of person and property endorsed, and one could even argue, armed better than
robbers with assault rifles! Read it closely; not out-armed by someone stronger.
11:35 What you see enters your mind, and cleans or dirties your heart
Importance of Bible synthesis. Lk. 11:23 You can think Jesus is just alright with me, but if you’re not
actively for Him, you’re against. Lk. 9:50 Whoever’s not against Christians is for them. Harmony-1
must be actively for Jesus or he’s against, but if one is not actively opposing, he’s not a hindrance to
Christians.
11:37-41 Sanctification is voluntary; NOT compulsory for heaven. It IS mandatory to walk. Rightly
with Jesus, but NOT for salvation. God doesn’t use threat of hell to get people to choose to live morally,
or promise of heaven as an incentive (though it motivates believers via rewards)
11:52 Gospel knowledgeable people hold the keys to heaven. Here, the Pharisees knew God's word, yet
hypocritically remained unsaved. They hid salvation by grace from their followers, and opposed it,
taking away the key to knowledge, as God’s the foundation. Pv. 1:7
12:33-34 This was said to Jesus' disciples (v. 22). Sell your possessions and give to charity, and you
will have purses that don’t wear out and unfailing treasure in heaven, for where your valuables are, there
will your heart be. NO ONE preaches this in America! Eternal rewards get heart right
12:40, 17:27 Good Bible prophecy timing and sign verses.
13:7-9 This is a GREAT 'proof text' to give your average Christian four years to start spiritual growth, or
to warn them God may cause them to die prematurely! Lordshippers demand it right away, or doubt
one's salvation. Luke's unique section (~Ch 10-18) is VALUABLE (see last post)
13:32 Christ was a God-led goal-setter and achiever.
14:12-14 NO ONE does this! We invite people we can impress, get something from, are friends or
family, or who will reciprocate. Even at Thanksgiving, it’s dangerous to invite strangers into your home!
Robberies have occurred, and worse.
14:23 God calls to heaven the undesirables, as the people we might think He'd most want (celebs, the
high and mighty elitists, rich, famous, etc..) reject His call, from arrogance, so He calls those who are
nothing, as humility believes. I Cor. 1:26; Jas. 2:5
16:14 The love of money is a sin; not the like thereof.
16:16 People try to force their way into heaven, by works, but works don’t work. Eph. 2:8-10
17:1-3 ANYTHING and anyone who keeps you from faith in Jesus for salvation has to be removed from
your life thoughts/influence.
17:9-10 No Christians can be proud of their obedience, or sanctification, as it is only what we are
supposed to do! It is obligatory, but not mandatory to receive salvation. If lifelong deeds proved
salvation, eternal security would only be avail on one's deathbed-NOT biblical
18:13-14 Humility believes in Christ; the arrogant will not be saved, absent a change.
18:25 Rich people NEED to beware-MOST of you are going to hell! This doesn’t have to be this way!
It will be if you don’t do Jn. 3:16
Jn.
2:11 Christ's disciples got saved AFTER they were called to follow!
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2:15; Mt. 21:12 Jesus overturned the temple money-changers at the beginning and end of His 3-year
ministry! It seems some people don’t learn their lessons with just one warning! Reverting vs. repenting.
3:1-21, 19:38-42 Many scholars use the patter reference to imply Nicodemus got saved in the latter
reference. This is not a stretch of an implication!
3:7 There is only one type of 'Christian'-the born again type! My pa-in-law claimed to NOT be born
again, but a Christian. NOT possible!
3:36 Lordshippers would say the 'obey' speaks to a lifetime of good deeds. The verse contrasts believing
with not obeying (i.e., not obeying the command to believe). I Jn.. 3:23 (same human author,
no less). Good deeds are natural and expected; NOT guaranteed. God's work is. Phil. 1:6
4:14 Jesus had appealing salvation invitations! They were NOT negative, but such an unbelievably
positive offer, some might think it incredible/not believable. Heaven for free, His paying all your debt to
God. WHY would anyone be that nice?
4:34 EXCELLENT verse for Christians to memorize, so doing God’s will becomes as necessary for us
as not starving to death, by eating food! Saturate your heart and mind with what this verse says! Go five
days without food, or outside God’s will. Do you nearly die, living in rebellion?
4:36 Some Christ-claimers say rewards as motivation for sanctification is evil. God disagrees, in
MANY places! He's the One Who came up with that plan!
5:24 Gospel ideas must be learned, before one can believe, but faith alone secures eternal life, forever!
VERY clear verse!
5:39 God is found through the Bible, but Bible is not God, but His thoughts written down. Jn. 5:40-41
Pride and praise-seeking from men can be barriers that keep people hellhound all the way to hell.
6:12 Jesus did not believe in waste. Our government spending tax money shouldn’t either!
6:27 It COULDNT be clearer: You work a job to put bread on the table. BY COMPARISON you
shouldn't be doing so more than working for eternal rewards, through ministry, Christian! We admire
the heroes in the book of Acts, but RARELY imitate them, as "that's the professional's job."
6:35; Mt. 11:28 Jesus had appealing salvation invitations! He didn’t say count the cost for salvation,
and if it’s too high, go to hell! He DID say count the cost for following Him, as it was too high a price
for some to accept. They are NOT the same invitation. Can be simultaneous
6:40 NONE of us will see Jesus on earth, when this verse was stated, but we all can believe in Him for
eternal life (Jn. 6:47), that God would resurrect us on the last day! Jn. 3:16 Jn. 6:68 Peter's commitment
was from Christ's eternal ideas! NOT because he promised, in order to get saved!
6:63, 5:39 God’s word is always living and active (Heb. 4:12), but it won’t be to you, unless God's Spirit
sovereignly and miraculously intervenes, because we are but flesh without Him. Logos vs. rhema, but
not a 100 percent accurate Greek use of those two terms. God alivens His word to give you faith.
6:68 Jesus spoke with authority, because He knew what He was talking about. Mt. 7:29 Have you
learned what He said?
7:5; Mk. 6:4 Those closest to you will often be your fiercest critics, as they can’t always objectively see
what outsiders do, in things God achieves through you, too tied to a false belief that blood determines
action (i.e., the apple doesn’t fall far from tree), or remembering all your life-long faults.
7:38 Jesus had appealing salvation invitations.
7:46 Peter wasn’t the only one who observed Christ's unique words and ideas!
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8:12 Christ had appealing invitations to sanctification, though He balanced them with warnings of the
costs. Note that eternal life is not addressed in this invitation.
8:31-32 Freedom is not experientially promised to every believer, if they don’t continue in God’s word.
8:51 This verse is a problem passage for free gracers. Seems to say obey His commands all your life,
and you will have eternal life (works-based salvation). It means those who believe (the one command
required for eternal life) and who keep His word will not experience separation from fellowship!
8:58, 10:30 Christ's deity claims.
11:25-26 Jesus' definitions of death can be spiritual, physical, or both. Here, any who put faith in Him
for salvation will live eternally, even if their bodies die. Raptured Christians won’t have their bodies diecarnal Christians are walking dead men
11:32 Jesus is NEVER the reason YOU go to hell! Your rejecting His free gift is an unforgiveable sin.
He does all of His part for your salvation!
11:48, 12:19 The quality and nature of Christ's words are what led people to follow Him, as we have
read twice before in John.
12:36 Faith in Christ changes a person and their identity before God. Jn. 12:42 Verbal confession isn’t
required to be saved, but is a good thing to do!
13:10 Familial and ALL sins are all forgiven of believers, but fellowship sins keep koinonia active, vs.
broken off. I Jn. 1:9
13:17 Sanctification is voluntary, and receives blessing, but is mandatory to be in right standing with
God, experientially.
13:34-35 The Church should be known by outsiders for her love, as proof of Christians' salvation! NOT
black vs. white, etc.
15:2 Sanctification is voluntary, but NOT optional if one is to be right with God. Those believers who
do not grow can be prematurely killed, as judgment for their carnality sin. I Cor. 11:30 ANYONE who
teaches be saved then live like the devil is satanic, and encouraging satanic acts!
15:16 Christians were saved to produce good deeds. Eph. 2:10; Tit. 2:12, 3:1-2 You were NOT saved to
live for yourself or tour own desires. You were saved for a purpose, and your life can have purpose
when you live for the purpose God saved you—to do His will! All else is rebellion
16:33; Jas. 1:2-4 God offers peace and joy in troubling times. II Thes. 3:16
17:3 Eternal life is not just heaven after death! It is knowing God intimately, NOW! It is BOTH
quantitative and qualitative. I Jn. 2:13-14; Phil. 3:10, et al. Knowing God is levels of depth, over time!
17:17 The Bible's God’s tool for cleaning Christians! If a believer never reads, he rarely if ever grows
(absent God's miraculous part-Phil. 1:6! That is one aspect of carnality. Saved, but not reading the word
of life; stagnant in growth; empowered by the flesh; NOT fully committed.
20:30-31 The entire book of John was written so that readers thereof would be saved. That is why it is
the best book to lead curious lost people to peruse, IMO. It’s the book of the "7 signs and the seven I
am's.” If you don’t get that term, read it to discover its meaning! II Tim. 2:15
DID YOU KNOW the book of John only covers ~18 days in the life of Christ? Chapters 14-17 are at
one sitting, called the "Upper Room Discourse.”
Mk. is known for its brevity of expression, and quick pace (Ex.: repeated use of "immediately").
Lk. ~10-17 is mainly unique to Lk. In the synoptics
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The book of John is the most pictorial/image-filled of the four gospels. Can you tell which gospel you’re
reading if the label wasn’t atop it? They have stylistic differences, but MUCH overlap.
Mt. is the longest; Mk., the shortest; Jn. Is the most unique. Mk. Is mainly abbreviated summary.
Pastors are to preach ALL God’s word; not cherry pick, or only pick the positives, as Osteen often does!
Same effect as violating Rev. 22:18-19! Cut out what you don’t like, to NOT be a hypocrite.
Ac.
18:27 The definition of discipleship
19:8 The definition of evangelism
20:20, 27 Pastors are to preach ALL God’s word; not cherry pick, or only pick the positives, as Osteen
often does! Same effect as violating Rev. 22:18-19! Cut out what you don’t like, to NOT be hypocrite
24:16 The definition of a faith walker/Spirit filled and led Christian. Did you know there is a "we
section" in the book of Acts? It's several chapters long. Discover the treasures/jewels of God's word for
yourself! READ Ps 119 in its entirety! Build up your faith, believers.
Rom.
1:15-16 Eagerness to evangelize comes from not being ashamed of the gospel, NOT seen as foolishness
(I Cor. 1:18), but being proud of it, seeing it as the way God’s power enacts man's salvation. Many of us
fear hearers’ response more than focus on its ability and value! Trust God through you.
2:4 It’s God’s gift that leads you to repent, or feel godly sorrow so as to believe. II Cor. 7:10
2:6, 16 God will judge everyone’s deeds, and nothing is hidden from Him, including your secrets! Heb.
4:13 Ro 3:10-18 No human but Christ is good, and humility had Him even deny that. Mk. 10:18
3:19-24, 28 Good deeds earn no one heaven, because it’s a gift, and because we have all sinned (and
God’s standard is perfection, which Christ alone achieved).
3:24, 5:15, 17 Salvation is a (free) gift; it can’t be earned.
4:3, 7-8 Heaven is gained by trusting Christ, which is having all sins covered, and God won’t hold you
accountable for them.
4:17-21 This verse is the perfect illustration of faith. Despite contrary evidence, remaining certain in
God's promises. Rom. 3:24, 5:15, 17 Salvation is a (free) gift; it can’t be earned.
5:1, 9 Salvation gives people peace with God, and rescue from His eternal wrath for our sins.
7:6 Walking by the Spirit gives freedom, life and power to live right, rather than the death that comes
from trying to work our ways to God.
8:9, 16 THIS alone is how you know one is going to heaven! The Spirit bears witness, within. Deeds
can look the same for saved and lost
8:13 Christians can die prematurely, as judgment on their continued carnality.
9:30-33 Gentiles, who weren’t seeking righteousness by works, found salvation anyway, by faith in
Christ.
10:4 Christ is the end of good works attempts for achieving heaven! #WorksDon’tWork
10:11, 13 No one will ever be disappointed getting saved by faith, or calling upon Jesus to save you
(prayer of faith). Not many things in life never disappoint!
10:15 This verse shows evangelism is to be to constantly new people, MOVING forward with our feet
and lips. NOT stagnant.
10:17 Do you lack faith, or confidence in God and His promises? Read the Bible more!
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12:2 Worldliness comes from doing NOTHING with God's word, as a Christian/believer. It’s natural to
the flesh/sin nature! Just do nothing different, and you’ll be carnal, though saved.
12:21, 13:14 These are ODD instructions for believers, if you believe in Lordship Salvation, as it’s
duplicitous. No, sanctification is voluntary, but not optional for living rightly with God. It's a choice
believers continually make, to put on Jesus and make no openings for sin
14:12 YOU will give an accounting of your life to God.
15:4 The Old Testament is not 100 percent old-fashioned and out of date. MOST of it still applies. It’s
for Christians' encouragement, even millennia later!
15:16 Evangelism is ministering balm to people, and a sacrifice.
16:19 The definition of discipleship (become wise in what is good, and innocent in what is evil,
experientially/in practice). Rom. 16:26 God's command for all nations is the obedience of trusting Christ
for salvation. Heaven is for all people! I Tim. 2:4
I Cor.
1:8 God confirms Christians blameless to the end (eternal security, positional status).
1:9 Salvation calls one into fellowship with God and Christ (i.e., sanctification).
1:17 Water baptism saves no one. Baptismal regeneration is false doctrine/a myth/heresy/wrong
1:18, 3:19 The gospel is foolish to the hell-bound, due to the god of this world (II Cor. 4:4), and their
worldly wisdom is foolish to the God of heaven.
7:19 This verses agrees with Ecc. 12:13 What you do is obey commands; how is by faith, through God's
power and initiative. Gal. 2:20
8:3 Want to be known by God? Love Him with all you are. Mt. 22:37 Ac. 19:15 Want the devil to be
aware of you as an intrusion to his kingdom? Do God’s will and ministry well and often.
9:19 Paul made himself the slave of all men, for evangelism, though free from all men.
10:1-11 The Old Testament is not 100 percent old-fashioned and out of date, but mainly applicable, and
was written for believers' instruction. Don’t disregard it as second class.
10:33 Paul did everything to be morally pleasing to all, so his deeds wouldn’t detract from his
evangelism
12:3 Want proof one is saved? Hear their testimony, and ask them to say 'Jesus is Lord,' and discern if
it's serious and sincere.
15:10 My FAV verse. This verse proves there’s effort at works, under grace; not passivity; and degrees
of commitment that vary among believers.
II Cor.
1:9 God can bring horrible circumstances, to teach Christians to trust in him, and not in themselves—
events beyond their control! Can anyone say Covid?
1:12 Retaining a clear conscience is foundational to faith walking! Ac. 24:16 NOT grieving or
quenching God’s Spirit!
1:15, 3:4-5 Faith walking lives confidently, from solid, unwavering foundation of God’s word, NOT
from pride in our own deeds, but God’s work through us. Gal. 2:20 We can do NO good.
1:22 The evidence one is saved is their peace with God, by the resident Spirit within. Rom. 8:1
4:13 It’s natural/normal to speak, if you believe. Any Christian who doesn’t evangelize is biblically
ABnormal, and sick!
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5:17 Salvation completely changes a person; changed deeds can take time and effort. Their eternal
home, spiritual nature and identity forever changes!
6:12 If you ever feel walking with God is restrictive, it’s your sinful desires that limit you, for He offers
freedom! II Cor. 3:17
7:1 Note the free-willedness of this decision to use God’s promises to engage sanctification/holiness!
NOT required for salvation. II Cor. 1:22
11:28 God’s concern is for the spiritual health of every church! NOT just for the spiritual health of
individual churches, among His leaders. Paul cared about them ALL!
13:5-6 Paul was certain of his salvation, despite false apostles' accusations, seeking to one up him!
Gal.
1:10 Christians can’t be a disciple of Jesus if they seek men's approval more than pleasing God!
2:20 Faith walking is the only right way for Christians to live Gal. 4:16 Some people despise the truth so
much, they’ll end friendships if you tell it to them, including come Christians.
3:10-12 If you’re trying to get to heaven by good works, you are cursed, because perfection is required.
Works don’t work.
3:28 EVERY race and nationality is equal in Christ, and outside of Christ, as were all made in God's
image. Gen. 1:27 None are intrinsically better than others.
5:13 Grace is capable of being abused by carnal Christians.
5:14 Want to know a summary of what God demands? Treat others the way you want to be, as people
naturally love themselves! Love others like that! Phil. 2:1-4; Mk. 12:30-31 Love, not 'luv'/emotion.
Action and attitude
5:16 This verse doesn’t say obey commands, but follow the Spirit and you won’t sin. Doing so, He'll
lead you in what commands He gives you to do, by faith.
5:17 In the flesh, Christians can’t obey God! Rom. 7:15-17 Trying vs. trusting. Let go and let God!
Gal. 2:20 Faith walk. II Cor. 5:7
5:25 Free-willed, new natural and expected decision of all Christians. Sanctification is clearly NOT
required for salvation, as the audience is saved (1:2). Paul is instructing believers to walk in the Spirit, in
the same way they live by Him. It is natural for their new nature
6:14 If a believe is caught in the sin of worldliness/materialism, they need to meditate on this verse.
Positionally, they are free from the world, and dead to it! They need to reckon their minds to this
spiritual fact! Rom. 6:11 Mind needs renewing so behavior gets transforming
Eph.
1:13-14 The Spirit is received upon salvation, as an eternal pledge/promise of certain heaven.
1:15-19, 3:1, 14-19 Note how much Paul relied on prayer for believers' sanctification! it’s not just
telling newbies be good, or lost people promise God you’ll be good! WAY more than that.
2:1-7 Paul educates Christians that the sin life is what they used to be bound to, before they were raised
up in Christ, by grace. Sanctification theological underpinnings—education.
2:10 Salvation makes one a new creature (II Cor. 5:17), and God’s workmanship (a new nature and
identity). That condition is made/created unto (or in view of) good works, which God saved us to
produce (fruit; Jn. 15). We are saved to be/live holy vs. sinful! One purpose of our salvation.
2:18, 3:18 Direct ACCESS to God comes with salvation! NO barriers or hoops to jump thru!
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4:1 Discipleship is encouraging believers to walk worthy of their calling in Christ. We’re never worthy
to be saved, which is why the calling is so high, that believers are to live according to/striving to live as
if worthy of that high, heavenly call—which worthiness no one has, absent Christ.
4:17-20 Again, Paul educates Christians they aren’t to live sinfully, as Gentiles naturally do. That’s
some odd teaching, if commitment to holiness was required for/in order to get salvation! He explains
why/gives good reasons for so living in verses 20-24 (God changed you).
5:5 Blatant and continual sins a sign one’s unsaved. But, if you harmonize the whole counsel of God,
some Christians did some horrible things (Ex.: I Cor. 5:1; II Tim. 4:10), so it’s not perfect evidence!
and lost people can do good (Ex.: Gandhi). Good deeds are EXPECTED vs. guaranteed of Christians.
5:10 Definition of sanctification (trying to learn what is pleasing to the Lord)
5:14-17 Written to Christians: Wake up, be wise, prioritize based on limited time, understand God’s
will. Sanctification is an educational process. He never says, you promised to, to get saved
5:18 Spirit-filled is like being under the influence. Walk by His Spirit and you won’t carry out the deeds
of the flesh!
Cf.: Gal. 5:16 Proof one lives in the flesh vs. under the Spirits control is contrasting good vs. bad deeds.
Cf.: Gal. 5:19-22 Those evidence flesh or Spirit, to others.
Phil.
1:6 Even if a prodigal is in the throes of rebellion, God is always at work to bring holiness in His
children.
1:9-11 Paul’s prayers for believers was integral to his discipleship, especially when he was away.
1:10, 4:8 A free-willed choice for what Christians set their minds.
1:29 Suffering is a gift, after salvation. We usually don’t see suffering that way, from unrenewed minds.
We run to politicians to save us from it.
2:6-8 The preexistent Christ let go of some of the trappings of deity, to live as a man, among us, for 33
years! Mt. 1:23
3:16 We all, as believers, have a standard we have achieved in sanctification, different from all others.
Backsliding would be sin for us. We are beholden only to our Master-not others opinions of our
standard, if it’s sincere and with exerted effort vs. carnal passivity. Rom. 14:4
4:6-7 In every circumstance, the believer can have peace, if they follow this recipe. II Thes. 3:16
4:12-13 Paul learned to make it in rich and poor times (by doing it all in God’s power, who
supplies all we need), so we can do all things presented for us to perform. Phil. 4:19
Col.
1:5 Certainty of heaven gives hope and aim/direction to this life .
1:9-12 Paul’s use of prayer in discipling
1:15-17, 19, 2:2-3, 9-10 Deity of Christ verses.
1:21-23 Paul teaches believers they used to be bound in sin, but now things changed, if they live like
that.
1:28-29 Evangelism and discipleship drove Paul's life, so all people would be complete in Christ-saved
and sanctified.
2:6 This verses mirrors Gal. 5:25 Natural expectation for Christians to work out your salvation with fear
and trembling. Phil. 2:12 it’s an injunction Paul gives saved people to decide to do!
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2:18, 23 Self-discipline can’t fend off the power of the sin nature. In Christ, self-control is part of
sanctification, but will power isn’t as strong as God’s power! I Tim. 4:7-8 Christians are powerless
against the flesh, in our own strength! Jn. 15, II Cor. 3:5; Rom. 7:15-17, 8:8
3:5 This verse mirrors Rom. 6:11 and Eph. 4:22-23 A mental reckoning of the spiritual facts of God’s
word and salvation; a renewing of our minds, our spirits having been made completely new in Christ. II
Cor. 5:17 Soul salvation from sins power. Bodily rescue from sin is at death or the Rapture.
3:10-11 A willful decision for believers, to renew and reckon their minds and put on their new self (is;
sanctification is voluntary, not 'optional,' and mandatory for living right with God, but not required for
salvation). This truth is taught everywhere in Scripture, as I’ve shown.
I Th.
1:5 Effective evangelism has a right gospel, power, the Spirit, full conviction, and a worthy behaviorally
confirming testimony before the lost. These Christians imitated Paul’s behavior, as he spent deep time
with them, not always able given his huge evangelism amount! I Thes. 1-2
2:4 Evangelism isn’t ear tickling, or men-pleasing, but pleasing God. Gal. 1:10
2:5-12 Paul’s discipleship had both the feminine and masculine elements, and that doesn’t make Paul
effeminate, but sensitive to God, as one should be! Ma and pa roles—gentle and firm balance. Rules
with grace.
2:11-12 The definition of discipling (which is a free-willed decision)
2:13-14 Successful sanctification came from Paul’s hearers receiving his words as not just men's words,
but God’s word. Their imitating him spread to other churches imitating that example, as role models.
3:1-6 Paul’s concern for Christians discipleship was so great, he couldn’t bear not knowing of their
condition, so he sends Tim to check on their faith, as trials can be used of satan to discourage newbies,
and get them backsliding.
3:7-8 Disciplers really live if converts grow!
4:1, 10 TWICE Paul tells these growing Christians to increase their intensity! That’s not the same as
telling them to start the process, but there’s always room for improvement.
5:19, 22 Don’t douse the Spirit, and Paul tells CHNS to "abstain from sin.” I Cor. 15:34 Repent?
II Th.
1:11-12 Paul’s use of prayer in discipling.
2:13 Christians are chosen for salvation both by the Spirit's setting them apart, and their putting faith in
His truth. Calvinism and Arminianism harmonized, with no process specifics listed! Both/and-just
accepts it’s true! Rejoice in it.
I Tim.
1:9 The Law isn’t for believers, but for restraining evil people. Christians are expected to walk under
grace/by faith/via the Spirit, which keeps them from being under the law as a slave master, but under the
royal law of Christ Himself. Rom. 6:14; Jas. 2:12; Gal. 5:16 Consistent teaching.
1:19 The two barometers of faith walking: keeping faith and a good conscience. Abandoning wither
leads to shipwreck. You can’t break your conscience much, if any, and not grieve the Spirit. Do it more
and you quench His power. Learn to enjoy the feeling of not doing either!
2:4 Evangelism and discipleship, once again! God's desire for every man. Col. 1:28-29
3:3 You know any pastors addicted to money-making/riches? They’re spiritually DISqualified, yet they
continue, as so many laymen are Bible illiterate! Ear tickling and apostasy! WHO CARES?
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4:6 The Bible is spiritual nourishment. I Tim. 6:6 Godliness is gain, if you’re content in it.
6:12 It is a fight to walk by faith, and not by sight—the easier and sinful way out. II Cor. 5:7, 4:18, et
al.
II Tim.
1:3 Again, walk with a clear (vs guilty) conscience! Paul did.
2:8-10 Paul suffered imprisonment for evangelizing (Phil. 1:12-21) Do we suffer anything for NOT
evangelizing or for evangelizing? it’s totally free/legal to do in America, yet most don’t.
2:3-4 We are called to suffer hardship as active soldiers! We don’t like this message
2:18 False doctrine can cause apostasy.
3:7 Prophetic generations will have great amounts of knowledge (like ours), but not come to knowing
God’s truth/Bible (also like ours). Signs of the times, prophetically, in context of the chapter! Ignorant
of truth and morality.
3:16-17 The Bible makes the believer adequate and equipped for every good work and word. You’ll be
inadequate ignoring it. II Tim. 4:6-7 Faith walking is a fight to the end of life. Paul successfully
completed that task! Not all Christians do. Ex.: II Tim. 4:10 (i.e., apostasy/fall aways)
Tit.
1:12-13 Evidence Christians can be habitual sinning people, for which leaders are to rebuke them, so
they’d be sound/solid in the faith.
1:15 Pure-hearted people can see things that send others' minds to the gutters, and not notice such
interpretations, as their eyes are clearer
2:11-12 Saved, then instructed to not live sinfully, but to deny ungodliness. This verse ISNT teaching
Universalism, nor is I Tim. 4:10 Potential experiential Savior for all; not automatic! He must be
received! Jn. 3:16 Don’t, and God’s wraths on you! Tit. 2:14 Saved to be sanctified
3:8, 14 Discipleship is teaching and encouraging those who have believed God (saved people) to be
careful to engage good deeds (a decision made after they have believed God). Verse 14 shows it's a
learned skill one has to choose to engage, as a believer, in context; it is NOT guaranteed!
Phm.
1:14 Free-willed holiness is morally superior to compulsed/forced. This also applies to money given to
help the poor.
1:21 Disciplers set expectations, and express confidence in obedient response of disciplees. Instilling
faith in them, in that process. NOT lording over.
Heb.
1:3 Deity of Christ (Cf.: Jn. 1:1-4, 8:58, 10:30). A consistent teaching!
2:18, 4:15 What to do when you’re tempted. I Cor. 10:13
6:9 Confidence and reproof both expressed toward believers obedience, by the discipler.
7:25 Continual praying doesn’t save, but is natural for the saved.
9:27 When you die, you will be judged by God.
10:24 Motivating Christians to sanctification is a learned art, from experience (and Bible study of how
God incentivizes).
Ch. 11 LOOK at how actions and attitudes were shaped from real faith. Make a chart of faith and action
verses!
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13:20-21 The discipler relies on prayer as a big part of sanctifying believers.
Jas.
1:13-16 NO ONE can ever rightly blame the devil for their falling to temptation, like 'the devil made me
do it.' Such a statement is from a deceived person! It starts within, with desires.
1:21 The Bible taken in saves/sanctifies the believers soul-mind, will and emotions, from the power of
sin.
4:4 Love the world, and you’re God’s enemy.
4:7-8 Evidence Christians can sin badly, and need stern rebukes. That is, carnality is a sad reality in
Scripture; NOT a myth!
1:21 The Bible taken in saves/sanctifies the believers soul-mind, will and emotions, from the power of
sin.
4:4 Love the world, and you’re God’s enemy.
4:7-8 Evidence Christians can sin badly, and need stern rebukes. That is, carnality is a sad reality in
Scripture; NOT a myth!
5:19-20 You do a Christian a favor to try to release them from sin They’re trapped in!
I Pet.
1:22-23 These Christians had renewed their minds, but needed to cleanse their hearts, as well (a deeper
sanctification), in like manner.
2:1-2 The Bible is God’s tool for spiritual growth.
2:16 Grace can be abused, but is instead to be used to serve others and serve as bond slaves of Jesus.
Gal. 5:13 Humble service! Not seeking to be served. Mt. 23:11
4:1 Suffering Christians have ceased habitual sinning; they don’t fall to temptation, though imperfectHeb. 3:7-4:16
2:16 Grace can be abused, but is instead to be used to serve others and serve as bond slaves of Jesus.
Gal. 5:13 Humble service! Not seeking to be served. Mt. 23:11
4:1 Suffering Christians have ceased habitual sinning; they don’t fall to temptation, though imperfect.
Heb. 3:7-4:16
4:7 This doesn’t say have no judging, but be sound in it. I Cor. 6:2-3
5:3 Like Paul, pastors aren’t to lord discipleship over their flocks, but prove to be role models of
morality. I Cor. 11:1 Isn’t Bible study FUN and fuller, when you can cross-reference? II Tim. 2:15
5:6-7 Prayer is a form of humility and submission.
5:12 Christians are to grow in and stand in grace. II Pet. 3:18 Don’t stand for anything less, or anything
else!
II Pet.
1:2 Grace is multiplied in knowing God and Jesus. Not just added and not subtracted or divided, math
geeks!
1:3-4 God has given Christians all they need for life and godliness, through His great promises, which
are how we escape worldliness (by claiming them, by faith).
1:21 The whole Bible is divinely inspired. Men didn’t just sit down and start writing their own
thoughts! Inerrant
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2:9 God can rescue His own from every temptation. That means no willful sinning, against one’s
standard or conscience, or as our website calls it, 'living above (accountable) sin.' Everyone rejects this
truth, from lack of seeing God’s word about temptation; or confusing law!
3:11 For the believer, prophecy inspires sanctification, in reverent fear of the Lord.
3:18 Christians are to grow in knowing God, which is the very definition of eternal life, qualitatively.
Jn. 17:3 I write cross references by this: Jn. 14:26 and Eph. 6:14,16 Logos/rhema
I Jn.
2:13-14 Babes need to be taught eternal security. Young men need to grow strong in Bible. Older men
know God. These three stages are repeated, with a little variation.
2:25, 5:10-13 Eternal life is promised to all who believe in Christ for free salvation from all sin and guilt
3:16 The greatest love is shown by Christ having laid down His life for you! Jn. 15:13 God SO loved
you, He sent Jesus to die as the substitute penalty for all your sins! Jn. 3:16; Rom. 5:8 You can pay for
your own sins in hell, if you want! https://youtube.com/watch?v=J247M6Oz-Jw
3:19-21 A clear conscience brings clarity of prayer-ity. Submitted to God, not feeling guilty isn’t proof
were not guilty, as we pray, acquit me of my hidden faults. Ps 19:12; Jer. 17:9 But a clean
slate/conscience brings confidence before Him! I Jn. 1:9 Live this way! Freedom!
5:3-4 Christ’s commands aren’t burdensome, because we walk by faith, not under law! Mt. 11:30 Law
is an impossible task master! Gal. 3:10 Only faith walking produces Christian victory! Rev. 12:11;
Rom. 8:37 Living a defeated Christians life? You’re trying vs. trusting, or not trying at all.
II Jn.
1:6 You prove you love God by keeping His commands. I Jn. 2:4
1:8 Heavenly rewards can be lost.
III Jn.
1:11 John teaches Christians not to imitate sin, but goodness (natural expectation of new nature).
Discipleships free-willed decision, but not optional to be right with God
Jude
1:3 Jude wanted to write these Christians about our common faith/religion, but felt it more urgent to
teach Christians to contend for the faith (sanctification effort), from the presence of false teaching and
teachers. Sanctifications a free-willed decision, disciplers encourage
Rev.
1:3 As hard as this book is to interpret, you get a blessing from God reading it!
1:7 Every soul will see Jesus one day, either released from their sins (v. 5), or in judgment for them!
Jas. 5:9; Phil. 2:10-11; I Pet. 1:13
22:19 Don't cut verses out of your Bible! Rev. 22:19

WORLD CLASS WISDOM (BEST Tweets)
The following ideas are but an inkling of what you have been missing out on, not reading our many
Twitter accounts, including their LIKED sections (@JamesMeroney, @ImMadTooEdwin,
@PledgersARCHIVE, @2020Victory, @JamesMeroney2, @JMeroney1).
Dates listed are when they were originally posted. Please note, most of this written wisdom began in
2013, well before others saw and lifted it from this source, including on the national scene (explained
elsewhere).
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ACHIEVEMENT & LEADERSHIP
To get things DONE you have to MANAGE PEOPLE. Some are self-starters, some need
encouragement and some need a cattle prod. (5/1/13)
To get things done, don't take ‘NO’ for an answer, and go over heads if the cause is JUST. Doing so
gave me a MIRACLE just NOW. (5/1/13)
ACTIVISM
Often, an “extremist” is simply someone a little less inactive (or passive) than you are. (4/10/14)
AMERICA
America is the greatest imperfect country in the world. We must be the global economic and charitable
leader, and compete with and beat our economic rivals.
APPEARANCES
Image is NOT everything, because appearances can be deceiving (and God sees ALL). Show your true
colors, and don’t hide behind mirages. (5/1/13)
BIBLE
The Bible is more valuable than money, though FEW in the USA will ever teach you that. (Pv. 3:13-14;
16:16) The DEVIL tells you this is untrue. (5/1/13)
CHRISTIANS
Being a Christian is NO EXCUSE for NOT thinking well, often and accurately! In fact, if you love God
with all your mind, Christians SHOULD be some of the smartest, world-leading thinkers of our time!
(5/26/20)
CONGRESS
Can we conceive of both parties working together enough that so much good legislation got passed that
challengers to both parties’ incumbents could hardly stand a chance?
CONSUMERS
Consumers–you, collectively, are “the market.” Consumers need to band together to leverage their
collective buying power for more reasonable prices. (5/6/17)
CRITICS
Complaining for complaining’s sake is a sin. Constructive criticism for PROGRESS is essential. No
heat under the feet, often no movement of the feet. (4/29/13)
EVANGELISM
The U.S. Church blames Satan's victims for not responding, rather than themselves for not regularly
seeking the billions of STILL lost sheep. (2/22/13)
EXTREMES
The Bible says government should not favor the rich or poor, which essentially guts the our two-party
system for God-fearing people. (11/6/13)
FAIRNESS
Life is not always fair, but always work to make it more so. (Ecc. 8:12) (5/1/13)
FAMILY
Make memories with your family! You NEVER know how long they'll be here. (5/9/13)
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FOREIGN AID
The U.S. Owes nothing to citizens of OTHER countries, either money or citizenship recognition.
You're human EQUALS, but NOT Americans (yet). Borders matter. (4/4/13)
FREE SPEECH
Free speech is not always responsible speech, moral or politically correct. Like alcohol, it should always
be used responsibly. (7/25/16)
FRIENDSHIPS
Better to be respected than liked! Friendships are FRAGILE–one mis-chosen word, tone, look or act can
end them. Many humans have WEAK backbones. (4/26/13)
GOD’S WILL
One of the great things about God is that He can treat you like you're the only one He has to deal with.
Personal, customized intimacy. (5/14/13)
GOVERNING
Governance is neither mob rule nor dictatorial leadership–it’s a collaboration. Leaders are not always
right, so along with the people, they should always put the best interests of their country first.
GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS
Democracy is the recurrent suspicion that more than half of the people are right more than half the time.
–E.B. White
The main vice of capitalism is the uneven distribution of prosperity. The main vice of socialism is the
even distribution of misery. –Sir Winston Churchill
GUN CONTROL
Keep assault weapons out of the hands of criminals, gang members and the mentally ill–NOT lawabiding citizens protecting their property! (1/29/13)
HUMOR
Never forget where you came from. It makes attending family reunions very difficult.
A sucker is born every minute, but licorice is mass-produced daily.
IMMIGRATION
NO ONE has a God-given legal RIGHT to immigrate to America. It's a privilege we citizens afford you
(or not). Humility vs. arrogance. (5/16/13)
INDEPENDENCE
Make decisions independent of others' opinions of you, as there are always nay sayers and group thinkers
who love more company in their misery. (5/20/13)
ISRAELI-ARAB CONFLICT
In short, if the cost of war and violence is less than the benefit of peace, someone (or several someone’s)
will choose the former.
ISSUES
Economy, unemployment, debt, China, Social Security, education, energy, poverty–DON'T let
politicians daily distract you from addressing BIG issues.
LIFE
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Life can be summarized as be saved and be good. (I Tim. 2:3-5; Deut. 10:12; I Sam. 12:24; Ps. 34:4; Ecc.
2:24-25, 3:12-13, 22, 5:18, 7:16, 12:13-14; Mic. 6:8l I Cor. 15:54) (5/1/13)
To Do list for mankind:
1. No one fails to know how to go to heaven, and avoid hell.
2. No one dies from preventable, premature death.
3. No 100 percent mentally or physically disabled left to fend for themselves.
4. No one suffers severe poverty, or lacks a way to make a living. #Priorities (5/21/20)
MAJORITY RULE
Most Americans are not extremists, but fall within the Mainstream Majority Middle.
MORAL VALUES
Sin is ever in the news and behind almost every problem and conflict; morals are behind almost every
law and good decision in life. Just think about it. (4/24/13)
Only a fool ONLY learns from their mistakes. Better to learn what's right from God's word! The school
of hard knocks is HARD times. (4/26/13)
MOTIVATION
In almost all areas of life, an underdog, chip on your shoulder, hustle attitude will get you FAR–even if
you're already far ahead. (5/14/13)
OBJECTIVITY
Thinking is hard and feeling easy? Try acting stupid–now that's a hard road to hoe. Thought trumps
feelings EVERY time (though not coldly so). (4/24/13)
It is NOT schizophrenic to state both the good and bad sides to an issue. If you can't handle it, that's
YOUR weakness, not MY immorality.
OUTSOURCING
The PEOPLE can clamor to end outsourcing–but NOT just self-interested blue collar workers. Apathetic
OTHERS need to grow a U.S. Conscience!
Unions who demanded wages beyond what the globalizing market could bear some responsibility for
outsourced job losses (as with greedy executives).
OVER-PAID EXECUTIVES
Over-payment may be in the eye of the beholder, but HR departments and Boards of Directors seem to
always see eye-to-eye.
PERSPECTIVE
Only hear positive, be deluded; only hear negative, be defeated. Prioritized balance and objectivity! Not
necessarily popular, but right thing to do. (5/20/13)
Over-focus and you get tunnel vision. Over-generalize and you miss doing details. BALANCE.
(4/27/13)
PHILOSOPHY
Be nice, but also be productive. Balance Texas charm with New York assertiveness. Make the most of
your time and love one another (The Bible). (2/3/13)
POLITICAL PARTIES
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Liberals want to solve problems they can’t pay for, and conservatives just want to keep all their money.
Liberals have great aspirations with few budgeting skills. Conservatives have great management skills,
with few aspirations to solve any of the world’s problems.
POLITICIANS
Being rich, famous or good looking are not credentials predicting political candidates’ success.
Politicians get paid handsomely to do LITTLE in the name of FIGHTING for their constituents. That's a
labor strike against WE their employers.
PRIORITIES
Love your wife, like money. God's priorities are: 1. God, 2. Family, 3. Career. Not "balance" but
PRIORITIES (i.e., "prioritized balance"). (4/30/13)
PROBLEMS
Manic-Depressive, Passive-Aggressive Voters puts up with too much for too long, then get mad enough
to let the other side have a try for awhile. We wait too long to exclaim the old slogan, ’I’m mad too,
Eddie.’
Ping Pong Politics switches horses every few years, hoping for better results from the other party.
Principled Politics is based on stable, common sense principles. (11/6/14)
Congress failing to address major issues, for politics, is like hearing your car engine rattle, turning up the
radio and thinking it's fixed.
RELATIONSHIPS
Social skills: Eye contact, smile, hand shake, use their name, speak of their interests and maybe a gentle
touch of their shoulder. Duh 101. (5/18/13)
RELIGION
The spiritual condition of the Church is largely responsible for the moral condition of America. (II
Chron. 7:14, by analogy).
REVIVAL
More than anything, America needs spiritual revival–salvation for the lost and sanctification for the
saints. Move Holy Spirit, before it's too late. (4/24/13)
RICH
It’s NOT a sin to enjoy "the good life," but it IS a sin to enjoy money ONLY for yourself and loved ones
(I Tim. 6:17-18). Don't blame [or shoot] the messenger. (4/30/13)
Greed is NOT good: There are various kinds of greed–lust, idolatry, craving, jealousy, workaholism,
pride and hoarding for starters. (Lk.12:15) (5/3/13)
VOTERS
We have outsourced our thinking to politicians, but it’s time to get our heads out of the sand and realize
that too many ‘public servants’ are publicly self-serving.
WISDOM
Many everyday decisions are NOT made with full knowledge or research, but take good judgment and
great intuition. That's NOT being stupid (or avoiding facts)! (5/20/13)
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5.

BIDEN
1. Biden’s ‘Economic’ Plan
2. Bidenomics
3. Biden’s Bads
4. Biden His Time for Socialism?
5. Biden’s Blunder (Afghanistan Withdrawal)

BIDEN’S ‘ECONOMIC’ PLAN
(9/7/20; @JamesMeroney)
This is no scare tactic or fear mongering, but fact that America’s leadership will have to deal with, if
wrong decisions are made. It is not even written to try to change anyone’s mind, probably because most
people will not—they are committed to their cause and agendas, the truth be damned.
But IF Joe Biden’s pro-worker, anti-business economic agenda ($15/hour ‘minimum’ wage, universal
healthcare coverage and Green New Deal) were implemented, exactly what would occur, in significant
ways?
1. More than doubling the national minimum wage of $7.25/hour will cause the following, for most
employers (the only ones who wouldn’t do this can’t, either due to finances, jobs requiring humans, or
only having a local vs. national presence:
a) Headquarters moved to either red states, or shipped overseas.
b) More jobs outsources overseas.
c) More cheap labor immigrated to the USA.
d) Layoffs galore, making remaining workers do more with less (over-worked).
e) Shut down operations and close (if the projected profit numbers were too bleak).
f) Automation to replace low-skilled labor (AI and robotics), immediately hastening the Radar
Magazine-projected nearly 70 percent of jobs lost to such technologies.
If any sane business person is faced with doubling one of his/her top two expenses, so long as a
replacement machine pays for itself by that excess expense over a few years, WHY WOULDN’T
THEY? Machines don’t talk back, walk off the job, insult customers, demand raises, etc.!
g) Any and especially all of these reactions will spike unemployment through the roof. More Americans
with no jobs, or growth opportunities, and those jobs not returning, and new jobs being flooded with job
applicants/competition, further driving down wages.
This is, indeed, a bleak picture, but even if you are as uncaring about your country, others, our economy
and even your own job future as to still think making minimum wage more of a maximum wage, TRY to
put yourself in a business owner’s shoes.
I’ll try to help you. If you pay a dog walker, or a lawn boy, or even if you go buy some groceries, and all
of a sudden, by government edict, every expense of yours doubles, what do you naturally if not selfinterestedly do? You find alternatives, or do without (if not internally protest). You do not take it on the
chin and continue business-as-usual!
That is mere human nature, and business people are people too, so why would anyone expect any
different behavior from them if they encounter doubled prices? It’s irrational, naïve and down-right
proof that a person is stupid, if they think anything other than what is described above would occur.
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So less Americans working/with jobs, earning less money than they do today (as wages lower when there
are less jobs and more job applicants; Economics 101), dependent upon government to bail them out, and
probably leading to economic recession if not depression.
And MAYBE this is the end-game of Democrat politicians pushing this economic suicide, because they
have always sought ever bigger government, as that engenders voting loyalty among any who aren’t selfsufficient. An extremely horrible and detrimental means to a power idolatry end.
Now, surely, things will not turn out that badly, as not all American business owners will leave their
cherished homeland, or automate human interaction and customer service into oblivion, but just
remember exactly what you would do if one of your two top expenses were doubled over night. You
would make major adjustments! Remember in your physics or science class?: ‘For every action there is
an equal and opposite reaction.’
2. Now let’s address universal healthcare coverage. It sounds nice; compassionate, good. Every
American can have their medical needs treated and paid for. So what could be any reasonable to expect
downsides?
a) Those with existing coverage are not going to take it lying down, that now they have so many more
people filling the waiting rooms, wanting to see their physician!
b) Those with existing coverage are not going to just take it, when there are waiting lists to get
procedures they used to could have accessed more quickly.
c) And those with existing coverage are not just going to roll over and play dead, when they alone are
being asked (more accurately, forced) to PAY for all these newly covered Americans!
A revolt, a rebellion and even a possible schism/secession or even Civil War could ultimately come from
more and more of these Socialist programs! The history of nations across the globe is that that does
occur, when those who have lived fiscally responsibly get forced to having to start financially caring for
people they don’t know, aren’t related to and haven’t employed! Study history.
I am NOT saying violence would immediately ensue, but taxpayers would react, as with business
owners, to right the ship of their expenses increasing, through no fault of their own, just as they would if
business expenses for labor were immediately doubled! If nothing less, Democrats would suffer
landslide losses thereafter, only to have this Socialism overturned, likely (and hopefully) for good.
Again, it might not get this dire, or this soon, but, again, ‘for every action there is an equal and opposite
reaction.’ Taxpayers would not idly sit by, taking it on the chin!
3. And finally, FDR’s New Deal for energy. Trillions of tax dollars spent on government propping up a
fledgling but good industry. NOT the free market demanding it, but government edict.
a) America would lose its profits, taxes from the sale of, and energy independence and surplus exports.
b) Oil producing states’ economies would plummet, with a major competitor artificially propped up by
government.
c) One could not honestly say America believed in free market Capitalism, with government in charge of
one of our largest and most important industries, upon which most other ones are run.
d) Yes, the environment might get somewhat cleaner (which is a good thing), but at what cost? The
costs being described!
e) Job losses in brown energy would ensue, as it takes time to re-train for a related, but completely
different energy source job functions.
f) Taxes would go through the roof, to pay for this pet project, unless, instead, politicians simply
borrowed more, at interest, or continued to print funny money, deflating the dollar’s value, increasing
our national debt, and hurting our economy thereby.
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A skeptical person might conclude that liberal Democrats truly do not care about America, business or
the economy, because all of these initiatives, taken to their logical conclusion, lead to Socialism—
government in charge of either citizens’ livelihoods, or actual industries, or both.
And Socialism is just Communism Lite, and a kinder-sounding bridge to that ultimate end! I am not
saying America would become Communist, but there are some people in America whose aim is that end,
and more moves toward Socialism, or bad decisions that eventually require federal government
intervention, bring forth more Socialism, intended or unintended!
So if you are so selfish as to only care about getting something from government, unlike the Democrat
JFK’s ‘ask not what your country can do for you; ask what you can do for your country,’ his party has
truly gone by the wayside from better days in our great history!
And, by the way, when ANY taxpayer is taxed more, to pay for all these things (be it only the ultra-rich,
or also all the others), they have less money to spend and invest, which hurts the economy (ours being a
consumerism economy), so tax-and-spend “economics” is really a misnomer!
It is NOT an economic strategy for growth and health, but a social program for increased Socialism!
DON’T be deceived when politicians call it initiatives to aid our economy (i.e., when politicians LIE)!

BIDENOMICS
(9/27/20; @JamesMeroney)
President Trump's Mt. Rushmore and 2020 nomination speech are a blueprint for why he should get four
more years. In my opinion, those two speeches were the highlight of his administration, beyond what's
below (especially judicial achievements).
Economics 101 (i.e., FACT) says government spending HURTS economic growth, unless it is for
infrastructure that boosts an economy! Doubled minimum wage, Green New Deal and free healthcare
are ALL a DRAIN to the already on life support from an American Covid-tainted economy. There is
NO Treasury excess, as in Bill Clinton's day.
If ANYONE believes Biden's three horsemen of the apocalypse proposals (doubled minimum wage, free
healthcare and green New Deal) will HELP America's economy, after a pandemic decimated it, they are
bona fide FOOLS! You cannot maintain a nation by the mood/emotion of mob rule, or fools!
Biden's DOUBLED minimum wage doubles that business expense. WHAT would any rational business
owner do? Cut their staff in half, and/or replace them with automation, robots, or self-service, or move
their businesses out of country! It also increases every wage above minimum, and KILLS business.
Biden’s Green Screw Deal:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Kills BIG oil.
Ruins America's export of oil (revenues to the Treasury).
Kills energy jobs.
Is killing a fly with a sledgehammer.
Is government determining winners.
Has NO equivalent to quick gas tank fill-ups.
Chases phantoms, that man can control weather

I would have considered Joe Biden, based on his civility and dignity in office, UNTIL I learned of his
positions! ALL Trump has is his positions, and a RECENTLY-changed presidential demeanor, feigned
or not, and those positions must dominate his debate answers! @POTUS @realdonaldtrump
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People who can bounce balls (NBA) and pretend to be doing life (Hollywood) are telling DUMB people
they should vote the way those people tell them to. It’s an AMAZING phenomenon, when any voter is
influenced by uneducated, biased, uninformed, fiscally irresponsible losers! Bad news!
I’ll be the first to say, if 45 gets reelected, and acts, speaks and tweets like he did much of the past 3.5
years, I’ll be as in his face in rebuking and opposing that nonsense as I was ‘til anti-America AOC and
radical rioters arose. I HOPE his struggle for reelection has humbled his change.
Every Christian and taxpayer must vote for Trump, NOT because you support his sins or any stupid
actions or words, but because of what he stands for, and acts upon, when given the opportunity! As
possibly the first #NeverTrump, I 100 percent support his reelection!
Democrats are pulling out ALL the stops to pose their opposition to Trump: MSM negative articles,
Hollywood celebrities, pro sports TV ads of ONLY blacks saying vote, etc. People have EVERY reason
to vehemently begrudge all his sins and stupidities of the first 3.5 years, but his policies are superior.
I may be reading in my own hopes, but I truly have noticed a morality change in President Trump since
his Mt. Rushmore speech. It may be opportunistic, temporary, certainly violates his pledge not to
change, but it is GOOD and needed, as his positions have been very good for 2020! Stay on course!
The 2020 election is not about Roe, but Capitalism and historic/traditional American values vs.
socialism. It's NOT that abortion isn't important, but the woman makes the final call, and people are
trying to take over our country, and remake it into their image! A hostile takeover was sought.
Hollywood type liberals don’t mind paying higher taxes, but they want to force all other taxpayers to do
the same, vs. only them doing so voluntarily. EVERYTHING Biden proposes costs lots of taxpayer
money, and mainly benefits non-taxpayers! Green Energy is costly overkill, and wasteful!
Update: Arguments Against Biden
You work hard for your money; always play by the rules; pay your taxes, love your family and your
country. But now there are people who want to take what you’ve got, by looting or arson, and some
D.C. Politicians who want to take it as well, and spend it on things, when America has $25 trillion in
debt, offering things for free, to people who have not paid in, off your tax dollars.
Joe Biden is one of those D.C. Politicians, who believes you have not given/done enough, even with
America’s generosity, and our more than merciful safety net. Always wanting more, even as
Washington D.C. Does so little.
Now this is wrong, and you know it, and that’s why I’m asking you to stand with President Trump to
fight the tax and spend liberals, and their riotous, looting allies, to Keep America Great, and keep the
things you worked so hard to have.

BIDEN’S BADS
(10/7/20; @JamesMeroney2)
FREE off taxpayers: $15,000 down payment, $7,000 daycare subsidy, $14-15,000/year raise, $10,000
education loan reduction, FREE college, universal healthcare, Welfare, and an additional $1,300/year for
Social Security. BIDEN IS NOW BERNIE, AOC AND POCOHONTAS WRAPPED INTO ONE LIAR
OF A SOCIALIST, VS. CENTRIST!
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@JoeBiden has moved SO far to the left, I'm surprised he can recognize his own self in the mirror!
FURTHEST THING from a centrist! Free off taxpayers: Down payment, daycare subsidy, pay raise,
loan reduction, college, universal healthcare, Welfare, and $1,300/year for Social Security.
WHEN will you be giving out free homes and cars, like the lady asked Obama for in 2012, which
prompted me to write my first book? @JoeBiden Have Oprah in an imagined cabinet, so at least the
presentation can be dramatic! YOU get a car; YOU get a house; YOU get healthcare; etc., etc., etc.
WHY NOT free food (school lunches), free electricity, free furniture, free Obamaphone, gas and water,
lawnmowing, clothes, car, house–just send in your budget to @JoeBiden and he'll play Robinhood to
fund his way to D.C. And retirement! SIN-full man, stealing from taxpayers for self-gain!
Why not month-long paid vacations, family leave, home insurance, car insurance, home remodeling
(green retrofit), meals out, burials, births, babysitting, home repair? Maybe 2024? @JoeBiden Never
have to work... Just vote for Petticoat Junction's Uncle Joe! He's that rich–NOT!
Santa Claus, Robinhood and a homeless bum went into a bar and had a baby, and the result was
@JoeBiden He promises the world as he bankrupts the nation! Green energy, "free" healthcare, college,
student loan reduction, down payment, doubled minimum wage, Welfare. The ULTIMATE
SOCIALIST comrade.
YOU got us tied to China, and in $25 TRILLION debt, in your 47 years, going along to get along (and
line your pockets all along), with inept D.C. Gridlock and inaction! 47 years and little to show for it!
YOU ARE THE SWAMP @JoeBiden Unions even died under your tenure, to outsourcing! Own it.
Update
(10/8/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Jesus was NOT unsympathetic to the poor, but though He was perfect, and knew ALL, He said the poor
you will always have! Mk. 14:7 WHY didn’t HE think of funding the poor out of the lower class, by
punishing the rich? Because it’s immoral; He was perfect, after all!
The Democrat plan 'helps' everyone but the rich. Biden even mentioned a middle-class tax cut. It’s as if
the powers that be in that party got together and said, HOW CAN WE BUY OFF A VOTING
MAJORITY, if money were no object, and who could we screw, and get away with it, like bandits?
Their answer?
Eat the rich! Tax cuts for the middle class secures them. FREEBIES for the lower class secures them
(healthcare, daycare, college, student loan subsidy, mortgage down payment), and even seniors on a
fixed income, with an additional annual Social Security payments.
Who DOESNT receive ANY benefit, and who, alone, is targeted? Anyone who doesn’t get any benefit
from their vote-buying plan; namely the rich.
IF Joe is NOT a CINO (Catholic In Name Only), WHY didn’t he see these facts from the Bible, or is
their non-canonical tradition to screw the rich? WHERE did he get this biblically evil plan, besides from
Bernie, Warren and AOC? Spiritually, the devil!
Let’s get VERY brass tacks practical right now. What EXACTLY happens when a society chooses to
turn on their rich? MANY things–few if any of them positive!
First, if they earned their wealth, it’s an IMmoral scheme, and God doesn’t bless nations using sin to
win!
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Second, lying is a sin, and besides Socialist Biden lying he was a centrist, he’s lying about fair share
taxes! ALL he wants is the rich to foot all bills! L-I-A-R! I will NEVER stop referring to him as that,
for that’s what he is, and if the shoe fits, wear it, and call the spade the spade!
The graphic in this article tells you WHY they came up with this ploy: https://forbes.com/.../areamericas-richest-families.../...
… 56% vs. 14% of the 50 riches families in America are Republican, rather than Democrat!
Play the numbers, and punish your opponent (JUST AS I said Trump's tax cut unduly favored the rich,
and I also said when you do extreme measures, an equal and opposite reaction occurs, like blessing the
rich, now cursing them; or conservatism extremism, now liberal extremism), AS OPPOSED to Gods
way! Levit. 19:15
If those percent’s hold up beyond the top 50 families, and extend down to millionaires, and those earning
$400K or more a year, Biden's scheme makes perfect strategic vs. moral sense.
Tax filers earning $400K/year fall are between the 98th and 99th percentile. So Joe wants to unfairly
punish the upper 2%! WHERE are their voices? If they’re Dems–like failed Bloomberg–who WASTED
a BILLION on a vanity run, he’s so sold his soul for a PARTY–not values or causes, that he’s
ABANDONED centrism, to even be FOR funding CRIMINALS to vote! NO MORALS.
But liberals have ALWAYS wanted higher taxes and more spending; they just wanted everyone else to
share in that pain they say they are willing to endure! Now they’ve devised a scheme to make only 2%
of Americans feel any pain-the rest have Christmas on Nov. 3rd! Devilishly clever scheme!
It is NOT about fairness! I have, MANY TIMES, detailed what a FAIR tax scheme will look like, when
and if given the chance to make it. This is about forcing the rich to pay for everyone not in their family
or employ! And, again, WHAT WILL THEY DO, and what will it look like?
You and I, obviously, don’t often think like the hyper rich, or we'd be hyper rich (myself excluded, as
I’ve spent nearly 18 years unpaid, full-time, writing), so what would they do, if they’re NORMAL
humans? I CAN tell you, because I believe I can think like a normal human… Get revenge and retaliate.
HOW?
1. Invest anywhere but the America.
2. Possibly move away to where taxes are cheaper.
3. Possibly move their companies elsewhere.
4. Hire the best accountants and attorneys to avoid the tax bill (including offshore bank accounts and
money laundering).
5. FIRE the workforce to bare bones minimum (which, like Camel-A Harris likes to do-explain to the
children in the room, means UNEMPLOYMENT out the wazoo, which means MORE people dependent
on government pay checks, which requires MORE taxes, which means Bidens plan is NOT the end to
rising taxes for ALL taxpayers)!
6. Work the remaining staff like dogs, as they’ll be GLAD to have a job!
7. Automate out the wazoo (AI and robotics, as Radar magazine said ~70% of front-line jobs would be,
in the next few years, decade, or so).
8. Outsourced jobs, where $15/hour min wage was NOT the nation's law; say sweat shop operations in
China, for example, further harming liberals' ideals of no slave-made products in the U.S.A.
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9. Destroying all politicians who go along with this scheme, by pumping so much money into GOP
races, you can hardly watch TV ads, for they will all become political.
10. Physical violence is NOT expected, but it wasn’t expected of democrats, either, ‘til George Floyd
and company!
11. Rebellion in one of two forms… moves to secede into two blue and red nations, or a literal physical
second Civil War, if people NOT being punished by taxation are sympathetic the injustice being done to
them.
Two words of GOOD cheer… NO politician EVER gets everything they promise or propose! GOPs
exist, and will fight like cats and dogs to oppose this evil scheme. And 2, some rich people will
DUMBly take it on the chin, and not resist.
So, there you have it… Biden’s plan for America, or rational, common sense and fair and balanced plans
(as I have proposed so many times).
Bottom line, his promised goodies will NOT be executed as intended or promised! IMPOSSIBLE!
There are GOP pols in D.C. And a Supreme Court. Again, he’s LYING to you, for a vote.
Let’s have free cars, homes, 401Ks/IRAs, food, clothes, daycare, healthcare, environmental remediation,
college, water, electricity, TV, internet, smart phones. Hey, I just invented the liberal Democrat platform
for 2024! No need for money or work–just let government hand out freebies!
One more thing, if Dems have out-smarted God, that the rich can make everyone middle class, He's NOT
God, but they are! Government as God. Standard liberal fare, and Socialist belief, despite ALL
historical evidence that those plans FAIL and end BADly!!! Thank God GOP's exist in D.C.!
No lower class/poor; upper class makes all poor Americans middle class. THIS is the Biden economic
plan! NO WONDER people flock to come to America, to get in on the freebies, if they're poor, and vote
Democrat!!!
Armed bandit: Give me your money!
Beggar: Give me some money.
Democrats: I will take your money!

BIDEN HIS TIME FOR SOCIALISM?
(1/27/21; @JamesMeroney2)
IMO, Biden wants to remain true to centrism, so he'll wait for 2022 results, hoping in his heart GOPs
gain to help defeat Socialism; or, he wants to retire or let VP fight for Socialism in 2024 or 2028. I don’t
think the AOC crowd will let him kick the can that long, so succession could ensue.
SO FAR, Biden hasn’t done anything ultra-radical; bad, but not ultra-radical. He knows what GOPs will
do in 2022 and 2024 if he does, and united, they’re much larger than his radical base, and doing
Socialism is radical enuf HE will have united the GOP by such Socialism, IMO!
I HOPE the youth, black and brown and other dem constituents clamor for the freebies Biden promised,
because if GOPs can’t stop them one at a time, or in bulk, they will unite (like me with CHUMP) and
either defeat them indefinitely, or secede. Biden can unite the splintered GOP with Socialism!
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I don’t want to see secession! It MAY be needed. It can be avoided if Biden passes more freebies! I
DO want to see the GOP reunited and resurrected to be a party of thinking and morality. @JoeBiden
KEEPING his freebies promises can do all of that, and gain GOPs victories in 2022 and 2024!
IF I had more social media skills (mine is writing books), I would start hashtags to pressure Biden to pass
promised freebies. I BEG any conservative or GOP with such skills to get that trending! Healthcare,
daycare, college, student loans, home down payment. Feet to the fire!
Maybe it’s human nature, but poor people vote for freebies, by and large. The more of them, the better
the chances of them being enacted into law. That’s why DC and Puerto Rico statehood cannot happen,
nor loose immigration policies! Taxpayers will RIGHTLY revolt, or secede! Deserved.
IF Biden accepted MY solutions to poverty, with NO freebies, and had a place for my skills to be
utilized, I would work for his reelection. ONLY under those conditions, and NOT as a Democrat. It
prevents Socialism, or a Trump second term. My many great solutions borrowed for a Dem win!
I prefer a GOP win, as that’s my lifelong party. But if she remains stuck on sin and stupid, NO
INTEREST, except to defeat Socialism. Even an Independent third party could achieve all these (2)
goals in 2024, of: #NoTrumpNoSocialism
Extremists WANT America to only have two choices: Trumpian conservatism or Socialism. They
WANT both parties to cater to their base, and ignore their center! A third party would soak up BOTH
parties' centrists, and defeat ALL extremists! If backers, I'd run as third party in next three cycles!
Biden’s executive orders are raising anticipation and expectation of libs wanting their freebies! They
won’t wait two years, as GOPs may make gains in the mid-terms! If GOPs can’t stop freebies before
2022, secession would be needed. Let’s detail that a little further:
Blue and red nation, or red, white (purple) and blue? United for what issues? One SCOTUS, FBI, CIA,
military, Congress, President, but without national powers to usurp state laws on six major topics (listed
earlier). NO fed funds subsidizing any state! Would each nation have to have its own President,
Congress, CIA, etc., as independent nations, or could there legally be a hybrid?
Constitutional amendments aren’t possible in current political climate, so secession would be more
efficient for states’ rights on those six issues. Then make treaties for cooperation.
The six issues are taxes/regs, immigration, guns, abortion, entitlements and green energy—MAYBE gay
marriage? IF America as now structured could allow state rights on these six matters, secession
wouldn’t be needed. Red states would ban Socialism. Bidens not ‘gonna risk states seceding—IMO
Really red states want no government sanctioned gay marriages, or abortions (with three possible
exceptions—rape, incest and mom’s life). They want low regs and taxes, full gun rights, few to no poor
or undereducated immigrating (or NOT to our states), big oil thriving, and NO freebies!
Red states NEED to beware: libs are flooding our states, to escape high taxes and cold weather!
Portman may have done GOP a BIG favor, as they need as much opposition to Socialism as possible, and
no one willing to vote for any more spending is needed in the GOP; he retains conscience
GOP has a YUGE problem, as more voters for Dems can come from immigration, criminals, youth under
age 18, the poor and statehood for DC and Puerto Rico. Educated and /or rich people aren’t readily
available to flood our nation, through immigration! Make Socialism illegal, or secede!
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I’ve said this before: IF Biden passes freebies, EVERY business but big tech and Ben and Jerrys needs
to automate and robotize, fire all Dems, and legally hide away your assets from taxation! ONLY hire
GOPs and independents NOT for Socialism, or move out of America if not enough workers left!
I don’t think Trump, with all his baggage, has ANY chance of winning in 2024, no matter how GOPs
connive and scheme to gen up better voter turnout! The messenger is too flawed! I will also work for
his defeat, but NOT to implement Socialism. Third party MAY be needed even that early!
EVERY good policy tRUMP advocated or passed MAINLY came from me/my writings. I tell the
detailed story in our free book at http://AmericanAnswers.org. I will NOT be silent about his plagiarism,
or satanic theft! Just not the time, yet! Witnesses and polygraphs exist! David vs. "Goliath."

BIDEN BADNESS
(1/27/21; @JamesMeroney2)
You may have noticed, Biden already has placated Dem constituents, as the 'President for all
Americans." XL pipeline (environmental whackos), open border types LOVE the coming caravans, he
said systemic racism will be addressed (black caucus), and LGBTQ executive order for feds and military
WHAT’s "President for all" doing for business, taxpayers, the rich, whites, Christians, the middle class
who don’t want handouts, straight people, people who want a blue collar job not stolen by undercutting
Illegals, gasoline for their NON-battery-powered vehicles? Absolutely NOTHING!
YOU have to learn to separate the person from the policy (Ex.: Trump) and the words from the deeds
(Ex.: Biden). IF YOU CAN’T, and the embodiment merges these together in your puny mind, you are
the problem in American politics! Policy affects behaviors, but you never support evil people!
WHEN—NOT if—46 starts pushing freebies, all hell will break loose! He promised free healthcare,
daycare, student loan forgiveness, college, home down payment. The minute he starts THOSE five
policies, a revolt will start, IMO! GOP as party out of power may secede, by state! HOPE so
You know how near impossible it is to end government programs! James Dobson warned it’s like going
in reverse on a freeway. Future administrations can undo what Biden does, but once freebies become
policy, secession is required of all red and purple states! He may delay till 2024. Unlikely
THESE five policies are deal breakers for me EVER helping Biden win in 2024: "Free"
1. Healthcare
2. College
3. Student loan debt
4. Home down payment
5. Daycare I would even help Trump (whom I despise) win, if Biden implements those Socialist items!
WHERE IS OUR FREE HEALTHCARE, DAYCARE, COLLEGE, STUDENT DEBT
FORGIVENESS, and HOME DOWNPAYMENT? @JoeBiden @POTUS I'm NOT asking for
myself, but once you cross those red lines, you're re-election is likely in jeopardy!
You have what you tolerate. CHRISTIANS have preached this mantra; now, they need to LIVE it out, to
NOT be hypocrites! I do NOT tolerate Socialism, nor Trumpianism B.S., like 22K lies in office, and all
below!

BIDEN’S BLUNDER (Afghanistan)
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(9/11-12/21; @JamesMeroney2)
NOTE: The meme sent to all world governments with a Twitter account!
Let’s address ending terrorism (I’ve written on this before):
1. They will never end.
2. They must be monitored, continually!
3. Their evils MUST be defeated, even physically!
4. They indoctrinate the young, and often hate women. They are evil!
5. NEVER EVER lose to them, America!
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6.

BUSINESS
1. Business Basics
2. Back To Business Basics
3. Pro Business & Pro Worker
4. Wall Street Woes
5. Business Tips
6. Pro-Business
7. Robots, Business & Prophecy

BUSINESS BASICS
PROVERBS
KEEP what’s value-added; eliminate what’s non-business required; minimize what’s business-required.
This is essential business streamlining.
Know thy competitor, strengths and weaknesses, as with your own. Focus and expand your positives,
eliminate your negatives, and attack theirs!
Merge, acquire, diversify, partner, outsource (if same or better quality for same or less price), automate,
and motivate productivity.
Know you product life cycle, and always innovate products and services to replace the dead or dying,
while maintaining quality cash cows.
Find new markets, uses, features, looks, names, advertising hook(s), and lose the bad aspects of your
products and services.
In advertising, use figures of speech, cultural and childhood hooks, be interesting or entertaining. Say
LESS! For more advertising methodology, see AmericanAnswers.org.
Do good by your people and they will do good by you and your bottom line. Reward hard work, not
laziness, and don’t burn out anyone.
Employee motivation is customized. Take the time to invest in knowing your people (at least the
important ones) to bring out their best.
Retain GOOD customer service for the lowest cost and time per customer. The human touch goes a
LONG way! ‘Please, thanks’ (manners).
QUOTES
Capital isn't that important in business. Experience isn't that important. You can get both of these.
What’s important is ideas. –Harvey S. Firestone
Business, more than any other occupation, is continual dealing with the future; it’s a continual
calculation, an instinctive exercise in foresight. –H. Luce
The role of business is to provide products and services that make people's lives better, while using fewer
resources, and to act lawfully and with integrity. –Charles Koch
Innovation is now the primary driver of growth, prosperity, and quality of life. –Paul M. Romer
(Stanford University)
Seeing around the corner. Not many people can predict what’s coming next. That’s a characteristic of
the great leaders. –Jack Welch
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The entrepreneur always searches for change, responds to it, and exploits it as an opportunity. –Peter
Drucker
Start with good people, lay out the rules, communicate with your employees, motivate and reward them.
If you do all those effectively, you can’t miss. –Lee Iacocca
The competitor to be feared is one who never bothers about you at all, but goes on making his own
business better all the time. –Henry Ford
BOOKS
The Merger and Acquisition, outsourcing, streamlining, automation and DotCom bubbles have burst.
See our Building a Billionaire Business book for seven new mega methods for business and 101
medium-sized ones.
How can you maintain competitive advantage by improving your products or creating ones your
competitors can't? See our innovation book, Design Your Future.
How can your advertising be effective? Our two books on innovation and idioms can help, and our
website’s motivation and advertising sections (AmericanAnswers.org).
The BEST way to know the future is to DESIGN it. Use our innovation book, and the 101 business
improvement methods in our business book, available at AmericanAnswers.org!

BACK TO BUSINESS BASICS
(2/4/20)
If business' only purpose is profits (as MBA schools say like mantras), anything goes, and every law that
infringes on profits is evil, because without businesses, people have no jobs, right? This is
conservatism’s dogma! But they’re inconsistent, even in its application, as I'll show:
Pro-business, profits-are-all beliefs deny the reality that many laws are GOOD for society and business,
though more profits could, temporarily, be had without them! Slavery would be best for business (i.e.,
no wages owed), child labor sweatshops, as well, and unsafe products you defraud consumers with.
But when workers or consumers die, or get seriously sick, catch onto your fraud in advertising, or unsafe
products, business loses its work force and market of consumers. Same with severe polluting!
Ultimately, we’re interconnected, so business does well to do well, vs. evil, laws or not!
Conservatives are accused of being racists or supremacists (usually untrue). With the over-immigration
of the past 30 years, you can’t help but expect they would deem it a threat to import any who could pose
a challenge to their majority status! That's a normal human reaction!
Business likes under-educated immigrants, and illegals, because they can pay them less. And low-paid
people usually vote Democrat, so Dems like them too. Low wages bring down almost everyone’s wages,
over time! America must take care of America first! I said this WAY before Trump!
BAD salesmen lie, and put themselves first, above the client, acting and saying words like the customer's
interests are foremost. You can fool some of the people some of the time, but God is not deceived. Fear
Him! It won’t be good for you, selling that way!

PRO BUSINESS & PRO WORKER
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(2/26/20; @JamesMeroney)
HOW can one be for workers and business, as I am? Easy. Understand ALL of the following!: Without
business, workers are unemployed and broke/homeless. So business is essential to any nation!
MOST workers aren’t ‘gonna start a business, or if they do, most businesses fail in the first three years,
or so. So America needs businesses! I’m 100 percent for business! I PROVE that claim by my 5,800+
inventions, business consulting for FREE (when I run for office), in the areas of strategy/growth, sales
and advertising, architecture, R and D/inventions, streamlining and increasing productivity with
motivation and innovation, as The World's Most Innovative Man.
My BBA and MBA also attest to me being pro-business, as with my having been a Fortune 500
management consultant, and been in SIFE in college (Students For Free Enterprise). As a Christian, I’m
for holy or just businesses, as God is! (Col. 4:1)
And since I’m a Christian, Jesus cared most for the down and out, oppressed and poor, and since they’re
humans, I am equally pro-worker! I prove that by all my writings on how to live higher on less or the
same, and policies that are fair to workers, like equal pay for equal output by women, increasing
minimum wage ONLY if the economy’s increasing for the stockholding class (as it has under Chump),
and being for4 workplace safety, overtime pay, unemployment insurance, consumer health and safety
laws, etc.
Successful businesses SHOULD give back to their employees and communities, as with successful rich
people! Struggling businesses haven’t that luxury, and those in-between, some but not a lot.
People argue free vs. fair trade. People who benefit from unfairness always want a totally free market—
zero government interference, as they have the leverage to screw people, legally! Workers always want
fairness, as people hate being abused and oppressed, "because we can."
Globally, every nation negotiates trade deals in their own interests, and none get brokered if both sides
don’t agree. However, there’s leverage used in those talks, as neither side is concerned with the other’s
gain, as, like a lawsuit, their interest is protecting their nations' interests.
Win-win is NOT that way. I want the American economy number one, but I also want USA #1 morally,
which means when you have a lot, you give back a lot, as a nation, business and individual!
Dominating others is NOT moral, though extremists try to do so in politics all the time, because politics
in America is immoral. You engender backlash when you treat others wrong, nationally, employmentwise, and as rich individuals!
Business can maximize its profits behaving immorally toward workers! Since globalization, leverage
has 100 percent been in the employer’s markets court, as unions got busted, under threat of jobs shipped
off to Mexico, China and India.
ONLY with controlled immigration, and other measures, has putting Americans first
become popularized (MY idea, well before Chump). Ethics are integrally intertwined with economics!
Economics is NOT amoral.
Buy American is an emotional sentiment—NOT a wise business decision, if buying
elsewhere for same quality is cheaper! Yet, politically, it’s now popular, because economics is NOT
amoral.
Business owners earning 350:1 worker's salary is immoral! Employees wanting more money, by
government fiat, is immoral, if you don’t deserve more! Business should never over-pay, economically
vs. morally.
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Practical application: Workers, be your best in how you work, as to quality and intensity, but expect to
be paid better when you do, and if you aren’t, quit, or clamor politically! Employers: Treat your
workers well, and reward hard work. Don’t just bless yourself, financially! This IS common sense!
Any human hiring a lawn boy will pay as little as possible. Business is no different, and they’re NOT
evil for so doing. The leverage has to be equal, which is where government intervenes as a referee for
justice. Workers NEED more leverage in America, to counter-act all these business-favoring deeds, that
were morally justified under globalized competition:
Mergers and acquisitions, streamlining, automation, contract labor, increased copays, layoffs, AI and
robotics, outsourcing and immigration increases. Those deeds since 1985 made America a buyer’s
market for business! We need justice for workers!
I’ve NEVER been in a union (except one day when I tried to work for my brother-in-law’s dad’s
business, and they required it). I can negotiate my own salary on my own. If you can’t, you need to
learn how to, or if your skills are a commodity, you need to unionize for better wages.
I don’t like unions, but see why they arise. U.S. Workers want better wages? Work smarter and harder,
NOT necessarily longer hours! Make your company money, or save them money! Encourage profitsharing, as its’ just/fair. You helped them get those profits, off your backs! Be against immigration
glutting the labor market! Think! Get better skills!
If your business skills are not unique, you can be replaced on a dime! Workers also ought to fight
against 350:1 CEO and executive pay, and any reasonable salary and bonus reductions be shared among
the workers, or to make the workplace better for ALL! I can invent products to make almost any job
more enjoyable!
Public pressure is needed to lessen 350:1 CEO-to-worker wage disparity! Shaming! Expose their
lifestyles and give back percents on their taxes! It’s 2 percent of income, on average, vs. three percent
for average Joe.
Exalt rich heroes, like Buffett and Gates, and reveal the stark difference between America’s heroes of
commerce, vs. today’s evil, greedy, stingy selfish hoarding types. STUDY and learn how Rockefeller,
Carnegie and Rothschild gave back, after proving themselves best in business, and praise and reward
Giving Pledgers—NOT Forbes’ richest list members who DON’T give back much, percent-wise!
Get rich, then be rich in giving vs. getting! Jesus taught this! It’s NOT restricting how much you can
earn, but restricting how selfish you can be, by public pressure and fair share taxes on the rich! This is
ALL common sense, and Bible-consistent. NO Christian can morally oppose this, but only sinfully!
Work breaks make people more able to be more productive, as with an enjoyable if not fun work
environment, and rewarding pay! Pigs get fat, hogs get slaughtered, business people. Be fair to your
workers, and good to the best ones.
And if you have a crappy business, or pay crappy, expect crappy workers. Common sense 101. Content
employees stay with you longer, are more productive, and take pride in their company!
Update
(10/28/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I want a better lifestyle, and I don’t want to have to work for it; taxpayers owe it to me, because they get
rich off my labor, and I get nothing but paid my agreed upon salary. So government must force them to
pay the fiddler. THIS is the attitude of losers, folks! Handout seekers!
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I am 110 percent FOR all U.S. Laborers uniting for power! THAT is the ONLY moral way to get better
wages! You got SCREWED when pensions died, unions got busted, globalization shipped your job out,
or imported labor competition. Strike in January, then unionize, for equal leverage with business!
IT IS ONLY FAIR that labor and management have EQUAL bargaining power—period! Labor has to
consider business' global competition, and management has to consider workers' ability to survive on
what they’re paid. Rich execs could forfeit some, so others can live off their wages paid!
IT IS AMAZING that people who claim Creationist beliefs most strongly oppose any intelligent design
in how society handles poverty! Dog eat dog is NOT God's design, but the far right's! And eat the rich
may one day be the poor's response, given Newton's third law of thermodynamics!
One day the world’s poor won’t tolerate rich people ignoring their plight! They will unite, grab guns,
and barrage safe compounds and gated communities in numbers security cannot control, IMO!
proverbial torches and pitch forks will give way to physical violence, IMO, if rich ignore I Tim. 6:17-19

WALL STREET WOES
(9/8/20; @JamesMeroney)
The Dems are divided over the value of Wall Street, with African-Americans seeing its value, while
leftist Socialists want it destroyed. So is the U.S. Stock market good or bad? Let’s analyze the
question…
Rich people with excess money they don’t need for expenses put that money somewhere. They are
taught, ‘don’t lose money,’ and ‘make your money work for you.’ Even the Bible teaches the same, as to
making interest in a bank.
The stock markets are an efficient and central and organized way for investors to have a nearly 1-stop
shop of investment opportunities in most of America’s best-performing companies.
American companies, on the other hand, need resources for growth, and sometimes for cash flow.
Rather than expensive and more cumbersome bank loans, the stock market provides the best performers
with quick access to liquidity. It works well for both.
But what about society? Do ‘we the people’ benefit from the stock exchanges? If you have no
investments, you gain nothing, financially, but you do gain access to companies and a corollary effective
economy with job opportunities. Any nation with wealthy citizens in any capacity/percent is better off
than all people being poor, as there are no funds with which to grow an economy or to sustain businesses
there, which offer jobs.
We all know the bad aspects and abuses of Wall Street, as well… the Bernie Madoffs, the hedge fund
managers who rake in millions and more, simply by investing other peoples’ money, the greed, the
idolatry of profit over all else, and the illegal insider trading. Even absent that, big purchasers have an
advantage on trades, well before the general public can buy in.
And with nearly half of America not owning stocks or bonds, politics rears its ugly head, because their
numbers could one day grow to a point they literally vote down the U.S. Stock markets. The far left
already hates Wall Street. Does anyone remember a time, not so far ago, when mainly young protesters
made up ‘Occupy Wall Street?’
Those pro-business (as am I) use the adage, ‘a rising tide lifts all boats,’ to which I say, NOT if the
waterways aren’t connected. Your financial gain, even as a business, benefits only employees and
shareholders, and those disconnected from businesses in the stock market conceive of NO benefit for
them, when those companies succeed.
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However, if American businesses fail, that misery trickles down to the lower rungs, quickly!
We’ve seen from this pandemic, that the rich will always fare well, but the front lines got hurt, if not
killed, the quickest.
Therefore, purely for the sake of society, any true-blooded American should want American businesses
to succeed (not to mention foreign competition, ever biting on the heels of our successes and market
shares), and should want to be living in a nation where investors want to invest, rather than that money
going elsewhere! Only a fool would want otherwise!
But how can Wall Street’s gains become a benefit to the little guy? Must, as Bill Clinton asserted,
yesterday, U.S. Businesses offer a ‘living wage,’ which ALWAYS means a higher wage than they are
currently paying? Must businesses offer stocks to their least-skilled workers, or ownership in their own
profit-sharing (if on no stock exchange)? I do not think so.
A wage is negotiated between worker and employer. Employers do not randomly pick a number out of a
hat. They learn market rate, and pay accordingly. Democrats are angry that globalization has caused
American blue collar labor rates to fall, as the world is now the oyster of businesses seeking labor! That
was and is inevitable, and unchangeable.
A business is not responsible for your family’s well-being—you are, breadwinner(s)! It is great and right
when management treats employees like family, but they do not spoil their ‘children’ by over-paying
them more than market rate! And you wouldn’t, either! PAY your lawn man $10 more a week than his
bill totals! You won’t, and neither will any business person, and that is not morally evil!
The things I described about Wall Street abuses ARE evil, and MUST end, and I tell everyone who does
well in the stock market… God commands you to be generous in giving back to society! I Tim. 6:17-19
That passage is NOT written for just Christians, but even people who will never read it. In short, if you
are rich, God says you are to generously help society with your excess; not all of it, of course, but being
stingily selfish or hoarding from greed are sinful choices He will exact judgment upon.
That, and that alone, is what He demands, and can solve the angst and anger against the rich, among the
‘eat the rich’ crowd. You do not have to pay people more than they are worth, you do not have to give
money directly to street corner beggars, you do not have to feel any guilt for being successful, and you
do not have to give ownership or even excess profits to your employees.
Your duty, before God, is to be fair to employees, and to generously give back to society! (Col. 4:1;
Eph. 6:9). Be the caring parent/father-like figure with your good employees; reward achievement, and
discipline ineptness. In all things be fair, not a tyrant; be good to your employees, and treat them fairly.
Consider giving annual bonuses, as those people did cause your company to profit!
I’m not asking you to be unfair to yourself, your shareholders or your company, but ‘no justice, no
peace.’ Remember that those who hate Capitalism are at least growing louder, as is their willingness to
threaten the rich and their possessions. YOU can allay this EVIL movement by treating all good workers
fairly, and giving back generously to society! It’s also your God-given duty so to do.
I strongly recommend that when and if you do obey God, that money mainly or firstly goes to
empowerment programs to make the least among us competent to earn the maximum that their talents
can render, by maximizing their job and purchasing/budgeting skills.
When the very poorest are starting to feel less stress, because they can adequately pay their own bills,
without any government handouts, then and only then is America as a whole truly prospering, no matter
the state of our stock markets!
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I will warn you, however, beyond the illegal and immoral judgment of the mad mobs who may rise
more, in opposition to mainly the rich getting richer, you rich Americans face a moral and fierce
judgment by God, if you remain hoarding, and disobeying the commandment I just taught you! No
government, political access, security team or bank account can protect you from that certain future!
Now, you were warned! Go do the right thing!

BUSINESS TIPS
(11/13/20; @JamesMeroney2)
If you own a business, what are you doing to make it better? Is your customer experience the best it can
be? How does it compare to your competitors, and their price? Are your employees the best they can be,
in training and customer service? Do you pay them accordingly? Is your advertising excellent?
What do you do to attract sales, and reward faithful clients? How do you identify your target market?
Are you better than your competitors at anything? Are you taking advantage of industry-related trends?
Have an online presence? Are you as efficient as possible, with least waste of resources?
Is your building attractive, inside and out? Located where all can see you, or have signage to get them to
you? Do you have a slogan, or catchy icon, or name? Are your suppliers the best for what you pay?
READ our book on business, to learn more, at http://AmericanAnswers.org, "Books."

PRO-BUSINESS
(1/26/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I’m going to defend U.S. Business, against charges all but liberal Dem politicians bow to it, over
workers:
1. Workers are of value to God, but also are a dime a dozen. If you have no unique skills, you aren’t
unique. Business management has skills you can’t do, that are needed, and make U.S. Businesses
globally competitive!
2. Without U.S. Businesses, most of you have NO job; survivalism and homestead, off-the-grid living is
your lot in life, or begging street corner homelessness!
3. U.S. Business is competing globally! MANY nations don’t require the things America does, of
business, because we have more humane practices (like work breaks, safe workplaces, required overtime
pay, unemployment insurance, no sweatshops or child labor, etc.). These are all costs to business profits
competitor nations don’t always face. Without profit, businesses fail/go bankrupt.
4. Everyone wants higher pay. We don’t base that desire on facts, but emotion. Liberals speak of a
‘living wage.’ Everyone’s idea of livable standard varies, and luxuries are often part of it.
Bottom line, business sometimes does some evil things, all of which must be ended, but they are a higher
priority for keeping our economy running; you have nothing without them!

ROBOTS, BUSINESS & PROPHECY
(3/20/21; @JamesMeroney2)
HOW will you compete against a robot employee? For MOST of you, you won’t be able to, the
more sophisticated they become! I WON’T live off Zuckerberg’s $30K, nor will I take Yang’s
UNI of $12K/year! All these trends are pell mell leading us to Bible prophecy! The global race
is for AI.
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Business makes a good/wise decision, to replace anyone whose salary is equal to the cost of a
replacement robot in a target payback period! Rather than just outsourcing jobs, or importing
labor, robotics adds numbers to the workforce, ever clamoring for fewer jobs! The money
supply is NOT unlimited, even though America can print funny money! The more the rich demand
gains off every transaction, more pressure is exerted on wages lowering.
Government will have to intervene, for its citizens to live! THIS is where 1-world government will step
in, after a series of deadly judgments from God, for 3.5 years—Rev. 6-13. Those machines and robots
will be the tools/instruments by which one crazed politician will demand control of all economic
transactions. They will have the power to kill. However, Rev. 17-18 indicates humans will still have
jobs!
THIS means, logically, that apart from God’s supernatural intervention (which WILL happen),
society is set for Rev. 13 when enough robots cause government to be forced to intervene, to save
their citizens from mass unemployment. Governments intervention in the economy will first be..
to counter devastating calamities on earth! Rev. 6-12.
Reactions to Covid, Hurricane Harvey, et al, are just drip in the bucket precursors to how government
will be called upon for emergency response, when Christians are taken out of this world.
How these future history events relate to today is our society and technology is rapidly advancing to a
state where things like images of the Beast (replicas of human capacity-machines) are everywhere, and
can easily be programmed to control every business transaction, and even to kill people with targeted
lasers to an imbedded bar code, so no collateral damage occurs.
When you see self-checkout, driverless taxis and 18-wheelers, self-service, NO customer service, and
other such "advances" from technology, KNOW that Bible prophecy can’t be too far away! Beware and
be ready! John 3:16, the Bible
Even forgetting prophecy, as we never know when it will start, government will have to employ
all non-robot owners, off taxes of robot owners. If those taxes are cheaper than hiring them,
businesses will go along with that, but will the people agree to live off those wages, or a war?
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7.

CAPITALISM
1. In Defense of Capitalism
2. Capitalist America

IN DEFENSE OF CAPITALISM
(4/11/20; @JamesMeroney)
IF for no other reason, Communism and Socialism are worse! I’m NOT for unbridled Capitalism, which
is often what we’ve experienced since the yuppie days of the 1980’s, with globalism. Businesses NEED
to share profits (Ex.: annual bonuses), and workers NEED to unionize! We need equal leverage.
GOD is opposed to ‘unbridled Capitalism,’ where you profit off near slave labor, abuse the poor by
ignoring their plight, and voting against helping them in any form or fashion, then hoarding all your
wealth, selfishly and as an idol called greed. (I Tim. 6:17-19) I 100 percent oppose unbridled Capitalism
and Socialism!
So why do you remain here? Because you KNOW it’s better being here! You can learn Swedish; they
may not let you in, because they’re smart. But practice what you preach! Go live in Venezuela or
Russia, to EXPERIENCE Socialism and Communism. You won’t. #Hypocrite Soft Socialism
disincentivizes investment by the rich.
If you want a better society for the poor and youth in America, I’ve detailed MANY ways to achieve
that, but it’s mainly by smart and hard work, some business practice changes, more unionizing, spending
wiser (and less), and getting the rich to charitably give a higher percent. NOT by stealing freebies by
vote!
Capitalism’s greatest argument IS the past 250 years of U.S. Existence! People do NOT flock to other
nations like they do here, and you can exclusively lay that credit at the feet of bridled vs. unbridled
Capitalism! NOT Socialism or Communism! There’s NO place I’d rather be! MOVE, if you disagree!
There are problems with unbridled Capitalism! People get filthy rich, and give back little-to-nothing.
That’s SIN. Jobs get replaced by robots, even by people who vote against helping those so displaced!
People live it up while fellow Americans suffer in poverty, feeling zero connection to resolving that!
Profit-sharing is NOT popular, because many Capitalists are greedy and selfish. The people brought you
your success, and ought to join in the benefits, Scrooge! Workers are expendable, as Covid has proved,
to EVIL business people who put profits over health and safety. DIE to make me rich is EVIL!
But these problems CAN be overcome, without biting the hand that feeds you! Youth are angry that
their entitlement mentality is rejected by BOTH political parties! When you’re 18, it’s time to spread
those wings and fly, or flop. No one owes you a guaranteed lifestyle! YOU WORK for and EARN it!
EVERY U.S. Generation has known this! You are not special. Your plight is NOT unique. EVERY
American starts out life on the bottom rung of economic success. How else could it be, when you’ve
only been in school, and have little to offer business (excepting people who do internships). Live
Spartan, and smart, and go find your niche! Go make your money!
I’ve given so many tips on how to live decently on a minimal salary, I WON’T repeat them! Tax payers
DON’T owe you comfort and fun. No one owes you anything, when you’re an adult. Look to your
parents if they raised you so poorly that you never learned these facts in school! It’s life’s reality—deal
with it.
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It’s NOT rich whites putting others down, or the rich preventing your success! Have you ever watched
Shark Tank? Those people aren’t begging government for freebies! They WORKED, and look where it
gets many of them!
The sinful easy way is to vote for politicians to steal from tax payers; a SIN-full way to fund yourself. ‘I
deserve healthcare, daycare, family leave and free college.’ REALLY? Why you?
When every other generation did NOT have those perks, as youth, why are you uniquely privileged,
pampered and entitled? You picked up this evil attitude somewhere, and I suggest you get a refund from
where you got it!
Youth OFTEN cite Sweden and Nordic nations as making life better, even for their poor and youth. GO
LIVE THERE! Why try to make America into another nation’s image, when we’re the leaders the world
envies, apart from our many sins? Literally, pack up and go become a Swede. They’re great people!

CAPITALIST AMERICA
(10/9/20; @JamesMeroney)
Capitalist America. WHERE are most diseases in man’s history eradicated the most? Capitalist
America. WHO does the world look to for leadership and help in major crises? Capitalist America.
WHERE is the entertainment capital of the world? Capitalist America. WHERE are the greatest
accumulation of professional athletes? Capitalist America. WHERE do the greatest movies come from?
Capitalist America.
WHO has the strongest military and uses it to defend peace, vs. invade and take over other nations?
Capitalist America. What culture has most influenced our world? Capitalist America. It is NOT nations
that engage Robinhood theft! It is neither evil to profit off your labors, nor selfish.
ONLY IN America could even our poor people live at a higher standard of living that any other poor
people in the world! WHERE are the drugs that keep us safe and healthy get developed more than
anywhere else? Capitalist America.
WHERE in the world can ANYONE be ANYTHING they set their mind to becoming? Capitalist
America. WHERE does your class/caste, color, history or family NOT restrict or limit your
achievement? Capitalist America
WHERE did terrorists target their evil hatred more than anywhere else? Capitalist America. WHO
kicked their a-s? Capitalist America. WHERE can you practice your religion, any religion, and even
NO religion, and still be treated as doing what you’re free to do? Capitalist America.
WHERE do the people/vast population/masses of individual citizens alone decide who is in power to
enact laws that guide their lives? Capitalist America. WHERE would you most want to live, if you were
capable of getting rich? Capitalist America. Who put a man on the moon? Capitalist America.
WHERE did the industrial revolution happen, more than anywhere else? Capitalist America. WHERE
did workers get rights, and child labor and sweat shops are illegal? Capitalist America.
WHERE do people have a safety net, so no one severely suffers, in times of hardship? Capitalist
America. WHERE is the market where business' stocks the world over are MOST traded and followed?
Capitalist America.
WHO has the greatest world-class higher education? Capitalist America. WHAT nation is among the
most philanthropical and charitably generous? Capitalist America.
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Capitalism and a democratic republic (NOT a pure democracy, or direct representation) are the bedrock
foundation upon which the greatest nation in the history of the world (I say, humbly, thankful to God)
was built and stands, and it was never, has never been and never will be Socialism!
In a free enterprise economy, you are FREE to buy whatever you want, and businesses are free to set
prices wherever they want, and can sell their wares. Their profit margins are private, as none of your
concern, because you’re free to shop around and get the best value you can find!
And their profiting, vs. breaking even or losing money, is what Capitalist America is all about! When
they make money, they can make more products to bless the world. When they don’t, you’re stuck with
past- or current-state of technology. People who begrudge Capitalism aren’t good at it.
Update: Capitalism & Poverty
(10/22/20; @JamesMeroney2)
IS Capitalism sinful? Is it evil to profit/make money? Is it evil to make lots of money, or to have an
economic system that rewards hard work and ingenuity? NO to all! It’s evil when it's your idol, or
there’s not much societal give back when people do do well, financially! I Tim. 6:17-19
Disability covers many like that, but any like that who aren’t qualified for it! NOT people who have too
many kids, free-willedly, or spend too much, or are lazy, or aren’t maxed out in their skills and work
effort. They deserve zero societal help, absent charities dumb to help 'em.
Severe suffering poverty is the ONLY thing society must ensure doesn’t occur! NOT poverty
eradication. The poor you have with you always! It’s the single mothers, the disabled, the mentally
challenged, the people with no real talents who are maxed out that need help–ONLY!
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8.

CHURCH
1. Parishioner Priorities
2. Catholics & Protestants
3. Church Priorities
4. How Church Works

PARISHIONER PRIORITIES
(12/25/19; @JamesMeroney)
Pastor @johnmarkcaton polled his nearby community, and their top concerns were finances, comebacks
from failures, health, anxiety, work enjoyment, stress, scheduling/time management, friendships,
marriage, work-life balance, knowing God’s will and doubts. Let's address them, biblically and
logically:
FINANCES. Spend less! Buy smarter! Don’t keep up with the futile Jones’! Work harder and smarter.
FAILURES. Forgive yourself; we’re all imperfect. Learn from your mistakes, and don’t repeat them
(Pv. 26:11). Any who judge you for failing aren’t your friends, so care NOTHING of their opinions!
(Gal. 1:10) Memorize these three verses: Phil. 3:13; Joel 2:25; I Cor. 2:14.
HEALTH. Eat healthy, get regular medical check-ups, exercise, pray for health, but know we live in a
fallen world, and Christians aren’t immune from sickness or disease, and aren’t promised perfect health
in this life.
ANXIETY. Memorize Phil. 4:6-7. Read Mt. 6:19-33 and Col. 3:14. Don’t over-commit; prioritize!
Busy lives leave no room for meditation or reflection (Josh. 1:8), and multi-tasking may impress men,
but not all activity is valuable achievement!
WORK ENJOYMENT. Col. 3:23-24. Analyze what you don’t like about your job, and fix it, if within
your power. Get another job (or position within the firm), or ask for more (or less) responsibility, as the
case may be. There are inventions I could make to make you enjoy your job more! Find your calling,
and you’ll not hate what you do. Spend less, and you’re your job’s slave less!
TIME MANAGEMENT. We all have the same amount. If you don’t prioritize, and realize you can’t do
everything, Ur always chasing the clock, burning the candle at both ends. Give your plans to the Lord,
and follow His specifics. Pv 16:9 Set routines, from habit, are more efficient than unplanned lifestyles
WORK-LIFE BALANCE. You spend too much time commuting and working, to find life balance!
Your after work life is NOT the problem! Learn to be more efficient at work; move closer to it,
telecommute, carpool (so you can relax, or work on the road), and seek work rewards for less effort but
the same results, as employers will always add more to your plate, if you let them! ‘You have what you
tolerate!’
GOD’S WILL. Read more Bible, prayerfully and submissively. Do what you know is right, and God
will show you if that’s not His will.
DOUBTS. Same thing… read more Bible! (Rom. 10:17)
P.S.: Ask your employer if you can arrive and leave earlier, to be more productive and avoid rush hour!
Four-day work weeks are a GREAT stress reliever that studies show often produce more productivity.
Houston had off-hour commute schedules, to lessen traffic congestion. A six-hour day, no lunch, and
little traffic?
MOST people WASTE up to two hours a day at work. Why wouldn’t it benefit both employer and
employee to have those two hours at home, and just blow-and-go for six straight hours at peak
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performance at the height of an employee’s productive waking hours? SKIP rush hour, and be less
stressed when you arrive at work (and home), before or after rush hour traffic jams?

CATHOLICS & PROTESTANTS
(10/13/20; @JamesMeroney2)
People on Twitter were mocking evangelicals/WASPs/born again Christians/Protestants pushing
Catholic ACB, saying evangelicals otherwise hate Catholics, unless it serves their political purposes.
Youth think disagreement is hatred, as with calling homosexuality sin is phobic and hate!
Protestants (P) and Catholics (C) share MANY beliefs in common, like the tenets of the Apostles' creed,
though P's aren’t credalists. There’s one and only one difference between our two doctrines that makes a
YUGE distinction!
Official dogma of works getting one to heaven, vs. faith in Christ alone. A very close second is the Bible
vs. tradition, or any Bible adding apocryphal books not in the canon, but especially man’s traditions
being on equal par with Scripture.
These two BIG differences are HUGE, but salvation by works, or having to do the seven sacraments is
an eternal separation between the two groups of 'Christendom' that can NEVER be fully harmonized!
That’s what Martin Luther, Zwingli and Calvin's Protestant Revolution was all about–sola scriptura, sola
fide! And these ODD beliefs of yesteryear (some continuing to today) will always make us two groups!:
https://carm.org/.../list-of-roman-catholic-false-teachings
But the things we share in common, we agree and unite on, just as Dems do with minorities and
LGBTQs, united for political power, though commonalities aren’t always much more than that.
I’d add we disagree on confessional booths to priests, calling ministers 'father' (Mt 23:9), and their not
being able to be married (I Cor. 9:5), holy water, infant baptism, rosaries, penance, veneration of Mary,
anti-contraception, etc., added to LaHaye’s HUGELY significant list of ~12 historic errors of their past,
which this dude adds to in thorough detail: https://d3hgrlq6yacptf.cloudfront.net/.../1393876384.pdf
So it’s NOT hatred, but disagreeing, while you major on majors and unite for political power in
America! Coalitions, not cohesion! And Protestants have their list of historic errors, like being
dividedly cut off by denominationalism worship, saying all dancing is evil, drinking in moderation,
wrongly seen as a no-no, to some (I Tim. 3:8, 5:23; Mt. 11:18), 10 percent mandatory tithe, red letter
Christians (who think Jesus' words are superior to other Scripture (II Tim. 3:16-17), and any other
practices that don’t conform to God's word.
The point is we unite by what unites us, and in politics, helping the poor vs. abortion are BOTH moral
issues, but Dems want to help them by theft, while GOPs want to protect innocent life, though rarely
concerned with the safety of the mom.
There is NOT hatred, but disagreement, hopefully agreeably, and on the one most important difference,
they will forever be differentiated, as works do not work to get anyone to heaven, and out of hell! John
3:16; Eph. 2:8-10; Gal. 2:21
And if ANY politician uses their religion for political reasons more than they’re faithful practicers, they
are sinners in practice, be it a CINO (Catholic in name only) or a EINO (evangelical in name only).
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Morally, MOST religions agree in peace, war as last resort, national defense, no hatred or violence, theft
is wrong, as with rape, incest, bestiality, polygamy (some Mormons excepting), adultery, divorce (two
biblical exceptions), drunkenness, rudeness, arrogance, lying, hypocrisy, deception (I’m describing D.C.,
it appears to me), fighting, envy, murder, and a host of other sins! Abortion and homosexuality just
happen to be the most popular politically wedge sins in America!
And as to ACB on Obamacare, if wealth redistribution is NOT even implicitly in the U.S. Constitution,
it was legally wrong! It IS the law of America, it needs major overhauls, but I was for replace and
improve vs. repeal. I value precedent's STABILITY, even if I disagree with a SCOTUS ruling!
So when anyone says Christians hate or are phobic of gays, they’re usually wrong or lying. Same with
hating women, because we hate them killing their babies, who are NOT just part of 'their body,' but a
separate human being. And Evangelicals don’t hate Catholics, but disagree on what I detailed.
Update
While I’m on the topic of Catholicism vs. Protestantism,
1. Is the Bible equal with or superior in authority to any human traditions?, and,
2. Do good works play any role in anyone going to Heaven? The answers are, respectively, "superior
and exclusive" and "no, for earning such!"
There’s NO purgatory, reincarnation, cessationism or annihilationism; ONLY heaven or Hell, and Christ
within is the ONLY differentiator between the two! (2/25/15; @JamesMeroney)

CHURCH PRIORITIES
(11/21/20; @JamesMeroney2)
There are TWO results initially befalling every Christian, upon death-Hearing 'well done, thou good and
faithful servant,' or shrinking in shame at His coming. Mt. 25:21 vs. I Jn.. 2:28. Set your mind on the
things NOT below! Col. 3:1-4. Do we?... Cf.: II Tim. 2:4 everyday life entangled. (@JamesMeroney2,
11/7/20)
THE number one problem of the Church is NOT teaching and doing ‘EDBS,’ much. People living for
this world, wasting away their lives chasing money, just wasting away their lives doing little-to-nothing,
or working to seek favor with God, all to 'glorify God,' happy they're "tithers." SUCH deception!
Perhaps one church is exempt from this, but after SIX years, WHY hasn’t every church YET adopted a
practical plan to evangelize ALL lost people within one mile of their building, for evangelism? Hell’s
not hot enough? A miraculous falling away! Let people go to hell, UNwarned! That’s negligence.
Irrefutably, God’s top four priorities for Christians/the Church are FULL/thorough evangelism of every
lost person on earth, FULL discipling/maturing up in the word and morality of every church
member/saved soul, DOING the one another’s of Scripture, using spiritual gifts when gathered, and
changing the world/turning it upside down for morality and problem-solving, ushering in more of Thy
kingdom come on earth, through social ministry (especially ministry to the poor).
READ the WHOLE New Testament, and EDBS priorities are obvious. Stay Bible illiterate, and 'EDBS'
sounds like a human construct. READ the entire book of Acts, if you’re too lazy to do that, and
evangelism and discipleship are clearly God’s top priorities!
The first century Christians reached entire cities, countries and continents, moving on after one got
reached; always seeking more souls to save!
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The average U.S. Christian has never won one person to Jesus, and RARELY speaks the gospel to
people! I know some, later in life, who probably have never spoken once! WHAT DOES GOD KEEP
YOU LIVING DOWN HERE FOR, when you’re such a fruitless/useless child of God? He said those
would be burned, or He’d take away! Jn. 15
Let’s work through the LOGIC of EDBS, for any who haven’t read us before: EVERY human goes to
hell if they die unsaved. Hell is fiery punishment, and is eternal. HOW could anything be as BIG as
evangelism, or the means by which a person gets saved from hell?
In all our 80 years, or less, or more, the ONLY purpose for man’s existence, for his own benefit vs.,
others' or Gods', is to make sure his death doesn’t end up in hell! 80 or so years to figure out this whole
thing we call life. Yet, most people never do! Hell eats up the majority of people you know and see
daily!
And once a person’s sins are all forgiven, and they know God personally, He wants that relationship
grown/matured, intimately, so saved souls start living more as He did (which was morally—100 percent
so, only in His case). That does NOT happen without Bible
ingesting/meditating! So MANY Christians are heaven certain, and Bible illiterate. My brethren, these
things ought not be this way!
Let’s try the 'B' of EDBS: Body Life. In the first and first century Church, Christians gathered MORE
than just on the Lord's day! Sometimes daily, and sometimes in homes.
But our modern model has us together mainly for one worship service a week. That being the ONLY
time we are all together (many don’t even attend Bible fellowship of smaller groups), that is the time for
laymen involvement with each other’s lives!
The church is a family and a body, and it only works properly when it functions as such! No body is
healthy with missing limbs, or family reunion complete when we segregate by sex or age group! ONLY
the main service is when laymen are to NOT be spectators, but participants in the healthy functioning of
the WHOLE body, using spiritual gifts to edify each other/it.
And finally, the Church is to emulate Christ, who is probably best known to lost people for His gracious
kindness, and caring for the down and out, the orphan, widow, stranger, foreigner, poor, disabled and
needy. Changing society’s many i1ls should be something Christians lead at (alongside loving one
another and prayer; Jn. 13:35; Mt. 21:13)—not the exclusive purview of the politically liberal!
If churches don’t do EDBS, HOW can we say we've obeyed II Chron. 7:14, and expect revival?
"Wicked ways" ignore God’s top priorities!
Update
(11/23/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Sins of Gods church: Judgment will first come upon claiming Christians. For what, you may ask?...
1. Your politics being your idol/god/religion.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

LYING that man can serve God and money—you just balance them, and send in a tithe.
Refusing to do EDBS priorities even tokenly.
Believing the lie that your mind set above is only on Sunday for 1.5 hours, or in your quiet time.
Your faith NOT being in God, but your bank account.
Worldliness and selfishness, blamed on 'glorifying God.'
Belief that personal character doesn’t matter if the policies are correct.
Win at all costs idolatry, and fear-mongering how bad things could be if your team loses.
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There are SO many Bible verses God’s people ignore and rebel against in ignorance, letting their pastor
be their brain, and their Bibles go untouched in personal study. But then, I’m just always negative.

HOW CHURCH WORKS
(12/2/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Acts 1:8 The Holy Spirit was given to empower these new believers, primarily so they would
evangelism, which they did. Ch. 2 "tongues" were UN-learned, known languages these people spoke to
foreigners visiting Jerusalem in, concerning God, miraculously never haven studied before.
2:22-40 A reinvigorated Peter publicly evangelizes, which makes him the Church leader, before Paul
(because he evangelized), having failed Christ 3 times, when the cock crowed, as Jesus predicted, just a
short time earlier. The Spirit’s power and Christ’s resurrection gave him courage!
And look at the very first church-a mega church of over 3000 (2:41-47) IS YOUR CHURCH described
like they voluntarily, spontaneously and instantly were?: Water baptized, continually devoted to being
taught and fellowship and Lord's Supper. Everyone feeling a sense of awe, amidst miracles.
Voluntarily, wanting to ensure none of them had a lack/need, by giving assets and money. Day by day,
continuing in one mind (NOT diversity of theology or commitment) eating together in temples and
homes, with gladness and sincerity of heart—not having to go to church once a week!
Praising God, and having favor (vs. disdain, over politics and sinful behavior) with ALL the people.
And daily, God was adding to their number by people being saved. That HARDLY describes ANY
church I know! Peter continues his public evangelism sermons (Chs. 3-4), causing religious and
governmental opposition and even physical persecution.
After repeated miracles, LOOK at 4:32-37, how the second church (5,000+ members) was described: Of
one heart and soul/no division, possessions voluntarily in common, powerful evangelism by leadership,
abundant grace upon them all. The fear of God came with judgments on some sins (5:1-11).
LOOK at these verses about church growing naturally, through God—5:14, 6:7, 12:24, 19:20. Then
church offices get arranged, so the leaders don’t have to engage lesser things than prayer and Bible
ingestion, leading to evangelism and discipling (Ch. 5).
Widows were cared for, symbolizing social ministry to needy people (6:1-7. Miracles kept happening, as
did conflict with government trying to stifle their religious expression, but here’s how they stood firm
against such attacks (4:19-20, 5:20, 29). Persecution then arose, which spread evangelism further than
they may have stretched, otherwise (8:1, 4).
Healings occurred, often. Joy (8:8) and favor with society existed. People were blessed by these few
people turning the world upside down (17:6)! Their success was a threat to the religious and political
order, just as Jesus was seen as a competitor to corrupt Roman authorities/politicians.
Read these verses about how the church matured up (especially after evangelism was finished)—9:31,
11:23, 13:43, 52, 14:26-27, 15:35-36 (after evangelism), 41, 16:5, 15, 18:11, 27, 20:20, and how
evangelism flourished, thoroughly—8:5, 14, 25-40, 9:20, 22, 28, 35, 42, 10:1-48, 11:1, 19, 21, 24, 13:5,
7, 44, 48-49, 14:3, 7, 15, 21, 15:35, 16:5, 14, 31-34, 17:1-3, 17-34, 18:5, 28, 19:8, 10, 18 (public
repenting), even before rulers (Chs. 22-26), 28:23-24, 28-31; and amazement-8:13, 13:12 (also word
search prayer, fasting and joy, in Acts!).
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NOW, compare that record with sitting in a pew, hearing a sermon and giving 10 percent of your
income, and there is absolutely NO comparison whatsoever! It is a great argument against evolution, as
we have digressed worse than the first baby Christians!
Will you EVER hear that chapter update as a sermon in any church in America? UNlikely! The
evidence is too incriminating. They were NOT forced to act that way, or required to behave thusly under
threat they wouldn’t get heaven if they didn’t. They had the joy of grace-based salvation!
That’s the ultimate walking buy sight—ignoring what God said, and what He showed has
happened, to build churches made after man’s image he sees all around him! [Unpublished]
The Church's attitude is all have heard, though seven times per person is needed, one’s all they need,
we've done our job, everyone's going to hell, so let’s ignore that and party like its 1999, then the Rapture
will come to bless us even more. Dabble a little, inbetween.
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9.

CHURCH & POLITICS
1. Christians & the Safety Net
2. White & Black Christians
3. Morals In Politics? (Part II)
4. Religious Liberty Threatened?
5. Religious Extremism In Politics
6. America’s Solution (AKA, If Revival Broke Out)

CHRISTIANS & THE SAFETY NET
(AKA, Welfare and Wealth; Christ and Culture; 5/1/19; @JamesMeroney)
No one knows how long it will take to land a job, once unemployed, and most Americans have little
excess to live off during that time. Hence, unemployment insurance is an excellent idea! Those rich
enough to not care wouldn’t want to opt in, but since the money comes from your earnings, that’s O.K.
If they never need it; if they do, they paid in nothing, so they couldn’t opt back in.
My point is our social safety net is MORAL. It’s also smart to ensure people have money when they
retire, in case they can’t or don’t save up, so they’re NOT burdens to family or charities. Those rich
enough to not need Social Security will argue they could have invested that money, and made more, but
if their fortunes reversed, they’d want to opt in, having never paid in.
My point, again, is our social safety net is MORAL. Rich folk begrudge government making them
participate, but you never know for 100 percent certain that you’ll never need it!
And when it comes to Welfare, again, the rich believe they’ll never need it, but it gets despised because
recipients DIDN’T pay in! In short, political conservatives ONLY want everyone to pay their own way
through life, 100 percent (excepting cops and military, paid by taxes—maybe public teachers and a few
politicians), because they don’t feel they’ll ever need any government help (which you can never know
for certain), and that premise proves they have little concern for others, selfishly assured they’ll be fine.
They argue free-willed is morally better than forced, then most of them immorally don’t give much,
because it’s a ruse to make helping others little-to-none (hoarding, greed and selfishness)
LOOK/sound/appear moral! Not everyone is ‘gonna be as well off as conservatives believe everyone
should or can be, because they are. Not everyone has a family to rely on, between jobs, or a nest egg.
They wrap themselves in the Constitution to say any taxes used to help fellow citizens is EVIL and
illegal "wealth redistribution." It’s ALL about money, and often in the name of ‘Jesus.’ We ‘wanna be
good Christians, but don’t let our government help the less fortunate, the way the Jews' tax system did.
Why? Because we love money, and are selfish, OPPOSITE of being a disciple of Jesus!
Call it a ‘Christian nation,’ as if Capitalism is God, because we suffer (better, crave) the love of money
sin! But accuse us of such, and one is advocating a ‘poverty complex,’ or ‘Socialism!’
I’m advocating for a society where no one severely suffers poverty! Jesus said it will always be around
(Mt. 26:11), but it’s NOT evil to help the poor, and even the tithe and Jubilee years and laws on farmers’
excess aided the poor, with God’s people, so why do God’s New Testament people have an opposite
view? Because they value their interpretation of the Constitution over their uninformed interpretation of
their little-known Bibles!
READ Ac. 2, 4; II Cor. 8. Voluntarily—not by force—Christians cared for others. It’s NOT evil to do
so. They also engaged ministry much more than we do (read the FULL book)! There’s the difference!
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You can’t serve God and money, so we’ve opted for money, with church attendance as our check box
religious duty.
DO YOU SEE THAT PRACTICE in Acts? NO! In short, NO Christian can be following Christ and be
an avid political conservative, unless sin is an active problem for them, in their lack of thinking biblically
about their politics!
You can be anti-abortion, and NOT a conservative! Your party and position is PER ISSUE, or you’re
lazy (a sin) or ignorant (a sin). You try to apply the Bible as much as possible to your views, as we don’t
leave Jesus in the church house.
The FULL counsel of God is God’s standard (Ac. 20:27), as opposed to cherry-picking a few moral
injunctions or prohibitions, as much as is possible under the government system you are in submission
to. Communist Christians have much less chance to express Christian values in their public squares!
And concerning paid overtime, 40 hour work weeks, safe working conditions and job benefits, these
laws, which infringe on how business could maximize profits, are MORAL, and Christians SHOULD
support morals over money! (Mt. 6:24) OFTEN we don’t, as PROVED by 81 percent of WASPs
rewarding THIS behavior: http://facebook.com/jim.meroney.3/) facebook.com/jim.meroney.3/.
We cherry-pick, and accept the whole kitchen sink of sins by identifying with all that comes from NOT
thinking, but choosing a party and theory, hook, line and sinker, called conservatism, OFTEN because
being a spiritual conservative IS holy! We confuse political with spiritual, due to that term, from
IGNORANCE sin!
You can hold any position on any issue in any party or political theory, and Christians CAN’T choose to
support sins in the party or theory they identify with. YET WE DO, because greed isn’t a sin to many
American Christians, because they don’t know their Bibles, or care, because they love money (a sin).
We attend church, which supposedly covers all sins, or at least cleanses the conscience, though NOT
before God.
Many morally good things in our society have come from the political party many Christians paint/spin
as immoral (because of abortion and homosexuality), when WASPs themselves support many other sins.
As Buttigieg said, ‘God has no political party.’ He only has positions on issues.
You decide which party and politician MOST represents Christian values, and vote for them, even as you
fight their immoral deeds, words and positions! You never wash your hands, after you vote, and accept
their sins!
The O. S. Hawkins sermon, ‘You have what you tolerate,’ ought to be required listening for EVERY
U.S. Christian! All that’s required for evil to prevail is good people to do (or say) nothing.
Christians are supposed to change our culture to the more moral, increasingly and incrementally, over
time. MOST of us just say abortion is evil, vote accordingly, then return to the rat race paper (dollar)
chase, contrary to Pv. 23:4-5, hypocritically and sinfully, because it’s convenient, tradition (Mk. 7:8;
Col. 2:8), we love our money (I Tim. 6:10), and we know God’s word so LITTLE (OPPOSITE of II Tim.
2:15).
The problem in white Christianity is NOT so much our politics, but our spiritual walks with Christ, as
I’ve said for DECADES! One is foundational to the other! In Laodicea, disciples are RARE!
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P.S.: It would be ideal for all severe poverty suffering to be remedied privately. However, we are not as
generous as to consistently be able to rely on that! Sporadic and chinchy, often, so Welfare steps in to
provide what’s needed, stably.
It HAS to be temporary, self-sufficiency-empowering, and tokenly repaid by compulsory civic service.
NO abuse, fraud, waste, or Welfare queens, or encouraging birthing babies to get ‘mo money! But its
existence is NOT evil! Its abuses are! Our safety net is MORAL, despite any immoral abuses we need
to fully weed out! Christians should always support moral policies.
And let’s review the CREDIBLE allegation liberals raise that conservatives are greedy and selfish. Here
are ALL the things conservatives are for, all which benefit their personal pocket books: End five federal
agencies, NO wealth redistribution (i.e., Welfare), end minimum wage, end the estate tax, lower taxes,
lower wages from illegals and legal immigrants (i.e., flood the labor market to drive wages down),
outsource (for cheaper wages), automate (to replace workers), always want less regulations (where
consumers and workers often get squeezed), tax loopholes, etc.
Conservatism is about conserving the rich's money! Any moderate or liberal rich person
KNOWS this, and actively disagrees with that attitude/personal value, as should every Christian, as
selfishness, hoarding and greed/love of money are all listed as sins (Phil. 2; Ecc. 5:13; Lk. 12:15).
THESE sins aren’t reproached by conservatives—ONLY abortion and homosexuality! That’s NOT the
FULL counsel of God! (Rev. 22:19)

WHITE & BLACK CHRISTIANS
(9/2/19; @JamesMeroney)
THIS will be HARD to do… try to explain to NON-Christians what gathered Christians are to be doing,
so you see where so many problems in our society originate: JUST like the Old Testament Jews,
Christians are to be a light to the world—not hurdles, blockades or stumbling blocks.
As a group, congregated, "EDBS" is their mission! A REAL church is to be known by non-Christians
for their love for one another, and prayer results/power. Can y'all say Robert Jeffress and Freddy Haynes
exhibit that organic unity of the Spirit? One cares about the living poor, while the other the unborn.
BOTH legitimate Bible concerns, yet ANIMOSITY between brothers.
Word search ‘quarrels’ and ‘divisions,’ and PRIDE is their root, and there are MANY injunctions against
it, and examples of it in the New Testament! Idiocy. Both/and vs either or. Tastes great, less filling.
Duh 101.
In any church, white or black, they are to be led by a man with these priorities: “EDBS.” What that
acronym stands for is IRRELEVANT. I’ll present it as to a baby alien from Mars…
If Christians, through Jesus, have the only way to heaven, and it’s good news and a free gift for eternity,
they SHOULD ensure everyone gets a chance to go there (and I’m NOT speaking of church
membership)! Many of us never do! Sin.
And for every Christian, growing up into Christ-likeness/holiness is the next greatest priority! Do you,
non-Christians, see many claimers of Christ whose deeds are exceptionally different from average in
their goodness sense? Failure and sin!
Then, all Christians have been supernaturally/miraculously enabled to do actions not natural to their skill
set, and use them to bless other Christians, when Christians are together. If you, non-Christian, have
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visited any church lately, do you see church members serving each other during the gathering, or do you
see only professionals speaking, and often singing on stage? UNbiblical.
And finally, JUST LIKE the Jesus we are to be emulating, He was known for going about doing good.
(Ac. 10:38) Are U.S. Christians known for bringing goodness to society? Hospitals, yes, originally
non-profit. It seems everything we Christians now touch gets commercialized.
Our faith is to impact EVERY aspect of life, including our politics! Do you see that, non-Christian?
Instead, don’t you see two camps rigidly adhering to moral issues of their own cherry-picking!?
Fix all problems, no matter who pays, if we overspend, and by robbing Peter to enact Paul’s agenda, vs.
live for this world and its wealth, and parrot "personal responsibility" as a cover for selfishness. My
brethren, these things ought not be this way!
Shall brothers walk separate ways, or live in harmony? (Am. 3:3; Ecc. 4:12) We cast stones from our
stain glassed fish bowl sanctuaries at our brothers, WORSE that the fighting believers in secular law
courts! (I Cor. 6:1-8) WHAT is the outside world to think of our Jesus, due
to our behaviors, and lack of priorities, even as we claim to be ‘values voters,’ and a ‘family?’
Repent, every politically active pastor who has idolized political power and party, for PARTIAL
policies, slandering your brother (through the media), who possesses that same partiality! Embrace the
FULL counsel of God!
The answers are NOT in party worship (idolatry sin, even if for good intentions), but principles exalting!
Mr. Jeffress claimed Democrats are provenly NOT the party for religious folk, when 81 percent of
religious folk empowered a serial liar, adulterer, egoist and lover of money! Abortion is NOT all God
cares about, Bobby. Read His FULL Book! Thanks!
And helping the poor is NOT how you would summarize the entire Bible, Mr. Haynes! You two are
GUILTY of condensing God’s word to one issue each, and God warns you both against doing so! (Deut.
4:2; Rev. 22:18-19)
Come down from your soap box and clean off with said soap, as your sins are obvious to all nonChristians! Partiality and bias are SINS! No one can say you and your political "bunch" aren’t partial
ONLY to your ‘side,’ seeing the other as the enemy!
When Christians are fighting, both for moral matters, yet opposing each other, you know the devil is
getting victory, through pride sin. Repent if you want revival—BOTH sides’ constituents!
And IF you argue you’re only representing the voice of your constituents, you are not a leader or
influencer, but a follower with a platform! Biblical pastors disciple/raise up their children to be holy,
which is what uniting all brethren could be described as being!

MORALS IN POLITICS?
(10/17/20; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s address morals in politics. Ross Perot said "War has rules, mud wrestling has rules–politics has not
rules." We ALL know he was right about this wrong! IT IS WRONG that D.C.
Politics has no SET rules, or that the goal posts can move when it serves our selfish purposes! 'We the
people' can’t trust career or amateur politicians to police themselves, or agree long enough to pass rules
on their own behavior! It’s NOT in their SELFISH interests!
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They often play fast and loose, flip-flop, backtrack, evolve, and generally behave as moral chameleons,
to keep their jobs! So what rules should be in place? I’m ONLY suggesting Bible verses that apply, not
specific rules, but our website suggests some, with fines attached, like lies being fined!
What does God say about taking the high road, or getting down and dirty? Should political
argumentation be two monks at a chess board, kindly awaiting the other's move, or should it be the
MMA? NEITHER extreme!
Here are some relevant verses: Justice (Mic 6:8), peace, or walk away (Rom. 12:18), reconcile/common
ground (Mt. 5:9/II Cor. 5:18), sometimes fighting fire with fire (Rom. 13:7/Ecc. 3:8), a time for allowing
the other to sin against you (Mt. 5:39), but NEVER a doormat (Eph. 6:13/Lk. 11:21), allowing room for
God's revenge (Rom. 12:19), telling the truth, as opposed to lies (Eph. 4:15), being more positive than
negative, even in TV ads (Phil. 4:9), forgiving (Lk. 11:24), praying for and doing good to your opponent
(Lk. 6:27), be humble (you aren’t perfect–Jas. 4:6), rebuke and stand against evil (Mk. 6:18), and know
God’s view of men's TEMPORARY competitions (Eph. 6:12/Ecc. 4:4). In everything be led of the
Spirit, by faith (Rom. 8:14/II Cor. 5:7).
So what are some pragmatics?
1. Lead by example. Don’t wait for your opponent to join, but don’t let him take advantage of your
goodness, either!
2. Practice what you preach! Hypocrisy is a career skill in Washington. Have core values, unwavering.
3. Be flexible on minors, and major on majors.
4. Arrogant my-way-or-the-highway domination desire or decisions are sin.
5. Initiate friendships on the other side, as we all bleed red, and put our pants on one leg at a time.
6. Do not seek extremes, as they are certain to engender backlash! Pv. 16:11/Rom. 2:11
7. Consider the other side's desires (Phil. 2:1-7).
MANY other principles apply, but seeking a TRUCE between the Hatfield’s and the McCoy’s is
essential, even if by a neutral third party! You would EXPECT God-fearers and Christians to start that
process. Instead, we are entrenched tribalists, clinging to our party idolatry. Repent!
When you view politics as war, EXPECT these adages are NOT lost on your opponent!: Fight fire with
fire, give them a taste of their own medicine, paybacks are hell, don’t get mad–get even. Here’s what
God thinks of men’s STUPID competitions!: Ecc. 4:41 Dominate, then get
destroyed or reversed! (@JamesMeroney2, 10/25/20)
Let's write a biblical argument for morals in politics. First, with no rules, anything goes. Judg. 21:25
The two extremes of hyper righteous or hyper sinful are also rejected. Ecc. 7:16, I Cor. 5:2. JUSTICE
has to be the standard, or we only do what's best for our party, vs. nation! Mic. 6:8 (@JamesMeroney2,
10/25/20)
Update
(10/12/20; @JamesMeroney2)
ANYTIME you speak publicly about morals, two questions seem to always arise: By what authority do
you determine them, and by what authority do you speak on the topic?
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OFTEN ways to didge not wanting to deal with one's personal sins. You can never talk about all morals,
as the number is in the thousands, so selective 'morality' will always be alleged, by those angered by the
subject.
Who has a right to speak with authority is not the person with just an opinion, but people who show they
comprehend the subject, and it helps if they live some sort of moral life! NEVER perfectly, to which the
ignorant will WRONGLY allege 'hypocrisy.'
But morality is behind almost every law we live under! And because we are not a theocracy, law books
determine the issues where morals overlap laws, as an expression of historic precedence, by a
government of the people.
People can get defensive, when 'their' topic gets raised! And those who speak on morals must always
know they can fall from any standard they’re living by! I Cor. 10:12., Gal. 6:1.
Despite those dangers, the subject is very important, especially as fewer people attend religious
institutions. People disagree on what a sin and moral are, usually because they’re engaged in the former,
or don’t want to do the latter, but we intuitively know right from wrong, as conscience is the image of
God resident within all, at least until it gets squelched.
Rom. 2:15 The BIG problem/challenge is we don’t always want to do right! The sin nature always wants
to do evil, even if doing good, for self-acclamation evil motives! Lost people can’t do morally good
before God, by HIS definition, not man’s.
They get zero credit in heaven for what people call good deeds (because God’s definition is His deeds
worked through you by His power and initiative). Yet, even lost man is to do good! Ecc. 3:12
That never gets anyone to heaven, but it'll keep trials in this life from being as many or intense (more
than likely), or other general blessings in life.
If public schools have all but abandoned civics courses, and fewer go to church, moral lessons have to be
learned somewhere, and the school of hard knocks is a slow teacher! Hence, we address how
#MoralsMatter, here, OFTEN, citing rationale, common sense, Bible and examples as proof.
And on morals, here are Billy Graham, Mother Teresa, Gandhi types, then there's the rest of us, and at
the low ebb, the Hitler’s of the world. It’s a range of achievement. No one likes goody-two
shoes/holier-than-thou types, but we all must try to be our best. #MoralsMatter

RELIGIOUS EXTREMISM IN POLITICS
(9/24/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I CAN’T BELIEVE "Christians" vote politically conservative! It is a true confusion of terms and the
Bible! Theological conservatism means you take the Bible literally, and don’t deny its miracles (a
GOOD thing!). Political conservatism means all these evils (a BAD thing):
1. Celebrate stupid. The examples are ENDLESS! Just to name a few, without the detailed examples,
WHERE do conspiracy theories and alternative facts come from? THINK of the antics of Boebert,
Gaetz and Greene, for one. Thinking is NOT their forte!
Just yesterday, TALK RADIO (their bastion of brain numbing) said they were down on college degrees,
because that’s where liberalism gets indoctrinated. I have four degrees, and never heard a word about
political liberalism. What a FOOL! That’s reinforcing belief in stupidity! In a world of STEM and
information age, dumbing sheeple down is most atrocious for their lives, careers and our country!
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2. They SAY Dems hate America. That’s an inner attitude no one can prove, as it’s likely rarely felt by
many Dems, but they use open borders as proof. How about they have DUMB positions—not that they
hate America. But that’s the point! Demonize the enemy/opponent, which is my third point.
3. Dems are evil/vile wicked. You probably missed #4, as well:
4. LIE! Just attributing evil desires, motives, intentions to all Dems is both lying, and the logical fallacy
of generalizing about all, without proof of the real percent. Again,
DUMB! Dumb, evil, and let’s add,
5. Divisive. It’s us vs. them, our way or no way. And what evils are in their way?
a) Tax policy FAVORING the rich. God says DON’T do that, yet "Christians" are all in! Levit. 19:15
Just yesterday, as well, talk radio stated Dems never know any facts, like
how much the rich pay. The Biden's administration says on average its near eight percent. Talk radio
talking heads would DEFEND the rich paying LESS than their fair share, as they won’t bite the hand that
feeds their lucrative gigs, for justice, morality, or any cause!
I AGREE EVERYONE owes a fair share! I DISagree the rich should be favored, like ANY person or
business paying ZERO in taxes! As a WISE twitterer said, "if you can go to space, you can pay taxes!"
b) Conservatives do NOT agree with God on the giving back! I Tim. 6:17-19 HOW can Christians be
in bed with them, politically?
BECAUSE of sinfulness/"carnality" among claimers of Christ! 67 percent of claimers say the Holy
Spirit isn’t a real Person. That’s not only blasphemy, but apostasy! NO WONDER people who say there
"Christians" abandon Christian morals to support evil, as tRUMP consistently exhibited! It’s a natural
progression.
c) Conservatives WANT all poor people to struggle! YES, their WORDS say they want equal
opportunity, but ALL the poor get are words! NO help from government. Occasional help from church
outings, and certainly help from charities. DON’T YOU DARE USE ONE DIME OF TAXES TO
HELP ANYONE!!!
d) There is no such thing as "worldliness," in political conservatism, even though God speaks of it often!
NO ONE can be greedy, selfish, or materialistic, because the almighty dollar is worshipped, and the
American dream is the goal of life—NOT doing God’s will! THIS IS CONSERVATISM.
e) Government responsibly paying its bills is NOT the concern of conservatism! Just tax me less!
Government IS too BIG and wasteful, but conservatives themselves ADDED $8 TRILLION to our debt
under their fuehrer! HYPOCRISY! Yet another SIN of political conservatism!
f) Let’s talk race! Political conservatism NEVER EVER goes to ANY poor neighborhood or area/side
of town for more than a drive through on their way to somewhere better! They have ZERO first-hand
knowledge of what the black and brown community OFTEN endure!
They even deny there’s ANY white privilege, EVEN THOUGH if you asked them TO A PERSON if
they rather be born white, or black and brown, in America, they always fail a lie detector if they
answered anything but the former! But claiming (maybe not actually being) "Christians" are taught by
preachers and talk radio to be "conservative!"
AGAIN, DO NOT accept/embrace/adopt the devil’s sin of confusion (I Cor. 14:33) between a
theological conservative and a political one! Using the same term isn’t meaning the same thing. If you
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do, your again embracing stupidity! Dumbing down, and reinforcing the Jesus' followers are ignorant
and naïve stereotype/reputation!
Update
A BRIEF update on our earlier chapter—People who are NOT Christians NEED to know this: There are
politicized pastors who paint YOU as "godless" and "secular," AS IF all church-goers are holy. Word to
the wise, they are NOT! The majority are what the Bible calls "carnal."
And many NON-Christians are decent people in their desires, ambitions and behavior! They are just
born sinners, like us all! JESUS Himself taught Christians to love the lost, and be friends with them, but
for politics, some of us demonize you as evil people! That’s evil!
Preacher James Robison was famous for stirring up GOP votes by lumping/generalizing Dems as
"godless sinners," degenerates, reprobates and perverts. IS THIS HOW JESUS TALKED ABOUT OR
TREATED THE LOST? No! There but by the grace of God go I is more like Him! Not arrogant holier
than thou, for politics!!!
AIDS as God's punishment for homosexuals, and the recent revision, the reason hurricanes eventually go
to the East Coast (even though they don’t always do so). This is the WARPING of Christianity, folks, all
for politics (including saying I don’t know any libs/Dems who are real Christians).
Be bold enough to have the courage of your convictions enough to go to every black pastor and tell them
you believe they are NOT saved, Franklin Graham! And tell gays you hate them, and blame them for
hurricanes on the East Coast! It’s EASY to say such things far away from those you demonize!
And Albert Mohler, who got a radio gig+ (i.e., money), for changing his opinion of CHUMP: TELL me
and all Christians who oppose what’s below that we don’t stand up for morals, because we oppose total
abortion bans!
Update
What do total abortion bans cause?
1. Some women to take to term
2. Many others to use back alley coat hanger self-help, gut punches, Plan B, poison, quack and black
market docs and travel to other states. Attempts at overturning Roe (which MEANS states’ rights) lead
to Congress trying to codify Roe, or stack SCOTUS Justices!
Those who want total bans NEVER push for:
1. Perfect contraception technology
2. Education on safe sex
3. Promoting contraception
4. Plan B within 3 days of unprotected sex.
They want the quick and EASY way out, that ONLY leads to MORE division in America! And their
bone-headed stubbornness DOESN’T demand national standards, so MORE abortions and more evil
ones will ensue in blue states!
In short, nearly everything the far right does is stupid, sinful, or both. Christians can’t obey God and
vote that way, unless they sin!

AMERICA’S SOLUTION (AKA If Revival Broke Out)
(11/16/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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IF revival broke out in America (it won’t), what would that look like? Liberals would get the kingdom
of God on earth utopia they’ve sought, and conservatives would have it paid for the way they’ve always
sought—by private donations only. That means, America’s many problems would be fixed.
Diseases researched for eradication, natural disaster amelioration technologies, so they didn’t harm
mankind. Poverty fixed, so every citizen had food and shelter (I Tim. 6:8). The poor you have with you
always, but NOT the severe poor (Mk. 14:7). The rich would obey God (all of them) by generously
giving back to the society that allowed them such privilege (I Tim. 6:17-19).
The poor would be taught and motivated to become self-sufficient, responsible adults; not dependent,
needy, whiny or leaches to our tax system (II Th. 3:10; Col. 3:23). Charities would coordinate to have
zero overlapping functions (waste). Wages would be fair, and management would not get over-paid.
Race relations would mimic MLK (judged by the character of one’s heart—NOT the color of their skin).
Our economy would BOOM, from innovation, as God is a Creator. PROOF? See our web
site and you will nowhere find as many innovative ideas, including over 4500 new product ideas in our
four main books! TAKE THAT, Shark Tank!
New efficiencies would be reached in business, using technology. World-class education would be
available to ALL U.S. Kids. Our borders would only let in people whose job skills we need, and equally
GOP- and Dem-leaning types (by examination), so neither major party gained any advantage by
disadvantaging the United States with over- or under-immigration, but Goldilocks (just right)
immigration.
New refugees and migrants would assimilate, grateful to be in the greatest nation on earth. Green energy
would prevail—by market forces. That means less pollution, because we found ways to make such
developments profitable—not mandated by Uncle Sam! Many less babies would be murdered out of
sight in the mother’s womb.
Gay 'couples' would keep their sexuality private and behind closed doors, just as straight people never
publicly announce that they’re straight! NATO would be expanded, and democracy spread, without any
negative trappings of unbridled Capitalism, where people get exploited to cater, UNjustly, mainly to the
rich (Levit. 19:15).
People would be free to exercise any or no religion they chose. And that point brings me to why this will
never happen, but instead, why prophecy WILL. It would take every claiming Christian doing all four
elements of II Chron. 7:14. They will NOT!
Revival starts at every church you see on every street corner in the South, and all the other ones spread
across our great land! politics would be as I exactly describe in all my writings: JUST to all, favoring
neither, where all sides win some and lose some through common ground pipe dream, the American
dream as GOD would envision it. Completely doable, but unattainable because of sin within the walls of
the Church. GOD is the One saying the blame lies there—NOT this messenger! I Pet. 4:17
HAD real Christians obeyed God’s priorities, the past generation/40 years, this described reality would
already exist, because all Americans would have been evangelized, all saved ones discipled, ministry
from ones supernatural gifts exercised would be done by all believers, and their efforts would have led
the charge to change society to Thy kingdom on earth, as it is in Heaven.
I have been a part of all four of those priority ministries, so no satanic LIAR will EVER tell me it can’t
be done! Rick Warren daily proves social ministry is possible! He works tirelessly to ensure food
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supplies to the world’s poor, through garden growing plots of land. NO American need go round
hungry, with this solution, or beg for bread (which NO Christian should ever have to do, as God supplies
for His children. Phil. 4:19; Ps 37:25).
Entire neighborhoods heard the gospel in Waco, TX, in 1978 or 79. Baylor students got discipled
through Campus Crusade and the Navigators. I couldn’t get EITHER of those ministries even to
CONTACT my eldest when he attended there, two years ago! He wasn’t one of the cherished and
targeted frat rats, I was told, in more religious terminology!
It’s the same SATANIC belief system that believes you NEED a Tim Tebow, a Tony Dungy to speak at
your church, and a Christian in Hollywood, as sheep follow icons. NOWHERE in Scripture is this idea
taught—period! Evangelism is 1:1.
The entire zip code of 76116 has been entirely evangelized by members of my alma mater, @swbts!
As D.L. Moody said, ‘It can be done, it must be done, it will be done.’ That attitude must be felt by
every American Christian. Sadly, it’s hardly even spoken of in Christian circles!
So we find ourselves in a broken, divided, hate-filled country; everyone at each other’s throats, stressed
out, politically polarized, led by some of the most corrupt liars in man’s history.
ALL because since 1980, churches have not avidly pursued:
1. Thorough evangelism of the lost
2. Thorough discipling of Christians
3. Body life/spiritual gifts in ministry and,
4. Social ministry/blessing society I am NOT teaching non-Christians to loathe Christians.
I am placing the blame for society’s many ills precisely where God places it, with one BIG caveat. We
also know, as prophecy approaches, sin will be increased! Mt. 24:12; II Tim. 3:1-7 Welcome to THAT
generation! DO II Chron. 7:14
WHY do I say that vision could have been implemented by now, had the Church DONE EDBS priorities
the past 40 years? Many more would be saved, which doesn’t innately change society, but all saved
would be discipled, which does. The Church would look like the Bride and body of Christ she is
supposed to, which would attract more onlookers, and through ministry, needs would be met, which
includes expanded care for our community at large. There’s little time to repent. I believe the window is
closing. "and then the end shall come."
God delays prophecy for evangelism openings. II Pet. 3:9; Mt. 24:14 If we, His Church, aren’t going to
fulfill the great commission, there’s little logical reason for further delay of His ripe and right judgment,
starting with us! I Pet. 4:17; Heb. 2:3-4
IF revival came, LESS people would be pure liberals (as theft for freebies is frowned upon) and pure
conservatives (who care little about others, unless it profits them, personally). Steal from taxpayers, or
care nothing about the poor. These are the public policy choices extremists without Christ posit to
voters!

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY THREATENED?
(1/18/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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America is NOT a theocracy! Muslims cannot force Sharia law on American laws, any more than
Christians can force their beliefs on everyone, nor polygamists! It is the freedom to PRACTICE your
religion! Your religion has to be a real one, not a sham for tax evasion!
And EVERY religious person in America is FREE to attend church, synagogue, mosque, pray, read their
holy book, proselytize and live morally before Yahweh, Jesus, Allah, or whoever they worship. NO
government is forbidding those behaviors! WASPs aren’t even taking advantage of this legal freedom,
much, in evangelizing or discipling claiming Christians into moral people, or real/true disciples.
Your religions "right" in the public arena of politics is to express your views, vote your convictions
(which is NOT this: See: Apostasy For Power Idolatry, at Facebook’s James.Meroney.9, #74), and try
to persuade (vs. force) others to adopt them!
I’ve written ENOUGH on abortion policy! Gay marriage is the law of the land! We fought it; we lost!
Government isn’t going to condone divorces, break up families, or SCOTUS reverse course/flip-flop,
like politicians do! Their relationships don’t affect your life; leave them alone, and treat them equally.
OUR religion opposes gay sex/homosexuality. You can’t abandon that belief. But APPLYING it, you
would no more go up to two guys holding hands and tell them they’re sinning, as they’d go up to you and
say you are obese! QUIT riling up WASPs for political reasons, using God! Just be honest!
Update: Freedom of Association Threatened?
A relative once said he was for freedom of association. I said what if they’re gathered to conduct a
crime? He got quiet. There are limits to freedoms! ANY person or group seeking violence for any
reason has to have government monitor them, and arrest them as they start engaging criminal acts!
People seem to have a hard time thinking through their beliefs! The right to free association does NOT
allow crime mob family business meetings, via the RICO statute. There are legal and common sense
boundaries! Freedom to bear arms doesn’t mean my neighbor can own armed tanks and B2 bombers!
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LIMBAUGH QUOTES (REBUTTED)
(12/24/20; @JamesMeroney2)
I know there’s RINOs, and I know that the Republican Party in the establishment wing of Washington,
it’s not that different from the Democrats. –Rush Limbaugh LIE!; a man who NEVER would admit any
failures to his political RELIGION, even as a claiming “Christian.” A SAD way to end life.
I’ve had all of these years to get to people, to explain the wonders, the beauties of freedom and liberty
and how that is conservatism. –Rush Limbaugh Glowing generalities! NO specifics. One-word slogans;
exactly what I have repeatedly warned against. Simpleton slogans, with zero nuance!
Even in an article about Rush Limbaugh, to the end he sought to divide our nation as us-vs.-them,
liberals vs. conservatives, as if there’s no majority centrist middle; he'd say they were Democrats, when
there are centrists in both parties. A LIAR before he meets his Maker—not a smart choice.
Rushbo extolled freedom and liberty, presumably as opposed to government tyranny. In-between these
two extremes, government passes laws men must abide by, which God Himself instituted government to
do! You’re NOT 'free' to do whatever you want, and government is NOT inherently evil, nor are laws,
@RealRLimbaugh
Speed limits, no human trafficking, overtime, safe work places, no child labor, minimum wage, OSHA,
no insider trading, theft, looting, riots, arson in protests, illegal border entry, polygamy, bestiality,
medical malpractice, frivolous lawsuits, voter fraud, truth in advertising laws, no white collar crime,
prostitution, slavery, blacks as fully 5/5ths human in the eyes of the law, discrimination, violence and
crime—ALL these, and hundreds more, are laws government passes that restrict what some call their
‘freedom’ to do those evil things! (I Tim. 1:9) Enforced laws lessen sin.
And would @realrlimbaugh EVER have said on his show, as a claiming “Christian,” that GOD says use
your freedom to serve others, and NOT as an opportunity for license/sin? (Gal. 5:13; I Pet. 2:16) NO,
because his was a political show, and far be it that a claiming “Christian” ever lets his relationship with
God IMPACT his life!
For example, would @realrlimbaugh have EVER mentioned these Bible verses, when he extolled the
American Dream, continually, as a REAL Christian must? Lk. 12:15; Pv 23:4-5, 30:8; I Jn. 15-17; I
Tim. 6:10, 17-19. NEVER! Keep Jesus locked away until Sunday.
YET, Christians, and non-believers who God says are to obey His commands were taught for 32 years
that greed is good, worldliness is worthy, hoarding is helpful, selfishness is success, and ONLY care
about yourself, as that’s how an economy grows! After all, we’re all just crawdads seeking to escape a
bucket.
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The FACT that most never escape is NOT an issue @Realrlimbaugh ever addressed, except to encourage
individual crawdads to escape! In short, his claimed Christianity NEVER impacted his true religious
practice of conservative political ideology! FEAR GOD!
Sinners eat up that message, because it "frees" them to live natural/fleshly, justifying it as good, even
though God tells REAL Christians they are to daily deny themselves! They IGNORE the Jews' safety
net, and THESE thoughts of God: Gal. 6:2, 5; II Cor. 8:15 DON’T CARE ABOUT ANYONE!

LIMBAUGH LIES (Part II)
(12/24/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Rush Limbaugh said "RINO's" are basically Democrats. WHAT OTHER LIES and SINS has he been
spewing for over three decades?
First, ‘RINO’ is denying those GOPs are Republicans (a LIE). And the label is intended to be an insult
(yet another sin). Here's exactly why he's wrong for 30+ years, besides those two, for those who follow
in his political beliefs:
Trickle down only helps all people with public amenities, or a long-term lifestyle upgrade by wage
increases. It’s an EXCUSE to bless rich people, and have government favor them, CONTRARY to
Levit. 19:15.
He’s been AGAINST all wealth redistribution. God's people, the Jews, had a safety net, so, again, a
CLAIMING "Christian" OPPOSES God in his politics. God opposes handouts, medium- and long-term,
but Welfare re-envisioned would make the poor self-sufficient. Rush just says NO wealth redistribution.
Limbaugh’s PHILOSOPHY discourages viewing society as a whole, for individualism. And how
convenient that is, because you can turn a blind eye to everyone NOT getting rich like you! He has
NEVER taken me up on my offer to go visit a hood or barrio! He WON’T, before his end/demise!
And Rush Limbaugh NEVER advocates for the Giving Pledge, or signs it, even though a man who had
such an attitude toward his partially evilly acquired wealth was commended by Jesus as exhibiting
evidence he was spiritually saved. (Lk. 19:8-9). His peer, Markie Levin, says that’s ‘self-loathing.’
Lamebaugh is for taxes so low that America has to borrow from China, and print fake money, so long as
his investments increase! I NEVER hear him speak of the evils of our out-of-control debt (but I haven’t
listened in 20 years)—maybe he has?
He supported ALL these sins, as a cough-cough “Christian” [See: Apostasy For Power Idolatry, at
Facebook’s James.Meroney.9, #74]
RINOs are for guns and hate abortions. That’s NOT a Democrat value, @realrlimbaugh,
and the FACT that total bans don’t end all abortions is an oversight you will NOT address, lest you
turnoff rabid pro-lifers who can’t think!
Centrist GOPs are NOT for any freebies, paid for by tax payers. They are NOT for BIG government, or
higher taxes. So he (@realrlimbaugh) got rich (ONLY in this life—very poor in heaven, if he's going)
by lying and sinning! I’ve already taught how his beliefs contradict the God he doesn’t serve/follow.
And making ‘Merica safer is NOT his interest, if registering serial numbers made it easier for cops to
trace down criminals. Making people prove they know how to handle a forearm is also something
Limbaugh disfavors, as law, as some restriction on freedom. NO ONE is gun-grabbing, by making
people prove they have needed skills, like we require of car
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drivers!
Red flag laws (ONLY if 100 percent accurate) are NOT evil, for there are people that criteria can
identify as societal risk if they get their hands on guns. YOU just don’t want to be inconvenienced, to do
these three things, as "freedom" means do whatever you want, by YOUR definition!
WORSHIP the NRA! They’re perfect! Even on abortion, Plan B off the internet RUINS Limbaugh’s
position, even if all abortions were banned! OR, gut punches, coat hangers and black market abortions
would make U.S. Women UN-safe, even though the Constitution requires government to care about the
public’s health and safety.
I could go on for days. DUPES who can’t think for themselves, or critically/independently, have let him
make you mind-numb robots, even as he mocked that wasn’t happening! You rely on his research and
conclusions. He’s NOT even college-educated, folks. THINK for yourself!
I JUST showed/proved to you where @realrlimbaugh is wrong, lies and advocates sin, in Jesus'
blasphemed Name. Yet, you will still follow his advice, because hyper conservatism is ONLY
concerned about money, NOT morals! That’s idolatry which God disapproves of, justified as "good!"
#Heresy!
Rush Limbaugh and his ilk of right wing nut cakes do NOT represent Christianity, even if they claim to
be Christians! The Bible is clear that there can be tares, or fake believers. His words, deeds, and idolatry
of conservatism over God defy any such claims!
I don’t mock that Rush Limbaugh is soon to die! I warn him with all sobriety that he needs to repent!
People will call this taking advantage of his plight. He only has a LITTLE time to get right with God.
He has much fewer days than most of us! Be certain where you’re going! @realrlimbaugh John 3:16
I challenge @MarkLevinShow @realrlimbaugh and @SeanHannity to a debate of any political topic, for
who has the better solutions, and DON’T’ forget to bring your common sense, and the Bible YOUR
views often contradict. Are you wusses up to this challenge, hellbound LOSERS? They WILL ignore
this invite! (12/10/20)
Rush Limbaugh is too chicken/wimpy/wussly to debate myself in public, before he passes! He KNOWS
it would not go well, so he hoards his platform from listeners hearing more biblical solutions! WHAT A
WAY TO face your Maker, with such "Christian" timidity!
@realrlimbaugh (II Tim. 1:7)
Two additional verses for Rush Limbaugh... Though VOLUNTARY, REAL Christians (freshly saved)
were not wanting all their wealth for themselves, but eager to meet needs and help struggling believers!
(Ac. 2:44-45, 4:32-34) The first two churches were mega churches, and NON-"conservative" with their
money!
AN EXPOSE OF POLITICAL CONSERVATISM
(2/18/21; @JamesMeroney2)
The Bible tells Christians what is true and what is moral. It even applies to non-Christians, though they
are only benefitted by doing so in this and the afterlife; lost souls only in this life. Believers are to live
holy, as God is holy. Christ as Lord of one's life means every area of their life, including their political
choices and beliefs!
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God doesn’t separate off certain aspects from His moral standards, like how we conduct business, or
engage politics! At the same time, we all can observe not all Christians care to obey God!
The Bible addresses and judges that type believer (carnals), as well. So if the Bible is truth, and truth
teaches us to live moral, what standards should we all aim toward, in light of living under the one same
God, even if irreligious? He has said His standard for politicians. Ex. 18:21 (moral people). Moral
character is the foundation for any good politician, as good policy makes good politics, and the common
thread is goodness!
Then, when we read God's mandate for society, it is to replicate heaven as much as possible on earth (a
sin—free environment)—Mt. 6:10 The Church, as salt and light, is to lead this moral societal
transformation! II Chron. 7:14. How this applies to politics is that politicians and voters are to choose
the most moral people running, who have the most moral, or biblical policies, knowing everyone is
imperfect!
SO, when mainly white American Christians claim that political conservatism is most in line with their
religious convictions, we have to examine if they are accurate, and if that's their true motive, so let’s
evaluate the theory! First, there are caustic and compassionate conservatives.
They should NEVER be equated, as they are NOT the same! They share many same beliefs, but
morality (as with every religious person) is a concern to the latter—not so much the former, even though
I started off elaborating that God's moral rules are for ALL mankind.
Rebels and the disobedient have zero concern about such things, thereby evidencing the likelihood they
are already hell-bound when they die. And a person who has no future for which he is aiming, has no
real value in telling others how they should live, as he is aimlessly lost!
So, if a person knew NOTHING about conservatism, what could they learn/I teach them, especially since
Rush Limbaugh recently passed? They are for traditional/conservative/past and established ways. New
and changing things are less amenable to them, and they sometimes advocate morals from Americas
past.
That’s not all good or bad! Women as homemakers and not working is an honorable choice, though
women can also have careers in the workplace! Feminists sometimes demean the former, to which
conservatives bristle. Marriage as between a man and a woman is traditional and historical, from the
beginning of time. It is certainly not evil, and is how mankind got to where it is.
Traditional, or conservative moral values still believes what God's word says, that homosexuality is a sin.
They also believe, as is true, that unborn babies are innocent, didn’t choose to begin, and that killing a
life is wrong (abortion). These 'family values' have traditionally been associated with the GOP, but more
specifically with claiming Christians within that group.
Since American politics is a collaboration of various groups, for power in numbers, religious folk have
united with quite strange bedfellows, over the decades, and NOT always pleasingly to God. But, as I
said, God's rules apply to everyone, so it's not that Christians are to advocate a theocracy, but a more
moral society, or as the U.S. Constitution calls it, a more perfect union.
Religion, or God’s morals, also impact policies like support for Israel, opposing freebies, rewarding hard
work (protestant work ethic), private property rights, helping the poor, being wise stewards of the
environment and animals, etc.
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We all read how Jesus often rebuffed the high and mighty, and advocated for the down and out—the
widow, orphan, disabled, poor, sick, foreigner and weak. That value must interject itself in any society
which seeks to obey God in its public policy (as all should, or they are corporately living in
disobedience). What about conservatism?
First, every Christian, and therefore every person (meaning Christian values are for everyone, but not
everyone is a Christian) is to be objective and just/fair. You must learn to value and speak truth, which
includes being capable of stating both the good and ad in all things, policies
and people.
American politics is not geared this way, as we tribalize then demonize, because we haven’t yet 'evolved'
enough to comprehend shared power, even as the winning party controls! Instead of the Founder's
INTENDED checks and balances roles, we engage win-lose vs. win-win, as FOOLs.
Politicians are required to check their brains and conscience at the state house door, and only support
their party. That is, by definition, idolatry sin, with one exception: IF every public policy within your
political party perfectly lined up with God's word, that might be OK!
SO, since WASP Christianity has so intricately and recently been tied with political conservatism
(WRONGLY, in many cases), what is it?
In no particular order, and unbiasedly/objectively it is for Capitalism, small government, low taxes and
regulations, law and order, controlled borders, free speech, freedom of religion, right to bear arms, proConstitution, against freebies, pro-business, pro-democracy (globally), strong economy and national
defense, pro-family values, reality of right vs. wrong, objective truth, and for the American Dream and
America as #1 in our hearts.
The caustic vs. compassionate branch advocates irrational and immoral policies and personal practices.
Morality is truly the main difference between the two, and I don’t say that as holier than thou, but as a
clear observation that impacts the GOP's capacity to attract more voters!
Caustic conservatism IS white-centric, rich favoring, hating all wealth redistribution, is greedy, selfish
and hoarding of any wealth excess. Compassionate conservatism does believe government has some role
in caretaking that all citizens make out alright—they don’t say fend for yourself!
BOTH types of conservatives oppose freebies, but compassionate conservatives have no problem with
government and private programs empowering the poor to become self-sufficient, with payback for any
costs, once they’re on their feet! Caustic conservatives simply say you’re poor—deal with it; let me
enjoy my life!
Caustic conservatives NEVER care about pollution, problems in society getting fixed (as that costs
money), and have zero problem with worldliness, even though God opposes that sin! They also never
wonder why so many American blacks and browns are so often poor, as if skin tone caused it!
I know many darker folk, stemming from India, and I know none of them who are poor, so skin color
truly has nothing to do with this poverty struggle! You have to dig deeper than just stereotyping them as
dumb and lazy, as an easy out for the KKK/white supremacist types, to continue zero concern for that
problem.
Caustic conservatives NEVER visit poor neighborhoods, to observe in real life the struggles they endure,
working min wage jobs with no hopes for expensive college, or health coverage, unable to pay for
expensive daycare. Easier to keep the ostrich head in the sand!
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Caustic conservatives have great rhetoric and excuses for their belief system. Freedom, Constitution,
self-reliance. Lofty ideals they hide behind to begrudge government ever assisting any poor person to
become self-sufficient!
They probably view Black history month, and BLM as a threat to their own economics, as blacks and
browns get exalted on society's radar screen, because the vast majority in America are NOT collegeeducated, so blue collar workers are competing for the same generally lower-paying jobs. It all boils
down to does a person want society morally bettered, or just their life materially bettered?
THAT is the difference between caustic vs. compassionate conservatism. And between liberals and
compassionate cons, it’s a question of is theft moral? Is stealing from taxpayers to force them to help
poor moral? Cons always (rightly) answer no!

CONSERVATIVE ASSUMPTIONS ANALYZED
(2/20/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Let’s validate true assumptions, and debunk myths of political conservatism, regarding the economy
(their favorite public policy):
1. Economics is an amoral discipline. Though numbers have no moral value, or even feelings, the adage
is NOT 100 percent true! IF profits and a growing economy are ALL that matter in life, slavery is free
labor for business, and sweat shops and child labor are cheaper than minimum wage, paying overtime,
giving mandated breaks, having a safe work environment, and caring about public safety or the good of
the environment! Those concerns DON’T raise profits! YET, we Americans and our government care
about such matters, NOT because we don’t care about having a great economy!
2. HOW one achieves wealth also matters! You can get rich, robbing banks or imitating Bernie Madoff,
or having a cameo on the movie Bad Bosses, but we Americans disapprove of
those actions, even though they maximize profits (and NOT because we don’t care about having a great
economy).
3. The economy is good when the stock markets are good. Good for who? NOT the ~46 percent who
aren’t invested! Markets being bullish only ensures more job security, from less layoffs when markets
crash.
4. The rich and business owners have to do well, for anyone else to do well. Businesses make
money off employees, unless their job is required (lawyer, accountant, IT techie). It’s true few-to-no
people have ever gotten a job from a poor person, but it is not a law of nature
that the rich have to get as rich as they do off the backs of employees! They CHOOSE to do so.
Good management cares for its employees, rewards the most productive, and even lets contributing
employees share in the excess they helped create, through profit sharing or stock options! It’s a MORAL
vs. monetary decision, as business maximizing profits wouldn’t care one iota about employee welfare,
especially if they can be easily replaced!
5. Low taxes cause the best economy. Low taxes leave more money for the private sector, which, only
if invested rightly, benefits business growth. A growing economy helps everyone (‘a rising tide lifts all
boats’). By analogy, that’s ONLY true if all boats are connected to that rising river! Ponds only raise
boats if ponds receive rain. My point is there are now many ways business can leverage a growing
economy to ONLY benefit them!
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They can automate, robotize, give executive raises, have stock buybacks, outsource, hire immigrated
labor, etc. Those actions, in a growing economy, benefit AMERICAN workers little-to-none!
6. A growing economy grows jobs. TRUE, but only if the existing workforce can’t be pushed any
harder, and often only for minimum wage jobs, which few adults can live on.
You see, you have to analyze claims made by people confidently asserting things that can be true or
false, even as they espouse them as gospel! That same skill applies to analyzing all claims of all political
groups!
For example, conservatives say:
1. Local government is preferred to national. The TRUTH is whichever level of government works
most efficiently and effectively is to be praised, and there are good national agencies (Ex.: the U.S.
Military) and bad local governing (name your own examples galore). It’s NOT the size, but results.
YES, the larger the entity, the more opportunity for bureaucracy, but Americans extoll big business as
‘successful,’ but they’re big, so the negatives of national government aren’t experienced by national
franchises! It’s not the size that inherently makes an entity good or bad, but how they’re operated/run!
2. Cons say Capitalism is best (I agree, if it’s constrained where it needs to be, morally), because human
nature is people will work hardest, for the best quality, and most motivated if they can make bookoos of
money, unconstrained by government restrictions, as in Communism.
100 percent TRUE, but it also can lead to workaholism, worldliness, greed, abuse of people, arrogance,
selfishness, ripping unknowing people off by fraud or cutting corners, and never help anyone other than
business owners and their families. Those are NOT good results!
3. The free market is best! TRUE, but NOT when it’s treated like the wild west! You would not believe
the Illegal and immoral behaviors one of my two industries occasionally engages to secure sales, because
the industry is not regulated! Outright stealing from clients, unknown to them, and law-breaking,
because there are no cops to patrol behaviors.
My point is unbridled Capitalism can bring out both the improvements of competition, but also the
worser demons of mankind, all at the same time. As with all things, keep the good, reject the bad!
4. Free-willed choices are morally superior to forced ones. TRUE, but not always relevant or important!
Government doesn’t wait around for every American to choose to obey the speed limit! They use cops
to enforce the law, and courts to enforce fines!
5. Same with cons’ hatred of abortion! They WANT government to force bans—not free-willed
choices—and hypocrisy or double standards (right for me but wrong for you) are SINs, and any
government system should be as God-honoring, or morality-conforming as is feasible, not living in a
theocracy!
6. Government is bad. That attitude is embarrassingly stupid! Some actions government does are evil.
But God ordained government, to restrain man's evil impulses! A chaotic and lawless society would
ensue if we had no laws.
7. Laws are NOT infringements of freedom, in every case, because freedom is NOT the right to do
anything you want! Go punch someone in the nose, and see if anyone else agrees you expressed your
freedom!
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8. The mainstream media is biased. The mainstream media slants some stories toward Democrat values,
JUST LIKE Fox News, Breitbart, One America and NewsMax do to GOP values! The MSM rarely lies,
nor right wing media! They slant how they cover news stories!
They’re private companies trying to attract an audience, so businesses will advertise, to pay their bills!
The MSM is NOT evil, an arm of the DNC, or fake news! READ what they write… it’s true factual
event coverage. It’s only in how they frame headlines, the stories they cover, and the opinions they
express that do often tend to lean Democrat; but so also do right-wing media outlets!
You should balance your intake from BOTH, as the truth is usually somewhere between extremes!
Higher education and science are to be distrusted, as 'liberal.' Universities DO lean liberal, in opening
minds to new thoughts, as that’s what college is to do, vs. just reinforce what you already believe.
But on the core materials, like science, math, history, etc., they teach facts, not lies. They probably spin
history to demean whites in America, and they should not, but a date of a history doesn’t even have
"alternative facts!"
And as we’ve seen in the Covid crisis, science is NOT God! They’ve gotten a few things wrong! But
science knowledge doesn’t contradict God’s truth, because ‘all truth is God’s truth!’ two + two will
always be 4, whether you’re an atheist, Christian or Jew!
HERE is where caustic conservatives derive their baseless confidence:
1. They’re brainwashed that their ideology is perfect, and all other views are inferior, or wrong.
2. They’re taught (by rightwing media OPINION shows, and talk radio) that all Dems are evil and
mentally challenged.
3. They’re encouraged to attack both Dem beliefs and Dem politicians and voters, as inferior and
America-haters.
4. They NEVER speak the TRUTH about any fellow cons’ sins, because they erringly use 'never speak
evil of another GOP' as never tell the truth if it’s negative! Those are NOT the same thing!
5. They do NOT value morality, if sinfulness seems an easier way to dominate the opponent and gain
power, because power and money are the ultimate values in their worldview. NOT so to God, to Whom
we are all ultimately beholden! Analyze EVERYONE’s beliefs by truth and morality!... Democrat,
Republican and Independent.
Cons are TAUGHT, usually implicitly vs. outright/expressly/explicitly, that every Dem and Dem policy
is bad and evil, and every GOP and GOP proposal is God sent. Their pundits are paid handsomely to
create reasons to match this model for every event that transpires! It’s a lawyer skill!
It’s also often a violation of Isa. 5:20! IF you can’t defend a GOP’s words or behaviors, distract, deflect,
or ignore and stay quiet! If Dems ever do anything good, repeat that same methodology! And NEVER
admit your faults or mistakes, as that gives Dems a political advantage! Win-lose
is pase/old-fashioned, folks!
EVERY news event is taken as an opportunity to advance our party or slam the opponent! Ice cripples
Texas, and Dems attack our governor, even as Cuomo lies about nursing home deaths, and GOPs jump
on Dems. It’s a sick and broken status quo system!
Let me tell you EXACTLY what values rightwing media and leftwing media will always cater to:
Conservatives—cops, military, gun ownership, organized religion, whites, Asians and Indians, educated
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people, rich people, business, BIG oil, Capitalism, anti-abortion, disdain of LGBTQ sexual activities,
pro-America, the Constitution, males and their wives (NOT husbands), the world’s sole superpower, free
speech, property rights, low taxes and few regulations, self-defense against crime, pro-democracy,
controlled borders, freedom, the pursuit of happiness, the American Dream and American
exceptionalism. MANY news articles will be framed to support these values of their worldview!
Dems and libs' news articles will focus on blacks, poverty, giving back, rich peoples sins, fixing societal
problems (GOPs can fix privately, for themselves), NOT business success methods, how to save money,
the sick, the young, maybe the elderly (BOTH parties cater to us), Hispanics, global needs, higher taxes,
any evils of business, cops or the military, LGBTQ issues (no sins ever engaged by them, especially
sexually, to the MSM/mainstream media), pro—abortion, criminal rights, police brutality, GOP sins, the
environment, animal rights, refugees, America helping the world’s poor, evil acts of rich people, the
YUGE role of money in elections, voter suppression (mainly of blacks), entitlements and freebies. MSM
articles will tend more to these values, over right-wing sources! LEARN reality.
Fox News will headline ‘Unprecedented ice storm hits Texas.’ CNN will headline the exact same event
as ‘Climate change calamity befalls Texas.’ DO YOU SEE they’re addressing the same circumstances
and facts, from the lense of their political bias?
Breitbart will say California wildfires and rampant homelessness in LA are from failed Dem leadership,
as with crime rates in Detroit. The MSM will blame climate change for the wildfires, lack of GOP
compassion for LA's homeless camps (i.e., not enough taxpayer money allocated to fix the problem
taxpayers didn’t cause).
Get past the politics, and understand the politics! Know the principles and tricks! The smart and
moral principles should always last in our public policies. The lesser things bring us down in the gutter,
shut out our better angels, and cause taking the high ground to be seen as a weak and losing competitive
position.
You are learning, THIS year, that not all GOPs or Dems are the same! Boebert and Marjorie Green are
NOT in the same classification as more honorable figures! AOC's policies are NOT on par with those
Biden at least USED to hold, as she wants U.S. Taxpayers nearly bankrupted for freebies.

POSITIVES OF POLITICAL CONSERVATISM
(2/21/21; @JamesMeroney2)
WHAT'S GOOD ABOUT POLITICAL CONSERVATISM (and why)?
1. Strong economy.
2. Strong military.
3. Law and order.
4. Controlled borders.
5. Pro-democracy.
6. Free speech.
7. Gun rights.
8. Religious liberty.
9. Low taxes and regulations.
10. Pro-America and Constitution.
HERE's WHY, per point:
1. Weak economies cause unemployment, depressions, and underfunded government services.
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2. Weak militaries defeat U.S. Global interests, if not lose our nation to enemies.
3. Criminals running rampant defeats civilization.
4. Uncontrolled borders hurts U.S. Worker wages, and endangers America with
criminals, terrorists and even more Illegal drugs.
5. Communism expands when America and her Western allies abandon promoting democracy
internationally. Tyrants NEVER treat their masses/peoples well, but self-serve and rule cruelly!
6. Free speech was instituted mainly to prevent government NOT being criticized, by banning
unflattering speech against pols! Dictators LOVE opposing it; Americans LOVE speaking their minds,
debating, and even peacefully disagreeing intensely!
7. Good people keep bad people from harming people with guns! They’re also a great way for self
defense, protecting property, culling out-of-control animal population explosions, and just a fun sport (IF
you eat what you kill).
8. Real religions benefit society! FAKE ones are generated to avoid taxes, and serve as cults, or tax
fraud centers advocating bad behaviors.
9. Business does best with low taxes and regs, and U.S. Businesses are in global competition! IF other
nations beat America at business, we all suffer some, with less jobs, lower paying jobs, or taxes and rich
philanthropists helping other cultures, not those in our nation!
10. Worshipping America is a sin, but it’s GOOD to like if not love your country, or move away if you
hate or want her harmed! The U.S. Constitution is the greatest governing document any human has
created, and the more you understand it, the more wisdom you see people had way before we were even
born! We have evolved? Questionable
I have ZERO problem with anyone being rich! God isn’t against wealth! I have a BIG problem with any
rich person disobeying God! I Tim. 6:17-19 At such point you’re sure to make it to death, living comfy
off nest egg interest, you SHOULD start considering others beyond mere family and heirs, money-wise
IF a problem in society can’t be profited off of with sufficient margins, caustic conservatives want
NOTHING done about them, except by charities and individuals! There’s NO problem most
conservatives can’t fix by their own financial devices! Forcing them to help others is abhorrent, morally,
IMO!

CHERRY-PICKING ‘CONSTITUTIONAL’ CONSERVATIVES
(2/21/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Conservatives ALWAYS believe the U.S. Constitution is on their side alone! They FEEL they’re the
only patriots, because of that ideology allegedly directly compliant with that document, which also
means they believe everyone else is anti-U.S.A. Or hates her, for varying from their theory!
TRUTH is, most of us/U.S./we the people ONLY care about a very limited portion of the U.S.
Constitution!: More perfect union, establish justice, general welfare, vs. secure the blessings of liberty to
ourselves and our posterity, rights to free speech, be armed and practice our religion.
Add in free press, property rights, a well-armed militia and the 10th amendment, and right to peaceful
assembly! MOST of us value but never use the clauses on criminal rights. Constitutional conservatives
clamor for the document, but use or know about as much of it as libs—VERY little.
That great document is NOT a ‘living, breathing document!’ MAYBE that’s why libs deem unborn
babies nonliving, nonbreathing body tissue—they are confused! The Founding Fathers intended the
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document to only be changed by ratified amendments we could add! ANYTHING contrary to the set-instone document is Illegal (UNconstitutional), and intended-to-be nonpolitical SCOTUS rules on such
cases.
Therefore, it should NOT be politicized, either by court stacking, or nominating people who will say
(wink wink) they’re neutral, but are picked to advocate for either party’s agendas!
Tradition and precedent have GREAT value/weight, because the collective wisdom of our many
predecessors have seen fit for it to be established! Having nine Justices isn’t required, but it’s
reasonable!
And trying to bend SCOTUS to either UNjust extreme is EVIL, as 45 did with three con nominees!
UNjust
BOTH sides also only care about a SMALL portion of our revered Declaration of Independence:
Consent of the governed, all men are created equal vs. life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. This
myopic focus is NOT innately bad, because there are many technicalities, and it’s written in King Jamestype language.
Much of both docs isn’t relevant to issues voters need to care about, though we all should still revere its
great principles, like checks and balances, one person one vote, representative government, three
separate branches of government, etc.
The GOPs implicitly sought to own the moral high ground on the Constitution, when they spent DAYS
reading its every word before a new Congress, recently! THATs not justifying your causes more than
others, but them conforming to it. Judicial activism of lib-leaning judges is also EVIL, like draping
yourself in a flag doesn’t make anyone more patriotic!
It’s ALL about conformity to the document, or amending it if we disagree with its precepts! You may
not even like its words, 'hi crimes and misdemeanors,' when applied against your guy or gal, but our
feelings toward the document are irrelevant! It’s the law of the land! These two great docs impact
politics on a few matters, like Socialism, Capitalism, censorship, gun-grabbing, the unborn's life,
churches forced to hire LGBTQs, freedom's definition (vs 'tyranny'), etc.
My main point is both sides use it for their means and agendas, but the Constitution is NOT divided like
we are, and unless you amend it, legally, SCOTUS should unbiasedly and justly implement it to all
challenged laws, and NEVER be used to advance any party’s agenda. Amend the doc if you want
SCOTUS to do that! Keep them apolitical

WHAT CONSERVATIVES BELIEVE (INCLUDING ON RACE)
(2/27/21; @JamesMeroney2)
In light of LeBron James' ~"not ‘gonna stop speaking out on issues relevant to the black community, but
use my platform," and Gosar attending a group whose host said white people are tired of being bullied,
let me tell you the actual belief system of many political conservatives:
1. I'm a law-abiding citizen; I vote and love my country.
2. Whatever is in the U.S. Constitution, I am for!
3. I work my job, and try to make as much money as I can, to provide for my family.
4. Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
5. Keep taxes as low as possible. It’s MY money!
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6. If there is racism, or some Americans don’t experience equal opportunity, what is that to me? My
circumstances are fine, and I never ask government for anything—just leave me alone!
7. I am not a racist, I’m NOT in the KKK, I don’t hate anyone, but don’t ask me to help anyone else!
8. If blacks were harmed by slavery, I had nothing to do with it, so don’t bother me or my taxes in fixing
any residual damage. I never owned one slave, nor did my ancestors.
9. Blacks complaining about life are lazy, weak or making excuses. White privilege doesn’t exist, as
(proven by the fact that) I am not rich.
10. Lebron James is privileged, so what’s he mad or complaining about?
THESE are the heart attitudes, whether expressed or only kept within, that many political conservatives
feel and hold, and often act on. Most of them are easily rebutted, where wrong!
It is ALL about the money! ESPECIALLY blue collar whites recoil at advancing black people in
society, as that is seen as a threat to their livelihoods! Government and the media advancing AfricanAmerican causes is taken as an attack on whites lacking higher education! Ex.: Black
History Month.
If you NEVER ask for or use any government aid, you RIGHTLY wonder why anyone else sees a need
to do so. That assumes everyone else has your same opportunities and experience, and therein lies the
problem with the attitudes based on assumptions! Some make excuses; others don’t.
The assumption is:
1. Centuries past abuse has ZERO impact on the psyche of modern people.
2. Even more recent discrimination doesn’t, either.
3. Historic lack of assets, and no inheritances makes no difference in anyone's privilege.
4. Living in poor areas isn’t a disadvantage.
5. Living nowhere near the good jobs and companies isn’t a disadvantage.
6. Having bad schools, or factors that can interfere with academic success isn’t a barrier, if you’re
committed enough. It doesn’t matter that most whites don’t have those challenges! That’s equal
opportunity, they say.
7. Having connections, hand me down nepotism businesses, nest eggs from the start, employers who are
mainly your race is NOT an advantage, if we pass laws that say that employment discrimination is
illegal. NO HR person would ever lie about why one lost a job, right?
Regarding race, those assumptions are held by some within the conservative movement, even if they’ve
never thought them, consciously, or especially never stated them publicly. I met my first blue collar
workers, recently, and there’s more racism than I knew existed. White collars, not so much?
Your great grandparents were slaves. So what; work hard. Your skin color is less favored by our
society. So what; work hard. I work in the country/rural areas, on a farm or ranch, and NO government
program helps me (but occasional farm subsidies), so just work hard, like me!
I TRULY believe many whites believe any poor blacks are lazy, if not thieves, which is why cops so
often have encounters that go south, when pulling over blacks. The assumption, from prejudice or
statistics, is that crime is more prevalent as committed by certain groups! Is that true?
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IF any race or races tend toward more criminal activity, need we ask why, as it’s wrong to engage?
Some say crime comes with poverty. How? Why? NOT inherently! Unless a person is robbing for
food, it’s an evil not related to one’s skin color!
Race and crime:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Race_and_crime_in_the_United_States#:~:text=According%20to%20the%
20FBI%2C%20African,rate%20is%20a%20similar%20figure…
When I was growing up, whites often thought of blacks (NOT all, but many A-A's) as lazy, not smart,
and criminal-tending. I also live in the South. I’m not sure why stereotypes start or continue, but we
STILL have some racism, decades later. It makes NO sense, to me!
Spray paint yourself and see if you feel more lazy, dumb or inclined to commit crime. It is NOT the skin
tone! If ANYONE of ANY skin color is lazy or dumb, you have to assess why they are! Lack of innate
ability, or motivation?
An old book alleged blacks were inferior, academically, by DNA (The Bell Curve). IF their premise had
been true, all black people the world over would fall behind all whites! There wouldn’t be exception
cases, as genetics would disallow breaking from your biological deficiency!
Why are some people lazy? I know a quite lazy white person. I don’t equate that to their skin color!
WHY do we attach individual characteristics to entire groups, or their majority, without evidence?
That’s lazy! It’s called stereotyping. I understand you can use past experiences to inform present
decisions, but you always have to follow the evidence!
If I met three green people, and they were all loud mouths, I might expect the next Martian to be a loud
mouth, but I’d have to wait and see if they actually were. I certainly would not say all green people
were, or behave as if the next Martian was going to talk my arm off. They may not!
My three experiences of green people as yackaholics MAY have been the only three green people who
suffer that problem! That’s where statistics can help, but even they don’t tell you any one person’s
tendencies!
I believe black people are generally better at dancing and jumping, than most whites. Does that mean
they all are? NO! There are nerdy blacks who can’t dance a lick, like me! There are whites who can
jump high! My high school friend could cold jump 42 inches. You can’t make blanket assumptions
from even common group traits! Whites are stereotyped as pro-education!
Ever met a white high school drop out? Try an Indian or Asian! Whites are said to be pro hard work.
Ever met a lazy white person? I have. Whites are reputed to use good diction! Ever heard any white
person use sloppy language grammar? There ARE cultural differences, that are general vs., absolute!
Many A-As get their socializing in barber shops or at church. I would NEVER seek company by getting
my hair cut—I cut my own. You can either tolerate differences, like them, or let them make you angry
and divided. Lebron is not saying anything evil, in addressing challenges AAs face!
If you are more qualified than another job candidate, don’t fear their group being given more limelight
than historically! I think many more racist whites are afraid of the day our skin color isn’t the American
majority. If whites have treated blacks fairly, there should be no fear of revenge!
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Again, I live in the South. That perspective is always a factor that could impact what I say. When I was
young, people called whites N-lovers, if they EVER had anything positive to say about blacks, or
especially if they ever took up for them, or were for any policy that aided them.
And any black who "acted white" was an "Uncle Tom." THIS chapter is detailing both the history,
assumptions, and IMmoral bases for continued racial tensions in America! Different doesn’t mean
opposite. That simple phrase should fix a lot of this mess!

THE SINS & STUPIDITIES OF CONSERVATISM
(2/28/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I am starting to agree with the posts that say the GOP is dead! Trumpianism killed it. Who knows if it
can be resurrected? HERE are ALL the SINS of caustic conservatism you see worshipped and embraced
at CPAC, and in Trumpland:
1. To hell with all poor people—they’re all losers!
2. Blacks need to know their place, and shut up about their causes.
3. My money is only for me, and government STEALS it in taxation.
4. Worldliness is not a sin, but the ideal, and the American Dream!
5. God lied in Luke 12:15!
6. All rich are good people, and society’s heroes!
7. Government must favor the rich, in public policy, contrary to Levit. 19:15.
8. Workers aren’t human, but budget items, and how they can live on what they make is zero
concern for government or business.
9. ALL wealth redistribution is evil, even if the recipients pay it back with interest. If churches and
charities can’t end severe suffering in poverty, WHO CARES?
10. You hate yourself if you sign the Giving Pledge (Mark Levin). To love yourself, you have to
become God's enemy through worldliness, being a sinful lover of self and lover of money! (Jas. 4:4 11,
etc.).
11. WASP Christianity is ALL about living for the here and now, living it up with riches government
can rarely touch, OPPOSITE to being a disciple and to Jesus.
12. I can lift zero finger, give not one dime, the poor can fend for themselves, and I am a good person, as
that is my Constitutional right, and what freedom and the pursuit of happiness is, to me! "God, America
and apple pie" (the god of this world, II Cor. 4:4).
13. The U.S. Rich donating two percent, vs. average Joe donating three percent of income, annually, is
NOT a problem!
14. Every man is an island, and God only teaches self-sufficiency (CONTRARY to Gal. 6:2, 5).
15. The poor are all lazy losers!
THESE are the main MYTHS and sins of political conservatism.

CONSERVATIVE VALUES
(@8/16/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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"Conservative values:" Guns (NO regulations), God (mainly on abortion), free speech (politicians lying
is included, and alternative 'facts' and conspiracy theories), state's rights (the feds are always evil, and
wasteful), low taxes, and private property rights.
"Conservative values:" Greed, love of money, idolatry, hoarding, selfishness, banning all abortions,
polluting if it profits, protecting your own assets, never systemically helping the poor, coddling white
supremacists, idolizing talk radio and the most evil politician in 30+ years, above.
"Conservative values:" "God" is a Trojan Horse for wanting all abortions banned, worldliness,
disobeying Him in I Tim. 6:17-19, wanting government to condone anyone's suffering, requiring
NOTHING of the rich, caring NOTHING for the poor, just pursuing "happiness" with a smile!
"Conservative values:" NOTHING in life or society shall ever be fixed or improved, unless business can
profit with margins as high as they and investors demand—EXCEPT token Band-aids, if charities ever
get donations! THIS IS the great society!
“Conservative values:” NEVER think for yourself, NEVER say anything truthful about a fellow GOP (if
it's not praise, or flattering), NEVER vote conscience (sear it like a steak), mouth "God," and believe He
ONLY cares about abortion! Keep the sheep dumbed-down!!! Knowledge ISN’T power.
"Conservative values:" ALWAYS find fault with your political opponent, even when they do good.
Start with the premise they're evil, want evil for America, are inferior, and then seek out lawyers to find
anecdotal evidence to try to prove your case to morons.

SAYING YOU’RE A CONSERVATIVE
(10/23-24/19; @JamesMeroney)
Saying you’re a ‘conservative’ because of abortion is like saying I’m a Moonie because they hand out
flowers at airports! You needn’t accept the philosophy, hook, line and sinker, but only take the good
parts! There are several aspects that are anti-Christian, and you can’t just ignore that, holding your nose.
I have NO idea what a moderate stands for, because I am NOT a moderate. Moderates usually stand
either nowhere, or somewhere between extremes, but mainly just dislike extremes. I have actual
common sense solution convictions I’ll fight for, as they’re good and reasonable, and not extreme!
Biases cause division and fights.
True conservatives have good and bad. Here’s the good: Lowest taxes possible, smallest government,
pro-business, want the rich in America (vs. elsewhere), control borders, strong national defense, pro law
and order, cop and military, pro religion, for a balanced budget and fiscal responsibility, believe most
government programs are wasteful, and can be done better by the private sector, patriotic, pro-gun
ownership, Capitalistic/free markets, marriage is between a man and a woman, hate abortions, believe in
American exceptionalism, want equal opportunity for all, and are pro education. These are ALL good
things!
So why do I slam conservatives so often, if I’m one of them in so many ways? THE WAY THEY
PRACTICE IT! My-way-or-the-highway, no nuances, extreme and caustic behavior, religious devotion
to its theories, hating even other GOPs, slandering good GOP presidents and presidential contenders, and
being gleefully behind a man who has brought sinning and ignorance to a new low! That position is
INcompatible with Christianity!
The dignity of the White House office, and acting “presidential” commands respect for our nation and its
values, world-wide. HIS behavior does the OPPOSITE!
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And the talk radio type of conservative has LITTLE to do with Christian values! Mainly hatred,
arrogance, ignorance, love of money, selfish disregard of others, and an entitlement mentality that both
God and the Constitution are on their side. Let me assure you, God is NOT! The main two policies He
opposes them on are love of money sin and hateful
arrogance.
In the HISTORY of the modern GOP, since I’ve been one all my life, starting voting GOP with Reagan,
there has NEVER been such an abandonment of thinking over feeling, or secular morality vs. belief in
religions ("family") values in that party—EVER! 81 percent of WASPs empowered this negative moral
change!
A friend on Twitter calls himself the ‘Values Voter.’ He saw this problem way early, as did I, and his
posts do NOT go along to get along with a cheapening of his former (possibly present) party! You do
NOT just shift what a party stands for, based on who’s at the top of the ticket, or wins! That’s being a
reed in the wind! (Mt. 11:7)
It’s the EXACT sin conservatives accused Bill Clinton of… licking his index finger to see which way the
winds were blowing, through focus groups. Double standards and hypocrisy are sins, just like nearly
everything else in D.C. Is! Hypocrisy is NOT a cleaner sin! I guess if it weren’t for double standards,
some people would have no standards!?
Extreme conservatism eats its own, in circular firing squads, meaning they deem people in the GOP who
are NOT like them as ‘human scum.’ Talk about a smaller tent! Every Democrat is satan in the flesh,
and any cooperation is blasphemous Benedict Arnolding, or caving to the left (never the left giving in to
the right, in their small mindset)!
Gridlock or domination are their only two modes of “thinking.” Pay politicians to do nothing, or shove
your views down everyone else’s throats, because you won, with NO thought about later blowback, as
with LGBTQs after SCOTUS was unjustly stacked conservative.
NO thought about justice. Justice IS both the end of civil laws and God’s end for human government!
So DON’T try to compare apples to oranges telling me biblically conservative Christians (which I am)
must be politically conservative, because they use one common term! God is NOT a political
conservative, pastor lies notwithstanding.
The instinctive, knee jerk response in people’s punier heads will then be to say I’m claiming God is
either a moderate or a liberal. He is none of the above! He only supports morally good and intellectually
sound public policy. Can that be said of your political positions? Usually not, consistently.
Abortion seems to be the only issue D.C. Faces, according to many cons. Didn’t Jesus speak about the
wealthy and the poor, and minister to the latter? Didn’t God write I Tim. 6:17-19 and Lk. 12:48?
Political conservatives have NEVER found a tax cut they didn’t like. They actually believe it’s THEFT,
even though God says it’s your civic duty, and is owed vs. owned/yours! (Rom. 13:6)
Cons are elated when their 401Ks expand with tax cuts, but Jesus said think of OTHERS first (Phil. 2),
and NOT to store up earthly treasures (Mt. 6). If ONLY the rich get richer, and businesses ONLY care
about profits, ~half the country gets scr-wed, including workers, and their only smart option is to oppose
and vote against such privileged elitism!
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Jesus was NOT a yuge fan of rich people, but talk radio embodies them as the second coming of Christ,
saying 'I never got a job from a poor man.' They OWE a fair share of taxes, with NO loopholes, where a
secretary could pay the same percent as his/her boss!
And God says they’re to be freely generous with their excess (I Tim. 6:17-19). This is NOT what talk
radio is advocating! Mark Love-in slandered Bill Gates and Warren Buffet as "self-loathing" for signing
the Giving Pledge!
So IF a person understands problems cost money to fix, and I’ve been 'blessed' more than most, to do
good with that excess is evil, or means I hate myself, because to love myself I must lust for money and
be selfishly greedy? This is Levin’s Judaism? It’s certainly nowhere found in the ‘Bible,’ meaning our
Old Testament!
This is conservative talk radio, however, folks. Idolize money, to hell with the poor, and hate all taxes as
theft by the evil government God ordained.
The feds have $22 TRILLION in debt! Entitlements are evil, but they can be reformed (as I’ve
proposed). But voting for taxes to be so low that Uncle Sam MUST borrow from our frenemy China, or
inflationarily print QE3 bills is irrational, but EXACTLY what political cons WANT! Me, me, me,
OPPOSITE Lk. 9:23.
So DO NOT EVER DRAG JESUS' NAME INTO CONSERVATIVE POLITICS, just because He may
agree with your revulsion over abortion! All the other evils He opposes and you gladly embrace,
because it’s mainly about the money! Keeping it all for yourself and your family; abortion is a nice
moral and sincere COVER!
Religious political conservatives are in bed with the world, for abortion! Strange bedfellows have
become not strange at all, because WASPs have abandoned God’s view on worldliness and wealth, and
morals in high office! LOOK at what they USED to believe in:
https://thewayofimprovement.com/2016/06/25/james-dobson-on-the-character-of-the-president-of-theunited-states/… Double standard for CHUMP! Hypocrisy sin!
Talk radio is the Petri dish of extreme conservatism. Their audience can’t figure out that they’re paid
handsomely to tow that line forever, even when its flaws are revealed. Always follow the money trail.
That’s NOT sincere conviction!
In the not so long ago good ‘ol days, the right and center united for power and were often both on the
GOP ticket. Today, from arrogance, the Trumpian cult wants centrists gone. I’ll HAPPILY work for
their demise in 2024 and 2028, to regain the party's historic legacy and moral stances. Caustic morons
have taken over the asylum!
One more before I go: FOOLS (i.e., low IQ, brain dead, idiots) believe you can only win an election by
using bold colors of polar opposite positions, meaning their constituents can’t make distinctions, and are
emotionally-driven, and hence, fools. #TRUTH! Just do the opposite of the other party. That’s real
‘thinking,’ right?
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11.

COUNTRY
Farmers & Ranchers

FARMERS & RANCHERS
(11/4/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Democrat-leaning counties MEANS poorer counties, because Dems advocate policies to hand out tax
money to the poor, in various ways! The reason rural areas are usually GOP is those tough, independent,
cowboy-like folk do NOT ‘wanna pay for city slicker government programs they benefit LITTLE from
(among other reasons).
My two hometowns are among the top five, size-wise, nationally. I’m an unabashed city slicker. But I
hate high taxes, and if I were a farmer, rancher, or off-the-grid survivalist, WHAT benefits would I get
from ever-increasing taxes? They’re independent people! Their streets are not even always paved!
People often slander rural counties as backwoods, but common sense reigns, there, and they do not have
any reason to want programs that benefit city poor! They rough it, and get no individual expenses help
from government, and if big ag puts them out of business, they go bankrupt. They’re NOT treated equal
with city poor.
Government, leave me alone, come and take it, and don’t tread on me are common slogans in rural areas.
Rugged individualism (for the most part) is required on farms and ranches!
They do have barn raisings, but they’re NOT government-sponsored. Their voting GOP ONLY makes
sense, as taxes benefit them mainly by the U.S. Military and school teachers.
Even the police aren’t quick responders in some rural areas, as distances are long in wide ranges. Some
rural families home school. There’s not one legitimate way Dems can gain rural votes, IMO, and even
city votes all center on taxes being low, vs. taxes giving freebies to the poor! That’s the CORE of
politics!
WHAT does a rural resident get from their taxes? MAINLY national defense, police and public school
houses. Beyond that, all government programs only benefit others, and they work hard for their money!
Taxes AREN’T quid pro quo, but everyone likes fairness, and NOT feeling abused by the system!
Texans know farmers and ranchers do NOT consider it "selfish" if all their peers fend for themselves,
with little help from a fellow peer, as they’re NOT burdening others, and that’s a virtue! People accusing
taxpayers of ‘selfishness’ for tending to their own business do not share that same moral value!
Feeding the pigs, milking the cows, seeding and plowing the fields... These are INDIVIDUALISTIC
tasks! People who LIKE not having a neighbor within multiple football field lengths live in rural
counties. They have most of the city amenities (internet, TV, etc.), but they are far removed from MOST
government programs.
My son dreams of living in the country. I will die either in a city or on a mountain. People go to the
country for peace, serenity, and stress relief. My family OFTEN travels to rural areas, to see the
greenery (mainly grass and crops), cows and horses. My daughter LOVES horses!
That lifestyle is NOT full of traffic, pollution, concrete, or wall-to-wall people! It’s INSANE to think
those honest day’s work folk would support high taxes! Obama can call them clingers to God and guns,
but they are the heartland, and they feed us all! I couldn’t do what they do, but you have to respect it!
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My ONLY point is that rural counties get as disrespected as poor city counties, but they do NOT have
their hands out! They have their hands working (I Thes. 4:11), and often as wrinkled/crusty as the lead
‘ol dude on Homestead Rescue! They know the value of a hard day's work, and they DESERVE respect!
INTERJECTION: NON-COLLEGE GRADUATES
Relatedly, NON-college degreed voters can sometimes be poo poo'd, by elitists. College is NOT for
everyone, or even the majority! A sheepskin does NOT prove one has common sense, or makes smarter,
better decisions. U.S. Policies MUST make them able to earn enough to live decently, in a globalized
world.
We can teach (as MY zip code does) that grades and college are everything, but that’s UNtrue for 58
percent of Americans—a majority! Decent pay is needed by every American who works hard, and
government is NOT a substitute for it! If you won’t work hard, you will and deserve to be poor! That’s
#CommonSense, and fair.
CONTINUING
The DIFFERENCE between rural and city poor people is that the rural poor do NOT seek government
freebies! You HAVE to respect that, even if you agree with handouts! They want to earn their own way,
even in tough times! Farming industry bailouts are mainly when government policies negatively impact
them—NOT their own failures.
We take for granted buying any food we want, at a grocery store. We ignore the background processes!
SOMEONE has to plant the seed, suffer drought, use watering systems, store the grain, milk the cows,
sell cattle, no matter what the market is when they’re ready for sale, etc.!
They don’t always have home alarm systems, but they do have shotguns, and 911, and endure feral hogs,
or predators seeking to kill their livestock. They work from dawn to dusk. They don’t seek attention,
but they won’t be discounted as second-class citizens, forced to pay taxes to bless mainly cities.
I have only known two farmers in the past 20 years, but they’re down-to-earth, and shoot you straight!
They are the BEST people to run ideas off of, as they’re practical and truthful/honest as the day is long!
I have NO PROBLEM criticizing handout seekers, but rural poor are NEVER that! They’ll starve,
before asking for help! They’re self-reliant.
Self-reliance is NOT unconcern for others, or selfishness! LEARN the wisdom of this adage/idiom (next
tweet). Self-reliance means I won’t be a burden to others, as they have enough problems on their own.
That’s caring for others! It’s trusting God to supply your needs, through the Protestant Work Ethic of
hard work!
“If everyone swept their own porch, the city would be clean.” --Johann Wolfgang von Goethe Live
within your means. THESE idioms are common sense for our public policy! It’s when people want
more than they can afford that they look to others, via government. Sometimes, you just can’t pay for all
you incur (like serious medical expenses), but TRY! (9/5/18)
Ma and pa farmers (maybe a few ranchers?) compete with BIG ag. When BIG box harms city small
businesses, they get jobs, or start a new business. Farmers have history and tradition, and their skills
aren’t easily transferred to a different, new-to-them job, if forced out. Yet, they RARELY complain, but
adapt!
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My suggestion is that every small farm unite/organize/cooperate/"unionize" with all others, for
efficiencies of scale, to counter BIG ag's influence, as to market rate, bulk offers of crops, etc. Retain
your fierce independence, but have an app that unites your offer to buyers/market!
IMO, smaller farmers don’t think of other smaller farmers as competitors, but fellow endurers of a tough
business. They, generally, wish each other well! They also wave at passersby, as vehicles pass on the
roads, more often than in the city, at least in Texas (as my experience); generally very friendly folks!
I never thought I’d wake up to write on farmers and ranchers, but when election returns speak of rural
areas being red, there’s good reason for that! God-fearers don’t seek or favor handouts, but hard work,
and I never want any group stereotyped as all being the same, like only looking like this:
I am a rock-and-roller. I know few rap, country, classics, or other genre songs. That doesn’t mean they
don’t have good stuff, but everyone has their preferences, if they’re not aficionados of multiple genres. I
I lOVE the following country tunes!: https://youtube.com/watch?v=7qaHdHpSjX8
… [In case you didn’t know]
http://wmna.sh/mhtm [More hearts than mine]
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12.

DEBT
1. Deadly Debt & Economics 101
2. National Debt, Budget & Taxes
3. Deadly Debt
4. Debt & the Size of Government

DEADLY DEBT & ECONOMICS 101
(3/9/20; @JamesMeroney)
Conservatives say ‘NO’ to the very concept of government ever spending one more dime, then vote for
coronavirus response funding. They’re NOT consistent with theory vs. practice (hypocrisy), and what’s
needed is debt reduction, and only necessary and reasonable spending, toward a balanced budget ASAP!
IF every citizen paid their fair share of taxes, including sweat equity for those who can’t, everyone would
care that government QUIT ratcheting up our debt! If ALL entitlements ended, and/or ALL subsidies
required civic service repayment to tax payers, America would have more peace as America would have
more justice.
If EVERY U.S. Citizen but emergency responders and the military (and any 100 percent unable to work,
physically or psychologically) did 10 hours, minimum, civic service to America, annually, the federal
budget could be reduced a bit, and patriotic involvement and concern for our expenses would increase
quite a bit.
I want the U.S. Debt reduced to $15 trillion. I have suggested five ways to achieve that, with the timeframe up to budget experts to decide. And that’s just a start. Government needs to learn to do more with
less, as families have for decades, to get the best bang for our tax buck!
As we see, especially today (Black Monday), you NEED all citizens emotionally invested in the success
of the economy, because non-shareholders often AREN’T, until they receive pink slips! The upper half
has to see that the lower 44 percent benefits, too, from an UP economy, vs. being 100 percent selfish.
#MoralEconomy We need just wages, vs. just needing wages.
The MORE the upper half ONLY cares about profits and capital gains, and the more workers get laid off
as a result, the more government has to step in, which is cheaper than businesses paying wages, but is
getting NO production from that money spent (i.e., tax dollars with NO return on "investment"). That’s
DUMB public policy.
Anything that harms investments harms our economy, overall, which eventually hurts your job security
and upward mobility! Liberal policies seemingly always cost money, which is money NOT then
available for businesses to boost our economy, but businesses need to be run morally vs. selfishly, and
mainly for the elites and the rich, or no one else will care.
IF America were truly energy independent, by mainly using green energy, our stock market wouldn’t be
so severely impacted by the oil price war between the Saudis and Putin.
Wise investors, like Warren Buffett, have always taught that you only risk in the stock market that which
you are willing to lose. If you are fretting over the stock market crash, you have too much at stake, and
caught up in the uncertainty of that avenue. (I Tim. 6:17)

NATIONAL DEBT, BUDGET & TAXES
(3/19/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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The national debt is now so high, every writing I have ever penned is SO out-of-date! Dems have ZERO
concern about debt, because buying votes and putting tax dollars behind their constituent agenda items IS
their main concern! This is abhorrent transgressing, folks!
DO YOU KNOW you are NOT rich because you max out your credit cards? You may LOOK rich, to
others, but it is a house of cards! DID YOU KNOW printing unbacked and excessive currency makes
everyone's dollar is worth LESS? DC politicians KNOW this, but they don’t care! Kick the can down
the street.
Update #1
(4/26/21; @JamesMeroney2)
It’s LUDICROUS to discuss raised taxes (Biden) when the budget hasn’t been dealt with as to
reasonable and necessary spending! That’s getting the cart before the horse! I believe MOST fed
agencies could absorb a 20 percent cut! I hear BIG oils open to a carbon tax, now. WHY? C'mon man!
NO!
Our government MUST be FORCED onto a diet plan—period! I HATE wasting Twitter
characters for such a short sentence, so I'll remind you to re-read that till you understand it with
conviction!
This ISNT rocket science—government can always use more money. Where can they get it from? NOT
people who have none. That’s the unfairness of politics! Experts are NEEDED to cut every ounce
of waste, fat or unnecessary spending, as job 1; top-to-bottom review, and nothing off the table!
Wimpy, wuss politicians delay the inevitable, and don’t deal with the real, in skyrocketing U.S. Debt!
They KNOW no one wants to get a bill helping them pay it down. They also know the rich can
most afford to, even though the rich already pay a much higher percent than anyone else. (5/15/21;
@JamesMeroney2)
Update #2
(7/3/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Government spending excessively is the exact same thing as a tax increase! It’s just funded by
delayed payback, at interest, or funded by inflation, by the dollar's devaluation. China and Russia
WIN when U.S. Liberals and Socialists win! America haters, by DEED vs. sentiment! FIGHT
BACK!
CAN YOU COMPREHEND that when liberals splurge with tax dollars, even if printed or
borrowed, they are only stealing from taxpayers—NOT the non-taxpayers—and when the bills come
due, their constituents will pay little to nothing?

DEADLY DEBT
(7/26/20; @JamesMeroney)
MSNBC is painting GOP wrangling over a second stimulus package, as if they won’t just throw money
at needy, hurting, unemployed people, caused by the pandemic. That’s how we got millions paid to
DEAD people! Dems do NOT care how mainly GOP tax dollars get wasted--period! That’s
irresponsible.
Increased national debt, increased China borrowing or increased QE3 dollar printing will destroy
America, when China rightly cuts us off, people start observing dollar devaluation or product price
inflation, or the dollar is no longer the international reserve currency! FOOLish!
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I'm SO tired of people saying America is the richest nation, so we can afford to fix so many problems!
Uncle Sam is BROKE! He maxes out taxpayers' credit cards! We have some very rich citizens and
businesses, but our government is in the red. Government IS taxpayers, financially!
Update
(7/27/20; @JamesMeroney)
America is one of the most generous nations, and though we often use foreign aid to advance our own
national interests, that’s wise, as you don’t just hand out freebies, with no requirements to qualify for
them! That’s bad business!
America is also quite generous to our own people, in our safety net! We have devised
Welfare (section 8, food stamps, SNAP, Obamaphone, Welfare checks, Medicaid, et al) for those
severely suffering, and it is to be temporary, and has to be tied to seeking better employment or better
employee skills.
We have unemployment insurance and Social Security, for seniors, and Social Security disability for
those unable to work.
YET, we have a $24 TRILLION national debt, in the richest nation on earth, and growing (with Covid
stimulus check #2). As they said in the Planes, Trains movie, we’re going the wrong way!
Biden's plan adds even more 2.7T+. I’m past dealing with people who think our debt is no problem—
you can’t fix stupid, they say! I’m on to how we can lessen our debt!
NO specificity is possible, without an actual all-process audit, but general fixes are possible from
management consulting science, and general budgetary numbers, below: https://tinyurl.com/y225j9et
First, it takes dedication to the goal (the will to do it).
Second, it takes time.
Third, it should be fair to all who are targeted. You can’t use politics to decide which functions to
reengineer!
Fourth, the largest categories are usually the ones with the biggest savings opportunities (but not always).
You have to be committed to these principles:
Retrain people whose services aren’t essential, to perform functions America needs.
Move toward layoff those whose job performance is inferior, who don’t improve over a probation period.
Reward those who do best, either with more pay, or a job promotion—keep the best.
And America needs to consider everyone but military and first responders being
required to contribute 10 hours a year as civic service, to allow the feds to do more with less, or at least
the same for less—best bang for the buck belt-tightening.
With our revised Welfare program, that empowers the poor to be self-sustaining, and
tokenly repaid by civic service, entitlement spending (a BIG budget expenditure) can be significantly
reduced.
Military spending must be the best purchases for taxpayers hard-earned dollars, and technology used to
reduce human casualties, and engagement in direct fire. NO $600K jet toilets will EVER be acceptable,
nor the feds paying more than is absolutely necessary. Military personnel need to be the size needed, not
too much or too little, for America to have the greatest national defense humanly possible.
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Technology is our future, both to keep our great and brave men and women safe and alive, and to have
dominance over enemy nations' threats.
In every other budget category, you analyze where any waste, abuse or fraud occurs, or could, and you
end those possibilities! You structure government bidding process and contracts to increase competition,
so America gets supplier who offer the best quality for the least cost possible—NOT from cronyism,
nepotism, or political party connections!
EVERY government job needs to be analyzed as to whether it’s being under- or over-paid, based on
performance, and justice needs to be the standard, as there’s a fiduciary duty of the people’s government
to the people, and especially taxpayers!
"Mandatory" spending (90 percent of the total) has to be re-considered, as that’s a misnomer—
everything should be on the table for improvement! With a growing economy, by right economic
policies (discussed yesterday), the Treasury's revenue will increase, but "We the people" HAVE to
demand less spending and less debt!

DEBT & THE SIZE OF GOVERNMENT
(12/19/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Federal government has to be re-prioritized. The entire budget, line by line, examined for need, waste,
efficiency, improvement opportunities, and automation. Job one is fair taxes for ALL, and government
100 percent streamlined! Debt reduction is in top three U.S. Priorities! Get your act together!
The BIG, dirty secret in America is we have to live off our current budget—NOTHING BIGger! It
needs to be less, NOT more! There are 5-8 ways to solve this dilemma, but it’s EASILY done!
Taxpayers WON’T take any more giving (Manchin as symbol), but Dem poor want more. NOT
compulsory civic service could empower government doing 10-20 percent more, for zero tax cost
increase, and encourage more active patriotic involvement beyond mere voting! WHY should the police
and military, alone, have to sacrifice (a 4-letter word to most) for America? Choose the function you
‘wanna do.
The government can be reimagined to do more for less, through tech and reengineering!
1. 10-20 percent cuts can happen, with NO harm to services
2. Retrained employees
3. Incentivized employees to be efficient and have customer service
4. 0-20 percent new, more or less services possible, with no new taxes.
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POLITICS & ECONOMICS
(Unpublished)
Presidents take credit or blame for economies on their watch, but in truth, they have LITTLE to do with
it. Obamacare was a drain on business, as is our $22 trillion debt, and Chump’s over-return of taxes,
especially to the rich FURTHER increases our China debt, and QE3 printing of cash, devaluing your
dollar.
Here’s the MYTH: Uncle Sam returns ‘X’ amount of taxes to taxpayers in a money bag. That X amount
we didn’t have in excess, with $22T debt, so until it’s recouped, that’s X more money to borrow, at
interest, or print. And it can take years to recoup, as X amount put toward "stimulating" the economy
isn’t guaranteed to do so!
Business people make bad decisions, and lose money, sometimes. That X amount isn’t always funneled
directly into activities sure to grow sales, and therefore profits, that are then taxed, to recoup the X
amount by our Treasury. All the while, interest accrues.
Shareholders FEEL better/more positive, paying less taxes, so that’s supposed to warm them up to spend
more, so investments grow, with infusions of cash. They can also pour the X amount into bonuses, or
automating, reducing the number of jobs in our economy, for humans. In short, if the THEORY of less
taxes always improving our economy were true, it would go gangbusters if they were zero.
But government performs functions, hopefully conducive vs. detrimental to economic growth, and that
costs money—tax payer’s money! And when local governments give businesses tax incentives to move
to their state, that LESSENS what government gets to pay its bills (until much later).
A better economy is mainly businesses doing well-sales! Consumers buying. Products changing hands.
THAT is the focus and heart of economic growth! Businesses taking risks to innovate new products
people want to buy, which causes jobs to facilitate those sales and manufacturing, which increases
consumers with disposable income with which to purchase such goods.
Apart from existing products that are selling well, the entirety of our economy depends on people
planning new products for the coming future, that people will want, and being first to market, before
other nations’ businesses copy and adapt. In short, innovation is our future! It is skill number one!

TRICKLE DOWN ON THE LITTLE GUY
(10/17/19; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s explore how conservatism HURTs the poor. It fights minimum wage, saying businesses will hire
less people, meaning more people can have jobs, if they’re cruddy-paying ones.
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It’s for whatever makes business profits, including automation/AI and robotics, which is expected to eat
up more than 35 percent of all jobs in the near future, meaning more laborers out of work, and clamoring
for many less jobs, which means lower wages.
It opposes any wealth redistribution, which means government disallowed from helping anyone
struggling from these business decisions. Business outsourcing took jobs away, and immigration
increases competition for jobs, which lowers wages.
It supports colleges charging whatever they want or can, as with the healthcare industry. That means the
poor are priced out of the market for having a competitive education or their basic bodily needs met,
when seriously ill. They’re for this!
They don’t even care that the federal government CAN’T pay all its required bills, cutting taxes too low,
claiming that will increase government revenues. Our debt increases, as we borrow more from China, to
make up for that gap, and QE3 printing money devalues the dollars in your wallet and purse.
Rightly blame all these negatives on political conservatism! And, again, religious people are often
political conservatives, even though God’s people, the Jews, had a public safety net program! They
WERE a theocracy, but Christian political conservatives OPPOSE any safety net in America.
In short, God is NOT a political conservative, even if white Christians ACT like and insinuate that He is.

ECONOMIC COMMON SENSE
(12/26/19; @JamesMeroney)

There used to be a joke that used government statistics of people in overlapping categories to conclude
only two people in the nation were still a certain way, and make the hearer question if they were alive or
dead. I DON’T want to misuse stats or facts to scare anyone, but here’s what I see on the horizon:
Since the mid-80’s, with globalization (and just before), big business has engaged ALL these strategies
to reduce costs and boost profits, where some of their war chests are now nearly the size of small nations'
budgets:
Streamlining, M and A, automation, contract work, outsourcing, immigration, AI/robotics and increasing
insurance co-pays. Add to that prior generations ended pensions and made two-income families virtually
required (and unions got busted with globalization), and the advantage is with business!
Then you add in 45’s tax rebate mainly to the wealthy, and WHO’s looking out for the workers? A 2013
Radar Magazine article estimated 70 percent of current jobs will be eliminated by robotics and AI
(artificial intelligence).
THIS is why Andrew Chang has suggested a guaranteed $1K/month, and Mark Zuckerberg has said he'd
pay everyone $30K/year not to work. With Amazon virtually ending the need for brick and mortar retail
buildings (reversing itself with a few new mall venues), by drone and UPS/FedEx delivery, and Uber
crushing the taxi cab industry, using people already driving around (just adding a route-coordinating
app), when it gets driverless vehicles, there will be even more unemployed/out of work due to
technology!
Every business owner ONLY focuses on their bottom line, and with every business doing that, NO ONE
in business is incentivized to look at the BIG picture and see what’s happening collectively!
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NASDAQ may have broken records, yesterday, and the rich are getting richer, but again, WHO is
looking out for the working class? YES, when the rich and business owners get richer, some are inclined
to hire more, to assuage public outcries (reputation damage), and they can make money off them (at
minimum wage), but the income gap keeps expanding, and people who enjoy the perks/benefits and
don’t care about justice (because that’s what the market will bear), vote to keep the broken system.
Let me tell you exactly where I believe we’re heading, as the globe is now your job competitor.
EITHER we’ll have massive global unemployment, voters will force the rich to pay citizens for exiting,
nothing will change, and a violent revolt will ensue, or one-world government will begin.
Sheer competition alone will always keep investors pursuing AI and robotics, so America can’t be left
behind in that race with China (et al), so WHO is ‘gonna manage the negative effects? Government!
Businesses are hyper-individualized/mono-focused on their business, and inclined to vote accordingly.
Aristotle said when the people learn they can vote for public money for themselves, democracy dies, but
when the people learn they out-number the people who are ruining their lives and livelihoods, for
personal gain, they control things.
WHICH will it be? Democratic Socialists are choosing the former—bankrupt America with freebies,
and punish the rich to get a job in D.C., buying votes with OPM (other people’s money), scaring the rich
away from America, and disincentivizing hard work.
May I suggest that it’s with educating the public that their sheer numbers can and should control what
happens which is the answer! God is for justice—Levit. 19:15. No one can say that today there is a
level playing field between management and workers!
I watched The Men Who Built America, over the holidays, and times have been even more ruthless,
before laws were set in place to protect workers! 12-hour days, no breaks, like sweatshops, producing
steel on assembly lines.
One 'Frick'-in gent (named Frick) flooded an entire working class town because he wanted his carriage to
have a wide enough lane atop a dam, which construction weakened the structure. The rich wanting
everything good in life for their own elite selves. That’s NOT as God intended, and the voice of the
people reigns supreme, when imbalance occurs.
I also saw an article about a brilliant woman using virtual reality to imagine your exact home with a
variety of furniture and decorating options, before you buy. She’s yugely wealthy now, because it’s the
business owners who benefit most.
WHO is looking out for the little guy? Jesus' three year ministry on earth proves He was thusly
concerned, yet His people often vote for policies favoring the wealthy! But when the only alternative is
freebies and handouts, what else can they support? The correct answer is balance and justice—a level
playing field, because the alternatives I’ve listed aren’t pretty.
God instituted the concept (not percent) of the Giving Pledge for the wealthy! (I Tim. 6:17-19; Lk. 19:8)
Yet, the average U.S. Non-rich person donates to charity three percent of their income to 2 percent for
the wealthy! Our rich are NOT becoming more godly, Giving Pledgers as anomaly exceptions!
I’ve said here, repeatedly, that selfishness will ultimately doom America! In that series on America's
modern economic beginnings, certain names stick out, like Carnegie, Rockefeller and Vanderbilt. DID
YOU KNOW that those wealthy men VALUED charitable giving? In today’s dollars, they gave as
follows:
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Carnegie, $7.2 billion; J. Rockefeller, $7.1 billion; J. Rockefeller, Jr., $5.5 billion. This aspect of
wealth is NOT being emulated nearly as much as in days gone by, and will lead to people hating the rich
even more (NOT from jealousy, but necessity for sustainable income), revolts and riots (like in South
Africa), or lesser—votes to take from them by force of government, since free-willed appeals are falling
on more deaf ears.
I’ve also said here, repeatedly, that we need a Forbes List of charitable donors, as sinful EGO makes
competitive types unwilling to donate a lot, lest their rank and social status diminish thereby, and I’ve
said never praise a man for a token percent of philanthropy, when a drop in his bucket is a bucket full in
your personal economy!
We get impressed by BIG sums we could never own, given away to good causes, when they’re often
P.R. Stunts to keep the public from begrudging how much they’re legally amassing. The story of the
widow’s mite shows how God views sacrificial giving, compared to amount owed.
There’s only so much money in the world, and the sky’s the limit only individually. The pie expands
and contracts, but the market share of wealth by the wealthy keeps expanding as average Joes’ wages are
stagnant, and the rich don’t even have to work to make those big bucks… their money works for them,
and they can hire folk or use software to generate more and more off stock transactions that can be done
even as they sleep.
Tom Steyer speaks of a fair economy; conservatives speak of a free economy, because it’s legal to be
unjust! We the people must demand fairness! You don’t deserve to be overpaid, but the definition of a
fair wage keeps changing to your detriment, when jobs get shipped away, and labor gets shipped in!
WHO but government can stop this flip-flop to your detriment? That’s NOT looking to Uncle Sam for a
nanny state, but economic self-interest!
ECONOMIC COMMON SENSE will be the title of today’s message, and it need not favor Democrats—
it certainly opposes handouts. It favors justice, because God favors justice, and it may tick off selfishly
greedy vs. generous rich, but that’s exactly what Jesus also did, so so be it. Be like Jesus.

TRICKLE DOWN: TRICK OR EAR TICKLE?
(3/8/20; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s analyze trickle down. First, let’s assess trickle up and government control of an economy! Dems,
last year, proposed trickle up. Over-pay workers, and that will boost business profits. An
ASTONISHING break from reality—fantasyland!
YES, being generous in wages MAY engender loyalty and harder work, but it also may just lead to even
higher expectations for the same level of productivity as before the pay increase.
Liberals believe all workers and poor people are under-paid. IF you truly believe that, MOVE TO
ANOTHER COUNTRY and see what wage your skills can muster! We’re in a GLOBAL economy and
labor market.
How about government-controlled economies, like price fixing, government owned businesses, and
regulations and taxes out the wazoo? NEED I educate you on how those schemes have usually fared, as
utter failures? Liberals tout Sweden and China (Socialism and Communism). WOULD YOU WANYT
TO WORK IN CHINA, if you weren’t an ex-pat American?
And Sweden’s YUGE safety net for all (healthcare, paid vacations, etc.) may help all people access
healthcare, but their economy is nowhere near ours, investment there isn’t, either, and contrary to urban
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myth, not all citizens are millionaires (and they tightly control their borders, to limit benefits from their
system).
Now, trickle down… In theory, it COULD be used for GOOD… the poor actually are lifted up by the
rising tide of the rich getting richer; But ONLY when the rich were predominantly as they were before
the yuppie years of the 1980s, where ‘greed is good’ became a slogan.
When the rich hoard, are selfish, do everything just to get richer, or invest for personal gains, the poor
benefit little-to-none! LOOK at their giving percents! It’s LOWER than average Joes, and NOTHING
like the true heroes of Capitalism… Carnegie, Rockefeller and Rothschild!
No, we’ve become selfish and stingy, and idolaters, so that economic theory OFTEN fails all but the
elites on top! The theory was if the rich get richer, they’ll share the abundance, by more jobs, charitable
giving, and a national economy that benefits all people as it increases.
In reality, it just makes prices rise, where the poorer are priced out of the market, so they now clamor for
Socialism! Tax breaks and vanity naming of buildings doesn’t compete with increased lifestyles you can
pass on to your heirs, ad infinitum!
The main thing that trickles down is misery. The rich even pay workers LESS, due to globalism, and all
business schemes that increase profits, UNLESS they engage in profit-sharing!
I’ve addressed this topic way too many times. Read my more extensive works on trickle down. It’s
usually the rich peeing on the little guy. That’s NOT the type of trickling the poor want, or need!

GOVERNMENT & ECONOMICS
(AKA, Socialism vs. capitalism; 7/24/20; @JamesMeroney)
Every election cycle both political parties craft a platform of positions that is different from their
previous ones, to some degree. So WHAT are their core values, that distinguish one from the other?
The MOST basic difference is their valuing and attitude toward tax dollars spent to improve society!
The GOP leans toward "no new taxes," while the Dems are famously "tax and spend." WHICH is better
for the economy? I will prove to you it’s the former, but with one important adjustment!
Whenever government spends money, that’s money taxpayers can’t invest in businesses growth!
Business growth is how an economy grows, as the economy is simply the sum of all businesses in a
nation's successes. So minimizing government spending frees up capital to put into business.
Not all investments are successful, but at least that money went toward trying to make
them so. And when government spends money, it’s USUALLY not nearly as frugally spent as a
business person would spend! Government waste is infamous! So, economically speaking, the less
taxes the better for the economy!
BUT (I told you there was one BIG catch): Businesses doing well, or the stock market rising is NOT
good news or bad news for the nearly half of all Americans who own no stocks. And if businesses
DON’T hire, as they expand, or replace humans with AI robots, their growth is NOT good for all of
America!
Business-minded people don’t consider such considerations, as they only look at their bottom lines! But
if every business only did that, they would all hire as few people for as few dollars as possible, and "hire"
robots if their cost was paid for by the human salaries they replaced!
If business continues to not address how their micro decisions affect the macro society, especially
regarding most people's need for a job, clamorings for Socialism in America will only rise, and any
successes will rightly be pinned on blinders-on focus ONLY on profits! You were warned!
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THIS is where politics gets involved! Ideally, Uncle Sam would ONLY serve as an arbiter/referee of fair
laws, to prevent business abusing society, customers or the environment.
Practically, you have government systems where all businesses are owned by government, all the way to
nations (like America) where few functions are 100 percent done by government (Ex.: military, police,
politicians). Even education has private schools! In-between is Socialist nations, where the people often
have some joint ownership of the businesses.
But for America's purposes, the only issue is how society gets improved, or at least some of our
problems fixed (or at least addressed), under the two extremes of liberalism and conservatism!
Libs say tax the rich more (and probably ALL taxpayers). Conservatives say less taxes (or at least no tax
increases). I already told you taxes are a drain on the economy, bus so also is our national debt! YOU
are less financially free when you’re strapped for cash, and start credit carding your overage (debt).
SAME with the federal government!
NO politician (to speak of) addresses our national debt, because the belief is that if politicians are going
to win votes, they have to promise to do things, and most of those things costs money!
‘Bottom line,’ America has to learn to do more with the same (or, ideally, less)! There are ways! Our
debt needs to lessen, our problems lessen, and our government spending
change to being more effective and cost-effective!
You can have a better society on the same budget as today, or even slightly smaller, getting smaller over
time, until the national debt is more reasonable, but it isn’t happening, and isn’t going to happen until
people figure out how to do it!
I've detailed the solutions many other places (I don’t reinvent wheels, here). Bottom line, freebies and
wasteful spending are NOT how our economy improves, nor is businesses ONLY caring about their own
bottom line, and never society as a whole, especially people's needs for a job!
I’ll only summarize: Fair share taxes, everyone contributes (civic service if one can’t afford taxes), rich
people generously donate (rewarded for doing so), everyone does some civic service (freeing up
government spending), streamlined government, a growing economy from low-ish taxes, and programs
that empower self-sufficiency among poor people.
EVERY conservative wants LESS taxes and LESS government spending, but government functions cost
money, and until it is streamlined, those bills are due. And EVERY politician votes to spend some
government money! It’s NOT reasonable to chase unachievable goals on either end.
EVERY one of those intertwined solutions I have detailed elsewhere, except streamlined government.
Until one has the data, and does a thorough audit of all government spending, suggested streamlining
measures are impossible, but I guarantee you I could do so, just like I have in business, and personally!
But if there's not a way to get Congress productive, due to intransigent party worship and polar extremes,
even that goal is loftily unattainable. That's why I have detailed our Pledged Politicians solution, more
times than you could count. There are solutions to EVERYTHING, IMO!
One update: Handouts are economic rat holes. There is zero return on investment from tax dollars given
to people with nothing expected in return! If people have ANY economic sense, freebies are a drain on
our economy! That doesn't mean there aren't ways to help the poor do better!

WHEN IS THE AMERICAN ECONOMY DOING WELL?
(7/26/20; @JamesMeroney)
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Economists judge economies by GDP, unemployment percents (3-4 percent is optimal, so most people
have jobs, and business has choices in who to hire, vs. needing to hire anyone who applies), consumer
confidence, CEO projections’ optimism, and other factors. Many non-economist Americans simply
watch the stock markets.
If the 48 percent of Americans owning NO stocks aren’t doing better, our economy is NOT doing better!
Trickle down says a rising tide raises all boats. NOT when all waterways are NOT connected to the
ocean! People unconnected to the stock markets benefit ZERO from the rich getting richer, IF the rich
are stingily selfish greedy hoarders!
Business people are trained to make money (I know, with two business degrees), and as Warren Buffet
says, ‘never lose money,’ and that business’ ONLY purpose is profits. That attitude has to stop outside
the business, when one gets wealthy! GOD Himself says so! (I Tim. 6:17-19; Ecc. 5:13)
And even in business, overpaid CEOs and execs HAVE to start seeing their decisions as part of the
whole! ALL Americans NEED a way to survive! MOST people aren’t cut out to be great entrepreneurs,
meaning they won’t start a new business, and be successful! That means they need jobs!
I’ve worked among Fortune 500 executives. The sole focus on cut costs and grow revenues is great for
the company and shareholders, but when it comes at the expense of society, workers and the
environment, it IS selfish, and GOD says selfishness is evil.
The family is the best analogy for how a good business is run! Management actually cares about their
employees, and not because government tells them they have to! The workers are how you’re getting
rich! They’re the front line, and down in the trenches! Without them, you have nothing, and no
company! Yes, they can be replaced, but the skilled ones are harder to jettison!
You are not just an adding machine. You are human, down deep in your soul! You know, using the
logic in the brain God gave you that every American needs a job, and if every U.S. Company adopts the
attitude that I’ll only do what’s best for my bottom line, millions of Americans will go homeless!
And if your attitude is that higher taxes are cheaper than all U.S. Businesses hiring all who need hiring,
you’re either morally bankrupt, or you favor bloated government, which would have to hire them!
The MOST corrupt of all is the business person who NEVER sees the macro, and his business's role as
but one cog in the wheel, then votes against government helping any unemployed.
I’m NOT for any U.S. Business hiring people they don’t need. I’m saying help the unemployed find
work, if you don’t have it for them! I’m saying when you employ AI and robots, and replace workers
with machines, DON’T then vote against policies that make up for YOUR legally allowed damage!
Help Americans start new businesses, with the skills you have, or have access to. Don’t empower
competitors, but volunteer to make more successful businesses that will hire the unemployed. You will
only do it for profit, most likely, but learn that you can own enough, at which time you NEED to start
caring about humanity, vs. just your bank account!
MLK said as much!: “An individual has not started living until he can rise above the narrow confines of
his individualistic concerns to the broader concerns of all humanity.” GOD said life is NOT he who has
the most toys wins! (Lk. 12:15) THIS is where American Capitalism fails!
The money has to come from somewhere, for all Americans to do OK! BIG business war chests and rich
people's bank accounts are, in fact, the only places where excess exists in large numbers, as Uncle Sam's
wealth is a house of cards, from borrowing or printing funny money!
Therefore, U.S. Businesses and rich people have to start devising ways to get all Americans employed,
and stop thinking they always have to profit from such ventures, once they have enough. You CAN own
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enough, at which point if you still care only about yourself, you are the stereotypical greedy SOB, and
the masses WON’T endure you forever, peacefully!
How do you know WHEN you should start giving back? At the latest, when you can live the rest of your
life in high style off conservative interest off your nest egg! You should care before then, but American
Capitalism can blind you to moral matters beyond money-making! The American Dream can be
worldliness!

AI & AMERICA’S ECONOMIC FUTURE
(7/26/20; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s address where this mad dash to AI is heading… FEW jobs, money only in the hands of elites,
HIGH unemployment, and BIG government to hire or pay for the unemployed, by taxing the elites who
would be forced to pay up, even if they left America.
Business and rich people HAVE to either start caring about workers' lives and livelihoods, or when they
retire or move from America, people will violently take over their assets (like South Africa), if not kill
them! These lawless protesters are proof!
There is NO nation like America, nor Capitalism like ours, to run to! And most Americans wouldn’t live
anywhere else. If they did, they’d encounter MORE Socialism than is here already!
So it behooves U.S. Business to address both AI and the employment needs of Americans! Even if
every rich American retired, or shut down their business, your gated communities can’t stop an angry
mob of displaced, permanently unemployed people!
“RELIGIOUS ECONOMICS”
(10/15/20; @JamesMeroney2)
I had NOTHING to say, and LOTS of work to do, but a FOOL of a Twitterer insulted my economics,
because it includes religious principles, so let's educate the do-do's of the world on economics 101. Get
your thinking caps on, and a hot cup of Joe, 'cause it's BORING!
Two theories abound, on economic theory and practice. Free market Capitalism, with little-to-no
government intervention, instead of MUCH government intervention, such as regulations, injecting
money, interest rate control to federal banks, bailouts, stimulus spending, and entitlements, etc.
First, you have to define terms!: An economy is only the sum total of how well every business or profit
center is doing, meaning any legal entity that makes profit, be they in business for profit, or non-profit.
GDP growth is the usual marker, as is stock market rises.
Such things as the consumer confidence index, unemployment levels (3-4%), debt and trade imbalances,
inventory turnover, CEO projections/optimism in forecasts (such as buying for the longer-term, with
capital investments) and other lesser indicators economics (professionals trained in this topic) look to to
assess an economy's overall health.
Seen another way, economics is ONLY how everyone in a nation if doing, financially, as to job or job
through ownership dividends. It's the collective, not the individual (macro vs. micro economics).
IF you analyze the discipline you see it is NOT how individuals are doing, financially, EXCEPT as to if
they’re employed, unemployed and on unemployment insurance, or even under employed. It does NOT
consider if what one makes is enough to sustain themselves, for they have a means to live, called a j-o-b.
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You also want SOME unemployment, so people are mobile, moving up, evolving, and so business has
some choice in who they get to hire. Obviously, a 'good' economy is these factors doing well, and a
nation doing financially well, compared to others, if not growing.
ALL of this has ZERO to do with whether any individual is pleased with their pay! When I said legal
entities profiting is a sure sign of success, profit is that which a company or charity takes in in revenues,
donations or sales, minus costs and expenses. EVERYone works a business to profit–NOT go bankrupt!
So, to keep profits high (a GOOD) thing, businesses like to keep costs low (a bad thing to be high). The
two largest expenses are usually facilities and headcount/labor. To remain globally competitive,
especially with other nations having NO minimum wage, and NOT disallowing child labor or sweat
shops, U.S. Businesses like cheap labor, JUST LIKE YOU DO when hiring a lawn boy! Natural and
human nature! NOT evil; self-interest vs. selfishness sin.
The 'market' (cumulative/collective total of all jobs and wage offers) sets the 'going' or market rate for
any particular job, though individuals (management HR department) are involved, so variances in wages
exist among regions (Ex.: higher cost of living in NY vs. TX), and it’s a range–just like the TV ad for an
app telling you a good, bad or great deal for a used car, based on the Kelly Blue Book.
That book sums up all transactions it gathers data on, just as Realtors have a database of all public home
sales. The market! My own business (energy) has a market, which knows what the cost will be every
day, based on numbers, NOT on what I or clients want.
The only other alternative is government arbitrarily and randomly setting prices for work, as the market
would be usurped. America has NEVER had a system like that! Which economic theory is better? For
the nation as a whole, America's historic economic achievements prove free market Capitalism is far
superior to Socialism or Communism (varying degrees of government control of the economy).
HOWEVER, people (especially lower level workers) often hate Capitalism, especially youth, because
when you have FEW to no job skills, you get paid the least, as it should be, to be fair! You get what you
work for, and you are always free to upgrade, with better skills, job search, or moving to states with
better economic conditions.
BUT certain folks, especially among Democrats, believe government should hire workers who work for
companies, in the form of taxpayers subsidizing them with unearned freebies!
Joe Biden’s 'plan' is a plan to CRUSH a good and recovering economy! 'Free' college, healthcare, home
down payment, daycare subsidy, student loan debt (lenders LOSE), insurance for NON citizens
(illegals), DOUBLED minimum wage, and surely other Santa Claus giveaways!
Is that economically sound, smart/wise or justified? People who want free stuff will say yes, because
they comprehend ZERO about economics, poo poo'ing the subject as academic, but it is NOT. It is
FACT and science concerning how businesses fare, overall, and individuals, as to employment.
You can’t ally sound, smart/wise or justified? People who want free stuff will say yes, because they
comprehend ZERO about economics, poo poo'ing the subject as academic, but it is NOT. It is FACT
and science concerning how businesses fare, overall, and individuals, as to employment.
'You can’t change stupid' is a book title a buddy once recommended to me (vs Dumb as a Donkey, Fat as
an Elephant). I can’t fix stupid, if I explain simply, and your desires or IQ can’t grasp it, but I will try,
by analogy. ARE YOU DOING BETTER, financially, when you have many toys, but high credit card
balances, or are you better off when your income exceeds your outgo? The latter! SAME with business.
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Labor is a cost. Their job is to profit, legally, and they aren’t charities. If wages "feel" too low, to you,
and you run to government-as-daddy to fix your lack of funds, YOU are the problem! You don’t care
about the nation's economic health, or success (ability to do things they do, like defend us from enemies),
because you are an immoral moocher and selfishly a thief of taxpayers, wanting things you don’t deserve
or earn, from evil politics!
Live within your means! Spend less. Buy better. Earn more, etc. BUT, where I DO bring in my
religion into economics is this: Brad Pitt (or was it Leonardo DiCaprio–I confuse handsome men) coined
the phrase 'unbridled Capitalism.' That IS evil! Let me describe the difference!
Pure Capitalism ONLY says business is in business to profit. That statement could mean anything goes
to make a profit, which means law violations, destroy the ecology and treat workers unjustly, if you can
profit by so doing. That form of Capitalism I do NOT agree with.
And where God is involved is this: He teaches that politicians are NOT to favor the rich or the poor, in
their public policies, or laws passed! Levit. 19:15 He also says the rich are to generously give back to
society, and he hates greed, hoarding and selfishness. I Tim. 6:17-19, Lk. 12:15, Ecc. 5:13, Phil. 2:3-5+
He also says that a safety net for the poorest is morally RIGHT, not evil! The Jews showed that. But He
also teaches justice (Mic. 6:8), so any help to poor people willing to work should be repaid, I say by civic
service, token or literally equal–the public decides!
He also says whoever won’t work is not to be fed (II Thes. 3:10), so entitlements are unjust theft from
hard-working taxpayers (hard work which he commends–Gen. 3:19/Col. 3:23-24)–the "Protestant Work
Ethic"–OUR American history and tradition–Capitalism vs. socialism!
He even teaches personal property rights. Ac. 4:7 AS TO LABOR, God not only says to earn an honest
living (I Th. 4:11; Eph. 4:5-9), He, again, teaches JUSTICE in this 2-way street–NOT favoring the
employers! Levit. 19:15. Col. 4:1 says bosses are to do what’s right toward their employees, in the fear
of Him Who WILL judge the lawsuit addicts (Jas. 2:6-7) and arrogant tyrant bad bosses (Jas. 5:4)!
That means management is to do right by labor, and such laws as banning sweat shops, child labor,
unemployment insurance, requiring overtime and safe working conditions are doing right by labor! In
short, there is absolutely ZERO in conflict between the Bible and bridled Capitalism–period!
They exactly mirror each other, and are EXACTLY what everyone who is not evil WANTS! Justice!
Hard work adequately/fairly rewarded, and bosses doing right by employees! So when any biblical fool–
Ps 14:1–says religion discredits one’s economic understanding, their mouth is merely exposing their
heart, which is in rebellion to God, and heading the wrong direction as to living with Him forever! Lk.
6:45 If you want to debate my economic philosophy, LOGIC supports it!
EASIER for politicians to just say I’m for Capitalism or Socialism! Americans' attention span for
comprehending TRUTH are so short! A photo op, 1-liner slogan mentality, which is no mentality at all–
only fee-wings! Anathema, balderdash and ichabod!
I have my own 30 second TV ad: You KNOW American politics is bullhonkey! Fighting, extremism,
division, gridlock and waste. There’s a better way. READ http://AmericanAnswers.org, and if you find
any better solutions, vote for them! Thanks. I’m JEM, and I approve this message; NOT that mess!
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14.

EDUCATION
College Education

COLLEGE EDUCATION
(Unpublished)
Learn what tasks get graded, master their material early (repetition and memory tricks), tag team with a
smart partner (study groups), look for online book summaries, look for past tests to see the professor's
style (details, writing, true-false, multiple choice). Spend more time preparing for harder courses, see if
others have your professor's class notes from the past, review materials that are cumulative, seek tutoring
(if needed), and let the professors know you (office visits), so they can know if you're struggling.
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15.

EVANGELISM & DISCIPLESHIP
1. The Most Important Message In The World
2. Word to the World
3. What Must I Do to Be Saved?
4. Evangelism
5. How To Evangelize
6. Easy Evangelism?
7. Pastors’ Evangelism Excuses
8. The Ninety-Nine & One?

THE MOST IMPORTANT MESSAGE IN THE WORLD
(11/26/20; @JamesMeroney2)
What’s the most selfish act a human could engage in? NOT evangelizing! What’s the most hateful thing
a human could do? NOT evangelize. If Jesus' sacrifice was the greatest act in history, not evangelizing
is the worst non-act in history that anyone could do! #CommonSense, biblically.
If you are as hard hearted, cold hearted, heartless and unthinking as to claim to be saved, but prove to
never evangelize, the one and only Bible book you must read is Acts! If it doesn’t show you how far off
your Christian life is, you may be beyond hope in your having fallen away/apostatized.
People WRONGLY believe the acts in the book of Acts were building a foundation and frame, and all
we have to do is live in what they built. EVERY year, an entire generation of humans arises needing the
Gospel, even if all others had heard (which they haven’t, or not enough).
DID YOU KNOW people who have heard the Gospel can have changed hearts by prayer, Gods
sovereignty, or circumstances? That which was hard before, could be soft today! YOU never know until
you know, but you’ll never know until you investigate if anything has changed for them! Re-evangelize!
The Bible is a BIG book. It would take years of you reading through it, or randomly stumbling on
verses, to come to this conclusion, so please let me walk you through it, as someone who spent 3-5 hours
a day, average, in college, reading it…
Jesus came to earth, from heaven, to save mankind. Lk. 19:10 Even when He was on earth (for 33
years), he evangelized/TOLD people how to go to heaven and avoid hell. Jn. 3, etc.
The great apostle Paul, who we all revere, and who penned more than half of the New
Testament, was evangelizing within five days of being saved! Ac. 9:1-22
The apostles of Jesus evangelized, as their ministry calling. Mt. 10:1-42
Jesus called the 70 to do the same. Lk 10:1-23
The very first Christians received God’s Spirit for the purpose of evangelism. Ac. 1:8
The entire book of Acts shows Christians evangelized!
The great story of the prodigal son illustrates what happens when we evangelize and a lost person
responds. Lk. 15:11-32
The great wedding feast story shows how far God wants us to go to reach all people through evangelism.
Mt. 22:1-14
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The story of the good shepherd searching out the lost sheep shows how Jesus views evangelism. Lk.
15:1-7
EVERYTHING points to the eternal importance of Christians evangelizing! NO act you could do can be
more important! Even praying for people's salvation, as important a that is, isn’t as important! Either
Hell is real, or a myth!
LOOK throughout church history: John Knox, John Calvin, Martin Luther, Dwight Moody, Billy
Graham, Charles Wesley, Billy Sunday, Jonathan Edwards, George Whitefield, Charles Finney, Arthur
Blessitt, Luis Palau, Jim Elliott. IF you don’t know their bio, you have to learn it!
The 11 disciples came to untimely deaths for the cause of the gospel. https://overviewbible.com/howdid-the-apostles-die/
A little book called the Foxe’s Book Of Martyrs tells how many Christians down the centuries have lost
their life for the cause of evangelism. HOW DO WE DO SO LITTLE? We are forsaking our heritage.
In eternity (which we ALL enter), we’ll look back, and the ONLY thing we will have achieved on earth
that has value are these: Doing good (in the power of the Spirit), getting saved, then getting other people
saved. Everything else is just necessities for survival, rusticly or luxuriously.
How many lost people set out to attend church, on their own? How many churches don’t teach a gospel
with invitation, if they did? When’s the last time a human asked you where you were spending eternity?
Apart from cultists, I may have been one time, or never, in the past 40 years!
You are living by what you see! You do not see heaven or hell, and our calendars don’t account for
forever! You see living people. You don’t see their coming funeral and death! You can’t even see their
soul, whether it is saved or lost! II Cor. 5:16 QUIT walking by what you see, vs. what God sees!
We’re in a war. If we do nothing, most everyone goes to hell. The victory has already been won, but the
battle for applying it to ransomed souls is engaged, at least by satan. God RARELY saves people
without human interaction—Christian's human interaction! Go evangelize, Church!
@JamesMeroney2, 11/26/20)
No one gives a darn about Your Great Commission, Lord! You miswrote it—it should have read take
the gospel to whoever around you initiates interest, by stumbling into your unrequired church buildings!
We need a Bible re-do/makeover. It’s boring to this generation! JOKING, of course!
I guess hell is cold, or temperate. Maybe it’s just temporary (Purgatory), or not a flame and eternal.
Maybe Jesus didn’t have to die, but there’s another way to heaven! Maybe God’s ‘gonna save us all,
despite never asking for forgiveness.
If God were to warn the world one last time before implementing prophecy, how would He do it, since
His children don't seem inclined to do their duty? More severe prophecy signs? That's my only guess!
Good luck with that. (@JamesMeroney2, 11/28/20)
WORD TO THE WORLD
(12/22/19; @JamesMeroney)
On reaching the 10/40 window... The first Christians were thorough and broad in their evangelism.
Complete cities were reached for Christ, at least as far as God’s accounting goes! (Ac. 14:21)
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The global expansion of the gospel was NOT without dangers! (Ac. 16:6; II Cor. 11:23-29) But God still
found ways to go around them (Ac. 19:10). Those people were Spirit-filled and led, through many
means (Ac. 16:30, 17:2, 20:20, 28:30)
God even used physical persecution to get them off their duffs to do the work! (Ac. 8:1, 11:19), and at
least once, miraculous transportation (as I’ve also experienced, Ac. 8:40). Christians went to people.
They went to where people were, and were gathered, often gathered in large numbers (often from
miracles; reputation)!
They NEVER sat around hoping lost people would drop by their gatherings, as their evangelism
"strategy." NEVER did they 'attract,' using messages on rocks or buildings or wooden billboards! They
left all, as Jesus had instructed them, and did the work (Ac. 17:6).
Their leaders used conflicts with laws and government to evangelize politicians, and onlooking crowds.
Prayer backed this all, but NOT, as Dr. Walvoord once wrote, praying people into heaven, as an
evangelism method! Evangelism requires speaking to people! Lost people—NOT Christians!
And those LEAST likely to have ever heard how to go to heaven are in the 10/40 window. Specifically,
these 54 countries: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/10/40_window
… Arab, African and Asian, primarily.
If Christians REALLY believed the Great Commission, they would have plans for how to reach them
(some do, but far too few). Denominations and individual churches would unite in that fight to reach
them! I’d say any Christian church or denomination who has no such plan is apostate. I’m TRYING to
offend you into obedience! (Heb. 10:24-25)
IF Christians took evangelism seriously, they’d prioritize as number one the ones who have never heard
the gospel! They’d fund every language getting the gospel in their language, post haste! NOT the whole
Bible, post haste, but I Cor. 15:1-8a, IMMEDIATELY!
They’d find ways to get that message to all people in those nations, legally or illegally (as some already
do, but far too few). Airplane drops of leaflets with the message would invade air spaces! Radio free
America-type jamming radio messages would penetrate to people who can receive such transmissions.
Same with TV, internet, smuggled leaflets, and a host of other means I list at Will You Live Forever?
button, at this website.
Christians would fund people going to the 2,200 language groups who have no Bible, and learn enough
to get a gospel tract produced for later transmission! NOT the whole Bible, initially!
Safety would be at the forefront, for such missionaries' lives NOT to be at stake in the process. That
means government protections secured, and backed up by free nations' security oversight of private
citizen actions and self-defense!
It’s NOT an invasion of culture or politics—it’s telling all people one message that takes five minutes
maximum!
What is the need for that five minute message that every hand symbol or gesture or picture or video (like
the Jesus Video reduced to ONLY the gospel, found in Jn. 3:16 and I Cor. 15:1-8, five minutes max) or
leaflet that could get to such people?
Why must everyone hear the gospel, ASAP? Because everyone who dies without Jesus in their heart
goes to hell (a fiery, forever place). Why do they go there? Punishment, for all sins, even if just one,
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because just one makes us guilty of them all, as it signifies that our lives confirm Adam’s choice of sin,
which caused mankind’s fall.
Doesn’t God allow for some people NOT hearing the gospel? Possibly, by Rom. 2:14-15, but that is a
VERY risky proposition to base one’s eternal destiny on... The HOPE that God will attribute faith to
someone by their consciences response to morality if they had heard the gospel! The MUCH more sure
response is Christians ensuring everyone hears!
And isn’t there an age below which a kid may make it to heaven, if they die before hearing that message
(age of accountability, as 'innocents,' though still sinners). Probably, with two Bible verses as evidence,
but again, get the gospel to people as early as possible!
The ONLY eternally safe position, that keeps Christians from judgment of their deeds, as to rewards, or
loss and lack thereof, is to get the gospel to every soul, ASAP, at as early an age as they can comprehend
what’s being told to them! And every human living should take it upon themselves to learn that
message!
So what is that five minute information that can get any human (NO exceptions) to heaven once they die,
and out of an otherwise certain fiery hell? A morally perfect Man, nearly 2,000 years ago in the land of
Israel, claimed to be and was God in a bod.in the flesh, spoke perfect truth, did amazing miracles, and
told all mankind how to get there.
He was killed on a cross by the Romans, for no crime of His own, but God has deemed that His forfeited
life would pay the penalty for your sins, as a substitute sacrificial Lamb, for judgment He otherwise will
visit upon us all for our sins.
That Man did not die forever—He was placed in a borrowed tomb, and three days later was resurrected
to life, and later ascended into heaven, and he is soon-coming back to earth, to judge her.
Faith expressed in that saving message gets folk to heaven, NOT by anything you do, but by what He
did. John 3:16, the Bible.
Our Will You Live Forever? button, at this website, has a one-paged gospel leaflet, which, if you know
any language on this list, I BEG you to translate into that language, and get that info to any and all
people who speak it, EVEN IF you aren’t a Christian! https://missionfrontiers.org/.../bible-translationas-we...
When I was on a mission trip to Cambodia (1996), the Lord had me get that message to people who
spoke a different language in many different ways… a human translator, the message already translated
and on paper, and in a comic book for kids, and I went there having a list of key words with translation
and hand gestures, in case my translator wasn’t around.
You could probably even speak it into a smart phone, to translate on the spot. When the others were
touring the town, the Lord led me to an ESL student studying English, and the college student wanted
practice, so we went out with me telling him what to translate.
You can record that message on a portable cassette player, or show a video of it, or text it, or post it on
YouTube or Twitter, or wear it on a T-shirt (I had a Jn. 3:16 messaged shirt in college—wish I still had
it; HARD to find), but the message has to get to everyone, ASAP!
The message can be as simple as "Pray to receive Jesus for the forgiveness of ALL your sins." That one
sentence is more important than anything else in life! People who learn/hear it don’t have to be experts
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on His history, the Bible, all related verses, or theology, but people NEED to hear that message,
preferably hearing these Scriptures: Rom. 3:23, 5:8, 6:23; Jn. 3:16, 10:10, and Rev. 3:20, ASAP!
NO MATTER the laws of any nation, everyone there needs that message! Not all rulers allow that! If
they’re theocratic in governance, they’ll find it a threat to their rule, because they demand religious
observance of one religious faith, by law.
But they are obstacles to YOU missing hell! (Lk. 11:52, 17:1-2) They’re sentencing you there by NOT
letting you hear this simple message! (I Th. 2:16) They’re guaranteeing you you will live forever
separated from God, in darkness and fire (those aren’t mutually exclusive, in a place with shadows where
the flames are not immediately proximate).
What’s the relation between democracy and evangelism? NONE, directly, but free speech and freedom
of religion allow for evangelizing. Tyrants fear losing control of oppressed people, or the dominance of
state religion and any draconian measures it instills! Politicians can’t sin as much, when ‘we the
people’/masses don’t allow them! ‘You have what you tolerate!’
And no one is saying abandon your culture, riot, or tear down your government, or to become American
or Americanized or Westernized! But you have to know that message, as that perfect Man Who is
God—Jesus—said He is the only way to heaven (Jn. 14:6; Ac. 4:12).
IT DOESN’T MATTER how well-intentioned you may be, in teaching any other attempted way to
heaven! It doesn’t matter that it may not make sense that you don’t try to earn your way! It’s impossible
to get there on your own!
Heaven’s entry standard is moral perfection, and everyone born is born a sinner, so you’re guaranteed to
commit at least one sin in your life! Therefore, you can never be perfect, so heaven is denied, if based on
your "good deeds!" That’s why Christ came… to bridge that gap between your imperfection and
heaven’s perfection standard! He offers eternity in heaven as a free gift!
At Christmas time, we all understand gift-giving! Offer and acceptance. You don’t own a gift until it is
offered and accepted! Accept that free gift today! (Rom. 6:23; Jn. 3:16; II Cor. 6:2)
We’re ALL going to die (Heb. 9:27). You never know when, and usually don’t know how. Be ready to
meet your Maker! There is NO need to fear death (Heb. 2:15), because He Who conquered/overcame it
is alive, and offering YOU His salvation, today! All you have to do is pray to receive it!
An awesome Christian, Keith Green (RIP), said (paraphrased), you can pay the price yourself, but why
would you, and Who would be so nice to go to spiritual prison for we who deserve it, He not deserving
it? LISTEN to his lyrics, as he still speaks from the grave (physically only—he’s fully alive in heaven,
Heb. 11:4; #Tears): https://youtube.com/watch?v=J247M6Oz-Jw
Listen to another of Keith’s songs (#Tears), written to his parents who loved him, but hadn’t received
Jesus before he wrote it: https://youtube.com/watch?v=QgphV4FHdNw
… And hear these lyrics from a group my 30-years ago wedding used (wedding song, not this one):
https://youtube.com/watch?v=MerxICSdsjc
… YOU are just a prayer away from heaven!
Five years earlier, I earned a seminary M.Div., with a Missions-Evangelism concentration. I wanted to
do Billy Graham work, after being a full-time missionary! A first marriage’s end ended those dreams, as
my denomination banned that! Funds never were available, also!
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Nevertheless, God has found ways for me to get the gospel to hundreds of thousands of people, and He
can use you to do the same! You can pass out gospel tracts, talk to friends, families and strangers, tweet
about it, make a YouTube video, exhort Christians and pastors to evangelize, take the same with you to
evangelize, make Gospel signs (like the one below), or a host of other means God will show you.
I’m hoping my teaching gift and writing skill can do some of what I always wanted to do for a living!
If you will translate my one-paged gospel tract at Will You Live Forever? button, at this website, and
disseminate it to anyone and everyone you can, I will feel everything else I may ever do was worth it!
And God rewards you doing so! (Jn. 4:36)
What better future can anyone have than to be rich in eternity? U.S. Christians should LEAD this effort!
We have the manpower, money, and machines/technology! It’s all within our grasp!
Every local church should adopt a small town overseas, so we don’t overlap this BIG venture! It’s hard
enough to get to them once! Why reach anyone twice, if any haven’t ever heard, if the choice is ever
either/or? That’s unfair and irrational, selfish and eternally cruel!
Translate THIS sign into every human language, ASAP, as it’s that important. I’m adding this message
to Facebook, as yet another way to try to get the word out to the world. It’s Christmas! As some say 'for
Christ's sake' get His one message of eternal life to everyone, Christians! No excuses… failure is not an
option.
READ page 82, for God's view of hell, at this website’s Will You Live Forever? button. Our gospel tract
is on page 60. Foreign missions strategies on page 106.
The history of churches rejecting evangelism calls is at our Will You Live forever, button, Pp. 155+ (at
this website)
Why believe the Bible? READ IT! In a year or less, you won't be able to deny it! Will You Live
forever, button, p. 274 (at this website); Reading schedule: page 316; Reading methods: page 312 and
322; Memory verses: page 317.
Why would God send a person to hell for one sin? The ONLY sin that causes that is blasphemy of the
Spirit, which is rejecting His specific all to salvation. If you are unwilling to accept salvation, your sins
can’t be forgiven, the punishment being hell.
Why does only one sin make everyone guilty of deserving hell—are sins that horrific? It’s because one
sin proves your sin nature, and it is 100 percent opposite to God. One sin shows you lack a relationship
with Him, which means heaven is not in your future, at present.
Hell isn’t used to get people to behave good, and heaven isn’t a reward for good behavior. Heaven and
hell are mere reality, once people die, based on if God has forgiven all their sins, or He hasn’t, through
Christ. Good deeds get Christians rewards in heaven, and MAY lessen some punishment in hell, which
is still eternal flames, but possibly a little less close to the core fire. Even if so, hell is still hell, and the
evidence for degrees of punishment aren’t massive! (Heb. 10:29, and a handful more)
Why don’t works work to gain heaven? One sin qualifies you for hell (no matter what else you do),
Christ would have died in vain, and heaven’s standard is perfection. (7/19/16)
Why should a non-Christian be good, if it doesn’t get you to heaven? It gives you a better life in this life,
it helps others consider doing the same, you feel good about yourself, the law enforces it (in some cases),
and you may have slightly less punishment in hell.
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If a Christians’ sins are all forgiven, why not keep sinning? Because God forgave you, and you
understand what He forgave you of is bad/wrong, you’re thankful for that eternal gift, Christ lives in you
(with a new, spiritual nature), it’s not who you are in Christ, and to maintain the fellowship (vs. keep the
relationship) with Him, including His leading, and His eternal rewards for so doing.
Deity of Christ proofs:
1. Fulfilled Old Testament prophecies;
2. The virgin birth;
3. A sinless life;
4. His many miracles;
5. His perfect words/teachings;
6. His humble deity claims; and,
7. His resurrection from the dead.
See: Will You Live Forever? button, at this website for more details.
Josh McDowell (paraphrased): By His words and deeds, Jesus Christ was either a:
1. Liar;
2. Lunatic, or,
3. Lord;
Some add, 4. Laughable clown/joker.
If Jesus was a clown, He can’t be taken seriously. If a lunatic, He has nothing sane to teach. If a liar,
His words are untrue. But if He is Lord, His word reigns supreme! READ the book of John, and see
how you conclude!
Some people call Christian teaching ‘circular,’ because Christians wrote the New Testament, and it’s
self-serving to say Christ is the only way to heaven. Is there historical evidence for Jesus, and
corroborating evidence for the Bibles authenticity? See: Our Will You Live Forever? button, at this
website.
I’ve put my toes in scalding tub water before, just to get a glimpse of what YOU are facing forever…
hell. Try it, and see if you are stronger than the Lk. 16:19-31 guy. (6/24/14)
SAFELY pass the palm of your hand over a candle flame, and tell me you’re "man enough" to handle
your full body forever! No one needs to go to hell, though most will. It’s real; DO John 3:16 (6/8/15)
IF there's no heaven or hell, you are perfectly fine! No problem. You have nothing to worry about. But
if they do exist, you have much to be concerned with. Cessationism, Annihilationism, Reincarnation and
Purgatory are all lies of Lucifer, unfortunately for those who believe them! (12/23/19)
The historical evidence for Jesus, from NON-religious sources, can be found at Will You Live Forever?
button, at this website, as with the multiple reasons for believing in the credibility of the Bible, beyond
just doing so because someone tells you to! #MerryChristmas Happy Birthday Jesus. (12/25/19)
WHY wouldn't Christians target evangelizing heads of state and athletes of 10/40 window/closed
countries, with gospel banners and signs, in public places? Most of those are extroverts, smart, and
might become great gospel communicators back home! Tokyo is next!
@ashrafghani @TebbouneAbdelm1 @fawaz_alkhalifa Abdul Hamid @patrice_talon Lotay Tshering
@rochkaborepf Hun Sen Idriss Déby @PDChina @ChinaDaily Xi Jinping Nicos Anastasiades
@IsmailOguelleh @AlsisiOfficial Isaias Afwerki @SahleWorkZewde @BarrowPresident Alpha Condé
José Mário Vaz @narendramodi Barham Salih Mahmoud Abbas @KingAbdullahII Kim Jong Un Sabah
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Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah Bounnhang Vorachith Michel AounLibya Ibrahim Boubacar Keïta
Mohamed Ould Ghazouani Saad Eddine El Othmani @rashtrapatibhvn Win Myint Bidhya Devi
Bhandari @IssoufouMhm Abdel Fatah al-Sisi @ImranKhanPTI
@ArifAlvi @KingSalman Omar Hassan Ahmad al-Bashir Bashar al-Assad @iingwen Emomali Rahmon
Abhisit Vejjajiva Kais Saied @RTErdogan Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedow Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan
Nguyen Phu Trong Brahim Ghali Abdrabbuh Mansur Hadi
In my cursory research on 10/40 window nations, it seems outsiders access them through our military,
humanitarian organizations, sports events, medical missions and business ventures. These seem to be
great insights to those who have ears to hear, who care about lost going to hell. (12/29/19)
Drones and robots could be used to listen to, study and communicate with the unreached people groups,
2,200 languages of which have no access to the gospel, to make it safer for the missionary translators!
Live streaming TV camera and screen attached. (12/29/19)
Update
(12/26/19; @JamesMeroney)
The most important post you will ever read... If you will retweet it, you could play a part in someone not
going to hell!
It would be amazing if hell were a myth! We just die, and that's the end of it all. No punishment for any
evil things we've done--only if we got caught and penalized by our parents, government, etc. We could
live like there's no tomorrow, upon our funeral! Unfortunately, it's true!
The devil would have us re-define hell as having no fire, not being forever, being a myth, or just forget
about its concept. Anything to get us not planning to avoid it, as he wants as many people joining him
there as devilishly possible. Are you ‘gonna be one of them? (John 3:16)
I do not address heaven, much, because if anyone doesn't believe in it, or it disinterests people, that result
isn't detrimental to them, but if they don't hear that they're inevitable hell-bound, that horrific eternity
will hit them unaware when they die, and I can’t not tell them.
Who goes to heaven? ONLY people who have had all their sins forgiven by God through Christ. NOT
all claiming Christians, and not because they deserve to go, or earned it. God alone knows who they all
are, but you can be one, as a free gift, today, and need join or pay nothing (Jn. 14:6; Ac. 4:12)
Who goes to hell? Everyone who has never had all their sins forgiven by God through Christ’s sacrifice
on the cross, by faith. Any color, race, nationality, location, background, religious background, sin track
record can avoid hell—NO ONE has to go; whoever will believe can avoid it. (Jn. 3:16)
Fast forward to your funeral. Where will you be when others attend it? Your body will be in a casket,
but you will not be there. You will already be in heaven or hell at that time. Which will it be, for you?
(Jn. 3:16) The Bible tells you how to know! Why go to hell (a fiery forever)?
There’s a reality it’s HARD to get people to consider, even Christians. If we EVER considered hell’s
description, we would race out our homes and go evangelize someone. The devil has us never think of
its details, earthly-focused, contrary to Col. 3:2. He wins when we do that, and the lost lose.
(Gal. 2:16; Eph. 2:8-9) Being morally good gets no one to heaven. You can never be good enough, as
perfection is the standard (on your own), and everyone has sinned at least once, which makes them guilty
of all sins, before God (Jas. 2:10; Gal. 3:12) God doesn’t weigh your good vs. bad deeds.
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Can you imagine the shock of waking up on the other side of death, only to learn you went to hell, and
never knew it was coming, and there’s no way out, and no end? ANY "Christian" who doesn’t
evangelize wishes that upon people, by default! It’s an atrocious horror MOST will experience (Mt.
7:13).
Can you imagine sincerely and innocently believing in a major religion all your life, faithfully following
its tenets, all along believing you had hope for heaven at the end, only to learn it was untrue, and you
find yourself in hell when you die, as Jesus was never accepted? An eternal WASTE of a human made
in God’s image!
IF there are multiple ways to God, 1. Christ lied, which makes Him a sinner, which makes the Bible
have lies. 2. Christ died for nothing, and 3. God has inconsistent standards for heaven's entry. There’s
only one way (Jn. 14:6; Ac. 4:12) Christ is that Way for everyone. Pray to receive Him today.
People use the word ‘god’ to refer to higher Beings who are completely different from each other. He is
NOT variously definable, or named! He is Jesus, and any lesser gods are no gods at all, capable of
getting you to heaven/avoiding hell. This isn’t religion, but fact for your eternity. (I Cor. 8:5-6)
Obituaries are rarely read, except by older folk or grieving family members after funerals. Cemeteries
are often avoided, except on special days. Morgues are rarely frequented by the public. But your death
is certain! Where will you be thereafter, forever? (Jn. 3:16, the Bible)
HERE are reasonable reasons for you to get all your sins forgiven, today—you will certainly die (Heb.
9:27), every unforgiven person goes to hell (Jn. 3:36), you don’t know when you will die (Heb. 2:15), it
could be today (Lk. 12:20), and you’re missing out if the Bible’s true. (Jn. 3:16; II Cor. 6:2)
Heaven is rarely used in modern evangelism, because worldly people may deem a luxurious life more
enticing, or it to be a myth, but NO ONE can avoid facing the fact that they will die, and they risk a
horrible future if unforgiven by God! Warn them, because it’s true and forever! (Jn. 3:16)

WHAT MUST I DO TO BE SAVED?
(Unpublished)
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Age-old question: What must a human do to go to heaven? God knows, and the question has been
answered, but Christians—who have the answer—are not in total agreement! They all agree Jesus is the
answer, and that sin is the problem, but the difference boils down to what must a person do to go to
heaven? If that question means what deed or deeds must they perform, the answer is absolutely none,
because heaven can’t be earned. If it means what response to God is required, without which one cannot
get out of being hell-bound, the answer is either believe in Jesus, or that plus surrender your life to Him
and turn away from a lifestyle of sinning, for life. One step or three steps. Which is right?
Sincere, learned pastors will answer on both sides, but sincerity does not make theology, or sound
doctrine.
Let’s get one thing perfectly straight—God wants every human to live moral. That goes for the Christian
and the non-Christian. God’s will for everyone is our personal holiness—imperfect, but striving not to
do evil, but maybe even willful, conscious goodness. Only God can do so 100%, as even Jesus (Who
was 100%, humbly acknowledged, even though His humility distracted from the fact He Himself was
God, and 100% good).
So does salvation make one a better person, and is that why one gets saved? It should (but doesn’t
always), and people get saved for a variety of personal reasons. Is making humans more morally good
the reason God saves people? The Bible says salvation had that as its intended outcome. But is that
what god is truly seeking for from mankind—that we do good works?
What Adam lost in the Fall was a 1:1, direct, intimate relationship with God, and his only nature being
holy—not sinful. The day he partook of forbidden fruit, he died, spiritually. His body would expire
later. Soon, his external deeds became more corrupted, to the point God later judged the world of his
descendants with a Noahic flood, and brought in the Law, to show man his own sinfulness, like a mirror.
Before man’s fall in Adam, Adam was never God, but was morally perfect. He still tended the Garden of
Eden, and had other jobs (like naming all the animals), but all his needs were met by God, and he had a
life that would have never ended, until sin entered the picture.
So Paradise Lost is man’s number one problem, being his separation from God, spiritually. That
distance, and man’s sin nature resident within is why we sin. Inevitably, everyone will; not equally to
the same degree, but on God’s ledger, one sin is as good as doing them all, because it only took one to
cause a division between God and man.
How you bridge that divide is how man comes back into right favor with God. Literally, it is not
working harder to be good and not bad that makes up that gulf of a gap! That would be an insult to
Christ’s sacrificial work on the cross, where He died for our sins, as payment of our own deserved
punishment for them. He did not earn or deserve the cross—we did, but God allowed Jesus to substitute
for us, as a merciful gift we could never earn or deserve.
So if and when a person accepts that free gift, the relationship is re-established (though it never existed,
except for Adam). With that breach resolved, man is rightly related to God, and ends up in heaven when
he/she dies. But what about the inbetween? Between salvation and glorification? How do deeds relate
to knowing God? The latter is to influence the former! If I hang around my wife for many years, I’m
inevitably going to take on many of her habits, and vice versa. I do not choose to learn and apply/obey
rules, in order to please her, as we are in love, but because we love each other, over time I learn the
things she likes, doesn’t like, and that please her. Same with your relationship with Christ.
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So when Christians teach that heaven is an offered gift from God, we are neither saying deeds aren’t
important, or deeds are of ultimate importance; we are saying be reconciled to God. That sets everything
straight.
Now can Christians sin, and can non-Christians do moral deeds? Yes. Should either do evil? No. Must
they promise God they won’t, and commit to being good, in order to qualify for a free gift? That is the
bone of contention between Saviorhood Salvationists and Lordship Salvationists, as the two camps could
be titled. We have written a ton on this important subject, at both our websites, so I will not rehash that
here, now, but if you want to know how to go to heaven, and not hell (that is, the most important issue
you are facing, as a human), I suggest you read what the Bible says on the subject, and do accordingly!

EVANGELISM
(11/2/19; @JamesMeroney)
LOOK at Paul's intense desire for Jews’ salvation: Rom. 9:1-5 Great sorrow and grief, wishing himself
to be hell-bound, if that could cause their salvation! Read Rom. 10! Paul’s heart’s desire and prayer for
them was their salvation!
READ I Cor. 9 Paul did all he did, and became whatever he had to to get people saved! Read Col. 1:2429 All Paul did was seek to present everyman complete in Christ. YOU CANNOT SAY THIS ABOUT
MOST CHRISTIANS OR PASTORS IN AMERICA! We only care that some get saved—those who
will come to our buildings, mainly! ANATHEMA! We NEED revival!
Biblical evangelism is thorough evangelism, and partial evangelism is NOT God’s will! The starfish
analogy is sinfully selfish, in that we rejoice that a few get reached, when God said reach them ALL!
(Mt. 28:18-20)
READ the book of Acts. Entire cities, nations and regions were evangelized, by the few, in a relatively
short time. They didn’t have the technology we have. They had COMMITMENT that we do NOT, and
power!
The lost world could truly question whether we have the same Jesus as those people had! Our
experience of Christianity is SO very different, in a BAD way! We are Laodicea, Jesus knocking to
come in!
And why is biblical evangelism urgent? The time for prophecy's beginning is never known (Jn. 9:4),
God-prepared hearts can go stale, and cease being ripe (Jn. 4:35), people can die anytime (Heb. 9:27),
there are huge numbers and few worker (Mt. 9:37), it takes seven presentations, on average, and lost
people are missing out every day they remain lost.
Update
(11/5/19; @JamesMeroney)
What are the consequences of the church not completing the Great Commission, which is what is going
to happen--FAILURE? Millions, maybe billions of people will go to hell who might not have.
They may have responded if a presentation were more accurate, loving, empowered, had more Bible
verses and less opinion, the speaker had more integrity, and wasn't abrasive, or on the seventh
presentation, after rejecting the first six (which is the average).
And for those who were never reached, we can only hope against hope Rom. 2:15 means they have a
chance. There’s NO certainty of that.

HOW TO EVANGELIZE
(11/27/20; @JamesMeroney2)
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Let’s get into one reason more people may be going to hell (besides Christians' bad behavioral
testimony): HOW you evangelize. Many people believe, and therefore communicate a false gospel
(Lordship Salvation), with heaven standards God doesn’t require.
BUT, worse than that, I’ve seen people with NO natural people skills try to evangelize, like nerdy types
who think it’s a matter of just dishing out data, or it’s a debate of Bible verses. Still others say too little
(like Christianese… Jesus loves you; are you covered by the blood?; real men love Jesus), or use FEW
Bible verses. The power is in God working through you, and He works most powerfully reciting His
word.
One also needs to be led and empowered, relying on His power to convict through your words,
sovereignly. Having prayed over the encounter, doing these things, you have your best chance!
Rom. 1:16 The good news message of Christ is the power unto salvation. Your testimony can be
utilized, but it is not the Gospel, and only tells people how YOU experienced God for salvation. MUCH
less powerful and persuasive, but not evil. Turn it evangelistic! That’s the power—the GOSPEL.
I Cor. 2:2 The focus is ONLY Christ; NOT religions comparing, experiences you’ve had with Jesus,
opinions, politics. CHRIST!
HOW you evangelize is important! I Th. 1:5
Even an evil and abusively competitive/selfish motive for why you evangelize is better than not
evangelizing! Phil. 1:16-17
Let’s be completely honest… MOST people don’t like speaking with strangers, and after you have
evangelize your known acquaintances, friends and family, that’s all that’s left. I recite in my head, Rom.
1:16 and II Tim. 1:7 The WROST thing you can do is NOT to try! GO EVANGELIZE, if you are saved!
God sovereignly chooses if He specifically calls the hearer through and with your words! You literally
see conviction in their face/countenance (if not also body language). You’ll sense if it’s about to happen
and they’re gonna say ‘yes’ to your invitation to pray! It’s an amazing miracle to behold ;DO so often!
People get scared you’ll be yelled at for bringing up a spiritual topic. I’ve only seen that twice, and not
when I was speaking. You warn them, dust your shoes and move on. Maybe say, ‘I’ll pray for your
soul.’ It’s RARE!
You can’t assume everyone has heard it right and rightly done! WE DON’T WANT
TO EVANGELIZE! That’s the bottom line! We’d rather babysit, disciple, tithe—ANYTHING but
speak I Cor. 15:1-6 to people.
It’s awkward! NO ONE speaks of such topics. It has to happen, or your inaction makes Hell all but
certain for them! Churchianity doesn’t require you to evangelize!
II Tim. 4:5 One could say that’s ONLY for Timothy, but it’s in one of the three "PASTORAL epistles,"
and I Tim. 2:4 tells everyone (including pastors) God’s will, which has to involve evangelism and
discipling! Eph. 4:12 DOES tell them they are to get laymen doing the work, but WHO is a leader, who
doesn’t lead by example?
This brings me to another matter… Is having an evangelism sermon or invitation EVER going to fulfill
the Great Commission? ONLY IF LOST PEOPLE ATTEND, or hear aired messages. The answer is
NO! We mainly preach to the choir, spiritually! The lost world lies just beyond our stained glass
windows!
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There’s ZERO excuse why WE can’t reach them, to a person! God may have many of them ripe for
harvest. HOW would we ever know, if we don’t engage conversations with them, either as neighbors,
friends, family, or church neighbors?
Advertising is NOT what God commanded! I’m sure the first century church could have erected
privative clay tablet "billboards," but they did not! They used manpower, and womanpower—human
personnel! WE DON’T WANT TO!
And that is NOT "relationship evangelism," which is a ministry philosophy that a Christian has to build a
degree of friendship before earning some uncommanded 'right to be heard." Jesus commissioned us as
heralds; we are authorized! HE earned that right.
That doesn’t mean you do so caustically, but the love of Christ constrains us (II Cor. 5:14-15), and he
who believes, as the good Word also says, speaks. II Cor. 4:13
WHY are FEET deemed BLESSED by God? Aren’t they dirty and stinky (and usually ugly)? Because
they represent movement/walking! Rom. 10:15 You would think it would be blessed mouths!
But those lips are only needed for about five minutes, and then it’s time to MOVE on! In fact, feet
covered by sandals (or shoes) were to be dusted off if outright rejection was encountered. Lk. 9:5; Ac.
13:51
That Acts verse references that first century church—ever on the move; itinerant, as Jesus was, in their
evangelizing! The modern Church's ignorance of the book of Acts is why we accept as normal such subnormal lifestyles, and especially evangelism efforts!
There DOES come a point in a lost person’s life where they harden, and could never be saved, where
God closes the door forever from His ever specifically calling them ever again.
But we Christians are QUICK to take that as happening after one rejection, as re-evangelism (by us or
others) is RARELY even considered. Heck, we don’t even consider if all have been reached once! We
ASSUME all have. DID GOD CALL US TO ASSUME such an important topic?
Did the first century church assume people would hear, if they simply opened a church in their town?
("church planting") NO. They reached so many in any given city, that Luke deemed the city, before
God, reached (probably meaning it caused an uproar that would extend to those who didn’t hear it, by the
majority who did).
It’s SO easy to see the task as too big! God’s not calling your church to win the world by itself, or the
pastor or congregation to reach your entire city, alone! Start with one neighborhood! It’s doable!
We HAVE to RETURN to the conviction of Dwight Moody: ‘It can be done, it must be done, it will be
done!’ How is an elephant eaten? One bite at a time. Use the Texas DPS model of 'adopt a highway,'
and adopt your nearest neighbors as evangelism prospects for your church, THIS new year!
Let me finish up with this sad prediction: NOT MUCH change will EVER come, in our evangelism
efforts. We will NEVER emulate the first century church! I pray I’m proved wrong. I’ve watched for
over 40 years. I have NEVER since 1978 seen a thorough approach, ANYWHERE! Pray for revival!
Let’s try a ‘lil reverse psychology: DO NOT EVANGELIZE! That’s a command most Christians can
obey! They have all heard, and that’s all God ever wanted. (a lie, but a great tenet of belief, because
consensus can be easier found advocating it). Lost people only get one gospel presentation in a lifetime,
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or, you know, God is too loving and merciful to punish them for the church failing to do her job of
thorough evangelism.
In other words, let’s just revise our newly-printed Biles to change some of the tough wording, to conform
to us! Make Him in OUR image! All is well!
The great quandary is that people who are evangelistic don’t organize or recruit (for the most part). They
are busy planting. I’ve met several of them. They tend to be independent, as they’re bucking the
unevangelistic system! They’re also not waiting around for it to change. WHO WILL rile up the
church?
The concern that direct but loving evangelism could "turn off" potential church visitors, then members,
then givers, is one of the great reasons so many pastors and churches simply rebelliously refuse to
engage it! In chemical spills, authorities go to homes, to ensure ALL are warned!
A tornado threatened DFW, last week. ALL major TV channels broke into programming and aired
details. That is NOT what religious TV programs are achieving, UNLESS a 30 second gospel
presentation appears on those same networks!; NOT promoting a church, but a Person! Is it legal? DO
it!

EASY EVANGELISM?
(11/16/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Madison Cawthorn, you don’t have to 'connect,' but lovingly speak the gospel in power! EVERY human
is going to hell, forever, absent Christ received in their heart for FREE, and they must learn that fact.
Whether you relate to them, or feel different is IRrelevant! Feelings are a vapor.
EVERYONE is born blinded to the truth of God's word. II Cor. 4:4 Jews missed their Messiah, and
Muslims don’t believe Jesus is God. The Old Testament testifies to His being Yeshua Messiah and His
words and deeds show His divinity, to Ishmael's descendants! Madison Cawthorn; Jn. 3:16, the Bible
Salvation is NOT trying to get someone to change their religion, but their eternal destiny in hell, by
praying to receive heaven as a free gift! Christians want you in heaven vs. hell—NOT to join a religion!
Madison Cawthorn Jn. 3:16, the Bible Avoid eternal flames, for FREE!
If you are a Jew, or a Muslim, you are also a 'sinner,' because you have committed at least one sin in your
life. Left unforgiven, it will sentence you to hell, as guilty as if you had committed all sins! Pray for
God to forgive ALL your sins today! Jn. 3:16/Jas. 2:10
MANY Christians have never experienced God’s power in evangelism. They think emotional binding is
required, or academic apologetics, or proving the case from reason or using many Old Testament verses.
You trust the Lord, pray for power and a prepared heart in your hearers, and lovingly speak!
Literally, I can’t recall more than a handful of times a person didn’t get saved when I spoke with
them, and two were having a rehearsal dinner and one was when a minister challenged me on my
methods, so I don’t think the Lord wanted that dude to be blessed for his doubting challenge! POWER
lacks.
Rejecting being willing to hear the gospel is MUCH higher, but once people allow you to speak the
gospel, in prayed-up power, having asked for their hearts to B softened/prepared beforehand, an accurate
Gospel bears fruit! Accountability comes to those who refuse to hear!
Christians do not have power in evangelism if they are walking in the flesh, living in legalism, know
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little Bible, rarely work on being close to Christ, don’t pray much, or don’t get practice at speaking the
gospel with others! and using false doctrine. Weak results discourage Christians.
Power is NOT a caustic, bombastic approach or verbiage in evangelism. Power gets results and makes
changes. Paul wrote of Christians and imposter apostles having vs. not having power. It’s how much the
Holy Spirit works through you! I Cor. 4:19; I Thes. 1:5, etc. #EvangelismTips
It makes NO sense to let ripe fruit rot, waiting on hard apples to soften! The harvest is white, so go
graze, and pray for and do good to the rest who are harder. A global threshing is in order! II Chron. 7:14
Low hanging fruit first; smart utilization of FEW workers! Efficient and effective.
Update
Ac. 13:47 The Jews were supposed to be God’s evangelists to the world, but their failure caused them to
BE replaced by Gentile Christians for the task, who, themselves, need to be replaced in our generation,
for the most part, for that same failure! What would replace the Church? Friendly robots? (12/23/20;
@JamesMeroney2)

PASTORS’ EVANGELISM EXCUSES
(11/25/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Let’s give the greatest benefit of the doubt to pastors who don’t evangelize all nearby lost people. Let’s
go with their excuses, that they have all heard, or could have, as it’s available everywhere, and that
there’s a church on every street corner.
1. NOT everyone has heard! Every year, MILLIONS reach the age of accountability. They haven’t
heard!
2. And the burden of proof is on such excuse makers to PROVE that all have heard!
3. The attitude that they’ve heard implies you don’t care that they’re still heading to hell, as you did the
MINIMUM! Let them burn; they got reached!
It takes seven presentations, on average, for a positive response. Reprobates are CONTENT if they
ASSume they all were reached ONCE! You WANT them to go to hell, by your ACTIONS, vs. words
and intentions/desires!
How many times did YOU hear before YOU got saved? HOW do you know an accurate Gospel was
presented to them the one time you’re ASSuming occurred? The fact that people COULD HAVE heard,
because there are radio and TV air waves, or churches everywhere, has NOTHING to do with what
Christ commanded of you!
God NOWHERE commands lost people to look for the Gospel. It’s NOT even their spiritual nature!
They are straying sheep, escaped and lost from the Shepherd. HE seeks out the one, and leaves the 99,
but today it’s flipped, in that He leaves the one for the 99 lost. We’re to emulate Him! Rom. 10 says
FEET are blessed, because Christians are to GO TO the lost and speak!
Let’s address another excuse—you’re an alarmist, impatient, extreme/radical, and never
satisfied/content. IF you ONLY knew how many lost people the earth holds, and how FEW people
engage evangelism, you’d be ashamed forever alleging such a foolish thought! YOU DON’T KNOW
the numbers! Ignorance is bliss. Easier to shoot the messenger than to lift a finger for a lost and
eternally dying world!
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Let’s pretend few are lost, or many are evangelizing… PROVE TO ME Jesus won’t return (in the
Rapture), tomorrow! PROVE to me exactly which living souls will die tonight, who NEED evangelism
immediately! You rest in Ps. 90:10.
EVEN IF that were an iron clad promise to everyone, you don’t know when people will die, Jesus will
start prophecy, or when people become so hardened, the window of salvation opportunity closes! Your
excuses are crap! Pardon that word.
Let’s try another excuse I literally heard from a 'moron.'...
One staffer at Four Corners church (newly named, now) said my evangelism zeal could be an emotional
problem. If it is (ha), I don't want the one HE has! (11/6/13)
I’ve had pastors say that amount of evangelism is "not in my job description," and "isn’t our business
plan." II Tim. 4:5 is in a PASTORAL epistle. DEBUNKED!
Your business plan is UNbiblical, and may Jesus overturn your money changing plan, as He did two
other times! Next?...
P.S.: WHAT GOOD WILL IT DO when YOU learn in heaven that you were WRONG on this issue?
Saying ‘I’m sorry’ won’t help one soul you’ll be able to see across the chasm, burning in hell! Too little,
too late. It’s now or never, Christian pastors and laymen; or ~eternal regret. I Jn. 2:28
These types COULD be among the false prophets in prophecy, addressed in Jude and II Peter, or
the ear ticklers of Timothy. A pastor friend of mine believed many pastors are lost. I DISagree. I
believe they’re carnal on God’s top four priorities.
Your lack of a renewed mind does not make my statements that baffle you untrue.
Update
(11/26/20; @JamesMeroney)
HOW do you know which people God has softened the heart of, or that ripe fruit doesn’t go bad/spoil on
the vine, unharvested? I KNOW we want an end to the evangelism call, vs. an endless pursuit! At a
minimum, everyone hearing one time, then just tracking new births would do the trick!
You want some ownership/accountability/initiative to be placed on rejecting lost people! It’s NOT easy
work. There can be rejection, even anger and arguments. It’s NOT natural. People don’t normally
speak of politics or religion, unless they’re combative, or like debates.
And everyone has an opinion, and many Christians fear they could get drawn into an apologetics
question, or have to be experts on all the religions of the world. All these potential challenges make it
easier and more comfortable to just live a normal life and forget the elephant in the room, which is Hell!
We are practicing Universalists, because we HOPE God will save them anyway, if we fail the Great
Commission. And even pastors consider me extreme and perfectionistic. Let’s look at God's
command—Mt. 28:18-19; Mk. 16:15 You’re only lucky "creature" doesn’t mean animal, in Mark's
context!
I am fortunate the Lord has had me reach my share in my lifetime, though I plan to reach more. EVERY
Christian should reach about 111, but that’s if we never overlapped, which causes people to be left out.
As a layman, I know He has had me reach in the 100's of thousands, but the TERRIBLE truth is the
Church has no war room!
If Coke executives said they want everyone in the world to sample a new product, there would be
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accounting, to ensure that goal was reached! There would be managers per country, then smaller zones,
ensuring at the lowest level exact names of targeted buyers who got the samples, and which employee
handed it to them.
All this data would be collected, where the CEO could one day declare the mission complete and
successful. WE have a CEO, and it is no less than God Himself! I LITERALLY FIND THIS
ANALOGY USELESS, ONLY BECAUSE IT EVER BEING DONE FOR EVANGELISM IS
HOPELESSLY FAR-FETCHED!
We have NO organization! Every man does what is right in his own eyes, which means MILLIONS fall
through the cracks, some get evangelized multiple times, while others get zero. We "think" TV and radio
make up for our lack of specificity, but they’re like shooting a shotgun into the woods, hoping to hit
something! If we shoot enough, we DO hit something, but Jesus never suggested we evangelize a bucket
full, and not the whole world.
I can’t make the problem any clearer to any who walk by sight, than this analogy: The masses are like
sheep going off a cliff, and we NEVER see that happen, because we rarely experience anyone we know
die, we don’t read obituaries, and our lives are not focused on negatives, like death.
Those facts don’t negate the fact that like cows led to slaughter through cattle guards, every life is
invariably heading down the road to destruction, but we see them healthy, smiling, working hard and
enjoying life! Why interrupt their enjoyment with an uncomfortable conversation?
BECAUSE HELL IS REAL FIRE FOREVER. That may be the ONLY reason, if you don’t love
humanity as Christ does!
I am tempted to use the 30 minutes to one hour a weekday I would typically write chapters, to look up
every pastor and Christian laymen on Twitter, and send the following tweet every day until that list
expires, but I doubt I’ll have the interest or endurance, having reached my share, tired, and busy!
[Before I tweet what I referenced, if ANYONE ever gets any small burden that they’re failing God in
evangelism, if you go to famous Christian Twitter accounts, and copy all their followers, you’ll have a
GREAT list of people to send the following post to, and I pray and hope you will!]
Tweet: PLEASE evangelize all lost people near your church! (ADD Twitter names list)
P.S.: We use a little POEM to salve our GUILTY consciences, called the star fish. Yes, we allow most
humans to burn in Hell forever, but at least the few we reach found our efforts worthwhile, as it was
meaningful to them! SHOW ME Christ commanded or only died for the FEW we reach!
With a FALSE gospel, I hear the Jehovah's Witnesses and Mormons track who they’ve spoken to, and
they have human agents ensuring which humans in which houses hear their religious spiel. We with the
correct Gospel don’t nearly work that hard. May God judge us soon!
I was pondering the people who say I’m too negative, and WHAT they’re LOOKING at to stay so
positive: We have large attendance, nice buildings, money, great music and amenities, seminars on any
topic, etc. ARE THESE THINGS ‘EDBS?’ We’re LOOKING at things NOT God’s top priorities! Manand sight-based!
And since we compare our efforts with the results of our peers, we’re normal, so all is well! READ II
Cor. 10:12 When you’re feeling that all is well is that you fit in with people holding the wrong standards,
you are NOT concerned with what God wants, but man!
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P.S.S.: Gal. 4:16 NEVER ask if my messages offend you/anyone, but IF THEY ARE TRUE! I’m
prepared for the smart Alec who claims I brag about how many people I’ve evangelized, where if I didn’t
state that, they’d accuse me of judging or hypocrisy in demanding too much of others! The EXACT
same demonic logic as Mt. 11:17 ATTEMPTED catch 22!
THE NINETY-NINE & ONE?
(10/11/19; @JamesMeroney)

Southern Baptists—which I’ve been since ~age 5--are patting leaders on the back for starting a program I
nagged for about 10 years ago, but this one is far different! It requires every layman to target ONE lost
person to tell gospel to.
It’s called "Who's Your One?" IMAGINE THAT (even my untheologically trained wife saw the
problem the second I mentioned it)--one person in a year for you to spend three to four minutes speaking
with. ONE hell-bound person in 365 days. And that’s an achievement? That PROVES we weren’t even
doing that much, since the 1970’s ended! We had CWT back then, to compete with EE.
How can I break this down for NON-Christians? Comparatively, it’s like a family in their station wagon
watches a Carnival Cruise ship sink off the shore, and they do nothing but swim out to grab one person
each! Not call 911, not call for rescue boats, not get on TV and yell ‘all hands on deck.’ Not throw life
rafts to as many as they have life rafts for (which is 100 percent, in the spiritual realm).
This is a Swiss cheese block with mainly holes, and the outer structure of a cube—basically a hollowedout box of a hole.
The math is easy to understand. A congregation of 2,000 only reaches 2,000, IF THEY’RE VERY
LUCKY! They won’t get 100 percent participation, even only targeting ONE person!
The math is also easy if you take the number of unsaved people within walking distance of our
uncommanded buildings, leave out Christians who attend church elsewhere, and divide that net number
by membership total. It’s NOT 1:1! Nowhere close! And that’s only our responsibility in our own
Jerusalem, not the further regions of Ac. 1:8.
You can WARP Lk. 15:1-7 to hyper focus on just one person, and how great getting the gospel to them
is, but that’s NOT what that story is teaching! It’s saying the ONE remaining, less from 100 percent
thorough coverage (99 saved + one lost = 100%) God craves to save, and leaves the church to
evangelize! It’s NOT justification for "Who’s Your one?"
Who’s your one? One takes FIVE MINUTES! In 365 days, a layman can only find five minutes to do
God’s most important work? They’ll say you’ve got to wine and dine ‘em, befriend, serve, pray for,
coddle, maybe invite them to church, but the book of Acts DESTROYS that fleshly way of thinking!
They reached millions, using a handful percent of REAL evangelicals.
By the way, anyone who supports CHUMP, and says they’re "evangelical" BETTER have evangelized
more than one person a year, or quit lying that you are one of that bunch! Everyone who hasn’t Jesus in
their heart will go to hell forever. We never know when God will call them away. One per year is an
appalling pace and scope! It’s compromising and coddling carnality, which hasn’t evangelized anyone
in decades!
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Revival is needed—not lowering the standard so no one reaches their needed quantity! Am I supposed
to be the good Baptist and compromise my morals by saying ‘at least we’re doing something?’ TELL
LOST PEOPLE, on Judgment Day, ‘at least I did something,’ as they’re sentenced and sent to hell!
One a year. AMAZING! It IS true NO OTHER denominations are even doing that amount. Lazy,
backwards, apostate claimers of Christ! Yes, I just roasted most Protestants and lost their potential votes,
for telling the TRUTH! (Gal. 4:16) So be it.
You need this message. Get off your sinful, lazy duffs and start really obeying God, which means being
evangelistic as a claimed evangelical, and voting for holiness, NOT the fake baby Christian in the White
House! Withhold your vote if he won’t act like an adult; forget him pretending to act like a Christian—
that’s too much to ask.
I TRULY mean it when I say judgment is coming to the U.S. Church. I differentiate the black church,
though they are NO more evangelistic. But the ones who voted for evil, and pat themselves on the back
for targeting ONE lost soul a year, per laymen, they will be judged the harshest (in my opinion)!
I have a strong suspicion that political liberalism is ‘gonna be how WASPs for Chump are ‘gonna get
judged! They’re already planning SCOTUS stacking. You thought pulling one over on them with two
Justices for conservatism was a nifty trick? Paybacks are hell. Inherit the wind sown of your own
devices!
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16.

EXTREMES
1. Conservative & Liberal Extremes
2. Extremes are Evil!
3. Cancel Culture
4. Divided States of America?
5. Extremist Think & the Need for a Third Party
6. Cancel Culture

CONSERVATIVE & LIBERAL EXTREMES
(10/16/19; @JamesMeroney)
THIS is ‘gonna be gold: I was just shamed for bringing up politics at a family gathering, to prevent
WASPs from backing Chump, apparently 2 to three years ago. So now I’m ‘gonna let you have it...
ANY CHRISTIAN WHO VOTED FOR TRUMP IS A FOOL, AN IMMORAL REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH, and NOT ONE LOST PEOPLE OUGHT TO CONSULT OR LISTEN
TO ON MORAL ISSUES, and here’s EXACTLY why (I just lost their vote--people HATE the
TRUTH!):
Hillary was a BAD candidate, and NO WASP Christian should have voted for her, unless their
conscience led them to. I’m NOT arguing for that! But rich, white claimers of Christ failed America in
two YUGE ways: They NEVER required CHUMP to act like an adult, much less a baby Christian
(under threat of withholding their vote), or publicly rebuked him!
I’m constantly told, ‘but he’s anti-Roe.’ I just SILENCED one who was duped into that belief, by saying,
"so are you for a boyfriend punching his girlfriend in the stomach, or her shoving a coat hanger up
Megyn's [Kelly] wherever?" THEY DO NOT THINK! The term "conservative" was hidden behind, as
synonym for “holy.”
I told that party MANY things political conservatives are for are anti-God and against Christ! I think
they were SHOCKED, as pastors tell them what to think—there’s NOT really much thinking going on—
just lock step IGNORANT obedience, made moral if you use the word "Jesus," somehow.
LET ME TELL YOU SOMETHING THAT’S POINT BLANK TRUE: Political conservatives have
ZERO intent or desire to obey God, if He doesn’t fit into their political mold! They LOVE money, and
don’t want one soul ever benefitted from it if not in their family or employ. They hide behind privacy
laws about their taxes, to hide this fact.
Warren Buffett and Bill Gates are NOT slandered or libeled by Democrats or moderate Republicans, as
"self-loathing." ONLY talk radio and their cult followers would speak evil of someone doing good, as
‘do-gooders.’ Jesus taught the rich to give money away, and be generous. This is NOT political
conservatism.
It’s selfish, greedy, hoarding and loving of money—all sins in God’s book. They want zero wealth
redistribution, taxes are seen as evil government stealing my money (even though their preachers teach
them that everything belongs to God?), and they "think" a "tithe" at church absolves them of concern for
any others, AS IF it doesn’t mainly pay for buildings and salaries. They’re deluded.
God’s people, the Church/Christians are tunnel vision on the term "conservative," because they’re too
naïve to distinguish a spiritual conservative from a political one! Interpreting the Bible IS to be
conservative… you don’t play fast and loose with the words of the Word! Political is DIFFERENT!
You never heard ONE WORD from the 81 percent of WASPS who voted for CHUMP, decrying his fulltime sin campaign, in both word and deed! NEVER! They acted like he was the only choice, because
he’d vote against Roe. That is ignorance sin!
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You vote for ALL GOPs BUT him, and tell him if he doesn’t straighten up, you won’t vote, and he’ll
lose, but Hillary will be checked against every evil she might thrust onto America by a super majority of
GOPs who DON’T act like CHUMP, in both houses!
And you speak publicly about his sins, as John the Baptist would have, because morals mattered to him!
Pastors were SILENTLY complicit.
EVEN NOW, Republicans cower at CHUMP, because he’s an evil, vindictive narcissist who will exact
revenge on any who don’t bow to him! EVEN PASTORS fear he’d nominate a liberal to SCOTUS if
they told the TRUTH about him in public! They INVENTED names for him, for the Christian vote!
Baby Christian, Cyrus, etc.
ALL for the sins of power idolatry and injustice, stacking SCOTUS "conservative" (that synonym for
"holy," to fools).
IF ROE WERE OVERTURNED AND ANY STATE COULD TOTALLY BAN ALL ABORTIONS,
COAT HANGERS AND BOYFRIEND GUT PUNCHES WOULD ENSUE, white rich Christian dupe
conservatives! This is ABSOLUTELY TRUE!
I live among them. I’ve heard their instinctive response, the same every time: "I never thought about
that." I KNOW THAT, AND THAT’S A PROBLEM, if you bring Jesus' name into the mix! You are to
love the Lord your God with all your mind. You’re NOT doing that, so don’t use His name! (I Th. 5:22)
And favoritism is a SIN, in how CHUMP courted WASP votes by unjustly mistreating non-terrorist
Arabs and his favoring Jews! THAT IS NOT SUCCESS FOR THE CAUSE OF GOD, fellow DUMB
WASP Trumpsters! And you’re ‘gonna vote for him again, even as he has RUINED America’s
reputation everywhere but in your "mind."
‘WHAT CHOICE DO WE HAVE,’ ask DUMB sheep? THREATEN NOT TO VOTE FOR HIM, but
vote for all other GOPs en masse--same as you should have done in 2016! God gave NO Christian a
spirit of fear, but PASTORS are scared to say of Chump things that are TRUE. We’re to LOVE the
truth! We do NOT!
Christians are to stand for morality and against sin. NEWS FLASH—Homosexuality and abortion are
NOT the only sins politics covers! Vindictive dictators who want good people impeached or ousted, like
Romney, and many other GOPs are NOT American, but Communistic, MAGA notwithstanding!
‘You have what you tolerate!’ That was a sermon I heard by a WASP preacher. Apparently we don’t
believe it, or we’re hypocrites! EVERYONE knows CHUMP is morally and mentally nowhere like any
other living president, but NO GOP’s will say this. Cowardice sin. Sin everywhere! Repent, America!
The GOP has always been touted as a [fairly] big tent and family. That’s a LIE! They hate Socialism,
but here’s the difference. Conservatives want NO wealth redistribution. Centrists want NO freebies, so
you tokenly repay America if you get any subsidy! ‘To hell with the poor’s struggles’ IS political
conservatism at its core.
If college or healthcare are too expensive for the poor’s pay to cover, get sick and die, and stay undereducated and earning low wages! THIS IS POLITICAL CONSERVATISM, and don’t let anyone tell
you otherwise. It’s CONTRARY to God, in that element, and it lives for the here and now more than the
hereafter, often, supposedly in Jesus' name.
Democrats are the EXACT same thing—divided. The rational centrists are quite quiet, this go-round,
because the AOC radicals are in charge. Politicians promising other people’s money to buy votes. I
HATE BOTH EXTREMES, AND THE CORRUPT, BROKEN U.S. POLITICAL SYSTEM! YOU
enjoy the coming civil war!
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NO WASP political conservative has spent a week in a poor area of town—PERIOD! It’s easier and
more comfortable to imagine in your mind that they’re all lazy, bad students, gang members, or Welfare
queens! You don’t want to know reality, as it will upset your idolatry apple cart! Deal with the real!
I have ZERO intention of adopting political conservatism hook, line and sinker, for any votes, and any
WASP Christians who say political conservatism is God’s view, I never want to sit next to in any church.
You are anathema, and the reason Christianity’s reputation took a hit in 2016! Are you proud?
If you are poor, you are a loser. You’re a ne'er do well who made nothing of your life. A sponge, a
leach, a drain on society. God hates you, as they show by an attitude toward you, as WASP political
conservatives who feel this way toward most if not all not like them! God only loves the rich
(CONTRARY to Bible).
If you were born in a ‘hood or barrio, you have as EQUAL a chance of financial success as a spoiled
rotten white brat raised by a butler behind gated community doors, and attending an Ivy league college!
This is the INSANITY of political conservatism. They ACTUALLY believe this!
They care about the unborn, but not the poor who have been born, and they are pro-life, except for the
eternal life of every born person. That means they hate the poor, and do very little evangelism. Cherrypicked, selective love of people and life, if you ask me! NOT like Jesus.
LOOK at (i.e., READ of) Jesus' life! He did NOT hob nob with the rich! He spent most of His effort
toward the down-and-out and lowly! O PPOSITE to political conservatism, that CLAIMS to be of God,
due to Roe.
If you only knew the HARM of WASP churches NOT evangelizing, a riot would ensue! And if you only
knew the harm of political conservatism to the poor, same thing!
Conservatives’ theory practices business is in business to screw all but the best workers! They vote for
government to do NOTHING for the rest, even with robot replacement workers!
Howard Schultz said, "I'm a billionaire--I thought that was the American Dream!" No, that's selfish
money idolatry that helps no one but you and your family, sir. THAT’s why WASPs embracing
worldliness and materialism is anathema to God, and many voters!
It’s NOT like college and healthcare are luxuries for the poor, like BMWs and Gucci shoes. I don’t care
that any poor person in America can’t ever have an expensive anything, if they can’t afford it, but college
is ever more necessary in a technological economy, and some health care, as bodies give out!
Something rich and middle class whites CAN’T understand… it’s HARD to live in ‘Merica on the wages
some of them max out at, and businesses will always need minimum wage jobs.
The ONLY difference between political conservatism theory and telling a poor person to kill themselves,
to end their suffering, is the theory will never say that. The economy is alleged to get better if the rich
get richer, but that just means they get richer! There’s NO guarantee of more jobs or better pay, as they
can robotize, downsize, hire part-timers, and lobby to end minimum wage!
Trickle down is the rich peeing on you, nothing more. Government handouts are unsustainable, and
fiscally irresponsible, as the government doesn’t make any money—it just confiscates others’ earnings.
BOTH extremes are WRONG!
And to balance the scales, let’s address people wanting something for nothing. It’s NOT fair for tax
payers to pay for your bills, as you’re not family or their employee! You can’t pay government for
subsidized medicine or college, but you can pay back with compulsory civic service, and you shouldn’t
begrudge doing do! You’ll vote against it, from selfishness.
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EXTREMES ARE EVIL!
(1/29/20; @JamesMeroney)
[Background:] Trump's SINS if not crimes concerning Ukraine do NOT merit impeachment and
removal, but he cannot just skate Scot free! There must be other punishments, not just at the polls.
Censuring, or whatever other measures Congress has in its worthless arsenal. I want him OUT, but by
vote, and legally.
GUILTY people consider accountability an attack by a left-winged media! Far righters have bumper
stickers saying they don't trust the fake news media, AS IF they’re not just biased, but they full-time lie.
Low IQ is rampant in the extremes! Stupidity, idiocy, foolishness-rampant!
Lord, destroy every selfishly ambitious, party-worshipping liar in Washington D.C. Politics, including
all claiming "pastors" who have empowered this mess, please, ASAP! They LIE they want revival, by
their deeds, priorities and votes!
Three Dems are considering acquittal (the RIGHT decision), and three GOPs are considering witnesses
(the RIGHT decision). It’s EVIL voters who scare them away from doing the right thing, threatening
removal from idolized jobs! YOU wouldn’t work a job like that, evil voter(s)! You need to repent, as
well.
RESULTING MESSAGE
America doesn’t have a pure Democracy, but a representative one! We voters need to honor and support
politicians who vote their conscience, behave independently, and do the right thing, even if they don’t
always do everything we want. We aren’t elected to be leaders of U.S. Policy, or we’d run for office!
Know your role!
There are MANY idiots in our American citizenry, who actually believe they’re entitled to have D.C.
Do their every whim! They’re too stupid to see that polar opposite aims can never be achieved at the
same time, or that victories can’t be permanent, when you insist on one polar extreme position. Do you
have a low IQ? Then don’t vote!
Mob rule and chaos is what protesting clamorers bring about! Sometimes they bring needed spotlight on
an issue, but if you aren’t for balanced public policy, any gains you achieve will be undone, sometime
later! BOTH extremes have to grow a brain to see common ground is the ONLY way forward! Low IQ
people cannot see this!
For example, radio talker Mike Gallagher was calling green energy policy ‘hysteria,’ yesterday. I agree
the sky is not falling, but his ilk would let people die from cancer caused by pollution, before he’d back
any legislation to curb big oil’s negative impacts! That’s an extreme! #OpposeExtremes Let HIM
breathe in oil fumes.
Another example: ‘Family leave for all’ trended yesterday. No limits, no specifics on when one
qualifies for such a perk. Voters use votes to get freebies from tax payers and businesses, vs. working
harder and smarter, and spending smarter, and/or less. The easy way out, cutting corners, wanting
freebies and handouts… EVIL EXTREMES!
Example: Conservatives literally say ‘business can do whatever it wants,’ like a funeral home firing a
person for changing his sex (SCOTUS case). It is extremes that are causing the division and hostile
environment the U.S. Is currently experiencing, like Virginia gun-grabbers, and people wanting zero
laws passed regarding guns!
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It is an extreme to worship any human, but the GOP is cow-towing to the most evil president in 60 years!
It’s an extreme to favor Israel, and leave bread crumbs for Arabs! Extremes are unjust, and God is for
justice; many humans are not!
It’s unjust to over- or under-pay anyone, including CEOs and executives! Socialism and selfish
conservatism are BOTH extremes!
I hope extremists will soon all meet on a historic battlefield (Gettysburg), verbally hash out their hatreds,
and if it gets physical, centrists blow a whistle and let THEM have their second Civil War! America
would be better off without them both!
Freebies are an unjust extreme. Hiring based on race, excused as something else, is unjust. Firing
people because they’re LGBTQ is unjust. Killing babies third trimester and beyond is evil, as is having
zero concern what happens to women if all abortions are banned. Evil, extreme, unjust--sins!
Politicians who lie should be fined YUGELY! Chump would go bankrupt quickly, a sixth time!
Politicians who worship a dictator should be fined, and worse! Politicians who refuse to work with the
other side should be canned! We the people have let them have too many perks! They idolize working
in D.C.. Shame on us voters!
Dems are for the down-and-out, and working stiffs; GOPs are for the rich and educated. God is for ALL
humanity, you stupid fools who prove Evolution is a lie, by never evolving, morally or logically!
The worship of political party is the cause of almost all ills in America! %^#%$ both your stupid labels!
STUPID people think if we stack SCOTUS right, Dems will never un-do that, like replacing retiring
Ginsburg with a liberal, and probably another! When you cram your personal views onto America, by
schmoozing satan’s man, backlash will come, unless you never lose elections. EVERY party loses
elections sometimes, foolish people! Why are we so dumb?
If the GOP returns to morality and thinking, there’s not one day I’m not ‘gonna call out all the hypocrites
who have pushed Trumpist extremism, then turn on a dime to chase the next thing, with NO moral
compass! Voters’ memories may be short, but they’ll get DAILY reminders! I don’t suffer fools gladly.
And Jesus' name having been dragged into extremist political antics and positions has brought the
greatest shame to Christendom since the Salem witch trials and Inquisition! Pastors are now slaves of
Chump, as he’ll wreak revenge if they obey God and speak honestly! Cowardice sin and hypocrisy! NO
respect!
There’s not one extreme I’ve ever met that I ever liked. It’s not cool to be a thinker, level-headed and for
rational solutions, but being extreme is what’s tearing our nation apart. If we want two separate nations,
do it legally, or meet on the battlefield! I want extremists silenced!
And that two-state solution is not workable, as some states aren’t red or blue, and many people in every
state are not the color their state is depicted! We have to learn to live together, despite our differences,
and live in unity, through common ground, where both sides lose some of their ideal aspirations, never
seeing them implemented!
Peaceful coexistence, with free speech disagreeing agreeably, but not taking public rhetoric seriously, AS
IF you actually expect your extremes to be adopted by the nation as a whole! You have what you
tolerate. I don’t tolerate current state! I don’t tolerate polar opposite extremists!
If Bernie wins the Democrat nomination, I guarantee a Trump win. I’ve been wrong before, but my
track-record proves I’m usually right in my predictions. And the time I was most wrong was when God
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wanted me to change parties, which I wouldn’t have without that result, to protest the evil Mr. Chump.
WORST president in 60 years!
If one extreme holds to extremes, the other fights it tooth-and-nail, so you either get gridlock (paying
politicians to do nothing), or any win is short-lived, as the policy will be overturned by the other side.
This unstable pendulum swinging situation MUST be over many people’s heads to comprehend, sadly!
ALL these extremes are intolerable: Do nothing about pollution, vs. waste tax dollars combatting
'climate change.' Business is god, vs. workers are god. High vs. low taxes. Big vs. small government.
Freebies, vs. ignore the poor, as I’m rich and enjoying it. Extremes are what’s killing America! The
answers lie inbetween!
And NEVER let any religious person or claimed ‘leader’ tell you they have God’s answers, when their
policies proposed don’t make sense, don’t work, or are immoral! They usually don’t know what they’re
talking about—they just use single moral issues to rile up votes for their idolized political party! Sin-to
win!
God is for justice. God’s people are to be for justice! Favoring Israel riles up UNeducated WASPs'
votes, but is NOT what God wants, but justice (excepting treating violent people as equal with the
nonviolent).
I’ve said for 40 years, WASPs have a 5/10/13 problem, and now you see the effects in politics! Sin
reigns!
When you teach a false gospel (Lordship Salvation), you either get fake conversions, or conversions
mixed with false thinking and theology, and no relational discipling, because that’s on the convert to do
(an infant bottle feeding itself), as they had to promise to do, in order to be saved! Hence, carnality/sin
REIGNS in the American Church!
Statistics for 30 years straight, 10 years ago (which makes a generation/40 years total) have shown this
5/10/13 problem! Five percent of claimers of Jesus have EVER won one person to Him in their lifetime!
That means we don’t share Christ's priorities, or values!
The super-majority of WASPs are NOT disciples of Jesus, but "nominal," which, by Rev. 3:16 means
carnal! God wants believers cold to Him, rather than apathetic! We’ve embraced churchianity, to salve
our guilty consciences, chasing money (disobeying God/Pv. 23:4-5) for worldliness, even in our mega
church mania money to Balaam pastors!
WHAT DO YOU EXPECT will occur in our politics, when Christ-claimers are devil worshippers, in
practice? Trump’s win! The devil himself couldn’t have run a more evil campaign, and CHUMP said it
was him, NOT an act, and he wouldn’t change. "Christians" voted for this. APOSTASY! Repent!
There are pastors who mouth a desire for revival, but started the most evil four years in modern
American history! ANATHEMA! They schemed a way to stack SCOTUS rightward, as justice wasn’t
their interest, like it always is for God, and they failed to trust God, but leaned on their own devices, and
look what resulted! Current day politics!
I hope you’re proud of that achievement, when Roe is STILL in place, heretics! ‘You made that,’ to
quote your favorite president Chump blames for all his many failures.
Does anyone in America SEE that that ilk of minister called 45 a baby Christian, when 45 said he was a
Christian? ‘Baby’ means he was too morally immature/unfit for them to agree with his own assessment
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of himself! Then they changed it to Cyrus (a non-Christian). They’ve run through David, Nehemiah,
Savior and anointed!
The inconsistency is the EXACT satanic lack of core as Sekulow saying zero quid pro quo, then saying
even if there is, it is not impeachable. These people are all in the exact same clique of Christian activist
circle! They socially interact, by technology, if not in person!
They concocted the Christian Cabal to overturn Roe! NO moral rules would dissuade them in that aim!
Sin-to-win! Roe is still the law.
They don’t even have the intelligence to foresee gut punches, coat hangers and quack doctors! Some of
them oppose all contraception. They seem to have a sex fixation, and only believe it to be for having
children (contrary to I Cor. 7:5, etc.).
They even oppose Plan B before three days post-insemination. They want you abstaining from all sex,
unless to have kids, even though about 50 percent of all abortions are had by claiming Christian
mothers/females!
Never address that hypocrisy! Just rile up GOP votes! POWER is idolized over God, to undo Roe in
ways that are unworkable, even as their amicus brief claimed Roe is "unworkable."
They have ZERO proposals on how to lessen abortions, except by state-wide bans, because they can’t
think, folks! Lie detectors could tell us all if power is a higher priority for them, than wanting Roe
ended! And if it weren’t, some red states would keep those absolute bans, even for the three exceptions.
My point is that the divisiveness, hostility and even violence America has experience the past four years
can be directly traced back to one man, who failed to trust God, but leaned on his own understanding,
and political scheming, and he brought you Chump! One minister of a mega church. Do you know who
he is?
You are the man! (II Sam. 12:7) I will refrain from naming him, for no good reason but that I’ve
rebuked him enough, elsewhere, but it is YOUR job to un-do the massive damage YOU alone have done
to America and Christendom, sir! One single, solitary pastor, who knows who he is! Fix your problem,
or lie in the bed YOU made!

CANCEL CULTURE
(2/20/22; @JamesMeroney2)
#CancelCulture NEEDS to comprehend iteration! THESE options for punishment EXIST (NO rush to
judgment!):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Verbal reprimand
Work censure/write-up(s)
Temporary suspension with pay
Suspension without pay
Demotion
Probation

DIVIDED STATES OF AMERICA?
(1/27/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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I’ve lived here 61 years. I love my country. I want her the UNITED states. Certain factions and foreign
governments do not! DON’T let them win! If they do, because they have the numbers, secede, so we
keep the union, but add more diversity, a state at a time. States’ rights! Again, the
BIG six are abortion, taxes and regs, immigration, guns, oil vs. green energy, entitlements, and LGBTQ
rights. These are the things which divide! Send all illegals, poor and less educated immigrants to blue
nation! Tax as high as you like, for freebies! Regulate blue nation businesses all you want.
Abort like a sport, and let people be whatever sex or gender they want, for as long as they want, till they
change again, even through surgery! Make everyone own a battery-powered vehicle, and own a solar
panel roof! Grab all guns! I dint care—I wouldn’t live there! No more division!
Purple states can vary on what abortions are allowed, or if any immigrants gain access for living there, or
any gun regulations. They can be in-between red nation and blue nation, as to laws passed, and
SCOTUS nor Congress can force national standards on these six issues! When you visit
You know things will be different! Your gas guzzler might not be allowed in CA, so you rent a green
energy car to drive there. In TX, if you ‘wanna proselytize homosexuality in churches, businesses or
schools, you’ll face legal consequences. FAIR to all, and bridging gaps! Three nation secession.
NOW I can sleep more soundly, having gotten that off my chest! The GOP has to start considering their
future! IF they ‘wanna get rid of all but far right conservatives, decide so, and I’ll happily never return,
but start a centrist party with HUGE growth potential they’ll NEVER have!
And you thought the Tea Party was radical! Just wait until Biden starts forcing taxpayers to fund free
healthcare, daycare, college, home down payments and student debt forgiveness! Trumpism started with
that group, and it will go on steroids if Joes true to his promises! Secede > war!

EXTREMIST THINK & THE NEED FOR A THIRD PARTY
(2/28/21; @JamesMeroney2)
HERE is conservative think: Nothing can change if we don’t have power. Power comes with numbers.
ALL defections of any kind lessens our power. And there is NO purpose served in being the party out of
power. Therefore nothing matters but power, only hopefully for moral causes!
And unity must be severely enforced at all costs. They do not consider this idolatry or man or party
worship, but the way the system was built (blame the system for your sins). Finally, the goal is to always
be in power, any way you can achieve that goal. It doesn’t matter that you’ll lose, some of the time!
What you do then is complain, criticize, make everything sound evil that gets done (spin), and work
harder to defeat them the next time. Fighters are revered, as there’s no plan to find common ground and
peacefully coexist. To heck with political conservative extremists, and lefty ones!
BY THAT ASININE attitude and "value," NO Christian can work in American politics!
READ THAT AGAIN! Check your religion and conscience at the Congressional doors! That means
any believers in DC are sinning to be there, as conscience HAS to be stifled to stay employed—period!
Debate me on this!
A centrist third party is NEEDED! I have more solutions that either extreme base, and I am calling upon
NON-Socialist Dems and non-Trumpian GOPs to start that party in 2024! READ all my writings. NO
ONE can compete with common sense! Kick your extreme side to the curb, D and R!
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That party will allow diversity, as centrist Dems won’t hold same views as centrist GOPs! Far righters
are already trying to gen up a Patriot Party of Trumpian conservatism. MANY TIMES I’ve detailed the
sins latent within their theory! I'll NOT bow to habitual, unrepentant sinners!
Socialism or conservatism—THAT is where extremists want to take America! Many Dems and GOPs
see how STUPID those results are! Ping pong politics, undoing opponent achievements, every 4-8 years,
paying DC to achieve nothing long-lasting! I'll destroy evils in DC, by God’s grace!
I will use the power of the people who believe in logic, decency, common sense to destroy the FOOLs
who are caustic conservatives and radical Socialists! I personally wish they’d both meet on a battlefield
and battle to the death, so only one person remained standing! Both—burn in heck!
Libs want taxpayers funding all government activities; Cons want government engaging no activities,
excepting cops and the military. They’re fine with private school, we all see little value in politicians,
and the rest can be done by private sector. These extremes are destroying America. Brain dead’s!
NO Christian can be a political conservative or liberal, 100 percent! And being moderate is making no
stand, and taking no position. The answer is common sense principles that never change. Until then,
even as a third party or members of D and R, the system is broken, and sin rules the day in America!
7. Firing Fired Suspended
I have said this before: Iterative punishments ONLY apply with iterative behaviors! Serious infractions
cause the sliding scale to escalate quickly, for justice to be served!

CANCEL CULTURE
(3/9/21; @JamesMeroney2)
If you don’t like imperfect American, leave or change it, but you can’t remake it in ways it’s not founded
for, or erase our history by Illegally trampling statues, and applying today's moral standards on earlier
generations. Revisionism.
You cannot hold past generations to today’s cultural moray standards! That's revisionist history! Cancel
culture wants cartoons, products, American heroes and everything purged of anything not matching their
litmus tests! ANATHEMA!
HERE is a TRICK of cancel culture: THEY decide what is racist or sexist or other ist, and negate any
other opinions. Seeking to be judge, jury and executioners!
Here’s social media politics—any flaw, any sin, any misspeak, any skeleton, any imperfection, any past
indiscretion, any failed policy, any wrong word choice, any wrong touch or handshake or pat—it will
ALL be used against you by the other side. Unless you’re perfect—that’s your lot. (3/15/21;
@JamesMeroney2)
Left-leaning Twitterverse is calling cancel culture "accountability." NO! Punishment MUST
match the crime, and cancel culture is a rush to the ultimate judgment of anyone or anything the
mad mob doesn't like! FALSE labeling, from ignorance and inability to distinguish. DUMB as
expected. (4/2/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Update
(4/5/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I’ve NEVER been FOR boycotts, but protesting bad people and entities. Justice demands you
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target the bad actors, and NOT harm innocents! Businesses are mentally deficient, if they ever
get involved in political spats, as half your clients will bug out. Stay neutral, or you are a FOOL!
Sometimes, the ONLY way to break through with idiots is to make their own idiocy HURT them,
especially financially! Cancel culture is purely a left-started phenomena, but since businesses
and employees are INNOCENT, if the left wants to hurt them, GOP must hurt left businesses and
jobs!
I am SO proud the GOP stood up to cancel culture, to fight fire with fire! If the left wants to ruin
businesses and jobs, the right can do the same asinine thing. Boycotting any business is stupid,
but if the left wants to do all the cancelling, WON’T HAPPEN!
It's called giving people a taste of their own medicine, and fighting fire with fire! The left would
cancel everything non-left, if the right did no cancelling, to even the score! Wake up.
IMO, GOPs now need to KEEP fighting cancel culture, by boycotts (Coke, MLB, Delta,
American Airlines, et al), but add: 1. Fire people identified as Democrat, by social media
accounts, for JOB-related cause(S), and 2. END any state-funded social services/freebies.
#FightSocialism (4/6/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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CHRISTIAN FOREIGN POLICY (vs. Worldly Worldview)
(Unpublished)
Despite claims to the contrary, and boasts that we love our Bibles, Christians OFTEN want and advocate
for things God does NOT want us to. A specific example… money, and caring for our fellow brother
non-Americans. Please let me explain, in more tedious detail.
(Gen. 4:1-9) Cain asks if he’s his brother’s keeper, sarcastically. We in America do not, generally,
consider other nations our duty to care for, as they rightly should handle their own business! But when a
nation is poor, HOW do they ever compete, economically, in a global economy?
The West and G-20 and first world nations ALWAYS have an advantage, and work to keep that benefit!
It’s the chase for money and the race to have the rich (and their money) be where we are.
Tell me how a tin pot dictator can get some poor African or South American nation thriving? How? It’s
no wonder so many nations turn to Socialism or Communism, when property rights allow the rich to
hoard, legally! HOW are the others to get their hands on money, except to sell their souls to slaver
master-like bosses who pay peanuts, and get wealthier off their backs?
It’s ONLY through government or survivalist skills that the masses can survive, as businesses only need
so many employees!
At a minimum, every government must ensure that every citizen has clothes, food and water. Preferably
a place to lay their head (i.e., shelter), though even Jesus didn’t own that. Government lands MUST be
made to farm the most efficiently and effectively, to have enough crops for the citizenry! Train them all
in survivalist skills, to endure and survive.
If a nation hasn’t many natural resources, their land or clout as a U.N. Vote or people, once
educated as workers for others, are their ONLY assets for world economics. And if families can’t afford
their kids to get educated, as they need them working the fields, they’ll never be employable elsewhere,
for better wages, or get the education required in a modern world, where every nation is competing,
which means third world nations are in competition with the first world, though they aren’t able to
compete well.
This is where aid, charity and the U.N. Comes in. Remember I started accusing Christians of NOT
believing their own claimed favorite book? The Good Samaritan parable was spoken in response to the
question, ‘who is my neighbor?” (Lk. 10:25-37) If Christians READ the story, the foreigner cared for a
man NOT from his country of origin, while the man’s own countrymen left him to rot. The lesson in
both those BIBLE passages is that humanity is in charge of humanity!
I was just on the road with a kid primping his hair, as his dad’s topless Corvette let the wind blow it. The
arrogance of the kid was evident on his face that 'we're rich.' America idolized the rich! There was a TV
show on recently about how to retire early, and a Christian radio program spoke of 20 hours of DVR
Kardashians show.
Americans consider the rich successful and heroes, and the thing to aspire to. GOD DOES NOT
TEACH THIS, Christians! WASPs have devised sin-justifying one-liners, like 'money is neutral.'
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Money is neutral, but quantity is NOT! God says the rich are to be generous, and to whom much is
given, much is required. These are NOT verses you’ll often hear preached in WASP churches, and
WASPs are generally GOP, which presently is conservative, which generally idolizes money, and sinjustifies our selfishness by stereotyping all poor people as lazy.
We hide our 1040’s by privacy laws, so no one can distinguish the good from the bad rich person! Your
BMW may be because you are selfish, or as a perk for a generous person—no one knows!
Same with poor people… there are good and bad ones; lazy vs. hard-working. Who can know?
Government ought never help a lazy person, but we all are to have mercy on the hard-working ones.
News flash: NOT everyone can be anything they want! Conservatives say equal opportunity, but fight
equal results, meaning they benefit from others being paid less than they should, and having less
opportunities, by shipping out jobs and importing labor.
They fight the minimum wage, and want to end the estate tax. It’s ALL about selfishness, greed and
hoarding—all sins God condemns. But if we can shame the aborter, and embarrass the gays, we can get
sheeple Christians to vote to sustain these wicked priorities!
So how do third world nations become second world? Politicians who ensure every citizen gets the
basics I described. Rich people are taxed to pay for such, and everyone has to have a job, or do civic
service to their nation, for that guaranteed minimum.
Investment is not prudent if payoffs are not likely, so how they’ll ever get electricity or clean water is up
to charities, churches, the U.N. And foreign aid. What some call ‘banana republics’ (a deserved term
only if they’re lazy) have land to let other nations use strategically, for military or economics. Even
terrorists take advantage of it, sometimes.
They can also band together with other weaker nations to have more clout at the U.N., and they could be
allies of either the U.S.-E.U., or Russia-China-Iran (BRIC). It’s in the West’s interests to make as many
of these nations be on our side, not our opponents’ side, via aid, and using their land strategically, at a
monetary cost!
If most of Africa, or nations south of the TX border united, and sided with BRIC and Communism, the
U.S. And E.U. Would have a BIG problem on our hands! We need MORE unity, and expansion of
NATO nations, and the G-20 needs to use more of its money, strategically, to get benefit from our
foreign aid.
In short, poor nations have little chance to modernize soon! It’s time for Americans to see many of our
luxuries as a direct and deliberate choice to let others suffer! You don’t think like this, because you
don’t know the Bible! Your Corvette could have been a Toyota, and the difference donated to help
people stay alive. But U.S. Culture does NOT teach this—only extreme liberals!
We Americans view the goal of life as being as rich as humanly possible, and retiring as soon as
humanly possible. We are, in a word, selfish. You’ll hate me for saying so, or call me anti-American,
but your ire is rightly against the God of the universe who I’ve just shows supports these ideas you
oppose.
It’s NOT the middle class or poor who spend on many luxuries! It’s the rich, and I’m NOT against
people getting rich! I’m opposed to the selfish rich, which you can only decipher by looking at their
taxes' charitable amounts, compared to net worth! But keep that secret so the guilty go unshamed!
America should NEVER elevate rich people just because they have money! It’s how they got and use it,
just like we should never consider every poor person lazy, or deserving mercy. It ALL depends on how
hard-working they and, and how smart they are with how they spend what little they have!
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There are distinctions we must make between good and bad poor and rich. READ the book of Proverbs.
God has clear categories for the poor and rich as good or evil. We in America do NOT make godly
distinctions, as God does, but lump all people into a group. Start demanding more accuracy, and do your
part/fair share!
P.S.: God already wrote about the sin of pride tightly linked with wealth and sexual prowess of man
whores! (I Jn. 2:15-17) And if Christians want to know where God said the rich are to be generous, and
more is required of them, sermons won’t likely tell you, but it’s I Tim. 6:17-19 and Lk. 12:48.
Every American is trying to get a nest egg big enough to retire. Taxes slow down that achievement, so
we want them as low as possible. Church tithes do too, as with charitable gifts. The entire U.S. System
is geared toward every man for himself survivalism, with NO concern for others’ pursuit of the same…
hyper individualism. That’s NOT what God teaches!
So PLEASE never bring your religion into politics if you’re ‘gonna cherry pick, or warp it to support
unbiblical values! God does not approve, nor do any Americans who see through the selective passage
picking by many Christians in America! READ MORE BIBLE; engage less sin and hypocrisy,
Christians!
And I know this political bunch SO well, today’s message will label me a ‘liberal!’ I am NOT! I’m a
centrist with many conservative values. I simply know the Bible much better than that bunch, and know
even many pastors have never sat down and tried to see what God’s word really teaches in its entirety.
God’s word does NOT list only two sins—abortion and homosexuality (Jer. 1:5/Ex. 20:13; Levit. 18:22)!
It also does NOT teach go to church and tithe, and you’re a good Christian (Heb. 10:25, Mal 3:10) as the
only other two verses. That’s a VERY small Bible we consult! (Rev. 22:18-19; Deut. 4:2, 12:32; Ac.
20:27)
LOOK at Christ’s concern (Mt. 25). It was NOT the people who have it all! It was the strugglers (so
long as they weren’t lazy; II Th. 3:10). LOOK at the Jews’ concern for the same, in the Old
Testament—God’s chosen nation, to be a light/role model to the world. LOOK at Gal. 6:2, 5, or Jas.
1:27, or Ac. 2, 4, and II Cor. 8, though voluntary caring. Caring for others is obeying Phil. 2! Political
conservatism shares NONE of these concerns, though it tacks on Jesus' name to moralize a corrupt
philosophy!
LOOK what God says about even such an attempt: Isa. 5:20. Christians need to know their Bible better
than their political theories! They DON’T!
And many WASPs claim Dems rely on government vs. God! I just proved political conservatives rely
on money more than God (Pv. 11:28), and use politics to enforce un-God-like values, claiming they’re
trusting God, unlike the evil liberals who trust government as their "god.' Hypocrisy sin exposed (Eph.
5:11). Read more Bible, people

PEOPLE OF NORTH KOREA
(9/2/20; @JamesMeroney)
Though you may never see this, people of North Korea, the info needs to get to you!
I had a dream that our van erringly crossed into North Korea, and when we tried to turn around, several
of our passengers were detained.
During processing, any product that made us individualistic or unique was confiscated, and half our crew
was forcibly captured, by fear of mild electrocution from devices on the floor.
Such sleeping nightmares are of no value, but addressing the nightmare which is daily life in North
Korea (unless you’re an elite) IS of great value!
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Your government should not just favor those elites and the military! NONE of you should barely
survive, or starve! Labor camps are archaic/primitive, and excessively abusive, as are the many
kangaroo courts which convict them to be banished there!
You are cut off from the rest of the universe, and even family members in South Korea. This is not right,
or even normal! You are the only nation which has so little internet connection, of who blacks out at
night, having so little lights and electricity!
Your ‘supreme leader’ is only another human, like yourself, and is neither supreme nor any sort of ‘god’
to be worshipped! In fact, he is a brutal dictator, and you are as likely praising him at public rallies from
fear as from sincere adoration!
You aren’t even free to tell the truth, or speak your mind, if it differs from what some obese politician
and his cronies demand!
And your state-run television does NOT seek to inform you of facts, but they want you to think and
believe the way things are portrayed by those same self-serving politicians! It’s called propaganda, not
news.
What nation in the modern world forces its citizens to look so similar, in both their clothing or only
having four make choices for haircuts that mirror the horrible one of your so-called ‘leader?’
And those military parades probably are meant to scare off any internal opposition, as much as to try to
exhibit strength to the outside world. You have NO say in who runs your country, AS IF genetics favor
only one family for such duties! That’s a very self-serving system, and you are the dupes for tolerating
it!
BUT, you have no access to weaponry, and power in numbers doesn’t work to overthrow bad people
when weapons are aimed against you!
In short, you are not free, bust slaves to a tyrant! He wants you to believe you’re living in Utopia, but
every other human living on earth knows you are living in the least free land, and under the most
repressive regime human experience! You have not been told this, as you are regularly lied to!
Your first step at ending this nightmare is to wake up to the fact that it is not a dream, as you are being
told, but you are living in a hell hole, and the God of heaven sees your dilemma, and does not want you
to be living that way!
ALL free nations (yes, they exist) want your release from captivity! ALL Western and NATO members
feel for your plight, and want it to end. You may never have been told we exist, but everyone else on
earth knows we do!
And finally, America is not at war with you. Your military conflict with us ended nearly seven decades
ago! Your deluded ‘leader’ uses us as scapegoat boogie men to make you think your plight is caused by
his need to spend your resources opposing us. That is a myth and a lie.
YES, we do want that idiot gone, but we have zero ill-will toward you, the people, and even your distant
relatives in South Korea want reunification—you both deserve it.
I am not recommending ways to achieve this (as I have, elsewhere), but just know you are not living in
Paradise, and every other human on earth (of which there are more than seven billion) wants a much
better life for you, before you die!

DICTATORS: THE WEST VS. COMMUNISM
(6/22/21; @JamesMeroney2)
If a nation, or nations, wanted to take on America, they wouldn’t usually directly attack. They’d try to
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weaken her, by dividing their people, and hacking vs. attacking infrastructure, or allying economic
power. BRICs doing EXACTLY these things! WAKE UP to the Cold War you’re already in!
America needs the technology to disable, deflect or destroy EVERY armament ever waged against
us. With this power, peace can be maintained. I can only HOPE many such devices are being
secretly developed by our U.S. Government! if not, that’s incompetence among "leadership!"
Let’s think through how evil governments strategize their opposition to America:
1. Weaken the UN, by voting power and alliances with the voting power of leadership—irrelevant
nations
2. Attack America far away from America, so our military have to travel to respond
3. Use social media to cause social divisions in America
4. Hack U.S. Institutions, and attack places like U.S. Embassies and the USS Kohl (venues away from
the homeland)
5. Get spies in America, and steal business trade secrets, and college expertise to take back to their
nation
6. Gather allies VS America, including economic and military
7. Arm the enemies of America’s friends, like Terrorists, and Israel-haters
8. Try to weaken NATO, and bolster the former USSA, and China
9. Seek celestial dominance, through satellites and stealth moon and mars missions
10. Manipulate markets and currency valuation
11. End dollar as global reserve currency
12. Cease funding U.S. Debt (China), and call in your investment in her
13. Develop technology to have the most advanced armies
14. Use U.S. Laws against them, like immigration laws
15. Slander America to other nations (demoralize her), etc. #ColdWar already going on!
Do YOU KNOW how NATO and the America could defeat Communism? Show them an attractive
democracy society, and force their subject to learn how life can be, if you break the shackles of
dictatorial totalitarianism. DON’T require them to emulate our U.S. Model, as it has problems, as
well!
Physical violence would be required for citizens in in Korea, Russia and China to throw off their
oppressive regimes. Those same nations don’t have to engage physical violence, to harm America, as
they’re already seeking to do so in ways I just detailed, nonviolently! Fight fire with fire

MILITARY CONFLICTS & INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
(Iran, Especially)
(6/24/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Rome fell/collapsed from within. Even if our divisions weaken us, and encourage our enemies, America
won’t fall from within, as wed either have a civil war, or better, secede. Red and purple states
would NEVER let her die, or lose her influence!
With mutually-assured destruction through nukes, enemy nations seek to destroy America by lesser
means, like social division and economic collapse, by Yuan as global reserve currency, Socialism in
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America, etc. Their goals the same as if at war; just wise enough to not directly attack us BIGly!
Arms and ammunition manufactures or storage facilities. Public memorials or statues. Destroying
these hurt the U.S. Psyche. you must out-think terrorists, and #KillAllterrorists Keep ‘em so occupied
with your attacks they can’t plan to harm us here (George Bush strategy). Mini-nuke ‘em, perhaps!
Google search of news articles says Saudis don’t have nukes. Iran’s NOT supposed to. You KNOW
DON’T trust them and bomb their nuke facilities anytime are satellites detect any movement to build
them! #Iran http://msnbc.com/msnbc/iran-foreign-minister-javad-zarif-snap-back-clause-goes-bothways…
North Korea/Venezuela/Russia/Iran/Cuba: CAN’T you join the family of nations and live sensibly
with sane leadership (or defeat them)? Come join the fam! (1/11/15; @JamesMeroney)
National sovereignty does NOT apply when you house or encourage terrorists, Syria and Iran! Well
hunt ‘em down wherever they hide! —The UNITED world. (2/9/15; @JamesMeroney)
You TRULY believe Iran would ever in their hearts and internal leadership abandon plans to harm
Israel? THATs naive. They’ve stated their roadmap! (2/12/15; @JamesMeroney)
Some in #Iran governance will NEVER abandon desires to wipe Israel off the map. Vigilance
needed to always track secret ops with that aim. #Israel (2/14/15; @JamesMeroney)
E.U. heads of state need to wake up to forget past histories and unite VS ISIS, terrorists, Iran
with nukes, Russian aggression, North Korea and Syria! (2/18/15; @JamesMeroney)
Operation Gideon if Iran allowed nukes anytime! Preemptive strikes NEEDED to save your country—
apple of God’s eye http://bbc.in/1MTZprZ @netanyahu. As I emailed you three years ago. If enriching
uranium, bomb facilities and track EVERY new attempt! Don’t be a wimp but SAFE. #Iran #Peace!
(2/26/15; @JamesMeroney)
Iran leadership uses good cop/bad cop to sound pious while pursuing evil. The U.S. or Israel bombing
Iran nuke facilities is NOT evil "invasion!" (3/3/15; @JamesMeroney)
Iran nuke facilities? The MOMENT it turns militarized do a surgical strike with eight hour notice so all
humans can vacate. Common Sense, and tell the U.N.! (8/8/15; @JamesMeroney)
Do I believe Iran lied in following Iran no nuke pursuit deal? YES. Proper response? If serious
enuf, sanctions, or even taking out facilities used in that process. I HOPE EU nations retain the
deal, and the U.N. inspects all suspect venues to ensure no further violations. (5/11/18;
@JamesMeroney)
I have ALWAYS said if Iran develops the capability to aim nukes at Israel, U.S. Has to take out
those capabilities before they are used! LOOK how lo-o—o—ong I’ve said that (next retweets). Note
the dates! I’m no Johnny-come-lately on that position!
Do you know what would be AMAZING tech to free oppressed people? If Russia, in Korea or
China ever started a war, NATO capability to only kill politicians, generals and the military—NO
civilians! Targeted specificity. Hardliners wouldn’t be impressed, but many would see their
escape!
IF North Korea or terrorists launched missiles into S Korea, or Israel, respectively, overwhelming
retaliation would be necessitated! NATO needs satellite knowledge of exactly where these get
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launched from, and the tech to destroy the launchers as soon as any missiles are sent forth!
What would stop tanks rolling into a NATO nation? Bombs, hacking their engines to break, mini
missiles to derail their wheel tracks, lasers that melted or disintegrated ‘em or their engines,
anything to gum up their movement—shot from afar by smart weapons! Develop these presently!
Putin invaded Ukraine, when the world was DISTRACTED by the Olympics (if I recall,
correctly). NATO, her allies, and all free nations, or those opposing evil regimes MUST unite to
NEVER let ANYONE invade another nation, and be successful! Pay your fair share, but NEVER
lose any ally!
Hitler literally took tanks and troops across borders, under threat of surrender or die. NO NATO
allied nation should EVER again run that risk! Immediate resistance and superior fire power must
be on call for INSTANT response to defeat any such invaders in our mutual futures! Use tech!
Speed of troop movement sometimes wins wars. Best strategy, as well. In one of the World Wars, a
2-flanked front was instituted to weaken Hitler, and one time a FAKE military build-up was used to
make him defend against a non-existent threat, to be weaker where the allies attacked. WISE
Hum-Vs were partly defeated by IEDs. Stealth’s may never have been shot down. That’s tech
giving America an advantage! Tanks, often bombed off their tracks. America needs sky
superiority/dominance, and satellite surveillance intel superiority in any war! Knowledge, skies, and
weaponry mastery!
In wars, people need food and temp lodging, and bathrooms, often on the move. They need
safety/protection, much ammo, backup support, accurate intel, masses of warriors (usually), and
the best tech and weapons! I want lite weight gun and bomb-proof military uniforms, and head
protection!
Jan six showed the world a group large enuf to have broken into our Capital COULDVE takes DC
pols hostage or killed them, thus creating a governmental coup. If more than one had been risking
being killed, I’m not sure all politicians could have safely bunkered up. Democracy’s fragile—
PROTECT IT
Weather is always a factor in military operations! Some groups gather for religious purposes.
Santa Anna was defeated, surrounded as his men slept. Element of surprise, and wise military
strategy. There are no rules, but to win, and never start it! They’re seeking your death! Always win
Afghanistan taught us guerilla warfare is a strategy U.S. Has to develop the capability of defeating,
MUCH sooner! Enemies dressed as civilians, underground tunnels, random attacks, terrorizing
communities to not give intel to America, using their own terrain against us, knowing it better.
control of their politicians so government works for the ppl.
The people have the numbers, and in numbers, can overtake any military, if needed, by sheer physical
presence VS arsenals. D Day proved that. you can’t let evil, greedy and selfish people be in charge of
your future, as you aren’t their #1 concern, though you are to God!
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which we ALL never want to see repeated, though IMperfect analogies,
do teach that if you decisively overpower an attacking enemy, you can save more lives than if
you hadn’t. Deterrence is REAL, even with Hitler, who committed suicide, to avoid being killed.
Enemy military generals and the smartest leaders orchestrating battle plans have to be able to be
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tracked, even down deep in cave bunkers, by new tech U.S. Better be developing with black
budgets! I know a guy who designed a tool to ID pools of oil well under the earth. IT CAN BE
DONE
Militaries get demoralized, or change strategies with significant defeats, or strategic
interventions to earlier planned attacks. ANYtime America is at war, we must do BOTH these
things, simultaneously! We must never initiate a war, but always win when attacked. And
convincingly! DETER
When you are at war, the goal is to kill people and break things. U.S. Needs weaponry and tech that
can break all serious offensive weapons of any enemy, and disable food supplies, intel, command
and control, logistics/gasoline, and communications. We BETTER be pursuing these advances
NOW!
Suicide bombers need to be able to be identified before they’re 100 yards of any U.S. Military
personnel. Same with oncoming vehicles packed with explosives. I am no scientist, but I know
an inventor whose tool can ID any WMD entering the port of Houston. I’m SURE we can design
these
Enemy snipers need to be identifiable from afar, using drones and radar or heat signals from
bodies. America needs smart missiles, that Hansel and Gretel bread crumb their way back to the
source of enemy fire. See through walls tech would find them hiding secretly/stealthily. #Innovation
Poke the bear enemies attack small, remote, as hi profile as possible U.S. Targets. Masses always
pose a threat, so U.S. Needs tech that can wipe out huge armies in one setting, like sucking oxygen
out of area, or programmed bombs to hit 'em ALL. Human shields should be able to be avoided
Robots can be blown up. Drones that are fast, and programmed to avoid missiles and gun shots,
should be America's next great military investment! Big enough to be lethal, and even small ones
(the size of grasshoppers) should be fatal, with lasers, chemicals, or Kamikaze run into targets
In fighting the poke the bear types, you MUST have drones with stealth radar-deflection
capability, that kill specific people, or can target several at once. Send a swarm of them, to defeat
terrorists, and chase them down! They and robots need to be our next generation of weaponry!
Update: International Relations
(6/21/21; @JamesMeroney2)
HOW is America going to lead the world when we don’t lead with moral authority? Enemy
nations WIN when we are divided, hate, argue over race, allow injustice, flaunt sex and money
worship, etc. Revival is desperately needed for our nation! II Chron. 7:14 Starts with the Church!
IF one, or several allied good nation kept a lid on the world’s evils, knowing full well they needed
to do the same for themselves, the world could be properly managed to not spin out of control
with all the hate, violence, injustice and even wars we so often see now.
IF America "secretly" developed the tech to dominate all areas of war (land, sea, sky, space,
underground and under water), that is the BIG STICK that deters any major (vs minor poking the
bear skirmishes) warfare! If anyone has better stuff, and they initiate attack...WEAK position!
Someone needs to have Putin list his top five complains about America! they WON’T all be valid, and
he needs to be on a polygraph while so listing. I’d LOVE to know this list! Can he envision how
we could cease being enemies, and maybe even work together? Describe that scenario!
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AFGHANISTAN
(7/5/21; @JamesMeroney2)
IF I had a son in the military, I would NOT want them in an engagement that didn’t directly negatively
affect U.S. Interests! That’s why I have called for a global fighting force, so wrongs get
fixed, with equal sacrifice of life, limb and lucre!
Update
(8/15/21; @JamesMeroney)
U.S. Policy toward Afghanistan is exactly like a male helping a stranded female fix a flat tire in a ganginfested neighborhood, then leaving the car on the jack, before lowering it and tightening the nuts!
It’s the HEIGHT of selfishness and /or arrogance, to start military incursions, then decide an arbitrary
calendar date is when we will save our skin, and abandon people we treated as allies! If you had won,
we wouldn’t be having these conversations! Enemy wasn’t annihilated, as 45 said!
CHUMP also wanted all U.S. Troops removed from Afghanistan! Bad idea of his, and of Biden/Harris!
Our military needed a break, but had to stay much longer, IF any stable government might develop, with
military capacity! WE ABANDONED the Afghanistan people! ALWAYS needed some presence
WHO in their right mind would think the Middle East could retain any stability our U.S. Military
brought, when we are extracted?
@JoeBiden
@KamalaHarris
Historically volatile. Many tribal/cultural rivalries. Much animosity and unrest. The vacuum YOU
TWO left is simply being filled!...
One could LEGITIMATELY ask why any of our great military men and women does in Afghanistan,
and for WHAT??? The armed forces should NEVER be made to pay the price for poorly thought out
war plans! Clear goals, outcomes and exit strategies for victory; or don’t ever start!
Someone in the establishment said there was no crystal ball about what would happen in Afghanistan.
BS! America has had to prop up militaries, as the enemy doesn’t fear them, but us. When we leave, they
smell blood in the water, as we are the threat. EVERYONE knows this, even Biden!
Update
(8/17/21; @JamesMeroney)
WE invaded THEIR land, for our and their purposes, and now they do not get that which WE said
we came there to give them! WE are a primary reason they will now live horrific lives enslaved
to archaic thugs we did NOT defeat. Winning?
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GLOBAL
1. Global Vision
2. Global Vision Specifics
3. Global Rights
4. Communist Chinese
5. U.S. Foreign Policy
6. Worldview: The State of the World

GLOBAL VISION
(5/5/19; @JamesMeroney)
Here’s what is needed by our world: Every government ensures that every citizen of theirs has enough to
survive… shelter, clothes, food, water, and fatal disease prevention or treatment. Third world
governments need their economies modernized, and dictators need to share the wealth, to be real leaders
of their people!
The third world needs LESS babies birthed, unless families can afford them! They’re NOT income
earners for a family, enough to make up for their costs. Education and skills training are needed, and can
be done for free, if they have electricity for the internet, or by generators; clean water wells dug, and
potable/drinkable water separated from sanitation.
Exploit any natural resources in your nation, and see your people as assets to hire out to richer nations, if
they specialize in skills they’re trained in, for low wages to the third and second world, but higher wages
than your people get now.
Train citizens to live off the land, safe to health and the environment, for a minimum subsistence.
If government personnel can’t or won’t do these minimal things, the people MUST secretly organize,
then protest, and eventually take over, if needed, trying to get military on your side, but if not, sacrifices
will be required (i.e., martyrs). You have the numbers! Make your government work for you! Get good
politicians and laws! Change your reality/experience/existence.
Dictators have these SAME needs for their people, and the people have this same need to rid themselves
of selfish, greedy bums in charge, any way possible, including martyrdom, by some. If tyrants will do
good by their people, as just described, they can stay in power. If not, they’ve got to be deposed by the
people!
G-20, NATO, The West, the U.N. And other wealthier nations can help, if economic ties can be
reasonably expected, as a result, but charity only goes so far! Their investments must be worthwhile for
them—NOT just you. You’re desperate for their aid! Find win-win for all sides, or you will remain
broke and hurting!
Nations NEED to change cultural traditions of valuing ‘strong men’ that are EVIL to their people! It’s
sinful for those closest to such thugs to support them, because you get payout/payoff. If you’re in
government, you MUST think about the people, as you are God’s representatives! Putting yourself first
is a sin! Rule righteously.
(I Tim. 6:8) At a minimum, all citizens need food, water and clothes! A place to sleep is important
(cave, grass hut; whatever’s minimally protective), and medical care enough to prevent them prematurely
dying from disease, especially from the preventable types. This is ALL governments’ minimum success
standard! Nothing less!
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Advanced aspirations would be electricity, roads, cops, laws, courts, electricity, clean water, schools,
sewer systems and hospitals. You take progress one step at a time. Businesses begin as a primitive area
matures, if the people want that.
Nations like North Korea, Iran, Russia and others NEED to get control of their politicians, so
government works for the people. The people have the numbers, and larger numbers can overtake any
military, if needed, by sheer physical presence against weapons arsenals. D Day proved that.
You can’t let evil, greedy and selfish people be in charge of your future, as you aren’t their number one
concern, though you are to God!
If your life’s going O.K. Under such bums, you’re not ‘gonna join into an overthrow! It’s those whose
lives are so negative they’ll risk life and limb for a better future for their future family members, if not
themselves. Governments MUST care that everyone does O.K.—not just some! The non-elites WILL
rebel, being ignored!
The poor have no power, maybe no weapons, maybe no votes, but they have numbers. South Africa
shows numbers can achieve things, though taking others' things isn’t the right way to rebel! Many
people will never give up any good thing they enjoy, so you have to have government behave rightly for
all the citizens!
Poor people NEED to realize most of them may NEVER get rich. That’s O.K.! They don’t all have to
even enter the middle class. If no one severely suffers, or dies or goes bankrupt from inability to receive
medical care, that’s a MINIMUM success standard for any and all governments. Demand that, poor
people!
This MAY sound like I put oweness on government to care for the poor. I do NOT. But in nations
where resources and opportunities are tightly restricted by evil politicians, I AM blaming those type
governments! When ALL people are free to pursue life the way they see fit, to earn a living, government
has succeeded!
Where elites control opportunities, they MUST change, or be ousted! #RegimeChange The least among
you is the determinant of how successful your entire nation is! How poor and struggling is the least,
absent physical or mental disabilities! North Korea is Exhibit A in how NOT to run a government!
I am for ALL labor camps being freed and broken up, and any remaining Gulags anywhere. NO slavery
anywhere! No forced prostitution. No theft. No initiating wars. No land grabs from other nations. No
murdering, extortion, abductions, rapes, genocide, jailing people who speak negative of government,
hoarding by politicians of their nations' resources, bribery, lying politicians, tax evasion, wife beating,
incest, child abuse, inhumane sweat shops, robberies, bank hold-ups, terrorism, inciting to violence,
indoctrinating kids to hate others (like Jews), treating women or gays as second-class citizens, refusing to
let females be educated, own assets, work, drive, or be treated as equals with males, no cutting off wrists
for stealing, or stoning gays for homosexual sex, no torture, harems/polygamy, bestiality, and other sins
that destroy the fabric of nations' civilized cultures.
Rogue nations' politicians need to repent! WHY should ANY nation's "leader" have all the power, or
control most resources, or be exorbitantly rich, when his/her rulership is allowing severe poverty to
continue? You OWE your nation, before God, to dispose of MUCH of your assets, to help others you
are ignoring, and letting suffer! Ex.: Putin/Un!
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Female mutilation is EVIL, and MUST stop! At least minimal human rights MUST exist in ALL
nations. This is NOT pushing Americanism on anyone, but God’s morality. If your claimed "religion"
opposes that, it’s not worth of that name! God is for good, though you may not be! Do good, seek
justice and peace!
And Iran’s religious leaders MUST repent of trying to impose any deeds on the people that are immoral
or evil, even if they interpret any holy book as requiring that! The standard I’ve detailed for ALL nations
applies to you, too, no matter if your politicians let you avoid doing so. You must repent, too!
To say ‘my wealth is personal property, so poor people aren’t poor because of me,’ depends on HOW
you got your money! Even if morally, you have a moral obligation to be generous with your excess! (I
Tim. 6:17-19) Selfish greedy hoarding is RIGHTLY opposed by others, as there’s only so much money
to go around, selfish ones.
A judgment/punishment is coming to our world, even if some politicians have zero belief in such, or in
any religious claims. Evil politicians will be God’s first target, and evil rich people! You have the
power to enrich everyone’s lives. When you don’t, you fatten yourself up for a day of
harvest/reckoning/accountability! (Jas. 5:5) Many of you are going to Hell. (Jn. 3:16)
And whether anyone’s going to Heaven or Hell, in this life THIS is what God requires of your lifestyle:
Mic. 6:8. God is for justice. People who aren’t are evil! It’s unrighteous to allow severe poverty to
continue, when it’s in your power to change, especially if you have way more than you’d ever need! Do
right!

GLOBAL VISION SPECIFICS
(5/8/19; @JamesMeroney)
Imaginary primitive or poor nations (which exist in reality) NEED food, water and clothes. Next, shelter
and vaccines/medicines to prevent preventable fatal diseases. Next, clean water and sanitation;
education, jobs, electricity and roads, thereafter.
HOW do they get these IF they want them (some tribes may want nothing but leaf clothes, and ‘leaf' us
alone!)? It ALL takes money. IF and only IF the goal is self-sustaining, their government and rich
people (via taxes) are initial places, and money from renting land, or people used as labor to foreign
states, or sell natural resources.
The U.N., G-20 foreign aid, major charities, churches and Giving Pledge donors like Bill Gates'
Foundation. Businesses have excess, as with rich folk, and some governments could give more, but for
many of these, there has to be a payoff. Maybe not quid pro quo, but not just forking out cash!
Literally, the clothes NYC and America throws out every day would clothe entire nations!
A recent report said landfills are filling fast from instant fashion trend (temporary fads quickly replaced
by spending FOOLs, in my opinion). Send leftovers to third worlders! If America has enough, spread
the blessings! CARE about others! We never believe we have enough! (Ecc. 6:7)
The amount of food America wastes, at home and at restaurants could feed entire nations, until they
could self-sustainingly farm! NOT food people have touched, but limiting portions, like endless chips
you don’t finish, at Tex-Mex.
Immediately, education on farming best practices and efficiency technology is needed. Money, once
again! Water wells dug, and water cleaning technologies for diseased or polluted oceans and waterways.
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Holes dug outside towns for underground outhouse depositories. Shelters made of the cheapest
materials, like leaves and tree wood, or even abandoned cargo containers, like things U.S. Throws out!
Adopt-a-nation! Start small, and make a role model state to teach/show other G-20 nations. Lead!
Battery- or generator-powered internet (or old books we throw out) could educate kids, for free, at night,
as they learn more efficient farming, to make day jobs take less time and energy.
The Jesus video was taken to almost all venues, by film projectors with no electricity! The same could
occur to teach kids basic education and job skills, so they can hire on with second world nations.
The products America puts in landfills could be recycled for them (and ocean plastics), as with our
thrown out vehicles and bikes! DFW threw out many scooters that didn’t comply with local laws! Bikes
are basic transport that would transform a nation.
Plastic and cardboard in U.S. Landfills could make huts, with duct tape! Strengthen that with mud or
tree branches, etc. Rick Warren can teach you on tracts of farm land! Solutions exist! WILL WE act?
RATHER than call these countries "shish-hole nations," HELP! We’re the richest, most advanced nation
on the earth! If WE can’t (better, won’t), no one can (better, will)! No one else is as blessed as us/U.S.!
https://financesonline.com/a-list-of-third-world-countries-10-poorest-nations-with-rising-economies/
Chump’s claimed wealth excess could fund MUCH of this, as penance for using that slanderous term!
Whatever Chump’s wealth is, he’s proof money doesn’t buy class, and money isn’t success, by God’s
standards. IF he ever makes it to Heaven, he’ll be one of the poorest persons there, forever, as he
carnally brags of his wealth, EXACTLY like the evil rich God condemns in Scripture. Fake "baby
Christian."
Poor nations south of Texas: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poverty_in_South_America)
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poverty_i…
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Latin_American_and_Caribbean_countries_by_GDP_(PPP)
World’s poorest nations: https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2018/11/29/poorest-countries-world2018/38429473/

GLOBAL RIGHTS
(12/24/19; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s talk about tearing down evil regimes--China, Russia, North Korea, Iran, et al. Human being
citizens MUST be educated more to envision what freedom from oppression looks like, and would be
like in their own lives! North Koreans NEED to learn that humans live like that, today, in other parts of
the world.
No one should fear their government will cut off their hand if they steal, which no one should do. No
one should fear their government will mutilate women’s sexuality, or allow men to treat them as second
class, or property! No one should be killed by their government, or others, because they’re gay.
No one should be jailed because they voice disagreement with their government. No one should be
forced into labor camps, because they’re perceived as academic or moral threats to an evil regime!
Secret police, narking on their neighbors, are evil! You’re only a human—you are not any better than
anyone else. Be moral, vs. a tyrant’s dupe!
You should be able to practice any religion in any nation on earth, and own property, marry whoever
YOU so choose (not forced marriages, especially of under-aged girls), there should be NO human
trafficking… people are not products. May every slave trader be caught and jailed for life, if not killed!
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You should be able to hang around anyone you want, unless you’re planning criminal activity. If your
government accuses you of a crime, you should be provided a free lawyer, given due process and your
day in court, a fair trial, the right to not incriminate yourself, the right to face Ur accuser and be judged
by a jury of your peers, and any punishment must not be too harsh, but should match the crime.
Torture should be ended, as with genocide and ethnic cleansing. Every child should be provided an
education by their government! That’s the ONLY way in the modern world they have any chance at a
decent life. Your government shouldn’t be allowed to break into your home without a court-issued
warrant, and judges can’t be on the take, nor your police force (bribery and corruption) or politicians!
In court, you should be presumed innocent until untampered with/REAL vs. manufactured evidence
proves otherwise, and in your home, you have a right to privacy no one should illegally invade.
IF this list does NOT describe your state/nation/country, you are being cheated and ripped off in life!
Evil fellow human beings are making these choices about your life! God’s not wanting or forcing this
suppressed lifestyle on anyone! He wants you FREE. Make it happen; be released (I Cor. 7:23).
Update #1: Global Poverty
So now to the particulars:
1. Poor people, the world over, NEED to STOP having many if any kids—period! YOU CAN’T
AFFORD THEM! They aren’t a financial asset, but a fiscal liability (and it’s immoral to use them in
child labor, to pay YOUR bills)! Your over-populating the world is morally IRresponsible.
2. EVERY person has to set as their ambition to become self-sustaining/sufficient! Adults aren’t
responsible for other adults not in their nuclear family, or employment!
3. EVERY country needs its plan for helping their own poor stand on their own two feet! It is NOT
America’s job to fix other nations' poverty problem, just because we’re rich! We already do MORE than
our fair share!
4. Every nation needs its own safety net. They can individually decide how large it will be. It’s NOT
the U.N.'s or other countries' business to dictate how large any one nation's safety net is! That’s called
national sovereignty!
5. JUST LIKE God’s people, the Jews, God supports some safety net. Sometimes, temporarily or in
exceptional/anomaly cases, people can’t handle all that life throws at them. That’s why God created
credit cards! (just joking) Societies decide what to do in that situation, but evil ones decide to turn a
blind eye (i.e., far right ideology).
However, JUSTICE says they repay taxpayers, once they are on their financial feet.
The Pope had a lot to say to criticize America, by innuendo. AMERICA IS THE MORALLY
GREATEST IMPERFECT NATION IN THE HISTORY OF MANKIND—
PERIOD! The Pope speaks of vaccines for all. Nations' "leaders" (i.e., politicians) are morally
responsible for their people.
If countries are poor, and remain impoverished, economically, FIX IT! It’s NOT other nations' job to
fix, though many will help—TEMPORARILY, like America always has!
Every problem must be temporary, or it’s a willful commitment to have the problem continue! And
every nation has a VALID self-interest in benefitting from helping poorer nations! China doesn’t do so
from the goodwill in their heart, alone, but to gain access to resources, ports, allies, etc.! SAME for the
America.
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Next, you are NOT going to get any business to STOP utilizing the natural resources of this earth! Be
fruitful and multiply, and take dominion! They ONLY need to do so responsibly, in ways that don’t
harm the earth or ruin scenery. The Pope sounds VERY politically liberal in that part of his speech!
Businesses exist to profit, sir! Take a business or economics course, vs. just Latin, which is Latin to me!
The NEED is to encourage giving back, ala I Tim. 6:17-19. There is no monopoly on food
manufacturing! It’s called global competition! If America doesn’t keep up, we will be begging China
for our daily rations. Again, I suggest a common introductory business or economics course, and READ
I Tim. 6:17-19 in God's ONLY source of authority—His INERRANT word, the Bible!
Guns and military weapons KEEP GOOD PEOPLE SAFE, sir (I would NEVER call any mere man
"father," Mt. 23:9). It is the evil in the world that guns help keep responsible gun owners from!
It is responsibility that runs through my entire responsive message, be it sex, or arms usage. Hate
speech, fake news, conspiracy theories and political manipulation I 100 percent agree with the Pope
denouncing!
It doesn’t take MUCH money, relatively speaking, to put all school curricula on the Internet, for access
to ALL!
LOOK!: https://bestcolleges.com/blog/platforms-for-online-courses/… Khan Academy is
EXCELLENT! LOOK (K-12): https://howtohomeschoolforfree.com/full-online-homeschoolcurriculum/… But electricity and computers accessible to all poor kids is the gap needing bridging.
Again, WHO is responsible for bridging that gap? Individuals, charities, and each nation's safety net!
WHY is it Facebook's (a private company) job? I TOTALLY agree with the Pope's call for the media to
stop "the logic of post-truth, disinformation, defamation, slander and the un-healthy attraction to dirt and
scandal."
Unilateral sanctions can be needed, as the U.N. Has often been corrupted by minor nations allying to
harm national interests of more influential nations! I AGREE that aggression must be stopped, (and
America has to be the world’s policeman, UNfortunately).
Finally, profit is NOT the problem. Idolatry of money, and zero concern for I Tim. 6:17-19 IS! II
Chron. 7:14 IS the answer, but the Pope didn’t address that, or God's EDBS priorities (FULL
evangelism, discipling, body life and social ministry), or John 3:16 as the ultimate solution! That’s a
major and SAD omission!
I’m a Protestant—he’s a Catholic. NO MATTER how closely the two groups try to engage politics in
America, there will ALWAYS be differences! The ONLY one that matters is are seven sacraments
required, or can anyone go to Heaven by trusting Jesus alone—period (John 3:16), and is the Bible alone
God’s will?

COMMUNIST CHINESE
(6/11/20; @JamesMeroney)
I learned of a book (title will be given when it’s learned) that documents China’s strategy to negatively
impact America by buying up real estate, and shipping in undercover Communists sympathetic to
president Xi, to steal trade secrets, stir up trouble, or vote against our values upon gaining citizenship!
Identify and JAIL THEM as insurrectionist traitors!
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Immigrants to America: We ALL have been in your shoes, in our heritage! That DOESN’T mean we all
share same values! You have zero logical or moral reason to vote for one political party, because you
weren’t born here, but for the reasons you came here—to find a better life through hard work!
If you live in America, it’s because you believe you can make whatever you want of your life, if you
work hard, and NOT needing government’s help—just their not restricting those ambitions. Anyone else
who comes here, or is born here, who believes otherwise is FREE TO LEAVE, and should, including by
force! We need no loafers.
If you want Socialism for America, MOVE TO A MORE SOCIALIST COUNTRY! America is NOT
number one, historically, because of stealing from hard workers, by force of law, but from productivity,
ingenuity and being smart and the first to market. If you aren’t that type person, you really don’t belong
or fit in here, legally or otherwise!
People online write 'eat the rich.' You are jealous (a sin), because you can’t do what they’ve done, and
(likely) never will! Unless they stole their wealth, or gained it immorally, be glad they’re here vs.
somewhere else! America needs the best minds and investors, to regain America’s number one status,
forever! Beat Chinas butt!
I heard a story of China buying up public works in other nations too poor to repay them, so they retain
ownership, and use those projects as platforms to import Commies into other nations, for global strategic
advantage, to get a leg up on America and India, wherever they can. #EvilRegime! They MUST be
stopped! USA #1!
America has ALWAYS welcomed immigrants with open arms, because they have, until recently, always
been the hard-working kind, trying to get ahead by finding better freedom and opportunities here. That
is the ONLY type America should ever let in. NOT beggars thinking that the U.S. Owes them anything!
Belief in hard work, working smart, being frugal, investing, property rights, aspiring to be rich are NOT
"white values," but AMERICAN values! Proof? There are white nut cases protesting to burn the system
down. It is NOT a racial thing, but values thing, and one of those two alternatives is Un-/NONAmerican!
Liberals have shown their true colors, the past month. They LITERALLY have NO PROBLEM tearing
down America, because they do not love her, and aren’t emotionally invested in her success! Riots,
fires, looting, vandalism and violence have shown even the greatest skeptic what their core is!
Remember/never forget!
Other ways China (Cf.: Russia and Iran) can infiltrate America: Listening devices in products we’re
sold, immigrant spies, bots and monitoring social media, higher education students, workers in U.S.
Firms (stealing trade secrets), drone and satellite surveillance, man-made islands for military use.
CAN YOU IMAGINE how many new technological devices and bugs/surveillance/listening devices
China will now insert in any structure Americans will occupy, now that the Olympics have been
postponed by one year? One more year to prepare for a plethora of information-gathering seeking to
destroy America!
Communists WON’T be convinced to accept Democracy! We and NATO MUST thwart their
expansion! Their theory SEEMS just and moral, but execution of their theory (and people) has always
been totally totalitarian and cruel! Dictatorships benefit the dic-tators and their inner circle, mainly,
raping the land and harming the people!
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IF America adopts a self number one attitude, EXPECT increased opposition, including militarily, or via
terrorism! So long as America uses its great economic and military advantages to help all other peaceloving nations to improve for their people—including economically—no one (to speak of—there are
always whack jobs) will oppose us but our enemy nations!
I am FOR "USA #1"; I am AGAINST "USA #1 and solely!" God doesn’t bless a nation, to become
worldly, selfish or arrogant! "Ugly Americanism" is NOT American Exceptionalism! America is great
because we are good! Cease being so, and you cease being great! #MoralsMatter, America!
Enemy nations MOST to be watched, especially as average Joes get distracted by Covid
fears/quarantines, and race riots, are Russia, China, Iran, North Korea, and to a lesser extent Cuba and
Venezuela, as with any pockets of any nation breeding future terrorists! Our CIA, FBI, HSA and DOD
need to monitor them full-time!
Everybody (the world over) has a right to be free! You don't have to live like a refugee. –Tom Petty
(RIP) And The Heartbreakers - Refugee (Official Video) https://youtu.be/fFnOfpIJL0M
WELCOME TO AMERICA, every immigrant willing to work, and not here to harm or destroy America!
You made it to the #PromisedLand! https://youtu.be/y8OtzJtp-EM
via @YouTube Immigrant Song (2007 Remaster)
This warning against China I have been making for many years in many ways!:
The U.S. Owes NO ONE a handout, even in foreign aid, but from mercy we need to be strategic in our
best national interest, knowing "BRIC" is trying to beat us. (12/25/14)
BRIC trying to compete with the U.S. And her trade partners. KICK THEIR B-TT! For the
ignos/ignoramuses, that’s Brazil, Russia, Iran and China. STOP being so ignorant—U.S.: LEAD!
(2/9/15)
BRIC came as economic counterpart to American economic dominance, and a military competitor to
NATO is expected by axes of evil nations, and their allies (soon). (4/18/17)
There are two main player groups, internationally—the U.S. And her allies (many E,U, nations, et al)
and BRIC (especially Russia, China and Iran). For economics there’s a RACE to get South America and
Africa on one side or the other, as with U.N. Clout. And with LIMITED national resources, not every
nation will get [as much as they want or need]. (1/26/18)
We work separate deals, one nation to another, but limited resources and competition ensure alliances
will have rivalries, so the U.S., E.U. (NATO) vs. BRIC and Communists arises. All over limited assets,
ineffective global rules or enforcement, failure to agree on rules, and selfishness (a sin, but not if there
are no morals, other than what ‘I’ want). Lying, hacking, deceiving, secret nuclear warhead tests and
bribes—all are O.K., because there are no morals, and all advance our national alliances causes, though
conflicting with our opponents'. (8/29/18)
[Enemy nations] Russia, Iran, ~China, many Arab nations, Venezuela, Cuba, some African and Central
and South American nations. BRIC already exists. I’d push for the dollar NOT being default currency,
and beef up all associated militaries. This is EXACTLY what’s happening presently! (10/1/18)
One bare-chested dictator have BILLIONS most of which the people are due, cozying up with China
(BRIC economic bloc), TRYing to break up or back off NATO, and cause E.U. Nations and especially
Germany to splinter some loyalty to alliances with America. Cuba and Venezuela can’t be too far from
his planned alliances. (12/2/18)
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How about government-controlled economies, like price fixing, government-owned businesses, and
regulations and taxes out the wazoo. NEED I educate you on how those schemes have usually utterly
failed? Liberals tout Sweden and China (i.e., Socialism and Communism). WOULD YOU WANT TO
WORK IN CHINA, if you weren’t an ex-pat American? (3/8/20)
They [China] are our enemy! We need to diversify manufacturing nations, seeking an exit from red
China, ASAP, IMO. China cashes in off coronavirus, selling Spain $467 million in supplies, some of
them substandard https://fxn.ws/2UjV9Np
#FoxNews (3/26/20)
Shark Tank notwithstanding, "Nearly all of the advances in structural and aesthetic innovation is coming
from abroad." –Arthur Erickson The great American business man said it best (RIP), “Out-innovating
them is the way to beat China. And to do everything that we do in this country to support innovative
policy, that drives innovation and new products and more jobs and creates jobs. –Jack Welch (4/1/20)
Large national debt is a ball and chain on our economy! Some debt is O.K., if not healthy, but NOT a
lot. Plus, America is indebted mainly to China, and they can pull the plug, or the world can end the
dollar as reserve currency, and the U.S. Economy would crash like a house of cards! ALERT!
(5/13/20)
…There are literally people who believe America needs to be defeated, economically—China, Iran,
Russia, and anyone who immigrates here, or adopts liberal values to make our democracy liberal, or
economy Socialist! Enemies of this United States. (6/4/20)
If you don’t like living in America, get the $%# out of here! NO ONE makes you stay! If I lived in
China, I’d expect the native Chinese to be more adept at surviving well in their native country! SAME
with all people NOT inhabiting another nation they weren’t born in! The fundamentals of the U.S.A are
good. (6/4/20)

U.S. FOREIGN POLICY
(11/16/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Every nation puts its interests first and foremost, as they should. USA #1 (MY term, well before
MAGA), always called on America to lead morally, which would never be isolationism, or bullying
other nations, or arrogant ugly Americanism! Chump can’t understand BALANCE! Extremism reigns.
To the 'never let a crisis go to waste' crowd, CHINA, RUSSIA and IRAN are out to destroy America, in
subtle ways, not all-out war! Wake up! China has us by the gonads, financially. We have to diversify
our global supply chain! Ally with every nation win-win is possible with! Power in numbers.
Iran has 12 TIMES the enriched Uranium They’re allowed to possess. Israel is directly at risk, folks!
Russian leadership is NOT ignoring our division! Putin is not wishing America well, in his heart of
hearts! Economic alliances to defeat America and make the dollar fail as reserve currency.
HOW could enemy nations destroy America? Pretend to be friends, gain economic control through loans
and dependence upon your labor force for cheap products. Build counter-alliances, initially just
economic. Get the dollar ended as world's reserve currency.
Dump product to gain market share (government-funded manufacturing costs), send people to America
to steal trade secrets, hack systems and gain America's great college knowledge. Make them act like
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friends, while they secretly do the emperor's bidding, but only among unidentified ones, so confusion
rises as to who’s dangerous.
Build economic alliances against U.S. Interests. Build man-made islands for satellites and military use,
even space satellite mastery and control shipping lanes by violating international law through physical
intimidation. Have Russian jets unsafely encroach U.S. Jets, build up nuke power capacity to quickly
convert into bombs.
Gain footholds in Middle East for oil supply control. Use the U.N. To thwart U.S. Actions. Use
climate change calls to weaken America, while other players don’t suffer that same economic expense.
Gen. Up anti-Americanism, and tout it when it’s deserved (like 45’s arrogance).
Try to split NATO loyalty, and use pay your fair share instructions to seek their allying with you,
instead. Use Tik Tok to infiltrate data on enemy citizens. SUBTLE ways to avoid head-on war! China,
Russia and Iran. ALL these actions are currently occurring. Is America awake?
America needs to find ways to make poor and moderate economy nations better, at profit of benefit to us.
Win-win! NOT one-way charity! They give us labor, or resources, as we modernize them. It has to be
good for both sides. If we don’t, enemy nations will ally with them for power! Competition
Update: Global Plan
(11/16/20; @JamesMeroney)
I don’t have enough knowledge of The Great Reset, but the world needs a global minimum standard of
poverty we will allow no one to fall under. Self-sufficiency must be the goal for everyone not disabled,
and we all owe the poor fixes through education and motivation, and voluntary help!
China announced a new trading bloc. I’ve told @POTUS @realdonaldtrump America must ally
economically with every nation willing to do so, as this is a global power grab for power and influence,
economically and militarily! Two months to do so!
and they're part of BRIC! An economic alliance trying to counter the US's economic dominance and
alliances (Brazil and Iran as partners). LEARN! (@JamesMeroney, 12/25/14)
BRIC? I only know of #TaylorSwift WakeUpAmerica! There are alliances seeking to destroy the U.S.E.U./NATO economically and otherwise (NOT Brazil). (@JamesMeroney, 12/25/14)
They manipulate currency, want the U.S. Dollar as second-class currency and are building alliances to
economically defeat the E.U. And the U.S. BEAT China, America! (@JamesMeroney, 5/22/15)
The U.S. MUST adopt NEW strategy relating to our frenemy China who owns us and hacks our trade
secrets OFTEN! BEAT them economically! http://foxnews.com/.../us-warns-china-not-to-challenge.../
… (@JamesMeroney, 5/22/15)
Chinas pursuing eco alliances with BRIC and anyone else to cut the U.S. Out of our primary global
business position, and Russia is dividing America from Europe. That’s a PROBLEM!
(@JamesMeroney, 3/10/17)
I’m ALL for the E.U. Becoming more independent and self-reliant from the U.S. Economy and military
might, but we must NEVER let our alliances wane—EVER! #NATO (@JamesMeroney, 4/18/17)
#ForeignPolicyTip Always seek to grow alliances UNLESS times of the essence (killing Osama bin
Laden) or you’d tip off the enemy thereby. Duh 101. (@JamesMeroney, 7/5/16)
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People bent on evil aren’t often convinced away from it. Is Chump aware of space race, race for land
claims in icy regions in the north, man-made islands potentially used for military action, alliances
forming with our rival nations, both economic and military, and cyber-attacks as
modern warfare? (@JamesMeroney, 3/22/18)
IF you see this map, you’ll see what I was saying the other day about the only future alliances America
can make, to counter Russia, and other nations aligning against us: African continent, Central and South
America; Ex.: USSR nations, and reasonable Arab nations:
https://jet.com/product/detail/b9a1ad4f2a7046d4841441d3cc27ab12?jcmp=pla:ggl:nj_roc_gen_home_de
cor_a2:home_decor_wall_decor_canvas_art_a2:na:PLA_1062503200_52416417552_pla310531850793_c:na:na:na:2PLA15&pid=kenshoo_int&c=1062503200&is_retargeting=true&clickid=61
2d67c0-eba1-4f81-b5b66dbb4097768e&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIgra74be02gIVXbnACh2OSg8OEAQYAiABEgLdffD_BwE
… A race for allies. (@JamesMeroney, 4/12/18)
alliances will have rivalries, so U.S./E.U./NATO vs. BRIC and Communists arises. All over limited
assets, ineffective global rules or enforcement, failure to agree on rules, and selfishness (a sin, but not if
there are no morals, other than what I want). Lying, hacking, deceiving, secret…
(@JamesMeroney,8/28/18)
…the ugly American is a stereotype you hear about ELSEWHERE—NOT here, much. People resent
others thinking they’re superior or better, or even God-favored above the rest! I expect more antiAmerican alliances to rise, unless leaders show restraint and understand Chump is a temporary U.S.
Anomaly. (@JamesMeroney, 10/1/18)
Ugly American bullying by Chump will lead to increased alliances against our interests, like BRIC,
abandoning the dollar as default currency, etc. ALREADY, China, Russia, North Korea, the E.U., and
likely Canada and Mexico have just started the resentment phase, which manifests much later!
(@JamesMeroney, 10/1/18)
With Chumps 'we’re America' (arrogant were the BIG dog attitude), MORE nations will seek trade
alliances to counter our influence! Were it not for our military, spread out globally, more of those
alliances would have already occurred, or more intensely! 45 is alienating even our allies. DUMB!
(@JamesMeroney, 10/1/18)
and medium- and longer-term it incentivizes them to split/part from close alliances with America, just as
the E.U. Is doing concerning self-defense! I can’t think of one nation closer to America, post-Chump,
except Israel! That’s success? If so, count me out of it. I hope you haven’t fallen asleep. Facts can bore
short-term memories. (@JamesMeroney, 12/1/18)
Russia is yet another enemy government America plays footsie with! "BRIC" is NOT an acronym many
Americans know of, but it is an alliance to oppose the U.S.A. And divide our allies. #WakeUpAmerica!
(@JamesMeroney, 4/28/19)
Centrists are for fair trade deals, good for America, or NOT entered into, and the more the merrier!
Economic alliances bond nations, and with enemies uniting (Russia, China, Iran, et al), we NEED even
more NATO members, and G-20 members—NOT less! NO nation is stupid enough to enter a BAD
trade deal! (@JamesMeroney, 4/30/19)
Why is Russia meddling with America’s allies, often over oil, trade routes and deals, as tRump
ANGERS our fewer friends? You think it’s WISE to go it alone in an increasingly evil world? General
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Mattis was RIGHT! FOOLISH foreign policy, as with favoring Israel, then hoping for peace you helped
make hard to have! (@JamesMeroney, 94/19)
…and global sentiment toward 'arrogant' bully America will INcrease. More alliances against us, or
expanding to have our influence lessen. More independence, opposition, willingness to strike deals with
nations previously not considered, both economically and militarily. (@JamesMeroney, 10/12/19)
Win-lose loses in the medium- and long-term. Every nation puts its interests first and foremost, as they
should. USA #1 (MY term, well before MAGA), always called on U.S.A. To lead morally, which
would never be isolationism, or bullying other nations, or arrogant ugly Americanism! Chump can’t
understand BALANCE! Extremism reigns.

WORLDVIEW: THE STATE OF THE WORLD
(11/19/21; @JamesMeroney2)
China just surpassed America, economically. Russia is seeking to out-do us with military weaponry,
with an UNproven prototype jet to out-do ours. They are provoking us in space, shooting down their
own equipment, and pushing the envelope on the borders of Ukraine.
North Korea is not just mocking-up technology, but actually proving/testing their missile ranges, capable
of carrying nuclear weapons our way. Russia is playing a strong second fiddle to China, united with her,
but also competing for influence in the Middle East, and seeking to curry favor in the former EU,
through oil influence and access to commerce/trade routes.
China, as well, through shipping lane control, new outposts that can be militarized (man-made islands),
space satellites, buying favor with poor African nations for land access if not natural resources.
Iran may be seeming dormant, for now, but rest assured desires to take out Israel never leave their
consciousness (and secret planning and plan executions). Covid has allowed many secretive plans to
progress, the world distracted! The enemies of America relish in our division! They steal our
intellectual property, desire the U.S. dollar to be replaced by the Yuan, as global reserve currency (which
would collapse our economy).
China plays the long-term, and has used our Capitalist model to their Communist ends! Now we are
their economic b-t-h/slave! ONLY by ruining their investment in us can we retaliate, as we FOOLishly
haven’t diversified our supply chain. And that has zero to do with skin color, but nations of origin from
which we outsource production, since globalization.
Alliances with NATO nations are being sought by America's two largest foes (China and Russia), to
further weaken America's prominence. And that’s the BIG objective: The weakening if not destruction
of America’s global power, police power, super power and economic influence, dominance and control
of world affairs.
We, on the other hand, have A.D.D., and get distracted from this game/competition/cold war, by such
self-destructive FOOLishness as right vs. left, own the opponent, win-lose in our OWN country,
Socialism vs. pure Capitalism, lib vs. con debates, which are quickly nearing war or secession!
Race riots are always under the surface tensions, as Dems believe Biden won off the crest of that 2020
summer wave, so expect them soon, to stir up more Dem voters for the midterms. In kind, expect more
intransigent Lets Go Brandon types, only wanting that Socialism liberal movement crushed and utterly
defeated!
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WE are killing our own selves, with short-term blindness to the BIG picture, that a nation divided cannot
stand, and our avowed enemies are all too happy to see us rot, even if we bring this demise upon
ourselves, with strife and self-ambitions. NO, it does NOT look good, from where I sit, but quite good
for our enemies.
And ALL of this plays PERFECTLY into the ever-drawing lures of prophecy trends! Gog arising and
asserting itself. The kings of the East on the rise. ALL in direct opposition to one man who will stem
from the EU regions, in some form or format.
And where is the Church in all of this? What do we see her doing, amidst all this chaos and prophetic
signs of the end times? If ANYONE mouths 'abortion,' in lock step they will follow along in all this selfdestructive morass I have just described, which means us vs. them, a house
divided, QUICKLY playing into our enemies’ longer-term plans for our harm if not end!
ARE YOU being played, and playing right into our own destructive ends, handing over America to
China and Russia, for us to become their hand maids? Get your act together, America!
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19.

GOVERNMENT
1. John Lennon’s Government Systems
2. Political Systems
3. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Government Needs?
4. Streamlined Government: How Government Can Do More With Less

JOHN LENNON’S GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS
(5/4/19; @JamesMeroney)
'Nobody doesn’t like Sara Lee,' or the music of John Lennon’s ‘Imagine.’ It’s the lyrics that get it in
trouble, but the intention is good. Can you imagine a world we humans created that ensured everyone
had enough money to survive?
Gandhi said, ‘The world has enough for everyone's need, but not enough for everyone's greed.’ That
statement is blaming rich people for poor people’s poverty! The world has limited/finite resources. If
they were unlimited, we wouldn’t have to have money, or a means of determining ownership, or value
for things and work efforts… you just take what you need, like "imagine no
possessions" (said by a guy with MANY possessions)!
It’s easy to dream of a better world, with no wars over oil, land, ideology ("and no religion, too"), with
everyone living in peace, but this great song will NEVER be reality, due to the nature of man (i.e., selfish
and sinful), the fallenness of our world, limited resources, and established government systems.
Communism TRIES to create a fairer society, but fails due to power-hungry dictators, and lack of work
incentives; Socialism tries to do the same without the tyranny, but ends up hurting hard-workers,
unjustly; Capitalism either doesn’t care about justice (Ex.: popular phrase, "life’s not fair"), or redefines
fairness as whatever you can get away with, or the laws don’t prohibit you doing (if you obey them).
All three systems of man governing himself FAIL to bring about what’s needed: Enough for every
citizen to survive, without severe suffering poverty! God said man is to work; those unable to, society
must care for. Those able must do so, and any empowering of them not to is evil. Welfare can never do
that harm.
There are politicians today advocating for basic minimum income guaranteed to all, even if you don’t
work. That is evil and stupid. It sounds humane, ensuring people never go without, but it can be abused
to people never working, and that’s evil, if they’re physically or mentally capable! It would be O.K. If
that stipulation were in place, and they had to work for it, through civic service!; a guaranteed job with
basic minimum money, helping society with needed tasks.
Then there are politicians promising freebies—yet another evil, as nothing in repayment is required.
These ilk of politician are using empty pipe dreams to win the votes of the gullible, and that’s a sin.
Let’s address how all three systems could be fixed. If you had a moral dictator, who ensured basic needs
for all were met, and didn’t use the police or military to enforce every potential rule to effect his personal
desires for the people, but for just and good laws, the idea of a benevolent dictator who didn’t siphon off
his nation’s assets for his or her family isn’t a sinful concept, though that much power in one person’s
hands is not wise. I’m describing a transitional state from demagoguery to more democracy.
Socialism could be improved, and more fair, if people guaranteed healthcare, paid vacations, minimum
incomes, etc., had to tokenly repay government for such guarantees, through civic service. It is unjust to
the hard-workers and wealthy, to make them fund others not in their family or employ! It’s not wrong to
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ask them to do their part to give back, and pay more in taxes than the rest, who aren’t as blessed (Lk.
12:48).
And Capitalism’s fixes: Fair wages—period. Equal leverage between worker and ownership, ensured
by government. Fair minimum wage, where no one’s work effort is less than what minimum wage pays
them, or minimum wage so low they deserve better pay.
The rich paying their fair share, which means their tax bracket amount—NO loopholes, and encouraged
by societal pressure to give back a decent percent to charity—NOT one percent of
income, as is their average, compared to three percent for average Joes.
Poor people should NOT be contributing ZERO to our society and government! That’s NOT fair to the
rest! Required civic service as a token tax contribution equivalent, especially as partial repayment if they
receive freebies, like Welfare, which must be temporary, and only to educate and empower them to be
self-sufficient, through better skills, education, motivation, buying practices, and job search capabilities.
With churches and charities doing their part, this would right-justified U.S. Capitalism!
And as to our democracy, the voice of the people is usually but not always morally right! Mob rule
mentality and group think can make such desires as mood rings being popularized proof that majority
rule isn’t always good. That’ why we have a representative democracy. Politicians sometimes buck
their constituents/people, to do the right thing, just not so often they get
booted out of office.
So when you hear the song, ‘Imagine,’ know its lofty ideals of no wars, only peace, love and flower
children will NEVER happen, there are reasons for that, and we all need to work to improve our present
systems, in REALITY, vs. musical fantasy! Do your part! Thanks.
P.S.: It’s QUITE amazing how LITTLE actual involvement God does engage in the affairs of men, in
how we organize our countries’ governance. We dream of better states of existence, down here, and
there’s little stopping us from achieving them, yet we don’t! God’s NOT stopping us… we are! Our
innate sinfulness is! Fix it!
Update
Let’s further work through that great song’s crazy lyrics: youtube.com/watch?v=YkgkTh Live for
today, and you never plan for tomorrow (bad). No Heaven or Hell? That guarantees everyone they go to
Hell, if the Bible’s correct, as they never prepare for the afterlife. Even live it up full-time (I Cor. 15:32),
and you die, anyway! You can’t stop that.
No countries/borders? EVERYONE would flock to a first-world nation, and North Korea would only
have a fat, lonely dictator. Nothing to kill or die for means we had enough assets for everyone. You
can’t find enough natural resources for that to work, even mining Mars! An endless supply of food,
metal, plastic, oil, water, wood, diamonds, gold… fantasy land, John (RIP)!
No possessions means anyone can come into your mansion and take anything in there, including it,
because you don’t own it. They wouldn’t, because everyone would have enough, but, again, there are
not enough resources for that to occur, like Mitt Romney's "I wish everyone was rich" fantasy.
People living in peace? It’s NOT lack of possessions, presently, which makes some races’ members hate
other races’ members, and wouldn’t stop people wanting to steal another man’s wife, or wife’s hubby, or
saying mean, insulting things, that engender hate.
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In short, there’s NO reason to join John in his magical mystery ride fantasy of Lucy in the Sky with
Diamonds yellow submarine cruise! What you NEED to do is use your voice, vote, money and energy to
make your nation more as I just described.
Socialism needs to require civic service repayment of the rich subsidizing, or incentives for workers to
be productive, and healthcare more competitive. Communism needs the people’s voices heard for
freedoms, and the people in charge limited in capped salaries, checks and balance power, no
authoritarian rule, and egos checked at their palace doors. I’ve detailed Capitalism’s needs!
Brotherhood of man WON’T ever happen, because people naturally get along with some people, and not
others! NOTHING John’s song calls for can fix that! I enjoy the company of people who can think, and
are moral, fun and interesting, and get things done. What we like varies! We tolerate differences
peacefully!
And to those who envision robots doing ALL jobs, so humans don’t have to work, 1. Rich people would
own them—NOT you, so you’d have no source of income; 2. If you could vote rich people being forced
to use them for everyone, there’s still limited resources. You imagine vacations, full-time, but our
resources are finite!
And even if government owned all robots, which did every job, what would you do all day? You’d be
rationed on what assets you can use, to ensure all got enough! Your vision is not all it’s cracked up to
be; it’s crack-pottedly full of holes and cracks. Better is to learn to have a job you love, and get paid
decently for.
The results of The Fall aren’t overcome by man. We continually struggle with its effects, having to
work, wear clothes, die, suffer disease, and sin. It’s O.K. To try to fix problems, but you’re never
‘gonna overcome the effects of The Fall, fully! And the struggle continues! It’s called life. Do fix
problems, though!

POLITICAL SYSTEMS
(10/19/19; @JamesMeroney)
Communism tries to feed all the people by government rationing what’s grown, to be ‘equal’ to all, but
isn’t efficient and doesn’t incentivize enough produce being produced, and sets arbitrary pricing
unrelated to a product’s intrinsic value.
Socialism tries to feed all the people by government mandating the wealthier people pay for some of the
poorer ones’ expenses, by force of law. Capitalism tries to feed all the people by incentivizing enough
supply, at prices businesses can profit at, with enough competition that the people can afford it.
The poor will always want and somewhat need ‘mo money. Dem vs. GOP is how they get the extra they
need… by taxing others, or by them working harder. I guarantee you many poor are not the best
shoppers, and haven’t maximized their God-given talents to earn a living! Some have. They need a
LITTLE help. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOeKidp-iWo
And when tax payers help anyone (or any state) with their bills, they need to be repaid in compulsory
civic service/sweat equity. That’s FAIR! It’s merciful, vs. required, for us all to help, but it’s just, and
teaches responsibility, for recipients to pay back in a way they’re able!
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Communism hates the rich; Socialism punishes the rich; Capitalism idolizes the rich. How about we
simply respect their achievement, and ensure they always pay their fair share, and are generous with their
excess? (I Tim. 6:17-19; Lk. 12:48) No hatred, punishing or idolizing needed, folks!

MASLOW'S HIERARCHY OF GOVERNMENT NEEDS?
(12/26/19; @JamesMeroney)
Maslow is famous for his hierarchy of needs (for individuals—psychological, safety, belonging, esteem
and self-actualization), but I would like to propose a hierarchy of needs for governments, with the
following rationalizations.
AFTERLIFE. Rationale: Even if a ruler is completely Hitler-like toward all his/her people, their entire
life, at least they are offered information that can make their afterlife better, not worse (Ex.: religion,
philosophy, and/or freedom of thought and inquiry). You can physically die, but that not end your pain
and suffering.
SURVIVAL (food and clean water). Rationale: People need to survive/stay alive, once they’re born.
PREVENTION (avoid preventable disease). There is no reason a government can’t protect their people
from preventable fatal diseases—not care for or cure them, but prevent them in the first place.
SHELTER. Rationale: People can survive, avoid preventable fatal diseases, and have enough
sustenance, and still do so using survivalist skills, building huts, hiding in caves or under brush, but after
those initial needs have been met, a stable abode of some sort is a necessity (or minimal luxury).
FREEDOMS (Ex.: democratic, as with human rights). People’s rights beyond the above list are
essential for a decent and dignified society, but rights beyond that that many Western nations take for
granted, though needed, ASAP, everywhere, are technically not required for people to survive and be
safe from the elements.
Of course, a job, and the education behind it, as well as its implied right of property ownership is
foundational to one owning any of the above life benefits, without the necessity of a total dependence
upon government for them to be provided.

STREAMLINED GOVERNMENT: HOW GOVERNMENT CAN DO MORE WITH LESS
(8/31/20; @JamesMeroney)
Our government is currently running about a $25 trillion national debt, maintained mainly by Chinese
borrowing (at interest), and especially QE-4 dollar printing—both which hurt the economy (like dragging
a boat anchor), and indebting generations to come, who will have received absolutely nothing for the
burden incurred!
It is the responsibility of responsible politicians (as few as we may now have) to fix this growing
problem, and to learn (like the rest of us have for decades) to belt-tighten, and get the best bang for the
taxpayer’s buck, when it comes to government services.
Leave it to Management Consultants and accounting auditors to most adequately be able to both assess
the problems, and cost-cutting opportunities, but even in more general terms, businesses of all types can
usually cut up to ten percent of their budget (in good times; NOT in a Covid climate), and still be
functionally operational!
Of course, all fraud, waste and abuse needs to be excised like a cancer from our body politic. And fair
taxation and entitlement programs that are at least tokenly repaid, and are temporary (except for the
disabled), are a large means by which we move to a more balanced budget. Our next chapter details yet
another way we head in that direction.
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No one can say that your average (or typical) career politician is good at managing the public’s money,
as wise stewards! That problem has to cease! Politicians need to guard those funds as if they were their
own, and stop blessing themselves so much, with those funds, as if they were their very own.
I am proposing a complete federal budget audit, to identify each and every place where the people’s
money can be more wisely spent, because just as in business, a legal entity (like government, or
business) fares best when costs are minimized, and profits maximized, or, in the case of government, the
best bang for the buck is realized, in the spending of the people’s money!
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20.

GREEN ENERGY
1. Energy Common Sense
2. Climate Clamoring

ENERGY COMMON SENSE
(9/11/20; @JamesMeroney)
THIS is a forward-thinking governor? LOOK at my following retweets, for HOW LONG we have
called for this! https://www.msnbc.com/.../oregon-governor-if-we-don-t...
CA needs infrastructure to suck ocean water through pipes or hoses to forest fires in future. For BIG,
recurring problems we must think and solve BIG! (9/16/14)
STILL DOES, four years later: CA needs infrastructure to suck ocean water through pipes or hoses to
forest fires in future. For BIG, recurring problems we must think and amp; solve BIG! (6/17/18)
Year after year I call for approachable Robocop protection for police vital organs, and water lines
connected to the ocean, for California wildfires, yet every year these two solutions get ignored, to the
fatal peril of human beings. DUMB! Pv. 26:11 (1/1/20)
Wildfires: Underground pipelines connected to the ocean are needed for Cali infrastructure. SURELY
their cost is LESS than the destruction and devastation we have all witnessed the past eight years (five
summers?)! The water's there to put out the fires, but NOT accessible to fire fighters! (4/17/20)
JUST like predictable CA forest fires every year. We have an entire ocean of water nearby. Use pumps
and infrastructure to solve it. U.S. Ingenuity.
CBS Sunday Morning citing Democrats for saying California and Oregon's wildfires are due to climate
change. Fires start for reasons, and dry brush burns. Global warming would say temperatures rise,
drying out brush. Climate change make no commitment to temps rising or falling! FARSE!
It’s VERY self-serving to tout climate change. That means if climate is ever exactly the same as the
past, and predictable, that’s how things were before men's carbon footprint increased. That has NEVER
been the case! Even global warming term had to be changed, to face the FACTS!
If you use LOGIC, science would say vehicle emissions INCREASE heat in the atmosphere, so temps
should ONLY increase-NOT climate change. It’s a political agenda to ruin oil and gas industry, that’s
favorable to (and often funds) GOP, as well as cleaning up our air! ALL FOR cleaner air!
God is behind 'Mother Nature,' and it has always been unpredictable. God also says that weather signs
are going to be signs of prophecy's imminence! We need technology to cool down vehicle emissions,
capturing them and converting them into a new energy source, and more green powered vehicles.
NOT one human being argues weather is constant and predictable, and never changes! "Climate change"
is innate to nature. Proof human inventions have caused weather to get worse or more intense would
have to prove increased heat in the atmosphere can cause even colder extremes, at times.
IF stats show overall temp rising-historically-radical winter weather's NOT consistent with carbon
emission as a cause! EVERY negative weather event is blamed on climate change, so you have an
enemy government can pay to combat! Boogie man scapegoat for more taxes!
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Tech is needed to FREEZE large areas, or blow away hot air, to counter any heat vehicle emissions emit
into our atmosphere, absent carbon capture! Wildfires in Cali are a new industry opportunity, as is
countering vehicle emissions, if taxpayers want to fund them!
Americans are NOT going to take drastic action or make drastic lifestyle changes, to lessen vehicle
emissions' negative impact to our environment! Vehicle manufacturers MUST make them cleaner, while
not making them significantly more costly! Electric-powered ISN’T our only option!
Let me give you an average guy’s view on Green New Deal–I don’t plan to change any behaviors, much
more, for our ecology! Whatever comes from doing little to nothing, I’m NOT concerned about! I’d like
cleaner air, using technology, and I’m all for greener vehicles, if comparably priced!
There are costs for the greatest economy and most advanced lifestyles! Carbon emission is 1.
Innovation can fix those negatives! A TV ad, just now, touts zero emissions by Amazon, by a certain
date. More power to them! It has to be affordable, and oil industry will ALWAYS be needed!
Oil drilling can be made 100% environmentally safe! Emissions need to be cleaned or captured.
Recirculate them into power, to run vehicles. America had EPA standards that cleaned up smoking
vehicles from 70's. We CAN do this, but consumers may not demand it, especially if things cost more.
Oil is subsidized, and most green energy isn’t. To argue that’s not fair FAILS to address gas refilling
stations are EVERYWHERE, but NOT electrical, and electrical can’t fill you up in five minutes! The
economy has to run on some fuel. It’s a pragmatics issue, vs. biased against green energy.
HOW can government have MORE money for these infrastructure projects, WITHOUT unfair taxes?
1. Determine what’s fair for ALL citizens, incl those who aren’t paying in, currently.
2. Streamline government for best bang for the buck!
3. END handouts, and convert Welfare into an empowerment program results in self-sufficiency.
4. Taxes scientifically determined to be not too high or low, where the Treasury gets maximum income
off a growing economy (no tax avoidance from what you owe). People making more also encourages
more charity giving, especially the rich.
Blue states are free to fund big projects red states don’t want, like the Green New Deal. I’m ALL for
tighter restrictions on major emitters, cleaner vehicles at affordable prices, and fining major violators in
ways that will convince them to clean up their act–NOT the Green New Deal.
EVERY green energy source MUST be made commercially affordable. Companies don’t develop such
technologies if profits aren’t in it, BIG enough, and first users pay those costs more than later ones
(economies of scale), and eventually the feds must unsubsidize oil or subsidize green energy!
Oil and gas profits America, by exports, and derivatives will always be needed! CLEANER emission
technology will preserve the industry, and politicians should NEVER harm that industry-just advocate
for a balance with renewables! Fracking MAY disrupt underground stability. IF so, they must fill it in!
The amount of oil under the U.S. Land mass IS finite/limited. Oil is NOT renewable, except millennia
later! America has to move more to renewables, and BIG oil needs to diversify more into green
resources, to remain viable! Wind energy is endless, and vehicles need to be able to run off it!
Americans have endless energy from solar, geothermal, ocean waves and wind! Endless. These just
can’t fill a cars gas tank fast, and everywhere we need a fill-up! Change that infrastructure problem, and
keep it same or less price as gasoline, and America will lessen carbon footprint immensely.
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Oregon governor on Face The Nation is, again, touting the Dem talking point that climate change must
be tackled. NO-fires must be put out, and you need much more sprinkler infrastructure, so late summer
heat doesn’t dry out your landscape, as fires start from multiple sources! DUMB!
Cali's wildfires are NO SURPRISE! This happens EVERY late summer! I planned our vacation around
that predictability, after it ruined our Tahoe plans, two years ago. The insanity is people wring their
hands over the problem, AS IF it surprises them, or can’t be fixed!

CLIMATE CLAMORING
(11/9/21; @JamesMeroney)

#climateclaims
1. The world will end if we don't radically act now, vs.
2. There is no problem, whatsoever, with man's negative impact on the climate. BOTH are 100 percent
wrong!!!
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21.

HEALTHCARE
1. Healthcare For The Poor
2. Affordable Healthcare

HEALTHCARE FOR THE POOR
(7/12/20; @JamesMeroney)
8.5 percent, or 27.5 million Americans have no health insurance. Bodies get old, and start falling
apart/breaking down, and even young ones can have catastrophic injuries or diseases, which can
financially wipe out a family, as healthcare in America is VERY expensive (17.2 of GDP, compared to
an average of 8.9).
People NEED to be able to get well, and be treated when ill, especially when seriously so, where natural
recovery is impossible. The U.S. Has among the best care, but we pay for that luxury! It’s a rich man’s
game, even I (with it) choose to rarely if ever use, except in emergencies!
Is this the way things ought to be, with something NOT a luxury? No way, Jose. So how could we
lower its costs, for those without insurance coverage? Like any other business, streamlining eliminates
waste, and if cost savings are passed onto the consumer, costs to the public get lowered.
For one, the poor among us MUST eat healthy (though that’s often more expensive), exercise, go to
charity and low-cost clinics, use over-the counter-remedies, and buy emergency situation catastrophic
coverage! Whatever it takes to get covered by an employer, or to cut back spending to buy it, that they
MUST do!
Sadly, crowd sourcing (Go Fund Me+) also exists. Even having few kids helps the potential strain! But,
what about the cases where the very poor get treatable cancer, or the like, of Covid with ventilators?
Must they go in debt, or personally bankrupt, or be strapped with medical bills the rest of their life to pay
those costly procedures off?
This is where Obamacare came in, and why (as with Medicare for seniors, and Medicaid for the poor).
America has already addressed this need, at taxpayers' expense. THAT (wealth redistribution) is
ALWAYS an injustice, even if the richer 66 percent can afford it! You are not their child/dependent, or
employed by them, but by your employer!
ANY help ANY American gets from anyone else, by way of subsidies, SHOULD be 100 percent repaid
to taxpayers in the form of required civic service, though even token repayment gets skin in the game!
In America, our healthcare is Cadillac quality, and we need Yugo level care for the poor, but what
doctors will go through medical school to be paid less than market rate? VERY few! That’s a major
reason they endure that grind!
EVERY way there is to lower costs for the poor MUST be found, for a certain percent of the medical
practice, and the industry as a whole needs to be overhauled for best bang for the buck!
When insurance companies foot the bills, there is zero incentive to care about costs, but only for care of
the patient. Insurance MUST be certified by the U.S. Government regulatory agencies, but purchasable
world-wide! Competition lowers costs!
Drugs, as well… globally sourced, after FDA certification. Even receiving care in another nation, if the
provider has been checked out by U.S. Quality standards.
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The harm to America and all Americans and our economy would be if we had universal single payer
coverage, as everyone would make a run on the bank to get every procedure and test known to man,
which would flood the system (like Covid is doing in some cities, presently), which is bad for ALL, and
especially unfair for people who can afford the best treatment, with efficient service! The answers are
not plentiful, but, as always, they are out there!
I get the need and desire! I do NOT get how you think taxpayers OWE you coverage, as they do NOT!
Use the limited means I’ve detailed, and be willing to work off any costs you incur spending some part
of your nights and weekends repaying any subsidies by making taxpayers pay government workers less
hours for work you learn to contribute to our country, for free, as token repayment for care you receive!
Catastrophic coverage, low-cost and charity clinics, out of country (where safe), self-help over-thecounter, Go Fund Me, Medicaid, changing employers to get benefits, eat and exercise correctly. For
now, these are your best bet!
This is NOT taxpayers being uncaring, but just/fair! Obamacare did NOT prove to be cheap, cover all
who needed it, let you keep your doctor, and wasn’t fair to taxpayers! Biden wants to expand it. It needs
a total re-work! I wasn’t for a repeal, but a revise, and I wasn’t even for it in the first place, but now we
have it. Scrap failed programs!
Dems NEVER require ANYTHING from freebie receivers—only freebie payers (mainly the GOP, and a
few lefty rich folk)! That’s unjust, and if America's new mantra is going to be ‘no justice no peace,’
expect a taxpayer revolt for all the unconstitutional handouts Dems love to offer THEIR constituents!
44 percent of Americans do not pay taxes. They are not invested in America's bills! They have no skin
in the game; rent car mentality of OPM (other people’s money). That is horrifically wrong! But they
have no excess, so compulsory civic service is the ONLY rational way to achieve justice—period!
If your attitude is why should we care what’s fair for rich people, as they have it made, you do not even
live by your ‘no justice no peace’ mantra! God cares about justice! If you have money, of course your
life is more pampered. Jealousy is a sin. Go learn to earn for yourself!
Democrats will NEVER be satisfied until ALL American poor people are in the middle class, through
freebies, paid for by taxpayers, and the world's poor! They say they're NOT anti-rich people, but if the
rich had to be in the middle class, to reach this end, they would approve of it.
The rich and rich businesses are where the excess money is, so how do we get them to do as God
commands, and not selfishly hoard? (I Tim. 6:17-19) Incentives and public shaming; giving them tax
breaks, or media coverage (free advertising) for their gifts. Fair share taxes are required of all.
Give the rich projects worthy of their money and interest! Everyone is motivated differently. What issue
is of any concern to them, even if solely from a family member experiencing it? They are used to
payoffs. You have to give them payoffs for donating generously! They don’t just obey God.
Revival, where people got saved, then sanctified, would improve rich give back, but that’s not 100
percent within our control. The rich should NOT be punished by society for being rich! It’s NOT evil,
and it’s not unfair that not everyone can ever be rich! Jealousy has to
be shunned by society.
If you’re poor, you have two choices… make more or spend less! Most people work full-time, so
making more isn’t always an option, thru overtime or an advancement or pay increase or better job (new
skills needed, which takes time and training). The FASTEST cure is to evaluate how you spend!
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Poor people are not always the sharpest knife in the drawer, or they’d have better skills and pay/jobs.
The KEY is educating poor people to be the best buyers in America. Value hunters! Our website gives
FREE tips for them (Campaign Update button of http://AmericanAnswers.org). READ it!
Poor people in America must learn tricks for how to make blue collar jobs maximize bank! Learning
how to start a successful business is essential information our public schools MUST be teaching the ~60
percent who will never step foot in any college! Trade school, vs. academic track in school.
P.S.: This will sound 100 percent uncaring, but it’s given to help poor people have less life stress: If
America is too expensive for you, you really might like it living somewhere else. MOST nations are
cheaper. Study and see if this could be an option for you, if your wages are stuck 'forever.' You certainly
wouldn’t stay in Hawaii, or Dubai, if you were poor!
And ANYONE who thinks they may be poor for a long time should NOT have many if any kids! I
didn’t say you can’t have sex. Kids are EXPENSIVE! They are NOT family employees! WAIT until
your finances improve, and if they never do, be a great aunt or uncle, or visit hospitals or orphanages!

AFFORDABLE HEALTHCARE
(10/9/20; @JamesMeroney)
It’s GREAT to want "affordable" healthcare for all! I want affordable Maserati’s for all, and Romney
wanted all to rich. PIPE DREAMS! Maserati’s cost a lot, and NO business is ‘gonna lose money, NOT
recover costs and make a worthwhile profit-period! They’re NOT charities
I know ZERO personnel in the medical field who want to cut their high wages in half or by a third, so
healthcare costs reduce! I know of zero hi technology cutting-edge devices that aren’t initially
expensive, or any you’d doctor who wants to operate with 1980's equipment, to keep costs lower!
NO–"affordable" healthcare is a mirage and myth, UNLESS you’re speaking taxpayer funded subsidies!
Some (5-15% maximum) cost-cutting measures could be brought to their industry, by management
consultant types, but there are ZERO incentives to pass on cost savings, or even find them, as insurance
reimburses whatever doctors do, because doctors do what insurance will authorize–NOT more.
It’s an incestuously symbiotic relationship, and the public/customer LOSES, price-wise! Insurance
means pain is distributed, to cover the pool's risk of needing to use it. Everyone who pays in pays less
than they get out if they have a bad illness.
Insurance actuaries study stats, so their employers don’t lose money (step one of being in business), so
the handful of insured who use a lot of the pool's funds get STEAL in other people helping with their
exorbitant bills, in exchange for those people knowing they get the same if–God forbid–that happens to
them.
That peace of mind, that a YUGE medical bill won’t randomly destroy ‘em, is worth the premiums they
pay monthly, to them! People without coverage are a DRAIN/LOSS to taxpayers, as they get the cake,
eat it too, and pay NOTHING, and used to race to the expensive emergency rooms in expensive
ambulances or worse, helicopters, all at taxpayers or hospitals' expense/loss.
Now AOC's the squad ADDS to Biden’s cornucopia of giveaways off taxpayers, in demanding peoples
housing platform of FREE healthcare, daycare and student loan cancellation! Banks who lent money for
college LOSE!
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EVERYONE needs catastrophic health insurance coverage, to fend off debilitating debts!
https://insurance.com/.../pros-and-cons-of-catastrophic...
… Other medical treatments can be budgeted for, or payoff plans made! (@JamesMeroney2, 10/18/20)
Affordable healthcare for the poor would be catastrophic insurance, low-cost and pro bono clinics, OTC
(over-the-counter) self-help (where possible), and repaying big bills through work at hospitals, or
repaying subsidizing taxpayers by civic service. (@JamesMeroney2, 10/13/20)
EVERYONE needs catastrophic health insurance coverage, to fend off debilitating debts!
https://insurance.com/.../pros-and-cons-of-catastrophic...
… Other medical treatments can be budgeted for, or payoff plans made! (@JamesMeroney2, 10/18/20)
Preexisting condition means an insurance company agrees to pay for expensive treatment for diseases
begun BEFORE they came into a contractual relationship with an insured. HOW is that fair to them?
HIGHER premiums than all others who don’t have that baggage are the ONLY fair way.
(@JamesMeroney2, 10/29/20)
OR, everyone has to pay more-to spread the pain–which is the very nature of insurance. People want
something for nothing. That is the death knell of America! Selfish greed. At the same time, people
NEED care for preexisting conditions, and have to be able to afford to pay for it! (@JamesMeroney2,
10/29/20)
Update #1
(11/4/20; @JamesMeroney2)
The ONLY way you can fix healthcare is, 1. Fairly, 2. Efficiently and affordably, 3. Letting existing
private coverage remain in place. That must mean poor people are subsidized, but have to repay that
payment with civic service! That’s fair to all!
Doctors et al are NOT often ‘gonna reduce their rates. We lawyers voted that down in law school
(proposition for forced pro bono, at a small percent). The efficiency element is ending all waste, even if
by outside consultants, and affordability by increased competition. ONLY reasonable solutions, and
ALL get covered.
And any and all government involvement in healthcare for the poor MUST be on par with private
insurance and care! "Government work," in ALL functions, can never again represent tortoise-slow,
bureaucratic, red tape, wasteful, cushily secure jobs for people unable to hire privately!
Update #2
(11/8/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Reiterating and fleshing out my idea of a 3-tiered health insurance system. The wealthy want (and have
no need for otherwise) gold-plated, top-quality care. They can afford it, and there’s zero reason they
shouldn’t be granted it. The middle class can’t afford, and don’t have to have that!
Poor can’t afford even the minimalist care I’ve detailed before, so subsidies they’d pay back are in orderNOT freebies. Medical workers aren’t ‘gonna lessen or differentiate their care, so it’s the insurance
coverage that must be 3-tiered. Any public option being considered disallows the poor milking the
system, as the restraints of care covered are built into their subsidized insurance.
It’s simply having a Yugo, Ford and Cadillac insurance plan, where all pay for what they can afford, and
pay back taxpayers if ever subsidized, and the system isn’t overwhelmed by a universal
coverage/government-run healthcare system.
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Insurance companies decide what’s covered at various quality plans offered, and consumers shop around
for which plan best meets their needs and budget. Medical workers already do mainly if not only what
will be repaid by insurance businesses!
Finally, IF there were some generous angels who'd cut their pay to serve people's medical needs, they’re
already working at low-cost clinics or pro bono places. You’re NOT ‘gonna get a whole lot more, and
That’s NOT evil!
You can’t expect enough of them to care for all America’s poor, so the poor's costs WILL exceed what
they can afford! That gap, needing subsidies, must be repaid by unpaid civic service, over time (or they
can work out their own repayment/installment plan with the various medical participants, if They’re open
to that—UNlikely). Easy fixes!
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22.

INNOVATION
1. Innovation Marathon
2. Ingenuity
3. Inventions for ‘Acts of God’

INNOVATION MARATHON
(2/8/20; @JamesMeroney)
I want a food-refilling rabbit cage, and a TV that projects two different channels, directable to the family
members who want to see one vs. the other, with headphones to sound, so we all watch together, but
NOT the same show! I want to speak, and my car radio goes to my chosen channel!
I want a self-emptying vacuum cleaner. Why do I want to get all dusty, as I did today? Think lazy,
perfect state, and list your ideal wants, and that’s how you get new product ideas. "Everything starts
with an idea" –Unknown author
I NEVER want to type anything ever again—just speak my thoughts to my laptop. I want a clothes
sorter, that separates the three types of washes—white, darks and colors. Why do I want anyone else to
handle my tighty whities? Ideally, a tool /robot would get clothes out of the dryer, and hang them up,
and clean my rabbit cage.
I don’t want to ever lose a product, like my only winter coat! GPS or the clapper technology to locate
my chip imbedded jacket, like you can find a misplaced smart phone. I want to speak 'louder,' and my
TV increases volume, without finding or using the remote! That’s a smart TV. I want an expandable TV
set, to go BIG for the Super Bowl, then fit in place, afterwards.
I want a laptop battery I don’t have to manage, as to over- or under-charging! Let it stop charging when
it’s full! Start charging when it gets low, and don’t involve me in the process! OF course I want it full,
all the time, or never empty! If it gets too hot, turn on fan! Common sense innovations.
I want to simply speak out into the air, 'dial name,' and a phone hears me and dials, like Bosley on
Charlie’s Angels, unless others are in the room, where the phone comes to me, to keep the conversation
more private. You have to dream ideal state, and work backwards, to get new innovations.
I want an automatic tub scrubber and shower cleaner. Water with Clorox bleach, sprayed, is the next
best thing. We work 40-60-80 hours a week. We don’t ‘wanna work when we come home to relax!
Roomba lawn mower that detects animals, people and rocks. I want a better world, through technology.
I want to be able to learn how long lines will be at a restaurant, before I choose where to eat, vs. when I
arrive. Online reservations are good, but they don’t tell you if it’s crowded before you arrive. I waited
two hours for a Ruidoso Cattle Barron’s steak house. I won’t get those hours back!
I want livestreamed free tribute concerts from home, at Legacy Hall, Plano, TX, when the band’s not my
ideal, so I can work when the songs are boring or unknown. I want livestream pictures of beautiful
scenes, live, the world over, on my computer!
I want to be able to watch my son working, remotely, at work, on a camera that reveals no trade secrets.
I want to know from home if a store is out of what I’m going there to get, so I don’t waste a trip. I don’t
want to know your website, when businesses say, ‘it’s on our website!’
The other day, my sons and I went to Oklahoma, and a McD’s required us to use the kiosk. I left, and
the next one north got my money! I don’t want to memorize all your offerings, and what screen they’re
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found on. I just ‘wanna speak what I want, pay, and go! Often, technological advances are a move
BACKWARDS! Order, pay, go was GOOD and fast!
I want my bed to make itself, my toilet to clean itself, and my tub to fill to the level and temperature it
knows I like when I say 'tub for Jim.' Call me crazy, but 20 years from now, these ideas will be common
place.
I want my dishwasher to load and empty itself. Until then, I have kids (joke). I don’t want to have to
wash the dishes, before the dishwasher washes the dishes (there’s a TV commercial about this
frustration). I want my alarm clock to variously speak to me, with soothing music, or statements of a
sulky voice, saying time to rise and shine, for this is the day that the Lord has made!
I want my kids’ shoes to be taken to my front closet, NOT put in our hallway, by a knowledgeable robot.
I want to be in the Jetson’s home, obviously! I want my socks to match themselves. It wastes so much
time getting my kids’ white socks in my drawer, or different calf lengthed versions! No one has time.
I want my car to vacuum itself. Washing itself would be amazing, though it was fun,
yesterday. Polishing is another matter. No one likes that elbow grease job, in the hot sun! I want a
Roomba that cleans up my dogs tootsy rolls in the back yard (poop). You only need so much fertilizer!
I want life after work to be a 100 percent peaceful experience, with the massage chairs from NFM
(furniture business), and robot to make our meals. No one should do much, when they pour their souls
out all week long for the man, especially blue collar laborers! A time for rest, Ecc. 3:5.
And CHEAP funerals for the poor. Cheap childbirth is to have a midwife, at home, or an EMS worker
on call, if you don’t even do that. Funerals can be cheaper if you cremate. Poor people have to know
how to buy smart. Our books teach you how, as our books teach you how to innovate, with 4,700 new
product ideas in them!
Want cheaper snow skiing? There are very low scale resorts… two I’ve seen in New
Mexico, on the way to Taos. I want an indoor ski resort in DFW! Why can’t we make a climbable
mountain here, too? I HATE having to drive four or five hours to climb a mountain! If we don’t, other
states get that business, as with skiing. Keep our money here for our economy!
I read Fellowship church bought a Gander Mountain building, and Six Flags headquarters is now in the
Rangers’ old stadium. That’s creativity! Wise! You can’t think inside the box, if you’re futurethinking, and we’re all heading to the future.
Why can’t we use 3-D holographs for laser live concerts of old rock groups once they retire, like the
Stones, using film from past concerts, for future generations? Disneyland Cali had a room of seemingly
3-D people, by focusing many movie projectors toward a table in the center of the room. Do that for
classic rock group concerts!
Why were rats able to eat my car wires, leaving the car outside one winter (which insurance covered,
thank God)? Fox pee fixed it, as with never leaving it outside. At the time, we owned four cars. There
are always solutions if you can learn and think and imagine a better future!
I want autocorrect Twitter spelling. I write fast, with BIG fingers and fast thoughts. I’m not ‘gonna miss
a thought for word perfect typo omissions, since Twitter refuses to let you have an edit button for later
corrections. I just learned there’s advanced searching on Twitter I find helpful for research. I just
discovered twitter GIFs. It’s what you don’t know that hurts you.
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I want bike tires that self repair when you get flats. If you want proof I’m the most innovative person on
the planet, go to the Campaign Update button at http://AmericanAnswers.org, and READ. No one can
beat God through me in creativity!
VERY weird: A Mavericks game just flashed across my Twitter account, and I have no idea what
button, if any, I accidentally touched. That was interesting! How did that happen? Dinosaurs want to
know!
Luka has weak ankles. Aren’t there weights exercises to keep his career long-term? My wife’s wrist is
hurting from keyboard use. Surely there are carpal tunnel surgery prevention solutions! I’ll look for
them now, on Google... https://mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/carpal-tunnel-syndrome/diagnosistreatment/drc-20355608… Cold packs. OF COURSE use the keyboard less. DUH!
Every solution to every problem can be a product a business can profit off of! Innovation is the future of
the global economy. That’s why you need 2 hire The World's Most Innovative Man, in 2024! Details @
http://AmericanAnswers.org. The BEST life information is there and at Will You Live Forever? button,
at this website, for FREE; you’re welcome.
I want to scan a phone number and my landline dials it without using my fingers, when I make sales. I
have 13 books available on Kindle and our website, ranging from business, to innovation, to the Bible, to
Bible prophecy, to idioms, and common sense politics solutions on almost every issue. What you don’t
know hurts you!
My kitchen trash cans need emptying. Robot needed. Can you imagine if families had NO work/chores
to do on nights and weekends, so they could relax? Doggie doors keep you from door opening, and there
are oil changes you can have every 8,000 miles! It’s what you don’t know that hurts you.
The MOST IMPORTANT thing you can ever know is the contents of John 3:16, in the Bible, because
we've all done one sin—minimum—and all sins get punished in hell (fiery forever), unless Christ’s death
pays that price as a free gift you pray to receive! Do that today! (II Cor. 6:2) God loves you. Thanks.
Bye.
Why can’t my home toilet have a public bathroom sensor to know to flush when I depart
from it? Why do I have to touch the lever? Why can’t smart showers know every family member’s
preferred heat setting, by identifying them when they walk through the glass door? I refuse to accept
current state!
Why can’t you see livestream/Facetime of every person watching you type on Twitter, to have direct
conversations? Why can’t I say aloud, 'find the best entertainment,' and my smart TV knows my likes,
and selects options it knows I’ll like? Why is technology so primitive, day?
Why can’t there be a pill that expands in your stomach, with water, to make you feel full? Why can’t
there be home IV's, to insert water so you feel full without having to drink the nasty stuff? Why did we
USED to have intercoms in homes, but we haven’t modernized that, or trash compactors? Odd!
Why can’t my throw rug have changeable colors or designs, via computer technology? Why can’t my
car have various looks/colors, by the body being a canvas for various projected colors or patterns? Why
can’t four-door sedan cars be compactable, if it’s only you driving? That saves gasoline and pollution.
A Houston friend had suction for vacuums in house walls they screwed hoses into. Unique
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vacuuming! Did you know not all tax preparers are equal? Inexperienced ones can lose you money!
They don’t care—they get paid the same. Banks profit when you have many kids’ bank accounts, vs. all
in one, for your investing!
There are sales people whose interest is them, number one. They act like you’re their concern, but their
commission is preeminent in their mind. I had a recruiter, one week ago LIE that she was there to serve
me, until I asked for things she couldn’t deliver for the business she REALLY worked for. LIAR! She
never called back!
I teach my kids all wisdom God has given me. Teens, if you want a job, GO IN PERSON and ask for an
application. You KNOW they’ll say apply online, but you met the boss. Tell them you are really
interested in working there, and you just wanted to meet them in person, so they’d put a face to the name.
It works WELL!
I’ve had to be career coach for my son. I said list every ideal business you want to work in, use LinkedIn and ask for advice, or offer to serve them for free, as you express interest in a particular area. Get to
know them over time. They may have ties to influencers in the company! Online applying is the LAST
to be seen.
Wisdom is the common thread. The topic is ‘gonna be what pops into the mind. Why can’t cars have
mini microwaves and microfreezes or refrigerators, for your drinks and snacks in the hot suns of Texas?
My car should tell me when my oil needs changing! I’m NOT tracking when 3,000 miles have
transpired! Modern ones do?
Instead of writing through the night, and giving all my innovation ideas away for free, with zero benefit
to me, elect me, and I’ll help anyone and any business, full-time, on the campaign trail, then
IMPLEMENT all my better ideas than anything going that you can see, found at
http://AmericanAnswers.org, in 2024! Thanks.
Tonight’s message reinstated my own faith in God’s calling. I had a meltdown, ending writing, and
worried I wrote something God didn’t want me to, yesterday. My heart may fail me, but God is the
strength of my life. (Ps. 73:26) NOT a negative, arrogant Pharisee! I REBUT false allegations of our
critics.
Update: Innovation (Continued)
(2/9/20; @JamesMeroney)
Why let plastic shower curtains and stalls gather mold? Invent solutions! Find a new fix for clogged
sinks. Drano only works O.K.! You need a drill, or mini explosion chemical, or the equivalent of a coat
hanger ramming through the crud/junk! WHY do you tolerate such a backwards society? Status quo!
Why not an organized set of shelves under bathroom sink cabinets? You waste space having it all one
height, but with a pull-out drawer, you could see what’s immediately beneath the sink, hidden away
when the drawer retracts. Why are toilet seats allowed to loosen and shift/move around? That’s DUMB!
Problems bring inventions.
Did you know paraffin in shampoos helps dry out hair, if not accelerate thinning, as pores clog? What
you don’t know HURTS you! Science tests/studies tell you many answers, like how long to brush your
teeth, and which direction gets the most junk off. It is knowledge, truth, that sets you free!
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Why should humans pick up dirty whites, and take them to the laundry room? Laundry chutes from the
second floor exist, or robots should do the nasty/dirty work of life! Why have Americans abandoned
lazy Susans, trash compactors, and home intercoms?
Resurrect products for new markets!
Did you know laundry dryers fade your colors more than hanging them up to dry naturally? More
longevity for your wardrobe. Why not share wardrobes you rarely use? The thought sounds
sick/unsanitary, but for designer duds, businesses already rent them out! You’ve got to think creatively
to build a better future!
Why do I have to tolerate buying blue jeans when my sons grow, but only in height? Why can’t they
start off too long, be hemmed, then let them out as the years go by, if they aren’t worn out beforehand?
‘Functional obsolescence’ is a business making products be ended or unpopular, before they’re worn out.
Any person wearing a name-brand on their T-shirt is an unpaid marketer. Just sayin’. Businesses benefit
with an individualized society, as if we bought in bulk, via an app, leverage would bring prices down
(aggregation). People who try to impress people waste money by so doing, especially with clothes!
Fact/truth.
ALL truth is God’s truth. A lady said behind me, in church, that a study was conducted that you can fit
more people into a church with seats, rather than pews. Did you know a certain angle increases parking
lot capacity: https://mindyourdecisions.com/blog/2013/05/29/math-claim-is-angled-parking-ever-moreefficient-than-perpendicular-90-degree-parking/… What you don’t know hurts you! The U.S.
Education system is falling behind!
I will be HAPPY to invent a solution to nearly any problem a business or person has, when I run for
office, as a major component of my campaign, for free, but I’m NOT spilling all the beans, here and
now! I’m just proving God in me can do what I just said.

INGENUITY
(2/9/20; @JamesMeroney)
To invent, learn what’s been invented, to spur other ideas and improvements. My TV sleeps after four
hours of no channel change. That’s an improvement, to save energy. Why not a sensor that sees if
people leave the room, and it asks are you through viewing? Voice commands instruct it to shut off, or
not.
Toilet seats that heat in the winter and cool in the summer. A convenience store just off I-75 at Lake
Texoma has an automatic seat cover machine! If you don’t know what’s already possible, you can’t
advance your thinking of what’s possible, in many cases! Ignorance hurts America’s economy!
LEARN!
Why do wrinkles occur? A black lady said ‘black don’t crack.’ What’s in her skin that moisturizes
better than my forehead? I want it in my skin! I’ve spoken with a couple of Hispanic males who said
olive skin is more moist. I’ve seen Chinese cover their faces, fearing the sun. Thinner skin, or paler?
You’ve got to be curious—it’s killed few cats! Why is my wife’s DNA that of an anorexic with a few
pounds to make them not so? I want that DNA, via a pill! Her sister was rejected for insurance, until a
doctor said she’s healthy, just skinny. I want that DNA for myself! Science innovations needed.
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Why can’t an app turn on or off your contraception? We can turn off house lights remotely from our
smart phones! Why not invent a product or chemical that retards sp-rm if one has unsafe sex, is raped, or
the condom breaks? A spray, or douche. WHERE do you see innovation like this? Don’t lie to yourself
when you answer.
Gravity cause wrinkles, over time, as with dry skin, in my opinion. Make hand shoes so it’s normal for
people to stand on their heads, some, during the day. I could go on nearly forever! I hope you see a
unique skill in action. It’s the Lord Jesus Christ within.
My garage door opener acts up in cold weather. Why? I’ve replaced the batteries.
Knowledge is foundational to a better society! Ignorance and stupidity and lies are the enemy of society!
Why can’t I watch any move on TV, like I used to could rent from Blockbuster? Maybe they’re on Youtube, now, for free?
Did you know new movies are online, for free? I don’t know why or if they’re illegal. If so, it’s
probably because they were copied in other nations? Are you curious, or playing video games and
watching cat videos on Twitter? Entertainment is an escape from a rough reality. Make jobs more
enjoyable! I can!
You get BETTER productivity from happy campers, employers! And if one works harder, pay them
harder! That’s ONLY fair (Col. 4:1). Hiring for salary, so you can work them more than 40 hours is an
evil business trick! Avoiding overtime, and their per hour wage lowers. DO YOU KNOW THESE
THINGS, employees and workers?
Internships are unfair! They deserve some pay, but only what’s fair for what they contribute. Justice has
to be the standard for society and government, or God is not on a nation’s side! (Levit. 19:15) Are
Trump’s pastor handlers saying these things? NO! Caustic conservatives like injustice! Screw the
lower half.
In the old days clocks and temperatures were everywhere, especially on bank signs. I don’t wear a
watch, or own a smart phone. My laptop keeps my time, or my TV. Changes. Innovation brings
change, and must bring improvement. New technology is often a step backwards, until kinks get worked
out! Consumers have the power to demand better products!
Cars used to cost $12,000, and not have as many amenities, which are also ways businesses can make
add-on profit when they break. Costs have skyrocketed for new cars, since consumers are holding them
~12 years, vs. turning them over every 3-5 years, as my dad used to do.
Do you observe trends and pattern changes? If not, you won’t be very innovative! Depend diapers
("under garments") used to be bulky. TV ads show them seamless through your pants, now days.
Improvement! I think I can improve most products, but only on the campaign trail, for free, in 2024,
party fluid.
The majority of jobs are boring, and minimum wage jobs are often retail. Sweep the floor, check out
customers, rearrange merchandise, do inventory—BORING! My son’s past restaurant has NO selfcheck out or device to say your table’s ready. That doesn’t make it inferior. Personal preference! I like
it.
Everyone wants your money! Business is a polite war. Never over-pay! Consumers teach business
what to stock, by our purchases. The BEST bargain is a 98 cent Reece’s peanut butter cups (times five)
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at Walmart, and 50 cent mini pecan pies, NOT THAT I KNOW. You ‘gotta buy smart, poor people.
DON’T seek handouts, stolen from the upper half.
I teach poor Americans the best ways to spend, for FREE, at my website that’s NOT on that subject
alone. You’re ‘gonna have to Where’s Waldo find it, as I’m luring you to learn about better politics, in
the process of that search. "It’s on the website." HORRIBLE customer service slogan! I’m oldfashioned.
Did you know public power-up kiosks can subject you to hacking? NBC profiled that! You ‘gotta
LEARN! Ignorance may be bliss, but it’s also destructive. Henry Ford said it’s hard work, but what’s
the alternative? Problems, waste of money and time, conflict, chaos, and being paid little, deservedly!
Do you want to learn creativity? Interview the writers of Impractical Jokers! AMAZING innovative
thinking outside the box! Challenge: IF you can find better political ideas than on our free website, vote
for them in 2024. If not, please vote for me! http://AmericanAnswers.org
Same challenge with innovative ideas. If you can find anyone with more innovation skills, than The
World's Most Innovative Man (moi), hire them to run America's economy for future growth. Innovations
the key to America’s future, as every nation eventually copies and catches up. You’ve got to always stay
ahead. You CAN’T if you think inside the box!
I have my first cold in 12 years. I know there are two products I need to take today, to lessen the length
of the effects. Do you know all the solutions that already exist to life’s problems? LEARN! I hear face
masks don’t protect against the Corona virus. Myth or truth? I’d say true! They’re porous, so you can
breathe.
Gas? Gas-X. Hemorrhoids? There’s a product for that. America has almost everything anyone would
ever want, as ours is the greatest nation, because we’re moral, and NOT like Trump. We want all nations
to live as we do! But we have limited resources. Use innovation to stretch the limited supply; and find
substitutes.
THAT is my sales pitch for my 2024 national campaign! IF you find better political solutions than my
website, or more innovative ideas for our economy, vote for them! If not, vote for me, and party means
zero to me! I change parties when they go off track significantly! Always will. They’re NOT an idol, to
me.
Diaper rash? Products exist on Google search! Diarrhea? Same thing. Man has solved so many
mysteries and problems. Now he needs to master himself, and learn to live morally and intelligently! It
starts with John 3:16, the Bible Literally, that’s the answer! Offended? Read Gal. 4:16.
We PROVE Evolution is false by liberalism and caustic conservatism! I’m ‘gonna let you chew on that
for awhile. Dog-eat-dog makes us animals, and unsustainable giveaways make us stupid. That’s NOT
maturity, people! Just sayin’.
Jails need improving! Sixty Days In TV show makes me wonder if the inmates are in charge of the
asylum. Most criminals get out, and many can’t hire on, having a record. This needs solving. You can’t
use innovation if you don’t know what the problems and imperfections of life are.
Every job could use a new device, to make it more fun or enjoyable, and more productive! I believe I
can deliver such solutions, when God puts me in this mindset probably few of you have ever
experienced! Test me on this when I run for office! http://AmericanAnswers.org (party can change!)
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I believe I can make any job more enjoyable, if not fun. I believe I can invent products not already
existing, that will make many jobs more efficient and enjoyable. I plan to do just that as I campaign, by
improving businesses, and poor people's lives. You shouldn't hate your job! (12/24/19)
Did you know ‘minimum wage minimum work’ is a slogan some hold, as justice? Employers often take
advantage of people who devise better ways of work, so they get more down time, so they aren’t ‘gonna
put things in suggestion boxes, for fear of overworking tyrants! That’s a fair decision! Be just, bosses.
Bosses raise expectations and workers seek ways to do the job for less effort, or faster, to have more me
time during the day. Employment is a polite war. I’m only for justice! The GOP is for employers.
Dems are for workers. I am for equal leverage and BOTH sides!
Fruit spoils. Why can’t smart refrigerators detect that? Food product boxes have expiration dates. Why
can’t smart pantries detect that, and alert the owners? Why do we ACCEPT such a primitive society,
compared to what’s possible, if you re-imagined it? I have for six+ years--all on our website and in 13
books!
4,700 new product ideas are already available, in four of our books! Can anyone else do that, or did God
give them to me? You decide! Popcorn that burns kernels is archaic. Smart microwaves are needed!
Uncooked kernels are also wasteful. Let technology detect the perfect time to shut off!
CAN YOU DO THIS, spontaneously? I want my car dashboard to not just alert me that a tire is low on
air, but tell me which one, and what pressure it’s at! Why do you ACCEPT such a primitive society?
I’m mocking you so you’ll be riled up to demand better of D.C., and in American products, so our
economy always leads! CAN YOU DO THIS,
spontaneously?
I’d take any help getting these ideas spread. I’ll reciprocally help your life or business, but no money
changes hands. ALL these words will soon be on Facebook (james.meroney.9). I want a TV channel
that gives all pro sports highlights, the night of—as with results. I ain’t got time to watch football.
I want a TV channel that summarizes TV shows to their core. My TV’s on Big Foot (dumb conspiracy),
and it’s boring me to sleep. Give me the conclusion of your evidence, and stop wasting my time, as with
The Curse of Oak Island. Total time wasters, to me! And Live PD. ONLY the best events! Excite me.
UFO and ghost hunting shows? A waste of time, for me, but I WOULD watch a summary of evidence
shows! Did you know a guy tried to commit suicide, but survived the Golden Gate Bridge fall? He now
speaks on coping skills. WATCH morning news. Get edu-ma-cated, America! Dumb means death!
If you can’t see that I can prove I’m The World's Most Innovative Man, by simply reading our FREE
chapters at http://AmericanAnswers.org, Campaign Update button, that’s an IQ test, and you failed!
Did you know America wastes enough food that there would likely be NO starvation in America, if we
matched waste with need? Uber eats re-imagined! I just threw out banana bread my son got from a
charity seeking donations. I don’t know about its age or contents! Wild animals will enjoy it tonight!
(Mt. 14:20)
Doggie doors are an open invite to thin criminals. Did you ever think about that? Literally, at present,
the local police are subpoenaing Instagram to prosecute a guy who identity thefted my son, saying we
had an open door for a party! I will press charges! Cops saved my family from visitors!
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If you don’t know the laws, your ignorance hurts you! My second car horn regularly educates people
who didn’t take their driver’s test in Texas! Your ignorance hurts people, endangers lives, harms
productivity, etc. Did you know Texas is installing more right turn lanes, because I prodded our
governor to do so?
Get involved! Be the solution you want to see in others! I don’t do pop culture psychology, much, so
back to my favorite… inventions: Showers are NOT needed to spray, except to wet and rinse you! A
heater could keep you warm, inbetween! Why waste precious water "because you can" afford to do so?
That’s NOT smart or moral.
I just started a David Koresh show. Trump cult comparisons will be made in my curious mind! One
'charismatic' leader, total allegiance demanded, critical and independent thinking disallowed and
shunned. Everyone there to serve the egoist leader! Control freak. Sound familiar? Remembering my
Baylor days.
Do you watch the X Games? Snowmobiles do flips! Things unheard of are done by snow boarders! It
ALL starts with an idea! You can’t find MORE ideas on solutions than I’ve written, all from one
author… impossible. ALL glory to God.
I love the NBA, but NEVER watch entire games. Show me a TV highlight of the best plays and moves
and dribbles, passes, blocks and dunks--five minutes maximum, then give the final score. THAT I might
pay a little money for! I ain’t got time, nor do you, if you’re productive. 13 books in 11 years, and much
more!
Why is music TV always worse than the radio? 24/7 formatting, vs. only 3am to ~midnight? I want a
radio and TV station that airs my playlist, and music videos to match! I want to speak to my car radio,
and my song is found on any U.S. Radio station, playing it then! You accept a primitive society!
WHY? I don’t.
Top 28 viewership, today. That ALWAYS happens when you speak on innovation! Want to lose 30
pounds in 30 days, and eat all you want of what you like? A half gallon of water, 20 minutes before all
three meals! The problem is, I’ve done it three times, but the pounds I lose can always be found—they
hide in easy hiding places!
Do you want to be more creative? Listen to classic music, jazz, and READ! I have four college degrees
(JD/MBA/MDiv/BBA), and four post grad studies that didn't lead to a degree. I’m NOT bragging—
FACT. Knowledge is power.

INVENTIONS FOR ‘ACTS OF GOD’
(AKA, Think BIG!)
(4/17/20; @JamesMeroney)
We need automatic, instant response drones to breaking natural disasters, carrying technology that can
avert or alleviate most if not all of their devastating forces!
Ideally, every natural disaster/act of God is an energy source, if captured! Geothermal is way underutilized, as magma way down deep is always churning, and the steam power could be tapped into all over
the world! That doesn’t even pollute; solar and wind, as well! All these cost investing money!
Insurance is a great and easier solution to natural disasters. You either pay in enough to cover their
clean-up and re-building, or you spend money on infrastructure to lessen their impact. Or you can ignore
them, and cry when they hit.
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It’s AWESOME that we have warning alarms just before disasters strike! Now take it to the next logical
step, and devise technology to thwart them, ameliorate their negative impact, or even prevent them, if
any factors aid in their occurring. Ex.: Water available for expected droughts!
Wildfires: Underground pipelines connected to the ocean are needed for California infrastructure.
SURELY their cost is LESS than the destruction and devastation we have all witnessed the past eight
years (5 summers?)! The water's there to put out the fires, but NOT accessible to fire fighters!
Earthquakes: Surely scientists know the pressure points, fault lines, and historic regions that erupt, from
seismic studies, etc. Couldn’t pressure be released, thru drilling into those pockets to relieve some
tension, and use the released energy convertible into fuel? High stress explodes!
Tornadoes: Circulating wind turbulence. COULD we invent something to reverse the spin, to
nullify/neutralize its devastation, by slowing the spinning to a crawl or stop? Air-dropped chemical or
machine (giant fan-like device or drone)? Undoing the swift-moving spin is the key!
Drought: Miami is sinking, supposedly sea water levels are rising, from melting ice caps. We have
pumps and pipes! Drain the unwanted excess to deserts, or drought-plighted regions, like we transfer oil
from Houston (Pasadena/Deer Park) to the rest of the nation. It all takes money!
Huge hail: Couldn’t we use lasers to shoot it down, like we have missile defense technology? It’s not a
huge problem, so no need for such extremes. Maybe if a comet were facing us! Tornadoes pop up
quickly, but meteorologists see the signs of danger, with enough time for us to react.
Tsunamis: Is there any conceivable technology we could devise to dissipate the direct direction they
travel, once triggered, so their well breaks up into every direction, or gets channeled out back into the
open waters/ocean? Quick response would be required, like a mini bomb.
Ice: How could we invent machines to melt ice, but not damage the rods, in winter? Same with huge
snowdrifts (blown hot air?). It’s one thing to make earthquake-resistant structures, but, ultimately, you
can’t stop mother nature’s destruction! Try to stop the disasters at their source!
IF vehicle emissions are causing the temperatures to rise, over time, can we invent a counteracting force
that freezes emissions, or at least neutralizes their heat? Catalytic converters helped reduce pollution.
Can we reduce it twice as much, with new technology? Carbon capture?
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23.

ISRAEL
1. On the Palestinian Problem
2. Israel Idiocy Policies
3. Israel

ON THE PALESTINIAN PROBLEM
(8/31/19; @JamesMeroney)
Concerning settling the "Palestine" problem, I have a friend in the car repair business who has NEVER
ceases to slander Jews, every time I see him (which is often, with two older cars). They consider 1948
THEFT of their land! NOTHING you can do will allay those feelings, for good.
You can work temporary and minor means of forcing the two to get along (as my political books detail),
but even though its historically IN-accurate, they FEEL like someone broke into their home and kicked
them out, and claimed it for their own. HOW do you remedy that feeling, when Arabs and Islamists DID
occupy that area pre-1948?
Jews were thrown out of their nation in 70 AD, and have been dispersed ever since. Other people take
over the place and its structures, after 2,000 years! They were devastated by Hitler, so The West felt
they needed a place, and it fulfilled Bible prophecy, but it came at the cost of unsettling Palestinians.
That was NOT fair to them.
Wars aren’t the same as that, as Arab types weren’t Hitler’s minions, but now they’re acting like him,
wanting Israel wiped off the map, and denying the Holocaust, from anger that their assets got forced out
of their hands in 1948. Wouldn’t that anger you, if Germans weren’t punished by a land grab, but
Palestinians?
The ONLY way to determine fairness, when both sides want the land, is all-out war, and may the best
man win, but that’s unreasonable, and not a good solution! But it’s what Iran, the PLO and Hezbollah et
al want, as someone took their assets. It DOESN’T help when Israel grabs even more space by overdevelopment of apartments, etc., and restricts Arab flow and access.
It was an unjust taking in 1948, but the Jews aren’t ‘gonna leave, but the Palestinians shouldn’t be treated
as second-hand stepchildren, after we The West took their assets for a much-maligned and devastated
Jewish people!
Justice isn’t really a consideration, under current circumstances, but what is practical? Only Jesus will
settle this issue, when He returns, but you don’t conduct foreign policy based on religious beliefs about
prophecy (vs. morality).
I ask you once again to think how you’d feel if Mexicans came up to your state, and pushed you out of
your home, had you live in tent cities, and just wanted you to accept it for centuries, with no resolution.
If it had been by war, to the victor go the spoils, as with America vs. Mexico (which even La Raza
sought to un-do). We even have the Hatfield’s and McCoy’s, and angst over Civil War monument
removals, as the losing side still isn’t happy, though they somewhat accept outcomes.
The point is you can’t make Islamists and Arabs like Jews, who live where they used to! Peaceful
coexistence is the BEST you can hope for. For more, see our political books!

ISRAEL IDIOCY POLICIES
(11/19/20; @JamesMeroney2)
NO negotiating, just one-sided action, like moving U.S. Embassy. These things MAY, humanly, cause
the opposition to Israel that necessitates the Antichrist, as it is unjustly dictated vs. brokered.
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Pompeo’s new policy on Settlements is more radical than the Israeli government policy. It implies U.S.
Recognition of a de-Facto Israeli annexation of most of the West Bank and seems to be a violation of the
spirit of the “Abraham Accords” and the UAE-Israel peace treaty.
It is PURE IGNORANCE to apply prophetic and religious edicts to modern, real-life Middle East
national policy, like all the land belongs to the Jews, so just seize territory and disrupt settlers. You
apply Bible morals, where you can, but it is not international law. Confused Christians!
WHAT IF the Quran said China territory belongs to Muslims? Would the world simply ley Muslims
annex that nation like we let Putin take Ukraine? Religious texts do not control national policies, except
morality should. Blood transfusions, polygamy. Secular laws conflict with religion.
From the Palestinian's viewpoint (NOT the violent terrorists'), their land was STOLEN in 1948! That IS
true! It may have been prophetic, but it was UNjust. They’re angry, and treated as red-headed step kids.
Their RIGHTFUL anger can turn to violence. I HOPE it leads to prophecy!
Anytime anyone forces things against people's will, because they can, and all sides' interests aren’t
considered, backlash from injustice inevitably comes, and expectedly if not rightly so, just like Biden
may stack SCOTUS from forcing con Justices, because GOPs could. INjustice angers.
The second half of the Tribulation, the Beast slaughters Jews and seeks full genocide (but doesn’t get it).
There’s ZERO Bible evidence all Jews occupy the entire land Abe was promised! They’re already in the
land. Stealing territory from abused people is evil, and has NOTHING to do with the Bible.
If any human has attitude that what’s right to do is what I can get away with, or whatever I alone want,
America would invade Dubai, and every rich and beautiful land mass, because we probably could get
away with it, militarily. My way or the highway arrogance is SIN, and NOT morally right!
Many people feel sorrow for getting caught; not for doing evil deeds. If Clinton hadn’t gotten caught
with the blue dress, I’m not certain he’d have stopped, or felt it beyond the pale to continue. Getting
caught can be a deterrence, vs. getting away with things. That’s NOT a moral attitude.
EVERYONE knows Putin’s annexing of Ukraine during the Olympics was EVIL and WRONG, though
he had some historic relation with the peoples and region. Stealing and tearing down Palestinian homes
and lands is EVIL! 1948 was unjust, though the Jews deserved a permanent home. Forced Arab
unsettling!
The Jews were WRONGLY kicked out of Israel in 70AD. The diaspora/exile lasted centuries. What
Hitler did to them was intolerable, and they couldn’t stay in a land with such holocaust horrible
memories and lingering dangers of secret Nazis. But stealing Israel land from owners was immoral.
I’m THRILLED it occurred, from a Bible prophecy standpoint, but politically and morally it was unjust
theft, and evil! I doubt the home and land owners were paid fair market rates! They were stashed in tent
camps (~300K, now), in desert areas, with no perm land or political clout! UNjust!
ALL the Middle East angst and anger stems from that one move! It will one day "soon" cause Bible
prophecy! Even Iran wants to nuke Jews, with their 12 times enriched Uranium stockpile! Hatred of the
Jews continues near Hitler rates, mainly from 1948 state establishment in Arab's possession.
Anger at the Jews will cause mainly Arab nations to unite against her, necessitating a 7-year peace deals
brokering, soon. The more Israel leadership takes over occupied land, the anger increases, further
endangering Jews from the pre-prophecy hateful violence requiring the Beast!
2-state solution is only reasonable solution!
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Safety ensured, business allowed, terrorists controlled, separate areas, separately governed. This is
temporary, as prophecy will be the next step we can’t control! Keep stealing Arab land, and you hasten
it, evilly vs. morally! II Pet. 3:12
ALWAYS amazed at what topics I wake up to write about! I was working on New Testament insight
writing. News events attract our interest, and need for clear perspective. Justice is always God’s
concern, even as people unjustly apply Gen. 12:1-3 Favoritism between peaceful vs. violent people is
evil.
Part of me craves Israel behaving evilly toward Palestinians, ONLY because they will RIGHTLY
retaliate, and even go beyond that, which likely will bring about Bible prophecy. I don’t wish it on
anyone, but it’s inevitable and I’ve warned about it for years, and about the need for evangelism!
The attitude that Israel can do no wrong, because it’s their land and their God’s people is about as
biblically stupid as saying WASPs own America, and can do anything they want with our laws!
NOWHERE does God say being His people entitles anyone to sin or do injustice. Bible illiteracy!

ISRAEL
(4/10/21; @JamesMeroney2)
My friend I met, yesterday, had his home confiscated at gun point, for not fiscal remuneration,
when he sought to come to America, at the hands of Jewish authorities in Palestine. That is
EVIL! He said it’s their law. That only means their laws are EVIL! Injustice! (which is EVIL)
I am 100 percent FOR Israel being protected and safe, but also for her behaving morally, vs. abusively!
America has to support our allies, but when they do wrong, our relationship is no substitute for their
necessity of doing right and justice. Ex: toward the Palestinians! Never support evil! (5/10/21;
@JamesMeroney2)
We believe were right, and enjoy hanging with people who agree with us, or we have most
common ground with. So denominations NEVER seem to have debates on right doctrine! You
have to prove up your beliefs, lest they cause division to God’s unity, or deviation, from God’s
morality. (5/10/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Update #1
(5/14/21; @JamesMeroney2)
1948 happened. It was general consensus of the major world powers who won two world wars, to
remedy how Hitler treated the Jewish nation and it had historic roots, as the Jews never freely
abandoned their homeland, but were forced out in 70AD. However, during the intervening 1878
years others came and went in that land! People established rights to their land and property.
Quite literally, religious concerns aren’t legal concerns, so Bible claims to the land were irrelevant to
Palestinian rights to land they possessed for so long (well longer than squatter rights).
People got displaced/uprooted, and forcibly removed from their own property and land. Was it just?
NOT to Palestinians. Was it right, for the Jews, who lost their land eons earlier. It certainly
seemed right for them to return home, as the Diaspora separated them for eons. How the allies
decided to do it, they so decided, 73 years ago! NO ONE is ‘gonna undo that decision!
Also, all-out war for the land, winner takes all, is irrational and immoral, even if Arabs were armed
enough to equal U.S.-backed weaponry Israel has. You can ONLY share the land! You can still hate,
but hate can’t turn violent, or authorities have every right to capture and incarcerate you!
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However, Israel continues to confiscate land, building apartments. This is EVIL! They even rip people
out of homes, guns drawn, and recompense them zero money.
The Middle East needs to either have all-out war, or learn to peacefully co-exist. I prefer the
latter, obviously. I don't know what it will take, in intensity of conflicts, for all parties involved
to see mutually-assured destruction is not an option. Learn your lessons, fools!
In ALL these conflicts, you have three options—all-out war/annihilation of opponent, peaceful toleration
or continued fighting less than all-out war! NOTHING ELSE! You don’t have to forgive, if your evil.
you don’t have to like ‘em. You don’t have to forget the past. But you are absolute FOOLS if you can’t
take addressing if not even improving reality, peacefully.
I understand Shia vs. Sunni is a BIG deal, among Arabs, but Islam, hatred of Israel and commonality in
bloodline to Abraham will likely unite them all vs. Israel, someday soon. China and Russia will
empower ‘em, militarily, vs. America and Jews, IMO. I’d bet on it.
America could save A LOT of money and manpower, just beefing up Israel's defenses, and
completely exiting the Middle East, except for our oil interests! They don’t want us there, and we
don’t enjoy the experience. Oil and Israel’s safety are our only national interests there!
But her defense of Israel could exacerbate the enmity vs. Israel, meaning increased violence there.
and the very same nations who have the capacity to defeat America, if they united, could unite to attack
her, instead, from hatred of us, but wise enuf not to stoke the bear, America. Why would I actually hope
Israel's enemies unite vs. her, for prophecy to begin!
I'd NEVER help or encourage ‘em to, but Chumps Iran actions likely started that process, and I’m noting
it! I even posted news articles about Arab nations being armed by Russia and China. It’s happening,
folks! Exciting!
Is it binary, good or bad—period? Pro-Israel REALLY got abused/warped, recently (Gen 12:3/Ps
122:6), in U.S. public policy FAVORING all Jews over Arabs (not distinguishing violent from peaceful
ones, on either side), in an arbitrary embassy removal and capital announcement, AS IF America decides
what other countries decide.
Enemy nations are NOT ‘gonna roll over and just take U.S. Air superiority with unmanned drone
strikes! I’d bet you China and Russia are already secretly speaking with Arab lands about nuke
armament and drones of their own, ALL uniting vs. Israel and America. WATCH me prove my hunch,
by any precursor actions:
And Israel is NOT innocent! DUMB Christians FEEL because they’re God’s chosen people, and were to
honor em, that means overlook their sins, especially abuse of Arabs and Palestinians. That’s IRRational,
and UNbiblical interpretation! God’s NEVER for sin or INjustice! Zionists—destined to dominate?
That’s NOT God’s edict.
I’m GLAD 1948 occurred, because I want Bible prophecy to occur, and it couldn’t if Israel weren’t in
her land. But it was unjust! any human gets angry being treated unjustly. That’s human nature.
America has ZERO right before God to treat Arabs as second class to Jews! Violent Arabs, UES!
Peaceful—NO!
Any Christian has to be pro-Israel. BUT they also have to be pro-justice, and NOT anti-Arab,
unless the Jew or Arab is violent or criminal, in which case no one is for them. This TRUTH is
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not as simplistic as a political slogan of 1-2 words! Simpleton is not biblical Christianity!
The displaced Palestinians have a legitimate gripe about their lives having been unjustly disrupted and
property stolen in 1948! That wound will never heal, and why should it? If someone took your home,
by force of arms, would you roll over and take it, even decades later? I wouldn’t!
Israel MUST change their zoning laws, to either erect skyscrapers and tall condos, or build under
ground! Taking more land Palestinians claim, because you can, only exacerbates normal-to-be
expected tensions! Go below, if ~2 story is a maximum, to preserve history!
Tents and temporary shelter for >300K Palestinians can never be deemed a rational solution, for
more than perhaps a year! How hard is it to see if you got your home stolen, then were given a
tent to live in, you might resort to violence, as anger built up over decades?
New underground architecture isn’t hard to imagine, where sunlight can make it livable, for landlocked Israel. Modern technology can facilitate it not being dark, though the window views
would need to be virtual or live streamed. Do it for expanding land mass, or build upwards!
There are ways to build Israeli skyscrapers that don’t violate the historic look! The exact exterior
material, all glass, mirror, or even technology—deflected facades that disguise the structure above
a certain level are all technologically possible! > than seizing disputed land!
I want to search the web to see if any designer has created an underground town, where they
have scenery, likely virtual, and also pumped-in sunlight, as that’s what Israel needs more than
anything else! It's a constant 60 degrees six feet down, and geothermal can be cheap or free!...
Top nine secret underground cities in the world | momomdo Discover
From deep salt mines to complex tunnels used for Illicit activities, check out our top nine picks of
secret underground cities around the world. momondo.com
Update #2
(5/16/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Being pro-Israel does NOT being pro Israel's sins! Christians are to oppose evil and support good.
IF any claiming "Christian" EVER wants to debate me on this, I'll bring a Bible, and they can
bring their opinions and conspiracy theories, because they won't need a Bible for their view!
I have sarcastically and logic—mockingly said the Middle East Hatfield’s vs. McCoy’s skirmishes
need to go to all-out war, if forgiveness and justice are avowed enemies of either side. Some
people will forever hate the other side, and want them thrown into the sea. HOW can you coexist
with ‘em?
Update #3
(5/16/21; @JamesMeroney2)
The Palestinians have endured DECADES of mistreatment, compared to justice! We ALL
condemn all violence, but when complaints go unresponded to, and they have no official
government entity with brokering power, it’s not unexpected they turn to EVIL violence!
SOLVE THEIR PROBLEM(S)!
We in the West DON’T want to deal with how 1948 negatively impacted Palestinians! It’s easier
to label their physical disgruntledness "terrorism," than to address their legitimate complaints!
I’m 100 percent against terrorism, but do they have ANY valid concerns angering ‘em from injustice?
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We in the West say vote, protest, be activist for new laws, organize voters, put up billboards and
bumper stickers, and run for office. These civil means of change aren’t readily available to
Palestinians, to change their plight! So some turn violent, evilly. WHAT options have they?
Palestinians would have more freedom, if so many of them weren’t inwardly avowed to wipe
Israel off the map! More freedom, used to incite more violence and attacks, will and should NEVER
be given! You get what you deserve, in responsible vs. evil choices! Jews self-defense is a virtue!
Even the Hatfield’s and McCoy’s weren’t fighting over who owns the same edifice!
You can’t split cities into dual citizen centers! The historic animosity NEEDS physical separation, and
inability to be violent if in shared areas, temporarily! #CommonSense Coexist by disallowing lack of
peace!
Palestinians WANT what Jews have possession of. They had it before, in history (pre-1948), as
did the Jews (pre-70AD). 1948 was needed for Hitler-desecrated Jews, but can’t be said to have
been JUST to Palestinians who owned and lived there! U.S. And the West MUST face INjustices!
The West SO backs Israel, they often back their sins. That is NOT what support means! Re-read
this until you comprehend, if ever. Palestinians deserve a decent life, and the right to address
grievances, peacefully. NO such adequate mechanism, presently?
Palestinian Arabs and Islamists, who desire to kill Jews, have to be identified! The others NEED
NOT be stereotypedly lumped into the West's view of all Palestinians. If you had zero recourse
to any injustices, you too may turn violent! FIX this and you solve the Middle East problem!
I’ve said for YEARS my Bible reading makes me think Antichrist will meet with Arabs, secretly,
and collude to pretend brokering a 7-year peace deal, always intending it only for 3.5 years.
WATCH for anyone meeting with Palestinian leaders, and expect secret meetings, including arms
Discussions.
I’ve also said when skirmishes get bad enough in Israel, the Antichrist should be revealed, to seek
to broker fake peace. I am for peace! I’m against violence! At the same time, if things escalate,
there, as a Christian I’m ecstatic that the Rapture could be that close! Pray for all.
Wearing moccasins is #1 way to solve problems! HOW WOULD YOU FEEL and react, if
someone took control of all you worked for (material assets of home and furnishings), and kicked
you out, even for a moral cause of giving Jews a home? You wouldn’t take it, if you’re an
American! You’d fight!
Let bygones be bygones doesn’t help, when injustice is suffered! Stealing people’s property angers
rational people, just like U.S. Taxpayers despise freebies handed out off our backs! Palestinians
were NOT given good living situations, post-1948, and time doesn’t heal all wounds! Duh101
There was a divorced couple who loved their home so much they partitioned it. That’s NOT a
feasible solution for Israel! Palestinians deserve peaceful (disarmed) access to places, and decent
living quarters. Jews CAN’T be safe with armed people you can’t ID as ill-willed vs. good-willed!
Jews are NOT going to give up what they occupy and possess! Only a nuclear war would move
them out. So Palestinians need to seek the next best thing, or lesser. Israel has a responsibility to
do right to Palestinians, before YHWH. Even God’s people sin, and He is NOT pleased with that!
Palestinians likely feel bitter that Jews occupy what was their place, pre-1948! Palestinians didn’t
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evict Jews in 70AD! Palestinians didn’t fund or back Hitler's atrocities against Jews! They feel
like unjustly abused scapegoats!?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_State_of_Palestine#:~:text=The%20Gaza%20Strip%20cam
e%20under,to%20establish%20a%20Palestinian%20state…
Freely vs. forcibly build a Palestinian state that’s so awesome, Palestinians can get over—over time—
the anger at losing Israel to Jews in 1948! The West and the world OWES this solution to them,
since we insisted they be evacuated, to make room for dispersed and wrongly treated Jews.
NO Jew can EVER trust an armed Palestinian in the land of Israel! Too much history and baggage,
causing VALID fears of attacks. If Jewish police and military are NOT allowed to abuse their
authority, Palestinians wouldn’t feel a need for armed self-defense, traveling in Israel! DUH101
Cooperative economic and social activities could heal the dispute, a little. Like social media
warriors, bold online and wusses in real life, distance estranges people to say things they wouldn’t
in person! Get Jews and Palestinians having united goals with economic payoffs! #CommonSense
WHY I believe the Antichrist secretly allies with Arabs is:
1. He persecuted Jews, 3.5 years after.
2. Peace is needed when it is absent, so violence must be intense.
3. He’s an evil LIAR, so seven years was likely never intended, IMO! Just a ruse, for global power!
A danger of political liberalism is many (most?) of them DON’T believe bad things happen when
countries oppose Israel, or that any of these events could usher in Bible prophecy. They will
learn otherwise, but too late to fix their ERROR!
Palestinians need to build their own Utopia, outside Israel proper, as a 2-state implementation
strategy! ALL Arab nations could help fund them, as their cultural brethren, with oil profits. IF it
never threatened Israel, the world would welcome this answer. NOT justice, but OK!
Roll over and take it is the attitude of a rapist! Palestinians aren’t ‘gonna ask how high they must
jump! To the extent they seek justice, NO CHRISTIAN can deny them that ambition! ANY
unjust behavior by either side MUST be condemned by any claiming "Christian!" HERETICS
won’t do that.
To the extent Jews behave as the people of God (i.e., morally), to that extent Christians should
treat them as the people of God! Ignoring rights of Palestinians, or how they benefitted from
1948 taking the land from Palestinians, will NEVER be overlooked by most moral people—
EVER!
Christians MUST be equally for nonviolent Jews and Palestinians, even as we support the nation
of Israel and its existence in its historic homeland. Justice isn’t to be thwarted, by 'pro-Israel'
overlooking Israeli or Palestinian sins. Equally oppose evil(s)!
MY mistake!: Israel already has high rises! No laws forbidding them, totally, obviously, so
STOP taking disputed lands, and build MORE! Duh 101
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Update #4
(5/18/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Israel IS the Jews' home, forever, before God, but that fact has NOTHING to do with secular
and governmental laws! GOD will give them it ALL, in another era, called the Millennium. Us trying to
play God, from an American theocratic attitude is just that, like those who play God when they take a
life.
I believe the Jews deserved a safe haven of united communing, after Hitler, and I’m GLAD it was chosen
to be in the holy land (the ONLY natural choice), but eminent domain without fair market value payment
to who occupied it in 1948 was UNjust. You CAN’T debate it!
Jews aren’t even going to get all their Abe-promised land, even in the FUTURE, as they get persecuted
and many expelled, in a COMING 7-year period, mainly the second half! To argue they own and
deserve it ALL is biblical ignorance and short-sightedness of prophecy and the 1K year reign of Christ
Anti-Semitism is EVIL. Anti-Jewish sins is NOT, nor is anti-Muslim and Arab and Palestinian and
black and white, red yellow and brown sins! #CommonSense Love the sinner, hate the sin. Support
for the person is NOT support for all deeds, or you embrace, encourage and empower evil. DUH
101
Update #5
(5/20/21; @JamesMeroney2)
IF Martians invaded TX, and stole all I owned, and forced me out of TX at gun point, I’d ALWAYS
resent that and want justice! Just because major world consensus was to return Jews to Israel doesn’t
mean those who were there were treated right, in that process! HOW do you move on, given
bad living conditions in exile?
Injustice ALWAYS breeds resentment, and often anger, if not rarely violence. The violence is never
justified/the answer, but if Palestinians are ignored by Jewish leadership, WHAT AVENUES TO THEY
POSSESS FOR REGRESS OF THEIR GRIEVANCES?
HAMAS and Iran may want Jews drowned in the sea, but that goal will NOT be achieved! Rational
Arabs have to understand that, because living Jews aren’t going anywhere! Genocide won’t happen, and
U.S. And the West will ALWAYS make sure of that. NOT a valid objective for anyone with a brain!
WHY do you think America had 9-11, the USS Kohl and the Iranian hostage crisis Reagan's strong stand
and threats ended? ALL this animosity and hostility ties back to 1948! It ALWAYS will, until justice is
gained for BOTH sides—not mainly one! Pre-Christ's return, that means Jews safe, and
(5/20/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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24. LAW & ORDER
1. Law & Order?
2. Confronting crime
3. Crime & Culture

LAW & ORDER?
(9/7/19; @JamesMeroney)
If you missed NBC’s Lester Holt's prison special, you PROBABLY have MANY misconceptions about
prison! AMAZING, eye-opening, must see TV, if it's ever viewable again!
https://nbcnews.com/.../lester-holt-what-i-learned...
… (Mt. 25:36; Heb. 13:3) MANY changes (i.e., up to 10) are needed, to be humane and just! @NBC
@LesterHoltNBC
There were many examples of over-punishment, little humanity, hard to retain sanity, little family
contact, sometimes NO preparation to re-enter the outside world, resentment can make people MORE
criminal, tight quarters, stress on guards, unreasonable noise conditions, the elderly getting no relief,
slave wages, etc.
Some people can change, over (hard) time. One guy earned a Master’s degree in prison, and one got out
to found a charity to help people acclimate after release. The show WAS biased toward criminals vs.
victims. If you can’t do the time, don’t do the crime, but some changes are needed, vs. lock them up and
throw away the key.
The stat that five to six times more blacks are imprisoned, to whites, ONLY means a MUCH higher
percent of blacks commit crime, IF and only if they are rightly accused, as their percent of the population
is ~13 percent. There’s NO racial discrimination if they’re rightly convicted! Bad circumstances
facilitating crime need fixing.
People in poor 'hoods would naturally be more despairing, needy (perhaps inclined to steal), and with
gangs and absentee fathers, violence would be expected to be greater than in nice neighborhoods with
less pressures and crime temptations! Why would the well-off commit crime, and risk losing it all?
Two cents an hour IS virtual slavery. Either don’t make them work, give them credit in the commissary,
for their work, or pay them minimum wage, from benefitted businesses! There’s ZERO reason why any
inmate has to feel the guy next door (i.e., in a separate cell) moving on his bed. POOR architecture
design! #STUPIDITY And people yelling during sleeping hours? That’s intolerable!
Juveniles are RIGHTLY getting second chances, later on in life, but ONLY because prisoners sued!
Lifers should always get objectively evaluated for their crime potentiality, vs. parole boards as the
"experts" on recidivism’s likelihood. If you give a jail bird NO skills for the outside world, they’re often
‘gonna do crime.
If you give a prisoner $100 and say ‘good luck,’ they’re ‘gonna steal to survive. If there’s NO
counseling in prison, or conditions are deplorable, you’re ONLY asking for people to get angrier, so you
risk more violence in prison, or if they are released. Making them pick veggies ISN’T a job skill they’d
likely use in the free world!
Prison IS punishment, but it CAN’T be over-punishment, or never prepare them for release. They need
internal change, to never repeat their offenses, but they’ll be our neighbors, one day.
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Ethics and religion need to be taught inside there, ethics as mandatory; religion as optional (for legal
purposes). They’ve got to feel loved (Mt. 25:36; Heb. 13:3)
Shanks, sodomy, fights, murders in prison… WE on the outside may say they get what they deserve, but
do they deserve THAT, when they’re already couped up as their legal punishment? NO judge ever
sentences anyone to those actions!
Rewards for good behavior (Ex.: more freedoms) was a WISE strategy used in the Louisiana facility, as
with NOT incarcerating non-violent offenders. Tax payers should NOT be on the hook if prisoners can
earn their keep with job skills businesses can profit from! Pay your way (i.e., jail housing costs), and
have marketable skills (and maybe that job) when you’re released.
The TV show Sixty Days In shows guards and wardens having NO IDEA what goes on, little control of
theft, fights, drugs and gangs. The inmates are sometimes in charge of the asylum! Under-staffed, and
ignorant authorities, as bad things happen in secret, where cameras don’t exist, or recording devices can’t
capture whispered conversations. A DUMB system!
The ONLY aspect of Lester’s documentary that was like slavery days WASN’T the race of the majority
of criminals, but two cents an hour pay! Have businesses hire them, and they get job training inside
prison!
NO cop arrests people just because they’re black! You HAVE to have probable cause even to question
suspects! That was a false narrative/slant to the show last evening.
Robocop suits for prison guards—especially smaller females—should be mandatory, as Sixty Days In
shows prison personnel often don’t enter, except in force/en masse, but watch through windows and by
cameras. HOW can you break up fights from the outside? You are there to keep law and order/peace,
safely NOT endangering your own health!
Bottom line, if you rape or kill someone, EXPECT a miserable, almost meaningless life thereafter!
Young people NEED to visit prisons, to learn that even if their brains aren’t fully developed, murder is
never an option, NO MATTER your circumstances in life—PERIOD! A high school field trip is
needed!
NOT seeing sunlight for YEARS, or trees and grass is cruel for anyone! Surely we can do better than
that! Jails reflect our values. ‘Cruel and unusual’ is the prohibited legal standard. Prisoners’ kids
deserve to have decent contact—it humanizes the prisoner, and is needed by family members, for their
health and sanity.
I have ZERO idea how prisoners who get zero sex for decades, DON’T try to sodomize. THAT element
of prison life MUST be addressed, as no one deserves to be the victim of a sexually frustrated prisoner.
He’s NOT even gay—just repressed of natural inclinations. There are fixes, that don’t necessarily
involve conjugal visits!
HOW can you PROVE a murderer is rehabilitated? Lie detectors have some value, years after the crime,
when they claim they’d never recitivise. Ankle monitors CAN’T be able to be cut off! Would you want
a murderer who did his time in your neighborhood? Not I! Some acts are near unforgiveable by society!
That was your choice.
Rapist, child molester, armed robber and murderer… you engage THESE crimes, and EXPECT your
remaining life is ‘gonna be hell! That lesson, taught by convicts going to middle schools, OUGHT to be
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a program we consider, especially in stressful neighborhoods with high crime statistics. Educate, deter,
incentivize.
As always, technology can fix MANY prison problems! Long distance tasers anytime a fight starts or
escapee gets loose. Shot nets of wild animal managers used on escapees. Sensors to detect fights,
sodomy, and shanks being made (i.e., MORE cameras). Robots to monitor them in their free time, to
NOT escape.
Fights occur on what TV show to watch. Why not three or four TV’s, so that doesn’t occur? Gangs
NEED to be separated, or NOT allowed to unite behind bars! There is much racial unity in prison! Why
aren’t "multicultural" classes forced on them there, vs. on we free citizens? The ability to control gangs
or criminal enterprises from inside jail SHOULDN’T OCCUR!
Drugs should NEVER be able to enter a prison from the outside! NO prisoner should ever be bullied
into giving up food to thugs! Outside phone calls shouldn’t result in fights, but an orderly process
established and enforced. Suicide shouldn’t be able to occur, with bed sheets! #Epstein example.
Why are males MUCH more prone to crime than females, statistically? Too much testosterone? Science
can lessen those levels! Gangs NEED monitoring, and drug deals conducted safely and fairly in the light
of day, since they’re ‘gonna be conducted anyway.
There are programs to solve gangs! https://crimesolutions.gov/ProgramDetails.aspx?ID=275
Government monitoring fatherless kids, to have mentors, so gangs aren’t a social appeal. NO gang
member should ever have any weapon, ideally! We all know there’s only bad things ‘gonna come of
that, yet they need self-defense, as other gangs are armed, and shouldn’t be allowed to be!
#CommonSense
Some people steal because they’re addicts; some because they’re poor; some because they’re evil.
Addicts need a way off drugs, but that costs money, and any of their disposable income goes to feed their
habit.
Why do men rape? Too high testosterone, so it’s a power act vs. lack of romance!? Pills likely exist for
that imbalance!
We NEED MORE deterrence! Some males ‘wanna rape, because women are often physically weaker,
and they have sex drives. Would they reconsider if they faced mild torture, or grueling physical labor in
prison, or Bully Beatdown events after caught/arrested? Jail is an upgrade for some folk.
Could frontlines service in war be an earnable way to pay off your crime? Is it right that people who do
the time still get labeled/branded, can’t find work, and are on watch lists, so NO neighbors want them in
their part of town? That’s over-punishment! UN-just. ‘And justice for all’ means no injustice to any!
I’ve NEVER been a crime victim, but I was a bully victim, and I don’t think victims can ever be
objective on how much time is enough! I STILL ‘wanna punch junior high's Larson, Wilson the 2 twins
and the thug who came to my home’s front door in 1973! That’s NOT how legal sentencing should be
determined!
An eye for an eye is NOT Jesus' model, Mr. TRump (his favorite verse). Nor is applying ‘turn the other
cheek’ and forgive 70 times 7… those AREN’T law enforcement prescriptions, or military strategy, but
individual behavioral mandates! Seek justice! (Micah 6:8)
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CONFRONTING CRIME
(4/10/20; @JamesMeroney)
What are ways to reduce crime or increase justice, and which work best?
1. On the latter question, I don’t know, but comparative scientific research NEEDS to be had!
2. On the former, people have used ALL of the following: Cops on the beat, more public cameras, more
cops, computer software detailing crime hot spots (from history or criminal records of residences),
airplanes with cameras to film life for replay when a crime occurs, Hell’s Angels, community watch
groups, billboards (‘Have you seen me?’), milk carton pictures, TV shows (John Walsh and Live PD bios
of crooks).
IF a song had a criminal’s real name in them, it would stick in people’s head (like Jim Croce’s Leroy
Brown). Robots could also be used. We’ve also used PSA’s (Ex.: McGruff the crime dog), celebrity
commercials (like with trafficked females), confidential informants, Amber alerts, Crime Stopper
rewards, and TV news articles.
Deterrence and detention are the carrot and stick, but you’ve got to identify and capture them (the First
48 TV show has excellent tips for that), but better is to NOT have crimes occur.
Research what incentivizes law-breakers, and seek early childhood interventions for kids heading down
that wrongful path! Psychology and counseling, and profiles of the troubled teen, and family histories
that can lead to it (like dads in jail, or impoverished circumstances with gang or drug influences).
Church/religion would be a great solution to get in kids’ heads, if not even a better required civics
course, teaching good citizenship values.
Gangs should be on cops’ radar, as they’re usually up to no good! People in the circle to speak into
people’s lives need to monitor the degrees of anger and resentment, as it often leads to violence.
Any bad laws that allow a revolving door are OPPOSING progress in justice/crime prevention, or light
sentences from jail over-crowding; but also, over-punishment leaves anger/bitterness in prisoner’s
mouth, and anyone who WILL get out NEEDS successful rehab. One jail gives prisoners much freedom,
and the comforts of home, as a means to inspire their turning their lives around.
MANY are the methods, but I’m NOT sure we’ve ever fully studied what works better! Ring door bells
have helped prevent break-ins, open carry laws should be studied as how Texas deters, in part. Getting
people to NOT engage crime is better than ways to catch and punish them! Are there any DNA
indicators, or public school behavioral ones?
Crime prevention: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crime_prevention
… https://theguardian.com/.../24-ways-to-reduce-in-the...
… https://vox.com/.../15/10981274/crime-violence-policies-guns
Update #1
(4/11/20; @JamesMeroney)
HERE’s how jail/prison SHOULD be, and you then compare this list to how it IS, to identify problems
needing changing, post haste: NO shanks or contraband, no fights or shakedowns to force/bully one into
giving their food or commissary money to anyone else, no godfather gang or organized crime activity
run from behind bars, no hopelessness, dominating what’s on the only one TV, racial cliques, violence,
threatening inmates or guards, lack of guard protections at all times.
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In short, as we’re all quarantined, we see having no freedom is punishment enough--punishment must
match the crime—not over-do it!
Many jailbirds WILL be released back into society. WHY would we want them incapable of getting a
job, or tempted to return to a life of crime? Rehabilitation must occur, and often doesn’t! ‘Lifers’ have
zero incentives not to act up, for what do they have to lose, so they should never be in with the others!
Job skills, motivation, counseling—ALL needed, and cameras everywhere, and mounted Tasers, remotecontrolled and able to be targeted against those who act up, as guards are out-numbered, and should
NEVER risk life or limb doing their jobs—period! If the TV show 60 Days In is any indication, the
inmates run the asylum!
At least for those who WILL return to society, prison should force murder suspects to visit a funeral
(Ex.: observe family tears), morgue and cemetery, as part of rehab, as with psychological counseling,
and a tour of places where they could dream to live, if they got on the right path. Hope and punishment.
(4/14/20)
Update #2
(5/30/20; @JamesMeroney)
The First 48 TV show (my favorite) is NOT racially biased, by showing as many suspects as they can
film, who are predominantly of one race. That FACT needs to be remedied, by peaceful and wise
members of that race (and others), as the criminal element brings down the reputation of all their Godfearers who aren’t evil!
WHAT leads people into crime? Poverty? Bad role model parents? Gang influence abounding?
Perceived no other alternatives for financial advancement? Bad peers? (I Cor. 15:33) There are ZERO
excuses, but there may be knowable causes!?
Understanding Why People Commit Crimes
Examine the theories behind criminal behavior, as well as the role forensic psychology plays in criminal
justice. online.maryville.edu
If you steal, you do not value another human high enough, or their rights! If you murder, you do not
value another humans’ life high enough. If you rape, you do not value another human’s right to sexual
independence high enough. In every case, you ARROGANTLY and evilly hold a low view of others.
(Phil. 2:1-5)
SOME people do NOT care about others, or learn to value others, until they get humbled! Bullies beaten
down sometimes change! Wife beaters and rapists might rehab if they got the living daylight MILDLY
tortured out of them; a taste of their own medicine is what some people require, to grow up some!

CRIME & CULTURE
(10/19/20; @JamesMeroney2)
‘Wanna know how far this race to extremism can go, started by Trump's three con SCOTUS picks, vs.
seeking justice and balance? Rubio fears Biden will be forced to pack SCOTUS. Bloomberg’s funding
FL jailbirds voting, and there are 14 U.S. Territories they could get voters from for Socialism!
GOPs don’t have a pool of untapped voters! They’d have to immigrate in ONLY rich people from other
nations, in large numbers, to combat even illegal aliens Biden wants to grant amnesty and healthcare to.
It is ALL a mad dash to Socialism for America. Poor people ‘wanna steal America's wealth!
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When you’re poor–apparently–you want ‘mo money, any way you can get it, and if a pol promises
freebies, you latch on, with ZERO conscience as to whether it’s just, right, or wrong. Your desperation
is faster solved by handouts than working harder and smarter. Taxpayers WILL revolt to Socialism.
The MORE GOPs get MORE people benefitting from Capitalism, the better they can fend off Socialism,
politically! Saying lower taxes and regulations means jobs is NOT 100% true, as business buy back
stocks, spend the savings on robotics and automation, and only hire who they need! Often RHETORIC!
IF America had 'systemic racism,' Asians and Indians would have a hard time succeeding in America, 12 generations in. For the most part, they do NOT! They get college educated, work hard, fit in, and are
GREAT assets to the U.S. Of A. Lessons for 'oppressed' claimers! Emulate success!
Hispanics and Latinos have NOT been enslaved in America! WHY they sometimes unite with many
blacks, politically, astounds me! They are hard-workers, often Catholics, and don’t share any closer skin
color to them as Indians, yet they band together as Dems, often. Freebies unite folk?
ONLY rational reason Hispanics and Latinos are sometimes poor in America, is their heirs have
immigrated from poor nations! America was 100% white, when founded, so 'brown' folk trace back to
POOR nations, excepting the rich ones who have come here (a minority). Forget the past! Phil. 3:13
Unless one comes to America with money or great skills, they start on the bottom. Immigrants of old
came here to work hard, to achieve the American Dream, by hard work! That type is ALWAYS
welcome here! But sneaking in, or coming to vote in Socialism is anti-American and is NOT welcome
here!
Let’s say it even more clearly: NO ONE has ANY right to America's or Americans' money! Just
because we’re a rich nation, is zero reason we will allow anyone to force our funds from our possession,
and that’s not selfish or greedy. You’re the SAME WAY with your own assets! ANTI-Socialism.
'Mi casa es tu casa' attitude ONLY works and is welcomed by people with puny huts! Reread ‘til you
comprehend. People don’t mind donating what they freely choose to, but being forced to is political
thievery/armed robbery, and they will RIGHTLY rebel. Earn your own keep, or leave America!
NAME me a predominantly black or brown nation that’s wealthy! THAT is why immigration from such
lands is politically suspicious. Poor people in America OFTEN vote Democrat for freebies, and few
people turn down money politicians promise them for no effort. Even GOPs accept tax cuts without
complaint!
It’s NOT racial profiling to police based on statistics, as info to know, but NOT as authoritative for any
given suspect, innocent ‘til proven guilty! For example, blacks are 13.4% of the population, but Wiki
says 53.5% of murders and 31.4% of non-aggravated assaults were by black people.
Chinese are 5.6% and Indians 2/4% of the American population. I’d BET their percent of crimes,
especially murder, rape and robbery are FAR less than those two percentage numbers! It’s a cultural
issue! I’m always SHOCKED if they’re arrested, like only a handful I’ve heard on DFW TV in 15 years.
"The criminal justice system is not broken; its functioning exactly as it was imagined." –LIE of Dr.
Yussef Salaam on AETV Innocence Project ad. He’s saying INNOCENT blacks are in jail are BY
DESIGN! LIE! NO one is trying to use jails to replace slavery! Tainted EVIDENCE is RARE!
Of the gun murder victims in the United States between 2007 and 2016, 1.35% [were] Asian, 0.98%
unknown race... EXACTLY as I surmised, and taken from U.S. Crime stats found at Wikipedia.
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A police department would be STUPID and wastefully squandering taxpayers' money to heavily police
neighborhoods not historically known to be crime-ridden! The need is to learn WHY people engage
crime, to lessen the numbers! You can’t cure a problem ‘til you learn its cause! #Crime
"The causes of crime are complex. Poverty, parental neglect, low self-esteem, alcohol and drug abuse
can be connected to why people break the law. Some are at greater risk of becoming offenders because
of the circumstances into which they are born." Source:
https://bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zqb2pv4/revision/2...
They need to add gangs, lack of a dad (in some cases), and glamorizing being gangsta, especially in pop
music and TV shows. Robbery makes sense, if one is poor (Pv. 6:30), but murder and rape are anger and
ego/power control issues. First 48 shows people murder for jealousy, insurance money, anger and drugs.
Why people rape: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Causes_of_sexual_violence...
For these [power] rapists, rape becomes a way to compensate for their underlying feelings of inadequacy
and feeds their issues of mastery, control, dominance, strength, intimidation, authority and capability.
Why people steal: https://healthline.com/health/stealing...
Stealing may be caused by jealousy, low self-esteem, or peer-pressure. Social issues like feeling
excluded or overlooked... To prove their independence, to act out against family or friends, or because
they don't respect others or themselves
Stealing: Kleptomania Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment
healthline.com
Why people murder: The four sets of 'Ls': Lust; Love; Loathing; and Loot: Lust: a lover kills a rival
for his/her object of desire; the 'thrill-killer' who murders people because he gains a sexual payoff. Love:
the 'mercy killing' of a baby with a major deformity or partner with...
incurable cancer. https://google.com/search?q=why%20people%20murder...
Signs of people heading toward these motivators must be identified by friends and family, schools,
neighbors, churches, etc. 'It takes a village.' #EndingCrime
Can you imagine a neighborhood with zero murders, rapes or robberies? Drug dealing and gangs often
exacerbate "bad" neighborhoods' reputations for crime, as turf protection, bad batches, robberies, or gang
retaliation (and no narking rule) makes them LESS open to policing, though needed.
BBC.CO.UK
Causes of Crime - Crime - National 5 Modern Studies Revision - BBC Bitesize
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25. LIBERALS
1. The Logic of Liberalism
2. Lessons for Liberals (AKA, how to live within your means)
3. The ‘Thinking’ of the Left
4. Liberal Logic
5. Liberal Ethics
6. Liberal Lunacy

THE LOGIC OF LIBERALISM
(10/17/19; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s work through the logic of liberalism: They want change for a better world. They define that as
everyone having a better standard of living. Their answer is freebies—NOT helping people budget better
and earn more, with better skills and buying habits.
They look to the NON-poor to fund these gifts. Why? Because they alone have money. NOT because
it’s right. Things such as 'FREE' daycare, family leave, college, healthcare, reparations.
WHAT ELSE might they envision handing out to buy votes? Houses? We partly got that with the subprime mortgage crisis. Food? We have food stamps. Subsidized housing/section 8, school meals,
SNAP, etc. WHY must Uncle Sam take care of you when you’re NOT a federal employee? And WHY
must tax payers fund YOUR bills?
I oppose ALL freebies, but am for any aid or subsidies tokenly repaid by compulsory civic service.
No one can criticize the aims of liberalism, wanting cleaner air and water, more concern for plants and
animals (i.e., the environment) by developers and businesses, less animal and significant other abuse.
The main catch is how you pay for it, and who pays for it, and why. No one should get off Scot free
from the burdens of programs government engages. Fairness is a moral value!

LESSONS FOR LIBERALS
(AKA, how to live within your means)
(2/24/20; @JamesMeroney)
Let me make this PERFECTLY clear to every liberal: U.S. Tax payers do NOT want to fund any more
freebies! We have our own bills to pay, and we have kids needing college, daycare and healthcare. Your
constituents aren’t in our employ or family! That’s NOT evil! You’re evil trying to steal our hardearned money!
Libs: WE non-libs have paid for our kids’ colleges, daycare and family’s healthcare. ALL preceding
generations have done so, too, so you’re NOT ‘gonna get any of us to see why your generation uniquely
struggles to pay for those things, though their costs must be reduced, as they have escalated! Leave tax
payers alone!
It would be GREAT if every American had access to NEEDED vs. luxury healthcare! SAME with
affordable college and daycare, as those are important, in an information economy, with both parents
working.
Government subsidies are ONLY tax payer subsidies! You’re voting for US to pay for your lifestyle!
That’s NOT fair, and you will lose!
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I’ve made practical suggestions for cheaper healthcare, college and daycare. I see the poor’s need. MY
budget is NOT your source for financial planning! I have my own challenges, and you aren’t an expense
to my family!
I’ve made suggestions for the poor to live a higher lifestyle. Leave tax payers OUT of it!
It’s NOT evil, or selfish, or stingy, or hoarding for tax payers to oppose freebies and handouts! We can
give those to charity. Forcing us to fund the poor’s lifestyle is robbery and immoral.
NOTHING in life is free, but air. Look to yourself to spend wiser, and work with better-paying skills,
poor folk!
I will ALWAYS fight, oppose, vote for and run for office AGAINST government-funded freebies, and I
am NOT a caustic, self-centered conservative! It is a MYTH that government helps people. Tax payers
alone fund government, when ALL Americans must—not just the richer half! Civic service, required!
The poor’s kids NEED college, if smart enough! Two-income families NEED daycare that isn’t the
same cost as the second spouse’s income! Healthcare isn’t a luxury, when you fall ill! There are
solutions, that DON’T harm tax payers! The easy road is vote for Socialism. It’s also the sin-full road
that loses elections!
UN-like caustic vs. compassionate cons, and because I’m a Christian, here is the greatest treasure trove
of info for poor people to live better, on the same or less. Until you do all these things, you have ZERO
right looking to tax dollars to "help" you! If you’re evilly lazy, you’ll just vote Socialism; God judges
sin.
DON’T birth kids in the hopes that they’ll bring in family money, or fund you when you’re old! They’re
an expense. Don’t have any (or have few), and you have less financial pressure!
Do you do extreme couponing? Then you’re WASTING $300 a month, MINIMUM! It takes
work/planning/effort, but tax payers OWE you nothing!
Are you taking advantage of every government program you qualify for, as with local charities? Do you
know how to buy the smartest value? I have a chapter at http://AmericanAnswers.org, Campaign Update
button, but news articles like NBC’s The Today Show increase the savings tips all the time. WATCH
and learn!
Are your job skills maxed out? Can you get any more training, to qualify for a better job, or a raise, or a
promotion?
Are you doing your best quality work, and intensity? You can work overtime, or a second or third job.
You could invest any savings you can have if you cut back spending! Live with multiple roommates, or
family members! Let your parents babysit as a daycare substitute, in exchange for living at your place.
Try a different work shift, so one parent is always home when the kids need tending to. You spend 1/4th
of your budget on non-essentials, to keep up with the Jones! Belt-tighten! I guarantee you you have
NOT shopped the best price for a smart phone service, or cable TV! You have to change carriers every
one to two years, to get their best discounts.
Every dime counts! My kids don’t even use a service, just Wi-Fi, with emergency pay-as-you-go
phones. DON’T ASK tax-paying ME FOR money for your luxuries!
Live out in the country—it’s cheaper, but wear and tear on your vehicle has to be weighed against those
savings!
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Organize your neighbors to buy in bulk, as a single unit, leveraging aggregation purchases and push for
an app to identify the best deals on every buy! Start a neighborhood garden, or one for you, if grocers
ignore your area.
Public transportation, scooters or bikes to work, and carpooling. You are not above that, if it saves you
money! Organize neighbors to boycott over-priced nearby daycares, and have a stay-at-home parent do
the job, using YouTube to educate youngins.
Travel to a cheap daycare, and ask for a group discount if you bring 2 to 3 friends’' kids, carpooled.
They’ll lower their rates to get three or four new customers, even the expensive ones. Hire a newly
immigrated (or if legal, illegal alien) nanny to care for your kids. We did (she was legal).
Work from home/telecommute, so you need less daycare, and save car wear-and-tear (and commuting
headaches). Buy cheap term life insurance, if you’re old, and catastrophic health insurance, for big ticket
items.
Otherwise, there are pro bono health clinics, including churches and free clinics for the community, and,
sometimes, low cost ones at hospitals and even Sam’s Clubs. My wife worked at a low-cost clinic—they
exist—research it!
Stay in shape, eat healthy, take vitamins, and get your preventative shots and vaccines. Systemically, we
need MORE doctors and physician assistants from other nations, and the ADA shouldn’t limit the
numbers allowed in medical schools!
Research safe drugs and procedures in Mexico; Be very wary, but some good ones are bound to exist.
Volunteer at a hospital, in exchange for a needed surgery! Use Go Fund Me, as needed. Get your
family, friends and church to help you in a medical crisis.
For college, attend junior/community colleges at least 60 hours. Systemically, support home school
college being accredited, or self-taught off the internet!
NEVER use an ambulance or emergency room or emergency helicopter! My son had convulsions, as a
child, and your car emergency blinkers will save you from a ticket, if pulled over! Avoid doctors, unless
you need ‘em! I’ve been to one maybe five times in 25+ years!
Socialize with nurses (I married one), and learn self-help medical fixes on the internet (if
accurate/trustworthy). Sleep off the flu, or depression, or use St. John’s Wort, OTC (over-the-counter)!
Hospitals for any emotional challenges are highway robbers! DIY, at home, outpatient!
Online K-12 schools exist, to save your kid being bullied, and any commute wasted time going to a
campus ('free'). Mother’s Day Out and vacation Bible schools give you half a day/week, and one week
per summer, of 'free' daycare. See if your business offers on-premise daycare.
Some businesses pay for college courses and/or books (McDonalds, Bank of America, etc.).
LEARN! You can buy a car, cheap, from auction, with a friend in the business, or a car dealership that
repaired a vehicle that the owner forfeited, by not paying, or rental cars or demos at dealerships, or a 3year old car with low mileage. $3,000 is wasted buying new.
NEVER pay college room and board if you don’t have to! Let your kid live at home, or buy a house they
rent out to roommates, so you’re getting mortgage paid off by your kids’ roomies! Buy quality cars,
used, known to last, like Honda or Mercedes.
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Renting homes is stupid, except in rare cases. Buy foreclosed homes, or distressed (termites, after
treated).
You get the best deals from the four D’s--death, disease, downturn (job loss/layoff) and divorce. Estate
and garage sales can yield the astute buyer in nice neighborhoods some gems. You don’t need a huge
wardrobe! Share it with friends, or make that a part-time business of loaning clothes like a library rents
out books, but charge for the usage/service.
DIY—do it yourself concerning any act you can learn to do, like mowing, doing your nails
and hair (I’ve cut my own hair for over 10 years!). You waste money hiring professionals, like with
house and car repairs, and oil changes.
Get your car repaired at a quality shop in a bad part of town… LOW overhead. Have AARP do your
taxes, for free, at your local library. Have a midwife deliver your child, or call EMS/911, and do it at
home, with them available if things go wrong!
Cremation is cheaper than a casket and funeral. Be smart!
WHO SAYS your kids must have $30,000 weddings? Idiots who pressure you to buy their crap/services,
or friends and family who don’t love you—just love free booze and good times, at your expense, or like
to show off their wealth (arrogance sin). MUCH better is low key, and a house down payment, or great
honeymoon!
Ever used Priceline’s Name Your Own Price? If not, you wasted money! I’m an expert, and have used
it since two years after it started. Our website gives all my tips—for FREE. Like Millennials, use the
free economy, whenever you can, like trades and barters! Craig’s list, eBay, Amazon; used stuff, vs.
name brand, or brand new!
Want a pet? FREE every August, at local shelters, through NBC. We searched 24 websites and six
shelters, and got the cutest one available in DFW, but had to park our van at the front door, and stay all
night between two prisons, to ensure we got 'the one." It takes WORK to get best deals! DO the work!
ALWAYS shop around! The business people who say don’t want you to waste money buying from
them, with such excuses as ‘you’ll waste as much time or gas comparison shopping.’ B.S.!
Rent cars are a prime example, for vacays! Why burn up your vehicle on long road trips? I’ve spent
$600 three times, driving 7,500 miles off them. Airport rentals are often cheaper.
Think of a hotel as a place to lay your head, after all day fun and relaxation, and you don’t need an
awesome hotel! Look for deals! We stayed at a Florida resort, last year, ONLY because the deal was
too good. I don’t like hoity-toity places, but will use them if the price is right!
NOW, if you’ve done ALL those things, talk to me about voting for Bernie and AOC types. If you
haven’t, don’t even talk to me about politics, as you are certifiably either lazy or selfish, wanting to steal
(a sin) from tax payers, by voting, instead of armed robbery or street corner begging! Fact. I could go
on!
Pay your mortgage payment two extra times in one year, doing it every two weeks, vs. two times a
month, and a 30-year mortgage becomes about a 20 year one! Get rid of PMI (private mortgage
insurance) on it, ASAP, usually when 20 percent or more is equity.
Only gamble if it’s for fun, and you’re NOT addicted (unless you’re a professional, good at not losing).
That’s RARELY a financial payoff.
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Does your church say you have to tithe 10 percent? They’re LYING! Give what God tells you to do, be
it more, less or the same! Never pay the government more than its required share, and if you get a tax
refund, you let them make interest off that money all year long, instead of yourself; NOT a smart move!
College cost tricks are detailed at our website. You RARELY need text books, but access codes for
online testing are a required rip-off you should clamor to have removed from being mandatory! Rent
library text book copies, or get a scanned-in version off eBay!
Americans waste food at restaurants, and expiring at home. DON’T DO THAT! If you use a Southwest
landscape, you won’t have to mow, or maybe even water (expenses in time and money).
Funeral? I HOPE to be ashes, and have my closest associates speak well of me, scattering
them somewhere (and other plans exist in my family). I’m a cheapskate, even in death.
NO law says parents have to pay for their kids’ college! Let them work for some of it, or take a low
interest loan. Scholarships are a joke, IMO, as so few exist, for the number applying, but if you qualify,
go for it!
I know a man who let his son drive to a college in Sherman, TX, from Plano, every day, to save living
expenses. My son attended four colleges, and has a Baylor degree at almost half what all others spent for
the same degree! I’m NOT sharing all those tricks, yet! Lawyers use policies and rules to their greatest
advantage.
Pro bono lawyer services exist, but we’re generally greedy, so don’t expect many! I voted against
mandatory charity services in law school! I don’t work for free, but for my family, and for a living!
Have multiple income streams! I have books, and will have business consulting and innovations
services, after I run for office (FREE only when I run). I MAY do a talk radio gig for centrist politics,
and evangelist work, when I’m retired.
Restaurants are FUN, but expensive. They’re usually 3 to five times costlier than eating at home. Use
coupons. Movies? FREE, online (if legal), or RedBox (if you can wait one month—self-control, vs.
media and peer hype), or dollar theaters. Are you too good to do these things? Then you’re arrogant,
wanting tax payer subsidies!
Furniture? Buy used, or check online (I’ve never done either of those). Hotels? Use their
frequent customer programs (as with rent cars), like La Quinta (earn a free night after 5+ visits). Pet
rabbit? I got it for 60 percent off, at a pet store; watch for sales and deals! That’s the BEST product I’ve
ever bought! The gift that keeps on giving joy and entertainment!
Rent house? Negotiate terms for repairs! Landlords want you to pay for all or most fixes. A great
Realtor brokered a sweet deal for us, when we moved here. Worth her fee! Insurance is ALWAYS wise
for your assets! You can’t control floods and fires! Just do it. Spend wise, work hard, and save! NO
government freebies.
Job hop, a little bit, meaning ensure you have the best pay available for your skills, even if that means
moving to a better city! A little job changing may, temporarily, look bad, if it has to be on the resume,
but don’t get ripped off by anyone! Unionize if you can’t negotiate well for yourself!
Businesses aren’t trying to over-pay you (they’re not charities, and you’re a line item)! Learn market
rate. Life doesn’t owe you anything. Be in charge of it for yourself and your family! Take the bull by
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the horns, and ensure you always spent the least and earn the most. Buy low, sell high. Common sense
stuff. Compassionate cons CARE about the poor! Caustic cons actionably DON’T.
Now, I mean this in all sincerity: If you can find more and better money-making and money-saving
advice, anywhere else, for FREE, you’re either a liar, or I want you to tell me your source! DON’T ASK
TAX PAYERS to fund giveaways! We pay ALL America’s bills already! Do your part. It’s ONLY fair
and just! I taught you how.
Need a new laptop? Get a used one, but insist on a high quality HP! I’ve had an amazing run with mine,
and I know exactly where to get my next ones! Black Friday is obviously one of the best days to buy
TVs. January is best for buying whites. Winter clothes after it has passed. Duh 101 shopping tips!
New cars used to be cheaper, staring in August, as inventory needed clearing, but especially in
November, December, or especially the year after! I don’t buy new, so I’m not sure it’s still true.
Hail damage sales make them cheaper, IF you can cheaply have the dents removed, or like looking
foolish in a dorked new car. Drive your car until the wheels fall off, but ONLY if major expenses don’t
start coming in rapid succession!
Almost any repair is cheaper than a monthly car payment. Transmissions can cost $500-1,500. Do you
live this way? If not, DON’T ASK TAX PAYERS to pay you anything, via a Democrat Socialist type
pandering politician!

THE ‘THINKING’ OF THE LEFT
(9/6/20; @JamesMeroney)
The liberal left believes black people deserve reparations (payments from government), because they
didn’t get the 40 acres and a mule they were promised.
The liberal left believes poor people deserve free college, because we have free K-12, and in a global
world and information age, a higher education is required to get ahead.
The liberal left believes the poor deserve free healthcare, because they can’t afford it, and everyone has
bodily problems they must tend to (sometimes, or someday).
The liberal left believes the poor should receive daycare, because it’s so expensive that a spouse barely
makes enough extra, after working to pay for it, and they need it if they have kids, because kids can’t be
left alone to fend for themselves when both parents are away at work.
The liberal left believes the government should force business to pay for paid time off/family leave,
because families go through emergencies and medical calamities, and someone has to stop work to
become a temporary care giver (or people grieve after deaths, and need time to get back to normal).
The liberal left believes everyone is entitled to UBI (universal basic income), because everyone could
use the assurance that if everything fails, at least they’ll have some money to work with.
The liberal left believes homelessness needs to be ended, and since no business can profit off fixing it,
the government should.
The liberal left believes the working class deserves nearly a doubled pay wage, by minimum wage being
$15/hour, because life costs much money, business gets them at as low a rate as possible, and makes a lot
of money off their labor.
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The liberal left believes America needs a Green New Deal, because climate change is a huge and real
problem, about to bring an end to life as we now know it (and why not clean up the air we breathe, and
make it healthier to breathe, and make water levels not rise to flood stages?).
The liberal left wants all these things, and more, not only because some European democracies have
these things, but because they describe a "compassionate" society, and we all want to be good people (by
their definition), right?
Since businesses won’t do things that are not profitable, and charities are ill-equipped to handle systemic
problems, or solve them fully (from under-funding), why not make us "all" play our part in fixing these
things, through taxation?
1. Because we don’t “all” do our part, through paying taxes.
2. Because our national debt is already at $25 trillion, and climbing.
3. And because people who have those problems/challenges are NOT the same as the ones being asked
to pay for them (and a Green New Deal is overkill, kills business and the economy, and ruins our great
oil and gas industries).
HOW is it 'compassionate' to steal from hard workers, to pay for people who don’t live within their
means?
HOW is it ‘compassionate’ to make one a dependent-on-government citizen, or lazily wait for the check
in the mail? As a fill-in talk radio host analogized, when people feed birds constantly, over time, they
lose the ability to feed their own family. That’s NOT helping anyone!
The liberal left does not care or analyze how these ambitions get paid, or the moral or legal (UNconstitutional) basis for which they are sought. They simply believe that voting is easier than working
harder and smarter!
MORE than a taxpayer revolt WILL ensue; likely a Civil War! How about you pay for your
bills/expenses, and I pay for mine, the way America was founded, designed, Constitutionally arranged,
and has always been?
The liberal left will ALWAYS seek freebies for the poor, because promising them bribes secure votes,
and people always like free things!
YES freed slaves did not all get 40 acres and a mule, but this generation didn’t rip this generation of
slave heirs off! People should have dealt with that injustice at the time, or whenever the heirs got
political power.
YES a college degree is becoming more essential in a globalized world, but not all students academically
qualify, and it’s not richer folk's obligation to fund your kids—we have to fund our own!
YES every human body has aches and pains, but you can buy catastrophic coverage, for expensive
ailments, and many jobs offer healthcare coverage, and there are many low-cost
clinics, as well as Medicaid.
YES daycare is more expensive than earlier, but you can travel to cheaper ones, have a family member or
neighbor care for many neighboring kids, for a cheaper price, or Groupon/bulk buy
organized/"unionized" neighbors to leverage lower rates for daycare
[NBC even broadcast college students negotiating lower tuition, and this could be applied to daycares].
YES, family leave is sometimes needed, but why must government or business pay for it? Take vacation
time, and since it will likely take longer, see if you can work part-time, for that time, and not lose your
job. Have other relatives chip in time or money.
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Business could afford it, if they’re rich (not all are), but that’s NOT fair to the average-profited and small
businesses, or you could have money taken out of your paycheck to save up for such a rainy day.
In short, America already gives needy Americans over-blown Welfare and Medicaid! People are
subsidized to live in places they can’t afford, on their own, for NO REASON, and are subsidized for the
food they eat with EBT fake credit cards! That’s NOT just to taxpayers, or needed, if people live within
their means, as mature adults should!
EVERY expense taxpayers are forced to pay for MUST be repaid to taxpayers, by civic service, either
dollar-for-dollar, or just tokenly, in significant ways that make taxpayers NOT unjustly unenriched by
forced payments the Constitution never planned on, which are evil theft, created by pandering, evil
politicians who are NOT interested in justice after all! ‘No justice, no peace!’
Update #1
The rich must obey I Tim. 6:17-19, or the U.S. Majority WILL vote to tax them severely, if not a South
African uprising to "eat the rich." God is opposed to greed, hoarding and selfishness!
Christians HAVE to get more vocal about the rich obeying I Tim. 6:17-19, to stave off Socialism or Civil
War! They earn it legally, but hoarding is evil, allows less money for all others (through charity) who
are struggling-the people Jesus cared most about. Silence is complicity.
WHAT’S WRONG with Biden’s intention of ONLY taxing America's wealthiest to fund freebies like
healthcare? After all, they don’t need that much money, they earn it much easier than all others earn
money, and they use tax loopholes to not pay their required share!
1. Recipients are NOT their family or employees (forced tax freebies are a chicken’s way to rob the rich,
or avoid begging on the street!)
2. It’s unfair to them, as an over-burdening taxation (‘no justice, no peace’).
3. It requires NOTHING from the recipients.
4. It’s not illegal or even immoral for the rich to have earned their excess. It’s ONLY evil when they
don’t generously give back! I Tim. 6:17-19
5. Higher taxes RARELY if ever ONLY tax the ultra-rich! TAX PAYERS OWE NO POOR PEOPLE
ONE DIME, but morally are to donate to charity, especially the richer ones. Unless a poor family is
living by maxed-out budgeting skills, and buying the best deals, they aren’t truly "needy," but wanting.
If you’re so poor you want government freebies, DON’T HAVE KIDS, and consider moving to a poorer
country, with lower standards of living! I want you here, but you must learn better buying and budgeting
skills, and you have to learn better job skills for better pay. If you can’t, you’re disabled, and we have
Social Security disability for that!
WHY WORK, if you don’t have to (Welfare, or Zuckerberg’s $30,000/year suggestion)?
WHY WORK HARDER or smarter, if you don’t have to, when you can just vote Democrat (for more
freebies, rather than having to work harder to pay for them yourself)? THIS is the heart attitude of Dem
voters, and is CONTRARY to God! (Gen. 3:19; Col. 3:23)
Update #2
HERE are EXACT/specific ways Dems are seeking to get enough votes to vote in Socialism: Illegal
(poorer) immigration (open borders); poorer refugees and legal immigrants (low job skills, etc.); move
blue state residents to red states, to dilute their redness; have interracial adoption or marriage, so
historically poorer ethnicities can rise, while retaining their vote Dem attitudes; free criminals (who will
vote against law and order—a GOP stronghold issue); ally with LGBTQ, for voting power, because
traditional sex is supported by GOPs, traditionally and historically; enlist the youth vote, because they
are bottom rung on the economic ladder, so they want stuff!
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Tell them Social Security is paid for by them, but won’t exist for them—get a generational war started, to
gen up their vote; have politicians promise them freebies in exchange for their vote; use European
nations to make weak Americans think America has to follow the majority of nations' Socialist lead; use
the word 'inequality,' because there is always unequal pay and wealth, but make it sound like a moral and
Constitutional injustice (all men created equal/and justice for all); use all means to get poorer black
Americans to vote (Ex.: NBA propaganda and advertising), because you think they’ll vote for
freebies/Democrats; use protests, then media coverage of them, to make weak and unthinking people
think American sentiment is expressed by their angst, when its ONLY people who don’t work who
protest during weekdays, paid by Soros, stimulus checks, unemployment insurance, or liberal unions.
This minutely small percent of 'Americans' are loud, and liberals believe the squeaky wheel gets the
grease.
Gen up American Indians and Latino votes by digging up past atrocities that will anger ancestors
centuries later (Mexican-American war, trail of tears, etc.). So there you have it: Poor (vs. middle or
upper class) blacks and browns, LGBTQ and native Americans, and any women who want to kill their
babies anytime, without questions!
Call THAT "being for women," as if people who don’t like people killing innocents is being against
women! Liberals NEVER want to deal with the exact procedure details about what their free choice
causes to their own flesh and blood within the womb! They DON’T ‘wanna see the sonogram, or watch
the 'procedure.'
Unwilling to look at the fetus, torn in pieces, after the operation. Want the freedom to be sluts, with zero
consequences! Want the freedom to not have to use contraception, or a condom, then discard the results,
if things go negative. Name the baby ‘human tissue!’
ALL of these choices and actions are to empower freebies!
Aborters don’t get freebies, except if they vote for government funding of abortions (they usually do).
The LGBTQ community members get no freebies, but want government to end all discrimination (a just
cause), but even ‘wanna work in religious institutions with no flack or opposition if they’re openly
flaming, or even advocate for LGBTQ issues, or even proselytize those around them to their lifestyle (or
even flirt)—in religious institutions (NOT OK).
So it’s an alliance of people wanting things from government that the GOP opposes! Democrats!

LIBERAL LOGIC
(3/7/20; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s take liberalism to an extreme… wait a decade, and these will be mainstream campaign promises:
Everyone guaranteed a job, free college, healthcare, daycare, family leave. We already have subsidized
housing, food and salary (Welfare). What’s left? Actually having to work and be skilled?
Let’s take liberalism to an extreme… wait a decade, and these will be mainstream campaign promises:
Climate change eradication bill, feed poor nations, open borders, no military (just diplomats), empty
prisons, businesses forgive all student debt. How did those sub-prime loans work out?
Let’s take liberalism to an extreme… wait a decade, and these will be mainstream campaign promises:
$25 an hour minimum wage, three week paid vacation, participation awards for failing college (degree,
anyway), hire unqualified people based on race, and confiscate all rich peoples' excess.
Let’s take liberalism to an extreme… wait a decade, and these will be mainstream campaign promises:
End the oil industry, pay everyone the same, force stockholders to share ownership with everyone (for
free), let illegals vote and access social services, MORE Obamaphones and free cable TV.
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Liberals' pride won't let them beg tax payers on the street corner; their cowardice won't let them rob tax
payers' armed and/or alarmed homes; so they vote for Socialists to do their dirty work for them. Your
lifestyle is paid for by your job--that's all! Hate your lifestyle, get a better job!

LIBERAL ETHICS
(9/29/20; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s analyze the liberal mind and morality: Their belief system is that rich people owe poor people
freebies. WHY? Their typical answer is because they have money, and can afford to help others. Is that
a valid moral reason? Is demanding giving only incumbent upon the rich?
Liberals use freebies paid for by government (taxpayers) to gain political power and votes. Is that moral,
using mainly other people to pay for gifts to their constituents? No. It's evil and unjust!
Yes, a handful percent of liberals pay into the system (Hollywood, rich Dem politicians and donors, etc.),
but mainly GOPs (few GOPs are on Welfare, or accept handouts from Uncle Sam).
Liberals want freebies getters to not be ashamed when they use their EBT debit cards. That’s why they
make them look like any other credit device! There SHOULD be shame associated with forcing others
to help you pay your way through life! They aren’t your family or employer, and it is literally
unConstitutional to do so!
Liberals do not care about such problems; they just want the money, too chicken to rob the rich or beg
them on street corners–just vote the money out of their hands. And they justify (only in their own puny
minds) doing so, because 'the man' is against them, or calling non-handout recipients selfish.
If selfishness is evil (and it is), aren’t handout seekers selfishly seeking another man's property, labeled
greed, jealousy or covetousness? Yes, those sins Are not the rich to be generous with their excess? Yes,
but voluntarily (I Tim. 6:17-19); NOT confiscated by force of law.
Aren’t liberals' ideals moral–wanting even the poor to have healthcare services when they get ill, to be
able to pay their bills and not suffer or starve, and be able to keep up in a competitive world by having a
college education, if they’re academically qualified?
ALL those things are good aspirations and achievements we Americans want for everyone who needs
them, but what is immoral is having other people forced to pay for them. After all, "government" is
NOT all Americans, though its workers do services for (usually) all; when it comes to the bills getting
paid, government is ONLY taxpayers, and that is not right and not just! No justice, no peace!
America is one of the most generous nations on earth, and we have a merciful safety net we do not
legally have to have! It is more than sufficient to ensure no American severely suffers, and then some.
No, the problem is that liberals believe every American and every human on earth who can get here, by
hook or crook, "deserves" a standard of living beyond many of their means. That is NOT an American
idea, and it never has been!
We are not an every man for himself culture, but we are for individuals paying their own way, as no one
should burden the whole, or others, unless physically or mentally incapable of work. God Himself
designed culture so. (Gen 3:19) You work, to put bread on your table. Thus, you are a 'bread-winner.' He
even says if one won't work, society (and Christians in particular, in context) is NOT to let them eat. (II
Thes. 3:10)
The rich offer people jobs, or the means to earn wages/a living. Employees agree to accept their offer, or
they decline it and go elsewhere. No one forces you to accept a job offer, or forces employers to offer
you one. What you earn you have freely, volitionally chosen to accept.
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If you feel it is not enough, you are to blame for having accepted too low of an offer and you are legally
free to go negotiate a better financial situation for yourself, wherever you can find it! No
human/American/'man' is holding you back from that job search!
Your abilities may keep you down, but not someone else with any proverbial knee on your neck (as
Freddy Haynes brainwashes his parishioners to naively believe).
The rich, in short, have not short changed you, ripped you off, or abused you, whereby they need
government to punish them, by forced freebies! Get this fact through your sometimes thick skulls, or
you will forever suffer a psychological complex of feeling inferior, less worthy, or less of a person,
bound if not destined to poverty!
America is the number one nation for opportunity for the innovative and hard-working! Nowhere else
could anyone find as great a potential for success! If you are not fully fulfilled with your own situation,
or achievements, it is not America that has held you back, but your own lack of either ingenuity or
hustle!
Yes, there are small pockets of racism, which could, potentially, harm a few, but we have EEOC laws,
and you can sue! Pro bono, NAACP, EEOC Commission and the ACLU exist, if you believe and have
some proof that any employer is Scrooging you because of your color!
But in the vast majority of cases, if you had been equally qualified as any other person, you'd stand as
equal a chance of being hired, especially if you are outgoing, friendly/personable, fluent with grammar
and knowledge of the business, and fit in (meaning your clothes somewhat match and you don’t have
screamingly fake-colored hair or mohawk-ish hairstyle).
That's NOT an unreasonable thing for cultured businesses to expect/demand of job candidates, as your
peers want to feel comfortable and at home in that eight hour environment, and especially the clients of
their business want to deal with professionals, not slouches.
ALL this is to say the sky is the limit for EVERY American, if you play the game the right way. NO
ONE has to forever be poor, in America. I guarantee you having kids is an expense, not a financial asset,
and that poor Americans make several unwise purchases, form lacking knowledge of the best buying
practices!
And/or, they are not maxed out in their job skills, or aren’t the hardest worker, or employee with the best
work ethic or productivity and efficiency and quality work product! And for those lacks, they will
forever suffer, until they get fixed.
This is NOT being unmerciful to America's poor, but is the actual help you need to fix your dilemma in
life. It is not voting for taxpayers to play your daddy, as an adult human being standing on your own two
feet, by voting for freebies, only free to you, but costly to others-theft by vote. Yet, many liberals do not
care about that moral issue!
Even Freddy Haynes, in a 'sermon,' tried to justify looting, by warping Mt. 7:1, when the real God of the
Bible (not the god of this world–II Cor. 4:4) teaches real Christians that theft is sin, and preachers are not
to encourage, endorse or justify continued sinning (only apostates do such things! II Tim. 4:3).
It matters who you listen to, as not all men of the cloth are sheep, but there are (biblically) men of the
sheep's cloth, who are inwardly wolves in sheep's clothes! (Mt. 7:15) Today's 'sermon' may not be what
you’ll hear from your pulpit, BUT IT SHOULD BE! I’ve referenced everything I espoused with Bible
verses.
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And for all those not Christian, I have used logic, common sense and the morality of justice to justify all
these conclusions. Remember, no justice, no peace. Mic 6:8 don’t hate the truth, because it offends your
feelings or political leanings! Jn. 8:32

LIBERAL LUNACY
(9/29/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Liberals believe the world is coming to an end, due to fossil fuels. It IS coming to an end, and they will
go through it, but it is because of God's Tribulational judgment-not changes in our ecology! Liberals
want you to use four sheets of TP for number 2, ride a bike to work, or carpool.
Liberals want to destroy the oil industry, which runs the world, gives America export revenues, and has
built America as we know it. Liberals want everything run by solar or wind power, everything recycled,
Americans forced to buy electric cars, and few to no airplane flights. Caveman setbacks!
Liberals believe guns kill people, so people shouldn’t have guns; NOT that evil people with guns kill
innocents. Liberals believe babies in the womb are mere human tissue, don’t become humans ‘til months
after inception, magically, and should be able to be killed anytime, for any reason
Liberals believe government should favor workers over owners/management, to serve as a super union to
double minimum wage, by edict. That means they oppose free markets. Liberals believe America is
evil, and has to be punished for its African slavery and American native Indian wars past.
Liberals believe America is NOT exceptional (which doesn’t mean perfect, or innately better than any
others), that America shouldn’t be the world’s sole superpower, that Capitalism is evil, that a
representative republic is the same as a pure democracy, that SCOTUS should be stacked left, that
women should be paid the same as men, without being negotiated, and that taxpayers alone should pay
for everything and all the many things they want our federal government to do.
Their Hollywood elites say they’ll pay in more, but they ‘wanna force GOPs to pay most of the tab! Libs
support aberrant sex practices, want religion out of the public square, believe Constitutions a living
document, meaning it morphs and changes from what its authors wrote and intended, and want
ANYONE allowed into America, for citizenship (open borders), and safe havens to protect
CRIMINALS!
Liberals want criminals freed early from jail, AS IF they substitute for juries and judges in our court
system. Liberals think police are the enemies of America, instead of criminal law-breakers. Liberals
SUPPORT by omission of enforcing laws, looting, arson and physically violent rioters!
Liberals believe man was evolved as apes from a soupy mush, or big bang, that we are all innately
morally good, that there is no heaven or hell after death, that God is a crutch for emotionally weak
people, and that government is the daddy for any people unable to pay their bills.
Liberals say they support free speech, but desire censorship and suppression of voices opposing their
agenda. They use the media (excepting Fox) as their mouthpieces, public schools as their indoctrination
venues, and stay in power by bribes stolen from taxpayers, to empower laziness
and/or dependence, so votes are annuities/secure forever.
Liberals use identity politics, and divide America into black vs. white, and poor vs. rich. They believe
the rich should be punished with higher taxes, for unstated crimes against the poor. Liberals want the
poor to have zero contribution to America's debt.
Liberals lean toward Socialism, if not Communism, because they feel it unfair that some people don’t
succeed well when they have to compete in the open market. Liberals want free healthcare, college,
daycare, family leave and reparations.
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They want under-qualified students treated as qualified if they’re of the right skin color (affirmative
action), have zero concern for the size of America's debt, are more spenders than savers, publicly, hate
conservatives, and want power at all costs. NOT all Democrats are liberals, but liberal Socialism is
EVIL!
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6. Life Lessons
7. Father’s Day

2020 COMMENCEMENT SPEECH
(5/18/20; @JamesMeroney)
My graduation speech' for the class of 2020: CONGRATULATIONS! ALL your remembered years on
this earth have been devoted to going to school, a majority of the hours of the work day.
You’ve endured topics galore, quizzes, tests, both mean and nice peers (and administrators), played
sports, done extra curriculars, bus rides, field trips, met many great teachers (and perhaps a few bad
apples, along the way).
ALL to this end… that you would receive a high school diploma, proving to all that you made it through
the 12 year grind. You made it! You endured, and now, America considers you a full-fledged adult.
So what was it all for? Your entire life, since the day your mom birthed you, has been preparing you
(from walking and talking, to now) for the rest of your adult life! And just what will that life look like?
No one knows, for sure, but you have a huge influence on that answer!
All your life you have acquired skills and knowledge to prepare you for such a time as this! NOW is the
time for you to go change the world for the better, and to change your life for whatever you want it to be.
You may not yet know what exactly you’ll be doing, but please take these tips to heart:
1. You decide what you do with your life. Trust God to lead you. Do what you enjoy, or at least
tolerate, that can make you enough money to pay your bills.
DON’T think any older adult will volunteer and reach out to you at your first "real world" job, but you
assess your peers and find a successful mentor, who does a job like what you’d like to eventually do, and
offer to serve them and try to get to know them, using all the tools your generation knows so well (like
social media). Reach out to them; ask their advice; sincerely complement and serve them, after
researching enough to know a little about them too.
2. Get the best job skills you’re capable of (Ex.: On-the-job training, internship, certifications,
experience, quality work, etc.).
3. Save or make your employer money, more than your wage/salary costs them!
4. Buy less, or shop smarter (U waste a lot of $ keeping up with the Jones' on TV ads).
5. Get a mentor in your career field.
6. Network to meet influential people in your chosen niche.
7. Get more education (Ex.: college, GED, grad school).
8. Shine on the job/be a star (Ex.: quality and efficiency, and being likable).
9. Unionize.
10. Publicly clamor for businesses to do what God says they must do… be fair to you.
(Col. 4:1)
11. OPPOSE more immigration, as that increases your competition!
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12. OPPOSE more outsourcing, as that makes you have LESS job opportunities.
13. Publicly clamor for the rich to voluntarily give back significantly, as God commands them to do! (I
Tim. 6:17-19)
14. Organize buyers co-ops, to buy in bulk, leveraging size.
15. Politically push for cheaper medical care options, as with college and daycare, to meet the needs of
the lower half/50 percent!
16. Start a business, or invent something you can sell. ALL these things people who are NOT weak,
dependent or sinfully lazy would do, if they weren’t those traits!
Covid has taught us all, if business doesn’t do well, you don’t do well—you lose your job/income! Force
businesses to pamper you, vs. earn it, and they’ll simply leave America, along with their jobs, or robotize
your job, NOT because they’re evil people, but because you’re entitled mentality forces them to react,
when it’s enacted!
There is not one obstacle any American faces to being the most financially set as their skills will allow!
SUE businesses if you think your race is holding you back from discriminatory personnel! EEOC.
I’ve written many chapters on how to escape poverty, barrios and ghettos. READ and do them!
Update: Career Counseling
(11/5/19; @JamesMeroney)
Here’s some career advice: Take a test of your interests and talents. Explore careers to see which
interest you. Make sure they have a money-making future, as trends change. Get an internship. Choose
a marketable major in college.
Make good grades. Wherever you work, do an awesome job so you get recommendations. Learn
transferable skills, if you’re not in the industry you want to be in. List every employer you’d want to
work for, and research what jobs they’re hiring for. List job titles your skills qualify for.
Start contacting people within those companies (Linked-In, etc.) to see how you can help them as a
volunteer, or ask them for advice. Try to find something in common with them. Do extracurricular
activities that enhance your qualifications for a job you want, even in high school. Hang around or get to
know decision makers. #CommonSense!

WISDOM FROM A THIRD GRADE DROP-OUT (Paraphrased)
(from the smartest man Dr. Rick Rigsby ever knew—his dad; 11/25/19; @JamesMeroney)
Combine knowledge and wisdom to make an impact (WISDOM and KNOWLEDGE).
My father decided to stand and be a man—not a black man, not a white man, but a man (COLORBLIND; DON’T JUDGE).
Challenge yourself to be the best person you can be, all the days of your life (EXCELLENCE
AMBITION).
You’re not going to have a problem if you aim high and miss, but you will if you aim low and hit. If you
think you can or think you can’t, you’re right. –Henry Ford (ATTITUDE)
You’d rather be an hour early than a minute late (PUNCTUALITY). WHY did my dad wake up so early
in the morning to go to work? Hoping maybe one day, one of his sons would catch him in the act of
excellence.
You are what you repeatedly do. –Aristotle Excellence ought to be a habit—not an act.
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I know you’re tough, but always remember to be kind (KINDNESS).
Never embarrass momma.
Make sure your servant’s towel is bigger than your ego. Ego is the anesthesia that deadens the pain of
stupidity (HUMILITY). Champion UCLA coach John Wooden was found brooming his own gym
floor—find your broom every day, to make an impact, growing your influence that way, so you can
attract people so you can impact them.
If you’re going to do a job, do it tight. Tell yourself to shoot for the stars to be the best you can be.
Better is not good enough if it can be best (IMPROVEMENT).
Wisdom can come from failure. Rock bottom can be a great foundation upon which to grow. I’m not
worried that you will succeed, but that you will not fail from time to time, to pick yourself up off the
canvas and keep growing, so your influence will keep growing (PERSEVERE IN FAILURE).
Keep standing firm, even in your sorrows. Have faith in God (FAITH).
It doesn’t matter how long you live, but how you live (QUALITY OF LIFE). How you do anything is
how you do everything.
Honor those who have gone before and invested in you.
Enhance your life by seeking wisdom every day!
Every day ask yourself, how am I living?

THE PURPOSE OF LIFE
(From the book of Ecclesiastes)
The great wise man, Preacher-King Solomon (1:12) pursued:
 Wisdom (1:13)
 Pleasure (2:1)
 Comedy (2:2)
 Alcohol (2:3)
 Workaholism (2:4)
 Women (2:7)
 Money (2:8) and,
 All pleasures (2:10-11),
and found them all to be empty, vain, grievously mad folly.
But after all those pursuits, he made some rather somber conclusions about what life is all about:
 Eat and drink and tell yourself your work is good(2:24-26, 3:13, 5:18, 9:7)
 Rejoice and do good (3:12)
 Be happy and have joy in your activities (3:22, 5:18)
 Eat from the fruit of your wealth (5:19-20)
 Keep your clothes clean (9:8)
 Enjoy your spouse (9:9
 Do your work with all your might (9:10)
 Enjoy your youthfulness and following your dreams (11:9-10)
 Remember God during your life (12:1, 6)
The conclusion of all is to fear God and keep His commandments (12:13-14)
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Update
(11/8/19)
What is life’s purpose? What are humans here on earth for, and to do? To a consistent Evolutionist, this
question SHOULD sound ludicrous and irrational, because everything came into being by random
chance, or for no good reason, so why should we be so arrogant as to think forces that brought about
existence had any reasoning behind them, as they were mere laws of physics and/or happenstance.
Here are some honorable mention attempts
I believe that the very purpose of life is to be happy. From the very core of our being, we desire
contentment. In my own limited experience I have found that the more we care for the happiness of
others, the greater is our own sense of well-being. ―Dalai Lama
The purpose of life is to give it away in the service of others. ―Joshua Becker
The purpose of life is to contribute in some way to making things better. ―RFK
I believe it is to become our greatest version. ―Ralph Smart
The purpose of life is self-actualization – shaping the world in our vision through reaching our full
potential. ―Will Mitchell
The purpose of life is not to be happy. It is to be useful, to be honorable, to be compassionate, to have it
make some difference that you have lived and lived well. ―Ralph Waldo Emerson
The purpose of life is to live mindfully and passionately in the present moment, to love unabashedly, to
be a lifelong learner, to seek adventure and growth, and to spread kindness and peace along the way.
―Barrie Davenport
The purpose of life is a life of purpose. ―Robert Bryne
The secret of life is enjoying the passing of time. ―James Taylor
All (or at least most) noble aims; now let’s apply logic to the mix.

ON MOTIVATION

MOTIVATION
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(7/22/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Motivation tips:
1. Take a break. Sometimes not working gives you more energy to work.
2. Do something different, for awhile. All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.
3. Competition can motivate increased productivity, and deadlines, or limited time opportunities.
4. Rewards ALWAYS help! Schedule even little ones, and they’re not always monetary.
5. Goals achieved incentivize some personality types; goading's required for others
6. Have a vision for where your labors are taking you; remember it often. #Attitude
7. There's a time to endure through and a time to step back. Your body or mind will often tell you when
the former is not possible.
8. Temporary jolts from energy drinks or caffeine are ONLY temporary, and NOT motivation
stimulators.
9. Good night's sleep gives energy.
10. IF you lack motivation, pray for it and wait on the Lord! IF you are His, He will lead the way, and
sometimes He has you take a pause, to renew, just like MANY pastors take late summer off for a
Sabbatical. The Lord's Day shows God knows we need time off/away.
11. Most people have several gears of productivity. In the right circumstances, energized, you can be as
productive in half the time, but that pace is not sustainable. Same with long hour days, and all-nighters.
Helpful sometimes; NOT regularly; depletes body and energy.
12. Some people are NOT motivated, and can hardly be motivated by others. Try your hardest, and as
many methods as possible, but ultimately, you can’t make a horse drink. A cattle prod is needed for the
undisciplined, or semi-public shaming. Some people are just lazy!
13. Sometimes seeming dead ends are God's way to get your attention to change your tactical decisions.
14. If possible, sometimes delaying a plan allows you to get done all you have to get done. We just
changed a business plan by two weeks, and great things opened up!
15. ALWAYS keep going, for good aspirations, and know that even small victories will incentivize even
greater production. EVERY time my hard work doesn’t pay, for awhile, invariably a good result will
come, to buoy your spirits. Just keep going! Never quit good aims.

LIFE LESSONS
A) Arguing
(7/5/21; @JamesMeroney2)
It is NOT the quantity of what one reads, or evidence they cull through, but the factual accuracy
of what their brains consume! Anyone could make an author rich, reading a bogus book on
slavery being behind the Alamo! EVIDENCE isn’t theories or opinions! Prove the case!
DOUBTED!
It is NOT whether someone reads, or listens to talk radio, or watches TV. It’s the accuracy of
what those mediums teach you! You could listen to Alex Jones, read conspiracy theorists, and
watch lying politicians, and it's still garbage in, garbage out! Me fears that gent WON’T respond!
B) Communicate (or Shut Up/Don’t waste our time)!
(2/22/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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We teach common sense, here, because common sense is so UNcommon! Communication has not
happened unless and until the communicator confirms the message was received! It MAY have, but
you'll never know if the receiver never verifies meaning was effectively conveyed! #Communication
A professional does what he says, and says what she means, and if unable to do so,
communicates/explains the problem, and maybe apologizes. Amateurs and incompetents do differently!
C) Differences
(3/18/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I’ve said differences can be interesting, must be tolerated, but can cause problems. There can exist
significant distances between truck vs. car drivers, college vs. non-college grads, country v city dwellers,
planners vs. non-planners, communicators vs. non-communicators+! LITTLE common ground
D) Exercise
(4/7/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I am MOST grateful to NBC, today! I learned that 100 push-ups and sit-ups a day, and 30 minutes
of brisk walking, five days a week, is the standard of healthy exercise I need. The push-ups may
take years, to reach over 5, but the rest is DOABLE! @TheTodayShow
E) Humans
(4/9/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Every human has to be evaluated on their own merits, as were all uniquely created by God!
Culture groups have some similar traits, though with exceptions, that distinguish them, a little,
then clothes can help define a person (Ex.: fashion queens vs. blue jeans and overalls). There...
are also types of people, like the he-man/macho guy muscle-bound gym rat, the nerd, the loner,
the center of attention, the wall flower, the jokester, business man, etc. ALL these cues help you
know people before you get to know them, but judge them by their character, number 1!
F) IQ
(5/15/21; @JamesMeroney2)
IF you’re born with a lower IQ, READ a lot, watch TV documentaries, DON’T listen to dumb song
lyrics, or entertainment YouTube videos. Hang around smarter people, if they’re endure you; if
not, serve them/do them favors, for the privilege of your annoyance to learn and grow brain cells.
G) Judgment
(3/19/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I am praying God’s third judgment specifically targets evil DC politicians! NOT any good ones
who remain silent, to go along to get along, still being evil by so doing!
H) Justice
(3/16/21; @JamesMeroney2)
It is almost always (always?) that people get angry with others when injustices are done. That's
why politics is always contentious, because neither side seeks justice, "just us" win and the other
lose!
(12/5/21; @JamesMeroney2)
PROOF God is FOR justice: Deut. 16:20 Follow justice and justice alone, so that you may live and
possess the land the LORD your God is giving you. Levit. 19:15a ‘Do not pervert justice; Mic 6:8 He
has shown you, O mortal, what is good and what does the LORD require of you? To act justly
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Isa 61:8a-d “For I, the LORD, love justice; I hate robbery and wrongdoing. Isa 1:17a-b Learn to do
right; seek justice... Ps. 106:3 Blessed are those who act justly, who always do what is right.
Hos 12:6a-b But you must return to your God; maintain love and justice... Am 5:24 But let justice roll
on like a river, righteousness like a never-failing stream! Pv. 21:15 When justice is done, it brings joy to
the righteous but terror to evildoers.
I) Leadership
(3/24/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Americans call politicians "leaders." One is NOT leading, if they shouldn’t be followed, like
leading in sinfulness! Plus, God says call no man such a thing. Mt. 23:10 Leadership gets
followed, because followers value what the guide dog says or does. That MUST be moral! Duh
101.
J) Parenting
(3/23/21; @JamesMeroney2)
The hardest part of parenting is seeing people make bad, embarrassing or dumb decisions, and
being forced to let them learn from the school of hard knocks! When your advice isn’t heeded,
welcome or respected, and you see red flags, you’re helpless as a parent. Pray harder!
K) Relationships
(6/18/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Relationship advice: People teach you how to treat them, usually not by words! If you have few
conversations, no one in their right mind can believe they have a close relationship! If you used
to talk more, distance has crept in. Only morons don’t know this #CommonSense!
Relationship advice: Relationships are like gas tanks. You have to keep re-filling them, to have
one, and to have any right to "speak into" another's life! Blood does not replace gasoline!
L) Travel
(5/11/21; @JamesMeroney2)
BEST vacation planning: 1. Book travel and lodging back-ups, so you're sure to go; note
cancellation policies. 2. Re-book upgrades, or discounts, by shopping around and using frequent
flier programs. 3. Use NYOP Priceline, last minute, not violating cancellation policies.
#Cheapskate

FATHER’S DAY
(6/18-19/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Father's day advice: Kids WILL disappoint, but so will parents. If you know that, you can lessen
unrealistic expectations, and suffer less negative emotions!
Rule 1: If momma isn’t happy, no one is happy. Rule 2: Read rule 1.
TEACH your kids you are NOT a perfect role model, as if that isn’t obvious! For some reason, children
like to follow footsteps, seven emulate their parents, when that’s not always a good idea! I want NO
writers in my family!
Celibacy is a gift not enough people ever realize they have, IMO. America denounces lifetime singles,
as forever a bridesmaid, old hags, etc., but I know someone who doesn’t want kids, and you have to
encourage that choice, if made freely! Don’t pressure grandkids!
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As hard as you work at being a good one:
1. Never compare with others
2. Never think you’ve arrived! I am certain my kids would rank me a C, at best, as I’m too academic
and unemotional, and always busy. NEED to do better!
IF you are not good relating to one gender, let your wife manage that need more. I really relate to sports
and travel and work sons, and my wife is my daughters BFF. I wish that were different, but we ensured
they all got the expertise they desired, needed and wanted.
Morally good pastors can help make up for what can be lacking in people's relationships, as role model
father figures! The three people I’ve felt the closest to, since age 19, were ALL pastors. BFFs come and
go; pastors are usually constant and consistent!
Surrogates can fill in gaps! I have been emotionally close to Don Anderson, John Bisagno and Don
Crossland, since the Bible became a priority in my life (age 19). Unfortunately, only one of these still
lives (and I never commune with him). GREAT men! #FatherFigures
You work to live—not live to work. You can have a lot of money and not a lot of love. If you must
choose between the 2, to get enough sleep in life, always choose the latter! You only get one set of
natural parents!
1. Just because a bird flies the nest does not end your relationship.
2. The female is NOT the only one responsible for relating. I’ve told ALL my kids, if they ever don’t
‘wanna come by and visit us (wife and self), I have FAILED them!
DON’T just do what you saw done for you! IF I had known Love Languages book, early on, I might
have learned by now that my boys love touching and hugs. I DON’T! Others may like hearing I love
you. Again, I don’t. I like proof—seeing it in action! You’re not them!
1. Think twice before having children. They're an expense and a great
blessing!
2. YOU chose to bring them into the world. You owe them a good time of it!
3. It can be the hardest job you’ll ever have.
Kids emulate their parents, in many ways, whether for good or ill. If you do anything you shouldn’t (like
obesity, speeding and cussing), at least explain why you do (speeding), or beg them to do differently
(obesity and some cussing when angry)!
You can NEVER 100 percent control your kids, meaning their words or deeds, especially as they age.
NEVER blame anything on how you raised them, if they ever buck how you raised them! Pray for them,
and blame free will and sin in the world!
Tell your kids to believe the Bible, but practice anti-biblical things, if that ever better suits you. (sarcasm)
In other words, don’t really believe it; just lip service, or cherry-pick, with YOU as the Boss. #Carnality!
Always teach your children that being rich is tradition, what white people always pursue, they’re failures
if that’s not yet God’s will for them, and brag on those who do! My mom publicly told everyone I
wasn’t rich, on my 50th birthday. RIH! LOST rewards, if in heaven.
If your child tells you they believe God is leading them to write for Him, oppose, be angry, verbalize
discontent, and never, never, never give them ANY encouragement in such a pursuit! Tell them it's all
already been written, then ignore it! (sarcasm)
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Plan for the worst; hope and pray for the best. True of almost anything!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Don’t be nosey/a snooper
Don’t let mothers do all the nurturing
Don’t be a workaholic
Don’t only have surfacy conversations
Share valuable advice, not verbosity

1. Love your kids. Show them that you do. Spend time with them, and actively
care about their success
2. Don’t oppose career choices forever
3. Don’t criticize full-time
4. Tell them if you’re ever proud of them, unsolicited
5. Stay married, and don’t allow spousal distance
1. Don’t favor any child
2. The ideal is unconditional love, but we all know if they screw up massively, anger, or requiring some
standards can be taken to be lack of love, or conditional support!
3. Be your best, and rely on God for the rest and for your best!
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27.

LGBTQ
LGBTQ Solutions

LGBTQ SOLUTIONS
(10/20-22/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Seeing that Trump had a Pride Day raises many issues:
1. How does his evangelical base feel about celebrating homosexuality?
2. If being gay isn't a choice, can one resist its urges?
3. If being gay isn't a choice, what role does their will play?
4. If only the sex act is sin, is the relationship wrong?
5. If gay marriage were overturned, is that government sanctioning divorce, and splitting up families?
6. Are their drugs, yet to be created, that can change urges to normal sexual aspirations?
7. Why is the term 'homophobic' used, for people who don’t fear gays?
8. Why does the public allow calling sin sin to be labeled hatred?
9. Is it immoral to use shame, to try to convince people?
10. Does public stigma/shaming work? (no)
11. If gays had full contractual rights with married straights, unmarried, what's the difference?
12. Is there some DNA gene that is different in gay people, or a lack of testosterone or estrogen? 13.
Do gays feel love more than scorn for their sin, from religious people?
14. If not, how could that change, without moral compromise?
15. Why is gayness a major political issue?
16. Is it unjust or unbiblical to make LGBTQ a wedge issue, politically, when other moral matters like
ecological responsibility, helping the poor, etc. Are also in the Bible.
17. Is 'love the sinner, hate the sin' unjustly applied only to select moral issues, by religious people?
18. What are gay-leaning people to do as a sex outlet, according to religious people?
19. Are gay people to be lonely, as some sort of punishment for being gay?
20. Finally, do we want to entertain these questions, or just stay polarized, hateful, and unlovingly
divided?
This is morally wrong and unjust, UNLESS any such patients solicited sex, or flirted or propositioned or
made social workers exposed to such, including exposure to AIDS, or having to endure people 'flaming'
in their sexual commitments! THOSE THINGS should be prohibited by patients!
@TexasTribune: A new Texas rule, recommended by Gov. Greg Abbott’s office, will no longer
prohibit social workers from turning away clients on the basis of disability, sexual orientation or gender
identity. Https://bit.ly/35mPryz
Update #1
…I regret that I didn’t stop high school people I heard of who shot buckshot at gays in Montrose from
shotguns in 1976. I don’t know names, but should have found out! That was/is the gay area of Houston.
(1/1/18)
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Discrimination in employment and housing (etc.) was always stated as wrong, as with using derogatory
slurs, or harming gays (as people did in my high school, with buckshot from shotguns in Montrose,
Houston, by their claims–whether they did in reality, or not). We also were avidly for all civil union.
(12/10/18)
My former Democrat campaign manager said he was the black sheep of the family, as his other two
brothers were major famous pastors in Houston, in my high school years. One should NOT feel like an
outcast 'cause they are gay, or hated or treated second class inferior by fam! GREAT man! My sons
love him.
‘Strange flesh, abandoning natural function, abomination to lay man with man.’ These biblical terms are
NOT actions a person should ever be proud of! You HAVE to rip them out of your Bible, to say saying
so is hateful, and no shame to be felt! Just sayin'.
Update #2
(10/21/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Pope Francis: Gay people are going to have long-term relationships, and if they’re like many if not most
adults, they will want to have sex. They should never be discriminated against, but if hired by a religious
institution, they shouldn’t be allowed to proselytize or flaunt gayness!
Non-religious businesses have a right to prevent LGBTQ from flaunting or proselytizing their sexual
identification, as its disruptive to business! That’s NOT discrimination, any more than #MeToo
opposes–AS THEY SHOULD–sex fiends allowed to be pervs on the job. Keep it/sex private!
A TV ad just said rethink bias, and showed two skeletons pop out from behind a screen as to kissing
women. Calling it "bias" (an evil thing) to be against sin, is sinful deception (sin). We are not to treat
virtues equal with vices, but hate the latter and be against them. Crazy culture. (@JamesMeroney2,
10/22/20)
Gays will have long-term relationships no matter what the church does. Civil unions more than
government sanctioning their so-called 'marriage.' (9/23/14)
I personally oppose homosexual marriage for civil unions, but for states determining its legality. Love
the gay more than you hate his sin! (10/16/14)
I am NOT for Obergefell overturning–EVER. I was not for GM going national, based on states’ rights
and legal contracts of civil unions, but I accept the decision, and had to wake up the main Cabal
members to even have any action in voicing opposition to it going national. Asleep at the wheel!
(10/15/17)
Like George Bush, I was for civil unions, with all contractual rights married couples enjoy, but B4 God
marriage is NEVER between same sex! To use the term is sacrilegious! Culture uses it, but God doesn’t
recognize their definitions! They’re human equals but NOT spouses or God-approved! (5/20/19)
Update #3
Watching Elton John: The Nation's Favorite Song, and NO one should have to come near suicide, to
come to grips with their sexuality! He almost married a woman, then someone said it was a mistake, so
he stuck his head in a gas oven, trying to come to grips with being gay! Never knew that. (10/17/20)
Pistol Pete does NOT represent Christianity, where he vows to cling to and remain in a clear sin!
https://www.msnbc.com/.../amy-coney-barrett-s-opening...
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28. LORDSHIP SALVATION
1. The ‘Logic’ of Lordship Salvation
2. Lordship vs. Saviorhood Salvation
3. Biblically Illogical Lordship Salvation
4. Lordship Salvationists’ ‘Logic’
5. Lordship Salvation (Refuted Again)
6. Lordship Salvation (Rebutted Yet Again)
7. Lordship Salvationists’ ‘Gospel’

THE ‘LOGIC’ OF LORDSHIP SALVATION
(Unpublished)
The Bible trumps logic, but Bible-informed reasoning is good, and it's how we interpret that Bible! For
example, in Mk. 9:43, Jesus was making a values comparison! He was NOT encouraging
dismemberment/self-mutilation. Why/how do I know? The context and His words tell us that anything
that would keep anyone from Heaven is to be devalued, because entering heaven is of ultimate
importance—even more valuable than having appendages.
Plus, we know no one enters Heaven for any sacrifices they made (i.e., works)—like resisting
sin—but by faith alone, so cutting off a pinkie finger isn’t what saves anyone.
In that light, let’s go through the "thinking"/logic/analysis of Lordship Salvationists’ theory, and see if it
squares with Scripture…
They teach that a person must repent, surrender and believe (three things). Does anyone remember
Franklin Graham saying Buttigieg should "repent" of being a homosexual? He meant stop being one.
His definition of ‘repent’ means stop/cease and desist.
Faith we will address later.
Lordshippers use ‘surrender’ as a white flag giving up and letting go/giving to God your life, as if He
wore you down, and you finally relent and admit defeat—like the losing nations in a war. IS THAT
SALVATION? God wants you to cease sins and give up to His defeating you in a battle of wills?
Let’s reverse roles and ask, is mentally intending to live sinful all your life, and never yielding to God
anytime—just casually/lightly accepting salvation like you grab a flier from s street vendor, to get them
off your back—a savable attitude? NO? That’s not sincerity from the heart, or taking Hell, Heaven or
your sin’s problematic nature seriously.
So if these two extremes aren’t right, what is? Sincere, full and from the heart faith/trust in God to save
you, as He promised! It’s a gift, and a free gift at that. All you can do is receive/accept it, letting God be
the One and only One who does any working.
Lordship Salvationists require full commitment, but even Ecc. 7:16 warns about excessive righteousness,
and Christ’s discipleship requirements are for life—NOT for a temporary time-frame. If any Christian
lapses, they aren’t meeting those full commitment requirements, so they aren’t, presently, disciples in
their experience. So did they lose salvation, or are we to doubt that they ever had it? NONE OF THE
ABOVE, again!
Salvation occurs in an instant, but lasts forever, and its effects can vary in when they manifest, and how
well they manifest! (Mt. 13:23) A baby is born on one given day/24-hour period, though late evening
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births could be a process that calendars in over two days, if the water breaks near midnight. But even
then, the child is ejected on the latter of the two days, and that is her/his birthday.
No one observes him/her live all his/her life, before deciding he/she was actually born on that birth date!
That’s ludicrous! Yet Lordshippers evaluate deeds of claiming Christians, and some don’t even give
assurance of salvation until near a person’s deathbed, lest that soul cease to ‘endure to the end’ (another
of their misinterpreted Bible verses).
And some sins trigger Lordshippers to deem (inside their own minds and hearts) another person unsaved,
even though King David KILLED A MAN, and slept with his wife!
Finally, on the right attitude in salvation, Lordshippers deny the verses Calvinists emphasize, that are in
our Bibles, concerning God’s role in salvation (even though, hypocritically, many Lordshippers are
Calvinists)! If God doesn’t sovereignly convict/call a person to salvation, no amount of pleading or
nagging or bonding deeds of kindness will work!
We truly are dependent on God for salvation to happen, which, as mentioned previously, is the whole
point! The evangelizer has to trust God, as does the lost person under conviction. Faith alone saves,
because God alone saves—not human works or even promises or vows to work!
A full commitment to live holy for life, and not sinful for life, does not get anyone to Heaven, as that’s
what all religions require as step one to a life of good works. What deeds you will or won’t do/engage
after salvation is not the dilemma lost people are addressing in evangelism.
Their crisis is they have sinned (even if only once, they’re guilty before God of all sins), because they are
sinners, and that status before God makes them go to Hell, forever, if it’s not remedied by God’s
forgiveness of all their sins through Jesus! (Jn. 3:16)
Faith alone in Christ alone eternally saves! #SolaFide For apart from Him, we can do nothing!

LORDSHIP VS. SAVIORHOOD SALVATION
(10/4/19; @JamesMeroney)

"Surrender" as a term Lordships (who confuse discipleship calls with eternal life calls) use in salvation is
like saying God wants to vanquish you in military overpowering, so you raise the white flag. That is
NOT what a free gift is! Ask Hiroshima! #Embarrassing misunderstanding
Lordshipper Christmas: Little Johnny, I have the greatest gift a person could ever receive, but I want you
to promise me you’ll use it every day, or I’m not ‘gonna give it to you. Two years later: John John, I see
you’re not playing with it; I’m not sure you actually received it at Christmas, two years ago!
Lordship Salvationists teach non-Christians that they have to make a U-turn in order to be saved. Now
don’t actually start walking in the opposite direction before being saved, as that’s works, but decide to
walk in the opposite direction. Decision is more valued than deeds, and deeds must come, or no decision
was made.
Lordshippers tell lost people they need a change of lifestyle. Some lost people are quite moral—even
more so than some Christians! Lost people are not so much living for sin and self, as living naturally!
They need their nature changed! Their sins just prove that nature.
Lost people’s need is NOT a holier life, and less sinful life! If they lived PERFECT the remainder of
their life, they’d go to hell! If they receive Jesus, they will NOT go to hell, but heaven. THAT is the
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"sinners"/lost person’s need. Changed deeds get no one into heaven—PERIOD, but a changed heart (by
Christ).
Telling a lost person they need a U-turn is modern road/driving language NEVER used in Scripture!
Lordshippers mean changed behavior, but then say don’t do it before salvation, so they agree that
salvation is NOT changed deeds, but something else (which it IS: receiving Jesus)!
Lordship Salvationists look to DEEDS as proof one is saved. The biblical view is to ensure the Spirit
dwells within. Deeds are expected, but come in various forms, quantities and times. God didn’t save
you just so you’d be better in deeds, but because He loves you, and to spare you hell, etc.!
Lordshippers tell lost people they must surrender to God to go to heaven. That’s GIFT language?
Imagine Truman telling Japan I have a great gift for you—surrender, and we won’t A-bomb a third city.
"Surrender" is a word found NOWHERE in the New Testament! LOOK IT UP and prove me right! I
already did.
The one thing Lordshippers and free gracers/Saviorhooders are BOTH seeking is God’s sovereign
conviction when we evangelize. IT causes a lost person to feel badly about their sins, as you explain
their ultimate consequences are hell, and that they cause a great chasm between you and God. (Isa. 59:2,
1:18)
Lordshippers demand lost people make a decision to feel a certain way about their sins. Free gracers rely
on God to make them feel that way, as they tell them the gospel. Free gracers don’t tell lost people they
must address behavior changes until you ensure they’re safe from hell—that’s their number one need.
Lordshippers demand a decision to live good and not evil. Saviorhooders exhort a decision, under
conviction, to receive a free gift that changes a life for eternity, and enables deed changes thereafter, as
Christ is within, and He alone is the way one lives holier (I Tim. 3:16; Col. 1:27) Him vs. your will.
To speak to a lost person, in evangelism, about their life after salvation is giving the devil an opportunity
for them NOT to get saved! (Eph. 4:27) HOW can a natural man comprehend spiritual things? (I Cor.
2:14) You’re addressing CHRISTIAN doctrine to a NON-Christian, and it’s NOT the gospel message!
NO biblical Christian has EVER told a lost person, "receive Jesus then live like the devil." That’s a
straw man Lordshipper ploy and argument! NO biblical Christian has ever said, "if you’re proud of your
sins, God will still save you." Another Lordshipper straw man, that makes them feel right.
NO biblical Christian has EVER told a lost person, "God doesn’t care how you live your life
afterwards—just receive Jesus," or "receive Jesus insincerely or casually, and all will be well" (i.e.,
intellectual assent to a set of facts). Those are all Lordship straw men (and LIES).
If salvation was a human changing their behavior for the morally better, ALL religions' adherents would
go to heaven! They ALL begin their lifetime lifestyle change with a decision to be better, and less bad!
That decision is what Lordshippers also require for people to receive heaven’s free gift.
If salvation is NOT a decision to change behavior, what is it? Receiving Christ; Spirit indwelling;
conscience washed clean; all sins forgiven; eternity in heaven secured; hell avoided; justification and
redemption; relationship with God begun; hope, life, purpose, fulfillment, glory, etc.!
It makes ZERO sense that the epistles write Christians to tell them to live holy, given Lordship
Salvation! Just say ‘fulfill your vow’ (which it NEVER says). Just list prohibitions and commands,
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negative and positive (which it RARELY does). Why did the Apostles in Acts check up on converts, vs.
just say, ‘fulfill your vow?’
Why do the epistles (i.e., letters to Christians) usually not address moral specifics until ~half way into
them, or later, after first commending, thanking, encouraging and teaching about identity, inheritance,
salvation, assurance and theology? Why not a short post card… fulfill your salvation-required vow?
Huh?
If that had been REQUIRED, for one to be saved, they’d either be doing that, or they lied in their vow,
and weren’t saved! Why have to check on them and care to help them grow? They either promised and
did it, or they did not!
It was QUITE enlightening when I found ALL Christ's disciple calls (apart from His apostles' call to be
full-time workers with Him) and they ALL (if memory serves me right) were given AFTER 2.5+ years
into His ministry! That fact is DEVASTATING to Lordship Salvationists! He evangelized WELL
before then, often—it’s why He came to earth!
Do you want to know the truth? Saviorhooders and Lordshippers are BOTH seeking the same thing
when they evangelize, though their words and requirements are NOT the same—they BOTH know if
conviction is experienced by a lost person, they’ll usually make some decision!
EVEN Lordshippers accept a lost person praying and being on their way after a little instructing. They
don’t even follow-up more than counseling after the prayer, to ensure growth, as Paul DID, as they rely
on a person’s vow to cause that; Saviorhooders DON’T rely on a vow, but Christ within!
Paul himself didn’t rely on a person’s vow, to cause sanctification! He checked up on converts,
regularly, often through messengers and letters, but also in-person visits. Seeds take nurturing and water
to grow. You don’t just bury a seed and know a plant will arise if you leave it alone! Same with
sanctification!
But the Seed is inside, planted, when Jesus lives within! (I Pet. 1:23) Gal. 4:19 shows the EFFORT Paul
made to ensure Christ formed in believers’ behavior! (II Pet. 1:19) The Bible ingested until the Morning
Star rises. That takes time; salvation is instant!
Eph. 5:14 was written to believers—an alarm clock wake-up call, and Christ will shine on them. Why
have to awaken someone you made promise to be woke in order to be saved? Lordship Salvation doesn’t
say repent and surrender for a little while! It’s for life! Anything less, and you didn’t meet the criteria
for their version of salvation!
God’s Bible doesn’t present sanctification as a negative people will turn off to, when it writes Christians!
Read the non-historical/theological books of Rom.-Jude! Sometimes Christians are rebuked for not
living right, but that’s not because they promised to in order to be saved, but for right fellowship.
God gives reasons for decisions He calls us to. He rarely says do ‘X’ because I said so. His commands
have promises attached (Eph. 6:2) God incentivizes obedience/the Christian life. He doesn’t use threat
of hell or carrot of heaven to get good deeds out of people. Religion DOES—not Christ! Those are
different.

BIBLICALLY ILLOGICAL LORDSHIP SALVATION
(11/24/19; @JamesMeroney)
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I almost can’t believe I have to write this, but I should have expected it, as God always has me punch
back when His truth is attacked by false doctrine (pattern), especially on a topic so important.
We’ve already covered probably every Bible verse on point, so today I’m ‘gonna cover the topic from
logic, based on the Bible. I’ll try to keep the Bible references to a minimum, as it’s old hat/news:
WHAT DOES MAN HAVE TO DO TO GO TO HEAVEN/BE SAVED? There are two theories
abounding within Christendom, and it’s IMPOSSIBLE that they’re BOTH right, unless they were saying
the same exact thing. (Gal. 1:8)
It’s purely LOGICAL that three doesn’t equal one (except in the Trinity, explained elsewhere, and
spiritually). And spiritually, faith alone can’t be the same as repent, faith and surrender, as steps to
salvation! Three is not one.
1. WHAT is man’s problem before God? That he’s evil, and needs to be good, or that he’s a sinner
heading for judgment/hell? The latter. Men VARY in their sinfulness of practice/deed, but in our hearts
we are all totally depraved, separated from God, and lost, from Hitler to Gandhi, both who were unsaved,
though their deeds varied widely on a range of evil to good.
2. Is man born that way, or does he choose to be that way? Because he’s born that way, since Adam’s
Fall, he will inevitably choose to sin, at least once in his lifetime. He’s NOT "good" before God, then he
backslides or reverts to a nature of evil he never had before. We are born sinners—ALL of us!
3. And WHAT are the consequences for that condition? Hell/judgment, left unforgiven.
4. Would man improving, even to the point of being morally perfect, change that destiny? NO, because
we’d still have that unforgiven past.
5. Would man swearing off evil change that destiny? NO, because we’d still have that unforgiven past.
6. So man behaves imperfectly, in a range from Gandhi (about as good as any man has lived) to Hitler
(about as bad as any man has lived), and ONE SIN qualifies us ALL for hell.
So a theory that tells lost people they must renounce a lifestyle of sin, and fully embrace a
lifestyle of holiness would be requiring non-Christians to do two things that will NEVER get them to
heaven—the SAME initial decisions of all other religions!
Lordship Salvation, the heresy which teaches this, labels those two decisions as repentance and
surrender. Remember, renouncing a lifestyle of sin can NEVER un-do your past, plus no one can do so
perfectly, so future sins are inevitable, despite that decision.
And recall, full commitment to live holy the rest of your life can NEVER un-do your past, plus no one
can do so perfectly, so future sins are inevitable, despite that decision.
So two of their three steps to salvation don’t bring salvation, yet, they require them anyway! The ONLY
thing they DO teach correctly is what Free Grace/Saviorhood Salvation teaches all along, and
exclusively as the one thing man can do to go to heaven, and that one non-deed (Rom. 4:4) is full,
sincere, from the heart trust in God to save them, when they call, relying on His promise to do as He
promised He would. With that one requirement, Lordshippers finally come into conformity with the
word of God.
So doesn’t the Bible teach any concept of repenting and surrendering? YES/absolutely, but NOT as
salvation requirements, when defined as Lordshippers define them. They teach repenting is a "U-turn."
NOWHERE in the Greek Scriptures is that definition found. It’s a man-made construct!
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This will ANGER a Christian’s sin nature, if they’re Lordshippers, but I know no better way to explain
it… ‘Repent’ comes from the Greek words, "meta-noeo." Meta means change, and noeo is mind.
Debate me if you doubt!
Metamorphosis is a change, an evolution. Metamucil causes changes in one’s bowels. Meta decisions
are small changes to one’s choices. Don’t let this go over your head, or noeo/mind.
A change of mind is a repenting. You change your decision from whatever it had been before. Lost
people hadn’t been believing in Christ—now they do, by faith. Many different things can be repented of.
And Lordshippers usually deem it a decision, or an emotional feeling of sorrow. Contrarily to their
theory, GOD brings godly repenting by sovereign conviction (II Cor. 7:10)—NOT man’s will, or
decision. And the sorrowful feeling isn’t salvific/doesn’t save, if it doesn’t lead one to believe.
Lk. 17:4 shows a brother repenting 490 times, yet the believer is still to forgive him. It isn’t assumed he
faked it every time! Repenting doesn’t guarantee resulting good deeds (Mt. 3:8)
And surrender (full commitment to God and holiness) is an awesome decision! It simply does not save.
Paul did it at salvation, yet he himself attributes his own salvation to faith alone (II Tim. 1:12) Paul had
every reason to rely on his strong willpower! (Phil. 3:3-17)
And the Bible is chocked-full of real Christians acting un-Christ-like. I Cor. 5 is one of the most
dramatic, and I Cor. 1-3 proves that fleshly living for the Christian—natural and carnal—is possible! It
is NOT commended—it’s even condemned—but it’s possible.
Why are so many New Testament epistles chocked-full of exhortations to Christians to be committed, or
be more committed, if full commitment for life was required for salvation? Lordshippers do NOT,
fortunately, teach commitment can be temporary, as they use Mt. 13:1-3 to say that temporal faith
doesn’t save.
So WHY would any Bible book human author tell any Christian to be committed, after they already had
to be in order to be saved? And WHY would any Bible book human author tell any Christian to be more
committed, after they already had to be fully so, in order to be saved? That makes NO sense!
It’s because the discipleship requirements pertain to the Christian life, after one is saved! Salvation is a
free gift (Rom. 5:15-17, et al) Sanctification is costly! (Lk. 9:23) Free and costly cannot be logically
harmonized as the exact same thing! Tell a consumer a Mercedes is free, then charge them an arm-anda-leg to take it off your car lot. You’ll be sued for fraud, and bait-and-switch!
I have little hope this logical presentation of Biblical concepts will change the mind, or cause any
repentance in the mind/noeo of any Lordshipper, but with prayer that God open their eyes, one can
always hope! See our spiritual website for more detail and Bible evidences.
Lordship Salvation is well-meaning! Its modern founder wanted his church to be more holy, so he
designed a "gospel" that front-loaded the real gospel to ensure people would be made to be committed to
holiness from the start. Now his book deletes that honest testimony! Good Cali man otherwise

LORDSHIP SALVATIONIST’S ‘LOGIC’
(10/19/20; @JamesMeroney2)
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Lordship salvationists accuse Saviorhood Salvationists of wanting lost people saved, and never anything
else. LIE! We simply teach that committing to live holy unto Jesus, all one's life, is not a salvation
requirement. Let’s look at some CURIOUS Bible verses, under THEIR theory!:
II Cor. 5:17 IN CHRIST makes anyone a new creation; the old is gone/passed away. There is a change
salvation brings, that’s supernatural–not a will decision. Ac. 8:25-40 Philip did ZERO discipling, and
God wasn’t concerned about that, as the Eunuch got saved and abandoned, by God’s will!
The epistles are written to CHRISTIANS–not lost people, or people being evangelized by believers.
Rom. 12:1-2 tells BELIEVERS to start growing morally and spiritually, and how to! WHY would Paul
wait 11 chapters, and why tell a Christian, if he had to so commit to be saved? IRrational!
I Cor. 6:20 tells Christians why they should glorify God in their physical bodies–they’ve been bought
with a price (inheritance and identity truths, taught to believers). I Cor. 15:34 tells Christians to stop
sinning! "Repenting" did NOT fix their sinfulness, as Lordship salvation would say.
Gal. 5:16-23 tells Christians how to live in Christ, by faith. If they had been required to promise to live
holy for life, in order to be saved, all you'd expect to find in the epistles is lists of do's and don'ts, so
they’d know what they committed to doing and not doing! NOT what we see!
Eph. 2:8-10 tells Christians they were saved/created in Christ FOR good works; not because of them or
because they promised to do them! "Good" deeds before salvation are dead works, not wrought of the
Spirit, and NOT the same as works done in God's power, once saved! OUTward similarity.
Phil. 3:4-14 details why Paul forsook all his Jewish good works, for faith in Christ, and why he
committed to seek Him and His will all his life, and NOWHERE in Scripture does any author say it’s
because they promised to, in order to be saved as a free gift! SERACH IT OUT! No such citations.
Col. 3:1-4 tells Christians that they are to grow, morally and spiritually, because of their FULL
identification with the death, burial and resurrection of Christ, which theological fact Paul tells
CHRISTIANS; NOT lost people he wasn’t evangelizing! Carnality is possible for Christians.
I Th. 4:1, 10 tell lagging Christians, who are growing, but slower than should be the case, "excel still
more." Paul doesn’t say you promised to (because they didn’t, necessarily–they were free to do so at
salvation, or not). Paul did at salvation, his deeds show. Volitional vs. optional.
II Th. 2:13-15 tells Christians they are to stand firm, having been saved. Salvations the foundation;
sanctifications the edifice built upon that eternally solid foundation! I Tim. 1:5 Preachers' teaching had
as its goal the spiritual and moral maturity of their hearers; NOT just conversion.
II Tim. 2:3-8 instructs a Christian PASTOR (likely young) reasons to be growing and steadfast. Of all
people, you’d think they’d already know that, and, again, Paul never says, 'because you promised to, in
order to get saved!' Tit. 2:11-15, 3:1-7 say the gospel instructs us to live holy.
It must first be received; then one has the inner capacity to live holy, through the Holy Spirit, a renewed
mind, and the new nature. Lost people don’t have that, and any promises from them, absent those things,
is merely well-intentioned good works, which NEVER save anyone! Works don’t work.
Heb. 11 is a chapter of faith heroes, to try to inspire readers to emulate their faith, which promulgated
heroic acts of faith. He waits 10 chapters to address application, after much Jewish-Christian theology,
and a handful of ethics injunctions, before then.
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The book of James is chocked-full of injunctions to believers to do good deeds! Chapter 2, most
intensely. WHY would James detail what to do, why and how, if commitment to doing so was required
for salvation? JUST list do's and don'ts, for education, only. That’s NOT what we see!
I Pet. 2:1-2 appeals to the baby analogy, telling CHRISTIANS to long for the Bible, so they can grow
spiritually. It doesn’t say 'you promised to.' II Pet. 1:3-11 give the basis for such growth (vv. 3-4), and
education on that iterative life process, thereafter (vv. 5-11). The book ends with instruction for
Christians to grow! (3:18)
I John is chocked-full of evidences a Christian is walking in fellowship with Christ. It's like the book of
James, in being very ethics-centric, all based on salvation, and faith-based sanctification (5:1-5). Jude
almost abandons his intended topic, so concerned that Christians actively engage spiritual growth (1:5).
If such a commitment was required for salvation, why did they depart so quickly, and in so departing,
their commitment failed, and if it had been required for salvation, their salvation failed, as well! Whole
Bibles clear: Salvation's a GIFT!
Gospels NOT, if you’ll commit to live holy the rest of your life, God will save you. That’s not free, a
gift, and is a promise exchange–a promise to do works. Works-based salvation attempts actually DO the
actions; not just promise, which this verse shows to be less valuable (Mt. 21:28-31)
Two missing ingredients in U.S. Christianity lead to our status quo moral situation: Conviction and
meditation! If you don’t know, specifically, when God’s leading you to do something, you do nothing,
or try vs. trust, living under law vs. grace. BOTH results are failure! And meditation.
God Wants A Relationship–Not A Performance. –Don Anderson (RIP). What does it mean to walk by
faith vs. live under the law? What’s the key to victory in the Christian life? Being led by the Spirit, as
Christ's commands are NOT burdensome, applied that way! I Jn. 5:1/Mt. 11:30
Jews lived under the Law (Gen.-Deut.), but Christians can live under law, using the Bible as a rule book,
vs. relationship stimulator! What type marriage would one have if all the spouse ever did was issue
commands? Go mow the yard, walk the dog, take the trash out, clean the dishes and clothes!
The DIFFERENCE, in concept, as opposed to exact Greek words, is logos vs. rhema. Logos is all
Scripture; rhema is Scripture the Spirit gives you to apply–a gift, or the faith you have received on a
matter. There are 1663 commandments in the Bible, and LOOK at this non-exhaustive list of sins:
http://angelfire.com/empire2/psuclass0/sinlist.html
Anyone who tells you you should be doing all those things, and not doing all the others, or you are
sinning doesn’t understand sanctification, grace, or that all those sins are completely forgiven in Christ,
at salvation! It’s now fellowship sins that grieve or quench the Spirit!
That’s why you have to learn to be led–not just apply commands! Your attitude, as a disciple, is
willingness to do God’s will, but perfection is not the standard, but faith. That’s why conviction and
meditation are essential things to understand from experience.
Update
(10/21/20; @JamesMeroney2)
On Judgment Day (Bema for Christians; Great White Throne for all others) no one will be called as a
witness to your defense! God already sees all, and a life review video is already like His knowledge of
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all you’ve done. Life is one-on-one, even as others try to invoke standards for all, like don’t dance, drink
or chew, or hang with those who do.
The only solid standard is 'walk by the Spirit and you will not carry out the desires of the flesh.' The
Christian obeys commands by the Spirit's power and initiative/leading! Dead works or law are the only
(and BAD) alternatives.
Rule book religion is NOT biblical sanctification, though the Bible IS our guide, applied by faith,
through His Spirit. It’s also not do whatever you want, and you’re OK with God. ANYONE who says
get saved, then live like the devil, is a false prophet. Salvation ONLY makes one good with God
regarding eternity/the afterlife.
NOT walking with Him after one is saved makes one NOT right with Him, experientially. That walk
was not a required decision to get saved, but the New Testament is clear that maturer believers TAUGHT
newbies basic milk truths, when they associated with/discipled them.
READ the epistles (letters to Christians, usually as gathered churches): The first few chapters are
usually greetings, thanks and prayer, theology, THEN application towards the end! Theology is
foundational to ethics, as we aren’t in a rule book religion. Getting to know Christ is foundational!
Most epistles address security of the believer, identity and inheritance in Christ, faith walking/led by the
Spirit, rewards for so doing, and an eternal perspective, if not outright prophecy. That would make those
topics baby food! Our website details law vs. license vs. liberty, and the 18 New Testament topics most
important for believers to understand. (Will You Live Forever? button, at this website).
God is not looking for a performance, but an intimate relationship, and as you spend time walking with
Him, you become more like him, as Peter shows! Ac. 4:13 Prayer and Bible meditation!
Lordship Salvationists wonder how could free grace responders ever live holy, since that was not
required for their salvation?
1. We trust God beings about His purposes! Phil. 1:6, 2:13.
2. Prayer for converts, Eph. 1:16/Col. 1:9.
3. Discipling them, when led to.
4. Encouraging them to get into the Bible, and
5. Inviting or praying that they attend a church, so they get edified unto maturity–Eph. 4. Not even
Lordship Salvation responders all faithfully endure in godly sanctification to the end! The Bible teaches
carnality and even apostasy are possible! II Tim. 4:10
There are four soils in life. Only the final one is as God desires. The first is not saved, as the devil steals
the gospel they hear. The middle two are drawn away by shallow commitment or worries of worldliness,
and trials. Mt. 13:1-23 Saved, but carnal!
Christians rightly don’t want to encourage anyone to sin, so they often avoid the truth of this matter.
Sanctifications voluntary, but mandatory to be right with God! A commitment to it doesn’t save, so it
can’t be required to be saved, but faith in Christ alone. (@JamesMeroney2, 11/18/20)

LORDSHIP SALVATION (Refuted Again)
(12/10/20; @JamesMeroney2)
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Man ALWAYS wants to add to finished work of Christ on the cross! They can’t let Him have all the
credit. They believe receiving a free gift can never change people's behaviors, unless you force them to
promise to be good, to earn heaven. Lordship Salvation is works! #WorksDon’tWork
Do more, people! Prove you’re truly committed. Let we humans watch your deeds, to ensure something
happened. Let us stand in judgment of your conversion, by watching the externalities. THIS IS THE
"THINKING" of the Lordship Salvation HERESY! Man-made, works-based theory!
There’s a pride among Lordship Salvationists, that they did more than Saviorhooders did to get saved, so
the latter aren’t saved, or believed wrongly. The pride is in their deeds, which they did more of, and they
resent salvation’s FREEness! Arrogance of flesh!
I told my son, yesterday, that anytime anyone claims to be a Christian, I’m going to say, “I pray that’s
true.” Inside, I’m ‘gonna doubt every such claim, until I hear their testimony, to see if our spirits agree.
(Rom. 8:16) Lordship Salvation has sent millions to hell, who wouldn’t work hard enough!
PLEASE DON'T EQUATE ANY CLAIMING CHRISTIAN WITH JESUS! They can have little-tonothing in common, in word and deed! Jesus' name gets slandered all the time, by people who don't act
like Him! #Jesusland
Lordship Salvationists may not be saved, as their faith is in their works and commitment! They only
have security if they maintain their commitment to good works. It’s NOT the Spirit within Who assures
them, but their confidence in what they did to be saved! It’s possible they’re all lost.
For NON-Christians watching, that dude was saying the Gospel I speak is not enough, and doesn’t
demand enough out of people, to earn salvation, but his Gospel does, even though the morals he demands
allows embracing all these sins. No hypocrisy sin there, right? USELESS in practice!
And because MEN have labeled something the "sinners prayer" doesn’t make it unbiblical, just as they
called the Trinity the Trinity, though the Bible doesn’t use that term. DUMBEST 'thinking!' And
‘personal Savior’ is accurate, as He saves and lives within, personally. Not to that guy, me fears.
Judge Your people, Lord! It's promised first. Bring physical if not violent persecution against all Christ
claimers, 95 percent of which won’t get one soul into heaven, in their lifetime. USELESS dead fruit.
Uproot them, please! Premature death! (I Cor. 11:30) Bring the plague, or persecutors!
P.S.: Read I Jn. 5:12-13; Jn. 3:36; Rom. 8:16 and don’t be completely blind to Ac. 8:21, of a new
believer rebuked for a wrong heart, or the many verses in Acts where people DIDNT get saved via
Gospel! It’s NOT continual childbirth! Good deeds ‘til death prove salvation? NO assurance, and
works.

LORDSHIP SALVATION (Rebutted Yet Again)
(12/16/20; @JamesMeroney2)
IF I wasn’t a Christian, by their actions since 2015, I’d conclude they support liars and arrogant selfcentered dictators, are idolaters of secular/temporary power, can’t think for themselves, are deceived
and/or ignorant. PLEASE don’t attribute those traits to real Jesus! He’s NOT them!
HERE’s why analysis/meditation is SO important for all Christians: IF you consider what hell is like,
there’s zero chance you can’t go evangelize! Most people with burn in fire every day for eternity! HOW
EVIL are you to withhold the solution, even if you go to church regularly? Answer: VERY evil!
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MOST U.S. Christians are NOT disciples (fully committed to) of Jesus, in practice. They are just saved.
Pastors are commanded to build them up to maturity! (Eph. 4) That CAN’T happen if no one knows if
they daily meet with Jesus to pray and read God’s word. Pastors have NO clue—only (mainly) hope!
Being committed to Jesus doesn’t happen automatically, and isn’t a salvation requirement. It gets
nurtured, as babes feed on milk of Bible. If NO Christian is ensuring babes are getting fed, they
probably aren’t. That’s the spiritual adult’s job—not leaving infants to fend for and feed themselves.
Salvation is UNTO (or for) good works. But spiritual growth takes effort and involvement by the baby
(or dwarfed adult) Christian. The tool for maturing is God’s word! (Ps. 119:9-11, etc.) TEST average
Joe U.S. Christian; they’ll PROVE to you they know LITTLE of Scripture! Carnality reigns.
God provided incentives for believers to grow! He never says, obey and be good, because you promised
to do so in order to be saved! READ Will You Live Forever? button, at this website’s chapter "Why Be
Totally Committed to Jesus." It’s ALL Bible verses, and promises incentivizing sanctification. Meditate
on them!
Jesus came to earth for mankind's salvation. He died for mankind's salvation. YET, His Church does SO
little about man's salvation! That deficiency is the greatest scandal in all of human history! Christmas
celebrates His birth; Easter, His resurrection.
HERE’s the common response of claiming Christians to messages like this morning:
You’re so judgmental, or think you’re holier than others. That is a TRICK, to SOUND moral and
biblical, while NEVER addressing the facts in my allegations, or changing one thing! Satan's scheme!
Ignore and don’t address.
Let’s biblically analyze this proposed Gospel, below: To believe the Gospel, a person has to hear it
(Rom. 10:14), but NOWHERE is a lost person commanded to hear (as a deed to do as part of being
saved)—they’re simply told. That is, technically, hearing is not a step man must do to be saved. It’s
what happens when they’re evangelized.
Believe/trust IS required! Our Will You Live Forever? button, at this website, lists most of the 223
verses that only require that! Repenting is not mentioned in most of those 223 faith alone verses, so it
has to be part of what believing means, and in the Greek it means change your mind/meta noeo.
If a lost person hadn’t believed in Jesus, a decision has to be made so to do! Confess your sins to God is
part of asking forgiveness. Confessing to men as a salvation requirement would mean you can’t be a
mute and be saved, or get saved alone, without people to talk to, or you’re still lost.
Mt 10:32. I’m convinced this is speaking of evangelizing (speaking to others about Jesus); NOT telling
people you're a Christian. WHY? Jesus doesn't tell the Father anything about Himself, interceding for
us, but tells God about us, as we are to tell others about Him! (1/17/21)

LORDSHIP SALVATIONISTS’ ‘GOSPEL’
(12/16/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Modern pastors put everything and the kitchen sink into one sermon a week, to be paid. Discipleship,
evangelism (of mainly SAVED people) body life, social ministry; counseling and hospital visitation I
guess they have podcasts, TV and radio to handle. It’s a biblically FALSE paradigm!
Let’s help out the Lordship Salvationists FAILURE at analysis: FEW verses only mention repent;
perhaps one mentions repent and believe. ~223 mention faith alone. WHAT DO YOU DO WITH THIS
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INFORMATION for interpretation? Define terms correctly, and recognize synonym usages!
When ‘repent’ is the only requirement listed, it is a change of mind that involves believing, from not
having believed (synonym). When ‘repent and believe’ are used, it’s a change of mind so as to believe
(defining what your repentance involves). When it’s faith alone, you changed your mind if you believe!
If water baptism is required, to be saved, the thief on the cross is in hell, and Jesus was a liar to him. If
water baptism is required, WHY did Jesus and Paul do so little baptizing, but much gospel preaching?
(Jn. 4:2; I Cor. 1:16+) Water dunking has nothing to do with the cross's effect, but symbolizes it to
people, before God!
And if you must confess to people, if you’re mute, or there are no people around when God convicts you,
you can’t be saved until you find a human. Interpreting isn’t hard, but analyzing eludes many believers.
Critical thinking and meditation skills.
And this false doctrine meme NOWHERE addresses the 10 commands of being a disciple, listed at Will
You Live Forever? button, at this website.
WHERE are those verses in this illustration of all aspects of all three tenses of salvation? Count the cost,
daily carry cross, God greater than family, et al? Incomplete, as NOT the full counsel of God!
Faith is saying I cannot save myself; nothing I can do will get me to heaven, and out of facing hell,
forever. Only Jesus can save me, and I ask and allow Him to do so! John 3:16
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29. MORALS
1. On Bullying
2. Constructive vs. Destructive Criticism
3. Stop Doing Evil, & Do Good
4. #MoralsMatter
5. Morals Matter
6. Why So Much Evil in the World?
7. The Source of Hatred
8. Evils
9. Little Proverbs
10. Why Be Good?
11. Be Good!
12. Good & Evil

ON BULLYING
(10/16/19; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s tell the TRUTH about bullies: They are sinfully arrogant, sinfully mean and cruel, emotionally
insecure, have sinful over-confidence over some trait that’s better than their victims, and GOD WILL
JUDGE THEM SEVERELY! Governments should, WELL before then! They’re evil human beings,
until they grow up (if ever, as our current White House occupier indicates)
Let’s tell the TRUTH about bullies' victims: You MAY have things about you that the majority doesn’t
like or approve of, or just be the victim of circumstance, but GOD LOVES you, and you have eternal
worth to Him! Endure the abuse, turn in the criminals, and know that God will JUDGE those evil, hellbound souls.
If one doesn’t ‘fit in,’ in high school, they’re MORE prone to being bullied. Be yourself! You MAY
have things you could improve (Ex.: dorky, skinny, fat, zits, too tall, too short, LGBTQ, ugly, bad
fashion), but DON’T please the crowd—only God! ‘Conform and be dull’ is fitting in like yet another
sheep following the herd off a cliff!
If ANYONE is EVER bullied in high school, let ME know their names, and if I have time and the
ability, I will END that abuse for you, just as I did for BOTH my sons! I DO tell cops, school
administrators, politicians, their parents and them, to their face, even inviting a face off. Been there,
done that!
The Bully Beatdown TV show NEEDS to be resurrected, and its model used in every community, by
legal agreement! Getting a taste of their own medicine is OFTEN the ONLY way you can get through to
hardened, arrogant thugs. They need to FEEL your pain, literally!

CONSTRUCTIVE VS. DESTRUCTIVE CRITICISM
(5/20/20; @JamesMeroney)
It’s TIME to address the biblical basis for rebuking politicians' sins.
1. No one has to be morally perfect to do it.
2. The greatest pre-Christian saint and prophet (i.e., John the Baptist) did it (Mk. 6:18).
3. Without it, we are silently complicit in empowering evil’s continuance!
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4. It is one of many commands for believers (especially ministers)—II Tim. 3:16-17.
5. It has to be done UN-hypocritically—Gal. 6:1, and humbly vs. arrogantly, as no one is better than
anyone else.
YET, it is needed, helpful, yet often discouraged and slandered as sinful judging, despite it NOT being
so—Jn. 7:24
Americans LOVE saying ‘the only thing necessary for evil to prevail is for good people to do nothing,’
then we do NOTHING with our words. Voting is too late! You need D.C. Politicians to change their
IM-moral behaviors, if they're to be deemed "leaders!" PRAISE their virtuous choices, and rebuke their
sins!
My own kids love to use the false rhetorical fallacy of one being a ‘know-it-all,’ or perfect, when they
get NEEDED correction. ADULTS aren’t to fall to using such childish errors! If any industry NEEDED
rebuke more than U.S. Politics, I can’t name it, save for pimps and drug dealers! It’s NEEDED!
The difference between sinful criticism, and constructive criticism is NOT whether the hearer receives it
well, or in good faith, but whether the giver intends it in love, only does it when needed, and humbly
trusts God wants to use them to TRY to bring about a moral, NEEDED turnabout. Phil. 2:14 is NOT
applicable/relevant, as it is NOT describing constructive criticism.
Constructive is NOT defined by the response of the hearer. It’s the content quality, needed-ness,
tone/manner in which it’s offered. Most people hate being criticized; for example, I NEED it when I eat
fattening foods! ‘NEED’ is operative word.

STOP DOING EVIL & DO GOOD
(8/3/20; @JamesMeroney)
Do good, not bad. That decision will NOT get you to heaven, or out of hell, but WILL help our nation
unite and heal! MANY people can’t consciously even understand what is evil or good, being so morally
depraved, so I'll educate those types...
It’s EVIL to lie, like spinning untruths as facts, biased to your political party's advantage. It’s EVIL to
only harp on Trump’s sins, and never see the log in your own eye, or your own short-comings. Humility
is always GOOD, which is what that means, as opposed to EVIL arrogance sin.
It’s EVIL not to forgive. It’s EVIL to get in people's face, or personal space, and to yell at them your
slogans! It’s EVIL to intimidate opponents, by flashing guns, or taunting them to start a fight. It’s EVIL
to hate, or discriminate, and to falsely blame others for your own failings!
It’s EVIL to pay protesters to loot/steal, riot, burn things they don’t own, vandalize public
property, or try to injure cops! It’s EVIL to not give a darn about poor people of all colors. It’s evil to
think your race is superior to others. It’s EVIL to come to America and try to usurp her!
It’s EVIL to cuss. It’s EVIL to seek revenge, even when you were evilly wronged! It’s EVIL to want
injustice, but it’s also EVIL to be violent to seek justice. It’s EVIL to want the government to steal
other's money to give you freebies, or to be jealous of people richer than you!
It’s EVIL to preach racial hatred from behind ANY church pulpit! It’s EVIL to spread Covid, knowingly
or not, by refusing to wear a mask. It’s EVIL to only care about safe social distancing practices when it
hits home to family or people you know! Selfishness is EVIL. So is greed and hoarding.
It’s EVIL to worship your political party, or its platform. It’s EVIL to demand my-way-or-the-highway!
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It’s EVIL to be willfully stupid, when you have the capacity to learn! There are MANY evils in America
and American politics! Stop doing evil, and do good! Repent, America! II Chron. 7:14
The devil is EVIL, and real, and spiritually causing many people to do evil, though he never forces
anyone to make those free-willed choices! Stopping their making does not get you to heaven, or out of
hell. EVERY unforgiven sinner will be eternally in flaming hell. John 3:16, the Bible.
#MORALSMATTER
(11/3/20; @JamesMeroney2)
FURTHER help for the Bible skeptic, or green horns [Besides our lesson on Skeptics and the Bible, at
Jim.Meroney.5], and society in general, for comprehending what morals are:
Distinctions made make comprehension MUCH easier! For example, you have heard don't judge, but IS
that the full extent of what it teaches? No. Mt. 7:1-3 We are not to sit in judgment of others, as if we're
God (arrogant, holier-than-thou attitude/self-righteousness), but we are to judge between good and evil.
Jn. 7:24
And our standard for judgment evil in others must first start with ourselves, watching that we not fall to
the same sin(s). Jude 1:23; I Cor. 10:12; Gal. 6:1
What about patience? Patience is a virtue, right? Gal. 5:22-23 Yes, but type-A personalities will likely
have a different speed of patience from the sluggard! Eph. 5:16 Relatedly, anxiety is wrong, but Mary
hurried to the empty tomb, so her excited racing was not anxiety (and the same with Peter). Phil. 4:6-7;
Jn. 20:2, 4 Anxiety is more the unsettled heart than the settled feet.
What other moral distinctions can and should be made, when you synthesize all vs. just some of what
God has said? Let’s try some further examples of morals (#MoralsMatter)... Peace... We all know
people whose temperament is cool as a cucumber. Does that mean they have the peace of God? Well, if
they aren’t related to Him, it’s a false absence of turmoil, because hell awaits them. But even type-A’s
can continually have peace, if they’re saved, and doing Phil 4:6-7, praying whenever they feel anxiety
coming on.
They also can have victory in every circumstance. II Th. 3:16, as the Lord grants that answer to such
prayers.
There’s often a range of morality—good, better and best, and there’s also often two sins disguised as
morality, on either side; like we are to love ourselves, Mk. 12:31, but that clearly implies one can not
love themselves, but also II Tim. 3:2 teaches of loving yourself as a sinful idol. Healthy self-love, vs.
unhealthy not loving yourself/low self-esteem, or too high of an opinion of yourself.
MANY other examples could be listed, like fearing/revering God, NOT being afraid, and not rushing
headlong where angels fear to tread fearlessness. Pv. 3:7; II Tim. 1:7; Jude 1:11.
Or faith vs. presumption or unbelief. Pv. 3:5; Mt. 4:7; Rom. 4:20.
Or not being too righteous, or too sinful. Ecc. 7:16; I Cor. 5:13
The point is it takes practice in the word of God to see and comprehend these nuances of morality, and
they aren’t essential to initially just reading its contents for fulfillment and getting to know Jesus! But if
one is untrained in that word, and therefore accuses it of error, they err.
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Let’s go further in this lesson on morality (and realize, as you engulf your mind with God's word, His
Spirit can bring verses to your memory—Eph. 6:17—even if you have never memorized them, as
happened here):
Virtues: Contentment (Heb. 13:5; Phil. 4:11-13), Encouragement (I Th. 4:18), Enduring
suffering (II Tim. 2:3; I Pet. 5:10), Faith (Mt. 17:20; Mk. 11:22-24), Forgiveness (Eph. 4:32; Mt. 6:15),
Generosity (II Cor. 9:7; Lk. 6:38), Gentleness (Gal. 5:22-23, 6:1), Good conscience (I Tim. 1:19; Ac.
24:16), Goodness (Ac. 11:24; Gal. 5:22-23), Graciousness (Pv. 22:11; Col. 4:6), Gratitude (I Th. 5:18;
Heb. 12:28-29), Heavenly-Mindedness (Col. 3:1-4; Phil. 3:20), Hope (Rom. 15:13; Heb. 6:19),
Hospitality (Heb. 13:2), Humility (I Pet. 5:6; II Chron. 7:14), Impartiality (Jas. 2:1; Ac. 10:34), Joy (Phil.
4:4), Justice (Mic. 6:8), Kindness (Ac. 9:36, 28:2), Loving God (Mt. 22:37), Mercy (Rom. 9:15),
Morality (II Cor. 8:21), Patience (Phil. 3:20), Peace (II Th. 3:16; Mt. 5:9), Praise (Heb. 13:15), Purity
(Phil. 4:8; Eph. 4:29), Reasonableness (Jas. 3:17), Rejoicing in Trials (Jas. 1:2-4), Reverence (Ac. 9:31),
Seeking God First (Mt. 6:33), Self-Control (Gal. 5:22-23), Selflessness (Phil. 2:3-4), Soundness of Mind
(II Tim. 1:7), Suffering Ethically (I Pet. 4:19), Truthfulness (Eph. 4:25), ETC.
As you increase in these traits, you will prove useful to God's service, and be rewarded abundantly. II
Pet. 1:8
God is NOT the author of confusion (I Cor. 14:33), so the OPPOSITE to morality is immorality,
described, partially, as follows:
Vices: Adultery (Ex. 20:14; I Cor. 6:9); Anger (Jas. 1:20), Anxiety (Phil. 4:6-7; I Pet. 5:7-9),
Argumentativeness (Pv. 15:18, 29:22), Arrogance (Pv. 16:18), Bitterness (Heb. 12:15), Boastfulness
(Gal. 5:26), Covetousness (Ex. 20:17), Cussing (Eph. 4:29), Deception (II Tim. 3:13), Divisiveness (Tit.
3:10), Divorce (Mt. 5:32), Drunkenness (I Cor. 6:10-12), Fear (Lk. 12:32; II Tim. 1:7), Flattery To Take
Advantage (Jude 1:16), Fornication (I Cor. 6:9), Gossip (Pv. 16:28), Greed (Eph. 5:3; I Tim. 6:9), Hatred
(Pv. 10:12; I Jn. 2:9), Homosexuality (I Cor. 6:9; Rom. 1:26-27), Hypocrisy (Rom. 12:9), Idolatry (I Cor.
6:9), Jealousy (I Cor. 3:3), Laziness (II Thes. 3:10; Pv. 13:4), Love of Money (Heb. 13:5; I Tim. 6:10;
Lk. 16:14), Lovers of Self (II Tim. 3:2), Lust (I Jn. 2:15-16; II Tim. 2:22), Lying (Col. 3:9), Materialism
(Lk. 12:15), Murder (Rom. 13:9; Ex. 20:13), Prejudice (Gal. 3:28; Ex. 22:21), Pride (Pv. 16:18), Quick
Temper (Jas. 1:19), Rape (II Sam. 13:14), Rebellion (Pv. 17:11); Reviling (Jude 1:10), Selfishly
Ambitious (Phil. 2:3-4), Selfishness (Phil. 2:4), Sensuality (Eph. 4:19), Slander (I Cor. 6:10-12), Sorcery
(Levit. 19:31), Stealing (Eph. 4:28), Swindlers (I Cor. 6:10-12), Violence (Pv. 3:31), Worldliness (Jas.
4:4), Worry (Mt. 6:27), ETC.
So with those black and white distinctions, we also know lack of familiarity with God's word can
confuse newbies, like the difference between sinful anger vs. righteous indignation; is it wrong to be
angry? Jas. 1:20; Eph. 4:26
These distinctions become more easily understood as one ingests God’s word on a regular basis, which is
what I’m exhorting the Bible skeptics and green horns to do. Ps. 34:8; Heb. 5:14; Josh. 1:8; Ps. 119:9-11

MORALS MATTER
(11/10/20; @JamesMeroney2)
An intricate but important subject: WHY be good? Why obey God’s morals? For example, He opposes
divorce, with few exceptions. Why is staying married better, and what if it’s irreconcilable or abusive?
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What’s the harm in divorce? God has three main reasons we are to obey. He wants to bless us (Ac.
3:26), to spare us unneeded suffering-I Cor. 7:28, and for rewards in heaven, IF were going. Maybe less
severe yet horrific pain in eternally fiery hell.
Before I address some sins, my rabbit got loose, because I left his second cage latch undone,
unbeknownst to me. The RULE was broken-cost me aggravation, chasing him around the house, time
and energy wasted; trouble.
Earlier, he got his regular walk, but someone left the dining room door unlatched, so I had to fish him out
of the weights area; trouble! I’m sweating, as result. In both cases, someone broke good rules. Peace
lacked, extra work ensued, wasted time and energy, and disruption to better plans for my day. THAT is
what breaking God’s rules does to us all.
In the case of divorce, you LOSE that special the emotional bond you once had. You lose intimacy, and
sadden your kids! I know, as my parents broke up, and the Beaver Cleaver family has never been the
same, especially after the glue died (mom). You are less attractive to any people who wanted an unpreviously married spouse.
You disobey God (absent His biblical exceptions; Gen. 2:24; Mt. 5:32), and may have to return to the
empty nest. Better to try to reconcile, and undergo counseling, but if it can’t work, or is abusive, or there
was adultery, some people say get one.
Bible scholars disagree on the first two "exceptions.” What about cussing? Doesn’t it get things off your
chest, or tell people how you feel? It can also crush spirits, anger people to revenge, lose you a
reputation, cause youth to emulate it/you, and it displeases God.
What about cheating? What’s wrong with me getting a better grade than I worked for? it’s Unfair to the
honest test takers, especially the one you copied off of. It’s dishonest gain. You really don’t qualify for
the job you faked your way into. And it breaks God's law.
What about stealing? People get away with it all the time! it’s wrong. It hurts the business, who is the
innocent-did nothing wrong. You can argue they have the bucks, but you’re making other consumers
pay more for their purchases, and the guilt you at least used to feel is rightly earned!
What about premarital sex? Don’t we need a test drive before we buy the car? Why buy the cow if you
can get the milk for free? You can have guilt. You could see an ex, later on, hand in hand with your
love interest. You can have memories. You exposed your most intimate self to a lifelong stranger, if
he/she is not the one you marry. Temporary pleasure with longer term consequences—especially if a
baby ensues. Heb. 11:25 Isn’t God trying to restrain us, and keep us from fun?
SAME idea the devil gave our forefathers. Gen. 3:4 Why not lie, especially if you can get away with it?
God judges sin. You know you sinned, so guilt or worry about covering it up can ensue. What a tangled
web we weave, when we practice to deceive.
The point is God’s laws are there for our good/benefit. We can’t always remember them, which is why
God tells us to keep re-reading his word. Were also not capable of obeying them without His power.
Our sin nature is too strong, and laws erupt it to vengeful power. Rom. 7:11
So, in general, obey God’s laws; in specific, or how-to’s, walk by the Spirit/faith. It’s a relationship,
which bears fruit, in obedience to the faith you receive. Spare yourself heartache and troubles, in this life
and the next, by fearing the Lord, and turning from evil. Pv. 3:7; Mic. 6:8; Ecc. 12:13

WHY SO MUCH EVIL IN THE WORLD?
(2/28/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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There’s a purpose for this story, but the story sets up the purpose, so here goes: I Met a gal from Nigeria,
WHO said at least five tribes live there, AND each has its own ritual on how to greet the others, usually
involving laying prostrate in respect.
She proceeded to tell me their differences trace back to land, but NOT for the younger generation. I
asked if they got along, and she said the older ones don’t like the other tribes, and I analogized it to a
football rivalry, to which she agreed. However, it turns more serious:
Abductions for money are occurring, and the victim usually gets killed, from fear they’ll talk. I asked if
the cops don’t intervene, but they’re corrupt, said she. Why don’t the politicians fix that problem?
They’re corrupt too! If you’re an American, there, and a cop pulls you over, it’s for money, vs. law
violations.
HEREIN is my purpose: WHY is there so much evil in the world, and no entity or entities to solve that?
It’s NOT in America’s national interest to punish such corrupt governments, nor any other nations. So
why can’t the world bodies have enforcement teams that respect national sovereignty, but enforce agreed
to international laws, if the nations won’t fix it? God instituted government, to curb sin! Cops/law
enforcement, as well (authorities).
No nation like America RIGHTLY wants any outside body dictating our laws or behaviors, but if nations
violate clear red lines, like the corruption just described, the rest of us OWE it to their citizens to help
them out!
THINK of the groups the Chinese are committing genocide upon, or the paltry condition of the North
Korean people. What about ANY peoples who live under oppressive regimes? God does NOT often
miraculously intervene, perhaps because He is storing up deserved judgment upon the unjust world, but
also because He made humans to have brains to be able to handle such affairs, under His designed
structure (the church as a microcosm role model—I Cor. 6:5).
Even regarding poverty, the Church is God’s object lesson, WHEN she lives as the church NOT a
business (II Cor. 8:14; Ac. 2:45, 4:32-35). NO ONE wants society based on the American local church
model, because it is NOT behaving per God’s design!
If the church was salt and light by how it operated, then how its members operated in the world,
everyone would want a society like that! Justice is God’s standard for mankind, and its absence is what
causes such anger between men.
Whether it’s Jeremy Lin being taunted as "Coronavirus," or Cuomo's MULTIPLE sexual sins, if not
crimes, WHY so much evil in our world, and how to stop it?
The ultimate answer is being delivered from this evil, fallen world, but that happens individually.
Collectively, and temporarily, God has instituted government to curb evil and praise good (Rom. 13).
What if nations use their sovereignty to keep out forces seeking to force better behavior?
EVEN salvation does NOT cure sinfulness! Many Trumpster "Christians" prove that fact to us all, every
day. CHUMP himself is a role model that salvation doesn’t change any behaviors, in some cases. It is a
spiritually legislative declaration of forgiveness, and inner impartation of life/the Spirit, but absent
conscious effort (i.e., prayer and Bible study), NO moral change may befall such a claimer!
My point is that we as society can’t wait for all to be saved, then sanctified, as not all will do either.
Government and laws are God’s way for the collective! Again I ask, WHY isn’t there a neutral military
and police force, charged with the task of ending certain evils in our world, that either affect us all, or
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none of us have an interest in solving, so the identifiable list of problems continue: Genocide, killing
gays, sexual mutilation, abductions etc.
I am FOR technology to end A select sin list, internationally, so no humans on the good side ever get
injured. Done right, it can’t be abused. Warnings precede use of such forces. The list has to be agreed
to by many nations (set a number), and if any nation opposes this, they can war with the allied nations
when the technology crosses their borders to end slavery and other evils on the limited list.
Drones and laser-guided weapons to Tase wrongdoers. Cameras to see where they hide. Privacy laws
respected for all innocents. NO collateral damage. Facial recognition technology to identify culprits and
crooks.
THIS system WILL be usurped and commandeered by the coming Antichrist, who will imbed bar codes
in foreheads and/or wrists, forcibly if not volunteered for, so lasers can hit exact targets, even through
walls. Until his 7-year deal with Israel (Dan. 9:27), such a system can be used for good.
Nations can have their own mini version, for increased law enforcement. Technology to lessen crimes.
Drone-based Taser lasers to zap culprits after megaphone warnings. It’s time to call all DC politicians
together for corporate prayer for holiness commitment in their jobs! Prophecy’s coming!
We have the World Health Organization, World Court, World Bank, United Nations, International Court
of Justice. Curbing evil more must become a mandate! Terrorists killed. Murderers fleeing justice to
other nations zapped and captured, if not killed. Honor killers.
Bank robbers. ALL beheaders of anyone for any reason. Torturers (properly defined). Invaders of
nations (like Saddam in Kuwait, or Russia in Ukraine). Evil dictators zapped out of power (Ex.: Kim
Jung Un). People who loot towns in war, and rape women. God has given government the power of the
sword! (Rom. 13)
Child abusers, wife beaters, date rapers, thieves, armed robbers, hit and run villains, school mass
shooters, arsonists, bombers (and private civilians using bombs for terror), muggers, purse snatchers,
incest culprits, violent insurrectionists—there are MANY evils technology could stop, until suspects
were arrested.
I am FOR technology to zap all such culprits, to disorient and stop them until the cops come. I’m for all
privacy rights, but those don’t trump law enforcements right to catch criminals! Do the crime, pay the
fiddler (price) and do the time, including being Tased by drones, until cops get on scene! I’m ALL for it!
IF you read Rev. 13, those who don’t worship tRUMP (I mean the Antichrist), get zapped by his image
machines, or killed, and can’t do business, as banks are tied to the number of every person (666), like
today CHUMP demands 100 percent loyalty, under fear of career ruin, and like e-banking allows the
U.S. To shut off bank accounts of Iran, or even monitors questionable transactions of citizens, fearing
fraud.
We already have the technology to be used by an evil person to have such a system, but it happens three
years after they rise! It’s NOT evil to use such for good, vs. for evil. It’s needed, if NOT lethal.
A machine can’t be killed, and though it can be blown up or shot to pieces, that’s not a life being
threatened, so the lasers would have to be debilitating, but not deadly. The Antichrist can increase their
intensity, for such evil ends.
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Drones can follow escapees from justice, and need sensors to view through structures. We already have
heat-sensing and night vision technology. A military dude I spoke to said we already have technology to
see through walls, and guns that can shoot a mile away. Use that technology so NO U.S. Soldier ever
dies in battle!
We need ways to deflect attacks on drones. I will own a fancy drone in two weeks (for work). It’s very
small, but has amazing capabilities. Government needs many of these, with flying cameras, for lessening
evils in society! There’s already a Piper-like plane that films major cities, so if any crime is reported, it
can reverse to pics at the time of the crime, to follow footage of where the criminals fled to.
Streetlight-mounted cameras, and on-call quick response drones could be launched from cop and fire
department venues, upon 911 calls! Film the crime ending, and escape happening, through walls!
THESE problems in society, that are NOT crimes, need funding—NOT so much technology: Poverty,
pollution, animal abuse, spouse abuse, discrimination, homelessness, and many others. I’ve listed ~8
ways to fund them. Cons just want businesses making money! Economics only. No public concern for
much more! That’s EVIL!
The eight are: Civic service, liberals' extra taxes, government profiting off some services, repaid
subsidies at interest, crowd funding, the Giving Pledge, churches and charities. Finding ways for
businesses to profit solving these type problems would be good and needed innovation!
Cons don’t want a better world; they just want a better wallet size! The world NEEDS to
gather/convene, NOT for the Olympics, but to brainstorm how to curb its many ! Cons share no such
concern! Just how’s the U.S. Economy, and my bank account! All else is lip service or token interest in
these things! That makes their theory the enemy of all.
Wars, pollution, land grabs, escapees from justice, illegal drugs, human trafficking, poverty, terrorists...
Make the two lists (global and national), and fix these problems! Technology and funding as I described.
Cons want NOTHING to do with any funding but charity donations—even not much off business profit!
Cons ONLY focus on the individual. Society is all individuals, collectively. Government has to care
how policies impact all constituents/citizens. Cons have zero plans for all these things I’ve detailed!
Just work hard (at your minimum wage job), and don’t bother anyone else, especially financially!
EVERY nation's citizens DESERVE to be run by people of THEIR choosing! ALL nations deserve
democracy, and all the freedoms and civil rights Americans enjoy! God is NOT stopping that
happening! The devil, through evil humans is. Defeat all evil humans, folks! That could be a mantra for
our generation!

THE SOURCE OF HATRED
(3/27/21; @JamesMeroney2)
One disclaimer—There are selfless, humble people who live to help others, who are 'good People,' who
still share this sin nature I described, which aren’t actively living for self as #1, yet they are imperfect,
and one sin makes us all guilty before God; so the answer is always John 3:16!
This is to conclude the answer to our question, that people living for themselves as god of both their life
and the universe, even if not consciously, maybe even humbly, is why anything anyone else ever does or
says can eventually turn into sinful hatred in the human heart. Lk. 9:23
In other words, arrogantly and selfishly and subconsciously, you believe people owe you living
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up to your standards, as if you are God, and when they don’t, and it negatively impacts your life,
you don’t like it so eventually that disgust or anger turns to hatred; hopefully not violence.
WHY do we hate? To show the answer, look at what triggers it: People annoy you, anger you,
are hard to get along with, differ from you severely, a member of a group you believe them to be
in does or says something you don’t like (so you lump and stereotype), etc.—YOU are the
standard

EVILS
(4/10/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Voting for government to spend tons of money, when YOU don’t pay in is EVIL! Wanting
freebies, any longer than it takes to get on your feet, is EVIL! Government overspending is
EVIL! Blaming politicians for ALL of a pandemic's effects, as if no one ever would have died, is
EVIL!
Rioting, looting and arson, to protest alleged police brutality is EVIL! It’s NOT your property! You
RUIN humans' livelihood, and the means they use to feed their family members! May YOU be
burned by a flame, yourself, by accidental scorching of a candle. YOU are EVIL!
#SeattlePortland
Saying OUR nation (NOT any others, ironically) alone CAN’T sovereignly control who enters
our borders is EVIL! TRYING to bring dumb and poor people here, so Dems can institute
institutional theft Socialism is EVIL! Supporting, encouraging and pampering law-breaking immigrants
is EVIL!
Murdering homosexuals for their sin is EVIL, because over-punishment is EVIL, Arabs!
Treating women as inferiors, who must walk 10 feet behind all-mighty (arrogant and deceived)
YOU is EVIL! NOT letting female kids get an education, lest they be as smart as educated males
is EVIL!
Police brutality—IF any cop is NOT in reasonable fatal danger—is EVIL! Resisting lawful police
orders is EVIL! Committing crime is EVIL! Running from cops seeking to detail and interrogate
you is EVIL! Robbing a convenience store is EVIL! Killing for drugs is VILE/EVIL. Hell is
REAL!
Political bias in news reporting is EVIL! Wanting to stack SCOTUS, either by expanding the
number of justices, or denying Merrick garland, only to shove three of your own type is EVIL!
EVIL, EVIL EVIL, and I’m NOT speaking of the revered Knievel stunt jumper motorcyclist (RIP).
E—V—I—L
White supremacy is EVIL, but so is black supremacy, disguised as only a BLM slogan! There
ARE black supremacists in the world! Slavery is evil, adultery, rape, incest, child abuse, spouse
abuse, laziness, cussing (I’m guilty sometimes), hate, violence, date rape, prostitution—EVIL
Wanting jailbirds to vote and have guns, but not law-abiding citizens is EVIL! Wanting to cancel
any opposing views is EVIL! #CancelCulture Unfair wages are evil, just as over-paid executives,
or demanding wages you don’t deserve or don’t earn is EVIL! Unfair taxes to anyone is EVIL!
Some governments' leaders are EVIL (Kim Jung Un, Putin, Communist idolater Chinese, etc.).
Governments that use internment camps, and genocide, and force religious people to recant, under
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threat of torture, are EVIL regimes (China, et al). EVIL exists; resist it! Heb. 12:4
#TheResistance
Government waste is EVIL! Letting anyone but the physically or mentally disabled NOT pay
taxes in some form is EVIL! DID YOU UNDERSTAND MY LAST SENTENCE? It is EVIL
for anyone to not pay in taxes, if they’re not 100 percent disabled, though not always through money, if
they have little! EVIL!
Lying is EVIL! Americans do NOT believe that, many times, because we have learned to justify
EVIL! White lies, everyone does it, you’re naïve if you don’t, etc. Cheating on your wife is EVIL,
before God and to her and your family! Temporary thrill God SEES! Heb. 11:25 Accounting—Rom.
2:6
IF you want to see the greatest accumulation of examples of evil, read news headlines, or watch
many politicians' actions, attitudes or words. Modern politics has become satan's breeding
grounds! Lies, demonizing slander, hypocrisy, idolatry, greed, waste, hate. Sin city DC, IMO.
It should be ILLEGAL for ANY gun owner to NOT have a secure place for their guns, and proved
safety testing for their use! EVIL!
On hating evil: https://openbible.info/topics/hate_evil…
Update
(10/19/21; @JamesMeroney2)
There is a REAL hunger in today’s youth for evil to end! Even Steve Martin is talking about the evils of
bullying. The tow truck scam and rip off artists I encountered, yesterday, who lied, delayed and had
ZERO customer service skills had Our Daily Bread tracts and police Xmas event posters!
It is EVIL to associate evil with good, in that way! DC is polluted with full-time evil, NOT just the word
"corruption!" EVERY DAY we see increasing evil in our society! The political ideology of far right
conservatism is all about reinforcing the EVIL of not giving one da-n about anyone else, as a society as a
whole.
Liberalism at least CARES that evil be stopped! The evil of greedy people only in it for themselves, for
money! Addressing sex trafficking, people hooked on Illegal drugs, caring NOTHING about our planet,
if a buck can be made. EVIL is what politics is ALL about, and money! Fighting evil, or defending it!
It’s EVIL to kill innocents in the womb! It's evil to engage homosexual sodomy! It’s evil to hate black
people, or not lift one finger to help any poor people move a notch higher in life. It's evil to want
government to steal for you (Socialism).
It’s also evil to want a society with zero safety net, because YOU have it good (that’s called selfishness).
It’s EVIL that America worships the almighty dollar, and that even evangelicals vote their pocketbooks,
to embrace worldliness, under the guise of the "American Dream."
HOW MUCH MORE do people on Shark Tank NEED to make, till they give back significantly? If life
is all about gaining wealth, God is a liar! It is EVIL that this generation has a fit about, like when Brian
Laundrie escapes, unscathed.
It is EVIL to endanger public servants to try to overturn a free election! It is EVIL to push fake news,
claim an election was stolen, because you don’t like the results, or to manipulate stupid people to believe
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it was fraudulent, so you can maintain their political support. EVERYTHING in this meme of mine is
EVIL!
It is EVIL that the majority (and actually all of them are required to) of U.S. Christians do NOT obey II
Chron. 7:14, or embrace full evangelism, relational discipleship, body life and social ministry! WHY
has this topic on goodness turned to a laundry list of evil? Because that’s
its OPPOSITE!
And if you can’t identify good or evil, you’ll engage the latter, thinking you’re embracing the former!
HEREs the rub/catch: Seeking good, and not evil, is COMMENDABLE, right, just and moral! BUT,
goodness has an expiration date and a definition. Let me explain:
God defines good as moral perfection. He acknowledges man’s lesser definitions as having useful
validity ("he's a good man"; Cf: Ac. 11:24, but not being the same as His perfect definition. While you
seek goodness, and not evil, you do so imperfectly, and that gap below perfection causes you a problem!
The problem is the expiration date! Everyone has one. Heb. 9:27 IF YOU DIE with your evils
unforgiven, our loving God has pre-determined that everyone who rejects His solution burns in hell,
because in His accounting system one sin destroyed all mankind’s original nature! Jas. 2:10
We all sin/do evil! I cuss and speed, mainly, and I’m impatient, and get quite angry at slow and stupid
people, liars and people who cause problems. We are ALL imperfect, even as some of us seek goodness.
God has an answer for this dilemma! You can and should still seek goodness! Just don’t rely on
everyone else so choosing.

LITTLE PROVERBS
(5/16/21; @JamesMeroney2)
FREEDOM
HERE’s biblical proof God wants all men to live free:
He wants all men to be saved, and come to a knowledge of the truth (the Bible). I Tim. 2:4 2 Continuing
in that Bible lets one know the truth, and the truth sets one free. Jn. 8:31-32 Oppressive regimes are
EVIL! Ps. 9:9, 72:4, etc.
LOVE GOD
People say they love God. That’s one of four Greek definitions of love, I call "luv": emotion! GOD
says if you love Him, your deeds will show it—NOT sentiment words to humans about that love! Jn.
14:15 Prove your claim by practicing what you preach; live the life. Be genuine before Him!
The two greatest commands are love God and man. Obedience/doing His will, by faith, is how you show
He's number one, and showing love toward humans—not hatred. Evangelism is one of the greatest ways
to do so, as it fulfills WHY Christ came, and is the ONLY act that helps men eternally! Lk. 19:10
SUCCESS
THIS verse PROVES that America mis-defines "success," because many (if not most) "successful"
people have NEVER done this, which also proves the devil can make one rich! Josh. 1:8 (Cf.: Mt. 4:9)
PEOPLE SKILLS
Want to warm up a stranger? Smile, repeat their name and speak of what THEY are interested in.
#CommonSense and lessons from Dale Carnegies’ famous book. Earl Nightingale said, success is the
continual realization of a worthy goal (paraphrased). LEARN wisdom from heroes/experts, Millennials.
BLUE and WHITE COLLAR
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I learned this week, there are professional and physical blue collar workers, and among those two
categories there are NON-college educated people with people skills, intuition, judgment and common
sense, and maybe even IQ’s worthy of college; and then there are others lacking those, as with some
college grads.
COMMUNICATION
Even though you’re speaking the exact same language, communication may not occur, either from
clinged to biases, or different experiences of the same terms, lower IQs, or disliking a person, so you’re
unwilling to listen or understand. Throw in language barriers, and it’s MORE complex.
WORK HARD OR SMART?
I’ve NEVER thought the difference between working hard and working smart was that large, until I met
people who work dumbly! The effort they exert from lack of thinking through what they’re doing never
overcomes dumb lack of planning, in ultimate results, yet they’re content with LESSer!
MOTIVES
Fun experiment to learn people’s motives, to see if they’re more interested in your success, or theirs off
your work!: When you test that distinction, and learn the former, it incentivizes even greater output. I’d
guess if you learned the latter, if you weren’t self-motivated, it could do the opposite.
BOOK SMART VS. STREET SMART
There are book smart and life smart people. Not everyone has both skills! They all have their place in
life. We’re born with natural talents, and there are some skills you can learn. Even if you’re born with
talent, you can learn to hone your craft! All people have at least one God-given talent. Find yours!
LIKING PEOPLE
In life, there are people you naturally like and/or are attracted to, and people you quite instantly DON’T
like, and some you never will! You discover the difference over time and interactions.
THINKING VS. FEELING
When you’re incapable of thinking, you are stuck with emotion and opinion! You’re unable to argue
your case, so you use emotion/anger, and maybe even threats. More brawn over brain, when the gray
matter is pea puny.
THINK ON YOUR FEET
Thinking on your feet is a skill needed to be taught, with practice, in high school! Deep thinkers aren’t
always the fastest to detect evil manipulation attempts, but when they ponder/analyze what was said or
done to try to manipulate, later they don’t always trust those types again!
SELFLESSNESS
Don’t know how you teach someone selflessness, or less selfishness! You can tell them others'
perspective, ask them how they feel if something selfish was done to them. In driving, I sometimes give
people a taste of their own medicine, or HONK, hoping learning is possible for them.
MENTALLY CHALLENGED
IF you’re born with a lower IQ, READ a lot, watch TV documentaries, DON’T listen to dumb song
lyrics, or entertainment YouTube videos. Hang around smarter people, if they’re endure you; if not,
serve them/do them favors, for the privilege of your annoyance to learn and grow brain cells/stretch brain
muscles.
BANDWAGONS
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I have one rule of thumb I regularly stand by: If people weren’t with you when you were at low points,
they get zero benefits being with you when you’re at high points! #Justice People often flip, quite
quickly, when others see success, but that’s just hypocrisy, and you never reward evil!
PEOPLE TYPES
People-watching/observing is an interesting sport! There are bottom line folk, who you never speak
small talk to, unless you have a result to share. Then there are people interested in HOW you achieve
results, and your motivations for so doing. I find them MUCH more interesting people.
PEOPLE PERSONS
Some people have never met a stranger (like me). Others have never met a person they didn’t like.
Those types have to be FEW and far between! Most everyone has people they don’t like, usually by
words or deeds done by them!
OLD CARS
If you have an older car, you can usually find cosmetic parts at salvage yards, that will do the trick for
under $100! My vans rear door would have cost $500-800, after-market. We got it for $75. I’ve bought
two hoods for my Honda, and miraculously, they had one gold one last week out of town.
JUSTICE
In most cases in America, you earn what you deserve! If you can do better, it's 100 percent on you to
prove it, by securing better pay! NO ONE owes you help, in this regard! Cold, hard facts!
INSIDER DEALS
If you think friendship deals are awesome, you’re only right part of the time! Friends in business can
also charge you MORE than strangers, because you won’t price search your amigo like you would a
stranger! "NEVER do business with friends or family." Relationships are more important than money!
FORGIVE & FORGET?
Forgive is NOT forget! God doesn’t make us be stupid, and forget patterns! Annoyance, can turn to
anger, then to rage, and eventually hatred, I would think, when repeated offenses continue, and
confronting it only causes denial, playing possum stupid, or fake apologies with continuation. (7/6/21)
WEALTH & WISDOM
Wealth doesn’t prove you’re an expert at anything, especially if its inherited. You may be an expert at
what made you wealthy, but that excellence does not innately transfer to any other areas of life, though
its arrogance can. (7/7/21)
TWO TYPES OF ANGER
Bible on anger: Don’t go to sleep still feeling it, and express it, without crossing moral lines; forgive,
rebuke, look at log in your own eye first, be righteously angry (command). Psychology says depression
is anger turned inward, like ticking time bombs for those who hold things in. (7/7/21)
RELATIONSHIPS
People change; grow apart; usually don’t discuss those changes with those drifted from, and aren’t
always doing so because they’re evil—just less interested in commonalities they may have shared in
earlier times. Plus, they can tire of bad practices or habits, so they seek distance. (7/7/21)

WHY BE GOOD?
(5/28/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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Christian goodness imposters: 1. Do-gooder-ism 2. Legalism 3. Holier than thou/Pharisaism 4.
Self-righteousness 5. Fruit inspectors 6. Works-based living 7. Not trying at all, toward goodness
(i.e., sin at will)
A WEIRD message, because you wouldn’t expect a Christian to ever argue against morality. We
are not. We are arguing against moral perfectionism, in that biblical morality is always less than
that! Based on Ecc. 7:16, I’m saying these evils are imposters to authentic Christianity:
In light of this morning’s message, lets address WHY NOT BE EVIL: 1. You can go to jail 2. It
hurts your reputation 3. It can hurt your employment opportunities 4. Others don’t like it, and may
seek revenge 5. GOD doesn’t like it, and will bring justice 6. You disappoint your parents.

BE GOOD!
(7/19/20; @JamesMeroney)
To improve/advance/progress/evolve, you start with perfect state, and work backwards, knowing you
will never achieve the end-game. Liberals have their own description of the perfect society. Let’s now
detail what that would look like, but get there without their funding mechanism—ONLY 66 percent of
Americans who are tax payers:
In a perfect (unachievable) world, there would be NO wars, deadly/cancerous pollution, natural disasters,
rape, murder, robberies, severely poor, unemployed against their will, injustice, excess police brutality,
taxes more than are required, human trafficking, pimps, drug dealers, addicts, DUIs, homeless, spousal
or even animal abuse, hatred, racism, bullies, tax cheats, Ponzi schemes, white collar crime, arsonists,
incest, arrogance, selfishness, envy, greed.
In short, there would be morals, and no sin or problems. This will NEVER happen in this life! But how
does a civil society fix social problems without taxpayers funding it? Quite literally, each civilian/citizen
decides to be moral… to work a job, be their best, obey the laws, and generally respect others, or at least
peacefully coexist by leaving them alone.
That one simple decision would fix MOST of those listed "issues." It doesn’t require religion, though it
can, and often does help many people.
Our problem is, even with free will, we’re incapable of not sinning! Human nature is that we all will
commit at least one sin; usually many more. But to the degree you have any self-control, decide to live
moral!
And that is NOT do-gooder-ism, legalism, holier-than-thou pride; it’s simply, peacefully and as an
acquired habit, CHOOSING not to break any laws (except where laws are bad, and civil disobedience is
in order), and treat other people right, or avoid them if you can’t! (Rom. 12:18) Be your imperfect best!

GOOD & EVIL
(10/19/21; @JamesMeroney2)
There’s a REAL hunger in today’s youth for evil to end! Even Steve Martin is talking about the evils of
bullying. It is EVIL to associate evil with good! DC Is polluted with full-time evil, NOT just the word
"corruption!"
EVERY DAY we see increasing evil in our society! The political ideology of far right conservatism is
all about reinforcing the EVIL of not giving one da-n about anyone else, as a society as a whole.
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Liberalism at least CARES that evil be stopped! The evil of greedy people only in it for themselves, for
money! Addressing sex trafficking, people hooked on Illegal drugs, caring NOTHING about our planet,
if a buck can be made.
EVIL is what politics is ALL about, and money! Fighting evil, or defending it! It’s EVIL to kill
innocents in the womb! It’s evil to engage homosexual sodomy! It’s evil to hate black people, or not lift
one finger to help any poor people move a notch higher in life.
It’s evil to want government to steal for you (Socialism). It’s also evil to want a society with
zero safety net, because YOU have it good (that’s called selfishness). It’s EVIL that America worships
the almighty dollar, and that even evangelicals vote their pocketbooks, to embrace worldliness, under the
guise of the "American Dream."
HOW MUCH MORE do people rich people NEED to make, until they give back significantly? If life is
all about gaining wealth, God is a liar!
It is EVIL that this generation has a fit about, like when Brian Laundrie killed Gabby Petito. It is EVIL
to endanger public servants to try to overturn a free election! It is EVIL to push fake news, claim an
election was stolen, because you don’t like the results, or to manipulate stupid people to believe it was
fraudulent, so you can maintain their political support.
It is EVIL that the majority (and actually all of them are required to) of U.S. Christians do NOT obey II
Chron. 7:14, or embrace full evangelism, relational discipleship, body life and social ministry!
WHY has this topic on goodness turned to a laundry list of evil? Because that’s
its OPPOSITE! And if you can’t identify good or evil, you’ll engage the latter, thinking you’re
embracing the former!
HERE’s the rub/catch: Seeking good, and not evil, is COMMENDABLE, right, just and moral! BUT,
goodness has an expiration date and a definition. Let me explain…
God defines good as moral perfection. He acknowledges man’s lesser definitions as having useful
validity ("he's a good man"; Cf: Ac. 11:24), but not being the same as His perfect definition. While you
seek goodness, and not evil, you do so imperfectly, and that gap below perfection causes you a problem!
The problem is that expiration date! Everyone has one. (Heb. 9:27) IF YOU DIE with your evils
unforgiven, our loving God has pre-determined that everyone who rejects His solution burns in Hell,
because in His accounting system one sin destroyed all mankind’s original nature! (Jas. 2:10)
We all sin/do evil! I cuss some, and speed, mainly, and I’m impatient, and get quite angry at slow and
stupid people, liars and people who cause problems. We are ALL imperfect, even as some of us seek
goodness. God has an answer for this dilemma!
You can and should still seek goodness! Just don’t rely on that to get you where you should want to end
up, when you reach your expiration date, because all your good actions and attitudes will never get
anyone to heaven, when that expiration date hits us all! John 3:16
And even as we often see evidence of society going to hell in a hand basket, do also realize that sin was
prophesied to Increase in the last days, so even as our youth demand higher standards than their
predecessors, victories will come even as losses do also.
In summary, my 3-point sermon is:
1. Be vigilant in being for good and against evil!
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2. Get forgiven of all your sins, before you die! And,
3. Know that Bible prophecy is quickly approaching.
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10. Predictions

THE PERFECT MURDER
(2012)
Disclaimer: The following is a “fictional” depiction. Any resemblance to real personages is purely
coincidental. Any potential characters’ names have been omitted to protect the guilty.
Your career in paper towels, then commercial real estate sales is floundering. Your finances are
desperate and you have run through all your wife’s inheritance that she will allow. A huge flood enters
your hometown so you and your wife show concern for the harmed by volunteering at a local charity
where you meet a (more) beautiful woman and her husband of over 48 years.
One day, your spouse and hers are unable to attend, and you use your salesman’s charm to seduce a weak
woman who likely suffered bipolar mania for years. Soon you are covertly “dating,” though still married
(adultery) and her son films your cars together at a hotel. He even tells the con man’s wife they are
sleeping together, and she warns him that son is “crazy” and coming to his office to prove the affair. She
later apologizes to that son.
Then the adultering woman’s hubby hires an attorney to prove the situation. Upon her husband’s
exposing the affair to his family in front of her, that mania kicks in and she asks what everyone would
like for dinner. Soon there’s a separation. Her delusion—with vile attorneys’ help—labels her husband
as an abandoner, having left the household to ease tensions and give her time to start thinking rationally
again.
The con man uses that same separation period to deepen their sin together, and within months the two are
married by an unsuspecting pastor without any family members’ knowledge, approval or attendance. He
inquires about getting his hands on her children’s’ trust fund before deciding whether he will marry her.
Attorneys reject his inquiry but he figures there’s still enough money to make the deal worth it (10 years
younger than the woman), and has his vile attorney draft a will cutting everyone but himself out of the
money he never spent one minute earning, all as his wife was enthralled with his pseudo romanticism.
To convince her of his Christian “faith,” he writes a book of false theology on how to become a Christian
(if God has nothing to do with his human process design) and self-publishes—as no one else would want
to read it. He even uses her contacts with a Baptist college president to get an endorsement!
To play along with that mirage, he even lets her buy a condo in the Caymans—something her budget
savvy husband would never have done he reminds her—but God destroys it in a hurricane. Now is his
opportunity to pounce.
We’ve tried using our stash your way—now let this multiple-time business loser squander it in an on
paper public oil company to boost his ego and hopefully his sales reputation. To no avail. Within a
couple years he’s begging his investors for a job at the company he sells them for pennies on the dollar.
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Still broke, he starts adultering with between 2 and 3 other women, one set to inherit a lot, all as his wife
stays at home, now suffering from depression for five years with him. One day, as he is in Belize,
claiming to be doing oil deals—though that’s also where his heiress mistress lived, his wife (aged 78)
falls and breaks her arm in their household (the house her real husband paid for).
No one knows of it for 18 hours, as she lies in her poop and pain. That day she must have determined
that she could no longer take being married to this scoundrel, for within a month—without ANY medical
ailments—she chose (and somehow had the determination) to end her life through starvation.
The con had met some inexpensive help to care for her during that time, and he had them Google how to
legally allow your otherwise healthy spouse to die without interference—something called death by
dehydration. He had already been told by a mini skirt attired doctor that his state-funded insurance was
bad and would cover few to no mental health procedures to make his wife better (as he also learned years
back when she was hospitalized for depression).
So, the choice was clear—let my wife (with whom I have not had sex in six years, as he once told her
son) die—not suicide, not murder—the perfect, LEGAL crime (all done under the tutelage of a Google
web site).
For 21 days she starved herself. Her son called the police from four hours away to conduct a “welfare
check,” as surely this was either illegal suicide or illegal murder (to which that mother said on the phone,
“son, why are you trying to kill me?” though he lived four hours away). That statement alone shows the
condition of her mental state to anyone with eyes.
Even those attending her decided to commit her to a country mental hospital ward, but the smooth
operator assured them he loved her and was caring for all her needs and following her (depression and
despairing) wishes.
Her eldest daughter tended to her constantly, and her best friend youngest daughter was by her side
nearly every day, but eight days later she succumbed to what it means to be associated with this man
whose own children have never had one visit or word with him in protest of the decision he made to
abandon them, leave them high and dry and make his wife go back to full time work at a late age.
Both her grandson and one daughter have suffered severe collapses since that event ( I guess writing gets
me through!?), and all her children were cut out of their own inheritance by his conniving attorney (who
should be disbarred) at the behest of this devil—except for a paltry sum for the handicapped one who
needed it the most, all in the name of wanting to give some to the poor people of Mexico.
If ANYONE in Mexico ever sees a dime of his blood money, will you give me a call and tell me how
your cup of Joe tasted? This man is still on the loose, still on the prowl, and I warn any elderly and
wealthy female in West Houston to be on your guard. Bank account sucking vampires DO exist, and
even use “Jesus” as their cover!
Update
(2/1/20; @JamesMeroney)
My dad informs me God took care of the scoundrel, late 2018, when he slipped in a shower, hit his head
on the tiles, went into a coma, and died a few years later. The Grim Reaper then ushered him to hell,
IMO.

HOW TWITTER SITE @James Meroney
WAS USED BY GOD TO CHANGE AMERICAN POLITICS & RELIGION
(6/21/17; @2020Victory)
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When my family moved to DFW in late 2005, we soon joined one of the largest churches in North
Dallas. Soon after, after attending regularly, I noticed (as with most American churches) there was not a
lot of emphasis or activity for evangelism or relational discipling.
God led me to volunteer on eight occasions, to staff members, to teach those two subjects and invite
those men to evangelize with me (more details can be found at “church conflicts” on our ‘religious’
website, which will later be revised to add details I omitted, when I thought some churches mentioned
had made positive changes—only to discover they secretly rallied Christians for Trump, addressed
below).
Every single time I was rebuffed on both counts, often told that that was not their Sunday School
curricula (or ‘business model’).
I probably would have stopped the prodding there. But God would not let me! I left notes with Sunday
School leaders, held our ‘Go Evangelize!’ sign outside the church on a busy Sunday morning, emailed
and voice-mailed top staff, and engaged many other methods God led me to for about two or three years
(details at “church conflicts,” mentioned above).
As well, in our Sunday School class, (which I really enjoyed), I would ask questions, clarify teachings or
add material to enhance the lessons, given my ministry background.
One day a lady took offense at these interjections, and on another Saturday evening, when a staffer filled
in to teach, he took offense at being corrected that ‘Christians need a whole new root’ (which is untrue;
revival and pruning, yes; Jesus is our root, so NO new root!).
Then another top staffer mocked a prophecy chart I had designed, and joked with a different class teacher
who was looking it over, ‘so you have it all figured out? All I know is Jesus is coming back soon.’ He
also used the phrase ‘image is everything,’ which I (biblically) corrected.
I spoke of this guy’s comments on Twitter, and suggested (vaguely; referencing Moses) a staffer with a
bit of a speech challenge who is well respected be put in charge of that new campus. He was.
This led to a phone call from Arizona, where my Sunday School teacher was apparently being courted
with top staff (at a Texas Ranger’s baseball practice arena) to call me and say, ‘I want to meet with you.’
I asked if it was about using my materials in class, and he said, ‘yes.’ When I arrived at the church,
suddenly there was not just that teacher, but two staff members. After hearing me out (to fulfill due
process requirements), they cut to the chase for what they were really there for: I was no longer allowed
in Bible Fellowship (‘Sunday School’) class—any on that campus. My wife kept attending for years, but
not I.
For four or five years there were serious changes for the good, there, and they continue to this day
(which is highly commendable, as I have done on twitter from time to time!)! Sermons often came from
our religious website’s contents, as with program changes seeking to address top priorities we refer to as
‘EDBS’ (many examples will be listed in our new book, which I reference below).
When my three kids got baptized, I told a respected staffer God doesn’t approve of sexual immorality
among ministers. Several months later, a high up staffer relatedly quit. I also quit my membership there
the weekend the pastor proposed buying a multi-million dollar third campus as ‘good news for
evangelism.’
Then, in later 2013, after posting on Trip Advisor (as TruthTeller2020) that if visitors wanted to know
the real story behind the scenes, go to our revised website’s “church conflicts” section. This prompted a
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phone call to meet a staffer. When I arrived, the two gents informed me I could not add to that website
anything about their church, or ever mention it online again, or speak with any staffers.
I not only agreed, I hand-wrote a contract to that effect, and they made three or four copies. Then, on our
only Twitter site (at the time), I started seeing Christian minister viewers/visitors. I did not follow one
soul at the time, and a glitch (now fixed) let me identify who was dropping by, or staying quite a while (I
also rarely messaged anyone or used hashtags).
For about one year God led me (often late at night, sometimes for weeks) to address American pastors on
top biblical priorities. At one time Linked-In (a platform I had never used—only posted a profile)
emailed me that ‘you are approaching legend status’ and a ‘stadium full of people’ had been there.
I did not know about, or Twitter didn’t yet have their analytic dashboard, so I had been typing
completely in faith that people were watching—the numbers unknown by myself.
So after the contract is signed, that church monitored our Twitter account like a hawk! Many different
accounts dropped by, associated with the staff or its programs. Many mega pastors, seminary professors
and presidents, and denominational heads saw our call on the most important issues.
Our book, Christians For Trump: Is God a Democrat or a Republican? will fully detail all these matters
soon, for free, on our coming political website, AmericanAnswers.org.
Near the end of 2014, on three occasions God let me now that site would turn political (and I said as
much on Twitter). Soon, I was typing ‘messages’ on political doctrines that SOLVE problems in a
balanced way, not favoring either political party, and Washington VIP’s and many others started
dropping by, and even using some of our ideas!
I kept a log of many of these visitors in MS Word, as it was nearly as shocking as the famous ministers
who dropped by the year before. How exactly these events turned into a handful of pastors getting out
the WASP Christian vote for Trump, after betraying morals and even myself (who essentially got them
together, only for spiritual priorities—details in the Media section of our main Twitter account) will also
be fully disclosed in our Christians For Trump book.
Needless to say, although I am for some ideas Trump stumbled into (as they were detailed here first—
well before he even started his campaign), his immoral and ignorant antics were opposed by us from the
start, and we have never wavered from that position (except for four hours on one day, when we were
quite angered over a politicized issue at my wife’s high school).
Having been a life-long Republican, and having voted GOP since Reagan, the day Trump won I changed
parties (at least so long as he is affecting that party). If you want to know why, one of the many reasons
is our Facebook argument (Jim Meroney):
https://www.facebook.com/jim.meroney.3/posts/1683401871972299
I hope you will read the whole story, when we post that latest book for free on that website. You will
learn the methods a handful of ministers (mainly starting from my Twitter account, exhorting spiritual
change, then advocating for gay marriage to remain a state’s rights issue, Constitutionally), which
warped into support of the most ignorant and immoral person of all 17 2016 GOP presidential
candidates.
That decision, 1.5 weeks after its lead spokesperson said at this church that Trump’s antics were ‘nonsense,’ and after telling the crowd at the North Texas Presidential Forum that they had the candidates
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they really wanted (and Trump and Hillary were NOT there), was made public to ABC news, where the
term ‘champion’ was stated as what that pastor was willing to do for Trump’s cause.
For the next six months I protested by not attending that church (except on special occasions, like
children singing, etc.). Now, being again shocked and surprised that that very same pastor (an
‘evangelical adviser’ of Trump) threatened (then wisely retracted) to withhold $1 million from the
Southern Baptist Convention, largely to keep members from criticizing Trump (like the great Dr.
Russell Moore), I have temporarily and indefinitely chosen not to attend there again.
I already moved my membership to First Baptist, Houston in early July 2016, after discovering this
Christian Cabal’s actions, and our book will expose every detail that I know, for they played a large role
in getting an 81 percent Christian turnout, mainly for Trump, after increasing their public stature among
ministers, and public visibility from my private promptings to do spiritual priorities!
The intelligence and integrity standard Trump exhibited for seventeen months were not anything I would
ever have supported, had I known these men would use my God-led promptings for evil, and our latest
(free) books will be our response to that wicked choice (that hurts Jesus’s reputation, and severely
harmed the party I had been a member of).
I hope you will read it at AmericanAnswers.org (when online), and see our daily posts or interact with us
anytime on Twitter (@JamesMeroney). Thanks, and God bless.

MY STORY (AKA, Who The Heck Is This?)
(12/9/19; @JamesMeroney)
The following is a blow-by-blow TRUTHFUL account most U.S. Citizens do NOT know, and could not
know unless a VIP informed them, or they randomly found our Twitter site, @JamesMeroney. It’s
lengthy, but important.
Starting in 2004/5, my family moved to Dallas, and joined Prestonwood Baptist Church. I had, since
1981, been pushing Christians and pastors to engage evangelism and discipleship, as the two main
ministries MISSING significantly since the Church Growth Movement began, and had faced MUCH
opposition (detailed in "Church Conflicts," at this website’s Will You Live Forever? button).
I got that very same resistance trying to get that church to do those same two ministries much more, over
about a six year span.
Finally, it seems possibly as a result of a summer of cancer treatments, the head pastor FINALLY started
heeding my warnings and advice from God (ALL details are in that same section)!
To bring you up to speed, and make a long story shorter, that man had me banned from every Sunday
School class, for knowing the Bible too much for the teacher and laymen, then proceeded 1.5 years later
to force me to sign a contract to never mention his church online again (or converse with any staffers), or
I could not return (it was my children's and wife's official church since that beginning—I unmembershipped myself when these conflicts started).
To monitor whether I was obeying the contract, he or his closest associates watched what I tweeted like a
hawk! It was evident in his sermon content! For a period of about four or five years, perhaps a third of
the new programs and sermon content came directly from that website!
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I was amazed, gratified and humbled, and after a while, I believed he had SINCERELY seen the light
that my materials were taken straight from the Bible, so to ignore or reject them meant willful
disobedience to God's "EDBS" priorities.
That year of his monitoring, his gigantic connections became apparent to me, as Twitter had a glitch they
have now fixed (I should have never informed them of), where I could see who viewed my posts,
because if you never followed anyone, or used ‘@’ or ‘#,’ it was open and obvious! I copied and pasted
most all of the accounts, and they were Christian VIPs! I still have the file listing them all!
Linked-In (which profile I have yet to use—it just exists as a bio) emailed me, and said that account was
reaching "near legend status," and a "stadium full" of people had viewed it that month. This began near
Nov 11, 2014 to late 2015. Major American pastors, seminary professors, and Southern Baptist
denominational executives, et al.
But when, after a year of "religious" (spiritual) posts exhorting ALL pastors to do EDBS priorities ended,
I wrote that the Lord was going to make that account "turn political." And boy did it, late 2014! The
national gay marriage push back from pastors, which was WEAK and way late, came from there. The
evangelical council behind Chump came from there!
I stirred up that man, God leading myself, to get angry when I accused his generation of letting Roe pass
about as unabated as Obergefell! He, having fought abortion all his Texas ministry, apparently saw an
opening to secure SCOTUS justices to possibly overturn that decision.
Six times he sought myself to run for President. They even had one sermon invitation explicitly asking
people to come forward if they felt God calling them to run for office. The Lord warned me, so I did not
go forward. Now, with his Trump support, abandoning morality, I know why!
He (or his associate(s)) actually WATCHED the Lord call me to run for president. It was near 3am,
when God used to wake me to write (years on end), and the prayerful conversation was so intimate and
personal, I deleted it the next few days (and I rarely delete anything I write, as I believe in the content).
Well he sees the common sense political doctrine I’m writing, live and spontaneously (NO rehearsal, or
pre-planning), and starts telling famous pastors (who started to come to our church to ensure I was real,
and to corroborate his desire that I run), and his GOP connections.
Soon the greatest VIPs in the world came by here—probably about everyone you could name! I kept a
record of their account names, as well, as I was blown away (before Twitter finally fixed the glitch, so I
started following accounts, to get my follower numbers up).
tRUMP learned of me, because when Jack Graham's final push for me to run was rebuffed (as God had
always told me 2020), 1.5 weeks after a Wednesday eve service, when he called Trump's campaign
"nonsense," I see him speaking to ABC news, saying he can "champion" that man! June 23, 2016.
Trump had actually hand-selected my only two pastors the past 30 years to start his adviser board,
according to a Fox News article I cite as documentation at our FREE book, Christians For Trump, at
AmericanAnswers.org.
No New York City hardly a churchgoer would have known or singled only those two pastors out!
You could possibly get a CD of that Wednesday night service, and HERE is the news article that
followed his ABC interview: https://christianpost.com/.../megachurch-pastor-jack...
FLIP-FLOP in 1.5 weeks!
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I later surmised he and his close pastor friends brokered a deal with CHUMP to exchange white
Christian votes for SCOTUS picks to overturn Roe! By that direct connection, CHUMP stole five or six
of his VERY FEW policy ideas he campaigned on, namely MAGA (I had always used #USA#1), closed
borders (NOT an actual wall, which was stupid to me, in most areas of the border—electronics were a
much better solution!), lower taxes (especially for business; maybe 25 percent—not as low as he went),
destroy ISIS, and stop hurting American workers and ‘Rust Belt’ employees by over-outsourcing and
over-immigration, as it was unpatriotic and wrong (and a way Democrats got more voters)!
Do ANY of these concepts sound familiar to you, recalling the 2016 election? Chump mainly had "it
will be yuge and great—believe me," prior to reviewing my writings (which is also likely one reason he
started so late, as I write a lot!).
So when you "soon" see me doing what God called me to do (i.e., run for President), you are free to think
me a nobody that I am, but you cannot discount all God has done through me since 2014!
That very same man (who visits the White House at least every three months, Oval Office included) even
said (through innuendo, which has been going on for four years+) that I led America the past few years!
It’s actually true, but NO ONE but VIPs know it, to speak of!
The day CHUMP won, I changed parties, in protest of immorality and ignorance! For 2.5 years I helped
Dems with their major strategy decisions. About 106 (I quit writing them down after 106) major news
stories came from media outlets watching here, and about 70 accurate predictions were made here,
documented in that FREE book.
I have a notebook by my bed, with going on four college-ruled pages, two-sided, every time a sermon
adds innuendo, a news event follows my writing, or a politician uses it for strategy.
You would never know ANY of this, as God leads Christians to be humble, UN-like the “baby
Christian” his handlers marketed as such, knowing his sin-full campaign couldn't sustain his own claim
to having been an actual, vs. baby Christian!
Please let me, like the apostle Paul, be coerced by circumstances, to tell you of many other major impacts
God alone has brought about through myself writing, because I have since learned that even men of the
cloth lie, to save face ("plausible deniability"), and without being forced to take 2 or 3 professional and
independent lie detectors, they will deny these factual claims until the Rapture, if it could hurt Chump, or
their precious reputations they destroyed, backing evil to get Roe overturned.
I received an email from Barack Obama's office, and Mitt Romney said publicly about me a very
glowing statement:
"One of our next generation of Republican leaders, one who may not be as well-known as I am today,
one who has not yet taken their message across the country, one who is just getting started, may well
emerge as being better able to defeat the Democrat nominee." --Mitt Romney (January, 2015)
“Your passion for effecting change is deeply inspiring, and as you continue looking for ways to spur
progress across the country we both love, know Michelle and I will be standing alongside you every step
of the way.” --Barack Obama (May 10, 2018)
Last November, I wrote 13 Democrat billionaires, seeking backing for a 2020 Dem run (my website still
says I'm a Dem, as I'm too cheap to change the party or year, until I need to!).
Howard Schultz, God bless his soul, forsook his party's adoration, and lost $1 million, based on my
letter, as he said on 60 Minutes, he wasn’t necessarily the smartest person running, but he was
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“recruiting." He went to my two hometowns, in his flawed testing the waters (Houston and Dallas'
SMU): https://cbsnews.com/.../highlights-from-howard-schultz.../
I did not know if he was flaunting stealing my ideas, or oddly trying to communicate by innuendo, but
discovered a few weeks ago that backers/funders cannot legally contact candidates. I NEVER knew that,
and wondered why he didn’t just phone, email or write!
I have since apologized to him profusely, by letter and tweet, but I don’t think he’s over licking his
wounds! It was NOT just back surgery that ended his little jaunt!
Then there’s Melania… She told the media one of her three most troubling sources as first lady was
"book writers," and people on social media blasted her for not using the term "authors." She SO knows
my work, on Twitter, that term used to be my daily retweeted disclaimer!
"WELCOME to the hot seat of objectivity and TRUTH. IF you don't read our tweets bottom-to-top,
you'll usually MISS their meaning and a doctorate in life! This is a personal diary and rough draft book
writer's note pad. We make typos for later correction and abbreviate words intentionally!"
Then CHUMP himself said, about a week after my political website went online (with the slogan,
‘America's Honest Politician’), he thinks he’s a “pretty honest guy.”
And on Sept. 29, 2018, he said “The only thing I worry about is that some total unknown that nobody
ever heard of comes along.” He knows my account, VERY well, even though I have blocked anyone and
everyone associated with him, there are ways you can still watch!
How about Liz Warren? Did anyone ever hear her beg Dem candidates to renounce billionaire money?
You're welcome for causing her such fears! She knows of my Twitter account, and my outreach to Dem
donors, as I am an open book—transparent/America's Honest politician and The World's Most
Innovative Man."
Did you see her homemade video, just before announcing, where there's a dead air minute when she
leaves the camera to go grab a beer? You're welcome, again, as I've said I don’t drink the stuff, as I
don’t like the taste. She knew I had promised to announce on Juneteenth (so Kamala Harris imitated it,
announcing on another African-American day with meaning).
Mark Cuban and Kanye said things about possibly running, because Mark loves my centrist ideas, and
my over 4,700 new product ideas. Kanye had to seek mental health treatment, when I did NOT run, as
promised, but switched parties, as I inspired his consideration by MOCKING if this is just a popularity
contest, and you don’t need any substance or knowledge, why doesn’t one of the Kardashians run? I
have documentation of every tweet I reference in that free book. I save every tweet.
How about the very slight movement toward spiritual revival and more evangelism? God's doing,
through this nobody, primarily. (II Cor. 12:11; details at "church conflicts," at our other website)—
mainly that one year of debates and rebukes of national mega pastors, and others, for NOT doing FULL
evangelism, or ‘EDBS’ priorities.
AOC's rise in the Dem party made me put the brakes on, early April, and I had always said Biden was
who I most related to. Oprah herself withdrew considering running, when the Lord had me post the
following, at God's direction:
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[Personally, OK with just selling books]. Why do you think mudslides and the Cali fire 'you' were
typing about AS IT STARTED hit where it did, 'young man?' Direct hit. You think that a mere
coincidence? Think again! Probably global warming? HILARIOUS! Keep your options OPEN!
I've written Mr. Bloomberg 3 or four times, since last November, seeking funding. His seven accounts
hovered at my Twitter account for over three weeks, in late March, but I NEVER knew why he didn’t
just contact me directly, until the Lord woke me up near 3am, recently, to research the law on donor
contact!
Did anyone recently read Bill Gates say he doesn’t want to grab that megaphone, when asked why he
doesn’t fund presidential candidates, then say, he's tempted sometimes? He's been written 2 or 3 times,
and been made aware of our writings.
To be VERY specific, YOU need to read them too or you will NEVER understand why VIPs on BOTH
sides of the aisle warmly embraced our solutions for D.C.! Here’s where you can read them, for FREE:
Posts and especially liked tweets at @JamesMeroney (our home base) @ImMadTooEdwin
@Pledgers2020 @2020Victory @PledgersARCHIVE @BuildBetterBiz @ProphecyForYou, Facebook
(james.meroney.9), and 3 other Facebook accounts (Jim and James Meroney), YouTube (Search:
AmericanAnswers.org), that same titled website, and its Will You Live Forever? button, and our 13
books at Kindle and Amazon, also available at AmericanAnswers.org.
I don’t publicize; I don’t seek out fame; I don’t care that since 2011 the general public rarely finds my
writings! I have turned down eight calls for me to run for President. I don’t even believe 2024 will be
successful, until these ideas get more known, by 2028. That’s FINE with me!
God has His David prepared to take down Goliath, this year, with Bloomberg, if he or Biden so choose.
God has His ways and timing. He led me to 2020, for four years, then gave more details, through AOC's
rise, then my own pastor's shenanigans I cannot trust.
My party affiliation is fluid, but my positions are NOT! They’re centrist, and benefit BOTH parties
justly, as God is for justice! (Mic. 6:8) SIMPLY READ THE ONLY TEXT you first see, at
AmericanAnswers.org
, and if ANYONE running has better ideas, or didn’t steal from me, vote for them!
That website has THOUSANDS of life pointers, and wisdom second only to the Bible, but it looks
primitive! I like things that way. Behind those immature/unsophisticated buttons is the greatest help to
your life you will find anywhere—PERIOD, and all for FREE!
That’s how we roll, just like the best tweets not in our free book are in the liked sections of our political
Twitter accounts (i.e., hidden). I’m not a showy guy! My cars are 19 and 15 years old, and I don’t care
if anyone hates that! Formal attire, apart from funerals and weddings, is nice blue jeans!
Enough about me. The solution to D.C. Is finding the good in both parties, and rejecting their bad! The
ONLY two alternatives are gridlock, or undoing your opponent's achievements. BOTH those STUPID
alternatives are wasteful of tax payer money, which makes them ignorant and immoral!
We have a better way! You will hear of it in 2024 and 2028 (party not finally determined). This is my
story, it is the truth, and remember to demand lie detectors if anyone named calls any claims ‘crazy,’ or
‘untrue,’ as people's fortunes, reputations and careers can feel threatened if the VIPs I have an entire file
on ever get any bad publicity.
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P.S.: To further prove how my writings have influenced U.S. Politics since 2015, perhaps more than
any other, LOOK at the date my chapters are posted, then see when the news catches up! Quid Pro Quo
and Khashoggi’s murder denounced are just two examples of hundreds (at our political website).
Or read my chapter opposing Socialism, then see when Republicans followed (including the sermon by
my family's pastor). By the way, I have NO animosity toward him. He got between a rock and a hard
place, abandoning ethics to support Chump, and now has to be his slave!
I forgive his several sins against myself! We have BATTLED for a decade or more over 10 percent
tithing and Lordship Salvation. He preaches with slurring innuendos against my BIBLICAL views, then
I skewer those sermons in Twitter posts, and on my website and Facebook. I won’t relent, nor will he!
DIFFERING convictions!
ALWAYS test ANYONE's theology only by the Bible! (Ac. 17:11, 20:27; I Jn. 2:27, 4:1) BOTH have
seminary degrees, pastoring experience, and have written books on the Bible. READ my spiritual
website on Lordship Salvation, and Facebook on tithing! I PROVE my cases (lawyer)! (Ac. 26:26)
You cannot put my story or positions in a five word political slogan, easily, which is also why I wait to
run! People want pabulum; we offer meat. Meat takes more time to eat, so 2024 and 2028 are FINE
with me, if Biden or Bloomberg don’t want to utilize my ideas and pull with Christians and GOPs, to
defeat Chump!
"Common ground through common sense." "Do the right thing." "Principles over party." "Country over
parties." "Common Sense Centrism" "#NoTrumpNoSocialism" "No gridlock or continual policy
reversals." "Balance and common sense." "Intelligence and integrity." ALL future slogan possibilities for
(2020), 2024, and 2028.
THANKS for your extended attention!

MY POLITICAL STORY
(2/8/20; @JamesMeroney)
Let me tell you what’s going on in the GOP, at least compared to my lifetime’s perspective in history,
from when I could first vote, especially for Millennials:
There was a handsome devil with charm and charisma, when I was in college, and famous Christian
pastors touted him heavily. I was really into God’s word, even then, and
his likeability was out the roof.
Those pastors preached (however they actually did it—I don’t recall any sermons on point) that the evil
political issues of life were abortion and homosexuality. As a just-started growing Christian, I thought
that was important, but so much more importantly, the man had wise quips, humor, a great, booming
voice, and a commanding Hollywood presence and rugged rancher look.
That man was the first person I ever used my freedom to vote for, and his name was the great Ronald
Reagan, the Gipper. I have NEVER regretted my two votes for him, though I also voted for a Texan,
Ross Perot, in one primary, as he was a straight-shooter (honest), with Texas humor, accuracy
(sometimes too much, with quirky charts and the weirdest VP, which is when I bugged out on him).
Then came the Gipper’s VP and his son, BOTH of whom I happily voted for, and am glad I did, to this
day (the Bushes)! Somewhere along the way I recall a vote for Bob Dole, in a primary, and I definitely
voted for yet another rugged, good-looking, eloquent speaker, in two votes for Mr. Mitt Romney.
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I barely recall, as you aren’t as into politics when you’re younger and pursuing life, but I do recall there
were differences in how enthusiastically I backed those four presidential candidates (Reagan, the Bushes
and Romney), but NEVER so much that I didn’t vote GOP!
I learned in the last 20 years, there have been two sides to the GOP, and we usually bridged our gaps,
kissed and made up after dirt and skeleton-filled campaigns, by having one branch atop the ticket, and
the other as VP. It alternated, depending on who got the nomination–Reagan, the conservative side, and
the Bushes, the more moderate side, and Romney picked Paul Ryan, for that conservative side, one of the
two election cycles, I recall.
WHAT IS MY POINT? ALL these candidates had DIGNITY! Some say they were capable of behaving
'presidential.' It WASN’T that they all gave great speeches, like Reagan, and the also handsome Bill
Clinton did, but there was, what lawyers in court call 'decorum.' Self-control, respect for the high office
they held. A reflection of America you were proud to point your kids to.
Yes, even George W. Bush was often mocked for his Texas twanged idioms (that dog don’t hunt), and if
the more left-oriented media hated his war, they’d mock him prematurely claiming ‘Mission
Accomplished,’ but the man (who the media also hounded for the drinking of his youth, and occasional
misspeaks, like ‘you can fool me once, shame on...’), but all these [by mere circumstances] males held
themselves to a standard we voters could be proud of, generally speaking! They did not embarrass or
shame the U.S. of A.
But now, something totally new is occurring, where one side of this family squabble has decided, it is not
the thing to do to have two sides, but the right-wing will expel and excommunicate all politicians of that
more centrist side!
Somehow, they think them EVIL, traitors, Benedict Arnolds, because they rightly refuse to drink the
Kool-Aid of ALL that’s in our chapter, entitled Apostasy For Power Idolatry. And for that, they are
slandered as ‘Dem lite, RINOs, fake Republicans’ and enemies!
I was most happy voting for Reagan, as he’s my favorite president since I’ve been of voting age, and I
guess I’ve just learned in the past decade that he was considered a conservative, not a moderate, but I
didn’t vote for him for those reasons, excepting that I was part of the Inerrancy movement in the
Southern Baptist denomination, even meeting up with one of its two founders, Judge Paul Pressler, when
the convention was held in St. Louis, as a young seminary student, so abortion and homosexuality were
important moral issues to me.
But it was Reagan’s connecting with people, very much like Bill Clinton, that drew me the most! It had
ZERO to do with him being on the conservative side of the equation! It is just in the past 11 years that I
have 'gained my voice' regarding what I believe, and why, politically, and the Lord has shown me,
through the fiscal challenges of writing 10+ years straight (full-time), how privileged I was raised, and
how, statistically, that is NOT the norm, but even with one working family member, we fit in the upper
ten percent—BARELY.
That is how I was raised, so I knew nothing more. But as God had me start writing full-time, I started
analyzing, as a lawyer, that if I’m able to live in the richest country in Texas, on basically one income (I
sold a little—not a lot), WHAT WOULD IT BE LIKE TO BE IN THE LOWER 90 PERCENT, as we
barely eek by with one salary, probably a lot like most of them do with two?
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That experience taught me to empathize with people who aren’t in the ten percent! It probably, radically
changed my political views, from being general (i.e., “I’m a Republican”), to more specific, especially
when I added the Bible and idiomatic logic to them.
The more the Lord gave me insight, the more I could NOT be a 100 percent "conservative" purist,
though I am more conservative on many issues than those who literally idolize branding themselves like
a cow with that term, proudly announcing their cow status.
That new thing that is now happening, that I spoke of earlier, is that it is, ONLY for the present, no
longer acceptable for a Republican (like myself, who has been one since birth, and has only NOT been
one when Trump won, for 2.5 years, as a protest) to hold views that are not in lock step (YES, pleases do
get the verbal imagery of Hitler's jack-booted men, marching in lock step) with conservatism.
Trump is consolidating power in ways previously unheard of, and that branch of the GOP that use to
share a ticket, sometimes atop, sometimes in the Robin role with Batman, is personas non grata!
EVEN THOUGH I can out-think and out-argue and out conservative many conservatives, on many
issues (PROVABLY), because I absolutely refuse to ever say these ideas below are qualifying
credentials for my vote, Trump wants all #NeverTrump types GONE/'excised' from the party! (See our
chapter, entitled, Apostasy For Power Idolatry).
I am all too happy to do so, to help Democrats defeat him, or start a centrist party of centrist Dems and
GOPs (that branch/wing that USED to be welcome in our party).
From insecurity, an absence of understanding our history, and capitalizing on the most crass and base
instincts of human nature, Trump can not only not accept any criticism, he disallows any debate, or
differing opinions.
That is why I will be ‘hell-bent’ opposed to his soul, until the day I die, for the harm he has done to the
GOP, to America and to Christianity, and because, as a born again Christian, my faith has meant
something to me since I turned 18, and God forbid I would sell my soul against Him, to worship a man
who freely flaunted all those sins (in that named chapter), in order to seek to earn my vote, which he
NEVER did!
The GOP, used to say they/we were the party of values voters, family values, thinking over feelings, and
of religion. If you will take the time to really study my home-made 'meme' (in our chapter, entitled, Why
I Was #NeverTrump), you will see those claims for the party have 100 percent gone out the window, in
Trump! That is NOT "winning!"
#NEVERTRUMP VOTING FOR TRUMP
(9/4/20; @JamesMeroney)
A Twitter post said voting is not a la carte—when you vote for someone, you accept all their faults and
failings. Untrue! The person tried to say that Republicans own any and all errors, sins and bad policies,
tweets and poorly-chosen public statements of President Trump.
As perhaps the first #NeverTrump (because reasons expressed in the GIF, below), I did not vote for
anyone for President in 2016. But I will be voting to reelect President Trump in 2020, for several
reasons.
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1. I will NEVER have any alignment with people willing to literally destroy America, like the looting,
violent, America-hating rioters in various cities. The ultimate expression of hatred toward America, is
that, as with chanting ‘death to America!’ No American can side with insurrectionists.
2. I hate government freebies, empowering dependence and more laziness, stolen from hard-working,
law-abiding American citizen taxpayers! Socialism is evil, and contrary both to the Bible (as it is not
free-willed private charity, but forced public theft of people’s fruits of their labor) and American history,
tradition and even a normal rendering of Constitutional interpretation!
3. The values, or political positions President Trump represents in his public stances, even if some may
be late-coming, some possibly less sincere, are the values I believe in, both as an American and a Bible
believing Christian. The core of President Trump’s Mt. Rushmore and Nomination Acceptance speech
in 2020 express those values excellently.
That’s why, in June of 2020, I officially ended my 2.5 year protest of his many sins and stupid ideas,
detailed below (ideas like a complete Muslim ban, tariffs on China, which are a tax on Americans, made
up for by more taxes then subsidizing American farmers, and claiming Mexico would pay for the wall,
which I wanted to be virtual, and knew Mexico would never pay for). Those were about his only three
policy proposals when he turned me #NeverTrump.
So now that America-hating insurrectionists, and AOC-like Socialists have arisen, seeking to hijack the
Democrat party’s more centrist wing, my return to my lifelong party is a circle complete. I have
advocated successful policy and narrative strategies for Trump’s reelection, ever since, and have given
every ounce of my brain power to that end.
The left is desperate for #NeverTrump votes for Biden, this year, trying to walk an impossibly fine line
between the big government (that their Socialist base wants) and not so big as to scare off ‘Biden
Republicans.’
The left is seeking to guilt all Republicans for supporting any and all sins or errors Trump has ever made,
using that a la carte argument. In defense of all Republicans against such a charge, let’s make a few
things ‘perfectly clear:’
1. A political party is much larger than any one person, and the party remains after every politician’s
career comes to an end. The viability of the party, in a competitive, two-party system must be defended
at nearly all costs, lest America become a one-party state of Socialism or worse!
2. The reputation of the values the GOP stands for can withstand any and all hypocrisies or violations
thereof, which none of us are capable of changing, by voting for Biden. Electing a Democrat does not
prove our commitment to such values, as it violates so many of those values, to cut off our nose to spite
our face, meaning to hurt Trump for words and actions we don’t personally agree with.
3. The term, ‘Silent Majority’ applies to GOP voters (and some if not many politicians), both because of
the flack (including threats and even violence) leftists hurl at conservatives (and conservative-leaning
centrists) in the GOP, as well as a safer way to show support of GOP power, without publicly embracing
any things we may cringe at, in private.
4. Finally, the careers and reputations of people invested in politics are not worth jettisoning, for any one
person, by which I mean that career public servants are not going to threaten their livelihood by
constantly calling out any of Trump’s sins or bad policy trial balloons, or moral or verbal gaffes, as they
have families to care for, and a career is not the same as one or two terms in the White House!
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So when Democrats, predictably try to lump any and all bad things which President Trump has brought
to the table (or Oval Office desk), the a la carte reasoning adequately applies, because our voting for his
reelection is the best choice for those who do, to enact policies corresponding to their core values, even if
those core values are not always on public display in the one who stands as a bulwark to protect them.
It is not our job to agree with or even to defend everything the head of party does, says or decides! And
speaking out on each and every one of them is detrimental to the party, that man succeeding in office,
and only empowers the other side, so expect more silence if he is granted a second term (though possibly
less silence, when he were to become more ‘lame duck’).
And voting for someone who really does not stand for those values (i.e., Biden) is an even more
detrimental decision to seeing those values enacted, even if but for four years!
In short, there will be a handful percent of claiming Republicans, who genuinely cannot stomach the
President’s shenanigans and traditional GOP standards (of which I was one, for 2.5 years), and there will
mainly be Republicans who support Trump’s many achievements toward values Republicans have
always held (among whom I now find myself). But to any #NeverTrump Republicans, who think voting
for Biden will advance GOP causes better than a guy you may personally loathe, that is some weird
‘thinking!’
Do I believe the President will significantly change his personal character, behave more ‘presidential,’
tweet less insulting things, make less random if not rash decisions (that catch even his inner circle off
guard, sometimes), in a second term?
I can pray and hope for it, but that is not why I am voting for him! I am protesting the America-hating
insurrectionists and Socialists, and supporting President Trump in any and every decision he makes in
conjunction with historic Republican values (as expressed in those two prior-referenced speeches), and
my core values as a born again believer in Jesus Christ.
There will be face palm moments, I am sure, and cringe-worthy moral lapse, I predict, but as compared
to Socialism and America-hating rioters, I will take those embarrassments, a la carte, any day, to the
powers behind the throne, using gentle Joe as the face of their audacious aspirations!
Update
(10/2/20; @JamesMeroney)
My decision to support 45 (made in May 2020) came after AOC’s Socialist rise (with liberal Bernie's
ascent, Biden spared by liberal Warren’s exit), and race rioting, when I prayed for which party to be part
of, under the circumstances. Socialist race rioters made it an easy call. Trump’s Mt. Rushmore speech
helped.
WHY was I not for 45, from Nov. 8, 2016 ‘til May, 2020, if positions matter more than character? 1.
They don’t! It’s a weighing process. 2. Biden’s positions weren’t hardly (or fully) exposed. 3. 45 served
his punishment. 4. Socialist rioters and AOC’s rise are WORSE than 45’s sinfulness with better policies,
more so than Biden!
As a born again Christian, I am NOT for Trump's sins and stupid statements. I am 100 percent FOR him,
however, in most of his positions. Biden's positions are worse! I pray for and HOPE 45 will change his
character, but am under zero illusions that he will. Just pass good policies! He NEEDS to repent!
America faces a horrible choice: Socialism, or four years of a guy who CAN’T act
professional/civil/normal/presidential, for longer than a few days. Socialism is WORSE, but my five
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family members will NOT be enthusiastically voting for a man, tomorrow, but what he stands for! Five
for DJT! (@JamesMeroney2, 10/20/20)

SERMON I’LL GIVE AT YOUR CHURCH (If you dare!)
(11/26/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Thank you, and I’m honored to be allowed to speak with you today, because I believe this short message
is the most important one God would ever have you hear; NOT because I’m giving it, but because of the
need for it.
There is nothing I can say on this topic that you don’t already know. There’s no new insight I could
give. You’re not going to learn anything new.
So why am I here to speak to you? I’m praying and hoping God might use my FEW words to aliven
some new perspective in your heart to a subject we all know well, to make you think about it in a new
light.
Let me start with a famous illustration, updated. If Pfizer developed a Covid vaccine that was 100
percent effective at preventing getting the virus, but they never let it out of their lab, what would the
world think of Pfizer?
If a home was burning, and 911 was called, but the fire department remained at the station, what would
the homeowners think of them? Same with the California wildfires?
And finally, if a man was drowning, and the life guard was on duty and alert, but chose to simply ignore
the cries of the desperate dying person, what would beachgoers think of that lifesaver?
Unfortunately, these 3 or four illustrations are the universal church, whenever she fails to do what
Charles Spurgeon said, when he wrote: “If sinners be damned, at least let them leap to Hell over our
dead bodies. And if they perish, let them perish with our arms wrapped about their knees, imploring
them to stay. If Hell must be filled, let it be filled in the teeth of our exertions, and let not one go
unwarned and unprayed for.”
WE are the Polio vaccine inventor who never makes it available, whenever any of us doesn’t evangelize
our fair share! And when we DO do our part, but never coordinate enough to ensure were not just all
reaching the same targeted lost people, we leave the unevangelized left behind, falling through eternal
cracks, like a Swiss cheese bloc!
What am I saying? God's Great Commission is to a person, both as to who’s to say it and who’s to hear
it—ALL Christians are to speak it, and all lost people are to hear it. But that is NOT happening, today!
And even where it IS happening, our efforts are so disjointed, everyone is doing their own thing, which
is GUARANTEED to miss some—MANY!
I’m not here to make anyone feel bad, or live under guilt. I’m here to ask you to prayerfully consider
your part, and ask you to start doing it! We can have conferences, revival meetings, evangelists speak, or
even have church evangelism programs, but the truth is that most of us don’t do much evangelizing, and
that the world is still going to Hell.
I want to let you know of a free resource I feel is excellent at trying to motivate you to change this
condition in your life. It’s Will You Live Forever? button, at this website, and I just happened to have
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written it. The best chapter might be 'Why Evangelize?' If you will READ that chapter in its entirety, it
would be hard for you to continue not doing your part.
But if I might, before we close, I’d like to walk you through just one more small chapter from that
website, at least for people who like logic. It’s called 'On Hell.' I used it one time, and an entire Sunday
School class left the building and actually went evangelizing, while we were to be in class.
If I could wish ANYTHING upon this fine crowd, it would be that you all would use that logical lesson,
to get any and every pastor you may know to use it in a sermon, to get his people to leave the building,
use their blessed feet and go open their mouths to speak the Gospel to all nearby lost people.
Thank you, and again, I am honored to have been allowed to speak to you about this important subject!

CAN YOU THINK?
(2/17/22; @JamesMeroney2)
I can’t believe I have to write this: Truth, reality, facts are not subject to debate, but they are subject to
distortion! Even this conflict over whether Russia is posturing for attack, vs. retreating, is one way or the
other, in TRUTH (even though some could do both, as deception).
NASA could never have landed a man on the moon being unfactual. Someone can say their green
Martian friend is yellow, but (besides the obvious lack of such friend) they would be WRONG! Truth
matters. Reality is what it is. Your opinion of it doesn’t make your opinion true/right!
You’re entitled to your own opinion, but not your own facts. And DUMB people accept opinions as fact,
are too lazy or intellectually weak to research what is true/fact check, or hate the truth, preferring
feewings (feelings). That should NEVER be said of ANY Christian! God places an
extremely high value on truth! He opposes and despises lies!
Satan is the father of lies. God cannot lie. Anyone associated with God can’t believe or be wrapped up
in believing lies, or their walk with God falters or fails! The Church is the pillar of truth! I Tim. 3:15
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Christ is the Way, the TRUTH, and the Life. Jn. 14:6 No untruth was found in the mouths of the
144,000 tribulation elders. Rev. 14:5 Those will be heroes; NOT hams! It’s the aim, the goal, the
outcome we are all aspiring to, IF we know God! Untruths, distortions, deception, delusion, lies-these
are SATANic.
Believers are not to trifle or dabble in sin, including spreading lies, misinformation, "alternative facts" (a
nonsensical phrase). It is an abandonment of God which would lead any to do so! We are to speak
words of sober truth. Ac. 26:25
LOST souls who remain hellhound are the ones expected to NOT love the truth enough to get saved, as
prophecy approaches. II Th. 2:10 As prophecy approaches, a spirit of delusion is coming, where men
cannot believe truth.
II Th. 2:11 A major force to keep men believing lies. Preachers are to preach the truth!
II Tim. 4:3 You can think, or feel, something is true, and it not be. You can even be quite confident
your belief is right, and it not be.
Truth is truth, and all truth is God's truth, and all who have not the truth are not following in God's ways.
#CommonSense Christians are to be matured up in the truth. Jn. 17:17 Whenever anyone's opinion
does not comport with the truth, those beliefs must be changed! and people who advocate for and push
untruths are EVIL, by God's accounting!
Christians are NOT to be known as people embracing evil, or untruths, but for loving God with all our
hearts and minds. Bernie Madoff's victims believed lies, and suffered accordingly. Jim Jones' followers
believed lies, and suffered, accordingly. David Koresh's followers the same. Untruth harms and hurts.
It is NOT a moral value, and Christians must abstain from accepting lies! DO so!

WHY I WAS #NEVERTRUMP (EXPLAINED)
(2/26/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I guess it’s only appropriate with the way Liz Cheney is being treated, and with 45 addressing CPAC
today, that the Lord awakened me this morn (3:30am) with the following message:
The GOP USED to/formerly/in the past claim to be a party of family values, religion and thinking. Old
school! LOOK at the following meme, and SEE how far a generation of GOPs has FALLEN from any
standard of ethics or morality (below).
I am NOT going to try to convince anyone that morals matter, because hell-bound people are satanblinded to believe otherwise, so let them meet their fate!
"""Christians""" are NO bulwark against this tide of sin-fulness, but QUIETLY complicit, now!
CRICKETS! The reason is secular power is their idol, which makes god secondary, which makes them
carnal, which makes God their enemy, which makes America NEED revival! II Chron. 7:14
FAKE "Christians" DON’T CARE to live for God (holy and ministering, and drawing close daily), as
disciples, but their religion is political conservatism at all costs! It’s TRUE they believe if you have no
power in DC/government, morally bad policies can and often do ensue!
BUT when you strive to achieve morally good policies, by evil means, the Bible teaches God
does NOT bless you, just as a nation committed to evil ends will NOT have His blessings upon it! We
are raising a generation of GOPs who believe morals don’t matter—ONLY power! That’s moral and
spiritual FAILURE!
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Again, I will NOT try to persuade anyone to believe morals matter! (Rev. 22:11) Live out your truth!
It’s becoming obvious to all what your truth IS! At the same time, Dems are now showing us how
morals DO matter to them! Cancel culture IS an extreme, but it IS for moral values!
The next generation of Dems, though Evilly Socialist, pro deviant sex, and pro-killing babies, will not
tolerate unchecked politician hypocrisy, overt racism, only the rich being blessed in America, sexual
predators (#MeToo), white supremacists, conspiracy theories, riot inciters, etc.!
1. Winning at all costs would never have banished Pete Rose for any period of time! Winning at all
costs means cheating is good. It means fixed games, so betters win, is moral. It means nothing else (like
God or morals) matters, but winning. It means break any rules to win! It’s EVIL!
2. GOOD parents used to, at least, teach their children not to be pouty bad sports if they lost. Maybe a
newer generation of adults/parents now disagrees with that moral standard (at least on the GOP side)?
3. IF the end justifies the means, anything goes! The end doesn’t even have to be moral! Colombian
drug lords demonstrate this truth daily! They are fiercely committed to an end, and will kill for it, but it
is an end that ends lives and ruins those it doesn’t kill! The ends do NOT justify the means, any poorly
parented gens X, why and Z!
4. MAYBE public kindergarten teacher curricula no longer teaches ‘don’t reward bad behavior.’ Maybe
teachers tolerate and allow kids to behave unruly, fearing lawsuits if they discipline and punish brats and
bad boys (and girls). I don’t know—my kids are all adults, now. I don’t believe that! Rewarding BAD
behavior (See: Apostasy For Power Idolatry, at Facebook’s James.Meroney.9, #74) is ALL that
happened in 2016, but that ERROR got corrected in 2020!
5. A PASTOR preached a sermon, using a DFW past politician's quote, that you have what you tolerate.
DO WE BELIEVE THAT ADAGE, or just preach empty words that sound or feel good, for money?
Abused wives allow continued abuse when they do nothing but take it! You have what you tolerate.
6. Cultish loyalty to an evil and not so smart man is DUMB! It’s NOT demonstrating adult
critical/analytical or independent thinking. It’s being stupid—a trait the GOP used to pride itself in not
valuing. You can’t accuse the GOP of valuing thinking over feelings, any longer, SADLY!
7. Several GOPs wore T-shirts reading ‘F__ your feelings,’ the past four years. IS THAT MORALITY?
Absolutely NOT! Nor is it moral to advocate racism (white superiority), conspiracy theories, or embrace
a person who LIED 22,000+ times in office! That’s NOT moral values, but sin-full ones!
8. Religious """leaders""" NEVER publicly confronting CHUMP, rebuking or correcting his many selfinflicted and blatant and habitual sins is the exact OPPOSITE of moral leadership! That makes the GOP
no longer the party of the religious right, in a morally vs. politically right sense.
9. Dole, Romney, McCain, Bush, GWB, Reagan, Ford—total/add up ALL their obvious public sins, and
stack them against 22K+ lies in office, all the sins of the following meme, and yet, 'religious' people
supported embracing that "character" as our national "role model" leader! ANATHEMA!
10. IF America has ever been more divided, save for our Civil War days, it was under CHUMP's
influence! You do NOT have to agree with your rival, but in the past, the GOP would agree that you
disagree agreeably. Today it says take up arms when you disagree, and always disagree!
11. Demographics show by ~2042 whites will be a minority in America. HOW do values of
believing lies, shoving your views down others' throats, gloating, bullying, conspiracy theories, division
and hatred empower a widening of the GOP tent with ANYONE of any race? It’s a dying breed!
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12. WE ALL have seen CHUMP be consistent in shocking the national conscience, embarrassing our
nation on the international stage, blatantly sin without remorse, and be a basic JERK and vengeful FAKE
Christian for five years! Any tRUMP 2.0 will be FAKE, and just to advance self for power!
13. 16 GOPs were smarter, more moral, or both, in 2016, yet the majority chose the bottom of the barrel,
because he stirred the reality TV train wreck rubber necking desire we often feel. It was entertainment,
but boy at such a high cost! His 2016 campaign was his offer to America!
14. If good policy is all that matters, CHUMP STOLE most good ideas from me (just like his wife
plagiarized Michelle Obama). Theft is NOT moral, even as Socialism is theft from taxpayers! You
don’t elevate thieves, and you could elect a programmed robot, if policy is all that matters!
And ALL tRUMP had for nine months was:
A. Ban all Muslims.
B. Build a wall—most Illegals are rapists and criminals.
C. It will be great; believe me!
ONLY when he learned of my writings (via our family’s pastor) did his policy proposals mature
(detailed in a FREE book at http://AmericanAnswers.org)
That covers #s 14-15.
16. Allowing Hillary to have won would have meant many really bad policies executed, but could have
preserved the GOPs reputation, if not long-term viability, and voting ALL other GOPs could easily have
kept those bad policies in check/from being passed!
Note that I NEVER said any GOP should have voted for her—just abstained from electing a man, who,
unless he murders someone, now behaves like he can get away with murder, because empty-headed yes
men rubber stamps fear him, and never hold him to any moral accounting! ‘LOSING!’
17. I EXPECT CHUMP to alter his M.O. And hypocritically change some of his persona (something he
said he wouldn’t do), having LOST the senate, House and White House. But if you believe charlatans,
you’re a bigger fool than they are. Hint: That’s NOT a good thing, GOPs! Enjoy CPAC today!
VERY FEW Americans are biblically literate, anymore, but God does NOT take well the worship of any
human, and punished Israel for her many golden idols! I EXPECT the same result from FOOLISH
CPAC cult followers of CHUMP! Golden Calf
CHRISTIANS: Are you watching 46 allow males to compete with females in sports, Mr. And Mrs. To
be seen as offending Mr. And Mr., or Mrs. And Mrs., trans NOT seen as abnormal or confused, and
religious businesses forced to hire flaming gays? PASTORS MUST ADDRESS THESE THIS
SUNDAY! II Chron. 7:14
If a political party doesn’t advance a moral cause, then it is merely a conspiracy to seize power.
—Dwight Eisenhower
WARNING: One cuss word. Democrats, slandered by conservatives as anti-God, see these things from
God's perspective/Bible better than conservatives do. Hypocrisy sin, and irony! God's people behaving
like the Jews of old! (sin-full)
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MOST GOOD IDEAS OF TRUMP CAME FROM YOURS TRULY!
(2/28/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I don’t wake up this early for no reason! You are witnessing the exact forces that brought the world
Hitler! Weak, cowardly, complicit in their silence masses of brain-dead followers of a man rising to do
evil in the name of nationalism! Very well may be THE prototype Antichrist, yet crickets.
Everyone is SO afraid of THE Beast! They fear losing their idolized DC careers, power, fame, money,
as they lose their dignity, reputation and moral credibility! One person stands up to CHUMP, and they
get primaried. McConnell speaks the TRUTH, then sheepishly backs down. PANSIES! SIN!
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YOU, voters, are LETTING evil reign, from sinful FEAR. What in the heck can dumb ass tRUMP do to
you? I will take that b-stard on in a campaign to debate, expose, rebuke and destroy his lack of character
and thinking in 2023! You people sadly embarrass me how you worship satan’s man!
It is EXACTLY how Hitler rose, and in at least a figurative way, resurrecting back to life after a fatal
political wound occurs tonight (Rev. 13). I stand alone, but NOT without God. Pharaoh WILL fall!
DOES NO GOP SEE that SIN is rampant, rewarded and relished in America, because of CHUMP,
And it’s his M.O.? That man HAS to be utterly destroyed and banished from pop culture and public life!
He is the most asinine and vile creature to ever step into U.S. Politics! Michael Cohen credited him with
not being stupid, but crazy. He ONLY looked smart because he read MY policy writings!
You haven’t heard one peep from him since, and he cannot fill Limbaugh’s shoes, as the emperor has no
academic clothes! Yes, at Mara Lago, advisers will pump him full of data, but just as Ben Sasse
RIGHTLY said, DUMB GOPs who take a trek to FL, thinking it’s Mecca for some enlightened guru are
DECEIVED!
He STOLE policy ideas, and a few handlers (probably mainly Steve Bannon) brought in the BAD
policies of stoking white nationalism. The EVILs of conservatism and the conspiracy theories came
from elsewhere, and belief that the public can’t tell lies from truth. WICKED man!
You have seen how his adoring fans will go to the mat, if not the death, for this FOOL. This is spiritual
warfare in real life, folks! None other than satan himself empowered that man, and still does. WHY
CAN’T YOU SEE THIS? Because there is LITTLE spirituality or discernment in GOP circles, even
among carnal Christians!
NO John the Baptists calling the a-hole onto the carpet. NO one teaching the duped masses that THIS IS
NOT RIGHT, even though it is far right! Man worship is NOT going to spare America from God’s third
judgment—Covid, race riots, and what’s coming!
The way of peace they have not known; there is zero fear of God before their eyes. (Rom. 3:1718) FIGHT! FREEDOM! Hatred. Division. My-way-or-the-highway selfishness, even from
#CancunCruz, the FAKE "Christian!"
DC politicians sin and lie ALL THE TIME! Three of them wrote they couldn’t vote
for Covid safety concerns, LYING so they could speak to white supremacists and foolish extremists!
YOU, THE NON-POLITICIAN CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES, must put your foot down on
this rampant unrighteousness now expected and perfected by career politicians in DC! That makes them
NOT leaders, but followers!
These FOOLS fear the mob voting them out of power, so anything the mob wants they do. That’s being
a YES MAN—not an influencer, and therefore leader, convincing people to live more holy, but
encouraging living more sinfully! I personally HOPE God wipes DC politicians off the map, excepting
the remnant FEW!
Where is the outrage? The ONLY people who see clearly are those dreaded "godless" Demon-crats!
Subjectivity vs. objectivity keeps GOPs from seeing what’s going on right before their eyes, as you are
too wrapped up in the lies and deceit and worship, to take a step back and THINK what you are
approving of!
If great policy is all that matters, I have ten times greater policies than CHUMP, and he STOLE (a sin of
a brainless thief) most good policies he enacted! Beefed up military, lower business tax for a better
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economy (though not as low as he went), control of our borders, telling the TRUTH that open borders are
for Democrat voting power, railing against globalism hurting U.S. Blue collar jobs, ‘America #1’
preceded MAGA, getting WASP pastors on his side (the first two preachers CHUMP tapped to join him
were MY only two pastors as an adult, from Texas, no less).
CHUMP doesn’t know Texas preachers from the holes in his head! They aren’t the two most famous on
TV, and one wisely declined his offer . He had learned how God was using me in WASP circles, to
generate God’s priorities in Christendom, then saw my political writings, live.
One of those two men became his spiritual advisor! You think he doesn’t know of God’s work through
me? His wife said she despises journalists, critics, and "book writers" MOST, in her First Lady position.
WHO uses the phrase book writer, vs. author. LOOK at my regularly pinned post, at my Twitter site for
YEARS!
China needing to be taken on, ISIS must be defeated, U.S. IS exceptional, GOP has to appeal more to
blacks (which promoted my home church’s pastor to suggest a politician in our audience to take on
Chump’s initiative on that issue).
YOU DO NOT KNOW THESE THINGS, because you haven’t watched my actions or writings since
2014! You SOON will know it all, as I will hold nothing back in attacking and causing the defeat of that
wicked worm, in whatever form God has me used!
I am a nobody. The God I’ve served since 1978 will utterly destroy Mr. Chump, including in
hell forever, IMO!
The Patriot Party wants to rise, to use "his" policies, even without him (he hasn’t said he’d join),
and they have zero idea that most of those ideas are MINE! How could I get anyone to know that? I’ve
been a broke book writer for 12 years straight, writing mainly to many of the world’s VIPs.
You would not believe how many of their accounts came by here, or how many news stories came from
what I wrote! I have a list, and I made a log book of at least half of those news events, and the notebook
(which sits by my bedside table) has at least six double-sided pages of entries!
Like the apostle Paul, I want to brag of my weaknesses, and think it foolish to even write such memories,
but you must know the source of 45s "power," good ideas, and especially the evil that emanates from
him, habitually. It’s DIRECTLY from satan, and if he’s not a precursor of THE Antichrist, then that
would make him the real deal of prophecy!
The Church (CHRISTIANS) is predicted to fall away from the faith (the apostasy in Thessalonians).
WHAT WOULD YOU CALL THEIR SUPPORT and EMBOLDENING ENCOURAGEMENT OF
REWARDING THIS MUCH EVIL WITH POWER, other than abandoning God for temporal power
Jesus Himself shunned and rejected? APOSTACY!
WHO gave God the most horrible reputation, via guilt by association, than the white Protestant who said
power for abortion is worth selling our souls to satan, unjustly court stacking to force our views onto
America? SIN!

PREDICTIONS
Just a few of the many accurate predictions we have made on Twitter:
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I would BET many Republicans won’t take a vaccine, mainly to harm Biden! If the virus continues, his
efforts FAIL. They'll risk life and health to defeat Democrats, IMO! (3/19/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I would BET there are some Americans who won't get a vaccine, because they don't want Biden
to get praised for the pandemic in America being ended. Could some privately celebrate Covid
cases being on the rise, with mass gatherings over Spring break? Is our politics THAT evil? (3/20/21;
@JamesMeroney2)
I literally suspect there are some Republicans who aren’t getting vaccines, so Biden will have a
FAILURE at eradicating Covid! They may or may not think they’re endangering themselves,
because their prime ambition is his demise. NO herd immunity reached by their inaction? (3/24/21;
@JamesMeroney2)
I would HOPE there are no so jaded GOPs as to withhold getting a Covid vaccine, in the hopes
of harming the Biden administration's effectiveness at combatting it, but there are people for
whom morals don’t matter as much as political power! (4/25/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I mall walked—yesterday—never wearing a mask (or getting super close to anyone), and attended a
family reunion of all vaccinated people, excepting my kids and I. I GUARANTEE you, in humble
reliance on the Lord, using safety measures, NONE of us will get Covid, as proof America has to
OPEN. (5/9/21; @JamesMeroney2)
To show how good my intuition is, I got my car inspected today. And the entire eight mile drive, I felt
a BIG negative, like something would go wrong. When I got there, their machines were down.
Wasted trip, but found a new one that did a fine job. Trust your gut, if trained! Heb. 5:14 (5/14/21;
@JamesMeroney2)
And I WAS RIGHT!: GREY HORSE ALL THE WAY! [National horse race results] (6/6/21;
@JamesMeroney2)
WHO guessed his exact height and weight?: yler Davis averaged 14.7 points and 8.7 rebounds for Texas
A&M. The 6-foot-10, 265-pounder shot the ball well in workouts for Atlanta and Houston. If Davis
doesn’t get drafted, he will likely play in the G-League next season. (7/5/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I was right, and he changed his mind/decision!: AWESOME! Intervention show has ALL family
members exacting stringent prohibitions against an addict, cutting him off from all funds, associations,
places to live, contact with his children, wife and best friend. Me guesses this ends up with him
changing his kind! (7/5/21; @JamesMeroney2)
WHO TOLD YOU terrorism will NOT be defeated, as the vacuum gets filled, as the anger/hatred and
ideology doesn’t die, even if every current-day terrorist dies! I WON’T retweet my proof. That takes
too much time and effort. It can be done, however. (7/5/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I ABSOLUTELY believe Biden’s 100 percent Afghanistan withdrawal WILL increase Middle East
instability, and heighten the terrorist threat to America, medium-term! NO DOUBT ABOUT IT!
"American first" does not mean endanger us or our interests first, globally, or pay the military to
do nothing! (7/9/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I SAID this would happen (Next retweet)! WHY is public policy SO STUPID?: The Taliban has seized
a 17th provincial capital in Afghanistan. (8/13/21; @JamesMeroney2)
WANT TO KNOW WHERE JOE BIDEN GOT THE FELT NEED TO USE THE PHRASE,
The buck stops here?" Yours truly, thank you, by God's grace alone! (8/16/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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PLEDGED POLITICIANS
(5/22/16; @JamesMeroney)
Don’t you sometimes wish you could bang politicians’ heads together, tell them to ‘shut up’ with all the
insults, games and non-sense and just get something GOOD done for our nation? There IS a way, and
it’s actually easy for you, and easy to implement. In 2020, you merely have to vote for any and all
candidates who claim to be “Pledged Politicians,” and that process can start!
What is a “Pledged Politician?” It is any person—male or female, Democrat, Republican or otherwise,
incumbent or newcomer—running for any office—Senate, House, or otherwise—who has committed to
prioritizing principles and priorities over party or personalities. They will adhere to the (novel) concept
of taking the good in any and all parties and rejecting their bad—on an issue-by-issue basis, and they will
find common ground through common sense for the common good of our great country.
We will get enough such politicians in 2020 (at the latest, 2024, through educating the public on this
concept) that they can serve as power brokers for ‘We the people’ to force Congress to “do the right
thing” (a likely ‘Pledger’ campaign slogan).
If this sounds like a cause you are interested in or you see that it’s one of the FEW ways available for
laymen/voters/”average Joes” to take their RIGHTFUL place in being the bosses in D.C. Of our socalled “public servants,” I hope you’ll join us in cleaning up the mess which is Washington! We must
throw out all the bums, but also know that not all are bums. A BIG part of differentiating which is which
is if a candidate has filled out our “Politicians Profile” (that details EXACTLY where they stand on a
host of pressing issues) and signed our “Principled Politician’s Pledge,” both available soon
at AmericanAnswers.org.
This author-lawyer has a total of thirteen books coming out as part of the Pledged Politician’s campaign,
but three that completely describe and detail the “Pledger” concept and show common sense solutions on
most issues that America faces (Dumb as a Donkey, Fat as an Elephant, Wit and Wisdom: You Can’t
Speak of Politics or Religion, and The Way Things Ought To Be). They will also be available through
that website.
In the meantime, pray for our nation to remain vigilant in insisting on common sense ruling the day in
Washington, and thank you for taking the effort to read this, and to vote.
Sincerely, James Meroney, JD, MBA, MDiv
See us also at:
@JamesMeroney
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@Pledgers2020
@ImMadTooEdwin
@PledgersARCHIVE; and read the “LIKED” sections of the last three Twitter accounts), or contact us
at: AAorg2020@gmail.com or James Meroney (Facebook)

ALTERNATIVES TO PLEDGERS
(8/8/17; @JamesMeroney)
Neither political party owns a monopoly on good ideas. In fact, they are both imperfect. Americans
need to take the good in both parties, and reject the bad. We have proposed, for 2020, the majority
public voting in enough Congress persons to broker power between the two parties’ extremes, so that
common ground can be found using common sense for the common good. These politicians will sign a
vow to adhere to certain moral principles and logical solutions to the nation’s most-pressing needs, and,
above all, value the nation and principles over party or political ambition. More can be learned at
@Pledgers2020 and our Facebook message, entitled ‘Pledged Politicians.’
However, let’s consider the alternatives (which we often witness, or see evidence of their serious
possibility in the future):
1. Demonizing Domination. It appears to be the dream of many political operatives to put the other
party out of business (i.e., a one-party nation and one-party rule). They demonstrate this ambition
through demonizing their opponents’ positions, and sometimes personnel. They spend time, money and
energy seeking to defeat the opposite party in every election venue they can (and through
gerrymandering, voter restrictions, and other methods). However, if you understand the concept of
checks and balances, and the importance of both balance, and the dangers of many extremes, you will see
the foolishness of this collective ambition.
2. Grinding Gridlock. We the people pay professional politicians a pretty penny to produce results we
would be fired over for lack of productivity! Gridlock is better than passing bad or morally or logically
compromised legislation, but it is a poor substituted for simply passing good laws, which place
America’s needs and interests above whether any given party derives a feather in their cap for their side
winning on any given matter.
3. Ping Pong Politics. Every four to eight years, American voters often choose to change majority/ruling
parties, expecting better results. However, if you read opinion polls, or simply pay any attention to
Washington, you can attest to the fact that there is a lot of heat, but not a lot of light shed in all their
efforts. There is a better way, and we have detailed exactly what that way is (referenced above).
4. Selfish Secession. In many ways, the Civil War continues, often along race/minority lines, and
somewhat related big vs. small government ideologies. No one can honestly believe that a literal
division of our United States of America would be a good thing, and though, at times, voter frustration
rises to the level that such things are sometimes called for, it is always necessary that cooler heads
prevail.
So when you get the chance to vote for ‘Pledged Politicians’ from either party, in 2020, please do not
forget to think for yourself, consider America’s needs above blind party fidelity, and, in short, “do the
right thing!,” please. Thank you.

CENTRIST ECONOMIC THEORY
(4/30/19; @JamesMeroney)
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Even with a BBA and MBA, I’ve NEVER read of centrist economic theory, so here are the details. First,
the extremes:
Conservatives want zero government involvement in the economy—all private sector. Liberals want
much involvement by Uncle Sam. Centrists want some… the least needed, but we do not say any- and
everything government does is bad for the economy, especially in a depression!
Conservative theory would let business do anything that profits them, as it teaches that’s business’ only
purpose! Liberal theory would make businesses act like choir boys, restraining their ability to profit.
Centrists want businesses to profit, even greatly, but be run ethically, which includes paying a fair wage,
and having humane working conditions; ideally, treating workers as family!
Conservative economic theory wants the lowest taxes possible; liberals want them high. Centrists want
them just right—not too high or too low, and how much must government require to pay its bills? Of
course centrists want the least taxes possible, as that money could have been used to fund growing
businesses (including more jobs), and we want businesses to grow! The real question is how big should
government be?
Conservatives want cops and the military—not even teachers, if their kids are in private schools (always
clamoring for vouchers). Liberals want almost every societal problem fixed and paid for by tax dollars.
Centrists want between these two extremes! We believe government can do good, if run efficiently and
effectively, and keeping such good deeds to a minimum, as state’s rights are in our Constitution,
meaning keep it local wherever possible.
However, the people also have a say, when they vote! Poorer people would always vote to spend ‘OPM’
(Other People’s Money), and richer people would always preach ‘self-sufficiency.’ Centrists are for
disallowing any severe poverty, through efficient, temporary Welfare, and empowering the poor to
become self-sufficient, ASAP, even with government help, including skills training, education and
motivation!
We are for fair wages, and opposed to business decisions which hurt Americans, in favor of ‘foreigners
first!’ Over-outsourcing and over-immigration are bad for America. However, businesses are not
citizens, and we support them profiting. We do not support the idea that businesses are only in business
to profit, but recognize their additional social responsibility; not to any large harm to profits, but in
reasonable ways! Rationality is our claim to fame!
Centrists believe in bad times, government can temporarily provide jobs, like infrastructure, until the
economy recovers. We do not believe in make-work projects—paying people just to stay busy, with our
nation not needing their work.
We also oppose handouts vs. handups, in the medium term. Individuals are free to give the latter (and
charities, churches). Government should ONLY give freebies with token repayment required through
compulsory civic service matching the degree of help received (10-30 hours a year, or so). Even on
taxes, those who pay none must have skin in the game, by that civic service!
At the same time, centrists oppose the rich scheming legal ways to not pay the tax bracket they fall into!
Taxes are to be fair, and ten percent of nothing is a greater sacrifice than ten percent of more than you’ll
ever need. Hence, our progressive tax system is O.K. By centrists, but never if used to punish success.
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Quantitative easing and China borrowing, at interest, and $22 trillion debt are all nondesirable to
centrists, though sometimes necessary evils, due to unnecessarily evil politicians, spending our money
like water/like there’s no tomorrow, then kicking the effects, like a can, down the road.
Printing funny money DEVALUES the dollar, and can cause inflation! Borrowing makes us slaves of an
enemy state we have tolerable economic relations with (Pv. 22:7), and risks war, if we default, or if the
Saudis ever refuse oil paid for in our international reserve currency (for the Yuan or Euro), which would
tank the U.S. Economy.
Centrists are for fair trade deals, good for America, or NOT entered into, and the more the merrier!
Economic alliances bond nations, and with enemies uniting (Russia, China, Iran, et al), we NEED even
more NATO members, and G-20 members—NOT less!
NO nation is stupid enough to enter a BAD trade deal, so why offer one? With politicians leading their
people, a fool born every moment shouldn’t apply in such transactions. Plus, if America screws over
other nations, wielding our leverage unjustly, we only engender ill-will, that can breed terrorism, and
other U.S.-opposing attitudes, as we sometimes see at the U.N.
You hear terms like ‘trickle down’ and ‘trickle up?’ Centrists believe in trickle horizontally! It’s
government not favoring the poor or the rich, and it’s BIBLICAL (Levit. 19:15).
We believe executives can be overpaid, despite Lamebaugh saying since someone paid them, it can’t be
too much, because someone was willing to fork out the dough.
We also believe business should never overpay a person, unless their work effort earn it, or the executive
chooses to be generous. We also oppose tricks that harm what the market will bear, in labor pay, when
such tricks aren’t able to be reciprocated by labor!
We do NOT oppose outsourcing, immigration, automation, streamlining, mergers and acquisitions,
contract labor, ending pensions, two-earner families, and any needed layoffs, but we do oppose
executives benefitting off such, or only shareholders, and such ilk voting conservative, so even
government is disallowed from helping those crushed by such tactics! Since government can’t control
who the rich vote for, it must address the fairness of such actions, wherever laws allow!
Centrists also oppose government over-helping anyone! Handups are always to be temporary, and are
always better than handouts, as there’s no free lunch in this life.
In short, centrists advocate for ethics in business decisions—not just fiscal considerations! An economy
is NOT great just by GDP numbers, but also unemployment percents, evaluating what jobs and wages
employed people are taking, and not having an economy that favors the rich (i.e., imbalance).
Just as with individuals, there are strugglers, sustainers and thrivers. Thriving businesses should give
back! Sustainers pay their fair taxes, and strugglers may even receive government expertise in how to
stay afloat, and thrive, as hurt businesses hurt America! This is centrist economic theory! Have you ever
seen it before?
‘Trickle sideways’ may be a better term from ‘trickle horizontally.’ The rich need the LEAST assistance
from government, and the poor need the MOST! This is #CommonSense, which is the basis for all of
centrism's positions on all issues!... Rationality. Intelligence and integrity, vs. ignorance and
immorality!
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A great slogan for centrist economics is ‘pigs get fat, but hogs get slaughtered.’ When America pursues
greed and hoarding, other nations resent it (i.e., the ‘ugly American’), which eventually could lead to
them refusing to do business with us, or worse—war(s)! Money idolaters NEVER think through these
potential consequences! That’s DUMB!
Self-restraint is a biblical virtue, whereas greed is a sin. If the U.S. Economy was supported more by
biblical Christians pushing for God’s values, our economy would be better for all, including our enemies,
as with other nations—not just us, temporarily! Will the Church vote for godlier economics?

COMMON SENSE 2020
(10/14/19; @JamesMeroney2)
Left-wing extremists want morally good things, paid for by the rich and tax payers ONLY (mainly
GOP’s). That is EVIL! Conservative extremists ONLY want their-way-or-the-highway on every issue,
and that selfishness sin is NOT God-honoring. I oppose sins on all sides' extremes! Always will, and
ALL WASP’s SHOULD!
Let’s analyze seven top issues where extremes get something, but not everything:
Gun control: Every law-abiding citizen can keep all their guns, even AK’s, but they have to be safely
stored away, unable to be stolen by crooks, trained for (or tested out of) proper use, and licensed, so
government knows if guns get into wrong hands.
NO loopholes for gun shows or online sales, to subvert these legitimate needs. It takes a little effort by
law-abiders to train and register, but tracking guns used in crimes is easier when prosecutors can track
weapons down to their rightful owners! NO gun grabbing. If anything, MORE guns sold, and protecting
churches and schools that desire them!
Militias entitled to have whatever weapons could overtake a coup of a government by Communists, or
any Hitler types! Just registered, so democratic government knows whose hands they are in, so criminals
and terrorists can’t steal and use them, untracked. Separate the sheep from the goats in gun ownership!
Criminal record of violence—banned. Serious mental illness requiring medical treatment in the past 10
years—banned. Discernable ties to violent gangs or terrorist groups—banned. (Especially a) male with
a record of violent spousal or significant other abuse--banned.
Absolute zero tolerance of goats accessing guns illegally, or making them at home, or off internet
instructions, including modifications, like bump stocks. Red flag laws, with the caveat that no one can
ever be a political target for such accusations! ONLY true red flag status deservers, with credible
evidence unbiased judges assess.
Taxes: Not too high or too low, but just right! Our budget needs streamlining, before you can assess
how much the feds need vs. want! Compulsory civic service for all not paying any taxes, 30 hours a
year, and more if they’re receiving any freebies.
They can’t afford a tax bill on April 15th! They use sweat equity, in lieu of paying taxes. This makes
taxes FAIR to all, and everyone has skin in the game when they vote or clown politicians who promise
the moon in giveaways!
The rich deserve to pay a higher percent than the middle class, as they have life’s best, already! NO
loopholes, where any secretary pays the same bracket as his/her boss (Buffett rule). NO tricks for any
rich to pay less than their bracket.
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DON’T punish their success! Have them pay their fair share, nothing less, and that’s more than others,
as they benefit most from doing business and living in America (Lk. 12:48).
The LEAST taxes humanly possible, and incentives for charities to be run efficiently, and NOT just as a
high-paying gig for executives! Recipients get the most, or it loses 501(C-3) tax status! Make a litmus
test; same with any churches rightly defined as being run as a business, for profit. There are ways to
define what is and isn’t tax abuse in church operations. I can name you many examples!
Compulsory civic service of 10 hours for tax payers, with the alternative to pay more in taxes, gets
people more engaged in our society and government, than just voting and obeying laws. It also gets
government size reduced, by free labor, as you can choose any government function or charity for your
10 hours. Ask NOT what your country (or politician) can do for you!
America can’t keep our $22 TRILLION debt climbing! We’re going the wrong way! A balanced budget
must be reasonably targeted in the number of years or decades that would take.
Green energy: YES, big oil gets an 'unfair' tax advantage, because everyone uses gasoline for vehicles
(excerpting battery-powered), and not everyone can afford it absent those subsidies. It’s NOT fair to
green energy, but green energy isn’t a fair comparison of apples-to-apples, as the technology isn’t
advanced enough, yet!
Carbon capture, some plan for re-growing trees anywhere we can, and maybe even laws prohibiting
uprooting them all for development! Target the worst polluters with fines, and incentivize converting to
cleaner technologies!
Businesses will always choose the cheapest route to anything, quality being equal, as that’s financially
smart! If fines aren’t large enough, it’s cheaper to pay them than to repent of spewing disease-causing
pollutants! #CommonSense
And DON’T harm U.S. Business! Be for U.S. Business in all policies, but only when they act morally
toward consumers, workers and the environment. They DON’T have to be Ben and Jerry’s ecological,
or become tree huggers, just responsibly search for energy, and don’t destroy farm land or underground
water sources people can drink! #CommonSense stuff!
I’m willing to advise any Forbes 2,000 U.S.-based company, for free, on strategy, innovation,
productivity/growth, advertising and architecture, as part of the national campaign I will undertake in
2024, especially 2028, and maybe 2020! I am more pro-business than many conservatives, but I believe
in morals---that can’t always be said of all of them, even among claiming Christians in their herd,
apostately!
Abortion: Roe needed refinements for science discovering heartbeats, and proving pain in the "embryo,"
when sliced or chemically destroyed! That’s inhumane cruelty the U.S.
can’t abide, nor killing a baby out of the womb, New York! At the same time, public policy encouraging
self-help (i.e., a coat hanger where Trump thinks he can grab, as a faux celebrity) or boyfriend punch to
the gut, or black market quack doctors, is NOT safe or right, if a woman is determined to have one!
Late term abortions have zero justification, as women had six months to decide they want to murder their
own! Plan B pills should be available, and government policy encourage its use within 3 days of any sex
not intended to make you a mom! That kills NO child!
As heinous as abortion is, safety is a Constitutional mandate for government toward its citizens, so Roe
sought a balance between total bans and total killing sprees! I detailed its needed refinements, but no
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humane human can glory in seeing an innocent killed, with no say so or consent. They didn’t choose to
be started!
Immigration: I was probably the first to bring it and many if not most issues America is now discussing
up, in 2014-2015! The standard MUST be does our economy need you? I don’t care your color, accent,
sex or nation of origin (if you’re provably not a criminal, destitute, or terrorist), but the GAME of giving
Dems a voting advantage by turning a blind eye to illegals MUST end, as with using border control as a
way to import mainly whites, as Chump hinted by inviting more Norwegians!
Dems can’t be a party of handouts to anyone, just as GOP’s can’t be the party of screw everyone else
because I’m rich and I like it! BOTH sides need to repent! But I digress.
Over-supply of labor hurts everyone but the hiring executives, who have cozy relations with boards of
directors (I scratch your back, and vice versa), and this favoritism MUST end, so every is treated fairly
(even LGBTQ) in the supposed equal opportunity aspired to ideal!
If the executives, businesses, shareholders and rich are benefitting from tRump’s economy, minimum
wage should go UP! If the economy takes a nose dive, so can minimum wage! That’s ONLY fair!
And NO employee should ever be fired because they’re gay or trans. If they’re openly flaunting or
proselytizing it on the job site, they can be, especially in religious institutions and businesses! You’re
hired to do a job, not another type of job! (crude humor). Keep your sexuality in your home, as with
#MeToo womanizers abusing power for sexual favors. What’s good for the goose is good for the
gander… fairness.
So NO illegal immigration, easier and cheaper citizenship for those whose labor America’s economy
needs, dreamers get citizenship (as they had no choice, being under age, with their parents’ illegal
choices).
America NEEDS the smartest brains here, and it’s best for the world’s rich to be here, too. NO freebies
for any illegals, but if they’ve been here more than five years, you can’t uproot their lives (by
deportation), but make a path to citizenship if they jump through all the hoops, like paying fines and back
taxes, etc.
Finally, poverty and education: NO American can be allowed to fall through the cracks in our public
education! There MUST be 2 to 3 minimum teaching tracks, for the gifted and talented, normal/average
student, and the slow, but NOT their being special needs. It’s the lower groups on the academic totem
pole who need the most, as America loses when we have dumb citizens! They lose wages, and America
doles out more freebies!
Tutoring, learn how they learn best, more time allowed for them to take tests, as needed (if they have
learning disabilities), and teachers and administrators coordinating with their mom or parents to ensure
studying and homework are adequately provided for and instilled/ensured/enforced at home!
Mentors would help, which gets into severe poverty eradication. America can end severe poverty, but
not end poverty! Any homeless deemed mentally sane, who choose the lifestyle, are free to be beggars.
But cities can restrict those annoying panhandling activities! You chose the life—go learn to live off the
grid!
The ones addicted need help from charities, counseling, medications, but repay for any governmentsubsidized services rendered when Welfare, churches or charities (or all of the above) get you on your
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feet, through skills retraining, GED education, interviewing, job search, resume writing, networking,
dress for success and bare essentials etiquette/manners lessons.
IF any entity provides you cheap housing or job transportation, it will come out of your paychecks, as
you get on your feet, and can pay all your minimized bills. Non homeless poor need these same skills
instilled by the same sources, including people doing their 10 hours of civic service.
Mentors help, if there’s a missing parent in the picture. Force sp-rm donor baby makers to pay child
support, garnished from their paycheck, and going to baby momma! Tax payers shouldn’t pay your
freight/tab, player!
Gangs need to be monitored, so no more Chi-town black on black murder nonsense! You may want the
social affirmation of a clique group, but when it turns illegal, you must exit and report them to
authorities!
Every adult in your hood, barrio or trailer park must band together to shoo away violent gangs, drug
dealers, and pimps! All drug deals must be done in a safe zone, monitored by cops, meaning the deals
involve fair transactions of product and payment, no bogus stash, robberies, or violence, and the cops are
free to fine or jail you if caught transacting anywhere else!
We’ve got to get real that the war on drugs has failed, and you don’t make them legal, which encourages
dead heads (as flock to Denver, I’m told), but the back alley buys are killing innocents, and making too
many of our youth, especially blacks, NOT expect to live past age 21! This is UNacceptable.
Give poor people REAL economic opportunities, by skills training for the future’s needed jobs, given
that AI and robotics are their direct competitors! Teach them how to open a successful ma and pa
business. Teach them a great work ethic, and investing, and saving, and budgeting, and buying for the
best deal (I’m an "expert" at it, and teach my tricks FREE at http://AmericanAnswers.org). Our books
have many other helps for the poor in America.
Finally, schools must teach stress coping skills, as with over-outsourcing and over-immigration, the
pressure to survive just gets harder for those least privileged! The rich and whites have got to start
caring about this issue more, and the Giving Pledge implemented by all upper crust!
Now, summarize that in a neat little slogan, and I’ll run for president in 2020! You can’t do it! The
closest thing is ‘common ground through common sense.’ I am considering any party, but finances
likely prevent 2020, as it doesn’t pay to write 11 years straight, for no wage! #OpenToAnyAndAllIideas

OUR COMING POLITICAL CAMPAIGN
(8/18/20; @JamesMeroney)
As but one example of our coming national campaign of consulting businesses and educating the poor,
these are but a FEW of the new product invention ideas that came to me as I drove past America's
workhorses—the long haul 18-wheeler drivers: HOW could their lives be improved with technology?
Butt and back massagers (if not also heated and cooled), rear end cameras for backing up, and side cams
for tight turns; radar sensors to protect from any intruders as they sleep in their cabs at night, with
deterrent Tasers when encroached; entertainment for long distances, like TV you can receive anywhere
(like some radio stations are now nationally received), or live streamed video on their dashboard (only if
not distracting); turbo boost power for passing big rigs going about the same pace, uphill; sensor tech for
detecting wild animals about to cross their path; exact engine problem diagnoses, with onboard excess
parts (so they never get stranded in nowheresville, unable to continue), etc.
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EVERY industry I believe God has improvements for, that I can usually discern, and will start doing so
in two years until my 2024 campaign's completion!
Update: Pledgers Rejection
(11/19/20; @JamesMeroney)
It’s OBVIOUS who’d reject Pledgers concepts: Freebies seekers (because they have to do something to
get subsidies, including paying in by service), and greedy, selfish people who don’t want ANY help for
poor people, even if it costs nothing to them, and who don’t even want win-win, from hating Dems.
People who make a living/money off the conflict/drama, want things easy, like the division and hatred,
wanna’ dominate opponents, even if just for awhile, worship party, misunderstand centrist solutions as
moral compromise, can’t think of solutions, and are basically evil. Christians can’t be that!
Others who’d oppose Pledgers concept: Rich people who selfishly refuse to obey God (I Tim. 6:17-19),
government workers who work at a slow pace, and self-centered people who don't want to lift one finger
to solve any problems, as their 'patriotic' right of freedom to be involved ZERO, save taxes.

COMPULSORY CIVIC SERVICE
(8/31/20; @JamesMeroney)
All we red-blooded Americans love and enjoy our freedoms. We boast of how America is the land of the
free, and home of the brave.
But is there any patriotic duty incumbent upon us all, besides obeying the laws, paying taxes, and maybe
voting?
What I am asking is how involved in the life and livelihood of our great nation are we, when there is no
JFK-like call of what can I do for my country?
We’re all extremely busy, and it’s not like we can budget in more of our precious time, and none of us
want to put in any more of our precious dollars, for the cause.
But I am proposing that even if it were as little as ten hours a year, every citizen who is NOT already in
public service (which service includes first responders, and the like, such as cops and the military), needs
to seriously consider adopting an openness to the idea of putting in civic service to our great nation, or its
equivalent monetary amount in substitution.
This would reduce the government’s need for paid employees, just a smidgeon, which would lessen our
budget just a smidgeon, but is also engages and encourages patriotic pride, as one has more skin in the
game, of actually participating in the functions of government we often criticize and poo poo, as mere
‘government work,’ or dysfunctional and wasteful ‘big government.
Like every other proposal I have advocated for, tonight (chapters 38 to 41), I do not expect a hearty
reception both to new and just ideas, or especially those which call for changed behaviors, and less
selfish living, but these solutions are important, and needed, and truly challenge whether our practice
matches our preaching, of sincerely seeking justice and peace, and not mere selfish lip service!
I have, elsewhere, written in more detail on several ways our federal government can do more with less,
and fund our many government activities, as well as having written on areas for government cut-back. I
am not inclined to reinvent the wheel on those subjects, but I invite you to check out our other writings
(including Facebook’s Jim.Meroney.3, and James.Meroney.3 and 9), to see what has already been
addressed, many moons ago, yet still relevant today! Thank you.
P.S.: If America took seriously its need for fair share taxes (including the rich’s give back obligation
before God and man), a revised Welfare system (where people were trained and equipped to pay their
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own way, ASAP), government expenditures were prioritized and streamlined (for the best bang for the
buck), and we all contributed a little labor for the cause (i.e., compulsory civic service), America would
be on its best footing, divisions would be lessened, our bills would be paid, we would not be slaves to
China, and our economy would flourish even greater than it did pre-Covid!
Aren’t those ambitions and goals worth fighting for? And before you answer that question for yourself,
remember to answer it based on common sense, logic and morality—not sinfully selfish desires. Thank
you!

EXECUTIVE ORDERS
(10/28/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Executive orders are NOT the main way the founders imagined our government would be run. But with
career gridlock tactics, and division and warring now a full-time sport, some presidents resort to them,
even if they get challenged in court, as possibly the only way to get things done.
WHAT would some ideal executive orders be, if push came to shove, and both parties would never agree
on anything? Per category, here are my top 100, NOT in priority order:
1. NO ONE is allowed to enter America for work, unless the American economy needs their services.
2. No foreigner can take a job an equally qualified American citizen is being considered for.
3. No human is allowed into America without entering legally.
4. Federal taxes must be the lowest possible, to meet needed government functions' expense.
5. Every U.S. Citizen must contribute fairly to the costs of our federal budget (poor people are allowed
to pay their part in required, unpaid civic service).
6. There will be zero legal loopholes for anyone dodging their fair share of tax responsibility (severe
penalties will ensue for violators).
7. Congress is disallowed from wasting taxpayer money (meaning favoritistic pork and all contracts
must be bid out, unless they are already the best bang for the buck).
8. Congress must reveal all uses of taxpayer funds spent on their campaigns and for any personal uses
and/or perks.
9. Lying by any D.C. Politician will be fined.
10. TV political campaign ads must be truthful (they can include fluff, but the FCC will censor outright
lies).
11. The media must include disclaimer language in any reporting that favors one party over the other
(like Fox to the right and CNN to the left), somewhere in their feed.
12. Back room, smoke-filled elitist meetings must see the light of day (sunshine laws).
13. Grandstanding in Congressional hearings will be called out for what it is, as serious business, paid
for by taxpayers, needs to commence.
14. A public TV channel will be made available to all, 24/7, if they ever want to watch and hear
anything any Congressman or D.C. Politician says or does, that impacts the public's lives (livestreamed,
etc.).
15. Every presidential interview will be independently and publicly recorded, for context (to fend off
spin, creative editing, or media misrepresentation or manipulation).
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16. America will have a public policy that the best brains and best nest egg people get priority in
immigration (as we desire the smartest, richest and greatest nation we can become).
17. No immigrant will be granted any access to any safety net for a period of at least five years (as
America does not want anyone coming here disinterested in hard work).
18. It shall be illegal for any politician to promise free stuff to any voters, as wealth redistribution is not
in the U.S. Constitution.
19. The U.S. Supreme Court shall take up the issue of the Constitutionality of freebies/handouts doled
out by politicians with zero repayment requirements, using taxpayer funds to forcibly require them to
'help' only some (vs. all) citizens.
20. Refugees must be proven, including using lie detectors, and taken in only in conjunction with the
U.N., in a fair amount for all countries, America not taking on more than their fair share (excepting
private citizens doing so on their own efforts and dollars).
21. Any illegal alien already in the U.S. Must go to the back of the line, as to U.S. Citizenship, and pay
back taxes.
22. Any person or organization found to be hiding or protecting undocumented workers from
apprehension shall face the full extent of the law consequences (and there shall be zero safe havens).
23. People in America illegally shall have zero access to the U.S. Safety net, or gaining a driver's
license.
24. The immigration process will be streamlined for efficiency, and made less expensive for poorer
immigrants our economy needs (meaning they have a job secured in America).
25. American public education will be analyzed and overhauled to allow zero kids
to fall through the cracks, and have world-class quality education for all.
26. There will be zero unmerited tenure of public school staff, so that bad apples can be sanctioned, put
on probation, and eventually fired (if not reformed), and good teachers rewarded financially with such
savings.
27. There will be zero cheating in public school. Any means of so doing will be monitored and ended
(like at home education that merely uses Google to answer exams). Software exists to end such
practices!
28. There will be no more administrators in public school than are absolutely necessary, and their pay
shall be commensurate with the quality of their work (i.e.-there will be no over-paying off the taxpayers).
29. The U.S. Military will be and remain the best and best prepared in the world, but its operations will
be streamlined for the best bang for taxpayer’s buck.
30. Technologies will be developed to make the U.S. Military most effective, and American service
people's lives the least endangered in combat.
31. The U.S. Supreme Court justice will be required to be objective and independent, and any
politicizing or bias shown will subject them to sanctions, probation, and even firing. If that body loses
its reverence, the nation loses its respect!
32. Private financial perks and benefits offered to any active politician, while in office, must be publicly
disclosed.
33. Rules of Congress shall not be tampered with, except by the consent of 66% of the votes. Moving
the goal posts, to serve party interests will not be tolerated.
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34. No LGBTQ person shall be discriminated in for housing, employment or any other function of life,
excepting that religious organizations can prohibit proselytizing, expressing one's sexual leanings to
clients, staff or students, and no one shall be forced to engage business that violates their religious
convictions (if a substitute business exists within 10 miles).
35. College and healthcare shall be made to be affordable for those citizens proven to earn below a
certain threshold.
36. Every instance of animal abuse shall be exposed and appropriately punished.
37. Every U.S. City shall have the lowest crime rates possible, using proven techniques, and it shall no
longer be acceptable to have high crime areas in any city.
38. The federal government shall move toward a balanced budget within 20 years.
39. Any black market activities will be discovered, and at least taxed, if not shut down.
40. The American federal budget shall be streamlined by objective outsiders, for the best bang for
taxpayer's buck, and all federal workers will be evaluated by the same quality standards as in the private
sector.
41. Reasonable measures to curb pollution will be instituted, with regulations that don't unfairly punish
business.
42. Criminal justice sentencing shall be fair, never abusive, as consistent as humanly possible (given
differing juries and case facts) and any credible and provable claims of innocents being imprisoned will
be investigated, and such results never tolerated.
43. Racial discrimination in any form shall not be tolerated, with fines for proven violators, and
polygraphs utilized for any employer suspected of engaging such behaviors.
44. Every deadbeat parent will pay up, through garnished wages, or private agreements to comply with
existing laws. The taxpayer is not one's daddy, but only the persons who brought their child into this
world.
45. The war on drugs shall be won–not merely waged.
46. Rehabilitation, mental health services and counseling shall be made affordable for drug addicts.
47. Homeless persons shall not be subject to violence or death, because their circumstances have them in
those conditions.
48. Technology shall be developed to forcibly identify DUI drivers before they get on our roads, or drive
the wrong way.
49. Severe fines shall await any oil company whose drilling efforts destroy our land, water or air.
50. Free speech shall be allowed, but illegal speech shall have appropriate penalties enforced.
51. There shall be zero gun-grabbing in America.
52. There shall be zero gun-buying loopholes, to avoid existing, reasonable laws.
53. Protests that turn violent shall be quickly quelled, and guilty parties legally punished.
54. Gangs with any record of criminal activity and/or violence shall be monitored by the police, or other
governmental personnel, to curb such activities.
55. There will be no human trafficking, or sex slavery allowed in the U.S.
56. Hackers and identity thieves will be tracked down and prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law, no
matter where they originate.
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57. All cases of insurance fraud will be fully prosecuted.
58. All abuses of the U.S. Safety net will be identified and ended.
59. Judicial activism will not be tolerated, and judges' records will be publicly exposed if such patterns
are identified.
60. All lobbyists interactions will be made public, as with topics spoken of and monies exchanged.
61. Extortion in all forms will not be tolerated, nor abductions and ransoms, from any source of origin.
62. When America engages war, they will be committed to winning and ending the crisis/violence, as
swiftly as humanly possible. No half-hearted commitment is allowed when sending U.S. Men and
women into harm's way.
63. Foreign interference in U.S. Elections shall receive their deserved penalties.
64. Terrorist groups shall not infiltrate, enter or recruit on U.S. Soil, including the internet, including
radicalizing U.S. Citizens.
65. Every terrorist group at war with America shall be soundly defeated.
66. Minimum wage shall be adjustable, only in times of severe depression or sever economic boom.
67. No murderer, rapist or armed robber shall ever turn into a cold case. They will all be caught, and
punished.
68. The U.S. Obesity epidemic will be addressed seriously, as a security threat to our nation's proper
functioning.
69. Any child falling behind, academically-from their best capabilities-shall have all necessary resources
made available for their personal success.
70. American public schools shall have vocational training for decent-paying jobs, for all who don’t
intend or don’t academically lean toward higher education.
71. Judges will make rulings on the intended meaning of stated laws, expressed or implied in precedent,
or a law's legislative history.
72. Road pot holes shall be filled as quickly as possible, in every jurisdiction where the state has such
authority.
73. It shall be intolerable for any American to live in squalor, or a financial condition below which we
will not tolerate.
74. Prisons and jails shall be run humanely, meaning dehumanizing, rapes, shanks and gang activity
shall not be tolerated. They are already serving their just time; those things are excessive and unjust
punishment.
75. Every instance of theft shall be investigated, and proven cases legally punished.
76. Prostitutes shall not be subject to beatings, murder or STD's. To the
extent they get away with their craft, Johns and pimps shall not abuse women in tough life circumstances
(or bad life choices).
77. Any U.S. Citizen shall be given the choice of transferring from poorly-performing schools.
78. Poorly performing schools shall be put on notice, then on probation, and if problems are not
eradicated, be shut down.
79. School shootings shall be prevented, using any and all technologies to identify armed suspects
before entering the facility, and the death penalty shall not be off the table for any such culprits in any
state.
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80. Spousal abuse shall not be tolerated, and the government shall provide safe havens, protection, and
monitoring of any returning victim to proven abusers, which abusers shall be rightly/justly punished, and
encouraged to seek counseling or rehab.
81. Every and all efforts will be made by all citizens to identify at-risk persons-to prevent any suicideswhile maintaining people's right to privacy from unjustified or irrational suspicions leading to
intrusion/invasion of said privacy.
82. Torture shall not be performed by U.S. Military personnel, but severe interrogation techniques are
not off limits, humaneness being the distinguishing factor. Any and all cases of torture of U.S.
Personnel shall be severely retaliated against/punished.
83. The U.N. Shall be engaged, when appropriate, but never the final authority, and never when it
engages immoral or biased policies.
84. The US shall lead the world in innovation, and every arena of future business and job-creating
industries (like AI, STEM, robotics, sustainability, etc.).
85. America will never lead, in order to dominate or dictate to other nations, but lead only by moral
example, including generosity.
86. American foreign aid shall be merited/deserved, prioritized, and given for the best bang for our
bucks, in the best interests of recipients, but especially the U.S. Of A.
87. America will not unjustly pay for the world's defense of freedom.
88. America will pursue alliances with any and every freedom-loving nation, and expand NATO
membership and economic ties, wherever feasible, safe and in our national interest.
89. No one shall be allowed to usurp the intention of U.S. Laws, to violate the clear intention of any law
(such as allowing people into our country, set on destroying her.
90. Companies shall hire the best qualified and best fits, and not engage hiring practices that reward
befriending people for emotional connections, to gain a job others are more qualified for.
91. Enemies of the U.S.A. Will be properly and promptly dealt with; not appeased or acquiesced to.
92. NASA will conduct cost-benefit analyses of every mission, as small payoff luxuries can be better
spent elsewhere.
93. D.C. Politicians shall be fined for certain unacceptable behaviors (a general list can be found at
http://AmericanAnswers.org) Sinning as a habit can’t continue.
94. Since bribes are illegal, so shall every campaign promise that offers monetary value (with zero
repayment or qualification requirements) be deemed illegal.
95. Partial- and after-birth abortions shall be banned in every state.
96. Defense of one's property shall include any necessary and reasonable actions to prevent such theft.
97. Discrimination based on religious preference, in any form, shall not be tolerated, but unreasonable or
illegal religious practices won’t be allowed.
98. D.C. Politics will be cleaned up, or may the voters vote them all out.
99. A good American economy will not be defined by only the upper half doing financially better.
100. Anyone with better ideas than these is welcome to add to this list, but if they can’t, they should put
up or shut up.
In summary, let freedom and justice reign over this God-blessed land!
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Update #1: Additional Needed Executive Orders
(7/18/20; @JamesMeroney)
In one week you could STEAL the Dems' thunder by executive order on detailed fixes to cop brutality,
criminal justice, and severe poverty eradication and racial discrimination in employment!
@realdonaldtrump @POTUS That's racial reconciliation leadership! Beat 'em at their own game!...
(7/18/20)
POLICE BRUTALITY
Executive order: No chokeholds, unless a cops’ life is in danger, onlooking cops MUST intervene in
unnecessary abuse of suspects; police cameras must be used and publicly viewable; agencies must have
policies to identify bad apple cops, with a process of disciplining. @realdonaldtrump @POTUS
(7/18/20)
GANGS
Executive order that gang violence will be quelled (zero tolerance)–NOT gangs themselves, and
community policing used, preferably by majority black cops in black neighborhoods (reflect the
community), and allow safe haven areas for illegal drug transactions, @realdonaldtrump @POTUS
JAILS
Executive order: ANY shanks, fights, escape attempts, extortion, threats, food or commissary theft (or
drug use) in jails automatically tacks on an extra one year sentence, per violation. Incarceration is
punishment enough! Prisoners are humans, too! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS Civil Rights
Executive order: Every incarcerated parent MUST make communication with all their children, once
every two months, or more often, by mail, video, phone, text or otherwise,
@realdonaldtrump @POTUS NO MORE it takes a village to do a parent’s job, when they’re not doing
their parent duty.
CIVIL RIGHTS
Executive order: Add to the civil rights website every business that offers cheap or free burglar bars,
escapable in fires. Have fire marshals inspect poor area homes, for safety, and escape routes. Have cops
meet neighbors in an old-fashioned black party! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS
EDUCATION
Make an executive order that bad teachers and administrators (defined by criteria) CAN be fired, after
proper disciplining and due process, DESPITE any union collective bargaining agreements, as they
HURT Americans! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS #CleanUpOurSchools post haste! Three months to go.
Executive order: No black child in America shall be allowed to fall through any educational crack;
strugglers will be tutored to success; unique learners will be allowed special educational means under the
ADA. Parents MUST be involved for C average students! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS
Executive order: Public school children will be educated that the school lunch programs, and all types of
government assistance are from MERCY by 66% tax payers–NOT the 44%, and it’s not Constitutionally
required, so be thankful! No one is entitled to or deserves it. @realdonaldtrump @POTUS
Executive order: ANY public school teacher or administrator heard by witnesses or recorded
encouraging voting for handouts, will be verbally reprimanded/sanctioned, then demoted/temporarily
suspended, then fired on the third violation! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS NO Socialism activism!
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Executive order: Public schools will educate student, by role play or video, how to handle a police
pullover, what is compliance vs resistance, and what cops are legally able to do. Educate on racial
profiling, and driving while black problems, and how to stay legal!
@realdonaldtrump @POTUS
With parental permission, schools teach methods to keep sex from becoming pregnancy! Have handouts
for parents who object, and have them agree to teach the info to their kids. @realdonaldtrump @POTUS
No unwanted kids, less evil abortions! Five ways I can think of. Plan ahead!
One day minimum per public school, of parents giving a 1-3 minute spiel about their career industry, to
broaden our youth’s knowledge of potentialities! Have school counselors have info on all careers–
income potential and future need. @realdonaldtrump @POTUS It’s negligence not to.
CHILD SUPPORT
Executive order: EVERY male who has birthed a child, who owes child support, will have their
paychecks seized, over time and by percent, until their debt to their children is paid in full. Players Get
Punished law. @realdonaldtrump @POTUS And jailed dads MUST see their kids 3 times a year.
VOTING
Make an executive order that every mail-in ballot must be notarized, beforehand, as proved to be signed
by the self-styled balloter. They can start that process immediately, and that cuts down fraud,
@realdonaldtrump @POTUS DO IT! It LOOKS like you’re making an excuse for if you lose!
(7/30/20)
LGBTQ
I read Trumps reaching out to LGBTQ. TODAY executive order zero discrimination in hiring, housing,
loans, et al, though religious institutions can forbid any outward proselytizing to that lifestyle, or
flaunting or even mentioning their sexual orientation!
@POTUS @realdonaldtrump (8/21/20)
MEDIA
You NEED to make an executive order that social media WILL have balance in political views
proffered! YOU said Twitter execs decide trending terms, so FIX that problem! Conservative views are
all but squelched! @POTUS @realdonaldtrump Force objectivity by executive order, today! (8/21/20)
Fox is not dumb enough to be more objective, if MSM won’t do the same. BOTH sides need to be
forced to, while retaining their cherished political bents, to keep an audience. Functional Congress
would pass such a law, but D.C. Is dysfunctional! Executive order. (8/21/20)
URGENT... @realdonaldtrump @POTUS NEEDS to make an executive order that Google and Twitter
STOP censoring conservative voices to steal his reelection! I DETAIL what they're doing at Facebooks
Jim.Meroney.5 and James.Meroney.378, and cite a book with more expertise! Censoring Conservatives.
(9/7/20)
RACE
Surely you’ve seen one NBA game, this bubble playoffs season. SHUT UP THE BLM BUNCH by one
executive order saying automatic 10 year prison sentence for any American proven to discriminate based
on color! @POTUS @realdonaldtrump I’d do so before the first debate! They’re chasing phantoms!
(9/28/20)
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An executive order of an immediate 10-year prison sentence for anyone proved to not hire someone due
to their skin color, and we have about completely addressed ending any severe poverty suffering in
America, as Social Security disability pays only those incapable of work. (9/30/20)
Update #2
(11/16/20; @JamesMeroney)
A whistleblower hotline will be established to report any instances of sub-par government employee
customer service or productivity, all of which will be investigated. Taxpayers can’t be abused by people
their money employs—period—like non-taxpayer freebies!
The issue of the Constitutionality of taxpayer-funded handouts to non-taxpayers will be taken to the U.S.
Supreme Court to decide on the merits of what's clearly stated or unstated in that document!
Anyone ever involved in a hit-and-run of person or property gets an automatic doubling of their sentence
for injury or damage, solely because they failed to stop! Automatic, and no questions asked.
#Deterrenceof evil!

THE WAY FORWARD
(11/5/20; @JamesMeroney2)
I’m quite upset, today, with the division in America! It’s SO stupid. I HATE dumbness.
Education/knowledge is the way forward! We live in a consumerist economy, knowledge-based era, and
globalized. If anyone in America isn’t smart, they have to learn how to be smarter! FEW people are
stuck being dumb! (@JamesMeroney2, 11/4/20)
I’m frustrated, today, as I HATE when morals are topsy turvy, like supporting selfish rich folk, lazy poor
folk, or slandering rural folk as stupid, when a college degree is not always needed to run a family farm.
When greed, dependence and insults and stereotypes are normative, morals lack! (@JamesMeroney2,
11/4/20)
Both parties have two sides, but for power most in either party will go with their party’s other side, if it
gains momentum, as the other party winning is less tolerable than siding with your party’s other side.
Ex: Lib, mod-D; mod-R, con
Both parties have values they’re committed to, no matter which side of that party were talking about, and
they have joint values they hold as a party. Dems want cleaner ecology, more government services for
the poor, better situations for workers, acceptance of abortion, higher taxes/BIGger government, and
many social ills/problems addressed NOT just privately.
GOPs want businesses to flourish, the nation defended, law and order, smaller government and less taxes
and regulations, border control and international leadership, including Capitalism and democracy,
religious rights, free speech and gun rights.
You can change directions every 4-8 years, and undo your opponent's achievements, but that’s not even
moving forward three steps and backwards two! Its UNstable, allies can’t rely on it, it’s Unproductive,
and a great waste of the taxpayers' money! How can there be harmony, even within the GOP?
Agree on a common set of values! Trump’s Mt. Rushmore and 2020 nomination acceptance speech lays
out many such positions. Cons generally want low taxes and government helping no one—keep it
private—where moderates are willing to have some government-funded safety net, and see that
sometimes things won’t get fixed by the private sector alone, if there’s not enough profit in doing so.
They also can see that nothing getting done is better than bad things getting done, but is also wasting
money on getting nothing done. Even Mr. Trump INcreased our debt—NOT a conservative value!
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Compromise of core values is never good for either party, but win-win and justice are GOOD things for
the nation!
I am not a moderate, as I’m not moderated in anything I’m for, but I do NOT believe taxes should be so
low we can’t pay our bills, and have to borrow from China, making them our slave-masters.
I’m not for ANY handouts, and am for taxes as low as humanly possible. However, I do not worship the
term "conservative." I believe in common sense, justice and balance! You can continue to divide the
nation, and hate, and be extreme, or there are ways D’s and R’s can get things done!
NOT in a Kumbaya way, not in a compromise of core values, not without severe argumentation, not by
domination/forcing your views on all others, and not by undoing the opponents gains, where America
returns to neutral, and doesn’t move ahead. I’ve written on these ways many, many times! Just do it!
GOPs hate Socialism more than they hate things in their other side (and Dems hate selfish greed that
ignores problems and the poor, more than they hate things in their other side). Most of the issues
differentiating all four groups is how much money government spends!
I can have conservative spending with moderate Dem results! Everyone but Socialist extremists get
what they want, with the lowest taxes possible, using at least five methods I've detailed, before. THAT
is the way forward; not division, fighting, getting nothing done, and wasting lots of our tax dollars! Let
justice reign!
NBC article speaks of a divided nation. Here are the polarizing issues EXTREMES: Border control or
open borders. High or low taxes and regulations. Pro-business or pro worker. Ban or allow all
abortions. Freebies or no freebies. Public or private health insurance. You can’t harmonize opposites!
(@JamesMeroney2, ~11/18/20)

THE SOLUTION: ‘THE TERRIFIC TWELVE’
(12/29/20; @JamesMeroney2)
American Capitalism CLEARLY has many problems, not the least of which is economic inequality,
where the rich and business hold most of the cards/leverage. There are solutions, which don't require
Socialism, but the GOP denying any problems, because they're rich, ISN’T a solution at all!
UNfortunately, this must be said… The evils of Capitalism: Capitalism is the greatest economic system
mankind has yet to invent, but it does suffer several pitfalls. IF we care to make a ‘more perfect union,’
and believe ‘no justice no peace,’ these problems MUST be fixed:
1. Taxes have to be fair to all citizens.
2. Government spending has to be the minimum necessary.
3. Freebies must be forbidden.
4. Subsidies must be repaid, by mandatory civic service.
5. Government has to be streamlined for the best bang for the buck.
6. Everyone not in public service must volunteer 10 hours a year, as their patriotic duty (and to save
government expenses).
7. Rich people have to be publicly pressured to generously give back, vs. selfishly hoard (as with
successful businesses; I Tim. 6:17-19)
8. Welfare has to be revamped to only be temporary, and an empowerment program to self-sufficiency.
9. Immigration must allow in only people our economy needs.
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10. Social Security disability should continue to help only those physically or mentally incapable of
working (and make some work required if they can do some).
11. Every American NOT in management or ownership MUST organize, to have union-like leverage in
wage negotiations.
12. Every U.S. Consumer needs access to an app that literally exposes every best deal on every item in
every venue, so consumers have knowledge needed to not waste money.
THESE "terrific twelve" steps will FIX Capitalism's major problems! No rich person is morally (vs.
legally) allowed to simply hoard, and give the middle finger to society, and no poor person will severely
suffer poverty, or get unfair handouts. Justice, which even God agrees with (Levit. 19:15) #JustDoIt
#CommonSense The system is broken!
IF Americans don’t want full-fledged Socialism, or more Trumpian conservatism, THIS is the answer! It
avoids both extremes, is fair, meets needs, doesn’t punish the rich, allows U.S. Business to still compete,
globally, and doesn’t ignore people’s sufferings, or give them immoral freebies.

WHAT COMPASSIONATE CONSERVATISM IS NOT
(2/24/21; @JamesMeroney2)
People who raise themselves by their own bootstraps see zero reason for anyone else to seek or need
help! How else could they see the world? It’s certainly a commendable skill they have, and used,
especially if they started in the same exact position/circumstances as poor 'blacks and browns' (assuming,
as I do, that it’s an advantage in America to be in the white majority).
Caustic conservatism doesn’t give one damn about fixing any societal problems, if private business can’t
sufficiently profit by doing so, or charities and churches don’t fully meet those needs! They begrudge
any poor American wanting any temporary assistance to get a hand up (vs. hand out), as they never
needed that. They call it unconstitutional, even though the Supreme Court disagrees.
Compassionate conservatism, on the other hand, CARES that the poor in America suffer. They don’t
want every social I’ll to continue unabated. What they AREN’T are people willing to have taxpayers
fund those problems getting fixed! In that, they are like caustic cons. Were a Republican to want
government to fund those things, they’d better fit in the Democrat party!
So what’s the difference, as it relates to poverty and social problems?
Compassionate conservatives do NOT have an attitude, commitment and behaviors that 100 percent
ignore those issues, confidently believing they’re "good" people to do so!
BOTH GOP groups are for charities and religious institutions doing their part toward cures. They’re
BOTH for private individuals donating what they want to for such causes. They’re BOTH for any
business that can profit at helping fix those ailments, like homeless shelters made of recycled plastic
garbage cans, for safety and weather protection, or technology to track human trafficking victims, or
pollution carbon capture, etc.
Some in the caustic con category MAY even be for stiffer penalties for spousal or animal abuse (so long
as it’s not waged against businesses in wholesale slaughtering operations).
BOTH groups fully support volunteerism, for helping fix problems. Where the rub arises is taxes, or
compulsory civic service. Compassionate conservatives support any subsidized people REPAYING
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taxpayers in money or required civic service, equal to both the expense incurred, and interest that would
have accrued to taxpayers, had no help been given.
They are also for Welfare being revamped to empower all poor Americans to be self-sufficient. The
money we already spend, and especially with repayment, is well worth that temporary cost, to have NO
ONE needing help, and NO taxpayer forcibly put out to fund anyone else!
A compulsory patriotic duty of ALL Americans (excepting public servants and first responders and
military—already doing so as a profession) of only TEN HOURS a year, for any because you want to
help fix, IS too much for caustic cons!
It’s easier and more selfish (and less patriotic) to vote for NO public involvement, beyond
voting! They even oppose all subsidies, even when required to be paid back! That’s because the forced
nature is morally reprehensible, to them seen as unconstitutional violation of their freedom, and they
want to do NOTHING, and still be deemed a good citizen!
So NO help by government or helping fellow Americans by citizens, by force! Leave it to volunteering,
because then many of them can get away with doing NOTHING to lift a finger of concern for any other
American! THATs the more secret motive!
TEN HOURS; repaid loaned subsidy money. A bridge too far and red line never to be crossed, to the
caustic con, all justified as "moral."
BOTH groups want charities and crowd funding efforts to pay for every problem that gets addressed, and
even let libs pay in more in taxes! Where these two GOP groups part ways is if any caustic con is ever
discovered to never contribute to charity, or volunteer for anything, because they want others to think
kindly of their ideology, which directly OPPOSES such things, unless you feel like it. Hint: Most of
them don’t feel like it!
Their voting numbers are stagnant and on the decline, as to future possibilities! More and more
Americans reject selfishness in political ideology, especially about the poor and richer people doing
nothing towards anyone but their fam, for generations on end!
If a caustic con DID give or volunteer 10 hours a year, on their own initiative (giving amounts equaling,
in total, what amount would be needed for subsidies that get paid back), THAT WOULD BE GREAT!
Perhaps you give them three years to make that decision. You may even offer an opt out provision, but
then most would take it!
The point is that America can ignore its unprofitable problems (as caustic conservatives are want to do),
or they have to be addressed (to some extent), and that costs money and manpower. Those resources
have to come from somewhere. Caustic conservatives just say let it NOT be me! That’s “freedom,” for
them.
This solution is NOT a concession to Socialism, but doing the right thing. If EVERYONE is made to do
it, it’s NOT like Democratic Socialism, which seeks mainly GOPs doing all the heavy lifting (tax
expense). It’s also ensuring an improved society, without increasing our debt!
It ALL boils down to is ones neck in the sand, regarding all others, or are you functioning as a
feeling human being, as Chicago Dialogue lyrics call it. IF caustic conservatives want nothing to do with
this answer, propose something better! I’m 100 percent FOR private industry doing so, but these
problems ARENT profitable!
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IF a company can get a homeless person back on their feet, then charge them the cost, plus reasonable
profit, paid out over time, more power to you! If addressing pollution, prostitution, drugs, mental Illness,
failed schools, gangs, poverty, animal abuse, wife beating, human trafficking, job discrimination, etc.,
can be solved for a profit, I'd be the loudest cheerleader! Dems propose "FREE" healthcare, daycare,
college, student loan debt forgiveness, and mortgage down payments.
Those proposals SOUND "compassionate," just as many people in America think European Socialist
countries are morally superior to America, because of paid family leave, August vacation, healthcare,
etc. They’re willing to compare us with them on social matters, but NOT on economic or military
matters!
Such people are FREE to move to those nations, but places like Switzerland DON’T freely allow just
anyone in, as they protect the golden goose of their safety net system, for natural-borns, and select few
others, rightly so (and control borders accordingly, as to citizenship). U.S. Liberals want anyone to
become American, in any numbers!
They want a YUGE safety net, paid for mainly by GOPs (and the minority of Dems who pay taxes), and
the math doesn’t add up, and leads to a bad economy, if not bankruptcy! There’s NO incentive to come
here to work hard, when so much is given to you! And it’s immoral and unfair to have taxpayers fund
libs Utopian ideas and ideals!
THAT WILL lead to secession, or civil war! I have proposed a workable means for win-win. Extremists
don’t want it, as either Dems aren’t getting freebies for nothing, or conservatives are required to care one
iota about non family members. Yet, my views are HATED by extremists.
One more minor point: When an economy is growing, there’s MORE money, and therefore MORE
likelihood that people with disposable income give to charity, at least in theory! Cons are RIGHT on
that economic observation.
However, in practice, statistics say the rich give two percent to average Joe’s three percent, even though
average Joe has much less than the Jones' people try to keep up with! Also, revered and respected rich
titans of industry were philanthropic, and celebrated for being such. Now, caustic conservatives demean
such gestures as self-loathing. Selfishness is inculcated into our system!
…Andrew Carnegie, $7.2 billion; J. Rockefeller, $7.1 billion; J. Rockefeller, Jr., $5.5 billion. This
aspect of wealth is NOT being emulated nearly as much as in days gone by, and will lead to people
hating the rich even more—NOT from jealousy but necessity for sustainable income—revolts and riots.
(@JamesMeroney, 12/27/19)
Update #1
WHY care about poor people's struggles?
1. Jesus did. If you know Him, you must!
2. It’s humane. ‘Human’ is the gist of that one-letter more word.
3. There but by the grace of God go you, even though you’re confident that will never happen, even as
Covid and the Texas ice storm teaches us there can be circumstances outside our control, that humble us.
4. It’s the right thing to do.
5. Some believe our nation is only as strong as its weakest link. Such people usually vote Democrat.
6. God’s commands are for all people, even though NOT for heaven's entrance! He says to!
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7. Finally, rather than me answering my own question, CHOOSE to go visit a hood or barrio for one
day, just to observe how they daily live! Learn the facts on the ground, and walk one mile in their
moccasins. You MAY change your caustic ways, as a result. I’ve done it many times.
Update #2
P.S.: Let me remind you of all the benefits, privileges and "blessings" the rich enjoy, that all others done
nearly as much, before any caustic con starts seeking tax breaks mainly for the wealthy, favoritism in
government policies, or defending them as under attack in any way more than anyone else:
Gated communities, chauffeurs to safely drive their tinted windowed limos, best seats at restaurants, golf
a lot, mansions, Mercedes/best cars, vacations, yachts, attorneys and accountants "pay for it all" (as Joe
Walsh would say) in LESS a percent than the tax code intends, tax breaks, loopholes and shelters, maids,
butlers, great police protection and response times, private security, lawn men, fanciest clothes,
interviewed by the media, inheritances, trusts and other ways to hide wealth from the tax man, the best
toys, fine cuisine, gold plated healthcare; not a financial worry in the world!
They’ll argue they worked for it. I WON’T debate that, but keep perspective on your top 10 percent
lifestyle, and START to consider others! Jesus demands it. (Phil. 2:1-6) Government is NOT to favor
you! (Levit. 19:15) Accept both privileges and responsibilities! (I Tim. 6:17-19)
Another new fancy car, or funding spent toward a cause that has meaning and significance/
importance in life and for humanity? Another vacation, or making the world better by some of
your excess benefitting the society that allowed you to earn so much? You decide. Decide wisely!
P.S.S.: When political conservatives ever wonder why everyone else labels them selfish, cold-hearted
(Ex.: throw momma from the train, and let her eat dog food type allegations), greedy, heartless,
hoarders, idolaters and uncompassionate, just re-read this chapter, until you ever get a glimpse into
where such concepts might have arisen! God demands better! Your party may not.
I "lied"—One more update: NOT ONLY will political conservatism NOT always win (as it 100 percent
LOST in 2020—BOTH houses and the white one), demographic trends show even more challenges for
its ideology, and AOC Socialism is gaining ground. MY free solutions and minimal inconveniences
HELP GOPs not lose almost forever into the future!
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32.

POLITICAL ISSUES
1. Free Speech Threatened?
2. Minimum Wage
3. Equal Pay
4. Infrastructure
5. Disease & Death

FREE SPEECH THREATENED?
(1/18/21; @JamesMeroney2)
The GOVERNMENT can’t restrict speech, AND free speech is in the public square; not in a private
business. I believe social media businesses must be deemed businesses whose core product IS the public
arena of ideas, so government enforces laws when violated there!
We also need a government-paid for social media platform for every view, where government can
enforce laws against incitement to violence, state laws on hate speech, terrorist organizing, and anything
else that’s illegal (Ex.: sting operations set up based on plans disclosed to abduct or murder).
Cons and centrists are FREE to start their own social media platforms, but participants would mainly just
reinforce the bent of the business, with no cross-pollination of ideas, which isn’t as good as all ideas
debated and discussed! Freedom of religion is NOT your right to force your religion’s beliefs on all
Americans!

MINIMUM WAGE
Government forcing business to pay more for labor is wrong! But, a minimum threshold amount isn’t
wrong, as business, left to its own devices, would pay nothing, if they could! The market determines
wages, but collusion could cause them to be near zero, which is intolerable. (1/21/21;
@JamesMeroney2)
Government is NOT a national worker's union! If you get paid less than $15 an hour, qualify for $15 an
hour by your skills! My high schoolers got that, with NO experience! #BetoForGovernor crowd Senate
Democrats. (3/3/21; @JamesMeroney2)
HERE are solutions for the working class making less than minimum wage: 1. Unionize! 2. Boycott,
buycott and strike. 3. Work harder, longer (overtime) and smarter. 4. Get better job skills. 5. Search for
a better-paying company. 6. Start a business. 7. Spend less and smarter! (3/5/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Update #1
(3/5/21; @JamesMeroney2)
MANY people do NOT know. Wages VARY! I know two entry level employees who do NOT make
the same hourly rate. Unless you know what every employer pays, you’re probably under-paid!
EVERY employee shouldn’t work at low paying companies, nor consumers shop there; let them die!
eight Dems
Someone told me, yesterday, businesses make so much money, why can’t workers make $15/hour? I
said when you start a business, you can decide how much to pay people. You took no risk, and forked
out no capital. The market decides; look around for a better paying job if paid minimum.
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If entry level workers want $15/hour starting pay, find liberal funders or unions to subsidize you for as
long as a national strike would last! Don't make government by ALL the people's consent be a BIG
union for just some of the people! eight Dems
EVER heard of a labor strike? If you want business to increase minimum wage, instead of government
being a big union, try it sometime! If you can't negotiate $15/hour for yourself, maybe you should look
in the mirror and assess what you bring to the employment table.
Update #2
(3/7/21; @JamesMeroney2)
HERE are actions business can take, to counter strikes for better wages: MORE immigrant labor
imported, outsourcing jobs, automating and robotics, over-working existing employees, moving out of
country, replacing clamorers (revolving door hiring), etc. Dems have to counter these!
When unemployment rate is HIGH, business can pay low. Economics 101. Replace workers at will,
because there are more workers than jobs. U.S. Blue collar workers NEED to be FOR limited
immigration, for their own best interests and self-survival, even if you’re a Dem, FOR immigrants.
The working class (EVEN white Trumpsters) NEED to understand economics, before choosing political
positions! Our economy is globalized, and that can’t change! IF laws restrict business global sourcing,
too much, they can leave America, import labor or outsource jobs! GOPs for working class?
Population explosion will ALWAYS hurt labor's leverage for wages! Businesses are HARD to start and
make successful! They also prefer little competition. That means there will ALWAYS be more people
than there are jobs, and the best value for the wage will be chosen by smart businesses.
U.S. businesses DON’T pay "good wages" or living wages, from generosity or moral goodwill! It has to
be needed! Your skills have to demand higher-than-normal income! ALDI pays higher because those
workers work faster, as a pact in their employment! Americans who make BIG money usually own
businesses, invest, have unique skills or above average work ethic (or they inherited).
Employees are a business expense. YOU try to keep expenses down, in your personal spending, and get
the best deal! Businesses are NO different! It’s NOT evil, it’s business! Best bang for the buck.
Consumers shop for the best deals/value. Business is NO different! They are judged by investors by
profits, and investor money keeps them liquid and able to grow. They NEED to keep shareholders
happy, in payouts! Otherwise, NO ONE exists to fund their ambitions > their overage of revenue overhead!
Shareholders are NOT evil to demand a return on investment! YOU wouldn’t put money in a bank if it
offered zero interest! That would be foolish! Even though the rich have excess, they don’t opt for low
returns on money making money! That’s NOT wise. So business has to hire for the lowest possible, and
profit as much as possible.
It IS evil that many execs are overpaid! Lamebaugh said that’s impossible, because someone was
willing to pay that amount. It’s NOT always done above board, but cozy relations on boards allow
mutual back scratching! EVIL!
People DON’T flock to America because other economies or countries have BETTER opportunity!
YOU (blue collar American) NEED to look out for your own self-interests, instead of bleeding heart
ignorance that looks "nice," and RUINS your OWN future, for foreigners! That’s NOT selfish!
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U.S. workers need to do all that applies, below: 1. Get a GED, if you’re a drop out! 2. Focus on trade
school skills in high school 3. Get jobs training if an adult 4. ADD jobs skills, in your job! 5. Do
quality work better than average (including work ethic) It takes TIME to improve!
FREE GED: https://classroom.usahello.org/programs/ged/#gref…
Cheap job skills training: https://monster.com/career-advice/article/free-job-training…
Sacrifice of nights and weekends may be needed, for a time. #WorthIt! #GetAhead
SHOP AROUND! Even accounting for different standards of living, even in your OWN state or town,
wages VARY! You MAY be earning LESS than you already qualify for, because your initiative hasn’t
had you test the market in a long time, stuck in a rut! That LOSS is on YOU—NOT business.
For an effective work strike, replacement wages have to exist from activists, crowd funding and dem
donors! One week of #BoycottAmazon won’t hurt them enough to force better wages! A 3-6 months
labor strike might, if replacement troops weren't available, and MANY vs. few strike. IF you are going
to #BoycottAmazon, remember Wal-Mart and Alibaba!
$15/hour minimum wage would DOUBLE business labor expenses. WOULD YOU tolerate if your
landlord doubled your mortgage? Never! Normal, rational rejection! Use common sense!
Liberals act like business executives choose a pay rate solely by how low they want to pay—NOT what
other employers are paying, to hog all the profits and keep people poor. That’s NOT how a market
works! You can pay LOWER than others, and never fill the job, or higher, and interview everyone.
(3/12/21; @JamesMeroney2)

EQUAL PAY
(3/25/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Female pay differences by race: https://nationalpartnership.org/our-work/resources/economicjustice/fair-pay/quantifying-americas-gender-wage-gap.pdf…
Women’s sports, generally (vs absolutely) are NOT on equal par with men, as to entertainment value of
the quality of skills, so their pay disparity occurs. Not just audience size and TV
ratings, but put many gals in the NBA, and they couldn’t keep up. That pay difference is fair!
Equal pay based on genders unfair to the employer, as opposed to equal pay based on results and
effort! Even men vary in their output, for the same position! I’m FOR all women NOT making
less than any man, if their output in the same job is equal! Not rewarding People for their
gender.
For all U.S. Women to be paid equal with men, would require them having the exact same job, and
them being told what the men in those positions make, and the men to have no variance in what
they’re being paid! A near impossible feat, as people get raises, work better and harder, etc.!
If an employee accepts a wage, and is not forced to, that’s just! It may be low, and lower than
elsewhere, but it’s fair. It could be higher, and workers should do all they can to get fair leverage,
but it’s not evil to pay market rate! Unfair is asking government to do your negotiating job!
In theory, as a goal and ideal, I am for equal pay. In practice, it has to be worked up to, over
time. So sleepy, my tweets are suffering lesser quality, so no all-nighter training, as planned!
Zzz. Mt. 26:41
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Forcing equal pay, by force of law, would nearly double some women's pay, which is unjust to
business (huge windfall). Pay increases are negotiated, in a free market. Equal pay is a goal, but
it has to be earned and achieved, over time—NOT by force of politicians' strokes of pens.
If the law ever required equal pay, you would have to document that every worker worked the
same quantity and quality. And privacy laws would prevent employees learning if their wages
were equal with their peers!
When employees don’t know everyone’s pay, you can never know if your pay was equal, as a
woman, with a man. I believe in equal pay for equal work, voluntarily, but I also believe
business can offer whatever they want, and if you take it, it may be lower than others, and that’s
on you!
HOW to reconcile being for equal pay and business negotiating wages? Easy! Business's should give be
equal pay for equal work, but pay is individually negotiated, absent unions. A law requiring
equal pay would have to be for exactly equal work, as in quality and effort. Free markets broker
wages.

INFRASTRUCTURE
(4/11/21; @JamesMeroney2)
In America today, you HAVE to explain that which was OBVIOUS, merely 10 years ago!
"Infrastructure" means roads and bridges, and any national systems that support commerce, like
light and electricity, railroads, sewers, etc. It has ZERO to do with social programs, @POTUS
President Biden needs to level with the American people about the fact that his “infrastructure”
package is a $2.25 trillion liberal wish list with only about 25 percent being spent on traditional
infrastructure like roads, bridges, tunnels and rails. Be honest with us Mr. President.
Update
(4/13/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Biden's willing to consider funding of "infrastructure?" TRY CUTTING UP TO 20 percent OUT OF
EVERY FEDERAL AGENCY. Make government efficient and effective! NO waste, bloat, pork
or unnecessary things ONLY taxpayers pay for! I would! @JoeBiden @POTUS #Justice! NO
JUSTICE, NO PEACE!
Biden's willing to consider funding of "infrastructure?" IF you have streamlined government and made
EVERY able-bodied person pay in, tax the richest who aren't charitable more than those who are, and
raise business taxes to 25 percent! @JoeBiden @POTUS #Justice! NO JUSTICE, NO PEACE!
Biden's willing to consider funding of "infrastructure?" IF you have streamlined government and made
EVERY able-bodied person pay in, tax the richest who aren't charitable more than those who are, and
raise business taxes to 25 percent!
Biden's willing to consider funding of "infrastructure?" TRY CUTTING UP TO 20 percent OUT OF
EVERY FEDERAL AGENCY. Make government efficient and effective! NO waste, bloat, pork or
unnecessary things ONLY taxpayers pay for! I would!
(12/20/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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INFRASTRUCTURE is: 1. Broken bridges 2. Pot holed roads 3. Electric grid weaknesses 4.
Sewage and water problems 5. Deteriorating airports and rails NOT most of what's below.
Labeling a pig a puppy doesn’t make it so!

DISEASE & DEATH
(11/28/21; @JamesMeroney2)
The Case For Disease Eradication: I am convinced mankind is seeking Paradise Regained, and
SHOULD seek that, but ONLY in the right way—God's way. Let me explain. EVERY public policy
and business decision MUST promote good, not bad/evil! NO MORE EVIL tolerated, or injustice!
#JustDoIt!
IT IS INTOLERABLE anyone could profit off others' sufferings, like people unable to pay for their
health needs! IF businesses were run morally, world-wide, disease eradication and weather-related
calamities technology COULD and should be invented! The funding has to come from profits or fair
taxes.
CAN YOU IMAGINE no more cancer, heart disease, dementia, stuttering, cerebral palsy, amputations,
mental illnesses, retardation, paralysis? I believe we can discover the solutions! It’s intolerable people
can go bankrupt fixing medical problems they didn’t create!..
NO business should EVER be able to make unsafe or harmful products—period, no matter what political
connections they possess! My nurse wife is convinced many illnesses are from the manmade chemicals
in our foods. She RARELY lets me drink water filler she says will cause cancer.
ANYONE doing EVIL should be halted, by all moral and legal means, incl businesses, knowing
cigarette smoking kills, yet deceiving through false science and lying to Congress. ALL evils should be
curbed, or ended, within budget and with minimal taxes and regulations!
We are responsible for seeking to make the kingdom of God on our fallen earth; never perfectly, never as
a theocratic government, but by governments of the world doing their God-given duty, to thwart evil and
reward good! Rom. 13 and they CANNOT be allowed to do evil! Justice is God’s standard! #JustDoIt!
We ALL love crime stats lessening, except EVIL people. We ALL need to rejoice when all types of evil
get confronted! Bullies, thieves, liars, corrupt and selfish politicians, tax avoiders, tax mooches, etc.
Collaboratively or individually, America needs to pursue means to END illnesses!
The fall of man (Adam) brought all these things into our world! Even salvation doesn’t immunize saved
people from sickness! Faith itself doesn’t always lead to miracle healings! God is sovereign! BUT, He
does NOT use vs. abuse.
It was the Tower of Babel attitude and actions that caused man a downfall—trying to regain Paradise
Lost by leaving God out, and putting man as god. Gain it back the right way!
HERE are sicknesses we need solutions to: https://euro.who.int/en/health-topics/healthemergencies/pages/whos-work-in-emergencies/health-hazards-infectious/a-z-list-of-diseases…
I would LOVE to see a Center of Global Disease Eradication created, only by U.S. Companies, or in
collaboration like the Space Station. ALL people need access to fixes to fatal diseases! If businesses
can’t profit enough from such products, all nations must pay their fair share!...
oppose mankind seeking to fix problems and reverse evils, incl diseases. He gave us brains to
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My plantar’s wart is the ONLY physical prob I’ve ever experienced more than one month. EVERY
disease that harms, hurts and limits humans MUST come to an end! I don’t believe this is Babel attitude,
if God is central and doing good is the result; NOT evil! Not man as god, either! (humanism)
In sum, 1. Man is NOT to be worshipped! Even if you reject God, do NOT do things opposed to Him!
2. Do good, not evil, including businesses and governments 3. End all diseases and natural disasters'
negative effects, through technology, science, intelligence WE CAN DO THIS! #CommonSense
Creation also longs for a release from the fall of man, through Adam! Rom. 8:19-23 Mankind cannot
undo their sin nature, through technology, or avoid a fallen world, aging, death or things deteriorating—
Mt. 6:19-20 BUT, we can improve our condition! Made in God’s image, we can do no less!
LITERALLY, there shouldn’t ever be a need for wars! Just wars are OK, by God, but with the brains
God’s given us all, learning to solve disputes, amicably and justly should be within the purview of
human achievement! Intransigent evil MUST be stopped, however. Fix the politicians!!!
EVEN NOW, NBC national news will be showcasing a semi-paralytic woman walking the aisle to be
married. I don’t yet know what tech she is benefitting from, but EVERYONE wants ALL diseases
eradicated! Just do so where all can benefit—not just the rich!
We ALL rejoiced at how far a comedian got on AGT, with cerebral palsy! BETTER would be we find a
way to relieve him of those challenges! Leg braces locked a paralyzed gals’ legs so she could walk at
her wedding. We have tech to force muscles to cramp up! NEED more innovations!
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33. POLITICAL TRICKS
Political Tricks

POLITICAL TRICKS
(3/1 & 26/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Political MYTH: Checks and balances means when both sides agree on good policy, there has to be
opposition. Usually, that's just grandstanding, or seeking media attention for being the unique lone wolf
voice, for personal political points of photo ops, etc.!
Political tricks (playbook):
1. Exaggerate (Lie and distort) Ex.: The Democrats are purposely exaggerating
GOP laws on voting integrity, to seem like they’re against blacks voting, or that there are so many
in society, absent these laws, the whole country would be a supermajority of black voters
2. Justice is NEVER to be sought, unless it benefits your causes, but always say you’re seeking it.
3. WHEN you have evil ambitions, always sell them as virtuous causes, to the public. There too dumb
or busy to catch on, anyway, right? #Politics
4. Leave your religion at home, except for policies!
5. Accuse your opponents of things, even if untrue.
6. If you’re constituency likes a fighter, never seek peace or common ground, and divide the nation, if
that’s what they want. You’re a follower to their lead!
7. NEVER seek common ground with the opposing party when you hold all the power. Just dominate in
kind fashion.
8. If you ever hold all the cards, STILL accuse the other side of evils, and use your dominating and
demeaning to try to destroy their existence! Gal. 6:7
9. ONLY if one of your own's sins hurt morale or public opinion, or the party’s chances at winning, do
you rebuke or seek to remove them from office. The offense(s) mean nothing, morally, as winning is
everything.
10. If such party hurts your brand, ostracize ‘em!
11. If you can’t get your agenda on the federal level, pursue it at the state and/or local levels.
12. If your opponent has the power to totally ignore you, gen up enough anger to get virulent revenge
between elections! (a smart strategy, actually)
13. Assume and act and speak like you are smarter than the average bear voter, but never
condescendingly.
14. Say you’re representing all Americans when you’re only representing your party’s voters (AKA,
LIE).
15. HOPE God isn’t going to judge you for all your public sins!
16. Make unsubstantiated accusations, and force your opponent to defend or prove ‘em wrong
17. Don’t do much, but stir up controversies, to distract the public, via media ratings
18. IF you’re going to do anything do too little or too much; never just do the right amount
19. Never admit any faults or failures, as that is weakness the enemy will take advantage of.
20. Only focus on the faults and failures of your opponent and their party. Skeletons are the prime rib of
politics!
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21. Doing the right thing is only what you are to do if it benefits the party or its agenda.
22. Never be honest, if an admission can hurt your party’s reputation, or chances at winning (power
trumps morals; God allows morals to be left at home).
23. Use public opinion ONLY when it supports your agenda.
24. If the public majority is for something you’re against, stay quiet, restrict their ability to vote for it, or
sell your view to and only serve your constituency.
25. Use a front man who behaves nice and kind, to pass very un-nice and unkind policies (the Trojan
Horse technique).
26. Tell the public you’re honest, but only be so when it benefits you.
27. Blame bad decisions on it being what the public wants.
28. Anything goes for power; sin-to-win (easier to ask God's forgiveness than His permission)
29. Accuse your opponent of doing exactly what you’re doing, as your anger will look like you think it’s
evil (even though you approve of doing it).
30. No matter what sins are committed, stand by your team and teammates
31. When accused if that for which you are guilty, deflect, deny, deceive and distract
32. Take opponent apologies as weakness, and expound on the neg or evil thing they’re apologizing for.
33. Pass an evil law, and tout it as good.
34. Accuse a law of being evil, when it is good.
35. Tell, or try to convince the public the opponent is doing evil, so voting against them is good.
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34.

POLITICIANS
What God Wants In a Politician

WHAT GOD WANTS IN A POLITICIAN
(11/19/19; @JamesMeroney)
You, as a voter, may want certain things from those you vote for, but what you should be valuing is what
God wants from them; namely, the following:
God wants politicians to be capable, God-fearing, trustworthy, and to hate dishonest wealth (Ex. 18:21),
to praise good and punish evil (Rom. 13:1-7), and to not favor the rich or poor (Levit. 19:15).
Our nation's leaders should also adhere to these principles: Pv. 16:7 If you please God, you will have
peace with your enemies (Ex.: Political); Pv. 16:10 Politicians should implement God's will; Pv. 16:15
Politicians should bring life to situations; Pv. 17:7 Politicians should use excellent speech and not be
liars; Pv. 20:8 Politicians are to be for justice and despise evil; Pv. 20:26 Politicians are to reduce evil;
Pv. 20:28 They are to be honest; Pv. 22:11, 29, 25:5 They are to surround themselves with quality
people; Pv. 25:3 Politicians are to have depth; Pv. 29:4, 26 They are to be for justice; Pv. 29:7 They are
to care for the poor; Pv. 29:12, 14 They are NOT be liars; Pv. 31:4-5 Politicians are not to be given to
alcohol (or drugs, in our modern day). In short, they are to be knowledgeable, temperate and moral.
We tend to vote for what benefits us, and sometimes care only what a political candidate promises us, but
their character determines if those promises are lies, as well as whether their positions are wise for the
nation. Do your civic duty, before God, by evaluating politicians according to these traits, and making
your ballot choices accordingly.
Politicians' sins: Lying, idolatry, slander, arrogance, injustice, selfish ambition, hate, divisiveness, greed,
irreconcilable, word wranglers, lip service, feigned anger, agitators, inventors of evil,
pandering/coddling/catering kiss-ups, hypocrisy. The Bible addresses ALL these. (3/7/21;
@JamesMeroney)
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35.

POLITICS
1. The System is Broken
2. Washington D.C.—Repent!
3. Cancel the Cancel Culture!
4. Morals In Politics? (Part I)
5. The Core of American Politics (2021)

THE SYSTEM IS BROKEN
Current state U.S. Politics is fighting and division between entrenched extremes—the left vs. the right.
My way or the highway, and destroy the enemy. The ONLY things that can happen in that system is one
party wins, and dominates its opponent, or gridlock.
Even if one dominates, while in power, no one stays in power forever, so their so-called victories get undone by the other side, when they gain power. And gridlock is merely tax payers paying for politicians
to do nothing, and nothing being fixed.
THE FIX IS EASY
Isn’t there a better way? Yes, and it’s quick and easy, if you are willing to value solutions and common
sense, instead of idolizing power and your biased pet peeve extreme. It is through using common sense
to get common ground for the common good of the nation as a whole. It is not hand holding Kumbaya
unity, or bad compromises, but justly doing the right thing, and ensuring win-win, where both sides fairly
get something they want, just not the whole enchilada.
Let me give you a few examples of these polar extremes (which cannot be harmonized, or their gaps
bridged), and then suggest you read the solutions: more in-depth, at our website—
AmericanAnswers.org.
You are either for gun grabbing or gun hugging.
You are either for a cleaner environment or profits.
You are either pro-cop or for criminal rights.
You are either for high or low taxes, and big or small government.
And you are either for open border or letting no one else in.
THE EXAMPLES ARE ENDLESS
The right and correct solution to almost every problem America faces has been thoroughly and
entertainingly addressed in our many writings, mainly AmericanAnswers.org, but also Facebook’s
james.meroney.9 (and .3, and jim.meroney.3), and the posts and liked sections of these Twitter sites (as
well as four books on politics, of our 11 books, available on Amazon/Kindle, and at that website):
@pledgers2020, @ImMadTooEdwin, @2020Victory, @PledgersARCHIVE, @BuildBetterBiz,
@ProphecyForYou.
The answers are out there, the solutions are easy—if you are committed to common sense, and country
over party and principles over personalities. Go read about them. They have been guiding our nation the
past four years, through VIP’s who are quite familiar with what we write!
THE DECISION IS YOURS, AMERICA!

WASHINGTON D.C.—REPENT!!!
(1/29/20; @JamesMeroney)
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Dear D.C.: You fancy yourself the power of America, but you are WEAK! You imagine yourself
leaders, but you are FOLLOWERS of public opinion, polls and focus groups! You fancy a party
something of value, when it has become a harmful idol to you! You think you're role models. God help
our children if that's true!
You spoke for two weeks about the GOOD U.S. Founders' intent. They NEVER intended the gridlock
and continual fighting, my-way-or-the-highway domination, scheming tricks to defeat the "enemy,"
hatred, division, lies and outright sin-full behavior you must ALL
repent of, or may God wipe out your futile enterprise, soon!
You are paid wages most of us would dream of. You produce much less than all of us achieve! You
have too cushy of jobs! You are way over-paid and rewarded, and you are not leading our nation in
integrity, but are mere ambulance-chasing used car salesmen! You spin, lie, impugn motives, feign
motives, deem the other side evil, and act like you're pure holiness, when almost ALL you do is sin, and
God is NOT mocked!
You are the modern-day Pharisee, who loves respectful greetings in the public square, like
‘Congressperson’ or ‘Senator,’ when your ploys are from satan, and your words and deeds disrespected
by 82 percent of Americans, who polled your industry's respect level among those two prior-mentioned
professions!
You have group think SHEEP mentality of a sports analogy, AS IF life is a mere game,
and you're on one team trying to decimate the opponent. THAT IS NOT AS THE FOUNDERS
INTENDED! They only wanted checks on extremes, but you both are extreme! You NEVER seek
common ground! You LOVE riling up fools, for self-gain and votes—you are NOT public servants!
You manipulate people you SHOULD be educating, so America has no stupid citizens, in a global
economy! You are grifters off the public dole! You believe coiffed hair and fancy suits makes you
something. You are NOTHING before God, and if Jesus returned today, He would FIRST come to your
foolishly hallowed House and whip His cord until you all fled (as guilty cowards rightly would). Your
judgment is ripe, over-due, and coming!
You are extremists, erringly believing Reagan's 'bold colors' B.S.! You are among some of the stupidest
people I have ever witnessed, despite most of you being lawyers!
New Orleans and Las Vegas have NOTHING on sin city D.C.! I know, even now, in your heart you all
are thinking this message applies to your opponent party! NO! You are the man (and woman), because
NONE of you LEAD your peers to a holier practice of law-making!
You FEAR losing your cushy job, because it pays off too well! Too many perks! ‘We the people’ want
you all fired, if you choose not to change! You deserve term limits and perk and pay cuts, for you do not
earn your keep! Reaching across the aisle is disdained by you, and you are leading our nation to a
second Civil War! YOU!
You are slanderers, liars, word wranglers who spin everything YOUR party does as holy, and everything
your opponent does as wicked. That makes YOU wicked! Talk radio and mainstream media are your
party’s' complicit mouthpieces for propaganda, with their bents and biases!
May you be utterly destroyed by God, if you do not repent, which all indications are, at present, you
freely choose NOT to do. Trump is the grandfather of all this evil, and his so-called pastor handlers are
GUILTY for all these things, before God!
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Judgment is your fates, unless you repent! I have NO idea the form or fashion, but 9-11 was NOTHING
compared to what God is going to bring upon you, in the soon-coming Tribulation, which MANY of you
will go through, because you do not know God, as your deeds prove.
And any claiming Christians in D.C. Are heretical apostates, in FOLLOWING in all this muck, rather
than following Jesus, which causes one to be a leader of others into holiness. I have NOT been easy on
you, this morning, and give me any chance to appear before you, and this message will be just the
beginning, for you NEED it! Repent!

CANCEL THE CANCEL CULTURE!
(7/6/20; @JamesMeroney)
You don't throw the baby out with the bath water, any more than the DUMB and extreme
#CancelCulture wants to punish all service workers at Jimmy Johns for a stupid an evil ploy of
(apparently) only two bad eggs in the organization! The CEO didn’t order that behavior—maybe a
sandwich.
#CancelCulture is CONSTANTLY ruining businesses that don’t bow to their agenda.
Buy American is saying #ClosetCandidate HAS NO economic policy, or knowledge of economics! It's
also saying Americans have to pay MORE for the things we buy, to help him get elected. Americans
buy the best deal for price and quality, Joe. Out-of-touch elitists wouldn't know that! (7/9/20)
Leftists literally want non-liberals harmed, their businesses ruined, them to lose their jobs, and their
opinions muted in the public square, and on social media. WE OWN THE BUSINESSES and JOBS,
silent majority! Let them fend for themselves, unemployed, or owning hemp factories! #JustDoIt
1. Identify every liberal who’s in the cancel culture (like Julian Fidel Castro), and make their lives a
living hell, financially, JUST AS they are doing and avowed to do. If you sit back and doormatishly take
it, you lose, and you are a bona fide fool! Fight back with your assets of jobs and access to products.
(7/10/20)
Update
(7/11/20; @JamesMeroney)
VERY practically: WHY can’t a federal agency monitor EVERY social media account calling for
boycotts of U.S. Businesses (Ex.: Goya), and out them publicly, like NYC Karen was, who lost her job,
so they will too? @RealDonaldTrump @POTUS They are economic insurrectionists! #Treason
America-haters
If Republicans simply refused to hire or do business with or serve any Democrat customers, requiring
political party registration documentation, TEMPORARILY, the cancel culture would disband from
poverty and unemployment, unless Soros subsidized them! @realdonaldtrump @POTUS
Cancel culture can be cancelled by business owners refusing service and to hire them. Job interviews
with targeted questions, and business signs warning no boycotters (all leftists?) welcome would be an
incomplete start. You have to identify them all, on social media, and at protests! @realdonaldtrump
@POTUS
I am against ANY and ALL boycotts of any and all American businesses! We ALL benefit from a good
economy, and we all suffer from a bad one. People have to live, which takes money (profits or wages).
Use your free speech in more constructive ways!
Background
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LEAVE POLITICS OUT OF BUSINESS! You hurt us ALL when you don't, because we ALL benefit
when our economy is strong—not hindered by boycotts, and crying babies too incapable of expressing
their political arguments where they belong-in the public (vs. private) square!!! GROW UP! (9/5/18)
I want to start a hashtag for all Twitter extremists who constantly call for boycotts/end of certain
businesses, and for people to destroy their lives and careers, by resigning, anytime those posters get
offended, who, hypocritically, would NEVER do that themselves! #JimJordanResign (3/7/20)

MORALS IN POLITICS? (Part I)
(12/25/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Are you 100 percent going to be a party vote, no matter what the party position is, because if you are not,
because you think for yourself or vote conscience, we hate you as an outsider, and you may as well be on
the other team, even if just abstaining. THIS is D.C. Think, morals be damned!
If that act can save or make our company money, it is the correct decision. If not, it is the wrong
decision. THIS attitude in business, absent moral personnel or government regs, is how anyone in the
way of just profits loses. The old 'economics is amoral' lie. Morals be damned!
I JUST showed you how politics and business can quickly leave morals 100 percent out of them, left
without a judge! THIS is how Christians can care about their "religion" mainly two hours Sundays, as
bucking a system that ignores morals doesn’t advance your pocketbook! #MoralsMatter (Jud. 21:25)
And if a claiming Christian has zero quiet time, all but two hours a week they live by societal norms,
unrenewed in mind to God's will! Even sermons can be wrong, and at best, tell a layman one topic a
week, and are forgotten three days later. Thus, America is as America is! Selfishness will doom us!
IF you are a Christian, because you have prayed to receive Jesus in your heart for forgiveness of all your
sins, the Spirit dwells in you, and you are eternally saved. But that is not then end-all! You still have a
life to live until you die! God wants it lived for Him!
When you got saved, that Spirit sealed you forever, indwelt you forever, made you new and
clean/covered/forgiven on the inside, and gave you a new spiritual nature and new identity in Christ.
Everything changed! (II Cor. 5:17)
NOW, it’s time for those changes to manifest. God’s word, the Bible, is your food. (I Pet. 2:2) Doing
God’s will becomes your life sustenance. (Jn. 4:34) You are directly related to God, and Jesus
fellowships/communes with you full-time, and His Spirit can empower and lead/guide your life.
If you choose to live your own way, you are living in sin. (Pv. 3:5-7) Great blessings are yours following
God in this life, and it’s the only choice you have, to live acceptable to God, even though you know Him,
and will be with Him when you die.
The person who told you the gospel may not have told you all this. I certainly don’t to the many I’ve
told the gospel, mainly because we speak, then go our separate ways, usually never to see one another
again. But I do tell them to read the Bible and attend a Bible-believing church.
The Bible is what is in common with those two suggestions. Jesus said we cannot not live without it!
(Mt. 4:4) Following, vs. just receiving Christ, is a daily process. (Lk. 9:23)
You eat three meals a day, not because you want rewards, or have to be incentivized to do so, but
because you need to, to stay alive. You, even more than food, need God's word eaten/ingested daily!
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And just skimming its contents will NOT benefit your life nearly as much as eating the Bible (in your
heart and mind), like a cow chews its food! They eat, swallow, burp it up, and continue that process to
digestion. That illustration is the exact Greek picture behind Josh. 1:8—a verse you should memorize!
Meditation is how God's word becomes your behavior, along with prayer! And on your own, you are
incapable of successfully resisting temptation. You will yield to it most every time. You need to be
empowered, spiritually. Daily ask God to fill you with His Spirit, and anytime you feel you have or
might have sinned, confess that sin to God, in prayer, and ask to be refilled, because sin breaks off
fellowship and the power of God. (I Jn. 1:9)
This is the life of a Christian. Continually knowing Him better, and getting better at living as he did.
Yes there are eternal rewards for so doing, but this is the expected and normal Christian life.
If you want more help, read Will You Live Forever? button, at this website’s chapters Why Be Totally
Committed to God, and How To Have a Daily Quiet Time. MEDITATE/think deeply about what’s
written there, especially the Bible verses! God bless you if you do.
“He is no fool who gives what he cannot keep to gain what he cannot lose.” –Jim Elliot
Missionary C. T. Studd said, “Only one life ‘twill soon be past. Only what’s done for Christ will last.”

THE CORE OF AMERICAN POLITICS (2021)
(1/25/21; @JamesMeroney2)
THIS is a NEEDED message for you to understand what’s going on, and how to fix it. There are two
extremes in politics, 100 percent opposite, and they both wish the other didn’t exist—liberal vs.
conservative. They BOTH want ONLY their views enacted into law!
Far left wants to take citizens guns, "thinking" that makes us all safer, with less weapons that can hurt
people. Problem is, if any crook makes or gets a gun, were all less safe, as only cops can take them out if
they go on a shooting spree! Far right want zero gun restrictions.
I can own a bazooka, machine gun, tank, B2 bomber, and open carry, even without a license to carry.
Zero proof I know how to use a gun (classes with licensing), zero concern that mentally unstable people
can buy them, zero concern that registered serial numbers help cops catch criminals.
Just a guttural/instinctive/primitive/immature belief in the second amendment, with zero nuance that
helps society. Those extremes are BOTH wrong! A LITTLE inconvenience that doesn’t restrict your
right to bear arms makes us all safer and better off, with zero gun-grabbing; maybe MORE guns, so
deterrence is expected, as many citizens pack heat.
This is but one example of how extremists think-gun grab or no restrictions; all or nothing; my way or
the highway, and they want to nationally force their position on everyone. Their positions will reverse,
when the other party’s in power!
That’s INconsistent, unreliable, unstable, and not reasonable, long-term, as laws keep being go, then no
go, depending on who’s in office! RATIONAL is a policy that meets both sides' concerns, with give and
take/win-win! The middle/centrist way.
But libs insist on NO guns, and cons insist on no restrictions; even internet and gun show exceptions to
skirt our laws as a loophole. If a law is GOOD (sound, reasonable, moral and practical), its skirting is
evil, and unsafe to society, while its enforcement is good for mankind. You start with good laws!
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Let’s debunk both extremes on this one sample issue-You CAN’T take everyone’s guns! They’ll hide
them, bury them, lie about what they own, or even shoot you if you try (come and get it!). Plus, if
they’re skilled at using it, and law-abiding, there’s zero rational reason to take their weapons!
They have a RIGHT to protect their family vs. burglars, thieves etc., and they can avert further murders,
as in the case of a church-goer who killed a church shooter in TX! Cops can’t be everywhere; guns are
needed everywhere a criminal is using them for evil/harm/bad/crime/sin!
On the other hand, militias that equal or exceed the US military can be a threat, as we saw with basically
under-armed people at our Capital! The government can’t allow a domestic army to compete with them,
as they alone are legally mandated to protect America and enforce laws, via armed cops.
BOTH extremes are often not open to re-thinking their positions! That is the problem! Cult-like
brainwashed mind numb robots to only their beliefs! They can’t see anyone else's viewpoint, and plug
their ears to considering society as a whole. THAT is what ISIS types do-cut off thinking and emotion
for willpower discipline!
We in the mainstream majority middle cannot allow either extreme to rule! Give them whatever you can
that’s moral (like safety from school shootings, and the ability to hunt and fish), but NOT everything
they "demand," because opposites can’t be implemented, except by secession (red states arm to the hilt,
and blue states gun grab).
On a national level, that’s the ONLY way for both sides to be happy, unless you give them 2-4 years of
their way, then 2-4 ways of their enemy’s way, which is irrational, unstable and unsustainable!
Take ANY public policy! Libs and cons are on OPPOSITE ends of the scale on all of them! That’s
NOT workable, save by secession, or ping pong politics, where you win for a time, then you lose for a
time, and America is known for inconsistent laws, depending on which party’s in office! That’s DUMB!
Taxes: high vs. low; regs: many vs. few; military: under- or over-fund; law and order: police brutality
or defund cops; border: open or closed; debt: BOTH sides Increase it (bad)! HERE’s the BIG problem:
Funding of liberal causes. Cons want ZERO taxpayer money to fund them!
They fear moderates will give in and vote for them to be funded. As a centrist, I 100 percent oppose
every freebie! I DO support severely poverty-stricken people being "helped," but ONLY if it’s fair. It is
NOT fair to taxpayers to fund anyone’s bills! They MUST repay anything they’re loaned to get on their
feet!
Cons don’t even want that, because tax money could be used, temporarily, even though repayment is
required. THATs how they get the reputation for not caring about people, and being greedy! Libs spend
money like its water, because it’s mainly GOPs (their enemies) money! That’s UNjust and EVIL!
Some Dems pay taxes, but the ~50 percent who pay NO taxes are mainly Democrats, which is why
they’re always seeking freebies--because they’re too poor to owe taxes! That’s also why libs like open
borders! Millionaires never cross our borders, illegally, save for drug lords!
These extreme policies are causing America to need a divide! BLM riots, and now Boogaloo and Proud
Boys as the natural response! It all goes to government handouts, because whites usually won’t accept
them, but others beg for them. TAXPAYERS owe no one anything, concerning expenses paid for!
When you emphasize black lives mattering, poorer and less educated whites wonder how poor and less
educated blacks should get favored, and resent it! That’s normal! They all have the same economic
challenges, no matter their skin color! They need equal opportunity; not favoritism by color.
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Again, libs want many things funded: "Free" healthcare, daycare, college, student debt forgiveness,
home down payment, reparations, climate clean up, Covid relief stimulus checks, housing, food, etc., as
well as problems solved, like human trafficking, drug addiction, and a host of others.
WHERE can that money come from? NOT people with no bank balance! Tax payers, business owners
and the rich are always targeted, but they are mainly GOPs! That is intolerable! WE didn’t make
anyone poor! We don’t owe anyone anything! Even RINOs/centrists/moderates oppose all freebies!
So how can anything new be funded?
1. Government functions for a profit.
2. Streamline government (best bang for the buck, and efficient like private sector, and prioritized, using
automation and retraining).
3. FAIR to all taxes! Same pain, according to what you have; if you have no money to pay in, you will
work for the government for free, enough hours to pay your own way! No justice no peace!
4. Charities.
5. Businesses voluntarily adopting causes.
6. The rich voluntarily adopting causes, like a modified Giving Pledge of LESS than 50 percent, and not
just after they’re dead!
7. Churches, synagogues and mosques doing their part!
8. Compulsory civic service of 10 hours a year from every citizen NOT in public service or a first
responder. Ask NOT what your country can do for you...
9. EVERY such "help" being repaid by the recipient (incl Welfare revamped to ONLY empower selfsufficiency in the medium-term. EVERY dollar repaid when they’re on their feet, over time. Tax payers
lose NOTHING (you could even charge for the interest lost on such a loan), yet cons will oppose this as
they don’t want to lift one finger to help anyone, even fairly and finally.
10. Liberals and liberal states are free to fund any and all projects they desire fixing! Just don’t try to
force the rest of us to join your merry band!
Charge as high of state taxes as you like! DON’T use the feds to steal from states not so inclined. YOU
libs are concerned about those problems! We red states, not as much as you!
That doesn’t make us morally inferior, as we pay for our own expenses, never ask government to help
with that, and insist that’s how red state citizens live! We reach out a helping hand, when needed, but
reject Uncle Sam forcing it!
IF our economy ever gets great (like the surplus days of Bill Clinton), that excess could partly be used,
but actually belongs to the tax payers. With 27T in debt, and climbing rapidly, with Bidens next Covid
check, we won’t see such a surplus! ALL of politics is about funding!
Dem constituents vote to spend, but don’t pay in very often (except those on the higher income scale,
whose percents are far less than GOPs). Its 100 percent unfair to make GOPs fund most things! taxes
have to be fair to all, with no loopholes! NO extremist will like my plan, because it’s FAIR!
IF extremes ever get the upper hand, like Trump or AOC, it is truly, reasonably and morally time to
secede! America can’t go on/continue divided, wanting war, or demanding opposite things! ONLY
gridlock or ping pong politics are alternatives! The two-state solution is quite reasonable-then!
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WATCH politics and politicians EVERY DAY! They USUALLY engage sin and often partisan
stupidity! You have what you tolerate. I don’t tolerate either of those vices in so-called "leaders!" Vote
ALL the bums out! Not all are bums.
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ON INCOME DISPARITY
(2/4/20; @JamesMeroney)
There appears to be a fissure between the educated (if you hate them, you call them ‘elites’) Dems and
their base, as with GOPs and their base, in thinking that extremism is the way forward—MY extreme,
yours be damned.
Are the less-educated THAT dumb NOT to see where that leads? Gridlock and undoing policies every
few years!
Your political philosophy is NOT perfect, extremists on the left and right, but this one (about to be
described) is much closer to that—provably! Every caustic conservative thinks anything but
conservatism means tax payers will pay more, and they RIGHTLY hate being the ones footing
America’s bills (44 percent pay NOTHING).
The 44 percent think life is Scrooging them, the man is taking advantage, and he always makes bookoos
of bucks off their back, so they cry and clamor to Uncle Sam to remedy their inability to make more—all
as FREEBIES!
Socialism is stealing from people who work for their money! And conservatism is people who make
taxable income saying it’s all mine… I’ll give you none, to temporarily help you, by force of law, or if I
feel like it on the street corner, begging. It’s ALL about money! Trumpianism and AOC/Bernie-ism are
ALL about how taxes are spent and raised, and how much! I don’t want any more taxes on me, with a
government that wastes money, empowers laziness and dependence, and can’t control itself, with a $23T
debt, and counting!
You don’t curb their addiction by withholding so much money we have to borrow from our frenemy,
China, at interest, or print fake dollars causing currency devaluation and inflation!
You also don’t give people government handouts! Government is NOT you and me, but when it pays
bills, it is ONLY us (tax payers) who pay in! We have to de-mystify that nanny state communalism idea!
America has a safety net, which is humane, but it should ONLY be temporary, and empower selfsufficiency learning skills. And ONLY keep people from severe poverty, like the difference between
being out on the streets, and having bare bones minimums!
‘Anyone’ can learn such skills in six months to one year (obviously not people with academic
challenges). And token repayment of 30 hours minimum, compulsory civic service for such benefits, is
NOT unfair to taxpayers who aren’t your employer or daddy/family!
The lower 44 percent CAN’T afford health insurance, often, so they sure can’t afford to pitch in to the
public dole. So they use sweat equity! Government, as an entity, is not a money tree, and it isn’t an
ATM machine! You wouldn’t have the gonads to ask an upper 66 percenter for handouts, so you use
politicians to do it for you!
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Cons RIGHTLY begrudge section 8, Welfare, food stamps, Obamaphones, Medicaid, and whatever
other freebies any American of any stripe or color receive, as they DON’T PAY US BACK, and we
don’t owe them! Its mercy, NOT justice, that allows that safety net, yet people feel entitled. You aren’t!
You work!
Then business and the rich do everything under the sun to make profits large, at the expense of the
working class. They get YUGE bonuses and perks and salaries for screwing "peons'" lives up, and that is
RIGHTLY opposed by those oppressed! The answer/solution is justice and balance—NOT extremes!
'MY' solution meets the fiscal needs of the lower 44 percent, and the fairness needs of the upper 66
percent who pay taxes! And everyone should be made to do civic service, 10 hours minimum per year,
to cut down the feds’ costs, by sweat equity, as our patriotic duty, excepting those in public service, like
the military, cops and emergency workers.
You have to find ways to reduce America’s dependence on China’s debt dependence! Streamlined
government, changing ALL entitlements to be based on civic service repayment, everyone paying their
fair share (the rich included, which will NOT be the same percent as the less rich), and growing our
economy with business innovations I’ve written for years, and have many books on.
It will take 10 to 20 years for our debt to get manageable and reasonable, but you’ve got to start
somewhere, and even cons, via Chump, have added more than $1 trillion to it, claiming/lying that his tax
cuts would pay for themselves. This solution solves D.C.’s fights!
So when I slam BOTH extremes as imperfect, let me give some details! Liberalism has lofty
ideals that sound moral. Everyone has healthcare, college (if smart enough), daycare and family leave.
All basic needs secure, including Welfare. That’s NOT FAIR to tax payers! That’s a problem, unless
you’re an unjust/evil person.
They don’t even pretend to want recipients to repay the tax payer! They act, vote and pass laws like
money grows on trees. They use moral-sounding ideals to paint the picture, but their vision steals from
hard-working, responsible tax payers, for ZERO reason other than that everyone wants more money!
Get a pay raise. Get a promotion. Get another job, or two. Work overtime. Get better, more marketable
skills. Quit having as many kids. Cut back. Buy smarter. You’re an adult—act like it. I’m not your
daddy, as a tax payer—period!
And as to conservatism’s imperfections and sins, their theory absolutely says screw the lower half! DO
YOU THINK a person who so vehemently fights wealth redistribution is ‘gonna pay charities enough to
equal what Welfare provides, out of the goodness of their own, greedy hearts, freely? Then you’re a
FOOL! They’re fighting Welfare, because THEY want that money returned to them, NOT to all go to
charity, if any!
Both extremes’ less-educated NEED to understand these things, as they’re the core to D.C. Politics!
The emperor has no clothes! You aren’t rich because you max out many credit cards to 'own' many
possessions! This is common sense, and economics 101.
So BETWEEN the two extremes of conservatism and liberalism, is common sense centrism, and
conservatives needn’t fear MORE taxes, and liberals needn’t fear LESS help for the poor, but the type of
help they really need—teaching them how to fish, vs. giving them a fish. This isn’t rocket science, folks!
Wake up. Geez!
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Finally, for the cons who are as certain that their view is perfect as I am that most people are going to
hell, here’s an exact, detailed laundry list of proof, explained, for why your view HURTS everyone but
the rich and business owners, and isn’t God’s view… ALL these polices are conservatives'! No one else
proposed these:
End minimum wage. That absolutely means workers will make LESS, in most cases (a few rare
exceptions).
End the estate tax. That means the rich, who already have life better than everyone else, have even less
social responsibility, even though society benefits them most.
End five federal agencies. That means everything those groups do is useless, to the conservative! It also
means MORE of an employer’s market, with those millions of workers unemployed.
End child labor laws, because China is our competitor, and they do that! That means America’s K-12
compulsory education system would be thwarted by pre-teens working full-time, like adults, losing their
childhood.
And if you believe conservatism’s dogma and mantra, business is in business only for profits, so if profit
could be had by overworking employees (no breaks, no safety laws, no overtime), that’s "good," to the
conservative! We ALL know it’s NOT!
Automate and robotize as many jobs as possible, so an employer’s market becomes even more of a
disparity. More unemployment, because machines can replace the lower 44 percent. HOW DO THEY
LIVE and SURVIVE? Who cares, if you’re a conservative? You’re doing your patriotic duty to
America, making business successful, right? WRONG!
It backfires, and government has to hire or pay for them off your taxes, dummies! Trickle down is a
MYTH! The rich getting richer benefits all is a MYTH, if they’re hoarders, selfish, or don’t pay their
fair share in taxes!
The joke is let the rich be richer, and they’ll hire more. At minimum wage, or less, if allowed to do so,
and they’re profiting off employees! The ONLY jobs business doesn’t profit off are ‘business required,’
like business lawyers, accountants and I.T. Folk. If life is all about making rich people happy and
richer, it’s skewed to the advantaged! Let’s all bow down and worship the rich guy.
They already get the best streets (no pot holes), security (gated communities), perks (country clubs, best
seating at restaurants, chauffeurs). Why do people barely eking by and unsure they’ll ever retire need to
serve them, to make their life better than is already better than the others will EVER have?
GOD has an answer to this question, and it’s I Tim. 6:17-19, conducive with the Giving Pledge, and
progressive taxation (Lk. 12:48), because 10 percent of not enough to survive is NOT the same sacrifice
for the country as 10 percent of anything you’d ever want!
Warren Buffett understands all that I’ve just laid out. He and Bill Gates do NOT do what they do
regarding charity because they’re STUPID! They’re smarter rich people than probably every
conservative rich person who is NOT significantly philanthropic, proved by their ease at making money!
But they know life is more than just making money! They’re certainly not people who loathe
themselves, as conservative Mark Levin alleges, because they CARE about people and society—not just
themselves (Phil. 2)!
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And finally, IF you only knew the facts! ‘Average Joe’ gives back three percent of his income to charity.
Rich Americans give TWO percent. The people MOST able are least giving. And the TRUE heroes of
commerce proved to everyone that they were kings of industry, then proved that they were kings as
humans. NOT nearly so, today.
Rockefeller, Rothschild and Carnegie were as proud of their wealth as their philanthropy! Today, we
often omit the latter, as money is an idol we selfishly covet in America.
P.S.: This ALL relates/pertains to conservatism vs. liberalism! One extreme wants to steal others’
money, and the other wants (or tolerates) the poor suffering. That sounds harsh, but what’s harsh are
these two extremes.

HOW TO POWER THROUGH POVERTY
(3/8/20; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s imagine you were born in the projects. Maybe a single parent, or a locked-up dad. HOW can you
get out?
1. Dream, by visiting rich areas; and take pictures, and put them on your walls.
2. Mentor: Find a successful older person to guide your decisions.
3. Great GPA in school, as with extra-curriculars.
4. Volunteer as an intern to a good business, even if you have to travel far, even on public transportation.
5. If you invent something people like, your race or financial circumstances DON’T matter to your
customers!
6. Get help to start a needed business, with and SBA (Small Business Association) loan, and business
mentor from someone NOT directly competing with you (i.e., located farther away, by phone or web
contact).
7. Focus. Stay away from the gangs, crime, drugs and pimps. Stay inside and read, learn, memorize!
Do it at school, church, after hours facilities, or at home.
8. Get tutoring help, so your grades become exceptional!
9. Ask teachers and school administrator for help and resources for your college prep.
10. Ignore or improve the physical quality of your public school. If you can’t ignore rundown facilities,
volunteer to paint them on the weekends, to help all your peers (instilling pride).
11. Team up with smart peers, for study groups!
12. Get experts to educate you, via library books, or YouTube tutorials (like Khan Academy).
13. Understand that number one is your grades! Everything else is secondary.
14. Take advantage of free food programs at school, or via charity soup kitchens, as hunger can distract
you from studying.
15. Pray and trust God.
In 90+ percent of the cases, white people are NOT consciously or otherwise trying to keep you down, or
NOT hire you! Use Linked-In to connect to a successful person of your race, if you believe that, and ask
for their advice and/or help, if you believe discrimination is big or bad. Let nothing thwart your success!
You are NO different from me! Your color and circumstances may be, but I was an A to C student in
high school. My FREE website offers MANY college studying tips. There are tricks, and even
professional businesses to improve your grade results... Kaplan, Kumon, etc.! You can make great
grades, if you work hard, and grades are about all colleges can judge you on!
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I’d even move to a lower-performing school, so your results will rank you higher! This is NOT
becoming “more white." It’s becoming more marketable for good-paying jobs! If your culture poo poos
education, buck it! That only HURTS you, in the information age!
DON’T limit yourself to music and sports, as a way out of poverty! Take exams to determine your
innate talents and interests, and milk what you’re good at—accentuate the positive, minimize the
negative. Major on the majors, which are the skills you’re good at that businesses want and need (to
save or make them money)! You can be a success! Believe it.
Update #1: The Poor You Will Have with You Always
(3/8/20; @JamesMeroney)
You aren’t ‘gonna eradicate poverty in America (Mt. 26:11). At best, end severe suffering poverty! No
one LIKES giving up money—we try to buy the best deals/value for the quality, and work hard to make
our cash stash. The Constitution DOESN’T speak of wealth redistribution—NOT explicitly or
implicitly.
Every person is responsible for their own lifestyle getting paid. Insurance helps for BIG bills. Crowd
funding, as well. But government’s purpose/job is NOT to make up for your wages! You’re in a global
labor pool, so you’ve got to be worth the pay that you want, to business! Be the best job candidate you
can be. Work hard and smart!
Market rate and fair market value are often a RANGE—NOT a set amount. Remember that, as an
employee, and learn what your skills are worth. It can vary per city (i.e., variant regions’ costs of living).
What the market can bear is a wide range, in many cases.

POOR PEOPLE ARE SUCCESSFUL?
(6/16/20; @JamesMeroney)
Permit me, if you will, to address a subject most Americans will HATE, disagree with, or be
disinterested in hearing, even though it’s 100 percent biblical—the Bible on Poverty… Before getting
specific, let’s first list general observations of life in America concerning poverty!
The poor are discounted, even labeled ‘losers’ by the competitive/ sports-backgrounded types.
Their opinion of public policy is rarely sought, as it’s assumed all they care about is getting money, so
why would they have any opinion on what the government should do?
They’re deemed ne'er do wells, or people who never choose to 'buckle down," and work hard, or get a
decent education, or job skills.
Their suffering is always deemed their own fault, as is their solution—their own responsibility.
Inside, others laugh at their trashed- or rusted-out hoopties/ vehicles, and people can’t believe they could
live like that, or even enjoy life not having a "nice" car or house! DID YOU KNOW assets can be nice
(or presumably mean), depending on their quality? (sarcasm).
NOTHING the poor man owns is nice, unless, like Obama wrote, they pour all their excess into a nice
car, as they return to their not-so-nice domicile.
Why wouldn’t they want to be fashionable, or keep up with the Jones'? Don’t you know God thinks the
Jones' are life’s role models? (a LIE from satan’s world system).
I’ve even had folks say the problem is they don’t focus hard enough on their labors (by people whose
ministry to God and country NEVER interfered with one hour of employment).
DO WE SEE any people in Scripture who were so busy serving God, that their finances were negatively
impacted? Well, maybe some average Joes like JESUS and Peter, for starters (mocking rebuke).
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So now let’s take a look at Bible verses Americans usually have ZERO desire to see, and even concoct
LIES to circumvent!
DID YOU KNOW God says not only blessed are those poor in spirit, or humble-attituded, but blessed
are the poor? (Mt. 5:3; Lk. 6:20) Then I don’t want to be blessed by God, but by the world, is the typical
internal dialogue for most who learn these truths—NEVER verbalized out loud! Secret thoughts.
God and the Bible do equate poverty with humility (Jas. 1:9), but it is not always a mere humble attitude
that God calls people to, but actual humble circumstances!
DID YOU KNOW God says the poor man is in a HIGH position before Him, and the rich man is in a
low position before Him? I didn’t think you did! (Jas. 1:10)
The rich person is in a LOW position before God! The person with a high standing with Him is the poor
man. These are NOT words you hear in America!
And why is that status his? Partly because the poor man HAS to trust God; while the rich ones often
trust in their riches, with God as a back-up, or spare tire for emergencies; TRUTH! (Jas. 2:5; Ps. 49:5-6)
DID YOU MISS the nugget that the POOR are heirs of the rich coming kingdom, or did you miss Pv.
11:28, that that those who trust in their riches will FALL/fail? God/the Bible (meaning not that the Bible
is God, but it IS God speaking to us) also says pride goes before destruction, and says riches often instill
such pride. (Pv. 16:18; I Jn. 2:15-17)
We equate net worth with self-worth! I’m someone, because I’m rich, and I don’t want to be rich
without others knowing it (like only a full bank account) so I show it off in ways people will praise my
"achievements" and ambition! THIS IS PRIDE, folks.
I told and warned you you wouldn’t like this teaching, so how many have already bugged out? NOT
lovers of the truth (or you’re already fighting it, with "but what abouts" in your head)!
Let’s continue. Aren’t there sinful poor, or people poor because of sin? YES. Today’s lesson is
addressing those who aren’t. It’s NOT from laziness, a drug habit, low self-esteem, bad decisions (the
most popular 'Christian" excuse given for poverty, from my observation… consequences for bad
decisions, whereas wise people get painted as the rich ones, like Peter and Jesus, I suppose).
No, America DOES idolize money! Just admit the truth! Even politically-minded so-called "Christians"
avidly support a theory that all my money is mine, and God approves of that hoarding sin (Ecc. 5:3),
because He wrote I am to enjoy the fruits of my labors, and taught personal property rights. (Gen. 3:19;
Ac. 5:4) That’s WARPING of what God taught! (I Tim. 6:17-19; Pv. 19:17)
But I do it for my family and heirs… "family values"/generational wealth! BALDERDASH! God
NOWHERE taught to ONLY benefit blood relatives with your wealth, and though He gives the power to
get rich, the devil can too! (Deut. 8:18; Mt. 4:9) HAVE I SCARED YOU OFF, YET?
Bible scholars call these type topics the "hard sayings of Scripture." Hard to take, because our flesh/sin
nature bristles and rebels at such ideas! I’m ‘gonna stop there, as you can do your own Bible research on
the word "poor," and discover jewels I don’t need to spoon feed you with, if you are not lazy!
God gives the power to be poor and rich—NOT just rich! God calls some to be poor, which means
they’re doing God’s will not chasing money, as you sinfully do. (Pv. 23:4-5) YES, there are some saints
God actually has believe what He said, when He wrote a saint’s prayer in Pv. 30:8, extolling moderate
income.
It is the culture of America that has warped your theology! Worldliness extolled as virtuous. The
American Dream. Live it up and live for this life, OPPOSITE God, in many ways (Col. 4:1-3; Mt 6),
and not denying yourself (Lk. 9:23).
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I (sort of) hate bursting your bubble of self-congratulation and pats on the back for your
worldly/temporal "achievements," but I HAVE to warn you that God’s concern is what we do for Him in
this life, not serving our own pleasures and pamperings!
Your pastor MAY not tell you, because he loves the unrequired "tithe," or has bought into the heresy that
lies that God wants all believers rich!
SURELY no American is still reading, so I will cut out with this… trust God, serve Him madly, pursue
riches that do not fade (Mt. 6:19), and give money to people NOT in your family! THIS is Gods will for
you, like it or not. Bye (and don’t come tar and feather me; your anger is at God, with whom you are at
war; Jas. 4:4)!
P.S.: Jesus knows how hard it is for rich people to give to the poor, without being forced! You get used
to self-pampering lifestyles/ creature comforts, enjoying life, and forgetting that anyone else exists,
except for your socio-economic peers! That’s why He challenged a wealthy young man seeking to get to
heaven by good works! (Mt. 19:21) Hoarding is easier!
Jesus told His closest confidantes to sell what they had. Do we in America really believe Jesus is the
same yesterday, today and forever? (Lk. 12:33; Heb. 13:8) We Christians truly do NOT believe God’s
promise of eternal rewards for so doing, or value His priorities on this subject! (I Tim. 6:17-19) Repent!
And God would NOT instruct us to give cash gifts, in great amounts or for long, as that’s fiscally
irresponsible! Give (even if it’s only sweat equity) to projects that empower the poor to make the most
of what they have, and to make the most that their skills can fetch! (II Thes. 3:10)

HELPING THE POOR
(See also: How To Help The Poor, at Facebook’s Jim.Meroney.5)
(11/3/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Liberals' definition of being nice and helping people means money to poor people; nothing and no one
else. They seem willing to fork out more money for them, in their states, but want to force all others who
aren’t poor to do the same, nation-wide. The problem with free money is...
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

There’s no ownership (rent car mentality).
It’s unjust to taxpayers, and creates dependence and laziness.
There’s little-to-no payback; recipients can spend it however they like.
It’s not sustainable—the cash just runs out/dry.
The poor are NOT taught to ever improve themselves.
The poor aren’t your kids or employees.

TRUE help and compassion is teaching all poor people how to fish; NOT giving them fish. That’s
unsustainable and irresponsible! Every poor person unable to do better, from disability, already has
Social Security, and the poorest have Welfare! That’s a merciful safety net, and more than enough!
The middle and upper class usually didn’t receive ANY government help, to get to where they are,
financially! So it’s UNfair favoritism to keep handing out freebies to the lower class. They NEED to be
taught how to move into the middle class. Those are skills that can be learned! NO free money.
You FEEL sorrow, empathy, compassion and pity for the poor, but the lazy poor deserve NO sympathy,
and the hard-working poor need better skills and/or education. FEEL FREE to fund the poor yourself,
Universal Basic Income-supporting billionaires! Just adopt them into your family, daddy BIG bucks.
That’s NOT your job to do!
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Every functioning human adult has to learn to fend for themselves. It’s a life-long skillset they need.
That DOESN’T mean no one ever gets a little help along the way, but liberals MUST be trying to buy
votes, as their "help" is usually overkill and forever! That’s human growth retarding!
EVERY American poor person could at least be earning near $15/hour, with the current minimum wage,
or they must suffer a disability—mental or physical—for which Social Security Disability exists! Entry
level wages were never designed for heads of households, or as career jobs; ONLY stepping stones—
NOT living wage.
The Twitter Jack, Facebook Zuck and Tesla Elon trio SHOULD be even more concerned with the
world's poor, IMO, as most all of them are doing worse than America's poor. They need food, clean
water, primitive sanitation, shelter, survivalist skills, clothes and preventative medicine, at a minimum.
Fund that, IMO.
Sustainability is the liberal’s mantra for our ecology; it needs to be for our charity! Throwing money
down a rat hole is STUPID! Give a poor person $4K this year and even if they spend it all on valuable
things, next year the need persists, if nothing changes in their money-making skills.
American liberals have a MUCH skewed by our consumerist culture view of what an American poor
person NEEDS! I Tim. 6:8 I’ve met many people poorer than myself, with newer shoes, cars, smart
phones and Netflix. Our ideas of necessity vs. luxury get warped by TV images of the Jones' we try to
keep up with.
College and healthcare are the top two industries needing an option for the poor! Daycare can be solved
by technology, organizing neighbors (funding a stay-at-home parent), or Groupon-like leverage to reduce
prices, if many neighbors buy a single daycare membership for all-MORE competition!
First, not all Americans need college, and 58 percent don’t have a degree. A government program for it
would UNfairly benefit only those with higher IQ’s! Why would any university reduce tuition for smart
poor people, when they can earn full tuition from richer smart people? They aren’t a charity!
SAME with medical costs… WHY would hospitals, doctors, drug companies and insurance companies
give poor people a price break, when that’s UNfair to the rest, and they can find enough richer people to
pay full fare? Subsidies, paid back in civic service, more competition, and certified home school college
are the answer for college.
For healthcare, MORE insurance competition lowers premiums, but the field is NOT incentivized to cut
costs, as the medical establishment is the highest-paid industry, overall, and they like that money!
Again, civic service paid back subsidies, along with charities, low-cost or free clinics, OTC remedies,
staying healthy/preventive maintenance, catastrophic insurance for BIG bills, and Medicaid are solutions
NOT requiring one size fits all government Socialized medicine! Solutions exist. Lazy people just want
to vote for freebies!
Let’s get exhaustively detailed in what American poor people NOT on Social Security Disability need,
which I HOPE generous billionaires will fund, as there is payback and payoff when a man learns to make
his own way, with help!
GED, college (if qualified), trade school skills, motivation (personalized to their energizers), goals, dress
for success, interview skills and practice, resume writing and job search tips, hygiene, diction, manners
training, transportation to the interviews and job, and a positive attitude belief in self.
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Also, house and appliance repairs, possibly lawn upkeep (for neighborhood self-image/pride) and
budgeting skills, MAINLY education on how to buy the best value, and not over-pay, or mistake a
luxury for a necessity. There are tricks to the trade of life they must learn!
It’s NOT uncompassionate to expect an American adult to learn how to pay their own way! It IS
uncompassionate to say do so, and don’t ask me to lift one finger for anyone, if they struggle with that
pursuit! Politically, there are labels attached to these differing attitudes toward the poor.
MANY rich Americans do NOT agree with the adage, 'there but by the grace of God go I.' They feel
insulated from calamity, by reliance on bank accounts—NOT God. Arrogance creeps in, that I’m above
such experiences, and if I can do it, why haven’t the poor? They must be lazy! Making ASSumptions!
God has commanded the rich to give back generously. I Tim. 6:17-19 It’s not an option to simply hoard,
and blame your sinning on having earned it all. You, of all people, have the wherewithal to help others,
but you should never waste that charity, by dumb investing in "free money!"
Free money doesn’t teach anyone to earn enough for income to exceed outgo! It’s a mirage, a vapor; it’s
not real, but fake supply; undependable, unsustainable, irresponsible and bankrupting, as the $ earns
nothing; it just gets spent! Do philanthropy wisely! Fund self-empowerment for the poor.
IMO, an app or website chocked full with info that educates U.S. Poor on all these skills would be a
lasting one-time investment, continually updated with the best deals per area, best money-saving tips,
motivational techniques, job opportunities updates, skills development centers and even free GED or
vocational training charities, government programs, or schools (or even free GED and vocational training
via the internet/YouTube, only paying one expert per topic, to teach nationally, if not universally, with
hands-on by associated apprenticeships and internships. There are NO excuses for severe poverty
continuing.
IF any American without a disability is poor, thereafter, it is totally their problem. There are people who
like to beg, who make a decent amount by not working. Society owes them zero favors! Make all the
needed skills for the poor to move up avail, for free, online, and fund no more!
Liberals can come up with endless projects to throw taxpayer funds at! That’s NOT how the
Constitution or even common-sense works! People must be taught to carry their own weight! That’s
what adulting is all about. Freebies make adults into children, financially! BAD public policy!
Perhaps our current U.S. Divisions show the wisdom of why our Founders defaulted to states’ rights,
where not explicitly enumerated, as making a federal case out of everything fails to capture the diversity
of thought that makes up our melting pot tapestry, though remaining united!?
There's OBVIOUSLY an attitudinal difference between the Bible Belt and the two major coats (or
predominantly liberal regions). The attitude SEEMS to be for me to be a nice/good person, I can’t want
significant wealth, and/or I must fund poor people with handouts, tax-wise.
The very definition of being "good" gets equated to how much money one gives away, and how many
freebies they fund. That is, I must apologetically say, an ODD way of viewing life! Goodness is
behaving morally!
I detailed morals from sins, this morning (i.e., #MoralsMatter)! Among many good things we can do is
help the poor. But it is UNhelpful to keep them poor, hinder their efforts at escaping poverty, or block
that escape by any racist or unjust hiring, housing, education or socializing discrimination! EVERY
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American ought to be rooting every poor American on, to escape poverty and achieve the American
dream for themselves, defined by themselves!
We are a competitive nation, but the poor are not "losers" or life's failures, and we aren’t competing with
them, to keep them down, like a football team tries to keep an opponent down on the scoreboard! Life’s
more important than sports! Be kind.
There are people who just want to make money, and don’t care if the world goes to hell, and there are
people who just want the world to be like heaven, and don’t care if businesses go out of business. BOTH
of these extremes are WRONG!
Update
(11/1/20; @JamesMeroney2)
It's AWESOME that @Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberb, @ElonMusk and Twitter’s @Jack want to help the
poor! YOU DON’T GIVE FREE CASH! That's DUMB, irresponsible, and unrealistic/unsustainable.
You spend your money on teaching them how to fish/be self-sustaining, financially! That helps, vs.
creating dependence!
NO intelligent investor throws money down a rat hole! Even if you have money to burn, you don’t waste
it on zero payback to society, by FREE money, or ‘UBI!’ @Facebook Mark Zuckerberg, @Jack,
@ElonMusk They need job and life skills to make it in the world, as grown adults! Pay for that training!
People incapable of making it through life, by mental or physical disability, already get Social Security
disability. Beyond that, you’re empowering laziness, dependence, achieving less than one’s full
potential, and disincentivizing hard work! UBI is Unreasonably Blatant Ignorance. Free money!
If the only thing a grown adult head of household can do in life is be a retail cashier, his/her family is
going to be poor. After well over 18 years on this earth, surely every adult can learn skills that pay better
than minimum wage! Everyone must learn to live within their means.
Aptitude and interest tests should be mandatory in high school! I’d make a HORRIBLE mechanic! You
may make a HORRIBLE author. Learn what your innate skills/talents are, and maximize them, with
training and experience. Poor people can learn, and if they can’t, Social Security disability exists! Be
your best!
Poverty OUGHT to be only a short-term problem for anyone! Democrat policies treat it as life-long!
Their EXPECTATIONS are low, which means they don’t trust people to evolve/advance/improve/grow
up, by their ever-expanding handout policies! Social Security Disability exists for people who CAN’T
self-sustain. (11/4/20; @JamesMeroney2)

ECONOMICS 101 FOR POOR PEOPLE
(1/22/21; @JamesMeroney2)
A little economics lesson for the poor: We ALL would LIKE to be overpaid! The janitor would LOVE
to earn $70K a year! WHY doesn’t that happen? Do managers simply throw a dart at a salary dartboard,
or spin a wheel to determine what to pay you? NEVER!
If they’re HORRIBLE at business, they’ll randomly pick a salary or hourly wage number by asking their
peers. If they’re good at business, they will know what the going/market rate is.
YOU would NOT buy a year 2000 clunker car for $30K! ONLY a fool would! NO business person
aspires to work FOOLishly! You’re paid what you’re paid because enough people like you (with your
skill set) agree to work for that wage!
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If your job is needed by business, and no one skilled like you ever applies, management would be forced
to pay MORE for your job! APPLY these facts to your life!
And when you cry Uncle to Uncle Sam, you are asking those same employers, plus all taxpayers, to pay
for your pay raise, for whatever freebie you’re seeking! That’s EVIL, but I know morality is not your
concern, but money.
When that’s how you seek a job advancement, or raise, the economy does WORSE, because forced
expenses on business, by government, means business responds, usually by cutting where they can, like
jobs, or robotizing your job out of existence.
IF you couldn’t mow your lawn, from age or incapacity, and your lawn boy charged DOUBLE what you
were used to, you’d hire someone else! If they ALL raised their rate to double, you’d buy or invent a
Roomba for lawns, or change your yard to all rocks!
YOU wouldn’t just take it on the chin! NEITHER will business. In short, YOU have to have skills
deserving higher pay! Government can’t change that!
Let me edu-ma-cate poor people on one other thing: INFLATION (rising cost of goods sold) makes
your paycheck worth LESS! Harmful things to an economy cause that, like higher taxes, less access to
oil, etc. You DON’T have to go to college to understand this stuff! You’ll FEEL it!
And IF government forced business to overpay workers, unemployment (people out of work) would
RISE! Why? To keep costs as they were! Less mouths to feed, with paychecks, but those keeping a job
worked harder. You REALLY can’t have political positions based on DUMB emotions. SOME
knowledge is required! Wise UP!

ELON MUSK’S $6B FOR THE HUNGRY POOR
(11/2/21; @JamesMeroney2)
NO MATTER how the HUGELY Socialist-biased MSNBC poo poo's your awesome and generous offer
as minimal, I am 100 percent behind your decision, and think you are being a true hero! DON’T
empower laziness, but self-sufficiency skills with your donation! That's sustainable! GOD BLESS YOU.
@ELONMUSK: HERE’s a GOOD plan (multiple tweets):
1. Minimal infrastructure for farming/food
2. Minimal accessing of education materials (LOW cost)
3. Education in basic job skills
4. Motivation training to self-sufficiency skills (earning and spending) THIS plan solved poverty quick
Broken down:
1. Poorest nations with equipment to farm enough food to feed their citizens
2. FREE K-12 materials avail by basic internet access everywhere (electricity, or cheaper: Books and
loud speakers)
3. Job skills for using nations' natural resources
4. Empower budgeting
EVERY human needs food, basic shelter, clothes and death-deferring medical preventatives. YOUR
$6B should go to educate and motivate them how to have those basic essentials—NOT give that to them,
as that’s NOT sustainable. Per country, enact education on how to achieve it!
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Gardening per household, or 'hood. Caves, huts, TPs, used cargo containers or crates, made into shelters.
Sustainable hunting and fishing skills. Sanitary refuge and excrement disposal. Wells for fresh water.
MAYBE generators or electricity. Vaccines. Hand me down clothes
EVERY nation has similarities and differences in needs and resources. Have a generic model for all,
customizable! I just taught how your $6B could be maximized for the BEST bang for the buck, with
zero handouts. I’ll bet the U.N. doesn’t come up with a better plan (by God’s grace)
IF a poor person can die from preventable disease, preventing getting that disease is essential! If they get
enslaved, or abused by bosses—or have no food—that’s step 2, like Maslow's Hierarchy. They ALL
likely have clothes/covering and a place to lay their heads, already
And IF a poor person has no marketable job skills, they’ll always be poor! They have to be taught them,
even as they have to work, full-time, to remain alive. Pre-recorded K-12 curricula by loudspeaker could
replace needs for massive book investments! public and open air!
USE your $6B in cooperation with fatal disease vaccine charities. Food and job skills are number one
(as with ending preventable deaths). ALL ELSE is secondary! poorest nations have manpower
businesses can utilize, IF trained for low skill jobs. VERY cheap global labor source!
The @UN Just gave you a cheat sheet on how to respond to @elonmusk's "out of this world" (rocket ship
reference) offer! IF your bureaucracy gets their grimy hands on it for any but the poor, or for handouts,
may God curse you! MY plan has none of that! BEST bang for buck—Just DO it!
Before I return to sleep, HUNGER eradication is NOT the sole need, if they die from preventable
disease, or haven’t the ability to pay their own way through life! THAT would only involve endless food
giveaways! Teach them how to fish! It’s wiser than giving them fish!
IF ending hunger is the only aim, your $6B needs to go to sustainable farming at every level that ensures
all poor people eat. That means individually or collectively, with means for them to access it, which
usually requires money from working! MY plan is BETTER! READ it.
You gained your wealth legally! You’re NOT daddy to the world’s poor, nor obligated to alone fix
hunger. Motivate other rich people to emulate you, by tying your offer to their matching or making
contributions! LEVERAGE your generosity to do more, PLS! DON’T go it alone!
IF Elon Musk follows through on his $6B offer, I will consider him in the top 10 of all-time Texans,
transplanted or not! Being 6th generation, and from one of the original 53 families, I want to bestow that
great honor on him if he so does! WELCOME TO TEJAS, y'all (Elon/rocket man)!
@WarrenBuffett @BillGates YOU two should be inviting @elonmusk to a meeting/social gathering, to
discuss the plan I just gave him and the @UN, to never duplicate efforts, but seamlessly work in tandem!
ALL three of you are heroes of mine for your business and charity—not just one without the other!
VERY specifically: Every poor nation has to identify land suitable for farming. Then the most efficient
means of harvesting need to be utilized, vs. wasteful, inefficient ways of old! Maximize the bounty that
can grow from limited land cultivation! America is great at that!
Consider contacting @RickWarren for his farm land strips, @elonmusk! I believe he supports charitable
efforts to entrust every family with six foot plots they can grow food from, to survive. There is NO
NEED to reinvent the wheel, or duplicate efforts, as that's wasteful of limited resources!
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37.

PROPHECY
1. Practical Prophecy
2. Bible Prophecy & Favoring (vs. Blessing & Honoring) Israel
3. Present Prophecy
4. Bible Prophecy
5. Bible Prophecy

PRACTICAL PROPHECY
(1/31/15; @ProphecyForYou)
EVENTS
"SOON," three series of seven horrendous judgments (Seals, Trumpets and Bowls) will befall the earth
over a 7-year period (the Tribulation). NO Christian will remain on earth (excepting, perhaps, the two
end time prophets; Rev. 11:1-14).
Before Bible prophecy transpires, the world needs (at least) one final threshing, and Gospel warning; will
the Church rise UP to do her job?
Three heads of state will be usurped by a sly, political unknown "soon" to be in the E.U., to quickly
ascend from obscurity to ultimate power, like Hitler did.
A 7-year peace treaty between Israel and her rival Arab neighbors will be brokered, but broken midstream by that upstart world politician.
That he has UN-natural miracle powers, especially mid-Tribulation, is biblically undeniable (II Th. 2:9),
and NOT just his associate/religious partner (Rev. 13:13-14).
He will literally take over the world in about 3.5 years, then be demonstrated to be the AntiChrist by his
public appearance in the Jerusalem temple, apparently re-made.
Dan. 11:39-44 and Eze. 38:3-8 show that ‘the Beast’ has significantly anti-Semitic nations in his pocket,
both by military force, and conniving convincing (bribes).
Half of our earth's population will be wiped out in 3.5 years or less of Second Hitler's rise upon earth (by
Seal number six). Disbelieve this to your own peril.
Most scholars believe the childhood religion he abandons is either Judaism or Christianity (Dan. 11:3839), as he opposes both. (II Th. 3:4; Rev. 13:7)
Russia will seek Israel's wealth, near mid-term of 7-year period, along with several Arab nations.
KNOW the future or it will possibly kill you (literally).
Antichrist’s image will be everywhere. That was not even possible until smart phones, TV’s in ~every
‘cool’ retail shop, and new technology possibly yet to be invented will be used.
The AntiChrist will be assassinated (of sorts) mid-Tribulation, but ‘resurrect’ to institute a world-wide,
closed economic 666 system, and ban all Christian converts.
The signs of prophecy’s imminence are all around us! READ I Timothy 4, and compare statistics from
1950, to see the speedy escalation of evidence. Don’t be left in the dark.
Other major signs include Israel becoming a nation in 1948 (after 2,000 years of not being so), ‘most
people’s love (for God) grows cold,’ and ‘will Christ find faith on the earth when He returns?’
Be saved from this perverse generation (Ac. 2:40). EVEN IF prophecy delays/tarries, WHEN you die, it
is Hell without Jesus! (John 14:6; Acts 4:12)
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IF our political leaders have NO IDEA about Bible prophecy—IF it’s NOT (as some allege) a myth—
how can they be prepared (or at least aware), as they lead us into the "future?
QUESTIONS
When is the world’s end? Normal life DOESN’T just hit a dead end! Earth's end is 1,007 years after the
Rapture. (Rev. 21:1; II Pet. 3:10)
Does the AntiChrist have to have authority to control the Jews' enemies to negotiate the peace treaty!
(Dan. 9:27). Does he LIE to the Jews that it’s for seven years?
Will the Antichrist have to have GREAT terrorist connections to surprisingly usurp three European heads
of state, then negotiate a 7-year treaty?
Could sleeper cells or ISIS and terrorists help the Antichrist uproot three European heads of state in a
sudden coup? (Dan. 7:8, 20, 24)
Will his image (Rev. 13) use drones with lasers targeting imbedded bar codes connected to TV’s, radios
and smart phones? You can’t do business without it then.
For all things relative to significant Bible prophecy events,
please see out two books on the subject, at AmericanAnswERS.ORG

BIBLE PROPHECY & FAVORING (vs. Blessing & Honoring) ISRAEL
(5/6/19; @JamesMeroney)
I saw an EXCELLENT post, yesterday, that Israel does MANY provocative things against the
Palestinians, then we in the West only hear of their retaliation! The missiles on Israel were evil, but the
Jews MUST stop their sinful aggressions, first and foremost! Peace needs negotiating!
[Private account:] Most people in the U.S. Only hear about Palestinians after Hamas launches rockets
into Israel. Americans hardly (if ever) hear about Israel's colonial settlements on occupied Palestinian
land or the bulldozing of Palestinian houses/villages. It's dehumanization through silencing.
The Jews are morally perfect, because they're God's chosen people, don't you know? THIS is the UNbiblical and STUPID belief of the Christian Cabal, who supports Chump’s every sinful and biased
FAILure in the region! Political ignorance, and HORRIBLE theologians!
[I was about to write the temporary solutions to the Palestinian-Israel conflict, but since Chump’s
number one spiritual adviser monitors this account, and was therefore tapped to help him work on that
issue, I’m not writing one word. It CAN be solved, but NOT by the biased Chump administration.
(Rom. 2:11)]
YHWH does NOT give the Jews a PASS on their sins, nor the Arabs! He is an equal opportunity Judge.
"Christian Zionism" FOOLishly believes Jews have a right to all territory they WILL possess in the
Millennium, and trade biblical boundaries for modern political policy. That’s being brain-dead FOOLs!
CHRIST alone brings permanent peace, and restores things and makes things right, in the Millennium,
ruling with an iron fist. Jumping the gun foolish human engineering in the region ONLY causes
violence, and God’s judgment on Christians advocating for UN-biblical, sinful public policies!
MORAL injunctions of the Scriptures can apply to personal political views, but America is NOT a
theocracy, where Bible verses are the law of the land, and prophecy passages have ZERO relevance to
U.S. Public policy, because Bible prophecy hasn’t started, yet, IGNORANT Christian Cabal!
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I have said Chump may be the Antichrist, and IS the antichrist in some form, proverbial, symbolic, spirit
of, or as a precursor. The actions he has made in Israel CERTAINLY he will be for, by God, in sinfully
favoring Israel, vs. seeking justice, based on both sides’ clean or dirty hands!
Chump matches many Antichrist traits! Dictatorial, rich, some religious background, but he hasn’t the
wisdom trait, one iota. If he keeps stealing my writings’ ideas, he could easily show rage the second 3.5
years of his term, as he sees his chances of winning fading, and by edict, seize control.
If I were a betting man, either Chump or some unfamous E.U. Politician probably already alive is the
Antichrist. If I knew all the political players in all those states, he might be identifiable. Unfortunately
the wisdom of my writings are open to all, so he could use them for evil! ‘I’d bet he’s likely alive!
I can’t say from what standpoint I say this, but part of me HOPES Chump’s Hagee ilk of pastors keep
encouraging Israel’s border expansions, so Hamas and company retaliate, so the Antichrist HAS to be
exposed to het world, because Christians get raptured. I also don’t wish this on anyone. #Conflicted
desires (Phil. 1:23)
I have said SO many times [See below] that if Chump’s favor Israel policy continues, he alone will be
guilty before God of starting Bible prophecy. DON’T STOP, DUMB-DUMB! I’m NOT saying this to
change your behavior; just making observations! (Rev. 22:11)! Do what’s natural for you! Be yourself.
Why would any Christian oppose favoring Israel? God is IMPARTIAL, and favors ALL who behave
good, and the opposite for the opposite. Trump is ahead of the prophecy timetable of events, AS YOU
WOULD EXPECT from an uninformed fake, baby Christian! I’ll bet he knows NOTHING about Bible
prophecy [his handlers will now educate him so I look wrong!]. (12/6/17)
It’s HILARIOUS to think Chump thinks he can broker a peace deal in Israel, when he made America a
biased/tainted agent favoring Israel, by the Christian Cabal’s STUPID embassy move and capital
labeling, due to IGNORANT politics, skewed by misunderstanding of the Bible and prophecy eras!
Stick to sermonizing! (6/25/18)
North Korea says nuclear disarming won’t occur if sanctions continue; Iran missiles Syria; Arabs rebuff
46-1 over favoring Israel. Russia isn’t exactly pleased with Chump. ALL the players of prophecy are
being set up, like dominoes, and it’s an exciting time to be living on this temporary earth! (10/1/18)
I don’t have the time or patience to find the exact tweet, but favoring Israel over non-terrorist Muslims
and Arabs is a SIN, and Trump is literally bringing on Bible prophecy by the many dumb things he does,
because he’s an idiot regarding the Bible laying dusty on his bedside table, especially concerning
prophecy! I used to be, too (pre-age 18). (3/22/19)
I’m ‘gonna say it again, as plainly as I can… a peace settlement is NOT required between Israel and her
enemies until violence escalates! We haven’t had serious discussions since maybe Jimmy Carter days,
because the conflict is manageable. Only when it’s NOT would the Antichrist arise.
Because I have warned the Church, and warned as many people as humanly possible to be saved, I do
pray Chump continues his ill-conceived favor Israel policy, because I’m wanting the Rapture to occur. I
would NEVER engage such policies, but by our Lord I COULD get temporary resolution-NOT seven
years in length!
Knowing Chump’s evangelical council watches here like a hawk, I expect today’s message will cause
any of them still able to think to back off favoring Israel policies. The Hagee ilk are cult-like set on
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Zionism. I want them doing NOTHING different based on what I say! Be yourself! I’m doing Eph.
5:11.
THIS is common sense: When America favors Israel, that provokes a response from the Arabs and
Muslims, as justice is NOT our concern! THIS is common sense, as well: When Jews do things to hurt
Palestinian interests, responses will come, and NOT peaceful ones. This is human nature facing
injustice! #Duh101
I’ve been to John Hagee’s San Antonio church, three times. I like the man, as a pastor. He’s often
biblical. But his fetish for Jewish Zionism is totally whacky, as we are still in the Christian era, NOT
post-Tribulation. Charismatic Christians OFTEN aren’t good at hermeneutics over emotionalism!
America has the military capability to force Abraham’s promised land to be owned and occupied by the
Jews! WHY doesn’t @pastorJohnHagee push for this, to be consistent with his prophecy-challenged
politics? It’s called the sin of HYPOCRISY! Be consistent, and start the Tribulation, from
FOOLishness!

PRESENT PROPHECY?
(2/5/20; @JamesMeroney)
I’m going to speculate how all this fits into prophecy… Besides last night’s SOTU fully fitting the signs
of the end times (II Tim. 3), IF America fits into prophecy, it’s through her ties to Israel. Is anything in
present day U.S.A. Like Israel will be, just before her peace treaty?
America is NOT Israel, but her defense of Israel could exacerbate the enmity against Israel, meaning
increased violence there. And the very same nations who have the capacity to defeat America, if they
united, could unite to attack her, instead, from hatred of us, but wise enough not to stoke the bear, U.S.A.
Why would hatred of America increase based on America’s divisions? Because other nations saw The
Beast/man of sin [DJT] acts like every other nation is inferior, U.S. Feels morally and innately superior,
and brags that other nations envy our economy, wealth, and our military can kick anyone’s tail.
That type rhetoric engenders increased disdain of us all, because the idiot in the White House (a Carville
term) represents us to the world, wrongly so. If America is part of the 10-nation revised Roman empire
that will war with Gog-Russia, it’s NOT the Russia-friendly, or a collusive Chump sect. It’s the
traditional, sane side, who know the former Soviet Union/USSR head of state is evil.
Even some in the Trump cult know that, so many Americans would be in the camp that opposes Gog, to
protect Israel. There’s zero Bible evidence of conditions in America just before the Rapture, besides the
general traits of II Tim. 3.
There will be wars and rumors of wars, so maybe talk of 'peace, peace' (home security systems, Iran
skirmish a month ago) and of war (Civil War dangers/threats from divisions in America) could B signs
of the times.
American ties to Israel have strengthened under Chump’s DUMB Christian advisers, NOT that those ties
aren’t good for America, but the favoritism is bad before God, and therefore hurts America! I guarantee
you, even now, China and Russia are uniting to arm Arab nations, even with nukes! BOLD claim! I
can’t prove it. I’m ‘gonna see if any media knows that actions occurring... (Google research).
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I sincerely believe Putin manipulating the fool on the (Capital) Hill, that fool angering China with tariffs,
and the world’s general disdain with him (laughing behind his back) will cause even NATO allies to
lessen their allegiance to U.S.A. In the next four years.
Iran, many Arab nations, Russia, China, North Korea, maybe Cuba and Venezuela will all unite,
economically and militarily, against America, mainly targeting Israel, in my opinion. The Bible already
says Russia will seek to invade Israel for her riches (Dan. 7, 9, or 11, if I recall), or Ezek. 37-39 (read my
two prophecy books for specifics).
That’s during the 7-year Tribulation! Precursors would be Israel getting richer, and tensions rising,
causing Trump (or whoever the Antichrist proves to be) to settle that region (Dan. 9:27). Can CHUMP
write anything like this? Fool-N-chief.
I guarantee you there is Russian and maybe Chinese meddling in trying to polarize and divide America,
as we see all these extreme hashtags since SOTU (like Dems hate U.S.A., etc.). Why do you think
Russia did anything for CHUMP in 2016? They want America weak.
Their leadership is evil, and our enemy! China is with us, economically, but they are Communist
dictators to the core! They hate democracy! Look how they reacted to the uprising in Hong Kong!
Communist nations and Jew-hating Arabs will unite, because CHUMP says America’s military can take
on anyone, and he has angered even NATO!
U.S. Has LESS friends, thanks to the fool in the White House. Even without Israel as those enemy
nations’ first target (easier than direct attacks on America), united, they can seek our demise, militarily!
Vietnam taught terrorist groups like ISIS to engage guerilla warfare and terrorist attacks, rather than by
traditional war with America! I would BET ISIS is planning 9-11 part 2. I also bet you the nations I
listed are secretly colluding against America and Israel! I HOPE America’s NATO allies are as wise as
they’ve shown themselves to be, to see that that idiot is only here for four more years, unless he dies in
office, so they can wait out the storm, and not hold him against our nation!
Either way, a 10-nation confederacy is ‘gonna unite and rise to rule the world. Maybe the E.U.’s breakaways from America unites them, especially with their disdain of Chump, to start the dominoes/process
of that historic reunification.
People more wise than I on Bible prophecy may now be able to better piece together the puzzle of
current state with prophecy state. All I see is that bunch uniting against America and Israel, soon. Arms
to Israel’s enemies, even if uranium for nukes never happens!
Their common ties are Communism, disdain for America arrogance and domineering, economically and
militarily, and interests in natural resources, including unions with Middle East powers for them,
including oil, and who hate Israel, so they’ll foster such hatred to build alliances for such raw materials.
CHUMP’s Middle East plan is already going nowhere. He simply announces a plan, starts a 3-day
skirmish with Iran, and the news cycle marches on, people forget, and his charade of ‘successes’ gets
touted through his lying mouth!
You do not broker a peace settlement with one side absent! That’s as LUDICROUS as saying you’re a
marriage counselor who only met with one spouse! CHUMP believes in strong-arming nations (and
GOPs) into submission. He is a punk, and another P word!
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He has ONLY engendered longer term ill-will against America, in the Middle East and with China! He
has to be the DUMBEST man in America on public policy! Four more years? Yea?
What CHUMP doesn’t understand is that if any entity or nation physically outed you from your home,
banished you to Mexico, then said they want to broker peace with you, you would always want your
house back! Arabs did not take the land of Israel away from the Jews in 70AD or 1948!
Earlier than 1948, Jews from other countries were allowed back in their biblical and historic land, after
World War 2, but that was NOT just a return to your home after a two millennia vacation! Palestinians
were thrown out of cities and homes they owned for YEARS! They didn’t cause WW2, or Hitler’s
holocaust!
We blame their terrorists, rightly. But if you had your neighborhood stolen from you, by physical force,
which you morally and legally owned, based on some deed debate from 1900 years ago, you’d be
peeved, and you may turn to violence, after decades of frustration, never getting any remedy, and
suffering second-class treatment, and less humane conditions than were you again in your home!
I don’t know, because I don’t enjoy history reads, but I assume Jewish repatriation was because they
were less safe in Germany, post WW2 (rationale for the Diaspora’s results, reversed).
Update
Palestinian anger over losing their land, always the Jews', spiritually, but NOT politically or historically
since 70AD, is going to lead to prophecy! It increases in violence, necessitating a brokered 7-year peace
deal.
WOULD YOU peacefully accept losing your home forever, not even being paid for it? Their problem is
they’re under-armed, compared to the Jews. Once they aren’t, through covert deal-making, a planned,
prolonged attack will necessitate Dan. 9:27, in my opinion.
The Jews could easily provoke that sooner, by unjust deeds, and aggressive land grabs. In my opinion,
Arab nations should be (i.e., they are expected to be, operationally; I’m NOT encouraging it) seeking out
alliances with arms suppliers, presently, if we knew secret contacts I believe are currently occurring.
How could America track secret deals between Arabs, China and Russia, especially for nukes? Inquiring
minds want to know. Do we have wiretaps, or drones and satellites shadowing specific government
agents known to be assigned such related functions? Can you listen in on cell phone conversation, and
read emails?
Russian nuclear specialists, officials and their circle of associates, via encrypted, top secret
communications inside secure facilities, with U.S. White House red phone-type contacts, perhaps even
using code language, could negotiate purchase order and pricing! America can track shipments, right?
Is Uranium all those Israeli enemy nations' governments need? Don’t they already have all other aspects
of nuclear weaponry? If not, we can also track those shipments, and need not listen into how they were
negotiated, if we are unable.
Are there secret ways to get those weapons and uranium from China and Russia to the Middle East,
without American detection? Tunnels, hide them in other packaging, like Colombia drug traffickers do?
How much uranium is required? Inquiring minds want to know.

BIBLE PROPHECY
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(11/7/20; @JamesMeroney2)
I’m going to imagine how the coming Antichrist will come on the scene, based on Bible verses with
some creative analysis. He usurps three kings, and brokers peace for Israel for seven years.
Because the second half of the Tribulation he attacks Jews and people saved during that time, I’m going
to guess he had a secret plan with Israel's enemy nations to say the agreement would last seven years, all
along knowing it would only be 3.5. He gets predominantly Arab and Muslim nations to agree to have
"peace, peace" with the Jews, by such ruse.
His being killed, or nearly so, then resurrected certainly adds to his anger toward the Jews, the last 3.5
years, perhaps from blaming God’s judgment on his wounded head? How he uproots three heads of
state, who those three are, I can only guess! What three nations, if the U.S. Isn’t involved, would give a
stealthy outsider leverage to broker the Dan. 9:27 deal?
Today, I’d say Germany, France and Italy! he’s rich, wise and secretive. Does he use his Arab and
Muslim connections to effect that coup? Threats to their government if they don’t relent? Bible doesn’t
say, but I’d assume he already has great connections with them, to be able to uproot them and broker
peace, presumably from a threat that Israel needs to agree to it, for her own safety.
That MAY mean increased black market gun running to Arab and Muslim countries, including missiles,
etc. (or at least plans to, that the Jews know are real and can be quickly executed)
IF these matters are foreign/Greek to you, or you have no idea of which I speak, I suggest you read our
two books on Bible prophecy, because the events I’m describing could happen at any minute, or a
thousand years from now. Man never knows the timing, Pat Robertson! Mt. 24:36
Update #1
(11/7/20; @JamesMeroney2)
IF the antichrist is alive, today, and an adult, expect to see him cavort with Mahmoud Abbas, and heads
of state of all nations surrounding her who aren’t politically united with her, after trump's Middle East
peace agreements. I’d expect increase of arms sales to Israel's enemies, by China, Russia, or even Iran
funding weaponry in its favor in the region.
I’d be VERY cautious of any public or publicized meetings where Frank Steinmeier, Sergio Mattarella
and Emmanuel Macron are all in attendance! I’m GLAD ISIS didn’t attack any U.S. Voter lines! I
didn’t post my caution.
EXPECT an anti-America, anti-Israel coalition to out differences aside, to unite in that cause! Watch for
their alliance to target three E.U. Heads of state, and one brokering upstart politician! #BibleProphecy
in the news
Daesh/ISIS terror attack kills 4, injures three in Iraq
Casualties occur when terrorists detonate explosive planted in roadway in Iraq’s eastern Diyala
governorate - Anadolu Agency aa.com.tr
Iran is enemies with many Arab nations, as NOT Arabic. But, I expect a growing anti-Israel (and US)
sentiment in the Middle East, despite Trumps handful of GREAT peace deals. It’s a spiritual battle.
Enemies of America could fund it-Russia/China/Iran
Horror as ISIS kills 250 Christian children by KNEADING them to death in bread machine | Christians...
“Whoever denies me before men, I will also deny them before heaven” – Last words of George Assaf
before he was murdered by ISIS for the crime of being a Christian. According to one ISIS survivor in...
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cufi.org
ISIS is NOT dead! https://aa.com.tr/.../daesh-isis-terror-attack.../2033689
Why Iran Is Not an Arab Country via @culturetrip
ISIS activities https://cufi.org/horror-as-isis-kills-250-christian.../
Arab isn’t a synonym for Islamic, but MUCH overlap. One’s a cultural-historical, and even linguistic
category; the other, religious. People can be secular Muslims, living in Muslim nations, and not be
committed to that religion, even as laws can be based on it.
Their general hatred of Israel and America goes back to 1948, when land they had lived on for centuries
was taken to transplant Jews who had been exiled from that same (generally) land mass, off and on, since
70AD (the diaspora). The World War's end, and Allies plan to reestablish Israel for Jews incensed many
Muslims.
Many if not most will never accept that fact/reality/phenomena, as an intrusion to land they claim, since
they took occupancy. From THEIR perspective, they owned the land, legally, and it was stolen, to
recompense from wrong-doings centuries before. That animosity WILL bring forth Bible prophecy!
ANYTHING to rid the region of Jews many of them will support, like a faux peace plan, intended in
secret to be violated, followed by genocide of many (2/3rds to 3/4ths?) Jews—the exact
numbers/percents are in our book on prophecy. WHO keeps Israel safe? AMERICA and NATO!
America is the BIG fish, so they’ll ally to knock off the E.U.'s power to intervene, as America is further
away, geographically. The E.U. Is NOT as united, with Britain’s Brexit, and the richest and most
powerful E.U. Players, politically, militarily and economically are as follows:
https://google.com/search?q=strongest%20eu%20nations%3F...
"Germ-Ance-It," The U.K. Being out-10 heads of revised Roman empire, of prophecy. WHO wants
America humbled? Russia/Iran/China. EXPECT alliances between these BIG three and Israel-angry
Arab nations. The Saudis have the funds, but are allied with the west, mainly for oil and military
protection.
Gog has arisen (via Putin), as have the kings of the East, who make their presence obvious the second
half of the Tribulation. China, North Korea (maybe by then, Japan and South Korea). Remember, all
God's restraint on evil will have been withdrawn! That happens instantaneously. Your future!
So the weaponry and alliances funded by U.S. Enemies is EXPECTED, first defanging the E.U., to fend
off America protecting Israel. The king of the north (likely Magog) will war with the antichrist, later on,
in a race to Israel’s riches. The coalition breaks up! Dan., Eze. Is this foreign to you?
I believe the alliance and funding and weaponization has to occur secretly, and precede uprooting three
kings, as that is threat, if not actual force to take them out, either physically or politically. Governments
DISallow Arab citizens being armed, I am told (it may be untrue) by a friend.
That’s to keep them in power, from overthrow threats by Arab Spring/democracy/ freedom-seeking
normally-minded people often if not always unable to have much if any say in how elites rule them and
their lives!
Brainwashing against Israel is also prevalent, in certain circles, as I denial of the Holocaust—which was
mainly used as the reason to take land to establish Israel, again, in 1948. DOES Joe Biden understand all
this?
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Can he explain it as I just did? Does he know how these things can influence foreign policy? His
Catholicism has much belief in Bible!
I’m interested in how the man of sin uproots three kings. Does he bring a military, only use words of
threats, drop a drone bomb on the three gathered heads of state, or are they targeted not in proximity with
each other-3 separate attacks? Answers offline. I’m NOT ‘gonna say if the question is answered!
How does the Antichrist have clout to gather Arab nations to organize a coup vs. the three E.U. Leaders?
Bible says he’s wise and rich. Inquiring minds wanna’ know. People willing to run headlong into Bible
prophecy, unaware of the coming dangers, don’t ever have any such questions! Read our book.
(@JamesMeroney2, 11/8/20)
DID YOU KNOW the coming calamities upon our earth? READ Rev. 4-12. You cannot handle the
reality of those passages, but you will endure them, nonetheless. Salvation will be harder to obtain, then!
Prophecy is coming! Be saved from this perverse generation. John 3:16, the Bible (@JamesMeroney2,
11/9/20)
Update #2
(11/12/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Bible prophecy and 'the end of the world'—sounds like stuff of Hollywood lore. How can we know it’s
true, and coming? After all, haven’t Christians been warning us of Armageddon since the beginning of
time?
Yes, many FALSE prophets have said they knew when it would occur, when the Bible says only God
knows the date and time (Mt. 24:36), and we only know the future from what the future holder has told
us; He who never lied, came back from the dead, and was from the beginning of time. But aren’t there
evidences of its impending time-table?
Yes. Let’s first admit false uses of this subject have been had, like scare tactics, or trying to force better
behavior. Some groups publish pamphlets saying the end is near, or the disheveled homeless guy ranting
about it on the street corner, homespun sign in hand. One does not avoid prophecy by ignorance, and the
world cannot prepare against its negative consequences!
The ONLY thing we can do is 'be saved from this perverse generation.' Ac. 2:40 No technology, or
government forces can allay it’s coming damage! Another thing is, people always say it is coming
"soon.” Even II Pet. 3:4 shows some people will mock its reality, because it has taken so long (2,000
years, and counting).
The Greek word for 'soon,' used in prophecy contexts speaks of quick secession of events, once they
start! NOT that it is always just around the corner. However, because we don’t see the corner, we have
to live as though it is possibly upcoming, first because people do all the time, and because God's way of
accounting varies from ours (II Pet. 3:8)
Judgment Day is a far more certain deadline that SHOULD cause the respectful fear of the Lord, so as to
engender changed behavior, for we ALL will be judged for all of our deeds down here on earth, no
matter when prophecy transpires! Rom. 2:6, II Cor. 5:10, I Cor. 4:5, Col. 3:25, I Pet. 1:17 Doing good
gets NO ONE to heaven, or out of being hell-bound, but there is great value in doing so, nonetheless!
Eph. 2:9; Ecc. 12:13 So prophecy will happen, but many people won’t believe it ever will, thinking it
fantastical. Let’s now look at what the indicators are, so we can have a sense/feeling for whether it’s
getting closer. One major one is things will be normal; life will be transpiring, as it always has (II Pet.
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3:8; Mt. 24:38/Lk. 17:27-28) Everyday activities will make people believe nothing new under the sun is
coming. But That’s only the calm before the storm!
Prophecy hits quickly, and stealthily, 'like a thief in the night.' Thieves strike quickly and unexpectedly,
when they can least be caught/noticed (at night). So MOST people will enter prophecy/The 7-year
Tribulation unaware, sure that all is well, when all is not well. The signs, in no particular order, and nonexhaustively, include: Israel being in her land, which occurred in 1948.
Many Old Testament prophecies addressed Jews in the holy land, which made NO sense from 70AD ‘til
1948! That was a BIG one! One other thing, before we continue, prophetic imagery is not always clear,
especially to people unfamiliar with that Old Testament. Much of it is clearly interpretable if you know
the Old Testament counterparts!
Other signs include calls for peace and safety, or peace, peace. Society at large will be clamoring for
security, and peace. You can always statistically compare modern occurrences to 1950, to see which
direction the trends are leaning. In this case, the security guard industry has well increased from the days
of old when even city dwellers left their front doors unlocked!
Alarm systems flourished, as well, and now America has the 'Homeland Security' department. Peace and
safety! Knowledge will be increased. The human knowledge base DOUBLES about every 13 months!
https://industrytap.com/knowledge-doubling-every-12.../3950
THAT is knowledge increasing in rapid succession rates! Men will be going to and fro. Dan. 12:4 The
Old Testament author would have foreseen horseback and mule riding, and possibly chariots. NOT
rockets to the moon we now have, or airplanes and high-speed freeways
Knowledge Doubling Every 12 Months, Soon to be Every 12 Hours - Industry Tap
industrytap.com
Likely in vision form, he and the other prophecy writers used their language of the day to best describe
what they saw in a future generation! Gog and Magog (Russian leadership) HAS to rise in prominence,
before 3.5 years into that tribulation period, and Eastern nations before the second half.
Putin has resurrected the decimated USSR, and China is a world power, along with Japan, So Korea,
Kim Jung Un's power aspirations, etc. And these changes have occurred BEFORE prophecy has even
started. 3.5 years into that period of hell on earth judgment, one man's "image" will be everywhere. Rev.
13.
How? OUR generation allows us seeing any world leader anywhere we go, with the proliferation of
smart mobile phones, and TVs nearly everywhere (and radios in our vehicles). You’re never far away
from breaking news. And that person's one-world government will control commerce.
HOW could one person control all biz transactions? Control of e-commerce bank accounts, just like
your own bank already knows when suspicious activity occurs with your plastic payments! Electronic
funds transfers, and the like were hardly if at all existent in the 1950s. MANY of the
things described in prophetic literature only this generation has actually lived with.
That does NOT prove we are the terminal generation, but hints at prophecy's proximity. MANY other
signs are listed on our two prophecy books, but let’s take one more: I Tim. 4 traits of general society.
Christians and/or imposters will fall away from the faith. The apostasy will occur (II Thes. 2:3). Eartickling entertainers, who don’t preach the whole counsel of God (Ac. 20:27) will lead many astray, and
false prophets will rise, some even claiming to be Jesus (Koresh, Jim Jones, etc.).
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II Tim. Three lists SEVERAL traits of the end times generation, and if you read it carefully, in many
ways it describes our culture to a T! ONLY point in warning (vs scaring) you about prophecy is to make
sure you are prepared to meet your Maker! John :16, the Bible Do it today! II Cor. 6:2
Update #3
(11/16/20; @JamesMeroney2)
HOW could modern events change to Bible prophecy? Three ways.
1. The Rapture is miraculous, so no events need trend toward it occurring, though prophecy signs will
exist.
2. Trends toward things we read about in Rev. 4-11. Ex: 1-world government starts in Rev. 13; moves
toward it in Rev. 3-12 There’s NO proof any trends before Rapture (except common calls) such as for
peace and safety.
3. Current events DON’T trend toward prophecy events, because prophecy will hit like a thief in the
night (unexpectantly), and business as usual will be the norm! That means even COUNTER-evidence
may exist!
People will be mocking it’s been so long, it’s not ‘gonna occur! Everyday life will B normalized. God’s
signs of the times will either be ignored, or never learned. ANY of these three ways could occur, but the
Rapture WILL be by miraculous intervention! Know the signs, or be caught off guard.
I was retro thrown back in historical mindset, yesterday, to my days when I researched prophecy, hearing
@RobertJeffress preach a GREAT sermon on the Millennium, where 100 years of age will be young,
from babies born during that time, who can rebel against God. LOVED the details!
Isa. 65:20 It's been so many decades since the great Don Anderson and John Bisagno taught prophecy to
their hearers! Early 90s—at the latest. Thirty years since such awesome detail by DTS-like people who
care about understanding prophecy! @RobertJeffress THANKS for resurrecting interest.
@RobertJeffress even explained Christians in Millennium with resurrected bodies will interact with
those possessing only natural bodies, and used Jesus' 40 days post-resurrection interactions (Ex: eating
fish with the disciples) as an illustration. @DallasSeminary are prophecy experts!
I expect Russia and Eastern nations to rise even more, if prophecy doesn’t hit very soon! I expect antiIsrael nations to remain antagonistic to her existence in Middle East. These conclusions don’t take
revelation knowledge! The Bible necessitates them, before prophecy hits suddenly!
There are signs of the Rapture and signs of the Second Coming of Christ. You must NOT confuse the
two! Our two prophecy books details the differences, but everyone will know when the Rapture has
occurred, so just tack on seven years, and Second Coming signs WILL exist before then!
I didn’t know, but @RobertJeffress says "Gog" is sometimes used to refer to all nations—
not just Russia or it’s head of state (Magog). I am NOT an Old Testament scholar! Heard an
EXCELLENT Old Testament sermon, Sat eve. I love being informed of that material I read less than the
New Testament!
Update #4
(11/17/20; @JamesMeroney2)
The 666 system will be the image of a man. Matchbox and Hot Wheels toy cars are in the image of real
vehicles. Products are made in man's image, and robots especially, made to replicate human though and
action. John could have seen todays products in Rev. 13-lasers, robots, e-commerce banking!
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Lasers for military defense:
The Air Force Is Putting Death Rays on Fighter Jets. Yes, Death Rays.
Lasers will help older fighters stay alive while flying the deadly skies.
popularmechanics.com
Its possible imbedded chip keeps drones from shooting lasers to kill any lacking that 666 identification
the in Tribulation. What could the image be? (@JamesMeroney, 9/3/14)
I believe 666 will B bar code or RFID possibly invisible and possibly not with surgery but laser tattooed
under skin. You will see—NOT we Christians. (@JamesMeroney, 8/26/15)
What’s the images ability to kill non-worshippers? Lasers that zap non-666 humans? Drones? Do you
EVER contemplate such questions? Coming soon—THINK! (@JamesMeroney, 5/29/16)
Collateral damage WILL ALWAYS happen until the 666 system is instituted, where lasers can
specifically target individuals in the Tribulation! (@JamesMeroney, 5/29/16)
Could be imbedded by laser, so no surgery. If someone cuts off your wrist to steal your identity, would
have to behead those with it in the forehead. 666 Prophecy (@JamesMeroney, 3/28/17)
So 666 is barcode lasers hone in on to kill non-worshippers. Back to image, I believe it’s advanced
computers able to imitate humans, like robots. (@JamesMeroney, 4/26/17)
Does AI have anything to do with the 666 image of the Beast? Likely. Robots kill those who won’t
worship (Rev. 13). Lasers shoot implanted chips? Likely. (@JamesMeroney, 6/16/17)
I assume 666 will connect to laser weapons that specifically I’d people needing killing, with such
"images" being as prevalent as cameras in public are today. GPS allows their beams to be guided to
exact targeted persons who refuse to worship the Beast. @ProphecyForYou
(Rev. 13) (@JamesMeroney, 10/3/17)
LOGICAL reasons why prophecy could occur "soon:” Israel is in the land; Mk. 15 (since 1948); Iran is
STILL pursuing nukes; I Tim. Three society traits are more prevalent now than in America’s past, 666
technology invented for imbedded RFID/chips, wrist and eye scans. Rev. 3, and lasers could be Rev.
13:15. #TimeIsShort (@JamesMeroney, 10/19/17)
of the book of Revelation may have seen that, and considered such tech to be like the mark he described.
Rev 13. How about the image of the beast? AI, robotics and lasers, which GPS track people unwilling
to worship that man, using that 666 bar code to specifically murder resistors? (@JamesMeroney, 5/9/18)
Rev. 13:15 I believe image of beast will be government controlled human-looking and acting robots,
using AI, which are electronic ('breath/life'), speak, and via lasers, kill 666 resisters, GPS'd to the
imbedded bar code/chips in people, forced by government, so lasers hit exact targets with power that
KILLs. (@JamesMeroney, 5/11/18)
The U.N. And all peace-loving nations should monitor arms and attacks tween the two states, thereafter.
Bibi was RIGHT to say you do NOT invite your enemy to have a pocket for missile launching right in
your backyard. Peace forces and systems would be required. Maybe that’s what 666 will be about?
Robot lasers? (@JamesMeroney, 11/20/18)
Updat#5
(@JamesMeroney2, 11/23/20)
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In short order, MANY less than claimed "Christians" will suddenly disappear. Drivers and pilots will
have their vehicles and planes crash, causing mass destruction and panic. DON’T worry that its ISIS. It
is NOT! A man will arise and use that chaos to take over three E.U. Countries, and say we must
appease the God of Israel, Who is judging us, by settling peace with her and her surrounding nations for
seven years.
For the next 3.5 years, he will build global power, by bribes and military might. Feel free to doubt this,
to your own peril or demise! I believe that man is alive, and already known.
Update #6
(11/24/20; @JamesMeroney2)
I have alleged that 'the apostasy' started as a process, with the Church Growth Movement, but culminated
in 81 percent of WASPs supporting all of the below [See: Apostasy For Power Idolatry, at Facebook’s
James.Meroney.9, #74], from secular power idolatry.
But there is also another prophecy factor that will be in play among lost people, many of whom also
voted for tRUMP—the spirit of delusion, where men believe lies. II Th. 2:3, 11
Before the Antichrist is revealed, real Christians will fall away from the faith in large numbers. WHAT
would ANY non-Christian call rejecting the following morals standards? Apostasy is the Bible word!
Many Dems are surprised that 79 percent of GOPs think the election was rigged. People believing lies
shocks them, and they call them deluded or stupid. You MUST learn signs of the times, prophetically!
False prophets will arise, leading many astray. Mt. 24:11
These current phenomena are NOT surprising, if you learn Bible prophecy! I have two books on it, and
@ProphecyForYou YOU will go through seven years of hell on earth, so you don’t need to understand
those events in detail! You’ll experience it! You DO need to learn when these events will start, as you
still have time to avoid going through them! Jn. 3:16
Since, biblically, MOST of you will NOT choose to avoid that (and eternal, fiery hell, to boot), at least
you might want to know what’s going on at present! Many actions tRUMP has authorized concerning
Israel were good, but equally there have been horrible things that will impact Bible prophecy.
Unilaterally moving the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem, and Pompeo legitimizing Israel’s land domination
last week WILL engender MORE ill-will against Israel. I recommended that 45 could do peace
initiatives short of a 7-year deal (biblically evil), but because The Moron doesn’t know his favorite book,
OF COURSE he would be used by satan (who has always empowered him) to knock down even more
dominoes toward prophecy transpiring. I’ve written about this, recently, so I won’t reiterate.
All you need to know is that prophecy signs are everywhere. The timing has to be much closer than it’s
ever been. I will NOT scare or frighten you, as that’s useless and evil. I soberly warn you that God's
seal judgments, followed by trumpet judgments will be unbearable for YOU! I won’t be here, nor a
remnant of Christ-claimers!
READ Rev. 4-12. You won’t comprehend much of the imagery, unless you’re an Old Testament expert,
but you’ll still get the feel of the horror, and the death statistics are very comprehensible!
These events are swiftly coming upon our world! Be saved from this perverse generation! Jn. 3:16
The AMAZING thing to me is that MOST people will burn in hell forever! They choose not to believe
what God said and warned them of. List any reason a person would deny what the Bible clearly says,
and the actual devil is behind those thoughts!
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Wouldn’t you, even apart from those facts, be a bit interested if not concerned about what will happen to
you when you die, because we all will die? How do YOU live confidently, not certain things will be
well for you when you die?
You do not know what will happen, and there’s no tangible proof about it, where we all can know like
we know an apple falls from a tree due to gravity, so wouldn’t it behoove you to investigate what a Man
who claimed to be God, never lied and never sinned said about it? One Who was eternal, has the power
over death and hell, and promised your only way out of it? At least read!
Hell is fire; it has darkness, wherever the flames don’t brighten the horror. It is agony and pain, with not
one drop of water for relief. There are no exit doors. You immediately gain a body that can’t die, that
endures and feels all that pain. And it is forever—not a limited time-frame!
This is NOT fear mongering. This is fact stating. There are likely as many hell-bound people who
deludedly devoted themselves to satan's man, tRUMP, as those who rightly opposed him, on moral
grounds, but you ALL need to learn about hell, as it follows seven years of Bible prophecy—for you.
Back to prophecy (NOT unrelatedly)—II Th. 2: Concerning Christians' gathering with Christ and His
Second Coming, the prophetic day of the Lord has not yet come! False prophets were alleging they
missed the Rapture. They’re told NOT to be deceived! Christians can be deceived!
The apostasy has to occur first. It’s already happening, TODAY! The antichrist has NOT yet been
revealed, but I believe he’s already living, and may already be known by many people! His arrogance in
a religious building will be revealed, and the Holy Spirit's restraining power exits at the Rapture.
He’s satan-empowered, and Jesus will slay him at the Second Coming, even after his fatal wound is
healed, 3.5 years into the Rapture. Verse 5 says Paul spoke to these people about these things often. The
man of sin is coming to our world, and global destruction will ensue!

BIBLE PROPHECY
(5/22/21; @JamesMeroney2)
The individual interests in me (we all have ‘em) hopes anything that happens brings forth
prophecy, like Jews overplaying their hand, so Arabs rise, tensions build, and the Antichrist has to be
revealed, so we Christians get Raptured. That’s NOT how I hope, politically, but personally.
Do I believe the Beast is alive? Yes. Age? Perhaps 20s to 40s. Locale? Likely somewhere in the EU
nations. Has he yet met with Arab leaders to arm them and fix the con that a 7-year deal will only last
3.5 years? NOT yet, in my opinion. HOW would I know; pure conjecture/speculation.
HOW will the man of sin topple three heads of state? IF I knew, I’d say, but I have speculated about this
in a Facebook chapter, and the topic is in our two books on prophecy! I have NO IDEA which Facebook
file. I write way too much to recall such trivialities/details! Sorry.
My GUESS is he targets France, Germany and Italy, when all three leaders are in one venue. Russia has
potients that can kill from handshakes, if I recall. Would it have to be a famous politician, to get such
close access, or that act makes them a famous one? Christians can debate the answer
IF I were any of those three heads of state, I would specifically choose NOT to often if ever be in the
same room as the other 2, all at one time. That’s how close I believe we are to Bible prophecy starting!
OR, ensure safety protocols are iron clad! They’ll be targeted, IMO.
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PROPHECY
(7/5/21; @JamesMeroney2)
The Antichrists global economic system will be the ultimate dictatorship! He not only demands worship,
resistors get killed. If you know NOTHING about coming history/prophecy, read our two books, or a
primer at @ProphecyForYou Are you ready for its arrival? John 3:16, the Bible
I would LOVE to see the Beasts 666 system, capable of reading minds and intentions, and Laser zapping
people just before they commit crimes! I’m guessing we in heaven will be able to look down on world
events. That will be interesting technology, IMO! AI, used for good, evilly enforced
NO MATTER what laws or technologies man invents, you can NEVER eradicate the innate evil within
man’s heart! NO DNA re-sequencing, or sin gene will EVER be detected, by science, but proof of the
existence of evil is ever before our faces, and free will can’t change that—EVER! Jn. 3:16
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38.

RACE
1. Handling the ‘Hood
2. Getting Out of the ‘Ghetto’
3. The Race for Race-Baiting
4. Racial Reconciliation?
5. Be less White?

HANDLING THE ‘HOOD
(5/29/20; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s get this straight, once and for all: Black persons were immorally enslaved in America—period!
Whether it was legal, it was EVIL! 400 years of impact can’t be erased overnight, or by the stroke of a
politician’s pen!
At the same time, over time, you catch up, like the whole industrialized world has caught up to America!
There is no systemic racism in America! There are pockets of racism, maybe even among some public
figures and government authorities, but the American governmental and criminal/legal system is NOT
designed to keep the black man down—period! And not all people of any race are the same! That’s
group think!
There is not one thing keeping any American down, but their scholastic achievements and hustle—
period!
It’s HARDER to get good grades, when you’re hungry, or fear violence in your neighborhood, but
making A's and B's will ALWAYS get you ahead in the U.S. Of A.—period! #JustDoIt
Hang around smart people, vs. C and below students! You tend to develop acquired traits of the people
you surround yourself with!
If you lack food, resources exist (church, charity and country/ government). If you are unsafe from
gangs, SECRETLY tell a cop!
Call a back line police phone number and seek their subtle assistance!
Tell a school principal, or assistant, or teacher, in private! If you’re being abused, at home, TELL
SOMEONE! You may fear you’ll be yanked away from your relatives, but that doesn’t have to happen
if the abuser gets help!
If you are depressed because you live in a dilapidated area of town, FOCUS on what WILL be if you
keep your academic nose to the grindstone!
Have a civil rights group bus you to the nicer places, and dream of a better future! Tax payers already
over-give with Welfare (section 8, food stamps, CHIPS, phones, debit card money Medicaid). THAT IS
NOT YOUR TICKET OUT! You are your own savior, with some help.
And if you have ZERO local role models of an older person who lives like you want to live, when you
DO graduate, either from high school or college, contact a famous black celebrity, and ask for their
encouragement or help! Lebron and Jordan seem like awesome role models to tell you you can do it if
you try HARD!
EVERY first-world nation has caught up with America, technologically, educationally, and somewhat
economically. Black folk in Canada do not use their race as an excuse for poverty! After years of race
baiting and playing the race card, it's time to succeed in America through GOOD GRADES! (5/31/20)
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GETTING OUT OF THE ‘GHETTO’
(6/2/20; @JamesMeroney)
(Listen to Stevie Wonder’s ‘The World Is a Ghetto,’ and ‘I Wish,’ as you read!; Our full Race Riots
coverage is at AmericanAnswers.org, Campaign Update)
I woke up planning a detailed message on how poorer blacks can succeed in America, but I’ve said it
before, and this violence makes me not in the mood, for now! Get good grades, don’t do crime (or drugs
or gangs), spend wisely, was the gist, anyway! Lazy people just want politicians to steal from the rich,
vs. working hard and smart.
BUT it’s needed, so maybe half of what I would have said: NO RACE IN America gets great jobs
without a college degree, unless they start a successful business, or invent something that sells well. You
don’t have to go to college, but you do have to work hard and be smart.
IF any black person has succeeded in America, observe and learn what they did; imitate success. By the
way, there are MILLIONS who have! They’re of the same race, so your skin tone is irrelevant, though
your life circumstances could be similar to how they started.
I live in one of the most competitive counties in America, and if you don’t make near straight A’s, you
will rank LOW in your class! Many smart immigrants live all around me (mainly Indian and Asian).
These neighbors work hard, they don’t break the law, and their kids STUDY.
There’s NO OTHER WAY around or out of this (global) competition! There’s a limited number of great
jobs, there are massive numbers of people who want them, and good paying employers want the best
bang for their buck. Poorer blacks are competing with these people! GRADES are the main test of your
qualifications, plus a few extra-curriculars, if you’re a youth.
Let’s imagine you live in the crappiest of neighborhoods, with rundown schools, gang violence, and
lacking food and healthcare—worst case scenario.
Get on Google and find all the local shelters, charities and food banks (or have your busy parents or
parent do this—it’s THEIR job!), as with all government programs, and generous churches and local
businesses.
Learn how to grow a garden in your back yard (or community, project’s/public housing’s or apartment’s
central area). Before and after school lunch programs also exist.
Look for all the low cost or free health clinics, for emergencies, and necessary vaccines and checkups.
Know where your public hospital is (like Parkland, Dallas, and Ben Taub, Houston). Look for all the
after school programs, like the YMCA, Boys Club, or just stay at home and study.
Befriend cops and teachers and administrators for help staying safe from the dangers of violence, or
pressures to join a gang (Ex.: crips and bloods, or MS-13, etc.).
If one exists, solicit/recruit a mentor (i.e., an older adult, in the area, in a field/profession you’re
interested in, or who just knows the ropes in your area of town).
All these actions take work, but the only one that really is necessary is for you to STUDY hard!
Google search memory devices! Learn about FREE Khan Academy! Local libraries have FREE books
and online resources.
Hit up your school counselor for tutoring opportunities!
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You may even qualify, academically, for special help that is NOT special education/needs, by
government Americans with Disabilities Act mandate!
There is absolutely NO rule of government or business that is holding you down, or back! In fact, there
are laws against racial discrimination in the work place!
The sky IS the limit, but you don’t hear sermons like this, but often you hear sermons that ‘the man has
his foot on your neck,’ and business and government policies are holding you back. LIES!
You are your own best advocate, resource and solution! Invest in yourself, for life! Others WILL help
you, but YOU have to have the determination that you WILL succeed, come hell or high water, gangs,
poverty, or crappy old school buildings!
REMEMBER, it’s the TEACHER, and the text book that is essential! You can become the magna cum
laude number one student in your class, in the darkest of circumstances!
High-falutin’ buildings and class rooms can spoil people to get lazy, because everything is given to you
on a silver platter, so effort can wane; but dilapidated surroundings can inspire one to say to themselves,
my educational achievement is exactly equal to those rich kids, elsewhere, IF I put my mind to my
studies, and my nose to the grindstone in understanding, then remembering!
Online helps can aid your comprehension. Memory devices can aid your retention. And if you aren’t
'college material' (like ~60 percent of Americans), pursue a trade (school), avidly!
As Martin Luther King said, ‘Whatever your life’s work is, do it well. A man should do his job so well
that the living, the dead, and the unborn could do it no better.’ Google RESEARCH 'blue collar' jobs that
pay well. They exist! Get prepared and skilled to succeed at one of them! Trust God, and be your best.
NOTHING can stop you!
And while we’re at it, RE-IMAGINE your neighborhood the way you’d like it to be, NOT like other
neighborhoods, but it at its best, and volunteer to work to make it that way! No crime, NO gangs, NO
hunger, NO despair, NO lack of basic healthcare, NO lack of jobs or nearby businesses, NO bad teaching
in schools, mentors galore, NO pot holes, NO broken down homes or appliances, NO severe poverty, NO
mental illness, and NO mentality that this can’t change, or that we're stuck living here forever.
SHARE this vision with friends and family! Get people to buy into it. Then, with others’ help, make it
happen, but AFTER you graduate. For now, just go study!
And for all those NOT in these circumstances, especially the rich (I Tim. 6:17-19), take this vision and
go make it a reality for some poorer neighborhood! Don’t pour money down a rat hole of no returns on
investment, like freebies. Help them have clinics, food sources, etc. And cops, keep them safe,
humanely!
Update
(6/6/20; @JamesMeroney)
Imaging you live in a POOR part of town. It could be the ghetto, barrio or a trailer park. Why people
have concern for the entire area, vs. their own life improving, people where I live NEVER think about! I
never wonder, how could my community be improved for us all?
If everyone improved their own income, any poverty problem would be gone, taxes would pay for better
schools, and all citizens would be able to afford catastrophic health insurance, and see the doctor when
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needed. ALL this comes by everyone in the community being their best, employment skills-wise and
academically!
Almost 60 percent of Americans DON’T earn college degrees, which means high schools are gearing
people for jobs they aren’t ‘gonna hold, if a sheepskin is required, in an information age. Those schools
NEED to prepare many students for blue collar success!
And since poorer areas can’t usually afford college, or can with severe student loan debt, gear your child
to be the best blue collar worker and the smartest money spender in the world! THAT is how any poorer
area gets less- or un-poor!
And for the trailer parkers—they may like it there, and not want to improve/upgrade it! Mobility and
travel, when they want. That means, don’t force any of this change, but organize people willing to work
to improve Mr. Rogers’ neighborhood for any who want it improved.
And the more that poor areas earn better wages, the more businesses and amenities will invest in those
communities! It’s ALL about economics—NOT race! I’d bet there may not be one neighborhood in
America that is 100 percent only one skin color, or at least very few! They ALL suffer poverty.
And finally, there’s a nearby neighborhood of mainly Indians, by the design of its home owners, nearby.
Anyone can move in there, but they like being in a non-native country with people with shared values. Is
that wrong? NO! I wouldn’t ‘wanna live there, but I have NO PROBLEM with them wanting to be with
their friends and relatives.
I’ve said this before (many times), but most people are NOT special in natural talent! MOST people will
work mundane jobs, and not be rich! The goal is to spend smarter, have new technology to make jobs
more fun/enjoyable/interesting, or a robot will take your place, and you’ll have no source of income!
(7/14/20)
I WISH there were a test poor people could take, in public school, to identify exactly what natural
talents, interests and aptitudes they possess, so they can use them to escape poverty! Motivation is also
key! Tests DO exist, but aren't always real specific. They also cost money! (7/14/20)

THE RACE FOR RACE-BAITING
(By Genny the Vote-Genning Types)
(6/5/20; @JamesMeroney)
Poorer black Americans: YOU can’t keep re-living slavery, as any reason for your own poverty, as that
is NOT why you are poor, and is a self-fulfilling prophecy and EXCUSE! You were NEVER a slave!
Americans and immigrants have done well, financially, in ONE generation, NOT using excuses! Ragsto-riches stories PROVE skin color and ancient, evil history (slavery) cannot hinder a person focused and
committed to success! The number of such stories is irrelevant! They’re proof it can be done. Everyone
has a will, so they can choose focus and commitment, no matter their race!
Republicans need to identify every poor American who wants better job opportunities, and who doesn’t
want government handouts. IF many of them exist, they do NOT belong in the Democrat party! They
are Republicans at heart!—period! Honor and reward any you find! They are NOT lazy losers!
The Bible teaches empathy for the hard-working poor; NOT for the lazy poor. It makes a CLEAR
distinction between the two, as one is evil, and the other is righteous. Charity is how the poor are to be
helped; NOT forced taxation, save for the Jew's safety net analogy, from tithes.
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ANY safety net that goes beyond TEMPORARY aid to help the severest sufferers get back on their feet
is EVIL! America’s Welfare system is already overly generous! Section 8 is an injustice, where people
can live where they can’t afford! END all abuse, waste and fraud in Welfare, ASAP!
WHAT would have been a just settlement with black slaves in America? Freedom. Some offering to
make up for unpaid wages, paid for by slave owners. That decision should have been made decades if
not centuries ago, but the guilty are long since dead! It is UN-just to punish modern taxpayers!
IT IS NOT like every white American inherits money derived from slave trade profits, or that every U.S.
Business was started by slave owners, who passed them on to heirs, through nepotism! Punishing
taxpayers and U.S. Businesses for the past sins of slavery is totally irrational!
The ONLY people who might want to pay reparations are heirs of slave owners who inherited profits
from them, or businesses tied to founding slave owners! And NOT every black American is a slave heir!
Black people come to America from elsewhere, and have for centuries!
Update
RE: Camel-A-Harris’ comment… It is NOT ‘systemic racism’ that our justice system (the BEST in the
world, though imperfect) finds people criminally liable, based on facts and evidence, NO MATTER their
color, as your percent of the population doesn’t determine how many in that group commit crime! Skin
color doesn’t force choices!
IF more green people chose to commit crime, for whatever reason they chose, green people would
dominate our prisons and jail cells! You can try to blame poverty for crime, but it is a free-willed
decision. ‘If you can’t do the time, don’t do the crime!’ NO systemic racism exists in America!
The system is NOT against black people! Cops don’t go hunt down black people, as Joy-Less Reid
alleged! Courts are NOT biased against black defendants, nor are prosecutors! Our prisons are not
biased against them, either. EVERY race suffers in detention, no matter how many are in there!
CAN YOU IMAGINE if @realdonaldtrump @POTUS said, "If you don't know who to vote for between
me and Biden, you aren't white?" WHAT IF white people protested if a cop shot a white criminal
suspect? WOULDN'T HAPPEN (we don't think in those terms), and we'd be labeled "racists" if it did!
(posted at @JamesMeroney2, 9/6/20)

RACIAL RECONCILIATION?
(6/9/20; @JamesMeroney)
(Our full Race Riots coverage is at AmericanAnswers.org, Campaign Update)
Someone argued that So Africa and Germany reconciled, after mistreating people in their country, but
America never has.
1. Though we appreciate the world getting behind no more unneeded black deaths at the hands of cops,
you can’t actually say whites having possessions confiscated, when apartheid fell, was reconciliation,
though their peaceful coexistence IS a good thing (as we have had, excepting occasional uprisings), and
you can’t say Germany’s killing of six million Jews was reconciliation—at least we have slave heirs still
alive!
But it IS true that our far back forefathers did not exactly end slavery in ways that were fair to the
emancipated Americans! Two mules and 40 cares was an empty promise for many if not most, and the
lands U.S. Blacks were given were often either not so hot, or intentionally on the other side of the tracks
from whites (like LA, or the wards of Houston, where gentle George hailed from).
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JUST saying ‘you’re free’ didn’t exactly make amends to black people for the decades of enslavement!
However, in many ways, our Welfare system has and continues to do!
Though it’s also accessed by whites and others, it does keep the poorest of the poor from severest
poverty! But is that enough, or fair restitution or recompensing? Yes and no.
We can never repay, on the one hand, the enormous debt our far back American white ancestors owed
for their sin of slavery! Why they ever thought it wise to base a "Christian" nation on evil is about as
screwed up as Christians living for the worldly here-and-now, currently (i.e., screwed up "Christianity")!
So, yes, we’ve done something, including desegregation, anti-discrimination laws, and Welfare (which is
far too generous, and unjustly robs from the rich to create dependence and less incentives to work hard),
but in so many ways we have done far too little, because pockets of poverty are so often riddled with
despair and crime, and are also often predominantly black (though other races also experience poverty,
just not the effects of centuries of enslavement).
So what’s the answer? Is stealing from white rich people the answer? Reparations? I believe the answer
is three-fold:
1. Welfare that empowers financial independence, and emancipation from that achievement limiting
program (tokenly repaid by civic service, so as to be fair to tax payers, who had nothing to do with
slavery).
2. The rich voluntarily obeying God’s will for them to not just bless and often spoil their own,
indefinitely, for generations on end/to come, but to adopt a much more biblical concept of treating others
as family, especially the poor (Mt. 12:46-50; I Tim. 6:17-19), though not by direct gifts of cash, but
investments in community resources that prevent crime, by keeping teens physically active and mentally
fit, as well as training centers to empower great job and budgeting skills, etc.
Even less wealthy people can contribute sweat equity, as they haven’t those financial resources, but they
could be compelled, if need be, to spend up to 10 hours a year giving back to ‘the least among us’/those
less fortunate than I—those Jesus Himself most concerned Himself with. And finally,
3. Poor (vs. richer) black Americans devote themselves to overcoming any victimitus/victim mentality,
in forgetting the past (Phil. 3; and it having been MANY decades ago), and purposing to be the very best
they can possibly be; especially kids as students, but also adults doing what MLK taught:
“All labor that uplifts humanity has dignity and importance, and should be undertaken with painstaking
excellence.” And,
“If a man is called to be a street sweeper, he should sweep streets even as Michelangelo painted, or
Beethoven composed music, or Shakespeare wrote poetry. He should sweep streets so well that all the
hosts of heaven and earth will pause to say, here lived a great street sweeper, who did his job well.”
It’s 100 percent understandable for today’s slave heir(s)/ancestors to see the greed and gluttony of some
white Americans, and not from jealousy, but from a sense of injustice, to say, ‘why must things be as
they are, where a centuries long head start gives that race an advantage I can hardly hope to catch up
with?’
VALID question, and one God has (hopefully) answered in the trifold solutions I’ve proposed—I Tim.
6:17-19 Reparations are unfair to today’s whites, who had zero participation in enslaving anyone, and
when a handful percent of white families owned slaves, who’s heirs now reap the benefits.
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But no one can say America did a great job at righting the wrongs of black slavery, despite some efforts
I’ve noted! There’s much more work to do, and not the work of a job where whites merely parrot
Ostriches, with our heads in the sand as to the ramifications of our white forefathers' sins upon the black
community!
At the same time, it is not our sins we are to atone or make restitution for, but we all must do our part to
bridge the gap for sins our white ancestors forced upon the black race in America! And this is not white
guilt!
EVERY white American has zero culpability for any slavery or its effects, yet we do live in a society that
historically participated in that evil, and both north and south need to work to make life better for all
Americans, especially the poor among our African-American community!
I leave you with one final note for this evening, in case the recent uprisings have yet to drive you back to
the great words of that great Baptist preacher, Martin Luther King Jr.:
“An individual has not started living until he can rise above the narrow confines of his individualistic
concerns to the broader concerns of all humanity,” and,
“Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter,” and, concerning the
American educational system:
“The function of education is to teach one to think intensively, and to think critically. Intelligence plus
character—that is the goal of true education.”
No one can say that U.S. Education is great at teaching analytical/critical thinking, intense evaluation
and pondering, and certainly not in engendering deep, sincere character! More, we teach to the test,
teach political correctness and rely on rote memory! Just fix it! Just do it!

BE LESS WHITE?
(AKA, Coke Clear or Coke Multi-Colored?)
(2/21/21; @JamesMeroney2)
HORRIBLE lesson, especially considering all the advancements for mankind that that culture has
brought the world (including Coca Cola)!!! I may switch to Pepsi. Try to be less stupid, and racist!
@CocaCola
Analysis of stupidity:
1. All whites do not act the same, nor do all of us engage these behaviors!
2. EVERY race needs to be less ignorant.
3. A minority of whites hate blacks (KKK types).
4. Confidence is a virtue! If you're insecure, be more certain, through self-improvement and education.
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Update
(2/22/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Superior in what categories?: Merrick Garland defends DOJ nominee Kristen Clarke, who called Blacks
superior https://foxnews.com/politics/merrick-garland-defends-doj-nominee-kristen-clarke-resurfacedletter… (2/22/21; @JamesMeroney2)
The Coke inclusion/multicultural/sensitivity training said ALL whites are racist, and many say systemic
racism is prevalent in America. LIES, folks! Racism means you hate a certain group, and all its
members, for no rational reason, based on skin color.
And systemic means it’s built into societal structures, meaning it is overt and intentionally part of how
the system works. We have laws against race discrimination, hate crime laws, etc., so living in the far
back past of Jim Crow days, or blacks as 3/5ths human equivalent are not at all reflective of America
today!
Systemic" racism, AS OPPOSED to racist pockets, means education, government/politics, business,
banks/loans, housing, job opportunities, car sales, church choice ALL are designed to keep out or cull out
blacks participating as equal as anyone else! SIMPLY not the case! Think clearly!
Income inequality CAN come from race discrimination, but it can equally come from lacking equal job
qualifications as others! The fact that anyone is paid less than people of other races has to be to a man,
for systemic racism to be a factor! Otherwise, it’s individual comparisons.
Identity politics is a political term to avoid addressing differences in experience between members of
groups with identifiable differences, like income level, gender, race, age, etc. To be color blind isn’t to
ignore differences in different color's experiences of life in America
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39.

REPUBLICANS
1. No Accountability, No Unity?
2. RINOs vs. HIPPOs (Hypocrites)
3. Where HIPPOs Differ From RINOs (Policy-Wise)
4. Where The Republican Party Can Unite

NO ACCOUNTABILITY, NO UNITY?
(1/20/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Trumpsters don’t want unity, because they deludedly believe the election was 'stolen.' Trump haters
don’t want unity because of all the harm he did to America, with zero repentance. ONLY time heals
(and prayer; II Chron. 7:14).
HERE are satanic substitutes for repentance: Glossing over, justifying, sweeping under the rug, moving
forward (with no admission of wrong-doing, or apology), distracting, denying, pointing out others' faults,
saying everyone sins/excusing, ignoring and attacking sin exposers/the messenger!
Accountability means some justice is achieved, and responsibility for wrong-doing is taken by the
offender! It can happen quickly or slowly, but it has to happen if genuine unity is to occur! Brushing
riot inciting under the rug ONLY encourages future outbursts, vs. deters them!
Unity and working together does NOT mean agreeing to your opponents' bad policies! Compromise is a
two-way street! The middle ground requires BOTH extremes to moderate! It’s NOT one-sided ramrodding. The ONLY alternative is fighting, and undoing opponents' past achievements!

RINOS VS. HIPPOS (HYPOCRITES)
(1/30/21; @JamesMeroney2)
IF far right GOPs want RINOs expelled, don’t ‘wanna open their minds, are uncompromising, and
believe they’re 100 percent morally right on every issue, I want nothing to do with them! That’s NOT
going to go away by McCarthy saying attack democrats. A TRUE division exists; Ignorance doesn’t
heal.
A LEADER would call in the riot caucus leaders (Cruz, Gaetz, Hawley), Limbaugh, Hannity and Levin,
and leading traditional GOPs, and have them air out their differences and gripes in closed session. I do
not see leaders anywhere! @GOP @SenateGOP @HouseGOP
You're killing the brand and wins!
Debate in the GOP is will GOP politicians always vote for party over everything, and can we excise John
McCain conscience followers? Also, will you worship Donald tRUMP, and can we excise all
#NeverTrump and Reagan Republicans. Far right wants that! Worship conservatism and DON’T think
or be moral.
EVERY thinking and morals aspiring GOP NEEDS to join a third party of centrists who united with
non-Socialist Democrats, in 2024! LET the Patriot party begin, with AOC vs. DJT heads, fighting tooth
and nail, with violent, hateful division and gridlock, and the rest of us will get things done!
Someone told me, the other day, Ronald Reagan would be rolling over in his grave (RIP) at what the
Republican party has become since 2016! I 100 percent AGREE!
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ASK any UNbiased friends and family members of Ronald Reagan, George Bush if they’re proud of
where the GOP is since 2016, or even ask GWB on polygraph if he is. Any honest answers of NO will
be 100 percent blamable on CHUMP!
GOP must split up! I have NOTHING in common with violent rioters, white supremacy, conspiracy
theories, taking actions against fellow GOPs who use conscience, wanting zero consequences for inciting
a riot, want radical right views forced onto everyone and worship a cult of clown!
The arrogant stupidity of a group of self-emboldened extremists, to think their views are the only valid
ones! They get censored by PRIVATE businesses, and suddenly they turn from bullies to whining
cowards! They didn’t want RINOs to have a voice or place in the GOP! Shut them down!
The not so unexpected, but amazing thing is networking Christians (go to church and claim Christ for
votes) are the ones doing as much sin as they can to woo over Trump voters! The riot caucus of Cruz,
Gaetz and Hawley. If morals matter, they do not to this ilk! Power over God heresy
The way political parties historically bridged the divide between their two sides is with a VP from the
lesser-at-the-time side. NOW, far righters only want far righters in their party! Let’s, AGAIN, go over
all the major issues where the two GOP sides differ, and see if reconciling is
possible:
Taxes: Cons want them as low as possible; centrists want them as low as needed for required
government functions, so they’re not so low we have to borrow from China or print funny money.
Regs: Cons want as few as possible; centrists want as few as necessary to ensure both business profits
and public health and safety, truth in advertising, and safe work places.
Oil: Cons want PROBABLY zero done about pollution; centrists want the worst offenders cleaned up,
and the free market to bring us green energy—not government fiats!
National security: Cons want it strong; centrists want that too, but NOT by overspending, or never
acknowledging any wrongdoing in our military!
Immigration: Cons want borders closed and walled; centrists wanted a virtual wall, because you STILL
pay Border Patrol to capture wall climbers! Cons want PROBABLY no southern border immigrants;
centrists want ONLY those our economy needs.
Welfare: Cons want it ended, as it IS wealth redistribution! Centrists want it revamped to ONLY be a
temporary self-empowerment program to learn self-sufficiency skills and spending strategies.
Economy: BOTH want it strong, but centrists believe business is NOT to be favored by government, and
workers' concerns are also valid—Levit. 19:15.
Guns: Cons want their right to bear arms, period; centrists want NO gun-grabbing, but see the value in
registered arms serial numbers for cops to find crooks, and licenses to prove owners passed safety and
usage exams, like a motor vehicle license shows adequacy at handling a car.
They also don’t oppose red flag laws, properly used to flag ONLY people mentally disturbed, or
dangerous for society to allow to be armed—NOT government vindictively targeting political opponents.
Law and order: BOTH want it, but conservatives may look away at any alleged police brutality claims
more than centrists. Centrists don’t show favoritism to any group, and call a spade a spade, no matter
what letter is by their name—R or D!
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Abortion: Cons are OFTEN for total bans Centrists know bans only lead to more out of state abortions,
gut punches, back alley coat hangers and quack black market docs, and recognize at least three
exceptions of rape, incest and mothers life. Plan be pills also circumvent total bans, cheaply and freely
avail on the internet!
Centrists believe education/planning and motivation are the way to lessen abortions, and incentives for
pregnant women wanting to abort to carry to term. Gay marriage: Some conservatives dream of
retracting Obergefell! Centrists know it’s now the law of the land, and government isn’t going to break
up "families."
YOU SEE, there are NUANCES (let me make that word easier for some to grasp—minor but important
differences) between conservatives and centrists! Centrists don’t worship a political ideology, but
common sense, morals and thinking are our priorities, and were NEVER a cult of personality!

WHERE HIPPOS DIFFER FROM RINOS (POLICY-WISE)
(2/27/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I had a gentleman say to me, don’t bow down to Dems, but fight them! IF all Dems and Dem positions
were evil, and all GOPs and GOP policies were perfect, THAT WOULD MAKE SENSE! But, that’s
NOT reality! One party wins, then it loses! Policies flip-flop!
NO ONE has ever suggested bowing down to Dem positions, and fighting only causes heat, not light,
division, hate and even violence! I don’t want Dems to bow to GOPs, either! This dominate and own
the opponent war mentality is stupid, immoral, and unproductive!
The MAIN difference between HIPPOs (far right hypocrites to espoused principles) and RINOs (people
consistent on principles) is tax money, and accepting Dem policies. Let me explain…
HIPPOs believe RINOs vote for Dem policies, and to spend ever more tax dollars. They are
WRONG, about myself, but they believe it!
The standard for what a good policy is is NOT which party holds it, but morality, rationality and
practicality! Here are some Dem aspirations that are NOT evil:
Help the poor, fix society’s problems, and have a more just society. Funding those ambitions off
taxpayers IS wrong!
It’s NOT bad policy to want less pollution, LGBTQs to not be treated evilly, blacks to not be
discriminated against or hated, or for youth to have decent career opportunities, people to be paid fairly,
people to be able to access healthcare, afford college and daycare, and the poor to not severely suffer!
That statement doesn’t make me a Democrat, or pro-Democrats! It’s a statement of fact, and a morally
sound assertion! The ONLY (or main) issue is how you fund those things! I oppose ALL freebies! I’m
FOR hand-ups; NOT handouts, and even they need to be repaid, over time!
Far righters want zero government helping, fixing or addressing any of those causes! By logical
deduction, that means they are fine with blacks (and browns) discriminated against, LGBTQs to be
treated as lesser, problems in society to remain (if business can’t profit enough fixing them, or charities
can’t raise enough money to curb or fix them), Americans (whose bodies always fail and get sick,
sometimes) having zero access to healthcare (if they can’t afford it), failed schools in poor areas
continuing to NOT provide equal quality education, gangs roaming poorer areas, threatening and
endangering students' ability to academically succeed as well as without that, smart enough people not
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getting higher education, people having to leave young children at home (latch key kids), hoping they
don’t get caught and charged with child abandonment or abuse, dangerous pollution harming our air,
water and food supplied from the land, and causing some diseases or medical ailments, and maybe
contributing some percent to radical weather changes—NOT all; not a ton, but some, from hot exhaust
air added to the atmosphere, more so than how much would be there with zero vehicles.
Cons/far righters/HIPPOs can ONLY see those two choices before us! Either/or, win-lose, fight or bow
down. It is literally a failure to be able to think, or think critically! That means it is ignorantly based!
ALL those issues can be addressed without tax dollars, or by any tax dollars spent being repaid at
interest! That’s fair to taxpayers!
And I’m FOR taxes being fair to ALL; not just imposed on some! How? Compulsory civic service
sweat equity equivalent for all who can’t afford to send in money!
Let’s flip the coin and see what conservative concerns Dems should “bow” to: Low taxes and
regulations, strong economy and military, controlled borders, law and order, free speech, religion and
right to bear arms.
Dems can agree to no more tax spending, and empower private solutions! BOTH sides could learn to
THINK, so they can SEE how BOTH sides can get what they want, without all the unproductive
fighting! Win-win. I’ve written the answers, MANY times!
There may be some moderates who concede to Dem empowering policies; there may even be some
RINOs who want to spend more tax dollars. I AM NOT ONE OF THEM. DO WE NOT have the
mental capability to see that win-lose is unstable policy? Undo what was just done, every 4-8 years!
That’s DUMB, and wasteful of MY tax dollars!
Pay DC politicians ~$270K a year to do virtually nothing!? FEW laws passed. Little progress in
problems being solved. Photo ops, sound bites, spin/positioning, self-promotion, P.R. Stunts, constant
arguments, dirt-digging and closet skeleton witch hunts. WE THE PEOPLE pay for that? That’s DUMB
and immoral!
The better way is common sense positions! Common sense is NOT subject to one's interpretation, or
party bias! Win-win isn’t conceding to Dems or GOPs, but promoting any politicians who support
common sense solutions, on time and within budget. I’ve written all the solutions, MANY times! Just
do them!
The main, if not only social issues far righters care about are the military and the police! Other than that,
earn your keep, and leave me alone is the mantra their beliefs exhibit, to all who can see!

WHERE THE REPUBLICAN PARTY CAN UNITE
(8/8/21; @JamesMeroney2)
There are at least two sides/wings to BOTH parties, and BOTH parties need their two sides, to have
enough voting power to defeat the other! AOC/the squad/crazy Bernie and Pocahontas WANT freebies
galore, paid for by taxpayers.
Rational, reasonable, mature and thinking adults WHO PAY TAXES, and claim to be Democrats
KNOW the math doesn’t add up, nor the morality of STEALING from taxpayers for things that are
unconstitutional, economy damaging, debt skyrocketing, bankrupting, laziness empowering, and UNjust!
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They HAVE to be quiet, for now, because youth and poorer Americans have gotten turned on to voting,
by Biden’s teasing "FREE" healthcare, daycare, college, student loan forgiveness, home down payment,
and other DASTARDLY and devilish schemes to gen up voting interest! HOWEVER, they DO exist!
They understand that unity, even with strange bedfellows, is required for governing! The GOP, on the
other hand, is more independent, and less amenable to agreeing with their other half, and for good
reason! Any Democrat must, in their heart of hearts, LIKE paying more taxes, spending out the wazoo,
or FEELING like a "good" person, when public policy fixes social ills off taxpayers, OR they simply pay
in too little, or zero, so that decision never pains them!
Those two beliefs unify their political party! Spend raised taxes to “help,” and HURT the
opponent/GOP, who pays taxes more often!
The GOP NEEDS that same unifying theme, which has to be to defeat Socialism, and make ALL
Americans pay their FAIR and just share in taxes (or their equivalent), so there’s zero benefit without
cost, to every citizen! THAT we ALL can agree on, as NO Republican doesn’t believe in those two
beliefs!
Defeating freebies, and "forcing" EVERY U.S. Citizen to have buy-in and actually FEEL the pain of
their votes and their politicians' decisions to spend more is absolutely mandatory for GOP unity!
NOTHING ELSE is as important as core values, just as spending, taxing more, and "helping" people and
fixing societal problems private businesses can’t profit enough off of. That’s THEIR core!
Ours HAS to be solving problems NOT by more spending and taxes, but by private means that actually
work—NOT just rhetoric of concern, with NO action! That’s where the GOP gets
splintered!
I’ve written extensively on where we agree, as Republicans, so I will NOT reinvent the wheel, but it
centers on the best economy, best national defense, low taxes and least government spending needed,
controlled borders, zero gun-grabbing, best education system, freedom of speech and religion, supporting
democracy world-wide, debt reduction, streamlining government, and good relations with our allies
(while fighting Communism, terrorists, dictators, and evil regimes that hate us).
Where we DIS-agree is on the following:
1. Some GOPs believe THIS is OK (See: Apostasy For Power Idolatry, at Facebook’s
James.Meroney.9, #74). They also disagree with THIS (my meme, above), though they’re ALWAYS
100 percent incapable of arguing a counter attack, every time I’ve asked for it! Once they learn that
MOST of his GOOD ideas were STOLEN from my writings, MAYBE their cultish obsession with a
personality will lessen, when they realize he did not have those ideas on his own!? He HURTS the
party’s chances of winning votes, expanding the tent, and defending values we’ve held for decades, like
thinking over feelings, family values and the ‘moral’ majority religious right!
2. ANY GOP who has ZERO interest in fixing ANY problems America faces, is, BY DEFINITION or
description, evilly, sinfully selfish, and you will NOT get real religious folk (a major part of our party) to
agree with that value! YET, such concern NEVER has to involve MORE taxes, or maybe any taxes, and
certainly all freebies are morally EVIL! They are UN-just theft! Justice HAS to be OUR standard!
3. Taxes so low our budget can’t be met without China borrowing or QE4-10 funny money printing (that
devalues the dollar and causes inflation) CAN’T be any GOP's rational solution! They should NOT be
higher/raised, BUT the federal spend HAS to be belt-tightened! That’s EASY to do, as we did it in
management consulting, and I’m excellent in it for the fam!
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4. Valuing lies, stupidity, conspiracy theories and catering to ignorance, as "free speech," RATHER than
belief in knowledge is power, HAS to be a belief we ALL share! Dumbness is NOT becoming of ANY
American!
5. Self-sufficiency is an awesome goal for EVERY American, and MUST occur, by revamping Welfare
(which SCOTUS has NOT deemed unconstitutional, so we HAVE to live with it, for awhile, at least) to
ONLY empowering people to get on their own two fiscal feet ASAP, with even civic service repayment
of taxpayers for any money expended in that process! JUSTICE! No free lunches, but no selfish disconcern for people's struggles, as a society! Finally…
6. Morality HAS to again become a tenet of the GOP platform! EVERY DAY
the GOP RIGHTLY gets whacked on social media and in the media for their legitimately stupid or sinful
stances, usually by a minority in the bunch! Lying, greed, hypocrisy, stupidity, cheating, doublestandards, selfishness—in a word, EVIL!
The extreme AOC wing has been silenced to make Biden appear more moderate, and be less challenged
for doing little, so he upsets the cultural apple cart less, so he doesn’t tick off reasonable people who hate
extremes, but the GOP needs that very same unity to NOT catering to dumb or evil voters, but educating
them, and encouraging more morality!
These two traits win the day in the USA! NO ONE respects stupidity or blatant evil, or they’re behind
bars, or should be! You cannot build a BIGger tent off those two foundations (stupidity and sinfulness)!
IF we choose to do so, a third party WILL arise! I promise!
I am all too happy to help that happen, because these six things we CANNOT be supporting, and the 2 or
3 things we CAN united on, as core principles, and the many policies I listed that we ALL agree on, is
enough to create at least surface unity, like that between AOC types, and the other, silenced Dems.
IF the far right and talk radio bunch has NO interest in morality or intelligence, values selfishness, greed,
letting problems continue, if business can’t fix them, EVEN WITH ZERO FREEBIES and ZERO
MORE TAX DOLLARS FUNDING THAT, perhaps a forever split is in order!
JUST realize, a GOP separation from the other wing means losses for one to 3 election cycles! And in
that time, being the party out of power, consider how much damage the Dems could wreak on America!
Likely insurmountable and unfixable. Secession might be the only choice left to us all/GOPs!
SOMEHOW, the GOPs far right vs. Christian (in practice) and establishment wings have to unite to beat
Dems, OR split, and lose a round or two to institute a third party some GOPs have already started.
(8/1/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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40.

RICH
1. Almighty God or Almighty Dollar?
2. On the Giving Pledge
3. The Rich Get Richer & the Poor Get Poorer
4. The Haves & the Have Nots
5. How To Get Rich (Yes, An America-Baiting Title)
6. Dear American Rich Person
7. So You Want To Be Rich?

ALMIGHTY GOD OR ALMIGHTY DOLLAR?
(Bible and Bucks; God and Gold)
(Unpublished)
It is reported that the Bible speaks on money more than almost any other topic. But from what you hear
and see from American Christians, what it says is not seeping through to their heads; such things as:
1) ‘It’s not a sin to be rich,’
2) ‘You can’t be generous when you have nothing to give,’ and,
3) ‘Money is neutral/a tool, so it’s not how much money you have, but how much money has you.’
Clever 1-liner slogans, but are they true? Anyone who challenges these assumptions may be accused of
promoting a ‘poverty complex’ (literal words I have heard).
1) It can be a sin to be rich, if you made that decision, but were not led to it as God’s will for you. Many
of us never ask, as we might not want or agree with the answer.
2) The widow’s mite story would disprove the claim you have to have a lot to give a lot! And is being
generous one’s true motive for wanting to be rich, and do their 1040’s prove out that claim?
3) It may not matter that some Christians are rich, as were Abraham, David and Solomon, but these
slogans never mention God’s command for significant give back by the rich—only that the amount you
have, allegedly, is no issue.
So let’s look at what God has to say on the subject, to see if American Christians are truly following God
in their valuation of money, or more justifying fleshly desires and trying to ‘Christianize’ them:
On the positive side, God can be the source of one being rich, or ‘blessing’ you. (Pv. 10:22) It is also
true that the Devil can make people rich (Mt. 4:9). How you gained your wealth, how you use it, and
how high a priority it is to you show if it was God or Satan.
On the positive side, some poor people God honors, and has mercy on, because they are hard-working,
and had tough times or just don’t have great money-making skills. (or too many mouths to feed; Lk.
6:20) It is also true that God criticizes lazy poor, and even teaches others not to financially help them
(Pv. 10:4; II Th. 3:10).
Things many don’t know:




You can’t serve God and money; balancing the two is the idolatry sin! (Mt. 6:24)




Christians are to have our minds set/defaulted to heavenly/spiritual things. (Phil. 3:17-19; Col. 4:1-4



Christians are not to chase after money (like the treadmill rat race; Pv. 23:5)



Christians are not to lay up treasures on earth, which perish, but seek God first. (Mt. 6:19-21)



Business aspirations and achievements are to be submitted to God’s will. (Jas. 4:13-5:8)
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Life does not consist of your possessions; it is NOT he with the most toys wins, in God’s accounting.
(Lk. 12:15)



You are NOT successful if you did not achieve your wealth this way. (Josh. 1:8)



Carnality (i.e., sinful living) is described as a lust for things, sex, and the pride associated with achieving
them. (I Jn. 2:15-17)



The story of the rich man and Lazarus teaches that God evens things out, especially in the next life. (Lk.
19:19-31)



The rich are to generously give back. (I Tim. 6:17-19)



God teaches that giving to the poor stores riches in Heaven. (Lk. 18:22)



The rich are who Christ warned—not the poor. (Lk. 6:24)



The evil rich are sue-happy control freaks. (Jas. 2:6)



Poor people are made to be rich in faith, while it’s hard for rich people to be saved. (Jas. 2:5; Mt. 19:24)





















Christ and Peter were poor, as was Paul, at times. (Mt. 8:20; Lk. 8:3, 23:50-56 8:3; Ac. 3:6; Phil. 4:1113)



If we have food and covering, Christians are to be content with this. Can any American live up to that
standard? (I Tim. 6:8)



Desiring to be rich causes one to fall to temptation and pierce themself. (I Tim. 6:9)



The love of money is the root of all sorts of evil, and corrupts some believers. (I Tim. 6:10)











Christians are to be free from the love of money. (Heb. 13:5)



Pastors are to be free from love of money (I Tim. 3:3). Can every mega pastor be accused of that?
Ought they rather fully reveal their total compensation, as it is donated, and cap their salaries as they ever
seek to expand and engage multi-sites? If their church is run like a business, they ought to be taxed!

ON THE GIVING PLEDGE
(Unpublished)
Dear affluent American: You are to be commended for success in your business ventures! You’re
enjoying the fruits of your labors, as the God Who enabled you to get rich encourages (Deut. 8:18; Gen.
3:19; Ecc. 2:24). You obviously have skills and talents not everyone possesses.
And that very same God says with privilege comes responsibility (Lk. 12:48; I Tim. 6:17-19). We ALL
face Him one day, and it will either be a good meeting or a bad one. Simply through wealth, it can be
easy to neglect Him, and it end badly for you.
I’m writing you to encourage your considering the many problems in our world, most of which require
money, as few people work for free, and few assets are surrendered for free. I beg you in the name of the
Lord Jesus Christ to consider how some of your excess could be used to make our world better. I’m
NOT asking you to gyp your heirs, or give away money to the point you become middle class.
In investing, we MBA’s are taught ‘never lose money’ (Warren Buffett). The whole Capitalist system
honors people who financially succeed, we respect people on Forbes’ Billionaires list, and name
buildings after the wealthy, giving to them near hero/celebrity status.
May I be so bold as to humbly ask you to consider how God will view you on Judgment Day—NOT
Americans? You’ve already proven your worth as a business man/woman. Please consider how your
legacy will be viewed by future generations, by how you used your wealth!
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No one wants you to drive a Kia, or live in a home of Mr. Buffett’s Lincoln, NE, size and age! But
could you see the humanity of funding some projects that improve the lives of the least among us in our
world?
Jesus valued the least, and down-and-out/lowly. They are the most needy! They should NEVER be
given handouts, but be helped to be self-sustaining. Projects that enable that result are worthy of charity
investing, if executives don’t hoard the gifts!
Third world nations need food, clean water, sanitation and disease prevention and eradication. On a
merely human level, would you consider them, with some of your excess; or better, take a trip to their
country, to SEE their needs? Education is another need of theirs.
Many rich people like buildings named after them, for posterity. You can’t get great P.R. Funding
foreign lands’ projects, but God sees! And He has promised to reward gifts to the poor—not
empowering laziness or throwing money down a ray hole. Sustainability is always the wisest
investment!
You will face your Creator, one day, and I want it to be a good experience for you. However, the Bible
says that MOST rich people end up in Hell. Money preoccupation, vs. priorities focus, has to be one
major reason.
The ‘Giving Pledge’ asks an extreme percent sacrifice from you! I’m not encouraging 50 percent, but
between 20 and 50 percent. You’ll not only get a tax write off, you rightly deserve credit and fame (if
you want it) for so doing! And what will you really get for your donations? A sense of doing the right
thing before God, having helped fellow human beings, as with His rewards, in heaven.
God said selfishness, greed and hoarding are sins. We Americans idolize money, but we respect the
titans of industry who were most successful and most generous!... Rockefeller, Carnegie and Morgan, to
start. Modern statistics say wealthy Americans average one percent of income to charity, while average
Joes average three percent. THIS CANNOT STAND!
Those most able are least willing to help? Don’t be in that horrific statistic, please. I encourage you to
give generously to a cause of your choosing, and to sign a modified Giving Pledge, as part of your legal
estate.
It is NOT the amount, but the amount of sacrifice! God told us so. I want the best meeting with Him, for
you, so I encourage you to read and pray John 3:16, and to give back generously. Thanks.
Update
I give a lot of rosy scenarios for our world, like rich people doing their part to solve the world’s
problems. Let’s deal with the more likely situation… status quo. Most people are stingy with money
used to help others! I don’t have excess, and I don’t care to cut back even more to help strangers,
especially non-Americans.
And every tax dollar spent in foreign aid is a dollar I don’t have to feed my kids. It’s easy to believe in
the philosophy of self-sufficiency for everyone! You feel moral not caring about anyone, because that’s
their business they’re failing at! Is this a Christian action or attitude? NO, but Christians hold it as
conservatives.
What can middle and lower income Americans do to help third worlders?
1. Don’t ignore them; remember they exist
2. Care and pray
3. If you can afford it, take a trip there, to see reality you never experience. And,
4. Do something, no matter how little, to help them have a better life, even if just voting for our
government; not you being as selfish as it’s easy for us to be.
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It’s easy to make the ones with excess take the brunt of the load, but compulsory civic service should
befall every American NOT in public service, to provide us the chance to help country and world in
ways we never will without it. That’s NOT popular, but needed!
The rich aren’t evil for having excess, or enjoying using it for their families. They are evil to hoard, or
not do their fair share. They’re more able to help out, financially, but we all play a part. We live lives
that don’t teach us we need to be doing anything for anyone, let alone strangers on the other side of the
world.
That’s only a narcissistic, me, me, me culture teaching us at every turn to live for self and fun, as life
values number one. Enjoy life. You can also do so by forgetting others, even as others suffer. Ostriches
can shut out the world; God doesn’t say to be one. If you follow Him, you act like Him! That’s the
whole point.

THE RICH GET RICHER & THE POOR GET POORER
(2/4/20; @JamesMeroney)
I LIKE much stability, and no chaos, economically! At the same time, NO one can argue that women
paid less, for equal job skills, is morally right! Those who benefit most from injustice complain about it
the least! That’s why THEY say 'economics is amoral.' How convenient!
There is always a memorized answer robots can parrot, to advocate for conservative beliefs, like
minimum wage means less jobs, or pays you less than you might make (a Hannity argument). It’s
humane, especially when the economy is doing well, and the rich have benefitted!
The rich get richer and the poor get poorer is EVIL. The rich get richer because it’s easier to earn when
you make money off money! And you get privileges and the best deals and terms! The more business
and the rich squeeze every ounce of profit, the more the poor will lose out. (Pv. 22:22) That means
wage reduction pressures for maximum profits!
The more the rich require getting richer, before they’ll hire others, or to profit off workers to their target
margins, the less jobs will be made available for the blue collar working stiff! Business isn’t charity,
which is how they justify no concern for unemployed workers. They even desire a certain percent of
unemployed people, in our economy.
Jobs and investments come from the rich. This is how cons justify government favoring business and the
rich. But God DISAGREES with such justifications! (Levit. 19:15) NEVER over-pay, but employees
NEED to be great consumers of job offers, to never screw themselves, financially!
The more businesses only think subjectively (i.e., only about their one business), ignoring the overall
impact of hiring only the best talent (i.e., the economy as a whole), the more government has to hire
others those business folks' taxes go to pay. But taxes are cheaper than wages, so the cycle continues.

THE HAVES & THE HAVE NOT'S
(2/27/20; @JamesMeroney)
It’s inevitable that the masses are rebelling against unbridled Capitalism, as every action business has
done, since globalism, has, overall, HURT their wages and job opportunities! The rich get richer and the
poor get poorer, and that income gap is EVIL!
Mutiny on the bounty as the "natives" (average Joes) get restless, and they are the majority, numberswise! As Aristotle said, if the people learn that they can suck off the public dole, by voting, there goes
democracy (paraphrased).
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You who rejoice when 401Ks improve, by government policies and other things, and have
zero thought or concern for the ~half of America who aren’t invested, you are the problem, according to
Jesus, Who cared much more about the poor and oppressed’s suffering, than how well the wealthier
enjoyed their lifestyles!
Worker wages have been stagnant, if not mildly down turning, over the decades. From the 50s, and era
of pensions, people who have to work for a living, and who live pay check to pay check have lost out, as
business persons and the rich have gained!
Businesses make decisions for their business, alone, but as every business does so, the economy as a
whole suffers the consequences to laborers of all business’ collective decisions—always for more profit,
and at the expense of personnel NOT in management or ownership!
The Bible speaks to the evil of oppressing the poor! Caustic vs. compassionate cons ALWAYS default
to saying those people are lazy, need college, or need to work harder—NEVER one action to help them,
other than a dollar or two to a street corner beggar.
They vote for NO helping of those who can’t keep up, economically, as they’re life’s "losers." This is
NOT Jesus' attitude or actions, and He taught those doing well to give away their excess, significantly.
Our flesh/sin nature will never do so, as we worked so hard to get it, why would we give it away? BUT,
the more selfish the upper half is with their gains, the more likely Socialism will infect America!
Ignore the lower half, and they’re not dumb to see the evils of the poor getting poorer as the rich get
richer! Care, give, be holy.

HOW TO GET RICH (YES, AN AMERICA-BAITING TITLE)
(8/18/20; @JamesMeroney)
Speaking of God’s view of the rich and poor, here’s a message from my vacation for people who want to
be rich:
1. God’s will is NOT wealth for everyone! (Pv. 30:8)
2. Those who want to be rich harm themselves! (I Tim. 6:10)
3. Chase wealth and you chase phantoms! (Pv. 23:4-5)
You may HATE learning these truths, but I speak them for your good and benefit!
4. It’s not a sin to be wealthy, but it is a sin to be wealthy if that’s not God’s will for you, or you
selfishly hoard it, or idolize it above Him!
NOW that you know these foundations, let’s address people who always want freebies, or jealously lust
for what others possess. Here are but some of the means some people have used to achieve wealth:
Inheritance, investing (Ex.: real estate), starting a business (sell to the masses, or the minority rich, like
the game of Monopoly), pro sports (unique, in demand/mass audience-watched skills), rap/music, actors,
some politicians, bank robberies and pyramid schemes (Ex.: Bonnie and Clyde, and Bernie Madoff),
being ruthless jerks (Jas. 4-5), climbing the corporate ladder (Ex.: executives and CEO’s),
doctors/lawyers/engineers (i.e., education), overtime, multiple jobs, spending frugally (Ex.: saving),
winning the lottery, YouTube celebrities, national media figure jobs, inventions and authors, etc.
Though these seem like a long laundry list, they are the minority! MOST people will NOT get rich. God
teaches us to ambitious for His morals, and to be content! Competition for who out-earns who, or
showing off one’s wealth are sinful displays of worldly priorities!
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For example, many rap and other pop songs brag of their G-wagons and Range Rovers, how many
lawyers you got?, guy’s got four garage doors but only two cars, etc.
YES, America worships the almighty dollar, and our politics reflects that idolatry, in stealing it, or
hoarding it! Repent, America! II Chron. 7:14
One P.S. I almost forgot, from my 16 hour drive, yesterday: For anyone wanting handouts (like the two
possibly illegal alien idiots who asked us for $50 in New Mexico, yesterday, and got rebuffed): GET A
JOB, and learn how to get a better one! READ this information!: https://bls.gov/ooh/fastestgrowing.htm Be qualified, vs. beggars!
If you're poor, improve yourself! Bring more intensity and intelligence to your job and job skills! Know
which jobs pay best, and have the best long-term future! NO ONE owes you one dime!
https://businessinsider.com/best-jobs-future-growth-2019-3
Society TEMPORARILY assists the poorest, from mercy, vs. justice! Pay your way!
And the LEAST-qualified people to speak on how to get wealth, or to define success, are people ignorant
of God’s word, or who inherited their riches! James 4 addresses worldly Christians, and Judgment Day
will NOT be kind to them, even if they are saved! Satanically deceived FOOLS, wasting their life!

DEAR AMERICAN RICH PERSON
(10/10/20; @JamesMeroney)
DO YOU WANT TO KNOW why there is MUCH rage among Dems and poor Americans? Sometimes
it's jealousy; often it's because they struggle, as the rich blindly enjoy life's high lifestyle, oblivious to
their struggles, rich off their backs, begrudging that lack of care or concern.
It IS the rich who have suffered NO little-to-no lapse in earnings during the pandemic, who outsource
jobs, USED TO import cheap labor (supporting public policies for), tax dodge with accounting tricks,
robotize jobs out of existence, only have to work by studying where to invest, pass on their wealth to
endless generations (who don’t have to work), lobby Congress for the best laws in their favor, some of
whom vote against any government aid that would ever help anyone struggling, enjoying caviar and bon
bons, as others barely make ends meet, with salaries WELL over-valued, by boards of directors jacking
up CEO to worker ratios, over two decades.
WHY would these people begrudge legally-gained 'success,' if not stolen or gained illegally? Because
there’s an intuitive knowledge of what God Himself has commanded of them! I Tim. 6:17-19 and the
average Joe averages 3% of income to charity, while those with WELL more than they’d ever need only
average two percent.
There is VERY GOOD reason for this animosity, and if America's rich don’t start giving back more, in
significant ways, Socialism and eat the rich mantras will become REAL!
Trump on Rush Limbaugh says he can't understand why so many people don't want a great country.
WRONG conclusion and analysis of the uprising! They hate the messenger, who caused much of that
hatred, and greatness doesn't just mean the rich get richer, or 401K's rise!
Pride is wanting to show off your wealth, and believes your worth is your net worth. If you DISbelieve
God, and live a hell-bound life, you will fall to all these sins, because you really don’t believe the Bible
you may claim to respect! Lying, arrogance, money- and power lustful/idolatrous sinners.
(@JamesMeroney2, 10/25/20)
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Update
(10/5/20; @JamesMeroney2)
I’m NOT for selfish hoarding among the wealthy! It is SIN, and angers the Lord. I Tim. 6:17-19.
Legally, taxes should never go for unconstitutional or wasteful or luxury things, but the rich are to
generously use their excess freely, to bless society. WHAT DO YOU DO if the rich hoard?
Liberals say tax to the max. Cons say (as I’ve literally heard on talk radio), what are you going to do if
there are SOB conservatives? (i.e., hand-wringing). With IRS 1040 info being private info, the rich can
get away with hoarding! Even Giving Pledgers can ONLY pledge, and not implement.
It'd help for society NOT to idolize them as heroes, or have Forbes wealthiest lists, where EGOs trump
ethics/give back! Public pressure NEEDS to be brought to expose all wealth hoarders! Some will
publicly or voluntarily demonstrate their charity giving. Others are more silent, or private.
The IRS can’t release charity percents or amounts. Catch 22? Not exclusively. The IF the rich hoard,
Dems WILL raise their taxes, with zero conscience about the morality of so doing! That threat may
change some hoarders' hoarding, but very few! Incentives could help, either acclaim, or tax breaks, or
government actions benefitting their businesses more (if fair to all others).
It IS a personal decision, and a moral revolution/revival would help. But the sermons on I Tim. 6:17-19
do NOT reach the vast majority of rich Americans! Charities should be best bang for the buck, so they
attract wise investment.
Heroes like Gates and Buffet are role models, but I don’t think they often change hearts or minds of
stingy rich! Protests outside their homes or gated 'hoods could pressure them! Ultimately, charitable
rich SHOULDN’T be taxed more, but the rest WILL be, and some could say should be.
There have to be convos on WHY to give back, and the donor has to personally benefit through
fulfillment for so doing, so charities need to speak to interests the rich value fixing in society. Schmucks
who selfishly live will be judged by God! Sin!
The GREATEST charity I can imagine would be a nationwide one that empowered financial selfsufficiency! Every poor American EDUCATED and motivated to live within their means, with tips on
how to do so on their salary, and how to increase that salary!
If every citizen made enough to live on, mainly liberals and good-hearted Americans would fund all
other charities (as it should be). Government is not a cash cow/golden calf/money tree! Charities are
merely businesses taxed differently! They BOTH want your money, as voters do in politics. It’s ALL
about the money, honey!
Identify all rich Americans, by name and address and company. Make a customized appeal to them,
based on interests they have, you learn from news articles or social media. Make PSA TV ads to appeal
to their generosity. DON’T be deceived by token gifts!
$200K from a multi-millionaire is generous, as it's freely given, but NOT 'generous' compared to their
net worth, which is what I Tim. 6:17-19 is addressing. The widow's mite PROVES it's the free sacrifice
that 'impresses' God about your heart–not chump change (like $50 is BIG for some, and miniscule for
others).
There are responsibilities that go along with the privilege of privilege! There is no Jesus figure, speaking
in open air public venues, of God's morals, to people not attending churches! There NEEDS to be, like
John the Baptist, who kept politicians on their moral toes, before losing his head, literally!
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Such a figure, just as if Jesus were here, today, in person (vs. seated at the right hand of God, in heaven,
soon returning) would tell you: Rich people... Give back generously to society! I Tim. 6:17-19.
And REMEMBER, life is NOT defined by what you own (Lk. 12:15), he with the most toys LOSES, as
the rich USUALLY go to hell forever (NOT because they’re rich, but because their financial security
blinds them to their insecurity at facing hell, unforgiven). Mt. 7:14, 19:23.
The Bible is CLEAR that rich people are to generously donate, and be warned that most of them are
heading to hell, left unforgiven! You cannot take it with you, and you need not spoil your heirs to not
have to work (as Warren Buffett says). USE your excess, WHILE YOURE ALIVE, vs. after you’re
gone, if you signed the Giving Pledge.
QUIT the sinful ego trip or fear/insecurity if you lose money for once! You GAIN so much more in
giving! God rewards it! Mt. 6:19-20, 19:21. Hoarding is SIN, and God punishes evil! Ecc. 5:13 You
have been blessed; now be a blessing to others!
USE your excess (NOT all of it, of course) to empower the poor to make it through life on their own two
adult financial feet! DON’T give money directly! Fund an empowerment charity! Don’t let ANY
charity CEO be over-paid, using 'charity' as a faux way to get rich, treated exactly like a business!
You are WISE with money-making; be wise in money donating! You live the life of luxury, already!
The Bible says THAT IS ALL YOU ARE EVER GOING TO HAVE and GET! Lk. 16:25 The afterlife
will be hell for you. Even if you go to heaven, you will live in a golden outhouse, if you’re stingy in this
life, as a rich person!
There are good and evil rich, in the Bible, and one way they’re distinguished is by their charitable
giving! DON’T be THIS type of rich person!: Jas. 2:6, 5:6; Lk. 6:24 (another verse saying all you ever
get is what you get in this life, when you’re an evil rich person). Be generous, empower the poor, be
blessed!
Some people think a South Africa uprising is likely, among 'eat the rich' mob. The rich didn’t do you
wrong by earning their wealth legally! Only bank robbers deserve your disdain. You’re really just
frustrated that you’re such a financial loser, truth be told! Look in the mirror… you are the problem!

SO YOU WANT TO BE RICH?
(10/30/20; @JamesMeroney)
It’s NOT sexy to earn a decent wage that meets your needs, but it was the aspiration of God's saints. Pv.
30:8 As Aristotle said, "The most perfect political community is one in which the middle class is in
control, and outnumbers both of the other classes." Wise man!; NOT extreme.
WORLDLY Christians and uninformed lost people seek to define "life" by its quality standards (i.e.,
living the high life), in contradiction of the very God they claim to serve. Lk. 12:15
If getting money isn’t the purpose of life, what is? God's answered that question! Ecc. 12:13 Do you
like the answer?
Solomon, David and Abraham prove you can be rich on earth and in heaven, but God is a just judge, and
evens all things out. Lk. 16:25 IF you are set on earthly treasures, you won’t have many heavenly ones,
and they last FAR longer. Mt. 6 Many Christians will regret their life choices in heaven!
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MOST rich people go to hell. Most humans go to hell. FEW people go to heaven. Why, and what’s the
difference? Both questions answered in their refusing to allow God to save them from hell, by forgiving
all their sins, for any and whatever reasons they concoct. That’s their own, bad choice!
IF atheists are right, there’s zero to fear on your deathbed. If there’s no God, there’s NO reason not to
live any way you'd like, excepting causing friction with other people by such choices. If the Bibles true,
TODAY YOU could be burning in a fiery hell, with zero let-up, forever!
It’s harder for rich people to go to heaven than others. WHY? Probably because their wealth distracts
them from thoughts of the afterlife and their dependence is upon their bank account, so it’s hard for them
to trust the Lord. Hell is a HUGE risk to a life invested in TEMPORARY assets!
WHY does the Bible command the rich to give back generously? I Tim. 6:17-19 That’s likely because
they can spare more, as they have more excess! Everyone else isn’t even certain they can afford their life
until it expires!
WHY would a rich person give back to society? After all, they worked for it, it’s their possession, they
always sought to gain vs. lose money, and heirs could always use it, down the generations.
1. God said to.
2. Selfishness is a sin, even if just keeping it all in the family (as is spoiling heirs a sin, though an
inheritance is not).
3. WHO ELSE can afford to pay to fix problems in society? The majority of citizens aren’t rich!
Business war chests, as well, in my opinion (IMO)! Charitable businesses should be patronized, but
selfish companies with BIG war chests avoided, IMO.
HOW do we get the elites to give back to society, freely vs forcibly, as Socialists are want to do?
1. Acknowledgment for their generosity!
2. Tax incentives.
3. Convincing them to great causes that aren’t a waste of their donations.
4. Convincing them that their rank on Forbes list is mere pride/ego sin.
5. Making them societal heroes for their gifts vs. gains!
6. Shunning the selfish hoarders.
7. Making them visit a hood or barrio, even if out of tinted windows of a limo. BUT when Biden forces
their generosity, expect LITTLE charity from them, as that plan is UNjust to the wealthy!
Relatives will always greedily want in your deep pockets. EVERYONE likes if not wants things for
free. THINK of the majority who do NOT receive inheritances, and the poor who struggle, when you set
up your estate plan, so as to NOT just bless your heirs in perpetuity! SIGN and live out the Giving
Pledge before you die, so you witness its positive effects!
It’s EASY to live high on the hog, when you NEVER observe the goats on the low lands! People
insulate themselves from social encounters with people opposite them, financially, by gated walls,
security, private access clubs, limited social circles, cloistered transportation. OPEN YOUR EYES!
You do NOT need to feel guilt that you’re rich, but you DO need to feel your earned guilt if your rich
and stingy! Mark Levin’s statement that you’re self-loathing to sign the Giving Pledge is OPPOSITE to
and contradicts everything God ever taught in even his Jewish heritage!
Undercover Boss bosses are generous to individuals, because they get free advertising for their firm on
the show. Same with the Undercover Millionaire show.
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If you find ways for the rich to benefit, they become generous. LEARN to give without profiting, on
some of the rich's excess! Institutions name buildings after large donors. If you want a rich person to
forfeit funds, what’s in it for them to do so? Certainly not profit! You have to think of other incentives
that they, uniquely/individually, value, beyond mere money-making!
If I were a Giving Pledger, I wouldn’t want ANY charity staff to earn a large salary I'd be helping pay!
I’d ‘wanna know their payout percent! I’d want their 'help' to be self-sustaining, like my money earning
more money, and recipients learning NOT to need the help, vs. paying for dependents!
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41. SOCIALISM
1. The Safety Net & Personal Responsibility
2. Is Socialism Moral?
3. If Socialism Were To Win
4. Socialism: A Clear & Present Danger
5. Socialism’s Sins
6. Pope-ing or Popping Off?
7. Combatting Socialism

THE SAFETY NET & PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
(10/17/19; @JamesMeroney)
I’ve written about healthcare for the poor many times before. The minimum they need is catastrophic
insurance (make it required?), as Sean Hannity said. It’s the BIG expenses that can bankrupt them—not
check-ups, flu shots, etc. Anything more should be an out of pocket expense.
It’s NOT evil for America to believe in every adult paying for your own expenses (i.e., personal
responsibility)! The poor shouldn’t have kids they can’t afford, NOT by legal requirement, but common
sense living! It’s actually a cultural norm NOT to bother your neighbor with your problems! Even a TV
ad mocks a neighbor doing supplier background checks, estimates, available service times, etc. (Home
Adviser).
We’re also a nation who knows everyone can have unexpected calamities, and our safety net—if kept to
a minimum—isn’t an immoral thing, if not abused. Why should tax payers be FORCED to supply you
free college, daycare, healthcare, family leave, reparations, housing- and food subsidies?
If you can’t afford your lifestyle, belt-tighten! Just because a politician will promise you freebies, to get
himself/herself a cushy job, doesn’t mean you should vote for them. It should be illegal! It’s armed
robbery, absent the arms (excepting the U.S. Military backing our laws, ultimately).
People SHOULD be ashamed to think they can vote to steal another’s better salary! It’s a form of envy
and jealous sins! At the same time, healthcare and college are two expensive, and they aren’t luxuries in
modern life—all people need the former!
Catastrophic insurance is the REAL need, and ways to reduce healthcare costs. Healthcare providers
may need to be forced to offer up to 10 percent of their services at reduced rates, for verifiably 'broke'
patients. That wouldn’t be fair to them (compared to all other industries), and that would have to be
addressed.
Self-taught, accredited college, via online/YouTube courses and e-books OUGHT to be allowed to
anyone who literally just wants the education—not the Greek life, sports, socializing and general college
experience. That’s ALL you need for a great career! Remotely accessed education, online, keeps costs
cheap!
Even if you’re a breadwinner for a family, and all your brain can ever possibly achieve is a minimum
wage job, you can work 2 or jobs (as Beto’s gal shows), and why shouldn’t you, rather than ask other
people to be forced to help with your bills?
It’s RIDICULOUS that some people use crowd sourcing/funding to pay medical bills. It’s insane, to me.
A general insurance pool for catastrophic coverage ought to cover any bankrupting-potential illnesses!
You shouldn’t have to be rich to be in good health!
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But any subsidized care must require payback to tax payers by compulsory civic service.
Why should anyone get anything FREE by forcing their neighbors to pay? That’s unfair, and justice is
the end of U.S. Laws, and a moral value which God supports, and every citizen should, as well.
Seek justice, and people get less angry with each other! When there’s injustice, people stay upset, be it
tax payers bailing out others, or people being railroaded by our judicial system.
One STUPID thing any poor person probably does all the time, because many people do it is NOT shop
around for things they buy! I have a car needing healthcare, and the expense is up to THREE TIMES
more, having called nine suppliers to cost out the fix. WHY should any tax payer have to fund any poor
person who isn’t living down to the bone with ALL their expenses? That’s UNfair!
Life guarantees no one luxuries. It doesn’t even guarantee you your job will pay all your expenses—
that’s ALL on you—NOT tax payers. You should be THANKFUL a safety net exists, and not feel
entitled to anything! Be a grown up, and live within your means!

IS SOCIALISM MORAL?
(4/12/20; @JamesMeroney)
Now that there’s no mystery about who your presidential choices are, let’s address a recurring theme we
heard throughout the political season—the "morality" of Socialism. It was generally supported by youth
and many poorer minorities. Let’s assess whether it’s "moral."
Is it a sin to steal? YES. Would you be justified arm robbing another’s home, if you wanted what they
had? NO. Even God says, if one’s truly needy, and does so, they must pay back seven-fold (Pv. 6:3031). DON’T think if he gets away with it, it’s moral, because the punishment of giving up all his wealth
shows God frowns on that behavior.
And are jealousy and envy sins? YES. People justify taking by force, from those wealthier than them,
because doing it through taxation makes it "legal." There are even theories bandied about, often in public
schools, that America got rich through evil means, so they need to be humbled, and taught a lesson.
We recruit people from other nations that aren’t rich, to come here to vote for freebies. Young folks
indoctrinated in this hate America rhetoric believe Capitalism is innately evil, so they must vote against
it. THESE are evil, dumb and wrong attitudes!
America did not become as she is by stealing from other nations! Our wealth, from 1900 on, and earlier,
was from hard, smart work. YES, slavery was evil, but that was far back in our past, and we’ve tried to
make amends ever since. This generation owes no one reparations, as we didn’t enslave anyone, nor was
anyone enslaved in our time.
OPPORTUNITY to financially succeed we DO owe to every American, unhindered by unfair barriers!
MUCH work must be done in this regard, especially for minorities, as God hasn’t ordained that mainly
white people get to enjoy all the good things in this world. But our youth have, somehow, been taught
that the rich are evil, for being rich!
Work hard, be smart, take risks, and if you profit too much from those choices, you are evil, and voters
must take back some of your gains, as its "not fair" that you can be so “blessed”/ benefitted.
BALDERDASH!
God DOES say they should generously, voluntarily give back (I Tim. 6:17-19), but these voters are
having nothing to do with charitable gifts—they want money and they want it now, via voting for liberal
politicians! THAT IS EVIL!
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To want more money in the U.S. Coffers, for things that benefit us all, like pollution reduction, disease
eradication, etc., is not evil, but wanting your budget covered by the tax payer is evil, lazy, and wrong.
Tax payers already over-pay for Welfare in its many forms, and our debt is $23 trillion, pre-U.S. Covid
bailout! You do NOT care about that, because you are not paying into the system, much, if any! That’s
a rent car mentality, and it’s evil.
Don’t care about who pays, so long as you benefit. That is selfishness sin! Vote for things you’ll hardly
if ever pay for, until you’re much older, and life is better for you. It’s NOT better for responsible, hardworking, law-abiding citizens who foot the bills—tax payers. But if morality is NOT your concern, you
still want it, though you’ll call it ‘moral.’
EVERY human in America deserves an opportunity (and an equal one, at that) to succeed in life—
period. You are not guaranteed to succeed—that’s up to you, and your skills, work ethic and ingenuity!
Socialism is an attempt to thwart the hard work to force gifts out of tax payers’ wallets, and people who
work hard will ALWAYS fight it! America gained our great status by innovation and the Protestant
work ethic! Now we enjoy the fruits of our labors, as the economic envy of the world (pre-Covid, at
least, and soon after its passing).
You can’t hone in on our successes without paying into the system, or thinking America
owes you anything! Immigrants of earlier years came here to work hard, to earn the American Dream
for themselves—rags-to-riches! They didn’t come to rob the Treasury by freebies!
I live amidst MANY Asians and Indians. I guarantee you I’ve NEVER met one who looks for any
handout! They out-work whites, in many cases. That’s America, and people with that attitude and
commitment are more than welcome here!
But seeking freebies from "government" (i.e., tax payers) is EVIL, especially when our merciful
generosity already overpays for Welfare, to help the poor. Get out there and find your niche for success,
spend less, quit believing you are deserving of the lifestyles you see on TV, just because you were
brought into this world, and fight to end any barriers to your achieving your full potential here in the
greatest nation on God’s green earth!
And if that’s NOT your attitude, consider moving to where your values are more in line with how
another nation is run!
America has ALWAYS been for Capitalism, and it has made us what we are today! Slavery’s effects
haven’t fully been eradicated, but what we are today is NOT mainly from capturing slaves, 400 years
ago! It’s the Industrial Revolution, way later, innovation, and the many other things (including winning
two world wars), especially in the 1980s!
And YES we mistreated the native Americans, and we fought a war with Mexico (and won), but we have
made some amends to the former, and we aren’t ‘gonna cede land to Mexico, even by any strategy to
regain it by bringing enough Mexican citizens, legally or otherwise, to vote to steal money from
taxpayers!
If you’re here in America, you are privileged! We all know this! Use that opportunity to be the very
best you can be, and do it honestly and with a good conscience! Don’t do it through theft, grudges,
jealousy, envy, or hatred (all sins). You made it here, however you got here, so go seek your own future
and fortune.
No one is stopping you! There are MANY barriers, for some, that need to be torn down, like dilapidated
schools (which are irrelevant to your ability to academically succeed, if you focus, though they shouldn’t
exist), there is still some racism (you can fight to end), but you’re generally free to be whatever you want
and can achieve!
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If you are dedicated to your success, nothing can stop you, no matter your circumstances! NO employer
who runs a worthwhile business turns down any candidate who is a great, smart worker, who makes or
saves them money! And you can always start your own, or invent something, or invest.
QUIT whining that the cards are stacked against you, because you’re young. We ALL went through
what you’re enduring! Americans adapt; we find a way; we trudge through until victory is won. Have
this same attitude, and nothing can stop you! The tax payer certainly owes you no bailout from not
enough income and too much out-go!
P.S.: If we’ve learned anything from the American Revolution and Boston Tea Party, people who pay
taxes can have enough, where it’s too much, and they literally fight back! People who want to gun grab,
or, more often, the people who want to wallet grab, as well, through Socialism attempts… a second Civil
War is possible.

IF SOCIALISM WERE TO WIN
(7/26/20; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s be completely REAL about what would happen if Socialists ever got their way in the U.S.A.—they
DREAM U.S. Taxpayers, and its rich, would simply take it on the chin, and become Sweden and
Denmark. But that’s NOT how business people respond to losses! ALL of the following would be
options they’d choose between:
Take investment money to wherever else the ROI was better, move their headquarters, hire foreigners at
cheaper costs, layoff expensive U.S. Workers, or replace them with robots, retire, fold up the business or
hire few workers (i.e., HIGH unemployment).
That’s IF the GOP didn’t stop Socialism, by:
1. A landslide,
2. Enough GOPs to have power in the Senate,
3. The GOP with enough clout in D.C. To gum up its implementation,
4. Secession could ensue, or,
5. Civil war.
You do NOT see Milliberals seeking high minimum wage, as they feel entitled to freebies—healthcare,
daycare, college. They have the arrogant, spoiled audacity to believe the taxpaying 66 percent of U.S.
Citizens want or are willing to pay for their second spouse, as that’s about as much as all those things
totaled up is worth—a second income!
And why do they FEEL they deserve that? Because they can vote—NO rational or economic or moral
reasons! And where did they get such crazy notions? Burn taxpayers’ bucks Bernie, war on reason and
Capitalism Warren, Dang Yang's UBI free funds proposal, and Zuckerberg's $30,000/year free money
suggestion for all people displaced by AI and robotic technology.
Those are ALL leftists! The U.S. Economy would tank, and this ilk of subhuman is deemed
"compassionate."
Update
(12/25/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Let’s ask a perfectly reasonable question: Why do taxpayers have to lose money for government doing
more and more things people can vote for, but non-taxpayers suffer zero sacrifice? No justice, no peace!
It’s unfair and wrong! There are solutions!

SOCIALISM: A CLEAR & PRESENT DANGER
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By the Angel [pastor] of the Church of North Dallas (identified in the previous chapter)
(10/4-5/20)
[Socialism]… is not something across the seas, or in another time, or a foreign affair. It is seducing
Americans, who choose to get in bed with Marxists, and leftist politicians and liberal universities, and we
are under attack by an age-old ideology and idolatry, that you could call ‘Socialism,’ or again,
‘Marxism.’ It’s been around awhile, of course… 1917, the Bolshevik Revolution, in Russia; they were
marching and changing the world. They were chanting, ‘we are cold and we are tired and we are hungry,
but we are changing the world.’ And indeed, the world was turned upside down by the Bolshevik
Marxist
Revolution in Russia, and while Moscow was burning down, and Russia was under siege, do you know
what the Orthodox Church was doing–the Christian Orthodox Church in Russia–do you know what they
were doing? At the same time people were chanting and burning buildings in the streets, they were in
red hot debate as to what color of vestments the priests ought to wear. Playing little church games while
the world was coming apart. We need, also, to be reminded that the world is on edge, right now, and that
includes America.
I want to remind you that Socialism, Marxism, is a start-up–a starter kit for advanced Communism,
where the government becomes the resident nanny in your life. I call Communism it’s big, bad brother,
telling you how to live, where you can go, how you work, how much you can make, what you can buy,
what you do with your life. And this ideology is virulent, and violent. It will kill your soul, if you allow
it, and killed the soul of a nation. And I warn you to say that we in America are just one generation away
from a recast of our nation as we have known it. Your children, and our grandchildren are at risk. A
clear and present danger.
This propaganda is dangerous, and deadly, and its power is being unleashed upon our country. And we
must take a stand against this… in our churches… in our government, in our social institutions, in our
colleges and universities, and in our homes. We must always stand for the principles of life, given to us
in the Bible. The only way to beat an idea is with a better idea.
And we have a better idea and ideal–not an idol.
…We are compelled… to face the social and moral issues, and yes political issues of our times, and
bring a prophetic voice to our community. [Pastors have a pastoral calling…] But we also have a
prophetic calling, don’t we? When you read your Bible, you discover the prophets, both so-called major
and minor prophets; all had a major message to their generation, and typically the prophets of yesteryear,
including the apostles in the New Testament, addressed the social, political and social issues of their
time.
All who love faith and freedom should hear this call. And we must build our nation continually on the
foundations of our faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, because the Bible says ‘if the foundations be destroyed,
what will the righteous do?’ The battle that we face, and the battle that we fight is not a battle between
what is left and what is right, politically, but what is right, and what is wrong, biblically.
This message of hope requires courage and compassion. We are to speak the truth with love; we are to
speak the truth with tears. When Jesus saw the multitudes, they were scattered, as those who did not
have a shepherd–like America, today, in so many ways. He had compassion on them. And oh how we
ought to love our country, and have compassion upon our nation… Jesus saw the multitude, and He
spoke, and He spoke of the issues that mattered the most, including economic systems and political
systems of the day.
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Just a few decades ago, the well-known ethicist and apologist, Francis Schaeffer–a great man–said this:
“We as Bible-believing Christians, are locked in a battle. This is not a friendly gentleman’s discussion.
It is a life and death conflict between the spiritual hosts of wickedness and those who claim the name of
Christ. Where is the clear voice speaking to the crucial issues of the day with distinctly biblical answers?
We must be the voice of reason. May we not sin through silence.” Good question.
I will not sin against God; I will not sin against you, with silence. This is not a time for silence; this is a
time to speak, and to be bold, and to be brave; to be courageous with compassion. May we not sin
through silence.
…Socialism’s primary concern is in providing equality of outcomes… We, as Bible-believing Christians,
who believe in freedom and free enterprise, we believe, in America, historically, in providing equal
opportunity [to all], but knowing there are not equal outcomes. Socialism is
This division is real. A recent USA Today reports that four out of 10 Americans embrace some form of
Socialism. 51 percent believe it would be a bad idea for America. Socialism is popular especially
younger people. A recent poll of Millennials found that a majority–58 percent–would prefer to live in a
Socialist nation, than a Capitalist nation (only 33 percent of these surveyed could define Socialism). It’s
because they Capitalism seems so cruel, so corporate, so greedy and wicked. And Capitalism, can be
greedy, but it’s not Capitalism or Socialism, but a human problem of greed in the heart. If there’s greed,
it goes bad.
Well, young people today, in particular, have not seen in the past 30 years or so the devastating effect of
Soviet-style oppression and depression. Mau Tse Tung’s Red China. The killing fields of Cambodia.
Modern Venezuela. It has been said that the nature of youth is if you are not a Socialist at age 20, you
have no heart, but if you are Socialist at age 40, you have no head. I’m going to make a bold, true
statement… No one serious about their Christianity can be serious about supporting Socialism and
Marxism.
It’s totally secular, and requires and is based in atheism. God is not needed to explain anything.
…Socialism is an attack on the Christian faith itself, and its worldview. Barbarians are at the gates.
…Even if you are brave enough to enter Kim Jung Un’s country, they will seize your packages, to seek
for and seize Bibles. But for the believer, in America, faith is the foundation, in God, Christ and the
Bible.
[See his entire sermon on Socialism’s ills, at AmericanAnswers.org, Books Update tab, page 416,
entitled, What The Bible Teaches on Socialism]… Socialism is dehumanizing… We believe in life from
womb to tomb, and beyond …Freedom comes from God, as a gift. Our Founders understood this, and
wrote it into our Constitution. Our hope is not in government, but God.
From 1917 to 2000, 100 million people were murdered under Marxist governments. Socialism increases
poverty, and is a tool to control the people. Winston Churchill said, “Socialism is a philosophy of
failure, the creed of ignorance, and the gospel of envy. Its inherent virtue is the equal sharing of misery.”
Everywhere Socialism moves it destroys economies, and people’s lives, who live in abject fear of the
state.
Pastor Adrian Rodgers once read a statement from 1958, quoting Gerald Smith: “You cannot legislate
the poor into freedom by legislating the wealthy out of freedom. What one person receives without
working for, another person works for without receiving. The government cannot give to anyone
anything that the government does not take away from someone else. When half of the people get the
idea that they do not have to work, because the other half is going to take care of them, and when the
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other half gets the idea that it does no good to work, because somebody else is going to get what they
work for, that my friend is the end of any nation. You cannot multiply wealth by dividing it.” This is
biblical (II Th 3:10). It doesn’t say if a man cannot work. It’s Christians’ responsibility to help the poor,
seen throughout the Bible.
The answer is giving, by people who care and share. Those who will not work should not run on the
ticket of others who will. Even Ecclesiastes 2:24 says, Nothing is better for a man than to eat and drink
and enjoy his work. I have also seen that this is from the hand of God. The ability to work is gift and
blessing from God, in same category of worship–glorifying God with your life. Find God’s will for your
life, and do it with all your heart. This creates innovation, freedom, fulfilment, dreams and initiative.
It used to be that people would say to keep your religion at home and in church, but keep it out of +the
public square. There’s a difference between the Founders on freedom of religion (vs. that belief in the
freedom to worship), where they say, it’s OK if you stay in church, do your thing, read books, sing
songs, hear sermons.
Freedom of religion is the ability to practice our faith in our homes, our families, our churches, our
community, our nation, and our world–not just in our churches, because God has called us to break out
of the walls and into the world. And we have that freedom in the Lord Jesus Christ.
Make no mistake about it, America is great because it is built on the principles our Judeo-Christian
principles. The system of free enterprise allows us to get and protect our things, to live and love well. In
this land of life and liberty, we are to be generous with our talent and treasures. Americans have blessed
the world with the gospel, concern and care. America’s wealth has allowed us to give to missions more
than any nation in history. We need to keep that going. …God’s in control, but He has given us an
assignment, as ambassadors. We must use our time and talents to share our faith, and the freedom we
have in Christ, and support everyone who gives us that freedom and opportunity.
There was a Chinese business man who came to America to study why America was so successful in its
free enterprise system, and the secret of America–Rodney Stark. He writes, “We studied everything we
could from a historical, political, economic, and cultural perspective. At first we thought it was because
you had more powerful guns than we had; then we thought it was because you had the best political
system. Next, we focused on your economic system. But in the past 20 years we have realized that the
heart of your culture is your religion, Christianity. That is why the west is so powerful. The Christian
moral foundation of social and cultural life was what made possible the emergence of Capitalism, and
then the successful transition to democracy politics. We don’t have any doubt about this.”
Truth: America is great because of God; this nation was built upon our faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. So
how then shall we live? Focus on God’s word. Evaluate all ideologies and philosophies compared to it,
past, present and future. America is founded upon Christ and His principles. …Fight for your freedoms,
and never give up your freedoms to any tyranny in life!
Update
(10/4/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Let’s stipulate, JUST FOR the sake of argument, that Bernie/AOC type 'American Socialists' do NOT
want to control every aspect of your life (like the size of your BIG Gulp, or type of light bulb you can
buy), and only have good motives (besides their own self-advancement), to help the poor.
Let’s take the scenario one meme stated, that pure Communism hasn’t been tried, yet. Let’s assume no
American Socialists would ever kill any fellow American, if their scheme were implemented. WHATS
THE HARM? To their constituents, no financial harm, excepting unmotivated-to-fully-work
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dependence, and the evil of that party securing D.C. Jobs by securing votes, by securing security,
through government pay checks.
Perhaps some of their plantation/reservation residents couldn’t have earned more, on their own. But
many of them could, and are stifled by less incentive, or restrictions for receiving 'benefits,' that full-time
effort at work could violate.
The harm to taxpayers is obvious, and they could shut down businesses, move them out of America,
boycott paying taxes/revolt, secede, or engage Civil War.
Let’s also address the evil brought upon the U.S. Economy: Making U.S. Businesses pay double for
employees' minimum (vs. maximum) wage, and having government escalate debt, for all Biden’s
freebies means less money in the economy for business growth! More money for government means less
money for business, when business taxes rise, as with employees' taxes.
Besides shut downs, layoffs, automation's rise, and existing workers worked harder, these costs to our
government mean more printed or borrowed money, or, if Biden didn’t lie on this one thing, and only
those earning $400K/year pay more (less than one percent), those U.S. Citizens will find ways to skirt
our tax laws, legally, or in some cases illegally, or move away and pay taxes elsewhere, as they are
unfairly being picked on. Their invested money could leave our markets and economy.
Economically, the U.S. Economy would clearly do worse, with HUGELY increased government
spending! Debt skyrocketing would make borrowing more difficult, be a boat anchor to growth, cause
investors to seek safer harbor nations, and U.S. Jobs would shrink significantly.
Maybe these freebies-seekers don’t care about these FACTs, because they believe Petticoat Junction’s
Uncle Joe will take care of them, when jobs are cut, perhaps in half (doubled wages require halved jobs,
just to break even–IF you can; common sense) which means even more government make-work project
jobs, requiring even more taxpayer bailout. Bankruptcy can’t be too far ahead, under these dire
decisions! This is Economics 101!

SOCIALISM’S SINS
(10/9/20; @JamesMeroney)
Socialism does NOT incentivize risk-taking, entrepreneurship, or innovation! WHY WOULD you, if
your profits are forced to help people who never contributed to your company's success? Socialism
disincentivizes work, and even living here, if you are rich. Socialism kills–MILLIONS!
Our Communist enemies WANT America's destruction, as they hate and are jealous of our economic and
military superiority! Remember the Cold War? Capitalism nearly bankrupted the USSR, in the nuclear
and space race!
Capitalism won. There is no USSR, today! Communists want to totally control people, and force who
works where for what wage. The many freedoms we Americans take for granted are what Communists
despise like the plague (or pandemic).
They can’t control people, with tyrannical power and nepotistic histories of elitist power continuance.
So they CHEER when America moves any direction toward Communism, because anything that
weakens America (like cultural division) weakens their enemy!
Socialism IS that weak link to Communism, and like the TV show, just say "you are the weakest link,
goodbye!" Capitalism brought you your right even to complain about it!
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America's enemies hack our computers, steal our trade secrets, send social media disinformation to
divide us, probably help fund people literally tearing down liberal cities (anarchists), want a weak
president, sympathetic to their interests, seek to divide NATO, and LOVE U.S. Socialists!
America USED to be concerned with porous borders allowing terrorists in, and already housing sleeper
cells. Now we elect squad members, to institute Sharia law, and vote for freebies to destroy our
economy, and make America an Islamic or Socialist state! Radical Islam terrorists believe that’s their
Allah-sanctioned duty!
This is a peaceful or cold Jihad! Members of the squad are more concerned with the economic and
political views of poor nations their ancestors immigrated from, than keeping America great! AntiAmerican FOOLS! Seditious insurrectionists. Benedict Arnolds.
IF you look at AOC's eyes, they are usually wild-eyed, as you HAVE to be hyper emotionally charged,
to look that crazy! Thinking, rational, peaceful people who don’t hate America NEVER look like that,
except if they’re rabid fans of pro sports games! She’s NOT a fox, but crazy like one.
Finally, ENEMIES of America are using our laxed laws against us! NO other nation would allow in
people who desire to destroy their host country, as evil intruders and 'guests!' Sowing seeds of sedition–
Mt. 13:28–and strangers to OUR American values–Mt. 22:11. Wolves in sheep’s clothes.
IF recipients are forced to repay taxpayers for any and all subsidies, I have zero problem with
government helping anyone with anything! Dems want justice in crime enforcement, but "Injustice
anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere." --Martin Luther King, Jr. (RIP) Micah 6:8
(@JamesMeroney2, 10/31/20)

POPE-ING OR POPPING OFF?
(10/19/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Let's address Pope's under-reported and highly important message from the other day!
1. First, does he know with absolute certainty that he has sincerely prayed and asked Jesus to live inside
him, to forgive ALL his sins, past, present and future? @Pontifex
2. What day did he do that? The reason I start there is that that is the starting place for everything
concerning THIS life—which was the subject of his speech.
3. Finally, on what basis, or what specific reason does he believe with certainty that he will be going to
heaven when he dies? Answer for yourself! John 3:16
One more aside, before a direct response: In Texas, where I live, the governor wants to ban
contraception. Some religious people believe because God has always known people from time
immemorial, stopping them being born disobeys God and what He knew, and therefore decrees. Let’s
dig deep:
1. If two people, male and female, NEVER have sex, NO human will spring forth. If one chose to be
celibate, but that was a selfish decision NOT in God’s will for them, they’d be preventing a person from
being born whom God wanted birthed. HOW would any human know? God already knew they
wouldn’t be born!
2. IF someone had sex outside of marriage, or even within marriage, but forcibly (i.e., rape), that’s
outside God’s will, as well, and can spring forth children. Did God know those offspring eons ago?
ONLY if they get conceived!? If conception never happens, no person gets started!
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And the mechanism by which they never start CAN’T be said to be killing anyone, or preventing God's
will, because humans cannot know if God already knew someone that had to come forth from someone
else's sex act! If the tadpole never impregnates the egg, NO HUMAN STARTS!
You can’t say if God had always known someone who never starts! ALL you can say is sex inside
marriage, not against either party's will, is the only holy way to start a new human life! You certainly
can’t say that technology that prevents unwanted kids is evil! It’s wise and good NOT to have kids you
didn’t want or can’t afford.
The ONLY argument against birth control is that such a prohibition would force humans to only have
sex for family-making, yet that prohibition still doesn’t prevent marital rape, and doesn’t responsibly
address I Cor. Seven on marital sex NOT for childbearing, but pleasure alone!
3. Finally, you are NOT going to stop unmarried people from having sex, married people having sex
only for pleasure, and some marital rape. In short, banning birth control doesn’t keep people from being
started who God obviously knew before hand, obvious only because He knows all things. It doesn’t
even end fornication!

Background: There are many false but some true things in this piece. The false comes from political
bias, Bible omission and Illogical applications to public policy. I'm Not Saying Conservative
Christianity is Anti-Jesus. Jesus is. http s://johnpavlovitz.com/2021/11/05/im-not-saying-conservativechristianity-is-anti-jesus-jesus-is/… via @johnpavlovitz (11/14/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Update
(10/22/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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The Pope's words STILL bother me, as when you speak for God, you have to be accurate, and the Bible
is the ONLY way to determine accuracy! He seems to have a vendetta against America, when were the
most generous nation in the world!
There is no imaginary world where any humans got together, in a Utopian Communist hippie compound,
and said, let’s start a business, so we can take care of everyone's needs! EVERY business—even
farming—is in business to make profit!
If poor people lack food, they need to garden, band together to fund a grocery store in their food drought,
EARN more, work harder, spend smarter, access charities and government safety nets, and quit having
kids! I LITERALLY hate how an entire political party caters to and rewards economic losers in life!
Adults pay their own bills!
COMMUNISM believes the government (taxpayers only) have to take care of all citizen's
expenses/needs. Socialism believes about the same thing, but with a little more responsibility expected
of some citizens. Capitalism believes you earn your own keep and carry your own weight, because you
have the opportunity and availability to do so, in a free country.
You can rise as high as your own skills and ambitions carry you! You can also sink as low as a skid row
bum, if alcohol and poor decisions make you poor. NO ONE forces any of those outcomes! you decide
your fate
IF the Pope’s so worried about the world’s poor and their shortage of food, why doesn’t he sell some of
the millions if not billions in assets his legal entity owns? Just giving homeless people one hair cut is a
TOKEN gesture! It’s up to every adult individual to make it through life—period!
The ONLY exception is people unable to work, and I mean 100 percent unable; not partly able, but
sucking off Uncle Sam's teet! (I know some of these). It is NOT evil that some succeed more than
others! It’s not unjust, either! It’s proof we are not all equal or the same in our skills!
Some
DUMB higher education institution had a TV ad saying our talents are equally distributed. LIE! The
parable of the talents and life itself shows that is a disqualified "education" center! Would you want
Michael Jordan or Andre the Giant on your basketball team? DUMB opinion,
@SNHU
The Jews, by God’s design, were to be a beacon/role model to the world! They allowed the poor to have
the leftovers/"crumbs" of a harvested field. Fairness requires farmers NOT be the only ones sacrificing
to help the poor eat! Fairness also requires taxpayers to NOT be the only
ones sacrificing to help the poor eat!
The poor must help themselves and repay in some way getting assistance none of the rest of us require!
That’s ONLY fair! No justice, no peace, or piece of the pie, to eat! It’s HARD making it through
inflation, greedy businesses always wanting more profit!
NO ONE said life was easy! and God commands all rich people to generously give back! I Tim. 6:1719 Since many of them don’t, perhaps hiking their taxes would one day be in order!? But Welfare
MUST be TEMPORARY (1-3 years max, only accessed once), and NOT be unrepaid handouts, but
teaching life skills to sustain all adults!
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If the Pope wants to speak for God, He must start quoting God’s word, NOT be referred to as "father,"
NOT teach that a personal relationship with Jesus is dangerous, and make sure he has that for himself,
first and foremost!
America's wealth was EARNED! We did not plunder another nation's treasures! Italy's squatter Pope
can begrudge U.S. Ingenuity, Protestant work ethic, and American exceptionalism, but NOT if he ever
reads the Bible (the ONLY source of authority)! Jealousy vs. emulation is sinful! Go...
make poorer nations in our image!
We will help—we always have and do! But the poor countries' governments must figure out what assets
and natural resources they possess, and provide electricity, clean water and sanitation, roads, food,
EDUCATION, internet access, basic health needs, OR BE FIRED or forcibly removed.
It is NOT America’s problem, caused by Americans, nor is it our legal obligation to fix! We HELP,
from our general moral compass, but EVERY nation has a fair part to play, but especially the poor
people pulling themselves up by their own bootstraps!
Self-sufficiency. There is NO FREE LUNCH in this world! If you’re dumb enough to bring into this
world any kid you can’t afford, that is entirely upon you, and your lack of wisdom and self-control! NO
ONE owes anyone a bailout!
As societies, we, like the Jews, establish safety nets. But they are from MERCY vs. justice! If you are
poor, bad on you, unless you have a disability not of your own making! At the same time poverty is
NOT bad on you if that’s the lifestyle you choose, like some homeless people. You were free to make
your bed and lie in it!

COMBATTING SOCIALISM
(11/15/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Biden’s agenda IS stealing! They haven’t the b-ss to beg or break into homes, so they vote. Come and
get it! I would recommend if it is passed, taxpayers possibly rebel by NOT paying or under-paying their
taxes, with a SCOTUS class action lawsuit! Poor areas may be targeted, IMO! Pray.
I know MANY Americans who would never start violence, but if the riots began, by either side, they’d
join in like Texans do, if Bidens Socialist agenda passed. This is NO threat. I’m predicting my belief of
what may happen. Red state secession is preferred to Civil War! I’d be for it!3
It HAS to be anger by blue states that they pay high taxes and red states don’t, so their idea of "fairness"
is forcing everyone to pay what they do! That’s the ONLY rational explanation for why Socialism is so
close to coming to America. Jealousy red states spend smarter, and theirs don’t!
IGNORE state borders! NO STATE is 100 percent red or blue! EVERY taxpayer, person not receiving
freebies, and opposing Socialism MUST unite and fight! You may have to move to a solidly "red state,"
where the laws are favorable to your values and beliefs!
Let "blue states" go bankrupt! The color of your state mainly applies to state tax laws and Congress
persons who support or oppose Bidens Socialism in D.C.! @JoeBiden is under severe heat from leftists
that it’s now-or-never, and facing a rebellion and NON-support if he doesn’t. ALL OTHER Americans
must support his staying a centrist
I’m saying Republicans NEED to support Biden staying a centrist! This isn’t changing parties. It’s
countering Socialists who will NOT vote in 2022 or 2024 for Biden politicians and policies, and WE
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others must fill that gap to keep him NON-Socialist! Forget him as a Dem; him as saving America from
Socialism!
IF HE CAVES, oppose him like he declared Civil War (but nonviolently). This is that serious! His
agenda will be reversed, but when any human feels free money can be available, for any period of time,
they experience bloodlust for more. NO ONE turns down free money!
Texas NEEDS a Constitutional amendment passed NOW, that states our taxpayers are not required to
pay for national 'free' healthcare, daycare, college, and home down payments.
@GovAbbott @DanPatrick Cause a federalism issue that leads to SCOTUS; wealth redistribution is
UNconstitutional!
JUST GO ON as if 45 had conceded, and may the @GOPhouse and @GOPsenate fully support you
having access to everything you'd otherwise have access to, had 45 already conceded! IF you abandon
Socialism, GOPs would support you over that, IMO, as you’d lose leftist votes-make up the gap for you.
If Biden caves to Socialism, GOPs must organize to have a super party! ANY taxpayer MUST be a
GOP, and we have 2 and four years to sell that need! Independents, swing voters, conservative DemsGOP needs a dominating party for 2022, if Socialism gets passed. I’m will help make that occur!
Biden would NEVER abandon the squeaky wheel Socialist vote, if he had no replacement! If Biden
vows to abandon Socialism, GOPs would have to hold their nose and support him. If he didn’t, they’d
have to vow to destroy him and his ilk in 2022 and 2024! His choice! @JoeBiden Ex.: centrist?
@NationalNusa @SenateGOP @HouseGOP BLOCK BIDEN'S SOCIALISM!!! Six ways Congress can
curb a runaway president
Six ways Congress can curb a runaway president A blueprint for checking Trump's power.
politico.com
If GA runoff makes a firewall vs. socialism, Jan 5th, GUARANTEE you Dem AOC leftists will full-time
beef up for a win in 2020, so Biden pushes that agenda his second half of his one-term presidency!
They’re probably already working on those plans! @GOP @NationalNusa @SenateGOP @HouseGOP
@GOP
I predict Dems are already targeting vulnerable Senators and Reps up for reelection in 2022
@GOP @NationalNusa @SenateGOP @HouseGOP Taxpayers have to join GOP efforts! If Biden gives
them more than he takes, that may be harder for GOPs! I’d all vulnerable incumbents for 22 and weak
Dems.
Public relations for Socialism as unjust and evil may or may not work. People can be selfish and
immoral. They vote their wallets. If Bidens agenda passes, taxpayers, the rich and business owners
MUST organize to fire every person who voted to support it! Find ways to I’d them! NO mercy.
Blackball every Socialist from future employment and make liberal businesses like Ben and Jerrys hire
them all! Organize, GOP! Even now start taking names of every citizen who didn’t vote GOP, and
assume they wanted Socialism, IF they voted, but NOT for GOP, though 45 may have been their reason!
OBVIOUSLY, you must obey all laws, but if you interview anyone identified as voting Socialist, if in
doubt between them and equally qualified candidates, you know what to do! https://nolo.com/.../canemployers-discriminate-based-on...
… Find disqualifying reasons apart from politics! Be sincere! Obey laws and oppose Socialism! Can
Employers Discriminate Based on Political Beliefs or Affiliation?
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nolo.com
Socialists aren’t quickly identified! I know South Dallas pastors who are such, paid handsomely, and a
neighbor and a big bank executive! it’s NOT just poor people! Rich folk can want freebies for others,
even if they receive none! That exec wanted free healthcare (college grad raised poor).
That pastor ministers to poor. He has an economic motivation to vote for poor to get freebies. It
increases his status and wealth, representing their desires! DON’T assume only poor people are for
Socialism! ANY person who’d pay in more, to get out even more for selves or their clients.
I don’t support boycotts or buycotts! But if Bidens Socialism passes, I’d support leftist businesses being
punished, and Socialists being rejected as customers, legally and temporarily! ALL this can be avoided
if GA GOP wins, or 2022 gets MORE GOP Senators in close states. Work on it NOW!
I have already virtually shunned a neighbor coming to America from a non-American voting territory,
and voting for Socialism! LOVE their dad-nice guy-but if you come HERE from THERE to make
HERE THERE, you are NOT welcome HERE! I don’t tolerate anyone with such an evil attitude! Never
will.
It’s ALL about America and wealth! That family’s moving to a poorer area of town, to buy. I prefer
renting, for now, in a nicer area. Socialism is 100 percent about money—whether you expect you can
earn enough for your needs, or whether you want help, as an "adult" from total (and richer) strangers!
IF enough taxpayers refused to pay, I don’t think IRS could handle enforcement, until SCOTUS took on
the UNconstitutionality of wealth redistribution. Welfare hasn’t been ruled illegal, but Bidens agenda is
it on steroids. DON’T BREAK THE LAW—organize to rebel if it passes; be creative.
The @GOP should be secretly financially donating to Joe Manchin! This is no longer about party! it’s
about America vs. socialism! That is the litmus test! NOT party identification! Are you FOR freebies
or not? Employment, support, social ostracization. That’s the one and only matter, folks.
If you think I’m obsessed with opposing Socialism, remember, I was in a deep sleep from 2:30-5pm.
When I awaken with ideas on my mind, they’re either depressing nightmare attacks from satan, or vision
from heaven! If stealing and NOT teaching how to fish are moral, Socialism's moral!
UNfortunately, I’m NOT editing anymore, for now, so my suggestions on what to do if Socialism passes
will be on Facebook later on! Suffice it to say that businesses, the rich and taxpayers hold all the cards
for Socialists' funding and very survival living in AMERICA! USE your power, if so!
ANYONE not on these lists as GOP, or registered Independent can be initially assumed to be a
Democrat. https://ncsl.org/.../access-to-and-use-of-voter...
… The public also needs to know who the hoarding rich are, and make them peacefully uncomfortable
for that sin!
PRESSURE the rich to reveal whether they are philanthropists in any significant way! IF their charity
donations funded self-empowerment of all non-taxpayers, I’d be for them hoarding thereafter, if they
wanted to, or giving little, as they choose. Just make poor self-sufficient!
One website with tips, videos and experts on deals, sales and best-practices budgeting, buying and job
enhancement skill development, and motivation, and the rich can sit on their cash, IMO. I hope they
wouldn’t! Minimum: Education and motivation for the poor able to pay own bills. That’s help!
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Even if patriotic civic service required by all not in public service was rejected, one website that updates
all best deals for every area and what’s in my past post, would be a minimum rich could donate to, and
have met their obligation to God, IMO! can’t make a horse drink! NO Socialism!
And accepting a national policy that every subsidy has to be repaid, over time, by civic service! That’s
fair to all! The poor get what they need, when in a pinch. Taxpayers aren’t adopting others by force of
tax law, and everyone pays their own way, with temporary help, when needed!
Since I won’t edit for awhile, let me remind you if Socialism passes, fire as many as possible, automate
and robotize, make paper losses, be paid in NON-monetary ways (where possible), don’t hire Socialists,
and other tips you’ll see later on Facebook james.meroney.378 Fight back fiercely.
Update: Combatting Socialism
(11/17/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Crazy Bernie claims a majority of Americans want Socialism.
1. That’s UNtrue.
2. We have a representative democracy; not a pure one.
3. The public can want UNconstitutional things, but They’re NOT allowed them. Responsible
politicians pass laws that are rational, legal and moral, you old coot!
I fear some on you think I’m being sarcastic, humorous or entertainingly provocative, but I LITERALLY
mean this: If Socialism ever passes and has lasting legs in America, taxpayers, the rich and business
owners and management MUST do ALL of the following, civil disobedience/illegal or not!:
Per state, secede from the union. Short of and probably before that, do all of these things, knowing legal
consequences will ensue: Get GOP or Dem voting rolls, and let businesses access them to refuse service
to every Dem entering their biz. Never hire them! Unless one proves
They’re GOP or Independent, never hire anyone usually targeted as a Dem voter (just observe Dem
policies and TV ads to identify the three or so groups). Allow for exceptions if they prove they’re NOT
for freebies/Socialism. EVERY business but liberal ones combine sources to prevent their buying or
hiring!
Ben and Jerrys will have way too many employees, as will our federal government. Hide your assets
from taxation. Socially shun anyone you know who voted for Socialism! I’ve already started doing that
with my FEW contacts.
Buy a gun, if you don’t already own one. Join a class action lawsuit to withhold taxes in protest, and in
proportion to how much Socialism adds to your last year’s 1040. NEVER give one dime to any charityonly churches. The liberal Socialists will see their do-gooderism can’t get funded, publicly or privately!
Boycott blue states for tourism and business!
Red and purple states pass Constitutional amendments to have NO safety net services in their state, and
that their states' citizens cannot and are prohibited from paying any tax dollars toward federal Socialist
policies, by reducing IRS debt due by that amount or percent. Take wealth redistribution to SCOTUS to
settle for good.
When Socialists don’t have funding, aren’t allowed jobs or to buy goods and services, unless they work
for their own life expenses, they will learn that any short-term victory is a LOSS, mainly for THEM;
only businesses, temporarily! #JustDoIt! FIGHT Socialism.
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Some of those actions are currently illegal, so pro bono GOP and Independent lawyers will be needed.
Step one would be going to SCOTUS over wealth redistribution! That ends the need for all these drastic
measures for any future drastic times! Secession isn’t needed before, as there are iterative measures
avail, and Biden won’t likely get all he wants in his one-term presidency.
But we face this menace indefinitely! Liberals truly believe it is being nice, kind and moral to give fish
vs. teach how to fish, and steal from hard workers. WARPED morality and deceived what help means.
One more I forgot… if Socialism sticks, automate every job you can, and use robots.
Force the feds to hire all the low rungs on the ladder. I actually can see how this all leads to prophecy
(one-world government and government control of commerce). I’ve said lasers may be part of 666.
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SPIRITUAL
1. Why Believe Jesus is God?
2. God’s Top Priorities (AKA, God’s Will)
3. The Doctrine of Sanctification
4. Christians’ Will in Sanctification
5. Who Are You, Christian?
6. Why Read the Bible?
7. Why Be Committed to Christ?
8. Walking by Faith
9. How to be Led by the Spirit

WHY BELIEVE JESUS IS GOD?
(8/5/20; @JamesMeroney)
1. His Claims. Since Jesus was morally perfect, He exhibited humility, so an outright statement that ‘I
am God’ would have been boastful, though true. Instead, He humbly made that exact claim, on many
occasions, which the Jewish leadership, astute on the Old Testament, clearly understood, and took
offense at. (Jn. 1:1, 5:18, 8:58, 10:30; Col. 2:9, etc.) Please see: Will You Live forever, button, p. 408+
(at this website)
2. His Miracles. No man in the history of the world has ever don’t the things Jesus did, including
demonstrating His authority over sickness (Mt. 8:3, 9), nature (Mt. 8:27), paralysis (Mt. 9:1-2), hell (Mt.
9:3-8) and death (Mt. 9:18-26). For more on Jesus’ miracles, please see Will You Live forever, button,
p. 568+ (at this website)
3. His Teachings. No man in history has ever spoken the things and the way that Jesus did, which many
people in His day honestly acknowledged (and you can too, reading His words). (Jn. 6:68, 7:46, 11:48;
Mt. 7:28-29)
4. His Fulfilled Prophecies. The probability of Jesus fulfilling all the Messianic prophecies of the Old
Testament, as just one man, is mathematically as likely as finding one marked quarter among a pile two
feet deep, the size of the state of Texas (as Peter Stoner has noted). Yet, He did, as you can further study
at Will You Live forever, button, p. 190 (at this website)

GOD’S TOP PRIORITIES (AKA, GOD’S WILL)
(7/18/20; @JamesMeroney)
When I RIGHTLY criticize U.S. Christendom for worldliness and churchianity, it behooves me to
remember the majority do NOT know their Bible, so TRUE statements I make about the paltry condition
of the Church doesn’t faze them; even goes over their heads, either from apathy or ignorance.
Let me try to overcome that failure on my part, by speaking more in their terms, which is MINIMAL
verses, and not requiring them to actually look them up or see their content. I was going to run thru the
entire New Testament, and list EVERY verse on evangelism, discipleship, body life and social ministry
(God’s four priorities for believers), but WHY waste MY time, when they’d NEVER look them all up?
And that’s because they aren’t not doing those four things because they want proof they’re God’s will,
but because they don’t want to! Churchianity is SO desired, we now LOVE getting God in a box, at
home, during the pandemic, where even our one hour a week and 10 percent of income can neatly be
fixed by an online viewing from anywhere, and an e-bill, presumably a click on a keyboard.
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CONVENIENT CHRISTIANITY, and we LOVE it! NO need to be there in person, because churches
NEVER practiced the one another’s or spiritual gifts of body life anyway (koinonia).
So my proof in a box and nutshell (the way American "Christians" like it):
Evangelism (I feel even the need to define terms, now days: Speaking Gods message of salvation to
non-Christians)… the book of Acts as exhibit A!
LOST people (non-Christians) testified that a handful of believers turned the world upside down (and
HOW they did was by changing eternities of the lives of millions of souls around the world). Ac. 17:6
What about discipleship (other, usually older Christians growing up to maturity new or stagnant
believers). Let’s try EVERY epistle (letter written to Christians and churches in the New Testament), as
well as THREE verses (‘gotta stretch you a little)… Mk. 4:34, Ac. 4:13, II Tim. 2:2.
Jesus preached to the crowds, but He discipled the 12, and look what those 12 (minus one, with some
associates) did… Ac. 17:6, again.
How about body life (organic, vibrant gatherings of Christians where they edified themselves by spiritual
gift ministering, and doing the one another’s of Scripture). For this one, I must refer you to Will You
Live Forever? button, at this website, which lists the four spiritual gifts paragraphs, and all the one
another passages. Suffice it to say that laymen were not mere bench-warming spectators of productions
performed by professionals!
And finally, social ministry. ANY kindergartner who has any inkling of the life of Christ KNOWS He
went around healing and helping people, AKA, doing good for others (vs. just for Himself). Try Phil.
2:1-6, but especially Ac. 10:38.
So God’s four top priorities for His church have been MINIMALLY explained and proven to you.
WHAT are you going to DO about them, as opposed to merely obeying two other verses (one wrongly
applied to the Christian era, as to any set percent of giving)… Heb. 10:25 and Mal. 3:10?
And, finally, HOW can we know (or prove) worldliness is wrong, and focusing mainly on wealth is a
sin? Easily, if I'm limited by your short attention span: I Jn. 2:15-17, Jas. 4:4, and the fact that Jesus and
Peter were near BROKE poor, because of how much ministering to people, for God, they did! Lk. 9:58,
Ac. 3:6
There are many other verses I could list, but, again, it’s NOT that you need the case proven to you,
because even if it were, churchianity is preferred in America, which is why NO revival is coming, but
only a third judgment beyond Covid and the race riots! II Chron. 7:14 I hope you looked up those FEW
verses I listed.
Let’s go one step further toward proving God’s top two priorities (evangelism and discipleship): READ
I Tim. 2:4; or read the famous ‘Great Commission’ (Mt. 28:18-20); and finally, peruse/meditate on Col.
1:28
You DON’T have to read the whole New Testament (YET), to comprehend God’s top two, and then His
top four priorities!
Get people saved and sanctified, and get many of them so, and you save and sanctify an entire
community. And when church is as church is to be, it becomes the perfect model for how society is to
be. ‘EDBS’ priorities are God’s top four priorities for His people! II Chron. 7:14 shows us WE must DO
vs. ignore them! (i.e., you turn from wicked ways to doing righteous ways, the top four of which I just
proved).
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THE DOCTRINE OF SANCTIFICATION
(9/7-8/19; @JamesMeroney)

Once one is saved, the Christian life begins. Babies birthed don’t hold milk bottles, but nurse milk—
mothers are involved. Follow-up tells new converts what they should do; discipleship lovingly and
positively ensures they do—especially Bible reading and prayer habit development.
Lordship Salvation demands commitment to live for God, in order to receive a free gift; Saviorhood
Salvation teaches faith alone, and once one is born again (instantly upon faith), it lasts forever. So how
does the BIBLE (vs. human theologians) present getting Christians to grow, if NOT a required promise
for salvation?
In Acts, Paul evangelized THOROUGHLY, THEN returned to cities to see how Christians were doing,
who had been gathered, and had elders appointed to shepherd them. There was a time gap, preoccupied
with evangelism, and tutors vs. spiritual fathers followed-up, initially!
The epistles tell How God disciples, as did Jesus' lifestyle. He selected a few, and taught from
experience, and He learned if they applied lessons learned from relationship vs. legalism or check box
judgmentalism!
Imitation and living as an example/role model mentor was a major facet of growing up Christians. The
epistles have a consistent pattern of NOT addressing ethics until after personal and theology sections,
often concerning assurance of salvation, identity and inheritance in Christ, and how great a salvation we
received. That introduction sets one up for their response to such great things (i.e., sanctification).
There are VERY FEW passages that list commands, positive or negative, as there’s no flow chart of
rules, exceptions and do’s and don’ts. You approach the word to meet with God—NOT to find rules to
apply, though being open to doing what God convicts/leads you to do, as you meet with Him, by faith.
Biblical sanctification is NOT automatic, but man’s will is engaged, to discipline oneself for godliness.
Christians might never have been taught they’re to do that, or resisted doing so, in which case they’re
‘carnal,’ and subject to many negative consequences.
It’s the maturer believer who is to teach youngins, or older Christians who have been stagnant for years!
Sermons help, but they’re to the masses—NOT customized to each individual’s specific needs and
struggles, and verses being read in their quiet time.
Church discipline, and individual correcting of straying brothers is yet another sanctification method
usually omitted in the America Church.
One’s identity and inheritance in Christ are great motivators and enablers of sanctification. You literally
are a new person—you need to reckon that true, so you’ll lay aside the old man’s deeds, as you’re now
dead to sin and alive to righteousness.
And as to deeds/fruit, the range is massive! Some Christians start growing immediately, some later,
some never, and some fall away, while others endure in good deeds to the end. The parable of the four
soils teaches us to expect that!
There are also imposters within church, which are NOT the same as carnals, who may act good or bad,
but aren’t saved (AKA, tares).
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And every Christian is imperfect, though they can perfectly walk by faith, and endure every temptation,
and not have to confess specific sins (if not convicted), resting in faith (Heb. 3-4). That’s NOT moral
perfection, but living up to the standard you’ve attained, which is all God expects of us—obey the faith
that you have, to-date.
You will NEVER see the New Testament saying you promised to be good, to be saved, so be good.
THAT is what Lordship Salvation MUST say; Saviorhooders would NEVER say such things. Lordships
try to force good deeds by guilt, while God doesn’t use guilt, but grace and conviction.
They question people’s salvation if the fruit isn’t as well as they expect, usually meaning meeting
THEIR unique/subjective standard. Instead of saying you must do good works to go to heaven, they say
if I don’t see you doing good deeds, you aren’t going there. EXACT SAME THING… works-based
salvation.
And they see salvation as a line/lifetime process. It’s actually an instantaneous change, which is
manifested more as one ingests God’s word. MANY verses teach how crucial the Bible is to spiritual
growth, and remembering it, through meditation. That’s NOT what sermons do! They use ten verses,
max, then add man’s words—NOT quiet times, one-on-one.
Walking by the Spirit is how Christian victory is achieved. God has given us ALL we’d ever need,
through His promises. You have to trust and claim them—that means faith vs. sight walking/living.
A Christian can do nothing, and be carnal, or do things in the flesh/willpower, and get morally worse, or
be pridefully legalistic. License and law are BOTH wrong. So Lordship Salvation’s sanctification
ISN’T biblical, nor Saviorhooders’, if they have none.
I just taught you a summary of biblical sanctification. I have about 600 verses behind my conclusions,
but I’m tired of researching them, and just wanted to present the findings.
There’s a RANGE of results in Christian success with sanctification! You can’t be a disciple if you’re
not fully committed, even though Christians were labeled ‘disciples’ when they were saved; that’s
positional vs. necessarily experiential.
How many times Paul spoke of people being complete in Christ, until Christ be formed in you, awake
sleeper and Christ will shine on you, until the morning star rises in your heart, becoming a mature man
(vs. babe), and his labors to bring that about. That’s discipleship, to bring sanctification about, as a
result.
But some Christians fall away for good; some temporarily (i.e., backslidden). The
goal is the ‘much fruit’ Christian, vs. those drawn away by the worries of the world, deceitfulness of
riches, or having no firm root, and falling away when trials or suffering hit. Finally, trials and suffering
are part of the Christian life, and if one never endures those, God says they may NOT be His children.
Those who want to live godly WILL be persecuted (I Pet. Says), and those who God doesn’t discipline
are b-stard children (Heb. 12 says), and not saved. Any truly saved person/Christian who never actively
pursues God and holiness will have more trials, sickness, and possibly premature death; it’s serious stiff
to reject a holy God. (Heb. 10:31)
All the more so when you know how much God did for you in salvation! I’ll summarize our inheritance
in Christ, later, but if you read the New Testament, you’d find ~100 items God said were done for, to or
in you, or given to you when you believed, and it changed your identity, which in the New Testament
always affects behavior; READ it and prove me a liar, or not!
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Any Christian who doesn’t pray, evangelize or read God’s word does NOT understand the Christian life
properly! In Jude, the author was ‘gonna address our common salvation, but the urgent need became
telling Christians to contend for the faith. That means discipling usually would teach of salvation first,
but false teachers had crept in, so the immediate need was to counter their NOT exhorting believers to be
active in their sanctification.
Lordshippers ask we faith alone/free gracers aren’t we teaching a two-step salvation, or sandbagging the
bad news? NO, NO, NO! We get people saved from hell, first! NOTHING else matters for their life! If
they get saved, they miss hell. If they don’t, any talk of their future deeds is speculative empty talk—
they’re NOT heaven’s citizens yet.
Sanctification isn’t a second step of being saved—you’re already saved. You work it out in respect to
salvation, to please God and from gratitude vs. obligation to merit salvation or fulfill some bogus vow,
required to be saved (by Lordshippers’ demand).
And if one properly understands biblical sanctification, it’s NOT negative, so why would Saviorhooders
sandbag? We just don’t give the devil any ammo, by confusing Christian doctrines when speaking to
people with natural minds! (I Cor. 2-3).
Sanctification isn’t a vow fulfilled, automatic, or something a Christian can ignore and still be good with
God, in this (vs. the next life). MANY heresies abound on this important subject! People don’t read the
Bible enough, but mere men theologians, and fallible denominational heroes, and memorize quick
slogans, and cherry pick a handful of verses to defend their errors on the topic!
‘No fruit no faith’ is works. It’s saying you must do deeds or I’ll question your salvation. God
knows His own, and doesn’t need you as His sealer, or fruit inspector. The ONLY guaranteed fruit all
Christians will have is peace with God.
And assurance of salvation occurs instantly, when the Spirit is received. It’s NOT based on works, as
they can be an up and down roller coaster, but its stable—you know that you know that you know you’re
saved, by the indwelling Spirit you received, and He never leaves, so the certainty is a fact, even if some
people sometimes don’t feel it, caught in sin’s trap.
To the one who’d ask why be good if you’re sure of heaven, it’s because you’re sure of heaven! You get
rewards, and you know God, and want to please Him, knowing you’re going!
And to the one who’d ask, why should a NON-Christian be good, if it doesn’t get you to heaven, it gives
you a better life until you die and go to hell, which one never has to do, if they’ll trust Jesus to forgive all
their sins.
And to the one who says if Christians’ sins are all forgiven, why confess them (I Jn. 1:9). It’s for
fellowship and re-filling! When a Christian sins, it cuts off the power, and is a block/hindrance to your
communion with Christ, like slapping your wife would be, left unresolved.
You’re still married, but your relationship has a problem. That’s why you keep short accounts with God.
You can’t be Spirit-filled with open, unconfessed sin. You’ll miss that fellowship and power!
I’ve spent three days researching almost all verses on all these sub-topics of sanctification, as I’m sick
and tired of Christians and pastors making bold, WRONG claims on the subject! I KNOW how little
they know of the New Testament, and how they can’t back up their beliefs, confident as they still are.
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You literally have to SHOW them the overwhelming evidence opposing their false teachings! Our
discipleship materials found the top 18 topics every Christian should know, as BASICS. HOW did I
determine those 18? Twenty years of research of the New Testament, based on
these criteria (1978-2003, with a break for grad school JD/MBA and MDiv):
Either the subject is a major one addressed, or the author states it’s important, or you find teachings on it
all around the Bible, or it’s logical to be a basic teaching, like knowing you’re saved or how to be saved.
I also culled all the major discipleship programs, to see what they deemed important enough to teach. IF
you haven’t done that much effort to find the core teachings, you’d be wiser not to doubt me on this, but
to find what those 18 topics are, and meditate on verses that address them, at Will You Live Forever?
button, at this website.
For example, Calvinism vs. Arminianism in salvation… READ the hundreds of Bible references for will,
sovereignty and both! For Christians behaving carnally, we have many verses for you to read. For
reasons to read the Bible and pray, we list many verses at that website.
For assurance of salvation (vs. teaching a Christian can lose it), same clump of many verses. For faith
alone to save, HUNDREDS of verses are listed. For identity in Christ, I’ll be adding verses; I may have
up to 1,000.
Our other website, http://AmericanAnswers.org, even details every discipleship and evangelism event in
Acts, and tells you every time sanctification was spoken of in evangelism (Hint: NOT often, and usually
positive, and a more general description, like living water, not die, see life, etc.).
I do the hard spade work, as people are lazy, or less interested, and want to buy into slogans, and DON’T
want to be workmen (II Tim. 2:15). They FOOLishly rely on sermons, when pastors DIFFER in their
beliefs on the sub-topics of sanctification, and their sermons will steer you to believe as they do—NOT
necessarily what the Bible teaches (as I described above). You can’t lose salvation, and Christians vary
in their fruit!
LOST people had higher morals and dignity than many Christians, in studying the Scriptures to see if
these things were true! (Ac. 17:11) You do NOT need a guru or pastor to teach you God’s word (I Jn.
2:27), and God’s Spirit will lead you into all truth (Jn. 16:13).
You prove you’re a disciple by remaining in God’s word! (Jn. 8:31). That’s NOT the same as sitting
through sermons, like a chaperone on a date! You have DIRECT ACCESS to God! On judgment day,
it’s you and God you’re accountable to, with no one coming to bat for you, or to your aid! And we ALL
face that certain future! (Rom. 14:12)
If you’re a Christian, you need God’s word, like the air you breathe! (Mt. 4:4) Remember, sermons are
~70+ percent man’s words, and are forgotten by 72 hours. Ps. 119:9-11 says ‘Thy word I have laid on
my heart (i.e., memorized and meditated on), that I might not sin against Thee.’ You will sin against
Him if you don’t read and remember it! (Jas. 1:22-27; II Pet. 1:12-21, as well as in chapter 3).
You will die one day. You’ll be in heaven forever, if Jesus lives in you. Will you have regrets for how
you lived down here? You can’t work for God on man’s behalf then! ONLY now! (Jn. 4:34, 9:4)
Christ’s existence depended on doing God’s will and work, based on an intimate relationship! (Lk.
10:42)
Part of the weaponry of our armor is the logos and rhema word of God—the Bible, and the Bible the
Spirit causes you to remember. EVERYTHING I’ve recited the past hour has been spontaneous, as my
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mind recalls verses I’m NOT looking at! That’s the sword of the Spirit (Eph. 6). You disarm Him, not
reading the Good Book!
P.S.: Mall walking, I asked my eldest what’s the purpose of life? Mainly he, but together we
summarized it thusly: 1. Tell as many people about Jesus before you die; 2. Get to know Christ and His
word well; 3. Do right; 4. Do something positive for society that others will think highly of you for
when you’re gone; 5. Have a family, if you want to; 6. Have a career, to retire whenever you can; 7.
Have fun, eat right and exercise. That’s a pretty good summary!
I told him most Americans only attack the career/retire, family and fun aspects. That’s a HUGE
problem!
I told my son if you ask people what’s life’s purpose, they’ll give you lofty, maybe philosophical
answers, but follow it up with the question, ‘are you living like that?’ If God revealed why we’re here
and what we’re to be doing here, it’s not an intellectual exercise for a heavenly quiz some day!
Jas. 4:1-6, Rev. 3 (Laodicea): As prophecy approaches, MORE Christians will live worldly, like the
selfish, greedy quarrelers in James. Apostasy is predicted (II Th. 2:3). Except for revival, our era in
history is the lukewarm generation! DON’T let it be you! You’ll be POOR in heaven, and displeasing to
God!

CHRISTIANS’ WILL IN SANCTIFICATION
(AKA, TRUTHS Lordship Salvationists Should Consider)
(9/15/19; @JamesMeroney)

(Rom. 5:1-2) Salvation brings peace with God (no eternal judgment feared), but also an
INTRODUCTION into the grace life of sanctification, which Paul is teaching Christians, here.
(Rom. 13:11-14) Because prophecy is closer than when we believed, Paul exhorts believers to behave
properly and put on Jesus as Lord, in our experience, making no provision for the old/sin nature. (Cf.: II
Pet. 3:11, 14)
(I Cor. 8:3, 16:22) If a person loves God, God knows him; those who don’t, Paul wishes accursed (Cf.:
Eph. 6:24; I Jn. 4:16-17)
(I Cor. 13:11-13) With time/age, Christians are to mature in their thinking, as bodies mature to
adulthood.
(I Cor. 15:34) Paul tells CHRISTIANS to stop sinning! Lordship Salvationists require that of lost
people, in order to receive the free gift of salvation (by their definition of ‘repentance’).
(I Cor. 15:57-58; Cf.: Gal. 6:9) Because of the victory promised to believers, we are to endure in good
deeds and ministering.
(II Cor. 6:1-4) Working with God, Paul tells CHRISTIANS not to have been saved in vain (as in not
remaining carnal), because He saved you at the right time. He does NOT hold a Lordship Salvation vow
to live good, in order to be saved, over their head, because such was not required of them.
(II Cor. 6:16-7:1) Again, Paul tells CHRISTIANS to (decide to) live morally separate/sanctified,
becoming holier through God’s promises.
(Eph. 2:10) Christians are created unto (or for) good works; not by promising to do them in order to be
saved; and we should walk in them, because of that fact/accordingly.
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(Eph. 5:14-19) Paul tells CHRISTIANS to wake up and start living wisely for God’s will. This
contradicts the teachings of Lordship Salvation! They tell lost people to vow to live that way, or God
will not give them His free gift of salvation.
(I Th. 2:11-12) Again, Paul told CHRISTIANS to and how to walk in a worthy manner. (Cf.: Eph. 4:1)
(I Tim. 4:6-12, 16) Effort (i.e., use of the will) is exhorted, even of pastors, to experience successful
sanctification, being constantly nourished by the word of God.
(II Tim. 2:19-22) God knows who is saved (as do those who are), but those who claim to be are here
taught to abstain from evil deeds. This is Paul teaching CHRISTIANS to live holy—NOT having
required any promise to do so, before a person could get saved, Lordship Salvationists!
(Heb. 3:1-6) The author exhorts Christians to be faithful, as Christ was, even more so than Moses was.
He does not state it is inevitable, automatic, or a result of fulfilling a vow required for salvation.
Experiential perseverance of the saints involves the will, though the perseverance of saints’ salvation is
eternal.
(Heb. 10:21-24) Because we have Christ (at salvation), our great high priest, believers are to draw near
and hold fast.
(Jas. 1:21-22) Christian “brethren” are told by James to put aside sin, and add in the Bible, and prove
themselves doers of it. This is CHRISTIANS being instructed to make a decision to be
actively/experientially sanctified—NOT lost people being required to promise or do such, before God
will save them!
(Jas. 1:25-27) Again, CHRISTIANS are being taught to do these things, and to be unstained by
worldliness.
(I Pet. 4:1-6) Peter is telling CHRISTIANS they have sinned long enough, so stop doing so as a
lifestyle! There’s benefit to making that decision, and there’s harm to your former friends who will
mock that decision.
(II Pet. 1:3-11) CHRISTIANS (1:1) are told by Peter to add moral traits to their faith, in sanctification,
as it benefits them and God rewards such, and grow in grace and in knowing Christ (3:18; Cf.: I Pet.
5:12). This is a believer exhorting other believers to willful activation of their own sanctification (Cf.:
Jude 1:20-21)!
(II Jn. 1:8) Rewards are not deemed sinful, here, but to be sought, and not lost, by CHRISTIANS living
properly! (Cf.: I Cor. 3:8, 14; Heb. 10:35, 11:6, 26; Rev. 11:18, 22:12, etc.)
(III Jn. 1:11) John teaches CHRISTIANS to imitate what is good, not evil. WHY would all these New
Testament exhortations to CHRISTIANS be needed if people were saved by promising God they would
live holy all their life, as Lordship Salvationists require?

WHO ARE YOU, CHRISTIAN?
(9/15/19; @JamesMeroney)

LOOK at how important receiving Jesus in your heart to dwell forever changes things: II Cor. 5:17. In I
Cor. 6:9-11, many ‘bad’ sins are listed, then Paul tells Christians they shouldn’t be engaging them,
BECAUSE they were washed, sanctified and justified. He doesn’t say you promised to be good.
Salvation changes things!
Your mind must know/learn that ‘old things have passed away, and behold, new things have come.’ The
old man died (Rom. 6:6), and you need to reckon that true and it dead, and yourself alive to God (Rom.
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6:11), and no longer offer your members as instruments of death; that’s a Christian sanctification
decision (Rom. 6:13)!
This is NOT self-delusion, or tricking your mind, but tapping into the power within, via the TRUTH. In
Eph. 2:1-6, you were dead in sins, and formerly (i.e., pre-salvation) walked according to the spirit of the
world, but God made you alive. Salvation changes everything. Paul doesn’t scold them ‘you promised
to be good, or He wouldn’t save you, so fulfill your vow,’ Lordship Salvationists!
(Eph. 5:8-10) Identity: You were formerly darkness, now light, so walk as God’s children, trying to
learn what pleases God. Sanctification is a lifelong learning process, and NOT automatic. The will is
involved, without which LITTLE growth occurs (i.e., carnality reigns).
(Col. 3:9-12) You laid aside the old self, with its practices, at salvation, and have put on the new self.
Christians NEED to know that occurred when they received Christ! Paul is writing to educate them; the
new self (i.e., Christian identity) is being renewed, and II Cor. 4:16 says it’s
daily, just as discipleship is daily (Lk. 9:23).
Eph. 4:23 mirrors that renewing, as does Rom. 12:1-2 (by the Bible, ingested daily, as you feed to
succeed, Mt. 4:4). If a Christian isn’t doing so, the renewing hardly occurs—ONLY if God’s actions
apart from you change your inside (Phil. 1:6, 2:13).
Renewing your mind is our responsibility, in sanctification. In I Th. 5:4-5, Paul again educates
Christians that we aren’t in darkness/sin, that prophecy should surprise us by arriving, as we are sons of
light and day (identity, again), so we aren’t to sleep, but be alert and sober, putting on spiritual
weaponry, knowing we’re Heaven-bound.

WHY READ THE BIBLE?
Because God commands it (II Tim. 2:15)
The book’s contents last forever (Is. 40:8; Ps. 119:89; Mt. 24:35)
Success, as God defines it, cannot come without it (Josh. 1:8)
It is worth more than wealth (Ps. 119:127; Pv. 16:16)
It makes a person wise (Pv. 16:16)
It lengthens your life, and makes it more peaceful (Ps. 119:165; Pv. 3:1-2)
Those who do are generally more healthy (Pv. 4:20-22)
It makes your prayers more effective (I Jn. 5:14-15)
Your life will be blessed if you do (Ps. 119:1-3; Jas. 1:25)
It gives hope (Rom. 15:4)
God the Father and the Son will dwell in intimacy with those who do (Jn. 14:23)
It gives light for the walk of life (Ps. 119:105; Pv. 6:23)
It makes one holier (Ps. 119:9-11)
It is the bread and butter of spirituality (Mt. 4:4; I Jn. 2:13-14)
Wise people do so, and act accordingly, and the trials of life do not much move them (Mt. 7:24-25)
It is what God would say if you interviewed Him (1 Th. 2:13)

WHY BE COMMITTED TO CHRIST?
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Because God commands it (Mt. 16:24)
Because God rewards it (Mt. 25:23; Mk. 10:29-30; Jn. 6:27; II Cor. 5:10; Gal. 6:7-8; Eph. 6:8;
Heb. 11:13-14, 16; Rev. 22:12)
God will bless you (I Cor. 2:9; Eph. 1:18-19, 3:14-19, 5:14)
Because it is your purpose in life—you were saved for this purpose (I Cor. 8:6, 9:24-26; Eph. 2:8-10)
God’s mercy will be upon you (Lk. 1:50)
To be useful to God (Jas. 1:22, 2:14-20)
Your life will not have been lived in vain (I Cor. 15:58)
Because it is your spiritual obligation (Rom. 12:1-2; II Cor. 5:15)
To know Christ (Phil. 3:8-9)
To please God (II Cor. 5:9; II Tim. 2:4)
Because you love Christ (Jn. 14:15)
From gratitude for your great salvation (Heb. 12:28; I Pet. 1:3-4)
Because you’re related to God (I Pet. 1:14-16)
For hope for your future (II Pet. 1:10-11)
To have long(er) life and peace (Rom. 8:5-8)
Because this life is temporary (I Cor. 7:29-31; II Pet. 3:10-12)
You will receive more answered prayers (Mt. 10:32-33; I Pet. 3:12)
You can’t take riches with you to heaven (I Tim. 6:7-10)
Your life and decisions are being watched (Heb. 12:1-2)
You won’t disappoint God (Rev. 3:15-19)
You won’t be ashamed in heaven (I Jn. 2:28-3:2)
To avoid premature death (Jas. 5:19-20)
It’s dangerous not to (Heb. 10:26-31)

WALKING BY FAITH
(10/28/20; @JamesMeroney2)
In Bible teaching, there are subjects we'd call milk and subjects we'd call meat. I Pet. 2:2; I Cor. 3:2;
Heb. 5:14 By analogy, we could infer baby food is somewhere inbetween. THIS topic is prime rib red
meat, and the Bible doesn’t tell me to water (or milk) it down, but to tell any who are new on the faith, or
new to growing in Christ, to look away, for this meal is not for you.
Christians can live above accountable sin, as imperfect creatures who obey their faith--not the
faith/religion, but the faith God gives them for their lives. If the Bible is true, every
temptation can be endured, by God’s power and leading. I Cor. 10:13; Jude 1:24
That is reigning in this life, as a victor! Rom. 5:17, 8:37
Another way of saying it is we enter Gods rest (Heb. 3-4) We cease from our own works, and rest in His
living His life through us/let go let God (Gal. 2:20).
For individual Christians, through God’s word, you’re responsible for the verses He graciously gives you
to apply. You’re submitted to and willing to obey God in whatever He says to do, but you know the
specifics through conviction. You don’t make any willful or conscious evil decisions, but you are in no
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way perfect--far from it; but that is NOT the standard, except as the end goal we will never achieve in
this life. Mt. 5:48
If you haven’t that relationship connection to a real Person on the other side of your faith and prayers,
you will NOT be led by Him! You will ONLY have rules/commands, which you are incapable of fully
obeying, on your own!
You need His power, and to walk with Him, as He is NOT looking for a performance, but
communion/fellowship/koinonia-a Christian fully committed to live as His friend, as Adam did, pre-Fall!
That’s faith-walking.
The reason I said, up front, DON’T READ THIS unless you’re well-versed in the Scriptures is because
so many aren’t, the topic usually brings forth arguments and claims of it being untrue, and you can’t
bridge the experience gap by proof texting!
LOOK at I Jn. 2:13-14 Older in the Lord Christians know God (said twice). Babes are reminded they’re
fully forgiven of all sins. Youth grow strong, ingesting God’s word. And this is also not legalism,
license or hypocrisy. It’s obeying a Person, through a Book! Jn. 5:39, 6:63
And I never said for how many minutes, or hours any person can do this! I have only briefly addressed
the topic at Will You Live Forever? button, at this website, because many people deem it controversial,
because they live under the law, not understanding God’s word, or defeated Christians lives, so who
wants to debate people with that vantagepoint? Pig pearls; Mt. 7:6
Rom. 14:4 People will always judge you (as were all imperfect-) but if you grasp this concept, as this
verse says, it is to one's own master that one stands or falls. That master is never a mere human, but the
divine Jesus Christ within, who leads those who are His true children. Rom. 8:14
This concept also appears in Heb. 10:, I Cor. 4:4 and I Jn. 3:20-21. I cannot warn you sternly enough
that if you teach this truth, people will balk; that’s probably why I’ve only once even heard one sermon
on the faith rest of Heb 3-4. Too deep to not drown or choke on, for so many! Sad.
Also try Jn. 3:21 (deeds wrought by Him, thru those who come to Him in this fashion), and Heb 6:1…
foundational that Christians move beyond the foundation or repenting of dead works (works not wrought
by his Spirit, but you in yourself).
This is a clear, meaty topic, at least to me! Eat it up! ALSO remember Ps. 19:12, prayerfully walking,
and asking Him to forgive any sins you are unaware of. It’s all about a relationship-not a rule book
religion! The relationship comes through prayer and Bible meditation, seeking HIM. Do you meet with
Him regularly?
And it is NOT perfectionism or legalism! MANY times I’ve said I’m through writing. AM I A LIAR?
No. I am through, but God isn’t, and we must obey God and not man, for who can stop these things, if it
be of God? Ac. 5:29, 39
It’s following your growing convictions–iteratively–relying on Him living through you–Faith walking.
II Cor. 5:7
The greatest sermon series on faith rest and 'rhema' (Spirit-convicted verses) vs. 'logos' (objective
teaching of all God’s word) is by Don Crossland, at Highland Baptist, Waco TX, ~1978-80, cassette tape
version. It’s likely unavailable, but he lives in Nashville. Hearing Gods still small voice. I Ki. 19:12
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I should have been a Bible teacher! No one was ever that interested, or interested in funding it. I did
teach New Testament and evangelism at The Center for Biblical Studies, Houston, TX, under a new
name now, but that’s as close as I came, so I do so by writing, now. SUCH fulfillment.

HOW TO BE LED BY THE SPIRIT good enough???
(2/8/20; @JamesMeroney)
[Background: This ‘message; came in response to my posting in haste and anger, as well as a frequent
critic (and TrumPastor) falsely posting that his followers should walk away from a Pharisee, ‘as Jesus
did’ (addressed elsewhere), so I decided to quit church, for time indefinite (the rebuke of God shown in
His giving many lessons on Innovation, following that accusation]
I’ve NEVER been led SO specifically by the Lord as to exactly what decision to make. I get a clouded
spirit regarding wrong posts, here, as to 2024 party affiliation. Maybe circumstances will change
significantly before I have to declare, so I’m ANTI DJT’s GOP, but won’t commit to any label this early.
Others have it easier. They commit to one party, and sink or swim with its rise or fall. I simply believe
in principles, and decide which party is best suited for them, when I start. That changes, NOT by my
views changing, but parties are fluid in percent that shift center or extreme! Discern as you go!]
People who DON’T walk by faith, but lean on own understanding have zero idea what I just went
through in making a decision! The just 'man up' and choose by willpower, and get zero certainty God
was in on it; just generally, if it’s not sinful! #KnowingGodsWill 'process.' Sensing and discerning!
How does one know God’s will? Generally, do what the Bible says, as God gives you faith, or convicts
you to apply specific verses. With experience, this may adjust to more specific leadings, like my writing
books for 10.5 years. WHERE did I get those ideas? Direct access! 40 years in the making!
I’ll bet few-to-NO pastors explain faith walking this detailedly! The best I’ve ever heard was Kenneth
Hagin (false theology, often, but good on faith), in this publication I almost reviewed, today, until the
Lord gave specific leadings: https://tajuanatidwellhens.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/what-to-do-whenfaith-seems-weak-and-victory-lost-by-kennth-e-hagin.pdf…
The Multnomah book on God’s will spoke of the dot theory vs. the more general leadings of God.
Anyone who disbelieves in the dot, simply has never experienced it! It comes to you. You can’t choose
it. If it never does, stick with general moral rules to make decisions. More maturity does this: I Cor.
2:15
Have you EVER felt what pastor Don Crossland called a catch in your spirit? You just know something
is wrong between you and God, and you can’t pinpoint it, so you pray for illumination? Have you ever
known that you know that you know, with zero logical reason? Faith is that, said the great Don! Sensing
Gods leading.
The circle theory of God’s will says you can choose anything, so long as it’s not sinful. That theory
requires NO relationship with God, or hearing His still small voice! Crossland used to say he paid zero
attention to emotions, so he could hear well. My writings should show good hearing!
God does NOT always "speak," at which times you continue in what you already have faith for,
from prior words you’ve received, prayerfully asking Him to let you know if you accidentally get off
track! He NEVER speaks audibly, in our era, in my opinion. Many good pastors say He speaks often,
but we can’t hear!
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I have NEVER sat down to write a chapter I wanted to write about! A message comes to me, and I have
to get it out, like a woman in childbirth, lest that bloated feeling prohibit me experiencing perfect peace!
(Isa. 26:3; Phil. 4:7) This is a learned skill! (Heb. 5:14) It NEVER violates Bible!
Rhema, as Crossland taught, is the logos (Bible) God gives to you, by the Spirit, sovereignly, as you
walk by faith. Despite a slight fall, decades ago, that man was probably the wisest Bible teacher on
pragmatics I was ever blessed to learn under, at Baylor! SO insightful. Nashville man.
You have to want to know God’s will, and be committed to doing it, or God is likely not ‘gonna reveal it
to you! Why would He waste His breath or time? HOW would I know which political party to be in, at
certain times? There’s NO Bible verses on point! Learn to walk by faith! It’s NOT logic or analysis
alone.
How do you know a certain woman is the one for you, after knowing her three weeks, now having been
married 30 years? Faith! There’s zero Bible verse that says "she’s the one, chapter X, verse Y!” You
get to know God—NOT just His word. Know Him through knowing it! No one knows God well, not
knowing it well!
I used to test people in public… start a New Testament verse, and I can finish it, paraphrased. That skill
is more accurate as I brush up on skimming the New Testament, but God can bring those answers to your
memory (and I have a terrible memory). You have not because you ask not (Jas. 4, ~v. 3-4?).
If you don’t know God’s will you’re doing your own will, and if you’re trying to know God’s will, He
will reveal it to you, either directly, or He’ll put up guards and barriers to warn you when you make a
wrong turn, or get off path (as happened to me, today). If this 'word'/message is Greek/foreign to you,
read more Bible!
People can teach the elements of God’s will: Bible, prayer, morality, wise counsel, experience,
circumstances, etc., but I’m teaching you from today’s experience, using verses, and being very specific
on how to know the dot, vs. generalized circle, for any who have ears to hear! You’ve ‘gotta want this
leading.
IF there’s a personal God, and He has a plan for you and your life, you ‘gotta figure out what it is! If you
don’t do that, by default you are serving yourself, and doing your own will, which is sin. God may let
you do what you wanted, but you ‘gotta check in! You can’t decide on your own! (Ex.: If the Lord
wills, in business, Jas. 4-5)
Kenneth Hagin on Mk. 11:22-24 is the BEST teaching on how to walk by faith (RIP)! Two of his
pamphlets are excellent, though you’ve got to beware of charismatic theory on miracles, healing and
tongues, or using God for your flesh's money cravings. He’s just good on faith! #Expert! See our
website’s Will You Live Forever? button.
PEACE is a major factor! NOT just the feeling, but, totally submitted to God, is your conscience clear
about what you’re choosing? Can you hear the voice of God, internally? I HOPE my thousands of pages
of writings prove I can, as lawyers like evidence! I don’t concoct these messages!
I simply did not 'feel' right about something I typed last evening, to a certain person, after sleeping on it.
It bothered me. I napped 3 hours to blame it on sleeplessness, but the peace returned when I corrected
my mistake. Faith-walking, vs. logic and willpower.
Our ex-church once had an invitation for any who felt called into politics. God told me NOT to go
forward, even though He had called me into it, many months before. Now, seeing how it got warped for
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DJT, you see why wise God had led me to have nothing to do with such associations! Faith walking. It
takes practice.
HOW do I repeatedly say I’m through writing books, here, yet I don’t stop? Addiction? Illness? God
leads! He gives me breaks, He reveals things when I finish what He’s already given me to do, but the
word comes to a man, as it did in the Old Testament! "the word of the Lord came to” so and so.
Coming to you means you didn’t seek it out, or come up with it yourself. It’s hard to be arrogant about
that, when you aren’t the originator or initiator! (Rom. 3:27) NO Pharisee here! Do my critic pastors
have the ability to teach these details from experience, accurately, with examples and Scripture about
God’s will?
It’s easier to walk by sight, but much less rewarding, miraculous, and it’s sinful. I’d much rather just
choose a plan and follow it, than to wait for when the Lord reveals more bread crumbs toward the
emerald city! Yes, I’m a complaining non-prophet! You might be too, after 42 years. Imperfect fool.
THAT’S why I Cor. 1-4 and I Jn. 2:27 teach Christians they aren’t to have any human guru or
intermediary, as we have direct access to the throne of grace (Eph. 2:18). Word search "access"—I think
it’s stated twice in Ephesians or Colossians. Open door policy of God—no keys required!
If the God of the universe wants to speak with you, and lead you, and bless you, and He’s provided the
ways and means to do so, through prayer and Bible meditation, WHY would anyone turn down that
offer?
AS IF this were online church, here’s a lesson from Campus Crusade on how to be Spirit-filled: Make
Christ number one in your life (i.e., Lord). Confess your sins, and ask to be re-filled, if you sin. Believe
that He does it, based on His promise to do so.
Earlier recounting of Don Crossland:
‘Rhema’ is 'you know that you know that you know,' said Don Crossland. God alone can give that
type/depth of knowing! Logos is the Bible absent the Spirit specifically applying it to you and for you.
Prayer and sensing (Heb. 5:14) bridges the two. You can also learn from bad experience that you
misheard God. (3/23/18)
[At that church,] if a person had a word of encouragement, or even exhortation, it was voiced—all with
the guidance/boundaries of staff, I later learned, when I met with that pastor four or so years ago in
Nashville, where he still pastors. Don Crossland. In short, love got expressed—NOT handshakes and
smiles. (6/14/18)
Yesterday, a preacher was speaking on hearing God’s voice, and what Don Crossland called ‘rhema’ (the
Bible specifically given to you by the Holy Spirit); He referred to it as Him shining a flashlight on a
certain verse and saying, 'you’ll need this one.' For me, since 1978, it’s been Mark 10:29. (11/5/18)
When I was a freshman, and carnal, it wasn’t church practice that got me to Highland Baptist, but some
committed Christian driving us there, with GIRLS! My motives weren’t holy! I wanted to meet cute
gals. I ended up fully committed, two years later, from deep teaching. Don Crossland is the master for
Body Life! [His interview is on our spiritual website] (6/27/19)
Here’s the key to life, dissected like a science frog! It seems only people who have been saved, or
Christians who evangelize understand this, but conviction must occur, or no one will respond and be
saved! What is conviction? (7/6/19)
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1. First, it’s sovereign. God doesn’t have to give it.
2. It doesn’t guarantee a response, but makes it natural, especially if God has been working to prepare
the person’s heart. Evangelizers see it all over their face and body, as they’re giving out the Gospel! It
helps if the evangelizer is Spirit-filled. (7/6/19)
Our words call for a response of faith-based prayer, but we also know that God has ‘gotta be calling them
to Heaven, for them to accept our calls! (7/6/19)
We’re looking heavenward as we speak humanward. It is NOT emotion; MUCH deeper than that—
spirit! Don Crossland described conviction as a sensing, an unction, I know that I know that I know.
(7/6/19)
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43.

TAXES
On Taxes

ON TAXES
I am NOT for a wealth tax. I am for a FAIR tax that raises enough revenue for our bills to be paid, and
where the pain is shared by ALL! #WealthTax (3/1/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I'm for a "wealth tax" on billionaires ONLY if it’s FAIR, requiring
1. EVERY citizen pays their fair share
2. NO loopholes are allowed anyone, and,
3. The wealthy's charity donations are first deducted from that tax. NOT all income levels need pay the
same percent for taxes to be fair! (3/20/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I’ve said this before—the rich already have life good! Government doesn’t need to make it even
better for them, but those who don’t have it as good, if government is going to be in the
unconstitutional business of settling economic scores. (3/20/21; @JamesMeroney2)
God says rich people are to significantly give back! HOWEVER, when any Americans DON’T
pay anything in for taxes, and vote for taxpayer nest eggs and business profits to pay for freebies,
it’s NO WONDER they’re NOT inclined to be further fleeced! Already being unjustly shaken
down! (4/3/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Delete the annual charity donations of every person earning over $400K/year and everyone
owning over $15M, and tax them a fair percent, including a two percent tax on the nest egg, AFTER
everyone is taxed, and government is streamlined. (4/7/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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44.

THEOLOGY
1. The ‘Full’ Gospel
2. The Gospel in History
3. How’s Your Future Looking?
4. The Deity Of Christ
5. The Living & Written Word of God
6. The Doctrine of Sin
7. Salvation vs. Sanctification
8. Sanctification Exegesis
9. The Need For Discipleship
10. Commitment
11. Christians & Morality

12. Faith & Works
13. Works & Salvation
14. Old Testament & Christians
15. Does God Heal?

THE ‘FULL’ GOSPEL (“Good News”)
(11/27/20; @JamesMeroney2)
This is the most important thing you could ever learn...
People use the phrase, "full gospel," NOT to define the Gospel, but barnacles added to its purity, mainly
charismatic spiritual gifts. We could trace the Gospel's elements from Adam to Abraham, then to Jesus,
but let me reduce it to a needed minimum:
God loves you, and has a wonderful plan for your life. Jn. 3:16, 10:10 BUT, all men are born sinners,
since Adam's fall. Rom. 3:23
You don’t have to teach an infant to be selfish; we're not born morally perfect, just 'innocent,' as man
views babies. There comes a time when kids learn good from evil. At that date, they’re responsible
before God for choices thereafter (and before), which includes everyone having sinned at least one time
in their life (Ex.: Lying, cheating, stealing, and the list goes on).
The consequences of one sin reaffirms our fallen sin nature resident within. And, before God, one sin
qualifies everyone as if they had committed all sins. Jas. 2:10 That’s not because every sin is as bad as
every other, but one sin is how mankind got in the mess were in, separated from God, and morally
imperfect.
And the wages (or deserved/earned paycheck) of sin is death. We ALL physically die; that’s NOT the
real penalty, though it is one. The worse penalty is that an eternally fiery hell exists, unseen by man's
eyes, until they physically die, but immediately entered into if they die without all their sins being
covered or forgiven.
Christ died on the cross, nearly 2,000 years ago, to pay YOUR debt to God for your sins. He was
morally perfect. He did not deserve to die. God had Him sacrificed to pay your penalty. You can pay it
yourself, by trying to work your way to heaven, then failing that perfect standard, or let that perfect
standard (Jesus) save you from Hell, and give you heaven as a free gift of His grace.
If one admits to God they’re sinners, knowing that is wrong and a problem for them, before God, and ask
Him to forgive all their sins (past, present and future), He comes and resides within, forever. Jn. 3:16,
the Bible. Do so today! II Cor. 6:2
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P.S.: The power of that message I just detailed is weakened by my having to only reference Bible verses,
with your not hearing their content. Twitter's limits restrict that being feasible, but if you would pick up
a Bible and verify all I said, you would truly benefit from that message!

THE GOSPEL IN HISTORY
(2/25/20; @JamesMeroney)
There are Bible verses for ALL the following: God spoke everything that exists into existence, then He
made man/Adam out the clay/dirt of His earth, and woman/Eve from the rib of his side.
WHEN man sinned, God covered their nakedness with a loin cloth of a slain animal, because bloodshed
alone covers/forgives sin, in God’s accounting (Gen. 1-3; Heb. 9:22).
ALL throughout the Old Testament, animal sacrifices took place, to partially and temporarily atone for
man’s sins.
But when Jesus came, He was the perfect sacrificial Lamb, sinless and divine. His death alone covers
ALL sins! (I Jn. 2:2; Rom. 3:25; II Cor. 5:15; Heb. 10:14-24) Death was required, to pay for man’s sins
before and against God! That is why NO ONE can earn or work for heaven, by good deeds!
And God instituted the one and only means of accessing Him and heaven, through His Son. (Ac. 4:12;
Jn. 14:6) There is NO second way to get to heaven! (Heb. 9:27)
ALL these belief systems are lies: Reincarnation, cessationism, annihilationism, Purgatory and
Universalism (i.e., God saves all people). You’d EXPECT the devil to devise alternative means that
don’t work, so he’ll have more friends in hell, burning forever with him (Rev. 20:10), as he is a LIAR
(Jn. 8:44).
Salvation/heaven is ONLY secured by praying to receive Jesus for the forgiveness of ALL your sins—
past, present and future, be it one or one million sins! It is a FREE gift you must receive. You can’t earn
it, or substitute anything, like works, for the value of Christ having died for YOUR sins! (Jn. 3:16)
Accept that gift today! (II Cor. 6:2) No one is promised a tomorrow! Christ could return today, you
could die today, and if you don’t, you’re wasting your life away, when it could 100 percent count for
eternity, every day you live following Jesus. You are missing out, and risking hell, NOT receiving
Christ! It is fiery and real.
Again, BLOOD has ALWAYS had to be shed, to cover men’s sins! This is a consistent theme
throughout the entire Bible. Who’s blood will you offer on Judgment Day? Yours, or Christ’s? Those
are the ONLY two choices, and yours will be shed in hell, if that’s how you so choose. That is NOT a
wise decision, but you are free to make it.
If hell is not real, you are all O.K.! If heaven is a myth, there’s no positive afterlife, so do whatever you
please, as nothing matters, and the only accountability for immoral decisions are laws man arbitrarily
devises, as man is god, and God is dead. UN-fortunately, that scenario is untrue lies concerning life!
DID you know there is objective, historic evidence, and a record of Jesus' literal life lived here on earth,
~2,000 years ago, from unbiased historians near the time, who had no reason to lie or promote Him as a
legendary myth, as their careers and reputations relied on accuracy?
DID you know the Bible’s truthfulness has been corroborated and verified by many means beyond mere
belief, like history, archaeology, psychology, sociology, anthropology, science (in some cases), and other
means? You don’t merely have to believe it—you can read it, and confirm it for yourself! Do so.
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Jesus wasn’t born of human sex, fulfilled prophecies, spoke absolute truth, never sinned, claimed to be
God, resurrected/is living, and did miracles no one else has ever come close to doing. You OWE it to
yourself to explore the Bible’s account of His life, as no one else is anything like Him—or ever will be!

HOW’S YOUR FUTURE LOOKING?
(8/3/20; @JamesMeroney)
With all the allegations of the media's ‘fake news,’ and Trump's lies, politicians—even today—need to
be asking, as Jesus' death sentencer, Pontius Pilate, asked, "what is truth?" (Jn. 18:38) IT controls
EVERYTHING! It's facts and reality, vs. mere opinions, fictions or myths! (I Tim. 4:7; Mk. 7:8)
Let’s address LIES/untruths/myths/fairytales/delusions/deceptions that get believed by men, to make
them feel safe, facing death: Purgatory. There is ZERO Bible evidence for such a place, because it does
NOT exist! You can’t settle where you'll spend eternity after the grave—ONLY before!
Cessationism (i.e., man simply ceases to exist when his body gives out). Again, ZERO Bible evidence
for this, because ALL people live forever; it’s ONLY a matter of where! Annihilationism (i.e., mankind
gets destroyed at death). There is ZERO Bible evidence, because we ALL live beyond the grave,
somewhere.
Universalism (i.e., ALL humans will get into heaven). The Bible says this is a lie, and that most people
go to hell. God loves all people, wants all people in heaven, but He doesn’t force anyone, and most
people choose not to attend, forcing hell upon themselves. (Mt. 7:13)
Reincarnation? NO human comes back to this earth upon bodily demise, as a plant, animal, or other
human being! They either go to heaven or hell—no other alternatives exist, for anyone! Works? God
says trying to be morally good doesn’t get anyone out of a certain eternal hell! ONLY one way works!:
(Jn. 14:6, 3:6)

THE DEITY OF CHRIST
(12/25/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Want to delve into the deity and humanity of Christ, or the Trinity, or how Christ can have a Father, and
yet be His equal? Let's dive in! The Bible says Jesus increased in knowledge. Humanly, He learned His
teachings from God; divinely, He has eternally known them!
"Father" does NOT mean God existed before His Son! He "birthed" Him, humanly, when a baby, via the
virgin Mary. The Spirit, Son and Father are one God in three Persons. You can’t conclude otherwise,
when you read the Bible record. Co-equal, yet in humble submissive order of Father, Son and Spirit.
How Jesus used His innate divine knowledge, mainly Phil. 2 speaks of, having given up many powers He
previously possessed, in heaven, BUT NOT ALL! He was tempted, yet never yielded. He ate, tired,
teared, and felt abandonment on the cross. Fully human, not half! Fully divine, not half.
Our Will You Live Forever? button, at this website, has exact descriptions of deity which all three
Persons of the Trinity possess. And that word (‘Trinity’) need not exist in the Bible, to be an accurate
label, just like "sinners prayer" isn’t in there, but is shown in there!
There aren’t three Gods! Water can be steam, ice and liquid. And when Jesus says ‘My teaching
is not My own,’ He was humble, and never arrogantly took credit, but also, as a human, since childhood,
He learned things, among which were things His Father taught Him, probably from many great Old
Testament scholars of the time, and directly! NO contradiction here.
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THE LIVING & WRITTEN WORD OF GOD
(12/24/19; @JamesMeroney)
Your religion is valuable and important, to you and to society, ONLY if it supports moral principles. It’s
great to believe in a Being you’re responsible to, beyond just yourself, and Who has general managing of
earth’s events. It also offers you a future hope. But its tenets have to be true, or it’s the masses’ opiate.
IF what you believe proves UN-true, after death, serious negative consequences could be true. My mom
once said, ‘even if Christianity is not true, I’d still believe it because it gives me hope and meaning.’ The
apostle Paul said, if it’s untrue, Christians are MOST to be pitied, and all things in our lives were a lie,
and lived in futility! That’s NOT hope or purpose, but delusion and deception—the devil’s values, and
sins!
(I Cor. 15:12-19) Paul’s logic flow is a set of premises built upon each other: We KNOW we will be
bodily resurrected, because we’re so closely/intimately tied with/to Christ, Who was raised.
If Jesus ISN’T alive, evangelism is emptiness, as is being a Christian! Worse than that, we’re sinning,
bearing false witness when we evangelize—lying about Jesus being resurrected.
If God didn’t raise Jesus, all deceased believers won’t be raised, our beliefs are futility, and Christians
are still living in sin (by nature; no change with salvation).
ALL past saints perished, and we’ve only hoped these things were true, so we deserve serious pity, for
wasting our lives believing lies!
BUT, He HAS been raised, ~33 years after He was born a babe in a manger, which we celebrate
tomorrow.
You cannot read the Bible and make any other honest conclusion than that Jesus was not only special,
but divine. And you can’t read the Bible and make any other honest conclusion than that it claims to be
God’s very words. Seek to prove it wrong, and it will prove you wrong! Read more Bible, folks!

THE DOCTRINE OF SIN
(10/8/20; @JamesMeroney)
Let’s address the doctrine of sin. ALL these statement are true, so if you synthesize them all, you will
have your doctrine, biblically (verse references omitted, to save time):
1. Sin is real/exists.
2. No human is morally perfect, the God-man Jesus as the only exception.
3. Christians aren’t perfect, just forgiven of all sins (past, present and future).
4. God doesn’t want man sinning.
5. No person can perfectly resist sinning, but temptation is resistible, by God’s power, to the believer.
6. The devils the author of sin.
7. Holier-than-thou attitude is sin.
8. God did not say never judge, but judge righteously, and live by the standard you claim (or you’re a
hypocrite–a sin).
9. Christians can sin, even badly, and blatant or habitual sin isn’t perfect proof one is going to hell, but
they may be.
10. God calls Christians, at times, to rebuke.
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11. Christians are to first rebuke fellow believers in private, if physically possible (presumably serious
violations). If they continue, the church is to be notified, and if they still are obstinate, the church is to
excommunicate them.
12. You are to look at the faults of yourself, before finding them in others.
13. No man can say I am free from sin.
14. Mankind is to choose to become less sinful, especially Christians.
15. If you die, your sins never having been forgiven, you go to a fiery hell, forever! John 3:16
16. There is a sin unto physical death.
17. Some Christians have died prematurely because of their sin.
18. We are to revere/fear the Lord.
19. There is one unforgiveable sin, which is rejecting the Holy Spirit's heavenly call.
20. Good works gets no one to heaven, as we are born sinners before God.

SALVATION VS. SANCTIFICATION
(Unpublished)
Salvation
Defined: Saved from the penalty for sin

Sanctification
Defined: Saved from the power of sin

Timing: Instantaneous moment in time

Timing: Begins at salvation, but effectively

Requires an engaged human will/ cooperation/participation
Effects: Eternal

Effects: Until any backsliding

Means: God-wrought through faith

Means: God-wrought through faith

Terms: Justification, Redemption, ___

Terms: Sanctification, Growth, Maturity, Discipleship

SANCTIFICATION EXEGESIS
(10/21/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Rom. 8:1-17 exegesis: There is zero condemnation by nor separation from God, for Christians (8:1, 3839). WHY? The Spirit's law has set us free from the law of sin and death (v. 2).
That is, the law was weak at producing holiness, due to our sin natures/flesh (v. 3). What it couldn’t do,
from weakness, Christ did through strength, to condemn sin in bodily form on the cross (v. 3).
The cross ends life lived seeking God's approval by attempts at good works. And Christ died there that
believers would have the law fulfilled in our experience, by His Spirit (v. 4).
That is God’s expectation for believers, that we walk according to His Spirit, and not our sin natures. (v.
4)
How? By setting your mind on the things of the Spirit (mainly Bible mind renewal–Rom. 12:1-2), rather
than fleshly/sinful things (v. 5)
WHY? A mind set on fleshly things is death (v. 6)–the same death the cross set us free from in v. 2. But
life and peace is to those who do the opposite.
Death is not just physical mortality, but a condition of man’s experience while alive, living in sin. Such
a mind is hostile to God (v. 7), because it doesn’t submit to God’s truth, and it is incapable of so doing.
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Worldliness is one manifestation of that hostility (Jas. 4:4) and Christians in that condition of carnality
cannot please God, even though they’re saved! (v. 11; Cf.: Rom. 8:8) Heb. 11:1-6 shows you please
Him by walking by faith. Faith vs. worldliness and sight-walking. (II Cor. 5:7)
Paul contrasts that evil way of walking (fleshly living) and explains why believers aren’t to so engage, in
v. 9. Christians are not in the flesh (status vs. experience wise), if the Holy Spirit dwells within (which is
what salvation is, and eternal security).
If a person has not that Spirit, he is none of Christ's–he is UNsaved. (v. 9) But if one is saved, Christ
lives in you, and though the body is destined to destruction and death, the spirit of man is alive to
righteousness through Him (v. 10).
Christ's Spirit within will give life to our mortal/'dead' bodies by that ever-indwelling Spirit within (v.
11). Application: So, Christians, we are under obligation (a choice) NOT to our sin nature, to walk
according to it (v. 12).
Why? Because if you do, premature physical death is possible (I Cor. 11:30), and even absent
that, you'd be living as walking dead men, or dead men walking (v. 3), that same death spoken of in v. 2.
But (contrast) if you are putting to death fleshly deeds by the Spirit (a choice), you will experience
life/abundant life (v. 13) Why? Because all who are led by God’s Spirit show to others they are children
of God, by such lifestyle (v. 14).
Verses 9-11 already said everyone with the Spirit within is saved; verse 14 says only those who live
according to Him within show that to others.
Why live this way (a choice)? We haven’t received a slavery spirit causing us to be afraid (vs reverent)
of God, but the adopted sons Spirit (v. 15), through which we address Him as both daddy and Father! (v.
15).
Again, it is that Holy Spirit within that tells us we are adopted children of God (v. 16) We aren’t just
adopted, we’re heirs! (v. 17) But you will not experience your inheritance of you are living in the flesh,
not suffering as a disciple or saint, in your experience (v. 17).
And that suffering is life-long (8:18-30), but that sonship NEVER leaves us! (8:31-39).
John 15:1-8 exegesis: God the Father's the gardener, and Jesus is the Vine (v. 1) If you are in Him/in
Christ/saved, and you don’t bear fruit/righteous deeds, God takes you away (again, premature physical
death for carnal Christians is a risk they take)! (v. 2)
But trials and pruning (or the suffering of dying to self, described in Rom. 7) is for believers who don’t
live that way, so they bear more fruit (just like you trim wayward rose bushes, so the entire plant
flourishes more).
Christians are already clean/forgiven of all their sins (v. 3), as this pertains to sanctification, or how to
remain in fellowship (Ex: Jn. 13:10). Believers are to abide in Christ, or stay Spirit-filled, or in union
with Christ (v. 4). No twig disconnected from a tree grows, but lays on the ground, dead.
So we believers can do nothing, apart from Christ/on our own. (v. 5; II Cor. 3:5), but much fruit comes to
those who remain abiding in Him (like the fourth soil).
Christians who don’t abide in Christ are judged/burned (v. 6). If they’re believers, that burning
isn’t hell, but judgment, like a bonfire of dead tree branches, on Bema Judgment Day.
But (a contrasted choice), if Christians abide in Christ, and His Bible abide in them, they can pray for
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whatever and it will be granted them, as their prayers will be aligned with God’s will (v. 7) and that type
life honors the Father, who receives glory from believers who so live (v. 8).
Proving vs. only claiming to be disciples, by abiding in the Spirit's power, God’s word abiding in them
(v. 8; Jn. 8:31-32)–a choice. Bearing much righteousness fruit proves one a disciple (v. 8; Jn. 13:35). Be
bearing, not burning!
Eph. 4:17-25 exegesis: Written to Christians, Paul admonishes Christians not to walk in normal/natural
ways, the way Gentiles do (v. 17), in the futility (uselessness) of their minds (devoid of God’s word),
darkened in understanding, excluded from God’s life (v. 18), caused by the ignorance within them, due
to hardened hearts (v. 18)
Having become seared-hearted/calloused, they give themselves over to all types of sin (v. 19; Rom. 1:1832 and 2:15) Contrast: BUT YOU DID NOT LEARN Christ in this way (v. 20), IF you have heard
Him/been saved (v. 21), and have been taught in Him (i.e., taught truth).
Believers who haven’t been taught truth may stray to such sinfulness (discipleship). What is that
teaching? That in reference to Christians' former life, they are to lay aside the dead and corrupt old self
(v. 22) and be renewed in their mind's spirit (v. 23)–Bible ingestion (Rom. 12:1-2).
And they are to put on the new self (identity in Christ), who is in God’s likeness, created in righteousness
and holiness of the truth, as contrasted with the old self, corrupted by deceitful lusts (vv. 24, 22).
Application: Lay aside falsehood, and speak truth (et al). In other words, the believer is to choose to lay
aside their old self with its corrupt practices, and put on their new self, by renewing their spirits with the
word of God.
This isn’t automatic, and is choices they make AFTER salvation, as the epistles are to Christians!
Gal. 5:1, 13-26 exegesis: Christ set believers free, so they aren’t to return to living under the law, as
slaves, but free, as sons, who live under His law of liberty (v. 1; Jas. 2:12).
Again, Christians were called to freedom, but they aren’t to abuse grace, but use grace to serve
others (v. 12) Why? The whole point of the Law is achieved when we love God why man (v. 14)
But (contrast), if Christians behave fleshly (warring and divided), be careful that you may destroy
yourselves! (v. 15; Jas. 4:1-6, the worldly, carnal Christians we spoke of earlier).
Paul says to Christians (epistles are for believers), walk by God’s Spirit, and they won’t carry out desires
of their sin nature (v. 16).
That sin nature keeps you from being able to obey God, as Rom. 8:7 taught us (v. 17). The flesh is at
enmity with God (the same hostility of Rom. 8:7). You can’t do as you please, as a believer in the flesh,
as you do as the flesh pleases, as Paul experienced (Rom. 7:15-20).
But (contrast), if you are led by God’s Spirit, you aren’t under that law lifestyle (v. 18), as it was weak to
produce what Christ alone can, as Rom. 8:3 told us.
Positionally, Christians have crucified their sin nature (v. 24). Experientially, they need to in practice (v.
25). We live by that Spirit, so it’s now natural that we'd walk by Him, also (v. 25), as
opposed/contrasted by this church's sinful divisions and fightings (v. 26).
What do the results/fruits/outcomes of walking by the Spirit vs. flesh look like? The described fruit of
the Spirit (5:22-23) contrasted with the deeds of the flesh (5:19-21)! This is the doctrine of biblical
sanctification! Put it into practice! Walk by God's Spirit, if He's inside.
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Col. 2:20-3:5 exegesis: Written to Christians–If you’ve died in Christ to the elemental things of the
world, why do you submit to do and don't decrees, related to things that will perish, by men’s self-made
religious teachings, that are of NO VALUE against fleshly indulgences (vv. 20-23)?
If you’ve been raised with Christ, keep seeking the things above, where Christ is (4:1). Set your mind on
those things–NOT on the things below (same 'set' as we saw earlier, v. 2).
Why? For you’ve (old man has) died, and your life’s hidden with God in Christ (v. 3) When Christ
returns from above, your new life's reality will be revealed to all, in glory going to God (v. 4)
The passage is telling Christians to abandon rules-based self-discipline attempted works, and set your
mind above, so your works are wrought in God, by faith, by the Spirit. That’s a CONSISTENT teaching.
I Cor. 2:6-3:16, Phil. 2:12-16, 3:4-21, Heb. 3:7-4:10 ALL teach the same, consistent thing on how a
Christian grows in Christ, under grace, not law, through faith, and teach that it is a decision believers
must make, as it is addressed to saints, usually well into an epistle, Lordshippers. Jas. 2:14-26, as well!
And Rom. 6:1-7:25 makes NO sense under Lordship Salvation, asking if Christians should continue in
sin, emphatically answering NO, and giving reasons, those reasons NEVER being because you promised
God you wouldn’t, in order to get saved! Irrefutably clear truths!

THE NEED FOR DISCIPLESHIP
(12/13/20; @JamesMeroney2)
I would love to hear a sermon on the 15 verses which follow. It may NOT be the church's agenda, but I
believe it IS God's agenda, but if God is not the number one reason we are in business, but we need to
choose to preach everything He says, even if it might sometimes harm their sometimes golden calves!
The PROBLEM is Christians read the Bible, but rarely memorize and especially meditate! They get
overwhelmed by how much material there (as if information is their lack), so they walk away and
conclude 'I just need to be good,' having zero idea what God’s specifics for that conclusion are, as I
detailed!
Churchianity breeds carnality! Well-intentioned, ignorant of God’s standards, laymen go to church and
maybe tithe, and believe they’re good with God, even when He sees them as willful rebels. They dress
up, smile, and try to be nice, just as every other human tries to do. Sinful representatives!
MANY American PASTORS have ZERO means to learn if their congregations evangelize, get discipled,
memorize or meditate on Scripture, behave holy, walk by faith, have a ministry or quiet time, and THEY
DON’T CARE, as long as their bills and unrequired salaries are paid! This is ‘The Apostasy!’
I’ve been a pastor. I know some. They’re usually great men. But they (often) willingly CHOOSE to
ignore what God says church is, favoring man’s tradition! Their churches do LITTLE evangelism,
relational discipleship, body life or social ministry. "NOT their business model," they have said. Church
is NOT a business!
II Chron. 7:14: Christians read this verse, and pat themselves on the back if a handful of them gather and
have one prayer meeting. That response is NOT what the verse calls for, if you have cognitive ability!
There are four elements, and not just some of God's people. READ THE DETAILS! NO revival is
coming.
I have regularly attended church, probably since age six (I was told, yesterday, that’s when my parents
got saved). I am NOT against church going. I AM against church going only, ignoring God’s top four
priorities (EDBS). I predict pastors will NEVER embrace those, as too hard of work for easier pay.
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II Cor. 11:28: Pastors read this, and make zero application; just return to caring about increasing church
growth in their own business. That’s NOT God's attitude, folks!
II Tim. 2:2; Mk. 4:34; Ac. 4:13: Pastors read these, and NEVER start a relational discipling program to
all their church members.
II Cor. 10:12: Pastors read this, then return to comparing their church offerings to their nearest samesized church, ignoring also these verses: I Cor. 3:9; II Cor. 10:16. Learn the truth, then practice lies.
WE ARE James 1:24… we forget what we read! II Pet. 1:9, 12-15, 3:1-2, (5, 8, 15, [17]).
Mt. 21:13: Pastors read this, and their business is NOT known by outsiders for the effects of their much
praying, because they pray a maximum of four minute a week, gathered!
Jn. 13:35: Pastors read this, and NO outsider thinks their members are known for more than
SITTERS/bench warmers; maybe tithers!
Pastors read the ‘one another’ verses (Rom. 12:3-8, 10, 15:5, 7, 14; I Cor. 12:7-11; Eph. 4:2, 7-13; I Pet.
4:10-11; Gal. 5:13, 6:2; I Th. 5:11), and conclude those ACTIONS can’t occur during church, because
man’s tradition disallows that! (Mk. 7:8) That’s NOT meditative analysis!
I Cor. 3:9; II Cor. 10:1-2; Jn. 4:35: Pastors read these verses, and NEVER conclude THEY ALONE are
most responsible for getting their laymen to evangelize all nearby lost people. That’s NOT meditative
analysis! They read Ac. 10:38, yet are followers in fixing societal problems—NOT leading.
Gal. 4:16: Pastors read this, and STILL conclude the messenger is hated and to be ignored, even though
his message jives with Scripture, because we don’t want to change our tradition of men church practice.
And anyone wonders why I say The Apostasy is here? (II Thes. 2:3) Wonder no more!
Update #1
(12/14/20; @JamesMeroney)
That message on key verses for the church is why I allege many of us have intellectual assent—NOT
genuine faith! We can read those verses, and never meditate or memorize them, and our lives are
changed ZERO in the process, yet we feel good with God for engaging that dead end process!
(12/15/20)
Fellowship, ministry and morality are the three reasons God saved us. A ministry-less "Christian" is a
useless fruit, ripe for pruning, if not uprooting. I know claimers who attend church, but have NEVER
evangelized. Their life is a total waste, from eternity's perspective, and eternal rewards.
WHAT have YOU done in life that will out-last you, to the benefit of others and/or God?
Update #2
(12/14/20; @JamesMeroney)
While I was mall walking, I thought of U.S. Christians’ practicing disdain for the Bible. They NEED
them burned up! Our lives RARELY show that we know or even believe its contents! Then I wondered
how you could get carnals interested in the Good Book.
How would you describe the Grand Canyon? A broad expanse of layers of rock, the sun rises over?
Even if you showed pictures, they wouldn’t do it justice. Take them to the great site, and let them
experience it.
THAT is what is MISSING in churches! We don’t even have the interest to hear entire letters read! (I
Th. 5:27; Col. 4:16)
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I even listened to an of brand radio show, and they were discussing if revival has happened with Trump
patriotism. The U.S. Church has to be run by the stupidest folks, or people who don’t care to educate
laymen. NO WAY! SIN has increased, and YOU embraced it, apostate FOOLs! Sinning claimers!
Revival has not come; revival is not coming; judgment is coming, and it will be more severe than the
race riots and Covid! Anyone claiming it has come is a FOOL who knows NOTHING about God's
words, or priorities, and what a moral revival causes in society! MANY fools exist, today!
Update #3
(12/14/20; @JamesMeroney)
When Christians engage the RARE discipline of reading the whole New Testament 2-3 times, after about
a year (four maximum—Lk. 13:8), there are conclusions they subconsciously must make, from what they
read. OBVIOUSLY most never do that!
Those include:
Mt 6:24: This verse either means you can or can’t serve God and money equally. You have to decide is
equal is possible (it’s not), and choose money, rebelliously, or ignore that you ever read that verse. Most
decide for money, then God two hours a week.
I Tim. 5:27; Col. 4:16: If you read these two verses, you have to conclude modern church isn’t nearly as
interested in the Bible as God wants them to be, as we won’t endure an entire New Testament book to be
read in one sitting. WE are rebels; not Paul who wrote those commands!
Mt. 6:33: From this verse, you have to conclude seeing Gods priorities and sanctification has to be first
priority in your life, or whatever you acquire is not given to you from God, as it was acquired sinfully, as
an idol. DO YOU HEAR SERMONS EXPLAINING THINGS THIS CLEARLY?
Col. 3:1: IF you are a Christian (you have been raised up, positionally) you either set your mind on
eternal things, or read that verse, think it sentimentally respectable, then go about your regular life NOT
doing it, as if it’s impossible, because you are worldly.
II Tim. 2:4: When a Christian reads this verse, and asks themselves in what ways are they a soldier for
Christ, they can’t answer it, because going to church is NOT soldiering/warring! They are entangled,
and mock that you oppose everyday chores if you don’t join them in that entanglement!
Phil. 4:19: Either YOU are supplying all your needs, or Christ is through your efforts of obeying Him.
Going to church doesn’t clean up your doing it yourself, then claiming God did it, falsely trying to give
Him glory.
Josh. 1:8: An American Christian reads this verse, walks away, and accepts the world's definition of
success, which has zero to do with Bible meditation. This hypocrisy happens all the time, and such
"Christians" are Gods ENEMIES, even as they sing ‘I am a friend of God!’ (Jas. 4:1-6)
Lk. 12:15: An American "believer" reads this, learns that life's winners are NOT the rich, and the
purpose of life is not money acquisition, yet they go away and go chase the rat race for wealth. BURN
your Bible you say you believe, but your actions prove you do not! BURN THE BOOK!
U.S. Christians are OFTEN Jas. 1:24, who see the splotches on their face in the mirror, when they see
themselves in God's word; then WALK AWAY and forget what they saw! Such are believers who learn
but never apply the word of God, not keeping it deep in their heart and memory!
Eph. 5:10: Born again Christians read this verse, and NEVER learn what pleases the Lord. They read II
Cor. 5:7, and claim to walk by faith, when all their decisions are based on what the majority does, and
NOT what the Bible says. WHAT ARE WE TO CALL THESE TYPE OF PEOPLE?
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Mt. 28:18-20: Christians can read this key verse, and NEVER decide to evangelize ANYONE, when it
tells the Church to evangelize everyone.
Lk. 19:10: Believers can learn that that’s the reason Jesus came to earth, and care less about doing Gods
number one purpose! It’s TRULY astonishing to observe!
II Jn. 1:8: Believers can learn that ETERNAL rewards are available, yet invest all their time, effort and
assets in TEMPORAL concerns, and NEVER think they will be broke in heaven. We are NOT good at
making conclusions that are obvious from what we read! Brain dead at analysis!
Mt. 7:7: Christians read this, where it says if you pray God will give things to you, then they don’t pray
much. It doesn’t say He doesn’t want to answer, or makes His will hard to understand, or you might get
an answer, yet we treat this open-ended promise like it’s not much of an offer.
I Cor. 10:13: Christians read this verse, rationalize that everyone is imperfect, so the verse can’t mean
what it clearly says, that EVERY temptation can be successfully endured by Gods means of escape.
That reality we rarely if ever see others experience, because they DISbelieve this verse.
II Pet. 1:3-4: Christians read this, that God has provided ALL WE NEED for life and godliness, then we
complain from being self-deceived that we can’t behave better than the world’s norm, because were mere
sinners. God calls us saints. We excuse sin, identifying as "sinners," calling God a liar!
Isa. 40:8: Christians can read this verse then wonder what some pop celebrity’s’ opinion on trivialities
is, when God’s word lasts forever. The fact that it never changes, ends, and is solid means NOTHING to
them, but sermon prep for sermons they listen to as their only Bible ingestion!
I Jn. 2:17: The concept of eternity means little to the average Christian! Just the first step into the
afterlife doubles your entire span of life in this temporal world. Just keep adding one's, ALL DAY
LONG, and you haven’t touched the tip of its iceberg! We are SO temporary-minded!
Christians read Old Testament events like they’re nursery rhyme good night stories for toddlers.
Emotional, sentimental/romantic myths. They don’t consider they’re actual historic actions that humans
actually did, like Hebrews 11 events! They’re there for our instruction! (I Cor. 10:11).
Christians may read the whole New Testament, and NEVER learn that sermonizing is NOT the core of
Christianity! Two hours a week is a pittance of the 24/7 walk Jesus commands of His disciples, as it is a
DAILY commitment. (Lk. 9:23) We’re fine NOT being disciples; just church-goers!
Christians attend church, hear pastors ask for 10 percent of what they earn, and NEVER study/research
to see if that is what the New Testament requires. It is truly amazing how they take the world of people
who are wrong, and treat them like gurus, when they are wrong. WE are NOT Berean! (Ac. 17:11)
I Pet. 4:17: Christians read this, and walk away with zero concern that God judges His people first, or
that every soul faces a judgment day. We think because we’re going to heaven, that day will be positive.
It will be VERY negative to Christians who do not pour out their lives for Christ!
I Jn. 2:28: Christians can read this verse, and never notice that many of them will be ASHAMED, and
shrink away with their moral tails between their legs when they meet Christ, rather than hearing Him say,
‘well done, good and faithful servant!’ (Mt. 25:21) Their future ISN’T bright! (Jn. 15:2)
You read those FEW verses (perhaps 15), and KNOW U.S. Christians are NOT meditating, and don’t
read just those few with any degree of spiritual comprehension! And you KNOW zero sermons will do
what I just did for those 15 verses, as pastors fear turning off people who donate!

COMMITMENT
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(11/2/19; @JamesMeroney)
Why was Paul so committed, and we are not? He was raised that way (Phil. 3:4-6), and had a "radical
conversion" you couldn’t forget, just like we recall where we were on 911 (Ac. 9:1-19), in which he
immediately started growing spiritually, and evangelizing (Ac. 9:20-22)
We can’t reverse our lives, and be raised differently, or expect lightning from above to strike us, but
what else about Paul's life can teach us how to be more committed? First, humility. Paul ASKED
followers NOT to celebrate him, or anyone else, but Christ alone (I Cor. 1:9-15, 4:19-21)
He knew this was all of God (II Cor. 3:4-6; Cf.: Jn. 15:4-5) That humility led him, like Jesus, to spend
years (~18) in obscurity, NOT known or famous, but known for his reputation of hard work at ministry
(Gal. 1:16-2:10), and he was no hypocrite in his commitment or service, but confident (II Cor. 1:15-18),
which gave him authority, like Jesus (Mt. 7:29).
It was not his verbal eloquence, or any arrogant confidence, but trusting in God living through him (II
Cor. 11:6; I Cor. 2:1; Gal. 2:20) Paul’s secret was he knew Jesus by revelation (Gal. 1:11-15; II Tim.
1:12), and all he had achieved as a Jewish zealot he renounced for the aspiration to know Christ, to have
righteousness from faith vs. the Law, and to know Christ's resurrection power, and fellowship through
suffering (conformed to Christ’s death), so that the end result would be his experiencing, like Christ, the
resurrection from the dead (Phil. 3:4-21) He humbly didn’t think himself as having arrived, or become
mature, but he pressed on to the life prize.
By the power/authority of Paul’s character/integrity, he could tell others to imitate his example (Phil.
3:17; I Cor. 11:1; II Cor. 6:1-2, 11-12, 7:1-2), as he lived as a role model—not just a morals mouthpiece!
And in Phil. 3 he warns that there are people who walk NOT after his pattern (likely saved, but carnal;
otherwise it’s tares pretending to live the life), whose end is destruction, for their minds are set
on/defaulted to earthly things, their desires are their god, and they value highly/glory in worthless and
shameful things. But because our citizenship is in heaven, we (who follow his pattern) live according to
that identity and fact, with minds set above (Col. 3:1-4).
And just look at what achievements resulted from being like Paul. First, the second half of the book of
Acts details how he probably evangelized more people than anyone else, like a Billy Graham of our time,
being the leader of the handful who others described as having turned the world upside down (Ac. 17:6).
Granted, the world was smaller in population, but we are larger in technology, and population of
believers!
Then look at I Cor. 4:6-16 and II Cor. 6:3-12. Paul uses his listed severe sufferings and service to
stimulate others to open up to him (6:11-13), and do the same (Cf.: Heb. 10:24). And look at Paul’s
commitment to evangelism: I Cor. 9:16-27; II Tim. 2:1-10. This effort he had as he knew the
importance and value of his gospel (Rom. 1:16; I Cor. 1:14-18). These are NOT mere stories, or fairy
tales (II Pet. 1:16), but are the testimony of one solitary life completely devoted to Christ!
You are but one single, solitary life. Are you completely devoted to Christ, as Paul (and Billy Graham)
were? Why not? You have ETERNITY to look back on how you lived down here. Will you be
ashamed?
Is your mind trapped in the affairs of everyday life (work, chores, bills, entertainment, family, exercise,
etc.; II Tim. 2:4), or is your mind set on heavenly things, always abounding in the work of the Lord (I
Cor. 15:58), knowing it is not in vain, but eternally rewarded, as a good soldier?
God has promised to supply all your needs (Phil. 4:19), as you seek first His kingdom/ interests, and
righteousness (Mt. 6). Are you living like that, or more like those whose end is destruction, desires as
god, minds on earthly things, glorying in the shameful and temporary? Be honest, and change that!
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And to think we have mega church pastors raking in the dough, salary-wise, when Paul was NEVER a
millionaire, and out-performed them probably 50 times over! NO WONDER the U.S. Church is so
anemic! No one wants to be Billy Graham—just admire his achievements, SITTING for one hour in our
cushy pews!
In my opinion, the five greatest Christians were Paul, Billy Graham, Martin Luther, Peter and Keith
Green. You should STUDY their lives, to see how yours differs, as they had NO NEED to imitate you,
but just the reverse, in most cases! Think about that, today, please.
And as I’ve said before, IF you read Heb. 11, you will QUICKLY see our mega pastors are NOTHING
like those achievers, in many cases (by just preaching), and our U.S. Laymen hardly make any dent in
life/making a difference, compared to those heroes. We need the change called ‘revival!’ We are SICK
in Laodicea!

CHRISTIANS & MORALITY
(10/24-25/19; @JamesMeroney)
Being a Christian is NOT an automatic status related to heightened morality! It ONLY but significantly
means you’re going to heaven, and Christ lives inside you. Those facts, however, are expected to change
one’s behavior for the good, over time, though the Bible shows that that doesn’t always happen, sadly!
And living purposely/consciously as a Christian does NOT ever mean moral perfection in this life! It’s
not possible, nor is it required by God! He does write 'be perfect' (Mt. 5:48), but the Greek word means
mature. Moral perfection only occurs after death!
And 'try your best' is a concept OFTEN used of Christians, but often unbiblically. If you are not Spiritfilled, your best is willpower morality, which the apostle Paul forsook in Phil. 3, as it is dead works,
unrewarded, and sin (leaning on your own understanding).
And one can’t be Spirit-filled if they’re not a disciple, or fully committed to Christ. They can choose to
be good, but God calls that a dead work (Heb. 6:1), because the morality did not come from Him! (Jn.
3:21)
Christians speak of ‘let go let God,’ and God living through you, and, properly understood, they’re 100
percent right! (Gal. 2:20) This ISNT difficult, but the distinctions are tedious, and Christians may not
care about these details.
You—a Christian—are flesh, on your own! (Rom. 7:18) NO GOOD THING dwells in you! You are, in
some sense, a "sinner," as your flesh's identity, but that’s NOT your new identity in Christ! You’re a
saint! But you don’t act like one on your own. Apart from Christ, you, Christian, can do NOTHING.
(Jn. 15:5; II Cor. 3:5)
So how does the new nature (Christ in you) and new identity start making a newness of walk? (Rom.
6:4) Renewing the mind and reckoning yourself dead to sin and alive to God in Christ. (Rom. 6:11) That
DOESN’T become effective if you are still living in sin/the flesh! Discipleship requires full commitment
to God, daily. (Lk. 9:23)
DID YOU KNOW Christ wants all to be disciples, but He cautioned and warned of its high cost, and
some could say He even discouraged it, if people weren’t willing to pay the price! He NEVER did that
about salvation! They AREN’T the same! You can be saved and not an experiential disciple, though a
positional one.
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Christians were labeled ‘disciples’ in Acts, upon salvation, but carnal Christians aren’t disciples in their
practice. The difference is are they fully committed to God? Statistics show the vast majority of
Christians in America are not. There are even fake Christians, the Bible calls ‘tares,’ who may think
they are, but they’ve never received Christ.
So why would a Christian become a disciple, or stay fleshly? This website’s button, Will You Live
Forever?, lists reasons to be “why be totally committed to Christ?,” and “the upsides and downsides to
being a carnal Christian.” In summary, it’s a worse life under God’s judgment, living as a rebel son, and
more blessed in this and the next life if you do as you were designed to… follow Christ daily, NOT halfheartedly (or luke-warmly, as Rev. 3 calls it).
You can be a very moral person in the flesh/sin nature! Paul was saintly, pre-Christ (Phil. 3). You can
be a regular churchgoer, and still be fleshly. Anyone can play the part and act holy for two hours before
other claiming believers!
Since renewing the mind is so essential to spiritual growth, the fact that only 13 percent of U.S.
Christians regularly read their Bibles SHOWS why carnality reigns, as proven by 81 percent of WASPs
supporting sin and ignorance in 2016, vs. ONLY voting ALL other GOPs. That decision, to be repeated
in 2020, is NOT surprising at all!
BIBLICAL discipling HARDLY occurs in churches! Sermonizing—YES! Discipling—NO! Sermons
aid discipling, but they AREN’T how Jesus discipled! He taught the crowds, but poured His life into
only 12! They are NOT the same.
Be they carnal or spiritual, Christians are supposed to stand for morality and against sin! DO I REALLY
NEED TO LIST FOR YOU ALL THE BIBLE VERSES THAT PROVE THIS CLAIM? If you require
that, I question your salvation! Ethics are synonymous with one who would walk with God! The moral
OPPOSITE of voting for Chump!
Every human sins. No one is perfect. That’s NOT the point! You have to compare his
campaign and administering to all other living presidents, to see that sin and ignorance typifies it, absent
a FEW good things he’s done, for which I’m very grateful.
Also, on the issue of ethics, it’s NOT hypocrisy to be imperfect! The sin of hypocrisy is when you claim
a standard for yourself that you don’t live up to, or impose a standard on others you don’t obey. It is a
SIN, and Washington D.C. Majors in it!
Professional politicians LOVE to criticize their opponents for doing evil, even if they’ve done that same
evil in the past. They HOPE you the people are too busy or have short term memories, so you won’t
catch the hypocrisy, which ruins moral authority!
I read a quote from Joe Biden, yesterday, that said Chump criticizing anyone over moral failures is a
JOKE! It’s NOT just the pot calling the kettle black--he and his Christian handlers have ZERO authority
to speak on biblical religion, which teaches morality!
When you empower sin, you are not the expert or right messenger to tell lost people they’re sinning, on
any issue, even if your allegation is true! Supporting Chump abandoned that moral position, for any
rational souls!
The good news of Christ/gospel CAME to teach mankind to live holy (Tit. 2 and 3), and any who name
God as theirs, personally, are to abstain from evil (I Th. 5:22). Have you ever heard anyone say, 'practice
what you preach?' Even non-religious people are turned off by the sin of hypocrisy!
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THIS may sound contradictory, but people are also NOT to be overly-righteous (Ecc. 7:16). So be good,
not too good, and certainly not too bad? What’s up with all these rules? One thing… follow Jesus, by
faith! When you do, He gives you your own personal standard of behavior, for this time, and His burden
is NOT heavy! (Mt. 11:30) Obeying all commandments in the Bible is impossibly heavy!
That means life is NOT a matter of obeying rules, full-time! IF it were, the Bible would ONLY be
commands and prohibitions! In fact, it teaches believers how to know and walk with Jesus in
relationship, starting with missing Hell through His cross’s sacrifice (Jn. 3:16).
It’s NOT a rule book religion of good works to earn Heaven, or a mythical in-between Purgatory, to
work off deserving Hell!
We ALL deserve Hell, for one sin, in God’s accounting, as only one sin caused all of mankind to fall, in
Adam. That doesn’t mean you use one cuss word and it’s the unpardonable sin that forces you to go to
Hell. It means any sin shows you were born a sinner, not having a direct relationship with God, and
people who die that way DO go to Hell, forever!
I’ve said enough. Process it. The Lord will give you understanding (II Tim. 2:7). Just note how many
Bible verses I use for my conclusions. DEMAND that of every claimer of Christ for their views, or
they’re merely mouthing opinions! (Ac. 17:11)
And just because someone says they’re a preacher or pastor, REQUIRE THE SAME THING! MANY
of them DON’T know the Bible well… just the topic they’re speaking on, that Sunday, with MANY
human thoughts thrown in to make it more interesting! #TRUTH, sadly. (II Tim 4:1-3)

FAITH & WORKS
(11/7/20; @JamesMeroney2)
Since we now have a Catholic-elect in the White House, and since Protestant Lordship Salvationists
ALSO misunderstand works, lets specifically exegete Jas. 2. Beforehand, all credit for major insights go
to Rev. Tom Eckman, as his seminary was superior at exegesis, to mine, at the time!
The book of James is written to Christians-NOT lost people. 1:1-2, 9, 16, 18-19, etc. (brethren). So it is
not an evangelistic text written to teach anyone how to go to heaven, but an exhortation to moral living
among believers. The word "save" can have several meanings, like 1:21.
In that verse, Bible ingestion saves your soul from sin's corruption, as v. 20 teaches that anger doesn’t
achieve that—righteous behavior. 1:18 tells the readers God saved them by His own initiative; it’s
written to believers, to teach them how to achieve the righteousness of God in practice.
So let’s get down to the nitty gritty (2:14). What is the use in someone claiming to have faith when they
choose not to act on it? Will it save them from that test, and make them more holy/achieve God's
righteousness? NO. Useless (v. 14), or dead in value to others (v. 17).
Lip service religion, before a needy fellow believer. Talk is cheap, not meeting their need, and just
meeting it with words of positive affirmations. God gives you faith to do something and you don’t, that
faith is useless, and you are useless to God's service.
Fruitless Christianity gets burned. Jn. 15:6 Verse 19 speaks of intellectual assent, or mere head
knowledge/academic 'faith,' not from the heart, like demons believing in the existence of a monotheistic
God. At least they are fearful of what He's ‘gonna do to them. Good deeds do not prove one is
saved/has faith, but saved people are to exhibit good deeds.
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There are lost people who behave well, and Christians who behave evilly. Verse 20 returns to the
contextual definition of "dead" faith, being inactive and useless faith, omitting the accompanying deeds.
Verse 21's even happened about 30 years after Abe was saved, so his being 'justified' is second tense
salvation, or deeds corroborating his salvation in sanctification.
His deeds working together with his faith, which led him to nearly sacrifice his son, in obedience to what
God led him to almost do, perfected/matured/improved his faith, which is what trials in sanctification do
(1:2-4).
That made him God’s friend (v. 23), which is NOT true of all Christians, because worldly ones are His
enemies (Jas. 4), for their faith is in money and things of this fallen, temporal world; they are NOT faith
walkers emulating steps of father Abraham.
Verse 24's 'justification', again, is second tense, in context—NOT being born again! May sound
confusing, but I just clearly explained it, so don’t let the devil sow confusion in tour mind. I Cor. 14:33
Have critical thinking skills! CONTEXT!
Verse 25 gives yet another example of one whose deeds worked in tandem with the faith god gave her to
do something, led by Him. A human ceases, when the spirit leaves their body; so also faith without
related works to implement what God’s given you faith to do, is dead/useless.
HERE is the insight I credit my former BFF with: If you saw an adult horse corpse beside the road,
would anyone in their right mind say that horse never had been alive? No, but he died. The fact that the
body exists is evidence that it once had life.
You don’t say no works, no faith, but no works, dead or useless to perfect unto holiness faith. No
achieving the righteousness of God, in practice. No saving of the soul from the ravages of sin in our
behavior, which ingesting the word would have saved them from, as trials are either passed or failed, in
sanctification.
Faith without works is dead Ex: If I hadn’t driven to find rocks, or taken pales, shades and a farmer’s
hat, my deeds did not exhibit on the outside my belief that God would supply my need for white rocks
for my yard beds. Saying I believe Phil. 4:19 would be useless words—sitting at home.

WORKS & SALVATION
(5/21/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Non-Christians can’t fully understand spiritual truths. II Cor. 4:4; I Cor. 2:14 They don’t possess a
spiritual nature/Christ within, nor have they experienced salvation. But explaining truth is clear, even if
not clearly comprehended.
Some ask the role of works before and after salvation. Good deeds get NO ONE to heaven! Never have,
never will, never could. Heaven's entrance requirements would allow sin to enter. Heaven could be
earned, so God would owe/be indebted to humans. That’s topsy turvy. People would be proud of their
achievement. Sin for saintly gains!?
God doesn’t judge on a curve! Heaven is too expensive to be earned. One minimizes and negates
Christ's death on the cross to try to work their way to God, through good works. The concept of a gift is
lost, if anyone could work their way to heaven.
You (as lost people) behave morally good, NOT to get into heaven, or avoid hell, but because God
commands it in this life, it lessens trials in your life, your conscience remains clearer than otherwise,
society works better with better people, and you MAY have less severe punishment in hell, if you do; but
still, hell is hell.
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HERE are the proofs for these beliefs: Eph. 2:8-10; Rom. 3:20 People get confused that salvation is just
a simple little prayer, interrupting a life process of trying to do good works. But salvation changes
EVERYTHING! Any good deeds that flow from a saved person, IF Spirit-powered, are brought about
by God Himself! Jn. 3:21
The Christian doesn’t really engage good deeds, self-initiated! They may not even exhibit good deeds,
and they vary in their fruit display. The ONLY difference between a Christian and others, is Jesus lives
in them and they’re forgiven of ALL sins!
People who see salvation as a technicality between good deeds to earn heaven, vs. good deeds because
one is going to heaven, do not understand all mankind lost in Adam, or gained in Christ! A split second
gift reception changes EVERYTHING! You’re born again, or you’re dead in sin!
Christians learning are incentivized to engage in good deeds is an active, iterative and lifelong process.
It’s NOT automatic, which is why some never produce fruit, even though Jesus lives within!
God WILL complete His work in them, to get them to heaven, but without cooperation, LITTLE to none
of His living within will be seen by others. That process requires Bible ingestion and prayer! Show me
a Christian who never reads God’s word, and I’ll show you a non-Christian who likely out-does the
character contest between the two!
Meditation is the KEY! Memorizing can help, especially for remembering God’s word. Having a daily
quiet time for 10-15 minutes is the KEY, where one prays and meditates. It’s BEST to start one’s day
that way, so life’s busy affairs don’t crowd out the word.
This has ZERO to do with hearing or remembering sermons! That’s supplemental! Our relationship
with God is one-on-one; NO odd man out/three’s a crowd! NO gurus needed for developing intimacy
with God, though it takes time, and can’t be streamlined. I Jn. 2:27
God speaks to us through His word. It’s His love letter. HOW ELSE would what He said and knows be
known to man? Ignore it, you ignore God!
He also speaks SPECIFICALLY through it ("rhema"). He can specifically guide you, when you
commune with His Spirit that intimately! The Bible indicates three years is the maximum God will wait
for His children to start growing, without negative consequences! Lk. 3:7
Many Christians have unnecessary hardships because they refuse to get to know God! It takes
effort! But this promise is for those who receive that rewarded blessing: Jer. 29:13
THIS passage shows you it takes time, effort and Bible ingesting: I Jn. 2:13-14 Young men of the faith
become strong by God’s word! Older men have moved past that conflict and know God!
One ministry’s motto is ‘to know Him and make Him known.’ The goal of the Christian life is to know
God! Eternal life is that very definition! Jn. 17:3 When you know someone, you more and more speak
and behave like them! That’s why many older married couples can predict and finish the others'
sentences, or why some pet owners resemble their dogs! Time spent together!
It’s NOT legalism—applying Bible verses, self-initiated and empowered! It’s learning how to be led by
the Spirit! Those who do will NOT carry out the flesh's desires! Gal. 5:16
Legalism has a SHORT list of do’s and don’ts, that define who’s "good." God’s word has THOUSANDS
of commands, and a Christian is NOT actively sinning against God to not obey them all, right now.
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WHY?
1. We’re forgiven.
2. We’re under grace, and it’s a relationship, based on faith.
3. We’re responsible for the level we have attained, individually! Phil. 3:16; Rom. 14:4.
On Judgment Day (Bema), Christians won’t be held accountable for others’ standards for their behaviors,
or even compared to perfection (the cross bridged that gap), but what we did with Christ in this life, and
how well we walked by our measure of faith given!
Rewards are promised for good results—eternal rewards, including ranks in the kingdom of heaven.
God incentivizes good behavior, with promises and blessings, as well as eternal rewards.
This is NOT evil, but we are, by ourselves. The arrogant stoic internally brags of his self-discipline, to
be good just because he’s supposed to be! BALDERDASH! And those who try too hard, using their
own strength, are labeled do-gooders, or the Bible also references them: Ecc. 7:16 It’s ALL about
walking with Christ, by faith.
I have a chapter on Facebook called ‘Why Be Good?’ (somewhere in Jim.Meroney.5, 3 and
James.Meroney.3, 378, 9). Here’s why NOT to be bad:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

It displeases God
MORE trials
Possibly more severe punishment in hell.
It ruins relationships.
It can land you in jail.

People LOVE to confuse the two—good and evil. But God is NOT mocked! HE alone defines good and
evil!
IF you want a list of many sins vs. virtues, See: Will You Live Forever? button, at this website.

OLD TESTAMENT & CHRISTIANS
(11/2/19; @JamesMeroney)

I Cor. 10:1-12 lists many sins Christians aren’t to be engaged in, as lessons we are to learn from the Old
Testament. Believers being referenced from history experienced great miracles of God, yet MOST of
them were DIS-pleasing to God, and He judged them with premature death (v. 5).
We New Testament Christians are to learn from them not to crave evil things, be idolaters, act
immorally, test the Lord, grumble/complain, or be arrogant. Obviously Christians are capable of doing
these things, so they’re taught NOT to; and obviously the Old Testament has much to teach we who live
under Christ's new covenant!
LOOK in Heb. 11 at the deeds faith produces; you can make a graph of faith and act columns!:
Approved (v. 2); understanding (v. 3); sacrifice, and speaking from the grave (v. 4); individual rapture
(v. 5); pleasing God (v. 6); seeking God (v. 6), etc. On your right column, you will place miracles.
I Cor. 10 teaches Christians from the Old Testament what NOT to do, while Heb. 11 teaches Christians
from the Old Testament what to do, which is walk by faith, and see the handiwork of God as a result,
including miracles and amazing achievements!
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Read the whole counsel of God. It may be difficult, in certain places (II Pet. 3:15-16), and the New
supersedes certain things in the Old (not a lot), but as you read them both, you’ll see a united message,
without contradiction, that encourages your faith, and instructs your path to please the Lord in all
respects. (Col. 1:10; Ps. 119:105, etc.).

DOES GOD HEAL?
(11/29/19; @JamesMeroney)
Back in the day, "charismatic" denominationed Christians emphasized Jehovah Rapha—the God Who
heals. Since the church growth movement, not so much, at least publicly, as the belief split churches,
and the lack of results caused disbelief, disdain and likely departure, or loss of church members.
So DOES GOD HEAL? Yes and no. Christians will debate ‘tastes great vs. less filling’ (an old beer
commercial analogy), but the evidence is as I answered that question.
Many claimers of a ‘YES’ answer cite their proof from faraway lands—never America, or at least rarely.
And if He does, why is it so infrequently, compared to when Jesus was on earth?
Those who say ‘NO,’ don’t really say no, they just say He can heal, but never believe He will or does,
except through doctors, and natural recovery of the body from colds, etc.
Again, back in the day, Dr. John MacArthur had a timeless book, STILL relevant, entitled The
Charismatics. He asked that bunch some VERY potent questions (cited from memory, so it won’t be
exhaustive):





Why do claimed healings always seem to happen on cloistered parish or TV show sets?
Why do so few faith healers exist, if the spiritual gift is still operative today?
Why won’t such people clear out hospital wards? And,
Why is the victim-patient blamed for lack of faith when healing doesn’t occur?

Are we to take Jas. 5 literally in our day, or does the oil anointing represent the first century equivalent of
modern medicine?
In short, does God heal today? We get the answer from where it was always found—the Bible. When a
believer holds a belief as to doctrine, they must source the whole counsel of God (Ac. 20:27), and in
doing so, unbeknownst or undiscovered by the ‘God always heals’ crowd, we find at least these two
verses—Jn. 11:4 and I Tim. 5:23. So sickness can be for God’s glory, and man can play a part in his
own healing!
People like Joel Osteen, before he chased fame and fortune, USED to address the verses that seem to
promise perfect health (but again, that’s a controversial claim, so we don’t want to scare off paying
parishioners!), like Isa. 53:5 and Ps. 103:3.
What gives? The answer seems to be that God can give you faith for a healing, but you cannot exercise
faith for healing by claiming a promise, as if the promise is rock solid. If He lets you know He’s ‘gonna
heal you, it will occur. But claiming the verses that would seem to say He always heals can lead to
GREAT disappointment, if not loss of faith in our religion or God!
I’ve heard it said, all sickness is ultimately from the devil, as the Garden of Even and heaven don’t have
any. That may be true (it IS), as to those two venues, but since Adam’s fall, we also have thorns and
hurricanes, we die and grow old, have wild beasts, and all sorts of bad things no amount of faith will
eliminate, called sin consequences in our fallen world.
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And why are claimed healers so RARE? You have to search them out like an investigative reporter
trying to infiltrate the mob for inside secrets! People don’t even advertise that they do that type ministry
anymore.
The GREAT Dr. John Bisagno used to mock the non-charismatic majority, by saying our (Baptist, et al)
types pray for healing on Sunday or Wednesday nights, when the whole gathered congregation can’t
witness failure, or in small group specialty classes, for that same face-saving reason.
The actionable and right answer to the question is that God can heal, He will if He so chooses
(sovereignty), you can trust Him whether He does or doesn’t, you should pray that He does, and He does
not always, as if a promise binds Him to do so.
That’s about as good and as biblical as you can get. It may not satisfy (as our family had sought my
sister’s healing for YEARS, chasing cures from desperation), but it’s all you’re given! Clearer promises
like ‘my God shall supply all your needs’ can be taken to the bank. But prayers for physical healing are
NOT in that clear promise category.
One more doctrinal matter the "full gospel" crowd USED to bring up—Heb. 13:8—Christ's
immutability, or unchanging nature. Jesus almost healed everyone He met who was sick—NOT always.
So is His unchanging nature that we should expect most sick people to be instantly healed?
Pastor MacArthur also posed that question, in describing how Jesus healed! Organic, thorough and
instant healing is RARELY witnessed anywhere in our world. Maybe an occasional missionary tale or
testimony, but this is simply a fact!
And brother John noted that claimers usually address illnesses you either can’t prove from medical
records, or that are internal, like the flu. As someone once noted, we all die of something.
Jesus is unchanging in His character, but His healing frequency is not, and Bible scholars usually
attribute that to the three main eras in history when healings were prolific, associated with the giving of
revelation, we now know as canonized Scripture.
This overview and conclusion may not satisfy all our questions on the subject, or on why so few healings
occur, but thank God for modern doctors and medicines, and the fact that your finger cut usually heals on
its own accord, over time, even if you forget the Bacitracin or Band-Aid! NOT all sickness is satan
attacking you directly (like in Job 2)! As the GREAT Joni Erickson’s life attests, God CAN get glory
from our bearing up under trials!
This issue USED to separate denominations. Now a days, we’re so caught up with church growth, we’ve
found a strange unity in ignoring this important subject! Good night… I need my restorative sleep.
P.S.: Desperate times call for desperate measures. My last BFF died at ~age 56, of cancer, and he was
SURE some magic pill from Austin, TX God would use to cure him. Many desperate souls run down to
Mexico, for questionable surgeries, when facing mortality. No one can blame them, but we know how
that usually ends up!
The AMA (American Medical Association) and FDA (Food and Drug Administration) may be slow to
approve drugs and new procedures, but the science behind their recommendations are not hocus pocus
belief in magic, but wise and helpful for the public's health!
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45.

TRAFFIC
1. Traffic Congestion
2. Traffic & Complaining
3. Traffic

TRAFFIC CONGESTION
(5/4/19; @JamesMeroney)
It's government incompetent negligence for us to NOT have smart street lights! Monitor line backups,
and extend green lights accordingly. I sat at an intersection where NO directions were using it. That's a
FAILure! Drive-time needs longer greens for one direction... Heading to where most of the jobs are
(like downtown Dallas in the morning). #CommonSense vs. idiocy!

TRAFFIC & COMPLAINING
(@JamesMeroney2, 11/29/20)
IS IT THAT HARD for EVERY U.S. Intersection with a street light to be programmed to not stay green
when no one is using the green light? We do some things SO stupidly regarding U.S. Productivity, and
government barriers! We’re in global competition! Let’s get busy!
There are TWO types of complaining: Angry whining because you don’t like something, and
constructive criticism. The Bible forbids the former (Phil. 2:14), but advocates the latter (Mk. 6:18, etc.).
Without pointing out life’s imperfections, they RARELY get changed/improved!

TRAFFIC
(4/27/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Also, if someone is depending on what you're doing, to do what they're wanting to do, USE
YOUR BLINKER! And when the light turns green, hit the gas—you're not the only one wanting
through the intersection!
WHEN YOU MUST use your vehicle's signal/blinker: When anyone else is depending on
knowing where you’re going, or turning, in order to make their next move. Legally, all the time.
Practically, when people detrimentally rely on your signal for their next decisions!
#CommonSense
Update
(6/22/21; @JamesMeroney2)
$400 for a car horn that sounds like a train (can’t be unreasonably loud, in TX). Haven’t found, but
I doubt it’s legal in TX for a car horn that sounds like AK47 gun shots. If you do NOTHING,
people don’t learn the rules of the road they forgot or never knew! Educate them clearly!
People who drive slow in the left lane NEED to be ticketed. ANY group of cars who wolf pack (all three
lanes going exact same speed), also! TX drivers ed courses TAUGHT you NOT to do that—its unsafe!
No outlet if anything goes wrong. More certain crashes! FOOLS!
I’ve had choices of multiple days, long distance, or very long days, visiting one day. We’ve ALWAYS
chosen the latter! I DON’T DO TRAFFIC. Like any native Houstonian, I cut through parking lots, take
back routes, honk, pass on the right, go out of my way to have more open roads. BAD prob
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people accept, tolerate, resign themselves, throw up their hands and take bad things on the chin, when
they think no solutions exist, or their one voice won’t change anything. Drivetime traffic is the result of
fools in charge of design! FOOLS! You breathe their pollution and waste time.
It’s humiliating how much time, money, effort and blocked lanes happen every day for replacing
concrete slabs. Rubberized tar/asphalt can ADJUST to soil shifts and hardenings, and floodings. Let
that layer make up for break downs below. FOOLISH current state! Think better!
EVERYONE who can work remote/from home SHOULD. Staggered work start times lessened
traffic in Houston, in the 80s. 2-tiered freeways are essential. We should be able to 100 percent do
chores and work, with driverless cars, if we have to drive to work! EMBARRASSINGLY
primitive modern life!
ONE HOUR a day, 365 hours a year, or FIFTEEN DAYS for the average American—time you'll
NEVER get back! IDIOTIC!!! Solutions exist! https://fatherly.com/gear/how-much-time-do-americanfamilies-spend-in-theircars/#:~:text=Each%20day%2C%20Americans%20drive%20about,one%20hour%20behind%20the%20
wheel.and text=10%3A12%20AM,Each%20day%2C%20Americans%20drive%20about%2025%20miles%20and%20spend%20an,one%20
hour%20behind%20the%20wheel… Americans Spend six percent Of Their Lives in Cars
No joke. Fatherly.com
When we were new Management Consultants at Ernst and Young, I asked a partner what value new
grads had for CEOs, with no business experience: A fresh/objective look at problems. That’s what I am
about traffic jams. I NEVER drove in drivetime for 13 years. Now, it’s UNacceptable! Fire torches!
Highway shoulders COULD make further lanes, but if a car breaks down, the lane comes to an
end. 2-tiered freeways are THE answer! Every major U.S. City with congestion problems.
GUARANTEE you this is the best and most pragmatic solution! Expand it beyond loops,
wherever clogs occur!
On any given highway, there are people with local destinations and regional end-games. They
should NOT be on the same layer! ONLY long drive vehicles should travel the upper layer, and
FEW exits would cause that result, as, if you get on it by mistake, you go WAY out of your way!
A second layer loop around Dallas, earthquake-proof, with FEW exits, and only into huge open areas
with multiple direction lanes, on four corners, would facilitate traffic to and from outskirts to
downtown. Later build a second loop outside the first, with the same set-up. Congestion EASILY
solved!
Common sense says many people go to work between 7-9a and 3-5p, on major arteries. Roads can
ONLY go up, below, or expand. Many are land locked to ONLY above or below, and below is far
more complicated and costly. Double decker highways are needed all over civilized TX cities!
Essential
IMO, traffic is the result of BAD planning and design! Authorities KNOW thousands are flocking
to TX, yet the roads stay basically the same. Double decker roads are NEEDED, the upper lanes
with few exits, to move vehicles from downtown to outer living quarter centers!
I want a car indicator that tells you when a yellow light will start, and a turbo boost button to
ensure you get through an intersection before the red light starts, as traffic is an irrational example of
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poor design, IMO. Many people spend months a year driving to work, back to back.
America has one of the most advanced highway and road systems, but its upkeep is VERY primitive,
compared to whats needed! I’ve driven all around DFW, and cracks, potholes and bumps are
everywhere, from sol changes, and rubbery tar surfaces are needed to adjust to soil shifts from heat
and cold!
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46.

VOTERS
1. Voter’s Rights
2. Voters: We the People

VOTER’S RIGHTS
(3/4/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Voter suppression would require active, intentional behaviors to deceive targeted victims, like lying
about polling locations, making them very far from constituents, having them outdoors in a blizzard,
limiting their number, from that of the past, etc.!
Pundits LOVE to say Voter ID laws limit "blacks and browns." If you are an adult, and have months or
even years to have a driver’s license, or other Voter ID, and you don’t get it during that time, don't whine
to me on election day that you’re required to prove who you are, to lessen fraud!
EVERYONE views EVER political issue from a politics perspective—NOT a morals perspective. Is it
good that someone could vote and not have a right to? NO. Therefore, and therefore ALONE, Voter ID
is needed! People can and have cheated, and that’s Illegal, and it can be STOPped!
Update #1
(3/22/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I don’t understand why GOPs fear ALL black people voting!
1. NOT all blacks vote Democrat.
2. They’re only 13.4 percent of the population
3. LGBTQs are 3.5 percent
4. 18 percent are Latino, and NOT all Dems
5. 44 percent don’t pay taxes—THATs the challenge! NOT race.
WHY work your tail off for riches, if Dems will vote to confiscate so much of them? Offshore
tax havens MUST increase, as Dems have zero brakes on their desires to spend! If they bankrupt
America, or ruin rich ppl, they’re fine with that as they don’t love U.S. Like those who pay for it
Let’s stipulate these measures are to restrict black votes. That would be EVIL, but it’s also EVIL
to vote for spending tax dollars if you don't pay in, or much! There either has to be a law that
that's Illegal, or secession will one day be needed, to avoid Socialism, IMO! Handouts!
Politicians don’t work for you! They work to represent you! If you pay no taxes, you aren’t their
boss! Even if you do pay taxes, you don’t hire them. You vote for them to represent you, and they
have to obey the Constitution and serve all in their jurisdiction vs. just party! Common Sense
People do NOT work hard, to help non family members! REMEMBER this FAXT when you
vote! The 44 percent who pay no taxes are ROBBING taxpayers, to have zero sacrifice! Where's their
selflessness and compassion? Libs would bankrupt America with crippling debt, for selfishness!
Drive through and mail in voting are suspect, IMO! There ‘s no way to prove the person is who they
say, or sent in their ballot. NO proof of one's identity, tied to their ballot not being anyone else’s, invites
voter fraud! I DISagree with Freddie Haynes! Elections have to be just and transparent. (4/1/21;
@JamesMeroney2)
Update #2
(4/1/21; @JamesMeroney2)
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Let’s stipulate these measures are to restrict black votes. That would be EVIL, but it’s also
EVIL to vote for spending tax dollars if you don't pay in, or much! There either has to be a law
that that's Illegal, or secession will one day be needed, to avoid Socialism, IMO! Handouts!
IF these recent bills are TRULY to suppress black votes, I GUARANTEE you that effort will
bring out MORE black votes! I believe they are LIKELY being promoted as suppressing, when
they are not, but I don't yet know, as their language hasn't been broadly available to the public!
I haven't read any ALLEGED voter suppression laws (have you?), and I DOUBT they are that,
but no one can keep you from voting, so just vote! It's EVIL for gov't to try to target any
group(s) to get more voters. That's NOT the job of government, but political parties!
Long voting lines aren't voters suppression, unless it's extremely hot or cold. They should be
lessened, by having enough places to vote, that last minute Larry's are not stuck with only that
option. Plan ahead, and do your civic duty!
Update #3
(4/7/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Blacks voting is NOT a problem! ANYONE voting for taxpayers to fund freebies IS a problem!
It's UNjust! Every citizen has a right to vote. NO ONE has a right to steal from taxpayers, by
taxation! SCOTUS NEEDS to rule on this fact! NO Socialism!
Black Americans: If you "FEEL" ANY Republican or state is trying to negate your
Constitutional vote, DO this:
1. Grab your ID
2. Calendar in the election season
3. Find your nearest polling place
4. Decide when and how you’ll go there. It’s NOT complicated!
Plan ahead/early! NOW!
I am FOR every American voting! I am FOR voting made easier and less time-consuming. I am
FOR voter integrity, and AGAINST any and all fraud. If it's hard for you to get an ID, you're either
homeless, or live in a cave! Even the homeless have ID. First 48 TV show has proved that to me!
Update #4
(6/15/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I DON’T believe the ~40 states voting rights laws are suppression of black votes, but even if they
were to become that, it's probably less destructive and transformative to what I’ve proposed, which is red
and purple states seceding from the union, if freebies Socialism wins the day!
If Dems are up in arms about voting rights: 1. Stop voting to STEAL taxpayers' money, and 2. Get an
ID, plan your vote, and execute plan! Dem blacks are EARNING a rep as freebies-seekers, when their
pols offer handouts: "FREE" daycare, healthcare, college, home down payment, student debt+!
Update #5
(6/23/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Voter integrity vs. suppression is SO easy: Register, bring valid ID, vote. You're given a
LUXURY to vote any other times but on election day. Any lessening of these luxuries is NOT a
vote denial. Meet the voter qualifications, do these steps, and SHUT UP with further complaints!
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HOW HARD is it to vote? You register, drive to the polls and push buttons (maybe show a driver's
license or ID). If that is hard for you, life is going to be a bear for you. Expect little pay! (7/15/21;
@JamesMeroney2)

VOTERS: WE THE PEOPLE
(7/9/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I’m sure self-taught psychology pundits would argue I’m missing something, or bemoaning
something missing, but the truth is I simply want to not be annoyed, probed, fakely questioned,
and peacefully left alone, if tricks, insincerity and shallowness is all one has! Asking for NO such BS
When you can’t speak of politics or religion, from no depth, or fear of confrontation, because you
can’t defend your views, and don’t know why you believe what you do, and another party is all about
those subjects, shallow and empty is all that’s left, never even knowing them. Relationship?
HOW HARD is it to vote? You register, drive to the polls and push buttons (maybe show a driver's
license or ID). If that is hard for you, life is going to be a bear for you. Expect little pay!
VOTERS
(4/3/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Cash Homes who Homes who income pay income don’t pay tax income tax 20,000—
30,00028.1% 71.9% 30,000—40,00040.1% 59.9% 40,000—50,00053.4% 46.6% 50,000—
75,00067.4% 32.6%—Statista.com
Wikipedia: The United States has the largest Christian population in the world and, more
specifically, the largest Protestant population in the world, with nearly 205 million Christians
and, as of 2019, over 141 million people affiliated with Protestant churches. Politics stats!
Race in America: White: 60.1% (Non-Hispanic) Hispanic: 18.5% Black: 12.2% Asian: 5.6%.
There are Dem whites, and a small percent of blacks who are GOP. It is NOT race that divides
the parties, but government spending, especially for freebies! Rich vs. all, or taxpayers vs. all
else!
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47.

WORKERS
1. Middle Class
2. On Working Stiffs
3. America’s Working Class
4. Justice at Work
5. Workers
6. Blue Collar
7. Living Wage

MIDDLE CLASS
(Assorted Dates; @JamesMeroney2)
The most perfect political community is one in which the middle class is in control, and outnumbers both
of the other classes. –Aristotle (3/24/15; @JamesMeroney)
by which he AGREED with Aristotle, that in a democracy the poor will have more power than the rich,
because there are more of ‘em and the will of the majority is supreme. (4/27/17; @JamesMeroney)
“the greater the number of owners, the less the respect for common property. People are much more
careful of their personal possessions than of those owned communally; they exercise care over common
property only in so far as they are personally affected.” –Aristotle (6/3/19; @JamesMeroney)
Poor people are always voting for politicians who’ll steal others (taxpayers) money to pay for their lives.
Aristotle said, People are much more careful of their personal possessions than of those owned
communally; they exercise care over common property only in so far as they are personally affected.
(10/21/19; @JamesMeroney)
I 100 percent agree with Steven Rattner: Governments' top priority should be "addressing the state of the
average worker." If they don't, "we are going to have populism, it's going to take down Capitalism, and
it's all going to be worse off." Aristotle said this eons ago. They have the numbers! (11/21/19;
@JamesMeroney)
[you’ll have mutiny on the] bounty as the "natives" (average Joes) get restless, and they are the majority,
numbers-wise! As Aristotle said, if the people learn they can suck off the public dole, by voting, there
goes democracy (paraphrased). you who rejoice when 401Ks improve, by government policies and other
things, and have zero. (2/27/20; @JamesMeroney)

ON WORKING STIFFS
(2/27/20; @JamesMeroney)
Life doesn’t guarantee anyone a living wage, as your standard of living can be higher than your work
skills deserve! Businesses usually pay market rate (a range), and everyone but the severely disabled has
to pull their own weight. Live within your means, meager as they may be, by your meager skills!
Improve them.
Update: Pay the Workers (Fairly)
(2/29/20; @JamesMeroney)
Content employees stay with you longer, are more productive, and take pride in their company! Breaks
(and naps) make people more able to be more productive, as with an enjoyable if not fun work
environment, and rewarding pay!
Pigs get fat, hogs get slaughtered, business people. Be fair to your workers, and good to the best ones.
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You do NOT restrict anyone’s earning potential, but you do restrict their selfishness and hoarding
potential, publicly, by shaming, or politically, by increased taxes, as the rich MUST pay in a fair share,
with zero loopholes! That’s justice/fairness.

AMERICA’S WORKING CLASS
(8/24/20; @JamesMeroney)
American worker: If I read anything in the Bible, God is FOR the vulnerable, weak, abused and
exploited/down-and-out. That description, unfortunately, more and more describes YOU—working
class blue collar hard workers. Is God FOR you struggling or even suffering? NO!
Is He for you earning more than you deserve, living off aid from others, or government? NO. Is He for
the rich boss/owners having all the fun, and easily making bookoos, without any significant give back to
society? NO, He actually hates that, commands that it not occur, and judges it.
So what’s a guy or gal to do? In NO particular order, let me give you a playbook you must consider,
both for your own survival, and for ending being abused by "the system" that favors the job givers, NOT
the job needers: Before I do, LOOK how LONG I’ve warned about this problem:
Expect a large unemployment increase in the next five to 10 years if Sam’s Club stops using cashiers for
all self-checkout, as smaller retailers emulate the Big Dog! (4/17/14)
Population explosion causes SEVERE strain and strife! Limit your family size, poorer nations!
Technology to make what we do have stretch would be amazing! (11/16/16)
Business owners will do LITERALLY anything to lower costs… move company headquarters
elsewhere, move their family out of country, renounce U.S. Citizenship. (5/3/17)
…and robots will SOON render the least-skilled unemployed for good [in their field], without better
training! Radar Magazine said ~70 percent of current jobs will be automated... (5/3/17)
Self-driving cars… What SOUNDS fantastical is now reality. They didn’t import from Mars! Engineers
have been designing them for years. You just never saw or knew it. That all came from someone’s
ideas. Self driving 18-wheelers will spike unemployment with long-haul drivers! Robotics, as well.
(1/19/18)
Radar Magazine envisioned great things we can do when about 70 percent of present-day jobs are
automated, like clean the environment and mine Mars. It will be ONLY what the rich want/require, or
governments mandates! NBC said cashier, fast food and sales clerk are the top three U.S. Jobs, and may
be automated in future. Let’s see where this leads… (1/22/28)
Population explosion ONLY puts greater pressure on limited resources and the need for land grabs! You
want families to do as they want with family planning, but you also need less over-birthing! China has
limited the number of kids citizens can have. That seems extreme, but something has got to happen to
fix the problem. (10/1/18)
The world IS madly racing to AI (artificial intelligence) and robotics, and I’ve posted MANY times that
government’s role in society and the economy WILL rise, as even the book of Rev. Indicates. People
will not tolerate the rich elites having all the power for jobs, even as the masses unionize! I’ve also
proffered solutions… Read them. (12/4/19)
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If leftists are upset with America controlling the number of people immigrating to escape bad situations,
maybe they should blame the open borders crowd, for there is ‘no room in the inn,’ from overimmigration glutting the job market and draining our social services, never having paid in!
#CBSSundayMorning (2/2/20)
I’ve NEVER been in a union (except one day when I tried to work for my brother-in-law’s dad’s
business), and they required it. I can negotiate my own salary on my own. If you can’t, you need to
learn how to, or if your skills are a commodity, you need to unionize for better wages. I don’t like
unions, but see why they arise. (2/26/20)
…6. Network to meet influential people in your chosen niche. 7. Get more education (college, GED,
grad school). 8. Shine on the job/be a star (quality and efficiency, being likable). 9. Unionize. 10.
Publicly clamor for businesses to do what God says they must do—be fair to you (Col. 4:1). 10.
OPPOSE more... (5/18/20)
MANY other chapters I have written to help you, and expose this coming problem. In summary, less
jobs, or at least retraining, and technology taking your job, if you don’t have needed or unique skills, and
globalization’s competition will NOT slow up to end this pressure!
There are good and bad things you can do, and things you will have to do as pressure increases. In the
short term, you need to be the best job candidate possible… education, job skills, great attitude and a
hard work ethic.
You are competing with EVERY worker in the world, now, because U.S. Businesses can hire anywhere,
especially for jobs by people on computer, vs. requiring in-person workplaces, and can move their
businesses to other nations, or merely shut down and sit on their profits, ending all the jobs they formerly
offered.
You need to take a GLOBAL position on your job's future! The more people occupy this
planet, the LESS jobs and advancement opportunities you have, especially as robotics and AI suck up
human-filled jobs.
You should unite (unionize) to DISallow ANY U.S. Company leaving America, outsourcing many more
jobs, and you should be AGAINST much immigration, as that increases pressure on YOUR job!
People from poor nations often undercut your salary, used to living on a lot less, so they offer your skills
for less cost to U.S. Business, or start businesses here that lower the price charged for actions U.S.
Small business owners have to charge more for, to stay in
business.
You need to be adaptable, and learn to be a continual learner, meaning you may have to retrain, if your
career ends or is significantly cut back! I have had to adjust, when a divorce ended my ministry career,
after having already earned two college degrees. It can be done.
If you unionize, KNOW that U.S. Businesses will FLOCK to at-will employment states, so you may
have to move to low tax red states, if you do not unionize nationally, and even globally—which is
UNlikely.
It is NOT evil that business seeks the best skills for the lowest cost! YOU DO the SAME!:
Capitalism and justice: When you buy a house, you, generally, seek to pay the lowest possible,
compared to ‘comps’; when you pay a yard man to mow the lawn, you want the best value for your
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money; when you buy things, you don’t like over-paying, and may shop around for the lowest price per
quality… (5/10/18)
Again, you are competing with everyone in the world! You could move to another, cheaper-lifestyled
nation, but what American wants or is willing to do that?
You MUST make it your aim to make or save your company money, if your job is not necessary for
business to operate legally!:
…offer crumbs, to keep the public outcry at bay, when THEY benefit most from lowered taxes, by
increasing jobs THEY literally profit from! NO business person hires anyone they can’t profit off of,
unless the function is ‘business required,’ like accountants, lawyers, H.R. (human resources) and IT
(information technology) professionals! They’re profiting off more jobs [or won’t hire, if not, as they’re
NOT a charity]! (2/26/20)
Business people DON’T hire people out of the goodness of their hearts, and unless they’re stupid
(excepting ‘business-required’ functions), they profit off employees. WHY should a CEO or founder
reap all the perks, when workers contributed to that success? Give profit sharing bonuses! Should it
become legally-required? (2/29/20)
You can become an entrepreneur, if you have the skills, and can get a loan from a great business idea and
plan (like from the SBA/Small Business Administration). You could turn off grid survivalist, and check
out of this system entirely (which few will or should do). You can’t stop the AI and robotics race, as it’s
global.
You have to have job skills robots can’t easily imitate! You have to be the employee businesses can’t do
without! You MUST pressure rich people and business owners to be very generous charitable donors, as
God Himself commands them! (I Tim. 6:17-19) DO NOT ALLOW greedy, selfish hoarders!
YOU HAVE THE NUMBERS! You do not have the ability to force this, except through sinful and evil
means, like forcing it through increased taxes, or worse, South African literal uprisings to "eat the rich."
After all, they are NOT being evil by being smart business people! They are only evil when they DISobey God’s mandate for Capitalism, to be generous in giving back!
Identify which are which—selfish vs. selfless! DON’T buy from the former! Boycott businesses run by
greedy SOB’s! Make their competitors 'filthy rich.' Buy less, and belt-tighten. Learn to buy smarter,
with best bang for the buck (value), and demand someone invent an app that in real time tells you the
best value in your area for every item sold in America!
Best gasoline deals in every neighborhood, best home sales deals (like foreclosures), ALL coupons and
discounts available, including those NOT advertised (i.e., insider deals). Take advantage of frequent
flyer plans, and learn how to negotiate successfully, instead of just accepting the price on the product's
price tag! The WORST that can happen is the retailer says ‘NO.’
Learn how to market your job skills with transferrable skills. You don’t always have to go back to
school, if you can sell yourself well, using skills from one industry as applicable to a new one.
Work overtime. Work a second or third job. Pay the least in taxes that you legally have to! NEVER
overpay, be it taxes or purchases. I once fed banana chips to pigeons, waiting for my family to tour
Vegas' hotels, because I was NOT going to pay the parking rates I continually found! Be cheap; be
smart! I have an entire chapter on HOW, at http://AmericanAnswers.org, Campaign Update tab (living
large chapter).
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Job security in the future will be mainly up to YOU, except for government and tenured jobs. LONG
GONE are the seniority, pension and union-protected jobs, because in the 80’s, when the world was
opening up, unions stubbornly rejected take-it-or-leave it U.S. Business offers of lower salaries, or
outsourcing jobs!
Unions have NOT done a good job at saving U.S. Jobs, and the blame lies with their leadership, who
ALWAYS profit massively, as they sometimes Scrooge the little guy—YOU.
You are directly competing with machines, and if your wage can be recouped in a few years by a
permanent machine replacement, WHY WOULDN’T business do it? You would too! Jobs that can be
easily imitated by robots are job skills certain to be replaced first!
I’ve supported a flexible minimum wage, which means it increases when the economy is doing good
($12/hour, max), but reducible when the economy flops. That’s ONLY fair!
And you MUST push for the rich to pay their fair share in taxes, without any loopholes allowing them
paying less! And you should take personal insult at any American never paying one dime in taxes, as
that forces you to pay more in taxes, which means you have less to spend. Learn how to save (not spend
all your disposable income)—DON’T dispose of it, but invest it, so your money grows!
ALL these solutions take smarts and hustle! If you don’t have those, EXPECT to be poor, as it is what
you earn/deserve! A great and bright future awaits America, its businesses and its workers (I have
envisioned thousands of new products, businesses, and even some new industries, and can envision
more), but it will NOT happen if business views employees as enemies to profits, or workers view the
rich and owners as all evil people out to ruin everyone's life but theirs!
You are family, folks! You have no stable workers if you are a greedy, selfish jerk (perennial
reemployment/revolving door of expensive hiring), or difficult, costly job hopping, if you aren’t loyal at
all to your employer(s)!
But EVERY American has to gear up for our STEM-based, information age, consuming economy in
America! ANY work task that you can do easily, that requires little knowledge, or that you think a
machine could be designed or programmed to do will be, so you better have better skills than that, to
remain employed.
And finally, government jobs will explode, if U.S. Workers refuse to implement this plan, because that’s
what politicians offer to private sector unemployable people (among the many well-qualified government
workers), and taxes to fund that are cheaper than business paying for their wage! That’s NOT a good
‘solution!’

JUSTICE AT WORK
(10/22/20; @JamesMeroney2)
EVERY one of these things hurt labor's wages: M and A, immigration, outsourcing/globalization,
streamlining, automation, robotics, contract labor, increased copays. Labor HAS to fight back!
Unionize, where legal. Everyone learn what everyone earns, and see if its "fair" wages, women!
I’m ONLY for fairness of wage and work! Honest day’s work for an honest day’s pay! That doesn’t
mean a living wage, if your living lifestyle is higher than you can afford, by living within your means!
Market rate has been manipulated by those business actions–prior tweet–to labors DETRIMENT!
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The BEST way for U.S. Wages to rise are: BEST educated workforce in the world, limited
immigration, that gives preference to U.S. Economic needs and Americans first, banning much if any
more outsourced jobs, incentivizing business staying in America and hiring U.S. Citizens, tax-wise, low
taxes!
Unions, properly run, could help labor. When they have excessive/unreasonable demands, they HURT
labor! People able to negotiate their own wages do better than sheep herd mentality of union bosses
negotiating for you! I am NOT a fan of unions, because they are usually ruin evilly!
NO job security is "deserved," NO MATTER how long you have worked there, if the market doesn’t
justify your pay, or demand your labor function! Business owners NEED to share excess, that all
workers helped make, by bonuses or profit sharing! NOT just elites have all the perks!
JUSTICE is the ONLY standard by which most people can get along! If you are being ripped off, you
slack on the job, trying not to get caught, or rebel in other ways. If the worker rips off the ownership, by
such slowdowns, they’re treating them unjustly. JUSTICE is the only standard!
Is it morally wrong that only owners get all the profits? No, but it’s better if some is shared! Justice
demands that people who helped you profit benefit from helping you profit so! If workers earned fair
wages, it’s up to them to live off those wages–NOT business' problem if they can’t!
~Everyone wants a good job, usually defined as good-paying, because ~everyone wants to be rich.
Bubble burst: MOST will never be! You ‘gotta learn to live on less. Globalization has made the world
business oyster, and the good-paying jobs are spread across it–NOT mainly in America anymore.
#RealityCheck (5/11/18)
Everyone wants a good-paying job, but do you have good-paying skills? Because if you don’t, you don’t
deserve what you want!
You need a nation where good-paying jobs exist in good numbers! Prepare yourself to be best employee
and ONLY vote for politicians who can deliver on such an economy!
"Good-paying jobs." WHO doesn’t WANT THAT? Employers who pay them! You have to earn and
deserve that! Government isn’t to force business to overpay! It’s an asinine proposal of for failed
policies. I’m quite unimpressed, though they sound so good to dumber voters who can’t analyze! Sad
first TV ads policies!
A local TX pol says college isn’t for everyone, but all deserve good-paying jobs. Good is in the
emotions of the hearer! Fair is the standard! Market rate. Would YOU overpay your lawn boy? Does
he think he’s well-paid? Put the shoe on the other foot, and walk in business's moccasins, do-dos.
You can NEVER define good-paying jobs by what laborers WANT! Nor by comparing with Madison
Ave and Hollywood images of the lifestyle some TV ads say they 'deserve!' LOOK at your spending!
You spend too much, or over-pay, in many cases! You deserve what your skills can fetch! NO more.
Fair wages are freely negotiated. NOT forced by government, or bullied by tactics of business (as I
listed earlier), or labor unions (walkouts, strikes, boycotts). Free market job pricing! Get a better job by
shopping around–labor! Hire for cheaper by shopping around–management!
'Good-paying jobs' USUALLY means making more than you currently are! Dissatisfaction with the rate
people freely agreed to earn! Champagne tastes on a beer budget. That’s human nature, to feel
underpaid, but it’s not human behavior, that you are being ripped off, necessarily!
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THESE are mainly the Democrat voters seeking government freebies!
The Psychology of Being Underpaid | Career Contessa
Clearly, it's not just you. careercontessa.com
46% of workers feel that feeling: https://careercontessa.com/advice/psychology-underpaid/...
55% of U.S. Women feel underpaid: https://careercontessa.com/advice/psychology-underpaid/...
…IF you are underpaid, quit! Move to a better-paying city or state! Shop around with your company's
competitors! ASK your colleagues what they’re paid! Feelings are phantoms. They don’t matter, in
calculating fair wages! It’s either a fact that you’re underpaid-or you aren’t underpaid!
You’re underpaid if someone with the same skills gets paid more! You’re underpaid if you could do the
same work for higher pay elsewhere. Go elsewhere! You’re underpaid if people with less skills get paid
more. This complicity of silence on what people get paid empowers injustice!
How business can pay the least: Flood the market of job applicants (immigration and outsourcing jobs);
automate, so less human jobs exist. Business has been doing these things! What’s labor been doing
since globalization in the 90s? Struggling and complaining? Fight back, for JUSTICE!
You’re underpaid if you get passed over for a deserved promotion. You have zero right to complain
you’re underpaid, if your evaluations don’t show you to be a star! You usually feel underpaid only
because you over-spend! That gap you blame on employers, vs. your guilty self! Repent!
ASK for 'mo: PayScale Inc. Survey reveals who's most likely to ask for - and get - a raise - Bizwomen
When women of color ask for a raise, they are 19 percent less likely than white men to get a raise,
according to a new survey by PayScale bizjournals.com
EVERY human wants to be paid more. That is not morally noble, in itself! That’s just animal instinct,
like craving sex or food. Justify/defend/objectify WHY you deserve more, then go ask for a raise!
MOST wont–just complain to Uncle Joe (Biden). https://bizjournals.com/.../whos-most-likely-to-askfor...
It’s EASIER to vote to steal from taxpayers! The easy road is the lazy and sinful route! Robinhood was
robbin' for the hood. The hood need not be hoodlums, but the best educated and hardest workers, to
deserve 'good-paying' jobs! Forcing business to give raises is UNconstitutional!
Business pays what it has to for labor. They’re NOT a charity! That’s not evil. If you owned a
business, you’d do exactly the same! You already do, when you hire people to do things for you, or
when you buy deals! You don’t purposely overpay for things, nor would any smart business person.
Deserve and negotiate for higher wages! If you can hire a good babysitter for $8/hour, vs. $18, WHICH
WILL YOU CHOOSE, for this Friday night's young parents’ night out date? Are you evil, because you
will pay $8? The person accepting $8 accepted $8! No gun put to their head–FREE market.
You CHOOSE to be poor, if you do nothing to get out of poverty! EXACTLY the actions I listed that
churches, charities and government (including every American doing 10 hours of civic service, excepting
public servants) should engage, to ensure NO ONE severely suffers–financially–in America!
It’s easier to complain than to compete! Easier to gripe than to grunt it out and work harder. Easier to
vote than to ask for a raise. Easier to steal–through corrupt politicians–than to earn. Easier to be envious
and jealous, than to plan a way to earn wealth! The easy road is the road to hell.
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The numbers are with voters stealing from taxpayers! That’s also a recipe for America's doom/end!
Taxpayers MUST unite to thwart Socialism, and force it to fail immediately, so freebies-seekers suffer
its consequences, SOON, if Biden wins! Unite and fight! #Resist Defund Biden!
Poor people are always voting for politicians who’ll steal others (taxpayers) money to pay for their lives.
Aristotle said, People are much more careful of their personal possessions than of those owned
communally; they exercise care over common property only in so far as they are personally affected.
(10/21/19)
“Yes the truth is that men's ambition and their desire to make money are among the most frequent causes
of deliberate acts of injustice.” –Aristotle #UnbridledCapitalism (6/3/19)
At his best, man is the noblest of animals; separated from law and justice, he is the worst. –Aristotle
(King Solomon of his age/day!; 3/3/17)
One of the wisest men ever: "There is only one way to avoid criticism: do nothing, say nothing, and be
nothing." –Aristotle Amazing for his era! (2/21/17)
In a democracy the poor will have more power than the rich because there are more of them and the will
of the majority is supreme. –Aristotle (12/22/16)
"The most perfect political community is one in which the middle class is in control, and outnumbers
both of the other classes." –Aristotle (9/18/15)
“the greater the number of owners, the less the respect for common property. People are much more
careful of their personal possessions than of those owned communally; they exercise care over common
property only in so far as they are personally affected.” –Aristotle
…As Aristotle said, if the people learn they can suck off the public dole, by voting, there goes
democracy (paraphrased). You who rejoice when 401Ks improve, by government policies and other
things, and have zero (2/27/20)
I have NOT advocated for tax avoidance, fraud or cheating, but using every legal means to defund
Biden's Socialism! That avoids a civil war or secession! Tax payer revolt need not get violent! There
are ways (I’ve detailed) to make Biden’s Socialism fail miserably, SOON, if elected.
There are Democrats among Americas 1%ers. Identify and ignore/leave them alone! They’re happy
paying for others' freebies, so long as GOPs are also forced to. ALL OTHERS, unite and fight! My past
two days have taught you how! YOU are the majority of 1%ers in America. Defund Biden’s Socialism.
.@seanhannity wondered how any GOP could be elected president, after Biden's giveaway bonanza got
implemented. EASY! Force it to fail! EVERY WASP, Capitalist, business owner, taxpayer and rich
person do EXACTLY what I said we unite to do, yesterday! They'll BEG for Capitalism!

WORKERS
(2/24/21; @JamesMeroney2)
I’ve said before, most people aren’t uniquely talented. That means most aren’t ‘gonna generate
exorbitant wages by the tasks they do. Employees have NO problem if businesses ever overpay—they
rarely do—so some seek government to force them to. Your skills earn what you’re paid, or hire
elsewhere!
IF you want a better wage, besides unionizing and having better skills and work quality/ethic,
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oppose immigration, outsourcing and robotizing, and become management or entrepreneur
material. Unless you’re in sales, moving up the ladder, pay-wise, usually requires taking on
more responsibility. (3/21/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Update #1
(4/7/21; @JamesMeroney2)
You are NOT God, business owners and management! God sees how you keep all the goodies,
from the efforts of ALL employees! He WILL destroy you on Judgment day, but He also
instituted government and humans as His hands and feet to exact justice in our world. Greedy SOBs
need fiscal targeting!
Workers in America could get better pay if they would strike. It would take MANY of them, and
billionaire Democrats funding them for the duration. Frickin' do it! I don’t write solutions for
academic enjoyment! Execs can be REAL sinfully greedy and selfish. Punish that, severely!
MOST rich Americans don’t want to leave America, but if taxes got too high, even if only for three
years, they could renounce citizenship, use offshore safe havens, use tax schemes to legally
avoid taxes, automate all jobs possible, and sue the government to SCOTUS, as unfair targeting!
Update #2
(11/9/21; @JamesMeroney2)
HOW IS IT NOT FAIR that any employee whose productivity contributed to company profits doesn’t
deserve some portion of those profits shared? Answer: Business isn’t concerned with justice, but just
profits! That’s where the government comes into play, as a neutral arbiter.
Justice is NOT everyone paid the same. It’s NOT anyone being over-paid. It’s also not employees
taking what they can get, with business holding all the leverage. It’s a fair wage, based on market forces
that aren’t solely dictated by business, but negotiated on a level playing field
Update #3: Working Stiffs
(11/10/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Let’s help out the poor the best way I know how—teach them how to fish: Your job can fit in one of
four categories, and for the poor, it will be one of the first 2—1. Hourly employee 2. Manager 3.
Business owner 4. Investor Poor people must move into management, or do exceptional work, to
earn raises, promotions and/or bonuses, or work long hours (overtime pay).
Dual income parents also help. Also, businesses pay differently, and these rates are NOT publicized.
YOU have to research and inquire to find the best paying offer for your skills—skills you need to
improve!
As a poor person, your incomes limited, so your outgo must be strictly/tightly controlled! You need
discipline, and education on how to find the best values and deals. Lack of knowledge will KILL your
making ends meet. Gaining that knowledge is YOUR responsibility! NOT taxpayers’ problem.
IF anyone is willing to lower their standards, and work for lesser pay for the same quality of work,
everyone's wages go downward! Competition from too few jobs makes people abandon self-confidence
and do such, and ONLY business benefits, as a result. Poor people NEED to comprehend this
Global competition is racing for AI and robotize, one day the world's governments will have to regulate
their use, as the least skilled citizens will be permanently out of a job! The race can continue, but it’s
toward government regulation, globally! 666 beast image MAY be that! Rev. 13
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FOOLS accept crumbs, as corporations rake in millions! Workers won’t strike or unionize nowadays, so
they are resorting to voting for Dem freebies, instead. IF the rich don’t start obeying God (I Tim. 6:1719), I am for them being taxed more, so pain is equal for ALL, including all Dems! (10/27/21;
@JamesMeroney2)

BLUE COLLAR
(5/16/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Many blue collar whites resent blacks getting attention, because they think employers will favor
them, to make up for slavery, and allege 'reverse discrimination.' They fear immigrants will work
for lower wages, and undercut their jobs. They don’t fully accept Capitalism’s implications
Unless a business chooses to lose profits, for patriotism, the lowest wage for the best quality is
what every business would naturally choose! Chinese and Indian labor offered U.S. Manufacturers a
better deal than blue collar Americans would accept. Now, we're globally competitive!
Just because one was born here doesn’t guarantee them a job for life. America is competitive, as
Capitalism is competitive. No college, no advanced job skills, physical labor leanings lead to
automation or lower-wage immigrants endangering job security! NOT government or business’
problem! Yours.
US businesses can automate, outsource, or import labor. Good ‘ol boys who believe patriotism
requires U.S. Businesses to hire Americans first DON’T understand globalism, or that it won’t ever
be reversed! Government can encourage and incentivize manufacturers returning here. Labor rates
differ
America evolved from agrarian to manufacturing/assembly line to an information age economy. The
MORE non-college educated American workers DON’T have elite blue collar skills, the more
they’ll lose out, when knowledge is now power in that third wave information—and tech/STEM
economy!
It may be normal/natural to feel your own country owes you first choice for jobs, over newer
comers, but business is about profits, and profits are had by sales or cut expenses. Labor and facilities
are the highest expenses. U.S. Working class have to compete with global labor skills! Required
Cost of living seems to continually increase. Every business always wants to be able to charge more
than they presently do. It’s NOT easy to live in such an advanced society, and without college, you
better work long hours, or have unique skills few others possess (or live cheaply).
More than 65 percent of Americans don’t go to college. Most aren’t ‘gonna move away! our economy
HAS to develop "good-paying" jobs for them. Their spending expectations must be lessened,
because in a global economy, labor is not scarce, but jobs are more! Economic common sense.
WHY would ANY U.S. Business pay for an American citizen instead of a cheaper equallyqualified laborer from elsewhere? Blue collar Americans have to start learning they compete
with labor they’ll never see. When Covid unemployment checks end, reality will hit about labor
exceeding jobs
The ONLY rational way for US-born citizens and patriots without college to make good money is
to learn how to live cheaper and buy smarter! Make less go further! I’ve listed probably 10 ways to
do that, like coops, best buys app, DIY, home grown garden, coupons, etc. Learn the skills!
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Everyone cannot be rich. Everyone capable of being rich can B, but the global and U.S. Economy are a
pyramid. With best-paying jobs on the top. It will NEVER become an upside down pyramid, or a
box with all rich ppl. Romney said he wished everyone were rich. Pinocchio pipe dream! Will
NEVER happen!
Mk. 14:6 As one lifted from another, the economy IS a pyramid! READ Rich Dad, Poor Dad
(book). Investors and owners on top, then managers, then workers/"grunts." EVERY business needs
minimum wage workers! Their function/service will ALWAYS be needed. in days of old, immigrants
were shipped in to do.
Many people mouth buy Made in the America, but MOST people buy the best value for the price! If
made in America isn’t the best deal, I’ll NEVER buy it, per item, because I’m not ‘gonna be charged
extra for showing patriotism through purchases, vs. through sincere love of my country, and a great deal!
Protectionist policies HURT workers in the medium-term! They’re artificial/trumped up barriers
to competition and sales! You may not convince people having to stretch a dollar that this is true,
as they only see a need for a BIGger paycheck. Leaders teach the TRUTH, liked or not!
If U.S. Businesses do well, America does well, and tax revenues do well. If U.S. Businesses do poorly,
just the opposite. U.S. Workers HAVE to be the best in class world-classed trained labor force on
the face of this green earth! If not, expect lower wages! Your choice what you do, or don’t.
Russian, Chinese, Indian and Japanese home-based companies LIKELY hire nationals, over others,
unless exceptionally talented. They fit in, know the culture, speak the language, and it helps their
economy, with wages that get taxed. America should do NO differently! America first, by U.S.
Government
The ONLY way U.S. Workers can be put first, by government policy, is our education system to
produce the best-equipped graduates for the current and future economy! NOT protectionism,
nationalism, or ending all immigration! No American left behind, or failing schools—period!
The ONLY labor America needs from afar is the best brains, best skills, or best labor for the
cheapest price, as those assets benefit U.S. Businesses, and deter them outsourcing or moving away!
US citizens have to offer U.S. Businesses their best effort and skills, to keep up, in a global economy!

LIVING WAGE
(12/28/21; @JamesMeroney2)
Let’s talk about the poor and opening a business. That would solve their problem, but isn’t often done.
SBA or bank loans are rare, without a provable concept. Just having an idea isn’t having a business plan.
The poor need to be taught to be entrepreneurs, without a business degree!
A poor person will work in front lines or entry level work, from lack of skills, education or experience.
They might work into management, but are UNlikely business owners—stats show. Their hope for a
future is NOT the lottery, but qualifying for higher-paying jobs! Better skills.
EVERYONE wants a "living wage"—to be able to live off what they earn. Problems are: 1. Businesses
don’t owe you that. It’s what your skills are worth on the open market 2. Everyone's lifestyle costs
differ. 3. YOU are responsible to earn what you need to to live off of. NO ONE else.
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THE KEY for poor people is better-paying skills, and better buying skills! The latter are much easier to
acquire! The former take time, money, and may not increase pay a ton, depending on one's
innate/natural talent capabilities. Buy smart, as step 1! LEARN how. Be the best purchaser.
Poor people are usually not the brightest. Yet, for buying things, they NEED to be the brightest!
That dilemma/gap has to be bridged by education on buying smart! NO ONE can help you get more
from your limited funds if you buy stupidly, or overpay! That’s 100 percent on you! Self-imposed
It’s NOT illegal to take advantage of dumb purchasers! NO ONE owes any consumer teaching them
where the best value or deals can be found, especially not retailers/businesses. If you aren’t curious, or
don’t shop around, all overpaying is all on YOU! Taxpayers don’t owe you any bailouts!
Dems get accused of being lazy. Voting for taxpayer funded freebies actually is lazy, as people don’t
want to put in the work to unionize, vote for minimum wage increases, or earn higher pay! They just
want to steal through government. It’s faster and easier, meaning LAZY and unjust.
WHY should any person not in your nuclear family be called upon to help pay YOUR bills? Any so
willing are at crowd funding sites! ANYONE who depends or looks to government to help with their
bills has a horrible view of what governments do, are supposed to do, and aren’t mature adults, with one
exception—those 100 percent mentally or physically disabled.
Entry level jobs are for high school drop outs and graduates, with little experience! Parents and adults
long since out of school shouldn’t be caring what minimum wage is. WHAT DID THEY DO
BETWEEN high school and now, work-wise?
It’s MERCY that'd have taxpayers aid the poor to become self-sufficient, economically. I am FOR such
mentoring mercy, even forced, but NOT money, but Welfare and patriot service that educates and
motivates the poor, as a decent society. It’s NOT morally required! Your bills are on you!
High schools should enable every American to: 1. Know how to buy smartest 2. Maximize their
identified talents 3. Have best pay job skills if no future college 4. Be financially literate for selfsufficiency WHERE ELSE are we SURE all learn these necessities? #CommonSense
And EVERY U.S. High school MUST be mandated to ensure NO ONE falls through the cracks, in
making the best grades they’re capable of! Some learn differently. That difference is on educators—
NOT students! The non-college bound MUST be graduated with employable job skills! NOT
academics!
We, as a society, have to care enough to keep everyone from being a burden to the public dole, that our
high schools graduate people capable of independent success skills! It’s NOT enough to say they passed
subjects we mandated they learn! At age 18, you’re to stand on your feet.
Update
(1/14/22; @JamesMeroney2)
I just read a post that D.C. Politicians do the bidding of corporations—NOT the people. JUSTICE
DEMANDS D.C. NOT favor either! I pray if they continue doing so, God wipes them all off the map, if
they won’t repent! NOT freebies, but level playing field for wages and opportunities—PERIOD!
To EVERYONE who does not deem themselves rich (earning less than $100K/year, I will say): YOU
must fight for power against politicians bought off by the rich! They already have life wonderful. God's
NOT ‘gonna intervene, most likely. YOU have to unite, Dem and GOP! Level playing field!
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Labor has NO leverage in America. They’re at the mercy of business. THAT MUST CHANGE! No
justice, no peace! I’m still angry that average Joes buy into favoring the rich, in public policy, AS IF that
ever helps you! They’re already blessed beyond measure! Wake up and unite for good wages!
IF the Democrat party would abandon seeking freebies, for the four solutions I propose for workers, I
could easily see a future one day with them (2028, 2032?)! Voluntary profit sharing, limited
outsourcing, decent minimum wage (NOT a living wage), and less immigration!
The people have more votes! Overpaid execs and CEOs should not get away with that! Boards of
Directors are flooded with the likeminded! GOPs making less than 100,000 NEED to hold their nose
and unite with WORKING Dems; not lazy bums, to end the income disparity/gap!
Limbaugh argued no execs overpaid, as someone pays ‘em. LIE! YES, someone pays them, but those
who vote to overpay them get their backs scratched, as well, financially! And investors put in pace
people who bless mainly their investments! Selfishly indulgent cannibalism of all others.
I have said, MANY times, NO ONE deserves a higher minimum wage, whose work ethic doesn’t
deserve it. I am NOT for overpaying labor, but fairly paying them. When biz holds all the cards, no one
can accuse them of being fair! EQUAL PLAYING FIELD! Gods for justice! Mic. 6:8
I want people able to live off their wage, but that’s not by overpaying, but learning to live within your
means.
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48.

YOUTH
1. How to Make it as a Millennial
2. Milliberals Against Capitalism
3. Milliberal Think
4. The Milliberal “Thought” Process
5. Youth & Dating

HOW TO MAKE IT AS A MILLENNIAL
(11/29/19; @JamesMeroney)
Generations XYZ start life as the low 'man' on the economic totem pole. NOTHING can change that
status. YOU, however, can change where you climb to, ASAP! To keep costs down, read our FREE
chapter at the ‘Campaign Update’ button at http://AmericanAnswers.org, entitled ‘Living Large, Paying
Puny.’
Literally, getting married or having roommates cuts the large expense of housing. Making great grades
in high school. Making contacts, and volunteering (Ex.: internships), and helping people networked
with helps.
You can invest your $220 sport shoes, and start a business with an SBA loan. You work hard, impress
the boss, do more or better than your coworkers, shop your skills around, world-wide, and always be
improving your skills, connections, and awareness of market rate, and employers you could meet or
impress.
Living at home is SMART, for a time, and the free or barter economy is brilliant! The "kids" who do
NOT earn the top marks have life rougher! You need to learn every tip I’ve advised for poor people.
Investing, opening a business, inventing or writing a sellable product are also means, as with studying
how the rich got rich, and imitating success. Doing a job you like, and are good at—NOT just chosen by
wage alone.
You have to make or save a business money, for you to make money, unless your job is businessrequired, like an accountant. There are high-paying industries, like engineer, lawyer, doctor. Those
aren’t for everyone. Don’t be an employee forever! Have multiple income streams. You will make it,
over time.
P.S.: Millennials want to be where 35 and 40 year old’s are, so they're tempted to save $10-20K+ in
expenses voting for handouts. Everyone who came before you worked their way up, climbing the
corporate ladder. You're no different. Nothing in life is free. Learn how to ascend, ASAP, and have
reasonable expectations!
Government is NOT a means to a pay raise or job promotion you didn't ask for or deserve. That
punishes businesses you agreed to a wage to work for, and especially tax payers who hired no one!
LEARN #CommonSense
Millennials are idealistic, and question all the rules. That is an amazing perspective on life and culture,
but it also has to be informed by facts, experience and a sense of fairness to all. As they say, 'And Justice
For All," and "No Justice No Peace."
Poor people and Millennials: There is NO person on earth working to make you rich, unless you can
make them richer, except your parents! Apply this fact if you want to get ahead in your career! People
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aren't in business as a charity. Only politically-minded people even care to help you do better, except
good parents.
Update
IF society is for fairness, NO employee should EVER have a better chance of getting a job because of
family or friend connections, where they graduated from, or nepotism! The U.S. CLAIMS the bestqualified candidates get the job, though that’s OFTEN a MYTH that should be ILLEGAL! ‘And justice
for ALL!’ #MorePerfectUnion
Conservatives ALWAYS favor family over government, on sex ed. FINE! But on everything else,
family’s’ info is NOT equal, and every U.S. Student deserves to know all insider knowledge on careers,
IF we want justice, not favoritism and bias, empowering elitism! ‘And justice for ALL!’
#MorePerfectUnion MYTHS?
DID YOU KNOW that the majority of U.S. Jobs get posted INTERNALLY (i.e., hiring from within),
and the public learns of them LATE, by force of law? HOW is that FAIR for better-qualified people on
the outside? EEOC laws need more specifics, and bigger teeth! ‘And justice for ALL.’ Fairness is
God’s standard! (Mt. 6:10)
There’s a management trick often used, to test an applicant’s interest in a job: Ignore you. It’s evil, but
it’s also the persistent one who shows employers more interest than other applicants! They have to be
able to distinguish the wheat from the chaff. ALWAYS manage people. Hold them accountable
(including hiring personnel)!
Should American colleges and employers be legally allowed to favor citizens over
immigrants and illegals? ABSOLUTELY! America has a responsibility to America’s people! Most of
us aren’t ‘gonna move to another nation, where we know no one, nor the language! Foreigners are
GUESTS, vs. citizen owners!

MILLIBERALS AGAINST CAPITALISM
(6/13/20; @JamesMeroney)
Milliberals (i.e., Millennial liberal extremists, most loudly) are decrying Capitalism, even willing to tear
down everything it built and stands for. They've been taught, better, been-brainwashed or otherwise
believe Capitalism is evil, and Socialism is morally good.
Let's analyze that ‘sentiment’ (not logical argument): First, NO ONE can deny history, that the United
States has had the greatest economic engine, especially since World War 2, and that our strong military
has kept us safe from invasion, or war on our own turf, paid for from that great economy.
If you don’t like our having these things, you have freedom! Use it to LEAVE! Most nations that are
small have poorer economies, much poverty, and the people suffer greatly, at the hands of and at the
expense of the ruling class, living in luxury.
America is the number one nation where ANYONE can make of themselves anything they so desire!
We do not have caste systems, where your upward mobility depends on your family's heritage, or
religious or skin tone status.
In America, there are NO legal barriers to you succeeding as greatly as your God-given capabilities
allow! No other country is so flocked to by outsiders! BUT, if you have few skills, or don’t want to
work hard, America is NOT for you!
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We are not solely rugged individualists—we have a safety net, but it’s for emergency cases—but we are
for personal responsibility! No one born in the America works so they can pay money to any other
family.
We each have and take moral responsibility for our own. We strive to live within our means, budget, and
we certainly do not look to other people, by force of government, to help us pay the bills we freely
choose to incur!
This, at its core, is Capitalism! The God-given freedom to pursue happiness, without undue restraints.
No other country has achieved what we have! List all the great inventions and advancements for
mankind, and the majority came from HERE!
You can call that bragging, but it’s a fact, Jack, and it’s why people risk their lives to get here! ALL of
these accomplishments came from a belief in free market Capitalism! Business people and investors felt
secure enough spending their money to build up businesses that would return a profit. That is NOT evil!
As Warren Buffett says, don’t lose money! Only charities can endure breaking even.
There is a MYTH going around in youthful circles that government has unlimited money, or more to
spend that we currently do. Our debt (mainly to our enemy, China) is about $23 TRILLION, and quickly
climbing. And learn this fact… government's money comes ONLY from tax payers—NO ONE ELSE!
That means all the lazy people who want anything for free, rather than working for it, are attempting to
STEAL richer people's assets, by taxation, because government's money is ONLY tax payer's money, as
it makes no money on its own labors and services.
So any time anyone wants anything "for free," they mean free for them; NOT free for everyone. And
even if healthcare was made free for everyone, the only ones who would foot the bill and be out that
expense are tax payers!
NOTHING in life is free, except the air we breathe! Even our very liberty was paid for by the lives of
deceased soldiers! When people clamor to vote for freebies and handouts, it is the exact theft of one
robbing you at gun point, or the beggar on the street corner. They simply use the voting booth to sanitize
their theft!
And God help these Milliberals when they, one day have families, mortgages, decent careers and pay
taxes! Hypocritically (a sin), they will be fighting yet another inexperienced generation wanting THEM
to pay for handouts! Age and experience usually make people wiser. That is their problem, craving
Socialism—life inexperience!
One young tweeter said ‘eat the rich and let there be equality,’ as they mint money and buy politicians.
That is NOT how the rich get rich. These type people have zero chance to ever make it, financially,
because their attitudinal focus is jealousy of others, vs. smart, hard work that pays them well! (5/31/20)

MILLIBERAL THINK
(6/27/20; @JamesMeroney)
You know, all these older generations have screwed us, eating up Socials Security ‘til it’s bone dry,
soon; making us work, so it gets funded, debt at $23 trillion (and climbing) that they won’t pay off/down,
because they’ll be dead, and we’ll be stuck holding the bag.
They shipped out the good jobs, they automate, and use AI and robotics to ruin our job opportunities, so
only ‘the man’ gets paid well.
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We’re smarter than them, as we’re the terminal/last generation, and we’re ‘gonna get things right, for
once!
They went into Iraq and Afghanistan, under false WMD pretenses, being ‘mean’ to ‘innocents,’ and
getting the U.S.A. Into Vietnam, etc. Heck, they love war—they were in World Wars I and II, and even
our very nation was founded upon looting, pillaging, violence and theft, so let’s use those 'virtues' to
make things right in America, for once!
911 happened, and Hitler happened, but you don’t retaliate, as innocents can get hurt that way… war is
always wrong; better to love people, and hand them a flower with a smile!
To get our way—the right way—we’ll use those very tactics on behalf of the heirs to America’s evil
foundations—the brown, black man and red man, through riots, looting, and burning down the system!
It’s all corrupt, anyway!
Why should anyone have wealth, when many so many are poor? That’s not ‘fair!’ Let’s make life fair!
Give us $15/hour wages, no matter our skills or experience, because we can, by voting for that!
We now have the power to organize, through social media, and Hollywood celebrities love our noble
causes! Guns hurt people, in mass- and school shootings, so it’s only logical that we confiscate them all,
so problem fixed, right?
And who’s to say I’m a male or female? I can be anything I want, as I’m an equal! It’s ‘the man’ who’s
having all the fun—he has NO right to be so rich! Humble him, and force him to pay up.
In an information age, people need a college education, so let ambiguous, depersonalized “government”
pay for college! Working parents have to have babysitters (it’s illegal to keep your kid home alone,
before age 14, or so), so let ambiguous, depersonalized “government” pay for our daycare!
And if we ever get a headache, let us have free paid time off, even if we’re not sick, but we just feel like
having an extra day to goof off, or protest). Why not a four-day work week [which I actually like!]?
Forty hours is even a stretch—why not make it 25 or 30? You’ve got to enjoy life, too, and Europe
teaches us so many things that
America does wrong, like not getting the entire month of August off, fully paid! We work too hard!
Why are we treated like slaves? I deserve healthcare, as a human right, because I was born in a body that
gets sick!
Why can’t everyone in America have universal basic income, so we never have to stress if we lose a job,
or suffer another pandemic, or just for mental health peace of mind—a core security blanket so we’re
sure not to suffer, starve or die!
No, Boomers and all who have gone before us were not as enlightened as we, and America is not great,
but greedy and selfish, and catering mainly to the rich, and we say ‘eat the rich,’ and screw the society
that raised us, because we have a better plan, and we’re bound and determined to see it to fruition,
because if we lack education, experience, money or clout, we have one vote, and we will unionize social
media to get protests and rioters to bring attention to our cause, so we can vote in this new vision of
America.
And then we can offer this land to the world, by open borders, so we can spread the love and share the
wealth, because it’s all evil that has come before, and we alone have the knowledge of how things should
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be done, because all other generations were evil and foolish, greedy and selfish hoarders, and we are
smart and moral, and we choose to make a difference and a better world with our vote!
It’s only by not thinking this way that the world is as it is, in its many evil ways! All you have to do is
think this way, and see this better way, and John Lennon’s ‘Imagine’ can be ours!
America is evil, and we will change that, starting from its beginnings! The white and rich people will get
what’s coming to them!
We LOST Bernie and Pocahontas; now we have some establishment milquetoast who’s NOT fully for all
this, so we’re taking the bull by the horns, and taking things into our own hands, until AOC’s quad gang
can get in power, and really ream evil Capitalism, and those rich people who buy off politicians to stay
rich, and keep us—force us to be—poor as slaves!
If for any reason you think this morning’s depiction of ‘Milliberal think’ is out there, crazy or farfetched, you simply have not listened, observed, or analyzed the things being done and said by them, in
these protests, riots and on social media! WAKE UP!
Your country is at stake from traitorous insider insurrectionists.
“Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn't pass it to our children in
the bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected, and handed on for them to do the same, or one day we
will spend our sunset years telling our children and our children's children what it was once like in the
United States where men were free.” —Ronald Reagan
P.S.: Also add-in defunding the police, and the military will be next; why even have school—it hasn’t
gotten any prior generations to see this future vision, and we don’t have to be skilled or smart—just vote!
Zuckerberg has offered them ~$30,000/year to sit on their cans/duffs, so he, through AI (and robotics?)
can rule the world, economically!

THE MILLIBERAL “THOUGHT” PROCESS
(7/31/20; @JamesMeroney)
People say we live in an information and STEM age, where you need a college education to get a good
job. I want a good job, but I can’t afford college, so, just like we have public education through grade
12, why not extend it to grade 16?
And, while we’re at it, I have to have dual incomes, so why can’t daycare for my kids be paid for by
government, or my spouse or myself are basically working to pay for daycare, so I’m not getting ahead.
And everyone lives in a body that will fail, so it’s a universal human right that I get healthcare that is so
expensive in America!
And why? Why must others (taxpayers) pay for it all? Why not? They can afford it, they’re enjoying
life better than me, and that’s not right or fair, and I have a vote, and Dems will promise me these things,
so why wouldn’t I?
In fact, with AI and robotics, my job’s ‘gonna be replaced, so why not elect as President a guy whose
ONLY idea is giving us all $12,000 a year, just for being alive (UBI), or be for anything Facebook does,
because its founder promotes $30,000 a year to sit around and do nothing, so elitists can pursue as much
money as they can earn?
Hasn’t this pandemic taught us that Uncle Sam has the money! It’s just how politicians decide to spend
it! It’s virtually limitless, says my hero, AOC. ‘Debt’ is just a word old white men use to justify
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hoarding, and keeping all their ill-gained wealth off the backs of American Indians and black slaves,
anyway! STOLEN land from Mexico, too.
I’m ‘gonna right these historic wrongs, by tearing down other people’s property and businesses,
including statues, because there’s power in numbers, and the cops can’t do anything if we unite! They
need to lose their job function in society anyway, because a few of them kill black people, even though
their own lives can be at stake, in many of those cases.
It’s a human life! You never kill another person (except in the womb), even a heinous murderer, because
the death penalty is evil, and needs to be abolished, along with cops! Let unarmed social workers defuse
and talk down people engaged in violent crime. They can reason with them. Positive Mental Attitude!
And we have a right to march and protest, without end, disrupting businesses and traffic flow, because
that’s what it means to be a patriotic American. Even if some loot, arson, throw Molotov cocktails or
seek to blind cops with lasers, that’s justified, given all the violence slaves endured at the hands of the
evil white man!
We have every right to barrage the NBA with our beliefs, now even replacing players’ names on jerseys,
because there are so many white people in America who actually believe black people are genetically
inferior, if not sub-human!
The PROOF that they exist is how many blacks live in poverty! Someone has forced that condition on
them, and it has to be the race that owns the majority of the money and jobs!
So don’t resist or complain when we mob together to threaten what’s yours, especially behind gated
neighborhoods, as you have no right to separate yourself from the other half who live on the wrong side
of the tracks! You must feel what we live through, daily, by fearing our taking what’s rightfully yours.
You probably got your wealth by inheritance from slave owners, anyway, or stealing, or defrauding the
poor and less-educated, so it’s only just that I vote against you, and support a career politician who
incites hatred of the rich and business owners in his latest TV ad, because, as he says, I deserve to be
paid what I’m worth, and I alone know that value, because I feel it, and it’s always higher than market
rate, because ‘the man’ is always out to screw me so he can get rich off my back, and lack of job skills or
experience!
Well I’m no dummy, and I’m mad, and I’m not ‘gonna take it anymore, Eddie! I’ve put my protest foot
down, and nothing a doddering old dead man named Aristotle could say (like democracy ends when
people get the notion that they can vote themselves raises off the public dole) has any relevance to this
situation, as I’m a member of the smartest generation, who knows that injustices need to be fixed, and
history white-washed from our memory/collective conscience!
Debt? Like age, just a number. Stock market? Just paper earnings of the rich getting richer. GDP? Not
even sure what that means, or is, specifically. Earning a living? What’s that? Government pays me
$600 a week to protest and destroy America!
If Covid is around, at least ‘til Nov. 3rd, Dems have proven they have zero fiscal restraint, so why
wouldn’t I encourage them hiking the debt so I can keep desecrating and graffiti ‘artist’ vandalizing our
streets with signs VERY few Americans didn’t already believe?
I will organize my demon hordes of youth to cancel any business or job of anyone who disagrees with
these beliefs, because we are not advocating Venezuelan Socialism, with violence and civil war—we’re
just saying make a more perfect union, and justice for all, so anyone who opposes this ideology is, by
very definition, evil, and should be shoved back under the rock they came from.
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IF you haven’t yet gotten the sarcasm of today’s message, your IQ is demonstrably low, yet this is the
exact "thought" process going on in the sheepish group think idiocy we see in Portland, and elsewhere.
WHERE DID MY GENERATION FAIL THESE PEOPLE? Our education system must be atrocious!
Have a great day.

YOUTH & DATING
(2/5/22; @JamesMeroney2)
THIS message is for ALL our youth. IMO, if you want a spouse, God has one for you! Your best way
to find them is seeking Him. If you have no such interest, I still believe there’s an Eve for every Adam,
and vice versa, if you want that. USE eHarmony. They ask so many questions, they’ve got to find you a
match!
You have to have confidence; NOT people thinking more highly of themselves than they ought, but solid
peace from having goals, and a plan for your life. Even if you’re fat, ugly, or not the brightest,
confidence sells. It shows you’re in charge, vs. drifting with the wind and waves.
Always put your best foot forward, and hold back on revealing your deepest, darkest secrets, till the
relationship matures, some. Dress nice, smile, smell good, don’t say stupid things, compliment, and have
some humor. There are millions of singles out there! One is for you!
Be yourself, be honest, be moral, care about their interests, don’t brag, be interesting, plan fun dates, be
respectful, find common ground, communicate, listen, don’t talk over or over-talk. You will find your
mate, and God can’t wait for you to, if that’s your desire. Be your best!
I have asked Mark Cuban (by Twitter) to open his enclosed stadium, once a month, with a small entry
fee, for singles to find dates, as it can be hard if you’re not on a college campus, or working at a large
firm! Everyone’s so busy and spread out (and online can be so impersonal, as well as catfishing
potentiality).
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OUR LATEST TWEETS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Christians, Capitalism & Conservatism (p. 1386)
Biblical Masculinity (p. 1387)
The American Majority is Not Extreme! (p. 1388)
Christian Nationalism’s Capitalism (p. 1390)

1. Christians, Capitalism & Conservatism
(11/23/22; @JamesMeroney2)
BECAUSE I AM A CHRISTIAN, I CANNOT and NEVER WILL BE A CONSERVATIVE. Let me
explain!
Pure Capitalism is EVIL. It is Darwinian. It IS dog eat dog. It IS every man for himself. You will
NEVER see that attitude/value taught in the Bible, even though you WILL see be/reach your God-given
potential, private property, and making money off your money, in a bank! What gives?
Yesterday, NBC had an article about a company that uses the rich's excess to buy out home owners and
convert their home into a rental. Policies allowing this are favoring people with cash to spare, or the rich.
Morally, that violates Levit. 19:15! ANY time public policy isn’t fair, but allows leverage by only one
side, it is EVIL.
LOOK at the end game of pure Capitalism: Monopoly, the rich (alone) get richer (with NO emphasis on
give back), greed is good is the foundational value, and there will eventually be NO place for the poor
Jesus said will always be with us. Why? They get priced out of the market, and out of the United States!
That same economic value system we call "conservatism" has NO problem if one man owned everything,
so long as he/she did so legally, but then it never wants making money having any legal restrictions, or
"regulations." THIS IS LAODICEA, folks.
It is what the Bible calls "worldliness." It could NEVER be described as modeling what Christ taught,
even as Christian Nationalists want to force their warped views of God onto all of America.
Again, as rent and mortgages rise [usually the first and top priority expense people ensure gets paid],
"because that’s what the market will bear", the poor can either go homeless, or go/move to Mexico, where
the cost of living is so much lower, as the standard of living is so sub-par, on average, for the poor,
compared to America.
And this entire economic system is designed this way, and designed to ONLY cater to the middle and
upper classes, under the guise (or promise?) of unlimited opportunity! Literally, conservatism ONLY
favors rich people (usually older, white and many males). LOOK at my proof:
They HATE all "wealth redistribution.” That's a fancy way of saying government better NEVER help
any poor American—period!
They always want lower taxes, because one can never own enough, even though God says you CAN have
enough and ought to learn contentment, and the rich ought to give back (I Tim. 6:17-19).
They only want cops and military funded by taxes. WHY? Those two entities protect their stuff from
enemies, foreign and abroad. That’s the main reason, folks! It’s also why they MOUTH a belief in
"God," yet ultimately rely on guns, because cops can’t always get to their domicile fast enough when
there is any threat to their idolized assets and properties!
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It is a system that favors the rich! They fight estate taxes, anything that betters society (like our ecology,
or solving problems) IF tax dollars are involved, or business profits are ever curtailed, because "business'
ONLY purpose it profits," they teach in business schools.
They are so pro-business (as I am pro-business) that they empower and embrace business doing anything
for profit, and they whine if any regulations (or restrictions) are ever put on businesses, by "evil"
government, because "it’s MY business—government has no right to tell me how to run MY business."
It’s a system based in selfishness! It doesn’t even desire any safety net! Even Social Security (which
people WORKED to have, and earned by paying in) they want to end, because of only one reason:
MANY PEOPLE WHO ARE RICH DONT GIVE ONE -D CARE ABOUT ANYONE ELSE,
ESPECIALLY THE POOR.
I use the abbreviated term -D because God literally judges, or damns, this system in Bible prophecy! Rev.
16-18. Babylon is fallen, like sinful mankind is fallen in Adam.
So to be a pure Capitalist (as I was in college, as a member of Students In free Enterprise) is to be
antichrist, and NOT pro-God, as claimed, folks! I was ignorant! I believed what I was told and raised in.
I had never put my new found (as to applying it) faith into practice!
It is NOT that Socialism is the answer, biblically, but can ANYONE sincerely say many
European nations are EVIL, and God-opposing, to inflict a sprinkle of mercy in their public policy, with
some subsidies? You'd have to be drunk, on drugs, or crazy lying, to believe so!
Healthcare. The ability to afford to keep your body from sickness and even death, can become a
LUXURY? Balderdash! So I will forever, here on out, be committed to this one value before God:
I cannot be a pure Capitalist or a pure conservative. And NO true Christian can be, but they are, all the
time, because the majority don’t take their faith seriously, or judge their own lives by what the Bible
actually teaches!
Just what they might learn in a sermon. Statistics bear me out, and have for nearly 40 years! The Bible
calls it "carnality," and severely frowns upon its existence. Church discipline is also one remedy it
prescribes, which NO church would ever obey, because the customer is king. Whose bread I eat his song
I sing. Never bite the hand that feeds you.
THIS IS CORRUPT CAPITALISM IN THE CHURCH, folks! Never expect or even kindly demand
Christians obey God's teachings. Just come and pay up, regularly! THIS one entity, the Church, is both
the cause of the problem, and the solution to America's problems, according to II Chron. 7:14.
The poor you will always have with you, but not Jesus, and He is certainly OUTSIDE of a Church, or
even a Christ-claiming nation, knocking to get inside, when money and wealth are the core value He
taught was NOT life's purpose, Laodiceans! Lk. 12:15
You’ll NEVER hear a sermon like this! WHY???
2. Biblical Masculinity
(11/23/22; @JamesMeroney2)
FIFA's World Cup WOULD have been an ideal venue for launching the black and white arm emblems
supporting the Straight Supermajority, to balance their foolish politicization with the rainbow flag! I’ve
called for such for quite awhile!
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The rise of gay people in USA, politically, has, naturally, brought about a counter movement of
machismo & testosterone-promoting, like some character, Nick Adams' perversion of Christianity's view
on gender, masculinity and sex.
Ban every abortion, by force of law, force to birth and let no one responsibly prevent unwanted
pregnancies by outlawing birth control, but promote Hooters, FAKE or carnal immature Christian "Saint"
Nicholas?
No, his over-reaction to the sin of effeminatism in gays is to go also contrary to the Jesus he will claim
(confession is not always possession, folks). There are times you need a he-man! Rugby, pro football,
racing into fires, on the front lines, and on the thin blue line.
But Jesus is the ultimate male, and He was neither effeminate, gay, or macho. A "man's man." He might
have been viewed as, ONLY depending on one's definition of that term!
The muscle-bound "alpha male" brute, who bullies his way through life owning and dominating others,
and making his woman submit to him is NOWHERE IN THE BIBLE a characterization of what it means
to be male!
And I greatly appreciate Matt Walsh's question, ‘what is a woman,’ as the trans efforts and grooming
attempts at queer story hours are EVIL perversions of God ordained genders! It/s all based in identity
confusion, blurring clear lines of demarcation, and satan is its ultimate author.
I am ALL for treating ALL LGBTQs with equal respect as human beings created in the image of God,
NOT discriminating against them in non-religious entity employment, not discriminating in housing, etc.,
but it can never be achieved (the goal many are seeking) to force or pressure by majority consent, the
moral super-majority to accept that sodomy is morally equal to monogamy in God-ordained marriage
between a man and a woman, only.
So U.S. manufacturers: GET ON with making black and white arm bands, flags, and attire, to balance out
the gay pride parade events, and have a counter balance to this perverse force seeking to normalize
perversion.
LOVE the sinner; hate the sin. For some reason we find it hard to see both sides of a balanced equation!
It’s either hate the sinner or love the sin; one or the other; not both and. You CAN walk and chew gum at
the same time!
3. The American Majority Is Not Extreme!
(11/23/22; @JamesMeroney2)
DISTINCTIONS. They’re important, and you learn about them in law school. I’m NOT talking about
distinguished people, but slighter differences that are bigger than they may appear. It’s NOT like black
vs. right, but dark vs. light gray. The difference can be crucial, nonetheless! Example:
BOTH major political parties have two sides, and they’ve decided to remain united, despite their
differences, as their values in common outweigh those differences, as their beliefs in common are more
different from the other party than their own differences.
I will and would NEVER agree with pure conservatism. Compassionate conservatism and mild Democrat
beliefs I can find home and company at, either way! WHY can’t I EVER agree with liberalism or
conservatism, but only moderate Dem and GOP beliefs (the mainstream majority middle)?
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On a select number of issues, I’ll show you EXACTLY why (which argues for a BIG new Centrist third
party!). I will place the extreme view on the left, and my similar but different view on the right, for
liberalism and conservatism, and you can SEE why I will NEVER join any extreme!
1. Abort after heartbeat (including after birth) VS. before heartbeat (except mom’s life and vegetative
baby), but favoring Plan B within three days of any sex that MAY cause fertilization, if one’s not sure
they want to be parents as a result.
2. Gun-grabbing VS. reasonable restrictions, like red flag laws NEVER abused, background checks and
required training (to prove you know how to use and store guns), and serial numbers (so cops can always
chase down chains of possession, in crimes involving stolen weapons).
3. Global warming/climate change VS. man may and likely does have SOME negative impact needing
remediation.
4. Freebies VS. some government subsidies, ALL of which have to be paid back by at least token if not
actual pay back of civic service.
5. LGBTQ rights normalizing sodomy and gender confusion VS. respecting them as human equals, while
disagreeing with those choices and aberrant feelings.
6. Light on crime VS. respecting valid criminal rights, seeking rehab, where possible, and always
opposing ALL police brutality
7. BIG government VS. moderate sized to be only as big as absolutely necessary, and therefore "small"
by comparison.
8. Open borders VS. allowing in all skills our economy needs; ONLY!
9. Appeasement VS. STRONG national defense, including wars as a last but viable resort, where
necessary (just wars).
10. Censorship VS. free speech with guidelines and warnings about lies, misinformation, or abusive
language.
11. Socialism VS. Bridled Capitalism.
12. Separation of Church and State VS. freedom of religion, government NOT prohibiting or establishing
any religion(s)
13. Government control to affect the economy VS. free market with reasonable boundaries.
IF you have any brain waves, that’s centrism compared to liberalism. Let’s now compare it to
conservatism, with centrism on the right:
1. Total abortion bans, no exceptions, including birth control prohibited VS. my position, stated earlier.
2. Pro-gun (meaning zero restrictions for anyone on anything) VS. my position, stated earlier.
3. ZERO agreement man does any damage to the environment VS. my position.
4. No wealth redistribution, at all, ever VS. my position.
5. Hating if not hurting LGBTQs, mocking them, and trying to make their lives miserable, any way that’s
legal, or not, including discrimination VS. my position.
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6. Never questioning any police choices, or decrying police brutality VS. my back the blue position.
7. Small government so small the feds bills can’t be paid, the rich get favored (some don’t pay their fair
share), and government is never allowed to fix anything or help anyone, because if something can’t be
profited off of enough, you just allow it to continue VS. my position.
8. Closed immigration VS. controlled borders of MY position.
9. Hawkish, trigger-happy national security policy VS. my position.
10. Lies, propaganda, violence threats, conspiracy theories, and believing anything, where opinions are
deemed equally valued with facts VS. my position.
11. Unbridled Capitalism, where the rich get richer off the backs of everyone else, with zero give back
required VS. my position, which includes required profit sharing, according to how a business is profited,
and disallowing accounting games to hide profits from employees. Employees' share is according to their
contribution, or not (i.e., they vary).
12. Religion controlling government (say Marjorie Taylor Green) VS. the First Amendment/my position.
13. No government involvement in our economy, where anything goes (i.e., the wild west) VS. my
position.
It’s CLEAR, centrism is superior, and both parties can adopt it, with slighter distinctions" than extremists!
P.S. The joke of the golden rule being he with the gold rules is ANTI-biblical! Morality and justice are
to control public policy—NOT buying off politicians to favor the rich or their businesses! This is
common sense, and biblical, and centrist political doctrine/dogma!
Rich and poor are equals under the law (Lady Justice is blindfolded), and leverage between
management/ownership and labor/employees MUST be equal, by law, or you live in an unjust society.
LITERALLY, the ONLY Americans who don't desire the version of centrism I just described are people
who hate and reject justice, and who are evil. Let that TRUTHFUL statement resonate and sink deeply
within your mind, as many people in America are evil, in both extremes! Yes, I said it!
4. Christian Nationalism’s Capitalism
(11/24/22; @JamesMeroney2)
While I’m on the topic of rehashing the MOST IMPORTANT issues we’ve written on, for easy access of
voters on BOTH website Updates Buttons, let’s address a (final?) theme Christian Nationalist
conservatives FOOLISHLY and IGNORANTLY don’t know they’re advocating for: Gods view of
wealth.
FAKE "Christians" think they should force their values onto America, because they have been faked out
by fake depictions of Jesus and the Bible! NOT ONLY would they have to FINALLY start doing God’s
top four priorities, by force of law (MOST of them never do any of the four, to any serious or significant
extent), their sinfully IDOLIZED Capitalist society would have to crumble, just as it will in the second
half of the coming seven years of God’s judgment on earth. Rev. 16-18 (Commercial Babylon).
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The far right "Christian" has been taught (or brainwashed) that the Bible teaches make money (Gen.
3:19), give no freebies (II Th. 3:10), and work hard (Protestant work ethic; Col. 3:23-24).
BECAUSE the super majority of U.S. claiming Christians have NO IDEA what the Bible teaches (FULL
counsel of God, Ac. 20:27), are NOT Berean (Ac. 17:11), and DIS-obey II Tim. 2:15, we must
EDUCATE them on Gods view of money!
Let’s start by my experience with a GREAT seminary grad friend who got me a seminary professor job,
who said, "money is neutral," and "God never said being rich is a sin." (Chris Kim).
These are TRUE statements, but they must be understood and interpreted in light of the FULL counsel of
God. HERE are the repeated verses MOST U.S. Christians will NEVER learn (as they rely on sermons to
do all their educating, CONTRARY to Ps. 119:9-11; Josh. 1:8, and many other verses):
First, life is NOT summed up by he with the most toys wins, FOOLS! Lk. 12:15 READ the passage!
The purpose of adulting is NOT getting as much as you can, canning what you get and selling the rest,
FOOLS! There are MANY types of greed, and CONTRARY to Gordon Gecko, greed is NOT good, but
it is a sin, FOOLS!
Yes, I’m NOT violating Mt. 5:22, as I have NOT said to any person to their face, "you fool." Proverbs
speaks OFTEN of FOOLS, and your value system fits you in that category. But lest I anger you more,
trying to wake you up, let’s continue!
Luke 12 teaches EVERYTHING will be revealed, that’s NOW hidden, and what you hear in secret
announce to the rooftops. God wants VERY few secrets (Pv. 11:3), but TRANSPARENCY/honesty, and
that’s NOT what U.S. pastors, and especially Christian Nationalist ones are feeding to their sheeple
concerning riches! Laodicean CULTURE of the American Dream is controlling their thoughts and
politics—PERIOD!
U.S. politics is ALL about the money! Follow the money trail! Whose bread I eat his song I sing. Take
money from those with it, or keep it all for yourself, for those with it. THIS IS U.S. politics in a nutshell.
MOST all else is a cover for this fact! But I digress.
Lk. 12 goes on to say fear God, and nothing more than you do Him, because He’s capable of killing you,
then throwing you into the forever furnace. That speaks to all men, and says Christians are to evangelize
(which most do very little). You are SO much more valuable to Him.
WHEN actual believers are persecuted (prophetic context, most likely; we suffer so little, today, in USA),
God’s Spirit will give us the words we need, like people saved during the coming 7-year tribulation.
Trust His leadership; DON’T be carnal, as a majority is, today, Christians.
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Jesus gets interrupted by a TYPICAL family dispute among rich heirs, asking Him to divide one’s
inheritance. HOW MANY TIMES have siblings gone their separate ways after a disbursement of an
inheritance? The prodigal son asked for his early inheritance, then squandered it unto poverty.
Then He illustrates with a story (parable) of the rich FOOL (maybe that’s why God had me use that word
so much?). IF you read the parable (you should—DON’T BE LAZY; Protestant work ethic, don’t you
know), a rich man had a dilemma of where to put/store all his many gained assets/crops.
Instead of being content (I Tim. 6:6-12), he labors to build even more and BIGger grain silohs. He
RAZES his old ones to build new ones (wasting perfectly good assets, like McMansions built over
smaller buyouts). His lust for more is insatiable. Ecc. 6:7
When he finally feels he has enough, he tells himself to retire of work, take it easy/relax, and enjoy life
(eat, drink and be merry—the EXACT attitude that precedes the coming 7-year judgment in earth; Lk.
17:27; I Cor. 15:32).
Live it up! Enjoy the good life. Live the high life! Live high on the hog. Live the life of Riley. Live
large. Be on Easy Street. That’s what American culture teaches!
That’s the goal of adulthood! BIG house, great nest egg, white picket fence. This passage says that a
person can have enough! Ecclesiastes teaches man’s heart can never have enough, because of sin. Lk. 12
says the man never felt content that he had enough, due to sin!
And look what happens to him: God does NOT always allow that foolishness to continue! The grim
reaper harvested him to hell, because he is a FOOL (v. 20). ALL he worked for is vanity, empty, and
taken away from him, thereafter, because you can’t take it with you where you are going! I Tim. 6:7
MOST rich people will burn forever in hell. Fear God; not man’s opinion of you by your nest egg and
showy assets, because your adulators haven’t His power to kill you, and send you to hell!
As Christian (NOT a Christian Nationalist), I am OBLIGATED to tell EVERY rich person this
order/command from God, whether you are a Christian or not one:
I Tim. 6:17-19. “Command those who are rich in this present world not to be arrogant nor to put their
hope in wealth, which is so uncertain, but to put their hope in God, who richly provides us with
everything for our enjoyment. Command them to do good, to be rich in good deeds, and to be generous
and willing to share. In this way they will lay up treasure for themselves as a firm foundation for the
coming age, so that they may take hold of the life that is truly life.
READ Mt. 19:24! MOST rich people will burn in hell!
READ Jas. 2:5 God says the poor are much more likely to be in heaven, as they are prone more to faith in
God, having nothing else to rely on, than the rich, whose faith is in their possessions. Pv. 10:15
Your glory before man is TEMPORARY! Jas. 1:10. IN that verse, GOD says the rich are in a LOW
status. America calls them "heroes;" totally opposite value systems! QUIT ADHERING TO SATAN'S
VALUES, political conservatives and Christian Nationalist FOOLS!
Read on: Pv. 23:4-5; Mt. 6:19-21; Pv. 30:7-9; Levit. 19:15; Lk. 6:24; Jas. 2:6, 5:1-6.
READ the story (parable) of the rich man and Lazarus (Lk. 16:19-31). Something MOST people MISS is
this verse: v. 25 “But Abraham replied, ‘Son, remember that in your lifetime you received your good
things, while Lazarus received bad things, but now he is comforted here and you are in agony."
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You are getting all you will ever get ONLY in this life, rich people who don’t fear God, aren’t saved, and
aren’t generously giving back to others. You are hell-bound, and you feel you’re in a high and mighty
position of power, but you are in a lowly way before God, which is ALL that matters, when you
comprehend life, fools!
When your rat race chase of the good life finds you facing the grim reaper, God shows (in that verse) that
Lazarus (the poor man) gets some form of justice in the next life—which justice only turns out hellishly
HORRIBLE for you!
I will NOT presume lazy pew sitter bench warmers will actually look up verses, when they require others
to do their thinking for them, so let’s look up those prior-referenced verses!
Pv. 23:4-5 “Do not weary yourself to gain wealth, cease from your consideration of it. When you set
your eyes on it, it is gone. For wealth certainly makes itself wings like an eagle that flies toward the
heavens.”
We are told to NOT weary ourselves for wealth! DO YOU OBEY that command, Christian? It’s what
your eyes are set upon that matters! Heb. 12:2; Col. 3:1-4.
Mt. 6:19-21 “Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust destroy, and where
thieves break in and steal. But store up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust
destroys, and where thieves do not break in or steal; for where your treasure is, there your heart will be
also."
Where is your heart? You CAN’T serve God and money, equally! Mt. 6:24 We try to, but it’s
impossible. Your ministry amount proves your claims FALSE, majority Laodicean U.S. Christian
FOOLS!
LOOK how the Laodicean church viewed itself: Rev 3: "I know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor
hot. I wish you were either one or the other! So, because you are lukewarm—neither hot nor cold—I am
about to spit you out of my mouth. You say, ‘I am rich; I have acquired wealth and do not need a thing.’
But you do not realize that you are wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and naked. I counsel you to buy from
Me gold refined in the fire, so you can become rich; and white clothes to wear, so you can cover your
shameful nakedness; and salve to put on your eyes, so you can see. Those whom I love I rebuke and
discipline. So be earnest and repent. Here I am! I stand at the door and knock [OUTSIDE the Church].
If anyone hears My voice and opens the door, I will come in and eat with that person, and they with Me."
Scholars virtually ALL agree we are living in the Laodicean church age of history; the last era before
prophecy! Self-deluded and deceived by riches, when we are wretches, pitiful, dare I say "deplorable,"
poor, blind and naked, because riches deceive one as being powerful when they’re weak before God! Mk.
4:19
Riches deceive! Worldliness is a SIN. Christians can be materialistic sinners (Jas. 4:1-8), thereby making
themselves ENEMIES of God!
I Jn. 2:15-17 says (that is, commands): “Do not love the world nor the things in the world. If anyone
loves the world, the love of the Father is not in him. For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh and
the lust of the eyes and the boastful pride of life, is not from the Father, but is from the world. The world
is passing away [aka, YOU CAN’T TAKE IT WITH YOU] and also its lusts; but the one who does the
will of God continues to live forever."
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The love (vs. like) of money is a sin. I Tim. 6:10; Lk. 16:14. God knows our hearts, and the words you
speak most of, and the deeds you engage most most often show where your affections lie!
Pv. 30:7-9 "Two things I have asked of You; Do not refuse me before I die: Keep deception and lies far
from me, give me neither poverty nor riches; Feed me with the food that is my portion, so that I will not
be full and deny You and say, “Who is the Lord?” And that I will not become impoverished and steal,
and profane the name of my God."
IS THIS YOUR HEART ATTITUDE and PRAYER, U.S. Christian? And in your politics, READ Levit.
19:15 "Do not pervert justice; do not show partiality to the poor or favoritism to the great, but judge your
neighbor fairly." DOES THAT DESCRIBE POLITICAL CONSERVATISM, U.S. Christians?
READ Lk. 6:24-25 “But woe to you who are rich, for you are receiving your comfort in full. Woe to you
who are well-fed now, for the outcry of those who did the harvesting has reached the ears of the Lord of
armies. You have lived for pleasure on the earth and lived luxuriously; you have fattened your hearts in a
day of slaughter. You have condemned and put to death the righteous person; he offers you no
resistance."
WHO can NOW say the Bible's overall tone is positive toward seeking riches, or idolizing the rich?
ONLY FOOLS! And THIS is Christianity, folks, but NOT the apostate Christian Nationalism being
sought by political conservatives. Thus says the word of the Lord! Repent, FOOLs!
P.S.: SHOW ME ANY church sermon recording that EVER gave that sermon/lesson!!! Not ‘gonna
happen, as it might step on some parishioners' tithing toes! Mic drop.
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THE GOSPEL (“Good News”)
(References from the New American Standard Version Bible)
DO YOU KNOW FOR CERTAIN THAT YOU WILL GO TO HEAVEN WHEN YOU DIE?…
1. GOD’S PLAN: Good News... God Loves You, and has a Wonderful Plan
for your Life!
“For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoever
believes in Him should not perish, but have eternal life.” (John 3:16)
“The thief comes only to steal, and kill, and destroy; I came that they might have
life, and might have it abundantly.” (John 10:10)
2. MAN’S PROBLEM: All People have Sinned–No One is
Morally Perfect.
If you have ever committed one sin, you are guilty before God as if you
had committed all sins. Therefore, no one deserves to go to heaven and no
one can work their way there.
“for all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.” (Rom. 3:23)
Jesus said to him, “‘I am the way, and the truth, and the life; no one comes to
the Father, but through Me.’” (John 14:6)
3. SIN’S PUNISHMENT: The Punishment for Sin is Physical and Eternal
Death.
Man not only dies bodily when this life is over, but his soul is eternally
separated from God–in hell–without Christ.
“For the wages of sin is death, but the free gift of God is eternal life in Christ
Jesus our Lord.” (Rom. 6:23)
Man

4. GOD’S PROVISION: God has Provided Jesus Christ as the Solution to
Man’s Problem.

Christ paid the punishment/penalty for all men’s sins by dying on the
cross and He is alive today, in heaven, having been resurrected from the
dead.
”Now I make known to you, brethren, the Gospel which I preached to you, which
also also you received, in which also you stand, by which also you are saved, if you
hold hold fast the word which I preached to you, unless you believed in vain. For I
deliv delivered to you as of first importance what I also received, that Christ died for
our our sins according to the Scriptures, and that He was buried, and that He was
r
raised on the third day according to the Scriptures.” (1 Cor. 15:1-4)

Chri
cross,
dead.
“No “

“But But God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we were yet
sinners, Christ died for us.” (Rom. 5:8)
“And there is salvation in no one else; for there is no other name under heaven
that has been given among men, by which we must be saved.” (Acts 4:12)
5. MAN’S RESPONSE: You can Receive Jesus Christ for the Forgiveness of
All your Sins.
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By faith in God’s word, the Bible, you trust God to save you from your
sins. You do this by praying to invite Jesus Christ to live in your heart
(i.e., life).
“But as many as received Him, to them He gave the right to become children of
God, even to those who believe in His name.” (John 1:12)
“‘Behold, I stand at the door and knock; if anyone hears My voice and opens the door, I will come
in to him, and will dine with him, and he with Me.’” (Rev. 3:20)
Please PRAY TO GOD FROM YOUR HEART...
PRAYER EXAMPLE: “Dear God, I admit that I am a sinner and that I
cannot come to You based on any of my own goodness or works. Lord Jesus, I
believe You died on the cross for my sins, were raised, and are alive today.
Please forgive me for ALL my sins–past, present and future–and I ask you to
come into my life right now and make me a new creation. God, I believe
based on Your word, the Bible, that because I now have received Christ, You
have saved me, and I will live with You eternally when I die. THANK YOU
that I now have a personal, daily relationship with You and Your Son, Jesus
Christ, and for all that He did for me on the cross, and gave me at salvation. In Jesus’ name, I
pray. Amen.”
NOW WHAT?...
GOD’S PROMISE: Eternal life is yours! Now, you can live out being a citizen of heaven.
“And the witness is this, that God has given us eternal life, and this life is in His Son. He who has
the Son has the life; he who does not have the Son of God does not have the life. These things I
have written to you who believe in the name of the Son of God, in order that you may know
thatyou have eternal life.” (1 John 5:11-13, See also: John 3:36)
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER BLESSINGS:
You are now rightly related to God, and will be with Him for eternity in heaven. Therefore, you
will want to get to know God, learn how to please Him and how to keep that relationship strong.
The following SIX THINGS will be crucial for you to grow close to and more like God, to learn His
plan for your life, and to obtain guidance from Him in the daily decisions of your life:
A. PRAYER AND MEDITATION (“Daily Quiet Time”) (Col. 4:2). You speak to God in Prayer. To
develop a maturing relationship/friendship with Him, you should daily meet with and spend time
with Him. Becoming more Christ-like also occurs by putting God’s word on your heart (i.e.,
memorization). Meditation is deep and prayerful contemplation on the truths of the Bible.
Memorizing Scripture is a great first step toward getting God’s word deep in your heart, so you
can grow in knowing His will (or plan) for your life.
B. BIBLE STUDY (II Tim. 2:15). God speaks to you through His word, the Bible. Bible study
involves reading, interpreting and applying God’s word. There are many help books and
Commentaries on the market to assist your study, and I would recommend you begin by reading the
New Testament books of John, I John and Romans. Spend time in God’s word, and God will
reward your efforts.
C. CONFESSING YOUR PERSONAL TESTIMONY (I Tim. 6:12). Tell a Christian person or members
at a local church what happened to you today. They can assist you further, and doing so can
further solidify your decision to receive Christ. You may want to re-read the other side of this page
to be mentally clear about the spiritual miracle that happened inside you today.
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D. Water BAPTISM (Ac. 2:41). You need to be baptized in a Bible-believing church, as this is the
firfirst act of obedience. Baptism publicly demonstrates to others your testimony about what
hahappened internally at salvation (i.e., death, burial and resurrection to a new spiritual person).
E. WORSHIPPING GOD (Heb. 10:25). Regularly attend a Bible-believing church fellowship.
F. EVANGELISM (Mk. 16:15). Share the “Good News” so others can go to heaven too!
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, OR NEED PRAYER, PLEASE CALL YOUR NEAREST BIBLE-BELIEVING CHURCH

GOD BLESS YOU!
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